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Preface

Two concurrent themes run throughout our study. One is intimately involved with the
sources relating to or purporting to relate to the events linked with the two-month siege
and the ultimate fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks led by the Sultan Mehmed II
Fatih, the Conqueror (1444-1446, 1451-1481), on May 29, 1453. Their authenticity or
inauthenticity, reliability, and factual accuracy are analyzed, and the various folk themes
and stories that relate to this memorable event and its aftermath are scrutinized for their
veracity. The second theme is occupied with an analysis of the military planning and
operational approaches in the course of the siege. Thus the title and sub-title of our study
reflects these two concerns.

The first part, The Pen, evaluates the voluminous sources, some of which have been
traditionally accepted as authentic and as absolutely authoritative by various modem
historians. In the course of this study, we will point out that the traditional views on these
sources may not be as reliable as they have been deemed to be. On the contrary, some
belong to the realm of fantasy and produce legends; others, depending on the agenda of
the author, seem to fabricate personalities and events. On the other hand, sources that
have been despised or considered to be too confusing, and have been further confused by
modern historians, include valuable information that has not been utilized thus far.

Thus Chapter 1 is meant to be an introductory unit and attempts to present in an
organized fashion the various narratives of the siege that have come down to us. Here we
attempt to evaluate the information of each source. To our knowledge no such catalogue
exists, detailing the related Quellenforschungen and their accompanying problems, as
well as assessing the worth of each narrative. This chapter goes beyond the existing
testimonies of eyewitnesses and treats the historiographical tradition that existed in the
east after the fall.

Chapter 2 focuses on four narratives that have been neglected by the scholarship on
the siege: these include the forgotten Latin narratives of "Riccherio," Tetaldi, and Pope
Pius II, and as well the Slavonic text of Nestor-Iskander, which had been regarded as a
confused secondary source composed by an unknown author who was present in the
Ottoman camp. We will demonstrate that it is a first-rate source composed by an
eyewitness who was with the defenders within the imperial city after his defection from
the Ottoman camp and not with the besiegers during the course of the final two months
before the fall of Constantinople.

Chapter 4 addresses the thorny matter, which has achieved Homeric proportions in
the scholarship of recent centuries, of the evolution of the Chronicon Minus into the
celebrated Maius and of all the problems that are associated with this elaboration.
Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos will be discussed, and his various agendas in
drastically altering the annual compilation of Georgios Sphrantzes. The elaborator's
dependence upon other non-Greek sources will be demonstrated and his connection to
other less well-known chronicles will be pointed out, in the hope of relegating this
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complicated problem to its proper position within the historiographical corpus of the
siege.

Chapter 4 leads us to folk history, to myths, and to legends that immediately appeared
in the days following the siege and the sack, and as well in the ensuing centuries, even by
scholars. This excursus also brings us to examine some of the more imposing structures
still surviving in Istanbul, such as the Church of Hagia Theodosia/Giil Camii and the
thorny problem of its identification and location, or the unimposing areas such as the
Vefa Meidan, or even the largely unknown areas even among the current residents of
Istanbul such as the square of the U9 bas. These locations are important, as we shall see,
for the mythology and legendary accounts associated with them.

The second part of our study, The Sword, addresses the operations of the siege itself,
analyzing in a systematic fashion the military situation as it confronted the Byzantines
and their allies. Our focus in this analysis is upon the strategy employed by both sides,
but especially the Ottoman offense. On this basic point, we find previous research
seriously lacking. For reasons that are not sufficiently perceptible, modem historians
have neglected Ottoman strategy. They tend to view the siege as a series of isolated
incidents, which seem prima facie to be unconnected. We believe that there was a basic
Turkish strategy that evolved during the progression of the siege, as circumstances
warranted a change in tactics. Perhaps this strategy vacillated during the course of the
siege, as events do not seem to follow a prescribed course of action even in modem
warfare. And perhaps at the very end of the siege Ottoman strategy had direction and
because of that the Byzantine defenses weakened. It is ultimately the grand strategy of
the offense and the defense that concerns our views and us will be summarized in
Chapter 11.

This part begins with Chapter 5, which consists of our detailed survey of the existing
walls, gates, and defensive and contiguous structures. Over the years it became evident to
us that the numerous modem studies of the siege, even by the most eminent scholars and
respected authors, display unfamiliarity with the ancient remains. Consequently, we spent
a great deal of time surveying the walls, gates, and adjacent structures, even in
neighborhoods such as Sulu Kule, which are seldom if ever visited by scholars. We
investigated the surviving remains before they were extensively renovated and thus
became lost to the scholar interested in the topography of the siege of 1453.

Chapter 6 treats the imperial court's intensive diplomatic activities on the eve of the
siege, while Chapter 7 considers the preparations of the Porte, its erection of the
Bosphoros Castle, and the intense preparations for building bombards to level the land
fortifications.

Chapter 8 considers the Golden Hom sector and, as will become apparent, this section
had no important offensive value, but was utilized by the Ottoman forces to weaken the
protection at the land walls. The main focus of the Turkish offensive strategy was to
compel the defenders to spread thin their troops, both along the land and sea walls.
Otherwise, the sea walls came under no immediate or direct threat. The naval focus of the
sultan must thus be viewed as secondary to the land operations of his main army.

Chapter 9 deals with the adjustments in offensive strategy of the sultan as the siege
ran its course. It is mainly as a result of these changes, recommended by the Ottoman
high command, that we may infer the overall grand strategy of the sultan in the siege.

xiv
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Chapter 10, albeit rather late in this study, addresses the general questions and
assumptions often raised by scholars concerning Mehmed II's strategy for the siege and
conquest of the imperial city. As will become evident, the sultan's approach was to vary
his strategies, often dictated by circumstances as they evolved over a two-month period.

Chapter 11 contains our conclusions based on the evidence at hand and as we have
interpreted it in the previous chapters. In some ways, these conclusions come as a
surprise, given the confident statements, albeit insupportable by the available authentic
evidence, of scholars that are often encountered in the accounts on the siege.

To these chapters we have added "Appendices" presenting a journal of the events
linked to the siege (Appendix I), a compilation of texts addressing the execution of the
grand duke, Loukas Notaras (Appendix II), and the notorious incident of the Kerkoporta,
over which scholars have spilled much ink needlessly (Appendix III). Appendix IV,
however, considers another oversight in the various investigations of the siege period. As
we will have occasion to observe, the compilation of a prosopography of the participants
in the siege and the sack of Constantinople has become imperative. There has never been
any systematic study of the defenders, aggressors, and survivors, and there is no basic list
of participants available to scholarship. We present for the first time an essential, if
limited, tool for scholars investigating the siege. This first step for the eventual
compilation of a workable prosopography of the defenders is based on available texts.

While we do not wish to criticize in detail the various approaches to the siege by our
predecessors, whose views will be examined and evaluated in due course within the
appropriate sections of our study, we should stress that what has been produced thus far
in scholarship is not, we believe, very satisfactory. The limitations imposed on any
investigation of the siege have tended to assert themselves and have often led
investigators in the wrong direction and to arrive at simplistic conclusions. Some of these
limitations can be attributed to a lack of direct access to the sources that are not easily
located and lack translation, as they are written in more than a handful of languages and
are difficult to comprehend, even by the standards of the fifteenth century, and by an
inferior and unsatisfactory publication of the texts. In addition, the lack of familiarity
with the topography of the land and sea fortifications, the actual ruins of the land walls
and the little that survives of the sea walls, and most significantly the failure of personal
inspection of the areas under siege have simply complicated the difficult task of previous
investigators. Their results present an inconclusive picture or an inadequate
understanding, leading them into the historiographical traps as they emerged over the
centuries.

The last two centuries have witnessed an immense increase in our knowledge of the
expansion of the Ottoman Turks into the Greco-Byzantine/Frankish Levant, as new or
neglected manuscripts and contemporary testimonies have been steadily discovered. Yet
the scholarly views on this subject have been hardly modified, in spite of the new
archaeological discoveries and the new manuscript sources that have become available to
scholarship. And so if one were to read the story of the siege and fall of Constantinople as
it has been told and retold a number of times in the last two hundred years, one would be
hard pressed to discover any new insights into this monumental event in the various
studies, aside from the literary talents of each author. Thus, while Sir Steven Runciman
composed a popular account of the siege of 1453 that has remained in print for almost

xv
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forty years since its first edition, there are severe limitations to his approach, and his
narrative does not differ substantially in outlook or interpretations from the earlier studies
of numerous worthy predecessors, such as father and son A. D. and J. H. Mordtmann, A.
G. Paspates, E. Pears, or G. Schlumberger. Our observations also apply to the book by D.
Stacton/D. Dereksen. He does not possess Runciman's literary skills or familiarity with
the sources, which he could not or did not read in the original languages, but relied on the
few, albeit inaccurate and flawed, translations in existence. The only modem scholar
whose work demonstrates the availability of sources, and not all, by any means, is K. M.
Setton. Their modem accounts may differ in details and in the literary talent that each
author possesses, but they can hardly be said to offer new insights and new
interpretations. Scholarship is always careful to move slowly in modifying transmitted
pictures. As small changes in the form of additions and corrections accumulate, in time
new syntheses become imperative. We would go so far as to submit that our basic
conception of the siege, the fall, and the sack is still predicated on the interpretations that
the nineteenth-century scholars placed on these monumental events.

The nineteenth-century investigators, researchers, and historians in general, we are
reminded, were in many ways motivated by concerns that differ considerably from those
of modem scholarship. Thus the scholars of that century could not break free from the
restraints that their own period had placed upon them. This was an era characterized by
nationalistic archetypes and sweeping generalizations, as the "new" nations in
southeastern Europe, free at last of the Ottoman yoke, were struggling to survive and
were desperate to discover and to isolate, in the events of the past, historical precedents to
justify and sanction their new-found liberties. In addition, western European scholars still
viewed the Ottoman Turkish Empire as "the sick man" of Europe. Furthermore, under the
immense influence of Edward Gibbon, the Greco-Byzantine civilization of the Middle
Ages was largely seen as a monolithic theocratic state that showed some sparks of
heroism in its final chapters only when the inevitable decline of the Ottoman Turks had
arrived. Against such a backdrop, the "causation" of the fall focused on the "degenerate"
character of the Greeks, who refused to fight against the Ottoman aggressor. At the same
time, the triumphal victory of the Turks over Constantinople was attributed to the
advances in western military technology that had been imported by the Turkish forces,
such as artillery and the enormous bombards of Mehmed II that supposedly leveled the
ancient land fortifications of Constantinople and thus delivered the city to him.

We believe that the time has arrived to discard or to modify radically such simplistic
views. Scholarship is obligated to produce new and authoritative analyses of events that
may result in surprisingly fresh syntheses. While this is not the proper place to argue in
favor of such an approach, the texts presented in this volume would militate in its favor.
Even a cursory reading of our texts, for instance, demonstrates that the supposed ace of
Mehmed II, that is, his bombards operated by gunpowder, was a failure. The bombards,
in fact, achieved very little in the siege of 1453, played a negligible role in the siege of
Negroponte, and failed miserably in the siege of Rhodes. The Ottoman victory in 1453
must be attributed to other factors. The Ottoman bombards were too cumbersome, could
not be aimed effectively, and failed to reduce to rubble the mighty land fortifications of
Constantinople. We should recall that the art of effective deployment of artillery pieces
was still in its infancy and that the bombards of the quattrocento were still employed as
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battering rams or as stone-throwing catapults. The science of ballistics was still far in the
future and unperfected. The effect of bombards was mainly psychological and was felt
more by the non-combatants than by the professionals, who must have observed, at least
in the course of the siege, the strategic and tactical limitations of Ottoman artillery. The
immediate cause of the fall of Constantinople in 1453 must be attributed to the
withdrawal of Giustiniani and his disciplined band of condottieri, and to the ensuing
panic among the remainder of the defenders. The Turks did not breach the land walls.
Their defenders in the vicinity of the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton abandoned
the ancient fortifications. In the end, the enemy overran this critical sector in the defense
of the imperial city.

Similarly, in a later period, the fall of Negroponte/Khalkis in Euboea can be
reasonably attributed to the failure of the Venetian commanders to provide effective aid
to the besieged, who probably perished in bewilderment, seeing their fleet simply
standing by and idly watching the conflict. Immensely more important, more significant,
and more effective to operations during the sieges in the Levant of the quattrocento were
the activities of "renegades," spies, potential traitors, and the existence of fifth columns
within the cities under siege. This specific aspect of warfare has not been exhaustively
investigated in modem scholarship and deserves a fresh look. Given the indisputable role
played by such individuals as Halil Pasha, the grand vizier of Mehmed II's Porte, of
Loukas Notaras, the "prime minister" of the imperial administration of Constantine XI, of
Tommaso Schiavo and of Luca da Curzola and of their cohorts in Negroponte, of Meister
George and of Meligalos and of Sophianos in Rhodes in 1481, we believe that a modem
investigation of the importance of intelligence and counter-intelligence operations in
siege warfare of the period will produce rewarding results.

The systematic study of the fall of Constantinople and of Byzantine-Frankish Greece,
in general, as well as the related expansion of the Ottoman Turks into southeastern
Europe, was pioneered by K. Sathas, P. A. Dethier, and S. P. Lampros, in their numerous
publications that spanned the latter half of the nineteenth century and the first quarter of
the twentieth century. We have structured this study in the partial belief that their work,
while significant, was never brought to a proper conclusion and that their studies and
contributions to medieval and Renaissance historiography remain largely inaccessible to
English-speaking students. In recent decades our understanding of the monumental
events involved in the end of Byzantine Greece and of the expansion of the Ottoman
Turks into the Levant and southeastern Europe have been aided and enriched by new and
interesting approaches, innovative lines of research, and fresh ways of looking at a
fascinating and complicated situation, but the sad fact remains that numerous sources
remain inaccessible to the majority of students and scholars. We therefore make no
apologies for the unabashedly old-fashioned approach that we have employed in our
study.'

1 While we subscribe to the following views that Sir Steven Runciman expressed in the "Preface"
(p. xi) to his A History of the Crusades, vol. 1: The First Crusade and the Foundation of the
Kingdom of Jerusalem (Cambridge, 1951), we would like to stress that the minutiae and the details
regarding the siege of 1453 have not been settled, thus far, to allow a solitary historian to take up
the pen of Homer or Herodotus, or even of Thucydides, and complete a task that would bring us
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We, the authors of this study, have engaged in research and study of the material for
the siege of Constantinople in 1453, both independently and in collaboration, for over
thirty years. In the course of our detailed analyses of sources and accounts, we discovered
that there were numerous gaps and flaws in all scholarly attempts to give meaning to this
monumental event. Our research has taken us to numerous libraries in Europe and the
United States, and we were compelled to visit and revisit the sites in question countless
times. In the process of our research we became dissatisfied and frustrated with the
numerous bits of scholarship that have been published on this event. Our collaboration
over the course of many years proved an extremely rewarding experience and we present
its results here. We wrote this book from the perspective that previous studies were not
inclusive and did not address the problems adequately. We hope that we have taken a
small step toward this goal. In truth, if this study had been compiled at the end of the
nineteenth century or in the course of the twentieth, our understanding of the siege of
1453 would have been on a more solid foundation. We have tried to remedy this situation
and we are hopeful that future studies will contribute substantial material that is pertinent
to the siege and its aftermath.

A great deal remains to be done. Further research may reveal additional "sources" and
"lost" accounts. Likewise, additional information may be uncovered in the Ottoman
libraries and manuscript collections that have thus far been overlooked. New authoritative
editions of well-known texts have become imperative. To cite one significant example,
there is the work of Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani, for which there exists no critical
edition of this informative and basic account of the siege. The edition would have to take
into consideration all available manuscripts of the quattrocento and their valuable
marginalia, which remain for the most part unknown to scholars. As well, a critical
edition of the text of Ubertino Pusculo is imperative; and other Slavonic versions of the
text of Nestor-Iskander will have to be re-examined and re-evaluated, given the newly
acquired status of eyewitness. A compilation of the prosopography of the besiegers will
furnish additional information, while more insights will be gained from a complete

beyond the "Alexandrine Age" and produce a highly accurate historical investigation that would
merit praise among the experts on style and the devotees of creative literature. We quote
Runciman's passage at length: "A single author cannot speak with the high authority of a panel of
experts, but he may succeed in giving to his work an integrated and even an epical quality that no
composite volume can achieve. Homer as well as Herodotus was a Father of History, as Gibbon,
the greatest of our historians, was aware; and it is difficult, in spite of certain critics, to believe
Homer was a panel. History writing today has passed into an Alexandrian age, where criticism has
overpowered creation. Faced by the mountainous heap of the minutiae of knowledge and awed by
the watchful severity of his colleagues, the modem historian too often takes refuge in learned
articles or narrowly specialized dissertations, small fortresses that are easy to defend from attack.
His work can be of the highest quality; but it is not an end in itself. We believe that the supreme
duty of the historian is to write history, that is to say, to attempt to record in one sweeping sequence
the greatest events and movements that have swayed the destinies of man. The writer rash enough
to make an attempt should not be criticized for his ambition, however much he may deserve
censure for the inadequacy of his equipment or the inanity of his results."
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prosopography of the defenders. Lastly, the field of intelligence and counter-intelligence,
double agents, renegades, and downright traitors remains open.

We should add a note in regard to transliteration of names. While we use the accepted
form for Christian names that have English equivalents, such as George (exceptions are
made for initial citations of prominent Byzantine annalists, hence, Georgios), John, or
Constantine, a practice of transliterating other Greek names into English, by-passing the
normal transliteration, is observed: thus "Palaiologos" and not "Palaeologus,"
"Palaiologan" and not "Palaeologan." But consistency is elusive. It is more common to
encounter "Thessaloniki" and the Latinized "Thessalonica" or the grammatically correct
form "Thessalonike." We should admit that we have been guilty of following the
common usage. The same is true for Turkish names and titles. We will encounter
"Mehmed" and not the phonetically incorrect "Mehmet" or the pedantic
"Mohammed/Muhammad."

With respect to all the passages cited in a score of languages throughout this work, we
have provided our own translations of these passages, unless the name of another
translator is cited in an accompanying note. Generally speaking, we have not translated
the extensive number of texts cited in the footnotes, unless we believed the language to
be rather exotic and the information present to be of substantial significance.

Finally, we should like to note that we have consciously tried, as much as possible but
not totally, to avoid redundancy in the use of the adjectival form "Byzantine" or the noun
"Byzantium." The application of this adjective, in particular, to the Greeks of the Middle
Ages dates back to the seventeenth century, when French antiquarians first coined it. It is
further unfortunate that Gibbon's towering influence has colored "Byzantine" with its
familiar pejorative dimension. We have, therefore, often employed the term "Greek,"
which might not be deemed inappropriate if language and religion were to count as
criteria for ethnicity. After all, the common language of the average Greek of the
quattrocento did not differ radically from the spoken idiom of the nineteenth century and
the citizens of the modem Hellenic Republic could have understood the spoken idiom of
Constantine XI's subjects with relative ease. Moreover, the religion of the vast majority
of modem Greek-speakers remains Orthodox Christianity, which has miraculously
survived organized persecutions, forced conversions, and brutal policies during the "Dark
Age" of modem Greece. Thus, while one might be charged with anachronism if one were
to maintain that the Palaiologan coda of the Greek empire was the seminal form of the
modem Greek nation, we feel that it is neither anachronistic nor unnatural to employ the
term "Greek" for the Christian Greek-speakers of the late medieval Balkans and of
Constantinople in the fifteenth century.

Marios Philippides,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Walter K. Hanak,
Shepherd University
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Chapter 1

Scholarship and the Siege of 1453

1. General Remarks

During the nineteenth century, "new" sources describing the siege, fall and sack of
Constantinople in 1453 were discovered. The texts that had been forgotten or misplaced
since the days of the Renaissance were edited and published in scholarly journals. A
significant number of important documents saw the light of print for the first time:

1. The report of Angelo Giovanni Lomellino, the Genoese podesty of Pera/Galatas,
the Genoese suburb across Constantinople on the northern shore of the Golden Horn.
This important epistula dealing with the siege, sack, and the fate of Pera was composed
on June 23, 1453, while Lomellino still felt the effects of the disaster and was still in deep
grief and a state of depression.)

2. The valuable diary of the Venetian physician Nicolo Barbaro, who was on board a
Venetian galley in defense of the harbor and who recorded all events, including numerous
operations on the western land fortifications. He provides informative lists of Venetian
combatants, casualties, refugees, and prisoners who fell into the hands of the Turks and
were subsequently ransomed or perished in captivity?

1 S. de Sacy, ed., "Pieces diplomatiques tir8es des Archives Republique de Genes," Notices et
extraits des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi 11 (1827): 74-79; L. T. Belgrano, ed., "Prima
serie di documenti riguardanti la colonia di Pera," Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13
(1877): no. 149, pp. 229-233; N. lorga, ed., "Notes et extraits pour servir a 1'histoire des croisades
an XVe siecle," Revue de )'Orient latin 8 (1900/1901): 105-108; English translation: J. R. Melville
Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453: Seven Contemporary Accounts (Jericho, 1972), pp. 131-
135; and improved text with Italian translation in CC 1: 42-51.
2 Edited by E. Comet, Giornale dell' assedio di Costantinopoli 1453 di Nicolo Barbaro P.V.
correddato di note e documenti (Vienna, 1856). This edition remains the only complete, printed
form of the Diary. It has been translated into English by J. R. [Melville] Jones, Nicolo Barbaro:
Diary of the Siege of Constantinople (Jericho, 1969); selections with improved text in CC 1: 8-38.
There exists a Modem Greek translation by V. A. Lappa, H H6ALc EEAw: To XpovLKO T17C
HoAzopKLas Kat Trts 'AAcaaris TqC HoAgi;, (Athens, 1991), pp. 93-213. Cf. A. Sagredo, Sul
Giornale dell'assedio di Costantinopoli di Nicold Barbaro (Venice, 1856). Katherine E. Fleming,
"Constantinople: From Christianity to Islam," Classical World 97 (2003): 73, identifies Nicolo
Barbaro as "a Venetian medical student serving as ship's doctor on a Venetian merchant galley at
anchor in the Bosphorous, just off Constantinople's shores." Her assertion is questionable, since
Barbaro was much older, having been born about 1400, and thus he was in his fifties at the time of
his medical service aboard Venetian ships.
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3. A section in Zorzi Dolfin's Cronaca delle famiglie nobili di Venezia, evidently
copied from Languschi's opusculum and entitled Excidio e presa di Constantinopoli nell'
anno 1453.3

4. Adamo di Montaldo's De Constantinopolitano Excidio ad nobilissimum iuvenem
Melladucam Cicadam, a rhetorical piece composed in the humanistic flowery style
favored by intellectuals of the period. It also deals with events, but the work is not
chronologically contemporaneous with the siege and sack. It appears to have been written
in the early 1470s.4

5. The Greek "biography" of Sultan Mehmed II by the Greek historian Kritoboulos,
who had contacts with the patriarchate of Constantinople in the years that followed the
sack and described these dealings in a manuscript discovered by Philipp A. Ddthier in
Istanbul.5

6. The Slavonic eyewitness account by Nestor-Iskander (Iskender), which in its
original form was a diary comparable to that of Barbaro whom it complements in a
number of respects, but unlike Barbaro's narrative it deals exclusively with the land
operations of the siege and not with the Venetian galleys in the harbor of the Golden
Horn.6

These accounts have invited detailed scholarly analyses of the events that they
presented and promised a better understanding of the complicated military operations
associated with the end of the medieval Greek "empire" of the Palaiologoi.7 Interest

3 Its colorful mixture of sixteenth-century Venetian vernacular and Latin was edited by G. M.
Thomas, "Die Eroberung Constantinopels im Jabre 1453 auf einer venetianischen Chronik,"
Sitzungsberiehte der konigl. bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften, philos.-hist. Klasse, Band 2
(Munich, 1866): 1-38; Thomas neglected to mention the title of Dolfin's work; selections are also
printed in TIePN, pp. 169-180. Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople, pp. 125-131 has
translated a short extract from this account into English; it has never been translated in its entirety.
Languschi-Dolfin's text and its relation to the narrative of Leonardo and its followers will be
discussed in due course; cf infra, 11.4.i.
4 It was edited by P. A. Ddthier, C. Desimoni, and C. Hopf, "Della Conquista di Costantinopoli per
Maometto II nel MCCCLIII," Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 10 (1874): 289-350; and
reprinted in MHH 22.1: 35-70; selections with Italian translation in TIePN, pp. 188-209. There
exists no translation of the complete work into any modem language.
5 This detailed history of the period by Kritoboulos was first edited by P. A. Ddthier, Kp.ro ovAos
Bios roO M c cz9 B', in MHH 21.1 (sine loco [Galata/Pera? or Budapest?], sine anno
[1872?/1875?): 1-346; other editions followed: C. Miiller, De rebus gestis Muhammetis II, in FHG
5 (Paris, 1883): 52-164; V. Grecu, ed., Critobul din Imbros din domnia lui Mahomed al 11-lea anii
1451-1467, Scriptores Byzantini 4 (Bucharest, 1963), with a Romanian translation; the only
translation into English is that of C. T. Riggs, A History of Mehmed the Conqueror (Princeton,
1954; repr. 1970). Selections with Italian translation in CC 2: 230-251. The latest authoritative
edition, with apparatus criticus and an informative and a thorough introduction, is that of D. R.
Reinsch, ed., Critobuli Imbriotae Historiae, CFHB 22 (Berlin and New York, 1983).
6 For editions, translations, discussion, and evaluation of this important source, cf. infra, ch. 2:
"Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. IV.
7 For a preliminary study, cf. W. K. Hanak, "Byzantine, Latin, and Muscovite Sources on the Fall
of Constantinople (1453) and Its Conqueror, Mehmed II," Eastern Churches Journal 3/2 (1996):
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created by the discovery of such texts stimulated further research in topography and
rudimentary archaeological investigation. Scholars began to visit Constantinople in
person in order to evaluate the military situation of 1453 in its proper geographical
context. The elder A. D. Mordtmann, for instance, made good use of his familiarity with
the Constantinopolitan topography, and his work remains an immensely enhanced study
of the siege. 8 The Greek physician A. G. Paspates, who had been reared and educated in
the United States, further enriched his research.9 The scholarly community soon realized
the value of topographical investigation, as it had already done in the case of classical
studies, and important basic research was soon initiated. 10

The eighteenth century had not observed comparable activities in its approach to the
siege but had concentrated, uncritically in some instances, on available sources. The case
of Edward Gibbon is notorious. His sources were limited and he himself had never
visited Constantinople. A number of useful accounts were discovered after Gibbon had
finished his work.]' There were also sources available to Gibbon, which he simply

53-68. A further word concerning a misleading and suspect article: Fleming, p. 73, writes of
"eyewitness accounts, both Greek and Turkish, paint[ing] an astounding graphic and moving
picture of the months-long siege...." Unfortunately, she does not identify or discuss these
eyewitness sources.

Two recent and broader works merit scholarly consideration: Rd2ena Dostalova, "Zu den
Vorworten der gltesten Ausgaben der spatbyzantinischen Historiker," in S. Kolditz and R. C.
Miiller, eds., Geschehenes and Geschriebenes. Studien zu Ehren Giinther S. Henrich and Klaus-
Peter Matschke (Leipzig, 2005), pp. 479-489; and P. G. Antonopoulos and P. K. Magkafas,
"AuT0'1rTEs thpTUpes T1IC aXwiewq Tou 1453: TEaoapes aVTLlrpoowirEOTLKEs 'Itepv1rT6aELq," in E.

Motos Guirao and M. Morfakidis Filactos, eds., Constantinopla. 550 anos de su caida.
KWVOTavrLvoUiro)ui. 550 xpovta Giro O'Awmq. 2: La Calda. H 'Aawvrl (Granada, 2006): 41-51.

His analysis ultimately suffered from the lack of original written material, which still awaited
discovery and publication; he presented his results in Belagerung and Eroberung Constantinopels
durch die Tiirken im Jahre 1453 nach dem originalquellen bearbeitet (Stuttgart and Augsburg,
1858). Years later, the younger J. H. Mordtmann further summarized his researches into the
topography of the immediate vicinity: Esquisse topographique de Constantinople (Lille, 1892).
9 A. G. Paspates, MEAETaL To7roypmptKai Kai 'IQTopLKai, BLRXLONK1I 'I6T0pLKOV

McXETWV 208 (Constantinople, 1877; repr. Athens, 1986); this seminal study was followed by a
work that remains useful: IIoALOpKb Kai "AAwoLC, ri KowaTavTLVouiroAea i iro T(OV ' OzgwluaVrilv

Ev "ETEL 1453 (Athens, 1890; repr. Athens, 1995).
10 One of the most popular accounts to appear in English was by A. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople: The Walls of the City and Adjoining Historical Sites (London, 1899; repr., sine
anno [2004?]). Other works have followed, but the last word, especially in regard to the
monuments relating to the siege, has as yet not been written, as we will observe in due course. In
the meantime, standard. modern works include R. Janin, Constantinople byzantine; Developpement
urbain et repertoire topographique, Archives de ]'Orient Chretien 4A (2"d ed., Paris, 1964); and
idem, La Geographie ecclesiastique de l'empire byzantin, 1: Le siege de Constantinople et le
patriarcat oecumenique (Paris, 1969). The latest attempt, with limited results and no new
information, is provided in M. Balard, "Constantinople vue par les temoins du siege de 1453," in
Constantinople and Its Hinterland: Papers from the Twenty-Seventh Spring Symposium of
Byzantine Studies, Oxford, April 1993, eds. C. Mango and G. Dagron (Ashgate, 1995), pp. 169-177.
11 E. Pears, The Destruction of the Greek Empire and the Story of the Capture of Constantinople by
the Turks (New York, 1968 (repr. of 1903 edition), pp. xiii-xiv, lists the sources that were
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ignored or failed to utilize. In general, however, the eighteenth century witnessed the
discovery and subsequent publication of some precious sources on the siege of 1453:
Tetaldi's French version12 and Ubertino Pusculo's Latin poem of Vergilian hexameters.13
It should be noted, nevertheless, that Gibbon's account of the siege was and still is
immensely popular, despite limitations, which to a large degree may be attributed to the
prevailing standards of scholarship in the eighteenth century. On the other hand, Gibbon
should not be found at fault for his failure to recognize the importance of topography or
for neglecting chronicles in manuscript form that were buried in widely scattered libraries
and collections. Although his work contains numerous shortcomings, various scholars
and readers first became familiar with the siege through his popular book. In addition,
Gibbon maintained a critical eye on the information available to him and in certain cases
he proved a more careful historian than his successors in the following two centuries.
Gibbon, for instance, is seldom given credit for suspecting that behind the Greek
narrative attributed to the pen of George Sphrantzes (Gibbon's "Phranza") lurks an
ecclesiastical elaborator.14 Gibbon, in fact, anticipated the modem demonstration that

recovered after Gibbon and they include Languschi-Dolfin; Lomellino (whose work has wrongly
been attributed to "Ang. Johannis Zacharias" by the time Pears wrote); di Montaldo; "Riccherio"
(who turns out not to be a source at all, as we will see in due course; cf. infra, ch. 2: "Four
Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy"), sec. 1; and Nestor-Iskander. A similar list
had appeared earlier (in 1890) in Paspates' book on the siege, llolLOpKia Kai. "AAuaL TES

KwvUTO:VTLV0U7r0Aecil , and it was more inclusive than Pears, as Paspates enumerated all the
sources that had been unknown to E. Gibbon in his The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed.
J. B. Bury, 7 vols. (London, 1909-1914), and those that Gibbon had failed to use even though they
had been readily available to him.
12 Informations envoyees, tant par Francisco de Franc, a tres reverend pere en Dieu monseigneur
le cardinal d'Avignon, que par Jehan Blanchin & Jacques Edaldy marchant Florentin, de la prise
de Constantinople par 1'empereur Turc le xxix. jour de May MCCCCLIII, a laquelle ledit Jacques
estoit personnellement, E. MartBne and U. Durand, eds., Thesaurus novus anecdotorum, 1: Tomus
primus complectens regum ac principum aliorumque virorum illustrium epistolas et diplomata
bene multa (Paris, 1717): cols. 1819-1826. The same editors published a Latin version of Tetaldi's
narrative twelve years later: Veterum scriptorum et monumentorum historicorum, dogmaticorum,
moralium amplissima collectio, 5 (Paris, 1729): 785-800. The French version alone was also
printed in MHH 22.1: 891 ff. The French version was translated into English by Melville Jones,
The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 1-10. For the first modem edition of the Latin version, with
English translation and commentary, cf. M. Philippides, ed., trans., and annotated by, Mehmed II
the Conqueror and the Fall of Franco-Byzantine Levant to the Ottoman Turks: Some Western
Views and Testimonies, Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies 302 (Tempe, 2007): 133-217,
and for the French text, Appendix I, pp. 341-346. For his life, ibid., pp. 21-26. On Tetaldi, cf. infra,
11.3; and ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. III.
13 Constantinopolis libri IV, ed. G. Bregantini, Miscellanea di varie operette, 1 (Venice, 1740);
repr. in A. S. Ellissen, Analekten der mittel- and neugriechischen Literatur, 3 (Leipzig, 1857):
Appendix, 12-83; and CC 1: 124-171. On Pusculo, cf infra, II.A.7.
14 Gibbon, 7: 197, n. 76: "I am afraid that this discourse was composed by Phranza himself; and it
smells so grossly of the sermon and the convent that I almost doubt whether it was pronounced by
Constantine." For a brief discussion, cf. M. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople: Bishop
Leonard and the Greek Accounts," GRBS 22 (1981): 289, n. 7.
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Sphrantzes' Chronicon Maius is actually a paraphrase into Greek of Bishop Leonardo's
Latin text, which was carried out by a notorious forger of Palaiologan documents, the
prelate Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, one century or more after the death of
Sphrantzes.

Thus the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were primarily an age of discovery and
recovery. The "new" accounts underscored the need for textual evaluation, for
Quellenforschung, and for a detailed investigation of the siege. The monumental fall of
Constantinople had heralded the end of the Greek version of the Roman Empire. Perhaps
it even marked the end of the Middle Ages, according to the reckoning of a few historians
who boldly and confidently viewed history as a continuous process accented by abrupt,
albeit well-defined and discernible, breaks in chronology.15 While more sophisticated
modern approaches frown upon such views, the least that can be said concerning this
matter is that the year 1453 marks the most important date in the two millennia of Greek
recorded history. After all, it amounted to a prelude of a long subjugation to an Islamic
master. The citizens of the tiny reconstituted Greek nation of the nineteenth century
demanded a reliable record of the siege and of the critical period that had witnessed the
heroic death of the last Greek emperor of Constantinople, Constantine XI Draga§
Palaiologos. The fall of the imperial city had brought about the permanent occupation of
Constantinople. This critical period also ushered in the so-called Dark Age of the
infamous Turkish domination. Both the citizens of modern Hellas and numerous
European scholars felt an acute need for the formation of a collection of all known
eyewitness and near-contemporary accounts of the siege. It was a cumbersome,
formidable task for individuals of that era to hunt down either the sources published in a
score of periodicals on the continent or to consult the manuscripts themselves, scattered
as they were, and still are, in libraries and collections throughout Europe.

Philipp A. D6thier, the energetic director of the Imperial Museum of Antiquity in
Constantinople, who was destined to have his share of problems and numerous
misunderstandings with the maverick Heinrich Schliemann, eventually undertook this
ambitious project. In regard to the latter's notorious excavations and smuggling
operations at Hisarlik/Troy, Ddthier was so exasperated with Schliemann's attempts to
disregard the explicit instructions issued to him by the Ottoman authorities that he
threatened to revoke his permit to excavate in the Troad. He had grown particularly
impatient with Schliemann's "discovery," questionable purchase, and eventual removal
to Greece of a Hellenistic metope depicting the chariot of Helios, nowadays housed in
Berlin's Pergamon Museum.16 In collaboration with the respected medievalist Carl [Karl]

15 Echoes of this attitude are still with us. One recalls that Sir Steven Runciman begins his highly
popular, if on occasion erratic and idiosyncratic, study, FC, with the following memorable
statement, p. xi: "In the days when historians were simple folk the Fall of Constantinople, 1453,
was held to mark the close of the Middle Ages."
`° On this incident, cf. E. Meyer, Heinrich Schliemann: Kaufmann and Forscher (Gbttingen, 1969),
p. 271; and, in general, D. A. Traill, "Schliemann's Acquisition of the Helios Metope and His
Psychopathic Tendencies," in Myth, Scandal, and History: The Heinrich Schliemann Controversy
and a First Edition of the Mycenaean Diary, eds. W. Calder III and D. A. Traill (Detroit, 1986), pp.
48-81.
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Hopf, Dethier produced an impressive collection of all known sources on the siege of
Constantinople in 1453 and the scholarly community eagerly anticipated its publication.

Yet, while the first two volumes were being printed and collated in Pera/Galatas or in
Budapest, the official sponsor of this enterprise, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
suddenly announced that the opus, already scheduled to appear as volume 21, parts 1 and
2, and volume 22, parts 1 and 2, of the prestigious series Monumenta Hungariae
Historica, was not to be published for a simple, albeit legitimate reason: an inordinate
amount of printing errors had been detected in the galleys. The publication of this useful
project then reached a state of scholarly limbo. Officially, the collection was not
published, but a number of advanced copies had already been forwarded by the Academy
to a few investigators and libraries. These rare surviving copies17 have been widely
sought and eagerly consulted ever since. Some texts included in the Dethier collection
have not been printed a second time and the manuscripts still await modern editors. An
additional two volumes were prepared but were never printed.

The Dethier project was so ambitious and so formidable that a similar undertaking
would not be attempted again for another century. In the meantime, more documents and
additional material from archival records pertaining to the siege and fall continued to be
unearthed. Thus N. Iorga (Jorga) published numerous documents in his monumental
series on the late crusades but, unfortunately, he often presented summaries and short
extracts instead of the complete original text.18 In addition, S. P. Lampros also collected
and printed numerous contemporary and near contemporary lamentations, dirges, and
popular tales dealing with the siege,19 which, however, offer little factual material to the
historian interested in the diplomacy of the period and in the military operations. Such
scholarly efforts culminated in 1976 when the late Agostino Pertusi published his
collection of sources.20 In some cases Pertusi presented improved text, since he had taken
the trouble to consult and collate manuscripts anew, such as his selections from Barbaro's
important Giornale, which thus received welcome attention .21 The same holds true of
Pertusi's selections from Leonardo.22 Finally, there has been considerable improvement
over the sixteenth-century printed editions of this key text. Moreover, selections from
Pusculo's poem23 were also an improvement over the careless eighteenth-century printed
edition of this work.24 While some narratives were printed in their original languages,
with facing-page Italian translation, unfortunately other selections appear only in Italian
translation without the original text. Typical examples include Tetaldi's French version
(the Latin version does not appear at all),25 Nestor-Iskander (without the Slavonic text) '26

17 MHH 21, parts 1-2, and 22, parts 1-2.
18 NE 1-6.
19 "MOV(il&cxi. KO'L E711L TTY 'AA(ilOEL Tt1S KoveTO:VTLV0UW0'XE6XC," NH 5 (1908): 190-270.

20 CC 1 and CC 2 [= La Caduta di Costantinopoli, 1: Le Testimonianze dei Contemporanei; and 2:
L'Eco nel Mondo (Verona, 1976)].
21 CC 1: 8-38; on Barbaro's complete edition, cf supra, n. 2.
22 Ibid., pp. 124-171.
23 Ibid., pp. 200-213.
24 Supra, n. 13.
25 CC 1: 175-189; cf. supra, n. 12.
21 Ibid., pp. 269-298.
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the report of Bishop Samuel (without the original German),27 or the report of the refugees
Thomas Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes.28 Printed editions of these texts in the original
languages are not easily obtainable. This absence of the original testimonies and accounts
remains the most severe and frustrating limitation to an investigator consulting Pertusi's
collection. Furthermore, one laments the fact that Pertusi presented only selections and
short tantalizing extracts. A serious investigator must still consult the rare collection of
Dethier. Despite all the errors in the Monumenta Hungariae Historica, the texts are after
all complete. Viewed from this perspective, the Pertusi collection of selections (an
anthology in the final analysis) has only underscored the need for a new exhaustive
compilation of all complete sources. An anthology is simply not satisfactory, even though
it may have been executed with expert editorial skill. Consequently, the Dethier opus has
not yet found a worthy successor and remains indispensable.

While the publication of the Pertusi collection was greeted as a useful and a much-
needed step29 for a proper understanding of the operations in 1453, its severe limitations
soon became apparent. This was after all a collection of selections with the original text
sometimes missing. Its very nature as an anthology limited its usefulness, since in certain
cases important information was omitted for inexplicable reasons. One typical example
requires attention: Pertusi included selections from a letter30 written by the eyewitness
Cardinal Isidore, the Greek legate of Pope Nicholas V to Constantinople. Isidore fought
heroically in the siege, was wounded during the sack, was then captured, and was
somehow ransomed early on, soon after concealing himself in Genoese Pera for ten days
while the Turks actively searched for him. He escaped aboard a Turkish vessel that took
him to Asia Minor, crossed to Chios, and finally reached safety in Venetian Crete.31
Isidore's letter was addressed to his Greek friend, the famous Cardinal Bessarion in Italy,
in which he spoke of the drama of Constantinople, thus providing us with a very early
testimony by an active participant. The letter is dated sexta die Iulii anno Domini
M°CCCC°LI11°, "the sixth day of July 1453 A.D." Pertusi has chosen to omit a significant
section of this highly informative epistula, which treats the execution of several
distinguished Greek prisoners of the sultan, including the grand duke of the emperor,
Loukas Notaras.32

27 Ibid., pp. 228-231.
28 Ibid., pp. 234-239.
29 Cf., e.g., PaL 2: 110, n. 8.
30 CC 1: 64-80.
31 On these incidents, cf. A. Papadakis, ODB 2: 1016. In spite of the statements in ODB, Isidore
was never officially a prisoner of the sultan, who would have executed him on the spot the moment
his true identity had been authenticated.
32 The complete text of this letter was published earlier by G. Hofmann, "Ein Brief des Kardinals
Isidor von Kiew an Kardinal Bessarion," OCP 14 (1948): 405-414. Pertusi, however, correctly
reminds us that the text of this letter would have been composed in Greek and that we are facing, in
the Latin version, the literary exercise of a minor humanist who attempted to render Isidore's
(presumably elegant) Greek prose into Latin. The other letters that also issued from the pen of
Isidore, while he was recovering in Crete, must have also been composed in Greek and translated
into Latin by others, as Cardinal Isidore, unlike his good friend the Neoplatonist Bessarion, never
managed, to master Latin. For his futile attempts to learn Latin, for his pathetic struggle to render
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Beyond these two volumes Pertusi prepared another collection of less famous
documents and sources.33 In the meantime, he continued with his quest to identify "new"
sources and was able to recover an important account, an unknown relazione by the
Anconan consul in Constantinople, Benvenuto.34 Pertusi did not live to see the
publication of this volume, which, in its final stages, was supervised by A. Carile and was
published in 1983. There are serious problems with this volume, however, as the nemesis
of Ddthier has reasserted itself and this book is plagued by numerous typographical
errors. One must still check previous editions in order to isolate and correct the various
mistakes.

Despite the need, still sorely felt, for adequate information on the siege, fall and sack
of 1453, students of these texts have, by now, sufficient material at their disposal to make
some sense of military operations and of the strategy that was employed by besieger and
besieged.35 It must be stated at the outset that scholarship has been rather slow and
careful to compare, collate, and evaluate "sources." It is only in the last sixty years, for
instance, that the unreliability of the Chronicon Maius has been convincingly
demonstrated and that the Latin text of Bishop Leonardo's epistula has served as an
anchor in the composition of other accounts.

II. Quattrocento Sources on the Siege and the Fall

A. Eyewitness Accounts
1. NICOLO BARBARO. A physician on a Venetian galley, he maintained a journal

that has been used by every modem historian investigating the siege. However, Barbaro's
text presents several problems that deal with the prosopographical material and it is not

Latin into the Greek alphabet for easier comprehension, and for his daily exercises, cf. G. Mercatti,
Scritti d'Isidoro it cardinale Ruteno e codici a lui appartenuti the si conservano nella Bibliotheca
Apostolica Vaticana, ST 46 (Vatican City, 1926).

Two misidentifications should be addressed. Fleming, p. 72, perpetuates an error and states:
"the pope sent Cardinal Isidore of Russia, a Polish cardinal who had formerly been Archbishop of
Russia, on a mission to Constantinople..." [Italics ours]. Further, Fleming, p. 75, erroneously
identifies Loukas Notaras as "a Constantinopolitan intellectual and theologian of the mid-fifteenth
century...."
33 TIePN.
34 A. Pertusi, "The Anconitan Colony in Constantinople and the Report of Its Consul, Benvenuto,
on the Fall of the City," in Charanis Studies, pp. 199-218. It was then published with Italian
translation in TIePN, pp. 4-5. For an English translation: M. Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and
the Early Ottoman Sultans 1373-1513: An Anonymous Greek Chronicle of the Seventeenth Century
(Codex Barberinus Graecus 111), Late Byzantine and Ottoman Studies 4 (New Rochelle, 1990):
197-199. Cf. infra, II.A.6.
35 This topic remains largely unexplored territory; historians of the siege so far have simply
followed "sources" uncritically, without much evaluation and without investigating the actual value
or status of each testimony; most of the time they have followed secondary sources, elaborations, or
downright forged texts that pass as primary accounts. More importantly, no scholar has attempted a
military analysis of strategy, role of artillery, infantry tactics, etc. A different approach will be
followed in due course; cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations," and ch. 10: "Some Observations on
Strategy."
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always clear which piece of information is correct, as several contradictions emerge in his
narrative. Thus in one of his lists Barbaro states that the Turks captured the knight Grioni
during the sack:36

... tuti... nobeli da Veniexia, i qualfo prexoni in man del turco, tuti tornd a Veniexia, i
quad tuti si ave taia, chi ducati doamilia, chi ducati mile, e chi ducati otozento, in men
de uno ano tuti si fo tornadi a Veniexia: ...ser Zacaria Grioni, el cavalier, sora
comito.

...all Venetian nobles, who were left prisoners in the hands of the Turks and who
returned to Venice in less than one year. Some paid a ransom of one thousand ducats,
others two thousand, and others eight hundred. They returned to Venice:...Sir Zacaria
Grioni, the knight and commander.

In the following paragraphs Barbaro presents a list of the noble Venetians who died
during the siege and sack and enumerates Grioni as a casualty:37 nobeli morti, da poi la
prexa...: ser Zacaria Grioni el cavalier, "the nobles who fell in the siege: ...Sir Zacaria
Grioni, the knight." As is apparent, there is something wrong with Barbaro's second list
that names casualties. Grioni, as Barbaro noted elsewhere in his narrative, was captured
with his ship, while the Venetian fleet was leaving the harbor of Constantinople during
the sack:38 la galia de Candia patron misser Zacaria Grioni el cavalier, quela sifo prexa,
"the galley from Candia with Zacaria Grioni, the knight, as her captain was captured." To
complicate matters further, Languschi-Dolfin reports that Grioni reached Negroponte
(Chalcis in Euboea) together with the other ships fleeing from Constantinople:39

Le gallie tre de Romania, et le do gallie sotil Treuisana et Zacharia Grioni de Candia
cum le naue de Candia tirate fuora del porto circa a mezo difeceno uela et in 4. zorni
perueneno a Negroponte doue trouono M Jacomo Loredan capitano zeneral cum otto
gallie the aspettauano tempo de andar a dar soccorso a Constantinopoli.

36 Barbaro 61 (Comet); not included in the selections of CC 1; Pertusi, however, has noted and
discussed this discrepancy, CC 1: 366-367, n. 173.
37 This list appears in Comet, pp. 63-65, but not in CC 1, which consistently omits all of Barbaro's
lists.
38 Barbaro 59 [CC 1: 36].
39 Languschi-Dolfin 36. The Grioni matter is further discussed by M. Manoussakas, "Les demiers
defenseurs cretois de Constantinople d'apr6s les documents venitiens," in 4kien de XI.
internationalen Byzantinischen Kongress, Munchen, 1958, eds. F. Dolger and H.-G. Beck (Munich,
1960), pp. 331-340. Manoussakas published a document that summarizes Grioni's adventures after
his liberation from the Turks (p. 334, n. 21): De mense uero Julij anni elapsi, ipse Zacharias,
redemptus a misirabili captiuitate Teucrorum, in Cretam rediret, et Chium peruenisset, ad
instantiam ipsius Benedicti fuit de ordine vestro in carcerem positus, et cohactus fideiubere de
ducatis ij C quod redibit Chium ad faciendum rationem cum eo et standum iudiciofori vostre de eo
quod ipse Benedictus dicit habere debere a dicto Zacharia. Cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some
Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 95.
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The three galleys from Romania, the two light galleys of Trevisano and Zacaria Grioni
from Candia with the ships from Candia left the port about noon, made sail, and in
four days arrived in Negroponte where they met Giacomo Loredan, the captain
general, with his eight galleys awaiting to set sail to come to the aid of
Constantinople.

Scholarship has not exhaustively investigated or sorted the additions and changes made to
Barbaro's autograph by later hands; so far, some changes made by Marco Barbaro, it
genealogista, have been noted. Some simply provide clarifications with new information
that gradually became available. Marco added, for instance, to the physician's list of
executions, a note to indicate that Venice's bailo, Girolamo Minotto, was executed along
with his son. The latter's fate had been uncertain for some time.40 Marco clarified the
situation on July 18, 1453: it Turco feceli tagliar la testa... al bailo nostro et suo fiol, "the
Turk ordered the decapitation ... of our bailo and of his son. 41 In addition, an anonymous
note sought to silence aspersions on the critical withdrawal of Giovanni Giustiniani from
his assigned sector during the last battle. While Barbaro himself only noted that the
Genoese condottiere retreated,42 Zuan Zustignan, zenovexe da Zenova, se delibera de
abandonar la sua posta, "Giovanni Giustiniani, a Genoese from Genoa, decided to
abandon his post," the marginalium supplies the explanation,43 per essireferito defreza,
"because he was struck by an arrow," a statement that is also echoed, almost verbatim by
Languschi-Dolfin, vien ferito de freza, "he was struck by an arrow."44 Furthermore, the
last two paragraphs of the journal, which report the aftermath and the wave of executions,

40 Complete note: Dopo presa la citta, it Turco face far cride, the chi avesse case in Costantinopoli
gli dicesse, the egli lefaria consegnare, et olti grechi et latini andarono a dirli dove erano le sue
case, fra quali ft it nostro Bailo, a it Consolo Taragonense, et in vece delle case, it Turco feceli
tagliar la testa, a esso Consolo, et a doi altri de' suoi, at al Bailo nostro et suo faol, et a doi altri
nostri nobeli. Girolamo had two sons who participated in the defense. P<a>olo was killed in action;
Zorzi and his father were executed soon afterwards, as Lomellino, the podesta of Pera noted (CC 1:
46: Decapitari fecit [Mehmed] suis [?] diebus bailum Venetorum cum eius filio et alias septem
Venetis; at similiter consulem Catalanorum cum alias quinque vel sex Catalanis. The news reached
Venice in the guise of rumors, and attempts were made to ransom Zorzi, who, it was thought as late
as the beginning of August, was still alive as a prisoner of the sultan. In addition, no one could
discover what happened to the wife of Girolamo Minotto in the sack; she seems to have vanished.
Cf. Archivo di Stato, Senato Mar, R.4, fol. 202: Cum omnibus notus sit miserabilis casus nobilis
viri, ser Jeronimi Minotto, qua erat Baiulus Constantinopolis, qui sic ut habetur ductus est captious
in Turchia cum uxore at uno f lio etperdidit omnem facultatem suam. On the fate of the Minotti, cf.
PaL 2: 133-134, n. 87; and CC 1: 369-370, n. 182. The most accurate information as to the fate of
the Minotti was brought to Venice by Catarino Contarini, another defender and prisoner of the
Turks who was ransomed and finally reached Venice by August 16, 1453; cf. Cronaca Magno
[Stefano Magno], (NE 3: 300): Adi 16 agosto [1453], el venne con un grippo Cattarin Contarini da
Constantinopoli, it quale se haveva scosso; per to quale fi inteso della morte dada al bailo et suo
f olo at recuperation de i altri nostri Venetiani, at hebbe notitia del muodo del perder della cittade.
41 CC 1: 269, n. 182.
42 Barbaro 35 [CC 1: 33].
43 CC 1: 362, n. 140.
44 Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 28.
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as well as the fate of a gran baron greco, "a great Greek baron" (Loukas Notaras?) are
additions by Marco. This precious source was first edited and published in its entirety by
Cornet. Some relevant sections, with improved text, are reproduced in CC 1: 8-39; for an
English translation of this text, cf. [Melville] Jones; in addition, there exists a modern
Greek translation by Lappa, pp. 89-213.45 There also exists a Latin partial translation of
the journal, which some scholars have mistakenly assumed to be a fifteenth-century
rendition into Latin of the original text, which is composed in the spoken Venetian idiom
of the period. This Latin Eprlµep'i /journal is in actuality a later translation and has been
published under the title, Nicolai Barbari Patricii Veneti Ephemerides de
Constantinopoli anno 1453 obsessa atque expugnata, in PG 158: cols. 1067-1078. The
journal is further reproduced and translated, infra, Appendix I.

2. ANGELO GIOVANNI LOMELLINO. He was the podesta of Pera and on June
23, 1453, wrote his report in a letter entitled Epistula de Constantinopoleos Excidio. For
a long time Lomellino was the subject of a misunderstanding. As the first editor of
Barbaro's journal, in his annotations he had erroneously assumed that "Angelo Zaccaria"
was the podesta of Pera. This Angelo Zaccaria was a Genoese in Pera who had informed
the sultan of the defenders' plans to burn the Turkish boats that been transported over dry
land and launched into the Golden Horn, behind the chain-boom that was blocking the
entrance to Constantinople's harbor. This traitor was named by Ubertino Pusculo in his
poem: ...Furtim / Detulit accelerans Machmetto nuntius audax / Angelus ex Galata
Zacharias, atque suorum / consilia expandit, "in secret and in haste, Angelo Zaccaria
from Galatas [Pera] with audacity ran to Mehmed and informed him of the plans of his
own people."46 Furthermore, Pusculo claims that this traitor by lighting a fire gave the
signal to the Turks that the Christian boats were commencing their attack, as their galleys
quietly began to leave their anchorage under the cover of darkness:47 Eccefacem summa
Galatae de turre levari / Cernitur: hoc Teucris signum fore nuntius ipse / Creditur, "to!
they saw a torch lifted from the tallest tower of Galatas [Pera]; it is believed that the
messenger himself [Zaccaria] gave this signal to the Turks." The identification of Angelo
Zaccaria with Angelo Giovanni Lomellino was simply a confusion based on common
first names but this misapprehension plagued scholarship for some time. The actual
podesta of Pera was not a traitor and was affected deeply by the sack of Constantinople,
as his letter reveals. Moreover, his own nephew had volunteered his services, had fought
against the janissaries in the last battle, and had been captured, but Lomellino, as he sadly
notes, had lost all trace of him in captivity:48 Imperialis nepos meus captus fuit; in
redemptione eius feci quantum fuit mihi possibile ... dominus ... ipsum cepit, "my nephew
Imperiale was captured. I did all that was possible for me to ransom him...the lord
[sultan] kept him." However, his fate is known from a letter of Soderini, who reported on
August 30 of the same year that Imperiale had become a renegade by converting to Islam

45 Cf for full citations of these sources, supra, n. 2.
46 Book IV, 585-588 (Ellissen, p. 72; CC I has not printed this passage in its selections).
47 Book IV, 610-611 (Ellissen, p. 72; CC 1 has not printed this passage in its selections).
41 CC 1.: 50.
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and had subsequently obtained a position in the sultan's Poree 49 Lomellino's emotional
and confused letter50 was first edited by de Sacy, pp. 74-79. It was edited and printed a
second time by Belgrano, pp. 229-233. lorga, pp. 105-108, also edited it. An improved
text with Italian translation is offered by CC 1: 42-51. Melville Jones, pp. 131-135, has
translated it into English."

3. JACOPO TETALDI, a merchant from Florence. There survives a French version
(before December 31, 1453) and a Latin version whose date remains uncertain but it
displays a later appendix (probably of 1454), which addresses the organization of a
projected crusade. It is more likely that the Latin version, minus this appendix, antedates
the French. In all likelihood, both the French and Latin versions are based on a lost, or
misplaced, Italian original. Tetaldi, his manuscripts, editions, and his testimony will
concern us later.52

4. BISHOP LEONARDO GIUSTINIANI, the most authoritative source that has
spawned a number of followers/imitators in Latin, Greek, and Italian. His epistula/aviso
of August 16, 1453, to Pope Nicholas V, as he states: data Chii, XVI die Augusti, remains
our basic source for the event.53 His report was the first extensive narrative in literary
form to reach Europe; the disaster is described in graphic detail with the experience of an
actual participant in the defense, a proud eyewitness:54

Narrabo igitur et flens, et gemens Constantinopolis proxime de cernentibus oculis
discrimen ultimum et iacturam ... sed quoniam quae visu magis quam quae auditu,
verius exponuntur, quod scio loquar: et quod vidi fidelius contestabor.

49 NE 2: 493: Et, perche ne sappiate it tucto, come noi, vi mando la copia de capituli the ha facto it
Turcho co Genovesi et la copia d'una lettera venuta da Scio, da huomo valente et di grande
discretione, the si vorrebbono mandare al Sancto Padre et in Corte di Roma. Et questo di ce
rinfrescato peggio per la via di Vinegia, the dicono... the uno Agnolo Lomellino, ch'era podesta in
Pera, huomo valente et di grandi riputatione, lo fa carregiare priete (sic), et uno suo nipote di xx
anni ha rinnegato, et hallo facto un gran maestro.
50 There has been little research on this interesting personality; cf. E. Dallegio d'Alessio, "Listes
des potestats de la colonie genoise de Pdra (Galata), des prieurs et sous-prieurs de la Magnifica
Communita," REB 27 (1969): 151-157 (with the complaint of CC 1: 41); and, more recently, G.
Olgiati, "Angelo Giovanni Lomellino: Attivitta politica e mercantile dell'ultimo podesta de Pera,"
Storia dei Genovesi 9 (1989): 139-196.
51 For full citations of these sources, cf. supra, n. 1.
52 Cf. supra, n. 12, and infra, ch. 2: "Four Accounts: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec.
III.
53 Biographies of Leonardo were written long ago and contain inaccuracies; the oldest examples
include M. Iustiniani, "Vita Leonardi," in Caroli Pogii de nobilitate liber disceptatorius et
Leonardi Chiensis de vera nobilitate contra Poggium tractactus apologeticus (Abelini, 1657), cols.
43-48; and J. Quetif and J. Echard, Scriptures Ordinis Praedicatorum, I (Paris, 1729): cols. 816-
818. In the previous century, the few facts known about the archbishop have been summarized by
R.-J. Loenertz, La Societe des Freres Peregrinants. Etude sur 1'Orient Dominicain, 1 [= Inst. Hist.
FF. Praed., Diss. hist. 7] (Rome, 1937).
14 PG 159: 923 [CC 1: 124].
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With tears and groans will I give an account of the last struggle and loss of
Constantinople, which I saw with my own eyes recently... since these events can be
related more reliably by an eyewitness than by hearsay. I will tell what I know and
will be a trustworthy witness to what I have seen.

Elsewhere in his narrative he emphasized the fact that he was an eyewitness to the
events:55 Testis sum, "I am an eyewitness." When Cardinal Isidore, en route to
Constantinople in 1452, made a stop at the island of Chios, Leonardo fell under the spell
of the Greek cardinal, who recruited him for the defense:56

cum igitur reverendissimus pacer D<ominus> cardinalis Sabinensis pro natione
Graecorum legatus, in eius famulatum me ex Chio vocasset, egi summa cum animi
mei diligentia, ut... fidem defensarem.

When the most reverend father, the lord cardinal of the Sabines and [papal] legate to
the nation of the Greeks, summoned me from Chios to join his retinue, I accepted and
committed myself to the defense of the faith with all my energy.

We do not know in what capacity Leonardo assisted in the defense but he was an
eyewitness to several important events. He evidently accompanied Isidore and his band
of warriors to the walls and he was probably stationed together with the cardinal in the
sector of Saint Demetrios:57 Cardinalis a consilio nunquam absens, Sancti Demetrii
regionem ad mare defensabat, "the cardinal, never absent from a council, was defending
the region of Saint Demetrios by the sea." The two friends were finally separated in the
early stages of the sack. Cardinal Isidore was wounded in the neighborhood of Hagia
Sophia, was captured, and then taken to the Turkish camp. Early on that day, before his
identity was established, he was ransomed, as he noted in a letter:58

Quos omnes actus et opera praefata propriis oculis vidi, et ego ipse cum viris
Constantinopolitanis omnibus una passus sum, licet de manibus impiorum me Deus
eripuit, ut Jonam ab utero ceti.

All these events and the aforementioned deeds I saw with my own eyes and I suffered
together with all the Constantinopolitans. But God snatched me away from the hands
of the impious [the Turks], as he delivered Jonah from the belly of the whale.

55 PG 159: 927 [CC 1: 130].
56 PG 159: 923. CC 1: 124-126 presents a slightly different text and punctuation: cum igitur
reverendissimus pacer, dominus cardinalis Sabinensis, pro unione Graecorum legatus, in eius
famulatum me ex Chio vocasset, egi summa cum animi mea diligentia ut ... defensarem.
57 PG 159: 935 [CC 1: 150].
58 CC 1:.84; cf. infra, II.A.5.iii. The letter is dated July 8.
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In another letter addressed to his friend Cardinal Bessarion, Isidore supplies details of his
adventures and mentions the wound that he received at the gate of "that renowned
monastery" [Hagia Sophia]:59

et per immortalem Deum, cuius oculis patent et manifesta sunt omnia, saepius ac
saepius illum execratus sum ac maledixi crudelem ex Turcis qui me sagittafixit atque
in sinistra capitis parte vulneravit ante ianuam cuiusdam monasterii, non tam acriter
tamen ut eadem hora mihi vitam eripuerit, propterea quia eques eram et attonitus et
spiculum ipsum magna in parte vires amiserat; sed me Deus, opinor, servare voluit, ut
reliquas omnes tales ac tantas infortunatissimae illius urbis adversitates conspiciam.

And by the immortal God, whose eyes see everything most clearly, time and again
have I cursed and reviled that cruel Turk who wounded me with an arrow on the left
side of my head before the door of that renowned monastery. I was not overly
concerned over my possible death at the time, as I was mounted and the shaft itself
was almost spent. But I believe that God saved me so that I could witness the ill luck
of that hapless city.

Leonardo did not sustain any wounds and fell unharmed into the hands of the Turks.
Isidore implies that he himself reached the neighborhood of Hagia Sophia from the walls,
presumably his assigned sector of Saint Demetrios, because he had a horse. The
importance of a mount to avoid capture or death by the defenders is also underscored by
Benvenuto, who states, as his text unfortunately breaks off, that omnes provisores, ut
credit interfecti erant... quia manserunt pedestres in platea, "all commanders, as it is
believed, were killed... because they were left behind on foot in the piazza/square."
Perhaps Leonardo had lost his mount, was then captured, and was handled roughly by the
Turks:60 Qua tempestate concussus, ego quoque captus sum: et pro demeritis meis
vinctus caesusque a Theucris. Non fui dignus cum Christo Salvatore configi, "caught in
that upheaval, I also became a prisoner; and for my sins I was bound and beaten by the
Turks. I was not worthy to be crucified with Christ, our Savior." Leonardo provides no
details of his liberation, which, unlike that of his friend and patron, may have occurred
early on, as we learn elsewhere that he was able to buy books that the conquerors were
selling on the very day of the sack:61

59 CC 1: 66; cf infra, II.A.5.ii.
60 PG 159: 925 [CC 1: 128].
61 Reg. 401, fol. 47b, Secret Archives of the Vatican, Pope Nicholas V, 10/18/53 [= L. Pastor, The
History of the Popes from the Close of the Middle Ages Drawn from Secret Archives of the Vatican
and Other Original Sources, trans. and ed. F. I. Antrobus, 2 (7th ed., London, 1949): app. 22.524-
525]. The loss of manuscripts, presumably containing ancient works unknown in the west, was a
lamentable point in the humanistic literature of the period. Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini (the future
Pope Pius II) made mention of the irreparable loss a number of times in his correspondence; cf.,
e.g., his letter to Pope Nicholas V (dated July 12, 1453), CC 2: 46: Quid de libris dicam, qui illic
erant innumerabiles, nondum Latin is cogniti? Heu, quot nunc magnorum nomina virorum
peribunt? Secunda mars ista Homero est, secundus Platoni obitus. Ubi nunc philosophorum aut
poetarum ingenia requiremus? Extinctus estfons Musarum. He returns to the same lamentation in
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Et sicut eadem petitio subjungebat venerabilis frater poster Leonardus Methalinensis
ord. fratrum praedicatorum professor in Constantinopoli et Pera publice dicere
praesumit, quod omnes de pr<a>eda a Teucris rapta enim sciente vero domino et
contradicente licite emere possunt nec data etiam pretio Teucris soluto restituere
tenentur, ipseque archiepiscopus duo missalia et unum breviarium et nonnullos alios
libros dict<a>e librari<a>e deputatos emere non dubitaverit.

Our venerable brother Leonardo, the archbishop of Mytilene, a professor of the Order,
stated in this report that anyone could buy in Constantinople and Pera, for a settled
price, from the loot and booty of the Turks (with the lord's knowledge that his edict
was being violated). The archbishop himself did not hesitate to purchase two missals,
a breviary, and other books that belonged to the aforementioned library.

We do not know how Leonardo and his books eventually found their way to Chios. One
might suppose that Leonardo was one of the passengers on board a western ship that
managed to reach the safety of the Aegean archipelago. Perhaps he was one of the
refugees on the very vessel that had carried the wounded Giovanni Giustiniani to Chios
and to his death. It had to be a Genoese ship,62 for the Venetians had left by midday while
Leonardo was still a prisoner.

Leonardo's later life is not well documented. It was believed that he returned to the
island of Lesbos, was captured by the Turks in the sack of Mytilene in 1462, was
subsequently ransomed, and then wrote an account of this siege and sack entitled De
Lesbo a Turcis capta. This work betrays, however, the hand of a different author. It is
written in a less sophisticated style and prose, and employs a different Latin idiom that
betrays more parallels with an ecclesiastical sermon than with the humanistic precepts of
composition employed by Leonardo in his account of the siege and the sack of 1453. In
fact, Archbishop Benedetto, the successor of Leonardo to the see of Mytilene, composed
the De Lesbo. Pope Pius II nominated Benedetto to this post on December 3, 1459, after
the death of Leonardo. The latter returned to Italy in 1458 attempting to gain military aid
against his old enemy, Mehmed II, who was making preparations to attack Lesbos.
Leonardo died in Italy in late February or early March 1459.63

his letter dated September 25, 1453, to the pope [R. Wolkan, Der Briefwechsel des Eneas Silvius
Piccolomini 3, Fontes Rerum Austriacarum 68 (Vienna, 1918): 189; not in CC 2]: Mansit usque in
hanc diem vetustae sapientiae apud Constantinopolim monumentum, ac velut ibi domicilium
litterarum esset, nemo Latinorum satis videri doctus poterat, nisi Constantinopoli per tempus
studuisset. Quodque florente Roma doctrinarum nomen habuerunt Athenae, id nostra tempestate
videbatur Constantinopolis obtinere. Inde nobis Plato redditus, inde Aristotelis, Demosthenis,
Xenophontis, Thuchididis, Basilii, Origenis et aliorum multa Latinis opera diebus nostris
manifestata sunt, multa quoque manifestanda sperabamus. At nunc vincentibus Turchis et omnia
possidentibus, quae Graeca potentia tenuit, actum esse de litteris Graecis arbitror.
62 Cf. infra, ch. 8: "Naval Maneuvers: Subordinate Operations," n. 93.
63 The Latin text of this work was edited and published under the erroneous title: Leonardi Chiensis
De Lesbo a Turcis capta epistola Pio papae II missa ex. cod ms. Ticinensis, by C. Hopf
(Regimonti, 1866), who then reprinted it in laic Chroniques Greco-Romanes Inedites ou peu
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The second half of the quattrocento witnessed great strides with the newly invented
printing press. Consequently, eyewitness accounts with sensational appeal proliferated,
such as the reports of the Turkish advance64 into southeastern Europe and the Balkans. At
times they bypassed the stage of manuscript publication and went directly to the
typesetter. A clear example is provided by the work of Guillaume Caoursin, whose
eyewitness account of the siege of Rhodes in 1480 by the Turks was published in printed
form a few months after the withdrawal of the enemy. The notable manuscript of
Caoursin's text, illustrated with exquisite miniatures and illuminations depicting the siege
and the various councils of the Knights of Saint John, appeared after the publication of
the printed pamphlet; it was an understandable delay, since the illustrations could not be
executed with a speed that could match that of the printer.65

In the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries Leonardo's work on the siege became
popular and was recorded in various manuscript renditions: Ven. Marc. lat. XIV 218 (no.
4677), fols. 46"-68"; Ven. Marc. lat. 397 (no. 1733), fols. 1r-22 ; Mediol. Trivult. lat. N
641, fols. 1r-21r (unfortunately, this work was not utilized in its entirety by Pertusi in his
selections of Leonardo in CC 1, or its valuable marginalia); Mediol. Ambros. lat. C 1454,
fols. 25"-44r; Vat. lat. 4137, fols. 172r-206"; Vat. lat. 5392, fols. 99r-106x; and Flor.
Riccard. lat. 660 [= M II 19], fols. 44-50 (which was not consulted by Pertusi for his
selections of Leonardo in CC 1). In the sixteenth century Leonardo's aviso became
famous with its translated and printed versions that will be cited presently. The Latin text
was first published in 1584.66 Bzovius based the early printed editions on a transcription
of the Vat. Lat. ms. 4137.

The standard edition of this Latin authoritative epistula remains the editio princeps by
D. P. Lonicer, Chronica Turcica, 2 (Frankfurt am Main, 1578): 84-102. All other
editions, with the exception of the selections in CC 1 that present a better text, are based
on Lonicer: De Urbis Constantinopoleos Jactura Captivitateque. Iloebcmb o I1apezpaN,

connues publiees avec notes et tables genealogiques (Paris, 1873; repr. Brussels, 1966), doe. 21,
pp. 359-366. No English translation of this work exists.
64 SOC, esp. ch. 1.
65 The copy of Caoursin's work in the Gennadeios Library at Athens bears the title Guglielmi
Caorsici [sic] Rhodiorum vicecancellarii obsidionis Rhodiae urbis descriptio. While this early
printed work at the Gennadeios states neither place nor year of publication, it is clear that we are
encountering a copy of the 1480-1481 edition printed in Rome; cf. the evidence cited in PaL 2:
346, n. 2. For color photographs of the miniatures accompanying Caoursin's text in various
manuscripts, cf. E. Kollias, The Knights of Rhodes: The Palace and the City (Athens, 1988), plates
2, 27, 28, 30, 34, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46. Also, cf the discussion in SOC, pp. 121-143; and E.
Brockman, The Two Sieges of Rhodes, 1480-1522 (London, 1969). For a new edition of Caoursin's
text, with English translation and commentary, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, pp. 261-
313.
66 The popularity of this work, in manuscript form, continued in the sixteenth century; for
manuscripts of this period, cf. CC 1: 121. Also, cf. the observations of Melville Jones, The Siege of
Constantinople 1453, p. 28 and an unnumbered note at the bottom of same page. As well, K.-P.
Matschke, "Leonhard von Chios, Gennadios Scholarios, and die `Collegae' Thomas Pyropulos and
Johannes Basilikos vor, wahrend and nach der Eroberung von Konstantinopel durch die Turken,"
Byzantina 21 (2000): 227-236.
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ed. I. I. Sreznevsky (Saint Petersburg, 1855), pp. 50-68; J.-P. Migne, ed. PG 159 (Paris,
1866): cols. 923-953; eds. P. A. Detbier and C. Hopf, MHH, Ser. Scriptores, 22.1: 553-
616, with the Italian translation of Leonardo, as it appeared in Sansovino 623-666; and
Epistola reverendissimi in Christo patris et domini domini Leonardi Ordinis
Praedicatorum, archiepiscopi Mitileni, sacrarum litterarum professoris, ad beatissimum
dominum nostrum Nicolaum papam quintum [de urbis Constantinopolis captivitate], ed.
Belgrano, no. 150, 13: 233-257. Also we should note the selections with improved text
and Italian translation in CC 1: 124-171. The epistola has been translated into English by
Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 11-42.

Mention should be made of the followers and imitators of Leonardo, whose text they
have reproduced in paraphrased form, in actual translation, and in elaboration:

i. Giacomo Languschi and Ignotus: A colorful mixture of the fifteenth-century
Venetian vernacular and Latin is encountered in Giacomo Languschi's version of the
siege that was composed sometime after 1454.67 This account is embedded in Zorzi
Dolfin's chronicle. Thomas, "Die Eroberung Constantinopels im Jahre 1453," pp. 1-38,
first edited it; selections are also printed in TIePN, pp. 169-180. A small section of this
interesting account has been translated into English by Melville Jones, The Siege of
Constantinople 1453, pp. 125-131. The text in its entirety remains untranslated. It
contains some additional material to Leonardo, including the Italian text of the aman-
name that Mehmed II granted to Pera after the fall.68

Dolfin's chronicle begins with Attila the Hun and ends with the death of Doge
Francesco Foscari; it has attracted little scholarly attention. More specifically, in regard to
the siege section, Pertusi merely notes a general correspondence in phrasing between
Languschi-Dolfm and Leonardo, but he fails to pursue a systematic analysis.69
Nevertheless, it has become clear that Languschi-Dolfin's version of the siege and fall
contains, to a great extent, parts of Leonardo's narrative translated into the Venetian
vernacular.70 Furthermore, it is likely that both Pseudo-Sphrantzes and the anonymous

67 It now appears that Languschi could not have composed this account, as he seems to have died in
1453. The account can only be attributed to an unknown scribe. Cf. M. C. Davies, "An Enigma and
a Phantom: Giovanni Aretino and Giacomo Languschi," Humanistica Lovaniensia 37 (1988): 1-29,
esp. 16 if. In addition, cf. Margaret Meserve, Empires of Islam in Renaissance Historical Thought
(Cambridge, MA, and London, 2008), p. 273, n. 70. To avoid confusion with other source writers
and for elucidation, we choose to retain the artificial compound "Languschi-Dolfin" throughout this
study to indicate the author of this fascinating account.
68 On this work and its relationship to Leonardo's narrative, as well as to other texts of the period,
cf. M. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani and His Italian
Followers," Viator: Medieval and Renaissance Studies 29 (1998): 189-227, esp. 204-209.
69 A. Pertusi, "La lettera di Filippo da Rimini, cancelliere di Corfil, a Francesco Barbaro e i primi
documenti occidentali sulla caduta di Costantinopoli (1453)," Mvilµouuvov Eocpiac 'AvmivtdSri,
BLRALONKTi TOU 'EXl vLKOU 'IVQTLTo6Tov BeveTLas V Ka6 Eirou&uv 6

(Venice, 1974): 120-157, esp. 121.
70 Such was the conclusion of Pertusi (supra, n. 69), who did not realize, however, that the problem
is more complicated. Pertusi cites only one correspondence (121: ad esempio) and fails to look for
this narrative's additional sources, 121:...una traduzione in volgare della Epistola di Leonardo
Giustiniani, spogliata dei referimenti teologici e degli indirizzi rivolti al papa Nicold V. Some
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codex Barberini Chronicle 111,71 which may have utilized Sansovino's Italian translation
of Leonardo, also employs Languschi-Dolfin's vernacular version and not the Latin text
of Leonardo directly. Both Pseudo-Sphrantzes and the anonymous author of the
Barberini Chronicle penned their works in Italy and, one suspects, both were more
comfortable with spoken Italian than with scholarly Latin.

In addition, there is a certain relationship between Languschi-Dolfin and Ubertino
Pusculo (infra, II.A.7). Languschi-Dolfin received some information from Pusculo; both
authors display not only similar phraseology, but also information not encountered in
Leonardo. Moreover, Languschi-Dolfin also utilized another source, since some of his
statements are encountered neither in Leonardo nor in Pusculo. Indeed Languschi-Dolfin
displays a certain degree of sophistication. It becomes clear that he was aware of the
existence and value of documents. At the end of his narrative, for instance, he cites the
document that Mehmed II, through his lieutenant Zaganos Pasha, granted to the Genoese
of Pera. This aman-name has survived in a Greek version and there is no doubt that this
was the original language in which this document was composed. It corresponds to the

further connections are cited by T. Ganchou, "Sur quelques erreurs relatives aux derniers
defenseurs Grecs de Constantinople en 1453," &YjQcrUpLuttara: 1IEpLO&LK6V Tou 'EAA vL-

KOU 'IVOTLTo6Tou By c wTLYWV Kai ETPov&wv Tllc' BEVETLac 25 (1995): 61-82,
esp. 62-63.
71 For the historicity of the text, cf. M. Philippides, "[XpovLKOV Kepi, Tcav ToupKwv EouXTavwv]
`Chronicle of the Turkish Sultans,"' in Historians of the Ottoman Empire, eds. C. Kafadar, H.
Karateke, and C. Fleischer, Harvard University, Center for Middle Eastern Studies (Cambridge,
MA, 2008), electronic article, 7 pp.

For a discussion of this text and its problems, of. D. Sakel, "A Probable Solution to the Problem
of the Chronicle of the Turkish Sultans," in Byzantine Narrative. Papers in Honour of Roger Scott,
ed. J. Burke, et al., Australian Association for Byzantine Studies. Byzantina Australiensia 16
(Melbourne, 2006): 204 if. Further, relative to this text, Sakel, pp. 210-211, n. 21, relying heavily
and almost exclusively upon the work of Elizabeth A. Zachariadou that in fact is quite significant
and merits scholarly attention, makes the questionable observation that Philippides has followed a
"pre-Zachariadou view of the sources." It has been his and our approach in all of our studies to
view all extant works, both primary and secondary, both ancient and modern, and to try to make
some sense of the plethora of materials and interpretations that have been rendered to the events
and personages of 1453.

One additional observation should be made regarding the authorship of Barberini gr. 111. In
his Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman Sultans 1373-1513, Philippides, p. 118, n. 48, Sakel
misinterprets Philippides' annotation that reads: "... The translator of this Chronicle into German
expresses his doubt that the author was Greek." He may have been a westerner who knew everyday
business Greek. Cf. F. Kreutel, Leben and Taten der turkischen Kaiser. Die anonyme
vulgargriechische Chronik Cod. Barb. 111 (Anonymous Zoras), Osmanische Geschichtschreier 6
(Graz, 1971), 16-17. It is also possible that the author was one of the numerous spies who were
employed by powers in the west and who spent time in the eastern Mediterranean gathering
intelligence information; our author could have been employed in this way before [he] composed
his chronicle, as he is aware of Ottoman administration and terminology. Sakel states: "Its author is
a Greek, not a Greek-speaking Italian, as has been suggested, and indeed not an Italian spy."
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Italian text of Languschi-Dolfin. It is entitled (fol. 322 [34-36]): come el gran Turco fece
un priuilegio a Genoesi per hauerli data Pera.7Y

This unidentified source that Languschi-Dolfm has utilized is unknown, as some of
the information is not duplicated in the surviving chronicles, eyewitness accounts, or
avisi of the period. Therefore one must assume that Languschi had consulted a document
or a source, perhaps from the pen of an eyewitness who has disappeared since the
fifteenth century. While the identity of this unknown author, the Ignotus, may never be
established with any degree of certainty, a likely candidate is Ludovico (or
Aluvixe/Alvise/Aloixe, as the name is spelled in the various forms of the Venetian dialect
of the quattrocento) Diedo, the captain of the galleys of Romania, specifically from Tana.
Diedo had reached Constantinople in November 1452, and his ships had guarded the
chain across the Golden Horn during the siege in order to protect the harbor from the
Turkish fleet. In the course of the long siege he was elevated to the post of capitano
generale del mar, "naval commander-in-chief,"73 by the Venetian authorities in
Constantinople.74 Despite his prominent role in the defense and his commanding position,
Diedo has never been the subject of a scholarly study or of a monograph. He supervised
the orderly departure of the Venetian vessels from the Golden Horn during the sack,

72 Both Greek and Italian texts were published by S. P. Lampros, " 'H 'EAA11vLK1j uis 'Eir'Larlµos
rxc3aaa T6v EouXTavwv," NH 5 (1908): 40-79, esp. 66-72. The Greek text was published once
more (based on the ms. 2817 of the Eggerton Collection in the British Museum): E. Dallegio
d'Alesio, "Le texte grec du traite conclu par les genois de Galata avec Mehmet II le I' Juin 1453,"
Hellenika 11 (1939): 115-124, and has been translated into English by Melville Jones, The Siege of
Constantinople, Appendix, pp. 136-137. For the Greek and Italian versions, "The Aman-name of
Mehmed II, Granted to Pera (1453)," cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, Appendix II, pp.
347-350. The authenticity of the Greek document was challenged in the nineteenth century by
Paspates, IIoALopKia: Ka(. "AAWaic, but Lampros argued in favor of its authenticity in 1908. The
publication of the document in the British Museum finally dispelled any doubts as to the
authenticity of the aman-name and further demonstrated the veracity of Languschi-Dolfin's text.
73 The following documents pertain to Diedo's activities: Leonardo, PG 159: 934 [= Languschi-
Dolfin, fol. 20]; Barbaro 8 [CC 1: 12], 14-15, 22, 28-29 [CC 1: 19], 33, 38-39, and 57-58 [CC 1:
35]; Stefano Magno, Cronaca Magno (in NE 3: 298); and Sphrantzes, Chronicon Minus, 36.4
(Maisano, p. 138). In addition, cf the following archival material: Archivio di Stato, Sen. Seer. 19,
fol. 203° [TIePN, p. 9] of July 5, 1453; Archivio di Stato, Sen. Mar R4, fols. 198"-199` [TIePN, pp.
6-9] of July 23, 1453; NE 3: 301; and RdD 3: 108 (no. 2931). Furthermore, we should take into
consideration the inscriptional evidence and the iconography offered by Diedo's monumental tomb
that still survives; cf infra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy,"
esp. n. 41 and n. 42. For the relevant texts, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-
Combatants," no. 55.
74 Barbaro 38 [in CC 1: 36]: ...galie et altri fusti de piu comunitade...e azoche nui cristiani
possiamo aver vitoria e onor in questo mondo contra questo turco, e peril l'andara parte per
autorita de questo conseio, the el nobel homo misser Aluvixe Diedo capetanio de le galie de la
Tana, sia fato capetanio zeneral del mar, zoe de I'armada the se atruova a esser al prexente in
questo porto, e the el dito capetanio abia piena liberty da far e desfar de tuti i fusti de questo
porto. Elsewhere, Barbaro places Diedo in charge of the harbor only, 22 [not in CC 1]:...subito
queli si vegnid a referir a misser lo capetanio da la Tana, perche lui si iera fato capetanio del
porto....
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guided his vessels through the Aegean, put in at the Venetian outpost of Negroponte
(Chalcis in Euboea), and safely brought the refugees back to Venice. He was very proud
of the role that he played in the drama of Constantinople, as it is recorded by the
inscription on his tomb in the Church of SS. Giovanni and Paolo in Venice. 5 Barbaro
notes Diedo's leadership in the exodus of the armada:76

...adonca al mezo di con 1'aiuto de misser domene Dio, misser Aluvixe Diedo, el
capetanio da la Tana, si fexe vela con la sua galia, e poi la galia de ser Jeruolemo
Morexini, e poi la galia de Trabexonda vizo patron ser Dolfin Dofn, ma questa galia
de Trabexonda asai stentd a levarse, e questo perche el ne manca homeni cento e
sesanta quatro, i qual parte se anegd e parte morti da le bombarde, e morti pur in la
bataia per altro muodo, siche apena quela pote levarse; poi se leva la galia sutil de
misser Cabriel Trivixan, lui si romaxe in tera in man de Turchi; la galIa de Candia
patron misser Zacaria Grioni el cavalier, quela si for prexa, poi driedo queste galie si
level tre nave de Candia, le qual son, ser Zuan Denier, ser Antonio Filamati <e> el
Galina, e tuti andasemo in conserva nave e galie per infina fuora del streto, con una
buora a piiu de dodexe mia per ora; si el Pose sta bonaza o vento in prova, tuti nui
saremo stadi prexi.

... in the middle of the day, with the help of our Lord God, Sir Alvise Diedo, the
captain from Tana, set sail with his galley. Then came the galley of Sir Jeruolamo
Morexini and then the galley from Trebizond with the commander Dolfm Dolfin, but
this galley from Trebizond was in difficulty because it was lacking one hundred and
sixty-four men. Some had drowned, some had been killed by the bombards, and others
died in the course of the battle. She could hardly make her way under sail. Then came
the light galley of Sir Gabriel Trivixan [Trevisan], while he remained in the territory
in the hands of the Turks. The galley from Candia with the commander Zacaria
Grioni, the knight, was captured. Next came the three ships from Candia, which
belonged to Sir Zuan Venier, to Sir Antonio Filamati [Philomates], <and to> Galina
[Gialinas/Hyalinas]. We all, ships and galleys, proceeded under a buora [northeasterly
wind], with a speed greater than twelve miles per hour. Had it been calm or had the
wind changed direction we would all have become prisoners.

On Diedo fell the sad duty of announcing the disaster to the citizens and authorities of the
Serenissima. Once in Venice, perhaps in the same evening that the flotilla had arrived,
Diedo was called upon to give an oral report on the fall to a stunned audience:77

... vadit quod mittatur ad presens ser Ludovio Diedo qui venit capitaneus galearum
Romaniae et interfuit illi miserabili cladi ut in hoc Concilio referat ad omnia.

75 Cf. supra, n. 73.
76 Barbaro 58-59 [CC 1: 36-37].
77 Archivio di Stato, Sen. Mar R4, fol. 199' [TIePN, p. 8].
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...a party was dispatched to summon Sir Ludovico Diedo who went as the captain of
the galleys from Romania and was present in the miserable disaster to make a report
about everything to the Council.

Diedo was then asked to produce a written relazione of his experiences.78
His official written report, containing a detailed account of the operations during the

siege, has unfortunately vanished. The reasons behind this disappearance are not clear.
We could simply suppose that it has been misplaced and that it is still awaiting discovery,
even though scholars like the meticulous Pertusi have searched for it in vain.
Alternatively, with a measure of suspicion, we may theorize that it was deliberately
misplaced, removed, or even destroyed, as it may have contained passages, reports,
observations, and comments that may have cast aspersions upon influential members of
Venetian families and nobles for their actions during the siege. Nevertheless, we know
that this report existed and it may have been one of the sources, perhaps the major source
that the Venetian Languschi consulted. Languschi preserved an account of the reception
of the news of the fall in Venice, which had preceded the arrival of the refugees. The
news had first arrived in the form of letters from Lepanto (Naupaktos) and Corfu; then
Diedo and his flotilla arrived to confirm the disaster and to produce this relazione that has
vanished. It is possible that Diedo took the trouble to read this official report to a large
audience before it was filed and before its "disappearance." Languschi states:79

Ad 4. luyo fu de mercatore datina zonzeno a Uenetia e le tre gallie grosse de Romania
desfortunate capitano ser Aluise Diedo sensa leuar San Marco ne altra insegna sensa
trombe e pifari, cum ogni segno de mestitia.

On July 4 the merchant ships and the three large galleys from Romania under the
unfortunate captain Sir Alvise Diedo came to Venice without flying the banner of
Saint Mark or any other insignia, without trumpets and fifes, but with all signs of
grief.

In the beginning of his account, Languschi names his sources, but, for reasons that can no
longer be explored, as the trail of the lost relazione is quite cold and can hardly be
followed nowadays, he neglects (perhaps on purpose?) to mention Diedo. There remains
the possibility that he never consulted Diedo's report:80

Adoncha to excidio de Constantinopoli descriuo come la cosa e passada tracta la
historia da quelli autori the quella hanno scripto, come hano uisto, imperoche
altramente le cose uiste, et altramente le udite se scriueno. Le qual cose ornatamente
fono descripte dal. R.d° uescouo de Mettelino the era in lafameja de Cardinal Sabino
legato mandato per la union de Greci to qual romaxe preson in Constantinopoli, et fu
recaptado, et fu etiam descripto da Filippo da Rimano cancellier a Corfu.

78 TIePN, p. 7.
79 Fol. 323 (37), a section entitled: Come fu lo excidio de Constantinopoli et a the modo.
80 Fol..313 (5).
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I will describe the circumstances of the fall of Constantinople, utilizing in my history
the narratives of those authors who actually saw what they described, as it makes a
difference to compose something based on events witnessed as opposed on hearsay.
The story is described elegantly by the most reverend bishop of Mytilene [= Leonardo
Giustiniani of Chios], who was in the retinue of the Cardinal of Sabina [= Isidore], the
legate dispatched for the union with the Greeks, who was taken prisoner in
Constantinople and was ransomed later, and by Filippo da Rimini, the chancellor of
Corfu.

Thus Languschi cites Leonardo, Isidore, and Filippo da Rimini as his sources. Yet
some of the information that he presents is not duplicated in these accounts. It is clear
that he used material from a source that is not cited anywhere in his narrative, such as
Mehmed II's aman-name to Pera. Diedo's lost relazione may have been one of his
sources. Whether this source was actually composed by Diedo or by some other unknown
author is unclear. It must have existed and the author's name will be indicated henceforth
by the generic Ignotus.81

ii. Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini (Pope Pius II) composed an opusculum on the siege
and fall.82 An early printed edition of Aeneas Silvius' pamphlet, under the title
Tractatulus, was published in the fifteenth century. An early copy is rather logically
bound together with Nikolaos Sekoundinos' Otthomanorum Familia,83 and is currently
housed in the Gennadeios Library of Athens. The very same work of Aeneas Silvius was
also published in the collection: Aeneae Sylvii Piccolominei Senensi, qui post adeptum
pontificatum Pius eius nominis secundus appellatus est, opera quae extant omnia, nunc
demum post corruptissimas aeditiones summa diligentia castigata & in unum corpus
redacta. Quorum elenchum uersa pagella indicabit (Basileae, sine anno [= 1571], ex
officina Henrici Petrina; repr. Frankfurt, 1967), pp. 400-403.84 The second edition is
clearly later than the Gennadeios pamphlet. The two printed texts are not identical. There
are differences in spelling, punctuation, and choice of words. Aeneas Silvius has made
extensive use of Leonardo's text. For a modem edition, with English translation and
commentary, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, pp. 93-119.

81 Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453," p. 209.
82 Cf. infra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. II.
83 For the Latin text and English translation, of. Philippides, ed., Mehmed li the Conqueror, pp. 55-
91.
84 I. P. Medvedev, "llageHHe KOHCTaHTHHOIIOJISI B I7peKO-14TaJIbsiHCKOt ryMaHHCTHilecKOYI

ny6nz4unCTHKe XV B. [The Fall of Constantinople in Greco-Italian Humanistic Publistics in the
Fifteenth Century]," in G. G. Litavrin, ed., Bu3aumua wemdy 3anadHw4 u Bocmoxow. Onw.m
ucmopu'recxou xapaxmepucmuxu [Byzantium between West and East. A Characteristic Historical
Essay] (St. Petersburg, 1999), pp. 293-332. Medvedev's work contains an analysis of humanistic
and apocalyptic issues (pp. 293-312) in the immediate decades after the fall. He further provides in
Russian translation from the Latin three letters of Piccolomini (pp. 312-320), respectively to Pope
Nicholas V, 12 July 1453; to Nicolaus Cusanus, 21 July 453; and to Leonardo Benvoglienti, 23
September 1453.
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iii. Richer's account of the siege,85 which had been considered an eyewitness account
by "Riccherio," but has now been demonstrated to be a work of the sixteenth century by a
French courtier/scholar: Riccherio [Richer], De rebus Turcarum libri octo (Paris, 1540).
The siege section has been translated under the impression that an eyewitness had
composed the narrative, and Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 117-
124, colors it accordingly.

iv. Leonardo's text is mainly known through Francesco Sansovino's Italian rendition
in his sixteenth-century best-seller: Historia universale dell'origine et imperio de Turchi:
nella quale si contengono la origine, le lege, 1'usanze, i costumi, cose religiosi come
mondani de' Turchi: oltre cio vi sono tutte le guerre the di tempo sono state fatte da
quella natione cominciando da Othomano primo Re di questa gente fino al moderno
Selim con le vite di tutti i principi di casa Othomana, 3 vols. (Venice, 1564, 1568, 1571,
and so forth).86

v. The Greek rendition of the Chronicon Maius by Pseudo-Sphrantzes, that is,
Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, was completed ca. 1580.87 It has been edited and
translated into Romanian by V. Grecu, Chronicon Minus. Georgios Sphrantzes, Memorii
1401-1477. In annexd Pseudo-Phrantzes. Macarie Melissenos Cronica, 1258-1481,
Scriptores Byzantini 5 (Bucharest, 1966). Its siege description has been translated into
English by Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire; and by Margaret G. Carroll, A
Contemporary Greek Source for the Siege of Constantinople, 1453. Unfortunately,
Carroll is under the erroneous impression that this chronicle is an authentic narrative by
George Sphrantzes, while, in fact, it is a forgery by Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos.

vi. In the Codex Barberinus Graecus 111, it is very likely that Leonardo's letter was
further paraphrased into the Greek vernacular of the early seventeenth century through
the Italian translation of Sansovino or Languschi-Dolfin, and not directly from
Leonardo's Latin text. It was published in its entirety by G. T. Zoras, XpovuKOv 7rEpL TWv
Toupiow EovATavWV (K(XTa' TOP Bapj. 'EAA71wLK0'V Kcbuca 111) (Athens, 1958). The
siege section was also published by Zoras in a separate pamphlet: 'R "AAWOLc T77C
KWVfraVTLV0V7r6AEWs Kai 7] BaaLAEta MWc ie B ' ToO KaTa, ri rOV (KaTa''

TOV 'AVEKSOTOV EAAI)YLKOV Bapf3EpLVOV KWSLKCY III T7]S BQTLKQVi c

(Athens, 1952). This chronicle has been translated into German by Kreutel;88 and into
English by Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman Sultans 1373-1513.89

85 Cf. infra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. I.
86 On this publication and its importance in the historiography of the siege, cf. Philippides, "The
Fall of Constantinople 1453"; and idem, "Urbs Capta: Early `Sources' on the Fall of
Constantinople," in Peace and War in Byzantium: Essays in Honor of George T. Dennis, Si., eds.
T. S. Miller and J. Nesbitt (Washington, 1995), pp. 209-225.
87 This "forgery" will be discussed separately, infra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration:
Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes."
88 Cf. for full citation, supra, n. 71.
89 On this chronicle, cf. Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, TT Xpov.KO Twv TovpKwv ZiovArc vc,w (Tov
Bap3Eptvo0'EAA71vtKou K6&LKa 111) Ka''. TO 'ITaALKO TOV IIpOTwro (Thessaloniki, 1960); and

Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople."
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The manuscript of this text was first described briefly by S. P. Lampros,90 and was
later examined by G. Moravcsik, who, in time, realized that the anonymous author of this
chronicle had also made some use of Leonardo.91 The codex is a copy of a lost original;
in its present state it is both acephalous and incomplete. G. T. Zoras, who edited and
published the surviving passages, originally dated the composition, through internal
evidence, ca. 1530, but Elizabeth A. Zachariadou prefers a later date, after 1573.92 Zoras
demonstrates that the anonymous author was influenced by well-known Italian authors
such as Andrea Cambini (ca. 1450-1527), who published a Commentario dell origine de
Turchi et imperio della casa ottomana in Florence between 1528 and 1538, as well as by
Paolo Giovio (d. 1552). Zachariadou demonstrates that he also employed Sansovino's
Gl'Annali. In 1966 Zoras published sections of the Barberini Chronicle that had not been
included in his original publication. These "new" sections derive from three folios that
had fallen out of the main body of eighty-four surviving folios and had been subsequently
discovered by Monsignor P. Canard.93 One of these newly discovered folios contains
events from the year 1596 and it can be safely concluded that that this work was
"composed" or compiled as early as the first quarter of the seventeenth century but not as
late as 1671, the date of the death of Cardinal Antonio Barberini.

5. CARDINAL ISIDORE. No comprehensive biography94 of this towering figure
exists and there are serious, perhaps even insurmountable, problems concerning his youth
and early career. It is possible, but not indisputable, for there exists much confusion in
our sources,95 that Isidore was appointed metropolitan of Monembasia in the Morea in

90 S. P. Lampros, "HepL TLVWV Bap3epLVWv KWSLKWV," NH 5 (1908): 454 f.
91 G. Moravcsik, " "A'yVWUTOV 'EAXQVLKOV XpoVLKOV 1rEpL T11S 'IOTOpLac TWV '019Wµava3v

EOUATQVWV," IIpaKTLKa' Tits 'AKa6i7µiac 'A617vmv 5 (1930): 447-449; and idem, "Bericht des
Leonardus Chiensis fiber den Fall von Konstantinopel in einer vulgargriechischen Quelle," BZ 44
(1951): 428-436.
92 Zachariadou, TO' XpovLKO Tmv To6pKWV BouATO;vwv.
93 G. T. Zoras, "Ti XpOVLKOV Tmv TOUpKWV EouXTLYVWV (IIpocn3 cELS KaL lIapcrripi CFeLs),"

'E1r66T17l1ovtK7'7 'EaeT7pic 4LAouoptx17c EXOA17S TOO UIaPE7rCO777A1OV 'A6nvct 16
(1965/1966): 597-604.
' M. I. Manoussakas, "'H 9rp67 oi&ELa (1456) -r j(; BevETLKfS I'epoue'as ryLO: To Nao Tmv
'EXA'Y1vuv Tvg B6veTLas Kat 6 Kap&Lv Xios '16L8WpOS," 19170aupioµaTa: HEpL08LKOV TOU

'EAAI7VLKOV 'Iv0'T1,TOVTOV Ka. Mer v avTLVWV ErrouSmv T17S BEVETLoS 1 (1962):

109-118; L. P. Pierling, S.J., La Russie et le Saint Siege. Etudes diplomatiques, I (Paris, 1896), 60-
105; Mercatti, Scritti d'Isidoro it Cardinale Ruteno; A. W. Ziegler, "Isidore de Kiev, apotre de
l'union Florentine," Irenikon 13 (1936): 393-410; G. Hofmann, "Papst Kallixt III and die Frage der
Kircheneinheit im Osten," Miscellanea Giovanni Mercatti 3, ST 123 (Vatican City, 1946): 209-
237; A. M. Ammann, "Isidoro," in Enciclopedia Cattolica 7 (1951): 251; J. Krajcar, "Metropolitan
Isidore's Journey to the Council of Florence. Some Remarks," OCP 38 (1972): 367-378; and P.
Schreiner, "I teologi bizantini del XIV e XV secolo e i padri della chiesa, con particolare riguardo
all bibliotheca di Isidoro di Kiev," in M. Cortesi, Padri greci e latini a confronto (secoli XIII-XV).
Atti del Convegno di studi della Society Intemationale per lo studio del Medioevo Latino
(SISMEL). Certos del Galluzo Firenze 19-20 oktobre 2001 (Florence, 2004), pp. 133-141.
95 A summary of the evidence and a discussion of the various problems are included in D. A.
Zakythinos, "MavourlX B' 6 IIaXw.oX6yos KaL 6 Kap6LvdXLoc 'I(r'SWpog Ev IIEXoirovvrjvril," in
Melanges offerts a Octave et Melpo Merlier a 1'occasion du 25e anniversaire de leur arrivee en
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1421. A recent and interesting supposition by Kalligas96 seeks to identify Isidore with a
hypothetical illegitimate son of the despot of the Morea, Theodore I Palaiologos.
According to this view, Isidore emerges as a cousin of the last emperor of
Constantinople, Constantine XI. In 1453 Isidore was the Greek legate of the pope to
Constantinople, fought heroically and bravely throughout the defense, was wounded
during the sack,97 was captured but was ransomed98 soon thereafter on the same day, and
subsequently met with a number of adventures before he finally found safety in Venetian
Crete, where he composed a number of letters that were then sent to Italy:

i. Letter I, Epistola composita per Pasium de Bertipalia notarium ad instantiam
reverendissimi domini Isidori cardinalis Sabiniensis, "a letter put together by Pasio di
Bertipaglia, the notary, at the instigation of the most reverend Lord Isidore, the cardinal
of Sabina," is dated July 6, 1453, from Crete: Ex Candida insulae Cretae pridie Nonas
Julii MCCCLIII. It was probably composed in Greek by the cardinal and was translated
into Latin by Pasio di Bertipaglia. Selections from this letter with Italian translation have
been published in CC 1: 58-64, but the entire text has not been printed thus far and is
contained in only one quattrocento manuscript, Ven. Marc. lat. 496 (1688), fols. 330r-
331r.

fl. Letter II, is probably the most important in the series, as it contains a detailed
description of the siege. It was sent to the Greek Cardinal Bessarion: Epistola
reverendissimi patris domini Isidori cardinalis Ruteni scripta ad reverendissimum
dominum Bisarionem episcopum Tusculanum ac cardinalem Nicenum Bononiaeque
legatum, "letter of the most reverend Father, Lord Isidore, the Russian cardinal, to the
most reverend Lord Bessarion, the Tusculan bishop and Nicene cardinal, the legate to
Bologna." It bears the same date as the previous letter: in Creta, die sexta Iulii. This
significant letter was composed in Greek but the Greek text has not survived and we only
possess its Latin translation by Lianoro de Lianori. It was first published by Hofmann,
"Ein Brief des Kardinals Isidor von Kiew an Kardinal Bessarion," pp. 405-414, who fails
to mention that this is only a translation of a Greek original. It survives in three

Grece, Collection de l'Institut Frangais d'Athenes 94 (Athens, 1957): 45-69; Mercati, Scritti
d'Isidoro it cardinale Ruteno; idem, "Lettere di un Isidoro, arcivescovo di Monembasia e non di
Kiew," Bessarione 32 (1916): 200-207; and V. Laurent, "Isidore de Kiev et la metropole de
Monembasie," REB 17 (1959): 150-157. In addition, cf. PLP 4, no. 8300 (130-131). Also cf. J. W.
Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus (1391-1425): A Study in Late Byzantine Statesmanship (New
Brunswick, 1969), Appendix 22, pp. 525-528.
96 Haris A. Kalligas, Byzantine Monemvasia: The Sources (Monemvasia, 1990), pp. 169-170, and
n. 98.
97 Supra, nn. 58 and 59.
98 His adventures are summarized (undoubtedly with a great deal of editorial freedom) in the report
of the Franciscan brothers. of Pera (cf. infra, II.A. 12) in two versions; Version A: Et fu presso el
cardinale de Rusia et venduto pre schiavo, ma per mazanitade de alchune bone persone se ne
venne a Vinexia poveramente et stetili alquanti zorni; possa venne a Bologna et ands a Roma da
papa Nicold quinto... et venne novelle a Bologna adz 4 luglio. Version B presents an almost
identical text with one alteration in its concluding sentence: ... alquanti zurni; posa vene a Bologna
et andd a Roma dal papa Nicold quinto. A much more detailed and more accurate account of
Isidore's adventures is provided by Henry of Soemmem; cf. infra, II.A.5.viii.b.
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manuscripts: one from the quattrocento that is housed in Florence, Riccard. lat. 660 [MII
19], fols. 551-611; the second, also from the quattrocento, is found in Bologna, Bibl. Univ.
lat. B 52, fols. 40r-42"; and the third from the sixteenth century is deposited in Padua,
Bibl. Sem. lat. 126, fols. 331-36r. The most important of the three manuscripts appears to
be the Bolognese codex, which is probably the autograph of Lianoro's exercise, as it
notes that it is a humanistic exercise:99 Habes iam, Alberte dilectissime, grecam epistolam
factam latinam, "dearest Albert: here is a Greek letter that has been turned into Latin."
Selections with Italian translation are printed in CC 1: 64-80, with unfortunate omissions
of passages that contain important information.'00

ui. Letter III is the only epistula of Isidore that had been known for a substantial
period of time. It addresses, however, generalities and is meant to awaken Christendom
against the Turks. It is exceptionally uninformative with regard to the siege. It is
addressed to universis et singulis Christi fidelibus, "all the faithful," and is dated July 8,
die octava Iulii. In its traditional printed form this letter is an abstract and not a verbatim
quotation of the manuscript text made by Antonino, the bishop of Florence, who in his
Chronicon, part III, ch. 13, states: Haec in substantia sunt in litteris praedictis, etsi
aliqualiter verba immutata, "in substance these matters are to be found in aforementioned
letter, even though I have somewhat changed the phraseology." Antonino's version is
encountered in most printed editions and is not taken directly from manuscripts but from
his abstract. Moreover, A. G. Welykyi, "Duae Epistulae Cardinalis Isidori Ineditae,"
Analecta Ordinis Sancti Basilii, 3anucKu uuua Ce. Bacuiluit Be.4uxo2o, ser. 3, 1 (1950):
289-291, also printed the text of this abstract from a particularly unreliable manuscript.
The exact words of Isidore or of his translator/redactor, as Isidore never managed to
master Latin, were finally published in the selections of CC 1. The text in its edited and
abbreviated form has been published a number of times, including the edition of Philipp
Lonicer, Chronicorum turcicorum, in quibus Turcorum origo, principes, imperatores,
bella, praelia, caedes... (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1578), followed by Nikolaus Reusner, in
Johannes Sturm, De bello adversus Turcas perpetuo administrando (Jena, 1598), by PG
159: cols. 953-956, and by MHH 21: 687-702. Selections with Italian translation appear
in CC 1: 80-90. This was probably the best-known letter by Isidore, as it survives in eight
manuscripts of the fifteenth century and one of the seventeenth.101

iv. Letter IV to Pope Nicholas V qualifies as Isidore's official report in his capacity as
papal legate to Constantinople. It is not as extensive as his Letter II to his friend Cardinal
Bessarion. This letter contains a description of the siege in abbreviated form.

99 The complete Latin text of this note is published in CC 1: 53.
100 Cf. supra, text with n. 32.
101 Quattrocento: 1. Mediol. Bibl. Braid. lat. AEXII40, fols. 53r-54r;

2. Paris. Nouv. Acquis., lat. 546, fols. 167`-169x;
3. Mediol. Trivult. lat. 27'-3l';
4. Monac. lat. Clm. 4689, fols. 142`-143";
5. Haegens Bibl. Reg. lat. 71 E. 62, fols.3"-6";
6. Paris. Bibl. Nat lat. 3127, fols. 192v-194v;
7. Monac. lat. Clm. 4149, fols. 309"-312`; and
8. Vat. Barb. lat. 2682 [xxxiii, 202], 58r-59r.

The ninth manuscript, Monac. lat. Clm 4143, fols. 91r-941, dates from the seventeenth century.
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Nevertheless, it includes important details that could be of use to a historian interested in
the siege. Like the previous letter, it appears to have been composed or at least translated
into Latin on July 8: die octava lulii, as stated at the beginning. The conclusion of the
letter mentions July 15: Datum Cretae, die XV Julii. It was first published in NE 2: 522-
524, but this edition seems to have been an inaccurate transcription with numerous errors.
The letter is published in its entirety, with Italian translation, in CC 1: 90-100. It exists in
two surviving codices from the fifteenth century: Mediol. Bibl. Braid. lat. AEXII40, fols.
54"-55 and Paris., Nouv. Acquis., lat. 546, fols. 169`-170

v. Letter V, dated: July 26, die 26 Julii, is addressed to Francesco Foscari, the Doge
of Venice, and adds nothing of importance to the operations of the siege. It has more in
common with Letter III. It was first published by Welykyi, "Duae Epistulae Cardinalis
Isidori Ineditae," pp. 286-289, along with Letter III, and exhibits the same problems of
transcription. Much better, in terms of the text, are the selections in CC 1: 100-106. The
text survives in a single manuscript of the quattrocento: Vat. Barb. lat. 2682, fols. 56"-
58`

A. Letter VI, lacking a date anywhere in the manuscript, although CC 2: 498 claims
that it was written on July 6 to Domenico Capranica and deals with generalities and the
situation in the Aegean after the sack. It was published in NE 2: 518-519, and with Italian
translation in TIePN, pp. 12-15.

Al. Letter VII, addressed to the authorities and the city of Florence, Magnificis
dominis prioribus palatii et communitatis Florentinorum, is dated July 7: Datae VII lulii.
It mentions the atrocities committed during the sack, the alleged designs of Mehmed II
for world domination, and the panic that ensued throughout the islands of the Aegean
after the fall. It was edited by Hofmann, "Quellen zu Isidor von Kiew als Kardinal and
Patriarch," pp. 143-157; selections with Italian translation have been printed in TIePN,
pp. 16-21.

viii. Letter VIII, addressed to the city of Bologna (ad communitatem Bonnoniae), is
dated July 7. It was published by W. Roll, "Ein zweiter Brief Isidors von Kiew fiber die
Eroberung Konstantinopels," BZ 69 (1976): 13-16. Like Letter VII, it considers the
Turkish threat to Europe and adds nothing to the siege.

In connection with Isidore's eight letters, the following material is pertinent to the
siege, to the cardinal's information with regard to the operations, to the sack, and to his
subsequent adventures:

a. Isidore's own letter of February 22, 1455, Data Romae die XXII Februarii
MCCCL° quinto, to Philip the Good, the duke of Burgundy, was composed after a certain
amount of time had elapsed following the fall. It adds nothing new, except Isidore's
personal testimony that numerous Genoese volunteers from Pera assisted in the defense.
Evidently the cardinal was trying to correct the widespread impression that the Genoese
from Pera had not assisted in the defense of Constantinople, an impression that had
probably been reinforced by the withdrawal of the Genoese condottiere, Giovanni
Giustiniani, and his forces from the walls at a critical moment during the last battle of
May 29:
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...nec deerant nobis lanuenses, qui omni conatu Urbem ipsam tutati sunt, et
quamquam simulatu cum Teucro viverent hocque fieret statuto consilio, tamen noctu
clam ad nos eos quos valebant ac poterant viros et sic subsidia mittebantfrequentique
senatu imperatorio aderant.

...nor did we miss the Genoese, who defended the city with all their strength and,
even though they pretended to have a treaty of neutrality with the Turk. At night they
secretly sent us those men who were strong and able, in addition to other assistance.
They were also present at the frequent meetings of the emperor's senate.

This letter was published in its entirety, with Italian translation, in an editio princeps, in
CC 1: 106-110.

b. A letter by Henry of Soemmern, dated September 11 (1453), raptim ex urbe
Romana, XI° Septembris, in which he speaks of the adventures of Isidore from the day of
the sack to his arrival in Crete, with a short account of the siege, adding that Isidore was
expected to arrive in Rome within the next eight days, et infra octo dies Romae
expectatur. Henry names his sources in the letter (a section omitted by CC 1), which
consist mainly of the letter that Isidore had already sent to the pope, of Isidore's letters to
Cardinal Domenico Capranica, and of Isidore's appeal to all Christians: 102

... hanc totam seriem rei gestae collegi fideliter ex diversis epistolis scriptis ad
diversos de ista materia... alia domini cardinali Rutheni, qui de hac re unam papae,
aliam domino cardinali Firmano; tertia<m>que... erat omnibus Christ f delibus. Et ex
duabus aliis scriptis domino Firmano: quarum unam scripsit ipse agens, familiaris et
domesticus dicti cardinalis rutheni, aliam vicarius Ordinis Minorum provinciae
Candiae; quarum omnium copias habeo ex copiis domini Firmani.

...I have faithfully collected the chain of events from numerous letters on this subject
addressed to individuals... one letter was by the Russian lord cardinal [Isidore], who
informed the pope on this matter; another directed to the lord cardinal of Firmano
[Domenico Capranica]; ...a third was addressed to all those who believe in Christ.
And from two others that he wrote to the lord of Firmano. One was written by a
person close to the aforementioned Russian cardinal, and another by the vicar of the
Minorites in the province of Candia. I have copies of all these letters, made from the
copies of the lord of Firmano.

This note supplies us with good information on the dissemination of information with
regard to the sack by the late summer of 1453. Further, it is informative on the circulation
of the letters of Isidore and serves also as a reminder that Isidore's complete
correspondence on the siege and fall is no longer extant.

The full letter of Henry was published by A. Vigna, "Codice diplomatico delle
colonie Tauro-Liguri durante la signoria dell'Ufficio di S. Giorgio (MCCCCLIII-

102 NE 3: 314.
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MCCCCLXXV)," Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 6 (1868): 19-21; and in NE
3: 307-315. Selections with Italian translation also appear in CC 2: 82-96. For a new
edition of this Latin letter with an English translation, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the
Conqueror, pp. 121-131.

c. A letter by a friend, a familiaris (a member of his retinue?) of Isidore, which may
have been used by Henry of Soemmern. It employs similar phraseology and deals with
adventures of the cardinal after the sack. The letter is dated July 15, 1453: ex Candia, die
XV Julii MCCCC.LLLI11°. It was published in NE 2: 519-520, and then reprinted in its
entirety with Italian translation in CC 1: 114-119.

6. BENVENUTO. He served as the Anconan consul in Constantinople and was a
baro imperatoris, "a baron of the emperor," as he proudly styles himself. He is not
known from other sources. The manuscript heading includes the following information:
Benevenutus civis Anchonitanus in Constantinopoli consul dicit se omnia infra scripta
vidisse, "Benvenuto, an Anconitan citizen and consul in Constantinople, states that he has
personally witnessed all the events described below." He was a participant to the events
and wrote a short account, which, however, has unfortunately survived in incomplete
form, missing its important conclusion. The date of the manuscript is given as "Venice,
July 31, 1453." It was discovered by Pertusi, who first published it as "The Anconitan
Colony in Constantinople and the Report of its Consul, Benvenuto, on the Fall of the
City," pp. 199-218. It was then published with Italian translation in TIePN, pp. 4-5. For
an English translation, cf. Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman
Sultans 1373-1513, pp. 197-199. It is not known how Benvenuto escaped from
Constantinople. He could have been a passenger aboard one of the refugee ships, perhaps
on an Anconan vessel that, as we know from Barbaro (20), was in the harbor of
Constantinople during the siege: ... nave...per longo de la cadena...patroni di quele...una
de Anchontani, de botte 1000.

7. UBERTINO PUSCULO. He was the "classical" poet of the siege and had traveled
to Constantinople to perfect his knowledge of ancient Greek. He remained in the city
throughout the siege. After his captivity he found his way back to Italy, via Rhodes, and
composed a poem describing the situation before and during the siege and sack. This
poem is of the utmost value for the historian, for Pusculo was an eyewitness to the siege
and sack. Moreover, he was a participant who had seen, met, and even conversed with
many Italian and Greek defenders, whose activities, operations, and positions on the
walls he meticulously noted in his work. Pusculo's epic poem provides one of the most
important accounts of the drama that took place in Constantinople in 1453 and is a
reliable prosopography of the defenders.

Pusculo's work was first printed in the eighteenth century in an inferior edition titled:
Constantinopolis libri IV. It was edited by G. Bregantini, Miscellanea di varie operette, 1
(Venice, 1740). The editor used only the single manuscript housed in Venice's Marciana
Library. G. M. Gervasi had transcribed the text. Bregantini's text without improvements
was reprinted in A. S. Ellissen, Analekten der mittel- and neugriechischen Literatur, 3
(Leipzig, 1857): Appendix, 12-83. CC 1: 124-171 has published a slim selection from
Book IV with Italian translation. Pertusi's extract presents an improvement over
Bregantini's edition. However, Pusculo's narrative and information in Books I-III have
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been neglected by scholarship. It is unfortunate that this primary document still awaits a
modem editor. There exist another four manuscripts of this work but they have never
been collated with the Marciana text. A modern edition, with a complete apparatus
criticus, would be of immense value to anyone interested in the siege and in the situation
preceding the siege.

8. EPARKHOS AND DIPLOVATATZES. A short report prepared by two refugees
who managed to reach Germany. Their names and the events, however, have been
garbled, perhaps through inaccuracies in translation. The document contains the
following note at the end: 103

Disse Ding hat gesagt Herr Thomas Eperkus, ein Graf auss Constantinopel, and Josu
Deplorentatz, eins Grafen Sun, and Thutro de Constantinopel, der it Krichisch in
Weilisch prach hat, and Dumita Exswinnilwacz, and Mathes Hack von Utrecht, der it
Welisch in Teutsch hat pracht.

This is what was said by Lord Thomas Eperkus [Eparkhos?], a nobleman from
Constantinople, and Josu Deploretantz [Joseph Diplovatazes?], the son of a nobleman,
and Thutro of Constantinople, who translated their Greek into Wallachian, and
Dumita Exswinnilwacz, and Matthew Hack from Utrecht, who translated the
Wallachian into German.

It was published in NE 2: 514-518; an Italian translation without the original German text
is published in CC 1: 234-239.

9. NESTOR-ISKANDER. He was a youthful eyewitness who had escaped from the
Ottoman camp and was with the defenders during the course of the siege. His Slavonic
narrative, a diary, makes a substantial contribution to our knowledge of the siege and
contains prosopographical material that is not encountered elsewhere. There are three
versions of the text: the first dates to the actual diary of Nestor-Iskander that may no
longer be extant; the second is a more elaborated literary version with Old Slavonic and

103 The name "Deplorantz" in the German text is probably a corruption of "Diplovatzes." Indeed
the two Greek forms of this name can be restored as Joseph Diplovatatzes. As J. Harris notes in his
meticulous study, Greek Emigres in the West 1400-1520 (Camberley, Surrey, 1995), p. 23, n. 57
[restated and re-examined in his "Publicising the Crusade: English Bishops and the Jubilee
Indulgence of 1455," Journal of Ecclesiastical History 50 (1999): 35-37], a George Diplovatatzes
and a Thomas Eparkhos reached England in 1455. Eparkhos was attempting to raise funds to
ransom his wife and children, who had been enslaved by the Turks in the sack of Constantinople.
There is, however, a problem concerning Diplovatatzes' given name George. Is George
Diplovatatzes of the English documents the same as "Josu Deplorantz" of the German document?
The proximity of Diplovatatzes to Eparkhos argues in favor of the view that both refugees may
have worked as a team. Eparkhos' given name of Thomas is identical in the German and the
English documents. Is it possible that Eparkhos was associated with a number of refugees from the
Diplovatatzes family and that George is to be differentiated from "Josu/Joseph"? If indeed George
and Josu are the same person, the George/Josu had an interesting subsequent career: in 1456 he
handed over the island of Lemnos to a papal expeditionary fleet and then fled to Italy. He spent
time in Crete and, according to one tradition, died fighting against the Moors in Spain.
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Medieval Russian text.'04 The third version, an emended and interpolated text, exists only
in a late sixteenth-century Serbian modified text of an Old Slavonic and Medieval
Russian manuscript, Mount Athos, Hilandar 280 Slavic, folia 257r-289" (The Tale of
Constantinople).105 For the Old Slavonic and Medieval Russian renditions of this tale, cf.
1. Sreznevsky, IlotAcmb o I(apbzpad $ [The Tale of Constantinople] (St. Petersburg,

104 For modem scholarship, cf. infra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a
Boy," sec. IV, as well as M. Philippides, "Some Prosopographical Considerations in Nestor-
Iskander's Text," Macedonian Studies 6 (1989): 35-50; and W. K. Hanak, "Some Historiographical
Observations on the Sources of Nestor Iskander's Tale of Constantinople," in The Making of
Byzantine History, eds. Beaton and Roueche, pp. 35-46. Cf. W. K. Hanak, "Nestor-Iskender," in
Historians of the Ottoman Empire, eds. Kafadar, Karateke, and Fleischer, electronic article, 8 pp.
'o5 We are particularly grateful to the monks of Hilandar Monastery and Dr. Predrag Mateji6, the
curator of the Hilandar Research Library, The Ohio State University, who graciously furnished us a
copy of the original manuscript. The Tale of Constantinople is part, leaves 257r-289", of the ms.
Krbuza JocuOa dy.aeuja (The Book of Josephus Flavius). A critical edition is titled: The Tale of
Constantinople. Hilandar Slavic Ms. 280, folia 257-289°, transcription, trans., and commentary by
W. K. Hanak and M. Philippides, forthcoming. For a discussion of the text, cf. D. Bogdanovi6,
KamaJ.oz hpuAcKUx Maxacmupa Xu.andapa [A Catalog of Cyrillic Manuscripts of the
Chilandar Monastery] (Belgrade, 1978), no. 280 (pp. 124-125); and Catalog. Manuscripts on
Microfilm of the Hilandar Research Library (The Ohio State University), comps. P. Mateji6 and
Hannah Thomas (Columbus, 1992), p. 442. For a good textual analysis of this manuscript, cf. A.-E.
N. Tachiaos, "'H ALq'-YgGLc 1rep1. 'AAcuieas TTIS KWVQTaVTLV0u1r6AEWs Etc TOv EA1X(3u v Ki&Ka

XEXav8ap'Lou 280," K)111Povop(a 3 (1971): 355-366; repr. in idem, Greeks and Slavs: Cultural,
Ecclesiastical and Literary Relations (Thessaloniki, 1997), pp. 155-165. For a comparison with the
Troitse-Sergieva Lavra ms. No. 773, cf. W. K. Hanak, "One Source, Two Renditions: `The Tale of
Constantinople' and Its Fall in 1453," BS 62 (2004): 239-250. For a linguistic analysis of the
Kmuza JocuOa OAaeuja and parallel manuscripts, cf. D. E. Collins, "Lost Times and Lost
Empires: Ulterior Motives in the Hilandar Josephus Codices," forthcoming. And for a literary
analysis, cf. M. De Dobbeleer, "The End of the Byzantine Empire through Slavic Eyes: Nestor-
Iskander's Tale of Constantinople," unpublished paper read at the 42d International Congress on
Medieval Studies, May 10-13, 2007, Kalamazoo, MI, 5 pp.; and idem, "Ideology within Three
Russian Capture Stories. A Matter of Plot and Localization," Studia Slavica 7 (2007): 21-30, esp.
25-26.

There also exist in the Romanian archives in manuscript form other renditions of this source,
which were unavailable to us. Extensive descriptions of their contents demonstrate that they are
almost identical in content, but not terminology and phraseology, to the Troitse-Sergeva Lavra and
the Hilandar texts. Cf. N. lorga, "Une source negligee de la prise de Constantinople," in Academie
Roumaine, Bulletin de la Section Historique 13 (Bucharest, 1927): 59-68, who (p. 59), does not
specifically identify the language of the text, but notes that it "emploie un langage archaIque...."
For a discussion and description of the manuscripts in the Romanian archives, one Old Slavic and
three Romanian that date to the seventeenth century, cf. V. Grecu, "La chute de Constantinople
dans la litterature populaire roumaine," BS 14 (1953): 57-59; and I. Bianu, Biblioteca Academiei
Romane. Catalogul manuscriptelor romanesti, 2 vols. (Bucharest, 1907 and 1913), 1: 104-107,
109-115, and 348-349; 2: 250-252. For late South Slavic texts based on the Troitse-Sergieva Lavra
ms., cf. F. J. Juez Galvez, "La caida de Constantinopla y los eslavos meridionales," in P. Badenas
de la Pefia and Inmaculada Perez Martin, eds., Constantinopla 1453. Mitos y realidades, Nueva
Roma, Bibliotheca Graeca et Latina Aevi Posterioris, 19 (Madrid, 2003): esp. 400.
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1855); V. Iakovlev, Cxa3euue o Ilapbepadb no dpeeu" Cxa3auue no ,L(peauuaa
PyxonucuaM [The Legend of Constantinople according to Ancient Texts] (St. Petersburg,
1868), pp. 56-116. Archimandrite Leonid, lloelcmb o I(apbepad t (eao ocnoeanuu u
e3nmtu Typxauu eb 1453 oody) Hecmopa Hcxaudepa XV Bi;xa [The Tale of
Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture by the Turks in 1453), by Nestor-Iskander,
Fifteenth Century], IIaMATHUKH )]peBHeii IIMCbMHeHHOCTH H 14CKyCCTBa (St.
Petersburg, 1888). Leonid's text was reprinted by O. V. Tvorogov, "IIosecTb 0 B35IT1414
IlapbrpaAa TypxaMH B 1453 Fogy [The Tale of the Capture of Constantinople by the
Turks in 1453]," in 17a.Mnmuuxu Jlumepamypu ,ZEpeeneu Pycu. Bmopai no.aoeuua XV
Bexa (Moscow, 1982), pp. 216-267. For a new edition, English translation, and
commentary, cf. W. K. Hanak and M. Philippides, Nestor-Iskander: The Tale of
Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture by the Turks in the Year 1453) (From the
Early Sixteenth-Century Manuscript of the Troitse-Sergieva Lavra, No. 773), Late
Byzantine and Ottoman Studies 5 (New Rochelle, Athens, and Moscow, 1998). Other
translations and renditions include: M. Alexandropoulos, `H TIoAtopKica rcal `AAwarl rir
1I6Ar?S. To PwauKO XpovLKO rou NEuropa 'I0rKEVTEp17 (Athens, 1978) (in Greek); P. A.
D6thier, Anonymous Moscovita, in MHH 21.1: 1047-1122 (in French); M. Braun and M.
Schneider, Bericht fiber die Eroberung Konstantinopels nach der Nikon-Chronik iibersezt
and erldutert (Leipzig, 1943) (in German); selections in Italian, without the Slavonic text,
by Emanuela Folco in CC 1: 267-299; and Matilda Casas Olea, ed., Nestor-Iskander.
Relato sobre la toma de Constantinopla. Estudio preliminar, traduction y notas
(Grenada, 2003) (in Spanish).'06

10. BISHOP SAMILE (SAMUEL). He was an ecclesiastic, a bishop, or, as he
designates himself, Vladik, who was present during the siege:

106 Relying extensively, if not solely, upon Folco's partial Italian translation of Nestor-Iskander,
The Tale of Constantinople..., F. Martelli, "La conquista di Costantinopoli nelle pagine del
Cronografo russo. Riflessioni sull'origine delle tradizioni imperiali in Russa nella prima meta del
XVI secolo," Bizantinistica. Rivista di Studi Bizantini e Slavi, 2nd series, 3 (2001): 357-381, draws
upon her mistranslation of Russi which in CC 1: 297, reads: "La stirpe russa...," and states in his
article (p. 359): "Nestor-Iskinder, nell'immediatezza delta conquista turca delta eargrad, con-
cludeva it suo racconta profetizzando la `riconquista' di Costantinopoli da parte dei russie...."
Martelli takes the position that Nestor-Iskander laid the foundation for the notion of Moscow as the
Third Rome. His hypothesis is not supported by a correct rendition of this passage. In Hanak and
Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 86 (pp. 94-95), the text reads:

6o: «PycMM xze pogb cb npexcge co3AaTenbHb1MM Bcero 1I3MaMnTa noftAATS H
CeA[b]MoxonMaro npiJMyTb Cb npexge 3aKOHHbIMM ero, M B'b Hewb B'bI{ap$ITC$l M cygpbxaT'b
CeA[b]MoxoJIMaro Pycbl...» , "for it is written: `The fair [ones] are a race who, with former
creations, will vanquish all of the Ishmaelites and will inherit Seven Hills with its former laws. The
fair [ones] will rise to the throne of Seven Hills and will hold it firmly......' The medieval term
Rusii properly translated means not Russians, but "fair ones," and in the context of the passage
speaks of the reconquest of Constantinople and the resumption of rule under them, whatever race or
nation that might be. Throughout Nestor-Iskander's diary account, there is no evidence that he
viewed Moscow as the Third Rome; rather, this is a supposition of sixteenth-century and later
Russian writers who interpolated the passage for their own political-religious ends.
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Grossen Gruess von...Samile dem Bladick (oder BischofJ) vnd von dem andern
Bladick (oder BischofJ von Constantinopolis yecz and zusam gefxigt in der Walachay.

Warm greetings from ...Samile the Vladik (or Bishop) and from the other Vladik (or
bishop) of Constantinople who fled together to Wallachia.

This is a report that is worthy of note, which in some ways parallels the testimony given
by Eparkhos and Diplovatazes. Like the latter, the substance of the report seems to have
suffered in translation. It was dictated on August 6: Geben an dem sechsten des Monatz
Augusti, anno Domini M°CCCC°LIIJ°. Its text was transcribed in the nineteenth century
by G. M. Thomas, who, however, did not publish it: Hanc epistolam exscripsit in usum
D. teutsch, gymnasii schassburgensis rectoris, G. M. Thomas, 3 julii 1855. It was finally
published in NE 4: 65-68; and without the original German text, CC 1: 234-239 has
published the report in Italian translation.

11. CONSTANTINE OF OSTROVICA. This Slavonic text was composed by
Konstantin Mihailovid, who was in the Ottoman camp with Mehmed II's Serbian
contingents. Konstantin eventually became a renegade and joined the janissary corps.
Late in his life he renounced Islam and reverted to Christianity. Konstantin has also been
the subject of considerable misunderstandings and for a long time he was known as a
"Polish janissary." In fact, he was a cavalryman with the Serbian contingent that had been
summoned by Mehmed to participate in the siege. The text was first edited and published
by J. Los, Pamigtniki Janczara czyli Kronika Turecka Konstantego z Ostrowicy napisana
niedzy r. 1496 a 1501 [A Memoir of a Janissary or a Turkish Chronicle of Konstantine of
Ostrovica, Written between the Years 1496 and 1501], in Bibliotheca Pisa row Posit
(Cracow, 1912), pp. 70-76. There exists a French translation by T. docks, Memoires dun

janissaries polonaise (et Chretien), Temin ocular et active du siege et de la pries de
Constantinople et de toutes les expeditions de Mahomed II, ecrit vers 1498, in MHH
22.2: 249-392, with notes by P. A. Ddthier. There also exists an English translation of this
source, B. A. Stolz, Konstantin Mihailovic, Memories of a Janissary (London, 1892;
repr. Ann Arbor, 1975). In addition, cf. the selection in Italian translation, without the
Slavonic text, by A. Danti in CC 1: 256-260.

12. REPORT OF THE FRANCISCANS. It has been preserved in two short
versions. Version A includes the date July 4, adi 4 de luglio. The report was given by
alquanti frati de Observanzia de san Francesco, the funo prixi nella dicta citade, quali
venene a Bologna et disseno tale novitate (Version B: disseno alquanti frati de
l'Observanza de san Francesco, the fono prixi ne la dita citade; i quali venono a
Bologna e diseno tale novitade), "some brothers of the Order of Saint Francis, who were
taken prisoners in the aforementioned city [Constantinople], who came to Bologna and
announced the news [of the sack]." This brief, but useful report, was first published by L.
A. Muratori, Historia miscella Bononiensis, RIS 18 (Milan, 1731): 701-702; then
reprinted in A. Sorbelli, RIS, n.s., 18.1.4 (Bologna, 1927): 186-190; and in TIePN, pp. 25-
26.
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B. Non-Eyewitness Early Accounts
1. PAOLO DOTTI. He was a lawyer from Padua and chanced to be in Crete. He

wrote an account that must have been based on very early oral information that he had
received, but not from Cardinal Isidore, who arrived in Crete almost one month later, on
July 8, according to Henry of Soemmern: devenit... inde Cretam, mediocriter valens, VIII'
Julii, "he came down to Crete.. .in passable health, on July 8." Dotti's letter is dated XI
Junii, June 11. Often Dotti is not certain of the facts, as he colors his short narrative with
phrases such as fama...fuisse, "rumor had it." In addition, he speaks of refugees who had
abandoned their homes in the Aegean and fled, in mortal fear of the Turks, to Venetian
Crete. They must have been his source. Extracts from his short letter were first published
in NE 2: 513-514; the entire text was then published by S. P. Lampros, "Mov Lai. Kcxi

OpIVOL E1rl. T7 'AXWOEL TCIC KWvonxvTLV0V7r6AEWS," NH 5 (1908): 263-265, with
numerous errors in transcription. More recently, it has been printed with improvements
and with Italian translation in CC 2: 12-17.

2. FRA GIROLAMO FROM FLORENCE. Like Dotti, before the arrival of
Isidore, Fra Girolamo was also in Crete and composed a letter to Domenico Capranica on
the fall. His letter is dated July 5 (die quinta Julii). Unlike Dotti, Fra Girolamo
concentrates on the atrocities committed by the conquerors during the sack, on the
growing might of the Turks, and on the increasing danger to Europe. A brief extract from
this letter was first published in NE 2: 520. The complete text, with Italian translation, is
printed in CC 2: 32-39.

3. LAURO QUIRINI. This well-known humanist who was in Crete at the time
wrote a long letter addressed to Pope Nicholas V, Epistola ad beatissimum Nicolaum V
pontificem maximum, dated July 15, data Candidae Idibus Iulii 1453. By that date,
Cardinal Isidore had arrived and had probably given a public recitation of his adventures
and of the operations during the siege. Isidore may have had a private conversation with
Quirini, whose account is authoritative and comprehensive. It is probably the longest
timely narrative to be composed by a humanist who was not present during the siege but
utilized oral information given to him by survivors and refugees in Crete. His letter
includes some of the earliest observations on Ottoman strategy and he is the first author
to speak of the structure of the last assault, which came in three successive waves until
the defenders were exhausted. It was first edited and published by A. Pertusi, "Le
Epistole Storiche di Lauro Quirini sulla Caduta di Costantinopoli e la Potenza dei
Turchi," in Lauro Quirini Umanista, Studi e Testi a cura di P. O. Kristeller, K. Krauter,
A. Pertusi, G. Ravegnani, C. Seno (Florence, 1977), pp. 163-259.107 Selections with some
Italian translations, for not all printed Latin passages are translated, appear in TIePN, pp.
62-94.

4. HENRY OF SOEMMERN. Cf. supra, II.A.5.viii.b.
5. AENEAS SILVIUS PICCOLOMINI (POPE PIUS II). Cf. supra, II.A.4.ii.
6. NICCOLA DELLA TUCCIA. His Cronaca di Viterbo includes a small section on

the siege. It was composed in the fall of 1453. It contains information (or gossip?) that is
not encountered elsewhere on an individual whom he identifies as un fiorentine detto
Neri, quale era stato 36 anni in detta citta, ...ed era tanto in grazia dell' impratore di

107 Cf. Medvedev, pp. 320-325.
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Costantinopoli, the sua petizione teneva le chiavi di una porta, "a Florentine called Neri,
who had spent thirty-six years in the aforementioned city [Constantinople], ...and was
shown such favor by the emperor of Constantinople that he was given, as he had
requested, the keys to a gate." Neri opened this gate in the course of the last battle and
allowed the Turks to enter. This account was published over a century ago but scholars
have not taken notice of its information, which deserves a fresh look. Cf. I. Ciampi, ed.,
Documenti di storia italiana pubbl. a cura della R. Deputazione sugli studi di Storia
patria per le provincie di Toscana, dell' Umbria e delle Marche, 5 (Florence, 1872): 227-
230; the siege section is reprinted in TIePN, pp. 96-100.

7. NICCOLO TIGNOSI DA FOLIGNO. His account, Expugnatio Constantino-
politana, really an appendix to a letter that he wrote to a friend, is extensive and involves
observations on the personality of Mehmed II, as well as comments on the international
situation following the fall. His information derives from an otherwise unknown
eyewitness, probably a merchant, who managed to conceal himself during the sack and
managed to escape subsequently: a quodam Pisaurense, qui toto bello Constantino-
politano affuit et in conflictus fine latuit in caverna per dies aliquot, "from a certain
citizen of Perugia, who was present throughout the war in Constantinople and who in the
final assault concealed himself in a cavern for a number of days." This information is
probably authentic, as many other survivors attempted to hide in hollows and caverns.
Cf., for example, Barbaro's journal:108 Ma i nostri marcadanti the scapold queli si se
scoxe in le caverne soto tera; passada it furia, queli sifo trovadi da Turchi, e tuti si fo
prexi e poi vendudi per schiavi, "those of our merchants who escaped [the initial
massacre], concealed themselves in subterranean hollows. After their fury subsided, the
Turks found them. They were all captured and sold into slavery." Exactly where these
caverns were is not specified but it is possible that the huge water cisterns of
Constantinople are meant. A number of them, such as the cisterns of Aetius or Aspar in
the vicinity of the critical sector, were easily accessible to defenders who may have been
seeking shelter once they had abandoned their posts on the fortifications around the
Blakhemai, the Kaligaria/Egri Gate, or the Adrianople/Edirne Gate. Tignosi's account
has not been known widely and has not been used by modern scholars; its information
deserves a fresh look and evaluation. It was first edited and published by M. Sensi,
"Niccold Tignosi da Foligno. L'opera e it pensiero," Annali della Facolta di Lettere e
filosofia dell'Universita degli Studi di Perugia 9 (1971/1972): 423-431. Its pertinent
sections have been reprinted with Italian translation in TIePN, pp. 102-121.

8. FILIPPO DA RIMINI. This account is included in a letter to Francesco Barbaro
and was written in Corfu at the end of 1453. Da Rimini was the Venetian chancellor of
the Greek island of Corfu and in his account we begin to detect the origin of tales that
eventually spread throughout Europe, transforming the historical circumstances into tales,
legends, and myths. Thus da Rimini reports that the sultan personally raped a woman on
the very altar of Hagia Sophia, drawing a conscious parallel with the ancient tales about
the rape of Cassandra in a sanctuary and thus assisting in the promotion of the popular

'° Barbaro 55 [CC 1: 34].
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notion that the sack of Constantinople was an act of revenge for the sack of Troy
committed by the descendants of the Trojans themselves, the Turks:109

... victoria tumens Teucrorum rex... celeberrimum Sophiae fanum profanandum... ibi
immitis bestia ab miti virgine pudorem extorquens gloriatus se tum ultum Torianae
virginis vicem in templo Palladis defloratae.

...the king of the Trojans [= sultan of the Turks], swollen with pride over his victory,

...dishonored the most famous shrine of Wisdom [the Church of Hagia Sophia). There
he deflowered a mild virgin, as if he were a savage beast, and glorified himself by
avenging the fate of the Trojan virgin [Cassandra] who was deflowered in the temple
of Pallas [Athena].

As we noted earlier, Languschi-Dolfin cites da Rimini's letter as one of the sources that
he had consulted. Indeed, Languschi-Dolfin procured this reference to Troy and repeated
it with obvious echoes but without excessive rhetorical elaboration in his text:' 10

Da tanta uictoria sfongiatto el gran Turco disse, hauer se uindicato de la uiolation de
la uergine troianafacta nel tempio de Pallas.

The grand Turk [Mehmed II], swollen with pride over his victory, said that he had
avenged the violation of the Trojan virgin [Cassandra], which had been committed in
the temple of Pallas [Athena].

This important account was first published from a lost transcript of 1870, made from the
manuscript housed in Venice's Marciana by G. Valentinelli, in Epistola ad Franciscum
Barbarum, virum inclitum, procuratorem Sancti Marci dignissimum [Excidium
Constantinopolitanae urbis], in MHH 22.1: 656-682; and by A. Pertusi, "La lettera di
Filippo da Rimini, cancelliere di Corfu, a Francesco Barbaro e i primi documenti
occidentali sulla caduta di Costantinopoli (1453)," Mv77µ6avvov Eo1pLaq 'Avravux671,
BL[3XL0151IK71 TOU EXXr1VLKOU 'IVVTLTOuTou BEVETLas Kai METO:[3U aVTLVl3V

EaouMv 6 (Venice, 1974): 120-157. Selections with Italian translation are printed in
TIePN, pp. 127-141.

9. ANTONIO IVANI DA SARZANA. His account, Expugnatio
Constantinopolitana ad illustrem dominum Federicum Montisferetri Urbini ac Durantis
comitem, is appended to a letter that he sent to Federico di Montefeltro, the duke of
Urbino, in the spring of 1454. He was well informed and he had access to archival
material that is now perhaps lost forever. Among his acquaintances and employers he
lists the doge of Genoa, Ludovico Campofregoso. His description of the siege and sack
was probably composed the previous fall of 1453. He cannot vouch for all the

109 TIePN, pp. 138; this is an early story; it is also included in Eparkhos' account (supra, II.A.8); cf.
infra, ch. 4: "Myths, Legends, and Tales: Folk History."
110 Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 321 (p. 31).
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information that he presents, or perhaps this hesitation represents the normal affectation
displayed by humanists at the time:

... illa ipsa litteris mandavi quae mihi relata sunt; quae si vera erunt, verus atquefidus
haberi potere; sin vero minus, velim meae innocentiae parcas.

...I have committed to writing what I have been told. If they represent true events then
I can be considered a true historian. If not, please attribute them to my own simplicity.

He reports an incident that took place during the final assault; this event is not cited in
any other account. The incident is valuable for it concerns the Venetian land forces in the
final assault, of whose actions we hear very little elsewhere. Unfortunately, Ivani does
not identify by name the heroic Venetian, who it is suspected"' to be Girolamo Minotto,
the bailo of Venice in Constantinople who was in charge of the sector of Blakhernai
during the siege:' 12

Inter auxiliares vir quidam Venetus erat animi nempe magni qui desperata salute
ingentem militum manum in patentiorem locum deducit, quos pluribus verbis hortatur
ut mori pro religione strenue malint quam ignaviter vivere....

Among the auxiliary forces there was a certain courageous Venetian, who, when he
saw that the battle was about to be lost, led a huge band of soldiers to an open place,
whom he urged with a speech to prefer death in defense of their faith than a cowardly
survival....

Minotto was captured in the sack and was executed a few days later by order of the
sultan.113 The exact circumstances of his capture and execution are unknown and his fate
was not ascertained for quite some time after the fall. There are numerous vague reports
of these circumstances in the surviving accounts. Most succinct is the statement of
Lomellino, the podesta of Pera:14 Decapitari fecit... bailum Venetorum cum eius filio et
aliis septem Venetis, "he [Mehmed] ordered the decapitation of the bailo of the

'" TIePN, p. 163, n. 24.
112 Ibid., p. 162.
113 On the Minotti, cf. supra, n. 40. On Girolamo Minotto, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some
Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 132. The heroism of Girolamo has been noted by historians,
cf., e.g., Chrysa Maltezou, '0 OEupoc rou Ev K&1vaTO:VTLV0V7r6AEL BEVErou BaiAov (1268-1453),
BLPXL011jKTq EolpLOtc N. EO'pL7r6AoU 6 (Athens, 1970): 51-52: OUSEZS oµcas ESELt,E TO 736ppoc TOU

Gerolamo Minotto...[6 Minotto] [E]vS11L4EV OTL i BEVETLO: &i Ev66XUE 7raVTOLOTp67r604 TOV dyiVO:

Tou...dCVEU SE dVo'.Lov'1 c a7raVTC)OEWS, ...Q7rTYY6pEUOE TOV c11r6TXOUV TmV SEVETLK4V 7rXOLWV KCY6

ETOCXN e'LS TTV TOU O=UTOKpc TOpoc. 0d' ANva-ro va cVaRELV7] njv EVTOX'Y)V T71c

RTjTpo7r6Xec c, $a' SUv rro vO: Po-q Tjn 1 TOUS &itoLKOUc 11& SLO(pU'YOUV TOU KXOLOU TWV ToupKmv,

061 T56vaTO TEXOC 6 LSLOS Vci AL7roiuxjarj. "ORac SEV E'RpO:tEV TOUTo. ... '0 aRLAOc 7rpooECpEpE

3OTj$ELaV TOU, OTE Xmpo TOU ipV7jt9T v 7rpoacpEp ] TT V L6LKTjV 11 , 0 R4 LAOS SLOE r c
a&ro uc [ Tov ESEL,EV ELI; -M 'V AUOLV, OTL WcpELAEV aiin1 Va'' ELXE 7rpatEL.
114 CC. 1: 46.
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Venetians, of his son, and of another seven Venetians." Ivani's interesting and
informative narrative deserves further scholarly attention and evaluation, as modern
historians in their investigations of the siege have not employed it. It was published,
erroneously as an anonymous source and with the wrong date of composition, under the
title: Anonymi historiola quae inscribitur Constantinopolitanae civitatis expugnatio
conscripta a 1459 p. Chr. e cod. chart. Bibl. Templi Cathedr. Strengnes., in MHH 22.1:
71-94; selections, with Italian translation, were also published in TIePN, pp. 146-165.

10. NIKOLAOS SEKOUNDINOS. This well-known and capable Greco-Italian
linguist115 delivered an address to the Venetian senate on December 16, 1453, discussing
the fall of the imperial city and the death of Loukas Notaras.116 He again pronounced a
speech in the court of Naples before Alfonso V on January 25, 1454. This speech is a
valuable source for the siege. Even though Sekoundinos had not been present during the
siege, he was one of the first westerners to visit the occupied capital of the Greeks after
the sack. He accompanied the Venetian envoy Bartolomeo Marcello to the Porte in order
to assist in difficult negotiations involving the ransom of Venetians who had been
captured by the sultan's janissaries in the sack of May 29, 1453, and with the thorny
problems of resuming trade in the Levant. He probably spent about two months in
Constantinople. Then he was dispatched by Marcello to Venice and from there he
traveled to Rome and to Naples in order to present his impressions of the new situation in
the Levant. His impressions summarized in the speech must include oral information that
was passed on to him by survivors of the sack. He is the first source to suggest that the
emperor asked his comrades to kill him but when they proved unwilling to do so, he
discarded all imperial insignia in the last phases of the general assault in order to evade
capture. by the janissaries and perished in the desperate struggle of the last stand:"?

Imperator ubi hostem ruinas lam occupare moenium victoriaque potiri certissima
vidit, ne caperetur vivus ... suos, qui pauci aderant, hortari coepit, ut se occiderent; sed
cum tantum facinus audere voluisset nemo, imperatoriis insignibus depositis et
abiectis, ne hostibus notusfieret, privatum <se> gerens stricto ense in aciem irruit....

115 The basic bibliography on Sekoundinos includes: P. D. Mastrodemetres, NtKOAaos
EEKOVV&VOS (1402-1464) Bioc Kai "Epryov: L'uµ,QoAil El(, T7 1V MEAET?jv TWV Ti1C,

dtawirop&S, BL3XLol ijKrI EoYlas N. Eapiir6Xou 9 (Athens, 1970); idem, "Nicolaos Secundinos a
Napoli dopo la caduta di Costantinopoli," 'IraAoEAA?1vr,Ka': Rivista di cultura greco-moderna 2
(1989): 21-38; F. Babinger, "Nikolaos Sagountinos, ein griechisch-venedischer Humanist des 15.
Jhdts," XaptaT?jpcov Eis 'AvaaToanov 'OpA&v5ov, I (Athens, 1965): 198-212; Alice-Mary
Talbot, "Sekoundinos, Nicholas," ODB 3: 1865; and J. Hankins, "Renaissance Crusaders:
Humanist Crusade Literature in the Age of Mehmed II," DOP 49 [Symposium on Byzantium and
the Italians, 13th-15th Centuries] (1995): 137.
116 T. Ganchou, "Le rachat des Notaras aprds la chute de Constantinople ou les relations
`dtrangdres' de l'dlite byzantine au XVe siecle," in Migrations et Diasporas Mediterranneenes (Xe-
XVle siecles) Actes du colloque de Conques (octobre 1999), Sdrie Byzantina Sorbonensia 19, eds.
M. Balard and A. Ducellier (Paris, 2002), pp. 179-184.
117 CC2: 136.
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When the emperor saw that the enemy was in command of the ruined fortifications
and that the battle was lost, so that he would not be taken alive.. .he asked the few
comrades who were still there to put him to death. But as no one was willing to
commit such a crime, he removed and threw away his imperial insignia so that the
enemy would not recognize him and with bare sword in hand he entered the
struggle....

This is an important text on the events of the siege and on the aftermath by a well-
informed author, who visited the devastated city soon after the events. Unfortunately,
there exists no reliable edition of the complete text. The complete text was first published
by V. V. Makuev, Monumenta historica Slavorum Meridiolanum vicinorumque
populorum, 1 (Warsaw, 1874): 295-306, but it was based on inferior manuscripts and this
edition contains numerous inaccuracies. A better, but incomplete, text was then published
in NE 3: 316-323; selections, with Italian translation, were then printed in CC 1: 128-
140.1B But CC 1, for some reason, chose to omit the long account of the execution of
Loukas Notaras, which is of great interest to historians.

11. GIACOMO (JACOPO) LANGUSCHI. Cf. supra, II.A.4.i.
12. JOHN MOSKHOS. He was a minor Greek intellectual in Italy and was

commissioned to write this piece, a rhetorical E'RLT&cpLOC in honor of the last grand duke
of Constantinople, Loukas Notaras. Under the constrictions of the literary genre then in
vogue, one should not expect detailed historical information backed by archival material.
Strictly speaking, it does not deal directly with the siege of 1453 but with the role that
Notaras himself played in the defense and his subsequent execution after the sack. There
is every reason to believe that this piece was encouraged, and perhaps was directly
commissioned, by Anna Notaras herself, the daughter of Loukas, who, prior to the siege
of 1453, had been sent to Venice with her two sisters, Euphrosyne and Theodora.119 In
the decade of the 1460s, after he made his escape from Mehmed II's seraglio, they were
joined by their brother Jacob/lakobos, whom the sultan had reserved for his harem in
1453.

By the 1470s loud charges were voiced against Notaras.120 It was said that he had
failed to contribute his fair share to the defense of Constantinople in 1453, in spite of his

18 See also Medvedev, pp. 325-329. For a new edition of the speech, cf. now C. Capizzi, "L'Oratio
ad Alphonsum Regem Aragonum (1454) di Nicola Sagundino, riedita secondo un ms. finora
ignoto," OCP 64 (1998): 329-357.
119 For her business and other activities in Venice in the subsequent decades following the fall of
Constantinople, as well as those of her sisters, and later brother upon his arrival, cf. the substantive
article of Ganchou, "Le rachat des Notaras," 152 ff., and passim.
120 A pro-Unionist, Doukas 37.10 was among the first after the fall of the imperial city to raise a
charge against the anti-Unionist Loukas Notaras. He attributes to him a statement that reads:
"KpELT76TEp6V EQTLV EI.SEVCYL EV [LEar) 1-0 9r6XEL (paKL0XLOV poxrLXevov TOUPKWV 1'A KaXu'RTpO:V

AaTLVLK'IjV [It would be better to see the turban of the Turks reigning in the center of the city than
the Latin miter]." Most recently, for a discussion of this statement, cf. D. R. Reinsch, "Lieber den
Turban als was? Bemerkungen zum Dichtum des Lukas Notaras," in 4IAEAAHN. Studies in
Honor of Robert Browning (Venice, 1996), pp. 377-389, esp. pp. 378-380; and Ganchou, "Le
rachat des Notaras," pp. 151 f. and 167 ff., and passim.
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immense wealth. It was especially in Italy that certain texts went so far as to accuse
Notaras of high treason. Leonardo, an eyewitness, had reported the grand duke's quarrel
with Giovanni Giustiniani, during which the condottiere had accused Notaras of being a
proditor/traditore. Di Montaldo, who wrote an interesting (but thus far overlooked by
scholars) account of the siege and sack, also called Notaras a "traitor" and described his
last moments with unflattering colors in a key passage that accuses Notaras of opening a
gate to admit the attacking enemy:121

Quod patefacto ut ingerunt hostio per civem, quem Magnum Ducem cognominabant,
copiarum introitus numero ingenti patuit.

As they say, the way for the enemy [the Turks] was opened by a citizen, whom they
call the Grand Duke, and he offered an opening to a huge number of troops.

Later in his narrative, Notaras is again painted in dark colors:122

Lucas, Magnus Dux cognomento honoris dictus, quem proditionis infamia reum fecit
... in regis indignationem devenit. Quam quidem ob rem mox clamitantem e
complexibus parentis arripi puerum jussit, cumque invitum violasset, eundem cum
patre ac altero fratre morte multandum dedit, objecta de proditione civitatis culpa,
quam perperam tradisse patrem asserebat.

About Loukas Notaras, called by the honorific title of `grand duke,' who had been
charged with the crime of treason, the king [= sultan] began to feel indignation. Soon
thereafter the king [= sultan] ordered that his [Notaras'] young son be tearfully torn
from the arms of his parents. He then violated the protesting boy. Next, he ordered
that he with his other brother be executed, as he asserted that their father had been
charged with treason against his homeland.

Reports about the fate of the Notaras family were numerous and no one could
ascertain what had really happened or was the fate of the survivors. As late as March
1454, the facts remained unclear and the authorities in Genoa instructed their envoys,
Luciano Spinola and Baldassare Maruffo, to the Porte to inquire into this matter:'23

Ex ipso domino Luca credimus superesse filium et filias duas, que dicunturposite in
maxima calamitate et servitute; ex quo volumus intuitu Dei primum, deinde pro
honore patrie, inquiratis ubi ille puelle sint, et si aliqua ratione prodesse poteritis eis,
enitamini verbo et opera ac studio pro omni commodo earum; et si fieri poterit,
incumbite ut meliorem aliquam conditione assequantur; et quoniam id est opus
summe misericordie, cavete ne in hoc sitis negligentes. Quod autem de puellis
diximus, hoc idem de filio dicimus si egebit presidio vestro.

121 Di Montaldo 22 (337) [not included in the selections of TIePN].
122 Ibid., 28 (339) [not included in the selections of TIePN].
123 Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13.2 (Geneva, 1877), document no. CLIV (p. 269).
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We believe that one son and two daughters of Lord Loukas Notaras are alive and are
said to be in the greatest danger and servitude. We wish that, for the love of God and
for the honor of our country, you inquire about the whereabouts of the daughters and
that you try to help them and ameliorate their circumstances in any possible way, by
deed, by word, and by persistence. If it can be done, bring about some improvement in
their condition. As this amounts to charitable work, please do not neglect it. Our
instructions in regard to the daughters also apply to the son if he is in need of your
assistance.

The authorities probably did not know that the three daughters of Notaras had been sent
to Venice before the onset of the siege. Nevertheless, the family of Notaras had numerous
links in Genoa124 and the authorities felt obliged to inquire. The youngest son of Notaras,
Jacob, who had indeed survived the seraglio of the sultan, eventually escaped from
Constantinople, as is elucidated in another surviving document, a letter of
recommendation 125 from January 6, 1468, data Janue die VI Januarii 1468:

Pro domino Jacobo Notara.... Non ignari sumus amice cum genuensibus versatus sit
clarus olim et magniftcus vir dominus Lucas Notatra constantinopolinus et tunc
magnus dux romeorum; quem iniqua et acerba illius fortuna vita et magne parte
familie ac bonorum privavit...harum nostrarum litterarum et decreti auctoritate
decernimus et statuimus quod magnificus item eques prefati domini Luce filius,
dominus Jacobus Notara.

On behalf of Lord Jacob Notaras.... We are not unaware of the friendship of the late,
glorious, and magnificent Loukas Notaras of Constantinople, who was then the grand
duke of the Romans [= Greeks]. An unjust and bitter fortune deprived him of his life,
of a great part of his family, and of his property.... We decree and declare, under our
authority in the present letter, that the magnificent knight, Lord Jacob Notaras, is the
son of the aforementioned Lord Loukas.

After his escape, Jacob came to Italy and married a woman for whom his sister Anna had
no affection, as she herself declared in her will long after Jacob's death:126

124 K.-P. Matschke, "The Notaras Family and Its Italian Connections," DOP 49 [= Symposium of
Byzantium and the Italians, 13'h-15th Centuries] (1995): 59-72; idem, "Personengeschichte,
Familiengeschichte, Socialgeschichte: Die Notaras im spaten Byzanz," in Oriente e Occidente tra
Medioevo et Eta Modern. Studi in onore di Geo Pistarino, ed. Laura Balleto, 2 (Geneva, 1997):
787-812, wherein he identifies the Notaras family as a provincial aristocracy; and Ganchou, "Le
rachat des Notaras," esp. pp. 151 if. To understand how in the time of Loukas Notaras the family
came to be associated with an urban aristocracy, cf. A. Ducellier and T. Ganchou, "Les elites
urbaines dans l'empire d'Orient a la fin du Moyen Age: Noblesse de service ou groups de
passion?," in Les elites urbaines au Moyen A4ge (Paris, 1997), pp. 39-54.
125 "Delta conquista di Constantinopoli per Maometto II," eds. Dethier, et al., pp. 299-300.
126 The will of Anna Notaras has been published in its Greek form from Venetian archives; cf. K.
Mertzios, "'H Ala$vjK71 'ric "Avvac Ha&aLoXoryivac NoTap&," 'A$rlvd 53 (1953): 17-21. For
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aKO'[LTI Va iµ7ropT KaVei 0:7ro Touk KOl,lµLO'ap1OUc [LOU v 7rOLTj6T+ KavEVa

avµ(3LRavµ0 µE TTIV ZaµltETa T'TlV KOUVLaba µ0U, OUSE µE aAAOV TLVa 8La OvOR&

OTL 1rOAUV 3LOV µOU EKaTTIVaXWOE...&XXc KaL TN0V P' you 1101)

KaL aUTO'V OXOV TOV EKaTEKpU$EV.

My executors will have no authority to come to an understanding with my sister-in-
law Zabeta, nor with anyone else acting in her name, as she squandered much of my
fortune and concealed all of my brother's property.

Anna died on July 8, 1507.127 In the same will she mentions that her sister Theodora,
cxgrgVW, bIa IrLaTOTaTOUc [LOU E7rLTp0'1tOUc KaL KOµlwLsOpLOUc...KaL T'11V...©EO& paV njv

dbeXgnjv µou, "I designate as my most loyal overseers and executors... and my sister
Theodora," was still alive but that her second sister, Euphrosyne, had evidently died:

&KOµa VCY Eta'yOP&UrOUV EVa aL)(lLdXWTOV dirO TOUC TOUpKOUc XpLQTLaVO KaL Volt TO'V

EAE1)0EpWOOUV bLa TnV *UxTjv rT Kupdc 'pOahVTIC r c abeX.pi c µ0U, Ka1Dk TO
ETrayT KEV EV TL 7rp0 TOY 1Mva rov (Y -r lc;.

Let them also ransom a Christian prisoner from the Turks for the soul of Lady
Phrosyne [that is, Euphrosyne], my sister, as she had specified before her death.

All sorts of tales circulated that reported conflicting versions of the grand duke's last
days, while he was a prisoner of the sultan. In addition, folk motifs also accumulated
about the figure of the last grand duke. One was extremely insulting and duplicates
material that is also reported in Marco Polo's narrative: Pseudo-Sphrantzes' account of
Notaras' execution seems to repeat the "concealed treasure" motif that is encountered in
Marco Polo's story of the capture of Baghdad by the Mongols in 1258. Notaras attracted

an edition of the complete text, with English translation and commentary, cf. Philippides,
Constantine XI Draga, Palaeologus, Appendix VI.
127 On Anna Notaras and her will, cf. S. A. Koutibas, OL NoTap46ES aT)y ' T7rripeaia Tou "E$vovc
(Athens, 1968), pp. 59-61; S. P. Lampros, " '0 KWVOTaVTLVOc IIa&aLoXoyoc (&; Ev

T'q 'IaTOp'QQ KaL TOLc OpuXotc," NH 4 (1907): 417-466; idem, `H "Avva Norapd we Kupia
KmbLKOc," NH 5 (1908): 485-486; Manoussakas, " 'H IIpviTq "A&ELa (1456)," pp. 109-118;
Matschke, "The Notaras Family"; D. M. Nicol, "Anna Notaras Palaiologina," in The Byzantine
Lady: Ten Portraits 1250-1500 (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 96-109; and K. Sathas, "'H IIp6TTi ev
BevETia 'EXXT)vud TuiroypcnpLa, 1489-1899," 'H MEAErir 2 (1907): 470-485. It is our
understanding that T. Ganchou is preparing a monograph on Anna Notaras; cf. Maltezou, 'H
BEVerta TWv 'EAA?7vmv, p. 36. Most recently, cf the brief study of Chrysa Maltezou, "Avva
HaAaLoAoyiva Norapd: Mid TpayLKj dvaµeaa arov Bv('avrwo Kai rov
No 'EAAp'LKO K6a'.Lo. BLIALONKTI TOU 'EAATIVLKOU 'IVcTLTOUTOV KaL

Eirou& v BEVETLas, 23 (Venice, 2004), passim. Of note concerning the financial
investments of Anna, cf. K. Sp. Staikos, "The Printing Shop of Nikolaos Vlastos and Zacharias
Kallierges. 500 Years from the Establishment of the First Greek Printing Press," La Bibliofilia 102
(2000): 11-32. For archival documentation, nine documents dating between June 15, 1474 and
September 28, 1496, of Anna Notaras, cf. Maltezou, "Avva HaAaLoAoyLva Norapd, pp. 63-114.
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all this lore because he was fabulously wealthy and because he was the chief financial
minister of Constantine XI and of the imperial administration. He had worked hard
securing loans for the emperor until the siege, a fact that may be behind some strange and
rhetorically forced arguments encountered in Moskhos' text.

Anna and her humanistic circle sought to counteract the charges that were in
circulation by encouraging or even commissioning Moskhos'28 to compose this
speech, 'E7rvr pLos AoyoC E7rL Ti EVSotWTaTW KaL EKAag7rpo'r 'r µaKap Tn [ E'y(AW
boUKL KUpW AouKa 'r NoTapa, 'Iwavvov Tov MooXou, A Funeral Speech in Honor of the
Most Glorious and Most Illustrious Grand Duke, the Late Lord Loukas Notaras by John
Moskhos. It is not an accident that Moskhos emphasizes the loyalty of Notaras to the
emperor, whom, rumors insisted, the grand duke had betrayed during the last stage of the
siege, and his personal contributions to the defense of Constantinople. Notaras' efforts on
behalf of his homeland are described in a tortuous, highly suspect narration, which would
have made the sophists of antiquity proud of Moskhos, as he clearly tries to make the best
case out of a bad situation. He cannot show that Notaras contributed his own funds to the
defense. His prose and arguments remain unconvincing, especially in regard to the ardent
desire that Notaras supposedly displayed in encouraging others to contribute funds to the
defense. Posterity has not been kind to the last grand duke and his figure is still
surrounded by considerable controversy, as some scholars see in him a traitor and others
a hero who sacrificed his life in depressing circumstances and even turn him into a martyr
of Neohellenism. The truth surely lies somewhere in the middle. To the chagrin of his
daughters, Loukas Notaras had already become the subject of a lively controversy by the
second half of the quattrocento. Moskhos' work is a rhetorical attempt to check the

128 Moskhos as a scholar and humanist has not attracted a great deal of scholarly attention. For the
earlier literature on this figure and for a modem assessment of his career, cf. S. Mergiali-Falangas,
" "Evan 'ITaX6c Ou iavw'rjc KaL "Evan IIEXo7rovvijaL0c AcaaKaXoc: EXE0ELS MapKOU 'Avrw-
v%ov 'AVTLµaXOU KaL 'Iwavvov MooXou," Modern Greek Studies Yearbook 10/11 (1994-1995): 579-
584. As Mergiali-Falangas points out, pp. 583-584, n. 7, a succinct biography of Moskhos was
given by one of his students and is quoted in E. Legrand, Biographie hellenique ou description
raisonee des ouvrages publies en grec par les Grecs au XVe et XVIP siecles, 1 (Paris, 1885):
lxxxviii: Ioannes Moschus, praceptor meus, Lacedaemonius, vir sane in omni et virtutum et
scientiarum genere, non solurn meo iudicio, sed totius Graeciae, excellentissimus, sub cuius
disciplina quinquennium moratus sum, cuius studium in me singularem extitit ut non praeceptorem,
sed parentem nactus viderer. Hunc ergo ob singularem eius doctrinam et politum dicendi genus
cum soluta oratione scribendi turn ... carminibus, cum Thessalonicenses ad civitatem illam
amplissimam atque opulentissimam erudiendam publica pecunia conduxissent, dum itineri
maturando sese accingeret, et go quoque eum sequi statuissem, qui multa adhuc ediscerem ac
celebratissimas bibliothecas Was quae in Atho monte Bunt, aliquando conspicerem, acutissimo
morbo correptus, quinto quo aegrotate coeperat die, maximo omnium moerore decessit. Moskhos
had been a student of George Gemistos Plethon and may have been initiated into Plethon's revival
of pagan cults. Mergiali-Falangas points out that Moskhos, a member of the inner circle of Plethon,
may even had access to some of Plethon's poems and writings that have since disappeared. On
Moskhos, see also Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, "Td A6yLa KaL 6 @avaTos Tov AOUK& NoTapa," in
Po&wvca'r: TLi' aT6V M. I. Mavouaaaea (Rethymno, 1996), pp. 135-146.
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mounting "bad press," but ultimately this attempt failed and the role of the last grand
duke during the siege of 1453 remains controversial.

The first edition of this speech was produced by E. Legrand, dEATiov
Tris `IQTOpu ci g Kai ' Et5voAoyLKc g `ETo tpELaq 2 (1885/1886): 413-424. It was based on
the ms. No. 2731 in the National Library, Paris, 176"-187`. The text, with its first English
translation, can be found as Appendix V in a forthcoming biography of the last emperor:
Philippides, Constantine XI Dragag Palaeologus.

13. ADAMO DI MONTALDO. In the 1470s Adamo composed his De
Constantinopolitano excidio ad nobilissimum iuvenem Melladucam Cicadam. It is a
noteworthy account and contains information that is not duplicated in other sources.
Adamo, for instance, emphasizes the contribution to the defense of Maurizio Cataneo,
who rises to the level of Giovanni Giustiniani in the operations. In addition, he includes a
long account of the execution of Loukas Notaras, which, in our opinion, shows some
familiarity with the "hagiographic" piece of Moskhos (cf, supra, II.B.12), as both include
a long speech that Notaras supposedly pronounced before his death, with digressions into
philosophy and the immortality of the soul. It was first published by P. A. Dethier, C.
Desimoni, and C. Hopf, "Della Conquista di Costantinopoli per Maometto II nel
MCCCLIII," Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 10 (1874): 289-354; and reprinted
in MHH 22.1: 35-70. Selections with Italian translation further appear in TIePN, pp. 188-
209.

III. The Sixteenth-Century Greek Tradition

It should be observed that there exists in Greek no authentic eyewitness source that
discusses the siege and sack of Constantinople. The so-called Greek historians of the fall,
Doukas, Khalkokondyles, and Kritoboulos,129 may have consulted participants in the
defense and perhaps even Ottoman officials, soldiers, and engineers who had participated
in the siege, but they themselves were not in the city and did not directly observe the
events as they unfolded. In fact, the only Greek eyewitness is George Sphrantzes (1401-
1477), but his authentic work is extremely laconic on the siege and he provides no
narrative whatsoever on the operations. From the few references that the authentic text
contains one may conclude that Sphrantzes indeed was on the support staff of
Constantine XI. It was to Sphrantzes after all that the emperor entrusted the delicate
mission of taking a census of the available defensive resources before the commencement
of hostilities. Of this incident Sphrantzes himself makes mention:130

129 For a brief but cogent analysis of these historians, including Sphrantzes, cf. J. O. Rosenqvist,
Die byzantinische Literatur. Yom 6. Jahrhundert bis zum Fall Konstantinopels 1453 (Berlin and
New York, 2007), pp. 177-183. For another interpretative analysis of Doukas and Kritoboulos, cf.
D. R. Reinsch, "Il Conquistatore di Costantinopoli nel 1453: Erede legittimo dell'imperatore di
Bizanzio o temporaneo usurpatore? Alle origini della questione: Appartiene la Turchia
all'Europa?," Medioevo greco. Rivista di storia efilologia bizantina 3 (2003): 213-223; and idem,
"Kritoboulos of Imbros. Learned Historian, Ottoman raya and Byzantine Patriot," ZRVI 40 (2003):
297-311.
130 Minus 35.8. The translation is quoted from Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, p. 70.
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TOU 'YcYp (3aaLXEWS 7rpOaTaAaVTOS TOLS 5T1µ«pxoLc, 6'Ypa)EV EKaaTOc n v
STlµapxLav aUTOU aKpL(3ms IOU SUVa'.LEVOU OTa$TIVaL EV TW KafTPW KOaµLKOU KaL

KoXO'YEpOU Kat TL Ka. TL apµa 7rpkS aµUVaV VOC Exn EKaaTOS aUTWV.... ELTa

7rpk d116' "aUTTJ ' SOUXELa 7rpOS aE QYOpQ...KaL Xa3E Ta KcTOCOTLxa KaL Ka'&Lr«S

S TO Oa1tLTLOV aOU XO'YapLaaE xKpLRWS 7roOOL E'LUIV OV1gpW7rOL KaL 7rOaa cx6; pµa-a
KO [L 1rOOa KOVTa'pLa KaL 7roaa aKOUTCYpLa KaL 7tOaa TOtdpLa." KO:L dKTEXEaac TOV

OpLaµOV aUTOU, tpEpcv SESWKa Tlil ai119EVT1.1 µ0U Kal. RaaLAELTO KaTaaTLx67rOU]\OV

l1ETac XU7rT1c Kai oKU15pW1r6TT1TOS OTL 7rOXXT1c, KaL EN.ELVE µ6VOV EV a7roKpvcpc Tj

TrOaOTT14; ELS EKELVOV KOL d11E.

The emperor ordered the demarches to take a census of their demarches and to record
the exact number of men - laity and clergy - able to defend the walls and what
weapons each man had for defense.... Then he commanded me: `This task is for
you.. .take these lists and compute, in the privacy of your home, the exact figure of
available defenders, weapons, shields, spears, and arrows.' I completed my task and
presented the master list to my lord and emperor in the greatest possible sadness and
depression. The true figure remained a secret known only to him and to myself.

Again, in his authentic account, Sphrantzes writes of the diplomacy and of the court's
futile efforts to attract major military aid from the west,131 but he remains silent
concerning the period of the siege. In a single entry Sphrantzes addresses the fall of the
city, by-passing the entire period of the siege. He makes it clear that his duties had taken
him away from the critical area by order of the emperor, who may have wished to protect
his friend by directing him to another less dangerous sector of the defenses. Had
Sphrantzes been present at the critical sector between the civil gate of St. Romanos and
the military, the Pempton, he would not have survived, as apparently none did of those
who chose to stay in the area under massive attack between the civil Gate of St. Romanos
and the Pempton, the Fifth Military Gate. Further, neither Pusculo nor Leonardo, our only
eyewitnesses to have furnished a sort of "catalogue of defenders and their positions,"
mentions Sphrantzes in the vicinity of the walls. It may be concluded that he did not play
an active military role in the defense. It is also possible that Spbrantzes had a non-
military role and that he was somewhere with the non-combatant members of the
administration within the city. He provides only one reference to the fall and to the death
of his friend, the emperor:'32

KaL T' K1V µa'Lov, i Lepa -Y", wpgc TT1s TjREpac apx 1, dirf1PE T'f1v 110ALV 6 aµTlpacs

EV 'j 'pa KaL aXWaEL TTjc 110XEWq KaL 6 µaKapLTT1q aW'VTTJS µ01) KUp
KWVaiavrivOS RaaLXEUc' 6 11aXaioX0yOS aKOTW15ELC a7rE&rvEV, dµov 7rXT16LOV

131 Minus 36.1-14.
132 Minus 35.9. The translation is quoted from Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, p. 70.
The elaborator of the Maius has recast this paragraph, changing its style by introducing a genitive
absolute construction in the beginning and adding a verb at the end, 3.10.9: Eµov 8E TTj 60'pos EKELVTJ
11T1 ELpe'SEVToC 7rXiie ov Toll aubEv rk ,.Lou TOU PaeLXEWS, dXX 7rpoei(AeL EKELVOU ELc

E7rLOKE1IlLV br)&V EV Qf)\XW NEpEL Tnl 7r0AEWS 7IpTIV.
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1 rro OU)( Evpef eVTOS TT, Wpa EKELVq, ocXX irpoaTQt,EL EKELVOl1 ELI; E7rLUKE1IILV

Sf$EV a"XXou µEpouc T'fjs II0'Xeuc.

On Tuesday May 29, early in the day, the emir [sultan] took possession of the city. In
this time of capture my late master and emperor, Lord Constantine, was killed. I was
not at his side at that hour but I had been inspecting another part of the city, according
to his orders.

Sphrantzes is sufficiently truthful to admit that he did not know how his hero, the
emperor, had died. In fact, his silence and his vague reference that he had been
dispatched elsewhere within the city by an imperial order are suspect, and some scholars
see in this statement a vague admission of flight,133

Sphrantzes has devoted not a single word to the defensive operations. It is indeed a
curious omission, which has led some scholars to speculate that the historian may
actually have maintained a separate diary. This conjecture seems likely but a further
inference that has been made is erroneous, as it presupposes that this hypothetical diary
of Sphrantzes somehow fell into the hands of his sixteenth-century elaborator, Makarios
Melissenos-Melissourgos, who then enlarged it into the surviving Maius.134 In spite of
ingenious arguments, none of which is linguistic or textual, such attempts to elevate the
siege section of the Maius to respectability as a primary source remain unconvincing.
This hypothesis lacks positive evidence, and most of the arguments associated with it are
reduced to omissions of events in both the Maius and the Minus. Most significant, this
challenge fails to recognize the importance of Bishop Leonardo in the composition of the
siege section of the Maius. Makarios utilized, as has now become abundantly clear,
other existing and identifiable accounts to compile his narrative. It is possible that
Sphrantzes maintained a diary of the siege period. If he did so, we must conjecture, since
all traces of it have vanished, that its nature would have been different from the Giornale
of Barbaro or of the epistula by Leonardo. Unlike Barbaro, Pusculo, and Leonardo,
Sphrantzes does not seem to have been on the walls. So his diary would have been of a
different makeup, perhaps presenting the views of the non-combatant members of the
imperial administration.

133 This is the reasonable conclusion reached by Siderides in a penetrating study, which, however,
is not widely known and we will discuss this article in due course. Cf. X. A. Siderides,
"KWvnTavr you IIaXaLoXoyou ©avaToc;, Ta'cpoc, Kal E3rcki5-9," 'H MEAErq 3 (1908): 66: 6 SE F.
'FpavTNC, `v EWC TOTE 'cXgaLov TOU (3aULXEW4;, irpouTOItEL, X&1'EL aUTOU, &irI X1geV ELc E'IrLOKE*LV

QIXXou i pouc rT t tlAe(oq, Toll 07roLou O tuc TO O"vo a SEV AE'yEL EK rijc OLWTrijc Ta&r c
ELKcX OI.LEV OTL EKEL'SEV XOIPLV TiK L&aq auTOU 6WT'flpLas.
134 This extreme position has been expressed by Margaret G. Carroll (Klopf) in a series of lengthy
articles, "Notes on the Authorship of the `Siege' Section of the Chronicon Maius of Pseudo-
Phrantzes, Book III," Byz 41 (1971): 28-44; 42 (1972): 5-22; 43 (1973): 30-38; and 44 (1974): 17-
22. Cf the criticism of this position in Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople," pp. 289-290. It is
regrettable that this assumption has accordingly colored her translation and her commentary of the
siege section of the Maius: Carroll, A Contemporary Greek Source for the Siege of Constantinople,
1453. Cf. M. Philippides, "Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos (d. 1585)," in Historians of the
Ottoman Empire, electronic article, 7 pp.
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Sphrantzes was not a professional soldier and he has very little to add about the
military aspects concerning the siege of Patras by Constantine that had taken place
earlier. As always, he was more interested in diplomatic matters. Of course, it is not
known what may have happened to this hypothetical journal. It is possible that it perished
early on, perhaps in the early hours of the sack when Sphrantzes fell into the hands of the
enemy. However, one would like to note that somehow Sphrantzes was able to consult
some of his notes when he compiled his Minus years after the sack. Is it possible that he
had retained some notes and lost others? Could it be that he had left his notes of the
earlier years at Mistra in the Morea when Constantine and he went to Constantinople and
that he recovered these notes after his release from captivity? It should be recalled that
nowhere in his authentic narrative does he allude to any journal of the siege. There is no
hint in the surviving narrative of his activities during the siege. Indeed it amounts to
curious silence but allows nothing other than speculation.

Consequently, Greek chronicles that date from the period after the fall necessarily
concentrate their attention on the situation that followed the sack, and, specifically, on the
affairs of the patriarchate and the patriarchs, with a passing reference to the siege. Again
the chronicle of Sphrantzes plays a part in this situation, but the elaborator of Sphrantzes,
Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, has penned the pertinent sections of the Maius.

The first patriarch under the sultans was George Scholarios-Gennadios II.135 Before
the conquest of 1453 there had been no reigning patriarch in Greek Constantinople. The

135 C£, among others, Germanos, metropolitan of Sardis, "Euif oXrl Ei,s Touc IIaWLapXLKOVS
Ka'raXoyouc Kuva'ravTLV0U9r0'Xeuc diro 'AXWuaewc Kal Opigo5otia 8 (1933): 279-285; A.
Decei, "Patrik II. Gennadios Skolarios'un Fatih Sultan Mehmet icin yazdigi ortodoks
i'tikadnamesinin tiirkce metni [Patriarch Gennadios Scholarios II and Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror Concerning the Texts of the Fate of the Orthodox and Turkish Faiths]," Fatih ve
Istanbul 1 (1953): 98-116; C. J. G. Turner, "Pages from the Late Byzantine Philosophy of History,"
BZ 57 (1964): 346-372; idem, "The Career of Gennadius-Scholarius," Byz 39 (1969): 420-455; A.
Papadakis, "Gennadios II and Mehmet II the Conqueror," Byz 42 (1972): 88-106; N. M. Vaporis,
Codex Gamma of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople (Brookline, 1974), pp. 22-24; F.
Babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror and His Time (Princeton, 1978), pp. 410-411. Most recently
there has appeared an interesting authoritative study on this personality, which however includes
factual errors: M. G. Serges, rEcipyLoc EXoAc pLoc-TEVvd&Loc B': '0 IIpwToc METO: TTjv "AAwarl
OLKOvIAePu OS HaTpu pXric. MEAETEc yLOC TTj Kal METo3UravTLVT 'IQTopLa 3
(Athens, 1996). The most recent biography of Scholarios-Gennadios II is by T. Zeses, 1'EVVa'&oc-
B' EXoAcpLoc. Bloc-EvyypckuAara-4LSaaxaAia.'AVdXEKTa BXaTO:Swv 30 (Thessaloniki, 1980);
this is a curious and extremely superficial work, whose avowed aim is to claim sainthood for
Scholarios-Gennadios and to diminish the contribution of Bessarion to scholarship. It is amazing
that after the passage of five centuries the old controversies and animosities between "Greek" and
"Latin" should appear again! A true scholarly, book-length biography of Scholarios in English, or
in any other language, remains to be written. Much better, although a great deal shorter, than Zeses'
hagiographical work is J. Gill, "George Scholarius," Unitas 12 (1960; Eng. ed.): 99-112 (=
Personalities of the Council of Florence and Other Essays [Oxford, 1964], pp. 79-95). Indirectly,
one may follow Scholarios' career through his connection with Plethon; cf. C. M. Woodhouse,
Gemistos Plethon: The Last of the Hellenes (Oxford, 1986), passim. On Scholarios, cf. PLP 11: no.
27304 (156-158). C. Livanos, Greek Tradition and Latin Influence in the Work of George
Scholarios. "Alone against All of Europe " (Piscataway, 2006), has recently and notably treated his
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last holder of the title, Gregory III Mammas (1443-1450), had fled from the Greek capital
in 1451 to Rome, in face of popular opposition to his religious policies that favored union
with the papacy. The emperor afterward appointed no successor during that turbulent
period.136 Mehmed II, presumably with the approval of and after some consultation with
the surviving bishops, elevated Gennadios II to be the first head of the Greek millet on
January 6, 1454.13'

The elevation of Gennadios to the patriarchal throne, with the accompanying
elaborate narration of the state of affairs, although depressing given the circumstances,
has been described in detail in the Chronicon Maius.138 As long as the authenticity of his
Maius had not been questioned, this narrative was taken to be, if not an eyewitness
account of the ceremony, certainly a well-informed description of a historical event. As
modem scholarship has demonstrated repeatedly in the past decades, the Maius
represents a late "composition," penned by Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos in Italy,
most likely in Naples, ca. 1580.139

Thus the important passages that deal with this subject have not been penned by the
authoritative hand of Sphrantzes, who could not have had any affection for Scholarios-
Gennadios, the most vocal opponent of the emperor's religious policies before the siege
of 1453 and a leader of the anti-union faction fiercely objecting to the union of the
Orthodox and Catholic Churches that had been agreed upon during the monumental
Council of Florence in 1438/1439. During the siege of 1453 Scholarios had advocated a
policy of passive resistance to the Turks and had recommended prayers and all-night
vigils instead of active duty on the walls.140 In the days before the siege his activities had

theological positions and interest in the writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas. Livanos, ibid., pp. 102-
111, provides an insightful analysis of Scholarios' Lament and the fall of Constantinople. For
Scholarios as a patriarch under Mehmed and for some problems with his later career, cf. now
Marie-Helene Blanchet, "Georges Gennadios Scholarios a-t-il ete trois fois patriarche de
Constantinople?," Byz 71 (2001): 60-72; and eadem, Georges-Gennadios Scholarios (vers 1400-
vers 1472). Un intellectuel orthodoxe face a la disparition de l'empire Byzantin, Archives de
1'Orient Chretien 20 (Paris, 2008): 124-135, for argumentation and justification of his office.
136 There had been a school of thought that a patriarch did exist in 1453 (or several years earlier) by
the name of Athanasios II, or even Anastasios, but this notion has been shown to be fiction, even
though this error is still encountered; cf. Gennadios (Metropolitan of Heliopolis), `Tir jpl ev oXL

IIaTpLo!pXT1c 'A&&avo:QLOc 'OX yov 'irpo Tic 'AA& rewc," 'Opi o5o,ia 18 (1943): 117-123. For a

possible alternate explanation, cf. W. K. Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V and the Aborted Crusade of
1452-1453 to Rescue Constantinople from the Turks," BS 65 (2007): 348-352.
137 On this date, cf. A. N. Diamantopoulos, " '0 Tevvd&LOS EXoX6epLOS 64 'IOTopuj Ilrly,'i T/ilv
irepI 1-9v "AAwcLv Xpovwv," 'EAAgviKa: 9 (1936): 295-301.
138 On the problems presented by the two versions of Sphrantzes' account, cf. infra, ch. 3: "A
`Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes," and the accompanying
bibliography.
139 On this family of various industrious copyists-forgers who attempted to identify their family
with the more illustrious Melissenoi, cf. the fundamental study of I. K. Khasiotes, MaKcpioc,
eeoowpoc, Kai NLKrlrpopoc of McALO-Qrlvoi (Thessaloniki, 1966). In addition, cf.
now the observations of R. Maisano, "Il manoscritto Napoletano II. E. 25 e la storia della tradizione
dello pseudo-Sfranze,"'IraAoeAA'x vuKQ: Rivista di culturagreco-moderna 2 (1989): 103-121.
140 On Scholarios' personality, cf. Gill, Personalities, ch. 7.
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earned him the scorn of the court,141 where he had become a persona non grata. In fact,
the very same activities that had alienated him from the Greek court, especially his anti-
Catholic and anti-western policies, must have recommended him to the sultan.

The forger of the Maius, Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, however, was a cleric in
Ottoman Greece before he made his way to Italy and the west. He displayed a lively
interest in ecclesiastical affairs and it is he who has supplied us with a detailed account of
the enthronement of Scholarios as Gennadios II, which took place on January 6, 1454. In
addition, the concluding sections of Book III of the Maius enumerate the powers that the
sultan bestowed upon his patriarch on that momentous occasion. In fact, the statements of
Melissourgos-Melissenos have long been accepted as fact, since the days when scholars
were under the impression that Sphrantzes himself had authored the Maius. If indeed it
can be demonstrated that this section of the Maius was authentic, or, at the very least,
based on an authoritative source and not on the imagination of the forger, it would be of
the utmost significance for the history of the Orthodox Church and the Greek millet under
the Osmanli sultans, as the authority, duties, and responsibilities of the patriarch to the
Porte are clearly delineated. One particular passage of the Maius has given rise to a
controversy that has found no resolution thus far and deserves to be quoted at length:'42

ESWKE SE lrpoaT&yµnTa Eyyp&pWS TW 1raTpL'PXri [sc. Gennadios II] µET'
EtOUQLQS RaaLXLKfjc U1ro'YEypalLiLEV11(; KaTW15EV LVa lVgbELS' aU'TOV EVOXX1ja'5 Tl

dv'rvrELVTI, cXAo: E'LVaL aUTOV aVaLTYITOV ML &yopOXOy11TOV MIL y&aaELcTOV TE

O!1rO 1raVTOS EVONTLOU, KO:L TeXOVS KaI BWOEWS EPOS EaTaL AUTOS KO:L OL [LET'

aUTOV 1raTPLAPXaL ELS TOV aLWVa, OiOLWS KaL 'lrOVTES OL U7rOTETaylLEVOL ax'1T(1

dlpXLEpc c.

[The sultan] gave written decrees with royal authority and undersigned by him to the
patriarch [sc. Gennadios II], which ensured that no man would hinder or annoy him;
moreover, the patriarch was absolved of all taxation and tribute. The sultan further
declared that all future patriarchs and their high clerics would enjoy the same
privileges and similarly would be immune from taxation and tribute forever.

Based on this statement of Melissenos, scholarship has inferred a complete system of
relations between the patriarchate and the Porte. Of particular significance seem to be the
"written decrees" (1rpoQTayµaTa Eyypaacpo ), presumably a firman of some sort, with
which Mehmed conferred these "privileges" to the patriarch.143 As no other contemporary

141 For Scholarios' activities before and during the siege, of. OGN, ch. 14. Concerning his
incarceration immediately after the fall of the imperial city and Mehmed's intervention in his
liberation, cf. Blanchet, Georges-Gennadios Scholarios, pp. 68-74.
142 Maius 3.11. The translation is quoted from Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, p.
136.
143 Discussion with older bibliography in T. H. Papadopoullos, Studies and Documents Relating to
the History of the Greek Church and People under Turkish Domination (Brussels, 1952; reissued
New York, 1973; 2 °d ed. with supplementary material: Aldershot, 1990), ch. 1.
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evidence on this crucial point has survived, acceptance or rejection of this firman depends
directly on the reliability of Melissourgos-Melissenos or on that of his immediate source.

Patriarch Theoleptos was confronted with the question of the conversion to Islam of
the existing churches of Constantinople by the grandson of Mehmed II, Sultan Selim I
Yavuz, ca. 1520. The patriarch, therefore, was forced to argue that the churches had been
assigned to the Greek millet by the Conqueror himself following the sack of 1453, and he
added the testimony of the three aged janissaries to substantiate his case:144

'0 OEOATI7rroc aweKpL'Li OIL, AV YIV(YL aseLa, d' EV13UI.LLaW TTIV BaaLAELaV

EoU TYIV a'AWaLV Tiq IIOAEWS' OL irp0yovoL '.tas ESWaaV aVa4LWTL TO' rjµL6U p.epog

TTIS IIOAEWS TG aOUATa'v MEXµET µE TOLaUTas au pWVLas a', OTL al, EKKATIOLaL TWV

XpLrTLavc v v r tLTI -yevobv f3' OTL OL 'Yal,LOL, OIL Tap(YL, KaL & Ma E&IAa 76

)(40LOTLaVLOROU Va 'YLVWVTaL aVElllrobLOTWS, y TI EOpiTI IOU lIaaXa µE EAEUtgepLav

V0. 7raV11'YUp1 TOTE 6 IloUcpTTIC TIpWTTI6E TOV ¶crrpLapXTIV &v EX?l TO

Eyypacpov TOCUTTIc, TTIS O`1)R pWVLas' 6 'rra'rpLapXTls OIL v KCYTEKQfTI a7r0

Trupi alas, aAA' OTL Tlµ7ropEL Va cpEp , TPELC aUT07rTaS TTIS

TOLaUTTIS avli9covLas 'HA15OV OUTOL KaL 01 TpELs, ayOVTEs ETOS TT q iXLKLas 7¶ATIcLOV

TWV EKaTOV, KUL EI.Lap'Up'YIaaVTO OIL TjaaV 7rapOV7EC ELS TTIV a&AWcLV TTIS IIOAEWS,

KOIL 067L OL EUYEVELS aUTTIS EKOUOLWS TW aOUATXV MEXI.LET,

EX1 v'reg KaL EUpOVTEs aUTOV Ea;W EL(; TTIV aKTIVTIV TOU, KOCL a Ya YOVTES KaL 'r g

KAELS TTIS lIOAEWC, Ti.E7Xpuao 7rLVaKLOU, KaL rrnicrCYVTEs Trap' aUTOU TLVa apt4pa
aTLVa EMX&ii 6 aouX'r V 'r IS.

Theoleptos responded: `If it were permitted, I will remind your Majesty of the fall of
the City. Our ancestors surrendered, without a fight, half of the City to Sultan

144 A. K. Komnenos Hypsilantes, 'A6avaoiou Koµvgvov '7 i'gAdvTou 'EKKA11aLaaTLKwv Kai
HOALrLKwv TDV ELS AAeKa, BL3ALov H' ®' Kai I' -rot T& MET&' Tip "AAWULV (1453-I789) (' EK

XELpoypdcpov'AveKBorov rfls Move; Tou ELVd), ed. A Germanos (Constantinople, 1870); in Book
II: 156-163, of his monumental Turcograecia libri Octo a Martino Crusio, in Academia Tybigensi
Graeco & Latino Professore, vtraque lingua edita. Qvibus Graecorum status sub imperio Turcico,
in Politia & Ecclesia, Oeconomia, & Scholis, tam inde ab amissa Constantinopoli, ad haec usque
tempora, luculenter describitur (Basil, sine anno [1584]), Martinus Crusius [Martin Kraus]
provides additional details about this incident, which is included in the so-called Historia
Patriarchica embedded in the Turcograecia. This passage states that a patriarchal lawyer named
Xenakes devised clever tactics that ensured the continuation of the patriarchal privileges. The text
Crusius uses states that these events took place in the reigns of Patriarch Jeremiah and Sultan
Suleiman the Magnificent. This date is, of course, impossible, as there would have been no one
alive from the days of the siege to testify in the court proceedings; therefore Crusius must have
been referring to the events that took place in the reign of Selim I and somehow the chronology of
this event has been garbled. Such incidents undoubtedly gave rise to the early legend that
Constantinople had capitulated in 1453 and was not conquered by the sword; cf. S. Runciman, The
Great Church in Captivity: A Study of the Patriarchate of Constantinople from the Eve of the
Turkish Conquest to the Greek War of Independence (Cambridge, 1968), pp. 189 ff.; and FC,
Appendix 2; for a collection of Turkish sources on this matter, cf. J. H. Mordtmann, "Die
Kapitulation von Konstantinople im Jahre 1453," BZ 21 (1901): 129-144.
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Mehmed under an agreement that (i.) the churches of the Christians would not
become mosques, (ii.) weddings, funerals, and other Christian customs will continue
unobstructed, and (iii.) the holiday of Easter will be celebrated freely....' The mufti
asked the patriarch if he had the written document of this agreement. The patriarch
responded that it had perished in a fire but that he could produce, however, three
janissaries who were eyewitnesses to this pact. The three men, close to one hundred
years old, came and testified that they were present at the fall of the City. They
remembered that the noblemen of the City willingly submitted to Sultan Mehmed, that
they came outside his tent, that they brought the keys of the City on a golden plate,
and that they presented a number of petitions, which the Sultan Mehmed granted.

The essential point here is that Theoleptos could produce no legal document from his
archives to substantiate his claim.

Yet Melissourgos-Melissenos, who wrote about sixty years after the event, must have
employed in the pertinent section of his "composition" of the Maius a source that did
mention this legal document, or was it an invented firman of some sort whose existence
had been taken for fact by this time? Clearly, a document could not antedate the reign of
Selim I, for the need to prove its existence did not arise before the beginning of the
sixteenth century. Neither Mehmed II nor his successor Bayezid II threatened conversion
of the handful of churches that had been left to the Greeks after the sack of 1453. Our
knowledge for the incident ca. 1520 derives solely from the Patriarchal History, which
Crusius embedded and translated into Latin in his Turcograecia in the last quarter of the
sixteenth century. The author of the Greek text was reputed to be Manuel Malaxos. Our
knowledge of Malaxos is at best scanty. What does seem certain is that Malaxos was a
member of the immediate circle of the patriarch.145 The sources of Malaxos have not been
identified thus far, but his importance as an early historian of the patriarchate becomes

145 On Malaxos, cf. G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 1 (2"d ed., Berlin 1958): 414-415; C. A.
Papadopoulos, "lIepL rAq 'EKKXTleLaaTUdjc Xpovo'ypayLaq -rou IET'
ALmvoq," 'EsKAgaLaU7LK6q bdpoc 9 (1912): 410-454; and F. H. Marshall, "The Chronicle of
Manuel Malaxos," ByzJ 16 (1972): 137-190. In addition, cf. now G. De Gregorio, II copista
Manouel Malaxos. Studio biografico e paleografico-codicologico (Vatican City, 1991); idem,
"Studi su copisti greci del tardo Cinquecento: 1. Ancora Manuel Malaxos," Romische historische
Mitteilungen 37 (1995): 97-144. On the family of the Malaxoi, cf. C. Gastgeber, "Neues zur
Familie der Malaxoi," Jahrbuch des osterreicheischen Byzantinistik 48 (1998): 273-291. For
another scholarly member of this family, cf. now P. Schreiner, "John Malaxos (16th Century) and
His Collection of Antiquitates Constantinopolitanae," in Byzantine Constantinople: Monuments,
Topography and Everyday Life, ed. Nevra Neeipoglu, The Medieval Mediterranean: Peoples,
Economies and Cultures, 400-1453, 33 (Leiden, Boston, and Cologne, 2001): 203-214. Crusius
notes that Malaxos had been a student of Matthew Kamariotes, one of the last scholars of
Constantinople, who was still active in the days after the sack as the head of a small school. On
Crusius' life, cf. S. Karouzou, MapTivoc KpouuLoc: '0 IlpiTOS (Athens, 1973).
Crusius was born in Bamberg on September 26, 1526, and the inscription on his tomb in
Stiftskirche reads as follows, in Greek: 'EviM8e rra&SeuTTIq Mapiivoq KpovaLoq eii&w /'EXXc oq
Ev Tu(3L-yyrl µouva aoi., Xpww'r , 1reiroL*6q, and in a Latin paraphrase: Crusius hic recubo, decui qui

graeca utraque latina /diu, Christo spe nixus in uno.
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obvious in the absence of other documentary evidence and in view of the fact that his
work has influenced western historiography concerning ecclesiastical affairs of the
Levant. Crusius, who held the chair of Greek language at Tubingen from ca. 1555, was
one of the few individuals in the west to display a lively interest in contemporary Greece
under the sultans. Through the offices of Stephen Gerlach, the energetic Lutheran
chaplain in Constantinople, Crusius began a regular correspondence with Greek officials
at the patriarchate and even became involved in a badly conceived and ill-fated attempt to
bring the Lutheran and Greek Churches together.146 Crusius' lasting achievement was the
direct result of his correspondence: the compilation of his famous Turcograecia,147 the
main source in the west for the history of Constantinople and the Greeks under the
sultans. Fruitful was Crusius' correspondence with Theodosios Zygomalas (b. 1545),148
a 1rpC0T0V07apL0c, "a first notary" of the patriarchate,149 who furnished most of the

146 Gerlach maintained a diary of his stay in Constantinople, which was published long after his
death: Stefan Gerlachs des Aeltern Tagebuch (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1674). On Gerlach, cf. E. Benz,
Die Ostkirche im Licht der protestantischen Geschichtsschreibung (Freiburg, 1952), pp. 24-29. On
the attempt of the Protestants and the Orthodox to come to an understanding through the efforts of
Gerlach and Crusius, cf. Runciman, The Great Church, pp. 246-258.
147 For the negative reaction of one Greek scholar, certainly an exception, from the Levant to the
publication of the Turcograecia, cf. G. Fedalto, "Ancora su Massimo Margounio,"
BolllstStorVenez 5/6 (1964): 209-213.
148 Zygomalas on occasion acted as interpreter for Patriarch Jeremiah II during visits by westerners.
It was in fact Zygomalas who introduced Gerlach to the patriarch. Zygomalas' erudition was
unusual for that dark period and was often praised by scholars. He was Crusius' chief assistant for
the compilation of material that found its way into the Turcograecia. He was a critical reporter who
sometimes correctly doubted the information that he passed on to the professor at Tubingen. A tale
circulated in Constantinople at that time that stated that Constantine XI, the last Greek emperor,
had put to death his queen and his children before his capital fell to the Turks. Crusius was
intrigued with the question of identifying the last empress and asked Zygomalas to investigate the
matter. Zygomalas was very cautious in his reply: SE Vyoc on o 7rpoTEpov µETaSouc [sc.
Constantine XI] TWV 1JELWV LUOTTlPLWV TOLS 9raLOLV c roi5, TT Pa LAL0071 K(A 7r0WLc OU'YyEVEQL

KCYL OLKELOLc 0Y7ravTaC a7 roKEpaXUrNVoL 7rpoa&r EE TOU 16 a X[L(XXWOLac TUXELV. 3(YOLXLOa71C

OVO11(Y UOT(Y1,71S OUK ciba. 1jpC;1Tr16oc 7r0]\AOLC, KaL OUSELS VOL ELx AE YELV drA7119EL«S p1j to ra Tj

ypayrjv beI. aL (Turcograecia 96). In fact, the last emperor had neither children nor a wife in 1453.
If one bases a judgment of the correspondences between Zygomalas' language in his report to
Crusius and the verse chronicle entitled XpovLKOV 7rEpi Tats Trvv TovpKwv BaOLAEiac by Hierax (in
C. N. Sathas, ed., MEaatwvLK71 BC.[31i o $K7), Bibliotheca graeca medii, 1 [Venice, 1872; repr.
Athens, 1972]: 243-268), it becomes clear that Zygomalas knew of this poem, which reports the
same legend. In spite of Zygomalas' caution, Crusius remained convinced of the existence of a last
empress and even composed a Greek epigram in her honor. Cf. G. T. Zoras, "AL TEAEUTC iaL
ETL'Ygat TOU KWVCrTav'r you 11aXa oX6'you ML TOU MWaµetg TOU KaTaKT9T6," `EAA77vLK71

411uuoupyLCY 8 (1951): 202-210 (= G. T. Zoras, HEpi T7 1v "AAWaLV T11r, KwvaravrLV0U7rOAeaS
[Athens, 1959], pp. 125-133). On Zygomalas, cf. G. De Gregorio, "Studi su copisti greci del tardo
Cinquecento: II. loannes Malaxos e Theodosios Zygomalas," Romische historische Mitteilungen 38
(1996): 189-268.
149 On the administrative offices of the patriarchate, cf. Papadopoullos, Studies and Documents, pp.
26-60.
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material that found its way into the Turcograecia. It was Zygomalas who brought to the
attention of Crusius the Historia Patriarchica of Manuel Malaxos.150 In fact, before
Malaxos' material was shipped to Crusius, it was copied and personally corrected by
Zygomalas. The manuscript was completed in April 1577, and was dispatched to Crusius
in 1581. In 1584 it appeared embedded, with Crusius' Latin translation, in the
Turcograecia.

The Historia Patriarchica has proved to be a treasure of information for the history of
the patriarchs after the fall of Constantinople. Given the deplorable state created by the
lack of other archival documentation, by necessity it has been our basic source for this
period, not only for the history of the patriarchate but also for that of Ottoman Greece in
general. Thus, it is because of Manuel Malaxos, through Crusius, that the western world
learned some particulars about Gennadios II's reign and of his immediate successors.
However, there are persistent rumors in our sources to suggest that Manuel Malaxos was
not, after all, the actual author of the Historia Patriarchica. Stephen Gerlach himself
believed that Manuel Malaxos was only the copyist of the manuscript that was sent to
Crusius and not its author.151 Further, Malaxos himself simply states in the text:
LeTayXoYrLaaev ei.s KOLVTIV eppauLV, "he translated into the common idiom," which
implies that he merely changed the linguistic form and literary style of another extant and
accessible work.'52

What then was this source, or the original composition, that proved so influential on
the early patriarchate? Damaskenos the Studite as a literary figure has been neglected by
modern scholarship. 153 Reared in Thessaloniki, he served as the metropolitan of

150 Attention should be directed to a recent article by Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, "La chute de
Constantinople en 1453 et la mythologie posterieure," in Turcica et Islamica: Studi in Memoria di
Aldo Gallota, ed. U. Marazzi (Naples, 2003), esp. pp. 1027-1031, wherein she analyzes the role of
Malaxos in the creation of a post-fall mythology. Her article was reprinted in eadem, Studies in
Pre-Ottoman Turkey and the Ottomans (Aldershot, 2007), Essay XXIV.
151 Turcograecia 90; Gerlach, p. 448.
152 The Historia Patriarchica attributed to Malaxos was edited by I. Bekker in Historia politica et
patriarchica Constantinopoleos. Epirotica and was published in the Bonn corpus (CSHB [Bonn,
1849], pp. 78-204). In addition, the same text can be found in PG 160: 316 if. Occasionally
scholars confuse Manuel Malaxos with his relative Nikolaos Malaxos, who compiled the Greek
version of the Nomocanon.
153 The only recent studies of Damaskenos as a literary figure have been provided by, first, L. N.
Manou, dajAa(TK17P6q o ET0V6LT17(;: 0 BLOS KaL ro 'Ep'yo Toy (Athens, 1999), which provides a list

of all his known works and even edits some of his unpublished compositions. Unfortunately,
Manou is of the opinion that this History is not by Damaskenos himself. She assigns the title
KaTcXo'yos XpovoypayLKOC, T(Bv llcTpLapX6v KWVUTaVTLV°UirOXeuc U'Iro' Aal.LaaKTIVOU (ETOij&TOU)

and states, p. 94, that this is an "Epyo µT1 airo&L86Revo OTO AaµacKTIvo." She identifies this
manuscript as a "compilation from Romulus to Sultan Murad III, that is, up to 1570." Manou never
explains why this work should not be attributed to Damaskenos, but she simply states (p. 95) that
"later research has shown that this work is not by Damaskenos." In the accompanying note (p. 95,
n. 153), she cites an article by A. Kipritschnikow, "Sine volkstumliche Kaiserchronik," BZ 1
(1892): 303-315; and another by C. A. Papadopoulos, "IlepL Tf1S 'EXXT1v1KTjs 'EKKXT1QLaoTLKijs
XpovoypmpLag," pp. 414 if. The case has not been decided. For more recent assessments
(apparently unknown to Manou), cf. M. Philippides, "Damaskenos the Stoudite (ca. 1530-1577),"
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Naupaktos (Lepanto) and Arta and was active during this period.154 Damaskenos
composed a History of the Patriarchs of Constantinople from the time of Constantine the
Great to ca. 1570. He completed his work about 1572. From the linguistic evidence that
will be presently examined, it will become clear that our ultimate source for the history of
the patriarchate is this work by Damaskenos. His text was copied, elaborated slightly,
and, in some cases, even supplemented by Manuel Malaxos and Theodosios Zygomalas.
In this corrected form it was sent to Crusius and eventually appeared in the Turcograecia.

The story, however, does not end here. We have already seen that the ceremony for
the elevation of Gennadios II by Mehmed II and the "privileges" that the Conqueror
granted the Greek patriarch were described by Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos in his
Chronicon Matus. Melissourgos-Melissenos must have employed, in the composition of
Book III of the Maius, a source that mentions this (invented?) firman of Mehmed, whose
existence was so crucial in the incident involving Patriarch Theoleptos and Sultan Selim
Yavuz. A close reading of the relevant passage in Melissourgos-Melissenos reveals that
indeed he derived most of his information on the enthronement of Gennadios II from the
Historia Patriarchica, which is attributed to Malaxos or more likely directly copied from
a manuscript, if not the actual autograph of Damaskenos, the source of Malaxos'
Historia.

That Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos was also familiar with a form of this text is
not surprising. He had an extended stay in Constantinople, in close proximity to the
patriarchate, while he was involved in a dispute with regard to ecclesiastical jurisdiction
over the city of Androusa in the Morea.155 During his sojourn Makarios must have
become familiar, as is evident in Book III, with Constantinopolitan topography. He has
for instance attempted to improve on topographical details that he encountered in western
sources, and specifically in his primary source that he read and paraphrased into Greek,
the Latin epistula of Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani.156 Makarios elaborated upon,
"improved," and occasionally even corrected the Latin account. It is not quite clear as yet
whether Makarios worked directly from the Latin text, from an Italian version, or even
from a Greek vernacular paraphrase that has not come down to us.157 The fact that he
dedicated time to "research" demonstrates that he was already acquiring materials for his
elaboration of the Minus, which he completed'in Italy after he fled from the Levant,

in Historians of the Ottoman Empire, eds. Kafadar, Karateke, and Fleischer, electronic article, 6
pp.; and idem, "Patriarchal Chronicles of the Sixteenth Century," GRBS 25 (1984): 87-94. The
precise identification of the author is not important for our purposes here. What is significant is that
such a work had been composed by this time; its eventual publication ought to shed further light on
the history of the patriarchate of the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
154 There is no entry for Damaskenos in Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, nor in the ODB. Runciman,
The Great Church, knows of him but erroneously describes his manuscript as an unpublished
history of Constantinople. On Damaskenos, cf. M. Gedeon, "DaµaeKqvos ErouW is `EKKA77UI,a-

3 (1883): 85-91 (649-661).
155 Khasiotes, MaKrxpLoc, pp. 24-25.
156 Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople."
157 Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-227.
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probably by 1577, since the earliest codices of the Maius date to 1577 and 1578.158 He
eventually was buried in Naples. His family tomb bore an inscription in Greek. The
monument has disappeared but a Latin translation of its inscription had been preserved
and includes the following information: 159

Macarius Archiepisc<opus> Epidauren(sis) ... ex praeclarissima Melissenorum et
Comnenorum familia et D<ominus> Theodorus germanus frater ... Neapoli
... ceciderunt... Macarius pridie Idus Septemb<ris> anno sal. human. MDLXXXV

Makarios, Archbishop of Epidauros [that is, Monembasia in the Morea] ... from the
most illustrious family of Melissenoi and Komnenoi and [his] own brother
D<ominos> Theodoros ... in Naples... departed... Makarios on the day before the Ides
of September, the year of human healthfulness, 1585.

The equivalent text in a surviving Greek version, though probably not the original
inscription on the tomb but a translation or rendition from the Latin version of the
inscription, reads as follows:

MaKdpLo aPXLE9rLaKO1rOC 'E1rL8r1U'pou...6K TTIS 'rEpLpaVEcTd i O'LKOyEVELac

MEXLaaTIVWV KaL KojLVTIv@v o'I,KLac KaL Oc6&lpoc a&rc&XE oc...EV NEalr6AEL
...KaTE1RE60V...M0fKapL0C, SWSEKQTTI EE7r'rep4pL0V, ETEL aWT11pLW ,aylrE'.

158 The manuscript tradition of the Maius is discussed by Maisano; and by Khasiotes, MaKdpcoc,
pp. 175 ff. One manuscript, the codex Ambros. P 24 sup., was copied by Makarios' close associate
(and a forger himself), Andreas Darmarios, who was from Monemvasia (at the end of the
manuscript he identifies himself and further notes that he completed the codex in Toledo, Spain, on
September 17, 1578); on one of his many trips to Italy Darmarios was given the material he needed
by Makarios. Under Makarios' direct supervision in Naples the codices Ambros. P. 123 sup. and
Hierosol. 38 were both copied by the Cypriot copyist Santamaura, who was closely connected with
Makarios in Naples in 1577. One additional codex, which was read by Leo Allatius in the Church
of Saints Peter and Paul in Naples, may be the actual autograph of Makarios but it has long since
disappeared, although Khasiotes is of the opinion that it may be identified with the existing Codex

toc, p. 173, n. 5).II E.25 in the National Library of Naples (Khasiotes, Matedp
159 Khasiotes, MaKap.os, pp. 64-69, discusses this monument of the Melissenoi and notes that,
along with two other tombs, it was demolished in 1634 when the church underwent major
renovations. Khasiotes considers the Greek inscription a retranslation (and a "bad translation" at
that) of the Latin rendering. We are not convinced that he is correct on this detail. The author of the
Greek "translation," Khasiotes believes, was the scholar Nikephoros Sebastos Melissenos, a
nephew (not to be confused with his well-known cousin, also called Nikephoros, who was an
industrious forger himself). On the other hand, would not Nikephoros Sebastos, out of pride at the
very least as he idolized his uncle Makarios, have recorded the inscription on the family tomb in its
original form? After all, many others, at that time, had seen and read it before it was destroyed.
What purpose would yet another obvious forgery serve?
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Makarios, the Archbishop of Epidauros ... from the most illustrious family of the
Melissenoi and Komnenoi and his brother Theodoros ... in Naples... succumbed
...Makarios on September 12 in A.D. 1585.

This date is further confirmed by a note written and dated August 21, 1608, by a priest of
the Greek community in Naples. But even that testimony is a copy of a previous note and
does not bear the original signature or a seal that would have accompanied the original
confirmation. 160 Long before the completion of the Maius, Makarios Melissourgos-
Melissenos, it appears, took great care to follow authoritative sources in his "historical
fiction," although invented details are indeed present.161

The ultimate source of both Malaxos and Makarios is Damaskenos' text and
prototype. Damaskenos' manuscript, perhaps the autograph of the History of the
Patriarchs, has never been edited or printed and still awaits an editio princeps. The
manuscript itself, no. 569, was at first catalogued in the Metoechia of the Holy Sepulcher
of Constantinople and then was transferred to the Patriarchal Library. It is currently
housed in the National Library in Athens. To the extent that we know, C. N. Sathas
transcribed, edited, and printed over a century ago the short extracts that we will
presently scrutinize.162 Sathas realized that there was a certain correspondence between
Damaskenos' text and Malaxos' narrative, but he drew no conclusions and failed to
detect any connection with Makarios' Maius, for at that time the authenticity of the
Maius had not been questioned and it was universally held that it had originated with

160 This important note is included in the documents published by Khasiotes, MaKopLos, no. 8 (p.
196): Faccio fede jo Jona dell' Arta, sacerdote greco et cappellano della ven<erabili> chiesa de
S<an>ti Ap<osto>li Pietro et Paolo della natione greca, qualm<en>te nel libro di defunti ritrovo
the alli 82 morese D. Theodoro Melisseno, alli 23 di Marzo, et alli 851' Arciv(escovo) di Malvasia
[that is, Makarios], alli 14 di Settembre, et in fede ho fatto la p<rese>nte firmata di mia mano et
sigillo. Dat<a> in Napoli alli 21 di Agosto 1608. Jo Jona, sac<erdo>to greco, afirmo supra.
161 One invented detail immediately comes to mind, as it concerns a supposed distant relative of the
Greek emperor, Don Francisco de Toledo, who, according to Makarios, died gloriously defending
Constantinople next to his Greek imperial kinsman on May 29, 1453. Makarios invented this
personality in order to flatter the influential Spanish family de Toledo and its various members in
Naples. Moreover, Makarios also spent time in Spain peddling various (forged?) chrysobulls
supposedly from Constantinople; cf. Khasiotes, MaK(ipcos, p. 176. Other invented details include
Makarios' own attempt to connect his family with Sphrantzes'; on this subject, cf. M. Philippides,
"An `Unknown' Source for Book III of the Chronicon Maius by Pseudo-Sphrantzes," BSEB 10
(1984): 174-183, esp. 177; J. B. Falier-Papadopoulos, "Cber Manus and Minus des Georgios
Phrantzes and fiber die Randnoten des angeblichen Pachomios," BZ 38 (1938): 323-331; in
addition, cf. idem, " 'Imoivvrls Z' 6 IIaXatoX'' yoc Kai TO XpovuCOv To 3 $pav'r ij," BZ 32 (1932):
257-262. Other than Leonardo, Makarios seems to have employed the following authors in the
"composition" of the Maius. His prologue makes good use of the work of the thirteenth-century
historian George Akropolites. More extensively the narrative of Laonikos Khalkokondyles can be
detected; there are other possibilities but no firm conclusions have been reached thus far. In
general, cf. R.-J. Loenertz, "Autour du Chronicon Maius attribud i Georges Phrantz8s,"
Miscellanea G. Mercatti II, ST 123 (Vatican City, 1946): 273-311.
162 Sathas, ed., MEoaLaviKdj B.13Aro$r1Kr7, L[3' of the introduction. Sathas is of the opinion that the
manuscript in question is the actual autograph of Damaskenos.
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Sphrantzes. In fact, if a correspondence had been noted, the erroneous conclusion would
have been drawn that Damaskenos and Malaxos had used the text attributed to
Sphrantzes.

Most contemporary research on the sources of the Maius has concentrated on Book
III, for the obvious reasons that it contains the exciting narrative that includes the 1453
siege section and pre-dates the sack. The immediate aftermath has failed to attract
attention. Yet it is precisely this section of Makarios that has given rise to a controversy
involving the patriarchate and the Porte. Accordingly, it deserves close examination and
scrutiny to reveal previously unknown sources with regard to Mehmed II Fatih and the
events that surrounded the creation and the reconstitution of the patriarchate. While
Manuel Malaxos has followed Damaskenos' text closely, both in his choice of lexical
items and in sentence structure, Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos has allowed himself
greater freedom by substituting words with archaic flavor and by "improving" the simple
paratactic style of Damaskenos/Malaxos with his periodic style. Further, all three texts
reproduce, in Greek, a phonetic approximation of the Turkish term surgun (banish[ed]) in
their conclusions. The linguistic correspondences and dependence of Malaxos and
Makarios on Damaskenos can be illustrated by the following passage. For the purposes of
analysis lexical variants and differences in sentence structure have been underlined and
emphasis has been placed on words that have been added to each text. Variations and
paraphrases are indicated by slight changes in the accompanying translation:

DAMASKENOS: E$wtKe [sc. Mehmed II] e. ahmi [sc. Gennadios II] KaI TOv
7rEpupTIµov vaov Twv 'AyLwv 'A7roaTOXwv KaL 'EKaILEV aUTOV 7rarpLp eiOV' Kai EKEL

07roU O 7ra?PLCcPXT1S, Am VUK ra EUpE'N vac Opa.EVOC; µE60[ EL'; 'r' v
cdiXijV TOU 7roeTpLapXELOU' WS E7L8E1V O 7r0!TpL()'1p'X'gc KaL 7j o roi,
TOV & O OMOV 6 a EVOV E O 19 OaV 'POOP E aV, 0! O a OUV KaLP 'P yµ' Prl 'p'3 µ'-r µ ,A

aUTOUS EKEL' SLOTL OAO(; EKELVOS 6 T07roc TQ 714M TOU 7raTpLapXELOU Tjrov EpTIµOS,

EaovTac 07roi TEAELWS avt5pw7rOL SEV EKaTOLKOUV Ek T W.'ELTOVLO'V EKEV'r1V, OTL

EOcp'riaaV ELS TOV 'ROXEµoV. 0"R631; EV T4) aµa O 7raTpLQipXTjS EU7TIKEV &w' EKEL KaL

K£V TOV VaoV EKELVOV aq 1XL6µeVOV KaL ELC TOV OOUXT&VOV KaL dvE= EOE

TO ^YEVOUeva' KaL ENTTjOEV aUTOU va TOU & cYQ TTIV I.LOVT1V T1 c IIap aKapLOTOU VOC

TTIV EK&µTj 7ra'rpLapXELOV. KQ:L W-r- 1QKOUaEV Q QOUXT&VOC TOUTO, TTjc wpac ES)KE

ayTOU OpLO.OV, KUL EX4RE aUTOV TOV VaOV, KaL 1r017OL01pXELOV TOV EKa EV...KOL

TOUTOS 6 VaOS TTjc IIaµµaKapL6TOU 'fITOV OXOS E> w&V To 7UpOV Ka'TOLKOS,
f If

CLVt9pW7rOUC TQo oairLTLa 7gic'rTI OXTI Tj yELTOVLa Kal. E7ravw KaL KcTu, SLOTL Tjpcpcv
UEpyOUVOC,; dirt aXXa i a'po Kal TOUS EKaTOLKTIOaV EKEL.

And he [sc. Mehmed II] also gave to him [sc. Gennadios II] the renowned Church of
the Holy Apostles and he turned it into the patriarchate. And while the patriarch was
making it his residence, one night they found a slaughtered corpse inside the
courtyard of the patriarchate. When the patriarch and his retinue saw the
slaughtered man, they conceived great fear, in case they also slaughtered them
there, as the entire area around the patriarchate was deserted in this neighborhood,
with no human beings whatsoever living in the neighborhood, because they had been
slaughtered in the war [that is, the sack of 1453]. And so the patriarch left his
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residence, locked up the church, and went to the sultan to report what had occurred.
And he asked for the convent of Pammakaristos so he could turn it into the
patriarchate. The sultan heard this and he issued the order within the same hour, and
he took over this church, and turned it into his patriarchate... and this church of
Pammakaristos was surrounded by many local inhabitants, as the entire neighborhood
was bristling with people and homes all over, because they [sc. the Turks] had
imported surgun populations from other cities and had settled them there.

MANUEL MALAXOS:gSWK [sc. Mehmed II] mu [sc. Gennadios II] be' KO:L TOv
7rEpL(R Lov vaov TWV'A'y'WV'A7roaTOAWV KaL T KaL EKEL OirOU

o 7raTpLapXTls, ILL VUKTa EVaS QIV#A(+17rOs

O OUV OCUTOV a7r0 T V UUV08EI.QCV OCUTOUE O PTIN Y, R,O ov E aV, lVa jig
EKEL' &LOTL OAOS EKELVOS 6 T07roc pdy TOU 1raTpLapXELO1U 71TOV Ep7)µoc
EaOVTac, O7rou av19pW1rOL 6EV EKaTOLKOUV EKEL OTL Eagxy1 tJaV E'L, TOV ITOX6µoV.

oioc EV TW ap.a O 1raTpLapX1qs EUyTgKEV air EKEL KaL Y pTKE TOV VaOV atpaXLaµEvov

KaL 1)7rTYYEV E'LC; TOV OOUATc VOV KaL QV1lepE TO! !)eLVO ya' KaL aev aUTOU va

TOU beeOnI Tr1V J..OVTIV TAC, la'ARaKapLOTOU Va T1 V EKaµ-Q 7raTpLapXELOV. K4L a
apuXn voc lam v1KOU6EV TOUTO, T11; (")Pa(; EbWKEV a&tou OpLaioV, Kai EXa3E TOV

VaOV rijc 1la gLaKapLOTOU Ti g; UTrEpcNYvOU ©EOTOKOU Km £Kaµeti aUTOV
7raTpi pi LOV...KaL TOUTOS O vac Tijc llaj1.RaKap(OTOU 'TOV O'XOS Et,c 1cv TO

'YUpOV KabOLKOc, Ta &r TLa 'YEµcxTTI b'Xi1 1 'YELTOVLa KOc E7rcVW K(A

KaTW, &LOTL TjcpEpaV aep'YOUVL6ec air0 hXXa KafTRTI KaL TOUS EKOCTOLKh]aaV EKEL.

And he [sc. Mehmed II] also gave him [sc. Gennadios II] the renowned Church of the
Holy Apostles and he established the patriarchate. And while the patriarch was
making it his residence, one night they found a man slaughtered. And he conceived
great fear, for fear that they would also slaughter him or some member of his retinue
there, as the entire area all around the patriarchate was deserted there, with no human
beings living there, because they had been slaughtered in the war [that is, the sack of
1453]. And so the patriarch left his residence, locked up the church, and went to the
sultan to report what had happened. And he asked for the convent of Pammakaristos,
so he could turn it into the patriarchate. When the sultan heard this, he issued the
order within the same hour, and he took over this church of Pammakaristos, the all-
pure Mother of God, and made it into his patriarchate ... and this church of
Pammakaristos was surrounded by many local inhabitants, as the entire neighborhood
was bristling with people and houses all over, because they [sc. the Turks] had
imported surgun populations from other towns and had settled them there.

For purposes of comparison Crusius' own translation of this passage into Latin should be
quoted and translated:163

Concessit quoque eidem celeberrimum Sanctorum Apostolorum templum, in quo hic
Patriarchicam sedem locavit. In eo loco dein, ubi Patriarcha residebat, nocte quadam

163 Turcograecia 108-109.
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inuentus est homo quispiam occisus. Vnde ingens metus animum Patriarchae incssit,
ne vel sibi, veil aliqui alicui suorumfamiliarium, idem ibi accideret; eo quod totus ille
locus, qui circa Patriarcheium erat, incultus et desertus esset uicinibus, qui ibi
habitauerant, in ea expugnatione urbis interfecti, nec dum aliis in locum eorum
deductis. Confestim itaque Patriarcha inde excessit, relicto illo Templo obserato;
cumque Sultanum conuenisset, retulit, quid factum esset, ac rogauit eum, daret sibi
Monasterium Deiparae Pammacaristae, vt Patriarcheium verteret. Sultanus, hoc
audito, eadem mox hors de eo mandatum dedit.... Erat id Templum foris totum
circumcirca habitatum hominibus, vicinia tota, domorum plena, supra et infra, a
colonis aliunde ex oppidis eo deductis, ibique habitare iussis.

He [Mehmed II] also granted to him [Patriarch Gennadios II] the renowned Church of
Holy Apostles, in which he placed this seat of the Patriarchate. Afterward in this place
where the Patriarch resided, on a certain night they came upon a murdered man,
someone unfortunate. Whence an enormous fear attacked the soul of the Patriarch.
Not only himself, it even happened to his entire household. The same happened there
because the entire area that was about the Patriarchate was surrounded by neglect and
desertion. The murder was in this captive city. Not all was yet brought to this locality.
And so without delay the Patriarch departed from there, leaving the Church bolted.
Whereupon, he met with the Sultan [Mehmed II]. Being subdued, [the Patriarch
related] to him what the facts were, and inquired of him to give him the Monastery of
the Mother of God Pammakaristos, in order to turn it into a Patriarchate. The Sultan,
hearing this, thereupon in the same hour issued an order concerning this [matter]. This
same Church was surrounded on all sides with human inhabitants and the
neighborhood was full of homes, above and below. Colonists from different directions
and from towns were brought there. He [the Sultan] commanded them to dwell there.

It should be noted that in the Greek texts we encounter variants in spelling, in
phraseology, and in lexical items: To yupov - yUpu&V, oc(YijKEV - cxcpip e, avEg)opE -

avrjcpEpE, yevoµEVa - yI voµeva, OQTrLTLa - Or KaaTpa - Kaa?pr . The Same
situation may be observed in sentence structure: ESWKE be aUTOU - EBWKE TOU, and in
different word order: KaL WS "KOUGEV O aOUA'ra'VOS TOUTO - KaL 6 aOUXTONOS WS TjKOUrEV

Tou'ro. Striking correspondences include the cognate accusative, EcpoRTj$9i<aav> po[iov
µEyav, a phonetic approximation, in Greek, of the Turkish term surgiln, aEpyoiVLSEc,
and unusual phrases such as oiWc Ev T( UR(X, TT)S Wpas, or To yvpov. Malaxos' text
clearly is very close to Damaskenos'.

When we examine the equivalent passage in Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos,
which has been reworked more meticulously, the passage is slightly different. We
encounter an actual paraphrase and not a word-for-word copy:

MAKARIOS: K(L of ruc aXpL TOU U677 0u 'ATroa'roXe oU auVWSEUaav ct TOV [sc. TOV
aaTpLapXrly, TEVVabLov B']...a&TO yap To a&roaTOAWv TEtevoc SESWKEV 6 611111p&c

ELS TraTpLapXELOV. iron- aac o Tra'rpLapXijc T(Z aElrTW ' ATrOO KaLp0V OAL'YOV,

ETCELTa OEWp&V OTL EV EKELVOLS TOLS iEpecL T'I'TS TrOAEWC, oUbELS TaAal'.TrWpoc

ApLVTLaVOS CVa1rE'1ELVE, KaL pORT919ELS Rl' TL CvaVTCOV aupift aUTW 8u TT'jV
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EpqµLav, SLOTL EV µLa TWV Tjtep@v EUpESTq TLS 'A'yoprivkk EV T() IOU

VaOll itepLcwXeLW, Ka6 SLa Tal1TCYS T a'(; aLTLac 6 7raTpLapxr c ' Tqee T 'V µoVT1v TT)S
11 T1

IIa[LRaKapL0T0U. Kai ESwp'N w'rr TOO E'LVaL ELS KaTOLKTJaLV' EKELVOLS 'yap TOLc

µEpEQLV EVal16µELVaV TLVEC; OAL yOL XpurriaVOL...Kc TLVES XpLa'riavoI aUVT1X-

19T1aaV. RET' oXL'7OV SE Kat TLVas arroLKOUS ELOTjVEyKE, KaT

EK TE TOU Kappa KaL ELVW7rLOU

Kai ' Aa1rpoK0''UTpoU. KaL OUTWC, r v 7r6XLV EKaTWKTIaE.

And so they escorted him [sc. Patriarch Gennadios II] as far as the sacred
Apostoleion... for this Church of the [Holy] Apostles the emir [= sultan] assigned as
the patriarchate. The patriarch did not stay in the scarred Apostoleion for long. He
realized that in these parts of the city there was no wretched Christian left and also
conceived fear in case something untoward should happen to him on account of the
desolation. In fact, one day a Hagarene [= Muslim/Turk] was found murdered inside
the church's yard, and for such reason the patriarch requested the convent of
Pammakaristos. It was granted to him as his residence. In those parts a few Christians
were left... some other Christians gathered. After a while they even imported some
colonists, which in their [Turkish] dialect are called surgun, from Caffa, from
Trebizond, from Sinope, and from Asprokastron. And so he repopulated the city.

Makarios has extracted lexical items and phrases from his ultimate source, which,
nevertheless, he recast into a more formal Greek, but he also managed to keep close to his
prototype's choice of words. Thus To 'yupov/'yvpw$Ev (cf. Crusius' happy rendering,
circumcirca) appears in prepositional form as Ev EKELVOL; TO-U; i pEaL, while the
adjective EpTlµoc (cf. Crusius' desertus) has become a noun within a prepositional
phrase, SLa T7ly Epqp.iav. While the prototypes claim that a corpse was discovered at
night, µLa vuKTa/µLa VV'KTa (cf. Crusius' nocte quadam), Makarios simply states that the
discovery was made "one day," Ev u4 Tmv rjp epmv. Similarly, Makarios has transformed
the participle EaovTac into a prepositional phrase, SLa' TauTac Tac aLTLac

Of particular interest is the Greek dress that Makarios has given to the Turkish term
sisrgun, aoupyo ivLSES, which is phonetically closer than the prototypes' aep'yovvLSES, a
term that Crusius does not reproduce phonetically and sticks to the familiar Greek for his
translation, colonis. Moreover, Makarios felt compelled to translate the Turkish term and
selected the ancient Greek term for "colonist" or "settler," d7roLK0s. Perhaps Makarios
was reminded of this term by the appearance of the word KLYTOLKOc in his sources. No
explanation is given in his sources, whose authors assume the reader's familiarity with
this term, as it represented an everyday depressing reality of forced mass resettlement in
sixteenth-century Constantinople. Makarios becomes more specific with respect to the
settlers' origins and perhaps his ' Aairp0'Kaalpov reflects the sources' Kczo- pa/KaoTp-q.

The correspondences do not stop with Damaskenos, Malaxos, or Makarios
Melissourgos-Melissenos. There are additional texts that testify to an existing tradition,
which may have been oral in its earliest form before it was transformed into a frozen
literary text. There is another narrative of the sixteenth century that treats the same events
in similar language. While this is not the proper place to discuss its exact relationship to
Damaskenos or to Malaxos, it should be noted that this text has come down to us in
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multiple versions. The manuscripts containing this work, codices: Vaticanus 1159,
Oxoniensis-Lincolnensis 10, and a manuscript from Athos, currently housed in the library
of Constantine Amantos in Athens, date from the sixteenth century but each codex ends
its narrative at different reigns of patriarchs. Some manuscripts conclude with the year
1517 and others carry the narrative to 1543. Clearly there must have been an original text
for this chronicle, to which additions were made as time passed.114 As its anonymous
compiler preceded both the written work of Damaskenos and Malaxos, this popular
chronicle, written in the vernacular, represents one of the earliest works still surviving
from the period after the sack of 1453 and further represents one of our vital sources of
information for the relations between the early patriarchate and Porte. The title of this
work is "Ext9eutc Xpov.KTI, or Annal Compilation. The following passage from this
account treats the same events as Malaxos and Damaskenos and its language betrays a
close connection to both narratives:

SESWKE [SC. 6 cdi vTT1c] SE 7rp6C,' aUTOV [SC. TEVVO''SLOV] KaL TOV 7rEpLOivuµov

VCYOV TWV `A'yLWv 'A7rOOT0XWV. ELI; 7r0:TpLapXEL0V. 'OVTOS SE EKELOE TOU IraTpLokpXOu

6pE1gYl TLC IA,EOOV Tlc (UX C; TOU VaOU' 01fEV pORTIdELS 6

7raTpLapXTIs KaL OL at'OV µ7prWC, 761NWOL KUL aUTOL Ta 05µOL5 aVEX(Lpq craV

EKEL&V KarOXEL4iaV?ES TWV t%XVVcWTOV EKELVOV VaoV' '1'1V yap TW KaLpW EKELVW 0

T07r0C 0 7tEpLt TOU Vaou aOLKOS' OU yap i C1cV 7tX716LOV OL yELTOVOUVTES TLVES.

yap Ta EKELOE KU 'L cCvn QavTES TTIv 1LOVTIV 'r'i llaµ io KapLOTOU
11 1/ 1 1

7rmc EXWOLV WUTT)V ELS IraTPI1PXEI.0V, SESWKEV aUTT1V EV EVL Xo'YW' YITT1aaVTO SE0
TWV vaoV aUTOV SLa TO' E'LVaL OLK06REVOV TO }Epos EKELVO EK TWV tV7rEp EpepoV

XPLOTLaVWV OEP'YOUVLSWV EK ItOOWV TWV IrOXEWV.

He [sc. `the sovereign,' that is, Mehmed II] gave him [sc. Gennadios II] the famous
church of the Holy Apostles for his patriarchate. While the patriarch was there, a
murdered man was found in the middle of the church's courtyard. Thus the patriarch
and his staff began to fear in case they, too, would suffer a similar fate. They departed
from the famous church. At that time the area around the church had no houses and
there were no neighbors in the vicinity.... They left that region and asked for the
Convent of Pammakaristos to become the patriarchate. He [Mehmed II] granted it in
one word. They asked for this church because the Christians who had been brought as
surgiin from all cities inhabited its neighborhood.

One further matter deserves consideration. While it seems difficult to decide whether
Makarios employed directly Damaskenos' text or its rework by Malaxos, or even a lost
ancestor of the "EK19EOLs Xpov1K1?j, an observation seems in order. As regards the

164 The text of the Oxoniensis-Lincolnensis was first edited and printed by Sathas, ed.,
BL8ALo19 'q. S. P. Lampros published a critical edition also: Ecthesis Chronica and Chronicon
Athenarum (London, 1902). More recently, the text of the Oxoniensis-Lincolnensis (as it seems to
be the oldest of the manuscripts) has been re-edited with the first English translation and
commentary: M. Philippides, Emperors, Patriarchs, and Sultans of Constantinople, 1373-1513: An
Anonymous Greek Chronicle of the Sixteenth Century (Brookline, 1990).
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information, what is presented in the three texts is identical, with one apparent
innovation. The ultimate source, Damaskenos' text or his source, states that the patriarch
and his retinue discovered the corpse of a murdered man "within the courtyard," iEaa
ELc njv auXljv, of the church, the Holy Apostles, that had been assigned to them by the
sultan. Malaxos has omitted the reference to the courtyard, which, however, is
reproduced, in a slightly different phrase, Ev Tw Tov vaoii 1TEpLauX6Lw, "inside the
church's yard," in Makarios' text. This correspondence indicates that Makarios was
utilizing directly Damaskenos' text and not Malaxos' "version" that found its way to
Crusius. Since the manuscript, perhaps the actual autograph of Damaskenos' narrative,
was in Constantinople, it most likely never traveled far from the patriarchate; Makarios
may have consulted an early version of the text or its source when he resided in the
vicinity sometime after 1570, indicating, as we have already observed, that he was by
now "researching" his elaboration of the Maius. Further, it is believed that Malaxos did
not finish his "version" before 1580. Thus Makarios almost certainly consulted
Damaskenos' work. Further, the Turcograecia of Crusius was published in 1584, after
the appearance in manuscript form of the Maius ca. 1577. Makarios, therefore, could not
have consulted directly Malaxos, whose manuscript had not been completed as yet in
Constantinople or the Turcograecia, which would not be published for some years.
Makarios died in 1585, one year after the appearance of the Turcograecia, which, in all
likelihood, he had never consulted. Be that as it may, the manuscript of Damaskenos
bears the following explication of the work's title:

aEpL TWV 06WV E1TaTpLapXEUaV ELc [sc. KwvuTavTLvo&aoALV], T'nV

EOTYi6E 6 MEyac KWVUTaVTiVOc, EWc Tqv vrjiEpov, 0/TOV ELVaL XpOVOL
LVSLKTLWVOc LE ', 1111V1. MaLW, KQ ir6aoUc XpOVOUC EKa'.LE Kat4EVac ELc
U1171XOTa?OV ICaTpLapXLKOV 1gpOVOV, KaL ROLOL EK 76 lgpOvou.

TOV

About those who were its [sc. Constantinople's] patriarchs, since its foundation by
Constantine the Great up to this day, year 7080 [anno mundi = A.D. 1572], 15th
indiction, month of May, and the number of years that each individual occupied the
highest patriarchal throne, and those who were expelled from the throne.

Since Makarios had left Constantinople by 1572, when this note was written, he must
have consulted Damaskenos' autograph before its completion, which, if the quoted note
is accurate, occurred after the completion of the earliest manuscripts of the Maius. The
linguistic correspondences suggest that when Makarios consulted and paraphrased this
work for his own purposes, the passage we have examined had reached its final stage.
Alternatively, both Makarios and Damaskenos were consulting another earlier work.

Returning to the original passage of Melissenos that relates to the powers that
Mehmed II conferred upon Patriarch Gennadios II (quoted above with n. 142), we should
observe that we do not have Damaskenos' original text, which still survives in manuscript
form and remains unedited. We do possess Malaxos' version and it has been amply
demonstrated that Malaxos faithfully follows Damaskenos. If there is a correspondence
between Melissenos and Malaxos, we can confidently assume that their source is none
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other than Damaskenos' text. A linguistic parallelism is indeed evident. Malaxos165 states
that o aouXTcV01; ...opLa1IOV ESWKE, KO:L EKaI.LE KaL peryaXas pOREpac EL(; EKELVOVS

oirou va arlp0ouv, T1 8Lo kXXouV TLVOC TWv XpLaTLaVWV, Va 'aaLSEUWVTaL papEWc, "the

sultan gave an order and pronounced great threats against those who disturb or slander
any Christians, with heavy penalties." This passage is also echoed in Melissenos:166 ESWKE
SE irpocrr we Ta E'y'ypapWS TW TraTpLapX1q µET El;Olla occ cwLXLK Y1S

KaTWt9EV, 'Va RT16ELs aUTOV dvoxX'jail Tl &v'rvrELVTI, "[the sultan]

gave written decrees with royal authority and undersigned by him to the patriarch which
ensured that no man would hinder or annoy him." It should be noted that in this crucial
passage, Melissenos has departed considerably from his source. It remains obvious,
nevertheless, that Melissenos had in mind some version of Malaxos' text or Malaxos'
source, which may be Damaskenos or some other yet unidentified chronicle. Malaxos
does not speak of "written decrees," by which, evidently, Melissenos is pointing to the
existence of a firman. Malaxos reports general privileges but fails to cite a specific
ftrrnan. Melissenos has indeed amplified the original passage and has perhaps understood
opLaµos as a "written decree," a frman. Melissenos was never hesitant in taking a step
beyond the statements of his sources and it is quite likely that he inserted the "written
decree" on purpose, perhaps because he was aware of the controversy associated with the
incident that had occurred ca. 1520.

Malaxos could not have derived his information from the Maius, which attained its
final form in Italy after 1570 and the earliest surviving manuscripts of it date from 1577
and 1578. The Turcograecia was published in 1584. Melissenos was in Constantinople in
1570, while Malaxos was already working on his chronicle. Thus Melissenos must have
consulted an early draft of Malaxos or both authors were familiar with the history of
Damaskenos or its prototype.

IV. Patriarchal and Ottoman Archival Documents

Greek official documents of any sort that may assist in the study of the fall of
Constantinople and in the early history of the patriarchate under the sultans after the fall
are not plentiful, in any sense of the word, and most of them are recent discoveries.'67 In

165 PG 160: 316C.
166 Maius 3.11; the context of the entire passage is given, with translation, supra, p. 51.
167 In relation to these discoveries, cf. the remarks of Philippides on this subject and on the dearth
of documentary material in "Patriarchal Chronicles of the Sixteenth Century," pp. 87-94; and idem,
"An `Unknown' Source for Book III of the Chronicon Maius by Pseudo-Sphrantzes," pp. 174-183.
For the early history of the patriarchate of Constantinople, cf., among others, Runciman, The Great
Church, pp. 165-186; V. Laurent, "Les Chretiens sous les sultans," Echos d'Orient 28 (1929): 398-
404; G. G. Arnakis, "The Greek Church of Constantinople and the Ottoman Empire," Journal of
Modern History 24 (1952): 235-250; Papadopoullos; D. A. Zakythinos, The Making of Modern
Greece: From Byzantium to Independence (Oxford, 1976); idem, Cal
NEa EAAr1vLKa (Athens, 1978); and A. E. Vacalopoulos, The Greek Nation, 1453-1669: The
Cultural and Economic Background of Modern Greek Society (New Brunswick, 1976). Especially
useful is the 'IaTOpia rov `EAAjvucou "E$vouc, 10: '0 'EAAtivuapoS 67ro Evrt KupLapXia
(IlepioSo(; 1453-1669): TovpeoKpaT%a-AarLVOKparta (Athens, 1974). For the meager documents
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addition, we have very few Ottoman documents of the early years following the conquest
of 1453. Yet this transitional period is crucial for the proper understanding of the events
of the fall, of the historiography of the fall, and, in general, of the history of the Greek
Church and the Greek minority that was constituted as a religious millet,168 using the
traditional term, under the Ottoman sultans.

From the Greek viewpoint a number of surviving documents were preserved in the
so-called "Hieros/Sacred Codex of the Great Church," as this official document is
formally known. Its purpose was to record in perpetuam rei memoriam the formal
decisions and deliberations of the patriarchate. 169 From the patriarchate before the fall,
encompassing the period of 1315-1404, a number of folios from this collection generally
entitled "Codex A of the Patriarchal Archives" have been known since the nineteenth
century. In addition, entries from 1564 and thereafter also survive. More important, a
number of additional "new" folios from this codex were identified recently: folios 193-
209 from a manuscript that has been housed in the Archiepiscopal Library on the island
of Samos since the mid-nineteenth century. They embrace the crucial period from 1474 to
1498 and also include a document from ca. 1531, as a recent study with the publication of
the texts has convincingly demonstrated. 170 The collection contains nine documents that
ultimately derive from the patriarchate itself and provide significant "new" information
with important implications for the history of the Greek Church under the Ottomans, but,
unfortunately for our purposes, the documents shed little direct light on the relations
between the patriarchate and the Porte. Their main focus is on internal problems within
the church:

surviving from that era, cf. M. Gedeon, HarpcapXcxol HLvaKEc ELSrIcretc 'IaropuKCxi

BLoyparpLKa. lrepL Tciv 1IarpcapXciv Kw aravTLvou7r6AEWc dirt 'AvSpEa TOO HpwroKA'IITOV
µEXpcc ' IWaKEIµ F' Tot' cbro 19EQaaAov%xr7s 36-1884 (Constantinople, 1890); idem, Xpovtxo: rot'
HarpcapXLxot' OUOV xal Naot' (Constantinople, 1304 [= 1894 AD]); Komnenos Hypsilantes; and
C. G. Patrinelis, '0 OEOSWpos 'AyaAAcavos Tavre('oµevos 7rpdg TOP OEOIpavriv Mr ELaq
Kai of 'Av e6orot AOyot Tot'. Mca NEa 'IOTOpLKr Hrfyi 7rEpi T06 HaTpLapXELOV

KWVUTaVTLVovir0AEWC, KaTa TOUS HpdTOV [LETa Tr]V "AAWr.v Xp6vovs (Athens, 1966). More
recently, other important documents have been cited, mentioned later in infra, nn. 170 and 171. To
complement this work with additional documents that give another glimpse to the internal situation
of the patriarchate, and to the personalities involved, without supplying any direct documents that
involve the Porte, cf. the important "discovery" by M. Paize-Apostolopoulou, ' AvE7rlarlµa d iro To
HaTPLIXPXELO KWVVravTLVovnr6AEWc: HapaaXEbla KaL' MaprupLec TOO 1476,' Er5VLK'O "ISpu-
µa 'Epeuvwv, KEvrpo 'Epeuvwv 30 (Athens, 1988).
168 K. Karpat, An Inquiry into the Social Foundations of Nationalism in the Ottoman State: From
Estates to Classes, from Millets to Nations (Princeton, 1973). A millet, "according to the Ottoman
conception, denotes the classification of peoples according to their religious status." Cf.
Papadopoullos, p. 8. In addition, cf. now H. inalcik, "Ottoman Archival Materials on Millets," in
Christians and Jews in the Ottoman Empire, The Functioning of a Plural Society, eds. B. Braude
and B. Lewis (London and New York, 1982), pp. 231-249; and in the same volume, B. Braude,
"Foundation Myths in the Millet System," pp. 69-88.
169 H. Hunger and O. Kresten, Das Register des Patriarchats von Konstantinopel, 1 (Vienna, 1981).
170 D. G. Apostolopoulos, '0 "'IepOc Kc56t> ' TOU HaTPcaPXELOU KWV0rTaVTLVOU7rO'AEWc 6TO B'

Mt&O rot' IE' ALwiva: Ta Mova FvWQTCx E7rapa'yµara (Athens, 1992).
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1. A decision of October 10, 1474, confirming the innocence of Patriarch Symeon I,
which, significantly for our purposes, mentions some financial obligations of the
patriarchate to the Porte. This is by far the most important of the documents.
II. An encyclical of Patriarch Symeon I, December 1474, concerning his upcoming
journey, which sheds some light on the difficulties that the patriarch faced in
collecting funds that had to be paid to the Porte.
III. A decision of 1475 concerning the formal discharge of patriarchal officials. It
clarifies certain matters concerning officials and various factions struggling to control
the patriarch and the institution.
IV. The formal rejection, September 1483-August 1484, of the earlier union of the
Greek and Catholic Churches declared by the Council of Florence, 1438/1439.
V. A confirmation of the general condemnation of simony, May 1484.
VI. The restoration of Patriarch Dionysios I to the throne, June 1488.
VII. A second condemnation of simony, June 1497.
VIII. Relations between Mount Athos and the patriarchate, December 5, 1498.
IX. Invalidation of the financial reform of 1497, ca. 1531.

In addition to this important source, another publication has also made available: the
contents of ten Porte documents, including berats and firmans, that complement and
enhance the information that has become available with the discovery of the folios of the
patriarchal codex:171

1. A berat of Bayezid II from April 9-18, 1483, which delineates the powers of
Patriarch Symeon I over his millet and his financial obligations to the Porte.
2. A document of Bayezid II from Thessaloniki, January 8, 1489, which recognizes, in
the form of a receipt to the patriarch, that taxes were owed to the Porte since April
1487, and were paid by the metropolitan of Thessaloniki.
3. A berat of Bayezid II from August 31, 1494, concerning a petition of Patriarch
Maximos for assistance to collect from his subordinates ecclesiastical taxes that
apparently they were paying infrequently and with great reluctance.
4. A berat of Selim I Yavuz from February 13, 1516, concerning the fact that the
patriarch's own Christian tax-collectors had been unjustly accused by Muslims of
converting to Islam and then of reverting to Christianity and have thus been unable to
fulfill their appointed task.
5. A judicial decision from July 7-15, 1550, concerning the resignation of the priest
Gregory from the island of Patmos.
6. An order of Suleiman the Magnificent from January 10, 1525, ordering official
cooperation by the authorities during the upcoming journey of the patriarch to collect
taxes.

171 Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, iExa Tovpxux' °Eyyparpa yuca T1)v Meyc A- 'Exxa00ria
(1483-1477), 'IvaTLTOUTo 'EpEUVwv ll yES 2 (Athens, 1996). Although we do not
consider the aman-name of Mehmed II in this chapter, attention should be directed to one granted
to Pera in 1453. Cf the Greek and Italian renditions in Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror,
Appendix II, pp. 347-3 50.
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7. A berat of Suleiman the Magnificent from October 17, 1525, confirming the
dismissal of Patriarch loannikios and the enthronement of Jeremiah, who has paid his
traditional gift, in cash, at the Porte's treasury.
8. A berat of Suleiman the Magnificent from June 30, 1551, confirming the elevation
of a priest to the status of bishop on the island of Karpathos.
9. A berat of Suleiman the Magnificent from March 26, 1564, confirming the
elevation of the monk Pakhomios to the status of bishop, through the intercession of
Patriarch loasaph II, replacing the former bishop David.
10. A berat of Selim II from March 24, 1567, reconfirming a previous berat from
December 27, 1558, for which ten florins had been paid as "the traditional gift" in the
reign of Suleiman upon the appointment of Kallistos as the legal bishop of his see.

These documents span a lengthy period, but even the late ones are of singular
significance, for they occasionally refer to previous documents and to previous laws in
effect, thus indicating some of the conditions of the early period for which very few
documents survive. It is sufficient to point out, at the very least, that a number of
Ottoman terms indicating Greek posts are thus recovered: Berat 10 includes the terms
medrepolitik for "metropolitan/µrlTpoiroX%Trloc;" and piskopoluk for "bishop/EidcrK01roc."
While Berat 1 demonstrates that the Convent of Pammakaristos/llaµ taKCap1aTOS was
called Barmakaristi, there seems to be little distinction between a see and a church, as
both are designated kilise, with the occasional appearance of "monastery," manastir.
Constantinople itself is called Konstantiniyye, Istanbul, or even by its more vulgar
equivalent Islambol, whose origins are to be sought in folk etymology.172 Patriarch/
lraTpLopXrlc receives the phonetic approximation of batriyah, which apparently preceded
the later and more familiar patrik.173

For the last century scholars have underscored our lack of surviving documents that
shed light on the relations between the patriarchate and the Porte. Before the discovery of
the codex and the publications of the ten documents, the situation was simply deplorable.
As far as official Porte archival material was concerned, the only direct evidence came
from whatever information one could distill from the scanty published materials that were
available.174 The curious circumstance that such documents are also absent from the
patriarchal archives has been attributed to several factors, the most important of which
seems to be the occasional fires, individual acts of destruction, and the frequent
displacement of the patriarchal seat in the years following the sack of Constantinople. It
is clear, nevertheless, that the need for written documents was felt acutely by the

172 H. Inalcik, "Istanbul: An Islamic City," in idem, Essays in Ottoman History (Istanbul, 1998), p.
251. Also, cf idem, "Istanbul," EI4 (1978): 224.
173 Zachariadou, Tovpxi.ic& "Eyrypacpa, discusses and analyzes the terms encountered in the
documents; cf. especially, pp. 155 if. In regard to the term batriyah, Zachariadou points out, p. 152,
its proximity to the term batriyarh, which was already in use among the Mameluks in the
fourteenth century.
174 E.g., the kanun-name of Mehmed II Fatih and of Bayezid II: N. Beldiceanu, Les actes des
premiers sultans conserves dans les manuscrits tures de la Bibliotheque Nationale a Paris, I (Paris,
1960), and 2 (The Hague, 1964).
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patriarchs of the early sixteenth century.175 The most spectacular incident occurred ca.
1520, when Sultan Selim I Yavuz attempted to convert the few churches of
Constantinople that had been left in Greek hands after the conquest in 1453. Patriarch
Theoleptos (1513-1522) argued that these churches had been granted to the Greek millet
by the Conqueror himself. Theoleptos could not substantiate his claim, however, because,
he maintained, a fire at the patriarchate had destroyed the document and he could only
produce, as witnesses, three aged janissaries who had participated in the sack. Thus he
could not conclusively prove seventy-five years after the sack that Sultan Mehmed II had
endowed the Greek Church with a number of privileges. Mehmed II had formally
annexed only the Church of Hagia Sophia. He eventually gave the second largest church
of Constantinople, the Holy Apostles, to George Scholarios, whom the sultan elevated to
the patriarchal throne under the name Gennadios II. In his terms as patriarch, Scholarios-
Gennadios (1454-1456, 1463, 1464-1465) witnessed the conversion of twelve more
churches. In time Holy Apostles was demolished and on the very site the Greek architect
of the sultan, Khristodoulos, known after his conversion to Islam as Sinan, erected
Fethiye Camii.176 The second seat of the patriarchate was the Pammakaristos, but it was
annexed and converted to a mosque in 1573. The patriarchate was then relocated to the
rebuilt Church of Saint George in the Phanar district.177

Although we do hear of the existence of some documents in the form of a berat or
firman in the few Greek chronicles that survive from the sixteenth century, the oldest and
most complete surviving berat before, of course, the publication of the "new" documents
that we have reviewed, comes from a later period and in its surviving form reproduces
only its Greek vernacular translation without the original Ottoman Turkish official text.178

175 Runciman, The Great Church, pp. 189-191; FC, pp. 199-204; and Mordtmann, "Die
Kapitulation," pp. 129-144. In addition, cf. M. Philippides' forthcoming monograph, Constantine
XI Dragas Palaeologus (1405-1453): A Biography of the Last Greek Emperor. On the incident
involving Theoleptos, cf. supra, sec. II.
176 Cf the literary information of a Greek document embedded in Crusius' Turcograecia 109: o TWv
d'yLuV ciir0aT0'XWV yak 7r6 7rpoi ,repa 6 7raTpLCYpX'1jC, TOV EKapaV LRapETLO TOU arTOU

aouXT&v McXgi 'r . Cf Crusius' own translation of this section: Verum ex templo S. Apostolorum
in quo antea sederat Patriarcha eidem Rege Machemetae templum...fecerant. Similar, if not
identical, is the information supplied in the "EtheaLs XpovLKi 40 (p. 56): v7riIpXc ycp 6 vaoc
EKELVOS OS VUV EOTL lJ.apa'TLOV TOU aouXniv MEXei.LET'q EV TW VOTLaL'W tLEPEL' L6T01VTaL 'yl p Kal.

rr
EK T(OV

KTLURai

TWV auTOU EWS TOU VUV.
177 Bayezid's surviving Berat 1 calls this convent (and patriarchal seat) of Pammakaristos,
Barmakaristi. The fate of the churches of Constantinople after the sack of 1453 is briefly discussed
by Runciman, The Great Church, Appendix 2; in addition, one must consult the older works by S.
D. Byzantios, 'H KWVVravrnvo67roALs rJ Hepi.-ypapj 'ApXacoAo-yLKil

Ka' 'IQTOpLK71, 3 vols. (Athens 1851; repr. 1993); and Paspates, IIoALOpKLa Kai. "AAWaLs, ch. 7,
esp. pp. 174-199. A great deal of information can be gathered from The Garden of Mosques! Hafiz
Huseyin Al-Ayvansaryi's Guide to the Muslim Monuments of Ottoman Istanbul, trans. and
annotated by H. Crane (Leiden, Boston, and Cologne, 2000).
178 This berat was issued in the reign of Sultan Ahmed I and dates back to February 1604. Berat is
the Turkish version of the Arabic barat, designating an honor, a diploma, or a privilege. For the
berat in question that deals with the metropolitan of Larissa, Leontios, cf. M. Gedeon, ' E7rta7yLa
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The new discovery brings us back to the reign of Bayezid II in the fifteenth century and
further demonstrates that indeed there were such documents in existence in the early
period. Much work remains to be done in their identification and publication. 179 Earlier
than this document is the so-called Decree of Sinan Pasha, which dates to ca. 1430, and
outlines the privileges of the population of loannina in the sancak of Albania.' 80 In fact,
the oldest known surviving patriarchal berat181 before the discovery of the "new"
Ottoman documents was issued to Patriarch Dionysios III in 1662, more than two
centuries after the fall. Unless more documents of this nature are uncovered, relations
between the patriarchate and the Porte in the early period can be reconstructed only in
general terms. Necessarily, scholars have assumed that the oldest berats in existence
reproduce, more or less, formulas, tone, and material of earlier documents that have not
survived. Indeed, generally speaking, before such documents become elaborate in
terminology and rhetorical hyperbole, they show a predilection for formulas. Perhaps one
may assume that there was some duplication, 182 since berats seem to have been issued to
individual patriarchs with regularity, as they succeeded one another with remarkable
frequency. From 1623 to 1700, for instance, there were no fewer than fifty changes in the
patriarchal throne. 183

In many ways such notions can now be demonstrated to be close to the truth,
especially in relation to a berat. As is well known,'84 beret is the Ottoman form of an
earlier Arabic word. In turn the same word was reproduced in Greek as either µrrepaiiOv
or IurapaTLOV. In literary texts, berat is translated as simply opicgik ("order,
command"), sometimes specified as a0EVTLKOC opLaµoc ("command/order of the
lord/ruler"). Thus the Greek Document I from October 10, 1474, seems to refer to such a
document when it states' 85 that opLapi SE 'rob KpaTOUVTOC J c &TravTac Touc
apXLepeic EvTab$a auv'-yaryov, "by command of the ruler [= Bayezid II] they gathered
all of us, the high priests here." In this example, the opLaµoC; -rob Kpcero vioc may be a
berat, that is, an equivalent phrase of 010EVTLKOs opLOµos, or, less likely, it may refer to
an oral command of the sultan. In the same document the identical term is repeated, but

TpaµµaTa TovpKtxCY 'AvapEpOµEVa ELST& 'EKKAT)aLaaTLK1i 'Hp. iv dixaca (Constantinople,
1910), pp. 87-97.
19 Cf. the comments of Zachariadou, dExa TovpKLr« "EyypaSoa, 26: "EE 6LOpopa aapXELa rid
EAX68&S, µovorTTIpLcKa KWL OAXa, XLXLa'bES TOUpKLKa' Eyypaupa. Avc TOUC ELVaL

lrthccVOTaTO 1rWS PpLOKOVTaL WOW exETLKCY SAE T1 V EKKATlaLaaTLKT1 4.Lac LaTOp(.a......
180 Its text was first published by P. Aravantinos, XpovoyparpLa 'HirELpov, 2 (Athens, 1856):
315; then by F. Miklosich and J. Muller, eds., Acta et diplomats graeca, 3 (Vienna, 1865): 282-
283; and for a third time by C. Amantos, "O1 lIpovoµLaKOL 'OpLaµoi, Tov MOVaoUXµaVLaµoi uIrEp
Tmv XpLaiLavUv,`EAAT)vcx& 9 (1936): 119. For its importance between the Greeks and the Turks,
as it set a precedent, cf. OGN, pp. 148-149.
181 Gedeon, %povcxa Tou JIaTpLapXLKOV O'LKOV, pp. 9-14, for the text.
182 Arnakis, pp. 242-245.
183 K. Paparrhegopoulos, `Iaropia Tov 'EAArlvcxoii "Er9vouc, 2 (6`h ed., Athens, 1932): 75.
184 H. Inalcik, "The Status of the Greek Orthodox Patriarch under the Ottomans," in Melanges
offerts a Irene Melikoffpar ses collegues, disciples et am is. Turcica 21-23 (1991): 407-43 6.
185 Apostolopoulos, p. 90 (we have restored the missing iota subscript in line 3 of the text).
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in this case, we believe, it is a regular order and not an actual berat:116 EC; ljpac

OpLUKo'q YpLK6Fli1S TOU KpcrTOUVTOS, "a horrible order of the ruler [sultan, that is, Bayezid
II] came to us." There are other instances in these documents to indicate that 6pL6µos
does not always indicate a berat but amounts to an authoritative command from the
Porte.1B7 So unless the context of a text specifies a berat by its Greek equivalent form
through transliteration, we may not be certain as to its actual nature. However, these texts
indicate that the early patriarchate was frequently the recipient of various "orders,"
sometimes because of its internal chaotic situation, sometimes because of its failure to
pay taxes, and sometimes because of the patriarch's inability to meet his own financial
obligations to the Porte. Av$EVTLKOk optvµoc is also used when the Porte indicates its
final decision in the appointment of an ecclesiastic, with the assumption that this person
has paid the traditional, "customary gift," the notorious perker.188

These available documents make clear that the subject that seems to have been of the
greatest concern between the Porte and the early patriarchate consisted of financial
obligations, that is, Greek Documents I and II, both of 1474, Ottoman Documents 1 and 3
(both berats of Bayezid II), and 4 (a berat of Selim I); and even later: Document 6 of
Suleiman and Document 10, a berat of Selim II. The acute problems presented by these
documents may be subdivided into the taxes that were owed by the patriarchate to the
Porte and the personal "dues" that were assessed to each patriarch upon his appointment
to the throne. What complicates these matters further seems to be the apparent reluctance
of the patriarch's Greek flock to contribute and pay the assessment that the patriarch
himself has imposed in order to discharge his own and the patriarchate's financial
obligations. In addition, apparently members of the upper class of the Greek millet
occasionally attempted to compensate officials at the Porte in order to control the
appointments of new patriarchs and to depose others who were not to their own liking.189
Further, regional differences seem to have played a part in this unattractive situation.
While there appears to have been a tacit agreement among the Constantinopolitan Greeks

1s6 Ibid., p. 91 (line 15 of the text). Cf. the similar language that Theodoros Agallianos employs in
one of his speeches, Aoyoc B ', 2072: EA$ovTwv SE TOV au1JEVTLKwv bLa'rayµaTWv (in `0
Ee6&Wpoc AyaAALavos TauTL$OµEVOC ?rpos TOV EEOtpa:vl'rv M17bELac KcL oL 'AV KbOTOL A6,yoL

TOV. MLa NEa 'IUTOpi.,o H12yi) 7rEPL TOO IIaTp1,aPXE1OV KWVQTaVTLVotnr6AEWs KaTa TOU(;

Hpc rovs RLETa Tni 'AAWaLV Xpovovs, C. G. Patrinelis, ed. [Athens, 1966], p. 69).
187 E.g., cf. Document VI (from 1488) dealing with the restoration of Dionysios I to the patriarchal
throne, in Apostolopoulos, p. 144 (line 4 of the text, to which the missing iota subscript is restored
again; it seems to be missing regularly in all documents; it is not certain whether we are
encountering an editorial decision or a general tendency of the copyists/scribes of these folia):
opurjn TOU KpaTOUVTOS.
188 Cf., e.g., a document published by Khrysanthos (metropolitan) of Trebizond, `11 'EKKATIaLa

'ApXeiov IlovTov 4/5 (1933): 532-533: 7r4$aKEV T [Ldf .. a1 evTLKOS opLOµoc

KEAEUWV ...XELpoTovl OUL....
189 Document I (Apostolopoulos, fol. 204'(p. 90), alludes to such factions and internecine struggles:
...OL EVaVTLOL...VUpLa 1IiEUbii Km. boXOUS auppcx$avrec KaL ELlrovTec ELS 'r-.v IlopTav [= Porte]-

OLTLVEc...irpOS rout buvaµEVouc avabpaµovTES XpTjµa6L VLKTgV ava&a4ELV E'ICELpWVTO.

Agallianos also describes the pressures applied to the patriarch to accept a member of the
Komnenos family in his administration; cf. Patrinelis, 'O ®EOb,poc, p. 328.
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to accept only Greeks to the throne, as the tradition regarding the tenure of Raphael
(1475-1476), a monk from Serbia, demonstrates, 190 at the same time there was sharp
competition among the Greek communities in Constantinople to appoint a compatriot of
their own. The competition was particularly bitter after the Greeks from Trebizond were
forced, in large numbers, to settle in Constantinople. Some of the courtiers of the Greek
emperor of Trebizond came to exercise immense influence at the Porte and had managed
to befriend the Conqueror himself. Well-known and notorious is the case of George
Amoiroutzes,19' a former Trebizondian courtier who had scholarly interests, had
facilitated the surrender of Trebizond to Mehmed II, and had even proposed a syncretism
of Islam and Christianity. His two sons converted to Islam and were renamed Skender
and Mehmed. Mehmed produced for the sultan a translation of the Bible into Arabic. The
sultan became fond of Amoiroutzes' erudition. It was perhaps under the guidance of
Amoiroutzes that Mehmed II may have studied geography from manuscripts of Ptolemy.
Amoiroutzes was even reputed to have produced a map of the world for his master. On
the dark side of his personality, Amoiroutzes may have had a hand in the shady affair that
led to the executions of his former emperor and his family in 1463. Amoiroutzes died in
1475, to the delight of many Greeks of Constantinople, who were under the impression
that he too had converted to Islam; at least the anonymous author of the Ekthesis believed
so:

yap c &Kie OU'K ELO'OEV al)TOV ELC 1.10'Kp0'V' EV VLCY OUV TOW 711LEPWV TWv

apXOVTWV 0:1rXWU0:c T'nV XELP01 TOU Xc iV Kat. VL*aL Q7r4ute
KO:L CYWpoc 1rCYpCY7rqup1UEl.s Tlil 01LWVLW 1rupL.

The injustice did not allow him [sc. Amoiroutzes] to live long. One day, while he was
playing dice with the noblemen and was stretching his hand to take them for a cast, he
froze and died untimely. He was sent to the eternal fire.

Amoiroutzes is a perfect example of the breed of "new men" who decided to cooperate
with the Porte after the conquest. They also proved useful to the authorities, as they came
to exercise influence in the reconstitution of the Greek Church under the sultan and even
mediated between the Porte and the patriarchate. Their actions were at times applauded
but often the Greeks, who envied and hated such individuals, condemned them. Their role
nevertheless was prominent in the early period after the conquest.

190 Cf. infra, n. 232.
191 On this controversial personality, cf. S. P. Lampros, " 'H 7repl 'AX aems Tpo-7re-
ouvTOS 'E7rLQToX Toil 'A1jL71po6TN," NH 12 (1915): 475-478; N. B. Tomadakes, `ETo6pKeuae 6
TewpyLOc EEBE 18 (1948): 99-143; FC, pp. 185, 232; MCT, pp. 246-247; and
Papadakis, pp. 88-106. A Greek humanist, George Trapezountios, commonly known as George of
Trebizond, in a letter to Mehmed II, further demonstrates the patronizing role of the educated
elements of Trebizond. Cf. A. Kazhdan, "George Trapezountios," ODB 2: 839-840; and for the
letter, Medvedev, pp. 329-332.
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V. Personal Influence and an Early Literary Circle

Among the notable individuals who influenced the Porte in regard to patriarchs and
ecclesiastical affairs, in general, mention must be made of certain personalities who
advanced to important posts in the administration of Mehmed II. These were generally
known in the west as renegatil"renegades" and dpV1gG[dpTlaK0L in Greek, who had
converted to Islam, had advanced in the secular administrative hierarchy of the
government, often to the displeasure and dismay of the old Ottoman families, and by
virtue of their status were able to interfere directly or indirectly in the affairs of the
patriarchate. 192 On the other hand, if we consider the cases of some well-known figures
who became functionaries in the administration of Mehmed, an interesting fact will
emerge: often we are not encountering actual converts to Islam but Greek Christians who
remained true to their ancestral faith, in spite of their positions at the Porte.

The first such example is known from a letter that was sent193 after the sack of
Constantinople by the Greek clergy of Kallipolis (Gallipoli), which had been under
Ottoman control long before the siege of 1453. It is addressed'94

to T11 EvBoEWTO1TW KuL

11NWV SE ALOV aWVTYI KOCL evyepyeTrl TW aPXOVTL KUp 'IOLFIWpW TW

Kpvrii KaL EµµLv1] TO') µE yo)\ov aU&VTOC, "our most glorious and most
illustrious great master and benefactor, Lord Isidore, the judge and great emin of the great
lord [= Mehmed clergymen express their admiration for his efforts in assisting
Greeks who had been enslaved in the sack of Constantinople: iroXXouc...EXEVMpouc
E1rOLTlaac KaL d1rijXXatac T1jc 68vv1pac; 8ouXe S, "you have liberated many and
delivered them from painful slavery." They praise him for his good works in this matter,
firi TTl oXWOEL Trlc 0:1hXLac 1r6AEWc KaL $au crroc KaL TrEpi60toc E'YEVOU KaL
EXET1ILWV KOLL XL[t'11V 'YaXgVLOc TWV KaTaBLKWV KaL aLXRaXWTWV XPLOTLONWV, LEpEWV TE

KM µovaXmv KaL AaIKWV, "at the sack of the wretched city [= Constantinople] you
became famous, admirable, and charitable, a serene haven for the condemned and captive
Christians, priests, monks, and laymen." They further seek, in pathetic terms, to enroll his
assistance in the case of one particular slave, a former functionary in the Greek court,
who had been experiencing serious difficulties with his Turkish master.195 The

'92 This fascinating topic has not received the scholarly attention it deserves; the careers of certain
individuals have been studied in isolation, but as a class these people remain neglected by
mainstream scholarship. For the time being, cf. the synthesis of Zachariadou, .EKa Tovp-
KLKd pp. 63-67.
193 A number of letters referring to the sack and to similar cases were originally published by J.
Darrouzes, "Lettres de 1453," REB 22 (1964): 72-127 (the letter under consideration, with French
translation: pp. 80-84; the same letter has been included, with Italian translation, in CC 1: 152-159).
194 Darrouzes, p. 84 (CC 1: 158); we have corrected in these quotations his atrocious spelling and
accentuation of the original document and further we have added the required iota subscripts that
are omitted in the original. These shortcomings have also reappeared in CC 1.
195 OUroc o &eXYOC 1jiWV...KUp 'IWxvv is o µocyiaTpoc, EVO:c c v pulroc TLµLOC Kal yevoUc
EVTLROU KaL K6crpi.oc...KcL E'RLori g(W EKKATJ<aiQ:c> YUXTTTTJp' KaL yap KaL cUTOk EV TW

KX'np<G)> TOU d'SXLOU 1raXaTLOU U1ripxEV 69LKLdXLOc...KaL 6 KaTEXWV alTOV MOUaoUAµdVOc

EpcVrl kvi]Xe jc KaL davyKaTdaaTOc KacL cUTOV KaL TUpaVVEL....
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correspondence196 of this Nikolaos Isidore demonstrates that he was indeed associated
with numerous Greeks and that for a time he was also looking after Scholarios-
Gennadios, who became the first patriarch under Mehmed II. He is given the title emin in
this letter, to explain further the Greek title "judge/KpL njc." Emin indicates an official in
charge of handling state finances such as income from taxes.197 Moreover, the Greek title
does not necessarily indicate a judge; nor could Isidore have been a judge, for he was a
Christian in the Ottoman state. As has been observed,198 this term was already in use
during the Greek period before the sack, and had acquired the additional meaning of "tax
collector," which was retained in the subsequent years. The important implication here is
that Isidore had remained a Christian, even though he worked for the Porte. This fact is
also underscored in the letter under consideration. The clergymen addressed him as a
practicing Christian, oirwc TE airou60ELc E%vw. 6E otKeioc Tov K<upL>ou Kcal
EKlrXrJpOLc TLYc EvioXLxc A1TOV apoftvµwc, "you ensure that you are close to our Lord
and that you fulfill His commandments gladly." They further praised him for his efforts
on behalf of the enslaved Greeks and promised that he would receive his just reward in a
Christian afterlife: TovTO SE KEKTTlaaL o:EVCxwc LVa...Ta RE,Xxo Ta daroXo cr c EVEKa
Twv 7rV<EUµaTL>Kmv aou 7rXEOVEKTrIµ<a>Twv, "and this you have gained for all eternity
so that you may enjoy the afterlife because of you superior spiritual qualities." More
explicit is the following praise:

CYpTL 'Yap Eg(ivTIc avSpeLOc E7r6 TCY UXLKa, iva a'froX 1)G1)c TOUC 1.ticri 0Uc atwVLwc

KaL 7r]\OUTOV CYUUXOV Ka6 14T16aUpOV ETOL}1CY0ljc TTlV OEOUTOll OCYLOCV

Eu'yVWNAVa KaL 1rp015u a"XEKTOV EUsppoai v V.

You recently demonstrated your virtue in acts of pity199 so that you may enjoy an
eternal reward and an inalienable treasure in preparing your saintly, kindly, and most
willing soul for endless enjoyment.

Isidore's wealth seems to derive from his position, as he was involved in managing the
profitable saltpans, a state monopoly.20°

196 Zachariadou, L1 Ka ToupKLKc 'Ey'ypac a, p. 66.
197 G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 2: Sprachreste der Turkvolker in der byzantinischen Quellen
(2nd ed., Berlin, 1958): 124.
198 Zachariadou, QEKa TOVpKLKQ'' "Eyypacpa, p. 65.
199 Surely CC 1: 134 errs in translating Eil r& 1uXLKa as ti sei mostrato coraggioro verso i bent
dell'anima. The meaning of $uXLKa' survives in spoken Greek and still indicates "alms to be given
on behalf of someone's (or even the giver's) soul."
200 Darrouzi s, pp. 122 if. That this profitable post was given to few individuals, probably because
they had found favor with the sultan, is further illustrated by the fact that, in a slightly later period,
Despot Demetrios Palaiologos of the Morea, after he surrendered Mistra to Mehmed, was given a
similar privileged post as a favor from the sultan but he proceeded to mismanage the revenues from
the salt pans and even came close to displeasing irreparably the sultan, his patron;
cf. "EKr3eaLc Xpovu<ij 49 (pp. 64-65): '0 SE &a'Ir&ri c ArlµrjTpLOc...SESWKEV aUTW 6 aft v'rgc
[Mehmed II] T'v ' is ALVOu LYXUKT1V Tnv r & wU...EKXE*aV &'alrpa EK 0
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Another important Greek, probably a great deal closer to Mehmed II than Isidore, was
Demetrios Apokaukos, who was also known as "Kyritzes." He had been a personal
secretary to Mehmed and was entrusted with important diplomatic Missions. 201 The term
"Kyritzes" is probably a title, perhaps a translation into Greek of the common Turkish
title gelebi. In connection with the activities of Apokaukos Kyritzes after the sack,
mention should be made of the correspondence of the well-known Italian humanist
Francesco Filelfo,202 whose Greek wife was a distant relative of Manuel Chrysoloras, a
towering personality from the beginning of the quattrocento.203 Filelfo's mother-in-law
and two of her daughters had been enslaved in the sack and the humanist made every
effort to ransom them. He wrote a flattering letter to Mehmed II, dated ME8L0Xav6i4EV,
T'Yj E ' 1rp0 MapTLOU ELSWV ETEL 0:1ro XpLaTOl1 xLXLOOT6) TETpaK06t0aTW

1rEVT11K0aTW TETCYp'r , "from Milan, on the fifth [day] before the Ides of March in the
1455th year since the birth of Christ." In it he addresses the sultan in an attempt to win
freedom for his mother-in-law, whose- circumstances he describes:204

yap E rij lrevOepoc Mavype&va XpuaoXWpiva 'Yuvrl o &ppo v Kai ckyLu, [LET, Svo
15U'yaTEpov &pLOTWV, oU(SE ELS TOv eEOv 1jµapTev, WS X6yOV E61rELV, oUBE ELc 'rTjv

0'1V EVbo>;6T7gTa' OI.LWS KaL WUT', EU'YEVEUTdITI OUOa, SOUXEUEL...TTIV EIA.TIV aLTW

ICEVdEpa KaL TOIC aUTrC, dwyaiepac;, Ta Xv'rpa U1rEp a&rWv a1ro&WaWV...00a TO
1rpEICOV Ka TO ElLOL SUVaTOV.

a66Evrr1c 'tkXev crlr0KTELVa1 aVTOV. 'EKpc r1jQEV OUV T71 EL TL OAXO

...E'IroLTIQEV aUTOV TOU RT'j L1tIr60aL OXWc.
201 Cf. J. Raby, "Mehmed the Conqueror's Greek Scriptorium," DOP 37 (1983): 15-34. Among the
missions that he had undertaken on behalf of the Porte to negotiate a treaty we must include his
journey to Venice in 1446, which clearly demonstrates that Apokaukos Kyritzes had also served
Murad II, the father of Mehmed; cf. Patrinelis, ' O Oeo&Wpoc, p. 75. Agallianos also knew him, or
of him, but he records his name as Oqµ1jTpL0V 'A1r0'KaUKLV (ibid., p. 76). The
author of the "EKOEaLs XpovLKT) 56 (pp. 76-77), also knows of him as "Kyritzes".
202 On Filelfo, cf, now D. Robin, Filelfo in Milan: Writings 1451-1477 (Princeton, 1991).
203 Cf. among others, D. J. Geanakoplos, Byzantium and the Renaissance: Greek Scholars in Venice
(Hamden, 1972; repr. of Greek Scholars in Venice: Studies in the Dissemination of Greek Learning
from Byzantium to Western Europe [Cambridge, MA, 1962]); idem, Interaction of the "Sibling"
Byzantine and Western Cultures in the Middle Ages and Italian Renaissance (330-1600) (New
Haven and London, 1976), pp. 226 ff.; Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, passim; and Zakythinos,
METagvtow LVO:, pp. 209-231. In addition, cf. R. Sabbadini, "L'ultimo Ventennio della vita di
Manuele Crisolora (1396-1415)," Giornale Ligustico 17 (1890): 321-336; A. Mercati, "Una
notiziola su Manuele Crisolora," Stoudion 5 (1928): 65-69; I. Thomson, "Manuel Chrysoloras and
the Early Italian Renaissance," GRBS 7 (1966): 76-82; C. S. Staikos, XdpTa Tf1c
Tviroyparp%ac: 'H 'EK60TLKi dpa9TTjpLOTT1Ta TWV 'EAA?1vWV KaL Tf E6113OAo$ TOUS aT'lly

IIvEU.LaTLKO 'AvayEVVTjcrt r S duaTfc, 1: 15oS ALriivac (Athens, 1989), ch. 1; and G. Cammelli, I

dotti bizantini e le origini dell' umanesimo, 1: Manuele Crisolora (Florence, 1941).
204 This letter was published by Dethier, ed., in his KpLT6(3ovAoc: Bloc Tov MWaµe$ Tov B'
(MHH 21): 705-708.
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My mother-in-law, Manfredina Chrysolorina, a wise and saintly woman, together with
her two excellent daughters, has committed no sin toward God or, in one word,
toward your Magnificence. And in spite of her high nobility she is now a slave ...I ask
that my mother-in-law and her daughters be released and I will pay a reasonable
ransom for them, an amount that I can afford.

Filelfo wrote a number of letters explaining his attempts to ransom his Greek
relatives. In an earlier letter, January/February, 1454, addressed to his friend, the
physician Petro Tommasi, he also laments the fate of his relatives :205

...non solum quod et socrum mihi carissimam Manfredinam Auriam, nobilissimam et
prudentissimam feminam, ac duas eius et socri mei Johannios Chrysolorae,
praestantissimi equitis aurati et erudissimi viri, flias, meorum quatuor filiorum
materteras, in obscuram servitutem a barbaris to teterrimis Turcis actas audio.

...I hear that the barbaric and most foul Turks abducted into dark slavery not only my
mother-in-law, the dearest Manfredina Auria, a most noble and very wise woman, but
also her two daughters by my father-in-law John Chrysoloras, a distinguished
decorated knight and a scholar, who are the aunts of my four sons.

Francesco makes another reference to other Greek relatives in a letter dated Trj 7rpo
vWVwv LouvLou, ETEL puvS ' (June 4, 1454), and addressed to his own son, Giovanni
Mario:206

.0 Tau'l-QV a0L T11V E7rur'roX'YjV airObOUS ApOI.LOKa'T1 (; 6 XpuaoXopac EV KT18ELac

VOIAW Yl') LV WV TU'YXaVEL, o:7rO 7010 TTIc 1ii'rpOC 'YEVOUc. ' EQTL SE KU XOC Kt
&V'p, XulrTlpov [LEpoc T'Yls apTL 'yevop V'rlc KO:TQ' 'r v N xxv 'PW tiv SUQTUXLaV.
2EEOV 01)V T(G) &VSpL (pLXW Kal aU'Y'YEVEL.

The man who will bear this letter to you, Dromokates Chrysoloras, is in our care, as a
maternal relative. He is a gentleman, a survivor from the misfortune that recently
overtook New Rome [= Constantinople]. So do receive this dear friend and relative.

Filelfo tried to win liberty for his mother-in-law and her daughters by flattering
Mehrned in his letter of March 5, 1455. In it, he praises the sultan in fawning language:207

205 Cent-dix lettres dix lettres grec de Francois Filelfe publiees integralement pour la premiere fois
d'apres le Codex Trivulzianus 873, avec traduction, notes et commentaires par E. Legrand (Paris,
1892), Letter 66, pp. 63-68.
206 Ibid., Letter 69. There has been no scholarly study of Filelfo's Greek relatives by marriage, who
also happen to be distant relatives of Manuel Chrysoloras.
207 Dethier, KptT6 ovAoc: Bloc Toi MW(xµe rou B', pp. 705-708. In his Latin letters to
westerners, Filelfo is less respectful and describes Mehmed in dark colors, cf., e.g., a letter from
Milan, dated 3 idus octobres MCCCC.LV (Legrand, p. 69): quique penes Turcorum immanem
illum et impium Mahometum quam miserrimam serviunt servitutem. Furthermore, in a letter of
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E'7LVOI.U V 'yap Epa6TT1S 71'1S O'T1C EUTU)(La(;, TIV TrapEXEL GOL O Ococ &La TT1V OTjV

aalrauajiEVOS T\v 66aL.µovi.av TTjv cTjv...µE'yLOTE cxµT)pa,
OV EVa OEOS TOLS IL11 Ell 'rQd) ouai EUEpyETTlv...&La i epaXTj, KaL QTjV

I,LE'yaX01Cpe1rELO_V acKEL.

I became an ardent admirer of your good fortune, which God has granted you because
of your excellence... with rapture I received news of your happiness... greatest emir [=
sultan], as only one such person does God send to alleviate the suffering of the
unfortunates... divine man: continue to practice your magnificence.

For our purposes, what is important is that this letter was sent to Mehmed II through the
Porte secretary, Kyritzes, a man that Filelfo must have personally known and on whose
good will he clearly counted to win liberty for his relatives:208 /rEpi. SE TOU,Tou, o OOs
'ypaµµc reic KupII;L; KaTc µEpoq dVOLQEL 1rapwv, "about this matter, your secretary
Kyritzes will inform you in person."

Dethier, the editor of this letter, includes the following remark, in Greek, in his
commentary, relative to this person:209 Vs aiXXos ou'roc Ei µ1j 6 1roXui pvXTi roc
KUpLaKOS 6 'A'yKWVLTaVOC, OS KaTa TOV ZOp> DOXcpLV 6E6 UUVT1V TW U[LTjpa, "can this

person be anyone else but the renowned Kyriakos of Ankona, who, according to Zorzi
Dolfin, was always with the sultan?" Ddthier is alluding to a passage in Languschi-
Dolfm, which describes Mehmed as follows:210

El signor Maumetho gran Turco, e zouene d anni 26, ben complexionato, et de corpo
piu presto grande, the mediocre de statura, nobile in le arme, de aspetto piu presto
horrendo, the verendo, de poco riso, solerte de prudentia, et predito de magnanima

August 1, 1465, to Leodisio Cribelli, Filelfo described the circumstances that forced him to
compose his fawning letter and his ode to Mehmed II (Legrand, p. 66): Nec illud certe vitio
damnandum est quod ad Mahommetum, tyrannum amyramque Turcorum, et epistolam olim et
carmen dederim, et id quidem non inscio sapientissimo et innocentissimo principe meo Francesco
Sfortia qui, cum vellet aliquid explorare de apparatu insidiisque Turcorum in christianos,
audiretque honestissimam feminam, socrum meam, Manfredinam, uxorem illius splendissimi
Chrysolorae, et ipsam et duas filias ex praeda et direptione Constantinopolitana captivas servire
apud illam barbariam, permisit ut, illarum et redimendarum obtentu, duo quidam iuvenes callidi et
ad rem strenui, nomine meo et cum meis letteris, proficiscentur ad Mahometum. In his Latin
epistles Filelfo is also very bitter about the circumstances of his mother-in-law; cf., e.g., his letter to
the physician Petro Tommasi (January/February 1454) (Legrand, p. 66), quoted supra, text with n.
205.
208 Ibid., pp. 705-708.
209 Ibid., pp. 706, n. 10.
210 Thomas, pp. 1-41; TIePN, pp. 169-187, has produced few extracts, with some typographical
errors that render this account useless to the serious student. Some extracts have also been
translated in Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 125-130. The relation of this
chronicle to other contemporary documents is treated in Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople
1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-227. Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople
1453, p. 126, has translated the passage quoted in our text.
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liberalita, obstinato nel proposito, audacissimo in ogni cosa, aspirante a gloria
quanto Alexandro Macedonico, ogni di se far lezer historie Romane, et de altri da uno
compagno d.° Chiriaco d Ancona, et da uno altro Italo, da questi sefa lezer Laertio,
Herodoto, Liuio, Quinto Curtio, Cronice de i papi, de imperatori, de re di Franza, de
Longobardi.

The Grand Turk, Lord Mehmed, is a young man twenty-six years old. His constitution
is fair. He is heavy with an average stature. He is glorious in arms. His appearance
elicits fear rather than respect. He seldom laughs. He is cunning. He is endowed with
magnificent generosity. He is persistent in achieving his goals. He is most daring in
all undertakings. He hopes to become as glorious as Alexander of Macedon. Every
day he has Roman history read to him by some, by a companion of Cyriacus of
Ancona and by another Italian. They read to him [Diogenes] Laertius, Herodotus,
Livy, Quintus Curtius, the papal chronicles, the chronicles of emperors, of the kings
of France, and of the Lombards.211

Dethier identified Cyriacus, or Kyriakos in Greek, with Kyritzes, and further assumed
that Cyriacus was at the Porte of Mehmed after the sack, a notion that even created the
myth that Cyriacus was a member of Mehmed's retinue when the latter entered the
conquered capital of the Greeks during the sack. This is an error, the understandable
result of a confusion of two distinct personalities. Further, Kyriakos of Ancona could not
have been in the Porte at the time, even though Languschi-Dolfin's manuscript appears to
make this claim. Cyriacus had died earlier, in 1452, at Cremona in Italy, as the Trotti ms.
373, fol. 41, of the Ambrosian Library in Milan, makes it clear: Kiriacus Anconitanus
Cremone moritur anno Domini McCCCL secundo, "Cyriacus from Ancona died at
Cremona in A.D. 1452." The confusion occurs because of a misreading in the Languschi-
Dolfin manuscript. The manuscript abbreviation d was incorrectly read as detto, while the
true reading has recently been shown to be di.212 Even before it was realized that the
manuscript had been misread, some scholars had realized that there was something amiss
and had already, on prosopographical grounds, attempted to divorce Cyriacus from
Kyritzes.213

The identification of Kyritzes with Cyriacus perhaps has been also reinforced and
assisted by comments that Cyriacus made in his own diary. In the summer of 1447
Cyriacus was informed of the extensive raid that Murad II had conducted into the Morea

21 The ability to read, and even the erudition of Mehmed II in Greek and Latin works, has come
into question. On this, cf. C. G. Patrinelis, "Mehmed II the Conqueror and His Presumed
Knowledge of Greek and Latin," Viator 2 (1971): 349-54.
212 J. Raby, "Cyriacus of Ancona and the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II," Journal of the Warburg and
Courtauld Institutes 43 (1980): 242-246; Vita Viri Clarissimi et Famosissimi Kyriaci Anconitani by
Francesco Salamonti, eds. C. Mitchell and E. W. Bodnar, Transactions of the American
Philosophical Society 86.4 (Philadelphia, 1996): 19, n. 2; and C. G. Patrinelis, "KupLaKOk
6 'A'yKwVL'rT c Ka6 ' &j &v 'TiMpEaI. Tov e'ic T7Iv A,Xi v Tou EouXTrvou MWQ'tie* ToU HopftTOu

Kal 6 Xpo'VOS TOU AaVO:TOU Tou," EEBE 36 (1968): 152-162.
213 Patrinelis, '0 ©66wpoc, pp. 76-77, pointed out Ddthier's error by stating: SEv lrpoKELTa6 lrepi
Tov KupLaKOU dXX i 7repi Tov AlgµV qTp(ou 'A'ROKa11Kou Kup ftrj, ypaµµaTEcc Tov EouATavou.
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and of the scores of local inhabitants that the Turks had led from the peninsula. The
Greek captives themselves who were being taken away to the slave markets in Asia
Minor and the Orient conveyed this information to him. Perhaps his lamentation over the
fate of these wretched captives indicates that in a later period he would not remain
unmoved by the fate of the inhabitants of Constantinople. On this occasion he could do
no more than merely note the depressing incident in his diary and express his personal
sorrow over the incident.214 If so, it would have appeared normal to scholars of a later
period for Filelfo to appeal to Cyriacus, especially if these scholars were under the
impression that Kyriakos/Cyriacus and Kyritzes were the same person.

Surviving literary testimonies indicate that the actual "Kyritzes," that is, Demetrios
Apokaukos, had been active after the sack in aiding and perhaps even ransoming
captives. At the time of the sack Kyritzes' home was Adrianople, and many captives from
Constantinople were brought there in the months following the sack. Some he may have
known personally. Others he may have helped for his "soul," as Nikolaos Isidore did, if
we are to believe the pathetic letter of the clergymen from Kallipolis. The "Eu19Eac
XpovLK' records the following incident in regard to Patriarch Dionysios 1 (1466-1471,
1488-1490):215

'O be' KUp OLOVUOLOS...EX iv -yip Ev KWV0`TaVTLVOU1r6AEL...UQTEpOV bE yEVa11EVT11;

T1r1S dX&reWS EXoc3ov aUTOV ai.XµaXcerov ijy6paae f o&r6v TLS ?pxWV 6V6icrri
Ev TT1 'A6pLavouw6XEL.

Lord Dionysios ... had come to Constantinople ... later he was taken prisoner [in the
sack] and was bought by a nobleman called Kyritzes in Adrianople.

214 His text is quoted in PaL 2: 96, n. 57:...Quibus flebilibus auditis vocibus scis, vir clarissime,
quantum non egre molesteve ferre non potui audire trucem et pernitiosum illum Christiane
religionis hostem.... Nunc vero ignava quadam nostrarum incuria principum,
...Pelopon<n>ensiacum tam nobile et olim potentissimum Grecie regnum invadere licuisse. Proh
scelus! et heu prisca nostrorum generosissime gent is nobilitas! Nam et illatam huic genti
miserabilem a barbaris cladem, tametsi Grecos in homines et penas quodamodo dare merentes,
non sine gravi tamen nostre religionis iactura et magna Latini nominis indignitate, tam
lachrymabilem Christicolum calamitatem existimandam puto.... This journey of Cyriacus has been
discussed by S. P. Lampros, "KupLaKOs o i 'A'yKi vos Ev AaKWVLKT," NE 5 (1908): 414-423.

Unfortunately, Lampros was confused by the chaotic state of Cyriacus' manuscript and concluded,
with serious reservations, that the incident mentioned by Cyriacus belonged to the earlier visit of
1436. Also cf. D. G. Kampouroglous, OL XaAKOKopbuAaL: Movoypacpia (Athens, 1926; repr.
1996), pp. 122-126; and Bodnar, Cyriacus of Ancona, pp. 56-65. Cyriacus' diary has been edited
by R. Sabbadini, "Ciriaco d'Ancona e la sua descrizione autografa del Peloponneso trasmessa da
Leonardo Botta," in Miscellanea Ceriani. Raccolta di scritti originali per onorare la memoria di A.
M Ceriani (Milan, 1910), pp. 180-247. For interpolations in the manuscript, cf. E. W. Bodnar,
Cyriacus of Ancona and Athens, Collection Latomus 43 (Brussels, 1960): 57, n. 1. Recently the
definitive edition with English translation of Cyriacus' correspondence/diary has been published by
E. W. Bodnar with C. Foss, eds. and trans., Cyriac of Ancona: Later Travels, The I Tatti
Renaissance Library 10 (Cambridge, MA, and London, 2003).
215 "EKo9EUEq XpovLKil 56 (pp. 76-77).
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Slightly different is the version published in the Turcograecia: 216

Ko:L OTav ETroXEµ7quEV Tau'771y T'v KWvQTONTLV0V7roXLV aUTOS 6 aoUXT&Voq, 01rOU

TIjV TOTE KaL O at-r05 KUpLS ALOVUOLOS e& KaL E1r1'1AOV O:UTOV

O!LXI.Lc XWTov K(YL aXXwV TrOXXWV XpLUTLO:VWV dVbpWV, KaL 'yUVaLKWV, KaL

7raL8LWV. 'AyOpc c e SE aUTO'V, TOV KUPLOV OLOVUcLOV, ELc T'qV 'ASpLavovlroXLV...

apXWV, ovo Lc TL KaL TOV EXeu pwcE.

And when this sultan [Mehmed II] attacked and took Constantinople, this Lord
Dionysios was found there and was captured together with many other Christians,
men, women, and children. And a lord, by the name of Kyritzes, bought and liberated
him, Lord Dionysios, in Adrianople.

Dionysios provides a link with another important Christian personality active in the
Porte and in the patriarchate. Dionysios, ransomed by Kyritzes, somehow217 then earned
the friendship of the widow of Murad II, the Greco-Serbian Mara (d. 1487),218 who was
fiercely Orthodox and, in time, became involved in the affairs of the patriarchate.

216 Turcograecia 127. Cf. Crusius' own translation: Obsessa deinde a Sultano urbe, fuit intus etiam
Dionysius hic, et expugnata captus est cum ahis multis Christian is, viris, foeminis, et pueris.
Abductum autem Adrianopolin, emit vir quidam primarius, nomine Cyritza, et libertatem
vindicauit.
217 The literary testimonies praise his capabilities and education; he seems to have been trained by
Mark Eugenicus, the metropolitan of Ephesus, the pillar of Orthodoxy and predecessor of
Gennadios as the leader of the anti-unionists in Constantinople; cf., e.g., "Ethea.c Xpovtrci7 56 (p.
76): wpµ qTo µEv o11roc [SC. 6 ALOV(OLOc] EK IIEX07rovv'ij 0V' EXt9Wv 'yap Ev KWVUTav1LV0U1r6XEL

1roLS WV Tn XLKUY Av EV T iovij TWV Ma'7K(X'VWV, U1roTcKTLKOS 7ev6I.EVOS TOU 'EpfoOU TOU

E&yEVLKOU Kai Map' a'TOU Kal. 7raL&Ut36C, TI'V .OVaXLKT V 1rOXLTELO:V...EK -yap T'r)S

O1peT7js a&TOU...'yE'yOVE KaL LnTp07rOXLT iI . . Crusius, in his Turcograecia 127, records a similar,
more extensive paraphrase in less formal Greek. Cf. Crusius' own translation of this passage: Erat
patria eius in Peloponneso, quae nunc Moraea dicitur, aetateque puerulus, hue Constantinopolin
venerat et in Manganorum monastrio vixerat. Ibi Marco Eugenico Ephesi metropolitae se
subdiderat ministrum, qui ei victam praebens, in sacris etiam literis instituerat... Dionysius enituit
ut Metropolita...factus sit....
218 On Mara and her family, cf. I. A. Papadrianos, "TLvec oL AecµoL Tov BpavKO1iLT

(Brankovid) 7rp6c Tov OIKOV T @V IIaXaLOX6'cw," EEBE 12 (1964): 140-142; and D. M. Nicol, The
Byzantine Family of Kantakouzenos (Cantacuzenus) ca. 1100-1400: A Genealogical and
Prosopographical Study, Dumbarton Oaks Studies I I (Washington, 1988): no. 92, pp. 210-213; in
addition, cf. PLP 7: no. 17210, and Nicol, The Byzantine Lady: ch. 9 (pp. 110-120). Most recently,
cf. M. Popovid, "Mara Brankovid - Leben and Wirken einer Frau an der kulturellen Schnittstelle
zwischen Serben, Byzantinem and Osmanen," unpublished doctoral dissertation (Vienna, 2005);
and idem, Mara Brankovic. Eine Frau zwischen dem christlichen and dem islamischen Kulturkreis
im 15. Jahrh. Peleus. Studien zur Archaologie and Geschichte Griechenlands and Zyperns 45
(Ruhpolding, 2010), esp. pp. 63-97.
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Doukas,219 the historian of the fall, who mentions the circumstances of her return to
Serbia after the death of Murad, observed her devotion to Orthodoxy:22°

Tr1V SE ETEpuv aUTOU .t TpULCYV, TT1V $uyctw pa TOll SEa1rOTOV EEp[3k c ,

XP LfTLaVLKWTaTT1V 0UaaV...aTELXac,...1rpk1; TOV 1raTEpa aUTTic 1.1.ETa VE'yaX11S

Mt1141; TE KaL TL11T1S, EUEp'yErLac TE 7rXELawac Kai XWpac a1rOVELµac a&ri .

His [Mehmed's] other stepmother [Mara], the daughter of the despot of Serbia, who
was a very devout Christian, ...he sent ...to her father with great honor and glory and
he even gave her many gifts and regions.

This Serbian lady played an important role in the Greek court before the fall, as the last
emperor of Constantinople sought to marry her when he was searching for a bride who
would bring a substantial dowry to enrich his depleted treasury. Mara became available
when her husband, Sultan Murad II, died and she returned to her father, George
Brankovid (1427-1456) and to her stepmother Eirene Kantakouzene, in Serbia. Her own
mother, a Greek princess from Trebizond and the sister of Emperor John IV, had been the
first wife of George Brankovid. The negotiations with Constantinople in regard to Mara
came to nothing, for the widow herself seems to have effectively halted the diplomatic
plans for this union:221

'AXX' 6Up61gT1, OTL T1 aµTjpLaaa ESE' 1611 TOU &_OU Kat ETatEV, iVa EL SLa TLVOC,

TpolrOU EXEU&p60`1] aUTT9V a1rO TO OairLTL°V roU Taxa dv8pOs a&T1'1C aav8p(x eTEpov

ELC, 0X11v auT1'1C T71V WT)V Va µ118E E1rap'Q, aXXOC V0 11EV1i EXEU19Epa Kal, KaTe TO

8uva,ro'v 15EpaireioUaa TOV Tip' EXeui EpLO:V aUTT1 SESWKOTa.

But then it was discovered that the emir's [= sultan's] wife had prayed to God and had
made a vow that, if He should liberate her, in any way, from the house of her husband,
she would never marry again as long as she lived and she would remain free to
worship, as much as she could, Him who granted her freedom.

Mara and her family were horrified at the sack and fall of Constantinople in 1453, in
spite of the presence and the obligatory contribution of Serbian troops and professional

219 Fleming, p. 70, views Doukas as "an obscure figure," and conjectures without providing any
supportive evidence that he "seems to have been in the employ of the Genoese."
22° Doukas 33.11.
221 Sphrantzes, Chronicon Minus, 31.10-11 (followed verbatim by the sixteenth-century forgery,
the Chronicon Maius). On this ill-fated attempt to unite the Greek imperial family of the
Palaiologoi with the house of Serbia, cf. I. A. Papadrianos, "The Marriage-Arrangement between
Constantine XI Palaeologus and the Serbian Mara (1451)," Balkan Studies 6 (1965): 131-138, esp.
131-132. There has been no scholarly monograph on Mara, who exercised an important influence
in Serbia, in the Porte, and in the patriarchate after the fall; it is unfortunate that Zachariadou, dExa
TovpK .& "Eyypacpa, does not consider Mara's activities in her study.
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miners to the Ottoman forces during the siege.222 In time the ruling family of Serbia,
including Mara, ransomed one hundred nuns who had been enslaved in the sack and, by
the express order of Brankovid himself and of his wife, the Greek Eirene Kantakouzene, a
number of notable prisoners were then sent to Smederevo in Serbia.223 Mara's position
was ideal for mediation in the complicated situation that followed the fall of 1453. While
she was the widow of Sultan Murad II, she commanded respect at the Porte, and was
always treated with deference by Mehmed II himself 224 He must have appreciated her
staunch Orthodox position and anti-Catholic views.

Mara was instrumental in securing the elevation of Dionysios to the patriarchal
throne. As we have seen, Dionysios had been acquired by Kyritzes after the sack and
apparently managed to form a bond with Mara, who became impressed with his abilities,
as the "EKt ecnS XpovLKri reports:225 Kup &LOVUaLOC ' ev pLXLav d'KpaV LETa T'r14;

Kupcc Mopws...r'-rLc KQL ETLlLO: KaL Tyaira a&TOv th 7rvcuµaTLKo'V 7rrr pa, "Lord
Dionysios was a very close friend of Lady Mara...she loved him and honored him like a
spiritual father." Moreover, the language that is used in this text, in direct speech, implies
that there was a bond between Mara and Dionysios:226 EaTL ROL ELF KOaXo'Y'Ylpoc, "I have

a monk," repeated in less formal Greek, with the verb "to have" and without the dative of

222 J. Ka1i6, "'H EEp13La W IL Tl II76ci) TI'jc KuVaTaVTLV0U7r0'XEwc,` H"AAwail Tiic H6ATlc, ed. E.
Khrysos (Athens, 1994), pp. 193-208. Brankovid was said to have locked himself in a room and to
have refused to emerge for three days after he heard the news of the fall. For the contribution of the
Serbian contingents in the siege of 1453, cf. M. Philippides, "Urban's Bombard(s), Gunpowder,
and the Fall of Constantinople (1453)," BSEB, n.s. 4 (1999): 49 ff. The Serbian contingents of
Mehmed and the aid that was sent to the sultan were of particular concern to George Sphrantzes; cf.
Minus 36.7: ' A7r0 SE rijc EEp1Lac SuvaTOU i v roc vdt diroaTELXT] Xp LaTa KO:L Kpu()Lws a1r0
7rOXX& Lcpfl KaL dv$pwirouc OµoLwc SL' aiXXou Tp07rOV, ELBE Tic EVa OROX6V; NnL, dXTltMc
EaTELX V 7roXXc KO:L xprjµaTa Kai aVtOP67r0Uc EIC TOP atT)paV TroXLOpKOUVTa T1'IV 110XLV. Kat

68pLa'geuaav a rro c of TOUpKOL KaL 98ELt(XV OTL L801) KUL OL EEpSOL Kad' UµiV ELUL. On this

topic, cf. infra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of 1453," sec. I.
223 Kalid, pp. 200-201.
224 Her religious interests are further indicated by the fact that she acquired, through Mehmed, the
Monastery of Hagia Sophia near Thessaloniki; cf. F. Babinger, "Ein Freibrief Mehmeds II., des
Eroberers, fair das Kloster Hagia Sophia zu Saloniki, Eigentum der Sultanin Mara (1459)," BZ 44
(1951): 11-20; and MCT, pp. 161-163. In this document she is addressed by the sultan as "the
lady," in Greek and in Turkish: Aeairotva-Hatun. She also had ties with the monastery of Kosinitza
at Drama, with which she seems to have forged strong ties. This monastery attracted important
personalities from the patriarchate. She eventually retired to Daphni near Serres and near the
monastery of Kosinitza (or, more properly, Eikosiphoinissa), where she died and was buried. In the
same region, at the Monastery of Timios Prodromos, Gennadios II had also retired. After his death,
he was buried there. In 1854, his remains were transferred to Constantinople by order of Patriarch
Anthimos VI; cf. Zeses, p. 238, who records the epitaphs that were placed on his tomb in
Constantinople. On this monastery, cf. P. Papageorgiou, "Al Ee'ppai at Ta IIpoaaTELa Ta 7rEpt
Tai Ee'ppac Ka. T7 Movij 'Io ivvou Tou Epo8p6 iou," BZ 3 (1894): 225-329.
Z25 "EKt9EaLc XpovLKi] 55 (pp. 73-74); the text that Crusius published in the Turcograecia 126 does
not duplicate this sentence.
226 "EKZgeatc XpovLKil 55 (pp. 73-74).
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possession but with an emphatic possessive pronoun, in the text that Crusius included in
his Turcograecia,227 EXW 'vaV KaX6Y1IPOV LSLKO'V µo1), "I have this monk of mine."

The events that describe the selection of Dionysios I are discussed by the"EKt9EcLC,
XpoPLK77, which emphasizes the role that Mara played:228

TTIS KUpoc MapWc, j117puLc c OUaTIS TOU ai15EVTOs...µa6ovaa ,yap aiiTT1 Ta
cKc VbaXa...EKpLVEV 07CWS 7rOLTTOT1 TOV KUpLV ALOVUOLOV 7raTpLapXTIV...RaX()v y&p T1

KUpLa allTT1 ELC EV 1Y%)LOV apyvpOUV YXWpLo SUO XLXLasec E7rOpEUOT1 'trpOC TOv

a0E'VTTIV.'Epanjjaas oiv a&TTIV, TL EaTL TaiTa, W I1jTEp, SE EYTI, EOTL VOL EIS

KaXo'YTIpOS KUL 7CapaKOAW 7T V o ii evV LaV a0U 07rcc 7rOL1jOW aVTOV

7raTpLapXTIV. Apac Ta YAWpLa KaL EUXapLCJTt'ac c allTTIV EL7CEV 7rpOS cs&ri v,

7COLT1aoV, pilTEp o RouAEL.

Lady Mara, the stepmother of the lord [= Mehmed II]...heard of the scandals ... and
decided to appoint Lord Dionysios patriarch... this lady placed two thousand florins
on a silver tray and went to the lord. When he asked her `what are these for, mother?,'
she replied, `I have a monk and I ask your lordship to appoint him patriarch.' He took
the florins, thanked her, and said, `mother, do as you wish.'

The same information, with a few linguistic changes that betray a prototype composed in
the spoken idiom, and with a slightly different emphasis, is repeated by Crusius:229

71 SE KvpLa Map W, k T1NAT1ae Va K4L7 TOV aUTOV KUPLOV OLOVuaLOV, ETEAELWUE

Eaa ELS EVa Ta OV AWO KaLKaL TO EP'YOV. KaL ERaAE µ 'LV aP'YUP P,La XLALaSas SU ,
Ta E7nIPE KaL U7r71YE KaL elrpooKUVT1aE TOV aUTOV aoUATaVOV, RaaI6VTa KUL aUTa.

Kai ce TT1V E'LSEV 0 oouXTaVOS T7jV epW'T1aEV, OTL TL ELVaL TaJT0 TCY cPX apLa µE TO

apYUpOV Ta)LV, W µT1TEpa aUTY1 SE a7tEKpLN KaL E'L'1rEV' OTL EXW EVaV KaX6yi Pov

ESLKOV [LOU KaL 7rapaKaX O TT1V RaaiXeLov a0U Va TOV KaµW 7r r rpLapXT1V.' E7rjPe Yap

6 aouXTavoc Ta' tpAWpLa KUL eVXapLaTT1ce 7roXXO'f TTjc N.TITpULO:S 701) 07rO11 TOD

EKaµE To:UTTIV T'V autT1aLV. T6TE TTc AEYEL' Ka1.LE, LTlrepa LOU, EKELVO, 07roO

ttEAELS.

Lady Mara conceived the desire to appoint the same Lord Dionysios, and completed
her task. She placed two thousand florins on a silver tray and, holding the coins, went

227 Turcograecia 126; Crusius' translation: habeo quendam monachum, mihi proprium.
228 'EK6EOLc XpovLKri 55 (pp. 73-74).
229 Turcograecia 126-127; cf. Crusius' own translation of this passage, which changes "florins" to
"ducats": Interim Regina Maria, quae animo conceperat de Dionysio faciendo, id etiam in opus
perduxit. Duo nanque ducatorum millia in lance argenteam coniecit; cum his ad Sultanum accessit,
eum adorauit, aurum manibus portans. Quam ut ille videt interrogauit eam: Quid sibi, mea mater,
istud auri cum argentea lance.... Respondit haec Habeo quendam monachum, mihi proprium,
quem, quaeso, mihi per maiestatem tuam liceat facere Patriarcham. Accepit Sultanus aurum,
magnas gratias nouercae suae egit quae tantam ipsi accessionem fecerat. Tunc ei dicit: Face, mea
mater, istud quod uis.
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to pay her respects to the sultan. When the sultan saw her, he asked: `Mother, what are
these florins on the silver tray?' She replied: `I have this monk of mine and I ask your
Majesty to appoint him patriarch.' The sultan took the florins, thanked his stepmother
profusely, who had just granted him this raise. He said: `Mother, do as you wish.'

The choice of Dionysios does not seem to have agreed with the wishes of the
Trebizondian nobles, who probably resented the influence that the Serbian Mara
exercised in the Porte and over the sultan in particular. While actual details and the actual
personalities involved remain shrouded in mystery, certain individuals accused Dionysios
of having converted to Islam during his captivity, before Kyritzes ransomed him. In front
of an assembly of clerics, Dionysios had to provide visible proof that he was not
circumcised. This travesty of injustice forced him to retire to the monastery that was
patronized by Mara:230

...OUKOQONT'ricaVTES aUTOV OTL EOTL 7repLTETl1.mJ.EVOS EK TWV 'IOlAa71XLTWV WV 1rEp

ELXOV cirrV 80UXOV...EVV6601) aU'YKpOT1gdELa'r c Kau OUVa EWS OUK 6XLy71S

yevaµEV11;, KaL E1rLOK61TWV TWV TAO; IIOXe(C LEPEWV KaL O:PXOVTWV KaL

TOU KOLVOU Xaoll 7rX'lldoc.... 'EyEp 61; EV uuaW TOU 1rXY11IloUC KOCL a"PUc Ta

Kpc a1CEba TWV L[torr' v aUTOU E'8e a 1r&OL Tocc OapKac aUTOU...KCYL Lb6VTES

Et,E1wX0''y110aV... oU y&p 'I1V OapKOS a'Y11AELOV, EL µ7j ii6voV OIKpOV 8epµrTOC...615E0)S

E f1AOE TAI; E7[OpEUt9T1 EV TTY l.LOV Tnc

[They] charged that he had been circumcised by the Ishmaelites [Turks] when he had
been their slave. Then a synod was convened and was attended by a large gathering of
hierarchs, bishops, priests, and archons of the City, and the common people.... So he
rose and stood in the middle... he lifted his robes by the edges and displayed his flesh
to all. . .they were amazed at the sight: he bore no marks. There was nothing but
foreskin.... Without delay he left the City... and went to the Kosinitzos Monastery.

Perhaps the rude treatment of Dionysios by the Greek clerics and his flock was a
warning to Mara to stay out of the affairs of the church. The Trebizondian noblemen then
went on the offensive to appoint their own candidate:231 'Ave3LRaaav bE 1ra'XLv ELS Tov
1raTpLaPXLKOV ilPOVOV TOV KUpLV EUµEWVa RETa 1rEOKEOLOU ppXWp%a XLXLa''bas bUo,

"[they] raised again Lord Symeon to the patriarchal throne with a peckec of two thousand
florins." In 1474 Mara reasserted her authority and managed to elevate her own
candidate. She now selected one of her compatriots, a Serbian monk, Raphael. All
surviving Greek sources demonstrate contempt and bias against Raphael 232 The literary

230 "Exr9EaLc XpovLxrl 57-58 (pp. 76-78).
231 Ibid., 59 (p. 78).
232 Cf., e.g., the language of Document VI, fol. 193r (Apostolopoulos, p. 143; once again we have
restored the missing iota subscripts): cp<a>1 Xou µovov -r @v ToLOUTwv P«cpatjX EKELVOU Tou

TpL(3aXou [= Serb], k «VaL8&YT«T« 6L& r c Etw K«L IOvrlc Tj EKKX1lcLc 7rpooE3aXe PLa.

Further evidence in regard to Greek bias against the Serbian monk is encountered in various
contemporary GXebLa from the patriarchate published by Paize-Apostolopoulou. In these writings
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tradition preserves the same bias against Raphael. The'"EK&VCs XPOPtK77233 singles out
his inordinate fondness for alcohol, his foreign accent, and his inability to learn Greek:

'Ev QUTW T) KO:LPW EVE'OCV'q TLC, LEpOl1.OVaXO1; OVOIA,cTL 'Pacpc X OpIWLEVoc EK
EEpI3Lac, I.LEIaUaOS K(A OLvoir&Tq,;.... Hv -yap To60u'rov RE'61U00S WS Kr i TTa «ry(«

Kal µeyc Xi IIapavKEUT1 EV TOLS TpolrapLOLS 6K 1ISl)VcrrO a'nlvaL EK TTIS [LENS,
&XX' E7rL7rTE TO SEKaVLKLOV EK TWV XELpWV aUTOU. 'ENiLaouv -Yap QUTOV oL 7raVTEs,

TO EK T71S TO 8E\ EK TTIS L XXOryXWT(ac.

At that time there came to prominence a hieromonk named Raphael from Serbia. He
had a tendency to drink and he loved wine.... He was so addicted to drinking that
even on Holy and Good Friday he was unable to stand during chanting on account of
his condition. His crook kept falling to the ground. Everybody hated him, some
because of his drinking and others because of his foreign speech.

The same document continues to state that the "magnates" secured this position for him.
Presumably, they must have comprised the faction that was friendly to Mara.234 He was
unable to meet his financial obligations to the Porte, as he received no assistance
whatsoever from his Greek clerics or from lay officials at the patriarchate. He was then
taken to prison, where he subsequently died while still wearing irons:235

llepaw)&vToc bE oUV TOU xpoVOU OUK 7jbuv1ir) SOUVaL TO XapaYTLOV' oU -Yap 'YIV TLS

O 130714Cov QUTG), OUTE EK T0+)V KX'IPLKWV OUTS EK TWV XaLKWV. ' 'Yap EpaXov
QUTOV EV T , pUXaKA KaL 1rEPL1raTWV TTIC aXuooU ETEAEUTUIOE KaKWC.

When the deadline came, he was unable to pay the harac, for no one from among the
officials or the laymen helped him. He was deserted and was imprisoned. He walked
around carrying his chains before he suffered an evil death.

Raphael is mentioned with particularly loaded descriptions: 6 KaKWc TAc EKKX1a'Lac

E7rL[3dc ' Pagxd X (p. 89), adding that he was a OKU$oyEV7jS Kal [3kp13apoc .
233 61 (p. 80).
234 "EKZYEO'L,r XpOYLK'n 61 (p. 80): EXWV gAouS EK TWV µE'YLOTaVWV E7ro(..710EV i'1To b( Ka$'
EKaOTOV Xpo'VOV pXWpLa XLXLOIbac b60 Kal 7reOKEOLOV [= peckes] %oXWp(a 'REVTaKOaLa.
235 Ibid. Crusius translates these passages, with considerable elaboration from the variant Greek
document in his possession, as follows in his Turcograecia 130: nunquam sobrius erat, sedsemper
ebrius. Quod ut magis credatur, aio, ipso venerando magnae Parasceues [= Good Friday] die,
quando sanctissimae passionis D<omini> poster Iesu Christi meditationi inuigilandum erat, ipsum
vino oppletum fuisse. Stetisse quidem in throno verum prae ebrietate consistere non potuisse, sed
de manu eius sceptrum sacrum cecidisse.... Qua de causa omnibus odio fuit, tum consecrates
hominibus, tum laicis; idque partim propter quotidianam temulentiam partim propter lingua
ruditatem. Graeca enim non callebat, sed tantum Seruice [= Serbian] sciebat; quoniam...e Seruia
genus ducebat. On Raphael, whose tenure on the patriarchal throne needs further attention and
research, cf. Zachariadou, A iwx Toupxcx8t °Eyypacpa, pp. 73-75.
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All of this information comes down to one essential point. In the years following the
sack, as the Greek patriarchate was being organized as "a department in charge of an
infidel community" within the Ottoman Islamic state, in such a way as to re-emphasize
its Orthodox heritage and intransigent policies against the Catholic Church with the
obvious political aim of distancing the conquered Greeks from Europe, there rose one
important person among the Orthodox-conquered Greeks: Mara of Serbia, the widow of
Murad II and the respected stepmother of Mehmed II. Mara was in a position to establish
and to maintain a bond with the past and to remind many of the sultan's conquered and
humbled subjects of the lost glories of the past. As time passed, she played an important
role in the Levant. Taking advantage of her relationship with the sultan, Mara was able to
become an undisputed patron of Orthodox culture and, at the same time, she was able to
maintain, in style, a sort of court236 within the realm of the sultan.

In time Mara severed all ties with her relatives in Serbia237 and came to live within the
sultan's realm under her stepson's protection. Mehmed himself granted her large
territories238 and she was able to live out the remainder of her life in comfort and in style.
Her important position in the politics of the Levant has often been noted and scholars
have often remarked upon her role as a mediator between east and west, as a buffer
between the Porte and Venice. 39 Mara's activities, encouragement, and patronage of
literature in those dark days certainly need further scholarly investigation and scrutiny,
and have not been adequately examined by historians. Because of her influential position,
there is no doubt that the intellectuals of the period flocked to her. She forged very
important ties with the patriarchate and with particular patriarchs, some of whom she had
championed. These individuals gravitated around her and often lived under her care in the
territories granted to her by her stepson. It is not an accident that she had friendly ties
with Gennadios II, and that Dionysios I, after his ejection from the patriarchal throne,
returned to her, became her confessor, and spent the balance of his life in the proximity of
her court.

Mara had numerous ties in every court and important family in the Levant, and
belonged to an international family whose members had been widely scattered as a
consequence of the Ottoman conquest of the Balkans. She boasted of her Greek ancestry
and heritage, maintained close ties to the families of the Komnenoi of Trebizond and the
Palaiologoi of Greece, was acknowledged as the revered stepmother of Mehmed II, the
reigning sultan, and as the widow of Sultan Murad II, and was celebrated as a noble

236 In some documents of this period she is identified as an Imperatrix; cf. Nicol, The Byzantine
Family, p. 213, n. 8.
237 In 1456 Mara fled from Serbia with her sister after the death of her father and mother. She first
lived in Adrianople and then moved on to Serres. Finally, she settled at Daphni, near Serres, in the
vicinity of Mount Athos, whose monasteries she patronized. She even granted annual incomes to
these religious foundations. On this, cf. A. Fotid, "Despina Mara Brankovid and Hilandar. Between
the Desired and the Possible," in Osam vekova Hilandar [Eight Centuries of Hilandar] (Belgrade,
2000), pp. 93-100.
23s Supra, n. 220.
239 The Venetians, in particular, courted Mara, whom they had calculated would be of use in their
various negotiations with the Porte; cf. Nicol, The Byzantine Family, p. 213; and idem, The
Byzantine Lady, pp. 110-119.
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Serbian lady with influential relatives residing in Italy, while her sister Catherine had
married Ulrich II, the count of Cilly. After her husband's assassination in 1453, Catherine
joined Mara and lived on her estates. It was only natural that Mara would play this
consequential role at a critical time for the diverse cultures in the Balkans. We know of
one author, Theodore Spandounes or Spandugnino, a Greco-Venetian of Byzantine noble
heritage, who resided for some time at Mara's court and absorbed a great amount of
information that he would eventually incorporate into his book. He spent his formative
years close to Mara, who was his great-aunt; his father had sent him to her after his
mother's death, ca. 1490.240 Spandounes gained much knowledge about the Turks and
their culture while he lived with Mara, and when he returned to the west he was able to
produce a synthesis and pass on to the European world his knowledge of the Turks and of
the last years of medieval Greece, even adding incidents in his history that must have
reached him through oral tales told to him by his aunts.241 In some ways Spandounes has
preserved in his narrative the recollections of numerous family members that were linked
to some of the important kinsmen on every side, defender and besieger, and were
involved in the monumental event.

It would not come as a surprise to discover that Mara maintained a literary circle and
it was through her circle that early histories after the fall were composed. As matters now
stand, the existence of this literary circle must remain hypothetical. However, its
existence is more than likely, given the role that Mara played among the Orthodox
peoples of the time. And it would not come as a surprise if we were to posit, but with a
cautionary note, that Mara had played a role in the revival of learning after the fall and
that some of authors of texts that we have encountered, such as the "Erczgeats Xpovucrl or
some (if not all) of the Greek sources of Crusius, had been forged in some way through
members of Mara's coterie.242

240 His mother was a Kantakouzene and refugee from Constantinople who settled in Venice, where
she married the Greek soldier, Matthaios Spandounes. Her name is given as Eudokia; cf. Nicol, The
Byzantine Family, no. 102, pp. 230-233. Furthermore, Eudokia was related to the Notaras family,
as Anna, the daughter of the last grand duke, Loukas Notaras, was her aunt. It was probably in
Anna's retinue that Eudokia came to Italy before the siege of 1453.
241 His account of the last days of the empress of Trebizond, known as "Antigone" of medieval
Greece, because of her insistence on burying her dead relatives despite the sultan's prohibition,
seems to derive from a family anecdote and tales told in his great-aunt's home. Cf. the first English
translation of this work, D. M. Nicol, Theodore Spandounes. On the Origin of the Ottoman Sultans
(Cambridge, 1997), p. xv; the original Italian text was edited and published by C. N. Sathas,
Theodore Spandugnino, Patritio Constantinopolitano, De la origine deli Imperatori Ottoman,
orodoni de la torte, forma del querregiare lore, religione, rito, et costumi de la natione, in
Documents inedits relatifs a 1'histoire de la Grece au Moyen Age 9 (Paris, 1890; repr. Athens,
1972): 133-261.
242 For the interrelationships of the texts cited in this chapter, cf. the stemma, fig. I (p. 92).
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VI. A Note on Turkish Accounts of the Siege

Little has been said about the Turkish sources thus far for the main reason that they
represent meager narratives,243 with such an overwhelming poetic imagery that they
become difficult, if not impossible, for the historian seeking facts about the siege.
Further, they are not readily available because of the frustrating lack of translations. Also,
the texts have never been transliterated into the modem Turkish script, nor have they
been widely disseminated.244 A note nevertheless on four important texts is in order.

I. There exists a letter by Mehmed 5ems el-Mille ve'd Din (= sufi 5eyh Aq-
5emseddin), who had been born in Damascus but had spent some years at the Porte and
was present during the siege and sack of Constantinople. He was associated in some way
with Baltoglu, the Ottoman admiral until the naval defeat by Christian relief ships on
April 20, 1453.245 This letter survives in a lone manuscript246 and H. Inalcik, Fatih Devri
Uzerinde Tetkiklev ve Vesikalar [The Conqueror Cycle, With Regard to Investigations
and Documentation], Turk Tarih Kurumu (Ankara, 1954), pp. 217-218, first published
the text. There exists no published English translation but the Italian rendition without the

243 Illustrative of the paucity of Ottoman Turkish sources relative to the fall of Constantinople is a
contemporaneous fifteenth-century anonymous chronicle, Tevarih-i AN Osman, attributed
variously to <Ashikpashazade, Rusten Pasha, among others. Only a short chapter of this annal
addresses Mehmet II and his conquest in 1453 of the imperial city of Constantine. Emphasis is also
placed upon Haul Pasha and his relationship to Loukas Notaras, the Byzantine grand duke, both of
whom we discuss at length in successive chapters. For editions of the chronicle under that title, cf.
those of 'Ari, esp. pp. 141-144, in Ottoman Turkish (Istanbul, 1332 AH/1914); the facsimile
edition, also in Ottoman Turkish, of the Cambridge University Library ms. Gq 6.33, ff. 346-381
(Cambridge, 2004); and in Romanized Turkish the editions of K. Atik (Ankara, 2001); and of N.
Atsiz, in Osmanli Tarihleri 1 (Istanbul, 1949): 79-318, esp. 191-194. Of importance for our study is
the brief chapter in English by B. Lewis, ed. and trans., Islam from the Prophet Muhammad to the
Capture of Constantinople: 1: Politics and War (New York and Oxford, 1974; repr. 1987): 144-
148. Notable is the fact that C. F. Robinson, Islamic Historiography (Cambridge, 2003) does not
address Ottoman Turkish historians and sources, and these are excluded from any discussion.
244 Paradoxically, while the Turkish sources most probably devote their attention to the military
aspects of the siege and conquest of Constantinople, the significance and importance of the events
were not lost upon Arabic writers, whose attention was devoted to Mehmed II and his glorious
success at conquest. The Arabic writers reflect an Arabic Ottoman tradition and they were aware of
the political, religious, and commercial importance of the imperial city. Fortunately, their sources
have survived and are more readily available than the Turkic. Noteworthy are the works of Ibn
Khaldun, The Muqaddimah, trans. F. Rosenthal (Princeton, 1967), passim; idem, Kitab al-'ibar
(Beirut, 1979), 1.579; Ibn Taghfibird-i, Hawadith al-duhur fi mada al-ayyam wa al-shuhur, ed. M.
Clzz al-D-i (Beirut, 1990), 2.453; Ibn lyas, Bada'i` al-zuhur f waga'i' al-duhur, ed. M. Mustafa
(Wiesbaden, 1972), 2.316; and Al-Qaramani b. Yusuf, Akhbar al-duwal wa athar al-uwalfi
al-tarikh, eds. A. Hutayt and F. Sa'd (Beirut, 1992), 3.27. For a synthesis of these and other works
relative to the fall, cf. Nadia Maria El Cheikh, Byzantium Viewed by the Arabs, Harvard Middle
Eastern Monographs, 36 (Cambridge, MA, and London, 2004), esp. 213-217.
245 On this holy man, cf H.-J. Kissling, "Aq Sems ed-Din, ein ttirkischer Heiliger aus der Endzeit
von Byzanz," BZ 44 (1951): 322-333.
246 In the Top Kapi Palace, Topkapz Sarayi Muzesi Arcivi 5584.
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original text is included in CC 1: 301-303, which was accomplished from an unpublished
English translation by R. Murphy.247 A biography of the sufi termed gesta et vita by
Inalcik248 survives in numerous manuscripts. It is entitled Manakib-i Aq &mseddin
[shams al-Din] by Seyyid Husayn Enisi. The text remains to be translated, edited, and
published.249

II. Probably the most important eyewitness account of the fall of Constantinople in
various manuscript forms in Turkish was composed by Tursun Beg, who authored a
narrative titled: Tarih-i Abu'l Fath [also rendered as Tarih-i Ebii'l-Feth], A History by
Abu'l Fath 250 Tursun Beg was a courtier in the entourage of Mahmud Pasha, a vizier of
Mehmed II, whose service he had entered after the conquest of Constantinople, probably
in 1456. He remained loyal to him, even after Mahmud had been discredited. In fact,
most of the narrative is devoted to the purpose of vindicating Mahmud's policies 251
Tursun Beg completed his work after 1488, during his retirement. His account is more
important for the years following the siege, because in those years Tursun Beg had access
to the most important councils that took place at the Porte. Since he was present during
the siege, he has devoted a few sections of his narrative to the operations and provides
some valuable observations on the phases of the last battle. Additionally, his narrative
presents a different explanation concerning the death of Constantine XI, who, according
to Tursun Beg, fled with members of his retinue when, by chance, the entourage
encountered a group of azab soldiers in a neighborhood within Constantinople. During
the skirmish that followed, Constantine XI lost his mount and his life but other members
of the emperor's retinue were captured. It is unfortunate that Tursun Beg does not
mention the names of the individuals involved and does not identify the neighborhood
where the skirmish had occurred. The Turkish text of his account in the old Ottoman
Arabic script has been published in a facsimile edition of the Aya Sofya manuscri pt,252

247 This letter reveals that the sufi had become a spiritual guide, a murcid, to Mehmed. The sultan
had asked him to calculate the propitious astrological date on which the conquest of Constantinople
would occur. The sufi did so, but on that day the Christians won a victory (perhaps this is a
reference to the defeat of the Ottoman fleet by the Christian relief ships). In the letter the ,ceyh
blames the failure of the sultan's navy on the fact that numerous soldiers were not true Muslims but
had been forced to convert to Islam. He concludes that God revealed to him in a dream that the
sultan would be ultimately victorious. Cf. Inalcik, "Istanbul: An Islamic City," pp. 250-251.
248 Ibid., p. 250, n. 9.
249 M. Faya, "Aq 5emseddin," Diss. University of Ankara, sine anno, as cited by Inalcik, "Istanbul:
An Islamic City," p. 250, n. 9.
u0 This work is essentially a panegyric on the reigns of Mehmed II and his son and successor
Bayezid II. Cf. K. Inan, "The Incorporation of Writings on Periphery in Ottoman Historiography:
Tursun Bey's Comparison of Mehmed II and Bayezid II," in Ottoman Borderlands: Issues,
Personalities, and Political Changes, eds. K. H. Karpat and R. W. Zens (Madison, 2003), pp. 105-
117.
251 On Mahmud Pasha, cf. T. Stavrides, The Sultan of Vezirs: The Life and Times of the Ottoman
Grand Vezir Mahmud Pasha Angelovi6 (1453-1474). The Ottoman Empire and Its Heritage,
Politics, Society and Economy 24 (Leiden, Boston, and Cologne, 2001).
252 Numerous manuscripts of this important and popular text have survived, including the important
text in Vienna, on which the earlier edition by M. Arif was based: Tarih-i Ebu'l-Feth sultan
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with a summary (unfortunately not a complete) translation in English: H. Inalcik and R.
Murphy, The History of Mehmed the Conqueror by Tursun Beg, Bibliotheca Islamica
(Minneapolis and Chicago, 1978). An Italian translation of selections dealing with siege,
by M. Grinaschi, without the original text, can be found in CC 1: 306-331.

III. Although scholars have questioned the accuracy of Evliya celebi's Seyahatname
[Travel Book],253 known also as Ta 'rah-i seyyah [The Traveller's Book],254 the work
merits attention because it contains historical information and elements of Ottoman
folklore concerning the fall of Constantinople in 1453 not found in any other sources.
Evilya celebi, a pen name, the son of the dervish Mehmed ZiII"i who was a master
goldsmith or chief jeweler in the Ottoman court, was born in the Unkapan quarter of
Constantinople on 10 Muharam 1020 [25 March 1611] 255 He died 1095 H. [1684]. The
Seyahatname is important because it records his travels and observations, including
obvious exaggerations, for a period of approximately forty-two years. Of concern for this
present study is Book 1, ch. 11, of the Pertev Paya ms., nrs. 458-462, Topkapi Saray,256
dating to 1742 (bound as Bagdat Koyku 304), of which 458a is of particular concern to us
and provides invaluable vignettes on the fall of Constantinople and specifically Gill
Camii, the former Church of Hagia Theodosia. We will address the events and mythology

Mehmed chdn [A History of the Eternal Conquest of the Sultan Mehmed the Khan] (Istanbul, 1330
[=1912]). All other surviving manuscripts in existence are listed by H. tnalcik and R. Murphy,
trans., The History of Mehmed the Conqueror by Tursun Beg, Bibliotheca Islamica (Minneapolis
and Chicago, 1978), pp. 24-27; the list of manuscripts in CC 1: 306 is incomplete.
213 Unfortunately, there exists no good critical edition of this work. Volume I of the Ottoman
Turkish edition of the Seyahatnane (Constantinople, 1313 H. [1895-1896]) is heavily edited to
reflect political, religious, and cultural interests of that century, and is of little value to serious
scholars. We should further note that ch. 11, which concerns us, is given as ch. 10 in this volume.
For an extended bibliography on the manuscripts and published editions of this work, cf. F.
Taeschner, "Die neue Stambuler Ausgabe von Evlija Tschelebis Reisewerk," Der Islam 18 (1929):
299-310; M. C. Baysun, "Evliya Celebi," IA 4 (1945): 400-412, esp. 410-412; idem, "Evliya
Celebi'ye dait notlar [Evliya Celebi, Concerning His Office]," Tiirkiyat Mecmuast 12 (1955): 257-
264; P. A. MacKay, "The Manuscripts of the Seyahatname of Evliya Celebi," Der Islam 25 (1975):
278-298; and F. tz, "Evliya Celebi ve Seyahatnamesi [Evliya Celebi and the Seyahatname],"
Bogazgi Universite Dergisi 7 (1979): 61-79. The most recent and acceptable edition of vol. 1 is that
of MegkOre Eren, Evliya celebi Seyahatnamesi birinci cildinin kaynaklara iizerinde bir araytarma
[Evliya Celebi's Seyahatname, the First Nonreligious Source. An Original Source for Investigation]
(Istanbul, 1960).
' Vienna ms. Fliigel no. 1281.
211 For the life and adventures of Evliya Celebi, cf. Baysun, "Evliya Celebi," pp. 400-410; idem,
"Evliya Celebi dait notlar," pp. 257-264; J. H. Mordtmann-[H. W. Duda], "Ewliya Celebi," EI 2
(1963): 717-720; Evliya celebi in Diyarbekir. The Relevant Section of the Seyahatname, ed. and
trans. with commentary by M. van Bruinessen and H. Boeschoten, Evliya Celebi's Book of Travels.
Land and People of the Ottoman Empire in the Seventeenth Century. A Corpus of Partial Editions,
1 (Leiden, New York, Copenhagen, and Cologne, 1988): 3-5; and Evliyd Tchelebi, La Guerre des
Tures. Recits de batailles (extraits du "Livre de voyages'), trans. from the Ottoman Turkish with
annotations by F. Bilici (Arles and Paris, 2000), pp. 14-21.
216 Cf. H. Turkovi, "Le siege de Constantinople d'apres le Seya4atnae d'Evliya Celebi," BS 14
(1953): 1-13.
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associated with the Church of Hagia Theodosia in ch. IV, "Myths, Legends, and Tales:
Folk History," part IV: "The Last Imperial Tomb: Hagia Theodosia?" His historical
information may be based on an ancestral tradition, of a participant in the siege and
pillaging of Constantinople by Ottoman seamen and land forces based in the Golden
Horn. While this portion of the book does contain family legends, Evliya was much
interested in the geography and architecture of the city, tales of prophets and local saints,
and religious practices, among other interests.

IV. Finally, it should be mentioned that a valuable work from the Ottoman period has
been recently published in a scholarly translation. While it is not a contemporaneous
account of the siege, it does contain substantial amounts of valuable information about
the fate of the churches of Constantinople and the circumstances that led to their
conversion to mosques over the passage of centuries. Some scholars, who could read the
Ottoman script, have made use of this work in their accounts of the siege. 57
Nevertheless, this valuable document, which was first composed in the eighteenth
century but was not published until the nineteenth, had been inaccessible to western
scholars, in general. This important source was finally published in English translation
with valuable and extensive notes: The Garden of the Mosques, translated and annotated
by Crane.

257 E.g., Paspates, lloAwopK%a icai "AAWaLS.
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Chapter 2

Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope,
a Merchant, and a Boy

1. "Richerio": Ghost of an Eyewitness

Early on the morning of May 29, 1453, the Ottoman troops of Sultan Mehmed II broke
through the ancient double fortifications and an organized three-day sack of the hapless
city began. While some modern scholars believe that the sultan terminated the sack at the
end of the first day, violating a promise that he made to his troops,' there is the testimony
of eyewitnesses who insist that the sack continued beyond the first day. Thus Leonardo,
who was a prisoner of the Turks, just for a short interval before being ransomed probably
on the first day, states that the sack lasted three days:2 Triduo igitur decursam civitatem
depopulatamque... relinquunt, "in three days of pillage they left the city without its
population." His testimony is confirmed by other credible witnesses and by the official
report of Angelo Giovanni Lomellino, the Genoese podesta of Pera, to the authorities in
Genoa:3 Posuerunt dictum locum [sc. Constantinopolim] ad saccum, per dies tres, "they
subjected the aforementioned place [sc. Constantinople] to a three day sack." Scholarios,
who became the first patriarch of the captive Greeks after the sack, also states that on the
next day, May 30, the Turks were still enslaving individuals:4 KaL avTLKa REV TT1V TWV

vuVSLecfevyoRcv pgirly [sc. on May 29], T SE E11LOV6i1 [sc. on May 30]
Similarly, Benvenuto of Ancona, another eyewitness to the events,

speaks of a sack that went on beyond the first day:5 Item quod per duos dies dedit

' H. Inalcik, "The Policy of Mehmed II toward the Greek Population of Istanbul and the Byzantine
Buildings of the City," DOP 23/24 (1969/1970): 231-249 [= ch. 5 in H. Inalcik, The Ottoman
Empire: Conquest, Organization and Economy (London, 1978)]; at this point Inalcik appears to
follow FC, p. 148.
2 PG 159: 42.
3 It was first edited and published by de Sacy, pp. 74-79; it was subsequently edited by Belgrano,
no. 149, pp. 229-233; and again it was published by lorga, "Notes et extraits," pp. 105-108. It has
been translated into English by Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 131-135.
More recently, an edition with improved text and Italian translation appeared in CC 1: 42-51.
4 Oeuvres completes de Gennade Scholarios, eds. L. Petit, X. A. Siddridds, and M. Jugie, I (Paris,
1929): 227-288: the eulogy on the death of his nephew entitled 'E1rvrctptoS 'ri RaKapi,(D eeo&6p(u
'r EoYur.vc, E.v T1j Lepi ROUT) Toi BaToire&ou TapCVTL, OV Llr6V El; U1ro'ydou 6 15 Log auToi

SLos RovoxOc E1rL TW Ta'tp(D, Ee1rTELRpLou KTj , ,SCI e Emus, esp. p. 279.

5 Pertusi, "The Anconitan Colony," pp. 199-218. An English translation of this document appears
in Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman Sultans, pp. 197-201. The Latin text
with Italian translation is also printed in TIePN, pp. 4-5.
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civitatem et singula adpredam sakmannis, "item: for two days he allowed the city and its
buildings to be sacked by his looters."

The events of the long siege (April 3-May 29) created a vivid impression in the
literature of the period, both in the east and the west. This fascination with the death
throes of the medieval Greek state extended well into the sixteenth century, when
"sources" containing genuine or fabricated memories of the events surrounding the siege
were still being published in Europe. In fact, it was the sixteenth century that witnessed
the first printed collections of eyewitness accounts of the siege of 1453.6 The fabricated,
elaborated, or even forged accounts that appeared further testify to the unprecedented
popularity of primary source materials, which were still actively sought and unearthed by
hook or by crook.

Nineteenth-century scholars continued this tradition and turned their attention to the
publication of primary source materials, whether in archival or in literary form, that they
discovered in numerous libraries of Europe and Ottoman Turkey. Printed editions of
individual accounts and impressive collections of various narratives were then published.
Thus the nineteenth century "discovered," among others, Kritoboulos and the valuable
journal of Nicolo Barbaro. The most significant collection of early pertinent materials
was completed by Dethier and Hopf,7 and it brought to the attention of the scholarly
world an account of the siege by an individual whose name, it was assumed, was
Christoforo Richerio, whose Italian text the two editors reproduced from Francesco
Sansovino's earlier book,8 as was correctly observed by Paspates in the late nineteenth
century.9 In their eagerness to preserve and print all available sources, scholars of that
century occasionally displayed an uncritical eye but, in general, one can only be
impressed by such Herculean labors that provided the foundations for further serious
scholarly investigations of the siege. However, the scholarly evaluation of sources with
meticulous application of textual criticism through Quellenforschung was largely left to

e One of the most influential collections, as we have seen, is Francesco Sansovino's Historia
universale dell'origine et imperio de Turchi. On the various editions of this work and on
Sansovino's importance, cf. Zachariadou, To XpovLKO r@v TotpKwv EOUXT&'veV, ch. 3; and E.
Cochrane, Historians and Historiography in the Italian Renaissance (Chicago and London, 1981),
pp. 333-336, 378-383.
7 MHH, 21.1, and 22.1.2. On this, cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453."
8 Francesco Sansovino's work, Gl'annali Turcheschi overo vite de principi della casa Ottomana.
Ne quali si descrivono di tempo in tempo tutte le guerre fatte dalla natione de Turchi in diverse
Provincie del Mondo con molti particolari della Morea et delle case nobili dell'Albania, &
dell'Imperio & stato de Greci (Venice, 1573); and his popular Historia universale, which contains
the Richerio account, pp. 269-272. In addition to D6thier's MHH, lorga also produced a multi-
volume collection of pertinent archival material: NE 1-6, while Lampros also produced a collection
of literary and popular lamentations on the fall: "Movw&aL Kal Enl TT 'AAOIUEL T9jc

KWvoTONTLvou1r0X6wc," pp. 190-270. In more recent times CC 1, CC 2, and TIePN have become
essential to any scholar interested in the siege, but these collections contain only selections and in
some cases the selections appear only in Italian translation without the original text. Cf. supra, ch.
1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453."
9 Paspates, IIoALopKta Kul' "AAwnL , pp. 28-29: XpLUTO&POpoC 'PLXEpLOc. 'H &XWGLC TTIS

KWVOTav,rLV0U7r6XEWC, EV ETEL 1453W Ka'T L T1jv EKboaLV Tou ' payKLUKOU Eavc o1LV0U EV 'r

7ra'YKOU4lL4) LUTOpLAY I-qc; apxTlC KaL TOU Kpcbouc row TOUpKWV, iv BeveTLq 1564. BL13. F', pp. 63-

66.
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the discretion of twentieth-century historians, investigators, and researchers.
Consequently, contemporary examination and scrutiny have demonstrated that earlier
scholars had rather hastily accepted a number of narratives as authentic.10

Richerio's account was unknown to Gibbon. It was only in the latter part of the
nineteenth century that scholarship rediscovered the existence of this narrative, although
in fact it had never been lost but had been neglected and forgotten. After the publication
of his text, Paspates first used it extensively in his learned study of the siege. He
reproduced the following information on this source:11

Christoforo Richerio. La Presa di Costantinopoli, 1'anno MCCCCLIII a XXIX di
Maggio secondo 1'edizione di Francesco Sansovino, nell'istoria universale
dell'origine ed imperio de Turchi. Venezia MDLXIVL. III, fol. 63, 66.

Christoforo Richerio. The Fall of Constantinople in the year 1453, on May 29,
according to the edition of Francesco Sansovino, from his Universal History of the
Origin and Empire of the Turks. Venice 1564, Book 3, fol. 63, 66.

Paspates also translated this note into modern Greek. 12 The next scholar to follow
Paspates in employing this narrative was Pears, who supplied the following observations
on this source:13 "Christoforo Riccherio, `La Presa di Costantinopoli,' first published in
Sansovino's `Dell' Historia Universale,' was republished with notes in Ddthier's `Siege,'
and is a valuable and brightly written narrative." Thus Pears thought highly of this
account and its author, to whose name he added one more letter, thus producing, perhaps,
an improved Italian version of this name from Richerio to Riccherio. It should be noted,
however, that neither Paspates nor Pears attributed this account to the pen of an actual
eyewitness.

The narrative of Richerio received a third mention in Runciman's more recent, highly
popular book on the siege and fall of Constantinople. Runciman retained the spelling
"Riccherio" that Pears had introduced. In fact, it is in Runciman's study that "Riccherio"
was elevated to the status of an eyewitness and his account therefore achieved the status
of a primary source:14 "Other westerners who were present in the siege and wrote
accounts were the Florentine soldier TETALDI, the Genoese MONTALDO, Cristoforo
RICCHERIO and the Brescian scholar Ubertino PUSCULUS.... Montaldo also provides
a few additional details, as does Riccherio in his lively account." Further, in 1973, the

10 A notorious case that will be dealt with in due time is concerned with the various narratives
attributed to the pen of George Sphrantzes; cf. infra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle" and its Elaboration:
Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes."
11 Paspates, HoALopKia Kai "AAwmg, p. 28.
12 Quoted supra, n. 9.
13 Pears, p. xiii.
14 FC, pp. 196-197. Runciman is also in error in regard to Tetaldi (who was a merchant and not a
soldier, even though he participated in the defense), and in regard to Montaldo, who was not
present in Constantinople but wrote his rhetorical, pedantic account in Italy in the 1470s. On
Montaldo and his humanistic opusculum, cf the introduction in Philippides, Mehmed II the
Conqueror, passim.
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narrative of "Riccherio" on the siege and fall was translated into English.15 Melville
Jones offers the following observation16 on the nature of this text that others had already
praised as "lively" and as a "brightly written narrative," with historical value: "The
account... is something of a mystery. It appears, under the name of one Cristoforo
Riccherio, in a work published in 1568 in Venice.. .in connection with Leonardo of
Chios, Sansovino's Historia Universale. There is no indication of the origin of
Riccherio's account, which appears on pp. 315-318 of Book III, and no manuscript
appears to have survived. Nothing in the narrative, however, suggests that it is not what it
claims to be, so we may consider it as a brief and brisk account of the major events of the
siege, by one who was himself present at it, giving some further details of interest, but of
no major importance."

Thus, in two separate contemporary evaluations scholars have elevated Richerio to
the pedestal of a participant and an eyewitness. Melville Jones believes that this author is
indeed an eyewitness. Led astray by this assumption or perhaps by the liberties that
Sansovino took in his Italian paraphrase of the Latin original, Melville Jones has colored
his rendition into English accordingly. He has translated, for instance, a Latin ablative
absolute construction in such a way as to imply that Richerio has actually witnessed what
he reported in his text, translating, of course, not directly from the original Latin text that
was unknown to him, but from Sansovino's Italian rendition.17 Thus Richerio's phrase,
cognita Maomethi acerba sanctione, atque hostili apparatu, is misleadingly rendered into
English as: "...and we Christians had heard of Mehmet's instructions, and seen the
preparations of the enemy." Moreover, as Melville Jones notes in the above quotation, the
manuscript of this author remains lost, but Sansovino, who printed the well-known Italian
version, presumably had something in front of him. It should be observed that since the
days of Dethier's compilation only the Italian version of Richerio's account on the fall
had been known. It had been tacitly assumed that Richerio had composed his account in
Italian, presumably his native language. The only scholar to show hesitation and raise
doubts concerning Richerio's status as an eyewitness was the meticulous Agostino
Pertusi, who did include Richerio in one of his lists of sources on the siege and fall but
went on to state that Richerio was not an eyewitness and tentatively placed his
composition ca. 1500, that is, almost fifty years after the events had occurred.18 Pertusi

IS Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 118-124.
16 Ibid., p. x.
" Richerius, De rebus, Book IV, 90. Translation by Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople
1453, p. 120.
18 Pertusi, "La lettera di Filippo da Rimini, cancelliere di Corfu," pp. 120-157, no. 38 (p. 135):
Cristofore Riccherio, La presa di Costantinopoli, l' anno MCCCCLIII al XXIX di maggio, c. 1500
(?). In the accompanying n. 64, Pertusi makes it clear that he was not aware of the existence of any
printed book (in Latin or any other language) of Richerio. Pertusi further embraced the tradition of
spelling this author's name as "Riccherio" and assumed that the original composition was in Italian,
as he could discover no additional information on this individual: "...non a altro the un
volgarizzamento della narrazione del Piccolomini.... Sull' autore non ho trovato alcuna indicazione
nei grandi repertori." In addition, Zachariadou, To Xpovt.xo rwv ToupKwv LovAravwv, considered
"Riccherio" to be one of the Italian sources for the composition of Ottoman history in the sixteenth
century.
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then hints that this narrative was a scholarly document without a clear antecedent but he
failed to conduct further research on this subject.

The Italian "Riccherio" as an individual remains completely unknown. If an
eyewitness, was he a Venetian, a Genoese, or an Anconan? His name is not recorded in
the numerous lists supplied in Barbaro's text,19 nor is he cited in any other eastern or
western documents of this period.20 Who, then, was this author who portrayed vividly,
brightly, and briskly the monumental events surrounding the siege of Constantinople?
Can his narrative be trusted as a primary source? The proverbial villain in this case is
ultimately Francesco Sansovino, who failed to indicate his ultimate source. Scholars have
assumed, since the appearance of Sansovino's bestseller, that the account of Richerio
derives from a lost manuscript, perhaps the autograph itself. Yet Richerio never traveled
to Constantinople. He did not participate in the defense of Constantinople, and he had no
role in the events of the fifteenth century.

The plain fact is that Richerio/Riccherio lived in the sixteenth century and could not
have been an eyewitness to the events that he describes, since he was chronologically as
far removed from the siege as we are from the Great War. Richerio was a sixteenth-
century author who composed his account in the comfort of his own home, distant from
the Levant. Nor was the siege and fall of Constantinople his main or his only subject. His
narrative was not just a simple pamphlet written by the hand of a survivor, as modem
scholars seem to have hastily assumed, perhaps with a touch of romanticism.

"C(h)ristoforo Riccherio" is the Italian form of this author's name, still favored by
modem scholarship. In accordance with the practice of contemporary humanists, the
author himself used a Latinized form of his name, Christoforus Richerius. Thus his true
name was Christophe Richer, and as a personality he is not totally unknown. On the
contrary, he provides sufficient information about himself to make it clear that he was a
French courtier: Christoforo Richerio...Cubiculario Regio & Cancellario Franciae a
secretis, "Christoforus Richerius ... royal chamberlain and private chancellor of France."
This is his own statement below the title of his book .21 The dedication of his praefatio
repeats the same information and adds22 ad Franciscum Gallorum regem
Christianis<simum>, "to the most Christian king of the Gauls [French]." It becomes
evident that he wrote "Richerius" and not "Riccherius/Riccherio." His own preference
contradicts the tendency of modern scholarship to cite him as "Riccherio."

His book constitutes an account of the origins and of the expansion of the Ottoman
Turks into Europe. Thus his book is a typical example of the sixteenth-century genre of

19 Cornet, Giornale dell'assedio di Costantinopoli, has preserved a number of useful lists of
Venetian defenders; cf., e.g., pp. 59-60: Questi si sono zentilomeni i qualfo morti in la bataia da
turchi; 60: Questi si sono i nobelli, the scampd con le galle, etc. Such lists provide a starting point
for the compilation of a prosopography of the defenders of Constantinople in 1453; cf. infra,
Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants."
20 Cf. Pertusi's comments already quoted, supra, n. 18. In addition, there is no entry for Riccherio/
Richerio in Cochrane's masterful study. In the voluminous documents and archival material
collected in NE 1-6, we fail to encounter this name.
21 Complete title: De rebus Turcarum ad Franciscum Gallorum Regem Christianiss. Libri quinque
(Paris, 1540). Only a few copies remain in existence. We consulted a rare copy of this work in the
Gennadeios Library in Athens.
22 Richerius, Praefatio, p. 3.
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ethnographic literature and scholarship, which achieved great popularity in direct
proportion to the expansion and relative proximity of the Turks. His composition can be
seen as a scholarly response to the desire expressed in Western Europe to familiarize
itself with the Turks. This interest had grown steadily since the fall of Constantinople and
the subsequent permanent Turkish occupation of the Balkans.23 As in antiquity, when
Roman interest in the ethnography of the Huns was awakened by their frequent raids and
resulted in the production of several accounts on the customs and habits of the
"barbarians," in a similar manner Western Europeans felt the need to learn more about
the new exotic enemy. With the Turks ante portas, humanists took up the pen and
produced several compositions, which were based to a great extent24 on previous
scholarship and on existing eyewitness accounts. 5 Some of these works amount to mere
propaganda against Islam; others are respectable scholarly compositions.

Richer's book is not propaganda. It is indeed a quite good example of scholarship,
given the standards of the period and the availability of primary sources in the sixteenth
century. This account was published, according to the printed information,26 cum
privilegio regis. Parisiis. Ex officina Rob. Stephani, Hebraicum & Latinarum Regii
typographi. M.D.XL, "with royal permission. At Paris. From the workshop of Rob.
Stephanus, the royal printer of Hebrew and Latin. 1540." Thus it becomes clear that this
book was printed eighty-seven to ninety years after the fall of Constantinople. Its author
was certainly not an eyewitness. After all, in his own praefatio, Richer maps out his work
and its chronological limits, mentioning the reign of Suleiman the Magnificent (1520-
1566) at the end of his history:27 Primum quae sit origo Turcaru<m>: deinde quas
occupauerint sedes: postea Otomanni & posterioru<m> imperium vsque ad
Soleymannum praesentem breuiter dilucideque narro, "first, I will relate the possible
origin of the Turks; then the capitals that they have occupied; finally, I will treat the
events of the empire of Osman and his descendants as far as the present [sultan]
Suleiman." At the end of his narrative,28 Richer refers to events that took place in anni a
CHRISTO nato millesimi quingentesimi tricesiminoni, "in the year A.D. 1530," when
Castellonouo in Dalmatia, near "Epidaurus" (quod vulgo Ragusu<m> dicunt, "which is

23 The pen of Ammianus Marcellinus, Rerum gestarum libri qui supersunt, ed. C. U. Clark et al.
(Berolini, 1963-), provides a typical example of this interest in exotic ethnographic lore in
antiquity. This author's colorful (and often imaginary) account of the barbarians would have been
of interest to the late Roman senatorial class, his readers, who wished to know more about the
Huns.
24 SOC, ch. 1.
25 Examples of European literature written by individuals who had had some firsthand experience
with the Turks in the fifteenth century include: Bertrandon de La Broquiere's Voyage d'Outremer
(Paris, 1892); Johann Schiltberger's Reisebuch... (Nurenberg, ca. 1545); and Andancas a viajes de
Pero Tafur por diversas partes del mundo avidos (1453-1439), ed. M. Jimenez de la Espada,
Coleccion de libros Espafloles raros 6 curiosos 8, 2 vols. (Madrid, 1874). Cf. the English translation
of M. Letts, Pero Tafur: Travels and Adventures (New York and London, 1926).
26 At the bottom of the title page of Richer's De rebus, the date of publications is given as M.D.XL.
The very last page of this book, however, indicates, as we shall presently see, that it was actually
printed in 1543.
27 De rebus, Praefatio, p. 5.
28 Ibid., Book V, p. 104.
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commonly known as Ragusa [that is, Dubrovnik]"), fell to the hordes of Suleiman and
was thoroughly plundered.29

His composition is only incidentally concerned with the fall of Constantinople in
1453. The siege and sack are an important, even essential, part of his story, but these
events were not intended to be the nucleus of his work, which was of a more general
nature. His account parallels, to some extent, the earlier narrative of the last Athenian
historian, Laonikos Khalkokondyles, without duplicating the latter's tedious, pedantic
digressions into the history of eastern and western powers. Like Khalkokondyles, Richer
chose the rise of the Ottoman sultans as his main theme. While the siege of
Constantinople by Mehmed 11 is central to his narrative, his interests revolve around
grander themes, as it becomes clear in the title he assigned to his investigation, 30 which
implies an overall chronological examination of the rise of the sultans to his own period,
the reign of Suleiman.

Book I is a survey of the sultans and bears the title De origine Turcaru<m> &
Ottomani imperio, "About the Origins of the Turks and the Reign of Osman." Most
notably, Book I includes a "preview" of his account of the siege of 1453, which
constitutes the main event in the reign of Mehmed 11.3 1 This abstract is worth
reproducing, since it has escaped the notice of all scholars who have cited
"Riccherio/Richerio" as an eyewitness source:

... diurnis nocturnisque itineribus Byzantiu<m> profiscitur. Quo peruenisset ad
sextu<m> Cal. Maias, ingentes copias muro admouet, & urbem iteratis machinarum
muraliu<m> ictibus ferire, ciueis crebris terrere oppugnationibus, omnia quae ad
victoriam conducerent experiri aggreditur: perstatque ta<m>diu in oppugna<n>do,
quoad longissima debilitata<m> obsidione expugnat. Anno salutatis nostrae
millesimo quadrigentesimo quinquagesimo secu<n>do, Caroli septimi tricesimo
tertio. Ad quam calamitate<m> accessit indignissimus Constantini Imperatoris
exitus. Quem quida<m> capite truncatu<m> fuisse, genere eius omnino uel exilio vel
morte sublato, alii in media suorum fugentium turba, cu<m> ipse quoque fugeret,
decidisse & certatim cursu erumpentium concussum, co<n>tritum, interemptumque
fuisse tradunt.

...with day and night marches he reached Byzantium [= Constantinople]. He arrived
on the sixth of the calends of May and moved his immense army against the walls. He
attacked the city and its walls with cannon and terrified the citizens with his incessant
assaults in his efforts to win a swift victory. He persisted and fought against the city,
which was exhausted by the long siege. It was the year 1453 of our salvation, the
thirty-third year of the reign of Charles VII. In this disaster occurred the most
shameful death of Emperor Constantine who, some say, was decapitated or even
committed suicide, while others state that he joined the crowd of his people in flight
and ran away with them but ended his life when he fell and was trampled to death by
the crowd.

29 Ibid., Book V, p. 108.
30 Quoted supra, n. 21.
31 De rebus, Book I, pp. 28-29.
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It is important to note that Richer, in this neglected abstract, lists a number of possibilities
for the fate of Constantine XI Palaiologos, indicating that he was familiar with the
contradictory accounts presented in various authentic narratives and secondary literature.
The fact of the matter is that no survivor had witnessed the death of the emperor and no
one from the emperor's immediate retinue survived the last stand to present a credible
report of Constantine's actual demise.32 Later, in his detailed account of the siege and
fall, Richer also refers to the end of the last Greek emperor,33 but chooses to present only
one version that will be discussed shortly. This choice has perhaps added to the false
impression among scholars that "Riccherio" was an eyewitness. If Richer had explored
the possibilities that he states in his abstract, scholars might have realized that he was an
armchair scholar and not a participant in the events. Richer decided to report in detail
only one version of the emperor's death, even though he was clearly aware of other
accounts. Nevertheless, the passage in Book IV dealing with the fall of the emperor
should not be divorced from Book I and it must be read in connection with the abstract.

Book II34 should be of interest to Turcologists, as Richer entitles it De moribus atque
institutes Turcarum, "About the Customs and Institutions of the Turks." His presentation
deserves a fresh examination by qualified scholars. Book III is titled De Tamerlanis
parthi rebus gestis, "The Deeds of the Parthian Tamburlaine," and addresses the
devastation of the Ottoman empire by Timur-i-lenk, the legendary Tamburlaine, and by
his Mongol hordes.35 Book IV,36 titled De expugnata a Maomethe Constantinopoli, "The
Siege and Fall of Constantinople to Mehmed," provides, as we have already seen, his
detailed description of the siege operation and of the sack. This is the only part of his
book that has been known to scholarship and is the only section of his history to have
been translated into English37 (via the Italian rendition of Sansovino and not directly from
Richer's Latin). Thus this section was believed to have been composed by an eyewitness.
In the nineteenth century this section of Richer was known only through Sansovino's
Italian extracts and not directly from Richer's Latin edition. Book V,38 entitled De
Castellinoui Dalmatiae oppidi recenti direptione, "About the Recent Sack of the
Dalmatian City Newcastle," addresses a contemporary event that took place only ten to
thirteen years prior to the publication of Richer's book. His study concludes with a
detailed and scholarly Index eorum quae in his de rebus Turcicis libris tranctantur,
"Index of Subjects Discussed in the Book of the History of the Turks." It comprises
eleven unnumbered pages with twelve lines of text addressed to the reader (Christoph.
Richerius Lectori), and with a short table of Errata/Errors. The book ends with a final
note, which identifies the printer: Excudebat Rob. Stephanus Hebraicum et Latinarum
Literarum Typographus Regius Parisiis, Ann. MD.XL.III, Non. Martii, "Printed by Rob.
Stephanus, royal printer of Latin and Hebrew Literature; 1543, the nones of March."

32 For the possibilities concerning the death of Constantine XI, cf. Paspates, Hoatopre%a
Kai "AAwcnc; CC 1: 364-365, n. 159; Siderides, "KWVaTavTivou IIaXaLoXoryou Oc vcrros," pp. 65-
78, and 129-146; and Philippides, Constantine XI DragaA Palaeologus, ch. 1.
33 De rebus, Book IV, pp. 96-97.
34 Ibid., Book II, pp. 53-74.
35 Ibid., Book III, pp. 75-85.
36 Ibid., Book IV, pp. 86-101.
37 Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 118-124.
38 De rebus, Book V, pp. 102-115.
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It thus becomes clear that the narrative on the fall of Constantinople traditionally
attributed to the pen of the eyewitness "Riccherio" is not an original work by a
participant in the events it appears to describe. It is, in fact, a derivative piece of
respectable scholarship. Richer has clearly digested a number of secondary works and
perhaps a handful of primary sources to produce this account of the Ottoman Turks. Once
we comprehend this reality, the identification of his immediate and most influential
sources should not prove overly exacting. After all, Richer himself identifies his main
sources in his praefatio. No scholar of the nineteenth or twentieth century has ever cited
this praefatio and his list of sources:39

semina mihi collego ex Egnatio, Blondo, Platina, Riccio, Gaguino, Paulo Iouio,
Andrea Cambinio, aliisque, si non eloquentiae prima, maximae tame<n> fidei
scriptoribus.

I have harvested my information from Egnatius, Blondus, Platina, Riccius, Gaguinus,
Paulus Iouius, Andrea Cambinius, and from others, who are extremely reliable
writers, even if they do not exhibit the most elegant eloquence.

These are well-known historians of the Renaissance, contemporaries of Richer, who thus
presents no claim that his material is original. Their names become more familiar once
they are stripped of their Latinized forms.40 Respectively, they correspond to: Giovan
Battista Egnazio [= Ioannes Baptista Egnatius Venetus, a pseudonym of Egnatius Cipelli
(1475-1553), the editor of Suetonius and of the Historia Augusta]; Flavio Biondo
[Flavius Blondus (1392-1463)]; Bartolomeo Platina from Mantua; Michele Ricci (1445-
1512), who emigrated to France and authored two well-received books: De Re di Napoli
et di Sicilia (Venice, 1514), and De Regibus Neapolis & Siciliae (Rome, 1505); Robert
Gaguin, the French humanist; Paolo Giovio (1483-1553), who authored the famous Sui
temporis Historiae Libri (Florence, 1550-1552), and numerous other works on Russia,
Albania, and Britain; and Andrea Cambini (1445/1460-1527), who wrote the celebrated
volume, Commentario della origine de Turchi et imperio della casa ottomana (Florence,
1538).

Richer consulted other authors as well, whom he describes collectively as aliisque
and who are more difficult to identify. In all likelihood, these unnamed sources probably
contributed the bulk of his information on the siege and fall of Constantinople in 1453.
Indeed, this section of Richer's work shows little evidence of dependence on previous
scholarship and on the scholars that he cites by name in his praefatio. Perhaps this lack of
citation of primary and secondary sources on the section of the siege has further misled
scholars to form the impression that they are dealing with the text of an independent
eyewitness, who did not rely on any other source and presented his own version of the
events as he had witnessed them during the siege.

39 De rebus, Praefatio, p. 4.
40 For some of these authors and their influential investigations into late medieval Greece, cf.
Zachariadou, To Xpovi.KO Tiav Toupwv EouArovwv, ch. 3; for further details, cf the appropriate
citations in Cochrane, passim.
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Can any source on whose narrative Richer based his "brisk," "lively," and "brightly
written narrative" be identified? It should be remembered that not all accounts, primary,
secondary, or derivative, have survived over the centuries to reach our own age. The
account of Alvise/Aloixe/Ludovico Diedo, who was in charge of the Venetian galleys in
Constantinople and managed to break through the chain guarding the Golden Horn during
the sack, then reached the Aegean and led survivors and refugees to Venice, has not come
down to us. His report to the Venetian authorities, first delivered orally and presumably
recorded afterward under depressing circumstances, disappeared long ago. Scholars
would give much to read this report by a well-known participant who was in charge of
the defenses of Constantinople's harbor during the siege, and his view would have been
of immense value to any scholar interested in these events.41 Diedo himself was proud of
the role that he played in the drama of Constantinople and it is the only event of his life
that he chose to mention on his tomb (d. 1466). His monument survives in Venice, in the
Church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo, on the right aisle, depicting his coat of arms, while the
inscription cites his role in the dramatic events of 1453:42

Bizantio capto / ex Britannia filio rei /p causa in vinculis re/licto Venetorum classem
per medios hostes tuto in patriam erexit.

When Byzantium [= Constantinople] fell, his [= Alvise Diedo's] son, who had fought
for the Republic, was left behind a chained captive; he [= Alvise Diedo] led the fleet
of the Venetians through the midst of the enemy and brought it safely home.

There is, however, no reason to suspect that Richer would have consulted a version of
Diedo's report. It is quite probable that all traces of this relazione had already vanished

41 On the summary of Diedo's relazione that survives, cf. Arhivio di Stato, Sen. Mar 4, fols. 199",
199`, and Sen. Secr. T 19, fol. 203" [= TIePN, pp. 8-9]. Sen. Secr. 19, fol. 203" reads as follows:
1453, 4 luglio: Quia ut possint faeri provisiones debite pro hoc casu civitatis Constantinopolitanae
quam crudelissimi Teucri subiugarunt, necesse est ut processus illius rei bene intelligatur. Vadit
pars quod mittatur ad presens ser Lodovico Diedo qui venit capitaneus galearum Romanie et
interfuit illi miserabili cladi ut in hoc Consilio referat omnia que hoc mane retulit in Collegio;
quam quanto melius negotia intelliguntur tanto salubrius provideri potest. De parte 126 de non 13
sinceri 0. In addition, cf. NE 3: 288; and RdD 3 (1431-1463): n. 2931 (p. 108). One can only hope
that this report has been misfiled and will resurface at some point in time. It was only recently that
Pertusi, "The Anconitan Colony," discovered or rediscovered the eyewitness report on the siege
and sack by Benvenuto, the Anconan consul in Constantinople. We have had reason to suppose that
Diedo's report was utilized in part by some authors before it vanished. Cf. Philippides, "The Fall of
Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-227, esp. pp. 208-209; in addition, cf
supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," text with nn. 75-79; and infra, Appendix IV:
"Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 55.
42 This important monument and its imagery have been discussed briefly in the meticulous study of
Patricia Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity: The Venetian Sense of the Past (New Haven and
London, 1996), pp. 236-237, with two black and white photographs of the tomb slab, pp. 262 and
263. The complete inscription reads as follows, without attempting, at this time, any restoration or
explication of the text and its abbreviations: Ludovicus Diedo X vir. / opt. Bizantio capto / ex
Britannia filio rei / p causa in vinculis re/licto Venetorum classem per medios hostes tutu in
patriam erexit tamd/em iaderepraetor morta/les edocuitpulcrum esse pro rep mori / sibi et suis.
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by the time Richer took up his pen. Further, it is clear that Richer was unfamiliar with the
only eyewitness account that had circulated in France soon after the fall, from an Italian
or Latin prototype, the famous Informations of the Florentine merchant Jacopo Tetaldi,
whose work will concern us presently.

At least one of Richer's sources can be identified with absolute certainty: the letter of
Archbishop Leonardo, written on August 15, 1453, that is a solid account by the hand of
a serious observer 43 This should come as no surprise. After all, Leonardo's text has
served as the prototype for other compositions that date to the sixteenth century, such as
the Chronicon Maius and the vernacular account attributed to Languschi and embedded
in Zorzi Dolfin's Cronaca delle famiglie nobili di Venezia (Chronicle of the Venetian
Noble Families).44 Thus Richer, to cite only one instance of his dependence upon
Leonardo, describes the withdrawal of the Genoese condottiere, Giovanni Giustiniani,
from the last battle of May 29 with the following words:45

lustinianus verd percepta hostiu<m> victoria Paeram continuo diffugit: mox illinc
haud satis confirmatus, Chiu<m> insulam Ioniae adnauigat: vbi aut vi vulneris, aut
dolore confectus, qudd importune praelio excessisset, paucis diebus comparata
primium nominis gloria incredibili orbatus, animam egit.

But Giustiniani fled to Pera, as soon as he realized that the enemy had won. There he
received some care [for his wound] and sailed to the Ionian island of Chios. There,
either because of the severity of his wound, or exhausted by grief, he soon expired. He
gave up his spirit. He gained a few days of life but in the process he deprived himself
of inestimable glory.

This statement is surely a paraphrase, an elaboration, and an amplification of Leonardo's
text:46

43 On Leonardo, cf. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople," pp. 287-300; and idem, "The Fall of
Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani." The standard edition of this Latin
authoritative epistula remains that of P. Lonicer, Chronica Turcica, 2 (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1578):
84-102; it has been reprinted a number of times, including the PG 159 version. Extracts from
Leonardo's text have also been published recently with Italian translation and an apparatus criticus
in CC 1: 123-171. One regrets that the entire text has not been published and that important scholia
of one particular manuscript were not included. Cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of
1453," II.A.4 and esp. pp. 18-19.
44 The case of Pseudo-Sphrantzes' Maius will be discussed in due course; cf. infra, ch. 3: "A
`Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes." Giacomo Languschi's Excidio
e presa di Costantinopoli nell' anno 1453 was first edited and published by Thomas, "Die
Eroberung Constantinopels im Jahre 1453," pp. 1-38; selections are also printed in TIePN, pp. 169-
180. The relation of Dolfin's narrative to Leonardo's epistula is discussed in Philippides, "The Fall
of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani." Melville Jones, pp. 125-131, has translated
sections of this account, composed in a colorful mixture of sixteenth-century Venetian vernacular
and Latin, into English.
45 De rebus, Book IV, p. 97.
46 PG 159: 141 [CC 1: 162].
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Reserata porta refugit capitaneus [sc. Ioannes Iustinianus] in Peram, qui postea
Chium navigans, ex vulnere vel tristitia inglorium transitum fecit.

The gate [to the city from the fortifications] was opened and the captain [Giovanni
Giustiniani] fled to Pera. Then he sailed to Chios and died without glory either
because of his wound or because of sadness.47

We should observe, however, that Leonardo might not have been the direct source of
Richer's information. It could have been another writer who was also dependent on
Leonardo, and whose text was known to Richer. As we will next observe, Richer may
have been familiar with Leonardo through an opusculum composed by Aeneas Silvius
Piccolomini (Pope Pius II).

II. A Neglected Opusculum by a Pope

Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini published an opusculum entitled Tractatulus on the events of
the siege; it was printed in the latter half of the fifteenth century in the form of a
pamphlet.48 Aeneas Silvius, the bishop of Siena, was destined to become Pope Pius II in
1458. He met the brilliant Greek linguist and humanist Nikolaos Sekoundinos49 in Naples
in April 1456. On that occasion the bishop asked Sekoundinos to compose an opusculum,
since he wished to become familiar with the nature of the enemy. Sekoundinos had first-
hand knowledge of the situation in the Levant. He had been born in Negroponte/Euboea,
had participated in numerous notable diplomatic opportunities, and had been a member of
the first western delegation to visit Sultan Mehmed II Fatih after the fall of
Constantinople in 1453. Sekoundinos responded eagerly to the bishop's request and even
wrote an encomium in his honor. While Aeneas Silvius undoubtedly used other accounts,
such as Bishop Leonardo's famous epistula, there is nothing to prevent us from assuming
that he had gathered some facts from Nikolaos Sekoundinos, who, at Aeneas Silvius'

47 In this particular instance, direct verbal echoes and duplications include Paeram...diffugit /
refugit... in Peram; Chiu<m> ... adnauigat / Chium navigans; aut vi vulneris, aut dolore confectus /
ex vulnere vel tristitia; and gloria incredibili orbatus / inglorium transitum fecit.
48 An early printed edition of Aeneas Silvius' pamphlet was, at some point, rather logically bound
together with a contemporary work by Nikolaos Sekoundinos: De Familia Otthomanorum Epitome
ad Aeneam Senarum Episcopum (sine loco, sine anno). This bound volume is currently housed in
the Gennadeios Library of Athens. The same work of Aeneas Silvius was also published in the
collection: Aeneae Sylvii Piccolominei Senensi, qui post adeptum pontificatum Pius eius nominis
secundus appellatus est..., pp. 400-403. The second edition is clearly later than the Gennadeios
pamphlet. The two printed texts are not identical: there are various differences in spelling,
punctuation, and choice of words. For a new edition of Pius' opusculum, with Latin text, English
translation, and commentary, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, pp. 93-119.
49 Aeneas Silvius himself notes Sekoundinos' talents in his Cosmographiae Pii Papae in Asiae et
Europae eleganti descriptione (Paris, 1509), p. 134: Post multas disputationes in quibus tanquam
interpres Nicolaus Sagundinus, utraque lingua disertissimus ingenio facundiae iuxta promptus
illustre nomen adeptus est. The basic bibliography on Sekoundinos includes: Mastrodemetres,
NLK6Aaos Eexovv&voc; idem, "Nicolaos Secundinos a Napoli," pp. 21-38; Babinger, "Nikolaos
Sagountinos," pp. 198-212; Talbot, "Sekoundinos, Nicholas," ODB, 3: 1865; and the
bibliographical note by Hankins, "Renaissance Crusaders," p. 137.
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request, also wrote an epitome on the Ottoman sultans from the reign of Osman to the
reign of Mehmed II.5°

While the Tractatulus of Aeneas Silvius is not well known among modem historians,
it clearly exercised considerable influence on Renaissance accounts of the siege of 1453.
In more recent times Ddthier took some notice of this work, praised its elegant style, but
failed to investigate it closely or to evaluate its information. He simply noted that there is
a certain dependence on Leonardo.51 Aeneas Silvius had done his research. He had been
well aware of the authoritative account of the siege from the pen of the Genoese
eyewitness, Leonardo Giustiniani of Chios, the archbishop of Mytilene, and he utilized
the latter's work in his text. In particular, Aeneas Silvius seems to echo a particular
passage of Leonardo. The passage in the Genoese bishop's epistula reads as follows:52

Inter haec Theophilus Palaeologo, vir catholicus ... Theucrorum pondus aliquam diu
sustinens et decertans securi discinditur. Ita Johannes Sclavus Illyricus... multos prius
mactat, deinde, gladio vitamfinivit.

Meanwhile Theophilos Palaiologos, a Catholic... resisted the heavy attack of the
Turks for a long time and in the conflict was killed with an ax. Then John Sclavus
Illyricus ...killed many before his life ended.

Aeneas Silvius echoes this passage with the following words:

In tanta multitudine pugnatorum, duo tantum reperti sunt, qui se viros ostenderint.
Alter grecus, alter dalmata Theophilus Paleologus, Johannes sclavus, quifugire turpe
putantes, cum diu Thurcorum impetum sustinuissent multosque obtruncassent,
denique non tam victi quam vincendofatigati, inter cadavera hostium occubuere.

In this great crowd of warriors there were found only two individuals to show
themselves as men: one was a Greek, Theophilos Palaiologos; the other was a
Dalmatian, John Sclavus. They thought that it would be shameful to flee. They
resisted the heavy attack of the Turks for a long time and put many to death. Finally
they were overpowered by fatigue rather than by defeat and fell among the corpses of
the enemy.

Another manuscript that was in circulation in the sixteenth century, usually entitled
Cronaca Magno and attributed to the hand of Stefano Magno (1490-1557),53 further

50 De Familia Otthomanorum Epitome ad Aeneam Senarum Episcopum. For the Latin text and an
English translation, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, pp. 55-91.
51 MHH, 21.1: 674, n.l: hanc ... historiam captae urbis elegantissime descriptam ab Aenea Sylvio
Piccolomini, ut Papa. Pio II, hinc resecare noluimus, ne desit et hoc ornamentum vere historiam in
vita lamentationeque vana Isidori. Monendum saltem videtur epistulam Leonardi Chiensis fontem
principalem fuisse, ex quo Aeneas Sylvius hauserit suam historiolam.
52 CC 1: 162-164.
53 For Magno, cf. CC 2: no. 112 (p. 105). The entire text of this work remains unedited. Extracts
pertaining to the siege of 1453 have been published in NE 3: 295-301. Magno is not included
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presents a narrative written in a mixture of the vernacular with Latin and was based
clearly on the text of Aeneas Silvius, as the phraseology of the following extract
reveals:54

... in tanta moltitudine de pugnanti the fu, the huomini si monstrorono, uno Theofilo
Paleologo, Greco, 1'altro Zuanne Schiavo, Dalmatino, quali a fuggir turpe pensando,
longamente sostennero lo empito de Turchi, et cum multi havessero ottroncado, nella
fine, non tanto vinti, quanto vincendo defatigati, infra i cadaveri de nemici
accumbeteno.

... in this crowd of warriors that was there, two men excelled. One was Theophilos
Palaiologos, a Greek, and the other was John Schiavo, a Dalmatian, who thought that
it would be shameful to flee. For a long time they resisted the heavy attack of the
Turks and they put many to death. Finally they were overpowered by fatigue rather
than by defeat and fell among the corpses of the enemy.

Nor was Magno the only author to rely on Aeneas Silvius. We have already discussed
Richer, who, it is evident, knew of Leonardo's letter as he echoes it in his narrative of the
siege and fall. However, one may be hesitant about Richer's direct familiarity with
Leonardo's text. It is also probable that he knew Leonardo through Aeneas Silvius'
Tractatulus. This becomes apparent when we consider Richer's rendition of the passage
of Aeneas that Stefano Magno also echoed:

At in tanto propugnatorum numero qui nuper afflictae vrbi praesidio erant, duo solum
reperti sunt, qui salute religioni ac famae posposita, viriliter ad extremum pugnando,
strenuorum hostium gladiis configi atque internecari quam fugere maluerunt. Eorum
unus, Graecus erat Theophilus Palaeologus: alter Ianus quidam natione Dalmata,
seruus conditione. Qui... inimicam irruptionem soli tantisper sustinuerunt, dum turba
innumera circumuenti, non tam victi quam vincendo fatigati, caesis sua manu
permultis, ipsi denique promiscue in stragem hostilem neruis deficientibus
prolabentes expirarunt.

In this great number of warriors who had been guarding the city in the recent past,
there were only two who fought to the very end for salvation, faith, and glory, and fell
victims to the enemy swords, preferring death to flight. One of them was Greek,
Theophilos Palaiologos. The other was a certain John from Dalmatia, a slave.
They... alone resisted the heavy attack of the enemy, surrounded by a countless
crowd, and were overpowered by fatigue rather than defeat. They put to death many
and finally expired, in total exhaustion, in the midst of the enemy corpses.

It is apparent from the phraseology involved that Richer derived his information from
Aeneas Silvius' elaboration of Leonardo's text and not directly from Leonardo or from

among the thirty-eight entries of Pertusi's list of texts, "La Lettera di Filippo da Rimini," p. 135.
Furthermore, Cochrane does not mention Magno.
54 NE 3: 297.
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Leonardo's early translators into the vernacular such as Languschi-Dolfin. Thus both
Richer and Magno are indebted to the Tractatulus, which apparently enjoyed greater
popularity in the sixteenth century and was not a marginal work as recent scholars have
suspected. It also demonstrates that the Tractatulus was more popular in the Renaissance
than scholars have assumed.

III. Tetaldi: A Merchant of Florence

We possess very few facts about Tetaldi, who wrote a true eyewitness account of the
siege and fall of Constantinople. Even his name appears in doubt, as it is spelled
variously. His Christian name appears as Giacomo, Jacopo, or Jacques, while versions of
his last name include Tetaldi, Edaldy, Tetardi, Tedardi, Detaldi, and Tedaldi. The
manuscript tradition of his account is also confused. His text has come down to us in a
French and a Latin version. It has been argued persuasively that the French text
represents an amalgam of two different traditions, as the Cambrai manuscript bears little
relationship to the other five French versions.55 In addition to these six "confused" and
contaminated French texts, Tetaldi's work has also survived in a single Latin version
represented by the Codex Rubeae- Vallis.

The French text of this narrative is better known, for it has been translated into a
number of modem languages. The Latin version remains virtually unexamined by
scholars and has been translated into a modem language only recently. The French and
Latin versions are not identical. Further, both the Latin and the French texts display
evidence of contamination, as they include a coda containing a proposal for a crusade to
recover Constantinople. Clearly, something has been added to the original text, as chapter
22.1 refers to events that take place in Italy in the next decade, such as the death of Pope
Pius II. Thus, there has been elaboration. This coda could not have been part of the
original account by Tetaldi, who was a merchant and whose eyewitness account of the
siege is only concerned with the defensive operations and the events of the sack. In its
original form, Tetaldi's report could not have shown interest in the recommendation of
future organized expeditions to the Levant for the liberation of the Greek capital.

Most likely, Tetaldi's original account was dictated in Italian and its pristine form
constituted an aviso, perhaps resembling the fragmentary report of Benvenuto, the
Anconan consul in Constantinople in 1453.56 Tetaldi's original aviso was subsequently
transformed into a Latinized scholarly account through the hand of a humanist. Soon after
it was also rendered into the French idiom. It has been further suggested that Tetaldi
dictated his story when his Venetian saviors stopped at Negroponte (Khalkis in Euboea)
en route to Venice.57 This scenario would explain why a scribe, apparently not Tetaldi
himself, consistently refers to the author in the third person throughout the narrative. The

55 The French text is contained in various manuscripts: Paris. ft. 2691, fols. 264-271 (incorporated
into the Chronique of Jean Chartier); Paris. fr. 15217, fols. 67"-72"; Paris. fr. 6487, fols. 18-21;
Cambrai 1114, fols. 28-30; and Bruxell. fr. 19684, fols. 253-256 (as part of an anonymous
chronicle).
56 Supra, n. 5, and supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. II.A.6.
57 Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. vii-viii.
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following stages in the history of this account have been proposed, and they remain our
best model for the evolution of this text:58

1. The original Italian account (an aviso of some sort?) dictated or written by the
author himself.
2. The first scholarly translation into Latin.
3. The French renditions.
4. The Cambrai French version.

While an attempt has been made to show that the French versions were composed earlier
than the Latin, this hypothesis cannot be proven.59 At any rate, one French manuscript (to
be cited presently) seems to have been produced early and was probably in circulation by
January 1454. This particular situation, however, does not invalidate the reasonable
assumption that the Latin version preceded the French renditions. Alternatively, both
versions may be contemporaneous and may be based on the lost original account in
Italian. The news of the siege and the fall had a profound impact on Europe and all sorts
of narratives appeared soon after the event. It is quite possible that both the French and
Latin versions were written simultaneously and independently, soon after the original
Italian redaction of Tetaldi's text appeared.

In all likelihood an early form of Tetaldi's account, either in Italian or in Latin, was
translated and elaborated into a French rendition by someone called Jean Blanchin or
perhaps Blanchet. The opening statement of the French version reveals that a "Jehan
Blanchin" brought this account to the Lord Cardinal of Avignon. Moreover, the Paris. ft.
6487 includes the following Latin note at the end of the text:

Datum ultima die mensis decembris anno Domini ll2°000C°LIII°. Columpnatum est
presens transumptum per me Johannem Columbi et apportate <sc. littere> fuerunt de
Constantinopoli per manum Johannem Blanchin. Sic signatum Columbi.

Given on the last day of the month of December A.D. 1453. It was entered and carried
by me, John Columbi. Also letters from Constantinople were brought by the hand of
Johann Blanchin. Signature of Columbi.

The same French manuscript states that Tetaldi, or "Jacques Edaldy," was a merchant
from Florence: marchant Florentin.

Tetaldi's account of the siege is that of an onlooker, a merchant/soldier, who was not
a member of the high command that oversaw the general strategy for the defense of
Constantinople. Tetaldi apparently had no contacts with the court or with the Genoese

58 P. D. Pogodin, "O63op HCTONHHKOB'b no HCTOp}Iii ocaRy I4 B3$1THSI BH3aHTHH TypKaMn B'b

1453 r. [A Survey of Sources on the History of the Siege and Capture of Byzantium by the Turks
in 1453]," XCypHanb MuHucmepcmea HapodHaeo 17poceeu4euun 264.8 (1889): 205 ff. This view
is evaluated by M. L. Concasty, "Les 'Informations' de Jacques Tedaldi sur le siege et la prise de
Constantinople," Byz 24 (1954): 95-110, esp. pp. 95-97. In general, Concasty's conclusions are
rather speculative, as has been noted by PaL 2: 111-112, n. 9. This article, nevertheless, remains the
only modem scholarly study of Tetaldi.
59 Concasty, pp. 95-110.
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mercenary band of the condottiere Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani, who was in
charge of the military operations. He seems to have been acquainted with notable
personalities such as the warlord Giustiniani and Cardinal Isidore by sight only. Tetaldi
fought on the walls and included an account of his escape to the Christian ships after the
Turks had made their entry into the city. All information on his activities during the siege
comes from this unique document.60 Furthermore, there is every reason to believe that
Tetaldi suffered loss of property during the sack, and the authorities in Venice eventually
discussed his case and adjudicated his claim. The following document of Doge Francesco
Foscari to the Venetian administrators of Crete survives in the archives of Venice61 and
confirms, among other matters, that Tetaldi was from Florence:

Franciscus Foscari, Dei gratia dux Venetiarum, etc., nobilibus [sc. Duci et Consilio]:
Exponunt nobilis vir prudens Iacobus Tedaldi de Florentia quod erat in civitate
Constantinopolitana quando Imperator Turcorum earn expugnavit et vicit, et, volens
servare personam suam, se in mari proiecit et ad galeas nostras transnatavit et evasit
impetum etfavorem infidelium. Similiter unus eius sclavus vocatus Valentinus, aetatis
annorum XII vel circa, de genere Russorum, quern emerat a Iohanni Ghola et erat in
Constantinopoli, natando ad navem quamdam Ialina Cretensis se reduxit et venit
Candidam, ubi est, et ei detinetur et occupatur per dictum Cortaci, indebite et iniuste.
Ex quo subsidium nostrum implorabat. Volumus ergo et mandamus vobis quod, si
constiterit vobis eundem sclavum esse ipsius Iacobi Detaldi, eum sibi aut suo legitimo
nuntio subito restituifacere debeatis, quoniam non est iustum, nee honestum quod hoc
modo perdat sclavum suum, et, Si fortasis allegaretur quod respectu belli quod tune
habebamus cum Florentinis dictus sclavus bene accipi potuerit, dicimus vobis quod
propter hoc non desistatis quomodo dictum sclavum ipsi Iacobo restitui faciatis, in
quantum, ut praediximus, constituerit vobis quod suus sit, quoniam bene sufcit ei
damnum quod passus est in comiserabili casu. Propter hoc volumus ut sclavus
praedictus sibi retineatur.
Datum in nostro ducali palatio, die VI mensis Augusti, indictione II, M°CCCC°III.
Recepta die VSeptembris M°CCCC°IIII.

Francesco Foscari, by the grace of God, Doge of Venice, etc. to the noblemen [sc. the
duke and his Council]:
Case: The noble and good man, Jacopo Tedaldi from Florence, was in the city of
Constantinople when the emperor [= sultan] of the Turks conquered it in war.
Wishing to save himself, he jumped into the sea and swam to our galleys and thus
escaped the attack and the notice of the infidels. Similarly, one of his slaves, called
Valentinus, a Russian twelve years old (or thereabouts), who was in Constantinople
and had been purchased from John Ghola, also swam to the ship of the Cretan
Hyalinas. Thus he came to Candia, where he remains, as he is detained and held under

60 As we are about to see, cf. next note, the statement that "...Tetaldi, of whom we know nothing
more than is said of him in the text" (Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, p. vii), may
be a slight exaggeration, as there is at least one Venetian document that speaks of him.
61 Archivio di Stato di Venezia, Duca di Candia, Ducali e letter ricevute, quaderno 27. This
document was published in NE 5: no. 19 (p. 99).
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the power of Khortatzes, unjustly and unduly. Consequently, he [Tetaldi] is begging
for our assistance. Therefore we willingly order that you, if it is concluded that this is
the slave of Jacopo Detaldi, restore him to him or to his lawful representative without
delay, since it is neither just nor equitable that he should lose his slave in this manner.
If perhaps it is alleged that the aforementioned slave is being held justly because of
our war with the Florentines, we state to you that you should not hesitate, on account
of this, to restore the aforementioned slave to Jacopo, if indeed, as we stated earlier,
you conclude that he is his property. He has endured a great deal and he has suffered
in miserable circumstances. Therefore it is our wish that the aforementioned slave be
returned to him.
Given in our ducal palace on the 7th day of August of the 2nd indiction, 1454.
Received on September 5, 1454 [more Veneto; that is, 1453]

Thus confirmation in regard to Tetaldi's homeland is established through Venetian
archives. Unfortunately, his name receives various spellings in this document. That the
document is authentic cannot be doubted, as it also states that Hyalinas' ship escaped
from the harbor of Constantinople, a fact that can be confirmed independently of this
document. The escape of Hyalinas and his ship from Constantinople and his arrival in
Crete are also recorded, with various spelling errors, by a sorrowful scribe at the
Monastery of Ankarathos in Crete:62

ETE<L> aUV'yLOUVLOU K19', 1lµepa S", 'r'IX$av O:7ro TrIV KWVUTCYVTL-vo&woXLV Kapa[3La

TpLa Kp yI LKCY, TOU E'yovpoi, Toll 'TaXLv&, Ka' T0U 4PLXoµaTOV' XEyOVTES OTL TY V

K19' TOU Mai ou inivOC, 711C ayLac ©E08OULac TlµEpa TpLTTI, Wpa 'Y' TT11; TlµEpac,

EQERTIOav oL dyapivot EC TTjv KWVOTaVTLVO1')9roXLV, TO ywaa'Tov TOU ToipKOU

MEE[LE'T, Kal E17roV OTL E7CEKTELVaV TOV RaULXEa TOV Kip KWVUTavfivov

TOv OpayaaLV KaL 11aXaLoX0'YOV. KaL EyEVETO OU'V ILEyak71 KaL 7roXXLS

KAaUaILOS ELC Trly SLa TO 15Xr 3epov µ1jviµa 07rep 7>A$E, OTL (ELpOV TOUTOU

OU yEyOVEV OUTS yEV71aETaL. Kal K<upto>C 6 O<E6>C EAE'nUai TlLWC, KaL
XUTpo xeiaL 71µ0LC T7'IS cpo3Epcc aUToU

62 The text of this note was first published in G. M. Arabatzoglou, 4VT!ELoc Bg3ALoth r1, "HroL

'E7rL6rlp.a KaL 'ISLWTLKc "Eyypacpa Kai "AAAa Mvrtµeta XXETLKo 7rpOs TYIv 'IUTopiav roi
OLKOUµEVLKOV HaTpLapXELOV, 1 (Constantinople, 1933): no. 3 (p. 108); TIePN, p. 213: con
qualche errore di lettura); it was republished, with a short discussion, by R. Browning, "A Note on
the Capture of Constantinople in 1453," Byz 22 (1953): 379-387; and with Italian translation in
TIePN, p. 214. A document listing the names of noble refugees who reached Crete on a Venetian
galley is provided in the manuscript Miscellanea Gregolin (Archivio di Stato di Venezia, 27):
Testamenti; cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," n. 28); its text was
published by K. D. Mertzios, "llept EK KWVUTaVTLVO1)7r6XEWC OLacpiyOv ruv To 1453

11IaXaLOA67WV Kat ' A1roaLRa615EVTWV ELF Kpij1-71V," Actes du Xlle Congres International d'Etudes

Byzantines, Ochride, 10-16 Septembre 1961, 2 (Belgrade, 1964): 171-176. In general, cf.
Manoussakas, "Les derniers ddfenseurs cretois de Constantinople," pp. 331-340. For the timetable
of the Christian ships and their departure from Constantinople, cf. PaL 2: 131-132; FC, pp. 141-
142; Tetaldi also presents a general picture, in addition to Barbaro 59-60 [= CC 1: 34-37].
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In the y<ear> 1453, June 29, a Tuesday, three Cretan ships arrived from
Constantinople. They belonged to Sgouros, to Hyalinas, and to Philomates. They said
that on the 29th of the month of May, the day of Saint Theodosia, a Tuesday, the
descendants of Hagar [the Turks], the army of the Turkish celebi [= prince] Mehmed,
entered Constantinople. They also said that they killed the emperor, Constantine
Dragag, also called Palaiologos. There ensued much grief and a great deal of
mourning in Crete, on account of this grievous piece of news. Nothing worse than this
has happened nor will happen. May the L<ord> our G<od> have pity on us and
deliver us from His terrible threat.

Antonios Hyalinas, who escaped with his ship and brought Valentinus to Crete, lost
almost his entire fortune in the sack and was subsequently beset by debtors. Such was his
plight that the Venetian Senate eventually took pity on him and, in view of his services
during the siege, attempted to alleviate his condition with an official decree.63 We do not
know the outcome of Tetaldi's petition to reclaim his slave and we have no further
information on this author/warrior/merchant/refugee.64

63 Barbaro 64 [= CC 1: 36-37] refers to this captain as "el Galina": la galia de Candia patron
misser Zacaria Grioni el cavalier, quela si fo prexa, poi driedo queste galie si levd tre nave de
Candia, le qual son, ser Zuan Venier, ser Antonio Filamati <e> el Galina, e tuti andasemo in
conserva nave e galie per infina fuora del streto.... [Melville] Jones, Nicold Barbaro, made an
error in the translation of this passage, which he subsequently corrected: cf. Melville Jones, The
Siege of Constantinople 1453, p. xii: "It was this Nemesis which inspired me, in the translation of
Barbaro...to assume that 'el galina' was a Venetian nickname ('The Hen') for Antonio Filamati. It
is, in fact, the name of a Cretan shipmaster, Yalinas." The same problem resurfaces in the modern
Greek translation of Barbaro, as Lappa has translated Barbaro's el Galina with the impossible noun
Tou 'yLaTpov (p. 201). For the documents dealing with the adventures of the captains after their
escape, cf. RdD 3: 2950, and 3026. On this individual, cf the documents cited infra, Appendix IV:
"Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 99. The Hyalinas family continued to make its home
in Crete until the fall of the island to the Turks. The survivors then migrated to Corfu. Cf. S. P.
Lampros, "KaVT6Xoyoc TWV Kprl-rLKmv OLKav KepK ipo:s," NH 10 (1913): 449-465, esp. p. 451: the
Gialina family is included among the nobili della citta di Candia, but, it is noted, the family's roots
are ultimately in Constantinople.
64 Numerous editions of the French text have appeared over the last centuries, including: D.
Godefroy, ed. Histoire de Charles VII, roy de France; par Jean Chartier, Jacques Le Bouvier, dit
Berry, Matthieu de Coucy, et autres autheurs. Mise en lumiere, & enrichie de plusieurs titres,
memoires, etc. par Denys Godefroy (Paris, 1661), pp. 271-279 (based on Paris. fir. 2691); and Valet
de Virville, Chronique de Charles VII, roi de France, par Jean Chartier. Nouv. ed rev. sur les
manuscrits, suivie de divers fragments, inedits, pub. avec notes, notices, et eclaircissemens par Velt
de Virville, 3 (Paris, 1858): 20-35. The best edition remains that of E. Marten and U. Durand, eds.,
Thesaurus novus anecdotorum, 1 (Paris, 1717): cols. 1819 ff., which was further reprinted in MHH,
22.1, 891 ff. There has been only one translation of the French text into English: Melville Jones,
The Siege of Constantinople 1453, pp. 1-10. Melville Jones' translation is based on Paris. fir. 6487.
Selections from the French Tetaldi into Italian have also appeared in CC 1. The Latin version of
Tetaldi has never been studied fully by scholars and has not been utilized in various modem studies
of the siege and fall. It has been published once: Marten and Durand, Veterum scriptorum et
monumentorum historicorum, 5: 175-189. For a new edition of the Latin text of Tetaldi, with
English translation and commentary, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, pp. 133-217.
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IV. A Russian Eyewitness: The Historicity of Nestor-Iskander's Text

There exists an interesting narrative that recounts the events of the siege and the fall of
Constantinople in 1453 to the Ottoman Turks. This Slavonic narrative is usually entitled
Povest' o Tsar grade [The Tale of Constantinople], and its author is identified as Nestor-
Iskander (Turkish: Iskender). There is general agreement that the nucleus of this account
dates back to an actual diary of the siege that was maintained by its author.65 This work,
it may argued, is a Slavonic counterpart to Nicold Barbaro's Giornale dell' assedio di
Costantinopoli, as both works complement each other and derive from journals kept by
actual participants during the siege.66 While Barbaro concentrates his attention on
Venetian activities, on events in the harbor, at the boom, and within the Golden Horn,
Nestor-Iskander's focus is the struggle along the land fortifications about the Gate of
Saint Romanos and the Pempton or the Fifth Military Gate. If indeed parts of this
surviving Slavonic account are taken from an actual diary maintained by an eyewitness
who recorded his observations during the operations, then the Povest' can be considered a
document of primary significance, presenting authentic testimony. Thus far this Slavonic
document has been used sparingly by various historians and has played only a secondary
role in modern accounts of the siege and fall. It has been used primarily to support the
statements reported by other accounts, at best,67 or, at worst, modern analysts have
ignored it. A number of reasons can be isolated for this tendency: the difficult Slavonic
text, the complicated structure of the narrative, the unavailability of this chronicle in
western languages, and the erroneous impression that Nestor-Iskander was present in the
Ottoman camp and not with the defenders.68

65 For the early scholarship on this topic, cf. the bibliography cited in B. Unbegaun, "Les relations
vieux-russes de la prise de Constantinople," Revue des etudes slaves 9 (1929): 13-38 [= B.
Unbegaun, Selected Papers on Russian and Slavonic Philology (Oxford, 1969), pp. 1-26]; N. A.
Smirnov, " LIcTOpuuecxoe 3HaqenKe PyccKoii `lIosecTH' HecTOpa J4cxeHgepa o B3slTKM
TypxaMn KoxcTaHTKxononsi 1453 [The Historical Significance of the Russian `Tale' by Nestor-
Iskander on the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453]," VV 7 (1953): 50-71; I. Duj6ev,
"La conquete turque et la prise de Constantinople dans la littdrature slave de 1'epoque," Medioevo
Byzantinoslavo 3 (1971): 412-446; and M. Balard, "Constantinople dans la premiere moitie du XVe
siecle, d'apres les recits de voyages et les temoins du siege de 1453," in Constantinopla. 550 an"os
de su cagida. KwvaTavTtvov1roAr7. 550 Xpovta afro TIv dAwvt. Constantinopla Bizantina. 1:

Bvi'avrtv KwvaravTtvovnroAi (Granada, 2006): 315 if.
66 The only complete edition of this precious work remains that of Comet. Some relevant sections,
with improved text, are reproduced in CC 1: 8-39; for an English translation, cf. Jones, Nicold
Barbaro; in addition, there exists a modern Greek translation by Lappa, pp. 89-213.
67 Pears used it with hesitation; Schlumberger, and in its improved version in Greek translation by
Lampros, KwvaTavT%voc HaAatoAOryoc; FC; D. Stacton, The World on the Last Day: The Sack of
Constantinople by the Turks, May 29, 1453. Its Causes and Consequences (London, 1965) [= D.
Dereksen, The Crescent and the Cross: The Fall of Byzantium, May 29, 1453 (New York, 1964)];
and PaL 2: ch. 4. Some attention is paid to Nestor-Iskander by D. Afinogenov, "To reyovos 'rfjs

"AXa iic FL O QTd' PwaLKc XpovuKo," in 'H "AAwarl T7]c HoAi?c, ed. E. Khrysos (Athens, 1994),
pp. 221-249, esp. pp. 240-246. Mijatovich has made the most extensive use of this narrative,
however; he most probably used the Hilandar Slavic ms. 280. Cf supra, ch. 1, n. 105.
68 The first English translation appeared only recently, with a new edition of the Slavonic text:
Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture); supra, ch. 1, p. 33.
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The Povest' has come down to us in two manuscript traditions that date to the end of
the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth centuries. 9 The most ancient and most
authoritative version seems to be contained in the Troitse-Sergieva Lavra Ms. No. 773 of
the early sixteenth century. A second version represents an abbreviated corruption,
lacking the biographical details reported in the Ms. No. 773, and all indications or
attributions of authorship. However, it was this inferior version that became the model for
the early editions, those by Sreznevsky and subsequently by Iakovlev.70 This inferior
version is clearly a later copy prepared by a monk for inclusion in a more extensive
chronicle. In 1884 the Archimandite Leonid discovered the No. 773 manuscript at the
Troitse-Sergieva Lavra. This version provides the fullest text and includes the name of
the author, as well as a brief vita (as an appendix) of Nestor-Iskander. Two years later
Archimandite Leonid published the first printed edition of this manuscript.71 Since its
discovery, Ms. No. 773 has been accepted as the fullest and earliest complete version in
existence, which dates back to the early sixteenth century and derives, in all likelihood,
from the author's autograph that was compiled in the second half of the fifteenth century
and in fact to the decades of the 1470s or the 1480s.72

The vita appended to Ms. No. 773 states that the Turks captured Nestor in his youth
and that he was witness to the events of the siege. It had been assumed by modem
scholars that Nestor-Iskander wrote his account from the point of view of a besieger who
was present in the Ottoman camp. A careful reading of the narrative reveals that the focus
of Nestor-Iskander is not upon the Ottoman camp, which would be natural if the author of
this chronicle were indeed among the Turks. But his text focuses upon the Greek capital
itself and not upon the fact that he had entered Constantinople together with the
conquerors on May 29, 1453, or shortly thereafter. This view presents an assumption that
was expressed without much critical thought by numerous historians and literary critics.
In fact, Nestor-Iskander is writing as if his vantage point is from the interior of
Constantinople with the besieged and not from the exterior, that is, from the Turkish
camp. It is possible that scholars were influenced on this matter through the Serbian text
of Konstantin Mihailovid, who was in the Ottoman camp with Mehmed II's Serbian
contingents, and who eventually became a renegade and joined the janissary corps. Late
in life he renounced Islam and reverted to Christianity.73

Other translations, partial translations, and renditions in various languages of this narrative include:
Alexandropoulos (in Greek); Dethier (in French); and Braun and Schneider (in German); and
selections in Italian by Folco in CC 1: 267-299; supra, ch. 1, p. 34.
69 For a discussion of the manuscript tradition and stemma in Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of
Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), pp. 7-10.
70 Sreznevsky; Iakovlev, pp. 56-116; supra, ch. 1, p. 34.
71 The Leonid edition. Leonid's text was reprinted in modern Russian by Tvorogov, pp. 216-267,
with commentary pp. 602-607; supra, ch. 1, p. 34.
72 S. N. Azbelev, "K ,gaTKpoaxe pyccKoi=i HoBecTa 0 B3$1TKx Ljapsrpaga TypKaMK ["On the
Dating of the Russian Tale of the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks]," TODRL 17 (1961):
334-337.
73 Konstantin has also been the subject of considerable misunderstandings and for a long time he
was known as a "Polish janissary." In fact, he was a cavalryman with the Serbian contingent that
had been summoned by Mehmed to participate in the siege. As vassals, the Serbs had to obey the
summons, albeit unwillingly, as Konstantin himself emphasizes a number of times in his narrative.
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A careful study of Nestor-Iskander's vita reveals that he reached the vicinity of
Constantinople with an Ottoman artillery train. A Turkish military unit, apparently
somewhere near Moldavia or in southern Russia, had abducted him.74 Eventually, he was
attached to an artillery unit in the Ottoman army, as this presumption confirms that he
had become extremely familiar with the cannon and its uses.75 Nestor-Iskander must have
reached the outskirts of Constantinople with the Ottoman vanguard by April 4, 1453. It is
quite likely that he had not begun entering events in his journal at this early date. By
April 18, we feel certain that Nestor-Iskander, the young captive of the Turks, had
somehow escaped from his abductors, had entered Constantinople, and hereafter made
entries in his diary account.76

On the Serbian cavalry corps in the Ottoman army, cf. Kalid, pp. 193-208, esp. p. 200, who,
however, ignores the activities of the sultan's Serbian sappers from Novo Brdo, whose contribution
in the siege was extremely valuable to the Ottoman high command. The text was first published by
Los, supra, ch. 1, p. 35; there is a French translation by d'Okcza (with notes by Dethier), supra, ch.
1, p. 35. There also exists an English translation of this source by Stolz, supra, ch. 1, p. 35. In
addition, cf. the selection (in Italian translation by A. Danti) in CC 1: 256-260. In addition, cf.
Duj&v, pp. 478-486; and I. Danti, "Contributi all'edizione critica dei Pamietniki Janczara,"
Richerche Slavistiche 16 (1968): 1-36.
74 Basing a judgment on dialectical items in his work, Archimandrite Leonid concluded that Nestor-
Iskander was either of Great Russian or Lithuanian Rus' (that is, White Russian) descent.
Unbegaun, "Les relations vieux-russes," p. 20, conjectures that Nestor-Iskander or the scribe to
whom Nestor-Iskander dictated his narrative came from the region of Pskov in northern
Byelorussia. There is a further conjecture by M. N. Speransky, "IIosecTb K cxasaHKA o B35IT1114
I]apbrpa,ga TypxaMK (1453) B PyccxoH IIKcbMeHHOCTK XVI-XVII BeKOB [Tales and Legends
of the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks (1453) in the Russian Written Language of the
Sixteenth-Seventeenth Centuries]," TODRL 10 (1954): 136-165, and 12 (1956): 188-225, that
Nestor-Iskander was already a slave of the Tatars in the Crimea when he came into the possession
of the Turks. There is, however, no evidence whatsoever for this extreme supposition.
75 Speransky, p. 142, believes that Nestor-Iskander was associated with learned men in the Turkish
camp and served in some capacity in the Porte, even though his work suggests that he was not well
versed in Turkish. G. P. Bel'chenko, "K Bonpocy o cocTaBe KcTOpHIlecxofi IIoBecTK o B3ATHiI
Ll;apbrpa,ga [On the Question of the Structure of the Historical Tale of the Capture of
Constantinople]," in C6opxurc Cmameu K CopoKanemuxro ,L(enmenbuocmu AKadeMurca A. C.
Opnoea (Leningrad, 1934), p. 513, expresses the opinion that Nestor-Iskander was a functionary in
the Ottoman governmental bureaucracy. Bel'chenko further believes that he was old enough to be a
soldier; M. O. Skripil, "`I4cTopKSi' o B3AT14K IJapbrpaua TypxaMa HecTopa I1cxaH,gepa [The
`History' of the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks by Nestor-Iskander]," TODRL 10 (1954):
166-184, esp. p. 174, asserts that he was a professional soldier. The view that he was an unskilled
boy attached to an artillery unit is developed in Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople
(Of Its Origin and Capture), pp. 2-8.
76 This observation was first presented at the Twelfth Byzantine Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr,
1986): W. K, Hanak, "Who Was Nestor-Iskander?," in Abstracts of Papers, 12th Annual Byzantine
Studies Conference (Bryn Mawr, 1986), p. 15; and M. Philippides, "The Historical Value of
Nestor-Iskander's Povest' o Tsar 'grade," ibid., pp. 13-15; and was further developed in Hanak and
Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), "Introduction."
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Officers in charge of the defense of the western land walls must have learned, through
Russian residents,77 of the defection of the boy and his former connection with an
Ottoman artillery unit and its personnel deployed against the Mesoteikhion, the Achilles
heel of the defense.78 Nestor-Iskander must have been interrogated and then recruited into
the imperial service, where he was utilized by the defenders in the evaluation of
intelligence information on the Ottoman batteries and their officers. Further, it is evident
from the narrative that Nestor-Iskander was also employed in counting and perhaps even
identifying the dead and the wounded, not only of the Turks but also of the Greeks and
their Italian allies and mercenaries. It is clear from his narrative that, despite his young
age, Nestor-Iskander played a part in the defense of the city and was indeed in a position
to furnish valuable details concerning operations that are not encountered in our other
eyewitness sources. His contribution in part consists of his report of the sanitary measures
undertaken in the disposal of the corpses. Such details and observations can be of value to
modem historians interested in siege warfare of the late Middle Ages. Thus Nestor-
Iskander records that on the morning of April 19, the Greek emperor ordered "the clergy
and the deacons to gather the dead and bury them," and he enumerates the casualties.79
On the morning of April 25 he reports an almost identical operation, in very similar
language.80 His last count is assigned to the morning of May 8, when "Nicholas, the
eparkh," ordered that the corpses of the Turkish dead be cast out.81 It is interesting to note
that in this last count he does not report the Greek and Italian, and other casualties,
perhaps because the imperial headquarters feared to admit to the surviving defenders their
own losses. For a last time Nestor-Iskander returns to this subject, during the concluding
stages of the siege before the final assault on May 27 or 28, and by then he clearly feels

77 On the possible existence of a Russian community in Constantinople in 1453, cf. V. Malenin,
Cmapely EAea3apoea Maxacmuups 1Dunoeeu [The Elder Philotheos of the Monastery of Eleazar]
(Kiev, 1901), passim.
78 On this critical sector, cf infra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard," and ch. 9: "Land Operations:
The Main Targets."
79 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 20 (pp. 38-39):
Ha yTPMA me noBen'b uecapb co6paT14 Tpynisl.... 14 nocna uecapb Kb napTiapxy, ga nonejmrb
CBAIIjeHHHKOM'b M ALAKOHOM'b co6paTM MepTBbla m nOrp'hCTM A. I4 a6ie co6pamacA
MHOJKeCTBO CBAII;eHHMK'b M I{b5KOHOB'b, M B35IHIa MepTBbIII M norpe6oma Mxi : 6Axy xce tuscnno

1'peKOB'b 1740, a Oparl, M ApMeHb 700, "In the morning the emperor issued orders to gather the
corpses.... The emperor sent [a message] to the patriarch and asked him to order the clergy and
deacons to gather and bury the dead. The number of the [dead] Greeks was 1,740, and of the Franks
and Armenians 700."
80 Ibid., 28 (pp. 44-45, and 47): Ha yTpHA me uecapb noBell'h CBMII;eHHMKOM'b 14 AbAKOHOM'b
TaKOM'b co6paTM TpynaA M nOrp'13CTM a, a Mxce ewe 6Axy x i4Bbl pa3gaTM BpatleM'b. 14 co6pamIa

MpbTBblx'b TpexoB'b H bp1rb M ApMeH1..., "In the morning the emperor ordered the priests and
deacons to gather and bury the corpses and to dispense cures to those who were alive. They
gathered the dead Greeks, Franks, and Armenians...."
81 Ibid., 46 (pp. 60-61): Ha yTPMA me enapxb HMKO.nati rlose.rb rpaxaxoMb H36beHHblx'b
TypKOB'b BbIMeTaTM M31 rpaga M 3a pBbl, Ha fOKa3aHlle 6e36o)KHOMy: M 6bICTb HX'b LIMCiiOM'b,

AKOxce p'sxoma, go 16.000, "In the morning Nikolas the eparch ordered the townspeople to cast
the massacred Turks out of the city and beyond the breach. For testimony to the godless, they had
numbered, so to say, to 16,000."
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overwhelmed by his task. He seems to have resigned himself.82 Ha,geHie xze o6oHxlb
cTpaHb, a Hainage paHHwx'b - KTO MoxCeTb YrcgecTU, "the fallen on both sides and
above all those wounded, oh who can count [them]?"

Of equal importance, Nestor-Iskander furnishes factual information for one specific
site: the carnage that occurred in the most important sector of the Mesoteikhion, the area
between the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton, which witnessed the severest and
the greatest amount of fighting. It was in fact in the Pempton sector that finally the Turks
stormed and overwhelmed the fortifications in the final assault.83 It further becomes clear
that Nestor-Iskander had to be among the defenders inside the besieged city to include
such specific details, not only of events and of the operations but of participants as well.
His Greek "prosopography" is certainly more extensive than that of the Turkish
counterparts. His description of the assault of April 18 relates to the events on the walls.
He was indeed with the defenders, although not necessarily a combatant. Most probably,
he viewed the struggle from a relatively secure spot, perhaps within the safety of one of
the towers along the inner Great Wall and not in a tower of the outer wall with its
barricades and stockades.84

That Nestor-Iskander was among the defenders and viewed the struggle from the
walls and not from the Ottoman camp, and that indeed he was an observer from within,
receives additional support from the internal evidence within the narrative itself.
Numerous sections enable an attentive reader to conclude that after a short captivity of
perhaps several years in the Ottoman camp, the young adolescent entered Constantinople,
joined the besieged, and assisted in the defense. His narrative offers numerous authentic
details that are not matched by any other eyewitness sources. 85 The present study will
produce an additional argument in support of this view that Nestor-Iskander was among
the defenders. One particular aspect of the Povest', which has failed to attract scholarly
attention thus far, will be of concern to us: Nestor-Iskander's list of combatants.

The prosopography of the participants, besieged or besiegers, in the siege of 1453
remains to be investigated and compiled, even though a systematic study of defenders,
attackers, and survivors could provide a solid background in a modern military analysis
of the operations.86 The main characters on the side of the defenders are well known, as
they are mentioned by authentic sources, and include the emperor87 and his condottiere,
Giustiniani;88 the grand duke, Loukas Notaras;89 the Greek papal legate and formerly the

82 Ibid., 60 (74-75).
83 On this critical sector, Cf. infra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard"; and ch. 9: "Land Operations:
The Main Targets."
84 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 20 (pp. 38-39).
85 Note, e.g., his statements in regard to the Ottoman bombard and the wounds of Giustiniani,
which will be examined infra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard"; and ch. 9: "Land Operations: The
Main Targets."
86 Recent contributions on a few individuals: Olgiati, "Angelo Giovanni Lomellino," pp. 139-196;
T. Ganchou, "Le Mesazon Demetrius Paleologue Cantacuzene a-t-il figure parmi les defenseurs du
siege de Constantinople (19 Mai 1453)?," REB 52 (1994): 245-272; and idem, "Sur quelques
erreurs," pp. 61-82. In addition, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants."
87 Philippides, Constantine XI Dragag Palaeologus, forthcoming.
88 Cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets."
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metropolitan of Kiev and all Russia, Cardinal Isidore;90 Archbishop Leonardo, the author
of the most authoritative account of the siege; and numerous Venetian9l and Genoese
participants.92 Nevertheless, this is not a simple matter of compilation, as it would appear
prima facie. A number of modern scholars have been misled by the sixteenth-century
elaboration of Sphrantzes' authentic narrative, the so-called Chronicon Maius, and have
included among the defenders fictional personalities that have been invented, for various
reasons, by Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, the notorious "forger" of the Chronicon
Maius. A typical example is "Don Francisco de Toledo," who, according to Pseudo-
Sphrantzes, was a distant relative of the Greek emperor and fell with him during the final
heroic moments of the struggle before the Pempton on May 29:93

`O bE [sc. Constantine XI] Tov inroV KEVTrivas 8p(Xp. v Ecpf avEv, Ev&i To 7rX'YI1aoq
TIDY aci 3v 'i pXETO, Ka6 knrEp 6 Eat *W' V E7r6 TOI)q dXXocpi Xouq E7ro6r ae.... K(A
6...56V 4)payKL6KOg 6 TOXEbog U7rc'p TOV 'AXLXXEa E7ro1,gaev....

He [the emperor] urged on his horse and arrived in haste at the point where the
multitude of the infidels [the Turks] had won the upper hand, and fought on as if he
were Samson struggling against his enemies.... Don Francisco de Toledo surpassed
Achilles in the fight....

Even though Don Francisco is, without doubt, a fictional figure, a creation of the
sixteenth-century elaborator, some modern scholars have uncritically accepted his
presence by the emperor in the last battle of the siege.94

89 Cf., among others, Matschke, "The Notaras Family," pp. 59-72; and idem, "Der Fall von
Konstantinopel 1453 in den Rechnungsbucher der griechischen Staatsschuldenverwaltung,"
HoAuirAeupoc Noi c: Miscellanea fur Peter Schreiner zu seinem 60. Geburtstag, eds. Cordula
Scholz and G. Makris, Byzantinisches Archiv 19 (Leipzig, 2000): 204-222, esp. 211-213; in
addition, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.B. 13.
90 There exists no detailed scholarly biography of Cardinal Isidore. For his career the following
works must be consulted: Manousakas, `11 irpeSTq pp. 109-118; Pierling, pp. 60-105;
Mercatti, Scritti d'Isidoro; Ziegler, pp. 393-410; Hofmann, "Papst Kallixt III," pp. 209-237;
Ammann, 7:25 1; and Krajcar, pp. 367-378; in addition, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege
of 1453," II.A.5; and Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V," pp. 347 ff., who discusses his role in the defense
of Constantinople.
91 The starting point for a compilation of a prosopography is provided by the various lists of
Venetian land defenders and seamen, including the wounded, dead, and captives, that are supplied
by Barbaro's narrative; cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants."
92 G. Olgiati, "Notes on the Participation of the Genoese in the Defense of Constantinople,"
Macedonian Studies 6 (1982): 48-58.
93 Maius 400. This fictional genealogy is included in a codex of the Maius written in Naples, that is,
the city in which the forger seems to have put the final touches on his elaboration; on the forger's
Neapolitan connections, cf. Khasiotes, Mcxrccpi,oc. We will discuss the perpetration of this forgery
infra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes."
94 E.g., FC, p. 139; and Stacton/Dereksen, p. 236; in addition, Pseudo-Sphrantzes has led astray D.
S. Cirac Estopanan, Byzancio y Espaha. La caida del imperio byzantino y los Espanoles
(Barcelona, 1954). The fact is that Pseudo-Sphrantzes invented this personality, Don Francisco de
Toledo, to flatter an important Spanish family of Naples, as has been shown by Khasiotes,
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Leonardo compiled an orderly list of the main defenders, with their assigned positions
on the fortifications, and it is this list that has guided investigators in their research and
that has proven the unreliability of the Maius.95 This is not the only list in existence.
Pusculo has also included another compilation96 in his poetic account and in some cases
he differs from Leonardo, but this is to be expected, for during the conduct of the siege
there were re-assignments and re-deployments of the defenders' positions. 7 In addition,
Barbaro's journal furnishes the names of captains of galleys and other individuals in
charge of the defense of the harbor.98 Compared to these preserved lists, Nestor-
Iskander's information is less organized and certainly lacks formality. His
"prosopography" of the defenders is not presented in a catalogue but is scattered
throughout his account. In its preserved form it is vague at best, or poor at worst. We
suspect that there was an original more formal and more detailed list, which was
subsequently modified in the transmission of the autograph. Nevertheless, it includes
valuable prosopographical details and observations on the defenders, which strongly
suggests that numerous sections of the narrative go back to his original notes or to a
journal that he had kept throughout the siege.

In general, Nestor-Iskander presents a poor picture of the besiegers. He knows the
names of some prominent Turks but he supplies nothing additional to names or titles. He
knows very little of the sultan's role in the operations and casts Mehmed II as a
proverbial villain. He cites by name Baltaoglu,99 the Ottoman admiral, and Zaganos, the
Greco-Albanian renegade/convert to Islam, who headed the aggressive pro-war faction of
the Porte.100 Nestor-Iskander's Karach Beg/Kapawb-Beio must be Karaca Pasha, whom

Mwcc pioc, p. 176. For the contribution of Spaniards to the defense of the Greek capital in 1453,
cf. C. Laskari-Comneno, Participacion catalana en la defensa de Constantinopla durante su ultimo
assedio (Zaragoza, 1958).
95 Cf. the fundamental study by J. B. Falier-Papadopoulos, "Phrantzes est-il reellement l'auteur de
la grande chronique qui porte son nom?," in Actes du IV Congres international des etudes
byzantines. LlseecmuA ua 6-bAeapcku.R Apxeonozuuecxu Llncmumym 8; Bulletin de 1'Institut
Archeologique Bulgare 19 (Sofia, 1935): 177-189; Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople," pp.
287-300; idem, "Euryxpovec "Epevvec (T-T& KeiµeVa Toy Hapvaaaoc 25 (1983): 94-
99; and idem, "An `Unknown' Source," pp. 174-183.
96 Pusculo's catalogue: Book IV, 151-196 (some selections in CC 1: 151-196).
97 Furthermore, some of the Italian followers of Leonardo are not always in agreement with their
source, the archbishop's narrative; cf. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop
Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-227.
98 Barbaro provides numerous lists throughout his narrative but they are not all reliable; apparently,
there has been some confusion in the memory of the author in his original notes, or in the
transmission of his work.
99 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 52 (pp. 68-69):
CTOny we MopcKoMy EaJITayrnilo..., "...the maritime seats (were assigned) to Pasha Baltaoglu;"
and 75 (pp. 84-85): BanTayrniio we npucn'ksmy co MHOFOTO cianoro..., "Baltaoglu approached
with his great force...." On him, cf. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 2: 244.
100 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 52 (68-69):
CTO.ny we MopcxoMy Balrrayr.niuo K 3arauy..., "the maritime seats (were assigned) to Pashas
Baltaoglu and Zaganos ...." On them, cf. Moravcsik, 2: 128 and 244, in reverse order. A further
possibility that scholars have not considered thus far is that Zaganos was of Gypsy origin, as his
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he places against the Blachernae Palace, the Wooden Gate, and the Kaligaria Gate:101 y6o
Kapaub-Beio HPOTHBy IlecapcK1x'b nailaTb m gepeBSlHbIx'b BpaT'b H Kainxcapia,
"Karach-Beg [Karaca Pasha] against the Imperial Palata [Blachernae Palace?] and the
Wooden Gate of [and?] Kaligaria." Nestor-Iskander returns to "Karach Beg" once more
when he describes an attack that the pasha directed.102 He does not cite his name, but he
knows of the Beglerbeg of Anatolia, whose troops were deployed against the
Pege/Selybria/Silivri Gate and the "Golden Palace":103 a 6eriJiapb-61eM'b:
BbCTOUHOMy npOTHBy IIIZriH H 3.naTaro M'bCTa, "...and the Beglerbeg to the east,
against the Pigia [Pege/Silivri/Selybria Gatel and the Golden Place [Golden Gate?]." In
addition, he mentions a standard-bearer of the west, whose name he records as Mustafa.
This Mustafa is not cited by any other source, who at some point in the siege is opposed
by the combined forces of Theodoros (Karystenos?) and Giustiniani:104 BbCTOqHbLR xce
(D.na6ypap'b MyCTacpa BCKOp'k Hatil,ge Ha I'pexbl co MHOroIO CJ4JIOlo.... (Deo,gop'b xe
THCS1MHLIK'b COBOKyIHBCSI cs 3ycTyH'heMb, "Mustafa, the standard-bearer of the east
[Anatolia], came upon the Greeks with a large force.... Khiliarch Theodoros
[Karystenos?] joined [forces with] Gustiniani." Nestor-Iskander identifies another
standard-bearer, "Amar Beg, the standard-bearer from the west." Behind his "Amar"
must be the Ottoman name Omer:105 cI J1a6ypapb xce naKI4 3arlaRHblu, AMapb6efl cb

name may bear testimony to this; tsingan, in various spellings, is still the vernacular form of
"Gypsy" among the Slavs as well as in the Balkans.
101 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 52 (pp. 68-69).
Karaca Pasha was the sultan's Beglerbeg, "bey of beys," that is, the highest military official of
Rumeli (the European territories of the sultan), whose troops were positioned before the Gate of
Kharisios (Nestor-Iskander's "Khorsun [XopcyH]" (52 [pp. 68-69]), also known as the
Adrianople/Edirne Gate. The Venetian Fabruzzi Corner and the Greek Leontaris Bryennios
defended this gate. The Kaligaria/Egri Gate was defended by two Greeks, Theodoros Karystenos
(whom Nestor-Iskander seems to know as "Khiliarkh Theodoros [Deoj opb xce T14CALIH11Kb]" (41
[pp. 56-57]), Emannuel Goudeles, and by a Scot, a military engineer in the band of Giovanni
Giustiniani, named John Grant. The imperial palace of Blakhemai was defended by the Venetian
bailo, Girolamo Minotto. The sectors will be considered in our discussion of the topography of
Constantinople; cf. infra, ch. 5: "The Land Fortifications: An Impregnable Fortress 'Thou Art' or
`Art Not."'
102 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 72 (pp. 82-83):
Ho Kapatl-6elo 6alu'h, co6pasmy MHoxcecTBO Boiacxa, ...14 nporua uecapA H BCHxb rpaxcaxb,
"but Pasha Karach Beg gathered a multitude of troops... and drove back the emperor and all the
townspeople."
103 Ibid., 52 (pp. 68-69). The Beglerbeg of Anatolia was I§ak Pasha, whose troops faced the sector
from the (civil, after Runciman) Gate of Saint Romanos southward, as far as the sea. In addition,
Nestor-Iskander's "Golden Palace" is undoubtedly a reference to the Golden Gate, the
southernmost gate of the land walls; Andronikos Kantakouzenos defended it.
104 Ibid., 41 (pp. 56-57).
105 Ibid., 39 (pp. 54-55). In the same incident he also identifies a janissary, whom he calls
"Amurat," presumably Murad, who almost killed Giustiniani: AMypaTb xce H'bKbJt AHH'4aHHHb,
Kp'LnOKb Cblii ThJIOMb, CM'hwwaBCA Cb I'peKbl, gofig 4 3yCTyw'Ml, H HaLIam clumx ero moT'h.
Tpe'lnwb )Ke HtKbIH, CKOUJ4Bb CT'bHbl, OTC')39e eMy Hory CbK14p010, 14 TaKO 1436aBH 3yCTyH'bsl

oTb cMepTH, "with bodily strength, a certain janissary, Amurat, mixed with the Greeks. He came at
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CBO1IM1 noJIbxbl Hana,1 a Ha I'pexbI..., "again the standard-bearer of the west [Rumeli],
Amar Beg, attacked the Greeks with his regiment." On the whole, Nestor-Iskander's list
and prosopography of the besiegers are scanty and do not seem to support the old view
that advocated the hypothesis that Nestor-Iskander was with the Turks, in the Ottoman
camp, during the siege.

His contribution to the prosopography of the defenders is more detailed, but again it is
not presented in an organized manner. It seems to be a compilation of his impressions and
we encounter occasional confusion or even a wrong identification, but this is not
surprising, once it is taken into account that he arrived late in the city, immediately before
the commencement of the siege and did not have an opportunity to become familiar with
the less prominent defenders. Perhaps he came from the fortress that Mehmed II had
erected on the European side of the Bosphoros, the notorious Rumeli Hisar. His errors
betray an author who had not been familiar with all sectors and all commanders
participating in the defense. As his presence in the city became, in time, known to the
defenders and his usefulness as a potential informant was judged valuable, we notice a
corresponding increase in the amount of factual details with regard to the operations that
he included in his narrative. Thus his description of the first battle (dated April 18) is
general, without any specific details.106 After the introduction of Giovanni Giustiniani in
the account, Nestor-Iskander's descriptions become more detailed and perhaps one may
be justified in believing that somehow the young Russian had become attached to the
emperor's Trpw roffTpa'Twp, or dux militiae (as Leonardo correctly translates the term into
Latin).107 Was perhaps Nestor-Iskander given the task of keeping a daily account of the
day-by-day operations of the condottiere rather than other key defenders? He makes
frequent mention of him throughout the narrative, even when he identifies Turkish
artillerymen and officials of the Ottoman command.108

Furthermore, Nestor-Iskander provides valuable information about the controversial
incident that surrounded Giustiniani's decision to abandon his post at the Pempton during
the last stages of the Ottoman assault on May 29. It is generally agreed that Giustiniani's
orderly retreat with his band from the stockade outside the inner wall precipitated panic
among the remaining defenders who rushed to follow him through the gate that he
opened into the safety of the city.109 This was, in fact, the major turning point of the last
battle and the key incident in the siege. Contemporaries and later historians have debated
the conduct of Giustiniani since. Had the warlord kept his professional band at its post,
the battle might not have been lost and Constantinople would have been saved. Most

Justinian and began to slash him fiercely. A Greek jumped from the wall, cut off his legs with an
axe, and so saved Justinian from death."
1°6 Ibid., 20 (38-39).
107 PG 159: 928 [CC 1: 132; Languschi-Dolfin 317: capitanio general]. The Latin Tetaldi calls him
capitaneus constitutus twice (V and XVII); a Greek testimony (in a German contemporary
translation) gives him the title, "der Genuessen Haubtman" [NE 2: 514-518]; and an anonymous
Venetian chronicle (Milan, Abrosiana, R. 113, Sup. fol. 185°-186, quoted in NE 3: 301, n. 1)
describes him as capetanio a la guardia de lo riparo.
108 For a development of this view, cf. Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its
Origin and Capture), pp. 4 if.
109 For a detailed examination and review of all testimonies, infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations: The
Main Targets," sec. III.
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sources state that Giustiniani abandoned his post after he was wounded. Nestor-Iskander
relates that the warlord retreated after he received a second wound and was in extreme
pain. This second wound may explain Giustiniani's decision to abandon the fray.
According to this chronicle, in the early stages of the final assault Giustiniani was struck
by a stone shot on the chest, lost consciousness, and fell to the ground. He was then
treated extensively throughout the night but he failed to recover:' 10

... HO np1JleT Il LICb UYUKbl $1ApO KaMeHHoe Ha H3JIerh, x ygapIBT 3ycTyHba no
nepChMl,, x pa3pa3H eMy nepci. 14 riage Ha 3eMJiio... BpaueBe me upec'b BCIO
OHYIO HoERb Tpyxcaxycsl o noMoxceHlx ero, x eABa xcnpasxma eMy rpy,Ab,
Bmx6JIeHoe M'].CTO OT16 ygapa.

...yet a stone shot, a spent ball, struck Giustiniani in the chest, and shattered his
bosom. He fell to the ground.... They treated him all night long and labored in
sustaining him. Little did they mend his chest, as it had been crushed by the hit.
Immediately his wound made him lose consciousness.

Nestor-Iskander then reports that Giustiniani issued orders to be carried back to the
battlefield:"' 3yCTyHSI me naKbl noseJrh ce6 i HeCT1 TaMo..., "Giustiniani anew
commanded to be carried there...." Then he relates that the commander-in-chief was
struck on the right shoulder by a missile from a sclopus and collapsed. Only then was he
carried away from the field and his Genoese troops retreated with him to their ships in the
harbor:' 12

...npxaerbBUiy y6o CKJIOny, x ygapx 3ycTylta x cpa3x eMy Aecnoe rluleuo, 14
Hage Ha 3eMJIio axH MepTBb. 14 Hagoma Hagb HxM1 6oJisipe ero x Jllogie, Kpblia K
pbigaH, x nonomame ero npo1ib, TaKO x (IipsiroBe BcI noflgoma 3a H}M b.

...there came flying a sclopus which struck Giustiniani on the right shoulder. He fell
to the ground as if dead. With cries and sobs his noblemen and men fell upon him.
They carried him away. He was followed by all of the Franks.

Nestor-Iskander is not the only author to mention that Giustiniani was struck twice.
Another testimony supports the report of the Russian eyewitness and the two accounts
taken together provide an important explanation for the warlord's conduct. The Greco-
Italian Nikolaos Sekoundinos,113 who had worked on behalf of the government of Venice
in the summer of 1453, accompanied the Venetian envoy Bartolomeo Marcello to the
Porte in order to assist in the difficult negotiations involving the ransom of the Venetians
who had been captured by the sultan's janissaries in the sack of May 29. He returned to
Venice and then traveled to Rome and to Naples to present his impressions of the new

110 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 60-61 (pp. 74-
77).
111 Ibid., 62 (pp. 76-77).
112 Ibid., 64 (pp. 76-79).
113 On this fascinating personality of the quattrocento, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror,
"Introduction"; and Mastrodemetres, Ncxo'Aaos Eexouv&rvos (1402-1464).
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situation in the Levant. In the court of Naples14 he pronounced a speech on the siege
(January 25, 1454). Sekoundinos was probably the first western visitor to come to
occupied Constantinople and undoubtedly acquired a number of stories about the siege
from survivors.115 In regard to the Giustiniani incident, Sekoundinos reports that indeed
the warlord retreated after he received two wounds:116 Joannes [sc. Giustiniani]...
salutem urbis desperare coepit duobus acceptis vulneribus, "Giovanni [Giustiniani]...
began to lose hope about the salvation of the city and received two wounds."
Sekoundinos must have heard this version from survivors in Constantinople and his
report lends further weight to the authenticity and historicity of Nestor-Iskander's
account.

Nestor-Iskander's "catalogue" of defenders includes mention of the grand duke,
Loukas Notaras, whom he cites as "Kyr Louka," with his correct title: Ksipv Jlysa xce H
apxHAyKc b..., "Lord Loukas, the archduke...."117 It is interesting to note that Nestor-
Iskander supplies Kyr/Kir before this man's name. Other testimonies of eyewitnesses
include the same term, even though the writers may not have been aware of its
significance as a short form of the honorific Kupioc, "lord," and assumed that it was a part
of his name. Thus Leonardo118 refers to him as Chirluca, that is, Kyr Louka, and his
Italian imitators follow him in this designation.119 With this evidence supplied by
eyewitnesses we may conclude that Loukas Notaras was generally addressed as Kyr
Loukas during the siege and that Nestor-Iskander has preserved an authentic detail. He
must have heard someone address the grand duke as "Kyr Louka." In addition, we may
observe the title that Nestor-Iskander assigns to Notaras. The official Greek title was
i &yac Soot or even µerya8out, megadoux, that is, "grand duke." Nestor-Iskander
provides a variation and cites it as apxHAyxc1, "archduke." This is an illustration of a
misunderstanding of the Greek word. Nestor-Iskander must have received this form of
the title from an informant who was not familiar with the proper form of the title. It
further testifies to the authenticity of this tale. The meaning of the office is retained but
the actual title is slightly, even intelligently, modified.

A further contribution to the prosopography of the defenders comes from the pen of
Nestor-Iskander, a detail that is not encountered in other surviving testimonies. An
important passage in his narrative deals with a skirmish that involved Mustafa, "the
standard-bearer of the east [= Anatolia]," whom we have already encountered, 120 and a
Greek general, the strategos "Palaiologos Singkourlas," who receives this brief mention
and does not play any further part in this account. This important passage reads in its
oldest version, Troitse-Sergieva Lavra M. No. 773, as follows:121

114 Mastrodemetres, "Nicolaos Secundinds a Napoli," pp. 21-38.
115 Significant extracts but not the complete text of the speech have been published in CC 2: 128-
140; and in NE 3: 316-323. The complete text of this speech (with inaccuracies, as it is based on
inferior manuscripts) is found only in Makuev, 1: 295-306.
116 CC 2: 42 (NE 3: 319-320).
117 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 42 (pp. 58-59).
lls PG 159: 936 [CC 1: 152]: Johannes Iustinianus... petivit sibi a Chirluca.
119 Languschi-Dolfin 21 (fol. 317); and Sansovino, Gl'Annali, p. 105.
120 Supra, text with n. 104.
121 (Our emphasis). Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and
Capture), 41 (pp. 56-57).
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14 SIKO YtcnycTulua nyHIKbi, BHesaany HanaAe Ha HHX'b HT'b rpaga IIaaeonori,
CTpaTHr'b CHHrypJla, CO MHOrbIMIQ JUO,I MH H 6b5i]e LIX'b Kp'hnKO. B'bCTOLIHLIi
we bna6ypap'b MycTa(pa BCKOp'h Hail,ge Ha fpexbl CO MHOI'OIO csuioIO, YI

c'bgiauie 11X1 cyposo, H nporxa Hxb Bb rpagi, H y3Ke XOTSIxy CT'kny OTSITH.
0eoAop'b )Ke THCSIgIHHK'b COBOKyIHBCSI C'b 3yCTyH'beM'b, nOCKopHHIa Ha
HOMOMb, H 6bICTb c'liila BeJI15I, HO y6O TypKbl OCLIJIOBaXyTb HX'b.

As the cannons fired, suddenly Strategos [General] Palaiologos Singkourlas, with
many men from the city, attacked and fought firmly against them. Mustafa, the
standard-bearer of the east [Anatolia], came upon the Greeks with a large force soon
thereafter and pitilessly put them to the sword. He drove them into the city and even
wanted to start out for the wall. Hurrying to his aid, Khiliarkh Theodoros joined
[forces with] Giustiniani. There was great carnage, but in the end the Turks subdued
them.

The equivalent passage in Sreznevsky's edition is based on a manuscript that is
considerably later than the Troitse-Sergieva Lavra Ms. No. 773. The text reads as
follows:122

HaTYICK'b TypoK16 yAep}KHBaJI'b TOJILKO llaJleoJlor'b cTpaTHr'b CHHrypaa. TypKH
6bIJIH no,I Kp')3nJIeHbI HOBbIMH clJIaMYI, KOTOpbISI nprlBeJrb BOCTOgHI IYI

()Jiam6ypap'b MycTa4)a, m rOTOBHJIHCb OBJIa,q'hTb CTbHOIO. TbICHgHHK%

Oeolop'b BM'bCIt Ch IOCTYIHiaHOM'b 110Cn'131nHJIH Ha lOMOUJb; HO HeMHOI'O
noMOrJIIR. TypKH O,gOJIhBaJIH I'peKOB'b.

The Turkish attack stayed the march of Palaiologos the strategos singurla. The Turks
were reinforced with newfound strength which [appeared] with the standard-bearer of
the east, Mustafa, who prepared to seize the walls. The Khiliarkh Theodoros together
with Giustiniani hastened to aid, but could not assist. The Turks overpowered the
Greeks.

The essential information in both versions is identical. Of particular interest, however, is
the phrase Haiieonor'b, CTpaTHr'b cxHrypJIa, "General Palaiologos Singourla." Since the
publication of the Sreznevsky version of the text, scholars have considered the phrase
problematic and puzzling. The original editor, Sreznevsky, could not decide whether he
was confronted with an actual name or a hopelessly corrupted descriptive title, as
cTpaTHrb is after all an echo of the Greek aipaii yoc, "general." That this was an actual
person, bearing a familial name, was improbable to him and he concluded that he was
encountering a title that could no longer be recovered in its original form. Accordingly,
he failed to capitalize either CTpaTHrVb or cvlHrypna. In an accompanying note,123 he
entertained the possibility that behind cHHrypJla/singourla the appellation
"Sgouromalles" was hidden, for, after all, we know of a Palaiologos Sgouromalles, the
lord of Karytaina, who was connected with events in the Morea in the decade of the

122 (Our emphasis.) Sreznevsky, pp. 14-15.
123 Ibid., p. 36, n. 53.
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1460s.124 There is, however, no evidence whatsoever to conclude that this individual was
among the defenders of Constantinople in 1453 and to suppose that he survived the sack
and found for himself a new career in southern Greece ten years later. Beyond this
hypothesis of Sreznevsky, in more recent times another unlikely candidate has been
proposed:' 25 Theophilos Palaiologos, an active defender in 1453, mentioned by other
eyewitnesses. 126 Sreznevsky concludes that a name was not hidden behind
clHrypna/singourla and believed that he was observing a corruption of a Greek military
title, something approximating an original QTpaTrl'yoc auvepyoXd 3oc, that is, "adjutant
general." Against this conclusion of Sreznevsky's one may point to the fact that Nestor-
Iskander is quite familiar with Greek titles and reproduces them in an accurate phonetic
form or approximation (or in passable translation) throughout his text: cTpaTHr-a for
UTpcTTlyoll;/general,127 enapx1 for e"7tapXoc/eparkh,128 nenHxiii ,goMecTHxb for µEyac
So i craKoc/grand domestic,129 noroeeTb for Xoyo&'Tis/logothete,130 or even his
apxJAyxc'b, a rendering of the Greek title d pXi8out.131 All of these titles are rendered
accurately from their original Greek forms. Why should we then suppose that Nestor-
Iskander, or the transmission of his autograph, garbled a title only in the case of
clHrypiia/singourla?

The decision of Sreznevsky to print singurla with a lower case s, that is, to indicate
that a title is concealed behind this form instead of Singurla with a capitalized S, must be
reversed. The form "Singourla" is, after all, a proper name and not a title. It may not be a
common name but it exists nevertheless. A notable family called Singourla is
encountered in the vicinity of Constantinople at this time. It is true that none of the
authentic and derivative accounts of the siege refers to a General Singourla, with the
exception of Nestor-Iskander's narrative. The so-called Greek historians of the fall,
Doukas, Khalkokondyles, and Kritoboulos, do not know of him. "Singourla" is also
absent in western sources, such as those of Isidore, Leonardo, Pusculo, and Tetaldi. His
name, however, in the form EEyKpouXa, occurs in an appropriate context in the corpus of
the so-called Chronica breviora, the short chronicles, of the period. Chronicle 9, entry 51,
for anno mundi 6956, that is, A.D. 1446, addresses this precarious situation: the

124 Minus 40.11.
125 By Folco, the translator of Nestor-Iskander into Italian in the extracts published by CC 1: 443, n.
28.
126 Followed by his imitators, who refer to him a number of times and mention his death by the side
of the emperor in the last battle (e.g., CC 1: 162-164): Inter haec Theophilus Palaeologo, vir
catholicus ... Theucrorum pondus aliquam diu sustinens et decertans securi discinditur. Leonardo
also states that Theophilos was a scholar (CC 1: 148): Theophilusque Graecus, nobilis Palaeologo,
litteris eruditus; he adds that originally Theophilos had been assigned to guard the Kaligaria Gate.
On this individual, cff, infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 158.
127 E.g., Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 39 (pp.
54-55).
12s E.g., ibid., 42 (pp. 58-59).
129 E.g., ibid.
130 E.g., ibid.
131 We have already discussed this question supra; it is possible that Nestor-Iskander was led astray
by an informant who could not recall the exact title and who then produced this intelligent
approximation that found its way into the text.
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uncertainty and the intrigues that followed the death of Theodoros, the brother of
Emperor John VIII Palaiologos (1425-1448). Theodoros had been plotting to become the
successor of John VIII:132

TW aUTW ETEL, ITIVL <LOUVIW> d7rE6aVEV O 8E07rOTT1c KUp eeOBWpoc 6 lIaX01L0X0y0c,

&6EXpoc 'IWU'VVOV (301oLAEWc. KaL 6pE147'IOaV 11nLOTOL OUK OAI,yOL KpucpaL'Wc, TO 8E

cpavepwc eeo'yLXoc 6 lIaXaLOAOyoc, BpuEVVLOc 6 AE0VTap71c IIaXaLOXoyoc,
Ee'yKpOUXa, ETp0!TTIy&7r0UX0S 0 O KpLTTIc, O ypaµµaTEVc, KaL d XXoL

7roXX06. 'ETacpTl yOUV ELc TOV IIo:VTOKpc ropes.

In the same year, in the month of <June> the despot, Lord Theodoros Palaiologos, and
brother of Emperor John [VIII], died. Not a few [men] were secretly disloyal. Overtly,
Theophilos Palaiologos, Bryennios Leontaris Palaiologos, Senkroula, Strategopoulos
Skantzileris, the judge, the secretary, and many others [were found disloyal]. He
[Theodoros] was buried in the Pantokrator.

Most of the information presented in this note is not found elsewhere. It is important to
note also that Singourla (or Senkroula, as the name is spelled in this entry) appears in the
company of well-known personages who played a part in the siege of Constantinople in
1453. We have already met Theophilos Palaiologos.133 Leontaris Bryennios Palaiologos,
whose first name was Andronikos, was a well-known diplomat who had been dispatched
to Italy in the years before the siege, with the important mission of recruiting mercenaries
and seeking western aid for the defense of Constantinople against the Turks. 134 Nestor-

132 P Schreiner, ed., Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, CFHB 12/1-3: Chronica Byzantina
Breviora, 1 (Vienna 1975-1979): 99. In vol. 3: 212, Schreiner lists Senkrula in his index and states
that he is "unknown." Cf his commentary, 2: 471-472. The death of Theodoros is also mentioned
in Sphrantzes' authentic Chronicle (Minus 28.5): KaL 7rpooµEVOVTOg p.ou EKEL, Tov 'IovvLOV 'T01) Vg

ETOUS Q1rEdaVEV &Tr0 Xo41 BouC, V00'11paroC ELC, Ti v 1;T1XuPpiav 6 8EU1r0'T1QS KUP 0E0'8WP0C,' KaL

pEpov're aUTOV ELS T1 V lTOXLV E0a111av Ev TTY -rob HaVTOKpLYTOpos It should be added that in
this section of the Minus we are confronted with serious chronological problems, which may be
attributed to a problem in the transmission of the text. Sphrantzes' autograph does not seem to have
survived or it has not been identified thus far. In general, the manuscripts of this work are discussed
and evaluated in Maissano, "Il Manoscritto Napoletano," pp. 121-135. In addition to 9.52, other
short chronicles also mention the death of Theodoros; cf., e.g., Schreiner, 1: 9.51 (99), 33.22 (246),
34.13 (268), and 35.10 (287). However, 9.52 is the only chronicle to supply this evidence that there
was a conspiracy in the making and that the death of Theodoros prevented the scheme from
becoming operational. The sudden death of Theodoros Palaiologos was probably caused by an
outbreak of the plague (as is hinted by Sphrantzes: &iro XoLµ(d'bour, voullRa rog). In addition, cf. E.
Trapp, "Ta: TEXEUTOiLa XpovLa Tou eEob6pov B ' IIaXaLOAoyou," 1o prua cr6P ' IWavvrt

KapayLavv0lrovAo, By avriva: 13 (Thessaloniki, 1985): 957-964. On Theodoros, in general, cf.
PLP 9: no. 21459 (88).
133 Supra, n. 126.
134 Leontaris' mission of 1451 is discussed in PaL 2: 108; J. Gill, The Council of Florence
(Cambridge, 1958), pp. 377-380; and R. Guilland, "Les Appels de Constantin XI Paleologue a
Rome et a Venise pour sauveur Constantinople (1452-1453)," BS 14 (1953): 226-244, esp. 231 if.
Also cf. C. Marinescu, "Le pape Nicolas V (1447-1455) et son attitude envers l'Empire byzantine,"
in Actes du IV Congres International des Etudes Byzantines 1. H3eecmuA na B-bnzapcxusi
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Iskander's Haneojiorr, cTpaTxr'b CxxrypJna, "General Palaiologos Singourla" (as
printed in the new edition) can be identified, in all likelihood, with the EEyKpouXa of the
short chronicle.

That CnHrypna/EEyKpouXa/Singourla is a historical personality has significant
implications. It simply adds further weight to the arguments that support the view that the
author of the Povest' was indeed an eyewitness, who in this section of his chronicle has
recorded a skirmish that involved Singourla, but remains unnoticed in other sources.
Nestor-Iskander confers upon him the title of general: cTpaTxrb/Qrrparrrryoc. It is also
strongly implied that he was stationed in the critical sector of the Mesoteikhion, probably
near the Pempton that was defended by Giustiniani and the emperor with the best troops.
Nestor-Iskander probably observed this incident that he describes. Apart from the entry in
the short chronicle, Singourla is not attested in Greek, oriental, western, or Slavic
sources. Could Nestor-Iskander have invented his name? It seems unlikely, as this name
was not mentioned often in the literature of the period and was not a common Greek
name. It seems more reasonable to believe that Nestor-Iskander knew him and had seen
him in action in the defense of the city.

The notice of this individual by name further argues in favor of the view that Nestor-
Iskander was with the defenders during the siege and not with the Turks, as certain
scholars had erroneously and hastily assumed.135 Would the author of the Povest' know
of a minor personality among the defenders, if indeed he had been with the Turks in the
Ottoman camp? His deeds in the siege are unknown to any other sources. Nestor-Iskander
mentions him for the simple reason that he had seen him participating in that specific
skirmish and he had been personally impressed by his actions to record his name and his
performance in his diary. We not only recover the name of yet another defender of
Constantinople, but the recognition of this personality provides further evidence in
support of the authenticity of this account as an eyewitness source for the events.

Given this circumstance concerning Singourla, we may further suspect, even though
further evidence in this case cannot be adduced, that another defender mentioned in the
Povest' in connection with the "Amar Beg" incident is also a historical personality. This
skirmish took place in the vicinity of the Pempton, for among the troops of "Amar Beg"
was a janissary named Amurat136 who attacked Giustiniani himself. Further, his comment
that the entire skirmish took place outside the city points to the area of the stockade that
had been erected to replace the collapsed outer wall.

Nestor-Iskander also records a sortie that was made by Theodoros to reinforce the
regiments led by Singourla and Giustiniani, who evidently were in danger of being wiped
out by the enemy. Nestor-Iskander does not identify his "Theodoros" further, but, as we

ApxeoAozuuecKu Llncmumym 9; Bulletin de 1'Institut Archeologique Bulgare 9 (Sofia, 1935), pp.
332-333. PaL 2: 108, lists all the Venetian archival materials pertaining to this matter. In the siege
of 1453, Leontaris, together with Fabruzzi Comer, defended the Gate of Kharisios/
Adrianople/Edime, according to Pusculo (Leonardo does not mention it); cf. CC 1: 208:
Charsaeam servans Lontarius gente Briena / gaudet de socio clara de gente, Fabruci, / Cornaria.
Hic Venetus Cretem generosus habebat. On this individual, cf infra, Appendix IV: "Some
Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 22.
135 Supra, n. 105.
136 Ibid.
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have already seen, he may be none other than Theodoros Karystenos.137 Leonardo knew
of this warrior and expressed admiration for his contribution to the defense, especially at
the Kaligaria Gate, the northernmost gate of the land fortifications. This troublesome
spot, whose gate had been the target of the Ottoman batteries in the earlier stages of the
siege and was in ruins, had been assigned to Theodoros Karystenos, Theophilos
Palaiologos, and John Grant, the military engineer138 of Giustiniani's band, according to
Leonardo:139

Theodorus Charistino, senex sed robustus Graecus, in arcu doctissimus,
Theophilusque Graecus, nobilis Palaeologus litteris eruditus, ambo catholici, cum
Joanne Alemano ingenioso, Caligaream concussam reparant proteguntque.

Theodoros Karystenos, an old yet very strong Greek and first-rate archer, and
Theophilos Palaiologos, a Greek nobleman and a literary scholar, together with the
talented John Grant, the German, were in charge of the repairs and of the protection of
the shattered Kaligaria.

Perhaps it should be added that by "archer" Leonardo is probably indicating the man's
skill in the use of the crossbow. Cardinal Isidore, the friend of Leonardo, in his personal
communication to Cardinal Bessarion, supplies similar information and further adds that
Theodoros Karystenos fell in the siege:140

... et alteram quae Caligariorum appellabatur, apud quam dum accerrime pugnaretur
fortissimus ille Theodorus Carystenus irrumpentibus in urbem hostibus se opponens
generose ac summafortitudinis gloria occubuit.

...there was another [gate] called Kaligaria, which saw a great deal of fighting. That
legendary man, Theodoros Karystenos, most bravely and energetically opposed the
enemy when they tried to break through and fell gloriously.

The circumstances of his death, but not the date of his death, are discussed in
Isidore's letter. But if we combine Isidore's information, which states that Karystenos
died in battle, and Nestor-Iskander's observation of the incident involving Singourla,
Theodoros, Giustiniani, and Mustafa, we may reasonably conclude that Theodoros
Karystenos fell at the end of this skirmish, when he and his troops made a sortie from
their sector to assist their hard-pressed comrades. Such seems to be the conclusion of this

117 Ibid., n. 104.
138 For this sector in the defense of Constantinople and on the role of John Grant, who was probably
a Scot, cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets," sec. I. On Theophilos Palaiologos, cf.
supra, n. 126.
139 PG 159: 934 (CC 1: 148). His followers were aware of Leonardo's information; cf., e.g., the
echo in Languschi-Dolfin's text, fol. 317 [19]: Daltra parte Theodoro Caristino uechio ma robusto
arciero pertissimo, cum Theophilo Paleologo, etc. On this individual, cf. infra, Appendix IV:
"Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 110.
140 CC 1: 70.
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incident in Nestor-Iskander's text:141 HO y6o TypKbl OCYIJIOBaxyTb Hxb, "but in the end
the Turks subdued them." This statement implies that both Singourla and Theodoros
Karystenos fell before the walls of Constantinople in combat against Mustafa's
regiments.

Having demonstrated that Singourla was a real person involved in the siege of
Constantinople, we must make mention of other participants in the siege, whose names
and identities Nestor-Iskander reveals, as they, too, may be historical figures. At the very
least, they should not be easily dismissed. Nestor-Iskander, we may feel certain, has
indeed preserved historical knowledge that cannot be confirmed by other surviving
accounts and chronicles. A typical example is an incident that involves the janissary
Amurat,142 whose attack threatened the life of Giovanni Giustiniani. The warlord was
saved by the timely intervention of an unnamed Greek. In order to reinforce Amurat,
Amar Beg,143 a standard-bearer, advanced with his troops against Giustiniani and his
warriors, who were apparently caught outside the fortifications, in the vicinity of the
stockade at the Pempton, or even before it. They were rescued in a sortie that was led by
"General Rhangabes," who personally dispatched Amar Beg. "Rhangabes" is not
mentioned by any other eyewitness or for that matter secondary account:144

AMypaTb xe H'hKbIH AHbltIaHHHb, Kp'hfOKb Cblii T'hJIOMb, CM');maBca Cb I'pexbl,
go iAH 3yCTyH'kA, H HatiaTb ctIIxn ero MOT'h. I'pei aH'b xe H'bKbla, CKOtINB'b
CThHbI, OTC'htIe eMy HOry chKHpOIO, H TaKO a36aBH 3yCTyH'as 0Tb CMepTLH.
IJia6ypap6 xe naxi4 3anaAHMa, AMapb6ell C'b CBOHMYI HOJIKbl Hariage Ha FpeKbl,
n 6bICTb c'hua BejniA. TaKoxe H3b rpaga PaxxaB'kio c-rpaTHry CO MHOFHMI4
JIIOAbMH HpeCH'1iBmy Ha IOMOtlb rpeKOM'b, 6bsHleCb Kp'hKO cr TypKbl, K nporHa

axb axe go calvlaro AMap6'ba. OH% xce BHA'hBb PaxxaB')i I JIIOTh CbKyma
TypoK6, O6HaxHB'b Metlb Hanage Ha Hb, u c'huaxyca o6oa JIioT'h. PaxKaB'hii xe
HaCTyrH4n1 Ha KaMexb yAapH ero Metiexb no nuietlio o6'hpytIL, a pa3c'litle ero Ha
Aaoe: ciiJiy 6o I4MAlne BeJIiio Bb pyKaxb.

With bodily strength, a certain janissary, Amurat [= Murad], mixed with the Greeks.
He came at Giustiniani and began to slash him fiercely. A Greek jumped from the
wall, cut off his legs with an axe, and so saved Giustiniani from death. Again the
standard-bearer of the west, Amar Beg [= Omer Beg], attacked the Greeks with his
regiment. There was great slashing. So also Rhangabes the strategos [= general]
succeeded, with many men, in aiding the Greeks outside the city, as they were
vigorously fighting against the Turks. He routed all of them, including Amar Beg
himself. He saw Rhangabes fiercely slashing the Turks. Having bared his sword, he
attacked him and with fury did they slash at each other. Rhangabes stepped on a rock,
grasped his sword with two hands, struck him on the shoulder, and cut him into two,
for he had great strength in his arms.

141 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 41 (pp. 56-57),
quoted in extenso, supra, nn. 104 and 105. Sreznevsky's later text comes to the same conclusion:
TypKn ogonlBanl4 I'pexos.
142 Supra, nn. 105 and 136.
143 Ibid., nn. 105 and 135.
144 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 39 (pp. 54-55).
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Once more this passage bears the stamp of an eyewitness. The description is so vivid and
so precise as to indicate that the author himself had witnessed this incident. For instance,
the observation that Rhangabes stepped on a rock and grasped his sword with both hands
to deal his deadly blow to "Amar Beg" implies direct observation of the event. That
"Amurat" fell after his legs were cut off from under him appears to be a genuine
observation. However, none of these events is reported in any of the surviving literature.
The only janissary to be mentioned by name, Hasan from Lopadion (Hasan Ulubadli),
appears in the sixteenth-century elaboration of Sphrantzes' chronicle by Makarios
Melissourgos-Melissenos, who reports the following incident:145

KaL' TLS TOUVOµa XamxvTlc - EK TOU AoirimKOU O 'Yvyctv'r Tjc...OU

WpoTEpov ETrE.aXc 'n v opµ'r)v TI avEX15ELV EV TOLS re xenL Kill TOUS

1µETEpouc.... KaL 6 XaoaVTnc µaXO1EVOc IrpOQ1tauJ&LS ItETpq'. TLVL KaTE'rEOEV
...ELC "YOVU SLa6TaC, u ve7o...KaL KCYTEXoxr1h1 TOLS REXEOL.

And a janissary, Hasan by name (he was a giant from Lopadion) ... did not check his
attack before he climbed on to the walls and routed our side.... And Hasan was struck
by a stone as he was fighting and was brought down... on his knee he continued
defending himself ..and was overwhelmed by arrows.

However, the possibility that Pseudo-Sphrantzes' "Hasan" and Nestor-Iskander's
"Amurat" are the same person is remote.

We should further mention individuals that Nestor-Iskander does not know by name
or whose identity he fails to recognize, perhaps because they were not present in his
sector which, in all probability, was somewhere between the Gate of Saint Romanos and
perhaps nearer the Pempton, that is, in close proximity to the troops of Giustiniani. Thus
Nestor-Iskander mentions the grand domestic and the logothete in a context that implies
that he is reporting hearsay, as he would not have access to a council that discussed state
matters. He is even unaware of the names of these individuals: 146

BeJIxii1 xe ,goMecTYix'b c'b RHMb noroeeT'b M MHM MHO314 BenbMOXM c'bB'hugaaxy,

ga I3bIReTb i ecapb 143% rpaAa....

The grand domestic, in the company of the logothetes and many other great lords,
advised that the emperor should leave the city....

145 Maius 3.8 (426-428). In the Pempton area of the fortification there is a plaque commemorating
this incident in modern Turkish and mentions Hasan by name. We are not convinced that this
incident is historical in nature, as it appears in the sixteenth-century elaboration only and is
matched by no other authentic account. On the other hand, the author of the Maius, who had spent
time at the patriarchate in Constantinople in the second half of the sixteenth century, may be
reporting a tale that was orally circulating among the descendants of the survivors of the siege.
146 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 42 (pp. 58-59).
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The "grand domestic" in our text could be Andronikos Kantakouzenos.147 Nestor-
Iskander's logothetes cannot be identified, as the position was vacant at the time and the
emperor intended to appoint George Sphrantzes to the post. The appointment never came
to fruition, because the siege had intervened.148 A further serious omission testifies to the
young age of Nestor-Iskander and to the fact that he had been away from his homeland
for some time. Nowhere in his narrative does he identify by name or by reputation
Cardinal Isidore, the Greek legate of the pope. Isidore was not a stranger to the Slavs.
Long before the siege he had been sent by the patriarchate of Constantinople to become
the head of the Orthodox Church in Russia as the metropolitan of Kiev. In this capacity
Isidore had committed his Russian flock to the union of the Orthodox and Catholic
Churches at the Council of Florence in 1439. Upon his return to Muscovite Russia he was
challenged by the wrath of his flock, became a persona non grata, and was even
imprisoned for a brief period before he escaped, or was allowed to escape. After a
number of adventures he found his way to Italy and was elevated to cardinal by the pope.
His name remained anathema among the pious Russians and he was equated with the
devil. If Nestor-Iskander had been aware of these circumstances he would have identified
Isidore in colorful language in his narrative, but he shows no awareness of him, even
though Isidore was one of the active and heroic defenders in the siege.149 There is, of
course, the possibility that the young Nestor-Iskander had actually seen Isidore and
mistook him for another person. Nestor-Iskander often speaks of the "patriarch" of
Constantinople.150 The post, however, had been vacant for some time, as the former
patriarch, Gregory III Mamas, had as well become unpopular because of his pro-union
position and had been forced to abandon his post and to seek refuge with the pope in
Rome in 1451.151 It is also possible that Nestor-Iskander intended by "patriarch" the

147 Pusculo 4.165-166: Cantacusinus, erat Johannes nomen ab ortu, /Andronicusque, senes ambo.
Languschi-Dolfin also mentions these two brothers, Andronikos and John, close associates of the
emperor Constantine XI; independent of his primary source, Leonardo, Languschi-Dolfin, 17
relates: A la porta de Sancto Romano Joanne Catacusino et Androniko Longino, ma perito
principal conseglier del Re. Sphrantzes knew of John and reveals that he was consulted by the
emperor on matters of foreign policy. Further, Minus 26.11: Tic yap ig7r.arc ro TWv ?XX v '+rapet
Tou 'Imo:vvou Kat Eµou. On this John and Andronikos, cf. Nicol, The Byzantine
Family of Kantakouzenos, no. 80, pp. 196-198, and no. 68, pp. 179-181; respectively. The Turks
executed Andronikos within a week after the fall of Constantinople. The sixteenth-
century 'EK 9eais XpoviK 36 (52-53) reports Mehmed's wave of executions: METc SE
irapabpogm, v r c tc TWv µey '?uav apXOvni v, TOV TE tEyaV 86M [SC.
Loukas Notaras] KaL TOv µeya boR&rrLKOV [sc. Andronikos Kantakouzenos] KaL To'v

1rpWT0aTp&ropa ULOV TO1) KOL ETEpOUc EKXeKTOTEpouc, Kal
a1rEKE(x XweV c lravTac. On Andronikos, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-
Combatants," no. 107.
14s Minus 34.9.
149 On Cardinal Isidore and his reputation, cf. the literature cited supra, n. 90.
1S0 On this, cf. Hanak, "Pope Nichoas V," pp. 337-359.
151 Long ago scholars were under the impression that there had been a patriarch in 1453, an
ecclesiastic by the name of Athanasios (1443-1453), but this has been shown to be probably a
mistaken notion; cf. Gennadios, pp. 117-123; and Unbegaun, "Les relations vieux-russes," pp. 27-
30. On the possibility that there might have been a patriarch and the questions connected with this,
cf. Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V," pp. 347-352.
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highest cleric in Constantinople, that is, Isidore himself, who was often in the company of
the emperor.' 52

We have already encountered153 "Nicholas, the eparkh." Nestor-Iskander fails to
provide any further specific characteristics that would reveal his identity beyond any
doubt.154 But a reasonable hypothesis is that he is citing Nikolaos Goudeles, with whose
family George Sphrantzes had arranged, through the emperor, a marriage alliance in the
days preceding the siege.155 Evidently, Goudeles was captured during the sack and was
subsequently executed, if indeed the following proposed emendation to the text of
Isidore's letter to his friend Cardinal Bessarion is correct. Cardinal Isidore wrote this
letter to his friend as soon as he managed, after a number of adventures,156 to escape from
occupied Constantinople and reached the safety of Venetian Crete. In this
communication, he includes the following statement:157

152 Cf., e.g., Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 14
(pp. 33-35): A cams, uecapb cb naTpIZapxoMb H CBS1T11TeJIH H Becb cBHIIIeHHbIL1 co6opb H
MHO)KeCTBO xceHi H ,IdlTeti xox:axy no gepKBaMb 6ox iHMb H MO.Ab6bI H MO]IeH19 Atiome,
nna,lywe m pblpalou;e, m r.naro.Iiolge..., "the emperor himself, the patriarch with the priests and
all the clerics of the council, and many women and children walked amid the churches of God,
voicing petitions and prayers, crying, and exclaiming...." Nestor-Iskander, ibid., 81 (pp. 90-92),
errs when he has the sultan address the patriarch during the sack. While it is possible that Mehmed
II addressed the clerics, whose friendship he sought before and after the siege, there had been no
patriarch in office. There seems to be a confusion here with "Athanasios" (cf. the previous note),
for Nestor-Iskander portrays Mehmed calling the churchman "Anastasios": Toft r.naronlo,
AHacTacie..., "I say to you, Anastasius...," ibid., 81 (pp. 90-91). Is this AHacTacie perhaps an
error in transmission for an original AeaHacie? Nestor-Iskander's passages involving
Athanasios/Anastasios, the "patriarch," deserve a fresh scholarly investigation and study.
15s Supra, n. 81.
154 He appears a number of times in the narrative: Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of
Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 42 (pp. 58-59); 46 (pp. 60-62); and 82 (pp. 92-93).
155 Minus 33.6: 6TOX(*ETaL [sc. Constantine XI] ap0c TOv Fou8 Xiv NLKOAaOV...V& -YEVTTO% KaL

11EVOV jgCOV O1)µ7CE11EpLOV, 6 uLos µou EKELVOU $uyaTEpav. Of course, his sixteenth-century
elaborator has altered the text radically here to promote his own family. According to Pusculo (CC
1: 206), the Pege Gate was defended by Nikolaos Goudeles and Battista Gritti: Creduntur, Nicolae,
tibi, praefecte, Gudello / cui cognomen erat, Pegae limina portae. / Haud illo inferior Grittus
Baptistafidelis / iungitur huic socius.... Leonardo states that Goudeles was in charge of the mobile
reserves to assist various sectors under attack, PG 159: 935 (CC 1: 150-152): Demetrius socer
Palaeologus, Nicolausque Goudelli [CC 1: Demetrius socer N <...> Nicolausque Goudelli] gener,
praesidentes ut decurant urbem, cum plerisque armatis in succursum reservantur. Leonardo is
followed by Languschi-Dolfin 20 (fol. 317): Dimitri Paleologo socero, e Nicolo Guidelli genero
pressidenti, reseruato cum molti armati a correr da terra per soccorer doue fusse bisogno.
Elsewhere in his narrative, Languschi-Dolfin repeats the same assignment, 17 (fol. 316): A la porta
pagea Nicolo Guideli, apresso lui Batista Griti homo forte armato et animoso.
156 The adventures of Cardinal Isidore are related in extenso by Henry of Soemmern in his letter
dated raptim, ex Urbe Romana X17 Septembris. It was first published in its entirety in NE 3: 307-
315. Selections of this text with Italian translation in CC 2: 82-97; the entire letter, with the first
English translation is provided in Philippides, Mehmed 7I the Conqueror, pp. 121-131. Cf. supra,
ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.5.viii.b.
157 This important source was first edited and published by Hofmann, "Ein Brief des Kardinals
Isidor," pp. 405-414. Selections from this letter were printed (with Italian translation) in CC 1: 64-
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Post tres dies decrevit ac iussit primo quidem duobus flits Notarae - alter enim
gloriose dimicans interierat - capita in conspectu patris amputari, ipsi deinde patri,
postea magnis domestici f lios tres pulcherrimos et optimos occidit et insuper patrem
eorum. Dehinc illustrem Dominum Nicolaum Gredetam et plurimos altos
praeclarissimos viros interemit; fecit autem et alia plurima et horrenda, dum etiam
illic essem, quae longum esset enarrare.

After three days he issued a decree and ordered that the two sons of Notaras be
decapitated before their own father (a third son had already perished gloriously in
battle) to be followed by the decapitation of their father. Next the three very
handsome sons of the grand domestic [sc. Andronikos Kantakouzenos] were executed
with their father. Then Lord Nikolaos Gredeta and many other famous men were
executed. He also committed numerous other horrors, while I was still present there. It
would be too long to narrate them.

The problem is amplified by the reference to a Nikolaos Gredeta, for there is no
individual by that name in any source. We may conclude therefore that there exists a
problem in transmission, or the translator misread the Greek name. The original letter
was composed in Greek but it has not survived and we are challenged by a contemporary
Latin translation of a known humanist, as it is noted at the beginning of this document:158
habes iam, Alberte dilectissime, gr<a>ecam epistolam factam latinam, etsi inepte
traductam, "dearest Albert: Here is a Greek letter translated into Latin, rather
inelegantly." An emendation from Gredetam to Gudelam or Gudelem is in order, which
would restore the name of Nikolaos Goudeles and would also reveal his fate a few days
after the sack.

There is one individual in addition, of whom Nestor-Iskander makes mention in his
narrative: Constantinople's nameless empress, the wife of Constantine XI. She makes her
first appearance together with her retinue in a procession to the "great church" (Hagia
Sophia?) to pray for salvation:159 ...Kh Be.nitxoit uepxee Ha MOJ ITBy...'raxoxce u
MHOxCecTBO 611aropogHb1x'b xcewb K A Teii cb uap1ueto..., "...to the great church to
give prayers.... So did a multitude of noble women and children accompany the
empress." He further mentions that she took monastic vows in the last stages of the
siege, and when the city was already being sacked, she found passage on the ship of the
wounded Giustiniani: 1 60

80, but unfortunately the important section of the letter dealing with Mehmed's wave of executions
following the sack was not included.
158 Hofmann did not publish this note and the impression is created that the original letter was
composed in Latin; CC 1: 53, however, the translator identified himself at the end of this note, after
he made. excuses about his inability to translate Greek into elegant Latin (a topos often encountered
in humanistic literature of this period): ... ac presumptuosus fuisse videar, qui tantum mihi arrogem,
ut gr<a>ecam profiteri scientiam ausus sim, cuius vix prima rudimenta delibarim. Tuus Lianorus
de Lianoriis.
159 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 29 (pp. 46-47).
160 Ibid., 79 (pp. 88-89).
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Uapuga xe Bb OHS xce uacS HpisTh Hpowexie OTI uecapsi H HHOLIbCTBO npisl.
OcTanmill Ace cTpaTxrH H 6o1ISIpe B3eM'b gapnitio H 6naropoAHbIx1 it hBKAS H

MJIaAb1X'b 3KeHi MHOrbIX1, OTHYCTHIla B'b 3yCTyHbeBbl Kapa6Jus H KaTaprH BO
OCTTOBbI H B'b AMapiio TO KS nJIeMSIHaM'b.

At that very time the empress received forgiveness from the emperor and was made a
monk [that is, took the nun's veil]. The strategoi [generals] and great lords who
remained took the empress, the noble maids, and the many young women, boarded the
ships and the galleys of Giustiniani and [went] to the islands and to the families in the
Morea.

These are very interesting details, but there is a major problem. As we shall have
occasion to discuss more extensively in due course,161 there was no empress in
Constantinople in 1453. Constantine XI had been a widower and his friend, the diplomat
George Sphrantzes had assisted in the selection of a bride, a princess, the daughter of
George VIII (1440-1476) of Iberia-Georgia. She had been prevented from reaching
Constantinople presumably because of the siege.162 In time a complicated tale developed
that involved this supposed queen in the drama of the siege. Nestor-Iskander has
preserved the earliest nucleus of this story. The essentials of the legend were already
present, as the Russian eyewitness associates the empress with religious affairs,
especially when he states that she became a nun before the sack. It is this kernel that we
come upon in the following century in the tales that were already in circulation in
Constantinople.

A sixteenth-century verse chronicle ascribed to Hierax, an official at the Greek
patriarchate of Constantinople, relates the last moments of this empress:163

'O KWVUToVTLVOs KpaTWp SE, 6 ApOCya6Ls T61CLKX1IIV,

EV T( RE'yLUTW TW vO:W T'q(; TOU i eoi EopLas,

KO:TapU'ywv 6 SUQTUX71 QUV yuvaL L KQL TEKVOLS,

1.LE-raXapIcxVEL TWV cpPLKTWV KUpLOU 1l.UUT3 pLWV

CYUTOS TE KCYL OL UUV aUTW ffaL&E OµOU KaI SOUXOL'

T'rly OILEUVETLV S' O:UTOU KCYpaTOLEL TO 1rpuTOV,

KCYL 1rCYL8CYC, KaL TOUS KQL rouq OLKELOUS 1rcVT0:s,

µ3'NV lrpoKp%vUs....

The wretched emperor Constantine, who was also known as Dragag, / fled, with his
wife and children, to the church of God's Wisdom [= Hagia Sophia] / ... / There, he,

161 Cf. infra, ch. 4: "Myths, Legends, and Tales: Folk History," sec. I.
162 This thorny diplomatic matter involving a princess from Georgia has been examined in
Philippides, Constantine XI Draga§ Palaeologus, ch. 9, part III. For the royal family of Georgia, cf.
C. Toumanoff, "The Fifteenth Century Bagratids and the Institution of Collegial Sovereignty in
Georgia," Traditio 7 (1949-1951): 169-221. The princess that had been selected as the bride of the
emperor of Constantinople became the wife of George Shaburidze, the son of the duke of Aragvi.
163 Sathas, Meoar.civux' Btf3ALoz9ljxil 1: lines 669-677 (pp. 266-267). The same chronicle was also
published in MHH 21.1: 357-390.
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the children with him, and his servants / partook of the awesome sacraments of the
Lord. / Then, alas, he ordered the decapitation of his wife first, / of his children, and
of all his servants, / as he thought that they should not remain alive....

Similar information is supplied in an early seventeenth-century anonymous chronicle,
Codex Barberinus Graecus 111:164

TOTE ]\E youaL 7CWS EKpa,E [SC. O PaOL]\EUS] 70V 7CVEUµaTLKOV KaL E EILOAO auTOC,

KaL ROCOLXLGaaf TOU KU 'L Ta' 7raLSLa TOU. Ka. 617ro KEL EEaaXE KaL EKO*aV Tca

KE(paXLa TWV 7raLSLWV TOV KaL TTIS Ra6L]\LQaaC 0R7rpOC TOU.

Then, it is said, he [sc. the emperor] summoned his confessor and he, his queen, and
his children confessed. Then he had his children and his queen beheaded in front of
his eyes.

While the fully developed tale mentions the queen, her children, and their executions
prior to the sack by imperial order, Nestor-Iskander is aware of only the queen in a
religious setting and of her escape aboard Giustiniani's ships. It is clear nevertheless that
sometime between 1453 and 1500 a tale had been created and it must have been
surrounded by an aura of authenticity because the sixteenth-century professor and author
of the monumental Turcograecia, Martinus Crusius (Martin Kraus), became convinced
that Constantine XI did have a wife in 1453. In fact, Crusius wrote to Theodosios
Zygomalas, an important official at the patriarchate and an avid collector of manuscripts,
and asked for further information in regard to Constantine's queen.165 Zygomalas, it
should be noted, did not dismiss the tale, but in his reply166 to Crusius he supplies the
details we have already encountered in Hierax:

(PEpETaL SE XO'yOC, OTL O 'irPOT£pOV µETaSOUC [sc. KWVaTaVTLVOC] TWV dELWV

ILUOTTIpLWV TOLL, 7r(XLOLV al 'TOU, Ti) RotOLXLOQTa Kul 'frOXXoLs OU'Y-YEVEOL KQL OLKELOLS

Q7raVTag a7rOKEYALGi 7rpOaETatE 70U [LTI aLxµaXWOLas TUXELV. [3a6LXLUOTIC

164 For an English translation, with historical commentary, of this chronicle, cf. Philippides,
Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman Sultans.
165 Crusius, Turcograecia 97. On Crusius and his correspondence with the patriarchate, cf. O.
Kresten, Das Patriarchal von Konstantinopel im ausgehenden 16. Jahrhundert, Der Bericht des
Leontios Eustratios im Cod. Tyb. MB 10: Einleitung, Text, Uebersetzung, Kommentar (Vienna,
1970), esp. pp. 17-24, G. E. Zachariades, Tubingen and Konstantinopel. Martin Crusius and seine
Verhandlungen mil der Griechisch-Orthodoxen Kirche (Gbttingen, 1941), p. 82; and Z. N.
Tsirpanles, 01 MaKESOVEC Ehrou6aarEs TOM 'EAAT,ULKOM KOAAEyiou P61AI?S Kai t dpcxa17 TOMS

i1TI'v 'EAAd&x xai a7-4 'ITaAia (16os ai. - 1650), MaKCSoVLKrI BL[3ALONKT1 35 (Thessaloniki,
1971), ch. 1.
166 Their correspondence is noted by Lampros, `0 KuvaTavTLvos IIaXaLOXoryos," p. 450. Crusius
himself reports that he proved unable to discover any reliable information on the empress and
expresses his surprise that such an important individual had been completely forgotten, p. 57:
Nomen eius nondum ex libris invenire: sed nec e Constantinopoli, nec Venetijs, cognoscere potui.
Mirum, personae tam illustris, tantam in Historiis obliuionem esse.
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Ovol.La ouK O%Sa. yap 7roXXoL,, KUL oVSELq VOL ELXE dX716ELas

O'VOCTa 1 SE6taL.

There is a tale that he [sc. Constantine XI] first partook of the divine sacrament
together with his children, his queen, his numerous relatives, and all his servants,
whose decapitation he then ordered so that they would not be captured. I do not know
the name of the last empress. I have asked many people but no one could tell me true
words or could show me a document.

A similar story was also transmitted orally and its echoes were collected at the end of the
nineteenth century.167

In spite of Zygomalas' inability to gather authentic evidence on Constantine's
"queen," Crusius went on to compose two epigrams in ancient Greek in honor of the last
imperial couple of Constantinople. The Renaissance scholar then assigned two lines to
Constantine XI and four to his supposed queen:'68

'EvikkbE (7r6; ©EOC 016E) Ka''pq aE0 7raTpLg EXnaeV

'EXX'q'vuv aye', Xotcthe, TaXavraTE KWVUTavTLve.

'Ev§a'8E (7roU; ©EOS 018E) Ta"pog or k dv VUVOC, EQTLV

'EXA71vo v RaaLXLC NLOf TIV KpU7rTOUaa yoWSYq'

01JEOLV cpLXcv pW7rOLg ©EOC, UlLer ppgcrL

XO1P1.LaaLV cXT KTOLs a7ro SaKpUa 71aVTa KadaLpOL.

Here (where? God knows) your own homeland became your tomb, /
lord of the Hellenes, most wretched Constantine.

Here (where? God knows) a nameless tomb holds you, /
queen of the Hellenes. A mournful Niobe it conceals. /
May God erase all tears from your kind /
eyes with endless joy.

167 According to this tale, Constantine's pregnant wife survived the sack, entered the sultan's
harem, and gave birth to a son, who grew up a convert to Islam and became sultan of the Turks.
This popular tale concludes with the observation that all Osmanli sultans have Christian origins and
are the virtual descendants of the Palaiologan dynasty. For the complete tale, cf. N. G. Polites,
MEAETaL 1rEpi TOU BLou Kal T9 (; rA a11C TOU 'EAA Puco0 Aaov, HapaSorELs, part I (Athens,
1904): 26-27; it has been reprinted by Lampros, " '0 KuvaTavfivos IIaXa1.oX0'yos," p. 451; and
more recently in TIeNP, pp. 326-330. Cf. infra, ch. 4: "Myths, Legends, and Tales: Folk History,"
sec. I.
168 Crusius provided his own Latin translation of these epigrams, p. 57: Hic (vbinam? Nouit Deus)
est tua tumba: fidelis Rex Graium postreme, miserrime Constantine. And: HIc tua (vbi? Nouit
Deus) est sine nomine tumba: que luctu Nioben superas, Augusta fidelis. Sed dens a vestris oculis
mitissimus omnes abstergat lacrymas, aeternaque; gaudia donet. Perhaps it should be observed that
his Latin rendition of the poem in honor of the empress is not an exact translation of his Greek text;
in the Latin text the adjective mitissimus modifies the noun deus.
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The legend declaring the existence of the last emperor's queen was certainly a powerful
account in the sixteenth century and Crusius could not easily dismiss it. The legend is not
simply restricted to folk tales and to the "literary" record, but it is also encountered in art.
A sixteenth-century fresco decorating the monastery church of Moldovilta in Romania's
Bucovina depicts the siege of Constantinople in 1453.169 Here the city and its
fortifications are illustrated in a generic manner while the details of the armament borne
by defenders and besiegers are authentic. Constantine XI is pictured on the ramparts, with
his retinue, in a procession of clergymen. They are in full view of the attacking enemy.
Constantine bears the traditional trappings of the emperor of the late medieval Greek
state: he is clad in the aO:KKOS [Arc, the imperial black tunic decorated with the gold
lords, the medieval Greek descendant of the Roman trabea triumphalis worn around the
shoulder and waist.170 Yet the picture is not absolutely authentic, for, in contrast to the
general eastern splendor, Constantine XI wears a western-style crown. Higher up on the
walls there is a procession of ladies led by a "queen," Constantine's supposed wife. The
ladies are dressed in robes of western origin and fashion, resembling perhaps those that
the artist had seen in works of art that had reached his region via Hungary. Outside the
walls, the Turkish artillery, cavalry, and janissary regiments, portrayed in authentic detail,
can be easily identified. This depiction of Constantine is also imaginary. It was executed
well after 1453 but, at least, this fresco seems to reflect, in tragic tones, the hopeless
situation of the imperial city in the last days of its independent existence.

It becomes evident that stories were already in circulation, soon after the sack, as
rumors about the "queen" found their way into Nestor-Iskander's text. Nestor-Iskander,
though a credible eyewitness, was certainly wrong about the existence of the last
Constantinopolitan empress. What prompted him to believe that there was one is not
clear, but we may speculate that he confused a lady of the court with the imperial consort
or perhaps he is referring to an otherwise unknown mistress of Constantine XI.

It is possible now to separate different "strata" in the text that have come down to us,
even in its earliest forms that date back to the fifteenth century. The earliest surviving
form, the "tale," begins with an introductory section that narrates the antiquity and
foundation of Constantinople. This part, in all likelihood, is not from the pen of Nestor-
Iskander. Learned or semi-learned individuals who exhibit a strong Orthodox bias have
simply added it to his original journal. They are probably responsible for the numerous

169 V. Grecu, "Eine Belagerung Konstantinopels in der rumanischen Kirchenmalerei," Byz 1
(1924): 273-289. A two-page, good quality black-and-white photograph of this fresco appears in D.
Obolensky, The Byzantine Commonwealth: Eastern Europe 500-1453 (New York and Washington,
1971), pl. 92, without analysis. More recently, a color photograph of a detail of this painting was
published in M. Antonucci, "Siege without Reprieve," Military History 9/1 (April, 1992): 49, but
this photograph is of inferior quality and presents reversed images. The most recent color
photograph of high quality was taken by J. L. Stanfield and accompanies M. Severy, "The
Byzantine Empire: Rome of the East," National Geographic 164/6 (1983): 708-767; this picture
appears on pp. 764-765.
170 On the Byzantine imperial costume, cf. A. Hofmeister, "Von der Trabea Triumphalis des
romischen Kaisers fiber das Byzant. Lorum zur Stolader abendlandischen Herrscher," in P. E.
Schramm, Herrschaftszeichen and Staatsymbolik, 1 (Stuttgart, 1955): 25-50; yet, as I. Spatharakis,
The Portrait in Byzantine Illuminated Manuscripts (Leiden, 1976), has justly observed: "Although
much has been written on imperial costume, a systematic examination of it is still required."
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additions that deal with prophecies and with the religious, mystical statements. Nestor-
Iskander himself was not an intellectual but had some fundamental religious training, if
the original sections that go back to the account composed by this youthful eyewitness
constitute a credible guide. These latter sections, with dates that were in time confused in
manuscript transmission, contain the eyewitness observations of the daily operations and
Nestor-Iskander's "notes" on the crucial personalities in the drama of Constantinople.
They are the most valuable sections of this interesting narrative and provide useful
material for an understanding of the siege.

Also authentic, but perhaps not in its original form, is the concluding section of the
author's appended vita:171

C'b HHCaTeJrb xe CHM b a3'b MHOTO rp']3mHBIR H 6'b3aKOHHbIii HecTopa
1ICK1IHgf,pa. H3'b MJIaAa B35IT'b 61IB'b x o6p']33aH'b. MHOro Bp'hMSI nocTpagax1. B'b

paTHbIX'b XO]KeHHHX'b OyK}IBasICSI CeMO 14 OHaMo, Aa He yMpy B1 OKaSIHHOii cell

B'kpe. Talco H HMIHt Bb C'bMb BeJIIKOMb 14 cTpamHOMb Atjie OyXLITpsISICSI osorga
6OJ1b3HY10, OBor,i a cxpMBaHleM'b, ooorga xe cOB')3nRaHH1reMb npYIAT'hJIei cBOI4Xb.

OyJIOBJISIa Bp'bMSI 903peHIeMb H IRCHMTaHleMb BeJIHKbIMb, micax'b Bb KaXAbll
AeHb TBOpHMaSI A'hs1Hla BHe rpaAa OT'b TypxoB'b. LI naxbl erAa nonyuSenleM'b
Boxnl4Mb BHIXOAOM'b Bb rpaga BphMSIHeM'b HcnblTaaxb is co6pax'b OT'b

AOCTOBpbHbIX'b LI BeJIIQKHXb MarxCTpxei BCSI TBOpLIMaSI A'h$IHla BO rpaA'h

IPOT11BOY 6e3B'bpHbIX'b.

I, the author, the much sinful and lawless Nestor-Iskander [sic Iskinder], was taken
from youth and was circumcised. Suffering for a long time on a military march, I
concealed myself wherever possible. That I might not die in this wretched faith (so
present in the grand and terrible custom), L contrived sometimes illness, sometimes
concealment, and other times consultation with my own friends. I was hunted and
caught; in time, through maturity and great diligence, I wrote of the age and of the
day-by-day activities accomplished within the city by the Turks. Again through the
will of God I entered the city in time to find out by discovering from credible and
grand masters all of the actions that occurred in the city against the infidels.

A final observation: Nestor-Iskander notes.a detail that only an eyewitness would
remember and record, precisely because he had first-hand experience. In his description
of the sack, Nestor-Iskander goes to great lengths to describe the drama that unfolded
when the desperate population sought sanctuary in the Church of Hagia Sophia. Finally,
the sultan himself arrived, put an end to the slaughter, and ordered a search for the
remains of the emperor. Nestor-Iskander supplies an interesting remark:' 72 as the sultan
leaves the great church, the author of the Povest' adds: He AoxcAa, "it was not raining."
That is precisely the sort of detail that would make an indelible mark upon the mind of an
eyewitness who was aware of observing history in the making.

171 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 89 (pp. 96-97).
172 Ibid., 82 (pp. 92-93). This interesting observation, He Ao;sase, is preserved in the Serbian Old
Slavonic rendition of "The Tale of Constantinople." Cf. Hilandar Slavic ms. 280,1. 288°.





Chapter 3

A "Chronicle" and its Elaboration:
Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes

1. The Name "Sphrantzes"

George Sphrantzes, diplomat and minister, and if we are to believe his own comments an
intimate friend and confidant of the last Greek emperor of Constantinople, Constantine
XI Draga Palaiologos, is a well-known historian, who produced his valuable Memoirs in
the form of an annalistic composition, which is usually assigned the Greco-Latin title of
Chronicon Minus.' Very little can be gathered about Sphrantzes' life beyond what he
himself chose to incorporate into his work. Sphrantzes is not mentioned in any
contemporary texts, with one notable exception that will be discussed presently. In spite
of his important position in the courts of the despotate of the Morea and Constantinople,
Sphrantzes' life remains obscure outside his own narrative. Even the actual form of his
name has been the subject of a lively scholarly debate in recent times.2 In the past three
centuries, his name was commonly cited as "Phrantzes" or as "Phran(t)za" in its latinized
form. During the last decades of the twentieth century, however, scholars began to

' M. Philippides, "The Name Sphrantzes in Ubertino Pusculo," ' Ovoµara: Revue Onomastique 13
(1989/1990): 208-211. On Sphrantzes, in general, cf. V. Grecu, "Das Memoirenwerk des Georgios
Sphrantzes," in Actes du XII! Congres international des etudes byzantines (Ohrid, 1961), pp. 327-
341. For the printed redactions of the Minus and Maius, cf. V. Grecu, ed. and trans., Georgios
Sphrantzes, Memorii 1401-1477. In anexd Pseudo-Phrantzes: Macarie Melissenos Cronica, 1258-
1481, Scriptores Byzantini 5 (Bucharest, 1966); the Minus of M. Philippides, trans., The Fall of the
Byzantine Empire. A Chronicle by George Sphrantzes 1401-1477 (Amherst, 1980); and of R.
Maisano, ed. and trans. into Italian, Georgii Sphrantzae Chronicon, CFHB 29 (Rome, 1990). Other
notable editions include the Minus of A. Mai, ed., Classici Auctores (Rome, 1837), and repr. in PG
156: cols. 1025-1080; the Maius of I. Bekker, ed., Georgios Phrantzes, Ioannes Cananus, Ioannes
Anagnostes, CSHB (Bonn, 1838), with Latin translation, then repr. in PG 156: cols. 637-1022. The
first two books of the Maius were edited in a critical edition by J. B. Papadopoulos, Georgiii
Phrantzae Chronicon, Bibliotheca Teubneriana (Leipzig, 1935). Another English translation, but
limited to the chapters describing the immediate events concerning the siege and fall in 1453 from
the Maius, was translated by Margaret Carroll, A Contemporary Greek Source for the Siege of
Constantinople 1453: The Sphrantzes Chronicle (Amsterdam, 1985).
2 Cf., among others, V. Laurent, "EppavTNr et non c," BZ 44 [= Festschrift F. Dolger
(1951)]: 373-378; idem, "Sphrantzes et non Phrantz6s. A nouveau!," REB 9 (1951): 170-171; P. S.
Nasturel, "Temoignages roumains sur les formes Sphrantzes et Phrantzes," REB 19 [= Melanges R.
Janin] (1961): 441-444; and D. Nastase, "Les Debuts de la communaute oecumenique du Mont
Athos," Euµla.ELxra 6 (1985): 251-314.
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question this transmitted form and deduced that in the quattrocento, at least, the name of
this author was probably "Sphrantzes."3

Variants of this name, such as 4 pavaEc, I;<ppavirNc,
EypEv r c, have been gathered. They range in date from the tenth through the nineteenth
century. Yet it was in the late era of the medieval Greek state that this familial name
achieved prominence, when some of its bearers became attached to the powerful ruling
dynasties of the Kantakouzenoi and the Palaiologoi. In terms of geographical distribution,
the name is attested in Asia Minor, Thrace, Macedonia, and, most frequently, the Morea.
Laurent collected numerous instances of this name, dating from the fifteenth century, and
further remarked that during this late period the name was most commonly cited as
"Sphrantzes."4 Among the bearers of this name, we encounter a Sphrantzes Palaiologos,
two members of the Constantinopolitan senate (the a yKX7JTOS, as it was then known),
and an Agathe (or perhaps Agape) Sphrantzaina from Thessaloniki. At the conclusion of
his study, Father Laurent expresses the conviction that in the qualtrocento the appropriate
form of this name was "Sphrantzes" and not "Phrantzes." The latter form became
common in later times and when Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos elaborated
Sphrantzes' authentic work, the Minus, into the Maius, "Phrantzes" became the
established form. The popularity of this elaboration reinforced the impression that the
proper form of the name was "Phrantzes" throughout the period of the Tourkokratia and
this form persisted through to the nineteenth century, displacing the original
"Sphrantzes." Even today in Greece the common form remains "Phrantzes."5

Laurent's deduction suffers, however, from a lack of direct citation. No prima facie
evidence from surviving contemporaneous texts has been found to resolve this matter
decisively. He concludes that the author of the Minus addressed himself as "Sphrantzes"
and not "Phrantzes." Laurent went on to publish an additional note6 to reinforce his
previous deduction, but again he produced no direct evidence and consequently his
argument for his previous conclusion was based on probability and plausibility.
Moreover, Laurent's conviction was not universally adopted or accepted. In fact, more
recently, the Greek scholar I. Tsaras reacted to Laurent's deduction and published an
article in which he attempts to restore the form "Phrantzes" to authenticity and discard
Laurent's "Sphrantzes."

There exists, nonetheless, one piece of evidence that Father Laurent fails to utilize in
his deduction and further has been neglected by all modern historians who have shown an
interest in this minor point. This piece of evidence demonstrates unambiguously that in
the quattrocento the form of the historian's name was indeed "Sphrantzes." There is an
important eyewitness account of the siege and sack of Constantinople in 1453. It was
composed by Ubertino Pusculo, a native of Brescia and a humanist who had traveled to
Constantinople like many of his compatriots to perfect his knowledge of ancient Greek, a

3 C£ Laurent's two articles (supra, n. 2).
4 Laurent's two articles (supra, n. 2). In addition, cf. Chrysa Maltezou, "IIpoawiroypuyuc :
Bllpvrivns at EVOKpaTOU[1EVOU EXX vLKOU Xc pOU (p. TOV $OfKEAO

Foscari T1jc BEVETL'as)," -P6µµELKTa 5 (1983): 1-27, esp. 16.

5 Laurent, "EypavTNs."
6 Laurent, "Sphrantzes."
7 I. Tsaras, " ypav'r fjc , 4LaXLT1ic, ij 4pavi c," By avrtvc 9 (1977): 125-139.
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task that was nearly impossible to accomplish at the time in Italy.8 During the sack
Pusculo was captured and after a number of adventures he eventually found his way to
Rhodes and Crete. He then returned to Italy, where he sought employment on the staff of
Cardinal Angelo Capranica and dedicated his poem on the siege to Domenico Capranica,
the cardinal's brother.9 Pusculo only mentions himself in the coda of his epic poem:

Brixia me genuit civem, Ubertinum Puscula honesta
gens tulit: haec ausus talia qui cecini.

Me Constantini studiis urbs dulcis habebat,
cum cecidit bello: barbara praeda fui.

I, Ubertino, was born a citizen of Brescia. I am a member of the honest family of
Pusculo. I participated in the events that I relate. I was in the pleasant city of
Constantine [Constantinople] when it fell in the war. I was the booty of the barbarian
[Turk].

Book IV of Pusculo is a mine of information on the events and operations of the siege,
and includes a historically valuable account of the last battle of May 28/29. In addition,
from a prosopographical point of view, this account is of inestimable value, for it
includes personal names of the participants in the siege and their assigned positions on
the walls. Further, it is in Pusculo's neglected poem10 that we encounter two references to
George Sphrantzes. No other surviving western, eastern, or oriental sources mention
Sphrantzes by name.

Sphrantzes' appearance in Pusculo's neglected hexameters is not in reference to the
defense of the imperial city, because Sphrantzes does not seem to have had an active role
on its walls. His responsibility during the siege must have been of a different nature,
perhaps at the headquarters, dealing with logistics, or actively involved in the diplomatic
corps. He did not fight at the side of the emperor, his hero, when the latter fell to his
doom during the final Turkish assault on the ancient walls of Constantinople. In fact,
Sphrantzes' authentic narrative deals with the events of the siege and the sack in a single
brief entry that recalls the death of the emperor." Notwithstanding, diplomacy was
Sphrantzes' strong point, if we are to believe his own authentic narrative. He does not
appear to have been much of a soldier. The context in which Pusculo mentions him
reveals that this Italian poet and scholar also thought of him as a courtier and not as a
soldier. His citation of Sphrantzes comes into proper context as a diplomat and as an
envoy to the Porte. Pusculo states that Sphrantzes headed the embassy that went to
congratulate Sultan Mehmed II upon his ascension to the Ottoman throne in 1451. It

8 On Pusculo, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.7.
9 Capranica, the bishop of Fermo, was a close friend of Bessarion. He wrote and published (in
printed form, from the house of the brothers Antonio and Raphael de Vulterris, Rome, Nov. 19,
1472; repr. by Stephan Plack, Rome, 1480) a funeral oration for Bessarion entitled: Oratio in
funere Bessarionis Cardinalis habita. On Capranica, cf. M. Miglio, Dizionario Biografico degli
Italiani 19 (1976): 161-162.
10 Cf., e.g., the standard work, FC. Moreover, Stacton/Dereksen further neglects Pusculo. Pears
made greater use of Pusculo's text in his notable The Destruction of the Greek Empire.
11 Minus 35.9; for the text, cf infra, p. 144.
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should be mentioned that this incident, as described by Pusculo, cannot be historical. In
his own narrative, Sphrantzes states that at the time he had been away on another
mission, searching for a bride for the emperor. The diplomat was at the court of
Trebizond when he was informed of Murad II's death and the succession of Mehmed II.
We may conclude that Pusculo knew of Sphrantzes as a prominent diplomat and did not
know the true identity of the ambassadors who went on this mission. The poet assumed
that Sphrantzes would have been in charge of the delicate task. In Pusculo's poem
Sphrantzes is assigned a short speech, making a valiant, although futile, effort to establish
peaceful relations between the Greek imperial court and the Porte of the young sultan.
Sphrantzes is introduced with the following lines:12

Hunc simul utfandi concessa est copia, donis
Quae tulerant a rege datis, velut exigit usus
Gentis, erat melior qui lingua, et grandior aevo
Sphrancius alloquitur, promitque has pectore voces.

And when permission to speak was granted, Sphrantzes, a man who had a good way
with words and who was old enough to command respect, began his speech after the
presentation of the gifts sent by the emperor, as custom demands.

Then Sphrantzes is assigned nineteen lines of an imaginary oration in which he pleads for
peace. Pusculo's reference to Sphrantzes ends with the following line:13 Sphrancius his
dictis orabat, "such were the words of Sphrantzes."

Thus it can be demonstrated that at least one contemporary of Sphrantzes, who either
knew him personally or had, at least, heard of him, assigned to his name the form
"Sphrantzes" - Sphrancius and not "Phrantzes" - Phrancius. This reference is specific.
Even if one claims that the two forms, "Sphrantzes" and "Phrantzes," co-existed in the
quattrocento, Pusculo shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that the intended µ&yac
Xoyo$ETrls, the grand logothete, of Constantine XI was known as "Sphrantzes." The
modification to "Phrantzes" occurred in subsequent years and probably reflects a change
that occurred no earlier than the sixteenth century. Such alterations are not unusual. It has
been pointed out14 that there is evidence for the reverse linguistic phenomenon in the text
of Laonikos Khalkokondyles, who refers to the Italian Sforza family as "Phortias," when,
in fact, a more accurate rendition and transliteration of this name into Greek would have

12 2.319-322.
13 2.344. It should be added that this demonstration of the name "Sphrantzes" and not "Phrantzes"
in the literary record receives further reinforcement from the archival record. Thus a document
bearing the tugra of Mehmed II Fatih and addressing Greek archons includes the form
"Sphrantzes." For this, cf. Miklosich and Miller, 3: 295: Tou µeya'Xou wif kVTOS Kal, lIEy&Xou
«µ7jpa a0UXT&V MOUXaµE1) 7rpOS TOUS Kcriii 1rc vT<0> 7 RETEpouc Tnc au1 VTLac µou apxovTac'
6V 7CpWTW ELS [SiC] &'px(,)V KUp µE OXOUS TOUS L&Kok TOU.... We are grateful to Dr.
Diana G. Wright for this reference; she also points out to us that the text of this document is not in
Vienna, in spite of the statement of Miklosich and Miller. Furthermore, while the Archivio notes
indicate that it is missing from the busta, Dr. Wright discovered it at the bottom, as it apparently
had slipped out.
14 Laurent, "EcppavTNc," p. 378, n. 1.
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been "Sphortias":15 EV1 a 7j (3acLXeLa opTLav TOV T1jc Mc pKT)c i yeµova
ieTa7rEµ14ralIev 1...QUVEaL) cr3Op. VOV Tov fiopTLa avT71. Consequently, the form
"Sphrantzes" should be employed to indicate the author of the authentic annalistic
composition, the Minus. The sixteenth-century elaborator of this work, Makarios
Melissourgos-Melissenos, the author of the Maius, should be designated by his own
name, by the later form "Phrantzes," or even by an indicator as "Pseudo-Sphrantzes."

Regarding Sphrantzes' actual participation in the defensive operations, Pusculo
remains silent. In fact, Sphrantzes' authentic work is extremely laconic concerning the
siege and he provides no narrative whatsoever on the operations. From the few references
that he has included one can infer that he indeed was on the support staff of Constantine
XI. It was to Sphrantzes after all that the emperor entrusted the delicate task of taking a
census of the available defensive resources before the commencement of hostilities. Of
this incident Sphrantzes himself makes mention:16

...EXO&OTK TTIc IIOXEWc, T'tlc TOOaUTTIc ELc VE'Te73oc, ocv8pa(; 7rpoc

OCVTL7rapa'TatLV 51410y &VEU TWV EVWV...EyVWV OUV 670) TOUTO OuTWc EXOV ar70

aLTLac TOLO:UT'tlc' TOU yap Pa6LXEWc '1rpoardtaVTOC, Tour; 81qµapX0Lc,

EKacTO' TT1V 8't11LapXLaV aUTOU 4iKpL(3Wc IOU SUVal.LEVOU OTai3T1VaL 6 Tru KaaTpW

KOaµLKOU KaL KCYL TL KaI TL rxpµa 7rpOc 6`eVuvczv Va EX'S EKaOTOc

aUTWV.... EITa 7rpOc FLEE' "aUTTI bouXc a 7rpOc QE ayOpq...KaL XdPE Ta
KaTa'QTLXc KO:L K01 Laac ELc TO OairLTLOV GOV Xo LaOE d:KpLPWC 7r0(J0L E'LOLV

KOL ¶Oaa apµaTa KaL WOaa KOVTapLa ML r0aa OKOUTapLa KaL 7roQa
TO,apLa. KOL EKTE)\EOac TOV OpLOl1OV aUTOU, cp )V SESWKa TW aWVTT} 1ou KaL

43aaLXEL TO K0tT01aTLX07rouX0V l.LeTa XU7n c KaL OKu1 pn1ro'nyroc OTL TroXM'rlc, KO:L

E[,LELVE IIOVOV EV d:1tOKpUlp4) 1j 7r000TTIC ELc EKELVOV KcI FILE.

...in spite of the great size of our City, our defenders amounted to 4773, without
counting the foreigners.. .1 was in a position to know this exact figure for the
following reason: the emperor ordered the demarchs to take a census of their
demarchies and to record the exact number of men - laity and clergy - able to defend
the walls and what weapons each man had for defense.... Then he commanded me:
`This task is for you.. .take these lists and compute, in the privacy of your home, the
exact figure of available defenders, weapons, shields, spears, and arrows.' I completed
my task and presented the master list to my lord and emperor in the greatest possible
sadness and depression. The true figure remained a secret known only to him and to
myself.

15 Cf. E. Darko, ed., Laonici Chalcocandylae Historiarum Demonstrationes (Budapest, 1922-
1927), 2:5 [271B, 143P], p. 47. For earlier editions, ef. C. Clauser, ed., Laonicis Chalcocondylae
Atheniensis de origine et rebus gestis Turcorum libri decem (Basel, 1556 and 1562); ibid., Corpus
Historiae Byzantinae Parisinum (Paris, 1567); Laonici Chalcocondylae Atheniensis Historiarum
Libri Decem, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1843); and recently for a partial translation: Laonikos
Chalkokondyles: A Translation and Commentary of the "Demonstrations of Histories" (Books I-
III), N. Nicoloudis, trans., Historical Monographs 16 (Athens, 1996).
16 Minus 25.5-8.
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The next entry in the compilation of Sphrantzes deals with the fall of the city, by-passing
the entire period of the siege. He makes it clear that his duties had taken him away from
the critical sector of the Pempton by order of the emperor, who may have wished to
protect his friend by directing him to another less dangerous section of the defenses. Had
Sphrantzes been present at the critical sector at the walls, he would not have survived, as
apparently none did of those who chose to remain by the side of the emperor and his
warlord Giustiniani. Further, neither Pusculo nor Leonardo, our only observers to have
furnished a kind of "catalogue of defenders and their positions," mentions Sphrantzes
being present about the periphery of the walls in any capacity. It may be concluded that
he did not play an active military role in the defense. It is also possible that Sphrantzes
had a non-military role and that he was somewhere within the city with non-combatant
members of the administration:17

KoL Tn K$0 µaLOU, TjµEpo -Y"', wpo Tijs r)µEpac dpXTJ, «7rijpc TTIv lIoALV o
EV 1,1 WpQ KaL dcAWOEL IIOAEWS KaL 6 µaKapiT1)1; aU1 VTTS .LOU 6P
KWva-rav -Lvoc (3aaLAEUS 6 IIaXawXA -yOS uKOTW13E11; a7rE15aVEV, EµOV 7[AqU60V

aUTOU OU)( EUpEt9'EVTOIC; T WpQ EKEI,VTJ, aAX& T¶pOcTQ'teL EKELVOU EL(; E1CLOKEI LV

8f14EV 6XAou µEpovc Tins IIoXeac.

On Tuesday May 29, early in the day, the emir [= sultan] took possession of the City.
At this time of capture my late master and emperor, Lord Constantine, was killed. I
was not at his side at that hour but I had been inspecting another part of the City,
according to his orders.

Not a single word has Sphrantzes devoted to the defensive operations. It is indeed a
curious omission, which has led some scholars to the erroneous assumption that there
may actually have been a separate diary written by the historian.18 It is possible that
Sphrantzes kept a diary of the siege period. If he did, we must conjecture that its contents
would have been different from the Giornale of Nicolo Barbaro or of the epistula by
Leonardo. Unlike Barbaro, Pusculo, and Leonardo, Sphrantzes does not seem to have
served as an active defender on the walls or with the naval units in the harbor. Thus his
diary would have been of a different nature, perhaps presenting the views of the non-
combatant members of the administration. Of course, it is not known what may have
happened to this hypothetical journal. It is possible that it perished early on, perhaps in
the early hours of the sack when Sphrantzes fell into the hands of the enemy. However,
we would like to note that somehow Sphrantzes was able to consult some notes when he
compiled his Minus years after the sack. Is it possible, then, that he kept some notes and
lost others? Could it be that he had left his notes of the earlier years at Mistra in the
Morea when Constantine and he went to Constantinople and that he recovered these notes
after his release from captivity? It should be recalled that nowhere in his authentic
narrative does he allude to any journal of the siege. There is no hint in the surviving
narrative of his activities during the siege. Indeed it amounts to a curious silence that
allows nothing other than speculation. On the occasion that he discusses the events of the

17 Minus 35.9.
18 Cf. infra, nn. 29-34.
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siege he is directly concerned with the diplomatic sphere and simply reviews in a long
section19 the appeals that Constantine XI made for aid. Sphrantzes enumerates the
imperial concessions made to individuals who could have helped to save the city. He then
complains bitterly about the nature and quantity of help that Constantinople had received
in her final hours of need and one forms the impression that he considered the absence of
aid and of other forms of assistance as the major cause for the fall. This is information
that he would have been familiar with as a member of the imperial diplomatic corps, and
he would have needed no notes that could have perished in the sack to remind him of the
court's efforts in this sector.

By contrast, Pseudo-Sphrantzes not only provides a detailed account on the period of
the siege (which, as we shall presently see, is based almost entirely on Archbishop
Leonardo's letter), but he also provides a description of the concluding moment when he
and the emperor were together in the quiet of the night before the final assault was
launched. Pseudo-Sphrantzes specifies topographical details to give more credence to his
narrative:20

KaL dvaR&c p' LTrirOU Et1ilXiJoREV TWV aVaKTOpWV TrcpLEP7CoµevoL Ta TELXri, LVa

T0' YUXCYKOS 61eyeLpWREV irpOC, TO cpUX&TTELV dypUarvuc. 'Hoav SE rrecVTEC E'fL

TOLL, TELXCaL Kat 7CUp oLS Tr) VUKTL EKELVIJ' KcrL TiUXOL 1t cTdYL

aapaXEOTa'TWS, SL' 4)V 8UVaTOV '11V EtEXMLV TLVO: Tl ELaEXI36V. 't]C, SE '1'1X6 oi..LEV EV

TOLS KaXvy pLoic Wpcx TrpWTTI Tr11;; CYXEK?pocpWVLac KoL KTrtOVTEC; TWV LTCrrWV

ELS TOV it ' OV KCYL auxvuS KOL 15OPU[30V l 'yav
rtOLELV ETCLT'SELOV, KO'L EL1tOV 9'1pA.V OL IpUXaKES, OTL SL' OXr)S TI'C' VUKTOc;

OUTWS TroLOUaLV.

We [sc. Constantine XI and Sphrantzes] mounted our horses and we toured the walls
to wake up the garrison and urge them to remain alert without sleeping. That night all
were at their posts on the walls and towers and all the gates were most securely locked
so that no one could enter or leave. When we came to the Kaligaria Gate, it was about
the time of the first cock crow, we dismounted and climbed up on the tower and we
heard that outside there was a great,, deal of talking, of commotion, and noise. The
guards told us that it had been going on all night.

Pseudo-Sphrantzes parts from the emperor and furnishes an account of the assault, as
narrated by Leonardo, without ever particularizing Sphrantzes' actual role in the defense.

Be that as it may, Sphrantzes has nothing to impart on the siege operations, and after
recounting the death of the emperor, admitting fully that he was not present at his side,
proceeds to speak about his own sad experiences:21

19 Minus 36.1-14; we will examine this passage in due course; cf, infra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege
of 1453," sec. I.
20 Maius 3.9.2. This is the version that is published by Grecu, but he is in error. Grecu failed to add
the negative particle ov before the word buvaTo'v that is demanded by the sense (as we have
included it in the translation). The earlier edition of Bekker" (p. 280) cites the phrase correctly as ov
8uva'r0'V 'v. We therefore assume that this is a printer's error in the Grecu edition.
21 Minus 25.11.
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'AXoUS oiV Eyw...TEAOS EtayOpaa15EL5 Tn 0° aETCTE1i3piOU IOU Stp°' ETOUS E'Lc TWV

O c Waa, TTIS yUVcLK61; ROV KaL TWV TraLSLWV .LOU U3t0 yepoVTWV KaL

KaX6v TOUpKWV aXW15EVTWV KaL Trap' aiTWV '1raXLV 7rpa2Ewrov ELS Tov Tov 1z Li pa

.tepaxoupTlV, TjyoUV Ko.trTa TWV oUTOU d1A6yuV, OC KaL TroXXcYc KCYL KaXac dXXac

TWV aPXOVTLOO'WV Tfl'OpOUE KaL 'KOXXd! EKEpbi1aE ETr' U6TaLc.

I was taken prisoner.... Finally I was ransomed on September 1, 6962 [1453], and
departed for Mistra. My wife and children had passed into the possession of some
elderly and kindly Turks, who then sold them to the emir's [= sultan's] Mir Ahur, that
is, the Master of his horses, who had also bought many other beautiful noble ladies
and amassed a great fortune in the enterprise.

II. Minus and Maius

The work attributed to the pen of George Sphrantzes has come down to us, as we have
previously stressed, in two different forms: the short version, the Chronicon Minus, and
the much lengthier account, the Chronicon Maius. The latter incorporates all of the
Minus, with a few significant alterations, and presents additional information on events
and personalities, as well as a number of irrelevant digressions of little, if any, historical
value, especially for a researcher interested in the siege of 1453. It was once believed that
the Minus was either a later epitome of the Maius or that it represented the notes that
Sphrantzes had collected during his active years, which he later expanded into the Maius
during his residence at Corfu.22 Book 3 of the Maius includes a detailed account of the
siege, fall, and sack of Constantinople, while the Minus devotes only a small section to
the siege and its immediate aftermath, with no detailed narrative. Because Sphrantzes
supposedly wrote the Maius, Book 3 of this rendition was generally held to be of the
highest importance with regard to the events of the siege.

In 1934, however, J. B. Falier-Papadopoulos demonstrated that the Maius was not to
be considered a genuine account by Sphrantzes. Only the Minus could be his authentic
work, while the Maius must have been elaborated in a later period.23 By 1936 a candidate
for the composition of the Maius had been identified: Makarios Melissourgos-
Melissenos, the metropolitan of Monembasia and a notorious fabricator of Palaiologan
chrysobulls, which he composed, copied (along with his associates), and disseminated
throughout Italy and Spain as if they were genuine documents. He was active in the
period before and after the battle of Lepanto, almost one century after the death of
Sphrantzes 24 In a monumental comparative study of the Minus and Maius, R.-J. Loenertz
concludes that the Maius had indeed been produced in a later period by an "author" who

22 On the chronology of the life of Sphrantzes, cf. Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire,
esp. p. 17 f.
23 [Falier-]Papadopoulos, "Phrantz6s est-il reellement l'auteur de la grande chronique qui porte son
nom?," pp. 177-189.
24 Idem, " ' Iwavv-q(; Z' o lIaXaLoX6'yoc," pp. 257-262; idem, "Uber `Maius' and `Minus'," pp. 323-
331. The first investigator to identify Makarios as the most probable culprit was F. Dolger, "Ein
literarischer and diplomatischer Falscher des 16. Jahrhunderts: Metropolit Makarios von
Monembasia," in Otto Glaunig zum 60. Geburtstag, Festangabe aus Wissenschaft and Bibliothek
(Leipzig, 1936), pp. 25-36 [= Byzantinische Diplomatik (Ettal, 1956), pp. 371-383].
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had consulted and even imitated passages from Laonikos Khalkokondyles.25 In 1939
Falier-Papadopoulos demonstrated that certain parts of the siege section in Book 3 bore a
certain resemblance to the Latin letter addressed to Pope Nicholas V, composed by
Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani. Leonardo, in this letter, provides an account of his
participation in the defense of Constantinople and thus has preserved for us an early and
detailed testimony of the events.26 Falier-Papadopoulos remarks that Book 3 of the Maius
followed Leonardo's narrative of events in the arrangement of episodes. Moreover, both
the Maius and Leonardo's epistula fail to record the role of Orhan, Mehmed II Fatih's
distant relative, in the defense of Constantinople, while most other authors, including the
so-called "historians of the siege," Doukas, Kritoboulos, and Khalkokondyles, know of
Orhan and of his eventual death. Falier-Papadopoulos concludes with the observation that
the quarrel between Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani and Loukas Notaras, as well
as the animal similes employed in the emperor's last speech, and the description of the
colors at the dawn of May 29, 1453, in the Maius ultimately derive from Leonardo's
Latin text.

Later G. T. Zoras demonstrates that the last address of Constantine XI to his court and
his Venetian and Genoese allies before the final assault of the Turks on May 29 as
reported in the Maius is, in fact, dependent on Leonardo's text. Moreover, this speech
may well have originated with Leonardo's flair for the dramatic and was not an actual
historical event.27 The similarities between the Maius and Leonardo's letter do not end
here. In particular, the "catalogue" of the defenders and their assigned positions on the
walls in Pseudo-Sphrantzes' account to a large extent is based on Leonardo's list.28 It is
not simply the arrangement of the combatants and the order of the presentation of events,
already noted by Falier-Papadopoulos, that point to such conclusions. There is a definite
linguistic dimension to this problem, which clearly proves that the Greek account of
Book 3 is frequently no more than a direct translation or a paraphrase into Greek of
Leonardo's Latin text.

Most scholars have come to accept the fact that the siege section of the Maius is at
best a secondary document and at worst a derivative work of dubious historical value.

25 R.-J. Loenertz, "La date de la lettre 79' de Manuel Paldologue et l'inauthenticitd du `Chronicon
Maius' des Georges Phrantz8s," Echos d'Orient 39 (1940/1942): 91-99; and idem, "Autour du
Chronicon Maius," pp. 273-311.
26 J. B. [Falier-]Papadopoulos, "H `AAWOEWS KWVOTavTLvouir6XEWS 'IaTOpLa AEova'p8ou

Tou X ou," EEBE 15 (1939): 85-95.
27 G. T. Zoras, "AL TEXeu'rc IXL 7rp0 'r c'AXWaEWs A'gR'gYOpI,aL KWVOTaVTI.VOU TOU IIoXaLOXOyou

KaL MwOf -rob E7rETTlpL T?lS EXOAQS TOV Have7rwT77
sLov 'A677vc.iv 9 (1958/1959): 510-538 (also published separately, under the same title, as a
monograph [Athens, 1959]; and reprinted in Zoras, liEpi Tile "AAWQLV T1lC Kc,wurnvTLvovlr6AewW ',
pp. 71-102; cf. 538 (33, 102, respectively): To EivaL oTL dµcpoTEpOL aL 8'qpi'yopiaL

[sc. of Constantine XI and of Mehmed II] OUSE7roTE E'yEVMVTo Kal ciwOTEXOUV EcpEUprIµa

ILEToryEVEaTEpuV La'ropLKWV, 7 OTL, ciV E'7LVaV, a7rQud6vovTO ILOVOV 7rp0(; aTEVOV KU'KXOV

aUVEp'yaTWV KaL TIaav [3paXUTaTOIL, 07rWab17rOTE SE OTL aL 8Laa(I)1 LaaL MUTE ELS TOV

IIaXaLOXO'yOV MUTE ELS TOV MWOfILEI} O:VTjKOUV, dXX' EL(; TTIV q xVTaaLO:V TOll AEOVO''pboU KaL TOU

KpLToPovXou. 'EK TWV 860 TOUTWV 7ru&avu-T pa pOLVETTL 7rp6T1l uit66EaLs.

28 Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople: Bishop Leonardo," pp. 287-300.
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Carroll challenged this widely accepted position in a series of articles29 but, in spite of the
ingenious arguments (none of which was linguistic or textual), her attempt to elevate the
siege section of the Maius to respectability as a primary source proved unconvincing. The
suggestion that Makarios may have expanded a different version of the Minus, lost to us,
which dealt with the siege of 1453 and which was composed by Sphrantzes himself, lacks
credibility and most arguments have been reduced to omissions of events in both the
Minus and the Maius. Most important, this challenge failed to recognize the significance
of Leonardo's text in the composition of the siege section of the Maius. Such speculation
can be easily refuted by the combined results of the research carried out by Falier-
Papadopoulos, Loenertz, Dolger, Zoras, Khasiotes,30 Philippides,31 Maisano,32 and
Ganchou.33 Modem research has shown that Leonardo has served as a source for Pseudo-
Sphrantzes, for Languschi-Dolfin, for Francesco Sansovino, and for the Greek
Anonymous Barberini Chronicle.34

While the correspondences, imitations, paraphrases, and renditions speak for
themselves, we have reserved a few comments for the most interesting cases. In general,
our observations are kept to a minimum and the linguistic correspondences will be
allowed to speak for themselves. The imitation of Leonardo by Pseudo-Sphrantzes and
the anonymous author of the Barberini Chronicle have been examined in detail, as we
have seen, but the pertinent passages will be cited here also. It should be emphasized that
the extensive passages to be cited presently represent only a few instances of the
numerous striking correspondences that are evident immediately upon comparison. Other
correspondences abound throughout the texts in question.35 Attention will be paid to the
"catalogue" of the defenders and to the more obvious duplications. An inescapable
conclusion emerges: the siege section of Book 3 of the Maius is confirmed, on linguistic,
textual, and historical grounds, to be a secondary document. The surprising corollary
indicates that there survives in Greek history no genuine eyewitness Greek source for this

29 Carroll, "Notes on the Authorship of the `Siege' Section," 41: 28-44; 42: 5-22; 43: 30-38; and
44: 17-22.
30 Khasiotes, Marcdp.oc.
31 Philippides, "An `Unknown' Source," pp. 174-183; idem, "Patriarchal Chronicles," pp. 87-94;
and idem, ' 6,yXpovec "Epeuves," pp. 94-99. For a more recent and more encompassing
investigation, cf idem, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-
227.
32 Maisano, "Il manoscritto Napoletano II E.25," pp. 103-121. Maisano supervised the latest edition
of the Minus: Giorgio Sfranze Chronicon.
33 Ganchou, "Le Mesazon Demetrius Paleologue Cantacuzene," pp. 245-272; and, more recently,
idem, "Sur quelques erreurs," pp. 61-83. Cf., in addition, E. D. Dzhagatspanian, "M14poso33peHMe
BH3aHTHiicxoro l4cTOpMKa XV B. I'eoprsx CcppaH,g3H [The World Outlook of the Fifteenth-
Century Byzantine Historian George Sphrantzes]," Kaexa3 u Bu3aumus 3 (1982): 45-63; eadem,
"HeKOTOpble 3aMeilaHMsl RO IIOBO,I{y ABTOpCTBa BOAbnloi"l XpOHHKH IIceBA0-C4ipaH,g3H
[Some Observations on the Occasion of the Authorship of the Major Chronicle of Pseudo-
Sphrantzes]," VV 43 (1982): 45-63.
34 For the relationships of Leonardo to these texts, cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of
1453," II.A.4; and Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo," and fig. 1 for
a stemma.
35 Additional correspondences can be detected in the parallel passages in Languschi-Dolfin.
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monumental event, the siege of Constantinople in 1453. Furthermore, the speculation36
that Pseudo-Sphrantzes may have elaborated his work on a lost version of the Minus,
which actually included a detailed version of the siege and was composed by Sphrantzes
himself, can be relegated to the realm of pure fantasy. There is no doubt that Pseudo-
Sphrantzes utilized a version of Leonardo's celebrated and authoritative epistula.

Whether Pseudo-Sphrantzes or the anonymous author of the Barberini Chronicle
could read Latin is unknown. Certain details in the anonymous chronicle indicate that its
author may not have been comfortable with Latin, or indeed with the literate Greek
language of the late Palaiologan period.37 Pseudo-Sphrantzes, on the other hand, had been
a member of the Greek clergy, a Uniate priest in Italy, had also traveled to Spain, and
spent the last years of his life in Naples. Further, he had personally dealt with influential
individuals in situations that demanded knowledge of Italian, if not of Latin.38 It is
perhaps no accident that the surviving manuscripts of the Maius were copied in Naples,
where Pseudo-Sphrantzes had been very active and, in addition, the copyists were known
associates of Pseudo-Sphrantzes. The manuscripts in question include the Ambros. P 123
sup (gr. 641), which was copied by none other than John Santamaura, a well-known
associate of Pseudo-Sphrantzes. On Friday, January 3, in the sixth year of the reign of
Pope Gregory XIII [1578], TpLT'n 'IavouapLou µrlvos, EKTTI i t pa TijS E[ibOl1Q''bOS... T63
EKT(t) ETEL TTIS apXLEpaTELaC TOU 7CaVa7LWTa''T0U EV XpwTW 7raTpoS Kal. KUpiOU 7' [LCOV

FprlryopLou, Santamaura even copied (if not actually composed) and illustrated a text for
which he provided a parallel Latin translation entitled "Spiritual Infirmary," lIVEup aTLK-
ov 'IaTpe%ov, that he dedicated to Pseudo-Sphrantzes himself:39

T4) EKXaµ1rpoTaTW Ka1 a'LbEaTll,Lorc r9 [SiC] KUpL(p McKapLP McXiauiIv i,
t p)((W 7ra6Tls IIEX01rovVnaouj1TlTp07rOXLTTj Move NRa r a1:;, u1repTLNW Kcr E a

'Iex vvTjc 'AyLOj.Lavpas KvirpLOS,

36 Carroll.
37 Zachariadou, TO XpOYLKO T6P TOUpKow L'ovATcvwV, ch. 2.
38 Khasiotes, Mai cip.os, ch. 3; on the question of Pseudo-Sphrantzes' linguistic abilities in Latin,
cf. infra, n. 39.
39 The text and illustration are contained in the Greek Codex II-C, fols. 36"-37`; it was first noticed
by S. P. Lampros, "lIepv ypanpij K66LKOS Nea7r6Xewc II-C. 35 (Cyrillus 36)," NH 19 (1925): 38.
For this manuscript and for a black-and-white photograph of the miniature by Santamaura (an
activity for which he is not otherwise known, even though the miniature in question implies some
experience in this sector), cf. I. K. Khasiotes, " "Eve 'ISLOTuiro ELKOVOypay'gR6vo KELµevo

Tou 'Iwavvou 'AyLoµaupa (1578),'-EAA1'1.Ka' 19 (1966): 108-113. On Santamaura, cf. H. Omont,
"Le dernier des copistes grecs en Italie: Jean de Sainte-Maure (1572-1612)," Revue des etudes
Grecques 1 (1888): 177-191. A catalogue of the codices that he copied is included in M. Vogel and
V. Garthausen, Die griechichen Schreiber des Mittelalters and der Renaissance (Leipzig, 1909),
pp. 193-198; and C. G. Patrinelis, " "EXXrlvec Kw8txoypcxppoL T(i;v Xpovwv Tfs 'Avayevvija-
ews," 'E7rETrlp%S Tou MEaauwvLKov 'ApXELov 8-9 (1958/1959): 63-124, esp. 106-107. Does the fact
that Santamaura presented a bilingual codex (Greek facing Latin) to Pseudo-Sphrantzes mean that
Pseudo-Sphrantzes was fluent in Latin? Or does it imply that Pseudo-Sphrantzes was learning Latin
and Santamaura was helping him in his efforts with a bilingual text? An answer to these questions
may assist in deciding the troubling questions concerning Pseudo-Sphrantzes' fluency in Latin: was
he working directly from the Latin text of Leonardo or from a contemporary translation of
Leonardo into Italian (or even into Greek)?
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Greetings from John Santamaura, the Cypriot, to the most illustrious, most reverend,
Lord Makarios Melissenos [= Pseudo-Sphrantzes], the metropolitan of Monembasia,
the highly esteemed exarch of the entire Peloponnese.

Santamaura himself copied the codex Hierosol. S. Cruc. 38 (olim), which may have
served as his model for the Ambros. P 123 sup. (gr. 641).A0 A second manuscript of the
Maius, the Taurin. B II 20 (gr. 102 bis), had been copied by the circle of Andreas
Darmarios, another associate of Pseudo-Sphrantzes.41 Further, in 1578, Darmarios
himself copied the codex Ambros. P 24 (sup. gr. 613), which found its way, early on, to
the library of the cardinal of Burgos and Toledo.42 Moreover, there is the codex Monac.
gr. 329 (olim 203), which has a certain Neapolitan origin, as well as the codex Neapol. II
E 25. 3 All of these monuments, the earliest codices of the Maius have a definite
association with Pseudo-Sphrantzes himself, with his close associates, or with the area
where Pseudo-Sphrantzes put the final touches on his elaboration.44

As it will become more clear below, it is not certain that Pseudo-Sphrantzes and the
anonymous author of the Barberini Chronicle worked directly from a Latin text of
Leonardo's letter. In every passage cited below, there are hints of an intermediate Greek
version of Leonardo's letter, as linguistic parallels in phraseology between Pseudo-
Sphrantzes and the Barberini Chronicle without echoes in Languschi-Dolfin or
Sansovino indicate. That the vocabulary of the two Greek authors is similar, especially in
cases where the text of Leonardo has not been followed faithfully, strongly points to a
common Greek version of the archbishop's letter that the Greek authors may have
consulted.

Regardless of the immediate source actually consulted, it becomes abundantly clear
that some form of Leonardo's letter lurks behind the siege section of the Maius. Thus
Pseudo-Sphrantzes' "forgery" is not a totally fictional account purporting to be history,
even though Pseudo-Sphrantzes was quite an accomplished counterfeiter to attain his
objectives.45 He seems to have taken great care to incorporate material that had been

40 Maisano, Georgii Sphrantze Chronicon, p. 127. Also cf, the seminal work on this codex by J. B.
[Falier-]Papadopulos [Papadopoulos], "Bemerkungen zu dem cod. Hierosol. 38," BZ 38 (1938): 68-
70.
41 J. B. [Falier-]Papadopoulos, "Le Manuscript B II 20 de la Bibliotheque Nationale de Turin
contenant la Chronique de Phrantzes," Atti della R. Academia della Scienze di Torino 66 (1931):
436-440. On Darmarios and Pseudo-Sphrantzes, cf. N. B. Tomadakes, 17EpL 'AAC UEWc T77,;-
KWVaravTLvov1r6AEWc Aov'Ka-KpLTOROUAov-E(ppaYT]'77S-XaAKOKOVSUAq: EvvayaVrl AET& lIpoAO-

'yoy KaL BLOypcrcoLKmv MEAET71µtTWY 7rEpi -T& TEaadpcw 'Ia opLOyparpWV Cal TOU
Bpvevviov (Athens, 1953; repr. Thessaloniki, 1993), pp. 148 ff.
42 Maisano, Georgii Sphrantze Chronicon, p. 127.
43 For a recent assessment of the Neapol. II E 25, cf. Maisano, Georgii Sphrantze Chronicon, esp.
pp. 132-133.
44 The numerous codices of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries will not concern us, as they
are not directly concerned with Pseudo-Sphrantzes and his accomplices. A list, with some
evaluation of each manuscript, can be found in Maisano, Georgii Sphrantze Chronicon, pp. 127-
129.
45 Cf., e.g., his activities in forging Palaiologan imperial chrysobulls: S. Binon, "L'histoire et la
ldgende de deux chrysobulles d'Andronic II en fateur de Monembasie: Macaire ou Phrantz6s?,"
Echos d'Orient 37 (1938): 274-311.
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reported by at least one eyewitness to the siege, whose account he has evidently enriched
by providing details in topography. These particulars must derive from his own
familiarity with the surviving monuments of Constantinople. The parts of the Maius that
fall under grave suspicion and qualify as forgeries are those that deal directly with the
family of the Melissenoi in the fifteenth century: for it is certain that Pseudo-Sphrantzes,
whose actual family name was Melissourgos,46 was at great pains to identify himself, his
brother Theodoros, and his relatives in general, with the old illustrious family of the
Melissenoi-Komnenoi. Pseudo-Sphrantzes' nephew, the cleric and an industrious forger
himself, Nikephoros Melisourgos-Melissenos, went so far as to invent a coat of arms for
his family, which recalls the arms of the Komnenoi.47

It has been claimed that historians should not trust the narrative of Pseudo-Sphrantzes
in Book 3 of the Maius, especially with regard to the siege, unless Sphrantzes' Minus
duplicates its information48 Perhaps this view should be emended: the Maius is not to be
trusted unless it reproduces information found in the Minus and in Leonardo's letter,
excepting of course the invented parts in the Latin account, such as the last assembly of
the imperial court and the long speech of the emperor to his subjects, ministers, and
Italian allies.49 Thus the ultimate source of Book 3 of the Maius, Leonardo's letter, comes
to occupy a significant place in the history of Greek literature and in the survival of
medieval Greek historiography. There is no question of "plagiarism" on the part of
Pseudo-Sphrantzes. The fact that he and the anonymous author of the Barberini
Chronicle used a Latin source, or perhaps an Italian or even a Greek version of this Latin
letter, should not be thought remarkable, as there is good evidence to show that in the last
centuries of the medieval Greek empire many Constantinopolitan intellectuals were
turning their attention to the west; consequently, Greek translations of Latin works began
to appear.50 Thus the dependence of Pseudo-Sphrantzes on Leonardo may be regarded as

46 Khasiotes, McKaipws, pp. 17 if., has shown that the original signatures in documents that bear
the name "Melissourgos" were later changed to "Melissenos." The descendants of Theodoros and
Makarios continued this project of identifying the Melissourgoi with the Melissenoi in the
following century.
47 This invented coat of arms is illustrated by Khasiotes, MaKapcos, p. 182 (without tincture); this
coat of arms was described by C. De Lellis, Supplimento a Napoli Sacra di D. Cesare d'Engenio
Caracciolo (Naples, 1654); on the invention of this coat of arms, cf. Khasiotes, MaKapcos, p. 65,
n. 4.
48 For a clear expression of this view and the problems concerned with the Maius and the Minus, cf.
Barker, Manuel II Palaiologus, p. xliii.
49 Needless to say, Pseudo-Sphrantzes reports the purported speech of the emperor, which he has
based, in an amplified form, on the text of Leonardo. The Anonymous Barberini Chronicle,
Languschi-Dolfin, and Sansovino remain faithful to the Latin text of Leonardo, which they have
translated without amplification or elaboration.
50 A clear example of western influence in the culture of the Palaiologan era can be seen in the
Greek chivalric romances, some of which imply definite familiarity with their western counterparts;
cf. H.-G. Beck, Geschichte der byzantinischen Volksliterature (Munich, 1971). Even in earlier
periods Greek translations of Caesar, Cicero, Ovid, Boethius, Augustine, Anselm, and Thomas
Aquinas had appeared. Thus a translation of Leonardo's letter into Greek, or the fact that a Latin
letter was used as a source by Greek authors, should not come as a surprise. For the intellectual
climate-in the late period, cf. K.-P. Matschke and F. Tinnefeld, Die Gesellschaft im spdten Byzanz:
Gruppen, Strukturen undLebensformen (Cologne, Weimar, Vienna, and Bbhlau, 2001).
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a natural step in Greek recognition of historical works written in Latin, as the transition
towards an appreciation of western literature had already occurred before the fall of
Constantinople.

The Minus, the authentic work of Sphrantzes, can be divided into two parts, a short
prologue in which the chronicler states his family connections, and the main body of the
work, which consists of his reminiscences from 1413 to 1477. There is no formal ending
to this account, but it is evident from the concluding passages that Sphrantzes was
seriously ill and probably died soon after his last entry of 1477. By contrast, the Maius is
more ambitious, purporting to give a history of the Palaiologan dynasty to 1477 and
further contains extensive digressions on the history of the Osmanlis, placing a heavy
emphasis on religious affairs.

Pseudo-Sphrantzes has been generally viewed with suspicion, as a negative figure, by
modem scholarship. It is more profitable to think of him as a literary figure of the
sixteenth century, rather than as an incorrigible counterfeiter or a plagiarist. The sixteenth
century belongs to the Dark Age of modern Greece, the nadir as far as literature is
concerned. When Pseudo-Sphrantzes' literary achievement, the entire Maius, is compared
as a work of literature to other Greek writings of this period, it becomes obvious that his
elaboration of a prosaic chronicle is more than just an expansion of the Minus. In fact, it
is one of the most important Greek literary works of that dark era. Pseudo-Sphrantzes'
masterful descriptions of the military operations, his sense for the dramatic, and his
emphasis on pathos admirably display his literary and narrative talents that go beyond the
simple task of pure translation or simple paraphrase. Indeed, the Maius occupies a special
position in the history of modem Greek literature. Composed, paraphrased, elaborated,
and copied approximately one century after the fall of medieval Greece, in the middle of
a dark age, it provides a link between medieval and modem Greek literature and has
exercised immense influence over later generations in Greece that came under its spell.

H1. Original Contributions by Pseudo-Sphrantzes

Mention should be made of a number of passages where Pseudo-Sphrantzes has departed
from his source on purpose and has radically emended the text of Sphrantzes and the text
of his source, Leonardo, as those passages unveil Pseudo-Sphrantzes' own agenda. The
first instance involves the personality of Nikolaos Goudeles, who appears in Sphrantzes'
authentic text. By contrast, Pseudo-Sphrantzes has suppressed all reference to Goudeles
and has substituted, in his place, another otherwise unknown individual, Nikephoros
Palaiologos. His motivation for this substitution is well known.51 Sphrantzes in his
authentic chronicle states that it was the emperor's wish that his son should marry the
daughter of Nikolaos Goudeles.S2 Pseudo-Sphrantzes has altered Sphrantzes' text to read
that the emperor wished that Sphrantzes' daughter should marry Nikolaos Melissenos, the

51 The intention of Pseudo-Sphrantzes in the sixteenth century to pass himself off as a relative of
George Sphrantzes, which resulted in his actual alteration of the information supplied in the Minus,
is pursued by Tomadakes, "IIepL `AAcuoeWc T71C Kcwaravruu0U7r0AEW(;," pp. 150-152. On
Goudeles, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 89.
52 Minus 23.5: ...Kai OTL QTOxc e1oL [SC. Constantine XI] 7rpks TOV roubEX7)v NLK6Xaov. KO:L o!V

&pEQT7) EVL 1j avvrpop'cx, Vac yEvr raL Kal µEOOV rIµcWV auµ1rEi4EpL0V, 6 ULOS µ0U T 'V EKE%vov

$uycTEpa.
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son of Nikephoros Melissenos. It should be remembered that Pseudo-Sphrantzes' family
name was Melissourgos and that he and his brother had launched an extensive campaign
to refer to themselves as Melissenoi and had even altered their signatures in some
documents to bear the new name by which they eventually became known in the west. In
this instance Melissourgos-Melissenos claims to be a descendant of Sphrantzes! His
campaign to link his family to the Melissenoi and to Sphrantzes is seen and understood
clearly in this passage, as he states:53

Kal MAW EL7rE [LOL O RaaLAEV-;:, OTL 71OE1\EV euEpyeTfjfa[ IOL...Lva! ELL;

vvaLKa 'n v E!dT1V 'r VEOVLOK( EKELVW NLKOAQCIil 'r McXiaa vV i, TW UlW

7roTE 'rob NLKTgpOpOU TOU MEALOUTIVOU, ov Kai MEALQ6oupry0v E7rWV011a&ov.

He [sc. Constantine XI] told me that he wished to join in marriage my daughter to that
young man Nikolaos Melissenos, the son of the late Nikephoros Melissenos, who was
also called Melissourgos.

In one sentence Pseudo-Sphrantzes has. fabricated a link with Sphrantzes and with the
Melissenoi, who, he says in passing, were also known as Melissourgoi, his own surname.
This is one of the rare fabrications of Pseudo-Sphrantzes for his own personal benefit.
The author of the Barberini Chronicle preserves the notice of Goudeles precisely as it is
encountered in Leonardo and Languschi-Dolfin.

Pseudo-Sphrantzes has further elaborated upon Leonardo's information by specifying
that the Church of the Holy Apostles became the headquarters of the reserves. In addi-
tion, Pseudo-Sphrantzes and the Anonymous Barberini exhibit another parallel that finds
no echo in Leonardo, and consequently points to Languschi-Dolfin who does have the
words fosse bisogno (or Sansovino with his fosse stato bisogno) used by the two Greek
authors, as both make mention of avocyKTI and XpE[a, terms that are absent in Leonardo's
letter.

LEONARDO:54 Demetrius socer N[icolai?] Palaeologo Nicolausque Gudelli gener
praesidentes, ut decurrant urbem, cum plerisque in succursum armatis reservantur.

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:55 Dimitri Paleologo socero, e Nicolo Guidelli genero
pressidenti, reseruato cum molti arm at! a correr de terra per soccorer doue fusse
bisogno.

SANSOVINO:56 Demetrio suocero di N. Paleologo, & Nicolo genero di Gudello,
erano Presidenti, per dar soccorso con armati alla cittk, ouunquefosse stato bisogno.

53 Maius 3.14.

14 PG 159: 935 [CC 1: 153].
55 Fol. 318 [20].
56 Ch. VII [104].
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PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:57 TOv SE AijµijrpLOV Tov Kai Tov

yaµ(3pov au7ov llaXaLoXoyov NLK1 6POV RET& KaL ETEpWV TLV(JV Kc EV T(W

aE9rTW 'ATroaTOAELW Ka6 EV ETEpOLS TO7rOLc 7rEpLIraTELV p.ETQ E7TTaKOO'LWV aVSpWV,

Lva, ELc oiov S7j To7<ov v7rap) , (3orI1 cWaLv.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:58 Kai. Tov Kup Or)µrjTpLO Tov 1IOAMOXA &yo, ULOV TOU

Kup NLKOAaoU, Ko:L TOV NLKOAO TOV Fout)EAo TOV yaµvrpo' TOU Tovs E 3aXc dXXouc
7roXXouc auvTpog0Uc, KaL EOTEKOVTgaaV ETOLp.LOL OTL 07rOTE SWOWVE AOyo Va

6pc4IOUVE Vt Poip Naouv EKEL O1TO1) K&REL XpELa.

As well, there seems to be a further emendation involving an otherwise unknown
individual. In his section of the catalogue of defenders Pseudo-Sphrantzes makes mention
of a prominent defender in 1453, a Spaniard by the name of Don Francisco de Toledo.
This individual is never mentioned by any other eyewitness or secondary source of the
siege of 1453. Further, Pseudo-Sphrantzes states that Don Francisco was a relative of the
emperor and thus establishes a noble Palaiologan connection for a Spanish family. In a
passage of his own composition, Pseudo Sphrantzes states:59

0 SE P010LXEUS aµa TW 4'payKL9KW TW ToXEScp TW auyyEVEL aUTOU, OS KaTayETOEL,

AEyOl)aLV, EK Toll aLµa7oc 7rEpLpavouc PaaLAEWS 'AXe'OU KoRvgVoU, Ka'L iei '

A[LWV EpL7riroc SL' OAiIq Tic AµEpaS Ka' VUKToc 7rEpL7raTWV rjv yUpei ev EVSOV rC;

7rOAEWS Kal TWV TELX@V.

The emperor, together with his relative Don Francisco de Toledo, whose ancestors, as
they say, is from the family line of the famous emperor Alexios Komnenos, was with
us at all times. On his horse he moved about day and night all around, within the city
and the walls.

Don Francisco appears once more in Pseudo-Sphrantzes at the last stand during the final
assault. He is one of the few individuals who did not abandon the critical sector after the
withdrawal of Giustiniani and his band of condottieri but chose to die heroically beside
his kinsman, the Greek emperor. He is compared to Homer's Achilles:60

KaL o 7rpo06rl$Ei.; 00v -tpayKLaKOS 6 ToX Ooc u7rEp TOV ' AXLAAEa E9ro'11aEV' EV
TOLS SEtLOLS 70U 13aaLAEWc ETUXE KaL WS TLC UETOC, RETa OVVXWV KaL a70N.awoc

TOUC,' EVO:VTLOU KQTEK07tTE.

The aforementioned Don Francisco de Toledo surpassed Achilles in this struggle. He
happened to be on the right side of the emperor. Like an eagle, he cut down the enemy
with talons and beak.

57 3.5.4.

5820.
59 Maius 3.5.6: On this, cf. with caution, A. N. Rothbauer, "Einige Bemerkungen zum `Chronicon
Maius'," BZ 48 (1955): 293-296.
60 Maius 3.9.12.
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There can be no doubt that Don Francisco and his heroic behavior are pure inventions
of Pseudo-Sphrantzes, who had visited Spain in the summer/fall of 1573 and resided
there for more than one year, 61 during which stay he established connections with
prominent Spaniards in the court of Philip II. Pseudo-Sphrantzes took the opportunity to
forge a number of documents (some by his own hand), which have found their way into
Spanish archives. Some manuscripts have been identified, but others await the keen eyes
of a modem researcher. It should be added that at the time there were other Greeks
occupying prominent positions in the Spanish court.62 Thus Pseudo-Sphrantzes may have
had his own contacts there before his arrival. Given his interests and his forging
activities, he may have concocted documents confirming, enhancing, and even presenting
the high status of his ancestors in Constantinople before the fall of 1453.63 Furthermore,
Pseudo-Sphrantzes' own locale was Naples, which traditionally had its own Spanish
attachments. In fact, the Neapolitan family de Toledo was very prominent at the time that
Pseudo-Sphrantzes was active in Naples. One of the illustrious viceroys of Naples was
Don Pedro de Toledo, the marquis of Villafranca,64 whose good will and patronage
Pseudo-Sphrantzes may have courted and consequently invented a connection of the
Spanish noblemen to the Greek imperial dynasty and to his own family, supposedly the
Melissenoi-Komnenoi and not his own family of the Melissourgoi, which had humble
origins. Thus a member of the de Toledo family, a relative of the Greek emperor,65

61 For Pseudo-Sphrantzes' activities in Spain, cf. Khasiotes, Maxapcoc, pp. 49-53.
62 Ibid., p. 51, n. 1, which points out that a great deal of research is still needed on these personages
at the court. Some individuals such as Domenikos Theotokopoulos (El Greco), Pedro da Candia
(the lieutenant of Francisco Pizzaro in the conquest of Peru), are well known, but others - artists,
clerics, and soldiers with Greek origins - have not been studied. For the time being, cf. A. A.
Kyrou, OL "EAArivEsTES'Avayevvi rcai 6 doj.t vixoc ®EOTOxoirovAoc (Athens, 1938), pp.
321 ff.; and G. Marafon, El Greco y Toledo (Madrid, 1963), pp. 161-165.
63 For the active community of Greek copyists (if not downright counterfeiters) in Spain at this
time, cf. Khasiotes, Maxa'pcos, p. 51, n. 1; C. Graux, Essai sur les origines du Fonds Grec de
I'Escurial (Paris, 1880); and P. A. Revilla, Catalogo de los codices griegos de la Biblioteca de el
Escorial, 1 (Madrid, 1936), pp. ix-cxxviii. A close associate of Pseudo-Sphrantzes was the well-
known forger (as well as a copyist of the Maius) Andreas Darmarios; on this forger (by whose
circle the Taurin. B 11 20 [gr. 102 bis] codex of the Maius was copied) and his connections with
Pseudo-Sphrantzes, cf. supra, n. 41; and Tomadakes, IIEpi 'AAWaEW; r$; KWVara:vTLV0U7r6AEWs,

pp. 148 if.
64 Khasiotes, Maxdpcoc, p. 176; on this Spanish family of Naples, cf. B. Croce, La Spagna nella
vita italiana durante la Rinascenza (Bari, 1949), esp. pp. 236-237.
65 The manuscripts that are associated with Pseudo-Sphrantzes himself and that date from 1572 to
1576, that is, Ambros. P 128, sup. (gr. 641), and Taurin. B 11 20 (gr. 102 bis), include a fictional
genealogy which is usually not printed in modern editions of the main text of the Maius but is
relegated to the apparatus criticus (e.g., Grecu's edition); for scholarly purposes we include part of
it here: 'Hv aU'Y'yEVELaV rob RaaLXEWc Kal. TOU p71&VT0c 'IU7raV06 TOLOUTWS ELVaL

LcTOpouOL: et dcp' a6µaToc T11c OapUOc TOU 7TEpUpaVOUS (3aaLAE0C KvP 'AXEELov Kopv7lvov

diroy6vow E7rL TiK (3acLXELac KUP 'AXEE,LOU 'A'y-yEXou Koµvilvoii Ctt1royy6w v 7rpEaRUS aTaXELS

Ev 'IanravLq 7rp6S T6V EKEL prryav rijc KaaTLXXLa:S KaL EVEKEV TLVWV aLTLWV KaL T71S

oU'YXUUEWc ii 'yEvovL vqS T6TE 7rapc 'ITaXWv ELs TTIV 'PuiaLWV QPX9'1V 07riatiEV OUK

dVEOTpe*EV EV TIC 7raTpL8L' Kat 6 (Jii auTOc T7 c KaeTLXXLac 'y1.vct Ka E1rLCpaV11 aU7'YEVY] aUTOU

EaUTW Kal Et oth'ri c Ev T1j TOXESOU 7r6XEL ULOUS KaL 'Suga'r pac E'YEVVYI5e Kal EK T c
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attends his distant kinsman in his last heroic moments. Pseudo-Sphrantzes adds in a
supplement to the manuscripts that are associated with him and were perhaps copied by
him personally:66 "this man [sc. Don Francisco] came to tour Constantinople, and the
emperor asked him to attend him in the palace and took his dinners with him."

It must be said that Pseudo-Sphrantzes was not original in the invention of this
genealogy. Even before the fall of Constantinople, the Greek court had engaged in similar
activities and perhaps a branch in the imperial service specialized in this sector. In the
reign of John VIII Palaiologos, and particularly two weeks before the Greek emperor's
departure for Italy to lead the delegation charged with discussions for the union of the
Greek and Catholic Churches that took place in Ferrara and Florence in 1438/1439, a
western visitor arrived in Constantinople. He was the Spaniard Pero Tafur, who was
touring the Levant and who has left an invaluable account of his experiences in
Constantinople and with the Greek emperor.67 Tafur was easily, perhaps even eagerly,
granted an immediate audience by the emperor. John VIII's court always welcomed
westerners. He was extremely polite to Tafur, whom he further attempted to recruit into
his service during the audience. That westerners surrounded John VIII becomes evident
in the narrative of Tafur,68 who also states that John listened to western secular music
with pleasure. Tafur informs us that one of the emperor's interpreters was Juan of Seville,
a Castilian by birth, who was selected for this post precisely because the emperor enjoyed
listening to his Castilian romances, sung to the accompaniment of the lute.69

In his audience with the emperor, Tafur suggested in vague terms that he was
remotely related to the imperial house of Constantinople and, not wishing to discourage
Tafur, the emperor had someone look into this matter. In fact, from the evidence supplied
in Tafur's narrative, the emperor's agents went to great lengths to legitimize the vague
claims of Tafur, as John could use all the good will of westerners on the eve of his
departure for Italy. He would have further welcomed Tafur into his retinue.70 Tafur was
still in Constantinople when the Greek delegation set sail for Italy. He even supplies a
brief description of the festivities that accompanied the departure of the emperor:71 "he

nr&rllC Tvjc Xaµirp&c njv Eirovu.ticv EXafe...XOLirOV X&pLV TrepLTr&TOU IDEWpkac

TUXOVTOc 6v KwVaravTLvouir6XEL, &EV&uc 0 EV TOLc avaKTOpOLc EKEXEUUEV 7rpO0pEVELV

TOUTOV KaL ELXEV.
66 Cf the previous note and the concluding sentence of the Greek passage.
67 Tafur, Andanras a viajes de Pero Tafur; Letts, Pero Tafur.
68 149 [English translation in Letts, p. 123]: Alli falle machos castellanos a de otras nacione de los
latinos a suledo del Emperador....
69 139 [English translation in Letts, p. 117]: ...e embi a por un trujaman del Emperador, que
llamavan Juan de Sevilla, castellano por napion; a dizen quel Emperador, allende de ser
Trujaman, porque le cantava romances castellanos en un laud....
70 151 [English translation in Letts, 125]: E despues de quince dias pasados de mi llegada, el
Emperador ovo de partir, par se acordar con el Papa, en las galeas de venecianos, a fui mucho
mandado a asaz rogado por el que feziera, salvo que me escuse diziendo, que me era forcado de
ver primero toda la Grecia a la Turquia a dun Tartaria. On the foreign guards of the emperor,
known as "janissaries" to the Greek authors, who borrowed the term from the Turkish corps of
Christian converts to Islam, cf. Elizabeth A. Zachariadou, "Les `janissaires' de 1'empereur
byzantin," in Studia Turcologica Memoriae Alexii Bombaci Dicata (Naples, 1982), pp. 591-597.
71 Tafur 153-154: a el partiose con grant estado; a levava consigo dos hermanos suyos 'e
ochocientos onbres, todos los mas fijosdalgo; a el dia que partid de Constantinopla, se fizo una
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departed in great pomp; his two brothers, and 800 men, all members of the nobility,
accompanied him."

There is another figure who actually existed and fought in the defense of
Constantinople, but whose name is not cited by any eyewitness sources. He was the
consul of the Catalans in the Greek capital and he and his contingent defended the capital
throughout the siege. Angelo Giovanni Lomellino knows of him and states that he
perished in the massacre of prisoners that Mehmed II initiated in the days following the
sack:72 decapitari fecit suis [?] diebus bailum Venetorum cum eius ftlio et aliis septem
Venetis; et similiter consulem Catalanorum cum aliis quinque vel sex Catalanis, "in those
[?] days he [Mehmed II] ordered the decapitation of the Venetian bailo, of his son, and of
another seven Venetians; similarly, of the consul of the Catalans and of another five or
six Catalans." This execution is also cited in the text of Nicolb Barbaro, in a later addition
by the hand of Marco Barbaro.73 It should be noted that the name of this consul is stated
nowhere. The only author to mention his name is Pseudo-Sphrantzes and the question
arises as to the authenticity of the name. Could it be that Pseudo-Sphrantzes uncovered an
indisputable piece of evidence citing the name of the consul, either during his visit to
Spain or during his sojourn in Naples, or has he again invented a name for his own
(unknown) purposes, as he had done with Don Francisco? This question will have to
remain without an answer, since there is no evidence to authenticate or criticize this
addition.

The name that Pseudo-Sphrantzes assigns to this consul is to be found in the two
manuscripts that we have already encountered74 and are associated with the years that
Pseudo-Sphrantzes produced the final version of the Maius in Naples: the codex Ambros.
P 123, sup. (gr. 641), and the codex Taurin. B 11 20 (gr. 102 bis), which, we have every
reason to suspect, were written by Pseudo-Sphrantzes himself. He cites the name in the
dative case as KOVffO Xw IIETpcp FouXi xvw, "Consul Pedro Guliano." Needless to state,
neither the Anonymous Barberini nor Sansovino adds the name but simply reproduces
faithfully Leonardo's text, although Sansovino specifies that he was put to death with his
two young sons during the wave of executions after the sack. Pseudo-Sphrantzes and the

grant fiesta a salieron con el todos religiosos con la procesion Pasta to embarcar, a muchos le
acompanaron una jornada de alli por la mar, e yo fui con el. Tafur's details are matched by
Silvestros Syropoulos, Les "Memoires" du Grand Ecclesiarque de 1'eglise de Constantinople
Sylvestre Syropoulos sur le concile de Florence (1438-1439), ed. and trans. V. Laurent (Paris,
1971), 4.1, who also uses the same occasion to describe yet another sign of divine wrath over this
imperial journey: auvujX'Soi.tev...Ev 'r 6ijXcad6VTL aL'YLaXw Kul XaOU oUV1 XOEV EKELOE....

TYj SE EtpetT q aa1\LV irpoauP[ACF Nvav Toy i reprya CL(; TOV Kuvil'yov, KaL irEpL TETcYpTTIv Wpav

ELQIAi9E KaL 6 (3aaiXeus ELI; TO L&OV Kcirepyov, KaL a it 1rO[XLV vELaµos REryaq E'yEVETO,

OUµ[3oXOV 8EUTEpag &Oµ1QVLas. Meid bE TO OLpLQTOV cpiXoTl'..LWS 1rapaiCAEUaaoaL ccL TpLTIpELs

,'Xiiov i. e-r& KpOTWV KOfi. aa]\IrLyYWV....
72 CC 1: 46.
73 Ibid., 38: [by the hand of Marco Barbaro, dated 1453 adi 18 Luglio]: Dopo presa la citta, it
Turco fete far cride, the chi avesse case in Costantinopoli gli dicesse, the egli lefaria consegnare,
et molti grechi et latini andarono a dirli dove erano le sue case, fra qualifu it nostro Bailo, et it
Consolo Taragonense, et in vece delle case, it Turco feceli tagliar la testa, a esso consolo, et a doi
altri de suoi, et al bailo nostro e suofiol, et doi altri nostri nobeli....
74 Supra, nn. 39 and 41.
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Barberini Chronicle omit the account about the execution of this individual. In spite of its
suspicious origins, the consul's name has found its way into the histories on the siege of
1453.75

LEONARDO:76 Catalanorum consul turrim ante Hippodromium tutabatur versus
orientalem plagam ... Baiulum itidem Venetorum reliquosque delectos nobiles etflium
gladio extingui iubet, consulemque Aragonensium cum duobus pariter.

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:77 El consolo de Catalani deffendeua la parte de leuante al
ypodromo.... Et alla prima fete decapitar el bailo de Uenetiani cum altri nobili, et lo
consule taraconiense cum do altri.

SANSOVINO:78 et it consolo da Catalani guardaua la Torre the a dinanzi allo
Hippodromo dall parte dell'Oriente.... Commando parimente the fosse ammazzato it
Bailo de' Vinitiani insieme con vn suo figliuolo, & tutti gli altri nobili the vi erano. Et
the fosse fatto it medesimi al Console de' Taraconesi con due suoi figliuoli.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:79 TW 8 KOCT& VuV aaTav& [Ambros. P 128 sup. (gr.
641), and Taurin. B 11 20 (gr. 102 bis)]: KovaouAw ll Tpq FouXLavw] E80 'ft Lva
puXdrn1 EV TOLS'..tEpEcL TOb Bovi oX 0vroi axpLS Eyyuc TOU KovTOaKaX(ou....

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:80 KaL Tov KOVc0XO Twv KaTEAavcev epuAarye Tov
IMP-10, oarov EvaL dvaviLa Tou iWIT08poµ(ou.

One final observation is in order. Pseudo-Sphrantzes, unwittingly this time, may have
changed the nationality of one individual. While reporting the arrival of four ships to the
aid of Constantinople and the sea battle that ensued in full view of the besiegers and the
besieged, Pseudo-Sphrantzes bases the entire incident on his ultimate source, a version of
Leonardo's letter. At the same time he reports the name of one Christian captain
commanding the emperor's cargo boat from Sicily that was transporting grain:
4 Xo v,ravEAooc/Flantanela. While Leonardo records the names of the other captains,
Pseudo-Sphrantzes reports only this name. Could it be that he was under the impression
that a Greek individual was to be found behind this name? The other captains, as it is

75 E.g., FC, pp. 84, 93, and 150, reports a variant of this name as Perd Julia, which ultimately
derives from the text of Pseudo-Sphrantzes; as "Pere Julia," the Catalan consul also appears in
MCT, p. 97. G. Schlumberger, La Siege, la prise et le sac de Constantinople en 1453 (Paris, 1915;
repr. 1935), p. 275, also reports the consul's name in the form Pedro Guliano, and he is not
corrected by his learned translator and commentator into Modem Greek, S. P. Lampros,
KwvaTavrivoc HaAaL0Aayos ical "A11ceaLs r11S Kwvaravmvovir6Aews (Athens, 1914; repr. 1996),
who produces the name in Modem Greek dress as HI Tpoc 'IouXLavoc (p. 406). Cf. E. G.
Protopsaltes,"AawGrLs ri1 Kwvaaravr.vovrr6Aeas (Athens, sine anno).
76 PG 159: 935 and 943 [CC 1: 150, 166-168], respectively.
77 Fol. 318 [20], and fol. 322 [33], respectively.
78 Ch. VII [103] and ch. XIV [114].
79 3.5.4 (Grecu relegates the phrase "to Consul Pedro Guliano" to the apparatus criticus).
80 21.
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evident in Leonardo, were Italians. Once more the question of Pseudo-Sphrantzes'
ultimate source arises. It could not have been a reliable manuscript of Leonardo, as in the
reliable manuscripts the name of this captain could not be mistaken. In fact, he was an
Italian denominated as Francesco Lecanella, since Pertusi correctly prints in his
selections from the Latin epistula.81 This individual, along with other defenders such as
Bocchiardi, Cataneo, Carreto, Salvatico/Salvago, among others, are known from
additional contemporary Genoese documents.82 Other manuscripts, however, render the
name as Flecanella, Flectanella, or Flettanella, as they conflate the abbreviation F (for
Franciscus) with the last name, Lecanella. Sansovino reports the name as Flettanella.
Pseudo-Sphrantzes further omits the names of the other captains. Was it because it was
difficult for him, unfamiliar as he was with Latin documents, to read their names in the
manuscript, or was it because they were clearly Italian and he wished to commemorate
only the name of the captain of the imperial vessel, which he understood to be Greek?
That there was some difficulty in reproducing these names is further indicated by the
Anonymous Barberini, which omits family names and even misreads one given name as
"Philip" and does not even mention Lecanella, in any form. Evidently there was some
confusion, as the Anonymous Barberini places his "Philip and Domenico" in charge of
the imperial vessel. This "Phlantanellas" has misled numerous modern historians of the
siege.83

LEONARDO:S4 Naves, Mauritio Genuense Cataneo imperante, ex adverso
repugnant. IN Dominicus de Novaria et Baptista de Fellizano, balanerii patroni
Genuenses, ardue pugnam prosequuntur.... Tuetur se egregie imperatoris navis:
succurrit Franciscus Lecanella patronus....

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:85 Alincontro de Mauritio Cataneo, capitaneo de Genoesi
alicontro repugna, cui Domenico da Nouara, et Batista Feliciano patroni de
bellanieri genoesi forti sieguono la pugna cum balestre datorno, et dardi grossi....
Egregiamente se deffende la naue imperiale alla qual soccore Francesco Lacauella
patron....

SANSOVINO:86 Combatte quiui arditamente Domenico da Nouara, & Battista di
Feliciano, patroni Genouesi. I Turchi all' incontro con ogni sforzo si aiutauano a
vincere, trahendo & sassi, & saette, & la naue Imperiale si difendeua valorosamente,
& Flettanella suo padrone huomo valoroso la soccoreua onunque era bisogno....

8' CC 1: 140.
82 Cf., e.g., J. Heers, Genes au XVe siecle. Activite economique et problemes sociaux (Paris, 1961),
pp. 290-300.
83 E.g., Pears, p. 263: Flatanelas; FC, pp. 100, 102: Phlatanelas; and Stacton/Dereksen, pp. 208 and
212: Flantanelas.
84 PG 159: 931 [CC 1: 140].
85 Fol. 316 [13].
ee Ch. IV [100].
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PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:87 ...01 SE Vw1KATIpoL Kai. Kul. VauapXOL

&VSpEt'WC, KaL pWvuVwc aTa6e'vrES, Touc vau'r Xouc 7rapE$&pppuvav a7ro&xveLv
I.LaXXOV j T V, KaL N.&]\L6Ta 6 vaudpXTAS r c RaaLXLKTgc vl6S io Svo .a
Mav,raVEXaq EK 7rpU4.VT1S ELS 7rpWpaV &LEpX0µEV0f;....

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:88 ...ToTE ESL&PTlaav T&C K&TEpya 7rpwTa &Ta'VW ELC

TO KapaRL TOU RaULXEWS" KaL E7roAE11o kravE &VSPELW i va, ELS 70 07roL0 TITOVE

Kapa1OKUpLS 4 iXL7rirOS Kal N roVvEyoc.

IV. A Number of Correspondences among the Related Texts

Some examples, with analysis, are presented below, demonstrating direct duplications
of Leonardo's text in Languschi-Dolfin, in Sansovino, in Pseudo-Sphrantzes, and in the
Anonymous Barberini.

i. In the following passage Leonardo's malo fato is directly rendered by Languschi-
Dolfin as per la mala nostra uentura. His tanto hic animosius sarmentis, humos vasisque
vinariis intercompositis reparabat is translated as tanto cum sarmenti, uimine, terra, et
botte reparaua and as riparaua con sermenti & con terra & con botti piene. While the
concluding statements concerning John Grant are identical, the word order betrays a close
relationship, especially the phrase industria et sagacitate opus, which is reflected in per
opera industria, et sagacita. Sansovino provides a rather free paraphrase. The same
qualities are further reflected in Pseudo-Sphrantzes,89 who paraphrases rather than
translates, as they are included in aKpov r UKTJhvOS Toc(; 70U 7rOAEµoU µTIXav&c.
Pseudo-Sphrantzes does not deal, however, with the arrival of Giustiniani in this passage
and does not repeat Leonardo's sentiments about the "bad luck" of the city. Furthermore,
the Barberini Chronicle does not repeat the passage about the mines at all.

LEONARDO:90 Verum quoniam malo fato Johannes Longus Genuensis, de
Justinianorum prosapia, duabus cum navibus suis magnis et armatis circiter
quadrigentis, mare decursitans forte veniens, stipendio ascriptus imperatoris,
ducatum militiae obtinuit, strenue defensare urbem visus, reparationem demolitorum
murorum vigilantius agebat, Theucri animum viresque deludere videbatur. Nam
quanto hostis mole ingentis lapidis muros conterebat, Canto hic animosius sarmentis,
humo vasisque vinariis intercompositis reparabat. Qua de re Theucrus delusus
cogitavit non cessandum ab ictibus machinarum, sed fortiore cura subterraneis cavis
furari urbem. Itaque minerarum fossores, quos ex Novo Brodo conduxerat magistros
accersiri iussit. Lignis instrumentisque advectis solerti cura, uti imperatum, actum est
ut mox per cuniculos tentarentfundamenta suffodere penetrareque omnifariam urbis
murum. At cum a fundamentis - o rem mirabilem! - primum iam vallum
antequemurale mirando cum silentio subcavassent, Johannis Grande Alemani,

87
3.5.1.

88 17-18.
89 3.4.9, p. 386.
90 PG 159: 928 [CC 1: 132].
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ingeniosi militis rerum bellicarum doctissimi, quem Johannes Justinianus, militiae
dux, centurionem conduxerat, industria et sagacitate opus detectum est
exploratorumque idfirmatum relatione animos omnium commovit.

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:91 Ma per mala nostra uentura Joanne Longo, genoese di
Zustignani, cum do naue grande sue andaua cum 400 homini in corso, a caso zonto a
Constantinopoli, fu condutto a soldo dall'Imperator, et fu facto capitanio a una posts
la qual gagliardamente diffensaua la terra, et cum solecitudine reparaua li muri
ruinadi poco stimando l animo etforza de Turchi. Et tan to quanto Turchi, cum grosse
bombarde dirupaua, tanto cum sarmenti, uimine, terra et botte reparaua. Et per
questo el Turcho deluso penso non cessar dal continuo trazer, ma ancora cum piu
forte cura de caue subterranee furar la terra, et per questo lauor li fossori delle
miniere, the lauoraua a Nouobordo fete uenir, li quali posto i muri in ponte legno
dimplino el comandamento, et per tre uia tentauano penetrato i muri passar in la
citade. Habiando adoncha passado sotto le fosse, el antimurale, et le mirabil
fondamente de la terra cum gran silentio cauato, alhora per opera industria, et
sagacita de Joanne Grande Alemano dotto in cose bellice, el qual Joanne Longo
Zustignan capitanio condusse centurion, fu descoperto, et per sua relation fu
confermato hauer explorato, et per questo l animo de ognun commosse.

SANSOVINO:92 Ma per mala ventura vn Giouanni Lungo Genoese della prosapia
de' Giustiniani con due naui sue armate con forze quattrocento huomini, scorrendo
per lo mare, venne a caso a Costantinopoli, it quale totto al soldo dall'Imperatore, fu
fatto condottiere, & parendo the egli valorosamente diffendesse la Citta comincio
sollecitamente a riparar le mura ch' erano state rouinare, & parcua ch'egli si facesse
besse dell'animo del Turco & delle sue forze, percioche quanto it Turco mandaua a
terra delle muraglie, tanto it Giustiniano riparaua con sermenti & con terra & con
botti piene. La onde it Turco piu volte bessato, pens6 di non restar, ai dalla batteria,
& di pigliar la citta con le mine. Perche chiamato a se i maestri delle mine comandd
loro quel ch'egli intendeua di fare, onde essi cominciarono a cauar sotto le
fondamenta con fosse, & a penetrar per tutti i muri della citta. Et hauendo essi con
meruiglioso silentio cauato dallefondamenta ilprimo bastione, marauigliosa cosa da
dire Giouanni Grande Todesco, soldato esperitissimo & d'ingengo, & facto capo di
squadra dal Giustiniano, scoperse la cosa, & trouata esser uera, commosse gli animi
d'ogniuno.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:93 o bE a! pac...7tpooETa4EV LVa eX$WaL TLVES «vSpeIC;

OL 8UVc Op15W1; LBELV KUL 1TOLELV oitoc uTtoKEKpvµµEVac K1T( EV TAC;

OTCWS &L' aUTWV 0 OTpaToc EUKOAWC ELaC115WaLV EvbOV TTjc T[OXEWS.... 'IWcVVTIc hE

TLC; I'EpllCtVOS &KpOV AaK'I'(IAEVOS TOGS T6 7COXEIIAU IAnXaV&S KUL TOU U'YpOU TCUpOS,

EVWTLUOELS TTIV RTIXaVTjv, ETEpaV OTCTIV EVaVTLaV OpUtac KUL [LETa U'YpOU WUpOS

TEXV'qEV7WS aUaKEUaaac, EpXOµEVWV TWv TOUpKWV k' TI-1t; OTri}S µETa Xapac

91 Fol. 315 [10].
92 Ch. I [96].
13 3.4.12.
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auToc To' 7rUp ava*ac To' ELS ry v EVawrLQV WPU'Yp.EVIIV 1raP' a&Tov oir'v 7roXAovc
E, CUTWV KaTEKaV6EV K1L Tac TE)(Vac aUT(OV ELc OUSEV 617rEbELteV.

ii. Leonardo's ut rem in lucem venit, repulsis igne et sulphure hostibus a latebris
reconstructa is translated by Languschi-Dolfin in the same word order: uenuta la cosa in
luce, fono rebattudi Turci di tal latebre, cum fuogo, solfere, pegola et poluere. Sansovino
is not as faithful: ma come si conobbe la cosa, cacciati inemici con zolfo & col fuoco,
rifondata di nuouo cesso la paura. The same observation in regard to the Romans and
Carthaginians is encountered in all three texts: (1) scalasque rotatas, currus castellatos
taliaque machinamenta, quae vix Romani adversus Poenos construxissent; (2) scale cum
rote, carri castellati, tal machine the Romani mai feceno contra Carthaginensi; and (3)
carrette castellati e tali altri machine, le quali a pena the io credo ch'i Romani
apparecchiasseuo contra i Cartaginessi in Leonardo, Languscbi-Dolfin and Sansovino,
respectively. Finally, bombarda praeterea ingens is accurately rendered as la bombarda
grossa and as bombarda grande. On the Greek side, the Barberini Chronicle remains true
to its Latin/Italian prototype, while Pseudo-Sphrantzes has elaborated this section beyond
recognition and has retained only the general tone of the passage, without even specifying
the name of the tower given in the other text (and for that reason his passage is omitted
here).

LEONARDO:94 <Graeci cum dudum Barsicham, Ammi, Amoratque genitorem hujus,
pristinis bellis frustra laborasse in cavanda urbe cognovissent, impossibile per hunc
fieri posse affirmabant. Quorum opinio ex facti evidentia confusa est. Itaque
penetralia haec nostris reconfossionibus detecta, urbem non laesere, timorem tamen
ingentem a fundamentis confossa turns, ligneis stylis bituminatis innixa, nobis inussit.
Sed, ut res in lucem venit, repulsis igne et sulphure hostibus e latebris reconstructa,
mox timorem excussit. Composuit perinde ligneas turres juxta vallum, humo plenas,
pellibus boum circumtectas, ex quibus fossatis clam terram quisquiliasque ut facilis
eis fieret ingressus, immitebant. Crates deinde innumeras ex virgultis viminibisque
contextas, cattos oblongos scalasque rotatas, currus castellatos taliaque
machinamenta, quae vix Romani adversus Poenos construxissent.> Bombarda
praeterea illa ingens, eo quod Caligaream strenue reparatam adversus non
proficeret, alium locum Baccatureae turns, iuxta Sancti Romani portam, lapide in ea
exastimatione mille ducentarum librarum interdiu collidit, collisum concutit,
concussum exterminat. Ruina turns antemuralis fossatum replet aequatque, ita ut via
hostibus, qua urbem decurrere possent, strata cerneretur, nisique concite introrsum,
uti in Calggareae demolitione, reparatio facta fuisset, haud dubio impetu urbem
intrassent. <Itaque Teucrus demolitum, quam primum restauratum ut conspexit
murum: non Graecorum, inquit, sed Francorum hoc ingenium est, ut tanta resistentia
fiat, tanta pugna: quos nec innumerae sagittae nec machinarum ligneorumque
castrorum horror, nec intermissa obsessio deterret.>

94 PG 159: 928-929 [CC 1: 134]; the section within <> is omitted by CC 1 but can be found in PG
159-928.
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LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:95 Greci tamen come per el passato diceuano, Baiseto auo,
et Amorato padre in altre guerre insimilcaue in darno ha lauorato 1 opinion di quad
cum la euidentia del facto fu confusa, in modo the quest penetrali defossi, et caue da
quelli cauano al incontro detecta non offeseno la terra, ma messe grande timor a tutti,
contro di qual uenuta la cosa in luce, fono rebattudi Turci di tal latebre, cum fuogo,
solfere, pegola et poluere. Fece leuar ancora grande bastie et alte apresso el uallo
piene de terre coperte de coro biono, fece etiam innumeri gradizi, scale cum rote,
carri castellati, tal machine the Romani mai feceno contra Carthaginensi, la
bombarda grossa the lauoraua ala Calegaria non facendo frutto per esser ben
riparata transporto alla tone Baccatura all porta de San Romano. Et quella trazenod
piera de 1200 libre in uno di trazando scantino, ruino, et extermino, la ruina de la
qual tone impite elfossato del antemurale et taliter agualizo, the per quella uia Turci
podeua uegnir in la terra, et ueder le ruine, come feceno a la Calegaria, the se non
eran presti a tal lauor, Turchi intrauano in la citade. El signor come uide el ruinado
esser subito ristaurato, disse non e questo ingegno de Greci, ma de Franchi the si a
riparato cum tanta scientia in tanta pugna, in la qual ne tante forze ne bombarde, et
artellarie d ogni qualita lifacia retrar da la pugna.

SANSOVINO:96 Ma i Greci diceuano, the essendosi per le guerre inanzi, altre volte
prouato da Besit, & da Morad padre di questo Mahamet assaticati in vano per
preuderla con le naue, non era possibile the riuscisse a Mahamet. La opinion de
quali fu fallace per la proua the se ne vide. La onde scoperta la mina de' Turchi con
la contra mina, non fecero male alcuno. Ma diede grandissimo timore vna torre, la
quale essendo rouinata, stava su puntelli di legno impeciati, ma come si conobbe la
cosa, cacciati inemici con zolfo & colfuoco, rifondata di nuouo cessd la paura. Oltre
a cio fece alcune Torri di legno vicine al bastione piene di terra, & circondate attorno
dipelle di buoi, dalle quasi essi metteuano ascosamente ne fossati terra & altre cose
per far the 1'entrata fosse lorpiie ageuole. Et infiniti graticci tessuti di vimini & di
frasconi, gatti lunghi, scale con ruote, carrette castellati e tali altri machine, le quali
a pena the io credo ch'i Romani apparecchiasseuo contra i Cartaginessi. Oltre a cio
con quella bombarda grande the si fece fa gettata a terra la torre Battatinea vinino
alla porta di San Romano, onde it fassato the era inanzi alle mura si riempie delle
sue rouine aggugliandolo alla terra, di modo the si vedeuafatta vna via a nemici per
le quale essi potetuano andar alla citta, e se incontanente non si hauesse proue duto
non a dubbio the essi impetuosamente correndo, farebbono entrati. La onde vedendo
it Turco esser rifatto it muro prima ch'egli Posse atterato, disse que sta opera non era
de' Greci, ma de gli Italiani chefaceuano tanta resistenza, e tanta guerra, i quali non
si spauentauano ne per saette innumerabili, ne per machine, ne per altra cosa the
vfasse in vno assedio come quello.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:97 Ka. oL PWµa%oL &IrO i cra EaoXeµovaave KQL
LVTLcTEKaVE KUL EppLXVaOL OC7rc v ELF TO 7rX'i oc TWV ToupKWV q)U TLec

95 Fol. 315 [10-11].
96 Ch. II'[pp. 96-97].
97 15.
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µE ROTaVL KaL -reek pL, Ta 07roLa EppLXVaaL a:7raV(O a7rO Ta TELXLa.

Kal, oL TOUpKOL aIrotO) EKaµVcOL KairOLou 71Up'YOUS tUXLVOUS KaL TOUS EVTUOaVE

µE 8L( X\ µ71V TOUS Ka11171 7j tpWTLa' KU TLS Eye tLaav XWµa5 Kal TLS
eavpaVE KOVTa EL(; TO TCLXO, 'S T( XaVTaKLa, &da Va Ta KaL Va Eµ7tOUVE

1A.Eaa. Kai EKa 1O VE Ko L 7rXEKTES µE Tdr KXa6La K0 1\L KOcpLVE5 µEyaXES Ka1 aXXa

7rpaµaTa 7roXXuv XoyLWv 6Laf va Ta ye4 olive vd Eµ7r6vE µEaa. 'EKaµaV KaL
aµaa WaaV KaaTEXXLa KaL Qr'XXa 1v'r vLa, Kal EXeye OTL: "Kai 6EV 7riaTEUW OTL

OL PW1.I.aVOL Val EKaJI.aVE Toaa 7rpaµaTa OTaV E7rOXEµovaave TTjv KcapiayEVa, 67roU

ELVaL a1IµEpo TO Tol6ve L, ELS roUc MWpoUS." Kal TO 7repLaaOTEpO, O7rOU WpLaE O

OOUXTO:V MEXEµET71S KaL EKaµaVE tkx µEyaX71 XOUµurapba, &1r0U ' LOVE TO ROXL

T71-c; EV6EKa 1rAX[LES TO yUpO, Kai E8EpVE ELS TOV 7rUpyo XEyoµevo BaTaVLVEO,

KOVTa ELI; TTjV 7ropTa TOU 'AyLov PWpavou. Kai Toao E6EpvE Tov TELXo, OTL E7rEppTE
r r ,r r R\

E
r r

KOM TO XO VTO KL KaL LaaoE 'LOLa 't TT1 yr1, Ka1 EKaµaOL aTpaTa 6p0µ0U SLa

vi Eµ7roUai µEaa OL TOUpKOL. Kai fµ7rcdvaaL, ECYV 6EV OE'XaVE 7rpot6EL OL PWµaLOL

dirt µEaa, O7rOU EKTLOO:VE Qr'XXov TELXo dir0 p. oa. Kai WOQV ELSE 0 cOUXTaV
MEXEµ&Tr1S TOV TELXo KTLaµEVO, EtMµatE KaL XEyEL: " ETOUTES TLS TEXVES 6EV

TLS KaN.OUaL OL PWJiaLOL, [LOVE OL "pa7KOL, O7rOU KaµOUOL TOOES TEXVES KOIL

aVTLOTEKOUOL ELOE TOOOv 7¶OXEµOV KaL 6E tpo3OUVTaL µ.'1'16E aaiTTEq, µ716E aXXa

µayyava, 67ro1) Tou5 7roXEµw."

iii. In this section the confusion of the emperor, his confidence in Giustiniani and his
armored troops, and the dangers of the Saint Romanos sector are delineated. His
followers, including the Greek authors, with the notable exception of Languschi-Dolfin,
who, for some reason, neglects to paraphrase this passage, have paraphrased Leonardo's
Latin text. The anonymous author of the Barberini Chronicle has been quite faithful to
Leonardo's text at this point, rendering the force of commilitonibus by auVTpocpouC and of
aliquot by Kaµlroaou5. The relationships include the following obvious parallelisms:

LEONARDO:98 <paucitate suorum diffidens,>...spem omnem in Johanne praefecto
Justiniano reposuit ... cum tercentis commilitonibus Genuensibus... delectis quidem
coadiunctis Graecis, circa illam partem murorum Sancti Romani reparatorum, ubi
magis urgebatpugna.

SANSOVINO:99 Et dfdundosi della guera per la pochezza de suoi, la telleraua
patientemente, hauendo messo ogni sua speraza in Giovanni Giustiniano..., Egli si
mise in compagnia del Capitano con trecento soldati Genouesi & con alcuni altri
scelti di suoi Greci armati, intorno quella parte delle mura riparate di San Romano
oue importana piii.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:10° && T'1V OXLy6TQTa 1jµ(JV, 'I',Va TpLaKOaLWV

OTpaTLWTWV 'ITaXWV Kai 'PWµaLWv, Ev 'roLS µEpEOL TT11; 7[UXT15 Toll ay(Ou
'PWµavov, Evi a...7rXELOV mwV '''XXWV iep iv EµcXOVTO.

98 PG 159: 934 [CC 1: 148]. The phrase within <> is omitted by CC 1.
99 Ch. VII [103].
1003.5.4.
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ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:-101 ETLXE peyaXTI OUXuaL, ESWVE ToU TpLaKOVOU(

6UVTp05IPOUC; KaL EcTEKOTOVE K' EtpUXayE Eic' TT1V 1rOPTa TOU `AyLou `PWµavou,

dircVW 'S Ta TELXLa, 'AKO1A'tl ESWUE T01) at. aXXOUC Kaµ1rOnOUC dcp.taTWµEVOVc Vat

aVTLOTEKOUVTaL TWV ToupKWV, SLaTL EKEL f roVE TO 1rXEO KL'VSUVO.

iv. In addition to the linguistic parallels, the mention of Xerxes102 is repeated in all
texts; clearly we are dealing with a faithful translation of Leonardo. The Greek imitators
provide the exception. Pseudo-Sphrantzes has considerably amplified the original passage
in his paraphrase and, like the anonymous author of the Barberini Chronicle, has
eliminated any mention of Xerxes.

LEONARDO:103 Proinde hoc ingenio non contentus Teucrus aliud quoque, quo nos
terreret magus, construxit, pontem videlicet longitudinis stadiorum circiter triginta, ex
ripa urbi opposita, maris qui sinum scinderet, vasis vinariis colligatis, sub constructis
confixisque lignis, quo exercitus decurreret ad murum prope, urbis juxta fanum,
imitatus Xerxis potentiam, qui ex Asia in Thraciam Bosphoro exercitum traduxit. Non
restabat ergo nisi navium catenaeque diametralis initio, quae transitum ingressumve
classi prohibebat.

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:104 Non contento perho de queso inzegno, el Turcho per
altro modo cercho spauentarne. Et fete contruir uno ponte longo 30 stady sono
miglia... dal mare fino alla ripa de la terra, fatta la zatrafermata sopra le botte ligate
per diuider el porto, per lo qual ponte exercito poteua correr apresso el muro de la
cita, apresso la giesia, imitando la potentia di Xerxe el quale de Natolia in Grecia
tradusse lo suo exercito per lo stretto de Hellesponto. Non restaua adoncha saluo la
cathena de le naue ne quella impiua tutta la bocha a prohibir el transito de 1 intrar al
armata.

10120.
102 Descriptions of this memorable bridge and of the comparison of Mehmed II to Xerxes are also
encountered in other sources. Cardinal Isidore expressed admiration for Mehmed's bridge in his
letter to Cardinal Bessarion (CC 1: 72): Aliud iterum mirabilius est machinatus, quod et Xerxes
quondam fecisse memoratur: pontem siquidem construxit et fabricavit maximum a mari Sanctae
Galatinae usque ad moenia Cynegi, quod duplo maius est spatium quam illius Hellespontiaci olim
pontis a Xerxe fabricati, per quern non modo pedites verum etiam equites multi simul
traducebantur. Leonardo has similar information and also compares this bridge to Xerxes' fording
of the Hellespont in 480 BC. It is not a question of Isidore and of Leonardo copying from each
other's text, as they wrote their letters unaware of each other's work. The comparison to Xerxes
must therefore derive from their conversations during the siege. The two ecclesiastics were close
friends and Leonardo was in awe of Isidore. Surprisingly, Xerxes also makes his appearance, in the
same context, in the narrative of Doukas, who is very unlikely to have read Leonardo or Isidore;
this reference in Doukas probably suggests the popularity of this comparison; moreover, Doukas
compares Mehmed to Alexander the Great and calls him the "modem Macedonian"; cf. Doukas
37.8: Tic o1be TOLOUTOV Tj TLC, 41KODUEV; `O ,ZE'ptT1c WIV 1raXaueaV E'YEy6p(WEV Kal thc t11pxV O

ToaouToc OTpaTOC ETrcVu Twrr1c &i X& V. OU roc SE O VEOc MaKESWV... ioT01TOS r v 19&XaaaaV

E'ye pUpuaev.
103 PG 159: 931 [not in CC 1].
104 Fol. 315 [12-13].
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SANSOVINO:105 Ma non essendo it Turco contento di questo insegno, ne fabricd
un'altro per metterli in maggior terrore, cioe vn ponte di lunghezza di trenta stadi
dalla riua opposita della citta, it qualfendendo 1'acqua del mare, si sosteneuafu botti
da vino ritenute, & incatenate di sotto con traui, per lo quale essercito, se ne venisse,
al muro vicino alla Citta; imitando la potenza di Serse, it qual traghetto 1'essercito
dall Asia nella Thracia per Bosforo. Et non restaua altro posto se non lo spatio
diametrale delle naui, & delle catene lo qual vietana 1'entrar, & 1'vscire all'armata.

PSEUDO-SPIIRANTZES:106 E%Ta Tpo1rq) TOLWSE- aKaTLa

yap TLva KaL dcyyeLa µwyasa tuXoltU&uc Uuvatac TroXXovc Kai, tUXoLS µaKpoIc,
TITOL bOKOLct, Kai aL&T POLc KaL aXOLVLOLc LUXUPWS KaL buvaTWS auacp'L KaL

STIUac, ES WV yEipupa E'yEy6VEL buv rr I K011 KaXTI, EXOUaa To /tXaTOS op^yuLWv
lrEVT1IKOVTa, TO bE µaKpoc EKaTOV.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:107 ToTE EKaµaVE µIa Tj

tUXLVTI of TOUpKOL, TEaapEc XLXLabEc OpyuLES KaL 1rXaTEa 1rEVT0tKOaEc

Opyutec, KOCL TTIV EKapcpWUOVE KaXa a1raVW ELI; TTIV KOL TTIV ETpaPTI aVE

KOVTa ELI; Ta TELX'La TT1S IIOATIS' KaL ERaXaVE airOVW ELI; TO auTo' 1r0UVTE 1roXXOUk

TOUPKOUS KaL E/tOXgLOUOaVE.

v. This passage concerns the western ships hired by the emperor, which are
characterized as pirate vessels.108 Thus Leonardo's naves ... referens Perensibus...
piratarum erant, quos imperator conduxerat is rendered by Languschi-Dolfin as manda a
dir a Perensi the per esser naue de corsari suo inimici condutte dal imperator and by
Sansovino as the essendo esse di Corsari; come gli era da loro stato detto, & condotte
dall' Imperadore, with an echo in Pseudo-Sphrantzes: o SE dclroKpL$EL; Ei.1rEV "av'ai 01i,
V*,; 016K ELULV E1,LTtOpLKaL, 1rELpaTLKaL...LVa Tfil (3aaLXEL TW TjµETEpW

R0TIi9TjaWaLV." Leonardo's observation mirandum quidem Dei iudicium is rendered as
miranda cosa fu and as [m]arauiglioso giudicio di Dio, and is further echoed in
Pseudo-Sphrantzes: Ka'L 1jv i5auµaaaL. It is interesting to note that Pseudo-Sphrantzes
employs the terminology of Languschi-Dolfin, reflected in his omission of Dei iudicium.
This is an indication that Pseudo-Sphrantzes in his elaboration of the Maius employed
Languschi-Dolfin and not Leonardo or Sansovino; the latter retains the phrase as giudicio
di Dio. The Barberini Chronicle reverts to Leonardo's phraseology: KaL To ELXave SLa
$auµa Tov OEOll but omits any reference to the single casualty.

105 Ch. III [99].
106 3.5.3.
107 17.

108 On the subject of pirates, corsairs, and condottieri in the service of the Greek emperor in 1453,
see M. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani, the Genoese Condottiere of
Constantinople in 1453," BSEB, n.s. 3 (1998): 13-53; and infra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of
1453," nn. 76-79.
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LEONARDO:109 Rex contra classic praefectum Baltoglum oppido indignatus,
precibus baronum concessa eidem vita, sententiam tulit quod officio et bonis omnibus
privaretur. <Cogitavit itaque odio accensus in naves ex colle Galatae, orientali
plaga, vel eas lapidibus machinarum obruere vel a catena depellere. Dispositis itaque
et ex ripa occidentali bombardis, satagit omni acuitate artificis naves infringere:
referens Perensibus, quoniam, uti dixerant, piratarum erant, quos imperator
conduxerat, contra eas agere velle, quae inimicorum suorum essent. Itaque artifex,
cui provisio negata fuit, ex nostris ad Teucros reductus, quanto ingenio potuit, naves
frangere studuit: nescioque quo fato resultans bombardae a colle lapis, centurionis
navem, forte ob crimen, uno icto confodit: quae extemplo mercibus onusta fundum
mersa petiit, maximum discrimen quidem inferens. Quo casu reliquae ne
confringantur muro Galatae protectae haerent. Mirandum quidem Dei judicium, ut
immissis quinquaginta et centum prope lapidibus, quibus perforatae multae Galatae
domus, inter triginta mulieres conglobatas, una sola optimae fame interemptafuit.>

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:110 Acceso el Turcho da disdegno da i monti orientali de
Pera penso a profundar con machine e morteri o tray quelle da la cathena. Messo
andocha le bombarde a segno dal occidente, se sforza cum bombardieri profundar le
naue, manda a dir a Perensi the per esser naue de corsari suo inimici condutte dal
imperator, uol quelle destruzer. El bombardier nostro al qual non era data la
prouision ando dal Turco, et cum suo arte studio desfar le naue. Et per la mala sorte
trazando perforo la naue de Bernaba Centurione. Et quella carga de merce mando a
fondi cum graue danno de Genoesi, per el caso de la qual le altre naue genoexe, se
acostorono alla panizza de Pera uscindo fuora della cadena. Miranda cosa fu the
tratto da poi 150. piere cum le qual forono molte case di Pera, morto una nobili
femina, de trenta naue ligate una Bola perite.

SANSOVINO:111 Il Re sdegnato, & grauemente adicato con Baltoglo Capitano dell
armata, hauendogli a preghiere de i Baroni conceduta la vita, sententi0 the Posse
priuato dell' officio, & priuato di tutti i suoi beni. Et pensO di affogar le naui del
parto co' sassi dalla ponte Oriente da colle di Pera, O di cacciarle dalla catena.
Ordinate adunque le bombarde.... Ordinate adunque le bombarde dalla ripa
Occidentale procacciana con ogni artificio di fracassar le predette naui, dicendo a
quei di Pera, the essendo esse di Corsari come gli era da loro stato detto, & condotte
dall' Imperadore, le noleua perseguitare come cose de suoi nemici.... Marauiglioso
giudicio di Dio, the essendo stati tratti, piu di cento e cinquantre colpi di palle, con le
quali forono sfondate molte case di Perotti, & morta una donna, tra tenta naui the
erano ristrette insieme non nene peri; niun' altra the quella sola. Erano anco nel
porto tre galee grosse Vinitiane, e the sottili, per guardia di quelle grosse, le quali
rimasero a instantia dell'Imperadore, per guardia di quel la citta.

L09 PG 159: 931-932 [CC 1: 140]; the section within < > is omitted by CC 1 but can be found in PG
159: 931-932.
"0 Fol. 315 [14].
... Ch. IV [100-101].
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PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:II2 K011 avW$EV EV TW AOpf TOU ary%ou 0EO86ipov 7rEpav

EV Tfil raXO:Ta EAEROAELc µeyaXac 0T7jwar, LVa Tcrc 71VETEPaI VIlac Tac EV TTa
ELaOSW TOU XLRE'VOS RUaL09a KaL O$EV 19Uav 7rOLTc1cL aVaXWp7)UaL...L86VTES bE OL EV

TW ra&aT&...QUVUX4E'VTEC EL7rOV aUTW "OUK EUTL KKaIOV..." O bE airOKpLdELC EL1tEV

auTOLS "aUTaL aL V71ES OUK ELULV ER1tOpLKaL c XAO: X1]QTaL & XaTTLOL, KaL X«pLV

Eµ7ropLac OUK 'X ov EvTath o, cXA ' 'va Tov RaULAEa Tov pWV EX14pOv
RO7'115'UWULV..." KaL 7'V 0aultaUaL 0TL 7rXELOV rl EKaTO'V Ka1 TpLa'KOVTa EAEROAELS

pL*ac OUbEV TL 7rAE0V Tai v'iIac ERAa$cv OUTS a"V6pW7rov E$aV&TWUEV, EL µ7'
''UVaLKa TLVa 7¶ETPa WEUOUOa EK TWV TELXG)V

ANONYMOUSBARBERINI:113Kai O aouXTavoc '6EAE V0: c3OUPKLU11 TOV KarrETaV

7raua, 07r0U YJ rovc ELS njv dpµaba' KaL TOV E7rapaKaXEUcVE OL &AAOL 7rau68ES KaL

X P 7 1 i rl
,P , , '3 ,

X
o

E a LUE T V W V TOU, ocA $ELa TOV E W LYE. KaL TOTE aAE 07L Va aAaU Ta
KapaRLa TWV XpLUTLavaV, 07r0' prove ELF TOV ALµLWVa, 0 ro) T'TOVE ELS TO µEpoc

TOU raXa'r&, TO µEpoc T71s ' AvaToXijc, TOO O'IrOLa KapaRLa E1XaVE iEUa
avbpELWµEVOUS KOUpaapouc.... 'Aµµ7' Ua'r you E7rETa ave 7rXEo 7rapa 150

Aouµ7rap8Ec KaL SEv ERAa4E µ715 Eva' KaL TO ELXaVE & 14avµa Toi ©EOU, oiroU

P P
R ,

8E\ V A
µrlb' , p,

PyT LCYVTa Ka a La KaL bEV a E E EVa. KaL TOVE KaL T La KATETOVE a
XOVW REVETLKa KaL bUO ALovc , Ti 07roLa EUTa6'gUav bua va ROii&jaouv rAc;

11' x1y;

vi. There is a major departure here from Leonardo's information. Why Pseudo-
Sphrantzes assigned the sector of the Selybria Gate to Theophilos Palaiologos remains
obscure. Leonardo provides the information that the area from the "Pege" Gate (as the
Selybria/Silivri was also known) as far as the Golden Gate, in the southern sector of the
land fortification and not in its northern part commanded by the Kaligaria Gate, was
placed under Maurizio Cataneo from Genoa: inter portam Pighi, id est Fontis, usque ad
Auream. The Anonymous Barberini Chronicle correctly follows the text of Leonardo and
does not depart from its prototype, even though it manages, in confusion, to create a new
name for the Golden Gate: Maurea. It is possible that Pseudo-Sphrantzes employed a
version of Leonardo's letter with a slightly different text. The explanatory id est Fontis
may not be original in the Latin text, as it is not Leonardo's practice to provide
translations of his Greeks toponyms, and it may thus be regarded as a later gloss. We may
further observe that both Greek authors have neglected Leonardo's qualifiers for
Maurizio, vir nobilis and praefectus. Moreover,. the Greek texts describe Maurizio's
duties in similar phraseology, which does not derive from the Latin text: yuXa'TTELv and
voc cpuAay 1, and which point to an unknown version of the Latin text that both
individuals were consulting. This hypothetical text must have been in Greek, and its text,
at this point, employed some form of cpUAaT7ELV. Yet the Greek texts provide the closest
parallel to Leonardo's Latin text when they comment upon the wooden castle, the mobile
castle of the Turks that was protected by animal hides. Pseudo-Sphrantzes has also
changed the first name of Cataneo from Maurizio to Manuel. Falier-Papadopoulos

112
3.6.2.

113 18.
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observes that this is a copyist's error and that the name should be emended in the Greek
text to Maupi,KLoc.114

Why Pseudo-Sphrantzes assigned the sector of Selybria/Pege Gate to Theophilos
Palaiologos, in a major disagreement with his prototype, remains obscure. In the late
Palaiologan period this gate was known as "Pege" because it was situated near the Holy
Spring outside the walls, the present Bahldi.115 After the sack or shortly before, this gate
became generally known as the Selybria/Silivri Gate. 116 Perhaps this express mention of
the "Selybria" Gate in Pseudo-Sphrantzes' text is another indication of the late
composition of the Maius. In July 1570, Pseudo-Sphrantzes, that is, Makarios
Melissourgos-Melissenos, visited Constantinople in order to argue his case against
Sophronios, the metropolitan of Khristianopolis, with regard to ecclesiastical jurisdiction
over Androusa in the Morea. It also appears probable that Makarios had been summoned
to Constantinople by the secular authorities, for he had justly come under suspicion
because of his seditious activities to foment a rebellion against the Ottoman Turks in
southern Greece and had been in contact with Venetian and Spanish agents active in the
Levant."? Pseudo-Sphrantzes prevailed in his case at the patriarchate and even seems to
have allayed the fears of the Turkish authorities over his activities, even though suspicion
arose about the nature of the documents that he had presented, at least in the patriarchate.
He had forged these documents, in all likelihood."' During his stay in Constantinople,
Pseudo-Sphrantzes must have heard tales that were in circulation about the siege of 1453.
Some tales he may have incorporated into his elaboration upon Sphrantzes' Minus. The
specifying of Pege as the Selybria Gate, to which sector Theophilos Palaiologos had been
assigned, may be reasonably attributed to a tale of which he was informed.

A number of equivalents and direct translations appear in the passage that concerns
the Bocchiardi brothers: 119 summa cum vigilantia noctu dieque... tanta animositate, nunc
pedes nunc eques, and the comparison ut Horatii Coclitis vires is rendered as cum summa
vigilantia di et notte...et cum animosita, hora a piedi hora a cauallo... come Oratio
Cocle. Languschi-Dolfin also adds on his own the famous bridge: sul ponte. Pseudo-

114 [Falier-]Papadopoulos, " 'H irEpl 'AXriaecc ," p. 92; this suggestion was not adopted by Grecu
in his edition of the Maius.
115 On this gate and the siege, cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations," nn. 74 if.
116 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 28 if.
117 On this topic, cf. I. K. Khasiotes, O1 "EAAi?pec UTLC Hapaµoves T7 Navl=Xlac Ti c
NavxCYKTOU''EKKA1]o'ELC, 'E91'avcrraTLKE45- KLP'aftS eaL 'EfEyEpUELS UTP 'EAAiviKI 1'p

XEpa6vrlao doro TLC HapaµovES ws To TEAoc Tou KvlrplaKou HoAEµov (1568-1571) (Thessaloniki,
1970), pp. 101-105.
118 Ibid., p. 102; and idem, MaKO:plos, p. 84. The patriarchal document that exonerates Pseudo-
Sphrantzes has been published by Miklosich and Miller, 5: 157-158; as has been acutely observed
by Khasiotes, Oi "EAA0vEs, p. 102, n. 2, Patriarch Metrophanes III had probably not signed
because he was away from Constantinople at the time.
119 The activities of the surviving Bocchiardi brothers after the sack are cited in R. Predelli, ed.,
Regesti dei Commemoriali 5 (Venice, 1901), Book XV, no. 73, pp. 142-143; and PaL 2: 127, n. 62.
Their service during the siege is briefly mentioned, in addition to Leonardo and Languschi-Dolfin,
in a contemporary anonymous Venetian poem entitled: Questo a 'I lamento de Costantinopoli, lines
241-244 (CC 2: 304, under "Bo<ch>iardi"). On the Bocchiardi brothers, cf. infra, Appendix IV:
"Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," nos. 15-17.
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Sphrantzes follows closely: ...Kai VUKTOS Kay 'YlµEpac ire oL TE Kcri, L1r1rEoL...yEpa

.tv'jiuic ai.wm'ou. The Anonymous Barberini follows suit, with considerable reduction:
...[LEpa Kai vuKTa.... Kal EKaµva6L 6c; AXLXAEoL. Some of the closest verbal
correspondences can be detected in the characterization of Theodoros Karystenos and
Theophilos Palaiologos: Theodoros is senex sed robustus... in arcu doctissimus, rendered
as uecchio ma robusto, arciero peritissimo, as avSpL 7rOXEµLOTn Ka'L TOtOTn 1$rK1JI1EVW

int p av$pwirov, and yEpovTaq, aµµrj...rto1\Aa vOS Eli To So apL.
Theophilos is litteris eruditus, doctissimo, dvSpi, EµurELpw irc rqC ypaµµaTELac KaL TY1c

N It
EXXrvLK'tjc 'iraLSELaC, TE KaL µa$71µaTLiYIs, and Ooyok av$pwaoc. This passage
presents some of the closest parallels between the Greek texts and Leonardo's account.
Pseudo-Sphrantzes seems to have appropriated whole phrases from the Latin letter. The
Bocchiardi brothers defended their sector and resisted prolonged attacks so bravely that
their deeds can be compared to those of ancient heroes. Among the most notable
translations from Latin are TE Kat LirirEoL of which Pseudo-Sphrantzes had
rendered nunc pedes nunc eques, and Kal, VUKTOS K(A i t pac, matched by µEpa Kcx
vuKTa in the Barberini version, for Leonardo's noctu dieque. In this last instance Pseudo-
Sphrantzes has even retained the proper word order for the Latin idiom. In the Greek
equivalent phrase the order is normally reversed, as in the Anonymous Chronicle (cf.
rjµepOViKTLOV and REpovuXTL in Modem Greek-the order is never reversed). Further, in
another passage of the siege section, which is purely of Pseudo-Sphrantzes' invention, the
correct idiom, in the proper word order, appears: SL' b'XIc T71S j i pac Kat vuKTOS. In
the phrase Kai. vuKTOc KaL TIREpac, Pseudo-Sphrantzes clearly betrays his Latin source
and demonstrates that he sometimes is translating literally, ad verbum and not ad sensum.

Pseudo-Sphrantzes has produced an approximation of the correct form of this sector
of the fortifications. The Myriandrion, also known as the Mesoteikhion,120 is situated in
the middle section of the walls. The Myriandrion was also known as the Polyandrion,
which may explain Leonardo's form, Miliandrio, a cross of the two names. The danger of
this position is indicated by identical phrases in our texts, as is the praise for the courage
of the Bocchiardi brothers. Perhaps the most important parallel appears at the end, in
Leonardo's comparison of the Bocchiardis with the Horatius Cocles, which is also
echoed in the Greek texts. Pseudo-Sphrantzes has deleted the reference to Horatius, who
may not have meant much to Greek readers. His last sentence, nevertheless, indicates that
he has ancient heroes in mind, as is suggested by his choice of words, a19Xa Kal yEpa,
words with an archaic flavor that evoke the realm of myths and legends of old. That some
form of Leonardo's text was available and influenced Pseudo-Sphrantzes in the
composition of this passage is undoubtedly demonstrated and confirmed by "the eternal
memory" comment, which can only be regarded as a precise paraphrase of Leonardo's
conclusion. The author of the Anonymous Barberini also demonstrates his dependence
upon Leonardo rather differently: he compares the Bocchiardis to Achilles, surely a more
meaningful comparison to a Greek audience and a stock formula for this chronicler
whenever he mentions antiquity. Even though he has deleted "the eternal memory" of

120 On the controversies regarding the specific location and the parameters of the Mesoteikhion, cf.
W. K. Hanak, "The Constantinopolitan Mesoteikhion in 1453: Its Topography, Adjacent Structures
and Gates," BSEB, n.s. 4 (1999): esp. 72-76. In addition, cf infra, ch. 5: "The Land Fortifications,"
sec. III.
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Leonardo's text, he betrays his source both in lexical items and in the structure of his
sentence, which closely reproduces the character of the Bocchiardi brothers.

Mention should be made here of the sections in which the Greek authors agree with
each other but do not seem to have drawn their information from Leonardo's text
directly. Thus both authors may betray another source, perhaps a Greek source, as the
word auXvc4KLC in Pseudo-Sphrantzes finds a counterpart in the Barberini Chronicle,
K%LVLa (3oXa, but reflects no prototype in Leonardo's letter. In addition, both Greek
authors mention hand-to-hand combat on the walls. Even though the state of the
fortifications may have been ultimately suggested by Leonardo's muri fracti, which may
have influenced Pseudo-Sphrantzes' choice of E both authors may have been
drawing information from an unidentified Greek account, as their wording is quite similar
(e.g., anTESLWXiTvaV and EKaTa&LO)XVa(JL in Pseudo-Sphrantzes in the chronicle, but
absent in Leonardo).

LEONARDO:'2' Mauritius inde Cataneus, vir nobilis Genuensis, praefectus inter
Portam Pighi, id est Fontis, usque ad Auream cum ducentis balistariis commixtis
etiam Graecis contra ligneum castrum, pellibus boum contectum, oppositum accurate
decertat. Paulus, Troilus, Antonius de Bochiardis fratres in loco arduo Miliandri, quo
urbs titubabat, aere proprio et armis summa cum vigilantia noctu dieque <et
spingardis horrendis, et balistis torneis> viriliter pugnam sustinent <qui tanta
animositate, nunc pedes nunc eques defendunt, ut Horatii Coclitis vires repulsis
hostibus aequare viderentur. Nam nec muri fracti concussione, nec machinarum
turbine territi, aeternam sibi memoriam vindicant.> Theodorus Caristino, senex sed
robustus Graecus, in arcu doctissimus, Theophilusque Graecus, nobilis Palaeologo
litteris eruditus... Calegaream concussam reparant proleguntque.

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:122 et pocho distante el nobile Mauritio Catanio era
capitanio infra la porta pighi a la fonte fina a la ports aurea cum ducento balestrieri,
cum alcuni Greci contra el castello et torre de legno coperta de cuori bouini
diligentemente defendando. Paulo Troilo Antonio di Buzardi fratelli in loco arduo
miliadro, doue pareua la cita piu debole, cum suo denari et arme cum summa
uigilantia di et notte, cum spingarde, e balestre datorno uirilmente mantegniua la sua
posta, et cum a nimosita, hora a piedi hora a cauallo quella deffende, come Oratio
Cocle sul ponte, cum forze rebattando Turci, equaua la pugna, et minaccianti ruina,
ne per trazer bombarde restaua de aquistarse gloria immortale. Daltra parte
Theodoro Caristino, uechio ma robusto, arciero peritissimo, cum Theophilo
Paleologo nobile Greco doctissimo.

SANSOVINO:123 Et Paolo Troilo, & Antonio de Bocchiardi, fratelli, sosteneuano la
pugna al Miliandro, da qual luogho la terra era in pericolo. Et stando giorno & notte
alla difesa & spendendo del proprio, si portauano nobilmente, combattendo hora con

121 PG 159: 934 [CC 1: 148]; the sections within < > are omitted by CC I but can be found in PG
159: 934.
122 Fol. 317 [19].
123 Ch. VII [103].
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spingarde, hora con fuochi, hora con balestre, con tanta animosita, & can tanto cuore
a piede & a cauallo, the cacciando gli inimici, poteuano pater tanti Horati Cochliti,
percioche non si spauentando ne per lo conquaessante del muro, ne per la moltitudine
delle machine, s acquistarono una eterna memoria.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:124 Mo:VOUTIX bE Tci EK TTIS ALyoupLac pUAQ'TTELV TQ

µEpTl 7rUX t TTIS XE'yo1Ev'11c Xpua'ls ILET' & YKOaLWV avbpWV TO OTWV TE KO L

1, 1.1raAaL(jTpcv' E'LXOV y(X'p EV EKELV4) TG) L pEL EX 1tOXLV EVcVTLaV, KaL aUT1I

ROVR&AWV KaL POWV bopWV EVSEbllµEVTIV.... IIaUAW REV KQL 'AVTWVLW KaL TpWLXc,

TOLC aUTaSeXpOLS EVEI1r1aTEU&TI, LVa 9uXcrrm 6L TO MupLavbpov, O'IrOU KaL EV

EKELVOLc TOLS p.EpcaLV Tl 1rOXLs I IV E1rLKLV8VVOS, KUL VUKTOS KUL ARE'PUc TE

KUL LWWE'oL IOU TrXTlOOUS TWV TOUpKWV Eµ&XOVTO yEVVaLWS KUL (VbpELWC KaL

ovXV&KLS...KUL Td TWV dvbpWV cx15Aa KaL 'y pa 11Vf141115 aLWVLOU U7iYlpXOV O' La.

OeopLXy pEv TW 11aXaLoX6yW, &VbpL EpTCELpW Tr&a'Iic 7rpayi.LaTELcc KUL TTIc
EXATJVLK11C 7ra18ELac TE KUL µa$TjµaTLKT (; E'LS a''KpOV yEUVaiEV() ETCLcrTEU13TI

puXc'rrELV Ka'r T(Y RE'Pj T1jc IIvX71c TTIS XEyOl,1.EVTjc DgXt4ptac.... LEV

'r EK Kapuaiou, avbpi 7r0AEµ.LOT7j KaL bpaaTLKWT&'rW KaL TOtoT1] TlaK1IµEVO? v7rEp

KUL 'IW&VV11 rEpµavi, OCVbpL TOGS TOU 7roX O KcXWS ELb0TL,

E80'61, LVa cpuX(YTTWQL EV TOLC, LEpEaL TL,; KaXuyapLOLC.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:125 KaL TOV MaupLKLO Toy ERaXE v«
(puXc yi KOVTOC ELS 'r v MaupEa IIOpTa µE K&vq 6UVTpocpLa PWµatovc µE
RIraXaLOTpec' KUL 'fTOVE &V&VTLa TOU KaaTEXXLOV, 07rOU' EK&µaVE OL TOUpKOL, KUL

TO ETCO]\Eµa avbpeLWS. TO OTrOLO Ka6TEAAL 11'rove tu'XLVO.... KaL TOV IIaiiXo, TpWLAo

KUL TV 'AVTCSVLOV IIOKKL&pbL EcpvX yave TO .tpoS Tov MuALavbpov, ELS TO 07rOL0

MUXLO:Vbpo TITOVE TO TtXEO KLVSUVO TA-c; XWpac. KaL 67roXepoUaaVE pEpa KaL VUKTa,

TCOTE µE QWTLEC, TtOTE µE TLS µ'WaXaLaTpES, µE (VbpELa KaL &paoc TroXu'.... KaL

EK&,vaaI WS 'AXLAAEOL KaL bEV Epoao6VTTIaaV...RT18E bLd' TLTrOTa. KaL O OEO&WpocOKapaTTivOc p'rove yEpoVTac, &µµ1j TITOVE TroXXx avpELWµvoc EL'; To' 60t&jDL'

KUL 6 OEO(pLAos 6 IIa)\aloXoyoc, ropok aVt5pW7roc KaL apXWV.

vii. Some of the closest parallels are to be found in the following section dealing with
the quarrel between the grand duke of Constantinople, Loukas Notaras, and the
commander-in-chief, Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani, on the eve of the final
Turkish assault. Linguistic parallels include the characterization of Notaras by
Giustiniani: o proditor, / o traditor, / o traditore, with echoes in Pseudo-Sphrantzes:
&VWYEXTj KaL cX&aTopa KaL EXOpOV TTIS 7raTpLSOS, while he avoids Giustiniani's threat

to kill Notaras and fails to mention the other individuals named by Leonardo. Finally, the
Barberini Chronicle follows Leonardo: W' Tpa&LTOpo KUL ETr'i3ovXe, but, like Pseudo-
Sphrantzes, fails to mention the individuals involved in the defense. Could it be that both
imitators are following an unidentified rendition of Leonardo, which had expunged those
names? Equally important is the list of the reliable commanders, who are cited in the
same order in all authors, except in the Greek imitators.

124 3.5.4-5.
125 20.
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LEONARDO:126 Interea capitaneus generalis Joannes Justinianus, totius fortunae
observator, ut praesensit [ex] proclamatione Theucrum praesto daturum certamen,
agebat confestim murorum, quos machina contriverat, reparationem; petivitque sibi a
Chirluca [= Kup<ioc> AOUK&s], magno duce consulari, communes urbis bombardas
quas contra hostes affigeret. Quas cum superbe denegasset: 'Quis me, capitaneus
inquit, o proditor, tenet, ut gladio non occumbas meo?' Qua ignominia indignatus,
tum quod Latinus exprobrasset eum, remissius post rei bellicae providentiam gessit
<Graecique jam secretius quod Latinis salvandae urbis gloria dedita esset, odiose
ferebant.> At capitaneus Joannes Mauricii Catanei praefecti, Joannis de Carreto,
Pauli Bocchiardi, Joannis de Fornariis, Thomae de Salvaticis, L[e]odixii Gatilusii,
Joannis Illyrici aliorumque ascitorum Graecorum consultu, acies munimentaque
refecit. <Cujus providentiam Teucrus commendans: Quam vellem, inquit, penes me
praefectum illum Joannem honorandum! Magnis hercle donis auroque multo
corrumpere illum studuit: cujus inflectere animum nunquam potuit.>

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:127 Infra questo tempo Joanne Zustignan capitanio general
in la terra, the uedeua tutto elpericolo de la cita, come sentite la proclamatione facta
per to exercito del Turcho, the uoleua dar la battaglia general alla citade, cum
sollicitudine riparo gran parte di muri ruinati. Insuper domando a Cir Luca Notara
gran consegliero alcune bombarde da rebatter li inimici da la sua statione, et quelli
cum superbia denego uoler dar. Al qual irato Joanne Zustignan disse o traditor, et
the me tien the adesso non to scanna cum questo pugnal, da la qual uergogna
disdegnato mega duca the uno Latino l hauesse improprato se portaua piu rimesso
ale prouision de la cita, et Greci secretamente mal tolleraua the Italiani hauesse cura
de difensar la citade. Ma li Capitanij infrascipti Joanne et Mauricio Catanio prefecti,
Joanne del Careto, Paulo Buzardo, Joanne di Fornari, Toma do Saluadego, Ludouico
Cateluso, Joanne Lirico et altri Greci, chiamati a tale consulto restarono a le
statione, et refece le ruine.

SANSOVINO:128 In questo mezzo it Capitano Generale Giouanni Giustiniano,
osseruator di tutta la fortuna, come it Turco haueua madato per 1'essercito
dell'assalto ch'egli uolea dar alla terra, si mise incontanente riparar le mura
ch'erano stato sconosse dalla gran bombarda de nemici di fuori, e domando a
Chirluca the gli fussero date le bombarde ch'erano nella citta, per adoperlare contra
i Turchi. Le quali hauendogli Chirluca negate superbamente. Et chi mi tiene disse
allora it Capitano, o traditore ch'io non ti ammazzi con questa spada? perche
sdegnatosi Chirluca the un Latino to hauesse a quel modo ingiurato, la indi innanzi
fu pigrissimo nel proueder alle cose della guerra, e i Greci piu secretamente ch'essi
poteuano, compotauano odiosamente the i Latini hauessero quella storia di
conseruar la citta. Ma it Capitano Giouanni, per consiglio di Mauritio Cattano, dio
Giouanni del Caritto, di Paolo Bocchiardo, di Giouanni de Fornari, di Tomaso de

126 PG 159: 936 [CC 1: 152]; the section within < > is omitted by CC I but can be found in PG
159: 936.
127 Fol. 318 [20-21].
128 Ch. VIII [104].
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Saluatici, di Ludissio Cattalugio, di Giouanni Illirico, & di altri Greci fedeli, rifece
gli ordini, & rafermo i bastioni. perche commendando it Turco la costui prouidenza,
disse 0 quanto hauerei taro the quel Capitan Giouanni honorando fosse meco. Et
ueramente ch'egli cerco di corromperlo con danari, & con grandissimi doni, ma egli
non pote mai piegar 1'animo suo gagliardo & i nuitto.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:129 oL SE orpaTTlyoL KaL SrjµapXoL 1T&VTEC, Ka'1 µ&ALa-

Ta 'Iwaavvi 6 IOUOTLVLavOC, 010K Elravov lraaav µT1XavT1v 1roLELv ELS

aVTLlrapcT0 LV TWV EVaVTLWV, KaL SL ' OAic VUKTOS TOUC TELXOUC TOM

E4L'I1E905VTaC EV TW TU1rTEMML UWo' TWV EAEROAEWV E.& pOWVOV µupL07p0'7rcc. ELTa

6 'IOUaTLVLaVOC, aTELAac lrpkC TOV IEya SOUKa TOV NoTapav TEL EtairoaTELAaL
aUTW EAEROAELC TLVaS, a'L U'ICTIAXOV EV 70LS µEpEOL OU Eyp XaTTEV aUTOS. 6 SE KUp

AOUKhS 6 NOTapac OUK T115EAT1cEV SOUVQL aUTaC, AEyWV OTL Kai EV EKELVOLS TOLS

1A.EpEOL dVayKT1 'iiv ELVaL a&T&S. O SE ' IOUOTLVLaVOS dv r Xeyev OTL OUSEN.La XpELa

T1V EAEROAELS TOaaUTaC EI.VOL EV EKELVOLC TOLL .EpEOL TOLC USpELOLS. SLa TaUTa

REV Ol?V aLTLa T1A&V KOL ELI; AOYOUS VEWTEpLKOUC, KaL U(3pELC, E EXEOV EKaTep) eV

TWV aio is 'rWV EL(; KaT( TOU ETEpOU, KaL 6 ' IoUOTLVLaVOS TOV NOTapav &vWpEAT1 KaL

aXaaTopa KaL E 1 pOV TTlC 1raTpISOC EKaXEOEV, aUTOC SE 1raXLV aUTOV Et EVaVTLaS

ETEpaLC EVE7rXVVE, dKOllaac SE 6 PaaLAEUC 7aO ra 'IrapaXa3WV aUTOUS

Kar LSLaV AEyEL....

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:13o Ka. 6 1rpcT09; Ka1reT&VLOC TWV 1rOAEµLaT&SWV,
OitoU 'ijTOVE, wC EL1ravE, 6 Iw&vv-gq O I'LOUOTOUVLXC, aKapTEpELE aVbpELWC TT1V

i tEpaV TOU ?roXEiOU, 01tOW ELEAAE va K&µ'fg 6 aovXTnv MEXE,ETTic. Ka6 EKaµE Kat

e pTELaaaVE by TELXo, Oirou T'jTOVE a1rO 7Lk AouµaapSES TTjc
µey&Aqs Aouµ1r&p& c, 01roV E'LXave OL TOUPKOL. TOTE 6 pT1-

&Ls 'IODUTOUVLaC TOV KUp AOU'M, 61rOU EKpcTELE TO apµaTO TT1S PaaLAELaC, OTL

va TOU 869T1 TLS A0Up1rap6EC, V& TLS ER&ATQ air«VW ELI; Ta' TELXLa V« IrOAEK4 TOWS

EX$poic. Ka. 6 KUp AOUKaC TLS apv'0'14T1 Kai 6 TLOucTOVVLuc TOV EL-re- "'Q
Tpa&LTOpO Kai E1rLROUAE, Eba QE aKOTWVW ALE TO alra$L 01r0U RaaTc.

viii. In the following section the misfortune of the city and the exclamation of
Leonardo are faithfully replicated in Languschi-Dolfin. Pseudo-Sphrantzes omits both
while the Anonymous Barberini reproduces the ill fortune only, without mentioning the
city, and omits the exclamation: malo urbis fato, heu / per mala sorte de la cittade, oyme

KaKT1 'r 11. Of further interest is the excuse that Leonardo provides for Giustiniani's
conduct in the last battle. This excuse is repeated in Languschi-Dolfin, while Pseudo-
Sphrantzes cites "inexperience," and the Anonymous Barberini speaks of fear: inexpertus
iuvenis / inexperto zouene / OW Tou6-roV Ep.1rELpoc / K&1 EYKLa'XT11 v µ 1V alrOb6V1q.

Leonardo's conditional clause, qui si alium suo loco subrogasset, salus patriae non
periisset, is faithfully reproduced in Languschi-Dolfin: chel se hauesse posto uno altro in
suo loco, la salute de la patria non periua; in Pseudo-Sphrantzes: ouTE avT' auTOU etaaE

%

TLVI ETEpov, LVa 1A'fq yE'YOVULa QuyXuaLc yEVT1TaL KaL dMW'XELa; and even more literally

129
3.7.2.

130 22
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in the Anonymous Barberini: 07rou' av 716EAE apijoEL ?AXON ELS TOv T07rOV Tou, SEV

T)$EAave Eµ7rrj oL EX6poL. The ensuing comment on the battle is reproduced: pugnam
inter haec arduam commitunt / la pugna da entrambe le parti se rinfresca. It is echoed in
Pseudo-Sphrantzes with TOUS aTpaTLWT0:11; aU'yKEXuµEVOUS KaL lica'ro c (p63ou. The
Anonymous Barberini is, as always, more literal: Wt EaKATjpuvE 7roXA& 6 1rO'XEµoc.

LEONARDO:131 Inter haec, malo urbis fato, heu 1, Johannes Justinianus sagitta sub
assella configitur, qui mox inexpertus iuvenis sui sanguinis effusione pavidus
perdendae vitae concutitur et ne pugnatores, qui vulneratum ignorabant, virtute
frangantur, clam medicum quaesiturus ab acie discessit. Qui si alium suo loco
subrogasset, salus patriae non periisset. Pugnam inter haec arduam committunt.

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:132 Infra el combatter per mala sorte de la cittade, oyme,
the Zuane Zustignan capitanio uien ferito de freza sotto asella del scaijo, lo qual
come inexperto zouene subito ueduto el sangue pauido de perder la uita, et acio li
combattanti the non sapeua quello ferito rompesse la uirtu, ascosamente per
medicarse se parte da la sua statione, chel se hauesse posto uno altro in suo loco, la
salute de la patria non periua. La pugna de entrambe le parti se rfesca.

SANSOVINO:133 Et mentre ch'egli animaua i suoi a questo modo, ecco the per mala
sorte della citta, vien ferito Giouanni Giustiniano da vna saetta sotto 1'ascelle, it
quale come giouane non pratico, vedendosi tutto bagnato del suo proprio sangue &
temendo di perder la vita, si sbiggoti tutto. Et accioche i combattenti the non
sapeuano the fosse ferito, non rimettessero la virtu loro, si parti ascosamente dalla
zuffa, per farsi medicare. Et certo s'egli hauesse lasciato qualch'vn'altro in suo
luogho, la salute della patria non sarebbe perita. In questo mezo si combatteua
atrocemente.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:134 6 'IouaTLVLavoc 0 cTPaT'r)'yOS E7rXTjyT1
'r6 ou PEAEL EV TOLD OKEAEQL E7rL ?OV SE LOV 7r0 So:. AUTOS SE oU TOaOUTOV Eµ7rELpoc

WV 7roXe LOU Kt 1, We Elk TO' 0 L[LO1 pEELV EK TOU aWVaios ONTOU, OAOc i XXOLWN

KO:L, 1'jV 7rp0ESEL EV EK TOU ipOROU EXo:aE KaL 0fVWpeXWS VET&

TaUTa E7rpaEEV. "Oc O:VEX(dp1qaeV, OEV Kai SLTjpXETO µETa oLWWr C T17(3V iaTpOVS,

J?fl VVIROVEUWV TTlc KO:L 'qv apx' V ESELtEV. Kal OUK E17re
TOLL QUVOUOLV O:UTW OUSE, OUTS aV'r OCUTOU ELCYa TLV(X ETEpOV) LVO: µ1I 'yEryovULa

aU'yXUOLc 'yEV1yrO L KOC CX7rWAELa.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:135 KaL 71 KO:K'n TUX11 1 X11UE Ka. EACYRW'ST' 6

K0:7rETaVLoc TLOUaTOUVL&S µE µL0: aO:LTTEO: ELS TOE' aa'yOVLa, K«L ETpeXE TO OML tas

13' PG 159: 940 [CC 1: 160].
'32 Fol. 320 [28].
133 Ch. X [111 (instead of the correct p. 110, as in the Gennadeios copy of Sansovino's book pages
110 and 111 are reversed].

1352.8.
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ELcr OAo TOU TO KOP[AL. Ka. EOKLUXTTI Va' lLT1V &7C0& W1], Kai SEV EVL'XlicrE AOyov Va
r ,rRarX,o cuXAOV ELc TOV, Tor1roV

TOU, jOVE aygcrE
TOV, 7rOrAElOV KaL,EpUryE KpUcpa,8La,Va',

L'flV OL OUVTpopOL'ou.... KaL EOKAnpUVE 7rOAAca 6 1roAE.OS.

ix. The following passage furnishes very close linguistic parallels, but Pseudo-
Sphrantzes has eloquently provided the greatest elaboration, as he reaches the climax in
his narrative. Further, the Anonymous Barberini has compressed the narrative in regard to
the Bocchiardi brothers. Languschi-Dolfin retains the comparison of John Illyricus-
Sclavus/Schiavo-Dalmates/Dalmata to Hercules, which Pseudo-Sphrantzes omits but
perhaps echoes in his characterization u7m' p Ira via aTpaTLWT 9V, comparing Samson to
the emperor. The Anonymous Barberini adds Achilles, his favorite hero from antiquity,
and then misunderstands the matronymic of the emperor, Draga, and connects it by folk
etymology with Greek 8pcxKav/8pcK0c. Moreover, Leonardo's ita is translated by
Languschi-Dolfin as similmente. Leonardo's memorable characterization of the emperor
as princeps patriae is picked up by Dolfin as el principe de la patria, who further renders
e vita demigrat as finite la uita. The exclamation of Paolo Bocchiardi, Haa!, periit...
civitas, is rendered by Dolfin as haime la cita e prexa, and by Sansovino as Oime la citta
e perdutta. Pseudo-Sphrantzes' considerable amplification includes Edxw Tj lro'XLc ,

while the Anonymous Barberini compresses the extensive narrative of its source(s).

LEONARDO:136 Imperator insuper, ne ab hostibus capiatur: `O quispiam, inquit,
valens tyro propter Deum, ne maiestas vafris viris succumbat mea, gladio me
transfigat?' Inter haec Theophilus Palaeologo, vir catholicus: `lam perdita urbe me,
inquit, vivere non licet,' Theucrorumque pondus aliquamdiu sustinens et decertans
securi discinditur. Ita Joannes Sclavus Illyricus, veluti Hercules se opponens, multos
prius mactat, deinde gladio vitam finivit hostili. Se invicem post nostri, ut portam
ingrediantur, compressi pereunt. Quibus innexus imperator cadens atque resurgens
relabitur et compressione princeps patriae e vita demigrat. Perierunt igitur ex nostris,
et Latinis et Graecis, se invicem conculcantibus in portae exitu, circiter octingenti.
<Inde Teucri altum murum decurrentes, ex alto quos possunt lapidant cuneusque unis
vocibus per antemurale descedens, in fugam omnes nostros compellit. Rumorem
jacturamque exfugientibus audientes Paulus Troilusque Bocchiardi, viri Latini, urbis
cives, cum aliquot Graecis strenuis Latinisque equis insidentes, in hostes vadunt.
Teucri, forte majorem numerum, quam essent autumantes, terga vertunt. Paulus in
Teucrum urget equum lanceaque unum transfodiens caeteros in fugam vertit. Cum
autem ex alto lapidibus obruerentur, ad Troilum: Haa!, periit, inquit, civitas nosque
facile ab hostium multitudine circumdati, spem vitae perdemus. Haec cum diceret,
securi ictus in vertice, fuso cruore una cum fratre ad Galatam confugit.>

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:137 Lo Imperator acio non fusse prexo da Turci, o qualche
ualente homo de nui, disse, acio la maiesta imperial non uegna in man de Turci cum
suo gladio me occida. Ueduto Theophilo Paleologo, homo catholico, perduta la cita

136 PG 159: 941 [CC 1: 162-164]. The section within < > is omitted by CC 1 but can be found in
PG 159: 941.
137 Fol. 320 [29-30].
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disse non me e licito piu uiuer, per bon spacio combattando cum Turchi fu morto,
similmente Joanne Schiauo, come Hercules combattendo, prima the fusse morto,
occise molti Turchi, li nostri nobili et Latini uolendo intrar in la porta, oppressi da la
calcha molti perino, in fra li qual messedato lo Imperatore, cazando, et poi leuando
recazette, et da la chalcha de le gente el principe de la patria finite la uita. Periteno
adoncha di nostri tra Greci e Latini l uno sopra 1 altro conculchandossi da ottocento.
Turci adoncha discorrendo per el muro alto lapidano de nostri the scontrano. Et
addunati cum grandi cridori discendando per lantemurale messeno in fuga i nostri.
Sentendo da quelli the fugiuano Paulo et Troilo Buzardi homini Latini et danno, et
prender la terra cum alcuni strenui Latini et Greci montadi a cauallo arsaltano Turci;
et ueduto quelli in mazor numero de quello lui credeua se misse afuzir. Paulo spirona
el cauallo intro i Turci et tranfisxo uno cum la lanza constringe li altri a fuzir. Et
temendo no esser sepulto da piere disse a Troll: Haime la cita e prexa, et nui
facilmente da tanti circumdati scapoleremo, imperho cerchamo de saluarsi, et cusi
ferito Paulo cum el fratello fuzite in Pera.

SANSOVINO:138 Et l'Imperadore per non esser proso, chi sara, disse, egli, colui the
m'vccida per 1'amor di Dio, con la mia propria spada, accioche la Maesta mia non si
sottoponga al vituperio de Turchi. In questo mezo Theophilo Paleologo, huomo
cattolico, essendo gia perduta la citta, io diss'egli, non voglio piu viuere, &
sostenendo vn pezzo la (aria de Turchi & combattendo, fu diuiso per lo mezo da vna
accetta. Cosi Giouanni schiauo Dalmata, opponendosi quasi come vn'ltro Hercole,
ammazzo prima molti Turchi & poi fini la vita. E molti de Greci nel voler vscir della
porta s'ammazzarono nella calca, tra qua li cacciatosi 1'Imp. cadendo, & poi
rileuandosi, ricadde, & clapestato dallafaria mori. Morirono adunque de e'nostri tra
Greci & Latiniforse ottanda calcando 1'vn 1'altro nel voler vscir di quella porta. Ora
i Turchi scorrendo fu per 1'altre mura, traheuano sassi all' in gift adosso a coloro the
essi poteuano. Et discendendo vn groppo d'essi per 1'antimuro, misero in fuga tutti i
Greci. Ma sentendo it romore & la rouina di coloro the fuggiuano Paolo, & Troilo
Bocchiardi huomini Italiani, & altri Cittadini della citta montantia cauallo, si misero
a correr adosa a Turchi, perche essi credendo the fossero maggior numero di quel
ch'era si misero a fuggire. Paolo vedendo it pericolo, per non esser offesi di sopra
da' sassi disse a Troilo. Oime la citta e perdutta, & not ageuolmente attorniati dal
numero de' nimici, perdermo la speranza di poterne saluare, & cosi Paolo ferito sul
capo da vna scare, si fuggi col fratello dopo it suo riscatto a Pera. 0 gran
marauiglia, o stupor infinito, a pena era leuato it Sole, the la citta era in preda di
Pagani.

PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:139 '(k oUV eL,Sev 6 6 RaWLXEUS ...SaKPUXEWV

EltapaKa''XEL TO'V &OV KO TOUC UTpaTLwnac...KaL WU1tEp 0 EOCp.*WV E7tl 70uc

aXXOpUXOUC E7tOLEL...KOCL 6...DOV -PpayKLUKOS 6 TOXESoc e\p TOV 'AXLXX

E1rOLT1UEV...0µol.WC Kal, 6 laXaLOXoyOS, 6C; ELSE 70v 3aULAEa µaxOµeVOv

KaL T IV 1LOALV KLVSUVeuODUaV, µETa KAau$µou Kpatac E61te

138 Ch. XII [112-113].
139 3.10.
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&VELV µaXXOV 7j Tlv," KaL vuppTj ac EoUTOV EV lie µETOC Kpowyijc TOUR OOOUS

EUpE 7t(VTac 8LEaKE8a0E KaL &LEOKOp71LOEV KaL 0aVaT)OEV. OiXXa KaL ' IWQrvvTls 6

DaXµ&TTls EKEL 1rapWV U1re'p 7rUVTa uTpaTLWTTgV 'YEVVcLWS TOLL 'IrOXEµLOLS

EOUR'RXEKETO...KUL ETEpOL TLVES OTpaTL(j)TO:L OUK a'YEVELS µaXOl1..EVOL EV TW T01rW

EKELVW KaL WUrOL &1rEKTaVNOaV 7rX'rIOLOV TT C 1rUXTIS TOU a'YLOU 'PWµavoi, OTrou

TVIV EXERoXLV EKELVTIV KO:TEOKEUcOO:V KaL TTIV [LE'YQrATIV EXE3OX0 EOTTIOov, KaL TQ

TELXTI TT 'AOXEWS XaXavaVTEc EKELOEV EV T1 1ro'Xct 7rpcrov ELOTIX&V...KaL 860

[LEV 'ITcXOL, IIaUXOS KaL TpWLXoc TOUV0[L(X, EV TW SLO:TETa'ypEVW

auTOLS T07rW LeTo KU L ETEpWV 7rOXXWV yevvaLWS EµOCXOVTO...OTpacpELS SE 0

11aUXOS KaL OpWV TOUS 7roXE.LOUS EOW6EV TTIS 7r6XEWS XE'yEL TW &SEXpW xUTOU "W

cppL OV i XLE! W 6TEVa OV 7ij! (AU) ICOXLS, T)µaS SE T6 7r0XEI1ELV 7rapTIX14EV Tj
r . r r r n 140(ilpa, ixXX' u'rep ao rgpia TjµWV, EL Suvarov, KaL ac cppovrLVwµev.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:14' KaL tha v ELSE 6 ParsLXEU oTL SEV ELXE 6X7rL8a,
E'L7re: "'OLl1E, bEv EVaL TLVCYC Va µ0U 1t Ta TTIV wTIV µ0U, Va µT 7rLa6TW OKXaPOS

6r; TOV EX$p0 µou;".... KaL 0:7r0 KEL EKcjcXXLKE:*E µE TOl)S O'LKELOKOUc TOU, KaL

ESu 3TI KUL Eµirf KE EiS TO 7rXTI1J0S TWv TOUpK(V, µE TOV ©EOIpLXo

lIaXaL0X0'y0, TOV CIVL*LO TOU, KaL EKo'*Q!VE 7rOXXoUS 'A'yaprlvoic. AE'YouaL OTL o

RauLXEU EKal.LE WOav 'AXLXXEac, SLaTL 11'TOVE 7rOXXa dv6pELWµEV0(;, 01r0V TOV

OparKO OIrO\ TTIV SUVagL TOU KOpILOU, 01rOU ELXE, KUL EL1re: "'E1rEL1l
r r ' Nr

Aw
r

\
r

\
r r 'r

EXa$TI T) XWpa SE 1rXEo Va TIOW." ...TO OLOLO EKaµE KaL 6 'IWO:VVTIS 6

NTaXµa rac, KaL EKaµE KaL aUTOq thwkv TOV AXLXXEa, KaL EOKOTWOE 1roXX0US

EXOpovq.... KaL of TOUpKOL tY1rcvW cir0 'r TELXLa EppLXvavL Ta XLda'PLa KaL TOUc,

SLaTL EXaRWOaVE TOV 7rpUT0 Ka1rET0'fVLO TOW XpLOTLaVWV, OVOµaTL

IIaUXO, KaL Etpv'yE.

x. To begin with, part of the following passage concerns the positions defended by
Catarino Contarini, Girolamo Minotto - the bailo of Venice - Cardinal Isidore, and
Loukas Notaras, among lesser-known commanders. Pseudo-Sphrantzes, it should be
pointed out, began his list of the defenders with Contarini and has reversed Leonardo's
order of presentation, as is his normal practice. The Anonymous Barberini has remained
faithful to Leonardo's order throughout its register. In his discussion of Contarini,
Pseudo-Sphrantzes has elaborated Leonardo's descriptive adverb viriliter by a relative
clause: os ou 8LEXL1rE 7rOLELV Ta OOa EtEOTL urpornwTaLS KaL µuXLOTc TOLS EU'yeVEOL.

Pseudo-Sphrantzes also added other details for the sector assigned to Contarini, which he
may have derived from his own first-hand knowledge of Constantinopolitan topography.
The Anonymous Barberini presents his frequent formula for Venetian noblemen,

and, like Pseudo-Sphrantzes, makes mention of the harbor (a
reference absent in Leonardo and another indication that the two Greek authors were
consulting a lost Greek version of Leonardo's Latin letter). We should further remark that
Pseudo-Sphrantzes alters the name Catarino to Giacomo/Jacob, perhaps because he could
not think of a Greek equivalent. He further omits all reference to the Golden Gate but

140 On the Bocchiardi survivors, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants,"
nos. 15-17.
141 18-20.
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specifies the general neighborhood of Hypsomathia. Pusculo agrees with Leonardo's
assignment of Contarini:142 Huic [Aureae porta ac geminis turribus altis] Catarinus adest
Venetum de gente vetusta / Contarina, illi parebat multa iuventus. The career of this
valiant defender has not been researched by scholarship but Catarino Contarini had been
active in the Levant and in the affairs of Constantinople for a period of time. In 1436,
while he was trading in Tana, Contarini signed a contract with seven Venetians to search
for buried treasure in the vicinity and thus he became one of the earliest figures to
conduct organized archaeological excavations that involved over one hundred laborers
and continued for a period close to seven weeks.' 43 During the sack of Constantinople
Contarini was captured and came close to being executed.144 Finally, both Greek authors
reproduce from Leonardo the information about Minotto and the imperial palace of
Blakhernai.

As for Cardinal Isidore and Notaras, the Anonymous Barberini has duplicated
Leonardo's order of presentation and, to a certain extent, his phraseology. Pseudo-
Sphrantzes has altered the order. His listing is based on the bishop's letter, but he has
appended his usual topographical elaborations, especially with regard to the districts of
the capital with which he was quite familiar, such as the reference to Hagia Theodosia.
Pseudo-Sphrantzes has suppressed the name of the Anemades towers, perhaps because in
his copy it had already been corrupted to Aveniades (as in fact it was printed early on and
is still to be found in PG) from Anemades (this correct form has been printed in CC 1).
Aveniades, however, has been retained in Greek dress in the Anonymous Barberini, while
Sansovino produces an intermediate form, Aneniada, clearly a misreading of the m in
Anemades as two separate letters, ni. This omission by Pseudo-Sphrantzes can be
attributed more to confusion, or even familiarity with the topography, than to neglect.
While Sansovino prints Aneniada, Pseudo-Sphrantzes must have been aware that no
"Aveniades" existed. The author of the Anonymous Chronicle, however, uncritically
followed his source. By extension, Pseudo-Sphrantzes also neglects to mention that these
towers had been repaired at the. expense of Cardinal Isidore. All texts fail to mention the
cardinal's name and only Pseudo-Sphrantzes qualifies him as "the cardinal of Russia,"
revealing beyond doubt that Isidore is meant. Once more, both Pseudo-Sphrantzes and
the anonymous author of the Greek chronicle may have been following a Greek version
of Leonardo's letter at this point, as they both fail to duplicate Leonardo's words of praise
for Isidore. Leonardo's Chirluca, that is, Kup AouKas, is unquestionably a reference to
Notaras. The anonymous author phonetically reproduced his name in Greek as -rov Kup
AouKa, apparently unaware of proper accentuation, nor the grand duke's family
patronymic, his title, nor his important position in the imperial administration. By

142 6.206-207.
143 Fortini Brown, Venice andAntiquity, pp. 150-155.
144 Barbaro includes him on his list of the Venetians captured by the Turks but who also were
ransomed and returned to Venice (nobeli da Yeniexia, i qualfo prexoni in man del turco, tuti tornd
a Yeniexia). Stefano Magno reports that Contarini returned by August 16 and that he provided
some information on the fate of the Minotti (NE 3: 300): Adi 16 agosto [1453], el venne con un
grippo Cattarin Contarini da Constantinopoli, it quale se haveva scosso; per lo quale fu inteso
della morte dada al bailo et suo fiolo et recuperation de i altri nostri Venetiani, et hebbe notitia del
muodo del perder della cittade. On Catarino, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-
Combatants," no. 40.
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contrast, Pseudo-Sphrantzes omits the first name, states the family name, and adds his
proper title. As usual, he elaborates on the topographical details.

LEONARDO:145 Catarinus inter Venetos clarissimus Contareno capitaneus Aureae
porta et adiacentis turris usque oram marls, viriliter pondus sustinens, hostes
impugnat. <Graeci perinde alii, suis distributi pugnaculis, ... terramque in urbis gyro
prosequebantur.> Palatii imperialis cura baiulo Hieronymo Minotto Venetorum
commissa est. Cardinalis [sc. Isidorus], a concilio nunquam absens, Sancti Demetrii
regionem ad mare defensabat. Catalanorum consul turrim ante Hippodromium
tutabatur versus orientalem plagam. Chirluca [sc. Kyr Luca Notara] curam portus
totiusque maritimae regionis invigilabat ad deferendum praesidium. Hieronymus
Italianus, Leonardus de Langasco, Genuenses, cum multis sociis Chsyloportam et
turres, quas Anemadas [PG: Aveniades; ms A: Aneamadas, Pertusi corr.: Anemadas]
vocant impensis cardinalis [sc. Isidori] reparatas, spectabant. <Flamines monachique
supra muros undequaque collocati pro salute patriae excubabant.>

LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:146 Catarin Contarini nobilissimo capitanio d ffendeua la
porta aurea cum le turre uicine fin apresso la marina uirilmente sostegnando
rebateua li Turci insultanti. Et apresso lui Greci distributi per i muri da la parte de
mar, et da terra atorno soccoreua. La cura del palazo imperial era comessa a
Hieronymo Minoto bailo. Lo cardinal mai se basentaua, ma diffensaua la porta de
san Dimitrj uerso el mar. El consolo de Catalani deffendeua la parte de leuante al
ypodromo. Cir Luca Notara hauea la cura d ffensar el porto e la marina. Hieronymo
Italiano, Leonardo da Languasto Genoexe cum molti compagni la porta chsilo et le
torre Anemande le qual el cardinal a sue spese hauea reparato diffensaua, i caloiari
etpapadi sui i muri redutti per salute de lapatria se deffendeua.

SANSOVINO:147 Catarino Contarini, chiarissimo tra nobili Vinitiani, posto si tra la
Porta Aurea, & fra terra, uicino fino al porto, sosteneua ualorosamente gli inimici.
Gli altri Greci poi sparsi chi qua chi la per diuersi luoghi della terra, s'affati cauano
afar it debito loco. La cura delpalazzo Imperiale fu data a Girolamo Minotto, Bailo
de Vinitiani. II Cardinale non mancando mai di consigliare, difendeua San Demetrio
dalla banda del mare. Et it Consolo de Catalani guardaua la Torre the a dinanzi allo
Hipodromo, dalla parte dell'Oriente. Chirluca haueua la cura del porto, & di tutta
parte del mare. Girolamo Italiano, Lionardo di Langasio, Genouese, insieme con
molti altri compagni difendeuano Csiloporta, & le Torri ch'essi chiamano i

Ananiada, rifatte & riparate alle spese dei Cardinale. Ifrati e preti posti in diuersi
luoghi o fu per le mura, sta uano uigilanti per salute della Patria.

145 PG 159: 934-935 [CC 1: 148-1541. The sections within < > are omitted by CC 1 but can be
found in PG 159: 935.
146 Fol. 318 [19-20].
147 Ch. VII [103-104].
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PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:148 KUL 7rpw'rov REV Tw TIIS µ7raLAW TouvO-

µa 'IEpwviµW MLVOT(il EVEµ7CLOTEUt T (pUXaTTELV KUL OLKOVOI.LELV Ta aVaKTOpa KUL

7raVTa Ta EKELOE' TW 8E TWV KaTaXQ'VWV &OTCxv& 605N, LVa YUXa'TTT) EV TOE(;

}AEpEaL TOO BOUKOAEOV'Oc «XpLc E yyUS TOO KovTOaKaXLOU- T@ SE IaKWRW

KovTapLVW, Wa r& pEpi TWV TOLXWV TOO EtW13EV ALµhVOS KUL EWs EyyUs

TWv 'T1l1oµa19LWV, Os oU 8LEXL7rE WOLELV T( X\ EtEaTL aTpaTLWTaLC KUL µcXLa'ra

TOLL, EOyEVEoL...6 8E 'IEpuivuµos KaL AeovOCp8oc oL ALyoupLTaL, LVa pUAa'TTWOL EV

Toi,S µEpEaL Trjs 7rvX'qs XcyoµEvrjs ZuXLvris. Tw SE Kap&nVCaXLw 'PWOaLas ESo$rj,
LVa puAcrni Ev TOLc REPEOL TOU Kuv yEOLOU KUL EWs TOU &yLou AqµrITpLov, 6 SE

41.Eyac boU\k 6 NoTap&s LVa cpUAa'TT1) EV TL(; TOO IIETpLOU KUL EWs TTIq

IIU'X7ls Trjs cayL'as ©EoSoaLas.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:149 Kat 6 KovTapL'VL, Kai
AUTOS µE TI )V OUV7po(pLa TOU EcpvAayE TrIV 7rOPTa T' 1v ELS 7ov ALµLwva.

KaL 'COLIC, E7rLAOL7roUS PWµaLovs TOlls ESLaµEpaoE ELOE 7r0AAoUs T07COUC T'1'IS

Xcapas, ELs 7a TELXLa. KUL TO 7raXa'TL TO PaaLALKO TO E1rap(XSWOE TOO FepOAUµoU

MLVOTOU, Bevei &VOU, µE TTIV auVTpo pLa TOU, O7rOU 'ijTOVE µ7riLAOs.

KUL TOV 'YaPSEVCZAE TOV E RaXE KUL E9UAaYE T'V µEPEa TOU 'A'YLou ArlµqTPLoU, T-1nv

iEpEc TOO yiaXOU. KaL TOV KOVaoXo 7WV KaTEXO'tVWV EtpUAayE TOV 7rUpyo, 07rO10

EVaL &VcVTLO TOU L7rnroSpoµiou. KaL TOV KUp AOUKa TOV E(3aXE KaL EpUAayE TOV

ALµLWV(X N.E 70 µepOc oXo 7ou yLaXou. KaL TOV I'EpoAUµov 'IVTaXLaVO KUL TOV

ALV«pso TEVOUP7)ao TOV ERaXE Va' tpuX y'Q Qv'rc µa µE 7roXAo1)s auvTpopOUc T'flV

tuX07ropia KaL TLS 7CUpyOUs, 01rOV TLS A(3EVLc8ous, 67roU ijTOVE

pETaKaIEREVOL KaL TLs Eµ7raXcxaaVE µE EE080 TOU yap6evaXE. KaL OL KaXOyEpOL

KaL OL 7ra7rOCSES TOUS ERaAE &7rOlVW, KUL Tolls EµEpaaE ELs 1r0AAoUS T07rous U7rOCV0)

ELI; T0.' TELXLa, SLAY VQX SLOB VOC ELVQL taypuirVOL.

xi. This last section is reserved for additional selections of short linguistic parallels
and paraphrases, which we present without further comment. They also furnish striking
parallels, but it should be emphasized that there are more counterparts throughout
Pseudo-Sphrantzes' siege section. The language of these accounts is quite close and
supplies more evidence that Leonardo has been the prototype. In the following instances,
Leonardo's text is cited first, followed by Languschi-Dolfin, Sansovino, Pseudo-
Sphrantzes, and then the Barberini Chronicle, as warranted. Again, we present few
specific linguistic parallels. Correspondences, renditions, translations, and paraphrases
abound throughout the pertinent passages.

LEONARDO:150 rex qui ex colle circumspicit quod classis perit, blasphemat, urget
equum in salum, vestimenta cum furore conscindit.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:151 El signor Turcho, the desopra it monte uede perir l
armada, biastema, spirona el cauallo in mar, squarza le ueste, gemisce.

148
3.5.4.

149 20.
]so PG 159: 931 [CC 1: 140].
]s] Fol. 316 [14].
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PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:152 O SE aµTlpas...µavELc KUL 61)µW X pi4ELs
(3pvXwµevoc.... Kal TOV '1'.7rirOV KEVTpL(YaC, T)X13EV EVToc 11 14aXaYOT1c...KUL Ta

7rxeLOVa TWV XLTWVWV a11TOU ERc priaaV EK TTjC aXiUpac $aXa66Tic USaTWV.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:153 Kat o aouXTavoc, oirou E6TEKE *TIXOC KaL

KaL EKaN.E TO aX0y0 TOU Va 7ray7j KUTa TOV yLaXO' KaL SEv

E'LXE TL Va Kaµ'q KUL 'ra )OUXa TOU.

LEONARDO:154 bene siquidem, sifata secundassent.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:155 et bene se lafortuna on li aduersaua.
SANSOVINO:156 & farebbe stato bene quando la forte lo hauesse uolutofauorire.
ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:157 K«L KcXa E1pvXayE, « SEv TOV &'XaVE UKOTW6EL.

LEONARDO:158 accurate decertat.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:159 diligentemente defendando.
SANSOVINO:160 combattendo arditamente.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:161 Epya Q!tLa IVTjµ'ns E7roL'9aE.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:162 ETroXEµa QvbpELWc.

LEONARDO:163 buccinisjugiter et ululatibus Martem invitabant.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:164 cum trombe et cridori continui accendeua et inuitaua
ala pugna.
SANSOVINO:165 con trombe, & con grida innitauano gli inimici alla battaglia.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:166 je'r oa1\7r(yymv KUL TuµTravwv KUL YWVWV

&VopL§[LrTWV...ELS µ«XT)V EKcXouv.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:167 KaL E(3apELE TLS Tpovµ7reTEs KOL EKGXELE Touc
EXdpovc; ELcE 7r6XEROV.

LEONARDO:168 exspectabatur constituti Martis generalis insultus.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:169 Expettando el constituto zorno de la battaglia zeneral.

152 3.5.1.
15318

154 PG 159: 934 [CC 1: 148]."' Fol. 317 [19].
156 Ch. VII [103].
157 20.
158 PG 159: 934 [CC 1: 148].
119 Fol. 317 [19].
160 Ch. VII [103].
161 3.4.9.
162 20.
163 PG 159: 935 [omitted by CC 1].
'64 Fol. 317 [20].
161 Ch. VIII [104].
166 3.5.6.
167 21.
168 PG 159: 935 [omitted by CC 1].
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SANSOVINO:170 s'aspettaua it di della batteria generale.

LEONARDO:171 alii inopia accusabant.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:172 hauer bisogno proueder alla inopia de lafamiglia.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:173 A&rot SE CY1CEKpLVaVTO XEyovTES, 07L, U& TO' Vil

EXELV a6TO1J TL '1` TL ¶LELV.

SANSOVINO:174 Altri diceuano the essendo poueri, bisognaua the si andasseuo a
guadagnare it pane.

LEONARDO:175 0 quorum anime forte damnantur, Manuelis Giagari dudum inopis,
et Neophyti Hieromonaci Rhodii, si audeo dicere, praedonum non conservatorum rei
publicae.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:176 ma alcuni Greci, Manuel Jagari, et Neophito Jeronaco
Rodiani, ladri corsari non curauano conseruar el publico.
SANSOVINO:177 l'anime de quali hora son forse dannate cioe di Manuel Gregaro,
gid pouero, & di Neofito Hieromonaco da Rhodi ladroni, & non conseruatori della
Republica.
ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:178 AEya 6 MavouQ 6 Opcxyapoc KaL o LEpoµovaXOS,
6'600' eauRCYUTTjaaV OL 660 KaL EKAEPaVE Ta YXWpLa T'ijc aa6LXE'Lac.

LEONARDO:179 Ergo proclamatum est in castris edicto, ut quarto Kalendis Maii,
die videlicet Martis.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:180 Adoncha de commandamento des Signor Turcho fu fatta
proclama generale, the a quatro calende de mazo zoe Marti adi 28. mazo se dara la
battaglia.
SANSOVINO:181 Fu adunque bandito per tutto 1'essercito, the a uentito di Aprile it
Martedi.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:182 eµa15oµev PERaLWS, OTL EV &XT)14ELa ET{t T1Iv avpLOV
6 &1LTTpac TjroL1.LaUE XEpaaLOV TE KQL U8paLOV iro'XgiOV.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:183 ERdXavE bLaAaATjµo ELaE' oXo To povaudTo ELc
TLS 28 -rob MaLOV µTgVOk, TI[LEpa TpLTTI.

169 Fol. 317 [20].
170 Ch. VIII [104].
171 PG 159: 935 [omitted by CC 1].
172 Fol. 317 [20].
173 3.6.4 (with corrections for the erroneous accentuation printed in Grecu's edition).
174 Ch. VIII [104].
175 PG 159: 936 [omitted by CC 1].
176 Fol. 317 [22].
117 Ch. VIII [106].
178 23.
179 PG 159: 938 [CC 1: 156].
180 Fol. 320 [24].
181 Ch. IX [108].
1s2 3.8..1.
183 25.
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LEONARDO:'84 0 si audivisses votes ad caelum illatas, 'illala, Illala, Machomet
Russullala,' scilicet quod Deus est et semper exit et Machometus est servus eius,
quidem obstupuisses!
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:185 Tuto lo exercito audito tal comandamento del Signor
comincio afar festa et alegreza cridando li alla Macometh rossollola, cioe dio, e dio
sara et Macometto e servo de dio, cum gran stupore.
SANSOVINO:186 0 se hauesse udite le uoci andon al cielo (Illalla, Illalla, Maumeth
russollala, cioe the Dio e, & sempre sari, & Macometto a suo seruo) certo the si fa
rebbe stupito.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:187 Oi SE aKOUQaVTES EXapTIOav ALaV, KUL EV µ'.q YWVTj

iraVTES aXaXataVTES, eLWOV Ka7a T'rV EKELVWV yXWTTaV' "'AXXc , &AAa, MEEµETTI

PEOOUA cXAc," TOUT' EOTLV O $Ek TWV 15EWV KO'L o MaXoviei 0 1rpogI'TTIS au-
TOU. ' AK0Ua0 VTES SE i c EV Ti '66AEL T'v 'roaavTTI KpcxUyljV WOEL 4IXOV [LEyoCv

75aXa'OaiIS, TL apa rlv 11' Kpau-yrl.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:188 ToTE EpWVa: cxvE oXOL KUL EKCaµavE .teyaXov
aXaXaysOV KUL EAEycxVE' "'IAaXa', 'IAaXca, MOUXaI T pouaOMA 'AAAa." OEAEL va

"®EOS, ©EOC, O ito EVaL T<o VTa, KaL 6 MovXaµETTlc, 6W01\ EvaL 8oUX6c, TOU.

LEONARDO:189 propter quod ascitis senatu, baronibus, belli capitaneis et
commilitonibus ab imperatore universis.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:190 Et per questo chiamatti tutti li baroni in consejo capitani
j et condutieri dal imperatorfece tal ringha.
SANSOVINO:191 Et chiamato in Senato i Baronni, Capitani, e gli huomini di grado
dall'Imperador disse a tutti queste parole.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:192 Ouvoi>;as Tons Ev TEA-EL apXOVTEc KUL aapXoµEVOUg

KM 8TIR'''pXOUC, KUL EKO:TOVT0.'PXOUs Ka1 ETEpOUC, lrpOKpLTOUs OTpaTLWTas.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:'93 TOTE EKpcx e 6 (3a6LAEu' OAOUS TOMS apXOVTEc KUL

TOMS KalrETaVEOUS KUL AMC; TOUS Q'V8pES TOU 9rOAE11OU K0L TOUS e'6LAOL1rouc TTIS

XWpac.

LEONARDO:194 at ille salutis, gloriaeque suique oblitus, uti altam primo
magnanimitatem, ita posthac pusillanimitatem ostendit. Debuit enim, si vir erat, a se
ipse, vel saltm alium, qui stetisset loco sui, subrogare.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:195 Ma quello dimenticato de la salute et gloria sua-cosi
come da principio demonstraua uirilita, cosi dapoi monstra pusillanimita, doueua

'" PG 159: 938 (which prints vehementer instead of quidem) [CC 1: 158].
185 Fol. 320 [25].
1s6 Ch. IX [108].
1s7 3.7.10.
188 25.
189 PG 159: 938 [omitted by CC 1].
190 Fol. 320 [25].
'9' Ch. IX [108-109].
192

3.8.3.

193 26.
'94 PG 159: 941 [CC 1: 162].
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non poteua sofrir el dolor de laferita, sel era uiril non douea partirse de la sua posta,
uel saltem poner altri in suo loco.
SANSOVINO:196 Ma Giouanni dimenticato si vilta; quanta ch'egli haueua prima
mostrata grandezza & fortezza d'animo. Percioche egli doueua non potendo, patir it
dolor della ferita, & no partirsi sera huomo, o metter qualch'vno altro in suo luogo
chefosse stato huomo.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:197 VII µVTjµove(o v T'qS yevvaL0T7jT0c KaL TTIq

E'RLSTItELOTTrTOt KaL U'PETTIC TrV aPX1 EV ESELtEV.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:'98 0/COU EKa'LVE XPELa Va OTEKT] KaL VtY iroXEµa EWc

va a1rotgc vq E'LC "v TLnj TOU.

LEONARDO:199 refugit capitaneus in Pera, qui post Chium nauigans ex vulnere vel
tristitia inglorium transitumfecit.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:200 fugissene in Pera lo qual dapoi nauigando a Chio da la
ferita o piutoso da tristitia morite senza gloria.
SANSOVINO:201 Il Capitano sifuggi in Pera, & poi nauigando a Chio, si mori senza
gloria niuna, o per laferita, o per dolore ch'egli si presse della suafuggita.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:202 dXA' EV TW FaXa'r 1CEPakac aLUXpc EKEL TEAEUTQC

EK T711; 1CLKPLO:S KO:L WEPLYpoVT)OEWC.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:203 U' Lfl O Ka7<ETc VLOs EpvyE K0% ESLC ELC Ttiv

For Kwi U:a2 KEL ESLCYRn ELS T'1'V XLO Aa(3W.EV0C, KaL 1.aTEpou txa0i3aVE µE

EVTPOW' i.

LEONARDO:204 Crucifrxum posthac per castra praeviis tympanis deludendo
deportant; sputis, blasphemiis, obpropriis iterum processinaliter cruc fgunt, pilum
teucrale, quod zarchula vocant, capiti superponentes deludendo clamabant: Hic est
Deus Christianorum! 0 Dei patientiam! Bene videris iratus, bone Iesu, ut pro
peccatis nostris tantas iniurias iterum toleres indignatus!
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:205 Dapoi tolseno Christi crucifixo, et cum timpani et
tamburli cum sputi et blasfemie derisorie posto sopra la capo el xarcula ditto sessa
turchesca cridando diceuano: questo e dio de Christiani, 0 patientia de dio, ben pari
corozado, bon Jesu, the per li peccati nostri tanta iniuria toleri.

195 Fol. 320 [29].
196 Ch. XII [112].
197

3.9.7.

198 29.

199 PG 159: 941 [CC 1: 162].
200 Fol. 320 [29].
201 Ch. XII [112].
202 3.9.7.
203 29.
204 PG .159: 942 [CC 1: 166].
205 Fol. 321 [31].
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PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:206 dvoaLOUpyrjµa ra 7r)\E%aTa E7roLouv a La i9p1jvou oL
TOU avTLXpLVTOU 7rpo6poµoL. "&1 TWV aOtpWV EOU KpLµaTWV, XpiaTE RacLXEU, WS

&VEpIt'V1VEUETaL KaL E'LO'L.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:207 ...KaL KaTE3aaavE KaL TLS aiaupou5 airavW &7r0
rc IJ.OVaaTTIPLa KaL a7r0 ORES TLS EKKATIaLES KaL TOYS EKaTalraTOUaaVE.... BEE

[LOU, CrORWathriuE 1OU, O7rOU ypapo T[Y Kath KO:L TLS VTpoirec, O1rOU EK&µaVE ELC TO

yEVOS TWV XPLa'LO:VWV. "AS uW7raao! llcyaX'q viroµov\ T6 AEOU!

LEONARDO:208 Parta autem victoria Theucri bacchanalia festosque dies celebrant.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:209 Aquistata tanta uictoria el Signor Turco reducto in
Constantinopoli celebro cum li soi feste baccanale.
SANSOVINO:210 Acquistata la vittoria, i Turchi si misero a celebrar i Baccanali, &
afar festa.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:211 '0 6 dµrlp&S 711 vLKrl T1] µeyaAq E7rap$ELC KaL
1rXe aTTlc Lac 7rXTIa15etc KaL T1 V Ocppuv E7rap19ELS WµOS KaL dVEXET,IRWV

EcPaVTI.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:212 XoL7rOV, Waav EKaµavE TTI vLKTI, wpLaE O

aOUAT&VOS Kal EK& LaVE XapES [AEyaXES.

LEONARDO:213 Interea ex Chio in nostrum subsidium tres Genuenses armis,
militibus frumentoque conductae naves, unam imperatoris, quae ex Sicilia frumento
onusta adventarat, comitem ducebant. Quas ut mox vicinas urbi classis, quae
extrinsecus excubabat, applicare vidisset, concite strepentibus tympanis, tubis
sonantibus, intentibus nobis ivadit, fingens imperatoris navem expugnare velle.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:214 In questo tempo mezo da Chio uenne in soccorso nostro
tre naui genoese armate condutte cum formento. Una del imperator the de Sicilia
ueniua carga delformento. Le qual essendo uedute aproximar alla citade da l armada
turcha, the staua all guarda de fuora, leuate subito cum strepito de nachare tambure
et trombe sonante verso loro andono nui uedando, fenzendo uoler expugnar la naue
del imperator.
PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:215 ...7roXLOpKOUµEvT15 TTIS 7[OXEWC vfjES TpEis
ALyOUpLTaL EK XLOU popTOV Xc4OVTEc KaL avcµov TTIplla(xvTES TOv 1rXoUv 7rpOS

T)IA.nS ETrOLOUVTO. ALEpXOI1.EVWV (SE aUTWV EUpOV KaI5 ' OSOV KaL ETEpaV pLo:V

RaOLXLK71V VTIa EK ELKEXLaS ie'r& aLTOU EpXoµEVTIv...TpLTjpELS 70l &µ19P& L8OVTES

0 ac, WpµTlaaV KCYL EK TOU aTOAOU iepoS 7roXu KOCT' aUTWV ie'r 7raarls XapaS,

206 3.10.4-5 (with corrections of the errors in Grecu's printed text).
207 32.
208 PG 159: 942 [CC 1: 166].
209 Fol. 322 [31].
210 Ch. XIV [114].
211 3.11.3.
212 32-33.
213 PG 159: 931 [CC 1: 158-160].
214 Fol. 316 [13].
215

3.5.1.
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'LETC -rup.L7raVWV KUL KEpaTLVWV aaX7Cvy'yWV KpoTOUVTES, EV EUKOALOC

TQ'a&E 'r c Vfjcic aa'YTIVEUaaL.

ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:216 KUL ELS ONTO ijpdaVE TpLa Kapca(3L0: revou rjuLKa
IAE eva rob RCYOLNEWS lpOpTWREVO a'rc pL, T{OC LNOCSLOC KO L 'a'1\AE1; Tpo pES SLa
P0'1dELaV 110A7lS c7r0 TTjV XLO- opOLWS KUL crpµcxTa KaL aV15pW7roUS ELS
3ojELYV' KOL TO Kcpcx3L TOll 3oaiXEWS EpXETOVE O7r0

KUL WS 'r1Pi aVE KOVTOC E'LS TT v XWpa, Ta ELbavE oL TOUpKOL, 67101) EYUXOC'YO(VE TO
11

1E11.7ra, KU L ESLQCRijoav airav 6,; 'raa Kapi3Lot KUL E7rOXE OU'Yave.

V. Some Correspondences among Pusculo, Languschi-Dolfin,
and the Hypothetical Ignotus

In the following passage, Andronikos Kantakouzenos217 and Contarini are linked
together, while the reference to the band of "young men," multa iuventus / molti zoveni,
demonstrates the dependence of the two authors upon each other. Both authors link the
Greek defender Nikolaos Goudeles218 with Battista Gritti.

PUSCULO:219 Aurea porta datur ponto vicina sonanti / Cantacuzine tibi, duplici
circumdata muro / Andronice, ac geminis hinc inde et turribus altis / castelli in
morem conservans limina tuta. / Huic Catarinus adest Venetum de genie vetusta /
Contarina, illi parebat multa iuventus. / Creduntur, Nicolae, tibi, praefecte, Gudello, /
cui cognomen erat, Pegaeae lamina portae. / Haud illo inferior Grittus Baptista
fidelis / iungitur huic socius, Venetum decus, optimus illi /fulget in ore nitorfortique
pectore virtus.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:220 A la porta aurea verso mar mazor circumdata da do
muri depudata ad Andronicho Catacusino, cum Cattarin Contarini cum molti zoveni.
A la porta pagea Nicolo Guideli, apresso lui Batista Griti homo forte armato et
animoso.

Both Pusculo and Languschi-Dolfin name the Venetian bailo. They are also the only
sources to mention and supply the name of Minotto's secretary from Vicenza.

PUSCULO:221 Charsaeam servans Lontarius genie Briena /gaudet de socio clara de
gente Fabruci, Cornaria. / Hic Venetus Cretem generosus habebat. / Fide, arm is
ambo tutantur sorte suprema. / Regia Hieronymo mandatur celsa Minotto / qui
Venetis tunc urbe dabat pia iura Pelasga. / Huic comes et fidus Joannes scriba
Georgus / iunctus adest, civem sibi quem Vincentia premit.

216 17.
217 On this individual, cf. Ganchou, "Le Mesazon"; and idem, "Sur quelques erreurs," p. 68.
218 On Goudeles, cf our comments, supra, see. III; and Ganchou, "Le Mdsazon," pp. 257-258.
219 4.151-161 [CC 1: 206].
220 Fol-317 [17].
221 4.169-176 [CC 1: 208].
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LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:222 A la porta carsea Leondario Brion cum Fabricio
Cornero Candioto. A la porta del palazo regia deputato Hieronymo Minotto, alhora
bailo, cum Zanzorzi [= Zan Zorzi?] cancelliero de Uicenza.

Emmanuel Palaiologos is known to us from another document that lists some noble
refugees from Constantinople:223 Emanuel, Tomaso e Demetrio Paleologo con li suoi
huomini, but he is not cited by any other surviving source.

PUSCULO:224 Ast Xylina tenes, regis de gente vetusta /Palaeologe, prope estportum
quae liminaeportae, /Emmanuel.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:225 A la porta xilina apresso it porto deputato Hemanuel
Paleologo.

"Bamblacus/Zuan Blacho" has been identified with a Palaiologos Tzamblakon.226
Alternatively, it is quite possible to understand the name as "John Blachus." John is a
very common given name and Vlakhos is a prevalent patronymic at the time. After the
citation of Metokhites Palaiologos,227 the concluding phrase, in Pusculo with an
understood verb habet, while Languschi-Dolfin assumes the verb era, mentions the same
individual, despite the faulty spelling. Is he Alexios Laskaris Philanthropenos, who was
dispatched from Constantinople with an embassy to offer the crown to Constantine XI at
Mistra in 1449?

PUSCULO:228 Tibi diva tuam Theodosia servat / Bamblacus porta. Puteae
Metochitus adstans /Palaiologos habet. Platea Philantrochus [CC 1: Philanthropus].
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:229 A porta Theodosia Zuan Blacho. Al pozo metochito era
Theodoro Paleologo. Ala piaza Philanthropo.

In the following passage both authors mention John Kantakouzenos, but Languschi-
Dolfin then cites a "Longino." Is "Longino" simply an error or is it a misreading of the
editor for "Cantacusino," as the source here is Pusculo, who mentions the two
Cantacuzini? This is not the first time that a misreading of the manuscript has found its
way into print. Another mistake involving the famous Cyriacus of Ancona, transforms the
scholar/merchantlarchaeologist/epigraphist into a companion and tutor of Mehmed 11.230

222 Fol. 317 [17].
223 There survives a document that lists the number of refugees from the sack; its Italian versions
have been published by K. D. Mertzios, "llepi IIaXaLoXoyomv KOM "AXXwv E$yev5v KU)vaTavTLvou-

7roXvr iv," in TEpas KepapoiroOAAov (Athens, 1933), pp. 355-372; also cf. idem, "IIepi. Twv E.K
ALacpuyoVTWV," pp. 171-176.

224 4.179-181 [CC 1: 208].
225 Fol. 317 [17].
226 Ganchou, "Sur quelques erreurs," pp. 62-64.
227 Ibid., p. 63.
228 4.190-192 [CC 1: 208].
229 Fol. 317 [17].
230 This erroneous notion, that Cyriacus was with Mehmed II at this -time, has been discussed; cf.
supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," nn. 207-210.
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An emendation could be in order, which would change "Longino" to "Cantacusino" at
this point. In the next selection, Languschi-Dolfin clearly knows of Andronikos
Kantakouzenos.

PUSCULO:231 Humilem indignatus haberi / tres vocat ad sese, quorum sine mente
gerebat / Nil penitus, Lucam, geminosque Cantacusinos / Joannem Andronicumque,
quibus tradiderat urbem, /segue ipsum ignavus.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:232 A la porta de Sancto Romano Joanne Catacusino et
Androniko Longing, ma perito principal conseglier del Re.

PUSCULO:233 Furtim / detulit accelerans Machmetto nuntius audax / Angelus ex
Galata Zacharias, atque suorum / consilia expandit, manebat quae incendiant naves.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:234 Et questo intrauene per che tal deliberation fu per
Anzolo Zacharia de Pera faro saper al Signor Turco dato segno che, quando se
moureano da riuafarano segno defuogo da le mura de Pera.

Similar is the phraseology in the passage dealing with the Turkish siege tower:

PUSCULO:235 Lignea turris Brat celsas educta sub auras I Moenibus intentans urbis,
quam in margine fossae / Sustulerunt mediam portarum ad limina Teucri, / Ex Auro,
atque Fonte notant quam nomina puro, / Qua murum oppugnare parant, fossamque
replere / Hostes, ex alto jacta per concava terra, / Quam procul inde alii assidue
testudine longa, / Cratibus ac tecti nocteque, dieque ferebant. / Haec loca servabant
fortis Stornadus, et audax / Mollisrus, Venetus primus, Genuensis at alter, / Diruta
bombardis. Aberat nec longius inde / Viribus haud impar, Grittus, qui tendere contra
/ Ut vidit munimenta diu, frustraque sagittis / Eminus et telis Latios obstare: ruinam /
Igne meditatur subitam turrique: Latinos / Vocibus hortatur socios, civesque
Pelasgos.
LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:236 ala porta aurea...doue Turci haueno erecta una torre
lignea...se forzauano di et notte obtignir quella porta. A custodia de la qual era
deputato lo audace Bernardo Stornado, cum Mauritio Cataneo Genoese et Batista
Gritti, li quali uedendo cumforze non poter superar li apizono elfogo si grande, che
Turci custodi abandonarono la torrefinche tutto la materia fu consumata.

PUSCULO:237 Notare, to finis crudelior funere mansit. Namque videns gnatam
raptam, puerumque turanno, / ac stirpe geminam cernens occumbere dulcem, /
truncatam primo ante oculos, et sanguine sparsus, / sanguine natorum faciem, post
occidis ipse.

231 4.488-492 [omitted by CC 1].
232 Fol. 317 [17].
233 4.585-588 [omitted by CC 1].
234 Fol. 317 [16].
235 4.694-710 [omitted by CC 1].
236 Fol. 317 [18].
237 4.1070-1074 [omitted by CC 1].
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LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:238 Ma Chirluca non scapolo la pena de la malitia sua, the
nel suo conspetto fece occider do grandi sui fioli, laltro impubere zouenetto reservo a
sua luxuria et lui in ultimo cum sui baroni fu decapitato.

Turning to information that is supplied by Languschi-Dolfin alone, without an
apparent source (excepting perhaps Ignotus or Diedo's relazione), we note the following
chapters of Languschi-Dolfin that do not duplicate the information encountered in the
other sources. A summary of the chapter titles, without the narrative, is provided here, as
the passages are extensive:239

Come el Turcho hauea edifica un castello in bocca del bosforo et la naue the
pericolo.
Come fu lo excidio de Constantinopoli et a the modo.
Come el gran Turcho fece un priuilegio a Genoesi per hauerli data Pera.

These are not the only instances, as Languschi-Dolfin has worked into his narrative
information that is not supplied by other known sources. A typical example is provided in
his citation of an individual among the defenders by the name of da Drivasto, a
crossbowman:240

Non tropo distant a porta cynagon, e deputato Gabriel Triuisani soracomito cum la
zurma de do gallie a lui sottoposte cum Zorzi de Nicolo da Driuasto balestrier
ualoroso.

The unknown Da Driuasto may have been cited in the narrative of Ignotus. The presence
of Ignotus is further betrayed in the following passage:241

Erano etiam in porto tre galliace de Romania capitano Ms. Aloise Diedo, et do gallie
sotile s. Gabriel Treuisan et Zacharia Grioni, retignudi in soccorso della terra. Et
perche se auetteno the insalutato, se uoleuano partir per conforto del populo de
commandamento del imperator e del bailo, fono sescargate. Questa cosa fu molesta
al capitano, mercanti et galliotti, the a questo modo li fusse rotto li priuilegij soi dal
Imperator.

Information on Diedo and Trevisan can be found in Leonardo and Pusculo in the same
context, that is, the list of defenders and their positions on the fortifications and the
harbor. Thus Pusculo includes the following statement:242

Gabriel Trivisanus habebat / Cui geminae Venetum parebant forte triremes. /Regis
non ausus, rege referente, tueri / Tecta, maris Trepidus classi propriora paratae /

238 Fol. 321 [32].
239 Fol. 313 [4-5]; fol. 313 [5-8]; and fol. 322 [34-35], respectively. The passages are quoted in full
by Languschi-Dolfin.
"0 Fol. 317 [17].
241 Fol. 317 [14-15].
242 4.181-188 [omitted by CC 1].
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Litora delegit, facilis fuga ferret ut ipsum. / Hunc delecta manus iuvenum stipabat et
ingens I Murorum tractum complexa tenebat.

Leonardo's statement is similar:243

Gabriel Trivisano, subtilium galearum praefectus, nobilis Venetus, cordatissime a
porta Chinigo usque ad turrim Phanarii cum quadrigentis Venetis egregiis
decertabat.

Yet Languschi-Dolfin has added, in the same context, Grioni, who is absent in the
equivalent passages of his known sources. Perhaps Grioni was present in the same
context in the text of Ignotus.

243 PG 159: 935 [CC 1: 150].





Chapter 4

Myths, Legends, and Tales: Folk History

1. Troy and Constantinople

In 1581 Francesco Sansovino published one of his leading studies,' titled: Venetia Citta
Nobilissima. This work includes the author's descriptions of the narrative painting of
Venice's Great Council Hall. The painting was begun by Gentile Bellini in 1474 to
replace, with oil on canvas, the trecento fresco cycle then in existence. The undertaking
took considerable time and its first phase was not completed before 1523. In addition to
Gentile Bellini, other artists became involved: Giovanni Bellini, Carpaccio, Titian, and
Vivarini. In the custom of the period, it included portraits of well-known individuals.
Carpaccio's "section" portrayed the ritual of the consignment of the ducal umbrella. In
spite of the purely Venetian character of the scene, Carpaccio went out of his way to
include a number of Greek scholars, who had come to Venice as refugees after the
gradual annexation of Greece by Ottoman Turkey and after the fall of Constantinople in
1453. According to Sansovino's description, these well-known scholars were Janos
Argyropoulos, Demetrios Chalcondyles (= Khalko[ko]ndyles), Theodore Gaza, George
Trapezountios (so designated and erroneously identified as "George of Trebizond"), and
Manuel [= Emmanuel] Chrysoloras. They were all dressed, as Sansovino notes, alla
greca with capelli in capo. These were important figures who contributed much to the
education of Venetian noblemen in the studia humanitatis. Carpaccio labored on this
painting in 1511, by which year nearly all of these scholars were already dead, with the
possible exception of Khalkondyles, who appears to have been still alive, at least at that
moment .2 In fact, as has been justly noted,3 this portrayal of the five Greeks "constituted
a virtual chronology of Hellenic studies in quattrocento Italy." The complete monumental
opus was eventually destroyed in the fire of December 20, 1577. Portraits of these
famous individuals were included in the engravings executed by Tobias Stimmer for
Paolo Giovio's book 4 It would not be surprising if we were to discover that Stimmer had

' After its initial edition, this work was edited and reissued by Giovanni Stringa in the following
century (Venice, 1604). It was again reworked, with additional material, and re-edited by
Giustiniano Martinioni, who reissued it in two volumes in Venice in 1663 with a slightly expanded
title: Venetia citta nobilissima et singolare descritta in XIIII libri.
2 Geanakoplos, Interaction, p. 231, places his death in 1511.
3 Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity, p. 147; on this program and the difficulties involved with
chronology of the cycle of paintings, which does not seem to have been completed before 1531, cf.
Patricia Fortini Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the Age of Carpaccio (New Haven and
London, 1988), items 272-279 of the catalogue.
4 Paolo Giovio, Elogia virorum literis illustrium (Basel, 1577): Manuel Chrysoloras: fig. 41;
George Trapezountios: fig. 46; Janos Argyropoulos: fig. 50; and Demetrios Chalcondyles: fig. 55.
The portraits are reproduced in Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity, p. 147, and plates 158-162;
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actually seen the Venetian paintings before their destruction and included elements of the
lost work in his engravings.

Manuel Chrysoloras' commanding personality contributed considerably to the
introduction of the ancient Greek language to Renaissance Europe.5 He wrote the first
grammar of ancient Greek, which played an instrumental role in the circle of the new
intellectuals of the Italian Renaissance, the humanists, who went to great lengths in their
quest to learn Greek. Chrysoloras' tome, ' EpwTrlµara or Quaestiones, was printed and
reprinted, once Guttenberg's invention of the printing press began to replace the
manuscript with the modern book. Thus there are numerous examples of early
incunabula editions of this handbook and for a long time it served as the most basic tool
available to humanists who wished to study Greek.6

Chrysoloras was a Greek by birth, traveled widely throughout Europe, accepted
Catholicism, and died abroad. His career prefigures the professional lives of various
Greek scholars who had abandoned their homeland in search of comfortable professorial
positions in the humanistic environment of Renaissance Italy. Under less fortunate
circumstances in subsequent years, other Greek intellectuals sought to escape the
economic hardships of their homeland and its precarious position under the constant
threat of annexation by the Ottoman Turks. They came to Italy in an endless stream,
searching for comfortable professorial chairs. At first, this wave of migrating intellectuals
from Constantinople was welcome. Thus George Gemistos Plethon, the famous
Neoplatonist philosopher and the most original thinker of the Greek Middle Ages,
received a warm welcome in Florence as a member of the Greek delegation that
participated in the famous Council of Florence in 1438/1439. His presence in Florence
revived the study of Platonism in Italy. Chrysoloras had paved the way, as his student,
Leonardo Bruni, the Chancellor of the Signoria at Florence, had already translated about

and in Staikos, Xapra `EAAfvLKij Tviroypacpias. Stimmer's engraving of Chrysoloras does
not derive from a pen drawing of Chrysoloras teaching Greek in the Studium at Florence and
probably was executed by one of his students (Musee du Louvre Paris, Departement des Dessins,
no. 9849); cf. Cammelli.

Cf. among others, Geanakoplos, Byzantium and the Renaissance; idem, Interaction, pp. 226 ff.;
Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, passim; and Zakythinos, McTa#vl'avriva Kai NEa ' pp.

209-231. In addition, cf. Sabbadini, "L'ultimo Ventennio," pp. 321-336; Mercati, "Una notiziola su
Manuele Crisolora," pp. 65-69; Thomson, pp. 76-82; and Staikos, Xapra Tris ' EAArlvucij

T nro-ypa piaq. In addition, cf. now Nancy Bisaha, Creating East and West: Renaissance
Humanists and the Ottoman Turks: Fashioning the Other in 15`h Century Italy (Philadelphia, 2004).
6 The editio princeps in Venice ca. 1471 by the printer Adam de Ambergau [= Oberammergau]:
mostly a Latin rendition, perhaps under the care of Chrysoloras' famous student, Guarino Veronese
(1370-1460); cf. R. Sabbadini, Guarino Veronese e it suo epistolario (Salerno, 1885); idem, Vita di
Guarino Veronese (Genoa, 1891); and idem, La scuola e gli studi di Guarino Guarini Veronese
(Catania, 1896). Next appeared an edition of Chrysoloras' Greek text facing a Latin translation.
Giovanni da Reno in Vicenza probably printed it in 1475/1476. An anonymous printer, in all
likelihood Stephanus Corallus, in Parma ca. 1481, then produced an edition. The first dated edition
(Venice, 1484) was by the printer Pellegrino Pasquale (in the house of Pasqualibus and Dionysius
Bertochus). Furthermore, the 'Epcorrlµara qualifies as the first printed Greek book to include a
table of Corrigenda: the edition was by Demetrios Khalkokondyles (Chalcondyles) in Milan, ca.
1493. On this influential grammar book, in general, cf. A. Pertusi, " ' Epw"Wa ra. Per la storia e le
fonti delle prime grammatiche greche a stampa," Italia Mediovale e Umanistica 5 (1962): 321-35'1.
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six works of Plato in the early decades of the quattrocento. And during Plethon's visit,
Candido Decembrio attempted to complete a translation of Plato's Republic that his
father, Uberto, had begun earlier. Plethon himself established personal contacts with
important humanists such as Nicolaus Cusanus, Cardinal Cesarini, Ambrogio Traversari,
Poggio Bracciolini, Leon Battista, Peter of Calabria (Pietro Vitali), Ugo Benzi, and Paolo
Toscanelli. At Florence Plethon gave a series of lectures on the differences between
Aristotle and Plato, which had an important impact, as Marsilio Ficino later claimed that
they inspired the formation of the Platonic Academy that was established by Cosimo de'
Medici.7

Under the influence of such Greek scholars Constantinople came to be regarded by
Italian humanists as a living museum, a virtual library of Alexandria, and western
intellectuals entertained hopes of discovering in Constantinopolitan private and monastic
libraries manuscripts of classical texts that had been lost to Europe since the beginning of
the Middle Ages. This unfulfilled hope provided the basis for the famous lamentations
over the fall of Constantinople to the Turks in 1453 by Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini, who
was destined to become Pope Pius II. The sack of 1453 eliminated, to his dismay, this
museum in one day and he voiced expressions of sorrow over the event on a number of
occasions. His remarks underscore the distinguished role that Constantinople had played
for western humanists, as the Greek capital had stood for so long as the only remaining
bridge between their world and ancient wisdom:8

...nemo Latinorum satis videri doctus poterat, nisi Constantinopoli per tempus
studuisset. Quodqueflorente Roma doctrinarum nomen habuerunt Athenae, id nostra
tempestate videbatur Constantinopolis obtinere. Inde nobis Plato redditus, inde
Aristotelis, Demosthenis, Xenophontis, Thuchididis, Basilii, Dionisii, Origenis et
aliorum multa Latinis opera diebus nostris manifestata sunt, multa quoque infuturum
manifestanda sperabamus.... Nunc ergo et Homero et Pindaro et Menandro et
omnibus illustribus poetis secunda mors erit. Nunc Graecorum philosophorum
ultimus patebit interitus.

...no Latin could ever be considered educated, unless he had studied in
Constantinople. The famous name that Athens enjoyed when Rome flourished was
held by Constantinople in our own age. From there returned to us Plato, Aristotle,
Demosthenes, Xenophon, Thucydides, Basil, [Pseudo-]Dionysius [the Areopagite],
Origen, and many others that became available to the Latins nowadays. There were
many other works, which we hoped to uncover.... But now this will be the second
death of Homer, of Pindar, of Menander, and of all the illustrious poets. This will be
the final passing of the Greek philosophers.

Elsewhere the future pope laments the loss of manuscripts:

7 Woodhouse, esp. ch. 9; A. Pertusi, "In margine alla questione dell'Umanesimo bizantino: it
pensiero politico del cardinal Bessarione e i suoi rapporti con it pensiero di Giorgio Gemisto
Pletone;" Rivista di Studi Byzantini e Neoellenici 5 (1968): 95-104.
B Wolkan, pp. 189-202.
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Quid de libris dicam, qui illic erant innumerabiles, nondum Latinis cogniti? Heu, quot
nunc magnorum nomina virorum peribunt? Secunda mors ista Homero est, secundus
Platoni obitus. Ubi nunc philosophorum aut poetarum ingenia requiremus? Extinctus
estfons Musarum.

What am I to say about the innumerable books that were there, still unknown to the
Latins? Alas, will the name of such great men perish now? This is the second death of
Homer, the second passing of Plato. Where shall we seek philosophical and poetical
genius? The Fountain of the Muses has run dry.

To a great extent, the fears expressed by Aeneas Silvius were real. From a different
source we discover that manuscripts appropriated by the Turks quickly were destroyed,
sold for pennies, or disposed of irreverently in the early hours of the sack.9

As the Greek Empire under the Palaiologan dynasty lost its momentum in the High
Middle Ages, in the reigns of the last three emperors, the Greeks became completely
dependent upon western financial institutions and on western military support in their
struggle against the Ottoman Turks.1° A new attitude emerged and produced an

9 CC 1: 46. From a document dated ap. s. Petr. a 1453, viii, id. octob. pontiff anno septimo [_
Rome, October 4, 1453] (Reg. 401, fol. 47, Secret Archives of the Vatican, published in Pastor, 2,
Appendix, Document 22 [pp. 524-525]), we learn that Bishop Leonardo of Chios, who had
participated in the defense and had been captured and ransomed on the very first day of the sack,
found time to buy books plundered from a library: Et sicut eadem petitio subjungebat venerabilis
frater poster Leonardus archiepiscopus Methalinensis [= Mytilinensis], ord<inis> fratrum
praedicatorum professor in Constantinopoli et Pera ... ipseque archiepiscopus duo missalia et
unum breviarium et nonnullos alios libros dict<a>e libraria<e> deputatos emere non dubitaverit.
In general, however, it appears that at the time of the fall, Constantinople did not possess
"treasures" in ancient books that the western humanists hoped were there. Constantinople's
libraries had steadily lost books since the days of the Fourth Crusade and the books that seem to
have been available at this time were mainly ecclesiastical texts and not the ancient classics. Cf. K.
A. Manaphes, Al EV KWL9TaVTLVOVIr6AEt BtfAt073r1KaL AUTOKpaTOpLKO:L Kul IIaTpupXLK) Wit

7rEp( Tilt/ Ev AUTaLS XELporypocpmv r'ns 'AAW'uccog (1453), EELpa ALaTpt.[36v KQL

MEAETrj t 'rav 14 (Athens, 1972), esp. pp. 130-148.
10 On the Palaiologan dynasty, cf., in general, Constance Head, Imperial Twilight: The Palaiologos
Dynasty and the Decline of Byzantium (Chicago, 1977); G. Ostrogorsky, "The Palaeologi," in The
Cambridge Medieval History, 4: The Byzantine Empire, Part I: Byzantium and Its Neighbours, ed.
Joan M. Hussey (Cambridge, 1966): ch. 8; idem, History of the Byzantine State, trans. Joan Hussey
(New Brunswick, 1969), pp. 450-573; A. A. Vasiliev, A History of the Byzantine Empire, 324-
1453, 2 (Madison, 1961): ch. 9. More specialized studies of individual emperors are provided by D.
J. Geanakoplos, Emperor Michael Palaeologus and the West, 1258-1282: A Study in Byzantine-
Latin Relations (Cambridge, MA, 1959; repr. 1974); Angeliki E. Laiou, Constantinople and the
Latins: The Foreign Policy ofAndronikos 11, 1282-1328 (Cambridge, MA, 1972); Ursala V. Bosch,
Kaiser Andronikos III Palaiologos. Versuch einer Darstellung der byzantinische Geschichte in den
Jahren 1321-1341 (Amsterdam, 1965); V. Parisot, Cantacuzene, homme d'etat et historien (Paris,
1845); Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus; Mijatovich; D. M. Nicol, The Reluctant Emperor: A
Biography of John Cantacuzene, Byzantine Emperor and Monk, c. 1295-1383 (Cambridge, 1996);
idem, The Immortal Emperor: The Life and Legend of Constantine Palaiologos, Last Emperor of
the Romans (Cambridge, 1992); idem, Byzantium and Venice: A Study in Diplomatic and Cultural
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unflattering picture of a typical Greek scholar clutching bits and pieces of ancient
manuscripts in an endless search for better circumstances. These were the homeless
individuals, the men without a country, whose capital has been practically reduced to the
status of a beggar client. During the course of the quattrocento, Europe hosted two Greek
emperors and numerous emissaries of the Constantinopolitan court in search of financial
and military aid. In the beginning, when Chrysoloras and Emperor Manuel II made their
way to the west, to the far west, as far as the Greeks were concerned, the novelty of the
spectacle of a Greek emperor visiting Italy, France, and England created a sensation and
evoked pity. But as these state visits became more frequent and the accompanying
requests for aid multiplied, the begging Greeks were viewed increasingly as pests than as
dignified emissaries of an ancient culture that they were seeking so desperately to
preserve. Furthermore, during the reigns of the last two Palaiologoi, when there was a
virtual exodus of Greek intellectuals to the west, the Italians encountered a flood of
Greek refugees invading their shores. At the same time Constantinople itself became
totally dependent on Venice and other states for support. So extensive was the
subordination of Constantinople to the west that during the siege of 1453, the Greek
emperor, Constantine XI Draga Palaiologos, had to rely mainly on his Venetian allies
and on his Genoese mercenaries to defend his city against the Turkish sultan. By then
Constantine XI's capital had become a dying city. Large segments of the population had
migrated elsewhere and whole neighborhoods had been abandoned. In the period before
the fall, with a steadily declining population, Constantinople became a shadow of the
former magnificent capital of the Middle Ages.11 When it came to the actual defense, the
emperor had few resources at hand. The west was clearly aware of these acute problems,
but little was done to help the Greeks. After the fall, when Europe confronted a new
configuration of states in the Levant, belated plans called for future crusades and
Constantinople assumed the position that Jerusalem had enjoyed in earlier days when
crusades had been fashionable. After 1453, however, the days of the crusades had
subsided, and the image of the victorious Turk dominated the scene.12

In this general climate, marked by despondency and depression, European humanists
struggled to view the fall of Constantinople in a scholarly context. While the image of the
Turk as a savage barbarian continued to be employed in popular literature, a few
intellectuals attempted to bring the Turks into the humanistic sphere. In time, the Turk
was rehabilitated in some circles, and was even welcomed within the world of the
humanists as a long-lost relative. Since the late fourteenth century, the Turks had been
viewed as descendants of the ancient Trojans. The Latin term employed to designate a
Turk was not only Turcus but also Teucrus. Teucri was, of course, the well-known term

Relations (Cambridge, 1988); and Philippides, Constantine XI Draga. Palaeologus. In addition, cf.
OGN; and P. Lock, The Franks in the Aegean 1204-1500 (London and New York, 1995).
11 A. M. Schneider, "Die Bevolkerung Konstantinopels im XV. A.," Nachrichten der Akademie der
Wissenschaften in Gottingen, philos.-hist. Klasse 9 (1949): 234-244. For the conditions of the
buildings in the sack of 1453, cf. Inalcik, "The Policy of Mehmed II toward the Greek Population
of Istanbul," pp. 231-249. In addition, cf. MCT, p. 83, who estimates a population of 45,000-
50,000; cf. Barker, Manuel 11 Palaeologus, pp. 291-295; and D. Jacoby, "La population de
Constantinople a 1'6poque byzantine: un probleme de ddmographie urbaine," Byz 31 (1961): 81-
109.
12 For details, cf. SOC, ch. 1.
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that in his Aeneid the celebrated Vergil had used in antiquity for the Trojans.13 This
notion gained momentum after 1453.

The Italians were not unique in the formation of this attitude. Troy had been claimed
as the ancestor of many cities in Europe, including Venice, as we shall presently see, and
even the Greeks of Constantinople, with their archaizing tendencies, had always
employed classical terms, which no longer held valid meaning, to indicate contemporary
ethnic groups. Thus the Albanians were often styled "Illyrians"; the Slavs were called
"Thracians," "Sarmatians," or "Tribalians"; the Mongols had been renamed "Scythians";
and the Hungarians were assigned the Roman appellation, "Pannonians."14 Similarly,
educated Greeks in Constantinople had long employed the classical term "Persians" for
the Turks. While Teucrus gained momentum in the west, it should be emphasized that not
all humanists accepted this equation. For example, Francesco Filelfo'5 and Nikolaos
Sekoundinos, the Greco-Italian interpreter who brilliantly translated Latin conversations
into Greek and Greek speeches into Latin during the Council of Florence,16 never

13 On the transformation of Turks into Trojans, cf. S. Runciman, "Teucri and Turci," in Medieval
and Middle Eastern Studies in Honor of Aziz Suryal Atiya, ed. A. Hanna (Leiden, 1972), pp. 344-
348; T. Spencer, "Turks and Trojans in the Renaissance," Modern Language Review 47 (1952):
330-333; A. Lindner, "Ex mala parentela bona sequi seu oriri non potest: The Trojan Ancestry of
the Kings of France," Bibliotheque d'Humanisme et Renaissance 40 (1978): 497-512; and, more
recently, Hankins, pp. 111-209, esp. 139-143. For the classical tendencies of Khalkokondyles, cf. J.
Harris, "Laonikos Chalkokondyles and the Rise of the Ottoman Turks," Byzantine and Modern
Greek Studies 27 (2003): 153-170; and for an exhaustive investigation of such themes in the
Renaissance, cf. now the meticulous study of Margaret Meserve.
14 Such is the case with two scholarly Greek historians of the quattrocento: Laonikos
Khalkokondyles in his famous 'Afro&EL eLc 'IaropLmv, Historiarum Demonstrationes; and with
Kritoboulos' ,=uyyparpr c'Iaropc iv, Critobuli Imbriotae Historiae. On these historians, cf. M.
Philippides, "Early Post-Byzantine Historiography," in The Classics in the Middle Ages, eds. A. S.
Bernardo and S. Levin. Medieval and Renaissance Texts and Studies 69 (Binghamton, 1990): 253-
265.
15 On Filelfo, cf now Robin, Filelfo. We should recall that this famous humanist was related to the
Chrysoloras family; some members of that family were captured in the sack of 1453. Filelfo wrote
a number of letters explaining his attempts to ransom them; cf. Legrand, Cent-dix lettres grec de
Francois Filelfe, esp. pp. 63-68, which mention the fate of his Greek mother-in-law. Cf., e.g., a
letter (66) addressed to his friend, the physician Pierre Tomasi (January/February, 1454), in which
he also laments the loss of Constantinople: ...non solum quod et socrum mihi carissimam
Manfredinam Auriam, nobilissimam et prudentissimam feminam, ac duas eius et socri mei
Johannios Chrysolorae, pratestantissimi equitis aurati et erudissimi viri, filias, meorum quatuor
filiorum materteras, in obscuram servitutem a barbaris et teterrimis Turcis actas audio, sed eo
magis quod ea urbe etiam matre sum usus et altrice educatriceque inventaeque studiorum meorum.
Again Francesco makes mention of his Greek relatives in a letter dated -rA 'rtpo vwvrav Louviou, ETEL
puvb' [June 4, 1454] (Legrand, Cent-dix lettres grec de Francois Filelfe, p. 69): '0 Ta6Tgv aol. Tr)v
E rw'roXY1V do RobouS ApoµoKaTr)s 6 XpuaoAwp&S EV K IbELo c VOµw I V (VV Tu7XOCve , 0.7x0 70U

Tv,; 1inTp6s ye'vout. "EGTL be KaXos Karyo oc rivjp, XUarr)pov µEpoc T'rj(; apTl, 'YEV%LEvrIS Ka'fa
T,jv NEav 'Pr)iiv [= Constantinople] SuaTUXIav. A4 0V ouv TCil avbpi, rpLAY Kal ouyyevei..... There
has been no scholarly study on Filelfo's Greek relatives by marriage, who also happen to be distant
relatives of Manuel Chrysoloras.
16 On Nikolaos Sekoundinos, cf. Mastrodemetres, NcK6Aaor EEKovv&ivoc. In addition, cf. supra,
ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.B. 11. It should be added that Bishop Leonardo
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employed the term Teucrus. After the fall of Constantinople some humanists uncovered
another classical connection in the sack itself It was then said that in 1453 the Ottoman
Turks avenged the sack of Troy that had taken place in antiquity, and that in 1453
Mehmed II, the Turkish sultan, acted in retaliation for the murder of Priam and his family
by the Achaean Greeks of the Bronze Age.17

Views expressed by some defenders of Constantinople in 1453 assisted in the creation
of this notion. Ubertino Pusculo, an Italian scholar and a humanist from Brescia, was an
eyewitness to the events. He had traveled to Constantinople before the commencement of
hostilities in order to perfect his Greek, as others had done before him,'8 following the
advice of Chrysoloras, who had urged his students to visit the Greek capital if they
wished to achieve proficiency in ancient Greek, which they could then put to good use
and translate Greek texts into Latin. Chrysoloras, we should recall, was one of the first
advocates to encourage the translation of the Greek classics. In fact, it has been observed
with justification19 that Chrysoloras was the father of translations. He did not favor the
word-for-word translation, or as he called it, verbum de verbo; his method is better
described as being translation ad sensum, which his students adopted. Chrysoloras'
student, Leonardo Bruni, employed for the first time, as far we can see, the word
traducere and traductio to indicate our term "translation."20

Giustiniani always used in his account the term T<h>eucrus, "Trojan," to designate the Turks. But
nowhere in his narrative does he bring up the corollary view that his T<h>eucri were descendants
of the Trojans. In fact, he never mentions Troy in his narrative, even though he must have been
aware of the circumstances of ancient Troy, for he had a thorough classical education, as is evident
throughout his narrative. The first occasion that Troy is mentioned in a narrative is by Languschi-
Dolfin 58: Da tanta uictoria sgonfatto el gran Turco disse, hauerse uindicato de la uiolation de la
uergine Troiana facta nel tempio de Pallas.
17 It should be emphasized that in the comparison of Troy with Constantinople, the humanists made
no use in the least of the medieval tales and romances about Troy, but turned their attention to the
actual stories from antiquity. For the medieval tales, cf. M. R. Scherer, The Legends of Troy in Art
and Literature (New York and London, 1963). On this topic, cf. M. Philippides, "History Repeats
Itself: Ancient Troy and Renaissance Istanbul," in Istanbul Universitesi 550. Yd Uluslararasa
Bizans ve Osmanli Sempozyumu (XV. Yiizycl) 30-31 Mayas 2003. 550`h Anniversary of the Istanbul
University. International Byzantine and Ottoman Symposium (XY`h Century) 30-31 May 2003, ed.
Siimer Atasoy (Istanbul, 2004), pp. 41-68. Cf. M. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453:
Classical Comparisons and the Circle of Cardinal Isidore," Viator: Medieval and Renaissance
Studies 38/1 (2007): 349-383.
18 On Pusculo, cf. P. Guerrini, "Un umanista bagnolese prigioniero dei Turchi a Costantinopoli e a
Rodi," Brixia sacra 6 (1915): 261-271; V. Zabughin, "Ubertino Pusculo da Brescia e la sua
`Constantinopolis'," Roma e 1'Oriente 5 (1915): 26-50; and M. Paulova, "L'empire byzantin et les
Tcheques avant la chute de Constantinople," BS 14 (1953): 210-212. In addition, cf supra, ch. 1:
"Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.7.
19 Cammelli, p. 85. Students of Chrysoloras who translated Greek works into Latin include Guarino
Veronese (Strabo and Plutarch); Leonardo Bruni (Aristotle, Aeschines, Demosthenes and Plutarch);
Jacopo Angeli (Ptolemy, Plato, Plutarch and Aeschines); and Pier Candido Decembrio (Xenophon,
Plato and Appian), among others.
20 Epistolario di Guarino Veronese, raccolto ordinato illustrato da R. Sabbadini, 2 [= Miscellanea
di Storia Veneta edita per cura della R. Deputazione Veneta di Storia Patria, serie terza, 11],
(Venice, 1916): 270.
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Ubertino Pusculo became an eyewitness to the chaotic situation that preceded the
siege. During the onslaught, he seems to have fought on the walls along with other
Italians and during the sack he was captured by the Turks, as he himself records in a
biographical couplet at the end of his work. We restate this elegiac coda, which furnishes
the following information:21

Brixia me genuit civem, Ubertinum Puscula honesta
gens tulit: haec ausus talia qui cecini.

Me Constantini studiis urbs dulcis habebat,
cum cecidit bello: Barbara praeda fui.

I, Ubertino, was born a citizen of Brescia. I am a member of the honest family of
Pusculo. I participated in the events that I relate. I was in the pleasant city of
Constantine [Constantinople] when it fell in the war. I was booty of the barbarian
[Turks].

Pusculo found his way to the island of Rhodes, which was protected by the Order of the
Knights of Saint John. Departing from the Hospitallers, Pusculo returned to Italy. There
he sought employment in the service of an influential personality, the cardinal Santa
Croce Angelo Capranica,22 and dedicated a scholarly poem that he had written to the
cardinal's brother.

As regards his poem on the siege, Pusculo was a participant who had seen, met, and
even conversed with many Italian and Greek defenders, whose activities, operations, and
positions on the walls he meticulously noted in his work. Needless to say, his poem is of
the utmost value for the historian. Pusculo's work was printed in the eighteenth century,23
but that inferior edition used only the manuscript housed in Venice's Marciana Library.
The same text, without improvements, was reprinted in the nineteenth century.24

Pusculo was the quintessential Renaissance scholar. As a humanist, he took care to
dress his epic poem in a classical toga. In his Vergilian mode, Pusculo used consistently
the term Teucri for the Turks, equating them with Vergil's Trojans. Not once did he
employ the term Turci. His description of the sack bears a strong resemblance to the sack
of Troy as described by Vergil in Book IV of the Aeneid.

21 CC 1: 199, with the comment: Alla fine del poema si leggono in alcuni codici i...due distici di
cattere autobiographico. Cf. supra, ch. 3, p.141.
22 Cf. supra, ch. 3, n. 9.
23 Bregantini, Miscellanea di vane operette, 1: 225-447; the text was based on a transcription of the
codex Marc. lat. XII 73 (4381) (c. 1470 in the hand of Cristoforo Regazzoli) that had been made by
Gervasi.
24 A. Ellissen, ed., Analekten der mittel- and neugriechischen Literatur, 3 (Leipzig, 1857):
Appendix, 12-83. Selections that are based on all of the manuscripts (with Italian translation) are
published in CC 1: 204-214 (without an apparatus criticus); unfortunately these are only selections
and the entire text has never been printed. In addition to the codex in Venice (supra, n. 23), the
following manuscripts exist: Bergon. Bibl. Civ. lat. F. V. 21 (c. 1465 in the hand of Giovanni
Francesco, barbitonsor); Parmens. Bibl. Palat. lat. 1583 (c. 1470); Bellun. Bibl. Semin. Gregor. lat.
25; and Patav. Bibl. Semn. lat. 125.
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Pusculo was not the only humanist poet to present contemporary Turco-Byzantine
material in classical tones. The son of Francesco Filelfo, Giovanni Mario (also cited as
Giammario and as ' Ie&vvrlc M&pLoc by his father), wrote an epic poem, the Amyris, the
Emir's Epic. In this poem, Filelfo had praise for the Turks and for the sultan, whose title
he reproduces as "emir." The poem had been commissioned by an Anconitan merchant,
Othman di Lillo Ferducci, who was very proud of his ties to the house of Sultan Murad
II. According to Giovanni Mario, the Turks were the descendants of the Trojans and his
Vergilian hexameters suggest that they punished the Greeks for injustices perpetrated in
antiquity. In his last book, however, Filelfo appears to change his mind and urges a
crusade against the Turks.25

Thus humanists equated fifteenth-century Constantinople with ancient Troy, and in
their view the Greeks of Constantinople were destined to suffer at the hands of "these
modern Trojans" the indignities experienced by the ancient Trojans during the sack of
their city by the Greek Achaeans. The humanists even concluded that the sack and
devastation of the Greek capital in 1453 was a justified act of revenge intended to correct
past injustices. Thus the circumstances of the sack of Troy and its drama were repeated.26
Tales were then invented to accommodate this fiction, even though their details violated
historical reality. The parallel was so popular that it even entered Greek humanistic
circles and the last Athenian historian, Laonikos Khalkokondyles,27 a relative of
Demetrius Chalcondyles, the humanist professor in Italy, makes reference to it.
Khalkokondyles probably completed his detailed account of the origin and rise of the
Ottoman Turks while resident in Italy, where his own relative, Demetrios, had been well
established as a successful professor of Greek in Florence.28 Laonikos had contacts with

25 G. M. Filelfo, Amyris, ed. A. Manetti (Bologna, 1978); also cf. Hankins, pp. 140-143. On this
personality and work, cf. now Bisaha, ch. 2.
26 Hankins, pp. 138-139. It should be added, nevertheless, that this equation between Trojans and
Turks was not original. In an earlier period, the crusading Franks were thought to be related to the
Turks, as both were believed to be descendants of Trojans. At least this is the equation that can be
traced back to the anonymous chronicler who had composed the Gesta Francorum et Aliorum
Hierosolimitanorum at the end of the eleventh and the beginning of the twelfth century. On this
early equation, cf. S. Runciman, A History of the Crusades, 1: The First Crusade and the
Foundation of the Kingdom of Jerusalem (Cambridge, 1951): 187, and 328-330.
27 Khalkokondyles can be viewed as the last Athenian historian or as the first historian of "modem"
Athens. On Khalkokondyles, cf. Philippides, "Early Post-Byzantine Historiography"; W. Miller,
"The Last Athenian Historian: Laonikos Chalkokondyles," JHS 42 (1922): 35-49; and, for the
family in general, Kampouroglous, esp. pp. 104-17 1.
28 On Demetrius Chalcondyles (1424-1511), cf. Kambouroglous, pp. 171-211; Geanakoplos,
Interaction, pp. 231-254; and Staikos, pp. 215-245. It should be emphasized, nevertheless, that
Khalkokondyles had his own contacts with humanists in Italy, in addition to the scholars that he
could have met through his relative Demetrius. Thus Khalkokondyles had managed to impress,
with his erudition, the famous Cyriacus of Ancona, when the latter had visited Mistra in the days
before the fall. Khalkokondyles guided the Italian antiquary through the ruins of ancient Sparta.
Cyriacus described Khalkokondyles as egregie latinis atque grecis litteris eruditu<s>, and further
commented on his tour of Sparta: vna comitatus dilectissimo Atheniense iuuene prefato
Chalcocandele ad antiqua & celerrima illa Spartanae ciuitatis monumenta reuisenda venimus. Cf.
Bodnar, Cyriacus of Ancona, p. 58. On Cyriacus and his influential circle of humanist friends cf.
now Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity. pp. 81-91.
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humanistic circles, and his work echoes the popular equation in circulation without
elaborate details:29

...60KEL Se Tj i;up. popes anTTl tE'y ci, TWV KaTa TTIV OLKOUN.EV'YIV U1tEpRaXE haL T4J

1ra&L, Rat TTI T4)V 'IMou 1rapaltXTlai,av ycyoVEVaL, 81KTIV yEVEa&ii 'rov 'IX'Lou &ir

TciV aap3apo v roc "EXXiiaL - lraaaU81 &1roXo1UµEV0LS...TTIV TLaLV do-LXI o L

To%s "EXXTIaL TTjc 1ra:XaL 1ro'e yevoµEvTlc 'IX'Lou i u.upopac.

It looks as if this disaster [= the sack of Constantinople] surpassed in suffering all
others throughout the world. And it was similar to the sack of Ilium [= Troy]. The
Greeks were destroyed by the barbarians [= Turks]... who came to exact vengeance
from the Greeks for the sack of Ilium [= Troy].

Thus the image of the Turk as an avenger of old wrongs was created. In the west, once
the parallel was fashioned, more analogies and similar circumstances were sought and
even created. It is clearly a case where history is forced to repeat itself, stretched out on a
Procrustean bed to produce the desired image. In stories and tales that circulated after the
fall, the participants in the siege and sack seem to re-enact the roles of their ancient
counterparts in the sack of Troy. Constantine XI, who had fallen in a desperate struggle
against the sultan's janissaries at the Gate of Saint Romanos or nearby at the western
walls,30 appears in humanistic literature as Priam, the king of Troy who sought sanctuary
in a sacred precinct during the sack, after the Greeks had descended from the horse and
had opened the gates of Troy. The cold facts of history clearly and unambiguously state
that Constantine XI and his courtiers perished in the vicinity of the walls in a heroic last
stand. Yet historical reality was raped; facts were twisted to recreate the old story of
Troy. Tales claimed that Constantine XI had perished under circumstances reminiscent of
his ancient predecessor, Priam, who, in the company of his family, had fled to the
temples of Zeus and Athena. It was said that on May 29, 1453, the Greek emperor, along
with his wife and children, sought sanctuary in Hagia Sophia. The entire family was
dispatched indoors, by the very altar of the famous church.31 It makes no difference that
the historical Constantine XI had neither wife nor children, and that he died defending his

29 Laonici Chalcocandylae Historiarum Demonstrationes 2: 166-167.
30 On the general sector and location of Saint Romanos, cf. Pears, Appendix I, pp. 429-435, who
unconvincingly argues that the Pempton should be identified as the Gate of Saint Romanos
according to the sources of 1453; PaL 2: 115, n. 28. Cf. our discussion, infra, ch. 5: "The Land
Fortifications."

For the oral and written legends, as they concern the "Ei&aLc Xpovunj and the Chronicle of
1570 in its several redactions that address the death of the last emperor, cf. D. Sakel, "Sixteenth-
Century Tales of the Last Byzantine Emperor," in Motos Guirao and Morfakidis Filact6s, eds., 2:
98-111.
3) The first time this fictitious last empress of Constantinople appears in the historical record is in
the Slavonic narrative of Nestor-Iskander. For references to this "empress," cf. Hanak and
Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 29 (pp. 46-47); 48 (pp. 62-
63); 76 (pp. 86-87); 79 (pp. 88-89); and esp. 83 (pp. 92-93). On Nestor-Iskander and his account of
the siege of 1453, cf supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy,"
sec. IV, text with nn. 159-168.
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capital at the walls. This fiction is expressed in a sixteenth-century verse chronicle
ascribed to Hierax, an official at the patriarchate of Constantinople, who relates the last
moments of the emperor and of his suppositious wife and fictitious children:32

'0 KWVaTOVTLVOS Kp«TWp SE, O OpocyaaLS TOUICLKXTIV, EV TW µE'YLcTW TW VaW T'tjc

TOU OEOU Eo pLac

KaTa(PU'YWV 0 SUaTUX'ns auv yUVaLt,L Ko:L TEKVOLC [LETaXaµ(3cVEL TWV YPLKTWV

KUpL'OU lA,UaTTIpLWV aUTOS TE KaL oL OUV aUTW 9raLSE( 6l16 KaL SOUXOL.

The unfortunate Emperor Constantine, also known as Draga ... sought refuge,
together with his wife and children, in the Church of God's Wisdom [= Hagia
Sophia]. There he, the children with him, and his servants, all partook of the awesome
sacraments of the Lord.

In this account, then, death came to him and his family on sacred ground, as Priam and
his family had perished on sacred ground in antiquity. Thus at some point between 1453
and 1500, a tale had been enlarged, stating that Constantine had a wife, a worthy
descendant of Priam's queen Hecuba, and children. The tale was not easily dismissed by
scholars of the sixteenth century. Martinus Crusius was convinced of the existence of the
last empress and asked a learned official at the patriarchate to inquire further. He,
however, failed to uncover any evidence, as he states in a letter to Crusius:33 {3aoLXLaaiK
ovoµa ualc rflS OUK o%Sa. rIPCTrica yap 7roXXoic, KaL ou&ELc VOL JLXE aXrl$ELac

rj ypacprly SEi, aL, "I know not the last empress' name. I asked many people but
no one could tell me true words or show me a written document."

Constantine XI's "wife," in another tale, survived the sack and became a concubine of
the sultan, a fate many Trojan women suffered after the sack of Ilium. This tale fabricated
a grand finale: the emperor's queen was pregnant and gave birth to a son of Constantine
XI. This imperial prince converted to Islam and went on to become sultan of the Turks.
This popular tale34 concludes with the observation that all Osmanli Turks have Christian
origins and are virtual descendants of the last Greek emperor, providing the motif for "the
revenge of the vanquished":

32 Sathas, Meaauwvuci BLQALoNK71 1: 266 and 267 (lines 661 ff.). Similar information is supplied
in a popular chronicle, the Anonymous Barberini; cf. Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and the Early
Ottoman Sultans, 7.30: T6-re XeyouaL 7r(x EKpatE [SC. O SaaLXEUS] TO'V 9rVEUJ1aTLKOV IOU KO:L

LOXO'y1 &11 auTOS KaI 7 (3aaLXL00'a IOU KaL Tc 7rnLU'a Tou....
33 The correspondence between the two scholars is discussed by Lampros, " '0 KWv6Tavitvoc
IIaXaLOXoyoS ws pp. 417-466, esp. p. 450. Crusius states that he could find nothing in
the written record about this empress, either in Constantinople or in Venice. He expresses surprise
that such an illustrious woman could have been completely forgotten. Cf. Turcograecia 57: Nomen
eius nondum ex libris invenire; sed nec e Constantinopoli, nec Yenetys, cognoscere potui. Mirum,
persona tam illustris, tantam in Historiis obliuionem esse. On Crusius and his correspondence with
officials in Constantinople, cf. Kresten, esp. pp. 17 ff.; Zachariades, Tubingen and Konstantinopel,
p. 82; and Tsirpanlis, ch. 1.
34 Polites, 1: 26-27; reprinted in Lampros, "'0 KWVOTaVTIvos IIaXaLOXoyoc me p. 451.
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"OTav oL TOUpKOL E7r1 POW TqV IIOATJ Ka:L EOKOT(fl gKEV 0 ROCULXLO'S pLO'S, O

OOUXravoc E rijpc YUVLYLKOC TOU T1 RCYOLXiacrc. Ma 1 Y1ruv y^ya aTpWµEVrl

[iE TO 3cwiXLa, E L .t E yEVV A RCYOI XL060 Ko L Rat(p rLOE TO RO LSL KO L TO

13 yO:XE HaVOC'y f ...K ' E-y'vi KE AUTO [sc. TO 7raL8L] OOUXTdVOS...01 OOUATOCVOL ELVE

varOpa XPLQTLavLKTT.

When the Turks took the city and our emperor was killed, the sultan married our
empress. But the empress was six months' pregnant with the emperor's child.. .the
empress gave birth and baptized the child who received the name Panages ... and in
time he became sultan.. .the sultans have Christian origins.

The humanistic reading of historical reality further affected Constantine XI. Not only
was he given a wife and children in order to match the circumstances of the royal family
of ancient Troy, but there is one particular description of the last Greek emperor that
sought to identify him physically with the king of Troy. Adamo di Montaldo wrote an
account of the fall of Constantinople sometime after 1470. Almost twenty years had
elapsed since the sack and the image of Constantinople/Troy had by then been widely
circulated. Adamo describes the last moments of the Greek emperor and, perhaps
unwittingly, equated him with Priam when he described Constantine XI at the moment of
his death as a senex, "an old man," a term that no other author employed to describe
Constantine:35 Senex ut tantae calamitati subjectam jam urbem intellexit, "the old man
realized that the city was in great danger." In 1453 Constantine XI was not a young man,
but even by late medieval standards he was not quite old either. The emperor had been
born in 1404 or 1405 and was thus forty-nine or forty-eight years of age at the time of his
death. In the climax that Adamo builds up in his narrative the equation between old Priam
and the Greek emperor asserts itself and Constantine is described as senex. In the vast
corpus of documents, literary accounts, lamentations, marginalia, and annotations dealing
with the siege and the fall, Adamo remains unique in assigning old age to Constantine,
while antiquity had reserved this very description for King Priam.36

Furthermore, the artistic record is more realistic. There are no portraits of Constantine
XI depicting his true features and all artistic portrayals of the last Greek emperor are
fictitious, for none was executed by an artist who had actually seen or had met
Constantine. Nevertheless, the emperor is never portrayed as elderly. The famous
miniatures of the Modena manuscript, which include portraits of every Byzantine
emperor from Constantine the Great to Constantine XI, depict him as a man in middle
age, unlike the surviving portraits of his father, Manuel II, which present him realistically
as an old man, when indeed he was advanced in age.37 Thus Constantine was transformed

35 Di Montaldo's work has been printed a number of times, but the best edition remains the first
publication. Cf. our comments on this author and his work, supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege
of 1453," II.B.13. The selections printed in TIePN are too few and contain an exceptional number
of typographical errors. The TIePN source is of very little use.
36 Thus Ovid describes the death of Priam and uses the same adjective to describe the king of Troy,
Metamorphoseon 13.1409, 410: senis Priami Iovis ara cruorem / conbiberat. Vergil also describes
Priam as senior twice (Aeneid2.509, and 544) in his portrayal of the sack of Troy.
37 The most competent, although incomplete, survey of the existing "portraits" of Constantine XI is
the detailed article by S. P. Lampros, "AL ELKOVes KmveTavT%vov Toii I1UXaLOXoyov," NH 3
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into Priam, as both king and emperor are identified with their cities and, more
importantly, with the very death of their cities. As Ovid suggests in his poem,38 Troia
simul Priamusque cadunt, "Troy and Priam fell together."

Pusculo, the epic poet on the siege, who had seen Constantine with his own eyes,
attempts to equate the Greek emperor with Priam, and at the same time to conjure up a
Trojan image. Pusculo views the events surrounding the fall and its historical causes by
means of an ancient Greek interpretation. Evidently, he thought highly of the Greek
emperor and placed the blame for the loss of the city squarely on the advisors of
Constantine and on their ruinous policies that brought God's wrath, the nemesis of the
ancient Greeks, upon the last emperor of Constantinople. In this context he characterized
the emperor as egregius, "distinguished," and as felix, "happy," whose good fortune was,
in time, overwhelmed by his stubborn and hubristic refusal to bring his subjects back to
the Church of Rome.39 Constantine, in Pusculo's view, paid no heed to the frequent
admonitions of Pope Nicholas V. The pope thus re-enacted the role of the Sophoclean
Teiresias in the tragedy Oedipus Rex. In Pusculo's view, Constantine XI, like another
Oedipus, becomes, as the blind seer of Thebes declares,40 TupXos Ta T' uuTa TOY TE vovv
Ta ToµµaTa, "blind he is, in his ears, in his mind, and his eyes." Unheeded prophecies'

were also in evidence before the sack of Troy. In light of the dominant comparison
between Troy and Constantinople, the warnings of Pope Nicholas V were presented as
the modern counterpart of the divine warnings to the Trojans. Thus Pusculo states:41

Heu nimium de to vates [= pontifex] Nicolaus [V] hoc ipsum
Antistes cecinit summus; dum saepe vocaret
Te [sc. Constantinum], sibi praedixit tempus patriaeque tibique
Hic fore; cum lacrymans: Vereor ne numen Achivis,
dixit, opem neget....

Alas, the highest prophet [= pope] Nicholas [V] most often warned you. He often
predicted for you [sc. Constantine XI] that this time would come for you and your
homeland. With tears in his eyes he said: "I fear lest the deity [= God] deny help to
the Achaeans [= Greeks]."

The classical allusions are evident here. The pope is assigned an ancient title vates,
usually reserved for seers and prophets.42 This title was given to the famed priestesses

(1906): 238 if. Also, idem, "NEaL Euc6veC KacTavitvou Toi3 IIaXaLoXo'you," NH 4 (1907): 238-
240. For a summary of the best-known portrayals, cf. Head, Imperial Twilight, pp. 104-108. All
surviving (fictitious) depictions of the last emperor are discussed in Philippides, Constantine XI
Dragal Palaeologus, ch. 6.
38 Metamorphoseon 13.404. The theme of the king's life tied to the existence of his
city/kingdom/empire, and his death with its annihilation, are treated in M. J. Anderson, The Fall of
Troy in Early Greek Poetry and Art (Oxford, 1997).
39 Pusculo 4.1010-1016 (81); not included in the selections of CC 1.
40 Oedipus Rex 371.
41 Pusculo 4.1017-1024 (81; not included in the selections of CC 1).
42 Thus it is twice used by Vergil in the Aeneid 3.712: vates Helenus, cum multa horrenda moneret,
/hos mihi praedidixit luctus, and 6.65: ... tuque, o sanctissima vates, /praescia venturi....
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and female prophets of Apollo in antiquity, and it is now assigned to the pontiff of the
Vatican. At this point, we might recall Cassandra, the famous prophetess of Troy, who
warned the Trojans about Helen and who predicted the coming disaster a number of
times. She was the daughter of King Priam and she had been loved by the god of
prophecy, Apollo.43 Since Cassandra refused Apollo's favors, the god deprived her of
persuasion and her warnings were never taken seriously. A late epic poet, Quintus
Smyrnaeus, whose manuscript, the Codex Hydruntinus, was discovered by Cardinal
Bessarion in a convent at Otranto in Calabria, explains it in the following manner:44

OLTi S' ElL1rE6oV TjTop EXEV TCLVUTOV TE v6Tlµa / KawaaVSp q, T7'ls OU1rOT' E1roc 'YEVET'

dKpaacVTOV, / O'AA' Eiijru[LOV EOKEV' 6KOUETO S' EK TLVOS aLaTIS / ws «VEuWALOV

aiE'v, 'Lv' aXyea Tpwol yEVT)TaL.

Cassandra had a strong heart and a sound mind, and her words always came true. But,
by decree of Fate, they were always like an empty wind, so that grief might come to
the Trojans.

The fate of Cassandra during the sack of Troy was told in a popular poem of
antiquity, entitled 'IAlov HEpatc It was part of the epic cycle that dealt extensively with
the Trojan war, of which Homer's Iliad was only a segment, and was in fact the
concluding poem of the cycle. Although this poem has not survived in toto,45 there are
numerous references to it in Greek and Latin literature, and the frequent depictions of the
events it describes in art suggest that it enjoyed immense popularity. The poem dealt with
the conclusion to the Trojan Cycle and also provides a transition to the next cycle, the
Noarot or Returns, which give accounts of the unhappy homecoming of most Achaean
victors. The Odyssey was part of that cycle. An ancient prose summary of the 'IAiou
HEputc survives and furnishes an outline of the events that are of interest to us. During
the sack of Troy, Cassandra, we are told, ran into Athena's temple seeking sanctuary and
embraced the statue of Athena. Ajax, one of the Greek warriors, pulled her off the statue

43 On Cassandra's useless gift of prophecy, cf. Apollodorus, BLOALOth Krl... (Dilsseldorf, 2005),
3.12.5:...Kaoa&v6pav, 11 auveXi v RouX6µevoc A1r6XXo v T' V RaVTLK'.jV U1CEaxETO S & ei.V. Tj
SE µa$ouaa ou 5$Ev'Air6XXov rjc p.OVTLKAS a&rijc TO 1CEL'SELV.

44 Quintus Smyrnaeus, Epicus, ed. A. Zimmerman (Leipzig, 1891), 12. 525-528. The poem is
usually entitled Posthomerica, T& µe6' "Oµrlpov, 'H HoL1lcLc Toil 'O.ri pLKou Ko vrou (which
happens to be the title that is borne by the Otranto manuscript) or HapaAeLlroµeva Ev 'Oµrlpw.
After Cardinal Bessarion discovered this manuscript, another humanist and a former student of
Plethon (who was also the first Greek to teach ancient Greek at Paris), George Hermonymos from
Sparta, discovered a second manuscript of Quintus Smyrnaeus at Paris; cf. Staikos, 1: 286, n. 45.
45 The poem has only survived in a late summary ascribed to Proclus, whose abstracts of ancient
epic poems are usually entitled Xprlaro,ua&ta. The concluding poems of the Trojan Cycle were
the Aia9co7ric of Arctinus of Miletus, the MLKpa 'IAuiic of Lesches of Pyrrha, and the 'IAiou
fI poLC of Arctinus, which Proclus says, comprised two books: ... 'IALou 1rEpaL80C RLPMa
P' ' ApKTLVOU MLArlcLou. These poems in some way must have been the ancestors and perhaps the
fontes of Quintus Smyrnaeus. On the Xp77uroµa6e&a and the lost poems of the Trojan Cycle, cf. G.
L. Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry from Eumelos to Panyassis (Cambridge, 1969), esp. pp. 162-174.
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and raped her before the statue of Athena on sacred ground.46 The event is frequently
depicted in ancient art.47 This sacrilege committed by Ajax angered Athena, who
abandoned her support of the Greeks. She prepared for them an unfortunate homecoming,
as the surviving ancient summary of Proclus indicates: eireLTa &'rolrXeouaLV

oL "EXXivec Kal c't4opdv a 'rote ' 'ANv&...µr1Xav&TaL, "then the Greek sailed away
and Athena... devised their destruction." The rape of Cassandra during the sack was
apparently a climactic episode in this lost poem and one of the events that emphasized the
horrible fate reserved for the inhabitants of Troy.

The humanists who had observed a parallel in the sack of Troy to the contemporary
sack of Constantinople also sought to isolate an echo of the incident involving Cassandra.
The problem, of course, was that there had been no Cassandra in 1453. After all,
Constantine XI did not have a daughter. The echo had to be invented. Consequently, a
qualtrocento Cassandra made her entrance into the records of the period. The earliest
notice of her is encountered in a German source. Two refugees from the sack of 1453
gave a relazione of the event. Their names were apparently Thomas Eparkhos and Joseph
Diplovatazes, as we may restore the actual Greek names behind the transmitted and
corrupted forms in the conclusion of the document. The two refugees report a tale48
involving a fictitious daughter of the emperor:49

Item: ads er nu erfur daz der Keisser zu Constantinopel erslagen waz, do nam er den
grossen herzogen der an dez Keissers Stat was and slug seinem Kinden dem Knaben

46 Proclus: Kaovav8pav SE 6 ALe:c 6 'IXECac irpos PLav a'7roa'RWV aUVECPEAKETOtL To' T' c; 'ANvdc
toavov. The importance of this theme in ancient Greek literature is exhaustively treated in P. G.
Mason, "Kassandra," Journal of Hellenic Studies 79 (1959): 80-94; and in J. Davreux, La legende
de la prophetesse Cassandre (Liege, 1941).
47 On this subject, cf., among others, J. Boardman, "The Kleophrades Painter at Troy," Antike
Kunst 19 (1976): 3-18; Susan B. Matheson, "Polygnotos: An Iliupersis Scene at the Getty
Museum," Greek Vases in the J. Paul Getty Museum 3 (1986): 101-115; D. Williams, "Onesimos
and the Getty Iliupersis," Greek Vases in the J. Paul Getty Museum 5 (1991): 41-65; J. B.
Connelly, "Narrative and Image in Attic Vase Painting: Ajax and Kassandra at the Trojan
Palladion," in Narrative and Event in Ancient Art, ed. P. J. Holliday (Cambridge, 1993), pp. 88-
129; M. D. Stansbury-O'Donnel, "Polygnotos' Iliupersis: A New Reconstruction," American
Journal of Archaeology 93 (1989): 203-217; and J. M. Moret, L'Ilioupersis dans la ceramique
italiote, Bibliotheca Helvetica Romana 14 (Rome, 1975).
48 The German text of this relazione was published in NE 2: 514-518. CC 1: 232-239, which
includes an Italian translation of the report, but unfortunately the original German text was not
printed; the translation in CC 1 reads differently (p. 237): Quando ii Turco apprese la notizia the
I'imperatore era stato ucciso a Costantinopoli, catturo it granduca the governava al posto
dell'imperatore, e fete tagliare la testa un figlio suo e poi al granduca stesso. Successivamente
prese una suafiglia, the era assai bella, la fete giacere sull'altare maggiore di Santa Sofia con un
crocefisso sotto la testa e la violentd. The conclusion of this report speaks of the circumstances of
the translation, of the eyewitnesses, and of the translators: Disse Ding hat gesagt Herr Thomas
Eperkus, ein Graf auss Constantinopel, and Josu Deplorentatz, eins Grafen Sun, and Thutro de
Constantinopel, der it Krichisch in Weilisch prach hat, and Dumita Exswinnilwacz, and Mathes
Hack von Utrecht, der it Welisch in Teutsch hat pracht. On this report, cf. supra, ch. 1:

"Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.8.
49 NE 2: 518.
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dis Kopf ab, dar nach im selber auch Kopf ab. Da nach, nam er sein Tochter, gar eine
schone, and legt sie auf dem hohen Altar Sant Sophia and ein Crucifix unter it haubt,
and lebt da mit unzuchtiglichen.

Item: When now he [Constantine XI], who had been the emperor of Constantinople,
was killed, he [sc. Mehmed II] then took the grand duchess of the imperial state who
was with child, a son of the crown, to whom the title was given. Afterward, he [sc.
Mehmed II] took his daughter, a very beautiful [girl], led her on to the high altar of
Hagia Sophia and before a crucifix married her and lived with her unchastely.

The same tale is also taken into account in a letter composed a few months after the
sack by Filippo da Rimini, who was the Venetian chancellor on the island of Corfu. At
the end of 1453, da Rimini wrote a short account of the fall to a friend in Italy. His
narrative presents only the bare facts of the siege.50 Yet in the section on the sack da
Rimini reserves a few sentences for the following incident:51

Cum enim victoria tumens Teucrorum rex omnia quaereret quibus animum suum
expleret ad obpropria omnis generis inferenda sanctae religioni nostrae,
celeberrimum Sophiae fanum profanandum prae ceteris cum duxisset, ibi immitis
bestia ab miti virgine pudorem extorquens gloriatus est tum ultum Troianae virginis
vicem in templo Palladis defloratae.

The king [= sultan] of the Turks, excited with his victory, gave vent to his urges and
committed unspeakable deeds of all sorts against our religion. In the most famous
Church of Hagia Sophia he, like a savage beast, deflowered a chaste virgin and he
glorified [his act] by saying that it was his revenge for the Trojan virgin who had been
deflowered in the temple of Pallas [Athena].

Da Rimini links the carnage of 1453 to the sack of Troy and views it as an act of
revenge. In order to create an exact parallel to the ancient tale, da Rimini's anonymous
virgin had to be transformed into the daughter of the emperor; after all, Cassandra was
King Priam's daughter. The only problem with this parallelism was that Constantine XI
did not have any daughters. Da Rimini most probably was aware of this fact and went no
further. Yet other humanists in the west had no qualms about inventing, consciously or
unconsciously, an imperial princess. Soon after the sack, Matthieu d'Escouchy, probably
following up on rumors that escalated through Eparkhos' relazione, reports that the Turks
committed numerous atrocities and that Sultan Mehmed II raped the daughter of
Constantine XI. D'Escouchy provides graphic details and states that Mehmed II did his
utmost to persuade this Greek princess to convert to Islam, but she preferred death to
apostasy. By his order she was then stripped and decapitated. Her head was dispatched to

50 Pertusi, "La lettera di Filippo da Rimini." Cf. our comments, supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the
Siege of 1453," I1.B.8.
51 Pertusi, "La lettera di Filippo da Rimini," p. 157.
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her surviving uncle.52 There is further elaboration. Matthias boring enters the following
note in his continuation of Engelhaus' Chronicle, stating that the sultan raped the
daughter of the emperor on the very altar of Hagia Sophia:53

Imperator Turcorum ... cepit eam [sc. Constantinopolim] et populum redegit in
servitutem imperatoremque et filium et filiam captivos duxit ad ecclesiam magnam
Sancte Zophie, in cuius altari, prout famabatur, filiam stupravit patre et fratre
inspicientibus; quo facto et patrem et filium et filiam immaniter in frusta concidi
iussit.

The emperor [= sultan] of the Turks seized it [Constantinople] and enslaved its
population. He led the emperor, his son, and his daughter to the great church of Hagia
Sophia. It is said that on its very altar he violated the daughter while her father and
brother looked on. Next he savagely ordered the father, the son, and the daughter to be
dismembered.

A similar report is also found in Leonardo Benvoglienti. In this account the most noble
virgin is raped together with her brother on the altar and then they both are put to death:54

Aiunt, qui praesentes fuere, spurcissimum illum Turchorum ducem... apud summam
aram sanctae Sophiae propalam videntibus omnibus nobilissimam virginem et fratrem
eius adolescentem regalis sanguinis constuprasse ac deinde necari iussisse.

Those who were present relate that the most foul lord of the Turks [= sultan]...
ordered a most noble virgin and her young brother, members of the imperial family, to
be violated. Then they were killed on the highest altar of Hagia Sophia, in public,
before all.

Thus a Cassandra was discovered in 1453. The parallelism is striking. This purported
daughter of Constantine XI was brought to Hagia Sophia, the most esteemed of churches
in Constantinople. She was then raped on the very altar, as Cassandra had sought
sanctuary in a temple in Troy and was raped in the vicinity of the statue of the goddess,
or even on top of it, according to some accounts. Furthermore, both Priam in antiquity
and Constantine in the quattrocento were believed to be present at the scene. The
iconography of a daughter being violated before the eyes of her own father is a familiar
theme for us from antiquity. While most literary texts suggest that Priam was killed at the
temple of Zeus before Cassandra was raped in the temple of Athena, ancient artists
brought the two incidents together, adding more pathos to the scene by portraying the
rape of the daughter before her old father.55 The situation in 1453 is similar.

52 M. d'Escouchy, Chronique, ed. G. du Fresne de Beaucourt, 3 vols., 2 (Paris, 1863-1864): 35. The
report is briefly discussed in SOC, p. 27, n. 45.
53 This entry is dated 1464; cf. TIePN, p. 255, n. 2.
54 TIePN, p. 431, n. 20.
55 As it is well known, ancient artists (especially vase painters) often combine several incidents into
a single scene. Examples include the deaths of Priam and of Astyanax at the hands of
Neoptolemos/Pyrrhos, the rape of Cassandra by the lesser Ajax, the recovery of Helen by
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Constantine XI, the last Greek emperor of Constantinople, has always been a popular
figure in Greek folklore. After the sack and in the ensuing centuries of the ToupKOKpaT%a,
the centuries of Turkish domination, the tragic figure of the last emperor was the subject
of a great number of tales. He became, in the folklore of the enslaved Greeks, an avenger
who was destined to return in order to lay claim to his empire. According to these tales,
Constantine was snatched from his doom by an angel of the Lord and was turned into
stone to become the Mappap a i vos BaaiXiU'c, "the emperor who was turned into
stone" of folk tales. These popular stories state that he went to sleep in a stone chamber in
the vicinity of the walls, awaiting the same angel to return from heaven at the appropriate
time to awaken him and give him back his sword in order to recover Constantinople from
the Turks.56 The endless elaborations within these stories is understandable, as the Greeks
nostalgically looked back upon a lost period of independence.57 What is interesting here
is that the west and its humanists also contributed to the dissemination of this legend, for
they saw in the sack of Constantinople in 1453 a replay of the ancient drama. Thus the

Menelaos, and the sacrifice of Polyxena demanded by the ghost of Achilles. Such scenes first occur
in Attic art ca. 560; cf., e.g., the vases decorated by the C Painter and the early works of Lydos.
The motivation changes with the Persian threat (ca. 500-470) and after the destruction of the
Athenian Acropolis by the Persians in 480, the Trojan scenes become a metaphor for the brutality
of war, in general, and are further given this expression in the Athenian theater. Among the
numerous representations of the rape of Cassandra, cf. the following six well-known examples:

i. A black figure amphora (F 1968) by an artist in Group E in Berlin, Antikensammlung,
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.
ii. A calyx crater by the Altamura Painter in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston (59.178).
iii. A red figure plate by Paseas in New Haven, Yale University Art Gallery (1913.169).
iv. The famous Vivenzio Hydria from ca. 490 by the Kleophrades Painter from Nola in Naples,
Museo Nazionale (2422). Perhaps this the best known version of the scene, as it combines the
scenes of the rapes of Cassandra with the deaths of Priam and of Astyanax, and further
incorporates the flight of Aeneas and his family.
v. A cylix at the J. Paul Getty Museum by Onesimos (83.AE.362).
vi. A Phlyax vase from Paestum by As[s]teas at the Villa Giulia (50279) in Rome, which
parodies the scene, as it shows Cassandra trying to rape Ajax; in this instance it is Ajax who is
desperately clinging to the statue of Athena.

The iconography of the scene in ancient art has often been discussed. Cf., among others, the
literature cited supra, n. 47.
56 For a most meticulous study of the legend, cf. A. Bees, "Ilept rob- 'IQT0p1>tEV0U Xpr)aµoXoylou
Trls KpaTLK'1'JS BL3XL0'13'jKrgC, TOU BEpoVvou (Codex Graecus fol. 62-297) Kat TOll epUXOU TOu
MappapwµEvou BaatXL&," ByzJ 13/14 (1936/1937): 203-244°`-" . The best modern analyses are
offered in the essays of S. D. Emellos, epvAouµeva yt& Tip "AAecrs Kati Tip 'Er4-

vu 'A7roKaTri!aTavrl (Athens, 1991). In spite of its title, Nicol's monograph, The Immortal
Emperor, has very little to offer on the legend of the emperor. In addition, cf. Siderides,
"KwvaravT'vou lIaXaLoX6you eavaToc," pp. 65-78 and 129-146; and Philippides, Constantine XI
Draga3' Palaeologus, ch. 1.
57 On the Greeks under the sultans, cf., among others, Karpat; Laurent, "Les Chr6tiens," pp. 398-
404; Zakythinos, The Making of Modern Greece; and OGN. Of great value is the 'Ivropia
Tou 'EAArlvLKOU "E6vovc, 10.
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legend presents us with an almost international basis, as western humanists unwittingly
contributed to its development.

The historian might ask: what of the real Constantine XI? History, in his
circumstance, has been affected by a story that reaches all the way back into antiquity,
and adds the unhappy predicament of another city, and the fate of its ruling family, to
Constantine's own dramatic circumstances. Constantine eventually becomes identified
with an image of national resurrection, who, the tales declare, will be literally revived and
will lead an army of Greeks to vanquish their oriental foe. Troy was destroyed in
antiquity by the Achaean Greeks. In 1453 Constantinople was destroyed by the
"descendants of the Trojans," a notion that became popular and was even exploited by
Sultan Mehmed II, who styled himself as "the avenger" appointed by God:58

KU L a(pLKON.EVOS [sc. Mehmed II] k TO KCrTE1gE01TO 70t TE EpEL7rLa To'ToU vat

i'a LXVT1 TT (; 7raXo:Lac 7rOAEWS Tpo(ac Ko:L TO LE'YE60C KUL T'-1V OEULV...9rpOaETL l

KOL TWV TIPWWV TOUS TacpOUS LOTOpEL, 'AXLXAEWS TE lpT1µL KaL ALowTO KaL TWV

aXXWV, KCYL Ein KaL E LaKc pLOE TOUTOUS 7711; TE IL 1IIT1S KUL TWV Ep'YWV KUL OTL

ETUXOV E7raLVETou' ORTipou IOU 7rOLTgTOU' OTE Ka1 Xe'YETaL KaL p lKpov au-yKLVTjQoc

TT1V KEpcXT1V EL'RELV- "ERE TTYS 7r6XEWc Tc r1lc KU L TWV aUTTjc OLKT1TOpcV EV

TOaOUTOLS 1rEpLO8OLS ETWV EKSLKTITTIV ETa1LLEVETO O &0'(...."

And when he [= Sultan Mehmed II] came to Ilium [= Troy] he viewed its ruins and
the remnants of the ancient city of Troy, its size and its position ... in addition, he
spoke of the tombs of the heroes, of Achilles, of Ajax, and of the others, I mean,
whom he called "blessed" because of their lasting fame and of their deeds and
because they were praised by the poet Homer. It is related that he nodded his head
and said: "After the passage of so many years, God appointed me to be the avenger
of this city of its inhabitants...."

Yet Constantine, it was prophesied, would return in person, as Mehmed II had appeared
to avenge Priam. The old tale demanded that Greeks become Trojans and that Turks
become Greeks. In time the Greeks would come back once more to remove the modem
Trojans. It is a confusing tale of reversing identities; yet it is based on a system of
balances in the universe, as the Olympian gods had ordered long ago and as the
humanists demanded in the quattrocento.

Finally, we should not overlook a similar circumstance that also transformed the only
active European ally of Constantinople in 1453 into a relative of the Turks. Venice,
which had been instrumental in the sack of Constantinople during the Fourth Crusade in
1204, had become by 1453 the only firm ally of the Greek emperor and had supplied
troops, ships, and provisions for the spirited defense against the Turks.59 In its state

58 Kritoboulos 4.11.5.
59 The role of the Venetians during the siege of 1453 is effectively recounted in the detailed journal
kept by Nicolo Barbaro, Giornale dell' assedio di Costantinopoli 1453, ed. Comet; on this source,
cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.1. This document has been translated
into English by [Melville] Jones, Nicolo Barbaro: Diary of the Siege of Constantinople; selections
(with improved text) were also published in CC 1: 8-38. For Venice and her Byzantine claims, cf.
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propaganda, Venice had always emphasized its traditional ties with Byzantium in an
effort to raise her prestige throughout the Middle Ages. After all, Venice was in the
extreme minority: an Italian city-state that could not boast of Roman origins. This
situation, however, was remedied by scholars and humanists who were feverishly seeking
an academic solution; in fact, this scholarly elaboration had begun long before the fall of
Constantinople in 1453. Eventually, it was concluded, Venice had true Trojan origins and
her territory had been settled by Trojan refugees who had fled from the sack of their city
back in the Bronze Age. This fiction was first propagated in the twelfth century by the
anonymous authors of the Chronicon Gradense and the Chronicon Altense (collectively
known as Origo civitatum Itali[aJe seu Venetiarum), which proposed, as the founding
father of the Venetians, the Trojan Antenor himself. This connection was further
reinforced by a folk etymology, seeking a linguistic link between the word "Venetian"
(Venetici or Enetici) with the Trojan refugee and founder of Rome, Aeneas.60 A poem by
Pace da Ferrara, composed ca. 1300, provides a full treatment of Venice's glorified
Trojan past:61

Tutus ad Adriaticas veniens Anthenor in oras
Providus Illyrici coepit amoena sinus.
Euganeosquefugans, Henetos, Troasque locavit,
Et Venetum genti nomen utrique dedit
Pluraque cum starent Venetaefundamina gentis,
Tentavitpelagi subdere iura sibi.
Urbs quoque paulatim mediis fundatur in undis....

Antenor [from Troy] arrived safely on the shores of the Adriatic / and with foresight
he settled the pleasant bays of the Illyrian Sea. / He drove out the Euganeans and
settled the Eneti [= Venetians] and the Trojans, / and named both people "Venetians."
/ After the foundations of the Venetian nation were established, / he tried to bring the
laws of the sea under his control. / Gradually a city was established in the middle of
the waves....

By the mid-fourteenth century this notion had already spread, as a German traveler,
Ludolf von Siidheim, declared in his travel book that Venetia ex lapidibus Troiae est
aedificata, "Venice has been built with stones from Troy."62

T. S. Brown, "History as Myth: Medieval Perceptions of Venice's Roman and Byzantine Past," in
Beaton and Rouechd, pp. 145-157.
60 R. Cessi, ed., Documenti relativi alla storia di Venezia anteriori al mille, Secoli V-IX (Padua,
1940).
61 On the poet's name, cf. P. A. Stadter, "Planudes, Plutarch, and Pace of Ferrara," Italia
medioevale e umanistica 17 (1973): 139-162. The Latin text, 184 lines, of this poem was published
by E. A. Cicogna, La festa delle Marie descritta in un poemetto elegaico latino da Pace de Friuli
(Venice, 1843); for an English translation of some relevant lines, cf. Fortini Brown, Venice and
Antiquity, p. 31.
62 J. M. Patton, Chapters on Mediaeval and Renaissance Visitors to Greek Lands (Princeton, 1951),
p. 29.
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What has been designated63 the "irrefutable proof' of Venice's Trojan ancestry was
finally produced in a grand manner soon afterwards, in the 1360s, when the miniaturist
Giustino di Gherardino da Forli lavishly decorated a manuscript containing the legend of
the Trojan ancestry and further illustrated the Historia Troiana by Guido de Columnis
(delle Colonne).64 In his miniatures the Achaean Greeks are identified with the
contemporary Greeks of Constantinople, as they wear Byzantine dress and bear the well-
known hat favored by Greek emperors in the late Palaiologan era, the so-called
vKLaSLov, while the Trojans bear the Phrygian cap and display eastern, or even Mongol,
battle gear.

Thus an interesting situation emerges as far as the historical record is concerned: the
Byzantine Greeks, the descendants of the Bronze Age Achaeans, are defended in 1453 by
the descendants of their ancient enemies, the Venetian Trojans, who are the progeny of
Anterior. They are waging war against the Turks, also the descendants of the ancient
Trojans, who have come to avenge the rape of Troy. Thus Constantinople is transformed
into medieval Troy and the process will be repeated in the remote future, as millennial
lore and popular prophecies assert that the Greeks will also return and will recover
Constantinople. We are confronting a complicated picture with role reversals in which
ancient victims demand justice and "new" victims will avenge themselves in the future,
all swimming in a sea of confusion that involves ancestors, origins, and motives. How
could such a confusing humanistic panel co-exist with the actual historical reality?
Somehow it did and it even inspired future generations.

Was it because the sack of Constantinople in 1453 amounted to the greatest act of
vengeance over the fate that another city had experienced in antiquity, whose story forms
the foundation for western literature? Was it perhaps because such battles transcend the
boundaries of time, as the human mind finds fascination with scenes that eliminate one
army in a single day? A number of examples come to mind effortlessly, in addition to the
sack of Troy itself: the Spartan Leonidas and his three hundred against the Persian hordes
at Thermopylae, or even General George Armstrong Custer at the Little Big Hom? Or
was it because the human mind would like to see a repetition of old events, as the past
seems to prefigure the future and human beings demand that history repeat itself?

No matter what the answers are, for the Greeks under the Ottoman Turks, the last
emperor of medieval Hellas refused to die. Like Priam of old, he lost his family and his
city. In time, the Wheel of Fortune (or has it been transformed into the Wheel of
History?) will turn and the last emperor will return to complete his interrupted reign.
Constantine Palaiologos refuses to die and his last heroic act before the ancient
fortifications of Constantinople on May 29, 1453, will be to mount a steed and ride into
the realm of mythology, to a Greek Avalon. There he will await the KaLposloccasio, the
proper time, when an angel from heaven will descend and will give him back his sword
to reclaim his city. He is not dead but sleeping and his myth declares that he will be

63 Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity, p. 70.
64 Illustrations are provided in Fortini Brown, Venice and Antiquity, plates 73, 74, and 75. On these
works, cf. M. Levi d'Ancona, "Giustino del fu Gherardino da Forli e gli affreschi perduti del
Guariento net Palazzo Ducale di Venezia," Arte Veneta 21 (1967): 34-44; and H. Buchtal, Historia
Troiana. Studies in the History of Medieval Secular Illustration (London and Leiden, 1971).
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revived. As the Turk avenged Troy, Constantine XI will avenge Constantinople, and all
will be again as it once was.

In the folk mind this is the turn of the "Wheel of History." Or has it been transformed
into the "Wheel of Mythology?" Myth and wishful thinking by humanists preoccupied
with antiquity remade Constantine XI into Priam with a twist: the new Priam would come
back. Constantine XI in the guise of Priam even advances to the heroic pedestal, equal in
stature to that of Arthur of Britain, of Barbarossa, or of a messiah. So too, a grand fantasy
emerges, put together by people who could see no immediate salvation but had to rely on
the prophecies and on the glories of the past. We are clearly confronting the nucleus of a
potent myth that attracted to itself, over the subsequent centuries, ancient Mediterranean
notions of death and resurrection. It further adapted contemporary attitudes to its fabric
and blossomed with national aspirations and unrealistic dreams of recreating the lost
grandeur of the medieval Greek empire of Rome. This tale offers a rewarding myth that
understands the past as future and condemns the future to repeat the past. And myths, as
we all know, seldom lie.

II. Prophecies, Omens, Signs, and Portents

Another factor played a part during the siege and greatly affected both the defenders and
the attackers in a similar manner. It contributed its share to the general climate and
colored the atmosphere accordingly. In modem terms this factor would have been
considered part of psychological warfare and morale. In 1453, it was seen as divine will
that manifested itself in various forms in order to indicate the course of events and to
foretell the future. All affected parties took advantage of it, and it resulted in increasing
or reducing the morale of both sides at various times. Belief in, even addiction to,
prophecies was one of the major characteristics of western and eastern society in the
Middle Ages, but among the Greeks it had assumed marked proportions, especially as the
millennial empire was grinding to a halt.65

Some prophecies are ancient; others are clearly vaticinia post eventum. But all of
them have preserved for us a rich folklore that allows an insight into the folk psyche of
those difficult times, especially among the defenders. One of the most ancient strata takes
us all the way back to the Justinianic era,66 itself an age that proved fertile ground for the
sowing of miracle stories and legends. Procopius, the historian and a contemporary of
Justinian I, was already aware of such tales growing around the bronze equestrian statue
of this emperor in the seventh century.67 This colossal statue of Justinian I was erected at

65 This tendency of Byzantium has been recognized by modem scholarship. Cf., e.g., the remarks
of Runciman in regard to eleventh-century Constantinople in his work that dealt with the Crusades:
A History of the Crusades, 1: 52-53: "The atmosphere almost has the complacency of the
eighteenth century, but for other-worldliness and a pessimism from which Byzantium never was
freed....that some day [Constantinople] would perish......
66 Cf. J. W. Barker, Justinian and the Later Roman Empire (Madison, Milwaukee, and London,
1966); and Averil Cameron, Procopius and the Sixth Century, The Transformation of the Classical
Heritage 10 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1985).
67 There are numerous references to this statue in literature. It was a massive statue erected by
Justinian I after the completion of Hagia Sophia. An old statue of Theodosios the Great or of
Theodosios II was utilized, on which a new head and elaborate headdress were placed. Even in the
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the Forum of Augustus. It portrayed Justinian in the imperial stance: his left hand held the
orbus or globus crucifix, while his right arm pointed to the east. Procopius preserved the
early interpretation of the symbolism involved in this work of art:68 the orb stood for the
world and the cross on it for the power over the world granted to the Byzantine emperor
by God.69 The gesture of the right arm was taken as a sign that the emperor would put a
stop to the advance of the eastern barbarians.70

In the following centuries this original explanation was modified to suit new
circumstances. After the Persian threat had been obliterated along with the Sassanid state,
the raised arm of Justinian I was supposed to indicate that the Muslim Arabs would

Middle Ages there was uncertainty as to the person that this statue was supposed to depict. It was
variously identified with Justinian I, Heraclius, Theodosios, and even Constantine the Great. Cf.
Barker, Justinian, pp. 265 and 290-292; R. Guilland, "Etudes sur la Topographic de Constantinople
byzantin," 'EAAT7vLrca 17 (1962): 95-99; C. Mango, The Brazen House. A Study of the Vestibule of
the Imperial Palace of Constantinople, Arka?ologisk-kunsthistoriske Meddelelser undgivet of Det
Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab Bind 4, nr. 4 (Copenhagen, 1959), pp. 36-72; G.
Downey, "Justinian as Achilles," Transactions of the American Philological Association 71 (1940):
70-73; C. Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire, 312-1453 (Englewood Cliffs, 1972), p. 57; G.
Downey, "Notes on the Topography of Constantinople," Art Bulletin 34 (1952): 235-236; P. W.
Lehman, "Theodosius or Justinian? A Renaissance Drawing of a Byzantine Rider," Art Bulletin 41
(1959): 39-57; and C. Mango, "Letters to the Editor," Art Bulletin 41 (1959): 351-356. A valuable
collection of the late Russian accounts of travelers to Constantinople is now available in G. P.
Majeska, Russian Travelers to Constantinople in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries,
Dumbarton Oaks Studies 19 (Washington, 1984): 237-240 (with sound commentary). Western, and
some oriental, accounts are included in J. P. A. Van der Vin, Travellers to Greece and
Constantinople: Ancient Monuments and Old Traditions in Medieval Travellers Tales, 1 (Leiden,
1980): 271-278.
68 Procopius 7.1.2.5-12. Text and translation in Lehman, pp. 41-44, and n. 10. For a Renaissance
drawing of the statue, associated with Cyriacus of Ancona, the father of epigraphy and famous
traveler of the fifteenth century, cf. Barker, Justinian, fig. 10.
69 It is usually identified as "the golden apple with the cross" in Russian accounts. The Germans
called it Reichsapfel, as it is evident in Schiltberger (cf. Reisen des Johannes Schiltberger aus
Miinchen, ed. K. F. Neumann [Munich, 1859], p. 137), who further informs us that it was no longer
in situ in 1427, when he visited Constantinople. As the orb was still in place when the Russian
traveler Zosima saw it in 1421/1422 (Majeska, Russian Travelers, p. 240, n. 17), it follows that it
fell sometime between 1421/1422 and 1427. This was not the first time that the "apple" had fallen
from the hand of the rider; it had also fallen in 1316 and had been restored to the statue's hand by
1325 (cf. Van der Vin, 1: 275). It appears that an unsuccessful attempt to raise the orb was made in
1435 (Van der Vin, 1: 275). Thus the fall of the orb in this later period further fueled the prophecies
of doom that were circulating.
70 The meaning of the gesture of the statue's arm may have been on the mind of the defenders.
Laonikos Khalkokondyles may have been thinking of this gesture in his description of the departure
of Giustiniani, and he may have made a veiled reference to it. According to this historian, when
Constantine XI attempted to dissuade his wounded warlord from withdrawing, Giustiniani simply
replied that God was pointing the way to the Turks. Could it be that the historian was thinking of
the statue and of the lore surrounding this statue? Cf. Khalkokondyles, p. 159 [CC 2: 212-214]: Kal
O [3aaLX6s TWV 'E,\XTlvuv [= Constantine XI] 6g 73cr eTO EKXL9rovTas TTiv xi pav auTouc
Giustiniani's contingent] KaL Ev&86VTac, ocv 8pali6 iEv auTuw KaL T'Ip6TO TOv A6'yyov
Giustiniani] EI TroL TropcuoLTO Tou 8' au' paI1 vou, oils TaiT1a $EOS up ryELTaL TOLL, To pKOLs....
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advance no farther. And later, when the Turks emerged as the major threat to the Greek
state, a new version of the same gesture appeared 71 By the second quarter of the fifteenth
century the orbus had fallen to the ground and it was commonly referred to as "the
apple," whose fall was seen as an omen predicting the loss of Greek territory and the
growing might of the Turks.72

Understandably, elements in this interpretation also found appeal among the Turks,
who modified the tale of the apple even further, turning it into their own legend of "the
red apple," the kizil elma.73 For them the "apple" symbolized political and military
supremacy over Christian infidels. Among the Greeks, however, "the red apple" was
understood as a reference to the place of origin of the Ottoman Turks, thought to be
located far away in the interior of the Asiatic continent. Thus the mythical cradle of the
Turks came to be known among the Greeks as "the lone apple tree." And of this place the
anonymous author of an early lamentation on the fall of Constantinople in 1453 was
aware:74

Kal, Va botOETaL XPLuTO'q 6 RaoLXEUc TTIC 8471q,

KL OL &aERELC Va KaL VaXOUV 1ro,vov pEyav,

71 There were, of course, other interpretations also; cf. Majeska, Russian Travelers, p. 240.
72 The Greek text (with German translation) of this extremely interesting lamentation can be found
in Analekten der mittel- and neugriechischen Literatur, ed. Ellissen, 3: 106-249; and in E. Legrand,
Bibliotheque grecque vulgaire, 1 (Paris, 1880; repr. Athens, 1974): 169 if. Although modem
historians have tended not to identify him and to overlook the testimony of this author, G. S.
Henrich, "HOLD; .ypame To 7roirIµa 'AXo LS KwvaTavTLvouir6Xeus," in Motos Guirao and
Morfakidis, Constantinopla. 550 anos de su caida, 2: 405-414, makes a new attempt to identify
him. Henrich, on the basis of embedded codes in the text, concludes that he is Manoles Limenites,
the son of the Rhodian poet Emmanuel Georgillas. Cf. A. Gidel, Etudes sur la litterature grecque
moderne (Paris, 1866), p. 66; E. Egger, L'Hellenisme en France (Paris, 1869), p. 439, n. 1; and
Lampros, "MovwKUL Kai. OpfivoL," p. 194, who have rejected the attribution to Georgillas. For the
modem view of this problem, cf. B. Knbs, L'Histoire de la Litterature neo-grecque. La periode
jusqu'en 1821 (Stockholm, Goteborg, and Uppsala, 1962), pp. 165-166. The text quoted can be
found in Ellissen, 2: 387 ff. (p. 158). In addition, cf. CC 2: 511, who agrees with a date of
composition ca. 1455/1456: ... composto vero it 1456...al momento in cui Callisto III proclamo la
crociata contro i turchi, ma forse da datare, piu esattamente al 1455. Also on this matter, cf. the
opinion of Bees, esp. pp. 240 ff.
73 The Turks often compared Constantinople to a red apple. This "red apple" may refer to the
"apple" in the statue's hand; cf. Van der Vin, 1: 275. On the Turkish folklore, cf. OGN, p. 347, n.
115; F. Babinger, "Quizil Elma," Der Islam 12 (1922): 109-111; F. Hasluck, "The Prophecy of the
Red Apple," in Christianity and Islam under the Sultans, 2 (Oxford, 1920): 736-740; and E. Rossi,
"La legends turco-bizantina del Pomo Rosso," Studi Bizantini e Neoellenici 5 (1939): 542-553. For
apples in general, cf. A. R. Littlewood, "The Symbolism of the Apple in Greek and Roman
Literature," Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 72 (1967): 147-181; idem, "The Symbolism of
the Apple in Byzantine Literature," JoB 23 (1974): 35-59; and Gladys Martin, "Golden Apples and
Golden Boughs," in Studies Presented to D. M. Robinson, 2 (Saint Louis, 1953): 1191 if. For a
brief and incomplete summary of this motif in the Greek literature of the last century, cf. Nicol, The
Immortal Emperor, pp. 107-108. For the meaning of K6KKLV1 11nMa' in the Greek folklore of the
ToupKOKpaTia, cf. K. Romaios, "H K6KKLVrJ M-9XLC1r v 'E1 VLKiiv µa5 OpvXuv," EEBE23 (1953)
[= KavieKLOV I. 'FaibwvL KouKOUXE]: 676-688.
74 LI.862-867.
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Hav'r hrc va d:7ro 'rjv 'PwµovLav,

Na traaty a7rEKE6 irou r1X& v EwC Movo&EVSp,Lou....

Let Christ, the king of glory, be glorified. / Let the impious [= the Turks] be
slaughtered and experience great pain. / Let them be totally uprooted from Romania
[= the Greek empire] / ... / Let them go back to their place of origin, as far away as
the lone tree....

Another ancient legend was even heard by the Castilian Pero Tafur, who visited
Constantinople in 1437-1438.75 Tafur relates an interesting yam in relation to the siege of
Constantinople in 1422 by Murad 11:76

Dizen que vino el Turco a la cercar a la tuvo en grant estrecho...d toda via el Turco
continuando en su proposito, dizen que vieron por encima del muro andar un onbre a
cavallo, a pregunto a un griego, que alli tenia preso, que maravilla era aquella que
cada noche veyen aquel cavallero por encima de las almenas yr corriendo a cavallo e
armado? Dixo: senor, los griegos dizen que creep que, quando Constantino ediftco
esta yglesia, andavan en la lavor della muchas gentes...9 que un dia...quel maestro
mayor mandd a un nino...aguardar las ferramientas; a que, quendando alli, le
aprescio un onbre a cavallo muyfermoso e le dixo: ... anda, non ayas miedo, que yo to
prometo que yo guarde la yglesia a la cibdat fasta que to vengas; a que nip"o se Jug, e
despues, con miedo que uvo de amenagas que le fizieron, nunca bolvio, ansi que
quedo el cavallero en guarda de la promesa quefizo. E este se dize que es el Angel....

They say that the Turk [Murad II] came and greatly oppressed the city ... and as the
Grand Turk went on with his attempt, they told him that they had seen a man riding a
horse on the wall and he then asked a Greek captive what this marvel was which they
saw every night, an armed horseman riding on the fortifications. He said: Lord: so the
Greeks say. When Constantine built his church, he used many people as his laborers
and one day the master-builder ordered a child who was there to guard the
implements. He did as he was told. A very handsome man on a horse appeared to him
and said: `...Go without fear and I promise you that I will guard the church and the
city until you return.' The child did so, and a very handsome man on horseback
appeared and the child left but did not return at all, because he feared punishment.
And so the horseman remained in accordance with the promise that he had made.
And they say that he was an angel....

75 Cf. A. A. Vasiliev, "Pero Tafur, A Spanish Traveller of the Fifteenth Century and His Visit to
Constantinople, and Trebizond, and Italy," Byz 7 (1932): 75-122, esp. p. 110. Paloma Diaz-Mas,
"El eco de la caida de Constantinopla en las literaturas Hisp'anicas," in Badenas de la Pena and
Perez Martin, pp. 317-349, furnishes an extensive discussion of Tafur and others. For some
observations in connection with the siege of 1422, cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations," text with an.
69-72.
76 Tafur 179-180. In regard to his visit, in general, cf. A. Bravo Garcia, "La Constantinopla que
vieron R. Gonzalez de Clavijo y P. Tafur," Erytheia 3 (1983): 39-47.
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Tafur wrote this account long after his visit and after the fall of Constantinople in 1453.
He concludes this passage with an indirect comment on the later siege of 1453:...pero
poderse is dezir agora quel nin"o era venido, a el Angel avie dexado su guarda, pues todo
es tomado a ocupado pero por aquella vez el Turco se partio..., `...yet it can be said now
that the child had come back and that the angel has left his post, for the city has been
captured and is under occupation; but back then the Turk departed....' Similarly, echoes
of the same popular legend are encountered in an anonymous Greek lamentation on the
fall of Constantinople in 1453:"

`O Koc toc T'Ijs ' A7L&S EoYL&S, Ta 1rE1rXa r1 q

Ti q lravayLaS, T1iS OE1rT11S, 'r K n LEpeIAEVa,

Tot UKEU11 Ta 1rcVc'yLa KU L 1rOU vci KaTUVTTlaaV'

Apa 6 UyyEXos, GJg 1'ITOV TETay.LeVos,

oww; KUL ETakEV 1rOTE TOU 7MAcL VEaVLOKOU'

E'L1rEv yap OUK EtEpXoµa1 'ON; OTOU Va' EAO ]g.

'0 VeavLas EpXETaL, o dinjXileV.

The decorations of Hagia Sophia, the consecrated covers of the all-holy altar, the all-
holy vessels, where did they end up? Was the angel watching, as he had been
instructed to do, the one who long ago had promised the young man by saying: `I will
not leave before you return.' The young man has returned; the angel has departed.

Twenty-six years after Murad's siege, in the reign of Constantine XI, George Scholarios,
the leader of the anti-unionists' faction in Constantinople and the first patriarch
(Gennadios II) under the Ottoman sultan, had occasion to recall this "miracle" of 1422.
He insisted that God could be prevailed upon to perform the same miracle once more, if
the Greeks repented and turned away from the Latin Church by repudiating the union that
had been declared in Florence in 1439. The defensive program that Scholarios suggested
to save Constantinople in 1453 concerned divine intervention. In a letter to the emperor

77 E. Kriaras, T6 'AVaKQCX1Qp.a 'rids KwvaTaVTLV61roXTls, KpLTLK'n "EK8oU11 µE Etaaywyr, EX6XLa

Kal TXwaadpLO (Thessaloniki, 1956; 2d ed.: 1965), lines 109-115 [CC 2: 376, with Italian
translation]. This story was well known throughout the Christian world and the angel in question is
most often identified as the Archangel Michael. In fact, the tale is often mentioned in Slavonic
texts. One of the earliest versions by an anonymous author is edited and translated by Majeska,
Russian Travelers, pp. 128-131 (valuable commentary with bibliography: pp. 203-206). It is
entitled CKa3aHY1e 0 CBATbIX McCTex, o KOCTAHTYIHerpaAe m O cBATbIX Mowex CnaC1u11XCA BO

llepycanHM'h, a co6paHblx KOCTSIHTBHOM uapeMb B HapxuaeMbIa gapbrpag [Tale of the Holy
Places, of the City of Constantine, and of the Holy Relics Preserved in Jerusalem and Collected by
the Emperor Constantine in the Aforementioned Imperial City]. For other versions, cf. S. G.
Vilinsky, Bu3anmu6crco-cnaesxcxue CKa3aHu. o co36axuu XpaMa Ce. Coguu 14apezpadcxou
[Byzantine-Slavonic Legends on the Construction of the Constantinopolitan Church of Hagia
Sophia] (Odessa, 1900), pp. 84-85 and 100-101. For other aspects of the Greek popular tradition,
cf. E. Ayensa, "'Volvera a ser veustra'. La caida de Constantinopla y su recuerdo en la tradici6n
popular griega," in Badenas de la Pena and Perez Martin, pp. 351-393.
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he recalls the events of 1422 and then puts forth his "plan": all-night vigils, chanting, and
the burning of incense.78

Among the defenders, Cardinal Isidore, who had a lively interest in the occult,79 also
preserved for us some tales that were of interest to him. Isidore links the destruction of
the walls by artillery to a prophecy that predicted the fall of Constantinople:80

Tune autem intelleximus perfectum esse atque impletum vetus oraculum, quod diu
nostris annalibus servatum est, dicens: "Vae tibi, civitas septicollis, cum to
adolescens obsederit, et tua moeniafortissima demolita fuerint. "

Then we understood that the ancient oracle had been fulfilled and had come to its
completion. It has been preserved in our chronicles and declares: "Woe to you, city of
the Seven Hills, when a young man will lay siege to you and your mighty walls will
be demolished."

Isidore also refers to another prophecy that must have become timely immediately after
the sack and the death of Constantine XI:8 1

78 Scholarius, 3: 163.
79 Cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations," n. 55.
80 CC 1: 70.
81 For the oracles cited by Isidore, Barbaro, Chronique Breve, and Scholarios, cf. Marie-Helene
Congourdeau, "Byzance et la fin du monde. Courants de pensee apocalyptiques sous les
Paleologues," in B. Lellouch and S. Yerasimos, eds., Les traditions apocalyptiques au tournant de
la chute de Constantinople. Actes de la Table Ronde d'Istanbul (13-14 avril 1996). Varia Turcica
33 (Paris, 2000): 63-66 and 69-72.

Strictly speaking, Isidore himself did not compose this letter, as he seems to have dictated it. He
probably dictated it in Greek and then it was translated into Latin; cf. the opening of this letter:
Epistola composita per ser Pasium de Bertipalia notarium ad instantiam reverendissimi domini
domini Isidori cardinalis Sabinensis. The letter (with Italian translation) is published in CC 1: 58-
64; our quotation: p. 60. The mother of Constantine XI was the Serbian princess Helene Dragag. On
her family and her relationship with Constantine XI, cf. Philippides, Constantine XI Draga!
Palaeologus, passim. It is curious to note that Leonardo's narrative is free of popular prophecies
and signs of doom, even though his friend Isidore must have discussed these portents with him.
Perhaps Leonardo's interests had nothing to do with the occult. Leonardo refers to prophecies only
once and he does so indirectly at the beginning of his work, when he refers to the popular
prophecies that had traditionally been ascribed to Leo the Wise. Perhaps he has in mind this
prophecy of the first and last Constantine which he must have heard from Isidore a number of
times; cf. PG 159: 926-927 (not in CC 1): Idcirco non mirum si in poenam tanti criminis insperata
mox tempestas invaluit; quam Spiritu sancto docti quoque a multis annis futuram esse
praedixerant... tabula illa, quan Leonis Sapienti ascribunt, apud monasterium Sancti Georgii de
Mangana constructa, vetusto tempore in Constantinopoli occultata mysterioso jam signo detecta,
jacturam demonstrat. Haec... celluls distincta quadratis, imperatorum ordinem successionemque
ponebat, fniendum tamen in hoc ultimo Constantino. Ita quoque patriarcharum alia in longum
tracta tabula ordinem praescribebat. Nam ille spiritu prophetico illustratus tot cellulas
figurandorum imperatorum tabulae inscripsit, quot a primo Constantino Magno, Constantinopolis
conditore, neque ad ultimam captivitatem futuri erant. Languschi-Dolfin, a follower of Leonardo,
departs from his model and adds a chapter entitled: Come furono molti prodigy auanti el perder de
Constantinopoli, which includes a few omens (fol. 317 [pp. 17-18]): Fu etiam la mente de li
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Animadverte, quaeso ... qualis et quanta fuerit illustrissimi Constantine dictae Urbis
fundatoris... quae sicut ab ipso Constantino, Elenae filio, fuit tune fundata, ita nunc ab
ipso Constantino, alterius Elenaefilio, miserabiliter est amissa.

I ask you to consider the beauty and magnitude of the city that had been named after
its founder, the most illustrious Constantine... it had been founded in antiquity by
Constantine himself, the son of Helena. And now it has been miserably lost by
Constantine himself, the son of another Helena.

Barbaro, who also alludes to the same prophecy, confirms that this coincidence was not
just the product of Isidore's interest in the occult:82

L'altra profetia the dixe, quanto the el se trovera uno imperador the abia nome
Costantino, fib d'Elena, soto quelo imperio el se perdera Costantinopoli.

Another prophecy declared that in the reign of an emperor called Constantine, the son
of Helena, Constantinople would be lost.

In addition, Nestor-Iskander also mentions the prophecy:83 14 3616ICTbCSI peueuaoe:
KO[H]CTSIHTHHOM'b Cb3,gaCSi m HaKH KO[H]CT$HTHHOM'b H CKOHgacsI, "and the prophecy

came to pass: `A Constantine created it and once again a Constantine ended it."'
Other prophecies also declared that the end of a millennium was fast approaching.

Nestor-Iskander has preserved one that supposedly dates back to the origins of the city. It
declares that the city's end has been prefigured at its very foundation. Nestor-Iskander
speaks of a duel between an eagle and a snake84 that was observed by Constantine the
Great and his master builders:85

homeni da crudeli, et cuori monstri, et prodigy per quelli zorni agitate in cielo in terra et in mar.
Pochi zorni auanti fu preso ostrege, the aperte stilo sangue. Da cielo per aere aparse molti fuogi et
coruscationi tonitrui terribili. Nembi cum sagitte et fulguri. In terra uenti grandi et terremoti, parse
the ruinasse le case monstrando the tutto se douesse abissar. Some of those omens appear in
Pusculo's hexameters also, which probably points to another unidentified source for both
Languschi-Dolfin and Pusculo. Cf. Pusculo, 4.205-217 [not in CC 1]: Praetera monstris diris
terrentur, et atris / Prodigiis, coelo, terra, et super aequore visis. / Paucos ante dies angusto ex
aequore capta / Ostrea, sanguineo maduere infecta rubore. / Sanguis erat succus proprius,
fluctusque cruenti / Aequoris. Et coelo crebri micuere per auras / Nocte ignes. Animos insueta
tonitrua crebro / terrebant sonitu horribili, nimbisque / Fulgure diruptis veniebantfulmina densa. /
Ipsa etiam tellus vento concussa sub ima /Radice intremuit, ruere, et visu omnia tecta / Urbibus in
magnis, ne terrae mergier alto /Noctes, atque dies fundo, Stygiaque palude.
82 Barbaro 51 (CC 1: 29-30).
83 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 77 (p. 87).
84 Ibid., 4 (pp. 24-27). The motif of the eagle versus the snake has been exhaustively studied by R.
Wittkower, "Eagle and Serpent. A Study in the Migration of Symbols," Journal of the Warburg
Institute 2 (1939): 293-325.
85 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origins and Capture), 4 (pp. 24-25).
This Slavonic passage bears a remarkable similarity to Homer, Iliad 12.200-207: opVLs 'y p QppLv
E1rijXi a aep'nvEµevaL µEµacuMv, / O:LETog $i1rET'Iqs E1r' Q:pwrepo: Xe [F]bv EEpywv, / cp06VTjeVTO'

bpc'KOVTa tpEpaV OVUXeaoL 1reXwpOV / COV E- T' K X'L Ot) 1rW Xapµ11s' / Ko4)E 'yip
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bI ce 3MHYI BHe3aany BbIIneA'b H31, Hopbl, noTeLie no M&Ty, H a6ie cBbllne opens
CnaA'b 3Mi5i 1I0XBaTH H noilert Ha BbICOTY, a 3M1 i HaiiaTb yKp')iIJISITHCb B'bKpyr'b

opJia. IUecapb xe H BCH JlioAie 6sxxy 3ps ge Ha opna H Ha 3MuIo; opeii% xe
B'b3J1eThB1 H31 Oiiblo Ha AOJIr'b tac b H naKH SIBHCH HH3JxeTaIOIIIb H nape C'b
3MieMb Ha TO)Kb McCTO, nOHexce oAOJieH'b 6bICT16 OTb 3M15i.

And this snake suddenly came out of a hole and raced over the place. At the same
moment, an eagle having escaped from aloft descended, snatched the snake, and flew
on high. But the snake began to gather its strength around the eagle. The emperor and
all the people observed the eagle and the snake. Having flown from sight for a long
time, the eagle appeared again flying low and fell with the snake on that place,
because it had overpowered the snake.

Those present managed to capture the eagle and to kill the snake.86 Then Nestor-Iskander
explains the meaning of this ominous sign. It predicts the fall of Constantinople and its
eventual recovery by the Christians:87

...H 6biCTb uecapb BO yxaCk BeJIHI;eMb, H C03BaBb KHH)CHHKH H Mygpeitu CKa3a
HM'b 3HaMeHle, OHH xe nopa3cygnB'b Cxa3anla I;ecapio: ce M'kCTO

Ceg[b]Moxo3IMbIH Hapei eTCsi H npOCJIaBHT[b]CSI H BO3BeJIHLIHT[b]CSI B'b BCei1

BCeJieHH'tII1 naue HHbIX rpagOB'b, HO nOHexce CTaHeTb Mex{H ABy Mopb, m 6bewb
6ygeT]6 BOJIHaMM MopbCKHMH, - 1ToKOJle6HHM'b 6yAeTb. A opeJr'b - 3HaMeHie
KpeCTSIHCKoe, a 3Miii - 3HaMeHle 6ecepMeHCKoe, H noHexze 3M1i ogoirb opna,
SlBJISIeT'b, SIKO 6eCepMaHCTBO OAOJI'Tb XpeCTb5HCTBa. A nOHexce KpeCTbnaHe 3Mia

y6Hma, a opjia H3bIMama, sIBJISieTb, SIKO HanoCJI4 OK'b naKbl XpeCTbSIHCTBO

OAOn'heT% 6ecepMepMenCTBa H Ceg[b]MoxoxMaro npiHMyrb, H B'b HeM'b

B'bIlaps1T[16]CSl.

The emperor was in great dread. He summoned his scribes and sages, to whom he
recounted the sign. They deliberated and gave their interpretations to the emperor:
This place will be called Seven Hills and will be glorified and exalted above other

a&TOV E'XoVTa Kcrr i'rij 3oC 'spat 8ELP1 V / LBVWdELC 07rLUW' 6 8' airi E&V TjKE dX'&as
obUV91aL, V G(p 8E EVL Ka13RaX' OI.LI.XW. / al'ToC bEi KXQf'ytas 7r4TETO irVOLTjC dVEµoLO.
86 The inspiration of Nestor-Iskander for this passage is discussed by Unbegaun, "Les relations
vieux-russes de la prise de Constantinople," pp. 13-38; idem, in Selected Papers on Russian and
Slavonic Philology, pp. 1-26; and Smimov, pp. 50-71. It cannot be proved conclusively that Nestor-
Iskander is indebted to Homer, as the theme of the struggle between eagle and snake is too
common. A version of this combat was even portrayed in a well-known mosaic in the Imperial
Palace in Istanbul. The recent excavations of the Imperial Palace are discussed in G. Brett, W.
Macaulay, and R. B. K. Stevenson, The Great Palace of the Byzantine Emperors, 1: First Report on
the Excavations (London, 1947). It is not likely that this particular mosaic was visible ca. 1453, but
similar scenes elsewhere may have inspired Nestor-Iskander (or the elaborator who produced the
introduction for the diary of the siege). The political ideological significance of this account for the
Muscovite Russian scribes explains the inclusion of the motif of the struggle between snake and
eagle in the several annals, including the Tale of Nestor-Iskander.
87 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 4 (pp. 24-27).
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cities throughout the world. But, since it stands between two seas, it will be struck by
the waves of the seas; it will be shaken. The eagle is a sign of Christianity while the
snake is a sign of the non-Orthodox. Since the snake overpowered the eagle, it reveals
how Mohammedanism will overwhelm Christianity. But since the Christians killed
the snake and captured the eagle, it reveals how again in the end Christianity will
overpower Mohammedanism, will receive the Seven Hills, and will be enthroned in it.

Throughout his narrative, Nestor-Iskander utilizes apocalyptic tales that ultimately derive
from Methodios of Patara and Leo the Wise, sources that were also popular in Kievan
Rus', with profound implications for later Russian annalistic writings.88 More important
for our purposes are Nestor-Iskander's observations on a sign predicting doom, as it must
derive from his original diary and is part of the lore of the siege of 1453:89

B'b 20 xe nepBbIfI AeHI Maia, rp')x'b paiH Haumxb, 6bICTb 3HaMeHle cTpamHO B'b
rpa,irb: HOIIIH y6o npOTHBb nATKa OCBATHCA rpagb BeCb, H BHAhBIIIH CTpaXH,
TeLIaxy B1I91TH 6bIBluee, gaaxy 6o TypKM 3axcroma rpag%, H BcKJI14Kal11e
Beiiimmb rjlacoM'b. Co6paBIQ1IMxKecs JIIOAeMb MH03'hM'b, BHA'huia y BeJIHKia-
ItepKBx HpeMyApoCTn Boxia y Bepxa 1I3% BOKOH'b nuiaMeHIO OrHeHHy BeJIiIO
H3fIeAlny, OKpy)KHBIIly BCIO meio IjepKOBHyIO Ha AJI'br'b gacb. 14 co6paBCA
nJIaMeHb B'b eAHHO npeMeHHCA nJIaMeHb, H 6bICTb, AKO CBbT'b HeH3pegeHHbIi1, H

a6ie B3ATCA Ha He6o. OH'hM'b xe 3pA11jHMb Hagama nJIaKaTH rpbKO B'bniIoII e:
IFocnoAH nOMHJIyYI! CB'hTy xce OHOMy AocTHrmy go He6ecb, OTBep3Omacs ABepH
He6ecHbIA, 14 npiAmue CB'kT'b, naKbI 3aTB0pHmacb.

On the twenty-first day of May there was, for our sins, a frightful sign in the city. As a
consequence, on the eve of Friday, the entire city was illuminated. The sentinels, who
saw the light, ran to see what had happened, for they were under the impression that
the Turks were burning the city. They cried with a great voice. Many people gathered
and saw on the Church of the Wisdom [= Hagia Sophia], at the top of the window, a
large flame of fire issuing forth. It encircled the entire neck of the church for a long
time. The flame gathered into one; its flame altered, and there was an indescribable
light. At once it took to the sky. Those who had seen it were benumbed. They began
to wail and cried out in Greek: "Lord have mercy!" The light itself has gone up to
heaven; the gates of heaven were opened; the light was received; and again they were
closed.

Nestor-Iskander then states that the imperial court, along with the population, became
very frightened upon viewing this portent and the emperor asked the "patriarch"90 for his
interpretation. The patriarch replied that the departure of the light for heaven signified
that "God's grace and generosity have gone from us. God wishes to hand over our city to

88 These sources and their implications are discussed in the edition of Nestor-Iskander, ibid.,
"Introduction."
89 Ibid., 47 (pp. 62-63).
90 On Nestor-Iskander's "patriarch," cf. our observations, supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies," text
with nn. 150 and 152.
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the enemy."91 Then Nestor-Iskander goes on to identify the light with the Holy Spirit and
notes the general confusion within the city:92 Bo BTOpoI%I xe Aeiib, era ycJrblmame
.ino,gie oTmecTBie CBSITaro gyxa, a6ie pacTasmacsl BCH, H HanaAe Ha HHx'b cTpax'b x
TperreT'b, "on the second day, when the people heard of the departure of the Holy Spirit,
all became stupefied; fear and alarm fell upon them."

The departure of the Holy Spirit must have been on the mind of the besieged.
Kritoboulos, who was not an eyewitness, but had spoken to participants in the siege on
both sides, also makes mention of "the departure of the deity" but he does not associate it
with the light surrounding Hagia Sophia as mentioned by Nestor-Iskander.93 Kritoboulos
associates it with an unusual darkness that fell upon the city for an entire day:94

91 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 48 (p. 62):
...peye eMy napTiapxb: B'scx, o uapio, BCSI npextepeueanasl o rpaA'k ceMbACB'kTb y6o orb
HeM3peueHHblil, Hxe 6t C'bAt11CTBySL Bb BeJIHrJ'kll I;epKBH BOxCIS1 llpeMyApOCTLI Cb npeXHHMH

CB+THJIbHHKbI 14 apxiepen BCeJIeHCKHMH, TaKO)K 1 allreinb 6oxill, ero xe yxp'krns Sorb npH
YCTHHiaH'k uecapM, Ha cbxpaHeHiC CBSITbra BeJIHKia gepKBH K rpagy CeMy, Bb CIIO 60 HOmb
OTbHAOIna Ha He6o. II ce 3HaMeHyeTb, HKO MHJIOCTb Boxia m n{egpOTbI ero oTbnAOIna OTb

Hacb, m xou em Eorb npeAaTH rpa1b Ham b BparoM b HanIHMT, "the patriarch said to him:
`Emperor: weigh all of what has been said about this city.... And as it, the indescribable light had
assisted in the Great Church of the Wisdom of God with sanctified lamps and the ecumenical
prelates, so also in the same way an angel of God. God granted it [the light] in the time of Emperor
Justinian for the preservation of the great holy church and this city. But in this night, it departed for
heaven. This signifies that God's grace and generosity have gone from us: God wishes to hand over
our city to the enemy'."
92 Ibid., 50 (pp. 64-65).
93 This fire may well have been what is today identified as St. Elmo's fire, caused by unusual
atmospheric conditions, perhaps an accumulation of debris particles, smoke from the cannons, and
weather phenomena, and giving off discharges of atmospheric electricity. It has been brought to our
attention that this fire about the dome of Hagia Sophia is similar to the account of "the chariot of
fire" related variously in the Old Testament book: The Prophecy of Ezekiel. The analogy at best is a
distant one.
94 Kritoboulos 1.46. Otherwise, in terms of signs and portents, Kritoboulos mentions another
unusual atmospheric phenomenon for Constantinople at this time of the year, a storm that brought
hail. This storm comes at the conclusion of another sign of divine wrath: the icon of the Mother of
God fell on the ground and became so heavy that it could be lifted only with difficulty, I.45.1-5:
, .. 'TA(; ELKOVOS TTIS ©EOµrlTopoc aUT'Q TWV XELpaV aL(PVTIS EK1[EOOUOQ T(sV KaTEXOVTWV R1gbEjA&q

TIOTLVOQOUV dvc'YKTIS T'l RLaq 1' 'yiiaai1.EVTic 1CpqvYls E7rc6EV Eir ' E& pour, 7EdVTWV OUV

civa(3OTIOCxVTWV 6&g KO:L OUV8E8p011LilK6TWv ELS avarr'ra6LV TTIS eu oVOS a: TTI l.L&XXOV e(3pL19E

Kcru 1LOXURbou SLKTIV Ropuvoi VTI...TOUTO 7rapa MOtav 'yE'yov& ypL'KTIV TE 7roXX V Kat r'YWVLQV

1LE'YLOTflV KO:L pOROV 7raaLV EVERO:XEV' EV01LLrov 'yap, WUTrep 8r Kai I'v, Eir' oUbEVL aUµ(30XW aLOL(D

TTIV 7rT6)6LV TaUTTIV 'yEVEa&IL...EU19US peTU TOUTO µeerlµ(3pLos OUOTIS aTO:&p&(; RpOVTaL 7rOXXaL

KaL darp07roL KOTEppcky1aav 1LETOI v pons, MIL &r ye AOIRpov l1ETOV µE70. X Xart6
Otpo8p0T&TTIC,...OUTW 7rap&Xo y6V TL KO:L O''TI&S flv TO XD La TOi1 UETOU KO L Tr1S XaX0rls EKELVTI(;,

LYirep EST)XOU 7rONTWs TTIV TOIXLan v T(Av OXWV 0:7r41XELav. The weather must have been unsettled in

the last days of the sack, as Nestor-Iskander thought it important to note that by the time the sultan
entered the conquered city and approached Hagia Sophia, it had stopped raining; cf. Hanak and
Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 82 (pp. 92-93): He AoxAa,
"it was not raining." On this point, cf. supra, the conclusion of ch. 2: "Four Testimonies."
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TT) SE UUTEpa1Q 'u ev v',pog Sad' 'ri v -K' LV 1raUav 1rEpLEK Ai)*ev dirt 7rpW6ac

Pa&Lac EWS EU7rEpag. Toi'ro 1rcYVTWq E87jXov TI'V d1rO81 L cXV TOU $ELov KaL

aVaXWpTIULV EK rij, 7r0'XE0s KaL T'ijv reXek:v TaUTTIC, EyKQTOCAELj)LV KaL

a1<OUTpOCp'IV- VEtpEL yap TO OELOV KpU'ItT0REVOV MIL 7rapa-yLVET01 Kai 1raXLV

airEpXETaL. Kal. TONTa pEV oUTW. Kal a/rLUTELTW µ'r8ELS' 1rXELUTOL yap Ol TOUTWV

luipTUpEs TE 14EaTO:L TWV I EVWV KaL OCOTWV.

... on the following [day], at daybreak a deep cloud covered the entire city from very
early in the morning until evening. This sign declared everywhere that the deity had
departed from the city. She was left totally by herself as the deity irrevocably turned
away from her. When the deity comes or goes away, it does so within a cloud. And so
it happened. Let no one doubt it. There are so many witnesses, both residents and
foreigners.

This darkness mentioned by Kritoboulos is also described by Nestor-Iskander, with a
number of varying details. Most importantly, it occurred in the evening. Once more the
clerics were frightened and became convinced that the fate of the city had been sealed:95

H SIKO yxce o ceAMof4 roAHHe TOSI HO'W, Hagam HaCTynaTM HaA7 rpa,r oM T[b]Ma
Be.nia: B03Ayxy y60 Ha aep'h orycTHBmycsl, HaBHcecsI Hall;'b rpaAOMb fJIaLIeBHbIM'b

o6pa3oM1 HLIcnyugame aKH cne3bl KanJILI BeJIMubI, no,o6Hble BeJIHLIeCTBOM'b H
B3opOM'b 6yiIBaJIHOMy OKy, gepJI'hHbI, H Tepnsixy Ha 3eMJIH Ha AOJIr'b qacb, SIKO
YAHBHTHCSI BC'1'iM'b JHOAeM1,, H Bb Ty3'h BeJIMU']s1t H BO yxcaca 6bITM. flaTpiapx'b ace

AHacTacie BCKOp'b cb6paB'b Becb KJIMprK'b H CHHKJIHTb, r o e K'b uecapro M pee
eMy, CBtTJIUIIIJIL1 uecaplo, BCSI npexepeLIennasl o rpa,'h ceM'b Ao6ph B'bCH, TaKO
M OTIUecTBie cBSITaro J yxa BHA'h.

And when it was seven o'clock that night, a great darkness began to gather over the
city; the air in the atmosphere thickened. Descending as deplorable figures to the size
of tear drops, like glances from the majestic buffalo, it hung over the city. Bright red,
it lingered on the ground for a long time. In fright and great sorrow did all of the
people observe [it]. Soon afterwards, Patriarch Athanasios gathered all clerics and the
senate, went to the emperor, and said to him: "Most serene emperor: You know
everything about the aforementioned seventh good city. So you saw the departure of
the Holy Spirit."

The most organized account of the portents can be found in Barbaro. The Venetian
physician reports most of the tales that were known to him and he further observes that
the fall of the city could only occur when three signs had been observed:96

95 Ibid., 68 (pp. 80-81).
96 Barbaro 51 [CC 1: 29-30]. In regard to the equestrian statue of Constantine, which had indeed
attracted a great deal of lore in the last years of the empire, cf. our comments, supra, text with nn.
67-73. Elsewhere in his narrative, he also mentions the prophecy regarding Constantine, the son of
Helena, in connection with the events of April 21; cf. 26 [CC 1: 16]: ... misser Jesiu Cristo ... volse
longare el termine [= of the siege], perche la profetia avesse suo luogo, zoe quela esser adimplida,
la qualprofetia profetizd san Costantin fio de santa Lena, fo imperador de Costantinopoli.
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Et anche 1'eterno Dio volse dar questa cordial sententia per adimplir tute profetie
antiche, e masima la prima profetia, the fe san Costantin, el qual xe a cavalo suxo
una colona aprexo de la giexia de Santa Sofia de questa zits, the profetia con la man,
e dixe: "De qua vignera chi me desfara, " mostrando la Natolia, zoe la Turchia.
L'altra profetia the dixe, quando the el se trovera uno imperador the abia nome
Costantin, fib d'Elena, soto quelo imperio el se perdera Costantinopoli; 1'altra
profetiza the dixe: "quando la luna fara signal in cielo, de 1i a pochi zorni i Turchi
avera Costantinopoli; " si the tute tre queste profetie si son stade, zoe i Turchi passd
in la Gretia, el se ha trovado l'imperador the ha nome Costantin fao d'Elena, la luna
hanofato signal in zielo, tuto son adimplido, si the Dio cusi hano determinado de dar
questa cussi fata sententia contra cristiani, e masima contra l'imperio de Costantin....

And yet the eternal God wished to pronounce this cruel sentence to fulfill all the
ancient prophecies and especially the first prophecy that was foretold by Saint
Constantine, who stands mounted on his horse on a column near the Church of Hagia
Sophia and prophesies with a gesture of his arm and says: "This is the way my
conqueror will come," as he points towards Anatolia, that is to say Turkey. The other
prophecy states that when an emperor with the name of Constantine, the son of
Helena, is enthroned in the empire, Constantinople will be lost. And the other
prophecy declares that the Turks will seize Constantinople a few days after the moon
gives a sign in the sky. So now the three prophecies have been fulfilled. That is to say,
the Turks have crossed into Greece, the emperor whose name is Constantine and he is
the son of Helena, has been enthroned, and the moon has given a sign in the sky. All
the prophecies have been fulfilled and God decided to pronounce His fatal verdict
against the Christians and especially against the empire of Constantine....

Indeed one may observe that Barbaro's citations of prophecies of doom in the narrative
are related in direct proportion to his own forebodings. The earlier part of his narrative
avoids any predictions or quotations of oracles. In fact the first time he mentions a
prophecy is after twenty-six printed pages of his narrative, and marks the date of April 21
in his account.97 Gradually, as his despair increases, he begins to cite signs of divine
wrath. His remarks on the intervention of the divine increase as we approach the end of
the siege and probably reflect his psychological condition. His attitude could probably
match the psychological profile of other defenders. He mentions again a divine prophecy
in connection with the operations of May 12. On that night the Turks launched a serious
attack upon the sector of the Blakhernai but were repelled precisely because it was not
the appropriate time for the prophecy to be fulfilled:98

A di dodexe pur <de> mazo a l'ora de la meza note vene a le mure del palazo, da
Turchi cinquanta milia ben in ordene, circondando tuto el palazo de questi cani
Turchi con grandisimi cridori segondo for so costume, e cusi de sonari de nacare e de
tamburli; i diti Turchi per questa note i de una granda bataia a le mure de questo
palazo, the quaxi la maxor parte de quell de la tera veramente si crede perder questa

97 Barbaro's text is quoted supra, n. 96.
98 Barbaro 38 [CC 1:23].
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note la zitade. Ma it nostro misericordioso misser Jesiu Cristo non volse, the questa
note si devese perder cusi vilmente questa zitade, et anche Dio si volse the le profetie
fosse adimplide. La qual profetia profetizo santo Constantin, the fo el primo
imperador the avesse Costantinopoli, el qual profetizo the mai Costantinopoli non se
perderia mai per in Tina the la luna non levasse scura....

On May 12, about the hour of midnight, fifty thousand Turks in proper formation
attacked the walls of the palace and these dogs, the Turks, surrounded the entire
palace with the greatest noise, in accordance with their custom, sounding drums and
tambourines. The aforementioned Turks also launched such a great attack against the
walls of the palace that night that the majority of the defenders in the territory
believed that truly the city would be lost that night. But our merciful lord Jesus Christ
did not wish for the city to fall so cheaply that night and again God wished that the
prophecies be fulfilled. Saint Constantine had pronounced this prophecy, when he was
the first emperor of Constantinople, and he prophesied that Constantinople would not
be lost as long as the moon did not rise clothed in darkness....

Barbaro's sign manifested itself ten days later, on May 22, on which date he notes and
accurately describes a lunar eclipse, which he took to be the definite sign mentioned in
the prophecy-99

Pur ancora in questo zorno de vintido de mazo, a una hors de note el parse uno
mirabel segnal in zielo, el qual segno fo quelo the de ad intender a Costantin degno
imperador de Costantinopoli, the el suo degno imperio si se aprossimava al finimento
suo, come con efeto a stato. Questo segnal si fo de questa condition e forma: questa
sera a un hora de notte levo la luna et havea hozi el suo tondo, levando questa luna la
dovea levar tuta tonda, ma questa luna si levo come quela avesse abudo We zorni, la
qual puoco parea, e iera 1'aiere sereno come uno cristalo neto e mundo; questa luna
si duro a questo muodo zerca hore quatro, e poi a puoco a puoco quela si se ando
fazando el suo tondo, e a ore sie de note, tuta sifo compida de far el suo tondo.

On the same day of May 22, at the first hour of night appeared a miraculous sign in
the sky to tell the respectable emperor of Constantinople that his respected empire was
approaching its end, which, in effect, came to pass. This sign had the following
appearance and shape: that evening, at the first hour of the night, the moon rose. As it
was full, it should have been a complete circle. But this moon rose as if it were a
three-day moon: little of it appeared, even though the atmosphere was calm, like a
clear, polished crystal. The moon persisted in this form for about four hours and then,
little by little, it completed its full circle. By the sixth hour of the night it had formed
its complete circle.

99 Barbaro 46 [CC 1: 26]. Barbaro makes it clear by mentioning that the moon was full that we are
dealing with a lunar eclipse. However, FC, p. 121, states: "...on 24 May the moon would be at
full." So Barbaro must be wrong as to the exact date of the eclipse, which could not occur unless
the moon were full.
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This sign caused concern in both camps. But it seems to have affected the defenders
especially, who viewed it as a bad omen. Barbaro includes his observations on the effect
of the eclipse:100

Abiando not tuti cristiani a pagani, aver visto questo mirable segno, 1'imperador de
Costantinopoli forte se spauri de questa cosa, e cusi feze tuta la sua baronia, e questo
perche Griexi avea una profetia, the dixea, the Costantinopoli mai non se perderia
per fina tanto the la luna non mostrasse segnal in zielo in nel suo tondo, si the questa
si iera la paura the avea Girexi. Ma Turchi si fexe una gran festa per el suo campo
per alegreza de questo segnal, perche a for iparea aver vitoria, si comefo anche ben
el vero.

When we Christians and the heathen saw this miraculous sign, the emperor of
Constantinople conceived great fear (as did his entire retinue of barons), because the
Greeks knew of a prophecy which declared that Constantinople would always endure
provided that the moon, in its full circle, did not give a sign in the sky; this was the
reason for the terror that came upon the Greeks. But the Turks celebrated a great
festival throughout their camp, out of joy for this sign, because it predicted victory for
them, which turned out to be true.

Perhaps it should be pointed out that it is really in western narratives, with Catholic
affiliations, that we find a great deal of attention paid to prophecies. The Orthodox
secondary accounts, as well as Nestor-Iskander, as we have seen, focus their attention on
signs that were closely associated with their church. Kritoboulos and Nestor-Iskander are
interested in the departure of the Holy Spirit and in signs that indicate divine wrath,
without mentioning prophecies. The only Greek secondary narrative to mention
prophecies is Doukas. There are two that he cites in connection with the siege and the
fall. The first we will have occasion to examine.101 It relates the supposed advice that
ambassadors from John Hunyadi gave to the Ottoman artillery corps so that the cannon
could bring down the walls. While we are not certain that the incident is historical,
Doukas suggests that the ambassadors did so in order to bring about the fall of
Constantinople, as a prophecy had declared, and that this event would be advantageous to
their lord John Corvinus Hunyadi.

More important for our purposes is the second prophecy that Doukas mentions, which
indeed played a significant part for the population of Constantinople at the beginning of
the sack and also contributed to the suffering of the non-combatants. In the early hours
large crowds sought refuge in the church of Hagia Sophia, a church that had been avoided

100 Barbaro 46 [CC 1: 26].
101 Michael Doukas, Historia Turco-Byzantina, ed. Grecu: 38.13: o bE 'yEpWV d1rEKp%vaT0. La$L,
TEKVOV, EL µT! TOLS `Pwµa%oic E7rEAlOL, OUK E1CLyeXaacL 'rote %purrLavotS

T6)(q' bet yap TT v 7r6XLV 11700 TWv To pKWV (OapI]vaL, KO:L oUTW Td T41V XpLaTLavl5V

7E)\OS E oUaLV. EXWV oUV EV WOL T7jV dlra66LOV 7rpOtpTITE'Lav 0 TOU dyKOU [= John
Corvinus Hunyadi's] aryyeXos ovv'o u 1epov Tijv 7r0XLV cX ivaL. Idem, Ducae
Michaelis Ducae nepotis historia Byzantine, ed. Bekker: 38.13; and, idem, Decline and Fall of
Byzantium to the Ottoman Turks, ed. Magoulias: 38.13 (p. 217). Infra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege
of 1453," nn. 33-37; and ch. 9: "Land Operations," text with n. 49.
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by the Orthodox since, in their view, the Catholics had contaminated it in December
1452, when the formal celebration of the union of the Catholic and Orthodox Churches
had taken place. Since that fateful day it had been seen as the abode of demons and a
pagan temple:102

KUL Tj MEyocXri 'EKKATIULa WS Ko Tatp&y1ov SaLILOVWV Kai RWµOS `EAATIVLKOS aUTOLs

rlOU KTIpoL; Hob EAaiov EV TaLs AUXVa*LaLs; Ta 1ra'VTa UKOTELVa KaL
068ELS 6 KWAUWV. 'Epr .tov TO ckyLOV TEµevoS TrpoaTlµaLVOV TTIv Ep'lµLav,

TIV uTrOUTTIVaL IA,EAAEL IA.ET ' OXL'YOV SLd T(X' ( KUL O vo ik S TWV
KaTOLKOUVTWV.

And the Great Church [= Hagia Sophia] was considered by them to be a refuge of
demons and a Hellenic [= pagan] temple [after the celebration of the union]. Where
were the candles? Where was the oil for the lamps? Everything was in darkness and
there was no one to prevent it. Deserted seemed the holy church to be and it pointed to
its future abandonment that it was going to suffer a short time afterwards, on account
of the transgressions and lawlessness of the inhabitants.

After the Turks entered the area of the Pempton and individual defenders abandoned
their positions and fled to the harbor, the pursuing Turks were making a careful and slow
advance into an unfamiliar city. Word spread along their path that the city had fallen:103

TOTE arI pog 1roXU TWV aae3Wv WXETo TOv 8poµov TOV airLY'yovTa EV TTa

MEyddXrl 'EKKATIULAx.... IIpuias ryarp
oii11

UTls, 4E-TL AUKOCperyryovoTls TTIS 'i pas, TLVES

TWv 'PWµaLWv Ev TTI Eia3oXTj TWV TOUpKWV KUL T j tpuyij TWV TroXLTWV EIoaOaV

TOU KaTa&a4ELV TO 'E(; KUL 1rP0µTIt5E1U'0UG15UL T' TEKVa KOL TTIV

'YVVaLKa. ALaiaiVOVTEC, OUV TOLS ILEpEUL TOU TaUpou KaL 1rEpaL01)VTEs TOV KLOVa TOV

'raupoU, aLµa'rOtpUpTOL OVTES TIpWTWVTO lrapa TOW 'YUVaLKWV' Ti 'PX TO' airoIIYV; 'tZS

'rjKODUO:V TTIV alrEUKTaLaV EKELVTIV cpWVTIV' EVTOC TOU TELXOUS TTIS TrOAEWg 1roXEIiLOL

K(YTaURpa'TTOVTES TOUC `PwµaLOug, TO ILEV 1rPWTOV 6K E1rLUTEUUav cXAa µcXAOV KaL

URpioaVTEg KUL EtoU&V gaaVTEg 6g Q'1raiuLOV R nVUTTIV, 03tLUtEV SE TOUTOU ETEPOV

KUL I.1.ET' a&TOV (]CAAOV, OAOUg ai LocpvpToug, E'yVWQaV OTL
It

Y'YLKEV EV XELAEULV TO
1/ 0

1roTTjpLOV opryflS Toil KvpLOV.

Then a great horde of the impious [= Turks] took the road that leads to the Great
Church [= Hagia Sophia].... It was early in the morning, still twilight when some
Romans [= Greeks] who had managed to flee and reach their houses, as the Turks
were entering and the citizens were fleeing, in order to look after their children and
their wives. As they went by the region of the Bull and reached the Column of the
Cross, some women who saw them covered in blood asked: "Well, what has

102 Doukas 37.5: It is significant that in the next sentence Doukas points an accusatory forger at
George Scholarios-Gennadios II, the intransigent enemy of the emperor, who probably encouraged
the pro-Turkish elements within the city and the elements of the fifth column working for
Mehmed's victory: '0 SE LOg E'YKXELQTog E&L auKE Kal apdc uirETC&L 76-LS TT V [religious]

eiprjvrly
103 Doukas 39.17.
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happened?" When they heard that ill-omened shout "the enemy is inside the walls and
is slaughtering the Romans [= Greeks]," at first they did not believe it but even cursed
and blamed them as if they were the bearers of bad news. But behind them there was
another and another, all covered in blood, so they realized that the Lord's cup filled
with His wrath had reached their lips.

At that time large crowds remembered the sanctity of the Great Church and flocked to its
vicinity:104

IIaaaL OUV yUVaLKEs Kat av8peg, µOVaXOL, EV TTj

E&-ov Ev -r&-Ls WXEVO:Lg T(Y VTjirLa aUTWV, avSpES TE Kal yUVaLKEC,,

a(pEVTEs TOUg O'LKOVs aUTWV TW ROUXOµEV XWpeIv. KaL TIV LSELV TTIV ayUL«V
EKELVTIV 1rE1NKVW1LEV1!V T[AT pTIS av pCJ1rWV.

All the women and men, monks, and nuns ran to the Great Church [= Hagia Sophia].
They, both men and women, were holding in their arms their infants. They abandoned
their homes and left them for anyone who wished to take possession. What a
spectacle! That street was crowded, full of human beings.

Doukas cites the specific reasons why such a large crowd converged on the famous
landmark of the city, once it had become known that the Turks had overrun the sector of
the land walls by the Pempton and the Adrianople Gate: 105

To SE TrpovQcvyELV Ev 'ri MEyaX'q 'EKKXTI(TLa TOUS 1rav?as, TL; 4HOav TrpO TrOAAWV

XPOVWV aKoUoV'rEs Trapa TLVWV *EUbO!La,VTEWV, 'wW p.t XXEL TovpKOLS lrapoSo VaL

TIOXLs KaL E'LOEAI,ELV Ev'r S RE-T' SUVCYµeWs KaL -To'(; `PWµaLous

Trap' aUTWV aXpL -rob KLOVOS -rob MEyaAou KWVUTav'rLvou. ME'rd( SE T«UTa K«Ta(as

ayyEAos (pEpWV poµ(paL«V lrapa&lilQEL 'n v [3aaLAELuv aUV TT] poµ(paLa avwvUµu TLVL

aVSpL EUpENVTL TOTE EV TW KLOVL LCFTOI1EVW, ALaV airEpLTT(p KaL 1rEVLXpw KaL EpEL

aUTW' Aa4E T'1ly poµlpaiav TaUTTIV Ka1 EKSLKTIQOV TOV Aa4v KUp%ou. TOTE Tpolrr!v

EtOVTaL of TOUpKOL KaL oL 'PWµaLOL KaTaSLWtOVO'LV c uTOUs KO1rTOVTEC, KaL EtaAa,OOU-

OLV KaL EK TTIS TrOAEWs Kai &IrO TTK SUOEWS MIL airO Trjq av roXA S IEpWV a''XPL

OPLWV IIEPQLas EV 'nSir KaAOUIIEVW MOVOSEVSpLW.... KaL aUTTI TjV A c uyTj TTIS 4 TTa

MEyaAT 'EKKXTIOLU E'LOOSOU. 'EyEVETO SE Ev µLac capgc o U1rep.Le Eft EKELVOS vans

TrX'pTls avbpov TE KaL yUVaLKWV K(A KCYTW KaL &6) KaL EV TOLS 1rEp1w XOLs KaL EV

TraVTL TTr() OXAOS KAELaaVTEs SE 'rdC IgUpas ELOTTIKEOaV TTIV 1r«p'

aUTob aWTTIPLaV EA'IrLtOwreq.

104 Doukas 39.17. Khalkokondyles also covers the same ground, p. 161 [CC 2: 216]: O1 SE av&pes
TE KCYL 'yUVaLKEs, 7rXAlaoc 1rOXU EVTau1 a E1rLppEO'VTWV ai,EL Ol)XVWV, ETpOflrOVTO E7rL TOU

te'yIATOU VEW T11S 7r0'XEWs, T'ns d-yl.ac EOCpLas KaXou LE'V9 , Kal Evic Oa aUVEXE'yOVTO a"vSpEs TE

KaL 'yUVaLKEs KaL ireLbec. Khalkokondyles does not explain why Hagia Sophia suddenly became
so attractive to the Constantinopolitans, as this historian avoids any mention of omens or
prophecies in his narrative dealing with the siege.
105 Doukas 39.18.
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What was the reason that compelled all to flee to the Great Church [= Hagia Sophia]?
They had been listening, for many years, to some pseudo-soothsayers, who had
declared that the city was destined to be handed over to the Turks, who would enter in
large numbers and would massacre the Romans [= Greeks] as far as the Column of
Constantine the Great. After this an angel would descend, holding his sword. He
would hand over the kingdom, together with the sword, to some insignificant, poor,
and humble man who would happen to be standing by the Column. He would say to
him: "Take this sword and avenge the Lord's people." Then the Turks would be
turned back, would be massacred. by the pursuing Romans [= Greeks], and would be
ejected from the city and from all places in the west and the east and would be driven
as far as the borders of Persia, to a place called the Lone Tree106.... That was the
cause for the flight into the Great Church [= Hagia Sophia]. In one hour that famous
and enormous church was filled with men and women. An innumerable crowd was
everywhere: upstairs, downstairs, in the courtyards, and in every conceivable place.
They closed the gates and stood there, hoping for salvation.

Doukas ends his description of this sad event with a bitter comment in regard to the folly
of the Greeks and their former contemptuous attitude towards the Great Church, which,
they believed, had been contaminated by the Latins and the Catholic ritual at the
celebration of the union:' 07

106 On this Lone Tree, the legendary homeland and point of origin of the Turks, cf. supra, nn. 73
and 74.
107 Doukas 39.19. There also exists an anonymous threnody, Conquest of Constantinople, that
merits attention for its questionable historical and literary contents, and the author's intent in the
composition of this poem. For this work, cf. Vicky Panayotopoulou-Doulavera, "Lamenting the
Fall or Disguising a Manifesto? The Poem Conquest of Constantinople," in Byzantine Narrative,
ed. Burke, pp. 193-203. Also, attention should be directed to the work of Demetra I. Moniou,
Mvfj E, 'AAWUEWC, KWVUTavTLvo67r0A71 1453, µEUa Cirro' TLS At.i y1]QELc TWV 'IuTOpuccuv

TT)S 'E7roX7js..., rpaµµaTELa 2 (Athens, 2006): 513-515, who appears to attribute her
compilation of a lyrical threnody to the Xponozpatfiro Pedax4uu 1512 coda [The Chronographic
Edition of the Year 1512], 17onuoe Co6panue PyccKux JIemonuceu 22/1 (St. Petersburg, 1911):
437-440; and to Doukas 39.14 and 39.25; Kritoboulos A 61.2 and 61.4-6, among other authors and
sources. Cf her notes, pp. 548-551. Also, Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of
Its Origin and Capture), pp. 9, 136, and 140 ff.; and idem, The Tale of Constantinople. Hilandar
Slavic Ms. 280.

In contrast to Doukas, the poem in its introductory paragraph (ibid., p. 195) opens with the
following statement:

©p ijvoq rid KuvaTav avou7r0AEW(;. ' HXµaXWTLa& i SE 6ir6 Ti iv ToGpKwv 'TEL auvy , p.1 vL µaLO)

Kb ', Aliµ pq TpLrq, wpa 7rp(OT7) TTIS r`lji pas. Ao yoc t4prlv1qru O KaL $ALPEpos KaL 7roXXc

7rOVETLKOc KaL dvawTevayµEvos 7repi T1js KWvaTaVTLVOU'rOXewc, Kai Ei.s TOV 3aaiAEa, KaL

71EpL 7a'' 1iOVafT7'lpLa KaL TWV dyLWV XEL*dfVwv, pfTOpwV, 4aXTWV, lliiV0710LWV, 6L8awKaXWV KaL

O'pxOVTWV, KOL irEpL T'rjs GUIL(pOpag KaL aLXIiaXoaLoC, 07ro6 EaUVE371 Tijc; Ta7rELVT g T7ls 110A11g,

KaL 7rEpL TWV aU19EVTWV Till $payKLas Kal OAa Ta K01U4AOUVLa dpXoµEVOU Ofir0 TO 7rap6v,

4'pa llopTouy& ous, E7rdvLa, KaTEAavous, TaXLavouc, ' AAaµavous,
Oiryya!pous, Pwµc«vous, BEVETLKOUS, rEvou(3jaous, Eep(3ouc, BX xouc, BoiXyapous, KaL TQ'
E TIS, Td! O7rOLa p1 liaTa ypapouVTOCL SLOE aTLXOU.
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'D SUUTTIVOL 'PwµaLoL, W c XLOL, TOV VOOOV, OV EKaXELTE irpO TOU X'dES

KaL pW!IOV aLPETLKWV Kal av1 pW7ro OUK ELUEpXETO E, UIiWV EVTOC,, 1171

JlLctviJij SLa TO EVSEOV TOUc TTIV EVW(YLV T'r)S EKKXTlULac

VUV EVEKa T1ls E7rEX150U611S opyTls WC au-rijpLOV XUTPOV 'AXX' OUSE

SLKaLag Opyi c E7rEX19OUcn' EKLv11UEV &V Ta U7rXayXVa UiWV 7rpOg ELpTIVTIV' KaL

'yap Ev Toaauii irEpiaic UEL EL cry'YEXOC, KaTTIPXETO a9r' OUpaVOU EpWTWV i5 &C,' EL

SEXEU'lgE TTIV EVWULV KaL TTIV ELp11VLKTIV KaTaUTaaLV Tq' EKKXT!ULaq, BLW W TOUC

EK T1ic 7rOXE0s, OUK CYV auv r'u ea e. EL SE Kal. UUVETL$EU&, l1JEUSOs &v TIV

To UUVTL11Ep.EVOV. 'IOaOLV Ol E'L7rO'VTEC 71pO OXL'YWV TjµepuV' KPELTTOV Eµ7reaeLV ELS

XEipag ToupKWV T-1 4 payywv.

O unfortunate Romans [= Greeks] ! 0 wretched men! You now flocked to that church,
seeking a sanctuary of salvation, on account of the impending the righteous wrath, the
very church that yesterday and the day before you used to call a cave of heretics; not a
single individual among you would dare enter to avoid contacting the pollution that
the ones who embraced church union had brought about with their holy rites. Even the
righteous wrath failed to move your hearts to the path of peace. In this predicament
that you found yourselves, if an angel were to descend from heaven and ask you:
"Will you accept church union and a road to peace, if I drive the enemy out of the
city?" You would reject him. Even if you agreed, your consent would be false. They
knew it well those who, a few days earlier, had said: "It is much better to fall into the
hands of the Turks than into the hands of the Franks [= western Catholics]."

III. The Last Imperial Tomb: Vefa Meidan?

Early in the day on May 29, 1453, the last Byzantine emperor, Constantine XI, observed
the departure of his condottiere, Giovanni Giustiniani, who had been wounded.
Giustiniani had been the nucleus of the defense in a critical sector. As the warlord and his
seasoned troops departed the stockade at the Pempton, it became obvious to all that the

She translates the passage to read:

Lament on Constantinople. It was captured by the Turks in the year 1453, on the 29th of the
month of May, a Tuesday, at the first hour of the day. A mournful, sad, very painful and
sorrowful discourse about Constantinople, and on the emperor and about the monasteries and
the sacred relics, about the orators, the cantors, the hymn-composers, the teachers and the
nobles and about the catastrophe and captivity, which came upon the miserable City, and about
the rulers of the West and all the republics; beginning now with the French, English,
Portuguese, Spanish, Catalans, Italians, Germans, Hungarians, Romans, Venetians, Genoese,
Serbs, Vlachs, Bulgarians and so on. All these are written in verse.

For studies of lamentations on the fall of Constantinople, cf. A. Argyriou, "I r ropia-I8eoXoyLa-
rpac : EXETLKc µE Tous 5pljvous yLa TTIV 'AXWULS T'ric KWVUTavTLV01')7roXs," in EOPLK0 KaL

KairoSLaTpLai6 HavE7rLQT4p6o Al9rlvc6v. E7rlurl,uoc ao'yoL 31 (Athens, 2003): 17-30; and A.
Stathe, ."©pjvou. yLa TTIv aXWU7l 'rr KWUTavTLVOU7roXETIC (1453)," in K. N. Konstantinides, ed.,

II. OL cpLAOL TOU MODUELOU'IWavvLpwv (Ioannina, 2004): 185-198.
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struggle had been lost and the Ottoman janissaries were about to overrun the demolished
defenses in the sector of the Fifth Military Gate.108 At this crossroad Constantine XI
joined his troops in battle and was never seen again. With him fell the empire that
claimed direct descent from the Roman state.

No details on the emperor's last stand are known. It is certain that he was involved in
the last phase of the struggle near the fortifications by the Gate of Saint Romanos.
Presumably, he perished in the ensuing melee but the particulars on his death are
shrouded in mystery. A cardinal fact remains: no eyewitness author whose work still
survives was anywhere near the emperor at this crucial moment. All members of the
imperial retinue were slain and there were no survivors to provide accurate reports.
Besides, eyewitness authors, who were at the walls but were not in the vicinity of this
sector and who pretend to know of this matter, present conflicting evidence. Some stories
are clearly fabrications or are tales based on probability. Other accounts simply reproduce
rumors that were in circulation following the sack.109 If any individuals survived the last
stand, they have left no written record of their experience.

Some authors would have us believe that they witnessed with their own eyes the
emperor's death, even though it is apparent that they were stationed elsewhere. Others,
with a flair for the dramatic, have let their imagination run wild. Five critical passages
present the following "information":

BARBARO:110

De 1'imperador mai non se pote saver novella difatti soi, ni vivo, ni morto, ma alguni
dixe the elfo visto in nel numero di corpi morti, et qualfo ditto, the el se sofega al
intra'che fixe i Turchi a la porta de san Romano. In mrg. Add. fu de ser Marco:
L'imperator pregava the li suoi l'amazasse et si messe nella furia con la spada, et
cascd et rilevd, poi recascd, et cosi mori.

It was impossible to discover any news of the emperor, whether he was alive or
perished. Yet some said that his body was seen among the many corpses. It was also
said that he had hanged himself as the Turks were making their entry through the Gate
of Saint Romanos. Added on the margin by the hand of Marco [Barbaro]: The
emperor begged his attendants to kill him. In a rage he rushed into the melee, sword in
hand. He fell, rose again, then fell once more, and perished.

108 On these events and on the critical sector, cf. Philippides, "Urban's Bombard(s), Gunpowder,
and the Siege of Constantinople (1453)," pp. 1-8; and idem, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo
Giustiniani," pp. 13-15.
109 An example of unverifiable tales circulating immediately after the fall of the imperial city
appears in the threnody, Conquest of Constantinople. Drawing upon this lament, Panayotopoulou-
Doulavera, pp. 196-197, cites one rumor explaining the death of the emperor soon after the
submission of Constantinople: Kai dlr4l5avEV, WS AEyouuLV, EirCYVW ELS TO airaoLv 70u, "he died, it

is said, [fighting with his sword] on his sword."
110 Barbaro 57 [CC 1:35].
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LEONARDO:111

Imperator insuper, ne ab hostibus capiatur: `O quispiam,' inquit, `valens tyro propter
Deum, ne maiestas vafris viris succumbat mea, gladio me transfigat. ' ...imperator
cadens atque resurgens relabitur et compressione princeps patriae e vita demigrat.

So that he would not be captured by the enemy, the emperor said: `For God's sake, let
a valiant soldier pierce me with his sword so that my majesty will not succumb to
wicked men.' ...the emperor fell, rose again, and then fell once more. The prince of
the land suffocated in the press and ended his life.

PUSCULO:112

Rex ut forte caput galea nudatus inani / Inclinans oculos infra tentoria fessos /
Carpebat somnum, / Magno clamore citatus / Exilit, eque fuga cives revocare
laborans / Ense petit nudo Teucros, solusque repugnans / Increpitat socios, tres
ipsoque aggere truncat / lanizaros. Tandem media inter tempora grandi / Vibrato
cecidit gladio. Caput abstulit unus /Ex humeris.

The emperor removed his helmet and, closing his weary eyes, he slept for a while
within his tent. Awakened by a great deal of shouting, he rose and attempted to check
the rout of the citizens. With drawn sword he attacked the Turks and fought alone. He
called his allies and killed three janissaries by himself. Finally, he was dealt a deadly
blow by a mighty sword. Someone severed his head from the shoulders and took it
away.

BENVENUTO:113

111 Leonardo, PG 159: 941 [CC 1: 164], followed in the vernacular by Languschi-Dolfin 29, 30: Lo
imperator acio non fusse prexo da Turd, o qualche ualente homo de nui, disse, acio la maiesta
imperial non uegna in man de Turci cum suo gladio me occida... in fra li qual messedato lo
Imperatore, cazando, et poi leuando recazette et da la chalcha de le gente el principe de la patria
finite la uita. Of course, Leonardo was not present in this sector and had he been stationed there, he
would not have survived. Furthermore, scholars thus far have failed to note that Leonardo's picture
of the emperor asking for death derives from the Old Testament, Kings 1.31, in which Saul begs his
armor-bearer to slay him in order to avoid capture. This scriptural motif is also echoed in Doukas
39.13 [= CC 2: 176, with Italian translation]: '0 P auLXEUS ouv CY7r0:'yop60as ED:UTOV, LaTOfiEVOC

a1rCY15TIV KO'l. d:01rLSa, elite A0''y0V XU'W'9g ( LOV' "OUK EOTL TLS Th1V XPLUTLaVh)V TOU

X01PCLv TV KEtMX V ROU air' ENU;' 'Hv 'ycp pov &raTog d1roXELgdELS.T

112 Pusculo 4.1007-1014 (81) [not in CC 1].
113 Pertusi, "The Anconitan Colony in Constantinople and the Report of its Consul, Benvenuto, on
the Fall of the City," pp. 199-218. It was then published with Italian translation in TIePN, pp. 4-5.
English translation in Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman Sultans, pp. 197-199.
Cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.6. Of additional interest is the
information supplied by Sekoundinos, who, it will be recalled, was one of the first westerners to
visit the occupied Greek capital in the summer of 1453. Cf. CC 2: 136: Imperator ubi hostem
ruinas iam occupare moenium victoriaque potiri certissima vidit, ne caperetur vivus, sibi ipsi
quidem proprias iniicere manus et hoc pacto consciscere mortem, tametsi animus minus deerat,
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Item: quod audivit [sc. Benvenutus] ab uno trumpeta quod inperator Grecorum fuit
interfectus et eius caput super lancea Turcorum domino pr<a>esentatum.

Item: He [sc. Benvenuto] heard from a trumpeter that the emperor of the Greeks had
been killed and that his head, mounted on a lance, was presented to the lord of the
Turks.

SPHRANTZES:114

Kal TT1 K'l Mc.iov, 't i pq 'Y', WPq 7715 T1µEPaq dPX' Uc'irijpE T'nv IIoXLV o cxµT]paq,
EV i Wpa KaL c$AWQEL -fl(; IIOAEWC KaL 6 µaKaPLT71S a0cfvric LOU KaL (3a6LA6C, KUp

KWVOTavTLV0s aKoru11ELs &WE'1taVEV, eµou 7rXr1UL0V a6TOU out( E6pE6EVTOC, T7 ()PQ

EKELV`r1, &W 1rpOcTOft,EL EKELVOU ELC E7tLOKE*LV 8f& V 6 XXou 1Lpous ri c iroXeus,

106, LOV.

On May 29, a Tuesday, during the third hour at the beginning of the day, the sultan
seized the City. At that time and capture of the City my late master and emperor, Lord
Constantine, was killed and perished. I was not at his side at that hour, as, by his
command, I was in another part of the City. Alas! Alas!

This brief entry by the hand of Sphrantzes strongly supports the view that no member of
Constantine's immediate retinue survived the last stand that took place in the vicinity of
the Gate of Saint Romanos and that Sphrantzes himself had been unable to uncover any
facts during his captivity.

It is perhaps in the Slavonic account of Nestor-Iskander that we encounter a very
early, probably the earliest, indication pointing to the ingredients that eventually would
coalesce and form one of the legends. His version of the death of the emperor does not
contain any similarities to other extant sources. Nestor-Iskander clearly reports oral tales
that had come into existence among survivors shortly after the fall. His narrative contains
rumors that attached themselves, permanently as it turns out, to the lore that surrounded
the last emperor of medieval Byzantium and his heroic last stand: 115

H Bc'hAb Ha cpapnci, noii a Kb 3JIaTbxMb BpaTaMb, uasime 6o cTpeTl5T}
6e36oXHaro. Bc%x% xce BOHHb co6pamecsi Cb HYIMb AO TpeIO TbICBnRb, vt o6p'bTe
no BpaT'kx1 MHOXeCTBo TypoKb cTperyu n ero, n no6HBme nx'b Bc'lixb, noiiiAe BO
BpaTa, HO He Mo3Kaame npotiTI4 OT'b MHoraro Tpynia. I/I naKH cp'13TOiua mxb
MHO)K CTBO TypoKi, x cluaxycsi cb HHMH x AO HO H. ICI TaKO nocTpaga
6JIaroBhpHbIYI uapb KO[H]CTAHTIIH'b 3a I1;epKBLi 6oxia H 3a npasocJnasxyIO
B'hpy....

nefas tamen duxit et christiano principe per religionem indignum, suos, qui pauci aderant, hortari
coepit, ut se occiderent; sed cum tantum facinus audere voluisset nemo, imperatoriis Ensignibus
depositis et abiectis, ne hostibus notus fieret, privatum <se> gerens stricto ense in aciem irruit
fortiterque pugnando, ne inultus abiret, princeps et immortalitate dignus hostili manu tandem est
interremptus ruinisque urbis ac regni casui regium inmiscuit cadaver.
114 Minus 35.9.
115 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 77 (p. 87).
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Having saddled a pharis [an Arabian horse], he [sc. the emperor] went to the Golden
Gate, for he hoped to encounter the godless man. He gathered about him all of the
troops, up to three thousand. He found, at the Gate, many Turks guarding it; he killed
them all. He went into the Gate but was not able to pass through against the many
troops. And again a multitude of Turks encountered them. They fought until nightfall.
And so the Orthodox emperor Constantine suffered for the Church of God and for the
true faith....

A popular interpretation of the events eventually came into existence, according to
which Constantine's last moments occurred in the vicinity of the Golden Gate, that is, in
the southern sector of the land fortifications, and not in the northern area about the Gate
of Saint Romanos and the Pempton. We learn of such details from oral tales that were
compiled at the end of the nineteenth century.16 The origins of this tradition are obscure
but they may date at least as far back, prior to the 1470s, as the tale of Nestor-Iskander
suggests. It is possible that the legendary aura associated with the Golden Gate
contributed to this tradition, as it was through this gate that victorious Byzantine
emperors had made their triumphal entries into the capital. The legends made it only
natural to imagine that the resurrected Constantine XI would pass through the Golden
Gate in his eventual moment of glory. During the last two centuries of Constantinople's
independent existence this gate was bricked up (pls. 1 and 2) and in the early Ottoman
period it was eventually incorporated into the curious structure that still survives and is
known as `E1rTalrup'yL0V or Yedi Kule, "the Fortress of the Seven Towers" (pl. 3). It is
occasionally stated' 17 that this gate still remains superstitiously bricked up to our own
days, thus testifying to the strength of the tradition claiming that the last Greek emperor is
destined to march triumphantly through this gate to reclaim his imperial city. The fact is
that this tale of the "bricked-up" gate may have been created by Greeks, who knew that
the Turkish name for it was Kapali Kapi, that is, the "closed gate." In fact, the Greeks
had bricked it up long before the fall and the Ottomans simply did not bother to reopen
it. 118

We can reach only one conclusion concerning the manner of Constantine's death: it
was unknown to the survivors. Rumors did spread but there was nothing substantial and
no story contained sufficient details of historical value. It is conceivable that Constantine

116 For the most influential tale, cf. Polites, MEA6TO:L 1repi TOO Biou Kai Trjs TAuSaaTjs
TOO 'EAAr1vLKOU Aaoi, Hapa&iaEL-;-, 1: 22: ... 'EKEL µ6VEL µapµapui vos 6 BaatXLas, KUL
KapiEpet r v dipa vaapT9'r) irdAL 6 &yyEXoc V& 76V WqKWOYQ. OL TOUpKOL T6 te1pouv au76, µa SE

rropouv V& ppollv T1') a1r'gXLdt Troy eil'aL 6 3aaLXLas' yL' c1UT6 EXTLaaV 7ropTa 1roi tevpouv
7r@q &7r' aUT'' tC E'RIC11 6 RaaLXL&q 'yL0( Vci Tolk irdpq 1r1,aw n v 116Xq.... KaL & a 1KAN 6
aacLXLas, Kal 0« µ1r1 'S T11V II6X-9 Biro Ttj XpuaolropTa, Ka6, KuvT1"6VTac µE Ta cpoUaacrra TOU

TOUS TOUpKOUs, 1 TOU(; 8LU')tTj 6q 1-!iv KO'KKLV7q MTIXLa'.
117 E.g., Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, p. 546.
118 For the actual work that was accomplished on the repair of this gate in the reign of John V
Palaiologos, cf. Sarah Guberti Basset, "John V Palaiologos and the Golden Gate in
Constantinople," in T6 'EAATIvtedv: Studies in Honor of Speros Vryonis, Jr., 1: Hellenic Antiquity
and Byzantium, eds. J. S. Langdon, S. W. Reinert, Jelisaveta Stanoievich Allen, and C. P. loannides
(New Rochelle, 1993): 117-135. In addition, cf. now J. Freely and A. S. cakmak, Byzantine
Monuments of Istanbul (Cambridge, 2004), pp. 44-47.
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perished in the melee in the sector of the Saint Romanos Gate-Pempton, fighting against
the janissaries in a vain attempt to rally his routed troops. Alternatively, his own soldiers
may have trampled him, while he and his surviving vanquished troops were rushing to
enter into the city through the Pempton Gate that had been reopened for Giustiniani's
withdrawal. Doukas, who was not an eyewitness, states:' 19 o$ yop T',jSEVav [Sc. of
TovpKOL] OTL 6 RQULXEUS EUTLV, aXX ' WS KOLVOV 6TPQTLWTTIV TOVTOV §avaTW6QVTEs

ciq fKQV, "they [sc. the Turks] did not realize that he was the emperor. They killed him as
if he were a common soldier and left him."

Soon after the entry of the sultan into the city, a search was initiated to ascertain the
whereabouts of the Greek emperor. It is not at all certain, however, that a proper
identification of the emperor's remains was ever made. Once more, our sources supply
conflicting statements. Some of the most important eyewitness accounts do not even
speak of any search. Their silence may, in the final analysis, reflect reality. When the
alleged scrutiny commenced, Barbaro was aboard his galley that was about to set sail for
the Aegean archipelago. He would not have had any direct knowledge of the search that
allegedly was ordered by the sultan and of its results. Clearly, Barbaro had heard only
vague and unreliable rumors brought on board by fellow refugees before the official entry
of the conqueror into the city. Barbaro, therefore, has no tangible evidence to contribute.
His silence, therefore, may suggest nothing more than ignorance. By the time Barbaro's
galley passed through the Sea of Marmara, Sphrantzes had been enslaved and herded
with the rest of the human spoils to the large Ottoman camp established outside the
Theodosian Walls. In theory, at least, Sphrantzes was present in the vicinity of the Saint
Romanos-Pempton sector and was in a position to learn of the search for the emperor.
This subject must have been of great concern to him, for it involved the remains of his
friend and hero. The same postulation is correct of Leonardo and Pusculo, both of whom
had also been captured and were detained in the vicinity of the capital. Another captive,
Cardinal Isidore, had been wounded during the sack. He states that the sultan viewed the
head of the emperor: 120

...qui iam ab hostibus vulneratus ac trucidatus fuerat eiusque caput Turco postea
domino datum est, qui eo viso plurimum exultavit atque illi petulanti ludibrio
improperavit et continuo in Andrinopolim triumphandum misit.

...he [sc. the emperor] was wounded and slaughtered by the enemy. Afterwards his
head was given to the lord of the Turks; he looked at it with the greatest joy. Without
delay it was mocked and sent to Adrianople to celebrate his triumph.

How accurate is Isidore's report? Did he personally inspect and recognize Constantine's
head? Perhaps not; after all, he had been wounded and his own face was covered with
bandages. And, besides, his sight could have been temporarily impaired. And as soon as
he was ransomed he went into hiding, for the sultan was actively searching for him. His
report provides few verifiable details. It is possible that Isidore, too, is repeating rumors

119 Doukas 39.13.
120 CC 1: 74. Pusculo 4.1016 (81) [not in CC 1] only states that the head was presented to Mehmed
II: [sc. caput] attulit atque duci Machmetto, et dona recipit.
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and gossip then circulating among the unfortunate prisoners in the Turkish camp. Or,
perhaps, he heard this story after he was ransomed, while hiding in Pera. The fact remains
that the cardinal was not present in the city when a head was displayed and was said to be
the emperor's. In all likelihood, the cardinal never saw the grisly trophy. A seventeenth-
century Italian report survives in manuscript form in Naples and states that the emperor's
head was displayed mounted on a lance. 121

It could be argued that these prisoners were preoccupied with more immediate
matters: their personal survival, and that they were not in the vicinity of the sultan's
entourage, which would have received the order for the search to locate the Greek
emperor's remains. Had an investigation uncovered definite evidence and had the slain
emperor's remains been given a decent burial, at least one of the reliable surviving
sources would have mentioned it. Above all, Sphrantzes would not have passed over this
affair in silence. It was his custom to cite by name the resting places for all deceased
members of the imperial family.122 Would he have made an unprecedented exception in
the case of his own dear friend, Constantine XI? Sphrantzes had endured his period of
captivity in Constantinople. During this sad interval in his life he would have
accumulated reports of the search, of the identification, and of the grave. Indeed, he
would have exerted himself to discover the tomb of his dear friend. Yet he fails to report
anything. Any argumentum ex silentio is necessarily perilous but, in this case, we have no
other means, short of drastically emending Sphrantzes' authentic text, to explain the
silence of this crucial eyewitness source.

121 Lampros, "MOV1u&i,aL Kai ©p'voL," p. 260: et l'mperatore fu ucciso hauendosi l'habito mutato
per non essere consciuto, et it suo corpo fu preso, et troncatogli la testa, et posta la sopra una
lanciafu portata per it campo, et it genouese ueduta la Citta presa scampd per mare et mori in una
picciola isoletta.... It is, of course, a definite possibility that there has been some contamination of
evidence from an earlier event. The head of Ladislas was displayed during the battle of Varna and
then was preserved and sent on a tour of the Ottoman realm; cf. MCT, p. 39. The tradition of the
severed head is further reinforced by Nestor-Iskander's narrative, which claims that a Serb brought
the head to the sultan at the "imperial palace" (Blakhernai?). It was then identified by the sultan's
prisoners, Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 82 (pp.
92-93): ...1a Ho#Ae Kb gaPCKOMY ABOpy. 14 Ty Cp's-re ero H')3Kb1i Cep614HS, npHHece eMy
gecapeny rnasy. OH% we Bo3paAOBaca 3'11J10, M Bcxop'k 1103Ba 6onxpb H cTpaTHr-b, m cnpocH
Mx,b, Aa pexyTb eMy HCTKHy, alge To ecrb rnaBa gecapena. OHM xe, CTpaxoM'b oAep]KYIMH,
peKoma eMy: To ecTb cyigasi rnana gecapena. OH b xe o6no6143a 1o H pexte: Slnna TA Sorb
MMpy ypoAH, naue xce m gecapsl, no9TO TaKO ncye norn6e!, "He proceeded to the imperial
palace. There he was welcomed by some Serb, who brought to him the head of the emperor. He
was delighted. He soon summoned the great lords and strategoi. He asked them to answer
truthfully whether it was the head of the emperor. Seized with fear, they said to him: `That is what
had been the head of the emperor.' He kissed it and said: `Clearly then God has brought forth the
world. It is right for me to rule. Why should all this perish?"' The Serbian Janissary, Konstantin
Mihailovic from Ostrovica, repeats essentially the same information; cf. Stolz, Konstantin
Mihailovic; partial Italian translation in CC 1: 256-260.
122 Cf., e.g., Minus 5.2: "Lady Anna of Russia. ..was buried in the Monastery of Lips"; 14.1: "...our
emperor Lord Manuel...was entombed in the...Monastery of the Pantokrator"; 24.3: "...Lady Zoe,
Lord Demetrios' wife.. .was buried in the Convent of Lady Martha"; 28.2: "...Lord Theodoros
...was buried in the Monastery of the Pantokrator"; 28.7: "...our emperor Lord John-was buried
in the Monastery of the Pantokrator."
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The plain fact is that we hear of resting places for Constantine XI only after the mid-
sixteenth century. Martinus Crusius himself, who was curious about this matter, did not
know of any burial site. Crusius' learned correspondent at the patriarchate, Theodosios
Zygomalas, who was also a classical scholar of notable merit, does not write of any grave
site associated with Constantine XI, and when he was asked about it, he proved unable to
display any tomb to Stephen Gerlach, to whom, however, he pointed out the spot near the
walls where the emperor had perished.123 Before him, the Greco-Italian Theodoro
Spandugnino (Spandounes) states that there had been no grave.124 Spandugnino spent
time in Constantinople, toured the antiquities, and investigated various matters pertaining
to the siege and the fall. Later texts and secondary reports present us with accounts of
detailed searches, of proper identification of the emperor's remains, of a decent burial,
and of supposed gravesites. According to the unreliable Pseudo-Sphrantzes, numerous
severed heads were cleaned, but the features of the emperor could not be identified
beyond doubt. Eventually, a body wearing greaves and socks bearing imprints of the
imperial eagles was discovered and it was concluded that this corpse must be that of to
the emperor:125

SZS ovv Tr6),Ls Ea1\W, 6 dcµrlp&s EvSov eiaeX$wv 6&q Traarl U'Rov&?j i A-rT)aLV

ErrOLEL Ire-P! Toll (3a9LXE0)s, ItaTa VOUV µr) d XXo, EL µrl µ6vov 71

rl 11 TE6V flKEV 6 3aa Xei s. KaL TLves µEV E]\1vTes EXeyov 'TL EcpvyEV, &'XXoL SE
EV TT Ir6XEL EXE'yOV e'ivaL KEKpUN.1EVOV, a"XXoL SE µaxoµevov. KaL $EAWv
TrtUToi riVaL d1XTI6 c aTELXEV, EV13a T0. aWµaTa TWV &VaLpE14EVTWV EKELTO

UWpoeL&Wc XPLUTLOVWV TE KaL 4±UE13WV' MIL TrXELGTas KEpaXac n3v aVaLpE15EVTWV

ETr]\UVOLV, EL T11XYl KOCL T1'V P0f0`LALK1lV yvwpLaWUL. KaL OUK TISUVTlNucw yvwpLoaL

aUT'V, EL µij TO Tei veos 'frTlillu 'rob Ra(TLXec), EUpOVTEg, E'YVWpurcxv allTO EK TWV

13aaLXLK6)V 1TEpLKVTIIL603V Tl KaL rrESLAWV, EV130t XpvaoL &ETOL rloav yEypaµµEVOL, we

'60(; &wijpXE TOLs 3aaLXEU6L. Ka. p.c v 6 dcµTlp&s rrepLXapgc KaI EvppaLV6µevos
UrC PtE' KaL TrpOUTAEL wrrou OL 6pE13EVTEs XpLUTLO:VOL &iJ11V TO RaULXLKOV

h TWII.a µETO RaULXLKTIS TL[LTIS.

123 On this subject, cf. Siderides, p. 130.
124 This important ethnographical work is rarely consulted at the present time: Spandugnino, De la
origine deli Imperatori Ottomani, ed. Sathas. Spandugnino 154, is clear in regard to this matter. His
contemporary Christians in Constantinople knew of no grave: Scriveno li hystoriographi di Turchi,
questo Mehemeth haver facto cercare it corpo del sacro imperatore, et trovato the 'l hebbono,
dicono the pianse sopra quello, et honorolo et accompagnolo alla sepoltura sua. Ma li christiani
negano esser sta trovato ne conusciuto, perche in vero in Constantinopoli non si trova in alcun
luogo la sepultura sua. Spandugnino was related to the nobility of the Greeks, who had found
refuge in Venice, had visited Constantinople himself, and he had personal contacts with the Porte.
On this family, cf. C. Bouras, "TO 'E1rLT6µ3LO To6 AoiK& E7raVT01JV'q a141 BaaLXLKTj 'rob 'Ay%ou
ATI Lhyrpiou ©EacraXOVLKhC," 'H 'E7ru,rpovL.K?) 'E7rET17pLk T'I C IIOAUTEXVLK7lC EXoA1 C.

Tµ?jµa'ApXLTCKT6vruv 6 (1973): 1-63. Spandugnino's fascinating account deserves more scholarly
attention than it has received thus far. There exists an English translation of his text: Nicol,
Theodore Spandounes.
125 Maius 3.11.1.
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After the city was captured, the sultan entered and immediately showed great concern
about the emperor. He was extremely anxious to find out whether the emperor was
still alive or dead. Some individuals came forth and said that he had escaped; others
said that he was hiding in the city; others that he had died fighting. And as he wanted
to find out exactly what had happened, he sent to the place where the bodies of the
slain were lying in heaps, Christians and impious together. They washed the heads of
many corpses, in case they recognized the emperor's head. But they proved unable to
recognize it. They did find the corpse of the emperor, which they recognized from the
imperial greaves and shoes, which had been imprinted with golden eagles, as it was
the custom with the emperors. When the sultan found out, he rejoiced greatly and
became cheerful. By his order the Christians who found the corpse there buried the
emperor with imperial honors.

No details of this macabre discovery and can be authenticated. That a rudimentary
investigation actually took place is probably true, as the sultan would presumably desire
to ascertain the fate of his adversary. The most reasonable version of this obscure matter
is encountered in a chronicle that was composed at the patriarchate in the early sixteenth
century,126 which may have preserved authentic details dating back to the oral reports of
the survivors of the sack. This annalistic version knows of a search and even speaks of an
identification. But, again, no details of historical value can be derived or salvaged. In this
text, it will be noted, there is no mention of imprinted imperial eagles, of decent burial, of
imperial honors, or of a specific grave:127

"TO'TEpOV SE iroXX g yj,r t3EWs vqg UUTOU, pof3OUpevog O ai Mv'ri C

lI'TCWC, EV T6 -L(; W6LV EQTL KOL 1ropEUIDELc (EpT) EK 4pcryyLot Xcxov KO T' OUTOU,

EUpOV -yap T1V KEpaX 1V aUTOU KOL &VE"I/VWpL(TUV au'n v O TE KUL OL

ETEpOL apXOVTEc, KU L OUTWc 1191)Xa6EV.

Later the sovereign [= sultan] feared that if he were still alive and had escaped he
might bring an army from the lands of the Franks against him. After a thorough search
for his remains, they found his head. Mamalis and other noblemen recognized it and
he relaxed.

This anonymous chronicler has preserved an account that circulated among the Greeks in
the sixteenth century and his report may not have historical value. On the other hand, he
has included obscure details, such as the name of the man who supposedly recognized the
emperor's corpse. The identity of Mamalis is unknown.128 The name "Mamalis" may
have Turkish origins. In a note to the manuscript the author understood the name to be a

126 This document is known as the "EKt9EULc XpovLKi7. For the text, English translation, and
commentary, cf. Philippides, Emperors, Patriarchs, and Sultans of Constantinople.
127 "E1Ct9EaL1;-XpoPuo 35.
128 The same family name is also encountered in the narrative of Syropoulos, 11.12: A&aKapLS
M&µcYXLc. On another Mamalis, cf. PLP 7: no. 16554 (p. 61), who may, perhaps, be identified with
a Laskaris Mamalis, as in PLP 7: no. 16558 (pp. 61-62).
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Greek version of a Turkish "Imam Ali," who may perhaps have been a Greek renegade at
the Porte:129

uUTEAov SE wadcv E7raP't4rl A TroXLS EyLv11 rl 'TrlaLS && TOV RaaLXEa U7ro TOO
UOUXT&VOU, &OTL E O ELTO Va V U KaL Ira EL EL iv A LaV KUL XaR - [V IV y y s PPayy RTI

Rorj14ELav KaL EXL Kai TOV 7rOXEµrjUri KaL rlupav i v TOU EXEELVOU

aULXEW KaL Thv 'E V TOV UOUXT(VOV' KaL E VW LUE UUTV O Q WV 0 LµOCR S rl Pa y P PX µ
dcXTJq Kal 01 XOL7rOL apXOVTEs' KaL 6 aouXTa'vog EXip [LEyaXWq.

Later after the city had fallen the sultan ordered a search for the emperor, because he
was afraid that he had left and gone to the west to summon help and to wage war
against him. And so they found the head of the pitiable emperor and brought it to the
sultan. The lord Imam Ali and other lords recognized it. The sultan was informed and
rejoiced greatly.

Of an earlier date is the anonymous epilvoq 7-9?S KovaTavTLVov7roAEWs, Lamentation

of Constantinople, whose ill-educated author was in all likelihood a survivor of the sack
and composed his poem soon after the event, perhaps within one year. He also knows of a
search, but of no definite results:130

KaL 'rou O aUTOKpaTOpas RaaLXEUc TWV 'PWµaLWV; / '(l KWVUTaVTLVE RaULXEU,

70 ' ICLVOILL, / EiirE µOV 7rOV EUPLUKEaaL, EXot EKpui3T ->S; I ZrlaaL 19' K011

dC'Ir avng E irc vW 'g TO U7raiJL UOU; / "OTL 6 aKUX0s, 6 d:µr)pas 6 MaXouµET 6
KpxTWp, / 'O7r0U au1 eVTEUaE XOL7rOV T'rgV aTUXOV TqV IIOXLV, / HoXXd! yap
E*rl P M Ko!xµEVa KEIPc XLa, / KaL Tai' KOPµLa ESLEyEAVEV XEy(o Ta KEKOµµEVa,

/ TO ' yvpeuev OUbEV i)UpE, 6K 0180! TLS 1j XpELa, / NEKpov UW'Sa XEyW TO GOV TL

0 aKUXos, / 'H T1 V TLRL(XV KECpaXTjV, '0EVTa, T11V ibLKrjv UOU.

Where is the emperor and ruler of the Romans? / 0 Emperor Constantine, also called
Dragag, / tell me: Where are you? Did you vanish? Were you hidden? / Are you alive
or did you die, with sword in hand? / After that dog of a sultan, Lord Mehmed, / took
possession of the luckless city, / he examined the severed heads / and searched
through the bodies, the slain men, I mean. / He did not find what he was looking for.

129 Lampros, "MOV/pbl«L KaL ©pr)VOL," p. 250.
130 On this important lamentation, cf supra, nn. 72 and 107. The only substantial addition to
Ellisen's edition is the following prose incipit, published by Legrand, Bibliotheque grecque
vulgaire, 1: 169-203, who based his text on the Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale ms. 2909; fol. 41 a,b:
Opijvoc TTc KWVUTaVTLvoulr6Xeac. 'IXN-aXwTLatii be' U7r0 TWV TOUpKWV ETEL ,(XIVy', µrJvL µaLW

r Vµ pq Tp(T1], 6'09 7rpfil ri r vt pac. A6yoS 1Ip'1VTrr1K6S Kai i4XLREpoc KaL WOXXa
'ROVETLK6c KaL O:VaaTEVay[AEVOc 7CEpL T1,; KWVQTav1Lvou1r6XEwc, KaL E'LS ro'v 3aaLXEa Kai 7rEpL

TO KaL TWV &yLWV XEL4)c VWV, p1lTOpwv, -4aXT6v, UVV07COLWV, 8LbacKc XWV KaL

O:pX6VTWV, KaL 7rEpL T'1jc OUµyopoc KaL a'LXµaXc eLac, 010U EQUVERIQ T11C Ta7CELVIlc 1r6X'gc, KO:L

7repL TWV iv -r c 4'payyLac KaL OXa -T& KOUµoUVLa' apxo voU air0 TO 7rap6V,

ouc, E7r0[vLa, KaTEXdcvous, TaXLO(vouc,

OUyyckpouc, 'Pwµdvous, BEVETLKOUC, revoup'rjaoUS, EEppouc, BXdxouc, BouXydpouc, Kal Ta
Q71,;, Ta 07rota prjµa ra yp& pout/ rcL U UTLXOU.
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What need did he have to do this? / I mean, what did that dog want with your dead
body / or with your precious head, my lord?

The anonymous folk poet then addresses the duke of Burgundy, pleads for a crusade that
would recover Constantinople from the Turks, and states:131 6 YLXos aov 6 (3a6LXE1)s
ovSE iroams EvpE&q, "no trace of your friend, the emperor, was ever found."

It would have been to the advantage of the sultan to identify the remains of his
adversary. Then Mehmed II could assume the undisputed possession of Constantinople as
a sultan-caesar, a title that he claimed in the period following the conquest. Thus it
becomes likely that, in the absence of identifiable remains, the sultan eventually selected
a severed head and announced that it had been the emperor's. Few survivors could have,
or would have, contradicted him. Further, Pseudo-Sphrantzes, but no other account,
speaks of a decent burial of the emperor's remains. This is probably an invented detail by
Makarios Melissenos-Melissourgos. It is to be expected that if the emperor's remains had
been identified beyond doubt and he had been given a public burial, "with imperial
honors," as Pseudo-Sphrantzes states, the Greeks of Constantinople would have never
forgotten the true site of their last emperor's grave. In the centuries after the sack the
emperor's grave was sought time after time and a number of possible sites eventually
emerged. Of course, none bore the stamp of authenticity. Indeed all alleged graves belong
to the realm of fiction, of deliberate forgery, of fabrication, or even of wishful thinking.

One of the most popular legends alleges that the resting place of Constantine XI, to
which countless Greek pilgrims piously flocked and paid their respects in the nineteenth
century, was located in the courtyard of an inn at Vefa Meidan (pl. 4). The transmitted
account in regard to the etymology of the name is that the neighborhood, in general, has
been designated after the local mosque, the Vefa Camii, a place of worship that housed
the remains of a folk-saint named Sheyh Muslihiddin Vefa, whose tomb, or tiirbe, bears
the date of 1491. The first time this site is mentioned in print in connection with
Constantine XI was in 1847, when C. Parmenides produced the following
observations:132

'Ev KWVQTQVTLVOUTrOXEL, KaTW -rob oepayLov, UTrapXOUOL 'ICaXaLO TLva XQ'VLa,

6; SLacpopOus (3avavaouc Ep'ycur aS, TrpOs SE KaL WS OTa(3XOL

L'fflrWV. EVTOC XOL 1rOV TOLOUTOV Ko TayWyLov, ELS ' irau pOV yuvLav, XUxvLa TLC,

QvaTrToI1 v1l a0Tl tepoV ihro ToupKWV (Y IuSpoV Yws Ei.s [LVrlµELOV TL.

Ilap(X'SOOLg 1raXaLOTa'TTI...dVatpEpEL OTL EI,s TO EpTl1OV TOUTO ILVT1µa KELVT«L Ta

&FT& IOU TEXEUTOlLOU XpLOTLO:VOU Tr g KWVOTaVTLVOUTCOXEWg RaULXEWC.

In Constantinople, below the seraglio, there exist some old inns that are used by
laborers of all sorts and further serve as horse stables. Within such a lowly building, in
an uncovered corner, there is a lamp that is lighted daily by the Turks, which pours a

131 The anonymous author devotes special attention to the connections between Constantinople and
Burgundy in lines 365-398 (pp. 156-160). For the interest of the court of Burgundy in the fall of
Byzantium and in the Ottoman Turks, in general, cf. SOC, ch. 1.
132 NEa IIoLr t&aTa (Athens, 1847), p. 151.
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few rays on a monument. A very old tradition... reports that within this desolate
monument the bones of the last Christian emperor of Constantinople are to be found.

A few years later A. D. Mordtmann published his popular account on the siege and the
fall of Constantinople.133 The learned Mordtmann concluded his account of the
memorable events of the morning of May 29, 1453, by repeating essentially the same
information that had been reported by Parmenides, with a few romantic additions.134
Echoes from these simple statements reverberated throughout the next half-century, as
Mordtmann's passage was reproduced in local guide pamphlets and countless visitors and
pilgrims devoutly flocked to the site. Elaborations upon this passage in the popular
literature began to appear. Typical among them is the following description of the site:135

EL(; TO 7raXaLOV XaVLOV, 7rXTlaLOV TOU 67roLOV EupLOKETO 0 TacpOC, KaTOLKOUOL

aTjµEpov E7r6LTW. puito pOL' 6 iiov6XL$OC 86 U7rapXEL' TEaaapa .w pa v7ro
µc4pµapa U7rapXOUOLV ELS Tac 'YWVLaC, KQL EV TW µeaw ar'pwµa XWµaTOs... XL7tE

8E KaL i7e'a, KaL Tl KXTIµcTLc, KW. 1 pobw LoVOV 8 KUpTOV TL KaL XairiXOV
6Ev6poV a1TE'RELVE. lIXTIaLEOTOCTa TOU XaVLOU EUpLaKETnL tLEyas TLS Tapos, EXWV

OLSTIpOUV KL'YKXLSWIIQ EVOVREVOV Ka15 ' 1)1j)OUs' FL(; TOUTOV ETacpTl 0 cpOVEUS TOU

KWVOTavTLVOU.

In the old inn, in whose neighborhood was the grave, live impoverished beggars
nowadays. There is no tombstone. At the corners there are only four small, rather
dark, marble slabs and in the middle there is a bed of dirt... gone are the willow, vine,
and rose bush. Only a bent, low tree is left. Very close to the inn there is a large grave,
surrounded by an iron fence, which is joined at the top. This is the grave of the man
who killed Constantine.

Thus not only Constantine's tomb had been located, but that of his executioner also.
Clearly, elaboration upon the tale and the site had been at work and some people began to
express doubts about the site's authenticity. In 1862, N. Dragoumes visited and described
the site; he then added an important observation: there had never been a lamp over the
grave:136

'REV TLVL XOVLI;) KaTO TO Bepaf MELSQVL KEL[LEVW, LVI%LCLOV, To 07rOLOV Yl

7rapa6Oais Tacpov KWVOTaVTLVOU TOU TEXEUTaLOU. TOV TapOV TOUTOV

E7rLOKE7rTETaL OOTLS 'IDEXEL KaL EVLOTE LEpeUs "EXXrv EpXETat pEpWV Xt3aVWTOV

KaL, OVa'YLyVWOKWV TO TpLOayLOV, Kar4ayLOEL TT1V µVTjµIIV TOU LEpOµcxpTUpOs

133 Mordtmann, Belagerung and Eroberung Constantinopels. The origin of this tradition remains a
mystery; neither Mordtmann nor Parmenides before him cites a source.
134 Ibid., p. 100: "In der Nahe des Wefa Meidani unter der Wefa-Moschee, im Winkel eines von
Schumachern, Suttlern and anderen Handwerken bewohnten Haus ruht der Leichman, von einem
Steine ohne Aufschrift bedeckt, unter dem Schatten eines von wilden Weinreben and Rosen
umruncklen Weidenbaums. Eine einfache Lampe, von der Regierung mit Oel versehen, wird noch
jetzt jeden Abend caber dem Grabe angezundet."
135 This description is quoted without further attribution in Siderides, p. 137.
136 Havoc pa 13 (1862): 201.
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auTOKpaTOpos. TOV Ta(pOV TOUTOV E1rLaKe p1 eLs LETO 1tOAAAs KaTaVUtEWs, (541a SE

KaL E1ria'raaIoS, SEV EUpOV KaTa 7r&VTa 01roi0V '6EpL'yp000PEL O MOpVTN.aV.... IIEpL SE

TOV TY OV SEV cpaLVOVTO:L OUTS pOSEO:L OUTS O:'YpLa Q'R1rEXOS OUTS LTEa, aXAa

Ta1tELVOV...SEVbpOV 11pO EVOS ETOUS YUTEU&V O:VTLKaTEaTYgaEV T'1iV QAAOTE

inrapXouaav...i.TEav. llpOs TOUTOLC, O 9UAat µE ElE3aiWOEV, OTL 1tOTE AUXVOS SEV

IIVI 1rTETO E1rL TOU TacpOU.

In an inn near Vefa Meidan there survives a monument, which, tradition states, is the
grave of the last Constantine. Whoever wishes to visit this tomb may do so and
occasionally a Greek priest comes with incense and recites the "Thrice Holy,"
sanctifying the memory of our sacred martyr-emperor. I visited this tomb in great
respect but I could not find the exact arrangement described by Mordtmann... around
the grave there were no rose bushes, no wild vine, and no willow... instead there was a
humble tree which was planted a year ago to replace the willow that had been there in
the past. In addition, the guard assured me that no lamp ever burned over the grave.

Paspates was the first to point out that ulterior motives may have been responsible for
the identification and the dissemination of this popular tale:137

llpo TLVWV Er iv, 1ravro1rW'Xgs "EXX v Ev -TA 1rXaTELg1 KaAoup.t rv Bep&, avo r1
1r'AYi(; OUV KaµlraVL, 'jyELpE RLKpOV Tayov EV TLVL -YWVLq TOU TELXOUS. 'ER' T01)

TOttpou TOUTOU T6 PaaLAEWs 1laXaLOAo'You, EKWLE XuXv'a O TaIpoC
oUTOs KaLpoV, E'yEVETO EµlropEUµa E7rLKEpSEaTEpov Tov 1rav'o1rwXELou Tov. 'H

apXTj 1rp0 TLVOS KaLpOU air'fyyopEUaE T1'jV Ka1rTjAELaV TO:UTIIV.

A few years ago the Greek owner of a general store in the square called Vefa, beyond
the Un Kabam Gate, erected a small grave in some corner of the wall. On this grave of
Emperor Palaiologos he placed an ever-burning lamp. After some time had passed this
grave became part of his lucrative business. The authorities put a stop to this fraud
some time ago.

Thus in Paspates' view, Mordtmann and countless other pilgrims had been victims of a
deliberate deception. It should be noted, however, that Paspates associated the fraud with
the lamp and stated no opinion about the monument/grave and its age. But this is not the
end of the story. In 1892, Ch. Mijatovich repeated, in lyric prose, Mordtmann's
information and added a few other touches at the conclusion of his book:138

In the neighborhood of the Weffa-Mosque, in a yard surrounded by the dwellings and
huts of poor artisans, there stands an old willow, whose branches are wreathed round
by a profusion of climbing roses and wild vines. In the shadow of this tree a slab of
white marble without any inscription covers a grave, at whose head an oil lamp is lit
every evening.... The slab covers the remains of the last Greek emperor.

137 Paspates, I7oALOpKia Kai "AAao c, p. 187.
138 Mijatovich, p. 230.
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Pears was the first scholar to heed Paspates' warning and pointed out the obvious
problems and contradictions in the circulating stories. He reasonably inferred from the
iron fence surrounding the "monument" that he was probably observing the memorial of
a dervish.139 Siderides, the Greek scholar who seriously investigated140 all reports that are
identified with the alleged grave at Vefa, first expressed reservations about Paspates'
conclusions and pointed out an apparent inaccuracy in Paspates' statement that mentions
the "wall." No remnants of this wall are to be found in this area.141 We should perhaps
further add that the gate mentioned by Paspates, the Un Kabant, no longer exists but its
memory is preserved in a section of Istanbul known as Un Kabam that is situated further
to the northeast, by the modern Atatiirk Bridge, and is not in the immediate neighborhood
of Vefa. Could Paspates have a different location in mind, or has some other tradition
contaminated his knowledge of the Vefa site? It is indeed strange that Paspates, who had
such incomparable familiarity with Ottoman Constantinople and its medieval Greek
ruins, would be so careless about this important matter. Moreover, Siderides elaborates
upon Pears' conjecture that the grave in question belonged to a dervish and suggests, on
the basis of other documented cases of Turks who had murdered Christians and were
subsequently executed by the Ottoman authorities, that it is a similar monument of an
executed individual, whose memory was honored by the local population as if he were a
martyr for the faith. Thus, this was the grave of a Turkish soldier who had been executed
because in the last battle he had killed Constantine XI. This man was put to death at Vefa
Meidan and was buried there upon the order of the sultan, because he had failed to
capture the Greek emperor alive.142

This site was already deteriorating by the end of the nineteenth century. Siderides first
inspected the "monument" in 1890 and noted the fence surrounding the tomb of
Constantine's supposed slayer, as a local resident who had taken upon himself to act as
Siderides' guide and companion identified it. Siderides then describes the Greek
emperor's supposed grave:143

E'LS SE TTJV...'YWVLaV, T'rgV 8E iL V, KaVOVLKWS EEELp'Yaap.EVa µapµapa 011rETEAOUV

7rAaLOLOV µVji.crTOc; ELS Pa '15o(; 40-50 EKcrr. yaAA. µETpOU' OXESOV EV µEOW Trjr;

SE%Lac 7rXEUpo4; i *O To LTEa j aKaKLa SUO TpELC EXOUaa KAWVac'

7rapaKOAou1 1 crac µE KaL ESW 0 aUTOS µE EL7rEV OTL TO µv'rlµa rou KWVaTavTLVOU

(KWVOTaVTLV 9'TO aUTO. Ta µapµapa ELVaL VEa' TLS AOL1rov 6 cppOVTLOac;

139 Pears, p. 355, n. 2.
140 Siderides.
141 Ibid., p. 141: ...oqpELAoµev vac 7rapaTTlp1jeeµev ELS Tac ypacpoµeva. TOU 1IauirCYn ...OTL UV
67rgpt 7roTE EKei [sc. in the neighborhood of Vefa Meidan] TetXoc.
142 Ibid.: ...6eac...YOVEUaac Kni pTJ auXX x 6DV TOV KWvaTavTLvov, U7rEeTTI Ev c 'r07rW TOUT/A,)

11aV0:TLK11V 1rOLV7jV Kal ETd pTT, KUL 71 7rapa80aLc TT V pvTjpTly c dTOU. Siderides further

cites the contemporary Ottoman historian, Ahmed Muhtar, who also believed that the Vefa grave
contained the remains of the Turkish soldier who was found guilty of the murder of the Greek
emperor and was subsequently executed. The local guide to Siderides told the same story in 1890
when he visited the Vefa site. Clearly, we are encountering an oral tradition that was in circulation
among the local residents.
141 Ibid., pp. 138-139.
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TLS O 8a1raV*Tac,; TLS 6 puTEVaac, To 8 v6pov; 1rOLOUS ELXE X6-YOU(;; EpwTTl&i,S 6

lrapaKOXOU&V [LE a1rEKpLN RET' a&LatpopLac: TL5 016E....

On the.. .right corner, properly hewn marble [slabs] framed a tomb that was sunk
forty-fifty centimeters of the French meter. Almost by the middle of its right side rose
a willow or an acacia tree with two or three branches. The same man followed me
here and told me that it was the tomb of Constantine (Konstantin mezari). I asked
him: "But the marble is not old. Well, who took care of this? Who spent money on
this? Who planted the tree? What were his reasons for doing so?" My escort replied
indifferently: "Who knows?"

Before Siderides, in 1862, Dragoumes also notes that a Greek in Constantinople had
attempted to secure official permission to clean and restore the "tomb" of Constantine,
together with the tomb of his supposed killer. The work began and the tomb of
Constantine's killer was first restored but then no further work was allowed to be carried
out on the emperor's alleged grave. The Greek who undertook this project was then
arrested by the authorities and subsequently vanished without trace.144

Ten years later Siderides returned to the site and found that no changes had taken
place in the meantime, except that the surrounding buildings had been abandoned and the
neighborhood was deteriorating. He visited the site once more in 1904, when he
discovered that Constantine's "monument" had vanished. The marble slabs had been
removed and the grave had been covered over. And new residents from Anatolia had
moved into the neighborhood. He returned again in 1908 and noted no further changes,
while the local children told him that under the site there was a marble staircase .145 The
old tales had been forgotten. These were the only occasions that a reputable scholar had
the opportunity to visit and to study the site.

In June 2001, we discovered that Vefa Meidan still exists and we took the opportunity
to examine the old square in the hope of discovering remnants of the old site. The only
landmark that could lead us to the old site was the nineteenth-century inn, whose location
was pointed out to us by an elderly life-long resident of the square. He complained that
the old neighborhood was changing with the sudden influx of Kurds. Next to the building
that had been erected over the inn stands a modest mosque with a small cemetery, and

144 Dragoumes, pp. 201-203. For a modem overview of the matter of the Vefa "tomb," cf. P. I.
Spyropoulos, 'H 'AAwa71 ric KwvaraPru'ou7ro'AEws: 29 Matou 1453 (Athens, 1991), pp. 202-215.
lay Siderides, p. 139. Unfortunately, no photographs of this "monument" were ever published. The
only illustration in existence, to our knowledge, is an unattributed drawing (pl. 5) published twice,
in S. P. Lampros, 'Iaropia i-nc 'EAAados afro T(3P 'ApXaIOTOCrwV XpOVww µEXpL Tnc, 'AAwaEws
Tits Kwvaravrtpou7r6AEws, 6: 'A7r6 MaVoui A rob KopA.vt oi3 p. xpL r c 'AAdQEws (Athens, 1908;
repr. Athens, 1998): 987; and in M. Sophroniades, 'H "AAwcLc T'nc KWV6ravnnvov7rdAEus 67r6
Tdy Tol pK w TW 1453: HA7jpr7s HepIryparc rob MEyo:Aou 'Iaropucov TEyovOTog E7ri r1f BdcEL
TWV 'ApXcr wV 'IaTOpLKWV Kai TWV NEWTEpov Fiv'yypcepEww (Athens, 1920 [but actually 1919];

repr. Athens, 2003), p. 205. This unattributed illustration, we conjecture, originates on a postcard
that dates back to the era when the Vefa Meidan was popularly considered to be the site of the
grave of Constantine XI. This illustration portrays a fence at right angles, which contains a tree
with bare branches, on which an oil lamp hangs. Below the tree one sees the wooden structure of
what presumably must be the inn. Nothing of this structure existed at the time of our visits.
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next to it there is a garden. It is our belief that this garden can be identified with the old
site containing the alleged graves of Constantine XI and his killer, but the local residents
had no memory of the tale and, clearly, the nineteenth-century oral tradition is extinct
nowadays. We observed no marble slabs intact, although one may have been cut up into
smaller rectangles (pl. 6). Also there were no "shrines." And no local resident could
remember any graves within the garden or anywhere in the Vefa Meidan.

Little remains from this popular and emotionally charged story for the Greeks of
Constantinople and of modem Greece. The actual remnants of the "tomb" were not
impressive, according to Siderides. At the present time we cannot evaluate his statement,
as the site has been altered extensively. The only evidence that remains belongs within
the realm of folk tales and legends. Yet a few observations are in order. To begin with,
Turkish folk memory in regard to the numerous sites has preserved genuine recollections
from the siege and the sack, and from that period in general. One need hardly mention the
Pempton/Fifth Military Gate, which is still known as Hucum Kapi, "the Gate of the
Assault"; the Gate of Saint Romanos that is still designated Top Kapi, "the Gate of the
Cannon"; and so forth.146 The question here has to do with an otherwise obscure
relationship: Vefa Meidan and its association with death and graves. Was it perhaps a
place of execution, so designated immediately after the sack, as it does not refer to any
regular cemetery within the walls of the city? Some memory of death may be hidden
behind the tales of burial and possible execution(s).

The fact is that soon after the sack and the Ottoman occupation of the city, Mehmed II
initiated a wave of executions, in which perished numerous Italian prisoners and Greek
notables. Our texts are explicit with regard to the executions. A summary is provided in
Barbaro's narrative, without assigning names to specific individuals:'47

Il Turco feceli tagliar la testa a esso consolo [sc. Taragonense] et a doi altri de suoi,
et al bailo nostro et suofiol, et a doi altri nostri nobeli.

The Turk decapitated the Spanish consul148 and two of his men, our bailo [sc.
Girolamo Minotto149] and his son, and two other of our noblemen.

146 For these areas, cf. infra, ch. 5: "The Land Fortifications," for comments with regard to
topography; cf. Philippides, "Urban's Bombard(s), Gunpowder, and the Siege of Constantinople
(1453); and idem, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani."
147 Barbaro 65 (CC 1: 38). This summary is not by the hand of Barbaro but was added at later date
by his relative, Marco Barbaro, when the picture had become clearer.
'48 The identity of this Spanish/Catalan consul is problematic and his name is unknown. No sources
cite him by name, e.g.: Lomellino (CC 1: 46): consulem Catalanorum; Leonardo (CC 1: 150):
Catalanorum consul, and again (CC 1: 168): consulemque Aragonensium; [Marco] Barbaro 65 (CC
1: 38): it Consolo Taragonense; Languschi-Dolfm 20: El consolo de Catalani, and again, 31: lo
consule taracontense. It is only in modem literature that we encounter his name as Pere/Pedro
Julia/Giulia, etc. Cf. FC, pp. 84, 90, and 153. In the quattrocento his name was never cited. Even
Melissourgos-Melissenos fails to furnish his name and simply notes him as Tov d rrc v&qv T'jc,
KcTcXOV'ac (Maius 3.11.5). Cf. supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and
Pseudo-Sphrantzes," text with nn. 73-80.
149 On the fate of the Minotti after the sack, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," n.
40.
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Angelo Giovanni Lomellino, the Genoese podesta of Pera, who was present and was
negotiating with the Porte for the survival of his colony, also notes in a letter (dated 1453,
die 23 iunii, June 23, 1453) the events and the energetic efforts of the sultan to capture
his enemies who were busy attempting to conceal themselves:' 50

decapitari fecit suis diebus bailum Venetorum cum eius falio et aliis septem Venetis; et
similiter consulem Catalanorum cum aliis quinque vel sex Catalanis.... Inquisivit
Mauritium Cataneum et Paulum Boccardum, qui se occultaverunt.

In those days he decapitated the bailo of the Venetians together with his son and
another seven Venetians. Similarly, [he decapitated] the consul of the Catalans
together with another five or six Catalans.... He looked for Maurizio Cataneo and
Paolo Bocchiardi, who had gone into hiding.

Leonardo, who was either still hiding in the city, or had escaped from it and somehow
had learned of the executions, supplies the following information: 151

Baiulum itidem Venetorum reliquosque delectos nobiles et filium gladio extingui
iubet, consulemque Aragonensium cum duobus pariter; etiam Catarinum
Contarenum, virum humanissimum, cum sex nobilibus Venetis, iam primum
redemptis, contra omniumfidem, nisi septem milibus aureorum vitam emissent, morte
utique affecisset.

Then he ordered that the bailo of the Venetians [sc. Girolamo Minotto], the rest of the
distinguished noblemen, as well as his son, be put to the sword, as well as the Spanish
consul with his two companions.152 Against all faith, he would have even executed
Catarino Contarini, a very kind man, with six other noble Venetians, who had already
been ransomed, had they had not bought their lives with seven thousand gold coins.153

150 CC 1: 46-48. Essentially the same information is repeated by Filippo da Rimini, "La letter di
Filippo da Rimini, cancelliere di Corfu, a Francesco Barbaro," 6: 120-157: Nee vero minus rex ipse
[sc. Mehmed II] trux fait. Nam dum conconquiescere debuerat ubi se viderat compotem voti et iam
potitum rerum, ira tamen magis ac magis accensus baiulum Venetum et falium eius una
nonullosque alios non ignobiles cum adriperet, caedi miserabiliter voluit.
15' CC 1: 166-168.
152 Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, p. 40, in his translation of Leonardo, renders
this phrase, cum duobus pariter, as "and his two sons." However, the equivalent passage of
Languschi-Dolfin (cf. the next note) reproduces the phrase as cum do altri, which agrees then with
the text of Marco Barbaro (supra, n. 146). It should be noted, however, that the Maius translates
this phrase as KQL 6i o uiovc a&rou (3.11.5).
153 Cf. the text of Leonardo's follower, Languschi-Dolfin 33 (322), who goes on to elaborate in the
concluding sentences information that he had obtained after Leonardo's letter had been composed:
Alla prima fece decapitar el bailo de Uenetiani cum altri nobili, et to consule taraconiense cum do
altri. Fu dito al Signor per i bassadi, o Signor morto the i saranno the utile ne hauera i tuo baroni,
the to zoua la sua morte, to e meglio the se recatano. Alhora quelli the se tolseno taya de
racatarsi scapolarono la uita, etfono redempti n°. 24. et piu the per mille, chi 1500 ducati, et chi
per due millia tre millia chi piu chi meno tutti zentilhomeni et boni citadini uenetiani.
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Similar is the testimony of Pusculo, the poet of the siege, who had also become a
captive:' 54

Bajulus et Venetum cum nato ut victima campo / Truncantur: Venetique omnes, qui
forte reperti /In Galatafuerant, quinis sex millibus auri /Nummorum vitam redimunt.

The bailo of the Venetians and his son were slaughtered, like sacrificial victims, in the
square. All Venetians, who happened to be found in Galata [Pera], bought their lives
with five or six thousand gold coins each.

These are the earliest testimonies with regard to the wave of executions. Thus far we
are dealing only with the western prisoners of the sultan. Of special interest is the
information supplied by Pusculo, who states that the executions of the Venetian bailo and
his son took place in campo, "in the square/piazza." In addition, Pusculo implies that this
square was the gathering point for the sultan's Venetian prisoners, who had been
discovered in Pera. It is unfortunate that Pusculo does not name this square. No other
eyewitness source identifies the place of executions by name or region.155 It makes sense,
nevertheless, to surmise that this square is none other than Vefa Meidan. This plaza is
quite close to Pera across the Golden Horn and it would make perfect sense for the sultan
to gather all his prisoners from Pera in this area. The captives would have been brought
by boat from Pera and deposited in this square. Is it too much to assume that the
subsequent executions took place in the same square, which subsequently became
associated with stories that mentioned executions and graves?

Along with his Italian prisoners numerous Greek prisoners were also executed.'56
Cardinal Isidore, who at the moment was in the vicinity of Constantinople, hiding in
Pera, must have learned of the executions, and, in his letter (from Crete, dated July 6,

154 Pusculo 4. 1075-1077 (p. 82) [not in CC 1].
155 It is only in the sixteenth-century elaboration of the Minus by Makarios Melissourgos-
Melissenos that we encounter the statement that Loukas Notaras was executed on the seventh hill
of Constantinople, known as Xerolophos, 3.11.4: K Y irpoaTa. orc [sc. Mehmed II] Eiri r v alb )PLOV
dirt Toll Zgpoi3 A6you dryopav KO:TEV6i1rLOV a&TOU dO:VaTWOWOL TOWS SUO uLOWS sirro i [SC. Of

Notaras]. But Melissourgos-Melissenos' testimony is suspect, for Xerolophos is distant from the
center of the city. Modem historians, who have wisely avoided the problem of identifying
Mehmed's site of executions, have not followed pseudo-Sphrantzes. In addition, the execution of
Notaras (to be discussed presently) seems to have taken place within the vicinity of the sultan's
headquarters, which, in all likelihood, would have been about the Palace of Blakhemai, or even
within the palace itself, which had been occupied by the Venetian bailo during the siege. For the
archaeological evidence concerning Blakhemai, cf. J. B. Papadopoulos, Les Palais et les Eglises
des Blachernes (Athens, 1928). Vefa Meidan is not far from this location. As we will have occasion
to observe, this region of the city, from Blakhemai south to Hagia Theodosia (Gtil Camii) is
associated with all sorts of apocryphal tales; cf infra, sec. IV.
156 As has been noted by Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, p. 110: "A more real and immediate worry
for the conquering Sultan Mehmed was that some claimant to the Byzantine throne might find a
following and cause trouble."
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1453: In Creta, die sexta Iulii anno Domini Mo CCCCo L IIIo) to his friend Cardinal
Bessarion, devotes a few words on the fate of some of their acquaintances: 157

Non multos post dies Turcus omnes primores civitatis redemit simulans velle eos
urbem inhabitare et in spem vit<a>e illos adducebat. Post tres dies decrevit ac iussit
primo quidem duobus filiis Notar<a>e (alter enim gloriose dimicans interierat)
capita in conspectu patris amputari, ipsi deinde patri, postea magni domestici filios
tres pulcherrimos et optimos occidit et insuper patrem eorum. Dehinc illustrem
dominum Nicholaum Gredetam <= Goudelem?> etplurimos alios pr<a>eclarissimos
viros interemit.

A few days later the Turk [sc. Mehmed II] pretended that it was his wish to settle the
city and ransomed all noblemen of high rank, whose lives, he led them to hope, would
be spared. Three days later, by his first decree and command, he beheaded the two
sons of [Loukas] Notaras (while his third son had of course perished gloriously in the
fight), before the eyes of their father, whom he then decapitated. Then he executed the
three very handsome, excellent sons of the grand domestic along with their father.
Next he executed the illustrious lord Nikolaos Goudeles and very many other famous
men.

It should be noted again that this text is a quattrocento translation into Latin of the
original Greek epistula. Evidently, there has been a mistake in transmission of the Latin
text. The name Gredetam is certainly a corruption. In most likelihood, Isidore wrote in
Greek, rouSEXiiv, which was transliterated into Latin as Goudelam or Goudelem and was
subsequently transformed into Gredetam by the translator Lianoro de Lianori or by
another copyist. Goudeles is also known from other eyewitness reports. Leonardo refers
to him and notes that he was in charge of the reserves within the city:158 Demetrius...
Palaeologo Nicolausque Gudelli...praesidentes, ut decurrant urbem, cum plerisque in
succursum armatis reservantur, "Demetrios ... Palaiologos and Nikolaos Goudeles...were
placed in charge of numerous armed men to assist throughout the city." In addition, the
poet of the siege, Ubertino Pusculo, also knew of this man:159 Creduntur, Nicolae, tibi,
praefecte, Gudello, / cui cognomen erat; Pegaeae limina portae, "the sector of the Pege
Gate was entrusted to you Nikolaos Goudeles." Pusculo refers to him once more and
identifies him as one of the active soldiers in the midst of a battle.160 Isidore is our only
source to identify Goudeles as one of the victims of Mehmed's wave of executions.

157 On this important letter of Isidore, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453,"
II.A.5(ii).
158 CC 1: 150; Leonardo's text is duplicated by Languschi-Dolfin 318 (a typographical error in
Thomas identifies it as fol. 317) (20): Dimitri Palaeologo socero, e Nicolo Guidelli genero
pressidenti, reseruato cum molti armati a correr da terra per soccorer doue fusse bisogno. Earlier
in the text Languschi-Dolfin placed Goudeles at another spot in the defense, (fol. 317) 17: A la
porta pagea Nicolo Guideli. Cf infra, Appendix IV, "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no.
90.
159 4.157-158 (64) [CC 1: 206].
160 3. 949-951 (80) [not in CC 1]: Grittus, Gudellus, Buzardus talia dicunt, / Stornadus, nee non
Molitius [sic!], 4ndronicusque, / Hoc Catarinus idem, hoc ipsum Cornarius audax. His active
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The most notorious case in this carnage involves the grand duke of Constantine XI,
Loukas Notaras, whom we have already met, and whose role in the siege and in the
aftermath of the sack is still shrouded in mystery and is surrounded with controversy. 161
As our basic eyewitness account is the text of Leonardo, it should be noted that the
bishop had no liking for the grand duke and that he has colored his narrative accordingly.
Perhaps his utter dislike of the grand duke is also reflected by other accounts that have
employed Leonardo's text as their basic guide. His dislike becomes evident when he
places Notaras in the company of the rabid anti-unionist George Scholarios162 (who, as
Gennadios II, was selected by Mehmed II to be the first patriarch of the enslaved Greeks
after the fall) and suggests that this group was eager to reap honors from the pope for
their role in advancing the cause of the union:'63

Ne detur ei qui totam sibi ex officio captare cupit gloriam; intendebat ex una parte
Scholarius, ex altera Chirluca, quandoque ad praesentiam semet apostolicam
conferre, quiqueprimi laudarentur tantae unionis auctores.

There were those who wished to acquire glory for themselves through their
appointments. So, Scholarios, on the one hand, and Kyr Loukas [Notaras], on the
other, wished to present themselves to the apostolic presence to be praised as the
authors of such a union.

According to the bishop's narrative, Notaras also quarreled bitterly with Giustiniani on
the eve of the final assault and arrogantly refused to cooperate by transferring some

career in the court, before 1453, is glimpsed through two documents: NE 2: 25 (Comptes de la
chambre Apostolique, fol. 201°, July 28, 1446): a sum of money pro donando domino Nicolao
Gudelli, oratori serenissimi domini imperatoris Rome<orum>, de mandato sanctissimi domini
nostri pape, juxta ordinacionem domini episcopi Coronensis; and NE 2: 26 (Comptes de la
chambre Apostolique, fol. 210, September 20, 1446): mandato sanctissimi domini nostri, dominus
Nicolaus Gudelli, orator serenissimi Romeorum imperatoris, cum litteris ad proceres et barones
Ungariae, ut cum praefato episcopo [= Cristoforo Coronensi] ad Ungariam adire deberet et inde
Constantinopolim. Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, who, in his elaboration of the Minus, claims
that Sphrantzes and Goudeles were destined to become relatives by marriage, complicates the case.
Cf. Maius, 33.6: KaL [sc. Constantine XI], orL E.ym [George Sphrantzes] µEv 6EAw E%a$ai
O EIs' Koli OTL QTOxaiIcTaL 7Cp6g T6v T QUVTpOpLa, va

yEV1qTaL KW. IIEQOV 'i p. V qu 6 ULOS µ0U 'njv EKELVOU i4UyaTEpa. There is, of course, no

evidence for this planned marriage and it is indeed an invention and a fiction of Pseudo-Sphrantzes.
161 Cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.B.12: John Moskhos (and
accompanying notes).
161 Leonardo's misinterpretation of Loukas Notaras as an anti-unionist is contradicted by a letter
that Scholarios addressed to the grand duke in 1451, after Scholarios, a strong proponent of union
at the Council of Florence, renounced his earlier position and in this letter to Loukas Notaras
attempts to convince him of the fallacy of church union. On this, cf. Livanos, p. 96 f.
163 PG 159: 930 (omitted by CC 1); as it does not deal directly with the siege but with the union of
the churches, this passage is omitted by Languschi-Dolfin and the other followers of Leonardo.
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artillery pieces to the critical sector at the Pempton.164 In the course of the ensuing
argument Giustiniani seems to have called Notaras a "traitor" in public: 165

Interea capitaneus generalis Johannes Justinianus... petivit sibi a Chirluca [= Kip
AouK&C NoTap&S], magno duce consulari, communes urbis bombardas quas contra
hostes affigeret. Quas cum superbe denegasset: "Quis me, capitaneus, inquit, o
proditor, tenet ut gladio non occumbas meo?" Qua ignominia indignatus, tum quod
Latinus exprobrasset eum, remissius post rei bellicae providentiam gessit.

Meanwhile the captain general, Giovanni Giustiniani, asked Kyr Loukas [Notaras],
the grand duke and councilor, to give him some bombards belonging to the city to use
against the enemy. When he dismissed his request with contempt, the captain said:
"Traitor: who is going to stop me from running you through with my sword?" He was
mortified at the insult, especially since a Latin had cursed him, and afterwards failed
to pay great attention to the defense.

Leonardo was probably present during this altercation that almost degenerated to blows.
Leonardo's animosity towards the grand duke surfaces again when he gives his

account of his fate after the sack. Leonardo states that Notaras attempted to place the
blame upon the Italians and certain officials of the Porte. This barb is probably directed
towards Halil Candarli, the grand vizier and the head of the peace party at the Porte,
whom the sultan disliked intensely:166

164 On this incident, which seems to have influenced Giustiniani to make the decision to withdraw
during the last battle, cf. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani," pp. 51-52.
161 CC 1: 152 [PG 159: 936]. Languschi-Dolfin 21 (fol. 317) repeats the same passage: insuper
domando a Cir Luca Notara gran conseglero alcune bombarde da rebatter li inimici da la sua
statione, et quelli cum superbia denego uoler dar. Al qual irato Joanne Zustignan disse o traditor,
et the me Lien the adesso non to scanna cum questo pugnal, da la qual uergogna disdegnato mega
duca the uno Latino 1 hauesse improprato se portaua piu rimesso ale prouision de la citta. Also
Sansovino, Gl' Annali 105: In questo mezzo it Capitano Generale Giouanni Giustini-
nano...domando a Chirluca the gli fussero date le bombarde ch' erano nella citta, per adoperlere
contra i Turchi. Le quali hauendo gli Chirluca negate superbamente. Et chi mi tiene disse allora it
Capitano, o traditore ch' io non ti ammazzi con questa spada? perche sdegnatosi Chirluca the un
Latino to hauesse a quel modo ingiurato, la indi innanzi fu pigrissimo nel proueder alle cose della
guerra. Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.7.2 paraphrases Leonardo into Greek: EITa 6 'IouaTLVLavoc cTELXac
irpOC TOV µEya 86W 76v NOTap&v Eta1rOQTELXaL arr TLV(XC TWV EAEROAEWV...6 bE KUp AouKac 6

NOTap&C OUK Ad AT1aE boi)VaL aUTac.... OLCY 'aura p v OUV dCTL01 AXigov KaL ELC XOyouc
VEWTEpLKOUC KaL ' peLC EtEXEOV EKaTEp6&V.... Kat 6 'I0U0TLVLaV6C T6v NOTapdv dVWPE111 KO

a&a670pa KaL EX$p6V TijC 1raTpL60S EKCAEL, auTOC bE aurov El; EvaVTLac URpELC ETEpac
Ev&irauvev. And so does the late Anonymous Barberini Chronicle 111, 22, perhaps through
Languschi-Dolfin: TOTE Ejr-qaE 6 pTOi9ELC rL0u6TLVL&C T0V KUp AOUKa, OTrOU EKpaTELE Ta apµcTa

'T C 3acLXELac, OTL V& TOU 8(SOT9 TLS XouITrapbec.... Kai 6 KUp Ao Kac TLS apv'ij K(A 6
rLOuaiLVL&C TOU Eire' " '51 TpabLTOpO KaL e1rL(30uXE, EM OE OKOTWVW µE T6 aira*L birou RaoTW."

KaL waav EryvwpLVe Tijv yv(Sµ lv Tou, VCY ayijc Va RTIV TrOXEt(i, &LaTL E'YVWpu a irk TV

OL 'PWL1aLOL bLaTL aUTOC TjTOV'IpayKOC KaL TOV ETLnTIaE 6 (3aLrLAEac.
166 CC, 1: 166; the same information is repeated by Leonardo's followers; cf., e.g., Languschi-
Dolfin, fol. 322 (pp. 32-33): Et chiamato a se chir Luca Notara mega duca et altri baroni greci,
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Vocatis igitur ad se [Mehmed] Chirluca ceterisque baronibus consularibus et
reprehensis quod non suasissent imperatori vel pacem petendam vel dandam suae
dicioni urbem, Chirluca [= Kup AovKdc]...culpam retorquere curavit.... At Chirluca
malitiae poenam non evasit, qui protinus perditis primum in bello duobus liberis
maioribus, alio impubere luxui regali reservato, coramque oculis tertio filio caeso
cum ceteris baronibus decollatur.

He [Mehmed] summoned Kyr Loukas [Notaras] and other barons and officials, whom
he censured, because they had failed to persuade the emperor to sue for peace or to
cede the city to his power. Kyr Loukas [Notaras] ... was at pains to transfer the blame
elsewhere.... But Kyr Loukas [Notaras] did not escape punishment for his malice. He
had earlier in the siege lost his two elder sons. Now his young boy was reserved for
the pleasure of the sultan, and a third son was executed before his [Notaras'] eyes;
then he and other barons were decapitated.

This account of Leonardo receives a great deal of elaboration, with folk-tale motifs, in the
account of Pseudo-Sphrantzes, as we have already noted.167

Cardinal Isidore's information to his friend, Cardinal Bessarion, simply reports the
facts: 168

Post tres dies decrevit ac iussit prima quidem duobus filiis Notarae - alter enim
gloriose dimicans interierat - capita in conspectu patris amputari, ipsi deinde patri.

Three days later [after the fall, that is, June 1] he [Mehmed] ordered, with a decree,
the decapitation of Notaras' two sons (the third had perished gloriously in the fight)
before their father's eyes. And then the father was beheaded.

Ubertino Pusculo, the epic poet of the siege, also devotes a couple of hexameters to the
death of Notaras:169

represe quelli the non persuadesse a lo Imperator, o inclinarsi a domandarli pace, o hauerli data
libera la citade. Alhora Chirluca the cerchaua mettersi in gratia del Signor, et in disgratia
Uenetiani et Genoesi de Pera, li qual fono quelli the dauano consilio, armi et militi in li qual
uoltua ogni copla, et per star in sua gratia lo imperatorfaceua resistentia, uogliando quello misero
the sempre cerchaua gloria cum mendacio et scisma hauer mazor gratia. Callibasa [= Halil
Pasha] ... quello accuso esser amico de Greci lo qual cumfrequente lettere a lo Imperator confirmo
el suo animo a star forte et constante, et le sue lettere saluate in fede de questo apresento al
turcho.... Ma Chirluca non scapolo la pens de la malitia sua, the nel suo conspetto fece occider do
grandi sui foli, laltro impubere zouenetto reservo a sua luxuria et lui in ultimo cum sui baronifu
decapitato.
167 Supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.4 and pp. 51 ff.
168 The entire letter has been edited by Hofmann, "Bin Brief des Kardinals Isidor von Kiew an
Kardinal Bessarion," pp. 405-414; this pertinent section is omitted in CC 1. On this important
source, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," I.A.5.ii. Isidore also notes, in the
same paragraph, the executions of the grand domestic and of his three sons: postea magni domestici
filios tres pulcherrimos et optimos occidit et insuper patrem eorum.

169 4.1065-1074 (p. 82) (omitted by CC 1). It should be added and here that Pusculo seems to have
been well acquainted with Notaras and with his activities in court long before the siege, as he
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Notare, to finis crudelior funere mansit. /Namque videns gnatam raptam, puerumque
tyranno, / Ac stirpe geminam cernens occumbere dulcem, / Truncatam primo ante
oculos, et sanguine sparsus, /Sanguine natorum faciem, post occidis ipse.

Your end was even more cruel Notaras. You saw that your daughter and your boy
were raped by the tyrant [= sultan]. Before your own eyes you saw your beloved two
sons slaughtered and you were sprinkled with their blood. Then you were also
executed.

There is no need to report on the motives that led to the execution of Notaras. Most
eyewitness sources do not even mention motives. Pusculo, for instance, simply includes
the grand duke among the victims in the wave of executions that followed the conquest.
As time goes by and as we move away from the eyewitness sources, the picture gets more
complicated and more elaborated. In time, when we come to the. works of Moskhos and
di Montaldo, the grand duke is also portrayed as pronouncing a speech on the immortality
of the soul before his execution.

The earliest extended account of Notaras' execution comes from the pen of Nikolaos
Sekoundinos, who, as a member of an official mission from Venice, had visited
Constantinople in the summer of 1453, and, who, undoubtedly, had spoken to participants
and survivors of the siege, Italians, Greeks, and Turks. 170 His account has been neglected
by scholarship but it is important, nevertheless, as it is written by a notable personality,
who had connections throughout the Levant:171

Exponam praeterea genus piissimum mortis maxima auctoritate et prudentia viri
Luc<a>e, cui magnus dux honoris causa cognomen erat pro more patrio decreto
regio condonatum. Is, captus vivus cum uxore et liberis, ad regem victorem adductus
est; cum autem benigne to comiter per aliquot dies rex ipse erga se visus affectus,
misit qui ut filius adolescentulus, egregie indolis form<a>e que honest<a>e, sibi
mittere<tur> peteret. Animadvertit vir prudentissimus faliolum ad nefandum expeti
flagitium. Quamobrem diu recusavit dixitque malle se mori quam filiolum flagitio
subjicere tali. Rex hinc iratus adolescentulum quidem vi e complexibus sinuque

reports information that is not duplicated elsewhere (and has been neglected by modem
scholarship; cf., e.g., 1.434 (21)-535 (23), 2.104-116 (29), and 2.488-497 (36). On the survivors of
the Notaras family, including the boy Jacob/lakobos (and not Isaakios, as is occasionally reported),
who was sent to Mehmed's harem, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.B.12,
and nn. 123-125.
170 On Sekoundinos and his activities, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453,"
II.B.10.
17' As noted already, supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.B.10. There exists no
reliable edition of the complete text of Sekoundinos' important speech. Maku?;ev, 1: 295-306, first
published the complete text but it was based on inferior manuscripts and this edition contains
numerous inaccuracies. A better, but incomplete, text was then published in NE 3: 316-323;
selections, with Italian translation, were then printed in CC 1: 128-140. But CC 1, for some reason,
chose to omit the long account of the execution of Loukas Notaras, which is of great interest to the
historian. The quotation in our text appears in NE 3: 320-322.
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parentum evelli et detrahi jussit. Lucam vero cum duobus aliisfiliis generoque morte
damnavit. Ubi itaque spiculatorem astare vidit, ratus viro forti ac gravi equo animo
glorioseque esse morendum, timens filiis generoque ne, per <a>etatem et mollitiem
animi, patre mortuo, vit<a>e indulgences, ad t<a>etrum facinus et fadei
sacratissim<a>e declinarent mutationem, precibus a spiculatore impetravit ut filios
et generum prius, se deinceps trucidaret. vertit deinde se vir amplissimus ad generum
filiosque.... Hac exhortatione vir gravissimus ita animavit filios generumque, ita
affecit, ut l<a>eto animo et hylari vultu colla securi porrexerint et pie spiritus
Creatori commisserint, apte modo spectante atque hortante, verum etiam l<a>etitia
incredibili ex<s>ultante. Qui post h<a>ec flexis genibus Deum adoravit eiusque
ineffabili clementi<a>e animam commisit. Spiculatorem deinde ut officium ageret
invitavit, ac impigre virum clarissimumf<o>de, t<a>eterrime iugulavit.

Now let me turn to the death of Loukas [Notaras], an extremely pious and prudent
man who commanded the greatest respect. The honorific title "grand duke" had been
accorded to him in accordance with the ancestral custom and an imperial decree. He
was captured alive with his wife and children and he was brought before the
victorious king [= sultan]. For a few days the king [= sultan] himself seemed to treat
him kindly and politely. He then summoned and sent for his young son, who was
exceptionally handsome. That most prudent man realized that his young son was
being summoned to participate in the unspeakable vice. And so he refused to obey the
summons and said that he would rather die than subject his little boy to such
perversion. The king [= sultan] became angry and ordered that the son be snatched
away from the arms and embraces of his parents and be hauled before him. He
condemned Loukas, his two other sons, and his son-in-law to death. When he saw the
executioner standing by, he decided that a brave and notable man must accept a
glorious death. He feared, though, that once he, the father, had died, his sons and son-
in-law, because of their age and tender minds, would choose to live by committing a
most foul crime and deny their most sacred faith through conversion. So he asked the
executioner to slaughter his sons and his son-in-law first and then execute him. Then
that authoritative man turned to his son-in-law and his sons.... 172 With this
exhortation that most influential man so strengthened the spirits of his sons and of his
son-in-law, and affected them in such a way that they stretched their necks for the ax
with a joyful mind and with eager disposition they piously committed their souls to
the Creator, as their father looked on, encouraged them, and was even delighted with
incredible cheer. Then he invited the executioner to perform his duty. He miserably
executed that wonderful man of steadfast faith.

172 At this point Sekoundinos records a speech that supposedly Notaras pronounced to strengthen
the spirit of his sons and son-in-law. This is the earliest speech and in later times Adamo di
Montaldo and John Moskhos also report a speech presenting similar philosophical arguments.
Sekoundinos is the earliest writer to do so and his text should be compared to the others, who must
have borrowed the arguments, perhaps even Sekoundinos' phraseology, thus demonstrating that
this speech had wide circulation. A close comparison of the three speeches with linguistic analysis
should prove fruitful and provide yet another link in this labyrinth of sources, the "eyewitness"
accounts, and the early reports. The speech of Notaras, as composed by Sekoundinos, can be found
in its entirety, infra, Appendix II
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Khalkokondyles presents a similar version but he does not report a speech. He simply
states that the sons begged the father to surrender the fortune that he had invested in Italy
and buy their lives, but Notaras encouraged them to submit to the executioner and he
himself was to be executed afterwards.173 In his next statement Khalkokondyles alludes to
the numerous executions of notable Greeks:

1k SE TOUTOV TE KaL TOUS lrEpL aUTOV d1VELAE 6 (3aOLAEUS, al'JTLKa EKEAEUUE KaL

TWV EAATjvuv TOW; aAA0v5, OOOL 7rapijaaV EV EAEU$EpWµEVOL,

&7r0'Ya'Y0'VTES KaL TOUTOUS a1r4ayottcLV.

As soon as the king [= sultan] had executed him [Notaras] and those around him,
without delay [Mehmed II] issued orders to take away and slaughter the other Greeks,
as many as had been liberated in Byzantium [= Constantinople].

Then Khalkokondyles adds an intriguing reason for this massacre:

KUL OUTW '.LEV OYTOL EV ou(evL AO'yW Oi1r4)AOVTO' RaaLAEUS SE E'frL TOUTOV TOV g6Vov

EAcYVa5, Ev6 yoVTOS TC3V `EAATjvWV TOW 61rL81 p.oV EVOS, Ou TT>v &-yaTEpa
RaOLAEU5 ouyyevop.EVOc 'Pa TE E7<LµaLVOµevoc T1 'YUVaLKL, TOUS Te 'RpOOTIKOVTa5

aUTTj EcpLAog7pOVELTO, UTCO EpoTOS WS ltaXLOTa tpEpOREVOS.

And so these men died for no good reason. The king [= sultan] was urged to commit
this murder by a Greek, a non-native [of Constantinople], whose daughter the king [=
sultan] had taken to bed and had fallen madly in love with this woman. He showed
preference to her parents, compelled to act this way under the influence of love.

The story belongs to the legion of folk tales that soon evolved around the sack. One fact
emerges. The youngest son of Notaras,174 who entered into the harem of the sultan, seems
to have involuntarily precipitated the fatal confrontation between Mehmed and Loukas
Notaras and thus escaped execution. As is reported by numerous sources, he did not
witness the execution of his father and his older brothers but was "tom from the arms of
his parentss175 and abducted to the seraglio. In fact, this approach seems to have been the

173 Khalkokondyles, CC 2: 226: KaL oL p..'v 7raL6ES a&rov KaTa6ELOav7ES TOV ti6aTOV ESEOVTO
TOU Ira rp05, KaL OOa EVTjV c pLOL XPI%La7a EV T ' ITaXu , 1rapa86v raq a p4:S, WOTE

µ1j dito aVELV. '0 SE ()UK ELa, dXA' EKe'XEUee OappoIVTaS iEVaL E7rl TOV $avaTOV. Kal TOUTOUS

4,LEV 7rpcra ciVELAOV, u cla SE EaUTOV 7rapELXETo
174 Khalkokondyles states that he was twelve years old, 8.429B (2: 166): 7raibU ELva. Tov NoTapac
VT17rLOV SWSEKaETTl.

175 Cf., e.g., Sekoundinos, NE 3: 321 [omitted by CC 2]: Rex hint iratus adolescentulum quidem vi
e complexibus sinuque parentum evelli et detrahi iussit; and Di Montaldo, ch. 28 (pp. 339-341):
Quam quidem ob rem mox clamitantem e complexibus parentis arripi puerum jussit, cumque
invitum violasset. Not surprisingly, Moskhos, who composed his funeral speech on Notaras at the
behest of Anna Notaras, never mentions the sordid incident and the fate of the young Notaras, and
only notes the executions, without alluding to the fate of Jacob in the sultan's seraglio. It is our
understanding that T. Ganchou is preparing a monograph on Anna Notaras; cf. Chrysa Maltezou,
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way out of the executioner's ax for those young men who aroused the erotic attention of
the sultan. The young Notaras was not the only example. Sphrantzes' son also entered the
seraglio. It seems to have been a policy of the Porte to enlist handsome young men for the
sultan's harem and the sultan appears to have gone to great lengths to acquire the sons of
noblemen.176 This fate was not reserved solely for the Constantinopolitan noblemen.
Other vassals of the sultan suffered a similar fate, such as Radu of Wallachia,177 the
brother of Vlad III the Impaler (the prototype for our modem Count Dracula178).
Khalkokondyles presents details on a sordid incident that involved the young Radu and
the sultan, and also comments on the general situation:179

3aULXE1b'c...11ETelrEI.L1rETo BXQ'80V TOV ApaKOUXEW 7ra7Lba, AuKLac Tl yeµova, EXWV

Trap ' EaUTW TOV VEWTEpOV c rroI dSEXQOV, 7raL&KO'' TE aUTOU 'YEVOIIEVOV Kal

8 L a T ( 1 ' ) R E V O V 'Rap ' a&r ... K 'yddp EpWv TOU 7raLSOc EKa'XEL Ec OµiXLac, KaL
41LX07LI.LLaV aUTW lrpO7rLVWV EKc XEL El 1 TO'V KOLTWVa. o p.EVTOL ¶aLc OULSEV Ti.

70LOUTOV SOKWV 7rpOc TOU ROaLXEWS 7rELUEat9aL, EWpa TOV RaaLXEa E'ICLpEpOIIEVOV

a17W EC; TOLOUTOV TE 'Rpayµa, alrEIlaiXETO 7E KOIL 01) QUVE'YL'YVWUKETO Ec TTIV

aUVOllaLOV Kal 01KOV70c ELpLXEL. aRaaaµEVOc 6 rotc px aLpaV 7raLEL
TOV K0TOf TOV fl pov, Kal O iTW aUTLKa, 07roL 01&Tw,

WXET0. RaaLAEWC [tE'VTOL OL LaTpOL LaaaVTO TO 7pauµa. 6 SE 1r6c E7rL SEvSpov
aUTOU 7roU T01 ] OdVapo'U; EKEKpUICTO. WS 6E aUUKEUaaaµEVOc 6 3aaLXE1)C ci in L,

EVTEUI)EV Ka7aR01c 6 7raLC &110' TOU SEVSpOU Kal L 0) UaTepov

acpLKETO E7rL Talc Tgllpac KaL 7ra1SLKa E'yEVETO (30faLXE0S' XpiI($aL SE OUX

1jT7oV TOLc Ec 'rTIV Eau-rob SLaLTON TETpal.L[LEVOLc' TOUTOLc [LEV 'yap MLEL TE

UU'Y'yevo[LEVOS aUVSLcTpLREL VUKTWp KAL RF-15' rfllepav...T0uT01U Se IOU 7raL8oc TW

±SeXLpW BXc8w E7reTpE*e RawtXEUc TTIV AaKLaC, TI'yEI.LOVLaV.

...the king [= sultan] summoned Vlad [III, the Impaler], the son of Dracula...he had
with him his younger brother [= Radu], who became his homosexual lover and lived
with him.... As he desired the boy, he invited him to converse with him, proposed
toasts in his honor, and invited him to his chamber. The boy did not suspect that the

'H BEVETLa 7-Cop ' E1111Tjvwv, Venice of the Greeks (Athens, sine anno), p. 36. For the texts that treat
the fate of the Notaras family after the sack, ef. infra, Appendix II.
176 This in fact seems to have been the circumstance for Sphrantzes' son, who had been initially
acquired by the sultan's master of the horse (mir ahur) but was then purchased by Mehmed and
was brought to the seraglio. Cf. Minus 35.11,12: ...T'rlc 'yuvaLKOc KaL TWV 1raLSLWv µoU nr6

KaL KaXWV TOUpKWV cXW19EVTWV KaL Trap aUTWV 1rc¢XLV 1rpat.EVTWV PLC TOV TOU aµTlpa

µEpcX01UpgV, Ti'YOUV K0jL'ITa TOW arTou aXOyWV, OS KaL lrOXXdcc Kal KaXac a''XXC1 TWV

apXOVTLaIWV Tj'y0pa0E KaL 1rOXXa E1r' aUTaLc Toi SE KCZXXOUC KaL &XXuv &ya$Wv 'TWV

lTaLSLWV ROU OV &UVaµeVOU Kp1PTjVUL, 11U&VTOc 1rEpL al1TWV 0 41Tlpac alrrlpEV aUTd SODS ap6c

Tov µepaXoupgv av'Rpac XLXL&Sac TroXXdcc.
177 In addition to the text of Khalkokondyles, to be quoted presently, cf. MCT, p. 207.
178 On the historical Vlad the Impaler, cf. R. R. Florescu and R. T. McNally, Dracula, Prince of
Many Faces: His Life and His Times (Toronto and London, 1989); and R. T. McNally and R.
Florescu, In Search of Dracula: A True History of Dracula and Vampire Legends (Greenwich, CT,
1972).
179 Khalkokondyles 9.499B (2: 250).
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king [= sultan] would assault him sexually but when he saw that the king [= sultan]
was so inclined, he fought off his advances and would not submit to have sex with the
king [= sultan]. The king [= sultan] tried to kiss the unwilling boy. The latter took out
a knife and stabbed the king [= sultan] on the thigh. He [Radu] fled without further
delay, looking for a hiding place. The king's [= sultan's] physicians took care of the
wound. In the meantime the boy had climbed a tree and had concealed himself. The
king [= sultan] set out with his army and went away. At this point the boy climbed
down and, a short while later, reached the gates [= the Porte] and became the king's
[= sultan's] homosexual lover. They do not frown upon those who engage in this
lifestyle.... He [sc. Mehmed II] spent a great deal of time, night and day, with such
people.... The king granted to this boy's brother [Vlad III the Impaler] the lordship of
Dacia [= Wallachia].

Such abductions of young noblemen, who became in effect hostages of the sultan at
the Porte, did not always end with the acquiescence of the young men. Even Radu
struggled before he submitted to the sultan's will. A few years earlier, the young Notaras
entered the harem but was biding his time and he eventually escaped from
Constantinople, rejoined his sisters in Italy, became involved in mercantile ventures, and
married a woman for whom his influential sister, Anna, had no affection.180 From time to
time, the politics of the harem invited intrigues and conspiracies, and the life of the sultan
may have been threatened. In one of these incidents, the young Sphrantzes lost his life, as
his father sadly reports in his chronicle:181

'Ev w Sr1 Xpovlp [= 6962 anno mundi, that is, A.D. 1453] KaL p qvt [_ AEKEµ(3pL'w]
dVELXEV aUTOXELpLq TOV pL)1TaTOV [IOU ULOV 'IWa''VV'gV O aOEPEOTaTOS KaL dTCT1VE-

aTaTOS &[rgPac WC, 80EV 13oUXT16EVTOS TOU 7raL80k TOUTO 7rOL'f10aL K(XT' aUTOU -

OLµOL 74) SUOTUXEL KaL a11XLW 'yEVET'n -, XpOVOU OVTOS L8°' R'gVWV T1' 'rrap(i TjµEpav,

tppOVTlµa KO:L KOPIALV EXWV 'rfOXX( ICXELOVWV XpOVWV.

In the same month [= December] and year [= 1453], the most impious and pitiless
emir [= sultan], with his own hand, took the life of my dearest son John, on the
grounds that the child had conspired to murder him. Alas for me, his unfortunate and
wretched father! My son was fourteen years and eight months less a day. Yet his mind
and body proclaimed him a much more mature person.

There was no safety for the noblemen and the prisoners of the sultans, most of whom
seem to have been herded into the piazza/square, which is, in all likelihood, the present-
day Vefa Meidan. This square was then converted to a place of execution. It should be
emphasized that this is an inference of ours and that our primary reason has something to
do with the role that this square played in the subsequent folk history. Why should the
tomb of Constantine XI and that of his murderer, who was executed after declaring that
he had put the emperor to death, be located in this otherwise obscure square? We

180 Supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," nn. 124-126.
181 Minus 37.3.
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consider it probable that these tales retain some reminiscences of the sultan's executions
that took place after the sack.

Perhaps we can engage in further speculation. If indeed Vefa was the place of
martyrdom for many notables, then it makes sense to suppose that Loukas Notaras and
his sons were also executed there. We know that during the sack Notaras abandoned his
position at the sea walls and returned to his house, presumably to look after his ailing
wife and to ensure her safety. It was at his house that he finally surrendered to the
Ottoman troops. Sekoundinos states that he was captured together with his wife and
children:182 captus vivus cum uxore et liberis, "he was captured alive with his wife and
children." Doukas further states that on May 30, the sultan personally visited the grand
duke and his wife at their house and conversed with them. 183 According to the same
author,' 84 the sultan left the grand duke's home, toured the devastated city, and then made
the palace his temporary headquarters, where he held his victory celebration:

KaL...Et'r1Xi e 71EpL05EUWV T1')V lIOXLV.... TOTE O TUpaVVoc 8LEX15WV TO 1rXELaT0V TAS

IIOXEWc Kal 7rpOS TOLc TOU 7raXaTLOU .EpEnL aul urOaLOV 7roijaac EUcppaLVETO.

and...he [Mehmed] came out [of the grand duke's house], and toured the city.... Then
the tyrant [= sultan] went through most of the city and celebrated in good cheer with a
symposium held in the neighborhood of the palace.

While Doukas does not specify which palace he has in mind, in all likelihood he intends
the only imperial palace that was still functioning in the days of the siege. It must be a
reference to Blakhernai185 in the northern sector of the land fortifications by the Tower of
Anemas' 86 and in the district of Kynegesion. During the siege it had been under the care
of the Venetian bailo, as Constantine XI had taken his stand in the Saint
Romanos/Pempton sector, where he had erected a tent for his own quarters. Moreover,
none of our sources state the exact location of the grand duke's house in Constantinople.
It was only in the nineteenth century that the learned Mordtmann (the elder), during one
of his innumerable walks through Istanbul, was told of its location and recorded an
interesting inscription, which had marked Notaras' house:'87

An der Stadtmauer auf die Seite des Marmara - Meers in der unmittelbaren Nahe des
Bukoleon, den heutigen Thuren, Tschatlady Kapu and Achys Kapussi unmittelbar-

182 NE 3: 321 [omitted by CC 2].
183 Doukas 40: Hpuiocc bE yevoR6vllc 1rapcX6ouarjS EKELv1)S T'1jc o.pep&c 1jLEpac, EV
EyEVETO A 1raV41XE11pLa Toll -Evouc 1jpiv, ELoeXt&WV EV TI] 1r0XEL 6 TllpaVVOc KO:L EdC TOUc OL'KOUc

Tou µeyatXou SouKOS X$uV....
184 Ibid.
185 On the history of Blakhernai and on the archaeological evidence, cf. Paspates, BviauTLvai
ME11ETat, ch. 4: "Ti IlaXa'TLOV T41V BXaXEpv iv," pp. 83-99.
186 On the Tower of Anemas, before any restoration had taken place, cf. the interesting comments
of Paspates, ibid., pp. 24-32, which includes a woodcut of the monument.
187 Cf. Mordtmann, Belagerung and Eroberung Constantinopels, pp. 142-143, n. 27. It is curious
that Mordtmann's exciting discovery is not mentioned in a recent investigation by Matschke, "Der
Fall von Konstantinopel 1453," pp. 204-222, esp. 211-213.
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unterhalb eines turkischen Holzhauses, welches oben auf der Maurer steht, liest man
folgende Inschrift: tAOTK (der Rest durch ein holzernes Gerust verdeckt) NOTAPAE
DIEPMHNETTOT, d.h. (Haus) des Dolmetschers Lucas Notaras. Wir lernen auf
dieses hochst interessanten Inschrift... wo das Haus dieses Staatsmannes war.... Diese
bisher wie es scheint unedierte Inschrift wurde von meinem Bedienten Georg
Philippides aus Andro endeckt....

On the city walls by the side of the Sea of Marmara directly in the very area of [the
harbor of] Boukoleon, by the present-day Gates of Catladi Kapi and Ahis Kapisi,
directly below a Turkish timber house, whose stands are supported by the walls, one
reads the following inscription: t OF LOUK (the rest is covered by a wooden beam)
NOTARAS INTERPRETER, that is, [the house] of Loukas Notaras, the interpreter.
We discovered by means of this most interesting inscription the location of this
statesman's house.... This inscription, which has apparently not been published
previously, was discovered by my servant George Philippides from [the island of]
Andros.... 188

Thus it becomes understandable how Notaras was able to reach his house during the sack.
He had been in charge of the sea walls and his house was in the same district. Doukas
observes that the grand duke gave up his efforts when he realized that his sector had been
penetrated and returned to his home, which, Doukas observes, was well fortified with a
tower and already under siege. It was probably the strength of the place that compelled
Mehmed to place a special guard to protect the grand duke and his house/fortress from
further molestation: 189

'0 be, 1L6yac, 801A EUpWV Tacs 61) YaTEpcc au76 KQL Toi c UTAUs KaL 771V 'YUVaLK01,

11v 'Yap acr&voUaa, EV TW rrup'y( KEKXELa1EV0UC Kal KWAUOVTO:S 70Lc TOUpKOLS T71V

E' ciobOV, aUTOc 11EV auveXnp1h i auv 70L; U7roKoXou goucLV at'r - 6 be' TUpavvoc
7rE L Jai rivac, Equ'xo 77OV Kai aUTO'V Kal lrciVTa 76V O'LKOV aiTOU. Touk bE
Ka1aXaROVTac Kaf 1rEpLKUKXWaaVTac TOV O'LKOV aUTOU TOUpKOUS, ESWKEV LKaVa'

&P-YupLa, WaTE 80KELV El aUTOUc SLOG TOV OpKOV' EQUX&TTETO OUV '1raVOLKL.

The grand duke found that his daughters,190 his sons, and his wife,'91 who had been ill,
had barricaded themselves in the tower and were fighting against the Turks who were

188 Since then, the neighborhood has been altered drastically and the whereabouts of the inscription
are unknown. Paspates, MEAETau, mentions neither this inscription nor the house of
Notaras. For the title Dragoman/Interpreter of Notaras, cf. infra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of
1453," n. 14.
lag Doukas 39.26.
190 This is probably an error. Notaras' daughters had already departed before the beginning of the
siege and had gone to Italy, where they spent the remainder of their lives comfortably, as their
father, the grand duke, held both Genoese and Venetian citizenship and had heavily invested his
fortune in Italian banks.
191 Loukas Notaras was married to a noble lady (perhaps a Palaiologina), whose first name and
complete identity remain a mystery. Runciman first suggested that the wife of Loukas Notaras was
a daughter of John VII Palaiologos, the rival of Manuel II, in a note to his FC, p. 227, n. 2. This
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trying to enter. So he was captured with his retinue. The tyrant [= sultan] sent some
men to guard him and his entire house. These Turks occupied and surrounded his
house. To them he [sc. Mehmed] gave a sufficient monetary reward, as he had sworn,
to give the appearance that he ransomed them. He [sc. Notaras] was being guarded
with his entire household.

From his house near the sea walls Notaras was summoned to the presence of the
sultan, who was celebrating his victory near the palace of Blakhernai. It was there that an
argument between Notaras and Mehmed, probably in regard to the fate of young Jacob,
took place and resulted in the condemnation of the grand duke. Thus this was the last
time Notaras walked along the walls of the Golden Horn to the neighborhood of the
imperial palace and subsequently to his execution at Vefa Meidan:192

TOTE 6 TUpaVVOS 15VR6)6ELS ELp']KEV TW c pXLEUVOVXW, Xa3E TOV 8'qiiov OUV UOL, KaL

oTpapELS WYE ROL TO 1raLSLOV. 0 SE 51jiLOq 0."yu'YETW TO'V SOUK( KaL TOUC VLOUS

arTOU." ...Ka. p.wwWV TO R. vv.La 6 SOU ... E7ropEUETO ovv T(W 8 iLW aUToc KaL 6 uLoS

aUTOU KaL 6 'YaRf pOS aUTob 6 To SE 1raL8 LoV 'Xc 4EV REIF c Tov 6

c pXLEUVOUXOS. ELacX6Wv oUV Kai SELtac TO ?raLSLOV 'r 1'1'YEtLOVL, Toic be' XOL1rOUS

EV Ti 1NX1a IOU 1raXc rLOU LUTOCREvOUS, WpWE TW 8'9l,LLW tLpEL T(YS KE(paXc c aUTWv

note he then amplified into an article in "Lucas Notaras, Tap4 pos Tov B zaLX c '," in

Polychronion: Festschrift F. Ddlger, ed. P. Wirth (Heidelberg, 1966), pp. 447-449. The case is far
from being decided. John VII has proved to be a very elusive personality and details about his
personal life and relations are sadly lacking. Consequently, John VII has become fertile ground for
scholarly speculation. Scholars have suggested that he may have had an alias; cf. Elizabeth A.
Zachariadou, "John VII (Alias Andronicus) Palaeologus," DOP 31 (1977): 339-342 [= Romania
and The Turks (c. 1300-c.1500) (London, 1985), essay 10], that he had an otherwise unknown son
also called Andronikos, whom he may have crowned emperor, cf. G. T. Dennis, "An Unknown
Byzantine Emperor, Andronicus V Palaeologus (1400-1407?)," Jahrbuch des osterreichen
byzantinischen Gesellschaft 9 (1960): 175-187 [= Byzantium and the Franks 1350-1420 (London,
1982), essay 2]. In essence we know very little about this enigmatic figure. A. T. Papadopulos,
Versuch einer Genealogie der Palaiologen, 1259-1453. Inaugural Dissertation (Munich, 1938; repr.
1962), no. 170 (p. 90), erroneously believes that the grand duchess, the wife of Loukas, was the
daughter of Demetrios Palaiologos Kantakouzenos. The evidence cited by Papadopulos proves
nothing and this identification, like the others, remains only a supposition. On the known facts
about Demetrios Kantakouzenos Palaiologos, cf. Ganchou, "Le Mesazon D6metrius Paleologue
Cantacuzi ne,". pp. 245-272.
192 Doukas 40. Mordtmann analyzed the passage of D6ukas and demonstrated that Orhan, the
sultan's relative in the care of the Greek emperor, was fighting in the same neighborhood. Cf. his
observations, Belagerung and Eroberung, p. 142, n. 27: "Ducas hat eine zwiefache Angabe fiber
Art and Weise wie der Grossherzog Notaras in die Hdnde der Tiirken fiel, namlich...berichtet er,
dass Notaras sich nach dem Thuren begeben habe, wo Orchan seinen Posten hatte; es verlohnt sich
nicht der Muhe den geringefugingen in diesen beiden Angaben aufzuklaren; vielleicht ist der
Widesprach nur scheinbar wenn man annimmt, dass der Thurm, den Orchan verheidigte, zugleich
der Familie des Grossherzogs als Wohnung diente. Unter der Voraussetzung dieses Umstandes
habe ich vohin berichtet dass Orchan seinen Posten in der Gegend des Serai hatte, indem ich
erwante, dassich dort des Haus des Grossherzogs aufgefunden habe (by means of the inscription
that we have already examined)."
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AVa1. TOTE Xa4WV aUTOUS [ILKpOV Ka'TW&V T6 7raXOM'01U, E''virUV aUTOK O

bij .aoc T71v

Then the chief eunuch returned and informed the lord.... Then the tyrant [= sultan]
became angry and said to his chief eunuch:193 "Take the executioner and go [to the
grand duke's house] to bring me the boy. Let the executioner escort the grand duke
and his sons." ...the grand duke was told this message.. .he, his son, and his son-in-
law, Kantakouzenos, went with the executioner. The chief eunuch escorted the boy.
He entered and showed the boy to the lord, while the rest were standing at the gate of
the palace. He commanded that the executioner behead them with the sword. Then the
executioner took them a short distance away from the palace and announced the
decision to them.

The account of Doukas, who had contacts at the Porte, is echoed by Khalkokondyles,
who also had numerous acquaintances at the Porte; yet he omits to cite the place of
execution:' 94

We dVTjVEXfq ES (3a0LXEa [sc. sultan] 7raiba ELVaL Tol) NoTocp& vij1rLOV 8W8EKOfET7j,

E7rq.L$E T4)V O1VOXOWV aUTOU EVa, ai'rop.EVOC TOV 7raTba. 6 8E is E7rUWTO 'r Trap(

,r6 oivo you, XaXE1ruc TE EcpEpE KaL E7tOLELTO 8ELVOV...E7rE6 be U7ro0Tpe(.pwv

ci irij'Y'YELXE 'r RaOLXEL [sc. sultan] Ta 7rapa TWv 'EXXrjvWv, aUTLKa EKEXEUOEV orTOV

7E aµa KO L TOUS 1ra7Lbac, KaL OOOL aUT(il O1)µ71apTgOcV, KO:Tamcp(aL. O1

11EV 01)V WC, atp'KOVTO c aUTOV OL E7tL TOUTOU TcX$EVTEC,.

When it was reported to the king [= sultan] that Notaras had a twelve-year old son, he
sent one of his wine-bearers and asked for the child. When he [= the grand duke] was
told [this] by the wine-bearer, he was troubled and considered the message a
misfortune... he [the wine-bearer] returned and told the king [= sultan] what the Greek
had said. He [the sultan] immediately ordered him to lead him [the grand duke] and
his sons, as many as there were with him, to be executed. Those charged with the task
came to him.

Kritoboulos, who was within the circle at the patriarchate after the fall, also furnishes
similar details and further notes that there was a particular place of execution. His choice
of words implies that it was a well-known place:195

4)aOL 'YE' TOL TOUTOV, k TOV T07rOV TYIS alraX VTa, 7rapaKaXEOaL TOV
b'Y1ILLOV 7rpO 6p,3aXIWV auTOU 7rp6TEpOV a1rOKTELVO:L TOUR 101801S....

193 By the term Doukas is probably rendering the Turkish title of kislar aga, the chief
eunuch in charge of the sultan's harem.
194 8.429B, 430B (2: 166-167). Doukas 40 states that the young Notaras was fourteen years old: 1jv
YQP eueupY1C 6 0! Y4)V TE060CPEQKOfLSEKUTOV ETOS.
19' 1.73,1-14. Kritoboulos again omits all details concerning the pederastic tendencies of Mehmed,
whose biography he was writing. Kritoboulos sent his manuscript to the Porte, clearly hoping to be
noticed and assigned an official position by Mehmed. It was in the library of the seraglio that his
manuscript eventually surfaced. Cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," n. 5.
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They say that when he [Notaras] was brought to the place of execution he asked the
executioner to dispatch his sons first....

The topographical details are of interest here. According to Doukas, the condemned
men stood by the "gate of the palace" and then were led "a short distance away to their
deaths." Probably what is meant by the palace is Blakhernai and the place of execution is,
in all probability, the Vefa Square, near the "Church-Mosque."' 96 The exact location of
the execution place must have been a well-known site, as Kritoboulos uses the definite
article to indicate a specific location, perhaps known to all his readers and therefore
needing no name.

Doukas also provides an interesting detail. After the executions of his sons, Notaras
asked permission to pray before he was also beheaded. The executioners granted him his
wish and Notaras entered a chapel at the location to prepare himself for his own death:' 97

KO'L aTY1p'1 c C TOUS vEOUs, V T6 &J VELV, KOCL AE'YEL TW

WNEKOUX&TOpL, "1r0LT1a0V TO KEAEUa15Ev cOL, aptaIEVOc airo TOUS VEOUS." KacL

U9raK015aas O 81'II.LOS &WE'TaI1I.E TO'(; KEy(YXas TWv veov, LaTa'REvos O µE'YaS SOUL KaL

XE'YWV To EU)(o:pLaTW a0L KUpLE KO L TO SLKaLOS 1 KUpLE. TOTE JIM TW
a7CEKOUXaTOpL, a8EX1pE, S0s ILOL y CYVO) 1]V TOU ELOEAt4ELV KOL TipooEll CYaLQL.

TIV 'Ydcp EV EKELvW TW T07W vans .LKpos. 6 SE QapgKE, KCYL E6weMk v Trpocreu aTO.

TOTE EteX v EK ?TIS 1CUXTI4; TOU VaOU ('1'IoaV 'Yap EKEL 'To[ (WµcT x TWV Trcd& v aUTOU

ETL aTGQpOTTo.LevCY) KOL cXLV SO O)\OYLCYV w L\jlOCs T(il BEW aICETIAT}tI KE1paX V.

And he [Notaras] confirmed the resolution of the young men, who accepted death
willingly. Then he said to the executioner: "Fulfill your command but start with the
young men." The executioner obeyed and he beheaded the young men. The grand
duke stood by and said. "Thank you, lord! You are just, Lord." Then he said to the
executioner: "Brother: grant me a respite to enter and pray." For at that place was a
small church. He allowed him to do so; he entered and prayed. Then he exited from
the church's gate (where the bodies of his sons were still writhing) and once more he
glorified God before he was beheaded.

Other contemporary texts' 98 also notice that Notaras prayed before he was beheaded.
Yet Doukas is the only author to mention the existence of the "small church" or chapel in

196 On this mosque, cf. the comments in The Garden of the Mosques, no. 24 (p. 208). The name of
the medieval church is not known. It was definitely renovated in the Palaiologan period, but its core
may be much older. Considering its design, it has been thought that it may go back to the eleventh
or twelfth century. On this structure, cf. J. Ebersolt and A. Thiers, Les Eglises de Constantinople
(Paris, 1913, repr. London, 1979), pp. 149-156; and A. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches in
Constantinople: Their History and Architecture (London, 1912), pp. 243-252. For a thorough
black-and-white photographical record of this monument (plates 40.1-30), cf. T. F. Mathews, The
Byzantine Churches of Istanbul: A Photographical Survey (University Park and London, 1976), pp.
386-401.
197 Doukas 40.
198 Sekoundinos, for instance, mentions that Notaras prayed kneeling, NE 3: 322: flexis genibus
Deum adoravit eiusque ineffabili clemeni<a>e animam commisit.
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the vicinity. In the neighborhood of Vefa Meidan, there is an imposing Greek church
from the medieval period. It is known as the Vefa Kilise Camii, kilise being a Turkish
corruption of the Greek word EKKXTlaLOC, "church." This is a large structure and probably
does not qualify as Doukas' "small church." There is, however, another possible
candidate for this chapel. We observed a modest mosque that is situated upon the old site
formerly identified as the location within a modest garden for the grave of Constantine
XI.199 The mosque is identified as Vefa Camii, while its more popular and semi-official
designation is the Congregational Mosque of Molla Giirani.200 The present structure is of
recent origin, although there are remnants of old buildings close to the mosque, especially
about the garden and its modest cemetery, as we discovered during our survey of the
area. The predecessor to this mosque was erected (or perhaps renovated from the ruins of
an older Greek chapel) ca. 1471/1472 201 The forerunner of the two mosques, a modest
Greek chapel, no doubt, may have been the last place of prayer for the grand duke, who
was then executed outside the structure.

According to Doukas, Notaras' headless body and those of his sons were left at the
site and were denied burial:202

Xap(,)V oUv 6 b'n4LLOq Tcxs KEcMX&g 1'IAt5EV ELS 76 avµ'(rOaLOV, E[.I.cP V'L(Tas amag TW

a ROPO'P(P NPLw. T& SE f(4LCYTOC yu.tVa EKEL KOLL (70190: Kar XvlrEV.

And so the executioner took the heads and came to the [sultan's] drinking party. He
showed them [the heads] to the bloodthirsty beast [= the sultan]. He left there [at the
place of execution] the bodies, naked and unburied.

With time, we are told that the sultan regretted his actions against the grand duke and
punished with death those individuals who had offered him bad advice concerning this
matter. It is quite possible that what actually occurred was more cynical than this version.
The death of the grand duke suited the sultan and his purposes, for he wished to have all
ties with the old dynasty of Greeks severed. Yet in time he wished to absolve himself of
such harsh treatment and simply ordered the execution of his agents. The text of
Kritoboulos seems to hint at this possibility, but Kritoboulos, it will be recalled, is an

t99 Supra, n. 131.
200 Molla Giiran? (1410-1488), a religious scholar, was Mehmed II's military judge or kadiasker
and was a member of the sultan's entourage during the siege, sack, and aftermath. Although there is
no evidence on this detail, could he have functioned as a judge of the military prisoners of the
sultan who were then condemned to be executed at the Vefa? The sultan probably would have
wished to add a legal veneer to his wave of terror after the sack. Could the association of Molla
Gurani with Vefa date back to those days after the fall? He did function as a judge in
Constantinople in the 1460s. For a short biography of this religious scholar, cf. Hafiz Huseyin Al-
Ayvansarayi's Garden, no. 37 (p. 228); and Crane, n. 1637 (p. 208).
201 This information is furnished in Hafiz Huseyin Al-Ayvansarayi's Garden, no. 37 (p. 228). The
accompanying n. 1793 (p. 228) by Crane states: "[t]he mosque was tom down to make way for the
extension of Millet Caddesi." Yet there stands a modem, but modest, functioning mosque identified
as the Molla Gurani establishment, with an unpretentious cemetery and a garden. According to the
local residents, the old nineteenth-century inn bordered the mosque's present garden.
202 Doukas 40.
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apologist for the sultan, whom he wishes to flatter and to impress to fulfill his own
agenda. According to Kritoboulos, the sultan was misled and ordered the execution of the
grand duke, relying upon advisors who had been motivated by spite, jealousy, and
grudges.203 At the end, justice prevails:204

UuiepOv yE IL71V KOCTa1pupc oas 6 RaOLAEUs TOV SOAOV KaL T1V KCYKOUp 1 LO V TWV

dVa7[ELaaVTWV aUTOV a7COKTELVaL Tolls CYVbpas, Kal, ILL( 'cras nY KaKOUpyLaq aVTOUs
%

ci asEt ocp$aXµov 7COLELTaL, Tolls p v fk vciTW 11ILWaas, Tolls SE
KaL TLIL' c.

Later the king [= sultan] detected the deception and the criminal acts of those who had
persuaded them to kill those men. He abhorred their crime and decided never to lay
eyes on them ever again. Some he punished with death and others he dismissed from
authority and positions of honor.

In conclusion, it should be noted that Vefa Meidan seems unlikely to have ever
housed the remains of the last Greek emperor. On the other hand, folk memory may have
elaborated some historical circumstances, which could be the nucleus for the tale that
puzzled and fascinated pilgrims and scholars of the nineteenth century. If indeed Vefa
Meidan was the place of execution for noblemen and prisoners, including Notaras and his
relatives, then there may be an original and authentic kernel to this popular tale that
eventually made its appearance and presented garbled versions of confused memories and
reminiscences. Yet the folk tale, as should be expected, bears a remote resemblance to the
historical events, which, however, have been transformed beyond recognition. Is it
possible that it recalls, in its fashion, the executions that took place in Vefa's immediate
vicinity, and, perhaps, does it even recall the execution of the last grand duke, which folk
memory, with the passage of time, confused with the emperor? Is it possible that
originally Vefa Meidan was the site where Notaras and his relatives were executed and
their headless bodies were left unburied? And is it possible that in time this execution,
with its macabre details, found its way into folk tradition, which further transformed the
grand duke into the emperor? Victims and executioners seem to have been confused or
conflated, and eventually folk memory of an important person being executed at Vefa,
with the corpse left unburied on the grounds, misremembered identities, and elevated the
headless corpses to the remains of the emperor and of his slayer. Whatever the truth, one
cannot recover authentic details from legends and folk tales. Yet Vefa Meidan may be
connected to some event(s) and incident(s) in those dark days.

If we may indulge in one further piece of speculation, we should consider the fate of
the grand duke's head. Doukas, as we have seen,205 states that the executioner brought
three heads to the "palace" and the sultan viewed them. No other information is added. If
by "palace" Doukas means "the palace of Blakhernai," then another macabre detail may
be added to this picture. Not far from Blakhernai there is a place in Constantinople called

203 1.73,1-14: dXA' a' p6,qaov ocuiois [sc. Notaras and company] 701 TOU yNvou PEXq poXovia
KaLPI,aV, KaL KUp0UTaL & VaTos &&KOS KOT' aUTWV....
204 Ibid.
205 Supra, n. 200.
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U9 bas, "Three Heads." The story behind this name is that long ago there was a
barbershop in this area and that the proprietor would perform three haircuts for the price
of a single copper coin. Thus the neighborhood received its name from the establishment.
This is a charming story, but again it may have undergone secondary elaboration to erase
from folk memory more gruesome events. When we visited this area in June of 2001 and
2003, we noted numerous remains from the medieval period still in situ (pls. 7 and 8). In
fact, the fence around the local mosque, U9 bas mescidi, clearly dates back to medieval
times and probably marked the boundaries of the courtyard of an earlier church or villa
with a garden. An interesting feature of this wall is that it contains a ledge (pl. 9) whose
original function remains unknown. Is it possible that on this ledge three heads were
exhibited, the gruesome trophies of the sultan, while the headless corpses were left
without formal burial at the place of execution, the Vefa Meidan?

IV. The Last Imperial Tomb: Hagia Theodosia?

In addition to Vefa Meidan, there is another site that folk mentality and tradition
eventually associated with legends and with the day of the sack. There still stands, in very
good condition, a mosque near the sea walls by the gate that bears the name Aya (pl. 10)
among the Turks. The mosque is known as the Gul Camii, or "the Mosque of the Rose"
(pls. 11 and 12). The origin of the name is unknown and is buried in legend.206
Furthermore, at some early point after the conquest, this mosque was assumed to be the
converted Church of Hagia Theodosia, which figured prominently among the Greek
churches in Constantinople as late as 1453.

The Church of Hagia Theodosia achieved some notoriety on the morning of May 29,
1453, the day of the sack and the feast day of Saint Theodosia. The nun Theodosia
became famed for her actions at the Khalke entrance to the imperial residence in
Constantinople that marked the onset of the Iconoclastic era. 07 Cardinal Isidore notes the
coincidence: 208

206 Cf infra, n. 228. There exists an interesting account extracted from Evliya's Travel Book,
explaining the origins of GM Camii and appearing in A. Pallis, In the Days of the Janissaries. Old
Turkish Life as Depicted in the "Travel-Book" of Evliya Chelebi (London, New York, Melbourne,
Sydney, and Cape Town, 1951), p. 71: "According to a Moslem tradition mentioned by Evliya, but
for which there is no historical evidence.. .the Gill-Jami or Rose-Mosque in the Jubali quarter of
Stanbul [was] erected by order of the Arab general Maslama after the siege of 716-18, in the reign
of Leo the Third." On this structure and others that were converted into mosques, cf. S. Kiriktayif,
Converted Byzantine Churches in Istanbul (Istanbul, 2001), passim.
207 The feast day of Saint Theodosia, according to the Synaxarium Constantinopoltianum, was first
celebrated on July 18, the day of her martyrdom. Cf. H. Delehaye, Synaxarium Ecclesiae
Constantinopolitanae e Codice Sirmondiano (Bruxelles, 1902), pp. 828-830; and N. Constas, trans.,
"[Synaxarion Notice of St. Theodosia of Constantinople]," in Byzantine Defenders of Images: Eight
Saints' Lives in English Translation, ed. Alice-Mary Talbot (Washington, 1998), pp. 5-7. For the
issues linked to her martyrdom and the literature relative to her, cf. Leslie Brubaker and J. Haldon,
Byzantium in the Iconoclastic Era (ca 680-850): The Sources. An Annotated Survey, Birmingham
Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs 7 (Aldershot, 2001): 220-221 and 230. The reasons for the
transfer of her commemorative date to May 29, Delahaye, pp. 713-716, are not fully clear. The
sources stand in contradiction to each other. The transfer to May 29 could be associated not only
with the day of her birth, but more so with the day on which the main miracles are attributed to her;
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O diem infelicem, sifas infelicem dici diem qua natalitia Sanctae Theodosiae virginis
et martiris colerentur, festus quidem haut quaquam dies, verum infesta semper et
christiano nomini perpetuo memorandae tantae cladis accepta memoria praeterit
mensis Junii quarto Kalendas.

What an ill-omened day, if it is proper to call ill-omened the festive birthday of Saint
Theodosia the virgin and martyr. In no way was that day auspicious. Indeed it will be
inauspicious forever among Christians who will mark the recollection of such disaster
that occurred on the fourth day of the Calends of June [= May 29].

Doukas is the only Greek author to speak of the events surrounding this church
and its neighborhood on that fateful morning :211

ItETuXE yap EV EKELV7j 7 pO[3Epge i i pa Trls avVTEAEL'aq TTIS Ho'XEWg

KaL 1roVr1yupt'ELV T11V i vtjIA.TIV Tr q OaLOlL.apTUpos OEOSOaLag. 'ETEXELTO OUV EOPT1I

1raVSrllOS' ijaav 'yap KOM acp' EalrEpag 1rAELaTaL Kc. 1rXELQTOL &avuKTEpEUOaV7EC

hence her "festive birthday" as Cardinal Isidore notes (see infra, n. 208), or other factors. This
problem is addressed by W. K. Hanak, "Two Neglected Sources on the Church of Hagia Theodosia
at the Fall of Constantinople, 29 May 1453," in Ka7rer vLOC, Kal AO-yo;. MEAETEC, uri7 IA,P71,.C11 roll

drlp+prl I. HoAEµrl. Captain and Scholar. Papers in Memory of Demetrios I. Polemis, eds. E.
Chrysos and Elizabeth A. Zachariadou (Andros, 2009), pp. 115 ff. Eleonora Kountoura-Galake, "29
May 1453: The Fall of Constantinople and the Memory of the Enigmatic St. Theodosia. A Strange
Coincidence," in Motos Guirao and Morfakidis Filact6s, eds., 2: 75 if., attributes the change in the
festive date to Slavic and Latin alterations of the Synaxarium after 1204. Kountoura-Galake has
overlooked an important source: Synaxarion (Atheniensis gr. 788), early twenfth century, for the
monastery of the Theotokos Euergetis, that would have significantly altered her conclusions
regarding the change in festive dates, from 18/19 July to 29 May. The cited Synaxarium lists her
festive date as 29 May and there is no Saint Theodosia for the days of 18/19 July.

For the evolution of the cult of Saint Theodosia, though dated but still of value, cf. J. Pargoire,
"Constantinople: L'Eglise Sainte-Theodosie," Echos d'Orient 9 (1906): esp. 162-165; and Hanak,
"Two Neglected Sources." For a good summary of the subject, cf. Mango, The Brazen House, pp.
117 ff.
208 Isidore's letter is dated in Creta dies sexta Iulii anno Domini M°CCC°111° to his friend Cardinal
Bessarion, CC 1: 60. This statement of Cardinal Isidore proves prophetic, as the Greeks
superstitiously maintain that May 29 and Tuesdays in general are "unlucky days": oclroYpa'&Eg
rjµEpaL or infesti dies, in the same connotation as our "Friday, the Thirteenth." Of course, they do
not take into account the fact that May 29, 1453 was based on the Julian calendar, while Latin
Europe had adopted the Gregorian calendar, which requires a different date, since there is an eight-
day difference in the conversion of the Julian calendar to the Gregorian system for the fifteenth
century. Similarly, the Turks also celebrate the conquest of the city on May 29 as reckoned by the
Gregorian calendar. No one seems to recall that May 29 in the quattrocento refers to the Julian
calendar.
209 Doukas 39.23. Evliya Celebi in his Seyahatname, Pertev Paca ms., 1.11, recounts a miracle
associated with the Church of Hagia Theodosia, although the name of the church appears
unfamiliar to him. He writes that on that fateful day of May 29 Ottoman forces entered the
courtyard of the church that provided a place of repose for their dervishes. No miracles should be
associated with the Ottoman conquerors or their holy men at this stage in their endeavor to occupy
the imperial city.
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EV TTl aop Tjg OULCYS, OL 7r]\ELoves SE TtpWt iji pa¢S yevo t v'ql , aL 'YUVCYLKES GIN

TOLS &VSpO:aLV QUTWV EL(; 1rpooKUVTIc0. pEpouaaL KTIpOUg KCWL

6ul,LLOCp.cCTOC, 1repLKEKaXXW1rLal1.EV0:L Kal 1rEpLKEK00`µ.TJREVaL oUGUL, Etoet, pVTls EV TOCLC

TtOyLOL TOW TOUpKWV Ev irecOV. ITOU yocp E'LXOV EVV01laa. TjV E aLpvY Opyiv E1S
TOaoi rov EUpog TTIS lr6XCWq; LcaaLV OL ELSOTES TO [t&YE150S.

It so happened that on that horrible day [= May 29] of the end of the city, there was a
memorial celebration of the holy martyr Theodosia. And so a general festival was
being held. Very many men and women held an all-night vigil by the saint's remains.
Early on in the. morning of that day many women and their husbands were on their
way to this church to pay their respects. They were holding candles and were burning
incense. All were beautifully and appropriately decorated. But then they suddenly fell
into the snares of the Turks. How could they have known that such wrath had been
unleashed on such a great city? Those who know the city's size will understand my
meaning.210

Rhetorical exaggeration aside, what Doukas seems to be saying is that the Turks entered
the city while a celebration was being conducted in the church of Hagia Theodosia. The
worshippers were then enslaved by the Turks, who had found their way to this church
through the sea walls along the Golden Horn. In all likelihood, detachments of Turkish
soldiers, seeking loot, reached Hagia Theodosia through the gates in the sea walls and in
particular the Hagia Theodosia Gate 211 Their entry was facilitated by the defenders'
abandonment of the defense of the sea walls, once they had learned that the enemy had

210 While it is not our intention to discuss the history of this church before the siege of 1453, it
should be noted that there is some confusion as to the actual saint, as there seem to have been at
least two saints if not more with this name. In connection with this passage of Doukas 29, cf.
Ebersolt and Thiers, Les Eglises de Constantinople, p. 115, n. 2: "Ce demier texte [sc. of Doukas]
mentionee aussi au 29 mai une autre Theodosie originaire de Tyr, qui subit le martyre d Cesaree
pour n'avoir pas voulu sacrifier aux idoles. Le renommde de la martyre constantinopolitaine dat
eclipser la memoire de la martyre tyrienne. La date de la commemoration de la premiere a change.
Au quinzieme siecle, elle etait fetee le 29 mais; mais anciennement sa memoire etait celebree le 18
juillet." On this, cf. Majeska, Russian Travellers, pp. 346-351.
211 This gate was a major defensive position for the Byzantine forces. Whether they were
overwhelmed by the Ottoman forces or simply abandoned their position in flight, Evliya Celebi
recounts the Ottoman entry through the Aya Gate, which lies to the northwest of the towering
structure of the Church of Hagia Theodosia. He adds a significant point not mentioned in other
sources. In his Seyalaatname, Pertev Paca ms., 1.11, he relates that Ottoman forces (most likely
seamen, although the invading group could have as well included land forces) also entered through
the Djubali Kapoussi that lies to the northeast of the Church of Hagia Theodosia. It is reasonable to
assume that Ottoman forces would use all entries in the sea walls along the Golden Horn to
participate in the conquest and looting of the city. It is noteworthy that the Church of Hagia
Theodosia is almost equidistant between these two gates and such an imposing multi-storied
structure, quite visible at a distance, was an attractive target for the wealth it might provide. The
Djubali Kapoussi is also known in numerous sources as Porta Putae, Porta del Posszo, Ispigas, and
Ei.s IITiy&S.
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overrun the western defenses. We know of at least one famous defender by the sea walls
who abandoned his post in these circumstances - Loukas Notaras:212

ISWV SE KaL 6 RE -YO((; 601 it To ipKOUS EAt40UVTas OU LQTaTO T6701), 'V -Y '

E1rLRAE7ruV T1rV RaoLXLKTIV IIUX'gv auv ffEVTaK0GL0Lg, acpi1KE pUXa''TTWV T71V 7rUX1v

Kal. 7rpOs TOV LSLOV OIKO CYVEXWp'f10E GIN 6XL'YOLs.

When the grand duke saw that the Turks had penetrated his assigned post (he had
been in charge of the Imperial Gate with five hundred men), he abandoned his charge
and went to his house in the company of a few men.

In the neighborhood of Gul Camii there still stands a gate in the sea walls popularly
known as the Aya Kapi or the "Gate of the Saint/Holy Gate." It has always been assumed
correctly that the Turkish term Aya derives from the pronunciation of the Greek word
hagia/aryLa meaning a "female saint." Thus it seems that Aya derives from the Greek
Gate of "Hagia Theodosia," which was shortened in time to simply "the saint's gate."
And since the imposing Byzantine structure of the "Mosque of the Rose" is within a short
walking distance from the Aya Gate, it has been assumed that the Grit Camii is the Greek
Hagia Theodosia which, upon conversion, or even later, became known as the GUI Camii.

Both the Church of Hagia Theodosia and the nearby gate associated with the church
were well known during the days of the siege. The Gate of Hagia Theodosia was a
prominent defensive position and eyewitness authors suggest that its protection had been
entrusted to reliable commanders. Thus Pusculo,213 in his register of defensive positions
and commanders, states, Tibi diva tuam Theodosia servat /.Ian Blachus portam, "Saint
Theodosia: Jan Blachus214 defended your Gate." Languschi-Dolfin also departs from his
guide, Leonardo, to mention this gate and duplicates Pusculo's information. 215 In fact, it
was the proximity of this structure to the gate that assisted scholars in identifying this
mosque as the former Greek Church of Hagia Theodosia.

Greek texts are not helpful in providing the exact location of this famous landmark in
Constantinople. Greater detail is supplied in the travel accounts of Russian pilgrims to the
city, but they too are not sufficiently specific to pinpoint the precise location. The
"wanderer," Stephen of Novgorod, whose visit to Constantinople has been dated to the
year 1348 or 1349, wrote the earliest citation. He places the site of the church near the sea
and further talks of the complicated ritual that presupposes a large supporting staff for the
church. The ritual and the celebrations require an imposing structure to accommodate its

212 Doukas 39.25.
213 Pusculo 4.191 [CC 1: 208]: is Pusculo, in this line, addressing the saint or the saint's church?
214 On Jan Blachus, cf infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 215:
"Vlakhos," and n. 270.
215 Languschi-Dolfin 29: A porta Theodosia Zuan Blacho. The gate was also known as the
"Dexiokrates Gate." "Dexiokrates" was apparently the name of the district that included within its
boundaries the Church of Hagia Theodosia. Cf. A. M. Schneider, "Mauern and Tore am Goldenen
Horn zu Konstantinopel," Nachrichten von der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen,
Philologisch-historische Klasse 5 (1950): 65-107, esp. 73-74.
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large congregation and visiting pilgrims. His information on the site and its cult is the
most detailed of all surviving accounts:216

I&I(OXOM K CBSITOLI Deo,AOCMM 9'bB1491 H L['hJIOBaXOM Io. Ty eCTb MOHaCTblpb

3KeHCKbI B MMSI eH ripM Mop!, eCTb3Ke gIIOAHO BeJIMM; B BCHKyIO cpe,gy M IIHTOK

aKM npa3AHMK; MH03K16CTBO Myxc x xceH rloAaBaIOT CBtIIa m MaCJIO M MMJIOCTbIHIO.

Tyxce MH0)K CTBO JIIOAeI JlexcMTb 6OJIH16IX Ha o p'hx pa3JIMIIHbIM14 Hegyrx
O.I p'bxMMM rlp1MMaIOT MCI[kJIeHMa M BXOAHT16 B L[epKOBb, a HHMXBHOCHT M

JIO)KaTCH npeA Hem no e,AMHOMy 1IeJIOBtKy, a OHa B'bCTynaeT, M,! & Ke Koro 60JIMT,

M 3gpaBMe npIMMaIOT; a H'kBIDM fOIOT - OT yTpa M ,qo 9-r0 qaca, Tax
JIMTOprJCaIOTb n03,uHO.

We went to the convent near the sea named after Saint Theodosia the Virgin where we
kissed her [body]. It is quite wonderful; every Wednesday and Friday is like a holiday
[there]. Many men and women contribute candles, oil, and alms, and many sick
people suffering from various diseases lie [there] on beds, receive cures, and enter the
church. Others are carried in and are laid before her one at a time. She intercedes, and
those who are ill receive healing. Singers chant from morning to the ninth hour, and
so they perform the liturgy late.

The next testimony comes from the end of the fourteenth century, probably the years
1396/1397, and is attributed to Alexander the Clerk, who wrote a description of
Constantinople that is included in the Novgorod Fourth Chronicle. He places the Church
of Hagia Theodosia near the Pantokrator Monastery and his next entry deals with the
Pammakaristos, thus placing the site somewhere in the middle of the two well-known
landmarks.217 The account of Zosima the Deacon, the last known Russian description of
Christian Constantinople, must have been composed during his visit on a journey from
Kiev to the Holy Land and his return to Russia in May 1422. He complicates matters, as
he states that Saint Theodosia was buried at the Evergetes Monastery.218

216 The text of Stephen with sound commentary and with the translation that we quote here can be
found in Majeska, Russian Travelers, p. 44. Also, the comments of Evliya celebi, Pertev Pasa ms.,
1.11, add support to Stephen's observations concerning chapels, convent, and sepulcher. Cf.
Turkovd, pp. 8 and 10.
217 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 162-163: A B lloHTOKpaTopH MOHaCTbIpI.... BJIH3 Toro
DeonOCbs ,AhBNga B Tejrb. B lIaHMaxapHCTe B MaHacTblp'h..."now in the Pantocrator
Monastery.... Nearby is the body of Theodosia the Virgin. In the Pammacaristos Monastery...."
218 Ibid., p. 188: MoxacTblpb BepreT>;IC, TyT JIe%6IT cbeogoemi AtBwga, "The virgin Theodosia is
buried at the Evergetes Monastery." Majeska adds, ibid., p. 348, n. 69: "Possibly the St. Theodosia
Convent was a daughter house for the nuns of the Savior Evergetes Monastery, since one
manuscript of Zosima calls the place of Theodosia's burial a `hermitage' (nycT = µ6TOXL0v) of
Evergetes." On this, cf. the extended discussion of B. Aran, "The Church of Saint Theodosia and
the Monastery of Christ Euergetes. Notes on the Topography of Constantinople," Jahrbuch der
osterreichischen Byzantinistik 28 (1979): esp. 211-222.
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Pierre Gylles published two books on Constantinople and its vicinity in the sixteenth
century. While in his book219 on Constantinople proper he has absolutely nothing to say
about this structure, he nevertheless mentions the former church and its neighborhood in
his book on the Bosphorus:22° adportam vulgo appellatam Agiam, a vicina aede diviae
Theodosiae, "to the gate popularly called Hagia because of its proximity to the church of
Saint Theodosia." Gyllius never mentions the Giil Camii. In all probability that name had
not been attached to the building at the time of his visit to Constantinople, between 1544
and 1547. The next individual to play a part in this drama was Stephan Gerlach, a
Lutheran chaplain. He describes in his journal his visit to the building, which he identifies
as Hagia Theodosia. He was aware of the visit by Gyllius and, like Gyllius, he never
identifies the edifice as Gul Camii.221

219 P. Gyllius, De Topographia Constantinopoleos, et de illius Antiquitatibus Libri Quatuor (Lyon,
1561). Gyllius, as it is reported on p. 8 of his book, died at the age of sixty-five: Non.Ian.M. D. LV.
/ Po. Cn. / Vixit annos L X V. menses, dies v. hor. IIII. Also, P. Gilles, The Antiquities of
Constantinople, trans. J. Ball (2nd ed., New York, 1988), p. xix. On this important scholar, cf the
observations of H. Schafer, Die Gill Camii in Istanbul: Ein Beitrag zur mittelbyzantinischen
Kirchenarchitektur Konstantinopels, Istanbuler Mitteilungen 7 (Tabingen, 1973): 16-17. Schafer
correctly points out, p. 21, that Gyllius saw more remains in this area than can be identified at
present: "...Gyllius mehr Reste byzantinischer Kirchen gesehen hat als heute festzustellen sind."
Also for a substantial biography, his interests and studies, and with especial emphasis upon his De
Topographia Constantinopoleos, cf. Sandra Origione, "Pierre Gilles, viaggiatore a Costantinopoli
nel secolo XVI," in T. Creazzo and G. Strano, eds., Atti del VI Congresso Nazionale
dell Associazione Italiana di Studi Bizantini. Catania-Messina, 2-5 ottobre 2000. Siculorum
Gymnasium, n.s., 57 (Catania, 2004): 567-583. For a recent commentary on the observations of
Gyllius, cf. Kimberly M. Byrd, "Pierre Gilles' Topography of Constantinople and Its Antiquities. A
New Translation with Commentary," Dissertation, Rutgers University, 2002.
220 P. Gyllius, De Bosphoro Thracio (Lyon, 1561), p. 87. More recently, and quite significantly,
Jean-Pierre Grelois has translated and annotated Gyllius' work. He has added a significant note to
this passage in his work, Pierre Gilles. Itineraires byzantins. Lettre a un ami. Du Bosphore de
Thrace. De la topographie de Constantinople et de ses antiquites. College de France-CNRS.
Centre de Recherche d'Histoire et Civilisation de Byzance, Monographies 28 (Paris, 2007), n. 535,
that reads: "Les ruines d'une eglise se trouvent a proximite d'Ayakapi (ibid. [W. Muller-Wiener,
Bildlexicon zur Topographie Istanbuls. Byzantion - Konstantinupolis - Istanbul bis zum Beginn des
17. Jahrhunderts {Tubingen, 1977}], p. 97). On hesite entre deux possibilites d'identification: soit
l'eglise du monastere du Christ Evergete (Janin [La Gpographie ecclesiastique de 1'empire
byzantine, 1], pp. 508-510), soit, comme le suggere Gilles, Sainte-Theodosie, (ibid. [Miiller-
Wiener, Bildlexicon zur Topographie Istanbuls], pp. 143-145). De toute fagon, cette demiere ne
saurait avoir ete 1'actuelle Gill camii (N[eslihan] Asutay, "Uberlegungen zum Christos-Evergetis-
Kloster and zur Theodosiakireche am Golden Horn," Ist[anbuler] Mitt[eilungen] 51 {2002}: 435-
443)."
221 Schafer, p. 21, questions whether Gyllius and Gerlach identified the same monuments: "Dieser
Umstand lasst es fraglich erscheinen, ob Gerlach die gleiche Kirche meint wie Gyllius oder ob die
von Gyllius als Theodosiakirche bezeichnete Anlage zur Zeit Gerlachs Uberhaupt noch vorhanden
war." Cf. Gerlach, pp. 358 and 454. On this interesting personality, a Lutheran chaplain and an
acquaintance and informant of Martinus Crusius, cf., among others, Runciman, The Great Church
in Captivity, pp. 247-248.
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Joannis Leunclavius, in his Pandectes Historiae Turcicae of 1588, gives a description
of all the gates of Istanbul still standing at the time of his visit and provides the following
information:222

Septima [sc. porta] vocatur Hagia capisi, quod hybrida voco Turco-Graeca significat
portam sanctam. Ego tamen in ea sum opinione, ut existimem rectius appellari &'y aq
Kaariarl, hoc est, portam sanctae, videlicet Theodosiae; cujus templum e regione trans
sinum vidi, vetus et elegantis structurae, nunc commutatum in mesittam, quae Casanis
bassae dicitur.... Per hanc enim portam ingrediuntur urbem, qui a sancta Theodosia
veniunt, ubi frequentia cum vicis aedificia sunt.

The seventh [sc. gate] is called Aya kapisi, which is a Greco-Turkish hybrid and
means "the Holy Gate." Nevertheless, in my opinion I think it is more correct to call it
Ci:'YLac KairLUTj, that is, "the gate of the saint," evidently Theodosia. Her church I saw
from across the gulf [= the Golden Horn]: an ancient building with elegant
architecture. Nowadays it has been converted into a mescidi [= place of worship]
named after Hasan Pasha... 223 Through this gate enter the city those who come from
Hagia Theodosia, where there are many buildings with neighborhoods.

222 Joannis Leunclavii Pandectes Historiae Turcicae. Liber Singularis ad Illustrandos Annales
(sine loco, 1587); and PG 159: cols. 717-922. This volume was meant (as its title indicates) to
provide additional material for Leunclavius' learned treatises. He was one of the few European
scholars who had consulted Ottoman authors. His Latin translation of Ottoman chronicles was
based on a German translation from Turkish, as he himself states: Annales...Hieronymi Beck a
Leopolstorf Marcifil. Studio et diligentia Constantinopoli advecti MDLVI, divo Ferdinando Caes.
Opt. Max. D. D. jussuque Caes. A Joanne Gaudier dicto Spiegel, interprete Turcico Germanice
translati): Annales Sultanorum Othomanidarum a Turcis sua lingua scripti et ab Joanne
Leunclavio Latine redditi and Supplementum Annalium, quo res Turcicae continuantur ad annum
Mahumetanum 996, qui Christianus et 1588, ex Joannis Leunclavii adversaries. All three were
published in 1588 and are conveniently printed in PG 159: 573-922. The quotation in our text
appears in Cap. 200 [= PG 159: 873], titled: Ports; XXIII urbis Constantinopolitance, cum multis
memorabilibus, et ad historias intelligendas necessariis. His works are not often consulted,
unjustly, in our opinion, as they do contain valuable information and insights into Ottoman history
after the conquest. It is a little known fact that Leunclavius also consulted the Greek polymath of
the patriarchate, Theodosios Zygomalas, who is also known from his correspondence with Martinus
Crusius; cf. Pandectes, cap. 128 [PG 159: 817]: Sic enim audire de Theodosio Zygomala,
patriarchali protonotario, valde docto viro memini.
223 We fail to understand why Paspates has criticized Leunclavius' learned note and sentence.
Paspates, BUi'aVTLVaL MEAETat, p. 321, repeats the information supplied by Leunclavius, that after
its conversion this building was known as the mescidi of Hasan Pasha, but adds (p. 321, n. 5):
"O rruc E>;Tr'y Toc KaKws ryErypaµµEVO: TOU AEOUVKXaPLOU," Casanis Bassae messita [sic]. Is
Paspates (who does not quote Leunclavius' phrase accurately) criticizing the Latin style of
Leunclavius or is the adverb KaKCOq meant to imply that Leunclavius supplied wrongful
information?
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Elsewhere, in his narrative Leunclavius makes another reference to this structure, whose
general location he identifies:224

Exstat unum adhuc liberti cujusdam Pompeiani marmor, quod non procul a Casanis
bassae messita (quondam illustri S. Theodosiae templo) supra navale Sultaninum sita,
conspicitur.

There still survives to our day and can be seen another marble [inscription] of a
certain freedman Pompeianus, not far from the mescidi of Hasan Pasha (the former
famous church of Hagia Theodosia), situated above the sultan's shipyards.

Thus a third scholar from the sixteenth century identifies a building as Hagia Theodosia
but never mentions Gill Camii. Clearly, the name had not come into fashion. But
Leunclavius provides the first testimony that this former Greek church had been
converted and was known as the shrine of Hasan Pasha sometime during the reign of
Sultan Selim II (1566-1574); and so this building must have been known before it was
renamed "the Mosque of the Rose." As for its fate immediately after the sack and until its
conversion to the shrine of Hasan Pasha, there is no precise information. Unlike other
churches, it did not remain in the hands of the Greeks, but neither was it converted to a
mosque. Yet Hafiz HUseyin al-Ayvansarayi's detailed guide to the mosques of
Constantinople supplies the missing link:225 "The Gul Congregational Mosque in
Kucilmustafapa5a. The above-mentioned mosque was converted from a church.
Originally, it was a storage place226 for equipment and other supplies for the Tersane [=
the sultan's shipyards]. Subsequently a minaret and other requirements [of a place of
worship] were built by order of His Majesty Sultan Selim Khan... and was made into a
blessed mosque." Unfortunately, the origin of the name remains unexplained and it is
probably related to another popular story that declares that this building was associated
with a holy man by the name of Gill Baba or "Father Rose." That some of the churches of
Constantinople derived their names from certain distinctive individuals who inhabited the

224 Ibid.
225 The Garden of the Mosques, ch. 2, p. 207. Paspates, who had read the learned Ottoman
monograph, agrees with this testimony; cf. By aUTLYa! MEAETau, p. 322:'H EKKXTIOLa a{TT) Trapa
TnV QUVTWLav TWV 'O6W1laVWV, NETEa]\71N eO%g Rerd DXWOLV, ELc &TrOl ijK71V TWV µrixaVWV

KQ Epobiuv IOU a&TOKpaTOpLKOU VaUOT&15k0U. 'AKoX00Wc KaTd TOU EouATav

TOL AEUTEpoU dvT)yEpN pLVapEc, Kal tE-reOX'frq E6c TEtevoc [= mescidi]. '0 EOUATaV EEV
bLEbEXi i 'r v Trwrcpa aVTOU EOUXELµcv Tq 1566q, KaL dire3Lwue TCo 1574q. `0&v Ev r j bKTaETLa
Mini] ETelX1pg11 EL(; TEVEVos Tj EKKATlc(a aUT9, ovaa &lr0 Tovg xpOVOUc Tiic cXWQEWc KExpL T,9c

E.TroXTlc TaUTTgc, /YTroi 1 Kn IOU vaxrTO btRov.
226 In spite of Paspates' observation that it was against the custom of the Ottomans to turn churches
into storage depots (cf. supra, n. 222), this seems to have been the fate of numerous Greek religious
establishments after the conquest. Cf. Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity, p. 188: "Some
churches were taken over at once and put into secular uses. Saint Irene, close to Saint Sophia,
became an armoury; Saint John in Dippion, near to the Hippodrome, housed a menagerie. In these
cases the churches were in districts settled by Turks, and the Christians were prudent enough to
make no protest."
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immediate neighborhoods is not to be doubted. Thus the famous Pantokrator Monastery
became known as the Zeyrek Camii renamed after a scholar/holy man, Zeyrek Mehmed,
who lived in the neighborhood of the church until his death that occurred twenty years
after the sack or later, early in the sixteenth century.227

A popular tale current in the nineteenth century states that when the Turkish soldiers
came upon the building, they saw that it had been decorated with roses on the feast day of
the saint and the memory of the event is preserved in its name.228 Thus the tale itself
equates Hagia Theodosia with GUl Camii. In fact, it was early on that this equation was
made. Doukas, however, the only author to mention a few particulars about Hagia
Theodosia during the sack, says nothing about roses decorating the church and talks only
of "candles" and incense. Thus the connection with the rose must come from
elsewhere.229 Moreover, there seems to have been no association with roses in the Greek
period of this building's history. In the Ottoman centuries the Greeks began to refer to
this building as Po'bov 'r 'Ap. pavTov, "the Unwithering Rose," but this appellation
probably arose after its conversion to Islam, when it became known as Gul Camii and
represents a translation from Turkish into Greek 230

227 Paspates, McAEra., p. 312. The Garden of the Mosques, ch. 2, p. 132; the translator
of this work into English notes, p. 132, n. 1001: "Zeyrek Molla Mehmed Effendi (d. 1506), Turkish
ulema of the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries... is particularly remembered for a
prolonged disputation on religious matters with the famous scholar Molla Hocazade in the presence
of Sultan Mehmed II."
228 Cf., e.g., the story as reported by E. A. Grosvenor, Constantinople 2 (Boston, 1900), p. 422: "It
was the season [spring of 1453] when Constantinople is fragrant with roses. The church [Hagia
Theodosial was everywhere embowered for its annual festivity. In memory of the picture it then
presented, garlanded and flower-bedecked, to the victorious Moslems, they have called it ever since
Giul Djami, or the Rose Mosque." Grosvenor was a classmate of Paspates at Amherst College and
considered himself a student of Paspates, as he states in the preface to Constantinople 1 (Boston
1900), p. x: "Alexander G. Paspates, graduate and doctor of laws of my own Alma Mater, my
teacher and early friend, the most modest, the most patient, the most learned of all those who have
striven to probe the mysteries of the classic and Byzantine city."
229 During our numerous inspections of Gill Camii we searched in vain for a hint of a rosette that
may have once decorated the interior or the exterior of this building. None was found and we thus
concluded that the name could not derive from an ornamental feature in the architecture of the
structure as it stands now.
230 Cf., e.g., the observation of Paspates, MEAEra., p. 321, n. 4: Ejiepov, 7rocµtroXXoL
KaXOUaL T"V EKKXT16La.V TaU'TT1V, P6boV TO c .Lc paVTOV, 7rXavT115EVTEs 7ru3aVOV EK TTIS TOUpKLKiI

E7rwvupLac TOU vaoU. Byzantios, who wrote before Paspates, expresses the same opinion and
implies that the building received its name because of the elegance of its architecture; cf p. 560: '0
Vaog OVTOs, j.LETa[3X3]fkl.c FL(; EUKT7'pLOV [= mescidi] TOUpKLKOV, KaXELTa'L VUV, bLOC TO KO1fl)6V T7jc

61 WTEpLKT1(; TOU KaTaoKEUTIS, TO 67roLOV IETauppx'aavTEc TWV Tl1LETEpuv TLVEg [_

Greeks], E7rwv6µavav aUTO 668ov To ' AµapavTov.... Paspates also reports that some scholars
believed that the building received its Turkish name from its architectural beauty; cf. Paspates,
ibid., p. 321: 'H EKKXTIOLa allTT) O711LEpOV KcXELTaL TEILEVOs TOU P680U, &L' aLTbaV

&yVWOTOV. '0 IlaipL 'pXTls [= the nineteenth-century scholar and patriarch Konstantios] X yEL &L
oiirws EKATjdvl bL& T7jv KaXXovr1V aurov. Paspates is referring to Konstantios, who had been the
archbishop of Sinai before he served as the patriarch of Constantinople. His book, entitled
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Thus there remain numerous gaps in our knowledge of this building's history and
evolution and of the original site of the Greek Hagia Theodosia, as unfortunately
historians have never studied Hagia Theodosia systematically and in detail .231 Gul Camii
presents a fine hybrid of original Greek architecture with Turkish and Islamic
modifications, additions, and alterations (fig. 2: Plan of GUi Camii) 232 It survives in
remarkable condition and is one of the most imposing monuments within the city. In
addition, its neighborhood retains elements that belong to old Stamboul of the past
centuries and there are still medieval ruins embedded in modern buildings of the area.

KwvaravTevi&S HaAaaa TIE rcat NewrEpa (Constantinople, 1824), was translated into French
under the title Constantiniade ou description de Constantinople ancienne et moderne
(Constantinople, 1846). He discusses the Gul Camii briefly, pp. 117-118: "Nous avons deja dit que
c'est a tort que M. J. Rizo dans son tour de litterature grecque, et M. Hammer qui dans son histoire
de l'empire d'Orient suit l'opinion de M. Rizo, ont cru que 1'eglise de sainte Theodosie situee pres
de la porte de Sainte, Aya Kapoussi, et transformee maintenant en mosquee que les Turcs pour sa
beaute exterieure nomment Gioul Dzamissi, c'est a dire mosquee de la Rose, on cru disons-nous
que cette eglise fut batie par 1'empereur Romain Argyrus le Triacontaphylle. Cet empereur nous le
repetons ne s'appelait pas Triacontaphylle, mais avant d'elever l'eglise de Perivlepte [_
Peribleptos], avait achete la maison d'un certain Triacontaphylle, et apr8s avoir demolie, fit batir
sur ce vaste emplacement 1'eglise de Perivlepte ce que confirme l'historien Byzantin Skylitzi, en
ces termes. L'empereur Romain ayant rachete la maison de Triacontaphylle, y fit bath un
Monastere en l'honneur de la Vierge, et n'dpargna rien pour la beuate et la magnificence de cet
edifice." While only a few words apply to the Gul Camii in these observations, one may notice the
reference to "Triakontaphyllos." Although it is beyond our scope to follow this connection (which
has also been noted by Schafer, p. 17, who however mistranslates "Triantakontaphyllos" as "der
Dreihundert-blattige," when it means "thirty leaves/petals"), we may observe in passing that the
word TpLaaco>vTa'yuXAov in Modern Greek is synonymous with po6ov and they both signify
"rose." Could there be some connection with the Turkish name of this mosque?
23i This beautiful church has been discussed, in some detail, by Paspates, McAErat,
pp. 320-322; by Ebersolt and Thiers, pp. 113-127 (with plates 27 and 28); and, in greater detail, by
Grosvenor, 2: 420-422; Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, ch. 8 (pp. 164-182), with plates 43-45,
and figs. 58-60; W. K. Hanak, "The History and Architecture of the Church of Saint Theodosia," in
Thirtieth Annual Byzantine Studies Conference, Abstracts of Papers (Baltimore, 2004), pp. 90-91;
among others. It is indeed unfortunate that this fascinating building has not attracted the focused
attention of an architectural historian, and it deserves a full and separate study. The history of Hagia
Theodosia in the Middle Ages is beyond the scope of our study but a concise account, with all the
problems that surround this important site, is given in Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, ch. 8.;
and Schafer. For a refutation of Schafer's architectural analysis, cf. Aran, pp. 223-228.
232 Cf., e.g., Grosvenor's evaluation, 2: 420: "Giul Djami ... stands alone upon an eminence, entirely
surrounded by the street, and with no other buildings near to obscure its proportions. Its bald and
lofty walls, pale and sombre, rise from its prominent site with a grim majesty of their own. One
gazes upon the gaunt, almost spectral outline with a kind of awe. Seen from the Golden Hom, it is
the ghostliest of Byzantine churches."

Our plan of the church/mosque intends to reflect the original layout of the church, but also the
reconstructions to the structure over the course of many centuries, mainly a consequence of
earthquake damage. For a more recent plan of the asymmetrical reconstructions to the rear of the
church/mosque, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, p. 179, and our p1. 12.
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Especially, the district around the Aya Kapi still contains Ottoman remains that have
been mixed together with Byzantine structures.233

Throughout the Ottoman centuries and until the latter part of the twentieth century the
equation between the church of Hagia Theodosia and the GM Camii was never
questioned.234 It was simply assumed that on May 29, 1453, this church was sacked early
on,235 because of its proximity to the walls and to the Aya Kapi through which Ottoman
troops, presumably naval detachments assigned to the Golden Horn, passed eager for
booty. It is only in recent times that doubts as to the Greek predecessor of Gul Camii
have been expressed by a scholar who carried out a thorough visual examination of this
building but who for the most part did not conduct any archaeological excavations of the
walls or of its foundations.236 His conclusions must necessarily be considered as tentative
until a proper archaeological evaluation of the structure can be carried out.237 Even so, his
views have received favor with a subsequent investigator.238

233 Schneider, "Mauern and Tore," pp. 72 ff. Schafer, p. 89, expresses the same opinion, without
citing Schneider: "Die Nachrichten fiber die Theodosiakirche konnten mit gleichen Recht auf
Ruinen inder Nachbarschaft der Giil Camii bezogen werden." Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 347-
348, is in agreement: "Schafer's suggestion that the site of the Church of St. Theodosia be sought in
the nearby ruins right at the gate called Aya kapi in the Golden Horn sea walls has much in its
favor, particularly the fact that the gate here seems to have been named the Gate of St. Theodosia."
For brief references to this church, c£ G. P. Majeska, "Russian Pilgrims in Constantinople," DOP
56 (2002): 93-108, esp. 102; and Lyn Rodley, Byzantine Art and Architecture: An Introduction
(Cambridge, 1994; repr. 1996), pp. 120, 201, and 267.
234 Cf. Van Millingen's confident statement with which he opens ch. 8 of his Byzantine Churches,
p. 164: "There can be no doubt that the mosque Gul Jamissi (mosque of the Rose), that stands
within the Gate Aya Kapou, near the Golden Hom, was the Byzantine Church of S. Theodosia."
This interpretation is repeated by M. Maclagan, The City of Constantinople (New York and
Washington, 1968), passim. For a counter-interpretation, cf. V. Kidonopoulos, Bauten in
Konstantinopel 1204-1328. Verfall and Zerstorung, Restaurierung, Umbau and Neubau von
Profan- and Sakralbauten (Wiesbaden, 1994), pp. 27 f., 177, and 179.
235 Grosvenor, 2: 421, states that the church was surrounded "by a band of sipahis (Ottoman
cavalry)" "about eleven in the morning." No eyewitness supports these specifics and secondary
accounts are unreliable.
236 Schafer, p. 21: "Eine Identifizierung der Gffl Camii mit der Klosterkirche der Euphemia oder der
Theodosia, so kann man zusammenfassen, lasst sick mit Hilfen des bekannten Quellenmaterials
nicht vomehmen. In keiner schrifflichen Ueberlieferung findet sich eine detailierte Beschreibung
oder Standortangabe, die einen exakten Identitatsnachweis ermbglichen konnte." In the conclusion
to his monograph, the author adds that the dates he has deduced from his inspection in connection
with the construction of the building will not allow an identification with the Church of Hagia
Theodosia, p. 89: "Bisherige Identifizierung der Gul Camii mit der Kirche der Hl. Theodosia oder
H1. Euphemia konnten nicht bestatigt werden. Vielmehr lasst sich mit Sicherheit sagen, dass der
Vorganger der Gul Camii nicht jene Kirche sein kan, in der Theodosia nach ihrem Martyrertod
beigesetzt oder die nach dem Ikonoklasmus fair sic erichtet wurde."
237 Ibid., p. 85: "Eine Kirche isoliert identifizieren zu wollen, ohne gleichzeitige Berdcksichtigung
des bettrefenden Stadtgebietes and der daran angrenzenden Bezirke mit sicher fixierbaren
byzantinischen Monumenten, heisst beim gegenwartigen Forschungsstand, mit zu vielen
Unsicherheitsfaktoren rechnen zu mussen. Eine Aufarbeitung des Quellenmaterials, wenn es auf
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Thus in this case scholarship and tradition find themselves at odds, and the Church of
Hagia Theodosia, somewhere in the same district as the Gtil Camii, seems to have
vanished. Yet the building as a structure was imposing,239 as we have seen, and it had to
be large in order to accommodate the ritual and the numerous pilgrims who flocked to it,
even in 1453, if Doukas' statements with regard to the sack carry any credence. A great
deal of ink has been spilled in trying to make some sense out of this difficult situation.
Subsequently, there have been attempts to find a solution to this problematical question;
it has been claimed, for instance, that Hagia Theodosia must be located near the Aya
Kapi, where some late Byzantine ruins can still be detected by the careful observer. 240

Indeed there are remains by the Aya Gate that may even include a chapel, which, in our
opinion, should not be identified with the Church of Hagia Theodosia because of its
humble size, deduced from part of the apse that is embedded in the wall of a lumberyard
(pl. 13). This chapel, whose major part still lies under Ottoman and modem structures,
could not accommodate the large numbers of pilgrims that the ritual celebrated in Hagia
Theodosia required. In addition, this structure probably would not have attracted the
attention of warriors and sailors eager for rich booty on the fateful day of May 29, as
clearly more imposing buildings in the vicinity would have towered over this ordinary
structure. The diminutive chapel could not have served as a center for celebrating the
saint's annual festival.241

derartig breiter Ebene wirksam werden soll, ktnnte nur durch ein Kollektiv von Spezialisten
bewaltig werden."
238 Thus Schafer's tentative conclusions were raised to the level of certitude by Majeska, Russian
Travelers, in his discussion of the church of Hagia Theodosia, p. 347: "On the basis of extensive
archaeological study, Schafer has demonstrated convincingly that the traditional identification of
the present day Gill Camii, or Rose Mosque, with the Byzantine Church of St. Theodosia must be
rejected."
239 We disagree with Schafer's opinion, p. 84: "...die Theodosiakirche selbst ein zu kleines
Gebaude war." Schafer, in his discussion of the sources, pp. 83 ff., has not discussed or seriously
taken into account the Slavonic testimony. He does not appear to have been aware of the intricate
ritual and the large numbers of pilgrims that flocked to this church.
240 Schneider, "Mauem and Tore," pp. 73-74, first paid attention to these ruins and Schafer, pp. 84
if., placed emphasis on his observations.
241 In June 2003, we visited this site, which is located within 100 meters inside the Aya Gate. We
were fortunate enough to be guided to the ruins by Dr. Haluk cetinkaya. The structure lies within a
lumberyard but its apse can be clearly seen as part of the lumberyard's wall. The structure
continues into the next building, which we could not inspect. While we are evidently dealing with a
religious structure, our impression was that it could not be Hagia Theodosia, simply because of the
structure's size, an unimposing small one-story building, similar in size to many chapels throughout
the city. Dr. cetinkaya has recently published an article, "Istanbul'da Orta Bizans Dini Mimarisi
(843-1204) [The Religious Architecture in Istanbul during the Middle Byzantine Period (843-
1204)]," in Sanat Tarihinde Gencgler Semineri 2004 Bildiriler, Bilim E§igi 2 (Istanbul, 2005), pp.
29-50, in which he analyzes the remains of a number of religious structures at their initial
construction with an architectural plan. However, based on earlier conversations with him, we
cannot accept the hypothesis that this chapel is the church of Hagia Theodosia.

There are further difficulties with the- argumentation of Schafer, Majeska, and cetinkaya. First,
the orientation of the Aya Chapel is northeast to southwest, with the rear of the apse facing to the
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As matters stand, it is our opinion that tradition presents a more convincing case. The
question is far from settled and the proposed "solutions" thus far are either extremely
complicated, sometimes unnecessarily so, or raise more questions in the answers they
purport to offer. The most elegant solution is still offered by tradition, and the arguments
against the traditional identification do not seem very convincing in the absence of
further archaeological or epigraphical evidence. Any argumentum ex silentio is

perilous.242
We are not convinced by the argument that seeks to disassociate the Gill Camii from

Hagia Theodosia by the deduction of dates for its construction. The argument that is
concerned with dates runs as follows: based on our sources, the date for the construction

northeast. All major Byzantine churches within the city face to the southeast, toward Jerusalem.
The Aya Chapel as demonstrated by A. M. Schneider, Byzanz. Vorarbeiten zur Topographie and
Archaologie der Stadt, Istanbuler Forschungen. Herausgegeben von der Abteilung Istanbul des
Archdologischen Instituts des Deutschen Reiches, Band 8 (Berlin, 1936): 54, establishes that it is
not a major ecclesiastical structure. Its approximate dimensions are 17 m. in length and 8 m. in
width for the chapel proper, excluding a wing at the entrance, which is on the southeastern side, but
no longer exists because of a street that parallels the chapel and has obliterated the wing. For
Schneider's architectural plan of the Aya Chapel, cf. infra, fig. 3, p. 290. And lastly, there is neither
literary nor physical evidence to support the conjecture that the Aya Chapel is the Church of Hagia
Theodosia. It is true that its construction, building materials, and similar building designs
approximate that of the extant Giil Camii, that is, the late eleventh early twelfth century. The Aya
Chapel itself has had an interesting history in modem times. While it was visible for some time
earlier in the twentieth century and some pictures of it were even published, and Schneider could
also make a tentative architectural plan, it subsequently disappeared within the inner structure of a
modern lumberyard and part of its apse was rediscovered by Dr. Cetinkaya recently. The remainder
of the structure remains embedded within other modern buildings and cannot be identified with
certainty. For an older black-and-white photograph dating back to the time when additional features
of this chapel were still visible, cf. Freely and cakmak, p. 227, fig. 117. The controversy over the
fate of this structure seems to have been complicated by a comment in a scholarly publication. Cf.
Freely and cakmak, p. 227: "Mathews reports that the church `has since been leveled,' but in fact
most of it is still there, though almost totally obscured by the modern buildings that hem it in on all
sides. Its apse, with its alternating courses of brick and stone, can be clearly seen from within a
lumber warehouse on the shore road."

Furthermore, this chapel is not the only candidate in the area, if size plays no part in the
argument. About 200 meters to the northwest of these ruins, and 100 meters west of the Yeni Aya
Kapi, there is another structure (pl. 14), partially underground, whose walls are decorated with the
late Byzantine meander. This structure could have been a religious establishment also and it does
not appear to be of smaller size than the chapel by the Aya Kapi. The entire neighborhood, it is
evident even from our sources, is crowded with religious buildings, as these were the grounds of
extensive male and female monasteries. Of course, what is sadly lacking is definite epigraphical
evidence that would settle these problems once and for all.
242 Thus in order to obliterate all the problems created by the disassociation of Gill Camii from
Hagia Theodosia, investigators have gone to unnecessary complications involving a game of
musical chairs: thus Gill Camii becomes the Monastery of Evergetes while Hagia Theodosia first
emerges as Hagia Euphemia and its location must be sought elsewhere, even though we are
viewing epigraphical evidence and imposing ruins. Cf. the complicated reasoning presented by
Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 346-351.
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of the Church of Hagia Theodosia has to be placed at the end of Iconoclastic period, the
last quarter of the eighth century, yet it has been concluded, basically through visual
inspection, that the Byzantine structure of the Gtil Camii dates to the eleventh or the
twelfth century243 Thus, it is claimed, the Gill Camii cannot be the old Greek Church of
Hagia Theodosia. Of course there are problems with this approach, with the argument,
and even with the dating, which at this point can be considered only tentative and
provisional. What we can safely state is that the structure that, for the most part, has been
visually examined dates back to the eleventh or the twelfth century, ca. 1050-1150, to be
more precise. Yet throughout the structure there are clearly visible remains of reworking,
of remodeling, and perhaps even of extensive rebuilding before the Ottoman period 244

This building is not easy to read and its evolution is extremely complicated, thus
presenting a fascinating case for the historian, the art historian, and the architectural
historian (for interior view, pl. 15).245 Granted that some of its structure does go back to
the eleventh and twelfth centuries, one does not have to go far to find reasons for this
later dating. The original structure may have been modified or even rebuilt by the Greeks

243 Schafer, p. 21; his conclusions are quoted verbatim, supra, nn. 235 and 236. As usual, Schafer is
followed closely by Majeska, who again adds a note of certainty to these tentative conclusions
while caution is warranted; cf. Majeska, Russian Travelers, p. 347: "The Theodosia Church was
built soon after the end of Iconoclasm, while the core of the Gill Camii is an eleventh- or, even
more likely, twelfth-century building."
via Remains from the Ottoman phase include the dome, which clearly does not house a pantocrator
on its interior, as it lacks a calligraphic inscription and an internal drum. In addition, arches,
pilasters, and western walls are all of Turkish construction; cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches,
pp. 169 ff. The original Greek decoration of this building has vanished; cf. R. Ousterhout, Master
Builders of Byzantium (Princeton, 1999), p. 244.
245 Its impressive vaults should yield interesting archaeological evidence, but at this point they are
not accessible and we were not able to examine them; cf. Grosvenor, 2: 420-421: "Under the
church are spacious subterranean vaults, once tombs of prominent Byzantine families. Now their
graves are inhabited by Ottoman households, not dead, but living. Lechevalier, ninety-four years
ago, measured one of the vaults to which others converge, and found it one hundred and twenty feet
in length. To one of the lateral passages, which the Ottomans never enter, attaches the vulgar
tradition that it is a subterranean imperial way to Sancta Sophia." On the vaults, cf. Schafer, pp. 37-
61; and Ousterhout, p. 165, who provides the following succinct description: "...a substantial
masonry platform provides the base for the building. It includes a series of small chambers and
passageways that bear little relationship to the building above it. These extend under the bema,
naos, and narthexes and protrude further to the west and southwest. Although these were once
thought to be reused from an older building, the masonry construction is identical to that of the
church, and therefore the two must be contemporaneous." Ousterhout also supplies a design that
produces the plan of the upper structure superimposed on the passageways, fig. 126, p. 166, and a
black-and-white photograph of one vault, fig. 154, p. 192. He further notes, p. 192, the similarity,
obvious elsewhere (ibid., p. 197), between the Pantokrator Monastery and the GuI Camii, with a
cautious note of our limitations, as archaeological work has not been carried out: "At the
Pantokrator and in the substructures of the Gut Camii, many putlog holes are aligned with the
exposed brick course, set between two recessed courses.... The same may have occurred in the
superstructure of the Gul Camii, although the recent, heavy-handed application of mortar has
destroyed the evidence."
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in the eleventh or twelfth centuries; or perhaps there is something amiss with our sources
that place the origins of this church at the end of the Iconoclastic period. Such
possibilities perhaps are to be preferred over modern complicated solutions that seek to
avoid the identification of the Gul Camii with Hagia Theodosia. Until we have definite
evidence that includes actual archaeological excavation that can identify with certainty
the foundations of this building, perhaps one should not be so hasty as to conclude that
the Church of Hagia Theodosia is elsewhere. If it were so, one may well ask, where is it
and where is there any evidence of the remains of such an imposing structure?

At any rate, for the purposes of our discussion, what is important is that in the last few
centuries, which witnessed the outgrowth of the legends that concern us, they displayed
no hesitation in identifying Hagia Theodosia with the Gul Camii. The legends that have
accumulated around this interesting structure have one point in common: they all focus
on the possible burials of different individuals, whether we are dealing with the remains
of Saint Theodosia herself, the remains of Emperor Constantine XI, or the remains of Gul
Baba.246 Thus the point of origin is necessarily involved with tombs or reputed graves in
the area. It so happens that this church did contain a number of burials from the
Byzantine period but of course it was not unique in this aspect. The Pantokrator
Monastery was also a favorite burial site for the imperial dynasties of Byzantium, and so
was Holy Apostles. However, Gill. Camii becomes the focus of such tales in the period
after the conquest. It should be emphasized from the start that these tales are later.
Nothing of the sort seems to have been around at the time when the building was a
storage depot or later when it became a place of worship, first the mescidi of Hasan Pasha
and later a congregational mosque. In fact, the tales that concern the last Greek emperor
of Constantinople do not seem to be older than the eighteenth century at the earliest, but
they do provide another insight into "folk history." All tales assume that the Giil Camii is
the converted Greek Church of Hagia Theodosia. None of the tales suggests another
location for Hagia Theodosia or questions this identification. In the folk mind there has
never been any doubt about the identity of this building.

The first we hear of a possible grave site of the emperor within this structure is in the
nineteenth century, when it was also stated that it was a well-known story among the
inhabitants of the area and that it had been passed on orally from generation to
generation. In fact, it was a learned individual and a patriarch who first made mention of
this tale. Patriarch Konstantios in 1852 states that this story was common knowledge
among the Greek residents of the neighborhood, the Phanariots, some of whom were
descendants of the survivors of the carnage of 1453, whose families had managed to
survive in the vicinity of Phanar, but for political reasons both they and he had refrained
from stating this tale in public. In fact, they willingly chose to maintain a prudent silence.

246 It is indeed unusual for traditional Islamic worship to associate places of burial with places of
worship; cf. the observations of Grosvenor, 2: 420: "In the piers to the east are sepulchral
chambers, their floor being raised several feet above the pavement of the church. The former
Byzantine occupants were long since expelled, and the places filled by the remains of imams of
distinguished sanctity. This is a peculiar fact, as among the Ottomans a dead body in a place of
prayer is considered to vitiate the supplications offered therein, and even to contaminate the
worshippers. But the special holiness of these remains is supposed to more than counteract their
ordinary pernicious effect."
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He adds that this tradition was accepted both by members of the Greek patriarchate and
also by Turkish holy men in his time, as well as by Turkish secular authorities who
always directed European visitors to this structure whenever they inquired about the
grave of the last Greek emperor:247

'Ev 'r 'ri 'A yLas ©EOSOULaC 1ro'r VOW, dvaYEpoµev Ev Tfil 1jµO)v YLA01rOVTjµaTL,

OTL, KELTaL µvrlµa, aXA ' 0')'U1rEp KaL EV dXAOLS, SLa AO-you,; dvWTEpous, TOV
SoKTUALOV 'AXE dvSpov E1ri. 6TOµaTL 19EVTES, 6LYTIV 1 a1rc a1 r OUTW KaL crept

TOU E1rLUTIµOTaTOU TOUTOU µvTjµaTOs, d1rOSW000VTEs TTIV EV aUTW KELIIEVTIV TEcppav

Oµ0A0yTITTa, KaL OUXL T(, () auT9f1 TW µETa T1IS AVOTOALKTIS

aUTOKpaTOpLac I.LapTUPLKWs KO:1 vM oC, UUVa1rodaVOVTL &ot&ILw 'A. K. TW

HaXaLoX0'yq .....H IrEpL TOUTOV ICapa60ULc &AATgX08La8OXWS µETERTI Kat ELq TOU(;

'yrIPaLOUq 4)aVapLWTas, (i)V, 1raL8Es OVTES, TIKouacr. EV XE'y6VT1ilV, aUTTI SE

ILETa1aLVEL KaL 1rapo 1r1UL TOLL, Ka15E'taaL Ko:L KaTEXOU(YL TOUS 1rpWTOVq [3a14µ0US

TOO 11pTIUKEUTLKOU Ta''"YN.aTOs TWV OUAEµt&WV Kal aUTWV TWV MouS epLauv TOW

VE'YaAWV TEµEVWV crept 70U EV TW µvrjµaTL TouTW KELµEVOV. Toys SE

E1rWKE1rTO LEVOLg SL' opLUµOU E1rLUTjiOLg TWV EUpa1raLWV, of TLVES µ(-)q E.tp voVULV

EV T(W TEµEVL Toil IIopOTIToU FouXTav MEXµET T) 'rTIV TOO ME'ycfX01)

KWvaTav'r you Aa'pVaKa 1j TcS TWV aXAWV AUTOKpaTOpow, U1rO8ELKVUODUL TOUTOV TOO

UUTc 'rou KWVUTaVTLVOU TQyov, WS [tovov &acr &oµEvov.... lIpoatpdTWC SE...

inr Eig OV, WS T(il 0VTL TOU UUTCTOU IIaXaLOAO'you,

EPERcLWUEV...KaL 0 Toil TEILEVOuS 'TOUTOU 'I1c4.L1 S

In the church that once belonged to Hagia Theodosia, I have reported in my
monograph,248 there is a monument, but, as I have done on other occasions, for
compelling reasons, I placed the seal of Alexander on my lips and embraced silence.
Then I attributed the ashes within this most distinguished monument to a confessor
and not to the real owner, to the emperor who died gloriously, like a martyr, together
with the Eastern Empire, the memorable Emperor C[onstantine XI] Palaiologos....
This tradition has been passed down from generation to generation to the elderly
Phanariots, who told me the story when I was still a child. The same tradition exists
among the religious orders, the ulema and the mudderis of the notable mosques in the
neighborhood of the tomb. When notable European visitors persist in their quest to
identify the sarcophagus of Constantine the Great or those of other emperors, to them
they point out the tomb of the last Constantine, as the only surviving tomb. Recently,
the imam of this mosque, Grin Camzsz, confirmed that the tomb within is the tomb of
the very last Palaiologos.

Thus the patriarch repeated the current tradition that the tomb of the last emperor was
to be found in Hagia Theodosia/Gtil Camii. He was even specific about the location.

247 Patriarch Konstantios wrote this section in a long letter that he sent to his friend S. Byzantios,
who published it in his preface to the second volume: 'H KwvaravrtvouiroAtq, pp. S'-LOS, n. 2. In
addition, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, pp. 173-174.
248 His comments on this structure are quoted supra, n. 230.
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There are two chambers within the church, which seem an unusual feature. Each chamber
is situated within two piers, a southeastern and a northeastern. A north window lights the
southeastern pier (pl. 16) and it can be accessed from a small gate at the base of the pier
within the church. Nowadays the gate that leads upstairs to the chamber is locked and
even the caretakers of the mosque do not possess a key to allow access. From visitors in
the past who inspected the chamber, we know that it was reached by "a spiral stairway of
nine short steps, and contains a tomb, which is covered with shawls, and has a turban
around its headstone. On the bracket in the wall there is a lamp ready to be lighted in
honour of the deceased."249 Patriarch Konstantios knew of this chamber and also knew of
a Turkish inscription, which declared that this was "the tomb of the Apostles, disciples of
Jesus. Peace be to him."250 The patriarch then cited what he thought was a fact, namely
that Sphrantzes had claimed that the emperor had been buried honorably, after the body
had been identified by the imprinted eagles on his boots, by the order of the
Conqueror:251

...OTL SL TO -rob 1rTWµa, KaT' EpEUVaV TOU llop$TITOU cupE131'1 KaTa' T'Yly

TOb 'AyLou 'PWµavo1 1NX'gV LV .EUW TWV 7¶OXXWV EKELUEI(X7rOKTUV11EVTWV, yVWU15'V

LK TWV RaaLXLKWV TCESLXWV, .PEpWV, Wg EMU;, IYETOUS U/paVTOUs, Ka6 OTL, TrpOaTaryil
-roil louX-r voU, EKTOS Trls OL EUpE'Mv-req XpLOTLaVOL E'da*av TO 'RTWµa

gE,ra RaULXLKT1c TLIL. q, TOUTO 6LEtcLUL PERaLWV reWpyLog 6 4Ppav-mils...'"AtLOV SE

lrapaTTipTjaews OTL OL 7rapa TW 1 OUXTVW oµoryevELS, OL Aa(30VTES T f1V TOll

LVTatpLaap.ou QSELCYV, 6K EV IYXXW VQW, aXA' EV T(il TTIS ' AyLacc S, 1rpOs

µvTjµTly TOb KaT' aUTT1 V 711 V d7rocppa6a 1jµEpaV, Ka14' 4jv Ewp'r 'rO avTTl, UUµ[iT1VO L

KaL TnV aXWULV Tns 1roXEWs KaL riv & vaTov Toil AUTOKpQ'TOpos, cpEpOVTEC TOV

TOUTOU VEKpOV EK'g6EUaaV. OL SE µETaTpe4IcVTEg TOV vaO'V ELI; TELEVOs, aibEa&VTES

TOV Tapov, 1)1rEKpu4aV REV, KO:Ta 7rpOXq*Lv, TO 0"VOR01 TOU KELIJ.EVOU, dXX' OU TO

13p1jaKEUl,I.a. KaTa' SE TO 1832 TOq, 1rLOKEUal;O.EVOU -rob rERE'VOUg TOUTOU, KEXEVUEL

LSLaLTEpa TOb E0UXTa'V01U ...Ei605TOS TLVOS 0 TCYpos, ETUXEV, WS 1raprl ieXTltEV0q, TITS

8E01)a'gq 7repL1rOL1'IuEWS KaL aKOLµgTOU Kav611Xag.

That the body of the late [emperor] was found, in the search by the Conqueror [=
Mehmed II], in the sector of the Gate of Saint Romanos amidst the fallen there, and
was recognized by the imperial sandals bearing, as was the custom, embroidered
eagles, and that the body, minus the head, was buried with royal honors, is confirmed
by the account of George Phrantzes [= Sphrantzes].... It is noteworthy that our people

249 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 170-171.
250 Konstantios' letter to Byzantios, quoted in 'H KwworocvrLVOUiroA ;, p. L': ...µvrjµa, pp&pov
Eirvypatp'iv 'ApalL6TL: "EVTau& KELTaL etc TWV pabgTWV Toy 'hoo13 XpLOTOU." Byzantios

transcribed the text of the inscription, quoted, a Greek transliteration of it, and corrected
Konstantios' translation, ibid.: ' Ibou' 7 L7rLypap'n airiTI: "IEPKOfT XabEyoUve aaX&'µ7r ' IouaoU'X EXX

1L.EaaEX:"AXeX oUX ueXcip!" (T(,i os TWV diroaTOXWv µa11)) v 'IT!oov TOU µeae ou: E7r' aUTOV

1rpoa6V'QcLc [E 11 7rpooi uvr EVOS!]). 'H orjµeLWaLc TOU &OLU[LOU HaTpLapXou [= Konstantios]

YEpeL «XX'gv µp-Td ppacLV. For the English translation, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, p.
170.
251 Konstantios' letter to Byzantios, quoted in 'H KwvarazTLV0U7roAtg, pp. i-ia v.
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by the sultan's side, who received permission for burial, they chose no other church
but the church of Hagia Theodosia, in order to commemorate the unlucky day, which
happened to be her feast day, on which both the city was taken and the emperor died.
They gave his remains a burial. Those who converted the church into a mosque
respected the tomb but superstitiously concealed the occupant's name but not his
religion. About the year of 1832, as this mosque was undergoing repairs, by special
order of the sultan-who had discovered the real identity of the entombed individual,
due attention was paid to the neglected tomb and it was given an ever-burning oil
lamp.252

The patriarch's assumption is that the emperor's remains were identified and were given
decent burial. In these assumptions the statements of Pseudo-Sphrantzes have led him
astray, as the patriarch had not been aware of the forgery.253 The fact is that in the
fifteenth century, as we have seen, there was no grave associated with the last Greek
emperor. Thus the tradition that reached Patriarch Konstantios could not be very old. In
all likelihood, the sultan during repairs paid honor to the equally legendary Giil Baba,
"Father Rose," and not the last Greek emperor. The chamber that encloses the tomb is
almost certainly a place of cult worship that dates from the Byzantine period and
contained the relics of Hagia Theodosia or of some other saint who had been used in her
ritual and cult.

This is also probably true of the original function of the second chamber within the
northeastern pier. But the situation here becomes more complicated, as this chamber has
not been visited in recent memory and has never been inspected by archaeologists or
historians. The pier, its presumed door and staircase, as well as the chamber within, were
walled up long ago and there is no access to this chamber, which for all intents and
purposes has been hermetically sealed. While there is no longer an access to the chamber,
an inaccessible window high up on the pier clearly looks into the chamber. The reason for
this restriction has never been stated and no one remembers why or when it was sealed.
When the eminent Byzantine archaeologist Xenophon Siderides examined the mosque254
at the end of the nineteenth and in the early twentieth century, the pier had already been

252 There is probably another folktale that seems to be involved with these oil lamps. As we have
seen (supra, text with n. 135), a lamp was supposed to light the "grave" of Constantine XI at Vefa
Meidan also. This tradition of the ever-burning lamp at Vefa was also reported by Pears and
Mijatovich, who add that it was lighted and its care and expense had been ordered by the conqueror
himself at the time of the burial of the last emperor. The two scholars were corrected by Siderides,
p. 140, and n. 61.
253 For these errors involving Pseudo-Sphrantzes' inventions, cf. supra, text with nn. 124-126.
254 While Van Millingen criticizes Siderides' views with regard to the supposed grave of
Constantine XI in the Giil Camii, he also points out that Siderides enjoyed a reputation among the
Byzantinists of his era; cf. Byzantine Churches, p. 174: "The tradition [of the remains of
Constantine XI being housed at the Giil] has recently received the honour of being supported by
Mr. Siderides, to whom students of Byzantine archaeology are so deeply indebted." Siderides went
on to edit, along with other eminent philologists, the collected works of Scholarios-Gennadios II.
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enclosed. Nevertheless, Siderides managed to interview individuals who had visited this
chamber-crypt:255

KaTa! TTIV TrpO TLVWV TIIEp(V E1TLWKE*LV r [L@V ELS TO TE.EVOg TOUTO, Eµa$oµev 8'

OTL WPO XPOVWV EppataV SLOE TOIXOU T7lV ELaObOV inc lKpU'IrTTgC TOU apLOTEpOU IrLVaOU

E1rL TW Xo'YW OIL 7170 aUTTI a'repLTrOLTITOc KCAL TrXrlpTls &TPEaTOKEpalLOKOVI,as KaL

aUVTpLµµa'rWV AL1'WV KCAL KOIN eXe ye TLS yEpwv CYAAOTE ELS

aUTTjV' E'L' oi.tEV SE KQL ETrt TOU apLaTepOU TOUTOU 7rtVa0U O'RTIV eKpL[RWS

OµOLOIV ETri TOU 8E};L6 TCLVOOU, ovaag pEy'ytTas Tj OcepLe'njpta.

During our visit to this mosque [= Gul Camii] a few days ago, we discovered that
years ago they blocked, with a wall, the entrance to the crypt on the left [=
northeast] pier, for the reason that it had been neglected and had been full of
asbestos and clay dust as well as broken stones and tiles, as we were told by an old
man who had ascended [to the crypt] long ago. We also observed that on this left
pier there is an opening, matching exactly a similar opening on the right
southeast pier]; they are light or air wells.

In fact, Siderides, in his detailed study, elaborated the tradition that was first cited by
Konstantios, accepted this mosque (whose identification with Hagia Theodosia he never
doubted) as the final resting place of the last Greek emperor but he also offers a new
interpretation of his own. Siderides accepted as fact the inventions of Pseudo-Sphrantzes
that the body of the last emperor was identified and was given decent burial by order of
Mehmed II. He supports his views by stating that it would have been to the advantage of
the Conqueror to declare the death of his adversary in order to avoid the creation of a
martyr, to drive the conquered Greeks to utter despair, and to reassure the Turks of their
victory256 The new twist came when Siderides proposed that Hagia Theodosia was not
the first resting place for the emperor's remains, as he states that he was buried at the
second-most important church in Constantinople, after Hagia Sophia, which became the
first seat of the Patriarchate under the sultans, the Church of the Holy Apostles:257

... TO EUpE&V 7rii .ui Toil KWVaTaVTLVOU, K'g6EU&V...70g7rOMg...ETacpnj EV 'r
cxVEKcrfkV XpTIaL[.LEUaaVTL Tlp(,)Y, Tw VOA) TWV c -y .uv ' A1roaTOXWV, OTrep at. ETrL

TLVas l.LTjVas [LEVY' TTIV aXWaLV E8pa MIL VaOs TOU ITaTpuYpXE60U.

...once the body of Constantine was found, it was buried... in a procession... in the
place that had always served as the receptacle of the remains of heroes, the Church of

255 Siderides, p. 143.
256 Thus the sultan becomes a legitimate successor of the Greek caesars. Ibid., p. 142:...1rL$av6V
KOCL 1rLQTEUTOV...OEWp0U41EV OTL TO EUpe&V 1rT4l.LO: TOU Kowa'r NTLVOU K'gbEU'SEV WS EXE'yX*i

1rOl1..TrOSWs, O1rus 'yLV'Q 1r0:UL'yVWQTOs 0 & VaTOs aNTOi), KQL OUTWS OL "EXX'9VEc Q1rEX1rU314G)OLV, OL

SE Toi pKOL dp. pLµv1j6W6LV, ETcyq....
257 Ibid.
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the Holy Apostles, which also served as both a church and as the seat of the
Patriarchate after the sack for a number of months.

It should be emphasized that this view is not based on any facts or authoritative
statements and, as we have seen, it is more than likely that the body was never identified.
Moreover, by the fifteenth century emperors were no longer buried at Holy Apostles,
which was in a state of major disrepair and falling apart, and in the days after the sack the
Patriarchate was headed by Scholarios-Gennadios II, the archenemy of Constantine XI, in
whom the patriarch saw only a contemptuous Catholic prince who did not deserve burial
on hallowed Orthodox ground.

The dilapidated condition of this church and its isolation from Christians, as it found
itself in an inimical Muslim neighborhood, eventually forced the patriarch to switch the
seat of the patriarchate to another district and he chose, with the approval of the sultan,
the Church of Saint Mary Pammakaristos (Fethiye Camii). This part of the story can be
verified through authoritative texts.258 While we do not know when the transfer of the
patriarchate took place, it must have been after the ascension of Gennadios II to the
patriarchal throne, which occurred in January 1454.259 The dilapidated Church of the
Holy Apostles was torn down and in its place the Conqueror built his own mosque,
known as Fatih Camii, which eventually housed his remains in a tiirbe. The site was more
than a mosque, as it became the center of a great religious and social complex that was
built between 1463 and 1470 260

258 This point, with the various texts involved, by Damaskenos the Studite, Manuel Malaxos, and
Pseudo-Sphrantzes, has been discussed in detail from the historiographical point of view, supra, ch.
1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. III, esp. text with nn. 162-166. In our text we quote
only Malaxos' version. For the award of this church, cf. the text accompanying n. 162.
259 Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity, p. 169. The exact date of the transfer is unknown.
Ibid., p. 184, he states: "[al few months after his installation he [Gennadios] asked permission of
the Sultan to move...." Athanasios Komnenos Hypsilantes, who wrote a history of the patriarchate
after the fall and left it in manuscript form to be published one century after his death by the
archimandrite Germanos Aphthonides of Sinai, cf supra, ch- 1, n. 130, places the transfer in 1459
(p. 5): 'BETEL UWTTIP(.q 1459.... '0 TraTpLOIpXTIS rcvv bLOc Ka-r(XXLTCIilV TOV VaOV TWV 'A'YI',WV

'ATrorr6Xuv Ua, TO l.LiI EI.VO:L 7rpoa0LK0U TOUS XpLUTLavous, Kal XaPW'V TCO:pa TOU UOUXT&VOU TOV

VaOV TiIC, IIaglLaKapLUTOU TrO:TpLapXELOV TOUTOV OCTrE8ELteV. From his phraseology, it is clear that

Komnenos Hypsilantes is following the traditions that have been recorded by Malaxos, but he cites
no source for the date of the transfer.
260 On Holy Apostles and its appearance as Fatih Camii, cf the general remarks of Freely and
cakmak, pp. 144-146. Siderides, p. 143, states that the Christian Church was demolished TCEpi, TO
1456-1457. Cf. The Garden of the Mosques, p. 11: "The site of the [Congregational Mosque of
Sultan Mehmed Khan the Second] was previously the location of a church. After falling into ruin, it
remained unrestored. In that place, the abovementioned sultan built a blessed mosque with two
minarets, each with one balcony. This is the date on the arch of the gate: `In the auspicious month
of Receb in the year eight hundred seventy-five, 875 [1470-1471]. It had been begun in
Camaziyiulahon in the year eight hundred sixty-seven, 867 [1462-1463]. Ali bin Sufi has written
it."' On the sultan's tomb, the following information is provided, ibid.: "The aforementioned sultan
set out for eternity in the year `Benediction,' 886 [1481-1482]. After he was buried, a domed tomb
was built over his remains before the mihrab, and an ulema's turban (orf-i ulema) was fixed to the
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What is of interest to us is that the architect in charge of dismantling Holy Apostles
and of erecting Fatih Camii was a Greek, presumably one of the renegades at the Porte, in
the service of Mehmed II, whose name before his conversion to Islam was
Khristodoulos.261 We know little about him and the very scanty information that we do
possess comes from the eighteenth-century work of Athanasios Komnenos Hypsilantes.
Siderides then constructs a hypothesis, according to which this "pious architect,"262 who
had won the good will of the sultan,263 took care during the demolition to remove the
remains of Constantine XI from his tomb at Holy Apostles and to transfer them to the
northeastern pier of Hagia Theodosia:264

'AAA' apol yE TrXaVWlA.eJa EarV EL7rWL.1.EV OTL O apXLTEKTWV XpurrO oUXOS KaTEba-

tpLXWV TOV VaOV KaL OIVauKOI1rTWV TO ESOipoC EippOVTLOE a ETeXeae T'f1V EK VaOU

TWV Oi'iIWV 'A'IroaTOXWV (KOIL OLCY TOUTO irc'VTES 6 ' pav-rNq Kc L OL XoL'IroL

65EWp'I'IOaV 1rEpLTTOV VOI OVOlLa auaL TO .Epos T'ic T0LYT4(;, WC 3r za 'YVWOTOV)

cenotaph (sanduka)." Essentially Komnenos Hypsilantes is in agreement, Td MErar TI)P `AAa i.p,
p. 12: TOUTW T6 ETEL [= 1462] 6 aouXTav Mexe ric TOV vaov Twv `AyLWv

'A1rOOT6XWV Ev KWVQTOtVTLVOU1r6XEL, Kal. &VT' aUTOU Ev 'r a&ri T61rw TO XE'yoµEVOV

TO:VUv 07rep ETEXELWOE GIN TaLs 1repL aUTO 1rOXXaLs OLKOSoµaLc µ6XLg

ETEL 1471 KaL Toll 876.
261 Siderides, p. 142.
262 Ibid., p. 143: "6 EUOEf u1 EKELVOS apXLTE'KTWV XpurrO ouXOS." Siderides is presumably relying on

information that Komnenos Hypsilantes has supplied, as there are no other references to this event.
Khristodoulos, apparently, soon after he completed the building, fell out of favor with the sultan
and was executed (but the story reported by Komnenos Hypsilantes perhaps betrays a folk tale).
Komnenos Hypsilantes supplies the following information and quotes, in Greek translation, a
document that this individual secured from the Conqueror and had been preserved at the Church of
St. Mary of the Mongols, a church that was located in the neighborhood where he was given his
land grant, near the Phanar. C£ Tdc METC rile 'AA xrLV, p. 12: T&re SL' dµoLprly EXapwev
[Mehmed II] jLav OTpaTCYV OXOKX'ilpOV, lrapac TT EKKXqOLa TOU

MouyXLOU, Ttil aPXLTEKTOVL 'PWµaLrp [=Greek] T06VO11a XpLOTOboUXW µE XaTTLOEplpL, Oirou

ecr cTO IAEXpL 1roXXOU Ev T'1j EKKX11au TOU MOU'YXLOU, at E'ypacpev ouTWS: "'EoU 61106 EXELS TTjV

TL4L v VOI TIOOCL 006racn14; [= suba,fl] TT (; KWVOTaVTLVOU1roXEWs, 41.E TO v0( exapLvaµEV rjµELs SL'

TW apXLTEKTOVL XpLOToboUXW, bLa' p.L906V Toll Kolrou Tou, TOV p..aXaXEv TOv

p, $EXELS U1rayEL eLs TOV vaov TTjS MOU'yXLOTLOOc C, KaL $EXELS

SLOpCOEL TOV 41TjMVTa 4AaXaXEV RE' TOUS ToirouC TOUS &VEU OLKOSOIWV, KaL &XELs T6v 86aEL ELS

TT1V a oUOLaV TOU XpLOTo o XOU, KCIT(I TO Le-po'v 'nJliOV lrpoarTayµa, E'LS TO 01roLOV dEXELS SWGEL

1rLOTLV T1jv Orlµepov." Komnenos Hypsilantes then adds that after the completion of the building
Khristodoulos boasted that he could erect a bigger or more beautiful mosque than the Mehmed
Fatih Camii. For this reason he was put to death: 'AXX' EL1rwv 6 XpLQTObouXos uaTepoV 0TL UvaTaL
Var KTLO1 KaL <YXXO Tta4LL 4LEyaX iTEpov KaL WpaLOTEpOV EKELVOU,
263 Ibid.: ...XpLaTObouXos 6 1rapCC TOU EUVOOUVTOS aUTOV IIOp$T1TOU -qT' Uas KaL XapWV TOV EV

MOUXXLW LEpO'V VaOV Tr1S HavayLaS Kai T& 1rEpt aUTOV a8e01roTa µ4p11 SLOT OOUXTaVLKOU

1rpOUTayµaTOs, OIL) TO KELµsvov EV ieTaeppdaEL SLEOWOEV 6 O11µ. Kaviepip.... The document in

question is quoted in its Greek version (which may have been the document's original language),
supra, n. 261.
264 Ibid, pp. 142-143.
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0 VcrKOI.tL8TIV KaL KaTU'6EOLV TWV a7rOOTOXLKWV XEL1J10NWV ELS T1IV TOTE UJc EWL

TOUTW OpUXtMLnaV KPU7fTr)V EV TW bEtLW 7rLVOW TOU VUV I KLOUX KaXOUTAEVOU

VaOU, TWV be' RaaLXLKWV, EV oLs KaL TO TOU KWVOTaVT'',vou IIaXaLOXO'YOU, EU; T?V EV

TW dpLOTEp4J 7rLVOW Tob atroi vaou' KaL 7rpOs TOUTOLS OTL 'r [LEV 017rOaTOXLKa

EaeQa0F6TlnaV KaL nrROVTO:L of TOUPKOL, WS iapTUpeL 'n E7rLrypO:YTI KaL Tl KaV6T1Xa,

TOi bE RciaLXLKCY ELS XTj1i1lV KaTESLKanaV, ppc1 aVTEs SLa TOLXOU TTJS KPUITTTgs TYIV

ELnobOV, WS 7I 7rapOCboaLs, EO ru KaL aµubpWs, µapTUpev ... `0 EU0rEP11c EKELVOs

CYpXLTEKTWV XpLai68ouX0C,...EKa[I.E TTIV aVaK0.LLSTIV KaL KIXTa1'EOLV TWV XEL141aVWV

auTOU ELS TTIV KPU7rTT1V IOU CrpLOTEpOU 7VLVaOU IOU VUV FKLOUX i crri , TOU

14EWpo10TA.EVOU hS Vaov TYj; C y%ag 06060G[as, [LELVO:vTOC, E7tL TLVa XPOVOV ELS TOUg

6p'l50800us, WS ELKaOI.LEV.

Are we to commit an error, if we were to say that the architect Khristodoulos, while
he was demolishing the church (of the Holy Apostles] and was digging up its
pavement, he took care to transfer (and for this reason everyone, Phrantzes and the
rest, felt no need to cite the burial site since it was known to everyone) from the Holy
Apostles and deposit the remains of the apostles to the crypt on the right [= southeast]
pier of the present-day GUI Camii, which was perhaps then built for this purpose, and
the remains of the emperors, including those of Constantine Palaiologos, to the crypt
on the right [= northeast] pier of the same church? In addition, the Turks then showed
respect, as they still do, to the remains of the apostles (as the inscription and the oil
lamp attest) ... but they have condemned the emperor's remains to oblivion, by
blocking, with a wall, the entrance to the crypt, as tradition, even obscurely, attests?
.... That pious architect, Khristodoulos... transferred and deposited his [Constantine
Palaiologos'] remains in the crypt of the left [= northeast] pier of the present-day Gtil
Camii, which is thought to be the Church of Hagia Theodosia, which, as we suspect,
remained in the hands of the Orthodox for some time.

In fact, there are a number of errors to render this supposition improbable 265 The starting
point is of course the statements of Pseudo-Sphrantzes, who claims, without any basis in
reality, that Constantine XI received an honorable burial. It is probable that a tale
speaking of the burial of the last emperor was circulating by the time Makarios
Melissourgos-Melissenos visited Constantinople, but it is also clear that other well-
informed individuals in Constantinople in the sixteenth century were aware of the fact
that no site had been associated with the remains of Constantine XI. In addition, there is
no evidence whatsoever that Khristodoulos, who may not be a historical personality after
all, was a "pious" Christian nor that he removed any remains or objects from Holy

265 Cf. for example the criticism of Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, pp. 174-177, esp. p. 176:
"To enter into a minute criticism of this tradition and of the arguments urged in its support would
carry us far beyond our scope. Nor does such criticism seem necessary. The fact that the last
Constantine was buried with royal honours affords no proof whatsoever that he was laid to rest in
the church of the Holy Apostles. If he was ever buried in S. Theodosia, he may have been buried
there from the first."
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Apostles during the demolition 266 The supposed remains of Constantine XI would not
have been accepted for burial either at Holy Apostles or at any other religious site under
the jurisdiction of Gennadios II. Further, it is certain that Hagia Theodosia was not in the
possession of the Christians after the sack, whether we identify this building with Gul
Camii or with any other structure in the area.

Thus another myth was produced as late as the beginning of the twentieth century and
it became an "apocryphal legend" that is still cited in modern guidebooks for Istanbul.
Yet in this instance the myth has been elevated by the hypothesis of a scholar. What must
have attracted Siderides to provide this unlikely suggestion was probably the fact that
there is no access to the northeastern pier of Gul Camii. The reasons for blocking the
entrance with a wall so as to efface all evidence of a staircase to the crypt are obscure.
Obscurity often proves to be fertile ground for legends and theories. It is still an
interesting question that needs to be investigated by an archaeologist, whose undivided
attention to this most interesting building in modem Istanbul is long overdue. A thorough
archaeological investigation can resolve numerous troubling and engrossing questions
concerning this enigmatic structure.

Another rationale that undoubtedly attracted the attention of Siderides to produce this
hypothesis was the fact that the southeastern pier was the site of a cult to the fallen
emperor in the Ottoman period. Chances are that the crypts in both piers had housed
saintly relics in the Byzantine period and this aspect of the church's cult continued into
the Ottoman phase. Moreover, there is the puzzling substructure housing numerous vaults
that may have contained additional graves. Finally, in 1832, Gul Camii underwent a
major renovation upon the sultan's order. During the restoration work, headed by a Greek
architect, a previously unknown tomb was discovered within the structure. Could it be
that the origin of the legends goes no further back than this discovery ?267

We have examined a number of legends that have been associated with the sack. The
first legend that dealt with Troy and Constantinople is basically a western fabrication that
received its momentum through humanistic pens. The second story involving Vefa is
clearly a tradition that has its origins in popular tales and was especially favored among
the Greeks of the nineteenth century. The third legend concerned with Gul Camii is the

266 The fact is that some of the relics that had been housed in Holy Apostles, were eventually seen at
the Pammakaristos. Gerlach saw the column at which Christ had been scourged at the
Pammakaristos, but originally it had been housed at Holy Apostles; cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Churches, p. 173, n. 2.
267 Ibid., pp. 178: "It is difficult to resist the impression that the discovery of the tomb at that time
gave occasion for the fanciful conjectures current among the Turks and the Greeks in regard to the
body interred in the tomb." At the present time, during our inspections of GUl Camii we noticed
that outside the mosque there is a stone sarcophagus (p1. 17) that serves as a basin for the faithful to
wash before prayers. It is a Byzantine sarcophagus. Could it be that this is the sarcophagus
recovered in the tomb that was opened in 1832, or is it the sarcophagus at the southeastern pier that
had been attributed to GUI Baba (access to this crypt is restricted at present and no one at the
mosque admits to possessing the key to the stairway's latticed doorway)? Or could it be that this
was the sarcophagus that was to be found in the northeastern pier that was presumably removed at
the time that the pier was walled up, and therefore must be the sarcophagus that had been
associated with the remains of Constantine XI?
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creation of scholars who cite tradition in support of their arguments and what they
consider to be authentic texts from the fifteenth century. The story is, of course, more
complicated, as there were other sites that claimed to be the final resting place of the last
Greek emperor,268 but ultimately all stories and folk tales end up with a curious
contradiction, as they also claim that Constantine XI is not dead but sleeping in a secret
location and he will eventually awaken to claim his city.

268 Among the most prominent we list the following three sites. None, naturally, bears the stamp of
authenticity:

1. The only eyewitness source to suggest a burial place for the emperor was Nestor-Iskander.
He claims that the emperor's head was buried under the altar of Hagia Sophia. Cf. Hanak and
Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 82 (pp. 92-93): H Ty
cp'hTe ero H'13Kb1t1 Cep614Hl, npr4Hece eMy uecapesy rJlaBy.... YI nociia ex Kb napTiapxy, Aa
06JIox14T1, 10 3JIaTOM'b 14 cpe6poM'b, 14 coxpaHHT'b 1o, SIKO?Ke CaM'b B1 CTb. IlaTpiapxb xce

B3eM'b IOJIOXH 10 B'b KOBLIe3eu'b cpe6paH1, H no3JlangeHb 14 CKpbI 10 B16 BeJIHKOli1 UepKBH

HoA-b npecTOJloM'b, "There he was welcomed by some Serb, who brought to him [the sultan]
the head of the emperor.... He [Mehmed II] sent it to the patriarch to encase it in gold and silver
and preserve it, as it was well known. The patriarch took it and placed it in a silver chest. It was
gilded and was then concealed under the altar of the Great Church." In connection with this
story, cf. Pears, p. 354, n. 2: "The Turks show a place in the bema of St. Sophia which they
pretend to be the tomb of Constantine."
2. Evliya celebi, the Turkish traveler of the seventeenth century, stated in the Seyahatname for
the year 1620 that the tomb of the emperor was located in the Sulu Monastir [traditionally taken
to be the Greek monastery of St. Mary Peribleptos]; cf. Pertev Paca ms., 1.11; also Van
Millingen, Byzantine Churches, p. 177.
3. The remains of the emperor were buried, according to a nineteenth-century Turkish historian,
in the church of Pege (Ballkkll); cf ibid., p. 177, n. 2.
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Chapter 5

The Land Fortifications:
An Impregnable Fortress "Thou Art" or "Art Not"

I. A Historical Digest of the Theodosian Land Walls'

Until the reign of Theodosios 11 (408-450), the East Romans had relied upon one main
line of fortifications on the western frontiers of Constantinople,z the defensive wall of
Constantine I the Great that had been modeled after the Servian Wall of Rome with its
square towers.3 For more than eight decades after the formal dedication of the imperial

1 The most significant modem but brief histories of the Theodosian Walls remain: Van Millingen,
Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 40-51; A. M. Schneider, "The City-Walls of Istanbul," Antiquity. A
Quarterly Review of Archceology 11 (1937): 461-468; B. Meyer-Plath and A. M. Schneider, Die
Landmauer von Konstantinopel, Denkmaler antiker Architektur, Band 8, 2 (Berlin, 1943): 2-7;
Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 32 ff.; Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographia Istanbuls,
pp. 286-295, esp. p. 295 with extensive bibliography; and B. C. P. Tsangadas, The Fortifications
and Defense of Constantinople (Boulder and New York, 1980), pp. 7-15, although each work has
some shortcomings and errors in fact. Among recent Turkish studies, cf. D. Kuban, Istanbul, bir
kent tarihi. Bizantion, Konstantinopolis, Istanbul [Istanbul, A History of a Unique City: Byzantium,
Constantinople, and Istanbul] (Istanbul, 1996), pp. 47-54. Of some value for the study of the
Theodosian Walls, the gateways, and the gates, cf. K.-P. Matschke, "Tore, Torwachter and
Torz6llern von Konstantinopel in spatbyzantinischer Zeit," Jahrbuch fir Regionalgeschichte 16/2
(1989): 42-57; repr. in idem, Das spatbyzantinische Konstantinopel. Alte and Neue Beitrage zur
Stadtgeschichte zwischen 1261 and 1453 (Hamburg, 2008), pp. 189-222. No attempt will be made
in this chapter to analyze the construction methods and building materials utilized for the towers
and curtain walls, but for notable discussions, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: passim; F.
Dirimtekin, Istanbul'un Fethi [Istanbul's Conquest] (Istanbul, 1949), pp. 95 ff.; and C. Foss and D.
Winfield, Byzantine Fortifications: An Introduction (Pretoria, 1986), pp. 25-37 and 60-65. For
general comments, cf. Freely and cakmak, pp. 49-55.
2 Of significance for the study of the imperial city is the article of M. I. Perez, "La geografia erudita
de Constantinopla," in A. M. Cortes, ed., Elogio de Constantinopla. Colecci6 100 (Cuenca, 2004):
51-83; also of importance in a broader context is the work of C. Barsanti, "Costantinopoli e l'Egeo
nei primi decenni del XV secolo: la testimonianza di Cristofor. Buondelmonti," Rivista dell'Istituto
nazionale d'archeologia e storia d'arte 56 (2001): 82-253. Noteworthy as well is the study of A.
Bilban Yalgin, "Byzantion'un Tarihsel Topografyasi [The Historical Topography of Byzantion],"
in O. Belli and B. Bares Kurtel, eds., 60. Yacanda Sinan Genim'e Armagan Makaleler (Istanbul,
2005), pp. 673-697.
3 While there exist extensive references to the Walls of Constantine the Great, since the walls are
hardly visible in modem times, little historical or archaeological research has been conducted on
them and literary documentation, therefore, is meager. For a brief list of pertinent secondary works,
see C. Mango, "Constantinople, Monuments of: Walls," ODB 1: 519-520. Omitted from his list,
perhaps for good reason, is Tsangadas, who maintains, p. 7, that the Constantinian Walls were not a
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city in 330, this wall had well served the immediate needs of security. A second line of
defense appeared with the construction of the Theodosian Walls in 413. The long wall of
Anastasios I (491-518), initially constructed about 447 but rebuilt later in his reign, was
more distant at sixty-five kilometers from the imperial city and stretched from Selybria to
the Black Sea at a length of forty-five kilometers. Clearly remote in the defensive scheme
of the city, the long wall was generally low, reaching a height of 5 meters with a breadth
of 3.30 meters. The long wall proved insufficient for discouraging barbarian attacks.
Other controlling factors, however, appeared in the first century of the imperial city and
these altered circumstances warranted new defensive schemes. Perhaps the most
significant consideration for the imperial authorities, aside from the concerns of repeated
barbarian forays, was the rapid westward expansion of the suburbs with the concomitant
creation of new communities and religious centers.5 This, undoubtedly, altered the initial
character of the city and with westward urban expansion greater defensive needs arose.

defensive fortification, but then, if not defensive, then what? It is doubtful that the Constantinian
Walls were constructed simply to define the western limits of the imperial city or to beautify the
city with an enclosure. Cf. Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 263-265, and passim, for the
problems and questions related to this circuit of walls; and F. Dirimtekin, Fetihden Once, Halic
Surlari [The First Conquest, the Urban Walls at the Golden Horn] (Istanbul, 1956), esp. p. 32,
where he notes that the Constantinian Wall had not yet reached the shore of the Golden Horn and
that gap was enclosed only in 439. The difficulty of studying the Constantinian Walls stems from
the fact that with the construction of the Theodosian Walls, the former after 447 had no practical
use, were not maintained, and fell into disrepair, being allowed to crumble and disappear with time.
The most recent study offering some insights into the Constantinian Walls and their relation to the
Sea of Marmara and the Golden Horn, cf. C. Mango, "The Shoreline of Constantinople in the
Fourth Century," in Byzantine Constantinople, ed. Necipoglu, pp. 17-28. K. Dark and F. Ozgumti ,
Istanbul Rescue Archaeological Survey, 1998, The Districts of Koca Mustafa Pasa and Yedikule,
First Preliminary Report, (sine loco, sine anno), p. 5, note that in the course of their survey in 1998
they found no evidence of the Constantinian Walls that are now completely destroyed. For other
aspects of the early city, cf. C. Mango, Le developpement urbain de Constantinople (IVe-V11'
siecle) (Paris, 1990; repr. 2004), esp. ch. 2: "La ville de Constantin."
4 The most significant recent study of the long walls is that of M. Whitby, "The Long Walls of
Constantinople," Byz 55 (1985): 560-583. Whitby takes issue with the conclusions of B. Croke,
"The Date of the `Anastasian Long Wall' in Thrace," GRBS 23 (1982): 59-78. Croke believes that
the long walls were constructed by Anastasios I. Whitby, p. 560, however, argues "that the
Constantinopolitan Long Walls were constructed soon after the humiliating peace with the Huns
dictated to Theodosios II in 447, that they were seriously damaged by the earthquakes of August
and September 478, and that they remained an ineffective ruin until their restoration by Anastasios
in the period 495-505." On the long walls, cf. J. Crow and A. Ricci, "Investigating the Hinterland
of Constantinople: Interim Report on the Anastasian Wall Project," Journal of Roman Archaeology
10 (1997): 235-262; and R. Bayliss, "Archaeological Survey and Visualisation: The View from
Byzantium," in Theory and Practice in Late Antique Archaeology, eds. L. Lavan and W. Bowden,
Late Antique Archaeology 1 (Leiden and Boston, 2003), pp. 288-313, esp. 291-299. Also still
meriting attention, the observations of Gyllius, De Topographia Constantinopoleos, Book 1, cap.
21 (p. 57). Cf. Gilles, The Antiquities of Constantinople, Book 1, ch. 21 (pp. 48-49); Byrd, pp. 57
and 299-300; also, the essay of A. Kazhdan, "Long Wall," ODB 2: 1250, with additional
bibliography.
S Themistius, Oratio XVIII, provides a vivid picture of how the imperial city was rapidly changing
in character with the swift growth of population, and new defensive measures were required. He
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The construction of the Theodosian Walls was undertaken in two phases. The initial
construction, now the inner wall, began in 413 under the direction of Anthemius (d. 415),
the Praetorian Prefect of the East,6 during the minority of the emperor Theodosios II. This
wall, a single circuit composed of curtain walls and lofty towers, was an imposing
structure that was situated upon high ground approximately two kilometers west of the
Constantinian barrier. The Theodosian Walls were a grand deterrent, both physically and
psychologically, to barbarian invaders.' However, the Theodosian and Constantinian
Walls suffered extensive physical damage as a result of severe earthquakes on September
25, 437, and a decade later, on November 6, 447. Marcellinus Comes provides one of the
rare descriptions specifying the extent of destruction. He records-8

elaborates for the year 384 that "if the city continues to expand as it has recently, it will require a
new circuit of walls in the coming year." For the full passage, cf. Themistius, Orationes, ed. W.
Dindorf (Leipzig, 1832), 223b (272), who records: c aTE EI KaTOC X6yov 6 Epus ETCL&8oLTj Tw
3a6LXE6, EI.S VEWTa T .LV ETEpoU KUKXOU METIUEL, KaL oµpLO`PTlTTjaLµov 7'18'q EOTaL Et Koa

OipvirpEiCEQTEpa TaLV Tr6XEOLV, 4jV ©EOM60LOq irpo66pTlVE TTa KWvcTav rLVOU, 1qv 6 KWVUTaVTLVOs

TTj also Discorsi di Temistio, ed. R. Maisano, Classici Greci... (Turin, 1995), 223b (p.
636). Other writers contemporary to Themistius provide as well further evidence of urban growth.
Among them, cf. Zosimus, Historia nova, ed. L. Mendelssohn (Leipzig, 1887), 2.35; idem, New
History, trans. R. T. Ridley, Byzantina Australiensia 2 (Canberra, 1984) 2.35 (p. 39); Eunapius
Sardianus, Vita Aedes, in FHG 4 (Paris, 1868): 22; and Sozomen, Kirchengeschichte, eds. J. Bidez
and G. C. Hansen (Berlin, 1960), 2.3. Also for the growth of the city, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, pp. 41 if. This westward expansion to 550 and the establishment of especially
female monasteries between the Walls of Constantine the Great and the Theodosian Walls is
evident in the article of G. Varinlioglu, "Urban Monasteries in Constantinople and Thessaloniki:
Distribution Patterns In Time and Urban Topography," in J. J. Emerick and Deborah M.
Deliyannis, Archaeology in Architecture: Studies in Honor of Cecil L. Striker (Mainz, 2005), pp.
190-191, and 194, fig. 7, Monastic Map of Constantinople: 330-550.
6 For an extended discussion and an excellent synthesis on Anthemius and of the sources that cite
him and his labors in the construction of the inner Theodosian Walls, cf. W. D. Lebek, "Die
Landmauer von Konstantinopel and ein neues Bauepigramm (OEVSoaiov [sic] TOME TELXocc),"
Epigraphica Anatolica, Zeitschrift fur Epigraphik and historische Geographie Anatoliens 25
(1995): 110-119; for an earlier interpretation of Anthemius, cf. Gibbon, 3 (London, 1909): 405, n.
65. On this, cf. P. Speck, "Der Mauerbau in 60 Tagen," in H.-G. Beck, ed., Studien zur
Friingeschichte Konstantinopels, Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia, Heft 14 (Munich, 1973):
135-178.
' Schneider, "The City-Walls of Istanbul," p. 465, makes an interesting observation: "As a
defensive work the wall of Theodosius has really no parallel in late Roman times; so that as far as I
can see, this type of fortification, consisting of a moat and two walls raised in tiers above one
another, appears for the first time at Constantinople. However, we must remember that the art of
fortification was then at its zenith, and that therefore a brilliant engineer, as the architect of the wall
of Theodosius undoubtedly was, could arrive at this innovation only from practical considerations."
8 Marcellinus Comes, Chronicle, ed. Th. Mommsen, MGH AA 11/2: Chronica minora (Berlin,
1894): 447: XV.1. 9-12 (p. 82). Cf. The Chronicle of Marcellinus, trans. B. Croke (Sydney, 1995),
p. 19 and p. 88, where he stresses that the most severe destruction occurred about the Constantinian
Walls. Croke, however, believes the reference to the fifty-seven towers is to the Theodosian Walls,
although there is no evidence from the sources that a substantial portion, over half, of the
Theodosian Walls had been "recently rebuilt" unless this work was undertaken after the earthquake
of 437. The Chronicon Paschale, ed. L. Dindorf, CSHB (Bonn, 1832), makes no reference to an
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Ingenti terrae motu per loca varia inminente plurimi urbis augustae muri recenti
adhuc reaedificatione constructi cum quinquaginta septem turribus corruerunt.

An enormous earthquake in various places threatened most of the walls of the
imperial city that hitherto had been rebuilt, constructed with -fifty-seven towers [that]
were ruined.

Marcellinus Comes is referring to the 447 earthquake,9 but his emphasis appears rather
upon the "rebuilt" Constantinian Walls, although the Theodosian Walls were also
severely damaged.1° Requiring thorough renovation, repairs to the Theodosian Walls
were undertaken under the direction of the Praetorian Prefect Constantine, and the work
was accomplished in a surprisingly brief period of two months.1' Three undated
inscriptions, two in Greek and one in Latin, attest to the magnitude of this feat and the
speed with which the walls were reconstructed. The first Greek inscription is found on
the lintel at the Rhegium Gate (pls. 18 and 19) and reads:12

earthquake in 437, but for the 447 quake, 1: 586, relates: 'IV5. LE'. A19'. U7r....Kat arTW 'r ETEL
E'yEVOVTO REyaXOL, WWTE Ta TELXTI 7rEUELV- EKpcri]uav yap E7a XpOVOV, WOTE L1] ToXµav

TLVa EV OLKII 11 VELV, &AA' Etpu'yov EQa -rt (; 7r'EWs 7ra'v reS AL raveVOVTes 7 ve'pas Kat VUKTOS'

'y yovE yap a1rELATj VEyaArn, Oi',a OU yEyoVEV a7r' apx71(;. TLVES 6E EAEyoV KaL 1rUp Ev TW 6pav(0

Te1DE&UdaL. 015E1) Kat ) aVCYj.LViWOLc KaT' ETOC, E7rLTEAELTaI. µEXpL VUV ALTaVELas U'Rep T71S TOU

cpLAaV15po 1rOU &0b RaKpo).LLas EV TW TPLKOyXW 7rp0 i LSWV VOEµ(ip'uv. EV -Yap TTY TOUai'`Tyj

aIrCLA11 o)K 14avc r cr V TLVas. See the English translation by M. and Mary Whitby, Chronicon
Paschale 284-628 AD (Liverpool, 1989), pp. 75-76.
9 The Byzantine sources and the scholarly controversies surrounding the date of November 6, 447,
and alternative dates are significantly analyzed by Lebek, pp. 119-129, who most importantly also
draws upon epigraphic materials.
10 Neither Byzantine sources nor modern scholarship are by any means clear or precise on the
frequency and in their descriptions of these earthquakes. See especially the following contrasting
essays, which amplify the contradictions of the sources and the dates assigned for the earthquakes:
G. Downey, "Earthquakes at Constantinople and Vicinity, A.D. 342-1454," Speculum 30 (1955):
596-600; and P. Lemerle, et al., Traite d'etudes Byzantines, 1: V. Grumel, La Chronologie (Paris,
1958): 476-481. For an alternative listing of Byzantine and Turkish sources with pertinent
quotations that relate various incidents relative to the Theodosian Walls, cf. Meyer-Plath and
Schneider, 2: 152-166. Also pertinent for the intervening period, that is, the age of Justinian I the
Great and the reactions of Agathias to the tremors of 551 and 557 in explaining the causation and
consequences of earthquakes for his age, cf. the article of M. Whitby, "Greek Historical Writing
after Procopius: Variety and Vitality," in The Byzantine and Early Islamic Near East, 1: Problems
in the Literary Source Material, eds. Averil Cameron and L. I. Conrad (Princeton, 1999): 32-3 8.
11 Foss and Winfield, p. 42, state that the reconstruction effort took six months, but without
attribution to a specific Byzantine source.
12 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 47; also P. A. D6thier, Der Bosphor and
Constantinopel (Vienna, 1873), p. 53. Gyllius, Book 1, ch. 3, p. 19, precedes this inscription with
an opening line: EiS Tw' 7rOA(il To p7)y(ov Ev Also Byrd, pp. 24 and 266. Clearly, this is
not a part of the original inscription, but an addition of Gyllius (p. 19) noting the location of the
inscription on the Rhegium Gate. For a correct rendition of Gyllius' citation, cf. Gilles, Book 1, ch.
3 (p. 12); also Byrd, pp. 24 and 266. The inscription, as given in our text is also cited and discussed
by Paspates, Bvl'avrtvcr% MEAEran, Inscr. no. 20 (Paspates' own enumeration), pp. 47-48. Paspates
states that this inscription is not to be found on the Rhegium Gate, which bears no inscription
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t HMACIN E HKONTA 4IAOCKHIITPSZ BACIAEI t
K(INCTANTINOC YHAPXOC EAEIMATO TEIXEI TEIXOC t

In sixty days, by order of the scepter-loving Emperor,
Constantine13 the Eparch added wall to wall.14

Also at the same gate is a Latin inscription that reads:15

whatsoever, but on the lintel of the outer side of the "Melandesia Gate":'E1rL Iou dvWyXLou T,jc
Etu ELc 8ou rijc McXav8rjaLac 1rnXic..' A8,nXov dvacpEpouaL Trjv E'RLypacprjv

Earl, rijc ll5X1c Tou 'PrlyLou, µrj EXoUar)c ovSEµi.av Ea.'ypacprjv.

13 For an extensive discussion of the controversy regarding whether Constantine the Eparch or the
Prefect Cyril was responsible for the erection of the walls, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, pp. 48-51. The issue arises because later Byzantine historians, Theophanes the
Confessor and Leo Grammatikos, ascribe the rebuilding of the walls to the Prefect Cyril.
Theophanes the Confessor, Chronographia, ed. I. Classen, CSHB 1 (Bonn, 1839): 148-149,
records, however, the year of the earthquake as A.M. 5937 (437 according to Classen's calculation
and not 429 or 447): TOUTW TW TEL Kupov TOV E7rapXOV aro'Xeus Kai T41v arpaLTwpLWV, 68pa

crogx raTOV KaL LKO:VOV, KTLaaVTa T& TEL'n TTIS 1rOXEWs, KaL a'VaVEWQaVTa lraaoV
KWVOTaVTLVOU7roXLV, REAL OU EKpataV OL E1rL IOU L1r1rLKOU Ka1 6 O}1 VOU TOU PaULAEWs

KaL aKoUoVTOs' KWVa'raVTLVO; EKTLUEV, Kupos dvevEweev! In the English rendition of this passage,

in The Chronicle of Theophanes Confessor. Byzantine and Near Eastern History AD 284-813, eds.
and trans. C. Mango and R. Scott (Oxford, 1997), p. 151, the passage reads: "AM 5937 [AD 444/5]
In this year Kyros, the City prefect and praetorian prefect, a very learned and competent man, who
had both built the city walls and restored all Constantinople, was acclaimed by the Byzantines in
the Hippodrome, in the presence and hearing of the emperor... `Constantine built..., Kyros
restored...."' Mango and Scott add, p. 152, n. 1, that Kyros, that is, Cyril did not build nor rebuild
the city walls. They emphasize that Constantine the Eparch supervised the reconstruction of the
walls. For the credit to Cyril, cf. Leon Grammatikos, Chronographia, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn,
1842), pp. 108-109. J. Dallaway, who had been chaplain and physician at the British Embassy to
the Porte, in his monograph: Constantinople Ancient and Modern... (London, 1797), p. 16, makes
an interesting observation in n. k: "The walls of Constantinople were extended in 413 during the
minority of Theodosius II. by his guardian Anthemius, and the whole completed with incredible
diligence in two months. These were overturned by an earthquake in the 39th [year, 447] of
Theodosios, and rebuilt under the direction of Constantine, the prefect of the East in 447, as
mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus [italics his]." In his detailed study Lebek makes no mention
of Ammianus Marcellinus, for the obvious reason that Ammianus Marcellinus had died soon after
392 and could not have commented upon the events of the next century. Clearly, Dallaway must
have intended Marcellinus Comes and has confused him with Ammianus Marcellinus. For further
clarification of the confusion of Cyril and Constantine, cf. Vasiliev, History of the Byzantine
Empire, 1: 103, esp. n. 135. That Mango and Scott place the date of the earthquake at 444/445 is as
well problematic. Theophanes does not record an earthquake or earthquakes either in 444/445 or
447. Downey, p. 597, stresses that the Chronicon Paschale and the Chronicle of Marcellinus
Comes furnish information that is ascribed to 447, but may well belong to the earthquake of 437.
14 Ball, the translator of Gyllius, Gilles, Book 1, ch. 3 (p. 11), renders the inscription to read:
"These walls by Theodosios's royal will, And Constantinus Prefect of the East, In sixty days,
surprizing speed! were built." See Byrd, p. 266, for a retranslation that includes the phrase "God-
loving emperor" rather than "scepter-loving emperor."
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THEODOSII JUSSIS GEMINO NEC MENSE PERACTO t
CONSTANTINUS OVANS HAEC MOENIA FIRMA LOCAVIT

TAM CITO TAM STABILEM PALLAS VIX CONDERET ARCEM t

By the joint orders of Theodosios, in less than two months,
Constantine erected triumphantly these stout walls.

Pallas could scarcely have built a fortification so quickly and so strongly.

The third inscription, in Greek but no longer extant, is preserved only in an early
eighteenth-century anthology.16 The inscription had appeared at the Xylokerkos Gate,
near the Porphyrogenite Palace that is now known as Tekfur Saray:

OETOOCIOC TORE TEIXOC ANAZ KAI TIIAPXOC ES1AC
KSZNCTANTINOC ETET`"AN EN HMACIN EZHKONTA

The Emperor Theodosios and the Eparch of the East
Constantine built this wall in sixty days.

The earthquake of 447 is of particular significance. The major construction that was
undertaken not only repaired the damage to the Theodosian Walls, but it also enlarged
and reinforced them with new features. To the inner Theodosian Walls were added outer
curtain walls with towers and parallel to the latter for some distance a substantial moat.
Neither the outer wall nor the moat, however, was extended to conform to the full length
of the inner walls. The outer walls abruptly end shortly after the Charisios Gate/Edirne
Kapi and do not show physical evidence of having been continued to the Porphyrogenite
Palace.17 Like the outer walls, the moat also terminates about the Charisios Gate, but
short of it. The moat may have resumed about the Porphyrogenite Palace, which we have
surveyed, but there is no physical evidence today to demonstrate its possible existence
without the conduct of extensive archaeological excavations.18

Following the construction of the inner walls and thereafter the outer walls and moat,
the Theodosian fortifications suffered repeated earthquake damage. In addition to the
earthquake of 447, other severe tremors occurred September 26, 487; 526, apparently
prior to May;19 again August 15, 554, and December 14, 557; October 26, 740; January 9,

15 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 47; and Lebek, p. 135. Paspates,
MEAETac, also records and discusses this inscription (no. 22 in his enumeration), pp. 50-51.
16 A. Banduri, Imperium orientale sive antiquitates Constantinopolitane, 2 (Paris, 1711): part vii, n.
428.
17 For our reasoning of the abrupt termination of the outer wall, see below our discussion in section
II of the physical dimensions and other features of the curtain walls and towers.
18 Again our surveys of the moat pose questions that modem scholarship has not taken into
consideration. See below in section II our discussion of the moat and relevant matters explaining
our rationale.
19 For a good survey of Constantinople in the sixth century and the situation of the Theodosian
Walls, although outdated with some errors in fact, cf. W. G. Holmes, The Age of Justinian and
Theodora: A History of the Sixth Century A.D., 1 (London, 1905; repr. Piscataway, 2002): 27-34.
He makes only two references to earthquakes, ibid., pp. 13 and 317, but these are not specific
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869; October 26, 989; and late 1323. Throughout the course of this millennium,
maintenance and repair of the walls was entrusted to designated officials, who bore the
title variously as 6 O0µE0TLK0S T@v TELXEwv, the Domestic of the Walls; "ApXwv roi3
Te'LXouc, the Governor of the Walls; or K6µrls Twv the Count of the Walls.20
Other natural disasters, especially flooding of the Lykos River below the Fifth Military
Gate, called for extensive rebuilding of the facilities. The catalogue of earthquakes, at
least the major tremors, over the course of a millennium, evidences the fact that sections
of the towers and walls, and the moat, required urgent maintenance.21 The urban officials
and populace as a civic responsibility accomplished this upkeep. The Codex
Theodosianus variously defines the specific categories of public officials required to
perform necessitas (public service) and mucus (obligatory service). Thus no official was
exempt, because of either rank or privilege. Further, the Codex Theodosianus 15.1.51,
dated April 4, 413 and addressed by the emperors Honorius and Theodosios to the
Praetorian Prefect Anthemius, is explicit regarding the responsibilities of the
Constantinopolitan urbanites to maintain the fortifications. The code reads:22

Turres novi muri, qui ad munitionem splendidissimae urbis extructus est, conpleto
opere praecipimus eorum usui deputari, per quorum terras idem murus studio ac
provisione tuae magnitudinis ex nostrae serenitatis arbitrio celebratur, eadem lege in
perpetuum et condicione servanda, ut annis singulis hi vel ad quorum iura terrulae
demigraverint proprio sumptu earum instaurationem sibimet intellegant
procurandam, earumque usu publico beneficio potientes curam reparation is ac
sollicitudinem ad se non ambigant pertinere. Ita enim et splendor operis et civitatis
munitio cum privatorum usu et utilitate servabitur.

We command that the towers of the New Wall, which has been constructed for the
fortification of this most splendid City (Constantinople], shall, after the completion of
the work, be assigned to the use of those persons through whose lands this wall was

references to that of 526. Also significant is the recent article of P. Schreiner, "Getraumte
Topographie: Isidore von Kiev, ein unbekanntes Kloster and die Justiniansaule zu Beginn des 15.
Jahrhunderts im Vat. gr. 1981," in Melanges Gilbert Dagron, Travaux et Memoires 14 (Paris,
2002): 553-560. Cf. Schneider, "The City-Walls of Istanbul," pp. 466-467.
20 Cf. Kodinos, De officiis, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1839), p. 41; also, idem, Traite des offices,
ed. J. Verpeaux (Paris, 1996); Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De ceremoniis aulae byzantinae, ed.
J. Reiske, 2 vols., CSHB (Bonn, 1829-1839), pp. 6, 295, and 589; also idem, Le livres des
ceremonies, ed. A. Vogt, 2 vols., 4 parts (Paris, 1967); and Theophanes, p. 616 (under A.M. 6211).
Cf. Theophanes, eds. Mango and Scott, p. 553, n. 12, for a commentary on this office.
21 For a dating comparison of the recorded earthquakes and their sources, cf. Downey, p. 600; and
Grumel, pp. 477-481. Inscriptions on the towers signify when reconstruction was accomplished.
For these, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 95 ff.; Tsangadas, pp. 60 ff.; and
Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 123 if.
22 Theodosiani libri XVI..., eds. Th. Mommsen and P. M. Meyer (Berlin, 1905), 15.1.51 (p. 813),
also passim for necessitas and murus; the English translation is that of C. Pharr, The Theodosian
Code and Novels and the Sirmondian Constitutions (Princeton, 1952), p. 429. For an earlier English
rendition, cf. idem, ed. and trans., The Theodosian Code, Book XV (Nashville, 1946), p. 22. Cf.
Lebek, p. 113.
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duly erected by the zeal and foresight of Your Magnitude, pursuant to the decision of
Our Serenity. This regulation and condition shall be observed in perpetuity, so that
said landholders and those persons to whom the title to these lands may pass shall
know that each year they must provide for the repair of the towers at their own
expense, that they shall acquire the use of these towers as a special favor from the
public, and they shall not doubt that the care of repair and the responsibility
therefor[e] belongs to them. Thus the splendor of the work and the fortifications of the
City shall be preserved, as well as the use of such fortifications to the advantage of
private citizens.

But by 1453, the frequency of repairs of the Theodosian fortifications had become
irregular.23 This phase of neglect was ushered in with the Latin conquest of 1204. For the
next two centuries there was a serious lack of funding and an unalterable decline in the
urban population, although some attention occasionally was given to the upkeep of the
defenses. The restored empire under the Palaiologan dynasty after 1261 lacked the
financial resources to maintain the walls, towers, and moat on a regular basis.24 The
dynasty's sporadic and fruitless efforts in the last stages are clear in two examples. First,
addressing the question of the dilapidated fortifications of Constantinople, the Byzantine
emperor John VIII25 introduced extensive renovation projects.26 When John instituted
these renovations is unclear in the sources and the chronology itself remains vague. An
anonymous author of an encomium writes of a number of restorations that were
undertaken and accomplished. He stresses that particular attention was devoted to the
moat that had been neglected for a long period and relates:27

23 M. C. Bartusis, The Late Byzantine Army: Arms and Society, 1204-1453 (Philadelphia, 1992), p.
123, however, believes that the Theodosian Walls over a thousand-year period had been "repaired
continuously," although his supposition is not supported by the credible Byzantine sources that
speak of irregular wall and gate maintenance especially after the Latin conquest of the imperial city
in 1204.
24 Gibbon, 6 (London, 1912): 495, provides a good observation on the condition of the Theodosian
Walls: "In the distress of the Latins, the walls and towers of Constantinople had fallen to decay;
they were restored and fortified by the policy of Michael [VIII Palaiologos], who deposited a
plenteous store of com and salt provisions, to sustain the siege which he might hourly expect from
the resentment of the Western powers."
25 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 104-108, consistently misnumbers John VIII,
labeling him as John VII.
26 K.-P. Matschke, "Builders and Building in Late Byzantine Constantinople," in Byzantine
Constantinople, ed. Necipoglu, pp. 315-328, speaks of the fact that large areas of the city remained
undeveloped and uninhabited, particularly at the onset of the fifteenth century. There was an
aristocratic building boom, but he stresses in his article that there was also an acute shortage of
building and rebuilding materials, and of construction workers among the ranks of the lower
classes.
27 The historical significance, unusual in a rhetorical showpiece of this genre, of this
anonymous 'EyKwµCov El(; rov Auroxparopa [ 'Iwovvr7v Tov Halla.oA&yov], IIK1I 3 (Athens,
1923): 292-308, was realized by I. K. Bogiatzides, who supervised vols. 3 and 4 of this publication
after the death of S. P. Lampros, the original editor of the series. The passage quoted above appears
in vol. 3: 296. The anonymous author does not state exactly when John VIII had initiated this
renovation program, but presents a rather vague chronology of events; cf. 1IKII 3: 296:
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'EVTotb&t 74 Of[ SLWPUXEC, 1rEpL TO TELXOS KaL O1 TappOL 7raAaL p..EV pa00C

WpU'YTIaaV 1TO!
L

TWV T'TIVLKaUTa KpaTOVVTWV...XpOVOU SE 7CPOLOVTOS EV Wpc8t
XELItEPLVaLC, T' TWV USOTWV E1CLppOTI KaTa 1.1.LKPOV T7IV U'ATIV E11La1CWN,EVWV

E7CATlpW19 iaav TaUTT)g aXpL TWV &VW.

Here the channels around the walls and the moat had long ago been dug to some depth
by the emperors of old...but with the passage of time, in winters, under the influence
of water, gradually the soil was loosened and filled the moat all the way up.

For the emperor, the task of rebuilding the moat was a Heraklean labor and the
anonymous author compares John VIII's accomplishment to the feat of Xerxes, who in
antiquity had cut a channel through the peninsula of Mount Athos.28 The narrative then
concludes with the observation that the "cleaning" of the moat took no more than "two
months," an unexpectedly short span of time that implies the great efforts expended by
the planners and workers. The towers and walls from the Sea of Marmara to the
Porphyrogenite Palace bear inscriptions that date between 1433 and 1444 and attest to the
emperor's efforts to refortify the city.29 The work, however, was periodically interrupted
because of an insufficiency of imperial funding. The quality of restoration is also in
question, at least for the sector of the Mesoteikheion that we shall examine shortly.

Like his brother John VIII, Constantine XI was also confronted with the dire need to
attempt a restoration of the ruined Theodosian fortifications, especially in the sector of
the Pempton or the Fifth Military Gate. He entrusted the task of restoration to Manuel
Palaiologos lagaris, a senatorial archon, and the monk Neophytos of Rhodes.30 Rather

TOLVUV TOU $ELOTa'TOU (3aaLAEWC, ILETa ye r1 (; VLKTIS KaL TWV Tp07r01LWV EK TTjq TOU

IIEAo7ros.... In addition, the panegyric of Isidore (whose true authorship was not known to
Lampros), in IIKII 3: 132-199, also provides a description of the moat, p. 136: Tappos opwpUKTOCL
7Cp0 TOUTOU, ()S REV (0 SE RW&ELa, WS SE 41TjKLUTOC, Kal SLa 7raa71S U7rOTpEXOUaa Tfq

T EKEL'Vyg 7rAEUp6S, TWV XELAEWV c &rIjg Of'itpOLV XL6oLC, µeyaXoLs Xoy667ly TLTavw

1rpoaEpTIpeLO.tCV0Ls, a1)VTjpµOUR6VWV KaL a°VSESEN,EVWV LUXupos, r&-v &XaTTaLV aµcpoLv

7rpaaa1ro8LSWOL.
28 IIKH 3: 296:...TIv EpyOV 6EOjEVOV XELpOc Z.,EpioU Tou T41V IlepamV RaaLX4Ws, OV Yam KaTa

'EXXd8oc lrpruiIV EKOTpOTEUaaVT(KOCTa y,IV TE KaL & XaTTaV apLdR0v KpeLTTOV e1ray0 cvov

uTpaT61rE&OV, EXi etv <AE7ETaL> EV T4) `A& VaUatV a7CELpOLs KOCL µ7' 6uv(kµevov 7iEpaLW$jvat

TOUTOU EV TG) 7paXT'jXW 8La Try TprELpOU, a1') IS < 8'> OCVaKUKXEUQaL EKaTOV aTI11ELOLs 7rpOs

EW, KOCT0XLyup6VTa, 8LWpUXa KEAEUaaL TOUTOV 7tOLT]000L &); EV 7reXc yeL T IV <AE'YETaL>

8LEA&LV.
29 For the inscriptions, on the towers and gates, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp.
104-108; and Paspates, MEAE'Ta., pp. 44-45.
30 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 108, renders the monk's name as Neophytus,
whereas Paspates, By apTLVaL McAETaL, p. 45, erroneously gives the name as Nikodemos. Nevra
Necipoglu, "Constantinopolitan Merchants and the Question of Their Attitudes towards Italians and
Ottomans in the Late Palaiologan Period," in Scholz and Makris, pp. 255-256, notes his
participation at the Council of Florence in 1439 and pro-Latin positions because of his family's
substantial economic ties with the Italians. Sphrantzes suggests that Neophytos was connected with
the Notaras family in the imperial court. In Minus 33.5, Sphrantzes states that Neophytos was the
godfather of Notaras' children (as well as Sphrantzes') and that he resided at the Kharsianites
Monastery.
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than devote their complete and undivided attention to the project at hand, that is the
renovation of the Theodosian curtain walls, gates, and towers, Leonardo of Chios tells us
that the two men acted with diffidence and absconded with substantial imperial funds that
had been intended for the repairs, and thus enriched themselves. Paspates and H.
Lietzmann,31 however, note the existence of an inscription bearing the name of Manuel
lagaris. Ddthier places the inscription upon the tower. at the Pempton Gate 32 Perhaps the
accomplishment of repairs was far more extensive and the charge of Leonardo of Chios is
loaded with unreasonable exaggeration. He further adds with a measure of irony that their
ill-gotten gains passed to the sultan eventually.33 The archbishop Leonardo goes so far as
to assert:34 Idcirco urbs praedonum incuria in tanta tempestate periit, "for that reason,
through the neglect of the robbers, the city perished in such a great storm." Lacking
adequate fortifications on the western limits of the imperial city, it became most difficult
if not impossible for the forces of Constantine XI to forestall and withstand the massive
assault of Mehmed II.

Repairs to the northern sector were also carried out at the expense of Cardinal Isidore,
the papal legate. These repairs took place in the vicinity of the Anemas Tower by the
Blakhernai section. That the cardinal repaired more than one tower is evident in the
phraseology of Leonardo, who uses the plural form:35 Ilieronymus Italianus, Leonardus
de Langasco, Genuenses, cum multis sociis Chsyloportam et turres, quas Anemadas
vocant impensis cardinalis reparatas, spectabant, "the Genoese Hieronymus Italianus
and Leonardo de Langasco, with many associates, defended Xyloporta and the towers
which are called Anemades that had been repaired at the expense of the cardinal."

II. The Physiognomy of the Theodosian Walls

The length of the inner Theodosian Walls is about 5,761 meters, although Wolfgang
Lebek gives its stretch at 5.7 kilometers.36 Schneider, however, states that it is about 6.5

31 Paspates, MEAETaL, p. 44 (Inscription no. 17) records the text as MANOTHA TOT
IATAPI. He states that this inscription is found "on the fourth tower south of the Pempton." In its
proximity there was an inscription recording the large-scale repairs carried out in the reign of John
VIII (p. 44, Inscription no. 16): t ANEKAINICE TO KACTPON OAON IQ<ANNHC EN>
A<PICT>Sl<I> ATITOKPAT 1P HAAAIOAOTOC ETEI s-,hMA' [= 6941 anno mundi, i.e., A.D.
1433] t. Cf. H. Lietzmann, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopel. Vorbericht fiber die Aufnahme
1928, Abhandlungen der preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, phil.-hist. Klasse 2 (Berlin,
1929): 26.
32 Ddthier, Der Bosphor, p. 55, although caution should be exercised in reading this source because
of the author's confusion of the Charisios Gate, a civil gate, with the military gate of the Pempton.
33 PG 159: 936; and Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, p. 30. Leonardo gives the
misappropriated amount at 20,000 florins, and those they left to the Turks in a concealed container
with 70,000 florins.
34 PG 159: 936. Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 108; and Paspates,
MEAETca, p. 45.
35 CC 1: 150. On this tower, cf. infra, n. 277.
36 Lebek, pp. 110 ff. OGN, p. 194, reduces the inner wall to a length of 4,950 meters with ninety-
four towers. Janin, Constantinople byzantine, p. 265, places the extent at 5,632 meters. Mango,
"Constantinople: Walls," pp. 519-520, on the other hand, gives a length of 6 kilometers. See infra,
n. 39, for his argumentation.
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kilometers in length.37 The spacing between its ninety-six towers is not uniform. The
gradient of the terrain, whether gradually sloping downward to the Sea of Marmara or the
abrupt descent to the Lykos River valley (pl. 20) and then up again toward the Adrianople
Gate/Gate of Charisios, determined the placement of the towers. According to Tsangadas,
the gradient increases from 10 meters at the Sea of Marmara to 68.32 meters at the Gate
of Saint Romanos, and then sharply descends to 33.75 meters at the lowest point of the
Lykos River bed; the terrain then abruptly ascends to 77.17 meters at the Gate of
Charisios,38 the highest point of the city. At Tekfur Saray, the site of the ruins of the
Porphyrogenite Palace, the gradient drops to 50 meters, and this is where the Theodosian
Walls apparently terminate.39

The interval of the curtain wall between the inner wall towers along the full length of
the Theodosian land walls conforms to the grade of the terrain and varies considerably
between 21 meters and 77 meters in length. More often, as a rule, the distance between
the towers is about 40 to 60 meters. Respectively, the lengths of the curtain walls
between towers 13-14, 18-19, 40-41, 41-42, 51-52, 52-53, 54-55, 55-56, the Fourth
Military Gate at tower 59 on the southern side are 63, 68, 70, 68, 65, 66, 70, and 76
meters. The placement of the towers and the lengths of the inner curtain walls reflect the
gradual rise in the land's gradient until the seventh hill about the Gate of Saint Rornanos.
Maintenance of this area was much easier and even the moat most probably retained its
waters. And although Mehmed II had placed his artillery along this length of the
Theodosian Walls and they regularly bombarded the fortification, there is no evidence
that he had planned a massive assault with human waves against this formidable section.
Clearly, the imposing inner walls along with the outer walls and moat were sufficient
deterrents to frustrate any anticipated speedy onslaught to take the city.

From the north tower 60 at the Fourth Military Gate to the Pempton or the Fifth
Military Gate the length of the inner walls generally extends between 54 and 58 meters,
with the following few exceptions: 31 meters at towers 64-65, 47 meters at towers 70-71,
64 meters at towers 71-72, and 62 meters at towers 76-77. Nonetheless, there is an

37 "The City-Walls of Istanbul," p. 462. Cf idem, Byzanz.
38 Tsangadas, passim.
39 Mango, "Constantinople: Walls," 1: 519-520, believes that the Theodosian Walls extended from
the Propontis (Sea of Marmara) to the Golden Hom, terminating about the Blakhernai Palace. This
is quite probable, though problematic, because little physical evidence of such an extension beyond
the Porphyrogenite palace has survived and the area is heavily crowded with residences. It is
unlikely that the architects of the Theodosian Walls would simply terminate the walls about Tekfur
Saray and leave the area to the north, to the Golden Horn, exposed and without some means of
adequate defense.

Many scholars, whether knowingly or unwittingly, have assumed that there was an extension of
the outer walls and moat from the Adrianople Gate to the Porphyrogenite Palace, and have depicted
on their maps of the land walls a prolongation of the outer wall, including the moat, from the
Adrianople Gate and to Tekfur Saray. Our visual survey of this sector and research on our sources
demonstrate that there is neither physical nor textual evidence proving the existence of an outer
wall beyond the Adrianople Gate and all such claims are untenable. Even the moat, as we shall note
below, does not extend beyond the Adrianople Gate to Tekfur Saray. Further, our visual survey of
the walls from Tekfur Saray to the ruins of the Blakhernai Palace again demonstrates that there was
neither-outer wall nor moat in the area. The geography of the region would have made these very
difficult, if not impossible, to construct and maintain.
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exception to these statements. The stretch between the towers commencing with the
Pempton or Fifth Military Gate (tower 78 on the north side) to the terminus of the
Theodosian land walls presents a peculiar contrast. We observe the next four towers (79-
82) set apart at 50-54 meters, then the curtain walls between towers 82-83 and 83-84 are
22 and 21 meters in length, followed by three walls between towers 84-85, 85-86, and 87-
88 (excluding towers 87 and 88 of the Adrianople Gate) that are spaced respectively 23,
24, and 19 meters. The final six towers are separated at 52 meters each and we should
note that this is the site of the highest point along the Theodosian Walls. This peculiar
spacing and design of the inner land walls should be explained in terms of the gradient of
the terrain and not simply of the strategic needs of the area. Where the fortification's
defenses were substantial, the curtain walls were lengthy; but where the extreme slope of
the terrain acted as a natural deterrent to any land invader, the extent of the inner curtain
wall was undersized.

Generally, the widths of the towers of the inner wall vary between 10 and 12 meters,
with some exceptions. The tower at the First Military Gate is 14 meters broad, tower 3 is
8 meters, tower 56 is 13, and tower 88 is 14. These are design features that should not be
explained in other terms.

The heights of the inner land walls are considerable and average between 15 and 20
meters. The towers rise above the walls another 5 to 10 meters. These variations extend
also to the thickness of the land walls, which deviates from 4.50 to almost 6 meters (pl.
21).

The outer walls, hitherto, have received little scholarly attention, although this outer
circuit unwisely became the main line of defense against the forces of Mehmed II in 1453
rather than the inner walls. Meyer-Plath and Schneider are the rare scholars who have
paid some attention to this outer circuit of walls, but even that effort by scholarly
standards is meager. The outer circuit begins with a pentagonal tower mid-way between
towers 1 and 2 of the inner wall and does not reach the shoreline at the Sea of Marmara.
This perimeter comprises 62 known towers that are square or U-shaped structures and
perhaps three additional towers whose foundations are not evident. Caution should be
exercised in this estimation because the layout of the outer circuit of walls would indicate
the existence of additional towers, especially in the vicinity of the Pempton, where
repeated flooding and earth movement may have eradicated all evidence of their
existence. The last known continuous line of outer towers appears between towers 81-82
of the inner walls, although the outer perimeter of walls extends farther to opposite tower
88 of the inner circuit, where it terminates with a U-shaped turret. The towers of this line
of walls are generally 12-14 meters tall and their normal width is 4 meters. There are
exceptions to this rule. Some towers such as the pentagonal at the beginning of the outer
circuit, are 10 meters broad, while others in breadth are 5, 6, 8, and one of 12 meters (at
the Rhegium Gate).

A further remark should be made regarding the absence of outer circuit towers when
approaching the Adrianople Gate and the termination of the outer walls immediately
above this gate. First, the design of the inner walls between towers 82 and 88, including
their placement and the short curtain walls of 19-23 meters in length, precluded the need
for outer towers. Second, after tower 88 there was no requirement for an outer circuit of
walls and towers, since the Adrianople Gate sits at the highest point along this circuit and
any invader would have had difficulty ascending this height for a land assault. The
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topography of the region and the difficulty of traversing the abrupt terrain, therefore,
worked to the advantage of the defenders, even in 1453.

The length of each of the curtain walls of the outer perimeter is not uniform. While
their height can generally be established at 9 meters (pls. 22 and 23), including the arches
placed upon the walls that served as battlements, their stretch varies substantially
between 48 and 78 meters, although the predominant length is between 50 and 66 meters
(pl. 24), with a thickness of 1 to 2 meters. Exceptions exist to this rule of measurements.
The initial curtain wall opposite the inner towers 1 and 2 is 23 meters in length. As well,
immediately above the Golden Gate at inner towers 10-11, there are three outer towers
with curtain walls respectively at 18 and 13 meters in extent. A similar design feature was
extended to the Gate of Saint Romanos. The stretches of the two sections of outer curtain
walls north of the gate are 21 and 26 meters. Problematic is the design of the outer walls
about the Pempton Gate. Between inner towers 74 and 79, no outer towers are apparent,
which poses the question of whether there had been initially constructed an outer circuit
of walls and towers about this military gate, given the frequent flooding of the Lykos
River and the repeated structural damage that the river had caused to the fortification in
this sector. And the inward curvature of the outer curtain wall toward the towers of the
Pempton Gate appears to justify raising the question of whether or not after the initial
construction of this sector in 447, following repeated natural disasters, induced the
Byzantines to abandon the idea of rebuilding the outer wall's towers at this specific
location (pl. 25).

There exist walkways between the inner and outer circuits of walls: a peribolos (6
itep'PoXog), an inner terrace, and as well between the outer walls and the moat a
parateikhion (ro 6'%(,3 irc po-rELXLov),40 an outer terrace, each of which varies considerably
in width, ranging from approximately 5 to 20 meters. These promenades were important
for permitting adequate and easy movement of foot soldiers and cavalry wherever a
defensive need arose. Access to the terraces was gained through posterns at the sides of
towers, both within the peribolos and the parateikhion (pl. 26).

The moat,41 as we have noted above, did not parallel the inner Theodosian Walls
throughout their full extent. Its width has been recorded as much as 20 meters and its
depth, perhaps at the extreme, at 7 meters. We should recognize that the width and depth
were determined by the contour of the terrain. Given the gradual slope downward from
the Fourth Military Gate to the Sea of Marmara, this sector provided the best opportunity
for constructing a substantial moat system that would retain its waters through a series of
dams and provide adequate defense. As well, the relatively level terrain from this gate to
the Gate of Saint Romanos favored the construction and maintenance of a considerable
moat. Thereafter, the steep decline of the terrain into the Lykos Valley and the rapid rise
of the ground to the heights of the Adrianople Gate posed construction and maintenance
problems, because of repeated flooding and earthquakes that caused earth movement,

40 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 53 and 55; and Tsangadas, pp. 12 f. For a
depiction of these walkways, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, end piece:
"Approximate Section and Restoration of the Walls of Theodosios the Second." This cross-
section has been frequently reproduced in a number of publications since its first appearance.
41 For an extended discussion of the moat, cf. Paspates, MEAETOIL, pp. 7-13; and Van

Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 55-58. Tsangadas, pp. 13-15, follows these authors
closely.
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which by 1453 the officials and residents of the city could not address and all but
abandoned its upkeep. Immediately opposite the Adrianople Gate to the west and in close
proximity to the inner wall exists a Christian cemetery that has medieval roots. Most
probably, this cemetery served the Church of Saint George,42 which had been situated
just inside the city to the southeast of this gate. It is quite improbable that a moat would
be placed next to a cemetery and the situation of the cemetery negated the existence of an
outer wall. These factors, therefore, give credence to the argument that the moat fell short
of the Adrianople Gate and reappears only intermittently thereafter, mainly along the
western front of the Porphyrogenite Palace.

The late H. St. L. B. Moss summed up well the importance and the solidity of the land
walls:43

The Theodosian defences, on the other hand, with their formidable moat and glacis
encompassing the double circuit of towers and curtain walls, were never breached by
an external enemy until the crusaders' assault of 1204; and the fortunes of Byzantium
repeatedly turned on their existence.... The completed system now formed a barricade
190-270 feet [58.50-83 meters] in depth, and over a hundred feet [30 meters] high,
when measured from the bed of the moat.

III. Mesoteikhion

The Mesoteikhion (Meaard'XLov), the mid-section of the Theodosian land walls, and
notably the Achilles heel or weakest sector of the land walls as it has been so identified,44
has been assumed to be situated about the Gate of Saint Romanos,45 although in fact this
is not the mid-point in the land walls. The exact location of the mid-point is arbitrary.
Before we pursue a more detailed study of this issue, we should note that scholarship has
provided a variety of opinions regarding the lower (southern) and upper (northern) limits
of the Mesoteikhion. Edwin Pears and Raymond Janin, for example, hold that the
Mesoteikhion is bounded at the south by Top Kapi (the Gate of Saint Romanos) and on

42 The Church of Saint George existed at this site until 1556, when the Greek Orthodox community
was relocated several blocks to the north and a grand mosque, the Mihrimah Camii, replaced the
original church site.
43 "The Formation of the East Roman Empire, 330-717," in The Cambridge Medieval History, 4:
The Byzantine Empire, part 1: Byzantium and Its Neighbours, ed. Joan M. Hussey et al.
(Cambridge, 1966): 9; also Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 46.
44 Our main focus, hereafter, is upon the inner wall that was the primary line of defense in this
sector, although the Byzantines and their allies elsewhere manned the outer wall extensively. The
moat walls are regarded as ancillary to the question and were of little consequence in the sector of
the Mesoteikhion, that is, from the Gate of Saint Romanos to the Adrianople Gate. The moat walls,
not particularly high-less than two meters, had been largely destroyed through aging, normal
deterioration, and natural disasters as earthquakes and floods. On the Mesoteikhion, cf. Hanak,
"The Constantinopolitan Mesoteikhion in 1453," pp. 69-98.
45 Hereafter, the differentiations of Runciman, FC, passim, regarding a civil Gate of Saint Romanos
and a military Gate of Saint Romanos will not be retained, because we are not in agreement with
his distinctions, as we shall develop below.
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the north by the Adrianople Gate;46 hence this section of the walls is seven-eighths of a
mile in length. They stress that the term Mesoteikhion applies to the walled area
perpendicular to the Lykos Valley on two sides. Kenneth Setton, however, emphasizes
the existing confusion and locates the northern terminus of the Mesoteikhion opposite the
so-called military Gate of Saint Romanos, which, according to his reckoning, is the
Pempton 47 Byron Tsangadas argues "the region from [the] Rhegium Gate (Mevlevihane
Kapi) to the Gate of the Pempton was known as the Mesoteichion, or middle wall(?)."48
Alexander van Millingen places the Mesoteikhion between the Gates of Saint Romanos
and the Charisios, which is also known as the Polyandros or the Myriandros (lIopia Toil
IIoXuavbpL'ou, Toil MupLavbpou, the Gate of the Cemetery) 49 Wolfram Kleiss expands the
sector, noting that "Mauerstrecke zwischen Rhesion-Tor [sic.] (Mevlana Kapi) and
Charsos-Tor (Edirne Kapt), dabei Bresche von 1453."50 Perhaps Alfons Maria Schneider,
who describes the limits as the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton, provides the
most limited stretch of the Mesoteikhion.51 It is apparent that modem scholarship has
formed no general consensus on the upper and lower demarcations of the Mesoteikhion,
and has variously defined the location of this sector, but has generally fixed the sector
about and including the Gate of Saint Romanos.

The mid-point of the Theodosian land walls has been fixed at two different locations,
depending upon the methodology employed. First, the extent of the curtain wall between
towers 48 and 49, the latter immediately to the south of the Gate of Rhegium, is at the
halfway mark of the Theodosian land walls, and this factor has influenced scholars to
extend the Mesoteikhion to this southern most point. However, these same scholars more
often than not depict the location of the Mesoteikhion on their charts at the Gate of Saint
Romanos, which is at variance with the physical situation of the inner wall. Tsangadas,
unlike Janin, who places the mid-point at the Gate of Rhegium, argues in favor of the
mid-point at the Fourth Military Gate.52 Janin is more accurate in his positioning; that is,
he places the mid-point about tower 49, whereas towers 59 and 60 that enclose the Fourth
Military Gate are not at the center of the land walls. On the other hand, if we consider an
approximate length of 5,761 meters as the full extent of the Theodosian inner walls, the
mid-point remains about tower 49; hence the center of the Theodosian land walls is the

46 Pears, p. 240; and Janin, Constantinople byzantine, p. 278. These inclusive termini have also
been accepted by A. Ersen, "Physical Evidence Revealed during the Cleaning and the Excavation
of the Outer Wail of the Land Walls of Constantinople at the Porta Romanus," Byzantine and
Modern Greek Studies 23 (1999): 105.
47 PaL 2: 115.
48 Tsangadas, p. 19. His reference to a middle wall in this context is confusing. Rather, he must
have intended to say middle section.
49 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 84-85. For an extensive discussion of the sources
with reference to the Polyandros or Myriandros Gate, see Th. Preger, "Studies zur Topographie
Konstantinopels, I. Das Tor HoAuavbpog oder Mup%avbpog," BZ 14 (1905): 272-276.
50 W. Kleiss, Topographisch-Archaologischer Plan von Istanbul (Tiibingen, 1965), p. 6.
51 Schneider, Byzanz, passim, and esp. his map.
52 Tsangadas, pp. 90-91; Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 278-280.
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first tower to the south of the Gate of Rhegium. The situation of the Mesoteikhion is less
elusive than appears at first sight.53

IV. The Gates in the Theodosian Walls
and the Neighboring Ecclesiastical Structures

The civil and military gates within the Theodosian Walls provide a consistent scheme for
entry into and egress from the imperial city. The five civil gates served the needs of the
urban residents, farmers, merchants, travelers, and others, and provided access to the
major routes linking Constantinople with outlying areas and more distant towns and
communities. The five military gates, on the other hand, facilitated the defensive needs of
the city's walled region.

A clarification of the various names that have been applied to the civil and military
gates that are of concern to us is warranted at this point in the discussion.54 Beginning at
the conceivable southern limits of the Theodosian Walls, the nomenclature of the First
Military Gate and the other military gates requires no special attention, with the exception
of the Fifth Military Gate, which is frequently referred to as the Pempton and then the
Gate of Saint Kyriake and the Gate of the Sulu Kule (the Water Tower), but in modern
scholarship is confused as the "military" Gate of Saint Romanos.55

Perhaps the most famous of the entrances is the Golden Gate, whose historicity has
been extensively studied, but about which there remains much disagreement regarding its
date of construction, ornamentation, and historical events attendant on it. The Golden
Gate has been identified especially in secondary references as the Porta Aurea, but often
in primary sources as Xpuaa% HU'XaL or XpuaeLa 11vAr1, and since 1453 as Yedi Kould
Kapoussi, also Yedikould Kapi.56

53 For another perspective of the extensive dimensions of the city and the lengths of each of its
triangular sides, cf. Balard, "Constantinople," p. 171.
54 For an excellent chart listing the confusion of civil gate nomenclatures that appear in the sources
of the fifteenth through the nineteenth centuries, among them Gyllius, Du Cange, Skarlatos,
D6thier, Mordtmann, and Van Millingen, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 11. Although unknown
to these authors, for a 1784 description, cf. Federico Gravina: Description de Constantinopla, ed.
J. M. Sanchez Molledo (Madrid, 2001), passim.
55 Cf. infra, pp. 319-326.
56 On this gate, cf., among others, Paspates, MEAc'rat, pp. 75-81; Muller-Wiener, pp.
297-298; and Freely and cakmak, pp. 44-47. After the naval battle of April 20 and the subsequent
transfer of the Ottoman boats to the Golden Horn, which necessitated a redeployment of the
defenders' scanty forces, the sector of the Golden Gate was defended by the Venetian Contarini; cf.
Leonardo, CC 1: 140-150: Catarinus inter Yenetos clarissimus Contareno capitaneus Aureae
portae et adiacentis turris usque oram maris, viriliter pondus sustinens, hostes impugnat. Pusculo
(CC 1: 206) agrees: Huic [sc. Aurea porta] Catarinus adest Venetum de gente vetusta /
Constantina, illi parebat multa iuventus. Joannis Leunclavius in his 1587 book, Joannis Leunclavii
Pandectes Historiae Turcicae..., provides the following information on this sector, the Golden Gate
and the Heptapyrgion/Yedi Kule (PG 159: 875-876): Aurea porta nunc [sc. 1587], etiam reliqua
conspicitur, sed obstructa, nec id quod audit, aurea: satis elegans tamen, expressos e marmore
continens agones live labores Herculis, artificio non vulgari...ad tertium urbis angulum
Heptapyrgianum: occidentale vero tertium latus ab omnibus aquis immune, terrestri muro claudit
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The first civil gate is the Xylokerkos, lIUATI Tov EuXoKEpKOU or ETjP0KEpK0U (pl. 28),57

also known in Turkish as the Belgrad (Belgrat) Kapi. Dethier and Van Millingen
misidentify this civil gate as the IIopTa Tov L1eUTEpOU,58 the Second Military Gate that is
actually located at towers 30-31, although only slight physical evidence of the original of
this formerly sealed gate is apparent today.

The next civil gate is the Gate of the Pege (pl. 29), IIhXr[ r'nq llrlyAq, the Gate of the
Spring, but more commonly as the llvX'q rij ETIXupp[ac, the Gate of Selybria, because it
provides access to the road leading to Selybria. Turkish sources have preserved the place-
name designation and know it as Silivri Kapi.59

urbem, qui juxta sinum Ceratinum a Pentepyrgio incipiens, ad Heptapyrgium juxta Propontidem
desinit. Cf. Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 40.
57 The form rJpoKEpKou appears in the Chronicon Paschale, ed. Dindorf, 598B. Cf., among others,
Paspates, BU aVTLVai MEAETaL, p. 69 (who names this gate "Melandesia," and who further
observes the good preservation of the nearby towers: E%9; TLVac 'r Xas, M 66c; T1IV MaXav6gek v
(IVIEpXep'-XaVE-yEV'L-KaarOU(F0U)...cr,S ovTaL [SC. 7n p'YoL] duXLa rOL Kal, ii pw.oL. For added textual
confusion, cf. `lI&TpLa KwVQTavTLV0U1r6Xews III,' in Th. Preger, ed., Scriptores Originum
Constantinopolitanarum, 2 (Leipzig, 1907; repr. in Bibliotheca Scriptorum Graecorum et
Romanorum [Leipzig, 1989]): 139 (p. 259).
58 13 thier, Der Bosphor, p. 52; Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, so indicated on his
frontispiece map of the Theodosian Walls, but with qualifications in the text; cf pp. 74-75. This
contradiction is further examined below. The sector from the Pege Gate to the Golden Gate was
defended by Cataneo; cf. Leonardo (CC 1: 148): Mauritius inde Cataneus, vir nobilis Genuensis,
praefectus inter portam Pighi, id est Fontis, usque ad Auream cum ducentis balistariis commixtis
etiam Graecis contra ligneum castrum...decertat. Cf. Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-
Combatants," no. 40. Pusculo fails to mention Cataneo and assigns this command to the Greek
Nikolaos Goudeles and to Battista Gritti (CC 1: 206): Creduntur, Nicolae, tibi, praefecte, Gudello, /
cui cognomen erat, Pegaeae limina portae. / Haud illo inferior Grittus Baptista fidelis / iungitur
huic socius, Venetum decus. On the action in this sector, the target of siege towers, cf infra, ch. 9:
"Land Operations: The Main Targets," sec. II.
59 For references in the sources, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 64. Noteworthy for the reign of
Justinian I and reference to this location is the extensive passage in "IIo:TpLa KwvaiaVTLV0U9r6XEwC,
III," 142 (pp. 259-260). Cf. the information supplied by Leunclavius on this gate (with some
confusion), PG 159: 875: Inde pervenitur ad decimam sextam, videlicet Silyvriae vel Selybriae
portam, quae a priscis Xpuo porta, vel aurea porta nominabatur, et porta fontis. Nam extra
portam hanc est hodieque [sc. ca. 1587] fans, qui Xpuao7r-qy'q' vel aureus foes a Graecis antiquo
nomine dicitur, celebris in eorum historiis, quae saepenumero palatii iri yijs sivefontis mentionem
faciunt, et templi Deiparae virginis ad 'irrlyssJ sivefontem. Interpres Cedrini plerumque Pegen et in
Pege rediddit. Aedificia nunc [sc. ca. 1587] diruta sunt, fundamentis adhuc exstantibus et ipso
fonte: quem hodieque Graecorum vulgus Xpuoo1rTjy'q'v appelat, et invisere magno consursu, certo
anni tempore, veluti si Deiparae virginis templum adhuc incolume staret, consuevit. Leunclavius
adds later in his narrative that this gate was the "fifth." The rationale behind his enumeration is not
clear, as sometimes he begins at the northwest, after a discussion of the gates by the sea walls, but
at this point he seems to start his enumeration from the south at the Golden Gate and the
Heptapyrgion. Cf. PG 159: 878: Quinta [sc. portal Graecis iE uIr n] fuisse dicta narratur, quod
numero quinta scilicet inter portas esset terrestres. Olim Auream portam vocavere, nunc
Silyvrianam appellari ostendimus.
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The Gate of Rhegium, (pl. 30), is given alternatively as lIuArl 'rmv `Pi y[wv or HUAq
Twv `Pouo[wv (the Gate of the Red Faction),6° and also variously in the numerous
Byzantine sources as Ho'pTa -r6 `PTlo[ou61 or Tmv `PouuLov,62 as well as Mup[avbpov,
HoXvav8piov, and KoiX[avSpov 63 The Turkish designation for the Gate of Rhegium is
Yeni Mevlevihane Kapi or Yeni Mevlevi Haneh Kapoussi.64

The Gate of Saint Romanos65 or Hu'X-q Tov 'A-y[ov `Pwµavov (pl. 31), is given in
Turkish sources as Top Kapi or Top Kapoussi, the Gate of the Cannon, which appeared

60 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 66.
61 Anthologia Palatina, ed. H. Beckby, 4 vols. (Munich, 1857-1958), 9.691; Theophanis
Chronographia, ed. C. de Boor, 1 (Leipzig, 1883): 230.
62 Mordtmann, Esquisse topographique, p. 15. It is possible that this is Leunclavius' "fifteenth
gate"; PG 159: 875: Proxima secundum hanc [sc. portam S. Romani] est decima quinta [sc. porta],
Turcis Geni capi, Graecis vEa lropra, quodportam novam significat. He seems to think that this
gate was of more recent construction, perhaps because of its name; cf. PG 159: 878: Quod autem
Geni capi sive nova porta non commemoratur, inter porta S. Romani et auream [= Silivri Kapi and
not the Golden Gate] sita, propterea fit, quod nulla tune fuerit, posterioribus scilicet exstructa
temporibus, ut ipsum nomen innuit.
63 The latter three terms appear respectively: Mup[avbpov in Georgios Sphrantzes, Memorii 1401-
1477, ed. Grecu, 253b (p. 396); Critobuli Imbriotae Historiae, ed. Reinsch, A 26 (1) (p. 41); and
Patria Constantinopoleos, 2: 182. For IloXv&vbpLov, Cf. Chronicon Paschale, ed. Dindorf, 719.B;
and Patria Constantinopoleos 182. For KoLALavbpov, cf. Patria Constantinopoleos 2: 182. For the
controversies concerning the designation of Polyandros, cf. Tsangadas, pp. 90-92. These terms and
the gate are also discussed by Leunclavius, who also takes into account the testimony of Leonardo,
as well as his own personal inspection of the walls; cf. PG 159: 878: Tertia [se. porta] iroXuavbpos,
ab hominum multitudine dicta. Quippe traditum in historiis legimus, et in hoc ipso de aedi 1ciis
urbis libro, Theodosium minorem Augustum terrae motu collapsos urbis muros terrestres curasse
per Cyrum praefectum urbanum instaurari: cujus quidem eafuerit in opera maturando et urgendo
sedulitas, ut intra sexagesimum diem absolutum fuerit. Hoc autem in opere, cum una populi pars
ab angulo Pentepyrgiano, altera vero ab angulo adverso Heptapyrgiano muros condere coepisset:
ad hanc demum portam pars utraque suis perfectis operas convenit, eaque de causa porta
iroXu(XvbpoS appellata fait, ab hominum multitudine, qui tune istic convenerunt. Nunc Hadrian-
opolitanam vocari diximus. Et est illius in profecto situs, ut medium in muro terrestri locum
occupet, id quod equidem diligenter observavi. Nam cum ab acropoli Pentepyrgiana, propter
fossas muri terrestris, ad angulum vel acropolis Heptapyrgianam ituro, necesse sit unius horae
spatium impendere: tantumdem temporis Pentepyrgio requiritur ad Portam Hadrianopolitanam,
quantam ab easdem ad portam Heptapyrgio proximam. Apud Leonardum Chiensem reperitur hac
ipsa in urbis ac murorum parte locis arduus (ut appelat) Miliandri. Non alibi quaerat hunt lector,
quam ad portam Hadrianopolitanam vel 7roAuavbpov, correcto tamen prius vel enuntiationis vel
scripturae vitio. Nam pro Miliandro equidem minime dubito reponendum µup[avbpov, quod idem
est cum iroAuc4vbp4): sive adeo per inscitiam vulgi factum fuisse dicamus Miliandron ex Myriandro,
sive per oscitantiam scriptoris librarii corruptum nomen existimemus.
64 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 66-68.
65 For the substantial number of Byzantine sources that make reference to this gate as that of Saint
Romanos, cf. ibid., 2: 69. Neslihan Asutay-Effenberger, Die Landmauer von Konstantinopel-
Istanbul: Historisch-topographische and baugeschichtliche Untersuchungen, Millennium-Studien
zu Kultur and Geschichte des ersten Jahrtausends n. Chr. 18 (Berlin and New York, 2007), pp. 83-
94, has transposed the location of the Gate of Saint Romanos to the site of the Fourth Military Gate.
Cf. infra, n. 169.
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in common usage as early as the sixteenth century. The Turkish designation is more
commonly employed in modern (especially English) histories to distinguish the gate from
the Fifth Military Gate or Pempton.

And lastly, the Gate of Charisios (pl. 32), the lIvXrl XapLai.ou,66 is also known as
H Xri HoXuav8p[ou,67 the Gate of the Cemetery. Turkish sources label it as Edirne Kapi,
hence the Adrianople Gate.68

A. The Golden Gate
The Golden Gate is neither a civil entrance nor a military gateway. The structure is a
double gate whose enclosing towers, 9 and 10, at the inner wall are constructed of

The sector of Saint Romanos was defended by the best troops, the emperor himself and the
company of the professional soldiers led by Giovanni Giustiniani. Cf. Leonardo, CC 1: 148:
...Johanne praefecto Justiniano.... luxta igitur se eodem capitaneo cum tercentis commilitonibus
Genuensibus posito, splendidis refulgentibus armis, delectis quidem coadiunctis Graecis aliquot
strenuis, circas illam partem murorum Sancti Romani reparatorum, ubi magis urgebat pugna,
imperator stetit. Cf. the information supplied in Leunclavius about this gate, PG 159: 875: Sequitur
decima quarta [sc. portal, recenti vocabulo Turcico dicta Top capisi, quo significatur porta
bombardaria, sive tormentorum bellicorum. Graeci ante captain a Barbaris urbem, nominabant S.
Romani portam, sicut et Leonardus Chiensis et Chalcocondyles testantur: cujus tamen interpres
Gallicus ex Sancti Romani porta facere portam Romanam fuit ausus. A bombardis eam Turcos
arbitror appellasse, quod obsidionis tempore tormenta bellica praecipue fuerint huic opposita.
66 Cf the information supplied by Leunclavius on this gate (supra, n. 60), who also believes that
the last stand on May 29, 1453, was made at this location. PG 159: 875: Decima tertia est
illa...quaeque nobis primam recensendi portas urbis praebuit. Vocatur autem Hadrianopolitana,
quod Hadrianopoli recta venientes, urbem ingredi per eam soleant. In hac porta periit oppressus
hominum turba Constantinus Dragases, ultimus Graecorum imperator. For Byzantine source
variations on this, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 70-71; and Mordtmann, Esquisse
topographique, pp. 17 and 23.
67 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 84, also applies the nomenclature of IIopTc 'rou
Mupi,avbpou. On this, cf. Tsangadas, pp. 90-92. The sector of the Polyandros was ably defended by
a volunteer company led by the Bocchiardi brothers; cf. Leonardo, CC 1: 148: Paulus, Troilus,
Antonius de Bochiardis fratres in loco arduo Miliandri, quo urbs titutabat, aere proprio et armis
summa cum vigilantia noctu dieque ... viriliter pugnam sustinent. Pusculo places Leontaris
Bryennios and the Creto-Venetian Fabrucci Comer and does not mention the Bocchiardis, CC 1:
208: Charsaeam servans Lontarius gente Briena / gaudet de socio clara de gente, Fabruci,
Cornaria. Cf. Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," nos. 15-17, 22, and 48.
68 For further confusion of these gate names and their possible locations, cf. J. Dallaway, "An
Account of the Walls of Constantinople, in a Letter from the Rev. James Dallaway...to Samuel
Lysons...," Archaeologia or Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity 14 (London, 1803): 232 f.;
and D. Essad [Jalal Asad], Constantinople de Byzance a Stamboul (Paris, 1909), pp. 70-71. After
Mordtmann, Belagerung undEroberung Constantinopels, pp. 46 and 137, Mijatovich, pp. 142-143,
attributes his conclusions to the former, stating: "To the right from the gate of St. Roman, in a
northerly direction, was the gate called Charsias [sic]." Thus Mijatovich identifies the Charisios
Gate with the Pempton, which is clearly in error. Mordtmann's son, in his work, Esquisse
topographique, esp. pp. 16 ff., appears to refute his father regarding the location of the Charisios
Gate, placing it at its proper location, that is, the Adrianople Gate. For a revised second edition of
Mordtmann, Belagerung and Eroberung Constantinopels, cf. idem, 'H "AAwais Kwvaravrcvov-
ir0Aewc 67r6 7-Cop T06PKwv Ev ETEI. 1453... (Athens, 1893).
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polished marble and, given its design features, it has been identified by leading scholars
as a "triumphal gate,"69 at which military victories were celebrated throughout the course
of centuries and formal entries were made into the city. Byzantine writers commented
upon its majesty immediately after its construction. Under which emperor that arch was
built remains disputed. Du Cange maintains that the Golden Gate was constructed to
commemorate the victories of Theodosios I the Great over his rival, the usurper
Maximus, in 388.70 If Theodosios I is the builder of the Golden Gate, then this structure
must have been built between 391, the year of his return to Constantinople from his
Italian expeditions, and 395, the year of his death. Van Millingen believes "the Porta
Aurea was originally an Arch of Triumph, erected some time between 388 and 391," that
is after Theodosios I's victory, but before his return to Constantinople.71 In all likelihood,
the construction would have taken place nearer 391, for he died in Milan while on a
march that had begun the year before his death. Cyril Mango, on the other hand,
attributes the construction "most probably" to the grandson, Theodosios II, believing that
the Golden Gate had been incorporated into the plans for the inner Theodosian Walls;
that is, it "was planned in the context of the new land walls."72 Sarah Bassett maintains
that the construction of the Golden Gate took place in "two separate stages, an inner
portal erected between 412 and 422, and an outer or propylon gate built originally in
447.s73 However, the gate was adorned with the statue of Theodosios the Great and,
among other ornamentations, the stone works were embellished with the carving of a
team of four elephants,74 Clearly, the Golden Gate was intended to be an imperial state
entrance into Constantinople.75

But in 1261, although the Golden Gate under the Latin rule of Constantinople had
fallen into serious disrepair, Michael VIII Palaiologos used the gateway to make his

69 The most recent studies are C. Mango, "The Triumphal Way of Constantinople and the Golden
Gate," DOP 54 (2000): 173-186; idem, "Golden Gate," ODB 2: 858-859; Guberti Bassett, pp. 117-
133; and T. Macridy and S. Casson, "Excavations at the Golden Gate, Constantinople,"
Archaeologia 81 (1931): 63-84. Older, but still valuable, are Paspates, Mc-AETaL, pp.

75 and 77; Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 39-62, and esp. 41 f., for the major Byzantine sources
relative to the gate; and Muller-Wiener, pp. 297-300. For a restatement of the known evidence, cf.
Freely and cakmak, pp. 44-47.
70 C. du Fresne Du Cange, Constantinopolis Christiana, seu descriptio urbis Constantinopoli-
tanae... (Paris, 1680), Book 1, pp. 50 if.
71 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 63. For an extended discussion of this question, that
is the date and initiator of the construction, cf. Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, pp. 269-270.
72 Mango, "Golden Gate," 2: 858; idem, "The Triumphal Way," p. 179, n. 45.
73 Guberti Bassett, p. 117. It is curious that of the major studies of the Theodosian Walls, neither
Van Millingen, Janin, Meyer-Plath and Schneider, nor Tsagandas, speak of the two major
construction phases. It is clear that the inner wall was built about 412 and the outer in 447, to which
Guberti Bassett makes no specific reference. The source or sources for her statement, especially for
the year 422, are unclear from her text.
74 For the ornamentation at the Golden Gate, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 64-
66; Gyllius, pp. 215-216; Byrd, pp. 81-82 and 457-458; and Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp.
271-272. Most recently, cf. Sarah Bassett, The Urban Image of Late Antique Constantinople
(Cambridge, 2004), esp. p. 119, and passim.
75 On this, cf. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, De cerimoniis aulae byzantinae, pp. 500 and 506.
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triumphal entry into the city and to celebrate the restoration of Byzantine rule.76
However, the gate was sealed soon after this event and it was not until the reign of John
V Palaiologos (1341-1391) that pains were taken to repair the severely damaged outer
gate.77

John V, according to John Barker'78 did make extensive repairs to the Golden Gate
and even added or improved upon an extant fortress, which later became the model for
and comparable to the present Yedi Kule, the Fortress of Seven Towers.79 Bayezid I, the
Turkish sultan, a contemporary of John V, became extremely distressed about the
presence of this stronghold. He demanded that the Byzantine emperor demolish the
fortification; the Byzantines adhered to this ultimatum. 80

More important are the defensive features that incorporated the four towers, two at the
inner wall and two at the outer, coupled with a deep moat (pl. 33). This defensive scheme
made the Golden Gate virtually impregnable to foreign besiegers.81 The very dimensions
of the inner and outer gates were sufficient to deter aggressors. At the southern tower 9
and the northern tower 10 of the inner walls, the tower widths are almost identical, each
being respectively 18.34 and 18.32 meters. They project from the inner walls respectively
16.88 and 16.87 meters and reach a height of approximately 20 meters. Meyer-Plath and
Schneider give their height as 19.18 meters.82 The full width of the Golden Gate at the
inner towers is 66 meters, making this gate one of the most majestic and imposing of
structures. Mehmed II did position artillery between the Golden Gate and the Sea of
Marmara, and Turkish maps regularly define the sector as Top Kapi, the Gate of the
Cannon, but not to be confused with Top Kapi at the Gate of Saint Romanos.

Controversy among modem scholars persists over the fact that two or three towers to
the north of the Golden Gate is located an entrance that also bears the name Yedi Koule
Kapoussi. Van Millingen83 believes that this identically named gate was a public entrance

76 Georges Pachymeres, Relations Historiques, Livres I-III, ed. A. Failler, CFHB 24/1 (Paris,
1984): Book 2, 150.
77 For a detailed study of the repairs to the outer gate at the Golden Gate complex, cf. Guberti
Bassett, pp. 117-133.
78 Manuel II Palaeologos, pp. 80, and 467-468.
79 For a brief history of and bibliography on the fortress, cf. MUller-Wiener, pp. 337-341.
e° On Khitrovo, cf. Doukas, Historia Turco-byzantina, ed. V. Grecu (Bucharest, 1958), pp. 75-77;
and Ducae Michaelis nepotis historia Byzantina, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1834), pp. 47-49. For
a significant description of this fortress of John V, cf. Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, p. 546. For a
Russian traveler's interpretation of the Byzantine fortress at the Golden Gate, cf. the account of
Ignatius of Smolensk, in Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 102-105, and Majeska's commentaries on
other Russian travel sources, pp. 410 if.
81 loannis Cantacuzeni imperatoris historiarum libri IV, ed. J. Schopen, 3 (Bonn, 1832): Book 4,
293, 301, and 302. Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 70 f.
82 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: figs. 10-12, pp. 46-47; cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, who on the plate opposite p. 60, provides the same metric dimensions as Meyer-
Plath and Schneider, but substantially modifies these dimensions on p. 70, n. 2, wherein he cites:
"the southern tower projects 55 feet 7 inches from the wall, and is 60 feet 5 inches broad; the
corresponding dimensions of the northern tower are 55 1/2 feet, and 60 feet 4 inches." Neither
Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 268 if., nor Tsangadas, passim, provide any dimensions for the
Golden-Gate facility.
83 Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 72-73.
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into and egress from the city, while the original Golden Gate was a "state entrance,"
reserved for imperial use. Paspates84 maintains that the Ottoman Turks constructed the
public entry, unlike Mordtmann,85 who argues in favor of Byzantine workmanship.
Tsangadas86 has concluded that a common designation for nearby gates was a regular
practice, explaining why two gates bear identical names, but the formal gate was pre-
empted for official use and the other was recognized as a public entry (pl. 34).
Schneider87 views the second entrance, though quite irregular in its construction, with
off-center crosswalks through the outer wall and over the moat, as a side gate.
Paradoxically, Gyllius designates the secondary entrance as "the New Gate,"88 without
admitting that the entrance may well have been constructed in the time of the Ottoman
Turks.

Strangely enough, no attention has been give in scholarly studies to the existence of a
public gate89 immediately on the north side of the Golden Gate, now a part of Yedi Kule
Kappisi, the fortress of seven towers. Clearly, on the city-side of the entrance is
embedded above the gate a Christian cross. Perhaps a stronger case can be made that this
gate has early roots and should be identified as the public entrance of the Golden Gate.

The task of verifying the identity of religious structures about the Golden Gate in
1453 is a most laborious one, if not an impossible undertaking. Even the stone
foundations of these structures have disappeared with the passage of time. The effort to
reestablish and to identify the ecclesiastical structures in 1453 is dependent upon earlier
sources that are not always accurate and perhaps no longer appropriate for the final phase
of Constantinopolitan history. And with the disappearance of secular residences and large
estates, as well as religious facilities, the area about the Golden Gate was substantially
depopulated of lay residents, secular clergy, and male and female monastic communities.
The question of ecclesiastical establishments is additionally complicated by the fact that
none of the extant mosques about the Golden Gate, among them Yedi Kule and Fatih
Camileri, Haci Piri Cami, and Kurkciiba§e Cami, whose construction dates to the
sixteenth century and later periods in Ottoman history, bears any physical signs that they
were erected upon foundations of former Christian buildings or reused their building
materials. Other nearby mosques of more recent origin have been demolished or have
fallen into disrepair and disuse. This paradox is applicable not only to the area about the
Golden Gate, but as well to the situation at the other civil and military gates.

Byzantine, Muscovite, and western sources do provide some insight into the prior
existence of major ecclesiastical edifices about the Golden Gate, but these references
establish that the structures were few in number. And travelers' accounts of the sixteenth
and later centuries, though contradictory and incomplete in their topographic

84 MEAE'TYt, p. 78.
85 Esquisse topographique, p. 13.
86 Pp. 17-18, placing the New Gate "between the second and third towers north of the Golden
Gate...."
87 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 60.
88 Book 1, ch. 20, pp. 55-57.
89 Freely and cakmak, p. 53, make a brief reference to the gate with no further elaboration.
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descriptions, do demonstrate the paucity of Christian structural roots. Gyllius,90 drawing
upon unnamed writers, relates that in the age of Justinian I:

Fuerunt, inquiunt, terra, motus horribiles, qui muru[m] urbis in Exacionio everterunt,
& templa magnifica, & domos splendidas in porta urbis aurea victorice signum
prostraverunt....

There were, [according to] those who investigated, frightful earthquakes, that
overturned the city walls in the Exacionion [= Exokionion], and cast down
magnificent churches and distinguished houses in the Porta Aurea of the city.

The city and its residents were energetic on that occasion and rebuilt their household and
religious institutions. The Chronicon Pachale9' supports this rebuilding effort and
records that when Bonus, the co-regent in 627 in the reign of Heraklios, expired, his body
was interred in the Monastery of Saint John the Forerunner and the Baptist, known as the
Stoudion "by the Golden Gate." Theophanes the Confessor, however, notes in an earlier
entry:92

T63 S' a&TW 'TEL KaL FTOUSLOS TOV VOAV EKTLUEV TOV lIpoSpojLOV, KaL '.iovaX0VS EK

rijl povT q TWv 'AKOLK1'TWV EV o:UTW KO:TEOTYIaEV.

In the same year [5955 = 447? or 462/463] Stoudios [a consul in 454] built the church
of the Forerunner and established in it monks from the monastery of the Sleepless
Ones.

The Anonymous Description93 places this monastery to the left of the Golden Gate:
ecTb Ha JPbBe MaxacTbipb, peKOMbHH CTyAHA, "there is to the left a monastery, called the
Studion." This does not imply that the monastery was in close proximity or adjacent to
the gate, and rather as Majeska may correctly surmise, the monastery was more distant
from the Golden Gate.94 The Anonymous Description relates that a female monastery,

90 Book 4, cap. 4 (p. 201). The Whitbys (Chronicon Paschale, Appendix 2, p. 194), cite a tenth-
century Vatican variant of the Chronicle Paschale that includes an insertion of the "Great
Chronographer": "In the reign of Zeno, an earthquake occurred in Rhodes and destroyed its
gymnasia and all the beauty of the city. And not long afterwards [478], in autumn, a great
earthquake occurred at Byzantium [Constantinople] so that many houses, churches, and porticoes
fell down; countless multitudes of men too were buried.... The said earthquake persisted for 30
days continuously, with the result that a considerable part of the walls also fell down, all the towers
and many buildings were overturned, and the city stank from the corpses; and the areas outside the
city and the Golden Gates were all demolished."
91 Ed. Dindorf, pp. 726-727; and eds. Whitby, p. 182.
92 Ed. Classen, p. 175; eds. Mango and Scott, p. 175. Mango and Scott raise the question of whether
Stoudios was awarded a consulship after the foundation of the monastery, hence making the date of
447 more credible rather than their date of 462/463.
93 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 146-147.
94 Ibid., wherein, p1. 2, he correctly places the facility more distant from the Golden Gate, on a line
and closer to the civil Xylokerkos Gate. The monastery later became the Imrahor Mosque, but ruins
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dedicated to Saint Eudokimos, a Cappadocian who died in 840, is located very near the
Golden Gate.95 The near proximity of ecclesiastical churches is complicated by the
admission, according to the Anonymous Description, that the Church of Saint Diomedes
is adjacent to the Golden Gate: ecTb uepKOBh ,L[eMuA CBSITbIx xa npaBON CTOpOHh
nMT] 6Jax3 KonbraxoBa ropo,gxa, "there is on the right side of the road near the little
fortress of Kalojan [John V] the Church of Saint Diomedes."96 Perhaps, at the time of the
fall of the city in 1453, the only surviving ecclesiastical structure about the Golden Gate
was the Church of Saint Diomedes, and male and female monasteries had been
abandoned for decades prior to the fall because of the increased peril posed by an
anticipated Ottoman assault upon the imperial city.

B. The Civil Gates.
1. The Xylokerkos GateBelgrad Kapt.97 The gate is situated at inner wall towers 22

and 23 (we hereafter employ Schneider's numbering of the inner wall towers), and has a
projection of 10 meters, a width of approximately 8 meters, and a height approaching 20
meters. Given the poor physical condition of the gate, more exact measurements are
difficult. Within the towers, the inner wall stretches 12 meters and the entrance of the
gate is 5 meters. Van Millingen admits that the gate may have served as a civil portal, but
he favors its identification as a military gate, basing this classification on the fact that the
gate is adjacent to a quarter of the city that was labeled as Deuteron (To' Ar.&Tepov) and
thus the gate derives its name from this district.98 Clearly, this designation is at variance
with the reasoning of Schneider, who holds that it was only a civil entry and who locates
the Second Military Gate to the north, at towers 30-31.99 Van Millingen's numbering of
the inner wall towers is suspect, for he places the Xylokerkos Gate at the thirteenth and
fourteenth towers above the Golden Gate, at which point there is no entry. According to
Van Millingen's numerical designations, he would place the military gate at either towers
24-25 or 25-26, again at a place where there is no gate. Tsangadas, after Schneider,
locates the Xylokerkos Gate at towers 22-23 and the Second Military Gate to the north.'°°

of the church have survived. Cf. Dark and Ozgumus, Istanbul Rescue Archaeological Survey, 1998,
p. 5.
95 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 148-149, and his commentary, pp. 316-318, wherein he
identifies Saint Eudokimos as "the Younger." For comparative purposes, cf. ODB 2: 740, which
does not distinguish between a younger and elder saint.
96 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 146-147, and 313-314, wherein he notes that the church is a
sixth-century foundation, but was still in existence in the fourteenth-fifteenth centuries.
97 For extensive sources that make reference to this gate, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 63, who
also draw our attention to its similarity to the Kerkoporta about the Porphyrogenite Palace, which
gate we shall discuss more substantially in Appendix III. Bury, in Gibbon, 7: 182, n. 38, draws
attention to the Kerkoporta that is also known as the Xylokerkos. Also, Janin, Constantinople
byzantine, pp. 440-441, who provides variant uses of this name for other gates and locations within
the imperial city.
96 Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 74-75.
99 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 63, and the charts of the Theodosian Walls as end plates.
100 Tsangadas, p. 18. For recent finds, a sculpture and building perhaps housing local militia
immediately to the north of the gate, cf. F. Dark and F. Ozgumus, Istanbul Rescue Archaeological
Survey, 1999. The Districts of Balat and Ayvansaray. First Prelimiary Report, 1999 (sine loco, sine
anno), p. 13.
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No major religious structures adjacent to the Xylokerkos Gate are evident in 1453,
substantiating the notion that the surrounding neighborhood had been largely abandoned
and required no religious facilities. The only exception is a church that was more remote
from the gate, the Church of Saint Mokios, so named after a legendary figure that met his
martyrdom during the persecutions of Diocletian.101 Although a specific physical location
for the church has not been established, scholars generally place the facility about the
cistern of Mokios, not far either from the Xylokerkos or the Golden Gate. Besides this
ecclesiastical structure, no foreign travelers in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
record any other major facilities, nor do Byzantine sources reflect upon this.

2. Pege Gate/Silivri [also Selivril Kapi102 is placed at the heptagonal towers 35-36
of the inner wall. The dimensions of the gate are as follows: its projection outward is
nearly 12 meters and the width is almost identical, while the height approaches 20 meters.
The gate derives its Greek designation from a spring, in y', which is situated some
distance to the west beyond the Theodosian Walls where a church and the famous
Monastery of the Mother of God103 were established. This ecclesiastical site appears to
date to the fifth century and lent its name to the gate and the road leading to the holy
fountain. However, after 1453, the common Turkish designation became Silivri Kapi,
rendered in Greek accounts as lIvAT) T' q TIAu(3pLolc, hence the road leading to Silivria or
formerly Selybria in Thrace.

The gate and its namesake have two notable preservations, one an inscription and the
other a recent archaeological find. First, upon its south tower are reflected the repairs
initiated by John VIII perhaps in 1438, but completed early in the next year as noted on
the inscription:104

MOT EN XQ ATTO
KPATOPOC TOT IIAAAIOAOFOT KATA MHNA IANOT

APION TOT ETOTC

101 For a brief account of the saint, cf. OBD 2: 1389-1390, with accompanying bibliography. For
citations regarding the church in Russian travelers' accounts, cf. Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp.
317, 325, and 328.
102 For a comprehensive list of sources that mention this gate, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 64.
103 For recent discoveries at the monastery, cf. Dark and Ozgumug, First Preliminary Report, 1998,
p. 9. Although her approach in this essay is quantitative, cf. Alice-Mary Talbot, "The Anonymous
Miracula of the Pege Shrine in Constantinople," Palaeoslavica 10/2 (2002): 222-228.
104 Paspates, MEAETO'L, p. 52 (Inscription no. 25); Paspates reasonably restores the text
as follows: '1W(dvvou) Ev X(pLeT)W auTOKpCYTOpoc 70U IIaXaLoX6y0U KO:Ta µrjvo 'IavouapLOV Tou

EETOUS [anno mundi, i.e., 1439 AD]. Also Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 105;
and Janin, Constantinople byzantine, p. 275. In Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 128, inscription 20,
we find a different dedication on the south tower: + 'AVEKaivie q t eE auc TOC 1r6XT1 c&rTq TES

Wob[6]Xou 3rrl-y3 (; &u KaL E obou MavourlX BpuevvLOU Tou Ae0VTOCpL EirL TijC,

RacaXeLaS TWV a iae JV [3aaLAE4V 'IWavvou ML MapLac TWV IIaXaLOXOyWV, EV p.TJvL M(AW
[LVSLKTLWV]os O:' EV ETEL The following translation for the passage is provided by Essad, p.
70: "Cette porte de la fontaine vivifiante, protegee par Dieu, fut reparee avec le concours et aux
frais de Manuel Bryenne Leontaris, le loyal serviteur de l'empire des tres pieux empereurs, Jean et
Marie PalBologue, au mois de mai 6946 = 1438." Modern scholarship has not sufficiently
addressed the question of the two inscriptions; rather, they simply note one that is cited by Van
Millingen and Janin.
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[The Tower] of John [VIII] Palaiologos, the Emperor in Christ,
in the month of January, the year 6946 [anno mundi, that is, A.D. 1439].

A second important and recent discovery occurred in 1998 when restoration of the
Theodosian Walls was undertaken. A hypogeion (vffo'yerov) was uncovered (pl. 35) and
during the archaeological excavations at the gate stone reliefs were found within that date
to the late fourth and fifth centuries. The subterranean chamber also contained a
sarcophagus and a number of tomb lids. The function of the hypogeion was that of an
early and perhaps later Christian burial chamber, but perhaps not a martyrion
(µapii piov), since no martyr saint is identified with the find.105 Further, no
archaeological evidence has been found to demonstrate that the hypogeion was used for
burial purposes during the siege of 1453, although the possibility of casualty entombment
during the course of the assault should not be dismissed, for other grave sites of that
period have been uncovered along the Theodosian Walls.

3. The Gate of Rhegium /Yeni Mevievihane Kapi is situated at towers 50 and 51.
Although the gate has been largely reconstructed in recent decades and its measurements
somewhat differ from the original, Meyer-Plath and Schneider provide the following
precise measurements for the gate as they found it and began their surveys in the mid-
1920s:106 the south tower projects unevenly outward, respectively at 10.80 and 11.10
meters, and has a width of 10.63. The north tower, also uneven in projection, extends
outward respectively 10.92 and 10.89 meters, and has a width of 10.79 meters, giving the
gate a full breadth of 37.60 meters. The curtain wall between the towers is 16.22 meters
in length and the entry gate is 3.64. The heights of the towers are approximately 23.30
meters. We should, however, bear in mind that over the course of centuries, in part to
reinforce the gate and to repair the damage caused by natural disasters and matter-of-
course aging, the city-side entry had been reduced in size and the lintels lowered.

Although this was a major civil gate on the road to a coastal town on the Sea of
Marmara, paradoxically, no major ecclesiastical structures, either churches or
monasteries, are identified with the gate. However, E. Mamboury,107 conducting
excavations with his colleagues outside the Rhegium Gate in 1940-1941, discovered at
the level of the moat an undated Christian church, that of Saint Stratonice108 or Saint
Kallinikos,109 with two private springs. There was also a royal residence with a grand hall
nearby that was inhabited by a commandant.] to The church may have served the religious

... Cf. M. 1. Tunay, "Byzantine Archaeological Findings in Istanbul during the Last Decade," in
Byzantine Constantinople, ed. Necipoglu, pp. 217-220.
106 For sources and further descriptions of the gate, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 65-68.
107 E. Mamboury, "Les fouilles byzantines a Istanbul et ses environs," Byz 21 (1951): 428-429.
108 Attempts, especially by Dethier and Essad, have been made to identify the gate with the Rus'
attack and treaty of 912, hence with the Slavs. Cf. Essad, p. 70. Stratonice appears to be a Slavic
appellation, but may be a derivative of strategos (a-rp«T l-yoc); hence this may well have been a
church associated with a military facility.
109 The ODB, 2: 1094, identifies a Syrian, Kallinikos, who fled to Constantinople in the late seventh
century and who is associated with the "Greek fire." Cf. J. R. Partington, A History of Greek Fire
and Gunpowder (Cambridge, 1960), pp. 12-14.
110 Mamboury, p. 429; and A. Ogan and A. M. Mansel, "Fouilles de Rhegium-Kucuk cekmece
Hafriyati. Rappoport preliminaire sur les travaux de 1940-1941," Belleten 6 (1942): 21-22.
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needs of the commandant, his family, and personnel. Notwithstanding this significant
discovery, the travel accounts after the Byzantine reoccupation of the city in 1261 fail to
make mention of any notable religious structures on either sides of the gate. The city-side
quarter adjacent to the gate appears to have been devoid of residents by 1453.

The Rhegium Gate is conspicuous for the exceptionally large number of inscriptions
preserved on its towers, perhaps seven, of which only six have been recorded." The
most frequently cited inscription is:112

NIKA H TTXH

t KUNCTANTINOT TOT 0130
4'TAAKTOT HMON AECIIOTOT

t t t

The Fortune of Constantine,
Our God-Protected Despot, Triumphs...

4. The Gate of Saint Romanos/Top Kapi is found between towers 65 and 66,113
although the southern tower has been only partially reconstructed in the past decade to
the height of the inner curtain wall. The dimensions of the gate's towers, therefore, are
elusive approximations and only the north tower provides more opportunity for accurate
measurement. Its projection is about 11 meters, whereas the tower width is approximately
10 meters. The original height is indeterminable, but we estimate that the tower had a
height of about 20 meters. The southern tower, given its poor state and modern
reconstruction, may have had similar dimensions. The curtain wall between the towers
has a width of no more than 10 meters, and the gate entry is 4 meters.

The Gate of Saint Romanos soon after the completion of the Theodosian Walls
derived its name from a nearby church.' 14 But the presence of a religious complex in
close proximity to the Gate of Saint Romanos has raised difficult questions for modem
scholars and evoked a variety of interpretations. Even the very existence and location of a

111 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 79-80, states that there were seven inscriptions-
five on the gateway and two on the south tower; Meyer-Palth and Schneider, 2: 132-134, record
only six inscriptions and only these are visible at present. The discrepancy may be resolved since
one inscription on the gateway is indistinct and therefore unreadable. Janin, Constantinople
byzantine, pp. 276-278, notes only two inscriptions, one recording the repairs of John VIII in
October 1437, and the second honoring the earlier renovations of Leo, Constantine, and Irene.
112 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 133; Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 79; and Janin,
Constantinople byzantine, p. 277, who emended the inscription to read: NLK« 1j Tuxq AEOVTOs KO:L
K& VOTO:VTLVOU TWV ©EoyvXckKTc v i t6iv SeairoTWV Ka(L 'HpLvrIs Ti C a UOEREOTO: rT r [L(3V (&YOU'u-

Trgs. Earlier, Paspates, MEAEraL, p. 46 (no. 18), recorded the text as NLK_ TuXrl

KWvo'rovTLVOU Toi3 'l3eopUXaKT0U i iiiv 8Eair6TOU, and compares it to another inscription that had
been recorded on a column with the following text: NLKiY T) TuxTl KWvcTaVTLVOU MEyd'Xou

BaaLAE(ilf; ToU auowaTLKOU VLKTITOU KO:L BEVET(ilV 6VW0UVT6)V.
113 For Byzantine and other sources relevant to this gate, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 69-70.
114 For a comprehensive list of Byzantine sources attesting to the existence of the church and
naming of the Gate of Saint Romanos, cf. ibid., 2: 69-70. For the derivation of the name, cf. Janin,
Constantinople byzantine, p. 461; Ersen, p. 104; and PaL 2: 113.
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church or a monastic complex has been challenged and confused by numerous
authorities.

The Church of Saint Romanos has its foundation in late antiquity. The edifice was
consecrated and dedicated to honor a third-century Christian martyr, Romanos of
Palestine. His death probably took place in Antioch during the persecutions of Diocletian.
The saint's feast day is commemorated on November 27.115

C. du Fresne du Cange and Van Millingen maintain that the Church of Saint Romanos
dates its beginning to Helena, the mother of Constantine I the Great. 116 This would place
its construction prior to her death, which has not been firmly established, but perhaps
well after 326, the year of her pilgrimage to Palestine and the holy places, and before
337, the year of the death of her son Constantine I the Great. Du Cange draws upon
Kodinos, Constantine Porphyrogennetos, and Skylitzes to elaborate how the church
collapsed and was rebuilt by Basil 1.117 Du Cange makes no reference to a monastery at
this site. Berger, however, dates the construction of the church to the end of the fourth
century.' 18 Medieval Russian sources cite the presence of the relics of Daniel the Prophet
and of Saint Niketas in the sanctuary of the church.' 19

But any discussion hereafter becomes complex. Was this edifice simply a church, that
is the Church of Saint Romanos, or did it shortly after its construction and consecration
evolve into a monastic facility? Ersen is of the opinion that an Egyptian monk, Raboulas,
established the monastery about the end of the fifth century, during the reign of
Anastasius I.120 It continued to function as a monastery to the eleventh century.121 George
Majeska, drawing upon medieval Russian sources, has convincingly and
comprehensively developed that the relics of Daniel the Prophet and of Saint Niketas
were retained in the monastery church in their appropriate reliquaries and thus the
structure existed late into the fourteenth century,122 although we should exercise caution

115 There are three other Romanoi, which complicates this discussion. First, R. Guilland, Etudes de
Topographie de Constantinople Byzantines, Berliner Byzantinischen Arbeiten, Band 57/2 (Berlin,
1969): 99, appears to favor identification of the church with Romanos the Melode, a sixth-century
Syrian hymnographer. Guilland analyzes extensively the location of the palace of Anthemius and
its physical relationship to the church T6 Kupov. Equally complicating the question are two other
Palestinian martyrs named Romanos, whose feast days are jointly celebrated on November 18, and
both of whom are identified with the persecutions and their executions at the hands of the emperors
Diocletian and Maximian. For this, see further ' AyLoAo-yLov T7is ' Op$oSo ov ' EKKA7ioias, ed. S.
Eustratiades (Athens, sine anno), pp. 410-411. Further, see "Puµavos," in Op77CKEVTLK1J

KaL 'H&Ki7 'EyKUKAo7rai6eta 10 (Athens, 1967): 924-925, with extensive bibliography. Useful is
the Bibliotheca Hagiographica Graeca, ed. F. Halkin, 2 (3d ed., Bruxelles, 1957): 226, which is
predisposed to identify Romanos' feast day as November 18, although the saint is also associated
with Antioch and the Palestinian martyrdoms.
116 Du Cange, p. 135. Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 81.
117 Du Cange, p. 135.
118 A. Berger, Untersuchungen zu den Patria Konstantinupoleos, Poikila Byzantina 8 (Bonn, 1988):
667-669.
119 Cf. Banduri, esp. part iii (p. 55).
120 Ersen, p. 104; however, he misstates that the Church of Saint Romanos later became known as
the Church of the Prophet Daniel.
121 Janin, Constantinople byzantine, p. 461.
122 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 316 if.
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and note that it was most probably abandoned by 1422, the year of the attack of Murad II,
and certainly was vacated by 1453.123 This abandonment of the church and monastery
facilities explains why Nestor-Iskander, Barbaro, and other commentators of that age had
no knowledge of the name of the church.

There survives physical evidence that the structural remains, portions of a south wall
(as well as a portion of the northeastern terrace walls, pl. 36), of the Church of Saint
Romanos were incorporated into the extant religious facility that is now occupied by an
Armenian community. The church bears the designation of Saint Nicholas and has
preserved original Byzantine construction methods in its brick and stonework.124 The
stone marker above the doorway into the church reads: S. Nisogayosiu Ermeni Kilisesi,
161- U14 U80 646'Lb'Jh 3&8/18 [The Church of Saint Nicholas] (pls. 37 and 38). The church

was rebuilt in 1831, but what scholarly attention has been devoted to it has misidentified
its name and even its location.

The situation of the Church of Saint Nicholas places it immediately above the Gate of
Saint Romanos. MUller-Wiener identifies the edifice at this site as Surp Nicogos and
places the Church of Saint Nicholas two blocks to the north, at what today is the site of
the Greek Orthodox Church of Saint George.125 He provides no explanation for this
inconsistency. Elsewhere in his Bildlexikon von Konstantinopel he identifies Surp
Nicogos as a mosque, which is quite improbable and it would be contrary to Orthodox
canon law to reestablish a Christian church upon a Muslim site. Majeska, after Miiller-
Wiener, is inclined to place -rov Kupou if not on the site of Saint Romanos, then in close
proximity to the Church of Saint Nicholas.126 Rather, we should associate Tou Kupou
with Saint Kyriake that is to the north, above the Lykos River. Muller-Wiener alone
should not be criticized for his lack of visual identification and mislocation. He does
stress the existence of numerous churches and monasteries in the vicinity of Top Kapi,
which may have added to his confusion of sites.127 Mordtmann, on' his 1891 map,
correctly notes the presence of two religious structures one block apart above Top Kapi,
but does not identify them by name.128 On the other hand, Van Millingen in neither of his
major works has noticed or given any attention to either Saint Romanos or Saint
Nicholas. Schneider is predisposed to place Saint George by Top Kapi: " "A'y1,oc

123 Varinlioglu, passim, establishes that by 1453, due to depopulation of the imperial city, only one
female and four male monasteries remained active establishments. On the question of gradual
depopulation of Constantinople, cf. K. Dark, "The Distribution and Density of Occupation in
Byzantine Constantinople 1100-1453," in Kate Giles and C. Dyer, eds., Town and Country in the
Middle Ages. Contrasts, Contacts and Interconnections, 1100-1500, The Society for Medieval
Archaeology Monograph Series 22 (London, 2005): esp. 19 if.
124 J. von Hammer, Constantinople and der Bosporos, Ortlich and Geschichtlich, 1 (Pest, 1822;
repr. Osnabruck, 1967): 472, identifies the church as that of Saint Nicholas prior to its
reconstruction. For earlier reconstructions of the church, cf. R. Janin, "Les 6glises byzantines Saint-
Nicholas a Constantinople," Echos d'Orient 35/168 (1932): 417-418. Paradoxically, Paspates,
BV aVTLVcr MEAETaL, p. 218, has only a passing interest in the Church of Saint Romanos and its
successors.
125 Muller-Wiener, esp. p. 290.
126 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 316 ff.
127 Muller-Wiener, p. 487.
128 Cf. Mordtmann, Esquisse, end plate.
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Feuip'yios bei Topkapi.... Ist wohl identisch mit... 'A-y. NtKOMou." He adds that it is not
now known by the name of Saint Romanos.129 Janin, unlike Muller-Wiener and other
scholars, admits the presence of Saints Nicholas and George above this gate.130

The southernmost church should be identified with the Byzantine Church of Saint
Romanos. However, if a monastic facility was established at the site, doubtless it
incorporated at the least a three-block area that includes the modem Church of Saint
George. Muller-Wiener devotes significant attention to the existence of Islamic mosques
in the vicinity. In particular, he maintains that the Mosque of Kara Ahmed Papa Camii, a
mid-sixteenth-century structure that is also known as the Top Kapi Camii, was erected at
the site of the Church of Saint Romanos and its monastic facility, which he expands at
least four blocks eastward. 131 The mosque has at least nine columns and some with
original capitals that are of Byzantine provenance (pl. 39). This is the only evidence at
the site demonstrating reuse of Byzantine building materials, although this does not
conclusively prove that the major church of Saint Romanos was at that site. A further
visual inspection of the mosque site reveals no other remains of a Christian structure,
which may have been in ruins by the time of the construction of a new edifice. While the
Church of Saint George was remodeled in 1856, its surrounding terrace wall upon visual
inspection is clearly in part of Byzantine construction (pl. 40). The existence of these two
Christian churches, Saint Nicholas and George, has generally been ignored, misidentified,
or understudied by modem scholars,132 but their existence and proximity to the Gate of
Saint Romanos establish that in the late Byzantine period the area was known for
religious activity that most probably included a monastic facility within what today is a
three-ten block area and contained a number of religious buildings. Mijatovich makes a
significant observation for the events of 1453: "The Emperor further decided to make his
own headquarters in the Church of St Roman, which was in the immediate
neighbourhood of the gate, and at that place of greatest danger and honour...." 133 He cites
Sphrantzes as the source of his information, which is problematic, for neither the

129 Schneider, Byzanz, p. 45.
130 Janin, La Geographie ecclesiastique, pp. 381 if., esp. 389, and 461-465.
131 Muller-Wiener, p. 487.
132 Schneider, Byzanz, passim, appears to offer the most accurate nomenclatures for the two
structures, that is Saint Nicholas as an Armenian Orthodox church, and Saint George as a Greek
Orthodox church. However, on our most recent survey of the edifices (2003), a Turkish
construction worker identified both structures as Saint Nicholas, which seems improbable, although
not out of the realm of possibilities. Churches on monastic estates could have borne identical names
for ecclesiastical structures or the site, including both churches, could commonly be known as Saint
Nicholas.
133 Mijatovich, p. 143. The fact is that Emperor Constantine XI was in the vicinity, as he seems to
have attached himself to the condottiere Giustiniani, and his headquarters, according to Pusculo,
consisted of a tent erected in the critical sector of Saint Romanos-Pempton and that is exactly
where the emperor was when Mehmed II launched his final assault of May 29: intra tentoria
(4.1008 [p. 81, not in CC 1]). There is no reason to doubt the evidence supplied by this reliable
eyewitness.
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chronicle of Georgios Sphrantzes (Minus) nor that of Pseudo-Sphrantzes (Maius), that is
the work of Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, makes a similar claim.134

Doukas, providing a general description of the sector between the Gate of Saint
Romanos and the Charisius Gate, writes that "the emperor and Giovanni Giustiniani were
positioned at the fallen walls, outside the stockade in the enclosure...."135 However,
assuming the accuracy of Mijatovich and the probability that Constantine XI established
his headquarters about the Church of Saint Romanos that was protected by brick and
stone walls still intact across the narrow street, then the Genoese condottiere, Giovanni
Giustiniani Longo, and his 700 men136 manned the wooden stockade that had been hastily
erected at the location of the Fifth Military Gate, the Pempton. This sector from the Gate
of Saint Romanos to the Pempton was most vulnerable to the assaults of Mehmed II, and
placing the emperor about the Gate of Saint Romanos and Giustiniani Longo about the
Pempton provided significant defense for the city. We have confirmation of this in a
general way from a number of contemporaneous sources attesting to the importance of
this sector as a formidable line of defense. These sources add clarity to the issue of the
situation about Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton, and attest to the fact that
Mehmed II encountered substantial difficulty over a stretch of two months in breaching
the walls with his stone shot about the Gate of Saint Romanos and launching human
waves of his armies against especially the Pempton sector.

We should first consult among the contemporaneous sources Barbaro, who has been
most often misquoted and misinterpreted. He writes: 137

... e altre quatro bombarde messele alla porta de San Romano, dove the sun la piu
debel Aorta de tuta la tera. Una de queste quatro bombarde the sun a la porta da San
Romano, la piera de la bumbarda se pexa livre mile e duxento a la grossa, volze la
piera quarte tredexe, considerate the colpo teribile the lafea dove the la zonzeva.

...and another four [cannons] at the Gate of Saint Romanos, the weakest section of the
whole city. One of the four cannons, which was at the Gate of Saint Romanos, threw a
ball [stone shot] that weighed about twelve hundred pounds, more or less, and thirteen
quarte in circumference....

134 On this, cf. the edition of Philippides, Sphrantzes, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, esp. ch. 35,
where such a textual entry would appear, but does not. Also valuable for a resolution of this
misstatement, cf. Minus, esp. pp. 96-99, which shows no evidence of Mijatochich's citation. On
this, cf. Paspates, HoAwopKio i a "AAWVas Ti 7g pp. 43, 51, and esp. p. 145.
135 Doukas, ed. Grecu, 39.8; cf. H. Magoulias, trans., Decline and Fall of Byzantium to the Ottoman
Turks, An Annotated Translation of "Historia Turco-Byzantina" (Detroit, 1975), 39.8 (p. 222).
These generalities, which are commonplaces in Byzantine sources for the period in question, are
also reflected in Doukas' Historia Byzantina, ed. Bekker, 37.3-12 (p. 263). Cf. CC 2: 183 (24).
136 Nestor-Iskander (Hanak and Philippides), The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and
Capture), 22 (pp. 40-41), gives the number as 600, while other sources reduce the number to 400 or
raise it to 800.
137 For the text of his chronicle of events, cf. Giornale dell' assedio di Costantinopoli 1453 di
Nicold Barbaro, p. 21 [CC 1: 14-15]; for an English translation, cf. Jones, Nicolo Barbaro, Diary of
the Siege of Constantinople, p. 30. [Bold italics ours.]
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Barbaro may not have meant the Pempton, contrary to the interpretations of modern
scholarship, especially the conclusions of Dethier, Pears, and Bury, who interpret
Barbaro's statement to infer the Pempton or the Fifth Military Gate. In defense of Pears,
he does admit that "Barbaro's knowledge of places and names is not accurate," 138 yet
Pears depends upon him for the development of his argumentation. The issue is
compounded by the fact that Barbaro does not assign an Italian defender at the so-called
"civil" Gate of Saint Romanos, which could be interpreted to imply that the emperor,
Constantine XI, positioned himself along with one of his lieutenants and his forces at this
gate.139 Barbaro is speaking of the weakest section, and this does not imply a specific
location along the walls in the sector of the Mesoteikhion. Rather, he intends a broad area
that is common to military terminology without identifying where it precisely begins or
ends. To argue that he proposed this weakest section to mean unequivocally the Pempton
or Fifth Military Gate is insupportable given the evidence at hand.

Like Barbaro, Kritoboulos addresses the generalities of the sector and the importance
of the Gate of Saint Romanos. The latter records: 140

...KUL apLKVELTaL bcKaTaLOC q TO KUL OTpaTo1re8E1'ETaL 7rpOg Tn 1r6XEL

E'Y'YUC 7rou TOU TELXOUC OOa a7rO OTabLWV 7rpOC, TaLC, KaXouIEVaLc IIUXaLs
Toi `PWµavou.

...and on the tenth day he [Mehmed] arrived at Byzantium [Constantinople] and
camped facing the city, rather close, a few stadia [lengths] from the wall, opposite the
so-called Gates of Saint Romanos.

Kritoboulos later writes:141

MEXEp.ETLg SE 6 RoaiXEUs OTpaT01re ov 3 ievos aUTOU 7rou 1rcpL TE TO KaX011

MEOrOTELXLOV KaL TO MUpL0.'V8pLOV OU 1rOppW TOU TELXOUs....

138 Pears, p. 293, n. 2.
139 Cf. Mordtmann, Esquisse, p. 24.
140 Critobuli Imbriotae Historiae 23.1.29-32 (p. 39). Mordtmann, Esquisse, p. 25, quotes the text,
translates it, and also interpolates it accordingly: MEXEµET is aTpaTo7rE86ETaL 7rp'( T7 1r6XEL

E'Y'YUS 7r0U TOU TELXOUC OQa dir0 OTaSLWV TEOOapWV 7rp6s Td-L(; KCXOUfEVaLC 7rU'XO:Lg TOU CZ'YLOU

PWµavov ("Mehemed s'etablit devant la ville, a 4 stades du mur, vis-a-vis de la porte de Saint-
Romain"). Mordtmann, correctly, should have rendered this "les portes," in the plural. But
Kritoboulos has posed an interesting question. He is the only source to write of two Gates of Saint
Romanos. Is this, then a scribal error, or does he have access to sources unknown to us? Further,
when he speaks of "the gates of Saint Romanos," could he be inferring the Fourth Military Gate,
which logically makes more sense because of the damage done there by the great cannon, rather
than the Fifth Military Gate, the Pempton, which was enclosed by a wooden stockade? It is
probable that he meant the Fourth Military Gate, which evidences below it extensive damage
caused by the stone shot.
141 Critobuli Imbriotae Historiae 26.1.27-30 (p. 41). Mordtmann, Esquisse, p. 25, has further
confused the text, quoting as follows: MEXeVE'7-)S SE 6 3aaLXE1'Us OTpaT67rEbov 6REVOs a&TOU 7repi

T6 KaXOUN.EVOV MEQOTELXLOV Kat TO MUpLO:Vbptov OU 7r6ppW TOU TELXoig (Le sultan s'Etablit juste

devant le centre de la ligne des fortifications pres du MEOOTELXLOV et du MupLcvbpLOV).
Mordtmann's translation is a paraphrase of the Greek.
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Mehmed the King [= Sultan] encamped in the vicinity of the so-called Mesoteikhion
and the Myriandrion, not far from the wall....

Nestor-Iskander confirms Kritoboulos' location of Mehmed's camp. He writes:142

CaM'b xe 6e3B+kpHbIfl HapeII ce6si nocpeAH Hxb, HPOTHBy BpaTb cBSiTaro PoMaxa
H pa3pymexxaro M'hcTa.

The impious man [= Mehmed] took his place in the middle of them, against the Gate
of Saint Romanos and the breach.

Hence he was located on the northern ridge of the seventh hill rather than encamped on
the steep decline down to the Lykos valley.

Kritoboulos places Mehmed opposite the land walls at the sector between the
Mesoteikhion and the Myriandros. This placement is significant. Assuming that the
Mesoteikhion begins just below the Gate of Rhegion, then the mid-point of this sector
would fall about the Gate of Saint Romanos.143 The Turks later renamed the Gate of Saint
Romanos Top Kapi, the Gate of the Cannon, and there is no reason to ascribe this
designation for any other reason. Of this, we have confirmation by Joannis Leunclavius,
who in 1587 records the following:144

... recenti vocabulo Turcico dicta Top capisi, quo significatur porta bombardaria, sive
tormentorum bellicorum. Graeci ante captam a Barbaris urbem, nominabant S.
Romani portam....

...the Turks recently called [the gate] Top Kapi, which signifies the gate of the
bombard, or of the siege engines. The Greeks, prior to the fall of the city to the
barbarians, designated [it] the Gate of Saint Romans....

Leonardo of Chios,'45 the Latin archbishop of Mytilene, relates that Mehmed first
placed the great cannon146 at the Kaligaria Gate, and then repositioned it near the Gate of

142 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 52 (pp. 68-69).
143 Ersen, pp. 105 ff., who conducted archaeological excavations and concentrated on towers 61 and
62, which are situated just below the Gate of Saint Romanos, emphasizes the importance of this
sector. He establishes the damage caused to the inner wall by stone shot, the existence of simple
burial sites and crypts, as well as Christian grave markers. For a brief notice of recent excavations,
cf. Tunay, pp. 220-223.
144 Cf. Joannis Leunclavii Pandectes Historiae Turcicae..., col. 875.
145 On the importance of the great cannon, cf. Leonardo of Chios, PG 159: col. 929, who writes:
Bombarda praterea illa ingens, eo quod Caligaream strenue reparatam adversus non proficeret,
alium locum Bactatineae turris, juxta Sancti Romani portam inde dimota.... Melville Jones, The
Siege of Constantinople 1453, p. 18, translates the passage: "Since their great cannon had not
succeeded in demolishing the walls by Caligaria because of the energy with which repairs had been
carried out, it was moved to another place by the Bactatinean Tower, near the Gate of Saint
Romanos." For a discussion of the fuller text of Leonardo, cf. Moravcsik, "Bericht des Leonardus
Chiensis," pp. 430-431; Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo
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Saint Romanos, opposite the Bactatinean Tower. Scholars have been unable to locate this
tower, which may be tower 64, immediately to the south of the Gate of Saint Romanos.
Tower 64 is almost completely destroyed and only its foundation with a sub-chamber and
a little of the sidewalls remain. It would have been illogical to place the great cannon
opposite the Pempton. The cannon, without a cradle, would have had to be positioned in a
ditch dug in the soft riverbank by the bed of the Lykos. It is improbable that this could
have been accomplished in the early spring following the rains and perhaps flooding of
the river plain in late winter. Further, it is unlikely that Mehmed would have pursued
such a folly. Rather, it is reasonable to assume that he located the great cannon on the
Seventh Hill, in a ditch dug on a solid surface, opposite the Gate of Saint Romanos after
his initial failure to breach the walls about the Kaligaria Gate (pl. 41). The Saint
Romanos site, at a substantial height, would provide the sultan with the advantage of
directing his fire either directly against the Gate of Saint Romanos or downward toward
the breach about the Pempton. The Athenian historian, Laonikos Khalkokondyles,
confirms this:147

L6pUTO SE 0 .EV TWV TiXE[ioXWV KaTa TCY EKELVWV [ioiiXEia, 6 SE Kara' Tn1V
roi `PWµavov KaXov,i viv, 1 S KaL AUTOS eaTpc rO1rEbEUET0 PQQIXEUS.

one [great cannon] he [Mehmed] located at the place of the basileus [Constantine XI],
striking downward from afar toward the gate designated Romanos; another indeed at
the encampment itself of the basileus.

5. Adrianople Gate/Edirne Kapi/Charisios Gate is one of the most distinctive
architectural monuments, after the Golden Gate, within the complex of the Theodosian
Walls. Situated at inner wall towers 86 and 87 (pl. 42), its hexagonal towers on the west
side without doubt manifest a marked contrast with the other gates. Designed as an
imperial entrance and probably a staging area for royal entry into the city, the hexagonal
towers are 52 meters apart at their fullest, but this gate also has inner rectangular towers
that are 29 meters at their broadest. While the hexagonal towers are identical in design
and construction, each is 15 meters wide with a projection of 15 meters, we can only
approximate their height at 20 meters. The rectangular towers on the city side are
respectively 16 and 12 meters broad, that is the north and south towers, and their
projections eastward are respectively 8 and 2 meters. The entry at this gate from west to
east is reduced from 24 meters to less than 3. As the hexagonal towers, most probably the
rectangular towers also reached a height of about 20 meters.

Giustiniani," pp. 197 ff.; and F. Tinnefeld, "Zur Bedeutung schwerer Geschutze bei der Eroberung
Konstantinopels im Jahr 1453," Munchener Studien, Abteilung Mittelalterliche Geschichte 7
(2001): 55 if.
146 On the importance of the great cannon, cf. Laonikos Khalkokondyles, Laonici Chalcocondylae
Atheniensis Historiarum Libri Decem, ed. Bekker, p. 395.
147 Ed. Dark6, 2/2: 152, lines 5-7. For a contrasting translation, cf. Melville Jones, The Siege of
Constantinople 1453, p. 44.
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The Charisios Gate in nineteenth-century scholarship has not only been mislocated,148
but perhaps its name is one of the most frequently misinterpreted and misapplied.149 The
derivation of its name has been attributed to a leader, Charisios, of a Blue Faction who
participated in the initial construction of the Theodosian Walls.150 Apart from this
attribution, nothing further is known of Charisios and the claim of his leadership fades
into the realm of myth. Schneider,151 however, believes that the name Charisios for the
gate derives from a nearby cloister, founded by an illustrious but scrupulous man bearing
the appellation Charisios. The vita of Saint Theodore152 relates: µovjv darn LXXuu'rpi,ou
XapLri,ou V okra, "the monastery of the illustrious Charisios, a revered estate." At
what date he lived, although he is associated with the reign of Theodosios II and the time
when the cloister was established, the answer to this question is either disputable or
amendable. More often the gate has been identified as the Adrianople (Edime in Turkish)
Gate, so named for the road leading to that city. The main religious structures in the area
were the Churches of Saints George and Romanos (?), which we could not locate nor
identify and might have been a minor edifice, and the Monastery of Saint Michael.'53

C. The Military Gates
1. The First Military Gate, found at tower I (p1. 43), has seldom been studied. Few

modem works have fully addressed its location, features, and postern. Meyer-Plath and

'48 E.g., Der Bosphor and Constantinople, pp. 54-55, identifies the gates as follows: he
places the Charisios at the site of the Pempton, but preserves the identification of the Adrianople as
the Polyandrion. Perhaps the earliest mislabeling or confusion of gates following the fall of the city
occurred first with D. Cantemir, The History of the Growth and Decay of the Othman Empire. Part
1: The Growth of the Othman Empire... from the Year 1300..., trans. N. Tindal (London, 1734),
Book 3, p. 98; and with Cosimo Comidas de Carbognano, Descrizione Topografica dello state
presente Di Constantinopoli... (Bassano, 1794; and repr. Rome, 1992), p. 13. However, Essad, p.
71, does not make these erroneous distinctions nor does he mislocate them, identifying the
Charisios with the Adrianople Gate, while preserving the Pempton as a military gate. For another
misnaming and particularly an erroneous claim, cf. Mordtmann, Belagerung and Eroberung
Constantinopels, pp. 44 and 46. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 83, dismisses these
earlier inapplicable designations. Prior to Van Millingen, Paspates, Bvravru'a% p. 71,
had realized the idiosyncratic error of Mordtmann: AL&...6XL-ywv...XEtEmv 6 K. M6p&Tµavv
iVaTpE9rcL aracQac r cS 9rEpL TWV 7rUXWV dpXa(ac irapa86oeLS K(0 TWv Toc aacp

149 For the variations on its name or names, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 70-71; Janin,
Constantinople byzantine, pp. 281-282; and Tsangadas, pp. 20-21, and 184-185. For other
misidentifications and particularly the erroneous claims of nineteenth-century scholars, cf supra, n.
145.
150 The source for this attribution is Anonymous, in Banduri, part iii, p. 50; and Janin, Constan-
tinople byzantine, p. 329, with substantial Byzantine sources noted. Janin, however, identifies him
as a leader of a faction of the Greens.
151 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 70.
152 Ch. Loparev, De S. Theodoro (St. Petersburg, 1903), p. 9. Surprisingly, the ODB does not
address this source.
153 Cf. R. Janin, Les eglises et les monasteres des grands centres byzantins (Paris, 1975), p. 363.
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Schneider'54 are inconsistent in situating the postern at the tower either on the sea side or
city side, whereas Metin Ahunbay and Zeynep Ahunbay present two contrasting maps of
the area, the second of which depicts the postern on the east side of the tower, although
this tower is not the main focus of their article.15' The postern reasonably should be found
on the south side, providing easy access for the local militia to the Marmaran shoreline,
whereas a city-side postern would make access for the militia to the west of the tower
much more difficult. The pentagonal tower, if correctly depicted, has a breadth of 14
meters and a projection as well of 14 meters. We can only approximate the height of the
tower, which is now reconstructed at 20 meters.

No major ecclesiastical structures have been identified in the immediate area of the
First Military Gate, although the assumption should be made that most probably there
were local churches of small size to serve the religious needs of the community adjacent
to the gate and the imperial dock.

2. The Second Military Gate (TO AeiTepov), as we have discussed above, has been
misidentified as the Belgrad/Xylokerkos or the civil Gate of Belgrad.156 Placed between
towers 30 and 31, few visible remains of the original gate are evident and its modem
reconstruction may not be a true representation of the former (pl. 44), although it does
preserve the remains of an earlier tower. Study of the gate is additionally complicated
because the foundation evidence at the site appears to demonstrate that the military
gateway may have had only a single tower on the south side, unlike the other civil and
military gates, which generally had two towers spanning the entry. The projection of the
tower was 10 meters and its width was 8 meters. Its height is indeterminable, but may
have been 20 meters. A peculiar design feature locates the entry 14 meters above tower
30, demonstrating the limited use of this gate for the interior movement of military forces
between the inner and outer walls.

Van Millingen157 would identify the gate with the Deuteron quarter and the known
early Byzantine churches associated with the district, including the major Church of the
Saints Notarii and the Church of Saint Anna.158 These churches were no longer active

154 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 37-38 (fig. 6, the plate 1.N.T. is reversed) and end plate 1 (which
does not depict the eastern projection of the sea wall) present contrasting and dissimilar sketches of
the postern and tower 1. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, foldout map, places the postern
to the north of the pentagonal tower, and his location of this entry remains suspect. After Van
Millingen, Tsangadas, pp. 16-17, notes: "...there is a postern immediately to the north of the first
tower of the inner wall. It is an arched entrance.... It is next to the only pentagonal tower of the
inner wall. This tower is connected with another small gate, which in all probabilty was the gate
leading to the imperial pier at the sea." For a curious observation regarding this military gate as the
"little Golden Gate" and the Golden Gate, cf. D6thier, Der Bosphor and Constantinopel, p. 51.
155 "Recent Work on the Land Walls of Istanbul: Tower 2 to Tower 5," DOP 54 (2000): maps
following 228.
156 Cf supra, p. 316.
'57 Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 74-75. Cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 14 (for sources on the
military gate and adjoining churches) and 63-64 (for descriptions of the gate).
158 For the most comprehensive treatment of this church and the sources that cite it and the military
gate, cf. R. Janin, "Deuteron, Triton et Pempton. Etude de topographie byzantine," Echos d'Orient.
Revue trimestrielle d'Histoire de Gpographie et de Liturgie orientales 35 (1936): 205-214.
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facilities by the fifteenth century. The quarter had earlier also included a number of minor
churches which he lists.

3. The Third Military Gate (ro Tp'L-rov), though rarely cited in the sources and
briefly mentioned in modem literature, is situated at the southern extension of the sigma
(E(yµo:), at towers 39-40 (pl. 45).159 Its towers are dissimilar in size. The south tower is
irregular and has a projection respectively of 11 (southern side) and 12 (northern where
the gate is recessed) meters, with a width of 10 meters, whereas the north tower appears
to project evenly on each side at 13 meters and has a breadth of 10 meters. Each of the
towers probably had a height of 20 meters. The entry reduces from 13 to 3 meters from
west to east. As the other civil and military gates, so too does the Third Military Gate
bear a tower inscription recording the repairs undertaken by John VIII. 160

The Monastery of Abramites had previously been situated about this gate, but
travelers' accounts of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries fail to make any
reference to its continuous residence, leading scholars to the conclusion that it had been
long abandoned or dormant as a religious community at the time of the fall of the city.161

4. The Fourth Military Gate,162 also given as lIiX1 rc3v Te'rc4prmv, between towers
59 and 60 (pl. 46), though sealed at present, has retained its appellation without
alteration. The towers of the Fourth Military Gate are 45 meters at their fullest extent, and
like the Rhegium Gate are 10 meters wide. Each of the towers has a projection of 11
meters and a breadth of 10 meters. Their height, as other military towers, was
approximately 20 meters. The entry from the inner to the outer wall is 3 meters, with a
span of 26 meters between the towers and with no apparent access to the moat area.

Above the sealed portal of the outer wall on the west side is a partial lintel,
overlooked by Paspates, Janin, and Tsangadas, that bears the following inscription:

I IIPINMEN HAN CEIITOC
[FE]OPFIOCE TEI ENCE

[?] all august
George in the year [?]

It is not clear from the evidence at hand whether the lintel is original to the gate at the
outer wall or was added to reinforce the wall at that spot. The reference to a George may
well be the Serbian George Brankovi6, who had been granted the title of despot by John

159 For brief treatments, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 77-78; Dethier, Der
Bosphor and Constantinopel, pp. 52-53; and Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 64 and 66. As they
stress, few Byzantine sources make reference to the military gate. A more adequate, but still brief,
treatment is Janin, "Deuteron, Triton et Pempton," pp. 214-217; and idem, Constantinople
byzantine, pp. 268 and 276.
160 For these inscriptions, cf. Paspates, BUtaPTLPQL Mc-AETaL, p. 52 (nos. 24 and 25); Janin,
Constantinople byzantine, p. 276; and Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 130.
161 For source citations, cf. Janin, "Deuteron, Triton et Pempton," pp. 214-215.
162 Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 68-69.
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VIII in 1429 and may have contributed funds in 1448 for the upkeep of the Theodosian
Walls. 161

This lintel, however, has provoked controversy between Dethier and Mordtmann. The
former164 reads the inscription as follows, adding his own interpolation and supplying the
missing letters:

KAI IIPIN MEN HN IIANEEIITOE
ESZPFIOE ETET Z EN ETI-

Dethier renders the inscription to read:

KaL irpLV p.EV 'rjv 1rc voei TOs aUTY) rl 1rOXLS

I'EWpyLOs ETEV EV Euyev71 aevrjp.

Mordtmann165 maintains that there is little justification for Dethier's interpolation of the
inscription and corrects it to read:

KAIIIPINMENHNIIANCEIITOCO

Mordtmann incorrectly'66 interpolates the text as

Ku l irpi.v µEv 1j iravaeirTos o(u-ros o va'o(;)
I'ECapryloS ETEV EV d,(TEXYIS...)

For him, it translates into French as: "Au paravant deja [cette eglise] etait veneree par
tous.... Georges, l'homme pieux construisit.... " It is clear that there is no general
scholarly consensus for interpolating this incomplete and obscure inscription.

163 On the complex relations of George and John VIII, cf. Nicol, The Last Centuries of Byzantium,
pp. 368, 378, 380, 383-385, 394-395, and esp. 402 for the contribution of George for the
maintenance of the city walls. For some comments on the inscription and repairs, cf. K.-P.
Matschke, "Die Stadt Konstantinopel and die Dynastie der Palaiologen," in idem, Das
spatbyzantinische Konstantinopel. Alte and Neue Beitrage zur Stadtgeschichte zwischen 1261 and
1453 (Hamburg, 2008), pp. 65-66.
164 P. A. Dethier, Nouvelles decouvertes archeologiques faites a Constantinople (Constantinople,
1867), p. 5. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 135, comments upon Dethier's interpolation as "mit
ganz phantastischer Erganzung."
165 Mordtmann, Esquisse, p. 15. After Mordtmann, Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 80,
states without noting the inscription: "The Fourth Military Gate stood between the ninth and tenth
towers to the north of the Porta Rhousiou [Rhegium]. The northern corbel of the outer gateway is
an inscribed stone brought from some other building erected by a certain Georgius." As noted
above, Mordtmann believes the partial lintel was relocated from a church; however, the inscription
is not typical of ecclesiastical lintels. Rather, it displays the style of remodeling lintels common to
the period of John VIII and Constantine XI.
166 The Greek inscription should read: Kal 3rpi.v µEv 1jv 7rdVOE1rT0s o(u ros 6 van(;) reCSpryLOs
ETEUtEV a (TeX11S...).
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The controversy, however, does not rest here. In a recent article,167 the Turkish
archaeologist Neslihan Asutay advances a controversial interpretation for the Fourth
Military Gate, maintaining that the gate is the Gate of Saint Romanos. Her argument is
predicated on a lintel that she observed and photographed on the west side of the inner
wall. She provides no evidence for the origin of the lintel and we can only speculate on
its roots. The lintel is not embedded at the top of the gate; rather it sits on two granite
posts, perhaps midway or a little upward from the top of the gate's entrance. The lintel,
given its shorter length, does not appear to have been embedded above the entrance.

The inscription on the lintel reads:

tIIOPTA MECH EIC4EPOTCAtEIR TON AFION P(OMANONt

She renders this to translate: "Das Mittlere Tor, das zum Heiligen Romanos fiihrt ."168 On
the basis of this inscription she holds that this, the Fourth Military Gate, is the Gate of
Saint Romanos. She does not consider the primary sources on the subject; nor does she
note that during the excavations of the 1950s for an extension of Millet Caddesi, whose
extension we address below, the lintel may have been uncovered at that time and was
temporarily or mistakenly placed at the site she observed. We should add one other point.
Before the extension of the Millet Caddesi, all topographic maps of the area demonstrate
that the road curved to the northwest where it terminated at Top Kapi, the Gate of Saint
Romanos.

Addressing the religious structures in the vicinity, located on the south side of the
broad avenue Millet Caddesi that was extended in the mid- I950s to penetrate the curtain
walls immediately above the Fourth Military Gate, there is a small chapel identified as
Manastir Mescidi, which has a limited and clouded history. There is no agreement among
scholars when this chapel was first constructed, some dating the original structure to the
eleventh century and others to various dates. The edifice has a rectangular shape (pl.
47).169 Our most comprehensive source on this chapel remains the work of Paspates,170

167 Neslihan Asutay, "Die Entdecklung des Romanos-Tores an den Landmauern von Konstan-
tinopel," BZ 96 (2003): 1-4, and appended photographs of the lintel. Cf. her Die Landmaur von
Konstantinopel-Istanbul, pp. 83-94, for a further development of her argument that is predicated on
the existence of an inscription upon a lintel at the Fourth Military Gate that reads: 116p-ra iiaai
eiacpepouoa Sari. Toy a'yLOV `Pmµav6v. Two questions need to be addressed at this point: is the stone
carving more recent, for its coloration and general weathering that do not contrast in the least to the
aged and weathered stone at the Fourth Military Gate; and secondly, was it relocated to this site in
the 1950s with the extension of the Millet Caddesi through the Theodosian Walls? To our
knowledge, no archaeological excavations have been conducted at the site that might provide some
answers to these questions. But regarding the first question, she fails to clarify the Greek usage of
Th A7) rather than 176p7-a, which is of Latin derivation and whose usage is more common after the
Latin conquest in 1204. Lastly, we viewed a substantial number of maps of the area dating from the
fifteenth through the twentieth centuries, and none shows a roadway leading to the Fourth Military
Gate that would justify it being a civil gate.
168 Asutay, "Die Entdeckung des Romanos-Tores," p. 2.
169 The most comprehensive architectural study to date is that of A. A. Pasadaios, ' E7rL 56o

Bu av-rw@v Mvrtµeiaov 7-71S KwvaTarrLvoi7roAE67s ' AyvuaTov ' Ovo swiLas, BLRALOtg'tlKIJ TT q

Ev 'ANvaLs 'ApXaLOAoyLKcg 'ETaLpELas 'ApLa. 55 (Athens, 1965): 56-108. Cf. S. Eyice, Son
devir bizans mimdrisi Istanbul'da devri anitlari [The End of the Byzantine Architectural Epoch. A
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who has concluded that this place of worship belonged to a monastic complex dedicated
to the Theotokos.171 Phokas Maroules built it, he believes, in the fourteenth century.
Phokas Maroules was a "domestic of the imperial table" who served the emperor,
Andronikos II Palaiologos. Maroules was also a commander of guards during the reign of
Andronikos III Palaiologos.172 If this information is accurate, then the rebuilt structure
dates between 1300 and 1340. Maroules must have died about the latter date, for his
widow in 1341 appealed to a patriarchal tribunal to have the monastery converted from a
female to a male institution. The ecclesiastical court held that the original intention of its
founder was to establish a female monastery and his desire should be preserved. Further,
a monastery on canonical grounds could not change its sexual identity.173

Paspates adds that the chapel was constructed on the site of a former Christian church
that had been dedicated to three martyred sisters: Menodora, Metrodora, and
Nymphodora, whose feast day is given as the tenth of September.114 Like Saint
Romanos175 and Saint Kyriake, whom we shall examine below, the three sisters were
martyred in the late antique period, about 304, during the reigns of Maximian and
Diocletian. The chapel, therefore, is another of numerous known monuments to be
dedicated to martyred figures along the full extent of the Theodosian Walls. However, the
structure appears to have no direct relationship to the monastic facility of Saint Romanos,
which was situated immediately to the north above the Millet Caddesi. Saint Romanos
was a male facility, while the Manastir Mescidi remained a female monastery.

Opposite the Manastir Mescidi, across the Millet Caddesi, is located a sixteenth-
century mosque, Kbrekcibasgi Camii, whose external structure has incorporated into its
stone and brickwork Byzantine materials (pls. 48 and 49).176 This edifice in its original
appearance was most probably one of countless minor and particularly insignificant
Christian churches that were scattered throughout this region of the Mesoteikhion. No
name has been discovered to provide the structure with identification. The rectangular-
shaped mosque reused Byzantine materials in its construction. This reuse is clearly
apparent in the columns with their Byzantine capitals at the front porch. The columns

Monument of the Istanbul Palaiologan Period] (Istanbul, 1980), pp. 34-38, with an extensive
number of plates following. For a restatement of previous scholarship on the Manastir Mescidi, cf.
Freely and Cakmak, pp. 228-230, and their accompanying plates 156-158. They claim that this
structure is again "a working mosque" (p. 158), although during our survey of the mosque in 2003
we did not observe any religious activity,.
170 Paspates, MeA rcx6, pp. 376-377. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, ch. 18 (pp.
262-264), draws extensively upon the work of Paspates. Muller-Wiener, pp. 84-85, provides a brief
synopsis, giving a history and description of the structure. His bibliography, however, is quite
complete, for he draws not only upon the standard Greek and western sources, but includes a
substantial number of Turkish works that are not generally consulted.
171 Miklosich and Muller, 1: 221.
172 Ioannis Cantacuzeni, p. 255; and Nicephori Gregorae historiae Byzantinae, ed. I. Bekker,
CSHB (Bonn, 1855), pp. 407, 409.
173 Miklosich and Miller, 1: 221.
174 For the collective vita of the three sisters,; cf. especially Symeon Metaphrastes, PG 115: cols.
653-666; further, epr7cxevTCxr1 eta 8 (Athens, 1966): 1124-1125, and 1130; and 9 (Athens,
1966): 632. Also, Halkin, 2: 115.
175 Cf. supra, pp. 319 if.
176 Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches.,. pp. 263; identifies the mosque as Kurkju Jamissi.
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also have drill holes, giving evidence of Christian crosses mounted on them. To the right
of the columns may be observed a water receptacle that could have been a baptismal font
and Holy Water container. Van Millingen notes that "an old font, turned upside down and
made to serve as a well-head by having its bottom knocked out, lies on a vacant lot on the
same side of the street as Monastir Mesjedi [sic], but nearer the gate of S.
Romanus...."177 The font may have been relocated to the present site at the mosque.

5. The Fifth Military Gate, the Pempton, immediately above the Lykos River
between towers 77 and 78 (pl. 50), is usually given in Greek as IIopTa rob lIEµirrou and
in Turkish variously as Aya Kiriaky, Sulu Kule Kapi [the Gate of the Water Tower], and
Orulii Kapi [the Mended Gate].17' After the fall of the city, the gate came to be labeled
Hucum Kapi, the Gate of the Assault. The towers guarding the Fifth Military Gate, the
Pempton, are at their greatest extent 41 meters apart and like the other gate towers have a
projection of 11 meters, a width of 10 meters, and most probably a height of 20 meters.
The entry is 5 meters broad.

This military gate, which played a vital role in the siege of 1453, has been
substantially documented as early as the fifth century in notable Byzantine sources.
Palladios' Life of Saint John Chrysostom and the Life of Philaretos,179 among other
works, are clear in their identifications of the Pempton. Palladios, in particular, writes:180

...rn E'rtauplov yovv o BaaiAEVs 'rob yu tvacr 'ijvaL Ev r( 1rapaKEL1EVCa

fCESL(tJ, ELSE Tr)V acrlropov yT1V T'r1V TO l i'wrov AEUXELIIOVOUnoa'....

...on the next day the emperor came out to exercise in the nearby field and he saw the
unsown earth around the Pempton....

Over the course of centuries, the gate underwent substantial repair and modifications.
Natural disasters as seasonal flooding of the Lykos River, earthquakes, as well as general
aging and normal deterioration contributed to the need for repair and modifications. This
alteration is especially apparent in the current state of the gate (pl. 51). The arch had been
lowered through successive repairs by utilizing smaller bricks and stones.181

17 Ibid., pp. 262-263.
178 On Orulii Kapi, cf. Miiller-Wiener, p. 187.
179 Dialogus de Vita s. Joannis Chrysostomi, PG 47: col. 34; "Vita s. Philareti," ed. A. A. Vasiliev,
Byzantion 9 (1934): 159.18. Cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 70; and especially Janin, "Deuteron,
Triton et Pempton," pp. 217-219. For a brief explanation concerning the numbering of this gate, cf.
"IIcTpLa KWV0fTavTLV0U7r6XEWs III," 138 (pp. 258-259).
180 Dialogus de Vita s. Joannis Chrysostomi, col. 34.
181 Such conditions have already been noted by Paspates in the nineteenth century; cf his
interesting comments in BuravrLVai MEAETaL, pp. 33-34, who further points out recent acts of
destruction: Tw 1868 ....t ya µEpoc TOU E1;WTEpLK6 TELXOU(, KaL Wa'[L1r0XX0L 7ripyoL, IE60V TTIS

I 16X% To3 IIEµirroU Kal TOll 'A'yLou 'PWµavou, KaTTl&atp%a1.9T1aaV BLOC OtpT1VCOV Kal 7rUpLTL-

8oc.... 'EK 714q 7rE'Tpac TaUT-9c avrjyeLpav of '019WµaV0L o'XOAELOV 7repLtpavEc, b'iaa&V TOU
a&ro-KpaTOpLKOU TEILEVOUS EEALµLE.... 11p6s 3opp&v Kal 7rXT16L0V TY11; 7riA71S ToU 11Eiirrou,

1LEy0CA0C 7rlpyos, OOTLc aVTL XLAL(, V 'ypOOLWV E7rWA1i i1 QU'yXpOVWS ELc 7rOAUTOCAaV-

ToY '075Wµav0'v, 7rpo1i.1 eµevov V& OLK0801ATj0,1 AL7DLVOV µEyapov.'EK T41V 79EµEALWV TOU 7rUpyou

TOUTOU 7ra1.L7r0AAa µo1pµapa E7rL L' KT1 Kal TWV 07ro(WV M&Ka 7jaav
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Unlike other gates, the outer wall curves inward (pi. 52) toward the gate towers at the
inner wall. The design of the gate demonstrates that it had only a military function with
no bridge or ramp over the moat for commercial and civilian traffic. It is doubtful that in
1453 a moat was extant. Most probably, because of repeated natural disasters, only a
ditch for defensive purposes existed before the military gate. However, on the occasion of
Mehmed II's attack in 1453, some modern English scholars have mentioned that the gate
was transformed for broader uses after the Gate of Saint Romanos was closed. Pears
states:182 "...1 believe that when Top Capou, which beyond doubt had been known as the
Gate of Saint Romanos, was closed, the Pempton was generally spoken of as the St.
Romanus Gate. The Italians, who had the largest share in the defence in the Lykus valley,
probably ignorant of any name for the Military Gate which led from the city into the
peribolos, called it by the name of the nearest Civil Gate." The contentions of Pears,
Bury, Setton, and others who adhere to this speculation are without foundation. By April
1453, the immediate sector about the Pempton was in considerable disrepair. The
scheduled repairs had not taken place prior to the assault. This necessitated the hasty
construction of a wooden stockade, as the accounts attest. 183 Without doubt, the site of the
Fifth Military Gate was the most vulnerable sector for the repeated assaults of human
waves of Mehmed's armies. But Baker and Pears, among other scholars ,184 maintain that
Mehmed placed his great cannon (pl. 53) against this gate. The illogicity of this
placement is apparent. In military terms, Mehmed would have employed strength against
strength; hence, a great cannon, in itself quite weighty and bulky, that fired a 1,200-
pound stone shot missile against a wooden stockade makes no sense. The great cannon
was designed as a bombard to breach the facilities of a stone and brick gate and its
adjacent stone and brick towers and curtain walls.

The presence of a religious structure, the Church of Saint Kyriake, in close proximity
to the Pempton Gate became fundamental in the argumentation of modem scholars. Like
the Church of Saint Romanos, the Church of Saint Kyriake was also commemorated to a
martyred saint. Saint Kyriake died during the persecutions of Diocletian. Her death,
however, is not a direct result of execution. Rather, after extensive torture she prevailed
upon her captors before her scheduled execution to permit her to recite her final prayers
and while doing so she expired.185 Her feast day is celebrated on the seventh of July.

EVelr.ypatpa...Ta, ILEV µa'pgapa, 4.LETaK0l,LL6t vTa &XXax&ie, EXatci'Naav EK VEOU, at bE
E''rLypayaL, E7rLFEXWS ypapei aat, E'YLVaV arapav(YWeµa Tr c cppLKaXEac irupKaLaC TOO 1870.
METc TLVa KaLpOV rj Ka7E&IXt9LWLC T41v TELXO V E'RaUUE. Cf. Schneider, "The City-Walls of
Istanbul," p. 465.
'82 Pears, p. 136, n. 1.
113 Ibid., pp. 345-346; also Paspates, BvravTLVai MEAETat, pp. 70-74, who earlier offered
generally different thoughts from the conjectures of Pears and his argument of Turkish "reverse
transference."
184 B. Granville Baker, The Walls of Constantinople (London, 1910; repr. New York, 1975), p. 219;
Pears, p. 283. Among other scholars, cf. Mordtmann, Esquisse, pp. 23-24; and PaL 2: 114-116.
185 For her synaxarion, cf. `AycoAoyLov 7-' ( ' Op6oU ou ' EKKA7jaiac, p. 262; and ©priCKEUTLid
Ka% 'IItKi 'EyevKAolra(SELa 7: 1143-1144. The latter reproduces in black and white an icon of
Saint Kyriake that is deposited in Saint Catherine's Monastery, Mount Sinai.
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Among the first scholars to devote attention to the Church of Saint Kyriake was
Hammer.'86 He identifies the church as Aja Kyriaki, that is, the Church of the Holy
Sunday. Dethier,187 investigating the burial site of an infant child of Justin II and the
postern of Georgios, identifies the child's name as Baia and the church of his internment
known then to the Byzantines as Kvp1.aKI' T(V Bc uv and also the Church of Palm
Sunday. Dethier cites an inscription which he admits may not be accurate that reads:188

EViMSE KCYTCYKELTCYL -tEpµ v x Bata YEV BILE 5U YaTpoc ' IOUQTLVOU TOU EVSO OU

KOUp09raX0''TOU N.TIVL 'OKTWRpLOU a' 'IVSLKTLWVOS II'.

Here lies Fermina Baia, the offspring of the daughter of Justinus, the glorious
Kouropalates, [who died] on the first [day] of October, of the 13th Indiction.

If Dethier is inclined to identify the burial site with the Church of Saint Kyriake that was
established opposite the inner high walls of the city, he admits that he has deferred further
discussion of the church until a later date. But he acknowledges that the high (inner)
walls are of interest to archaeologists.

Manouel I. Gedeon,'89 perhaps following up on the observations of Dethier, writes
that an inscription for the Church of Saint Kyriake dates to 1730. Unfortunately, he has
not preserved the text of the inscription, unless it is the same as noted above by Dethier or
something similar. Important, however, is the contribution of Mordtmann,190 who draws
upon Kananos,191 whose account dates to 1422 and the siege of Murad II, to establish the
existence of the Church of Saint Kyriake. Kananos records:

` v 'Yap 6 TO'Iro K0L OOUSa KaL in p'YOS 1rXjo(ov T' q a'YLas,

R EUOV PWµaVOU TOU QYLOU KIXL TTjC, Xapaic TE T'TlV IrUXT1V, MIL 7rX1 aLE6TEp0V

TOUTWV EL(; TOV TrOTa OV TOV E9rovo AUKOV.

As for the place, the moat, and the tower in the vicinity of Saint Kyriake, that is
midway between Saint Romanos and the Gate of Charisios and is nearer this river
called Lykos.

Janin,192 without providing sufficient evidence or citing a specific source, believes that it
is very plausible that a female monastery was associated with the Church of Saint
Kyriake. We have no concrete written, architectural, or archaeological knowledge to
conclude that this was indeed true and all statements remain conjectural.

186 Hammer, 1: 464.
187 Dethier, Nouvelles decouvertes archeologiques, p. 4.
188 Ibid.
189 M. I. Gedeon, IlpotKOVV,qaoc 'E1CKAi7aLD:aTLK1) Hapo.i o! Nao'L i ai Moval (Constantinople,

1895), p. 70.
190 Mordtmann, Esquisse, pp. 16 and 22.
191 John Kananos, dL'!)'ygo- 7rEPL Toii EV KwvaravTwov7r6AEL ' eyovOros 7roAEjlov, CSHB (Bonn,

1838), 462; also PG 146: col. 65 B.
192 Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, p. 351. He had earlier developed this idea in his La
Geographie ecclesiastique, 3: 302.
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The exact location of the Church of Saint Kyriake is problematic. 193 Hammer places
two mosques in proximity to the Pempton Gate, the first being located two blocks to the
northeast and the second at least four blocks to the southeast.194 These locations appear
quite unlikely as sources for Dethier's miscalculations. If the Church of Saint Kyriake is
also to be identified with that of rob Kvpov, then Guilland,195 after Janin, would situate
the church not far from the Gate of Saint Romanos, which Guilland clearly identifies as
Top Kapi. Janin,196 elsewhere, believes that the Church of Saint Kyriake depended upon
the ramparts in this area for protection, but he later197 does not clarify the distinction
between Kyriake and 'ra' KupLaKou, which are not the same institutions. 198 The younger
Mordtmann199 recognizes that a church was associated with the Pempton and notes that
the Byzantines locally called the Fifth Military Gate the Gate of Saint Kyriake, which is
not improbable. He leaves no doubt that at the end of the nineteenth century the gate was
identified by the Turks as Hucum Kapi, the Gate of the Assault. Pears200 and Van
Millingen201 also admit the proximity of Saint Kyriake to the Pempton. Van Millingen,
however, bases his conclusion on the statement of Kananos.202

That a Church of Saint Kyriake existed, perhaps as late as 1453 and even later in a
rebuilt and remodeled form, is indisputable. Its origins, however, have not been
documented and, given the absence of physical evidence, no conclusions can be reached.
Even its location remains uncertain. To the present, our visual observations in the area of
Sulu Kule and in close proximity to portions of the surviving inner land walls and towers,
which are in very poor state of disrepair, have shown no evidence of the church or a
monastic facility.203 There is an exception to our preliminary conclusions. E.
Mamboury204 summarizes the archaeological excavations of 1933 that were conducted

193 For possible locations, cf, supra: Map 3 of the Mesoteikhion.
194 Cf. Hammer's maps.
19s Guilland, Etudes de Topographie de Constantinople Byzantine, p. 99.
196 Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, p. 263.
197 Ibid., p. 351.
198 For his confusion of 'Ay. KUPLaKr and KupuzKOb Toe), cf. his La Geographie
ecclesiastique, 3: 302.
199 Mordtmann, Esquisse, pp. 21 if.
200 Pears, pp. 240, 269 n. 1, and 431.
201 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 82.
202 Ibid., p. 82, n. 1; and cf. supra, p. 447.
203 Our most recent visual survey (May-June 2003) of the southern limits of Sulu Kule discovered
no mosques in the area or the remains of any Christian or Islamic structures. The southern limits of
Sulu Kule border on an extensive hospital complex, which may have incorporated the sites of Saint
Kyriake and the mosques.
204 E. Mamboury, "Les fouilles byzantines A Istanbul et dans sa banlieue immediate aux XIXe et
XXe siecles," Byzantion 11 (1936): 272-273. Cf. A. Mufti, Istanbul Asariatika Muzeleri Necriyati
[The Publications of the Ancient Monuments of the Istanbul Museum] (1934). More recently,
significant preliminary archaeological studies in the Sulu Kule area have identified additional
remains from the Byzantine era. Cf F. Ozgiimu§, "Istanbul Fatih Ilgesi Sufular, Iskenderpa,sa,
Hasan Halife, Muhtesip Iskender, Kececi Karaba§, Sulukule Mahalleleribde Yaplan 2002 Y111
Arkeolojik Yuzey Ara§tlrmala [2002 Archaeological Field Surveys at Sofular, iskenderpa,sa, Hasan
Halife, Muhtesip Iskender, Kegeci Karaba§, and Sulukule in Fatih, Istanbul]," in 21. Araftirma
Sonuglarl Toplantisi, 26-31 Mayis 2003. Ankara. Kultur ve Turizm Bakanhgi Yayrnlan, 2996-
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about the Mosque of Fatih and the burned-out Mosque of Feneri Isa, which are several
blocks removed from the inner wall. Excavations have uncovered the remnants of a grand
structure. More significant was the find of a sarcophagus that bears the family inscription
of the late sixth-century Byzantine emperor Maurice. The relationship of these finds to
the Church and Monastery of Saint Kyriake was not established and more work at the site
and study of the artifacts needs to be accomplished.

A contemporary to the events of 1453, Nestor-Iskander, the young Russian monastic
novice, reflects vividly the puzzlement then present at the height of the battle. Nestor-
Iskander writes:205

14 RKO yTpyaHHIa crbHOy, HaBaAJIB'b cTp'l3JIHHIa H3'b 6ojibmie nymKbl, pice ganxy
pa30pMTH CT'kHy. 14 BOXiJIM'b BeJIhHieM'b not'IAe siApo B'bmie CThHbI, TOKMO ceMb

3y6013b 3axBaTK. 14 ygapHcsi x,gpo no i1epKOBHO13 cT'hHh m pacnaAeca SIKO npaxb.
14 BHAIBme Ty cywie JiioAie 6aaroAapHma Eora. H SIKO yxe o nwJiyAHe -
HanaAHma B1 Apyrbie.

With a. shot from the great cannon they [the Turks] attempted to fatigue the wall with
the hope of destroying it. Through the will of God, the shot passed above the wall,
grasping only seven teeth [= battlements]. The shot struck a church wall and fell apart
as dust. Seeing what had happened, the people gave thanks to God. Since it was
already mid-day, they [the Turks] aimed both [cannons].

Nestor-Iskander, obviously, does not identify the church by name because it was
unknown to him; nor do any Greek or Genoese sources record this event. What is clear is
that at the height of the conflict, confusion prevailed and the designation of religious
sites, perhaps long abandoned, was not germane to the immediate needs of the struggle.

However, this singular event has precipitated a major historiographical misjudgment
that continues to the present. In the nineteenth century, Philippe A. Dethier, then director
of the Imperial Museum of Antiquity in Constantinople, ushered in this monumental
miscalculation with his French translation of Nestor-Iskander's The Tale of
Constantinople, which account he retitled the Anonymous Moscovita.206 In his
interpolation of the cited passage, Dethier correctly understood that a stone shot from the
great cannon had struck the battlements and then incorrectly states that the stone shot
imbedded itself in a church wall. He identified this church as Saint Kyriake and herein
lies the problem that has had a profound influence on subsequent interpretations of this
event and the overall Turkish campaign.

Dethier argues that the basilika or great cannon was placed opposite the Pempton,207
which during the course of the siege came to be identified by the Italian defenders as the

2/Kii1ti r Vanklan ve Miizeler Genel Mudtirliigii Yannlan, 98, 2 vols. (Ankara, 2004): 136 and
141, fig. 8.
205 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (OfIts Origin and Capture), 24 (pp. 42-43);
Leonid, p. 12.
206 In Dethier and Hopf, 2/1: 1047-1122.
207 Ibid,, p. 1065. He further concludes, ibid., 22: 432, that the Gate of Saint Romanos was not Top
Kapi, but the Pempton.
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"Gate of Saint Romanos."208 The fact that a shot from the great cannon as Nestor-
Iskander notes struck the battlements209 and then impacted a church wall led Dethier to
the conclusion to fix the site for this event about the Pempton and the Church of Saint
Kyriake, which he believed was nearby.

Edwin Pears, after Dethier and strongly influenced by him, has elaborated extensively
on this misidentification. Pears unequivocally states:210

The only church in the neighbourhood either of Top Capon [sic] or the Pempton was
one dedicated to St. Kyriake, which was in the Lycus valley near the Pempton.

Pears is correct in his rendering of the topographical features of the vicinity about the
Pempton Gate. His statement that the church of Saint Kyriake is the only church in the
neighborhood encompassing the Mesoteikhion is erroneous. As we have noted above,
there was a Church of Saint Romanos nearby to the south and most probably it was a part
of a monastic complex that casts a new and different light on the subject and necessitates
reinterpretation.

John Bagnell Bury, who edited Edward Gibbon's The History of the Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire, notes: 211

The chief place of assault was in the Lycus Valley, which lay between the Gates of
Hadrianople (Porta Charisii) on the north, and Romanus on the south. Here was the
Pempton or Fifth Military Gate. Dethier suggested, and Pears.. .has made it virtually
certain, that the `Gate of Romanus' in the accounts of the siege is meant, not the old
gate of that name, but the Pempton. This assumption alone is consistent with the
circumstances of the final attack. The present name of the old gate of S. Romanus,
Top Kapu = Cannon Gate, seems to have been due to reverse transference.

That Pears heavily influenced Bury is obvious.
Sir Steven Runciman appears to equivocate when he made the following statement in

his work on the fall of Constantinople. He writes:212

The Gate of Saint Romanus, the present Top Kapusi, was at the highest point of the
ridge. The ground then dropped about a hundred feet into the valley of the little river
Lycus, which passed through a conduit under the walls two hundred yards south of the
Fifth Military Gate. This gate, which was thus on the floor of the valley, had been

208 For this reidentification and relocation of the Gate of Saint Romanos, we should not attribute
this confusion solely to Nicold Barbaro, a Venetian physician who spent much of the period of the
siege aboard a ship in the Golden Hom. Dethier and his interpreters have contributed immensely to
this misjudgment. See supra the sections on the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Gate of the
Pempton for a further discussion.
209 Pears, pp. 429 f£ He incorrectly gives the number of battlements as five, whereas Nestor-
Iskander cites the number as seven. Cf. Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its
Origin and Capture), 24 (pp. 42-43).
210 Pears, p. 433. [Italics ours.]
211 Gibbon, 7: 186, n. 46. [Italics ours.]
212 FC, p. 91. [Italics ours.]
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known to the Byzantines as the Gate of Saint Kyriake, from the name of a nearby
church. But it seems to have been called popularly the Military Gate of Saint
Romanus; and writers describing the siege continually confuse it with the civil Gate of
Saint Romanus.

He adds in a note :213

But I accept unhesitatingly Pears's view that the Romanus Gate mentioned in the
accounts of the siege must generally be identified as the Fifth Military Gate. As he
[Pears] points out, the old name `Pempton' never occurs after the seventh century, nor
does the later name of the Gate of Saint Kyriake appear in accounts of the siege. Yet it
is the only gate in the Lycus valley, in the section of the walls where the fiercest
fighting took place. It seems clear that it was known at the time as the Military Gate
of St. Romanus and that when contemporary writers refer to the Romanus Gate they
usually mean it rather than the Civil Gate of St. Romanus, the present Top Kapu, up
the hill to the south.

Runciman, therefore, has confounded the question by introducing two gates of Saint
Romanos, a civil and a military. And yet there was no transference or reverse
transference of gate names.

More often than not the Italian scribes, who had no direct opportunity to observe first
hand the combat at the walls, write in broad and general terms and speak of sectors rather
than specific points along the inner walls. Their lack of precise knowledge is
understandable. Byzantine sources are not at issue because none of the four major Greek
scribes who were contemporaneous to the events of 1453 was present at the height of the
conflict in the vicinity of the Mesoteikhion. Even Nestor-Iskander, who was present in
the sector and most probably on the walls or in the towers between the Gate of Saint
Romanos and the Pempton, demonstrates that he had no precise knowledge of their
names. Such confusion is commonplace at the peak of combat. Turkish sources had no
reason to double name the Pempton Gate as the Gate of the Cannon and the Gate of
Assault, and their current designations and distinctions remain valid. Ddthier introduced
the misconceptions regarding these gates and Pears compounded the problem with his
eloquent discussion of the situation at the walls. Runciman, doubtless, demonstrates
inventiveness, for at no time can we discover evidence to justify the designation of a civil
and military Gate of Saint Romanos. Rather, until the discovery of new written sources
and physical evidence contemporary to 1453, their conclusions are at best conjectural.

213 Ibid., p. 218, n. 1. [Italics ours.] D. M. Nicol, The Last Centuries of Byzantium, 1261-1453
(New York, 1972; 2a ed. Cambridge, 1993), p. 409, states: "The struggle was fiercest at the gate
called the Gate of St. Romanos." He judiciously avoids being drawn into a discussion of the
controversies concerning the civil and military gates of Saint Romanos, unlike earlier English
scholars.
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V. The Northwest Fortifications

The defensive fortifications in the northwest (albeit not an extension nor intended to be
an extension of the Theodosian Walls214), from Tekfur Saray or the Porphyrogenite
Palace to the Golden Horn, are difficult to study, Little scholarly attention has been
devoted to them and the few references to them both in primary and secondary sources
are comparatively brief. That these walls were built in three main stages over a span
approaching six hundred years, with intermediate and subsequent reconstruction,
modifications, and repairs, demonstrates that they were added with no precise defensive
scheme in mind, but rather satisfied the needs of the moment.

A. The Walls of Herakleios, Leo V the Armenian, and Manuel I Komnenos, and
Their History
Lacking distinctive features, the single wall of Herakleios (610-641) was erected in 627
and is designated in the sources as MovoTe%Xoc BXaXepvwv215 or TJXoq 'r@v
BXaXepv iv 216 The main reason for its construction217 was to provide a defensive barrier
that would protect the Blakhernai Palace (pl. 54) beside the Sixth Hill and the nearby
Church of the Virgin. An additional reason for this fortification was to provide a
protective restraint for the Blakhernai quarter that was in fact an exposed and vulnerable
suburb outside any defensive scheme for the city and its environs 218 The Blakhernai
quarter, however, had had a defensive barrier, proprio muro vallata,219 which apparently
was insufficient at the moment or had probably required major repair or replacement by
627. The chief threats to this sector then were the armed assaults of the Avars, Slavs, and

214 For a brief discussion of the presence or the absence of defensive fortifications in the northwest,
cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 116 if.
215 Theophanes, Chronographia, ed. Classen, pp. 568 and 592.
216 Symeon Magistri ac Logothetae Annales, in Theophanes Continuatus, b annes Cameniata,,
Symeon Magister, and Georgius Monachus, ed. I. Bekker, Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae
(Bonn, 1838), p. 618. Also, V. I. Sreznevskij, VHMEOHA /HET4 p4tTA H IIoro4ETA enifemIE MIpJ 0Ta
66ITM H Ahromintrc 606p4Ha 0T3 p43AHIHMIXA i1TOHHIEL{8. CAAHAIHEKHH fttE604a ,((OHHICH CHMEOHA

fforooETA [Symeon Metaphrastes and Logothetes Account of the World from Existence and an
Annal Gathered from Various Chronicles. The Slavonic Translation of the Chronicle of Symeon
Logothetes] (St. Petersburg, 1905); reprs., idem, Slavjasky perevod chroniki Simeona Logotheta
[London, 1971]; and idem, Die Chronik de Symeon Metaphrastes and Logothetes, Slavische
Propylaen 99 [Munich, 1971]).
217 For the construction, reconstruction, and subsequent repairs, cf. Miiller-Wiener, pp. 308-310;
Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 121-123; Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 285-286; Paspates,
Bvlavr vc ME11ETaL, pp. 19 and 92-99; and idem, HoALopxia, pp. 35, 38-39, and 45-47.
218 The Chronicon Paschale, ed. Dindorf, pp. 702-703, records for 612 the death of Augusta
Eudokia on Sunday, August 13. Further, this passage relates that she had died "at the suburban
palace of Blachemai," and her body was transported by boat "to the Palace in the city." Cf. Whitby
and Whitby, p. 154.
219 Notitia, ad. Reg. XIV, in Notitia Dignitatum, ed. O. Seeck, Notitia Urbis Constantinopoli
(Berlin, 1876). On the historical and archaeological difficulties of studying the walls in this sector,
cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 1: 100 ff.; and Tsangadas, pp. 75-76.
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their allies the Persians.220 The Chronicon Paschale attests to the seriousness of these
aggressions that had commenced the previous year (626).221

The wall (pl. 55) of Leo V the Armenian (815-820), constructed in 813 for the main
purpose of thwarting the anticipated attacks of the Bulgar Khan Krum,222 adds a
perplexing dimension to the Herakleian Wall, which today is in poor condition and not
visible because of the construction of the former. In essence, Leo V added a wall and
broad moat before the Herakleian fortification.223 The former was placed at a slant from
south to north approximately 22 (71.5 feet) to 16 (52 feet) meters before the Herakleian
Wall'224 thus forming a citadel.225 This stronghold came to be designated the Brachionion
of Blakhernai, To 3paXOOVLov TOW BXaXepv iv. And yet the fortification of Leo V has
received only fleeting scholarly attention.226

Scholars have devoted more interest to the lengthier wall (pl. 56) of Manuel I
Komnenos (1143-1180).227 This structure, unlike the previous short walls in their

220 The most recent study of Herakleios' reign and the combined threat is that of W. E. Kaegi,
Heraclius, Emperor of Byzantium (Cambridge, 2003). Especially significant are pp. 134-141;
however, Kaegi does not address the need for a defensive wall about Blakhemai. Cf. Theophanes,
Chronographia, ed. Classen, pp. 487 ff.; ibid., Mango and Scott edition, pp. 448 ff.; and Chronicon
Paschale, ed. Dindorf, pp. 715-726. The hostilities at this sector are addressed by especially by F.
Bari§id, "Le Siege de Constantinople par les Avares et les Slaves en 626," Byz 24 (1954): 371-395;
also Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, esp. p. 166; and Tsangadas, pp. 23-27.
221 Cf., the Chronicon Pachale, ed. Dindorf, esp. pp. 724-725, and 726. This source emphasizes that
a wall was built "around the Church of Our Lady, the Mother of God, outside the so-called Pteron,"
wherein was deposited the girdle of the Theotokos. Also, Whitby and Whitby, pp. 178-181.
Procopius, De JEdificis, in Procopii Caesariensis opera omnia, ed. J. Haury, 3/2 (Leipzig, 1913):
l.c.3, relates: irpo rou TrepLRoXou, Ev X6pq K aXou L Vw BXaX6pvaLs.
222 On Krum's wars and relations with Byzantium and the Slavs, especially noteworthy are J. V. A.
Fine, Jr., The Early Medieval Balkans: A Critical Survey from the Sixth to the Late Twelfth Century
(Ann Arbor, 1983), pp. 94-106; F. Dvomik, Les Slavs, Byzance et Rome au IXe siecle (Paris, 1926),
passim; and idem, The Slavs: Their Early History and Civilization (Boston, 1956), passim. Cf.
Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 102-104; Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 166-174;
and Paspates, HoALopKLa, p. 36.
223 Tsangadas, p. 27 f.; and for the repairs, Foss and Winfield, pp. 66-67.
224 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 168, holds the "the Wall of Leo stands 77 feet to
the West of the Wall of Heraclius, running parallel to it for some 260 feet...." Tsangadas, p. 27,
very closely after Van Millingen, states "this wall of Leo V stands about seventy-five feet to the
west of the wall of Heraclius, running parallel to it for about 250 feet...." Meyer-Plath and
Schneider, 2: 100 if., do not address these particular points.
225 One of the most confusing aspects in secondary literature is the placement of the Pteron, which
infers a two-sided fortification, among numerous other definitions in classical and Byzantine
sources. The Pteron has been identified with the Herakleion-Leonine citadel, but whether this
identification is valid remains unresolved in modem scholarship. For the issues linked to the
placement of the Pteron, cf. Tsangadas, pp. 29-32, and passim.
226 Notable for limited or no attention are Janin, Constantinople byzantine; and Mordtmann,
Esquisse topographique de Constantinople.
227 For a brief history of the wall of Manuel Komnenos, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, p. 122 f.
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construction methods,228 employed novel approaches for the defense of the Blakhernai
sector.229 While the Theodosian Walls have an inner and outer barrier, the wall of Manuel
Komnenos was constructed with a single rampart, employing distinctive craftsmanship. It
links with the Porphyrogenite Palace, bends to the west at almost a ninety-degree angle
and then to the north at a perpendicular, ultimately linking with the fortifications of
Herakleios and Leo V. The Komnenian fortification lacks a moat, mainly because of the
difficulty of the terrain. The abrupt rise and descent of the land surface negated the need
for a water barrier.230

B. The Physiognomy of the Northwestern Fortifications
Addressing first the Herakleian Wall, this fortification was situated in a relatively level
area with some declining slant of the terrain at the north end. The area was also noted for
its marshy characteristics. The length and dimensions of the rampart are problematic and
are, therefore, not interpreted by several scholars, notably Van Millingen and Tsangadas.
For Meyer-Plath and Schneider, the wall has little interest. Foss and Winfield'231
however, begin the Herakleian Wall a few meters (actually 5 meters) south of tower 16,
at the north side of the Gate of Saint Nicholas, excluding tower 15, which lies within and
on the southeast corner of the citadel complex. They note its extension on the north side
linking with the sea wall about the postern of Saint Anastasios and the Kiliomene Gate
(now the Ayvan Saray Kapisi) near the Golden Horn. The full length, reckoning all
sections of the curtain walls including towers and gates, approaches 230 meters (747.5
feet). Within the citadel proper, the total length is approximately 115 meters (373.75
feet). The three hexagonal towers within the stronghold, that is towers 15, 16, and 18,
have respective widths of 14, 15, and 12 meters, and projections beyond the curtain wall
of 12, 14, and 10 meters. The tower heights are 24, 25, and 20 meters. The heights of the
curtain wall vary substantially. The southernmost curtain wall, outside the citadel is
approximately 30 meters long (its height varies between 5 and 6 meters), although it
remains unclear whether this extension, like the northern, was part of the original
construction or a later addition. Within the citadel, the curtain wall's height between
towers 15 and 16 meters is 5 meters, with a length of approximately 20 meters. Between
towers 16 and 18, the curtain wall is interrupted by a rectangular tower (numbered 17, but
whose function is unclear) that has a width of 7 meters and projects westward
approximately 4 meters, with a tower height of 10 meters. The walls on each side are
dissimilar. On the southern side of the rectangular tower the curtain wall has a length of
15 meters and a height of 7 meters, while to the north of it, the wall length is much
shorter at 8 meters, but has a height of 8 meters. Angling to the northeast outside the
immediate stronghold, if the enclosed area is not considered a part of the citadel, although

228 Cf. Foss and Winfield, pp. 42 if. and 56 ff.; and Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 109-114. For an
expanded description of the high arches and buttresses in the arcades, cf. Tsangadas, p. 164.
229 For a most recent and cogent study of this sector and its relationship to the XIV'h Region, cf. C.
Mango, "Le mystere de la XIVe region de Constantinople," in Melanges Gilbert Dagron, Travaux
et Memoires 14 (Paris, 2002): 449-455.
230 For the difficult topography of the Blakhemai region, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 104-
105; and A. M. Schneider, "Die Blachernen," Oriens 4/1 (1951): 80-120.
231 Cf. their sketch of the walls about the Blakhernai district, p. 247. For a contrast, cf. "Sketch Plan
of the Blachemae Quarter," in Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, end plate.
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it appears to be, the Herakleian Wall has a length of approximately 36 meters and a
height of only 5 meters. Beyond the stronghold, the curtain wall to the Kiliomene Gate
has an approximate length of 75 meters and a height of 5 meters. This extension is
punctuated by three rectangular towers, which appear to be modeled after the tower
within the citadel. Its two curtain walls, approaching 27 meters in length, appear to have
nearly identical dimensions. The overall thickness of the Herakleian Wall along its full
extent appears to be about 3 meters. There seems to be no rational explanation, neither
topographic nor relating to the subsoil, that could influence construction methods, for the
substantial variations in the dimensions of these walls and towers. Clearly, the Herakleian
Wall is distinguished by the complexity and peculiarity of its design, but is noted for the
simplicity of its construction232

The wall of Leo V, doubtless, is notable for its uncomplicated design, crenellated
construction,233 and the absence of substantial towers along its length, except for the three
towers at the north end of the wall. Beginning with the southern extension of the curtain
wall, which parallels the exterior prolongation of the Herakleian Wall, the former has a
length of 25 meters and a height of 10 meters. Turning ninety degrees to the west, the
Leonine Wall extends 23 meters and then parallels the Herakleian for 100 meters, with
the exception of a design feature, an outward projection of 4 meters and a length of 25
meters at the approximate center of the curtain wall, that mimics the facing of a fortress
entrance, which it is not. Whether the original intention was to have a fortress facing
containing a main entry is unclear from any evidence at hand. At the northwestern comer
stands the tower of Saint Nicholas. To its northern side was added a short curtain wall,
perhaps no more than 10 meters in length and a height of perhaps 5 meters, but which
includes one side of the structure that houses the Holy Well of Saint Nicholas. The
overall length on this northern side is 20 meters. The bulwark, then, short of the mid-
point has an unnumbered and unnamed tower according to all sources, and projects
northward up to 9 meters with a width of only 6 meters and a height of 7 meters. The
curtain wall continues for another 28 meters and terminates with an irregular-shaped
tower that is neither square nor rectangular, but polygonic. It is four-sided (if we
incorporate a portion of the Herakleian Wall on the southern edge), with its eastern wall
substantially shorter than its western. The overall length of the Leonine Wall is
approximately 161.5 meters and generally the height of the curtain walls is 5 meters with
a thickness of 5 meters in the southern sections and 3 meters in the northern, which does
not present an insurmountable deterrent to an invader.

The wall of Manuel Komnenos (pl. 56) commences at the Porphyrogenite Palace
(Tekfiir Saray), then abruptly turns to the northwest for approximately 111 meters
(360.75 feet) 234 It then proceeds northward, eventually curving to the northeast where it
links up with the underground vaults and the towers and walls of the Anemas Prison 235

The full length of the Komnenan Wall is 551 meters (1,790.71 feet).236 Towers punctuate
the wall. The first five towers are U-shaped, the next three are pentagonal (the sixth side

232 On this, cf. Foss and Winfield, pp. 50 if.
233 Ibid.
234 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, end piece, undersizes the length at 103.5 meters.
235 On these structures, cf. nn. supra 32 and infra 267.
236 Foss and Winfield, p. 247, depict the length at 100 meters.
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is the curtain wall with an entry gate), and the last five are rectangular, although some
sketches of these represent them as square. Foss and Winfield237 depict the first eight as
U-shaped and the next four as square. In a northwestward direction proceeding from the
Porphyrogenite Palace, towers 1-4 have an identical width of 15 meters and a height of
more or less 15 meters. Their outward projection is 11 meters. On the other hand, tower 5
has a width of 13 meters and a projection also of 13 meters. Hereafter, the three
pentagonal towers 6-8 are respectively 14, 13, and 14 meters wide and each projects
beyond the curtain wall at 11 meters. The remaining rectangular towers, 9-13, present a
marked contrast. Tower 9 is the largest, at a width of 13 meters and a projection of about
10.5 meters. Its height is given as 17 meters. Towers 10-12 are nearly identical in
dimensions, being individually 10, 10, and 11 meters wide, and extending outward at 6,
7, and 6 meters. Their height is uniform at 15 meters. Tower 13, at the limits of the
Blakhernai Palace plateau, is dissimilar in design and dimensions. Having a width of 11
meters, its southern wall is 7 meters in length, while the northern wall has an extent of 10
meters. Its height stands above the other Komnenian towers at 19 meters.

The Komnenian curtain walls show significant variation in length and height. The
first wall, beginning at the Porphyrogenite Palace, has a length of 43 meters, and the next
two walls have stretches of 16 and 22 meters. Hereafter, a specific uniformity was added
to the design of the walls. The next four walls are identical in distance at 30 meters, and
the two following are 32 and 33 meters. The four curtain walls approaching the Isaac
Angelos and Anemas Towers are two each at 26 and 23 meters, and the terminal wall is
the shortest at 18 meters. The heights of the first seven curtain walls to the Kaligaria Gate
are 12 meters, then north of the gate the height varies between 7 and 8 meters at the next
curtain wall because of the slant of the terrain. Except for a 10-meter-high wall between
towers 8 and 9, the next two walls reach a height of 15 meters, and descend to 12 meters
for the two succeeding walls. Paradoxically, the terminal wall reaches a height of 21
meters to the link with the Anemas Tower. The overall thickness of the walls is about 4
meters.

C. The Civil Gates and Adjacent Structures
Of the four civil gates23s within the northwestern fortifications, doubtless the Kaligaria
Gate (Ev irdiq KaXLyapioLg, Egri Kapi, Gate of the Bootmakers' Quarters23), the

237 Ibid.
238 There are no notable military gates in the northwestern fortifications. Apparently, the civil gates
would serve a dual function, civil and military. Tsangadas, p. 164 (after Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, pp. 123-124), labels two gates as posterns; hence he appears to imply that they
were military gates without providing any evidence. Tsangadas, apparently, is misled by the
historical events of the fourteenth century, when military guards were stationed at the gates to
prevent the entry of Byzantine aspirants to the throne.
239 Paspates, MEAETaI., pp. 21-22; idem, HOALoprda, pp. 46, and 94-95. Leunclavius
mentions this gate, which he misnames as the Gate of Charisions, but states its correct Turkish
name and provides an accurate translation of it; cf. PG 159: 878: Altera [sc. porta] Charsiae, qui
scilicet ei condendae praefuit. Turcis est Egri capi, sive porta obliqua. Earlier, he discusses this
gate's role in the siege of 1453 with another direct reference to Leonardo's text; his observations
are based on his direct inspection of it. Cf. PG 159: 874-875: Duodecima [sc. porta] Turcis est Egri
capi, quae vox obliquam portam significat. Et reapse sic exstructam vidimus, ut in eam non directo,
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southern most in this extension of the walls, played a most important role in the initial
stages of the siege of Constantinople. There is general scholarly agreement that this gate,
with an entry width of 3 meters, and an approximate height approaching 5 meters,
occupied a most prominent position, the first major gate to encounter at the onset of the
siege in early April 1453, the bombardment of Mehmed II's cannons, and especially the
basilica and in the last weeks of the siege the mining activities of the sultan's
engineers. 40 Mehmed II had placed his great cannon, the bombard, opposite this site. The
trajectory of his shots required an extremely high projectile path, proving the futility and
unproductiveness of this tactic. Ultimately, he realized the futility of this bombardment
and abandoned this assault because of the steepness of the terrain, that is, the abrupt rise
in elevation of the terrain from west to east.

The topography of this sector, however, did facilitate his mining activities. As we
have noted above, the wall of Manuel Komnenos was distinguished as a single wall
without a moat. The absence of a moat is attested by Leonardo, who relates:241 ...ob
partem illam murorum simplicem, quae nec fossatis nec antemurali tutebatur,
Calegaream diclam..., "at a portion of that simple wall, designated Kaligaria, on which
side there is no ditch [moat] to guard against the wall...." The bishop further observes:242
Erat tamen mucus perlatus fortisque..., "the wall, nevertheless, is extensive, strong...."

The second gate, immediately to the north of the Kaligaria Gate, is the Gyrolimne
Gate (rl rupoXiµvq iruX'q, the Gate of the Silver Lake).243 The gate is located slightly
north of the midpoint between towers 11 and 12 of the Komnenan Walls, having a
breadth of 5 meters and a height that most probably did not rise above 8 meters. Given
the gate's situation within the curtain wall, it is difficult to establish its main function,

sed ex obliquo pateat aditus. Leonardi Chiensis epistola, quam diximus, Caligaream vocat, Graeci
Caligariorum. Sic autum a Caligariis sive sutoribus est appellata, qui calceamenta faciunt, a
Turcis nominata Pasumaggia. Inter hanc et proxime sequentem portam [= Adrianople] situm est ad
ipsos muros, alto loco, palatium vetus Blachernianum [= Tekfur Saray/Porphyrogenite Palace],
quod Constantini jam vulgo vocant, ubi solebant elephanti hactenus ale. Hoc jam praeterito anno
Murates III Graecis loco patriarchi concessit.... Caeterum reperitur in Graecis histories hujus
portae Caligariorum nomen antiquus, Porta Kapa'a, sive oblique: quod interpretati Turci videntur
per Egri capi. Urbs tamen aed fciorum liber Charsiae portam voluit dictam ab auctore vel
conditore Charsia, qui utentis colore Veneto factionis fuerit. Nam factiones olim quatuor erant in
hippodromo decertantium equis, quos KEXTITO:s Pindarus dixit, singulis bigis, trigis, quadrigis; ita
distinctae coloribus, ut PEveTOL vel caerulei, XEUKO'L vel albi, lrpcanLVOL vel virides, 006ULOL seu
rubri, dicerentur.
240 Janin, Constantinople Byzantine, pp. 283 and 364.
241 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130). Jones, The Siege of Constantinople, p. 16, renders the passage to read:
"...near that part of the single wall, called Caligaria, which was not protected by ditches or a
breastwork." For a questionable variation of the Latin text, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, p. 125, n. 1. Languischi-Dolfin and Barbaro express agreement with the statement
of Leonardo. Cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations," n. 13.
242 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130). Again, Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 125, provides a
slight variation on this Latin text.
243 For the numerous Byzantine sources that make reference to this gate, ef. Meyer-Plath and
Schneider, 2: 105.
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although the gate did provide direct access to the Blakhernai Palace. 244 Given also its
close proximity to the Anemas Prison facility, the gate might have provided access to its
underground chambers. The Gyrolimne Gate did, however, facilitate entry into and egress
from the city for the residents of.the sector. The gate and the adjacent curtain walls did
undergo frequent repair and restoration during the Palaiologan era, as an inscription on a
nearby wall attests.245

The Blakhernai Gate (1r6p'ra Tou µovoireLXouc Twv BXaXepv(Zv246), embedded within

the Herakleian Wall, provides passage to the palace complex, whereas the Gate of Saint
Nicholas247 in the Leontine Wall furnishes entry into and egress from the citadel on the
west, and access to the Church of Saint Nicholas.248 Most probably the Gate of Saint
Nicholas was so designated for the ecclesiastical structure and the sacred well at the
northern end of the citadel. The dimensions of the respective gates are: the Blakhernai
(though now sealed) is 3 meters at the west expanding to 5 meters on the east and
probably had a height of no more than 3 meters since the adjacent curtain walls were only
5 meters high; the Gate of Saint Nicholas is larger, with a width of 4 meters and a height
approaching 8 meters within a curtain wall that is 10 meters high. Within the citadel, the
south tower contains inscriptions bearing the names of Michael II and Theophilos, under
whom repairs were accomplished on the complex.249

Perhaps the least significant of the four gates in the northwestern fortifications was
the Xyloporta250 (ZuXoiropTa, ZuA'vq aruXii, the Wooden Gate). Byzantine sources give

244 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 126-127; and Paspates, BUl'avn ai McAEraL,
pp. 68 and 91, for the historical significance of the gate and the main events in the immediate
centuries.
245 For the inscriptions, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 126-127; and Janin,
Constantinople byzantine, pp. 283-284.
246 Theophanes, ed. Classen, 1: 592; and the translation of Mango and Scott, p. 536: "the gate of the
single wall of Blachernai." Cf. Georgios Kedrenos [George Cedrenus], Historiarum compendium,
1, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1838): 787.
247 The designation of this gate is difficult to establish, for no sources ascribe a name to this gate in,
the Leonine Wall, aside for one, a map titled "Egri Kapu Tekfur-Seray (Come d'Or), Plan
d'Assurances, lev6 et dessine, en Septembre 1928 sur base de la Triangulation Officielle par J.
Pervititch," which employs the name Saint Nicholas for the gate. A copy of this map is found at
Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine Studies. The identification of the gate as that of Saint
Nicholas may be based on local tradition, although no church or structure housing a holy well, only
ruins, are to be found within the citadel in 1928. Even by 1453, identification of these sites was
difficult. Cf. Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 337-338.
248 Janin, Constantinople byzantine, p. 285; and Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 103 and 105.
Problematic is the plan of the citadel in Mtiller-Wiener, p. 304. If we correctly read the plan, he
would have a small door (arched, but not a postern for military purposes) in the center of the
projection of the Leonine Wall. This doorway, however, is enclosed within the citadel by a
structure that appears to be a residence or an official structure of recent origin, ca. 1970s, but the
entry appears to be original to the Leonine Walls for which Mtlller-Wiener provides no
explanation. The entry does not appear on earlier plans of the citadel. The contradictions in the
evidence at hand will have to be resolved through further study.
249 For the inscriptions, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: plate 64a.
250 The term xyloporta has been commonly applied to other gates and is found in Byzantine sources
assigned to gates in the Theodosian Wall and the sea walls.
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brief notice to it,251 making fragmentary references, and modern scholarship has generally
ignored the gate because it played a minor role in the activities linked to the siege and fall
of Constantinople.252 Even its very location has not been clearly fixed. The most accurate
placement is at the terminus of the Herakleion Wall and its juncture with the sea walls
along the Golden Horn. Because of subsequent modifications and repairs to the walls
over the course of centuries, deterioration of some of the fortifications, and rebuilding in
the area, the gate is no longer visible (pl. 58), nor can its dimensions be calculated,
although we can safely assume that its height and width were comparable to those of the
other gates in the northwestern fortifications. 253

The ecclesiastical structures about the northwestern fortifications are few, but several
merit comment. Addressing first the Church of Saint Nicholas ("Ay. N1K6Aaog 'rov
MaXepvwv or &ytog NLK6Aaos rjg ay(as), a relatively minor church, within the
northern extension of the citadel, there is no clear scholarly consensus on the
nomenclature of this edifice nor its precise location, and its very name has been confused

251 Notably Sphrantzes, Minus 237; and Doukas 263. For the early history of the gate, cf. Van
Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 173-174; and Tsangadas, pp. 28-29 (after Van Millingen)..
Also, Paspates, HoAtopKia, pp. 48, 95, and 104.
212 The only attention the gate has received is in reference to Mehmed II's transfer of a fleet to the
Golden Hom, opposite this gate.
253 Leunclavius supplies the following observations on this gate; cf. PG 159: 873-874: Undecima
[sc. porta] nominatur veteribus Xylokerkos, causa paulo post exponenda, nunc autem Hagiobazari
porta, per quam scilicet ingrediuntur urbem Hagiobazariotae, trans sinum habitantes, e regione
hujus portae. Nomen Hagiobazari significat vel sancti, vel sanctum emporium. Et emporii voce
Symeon quoque Magister cum aliis Graeciis utitur pro nullis clauso portis, aut nullis cincto muris
oppidulo. Sancti potius existimem dicendum emporium, ut intelligatur emporium sancti Mamantis,
quod olim monsterium insigne, palatium augustale celeberrimum in historiis, pontem denique non
minus nobilem, Sancti Mamantis appellatum habuit. Hic enim effundunt sese in extremism
Ceratinum sinum celebres illi priscis fluvioli Cydarus et Barbyses, nunc Machleva et Chartaticon,
...qui quidem ad Sanctam Mamantem pontem junguntur. Hagiobazariotarum vox denotat incolas
emporii Sancti Mamantis. Caeterum ad hanc portam Hagiobazari secundus est urbis angulus
versus terrain continentem, ubi scilicet incipiunt portae murique terrestres, sic dicti, quod nec a
sinu Ceratino, nec a Propontide alluantur, sed versus Thraciam porrecti sint. Veteres hic alteram
posuerunt urbis acropolim, velut in ejus extremitate sitam secunda, respectu primae, quae Byzantis
arcem continet.... Et habebat his angulus olim arcem, dictam Pentepyrgion, a quinque turribus, vel
Magnauram, vel -rfjs tuXOKEPKou, et palatium Xylinae portae apud Chalcocondylem, cujus
interpretes vitiose scripserunt Xyllae palatium, et pejus interpretati sunt ligneum. Haec autem
nomina frequenter in historiis Graecorum, Zonarae, Cedrini, aliorum, occurrunt. Explicatio
prolixior alterius loci fuerit. Apud Leonardum archiepiscopum Chiensem leguntur in epistola, de
capta Constantinopoli, turres Aveniades : de quihus interrogatus a me Zygomalas, quaenam scilicet
essent, respondebat, dicendas esse non Aveniadas, sed turres Anemanis, cujus est in historiis
Graecorum mentio: planeque volebat, has illas esse quinque turres, in altera urbis acropoli, quas
diximus Pentepyrgii nmen habere. Id autem verum esse, vel ex hoc intelligitur, quod Chiensis
turribus adjungit Xyloportam, quae a Xyloporta priori diversa, veteribus uAdxepKoq dicta fuit
propterea quod artifices eam struentes, magna in fundamento aquae reperta copia, tignis plurimis
ac palls in aqua defixis lapides injecerint, atque ita demum aedificii fundamentum firmum
effecerint, ut est in libro De aedificiis urbis. Nee abs re quis dixerit videri palatium Xyloportae
potius scribendum Xylokerki palatium: scriptoris librario vocem obscuriorem hanc, cum notiori
Xyloportae commutante.
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with another religious building since the designation of Saint Nicholas was commonly
used for ecclesiastical structures throughout Constantinople and elsewhere. The
importance of the citadel church arises because of the immediate proximity of the holy
well and a tower that bear the same name as the church. The Church of Saint Nicholas is
mentioned in the period of the Avar threat, 627 254 The Chronicon Paschale255 furnishes a
brief notice of the appellation relative to the Avar assaults, noting how some Armenians
exited from the wall of Blakhemai (?)256 and cast fire upon a portico near the Church of
Saint Nicholas. This source is not precise in establishing which ecclesiastical structure it
is making reference to, for there may have been more than one church designated Saint
Nicholas in the vicinity; however, the appearance of the name at this early date is
important. On the other hand, neither the antiquity nor the date of the initial construction
of the church within the citadel can be verified in Byzantine sources. Procopius is
familiar with the existence of a nearby church that he designates as a structure dedicated
to Saints Priscus and Nicholas 257 Majeska confounds the problem of these
designations.258 He states: "Judging from its location, this Church of St. Nicholas was
probably the Church of SS. Priscus and Nicholas restored by Justinian, which is
described as being `in Blachernae,' and `near the walls of Blachemae."'259 Hence the
Church of Saints Priscus and Nicholas may well have been immediately outside on the
north side of what were then regarded as the terrace walls of the palace complex and not
fortification walls. Since the citadel had not been constructed nor enclosed at this early
date, the statement may be correct for the age of Justinian, but not thereafter. And
subsequent references to it, moreover, confuse its location. The two religious structures
are at least 280 meters apart, but the question whether Saint Nicholas within the citadel
and the Church of Saints Priscus and Nicholas are one and the same structures remains
unsettled in modern scholarship. Most likely, the Church of Saint Priscus and Nicholas
was a palace church reserved for royal use, whereas Saint Nicholas was a popular place
of worship accessible to the sector's residents, particularly those living to the west. The
Church of Saint Nicholas within the citadel, nonetheless, had no role in the siege of 1453,

254 For a historical commentary on this assault, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp.
118-119, 165, and 210.
255 Chronicon Paschale, ed. Dindorf, p. 724; and Whitby, p. 178.
256 Muller-Wiener, pp. 301-307, who provides a historical record of the wall with accompanying
plates; also Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 100-102.
257 Procopius, De Ed. 1.c.6. Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 169-170, n. 3, who
addresses the complexities associated with this identification. Schneider, "Die Blachemen," p. 106,
also identifies the Church of Saint Nicholas with Saints Priscus and Nicholas; also, he and Meyer-
Plath, 2: 119, retain these designations. On the other hand and to the contrary, for the inscriptions
that bear only the name of Saint Nicholas, cf. Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 141, no. 65, and p.
103; and Paspates, BUravTtvai McAETat, p. 34.
258 Majeska, Russian Travelers, pp. 337-338.
259 Ibid., p. 338. Without attribution, Majeska is drawing upon the designation of Procopius. Rather,
he prefers to cite as the source of his information, Janin, La Geographie ecclesiastique, pp. 369-
371; and idem, "Les 6glises byzantines de Saint-Nicolas," pp. 404-405. For Janin's localization of
the Church of Saint Nicholas, c£ La Geographie ecclesiastique, p. 370. Janin does admit that the
majority of scholarly opinion favors the site of the church within the Herakleian-Leonine citadel at
the northern end.
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and these and other issues raised must be addressed in subsequent scholarship to resolve
whether the church was intact at this last date, or in ruins as some modem historians seem
to intimate.

One other point should be considered regarding its nomenclature and confusion with
another ecclesiastical structure. Van Millingen260 correctly points out that the Church of
Saint Thekla should not be confused with Saint Nicholas, which is within the citadel, but
is in close proximity to the former. He places Saint Thekla on the heights overlooking
Avian Serai, near the junction of the Herakleion Wall with the sea walls of the Golden
Horn, within a few blocks.261 Further, the earliest references to this church in Byzantine
sources appear in the eleventh century, four centuries after the establishment of the
Church of Saint Nicholas.262 Saint Thekla stood on the palace grounds of Blakherai, as
noted by Skylitzes:263 EVTOC, TwV (3auLXE'Lwv- EV TW 7raXaTlw T3v BXaxepvwv. The

church, however, has earlier roots about which we have only fragmentary and
inconclusive evidence.

Though now a mosque, Toklu dede Mescidi,264 which, occupies the site of the former
Church of Saint Thekla, the Christian edifice derives its name from its patroness, Thekla,
the oldest daughter of the Byzantine emperor, Theophilos (829-842), who dedicated
perhaps nothing more than a chapel (EVKi1jpLov) to honor her saintly namesake 265 The
structure was initially attached to her palatial residence in Blakhemai. In 1059, the
Byzantine emperor Isaak Komnenos rebuilt the structure, and subsequently it was
demolished and rebuilt by John Komnenos in the succeeding century. Thereafter, its
history is mute and we have no sources that make reference to it; nor do we have any
knowledge of it in 1453, for it played no role during the siege. We can only speculate that
some portions of its walls and foundations became the basis for the mosque.

Although the previously discussed ecclesiastical structures are regarded as minor
edifices, there is little disagreement among scholars concerning the location and
importance of the Church of Our Lady the Mother of God in Blakhemai (©EOTOKog Tciv
BXaXEpvwv).266 Procopius267 situates the church 7rpo Toy 7repL(3oXou, Ev Xtapw KaXouµEVw

BXaXEpvaLc, "before the enclosed space, in the district called Blakhemai." The
Chronicon Paschale268 concurs with Procopius. The church is especially famed for

260 Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, pp. 207 ff.; and Paspates, Bui'avrcvai MEAE-rac, pp. 357-
360.
261 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 209. Also, Janin, La Geographie ecclesiastique, p.
141.
262 Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, p..209.
263 loannes Skylitzes, Georgius Cedrenus loannis Scylitzae, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB 2 (Bonn, 1839):
647.
264 Paspates,Ho11copicia, p. 194; and Miiller-Wiener, pp. 206-208.
265 Theophanes Continuatus, pp. 147-148: Kal OEKXa SE i To&TOU 7rp6r9 tg ryc riip' TO Karco Tots
BXaXEPVac KOUI3OUKXELOV, 90a Kai TO TT q ¶parONApTUpoc eeKX'qc EUKTT]pLOV LSpUTaL, EK TOU µ'fl
4 M /
OVTOC, iI'Yc'YEV EU110p4P0TaT0V- ....
266 Janin, La Geographie ecclesiastique, pp. 161 ff.
267 Procopius, De fd. 1.c.3.
268 Chronicon, Paschale, ed. Dindorf, pp. 725-726; and Whitby, p. 180. In 1403, on a visit to
Constantinople the Spanish ambassador, R. G. de Clavijo, Constantinople, ses Sanctuaires et ses
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housing the girdle (and robe?) of the Theotokos.269 The church most probably was built
ca. 450 by the empress Pulcheria. The placement of the church was to the immediate
northeast of the Towers of Anemas and Isaak Angelos, in the mid-center to the northeast
of the enclosed palace area.

By 1453, the church was in complete ruin. Although it was incinerated in 1070 and
then rebuilt, a major fire in 1434 left little of its foundations and walls. The relic or relics
perished decades before the fall of the city; we have no knowledge that they were
transferred elsewhere. During the months of the siege, no reference in the sources
survives to demonstrate that the ceremonial aspects of the cult of the Virgin270 continued
and played an instrumental role in rallying the Constantinopolitans against the Ottoman
aggressors.

The Blakhernai Palace, a majestic imperial residence, sits on the hill that bears the
same name, the 13ouvoc -r3v BXoxepv iv.271 Aside from the fact that it is a royal dwelling,
imperial processions may have originated at the site, and then proceeded to the Golden
Gate for a triumphal entry into the city.272 The palace complex had no military function
beyond its domicile characteristics.

No precise date has been established for the construction of the Blakhernai Palace,
given the silence of the sources prior to the seventh century. The main focus of Byzantine
annalists was upon the repeated threats to the fortifications in the northwest. Cyril
Mango, however, believes that the palace was erected ca. 500273 and hence would
anticipate the construction of the northwestern fortifications. Rather, it would coincide
with the defensive barrier proprio muro vallata.274 It is clear that Blakhernai Palace was a
royal residence under the Komnenian emperors.275

Reliques, trans. P. Bruun (Odessa, sine anno), p. 15, observes for the location of the church: "situee
dans la ville pres d'un chateaufort, servant de demeure aux empereurs......
269 For the legendary account describing the circumstances leading to the location in Jerusalem and
then the deposit of the "girdle" in the Church of Our Lady the Mother of God at Blakhernai, cf.
Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, pp. 192-193. Janin, La Geographie ecclesiastique, pp. 161-
166, for a detailed history; also, Papadopoulos, Les Palais, pp. 91-123; and Schneider, "Die
Blachernen," pp. 102-105.
270 For Stephen of Novgorod's description of the ritual accorded to Her, cf. Majeska, Russian
Travelers, pp. 44-45, and esp. 333-337.
271 Niketas Khoniates, Nicetae Choniatae historia, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB (Bonn, 1835), p. 722. For
the historical events associated with the palace, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, esp.
pp. 109-111 and 128-130; and Schneider, "Die Blachernen," pp. 97-101. The most comprehensive
treatments on the structure are Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 123-128; and MUller-Wiener,
pp. 223-224. For other discussions, cf. Paspates, Bv(avrzvai MEAEraz, pp. 83-99; and idem,
HolLOpKia, pp. 45-49, and for the events relative to 1453, pp. 130-131. A number of discrepancies
are evident particularly during the thirteenth-century military occupation and the resulting disrepair
to the structure, that is, during the decades of the Latin Kingdom of Constantinople, 1204-1261. On
this, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Churches, pp. 227-228.
272 Constantine Porphyrogenitos, De Cer., pp. 498-508.
273 C. Mango, "Blachernai, Church and Palace of," ODB, 1: 293. Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, p. 122.
274 Cf. supra, p. 340.
275 For the reconstruction and additions to Blakhernai Palace, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, pp. 128-130.
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The last of the most important structures in the Blakhernai sector was the Anemas
Prison (pl. 59), including the famed tower and the adjacent subterranean chambers. This
facility was notable for incarcerating high-ranking Byzantine political figures, some for
treasonable activities and others for serious crimes. Janin regards the substructures as part
of the Blakhernai Palace and a support for the grand palace terrace.276 This may be right.

There is no clear scholarly consensus on the origins of the name "Anemass27 for the
tower. Alexander Kazhdan cites numerous possibilities for the source of the tower's
name, but arrives at no conclusion. He identifies the term as a family name of the military
aristocracy and prefers to cite abundant references to them in the Byzantine sources 278

Paradoxically, he either gave no credence to the account concerning Anemas in the
Alexiad of Anna Komnene or simply overlooked it. Anna relates how her brother,
Michael Anemas and his three brothers, along with other conspirators, plotted to unseat
the Byzantine emperor Alexios I Komnenos (1081-1118) and was the first prisoner
confined to the tower, hence the origin of its name.279 Whether during the siege in 1453
the prison was used to house Turkish captives is unreported in the sources, but given its
proximity to the Golden Horn and the events that transpired there, this is a possibility
even if the facility was in need of great repair.

The northwestern fortifications had been weakened over the centuries and
immediately before the siege they had received some overdue reinforcement. This
consisted mainly of emergency repairs to the Anemas Tower, due to the funds that were
donated by Cardinal Isidore.280 More important, the Venetian residents and boat crews
volunteered their labor to dig a ditch before the Kynegon district,281 a difficult project that

276 Janin, Constantinople byzantine, p. 284; Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 114-117. The most
extensive treatment of the tower appears in Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, ch. 10; for
brief notices, cf. MUller-Wiener, p. 303 f.; and Paspates, Buravrrvai pp. 24-25.
277 It should be emphasized that only with the publication of CC 1 was the correct name stated, as
in previous editions the erroneous reading of an inferior manuscript had been adopted (by Lonicer)
and had been printed, offering the unknown Aveniades towers. Before the confirmation of the form
Anemades appeared, scholars had surmised that Anemades was behind the printed version of
Aveniadas. Cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 22; and Philippides, "The Fall of
Constantinople," p. 296. As early as the sixteenth century, this erroneous reading puzzled
Leunclavius, who wrote to Zygomalas, the well-known correspondent of Crusius, and inquired
about this location; Zygomalas evidently realized the error in the printed version of Leonardo and
pointed out the correct name. Cf. Leunclavius, PG 159: 874: Apud Leonardum archiepiscopum
Chiensem leguntur in epistola, de capta Constantinopoli, turres Aveniades: de quibus interrogatus
a me Zygomalas, quaenam scilicet essent, repondebat, dicendas esse non Aveniadas, sed turres
Anemanis, cujus est in histories Graecorum mentio; planeque volebat, has illas esse quinque turres,
in altera urbis acropoli, quas diximus Pentepyrgii nomen habere.
278 A. Kazhdan, "Anemas," ODB, 1: 96.
279 Anna Komnene, Alexiade, ed. and trans. B. Leib, 1 (Paris, 1937): ch. 12; The Alexiad of Anna
Comnena, trans. E. R. A. Sewter (New York, 1979), pp. 386-388. For an analysis of this account,
cf. Georgina Buckler, Anna Comnena, A Study (Oxford, 1968), pp. 19 and 90; and controversies,
Foss and Winfield, p. 49.
280 Supra, n. 35.
281 For this area, cf the comments of Leunclavius, PG 159: 873: Decima vulgo Graecis porta
Kuvilyou sive Kynigi, sed rectius porta Kvvgy'Lou vocatur; et Kuvjyiov in basilicis suis Graeci
verterunt eum locum urbis, qui Romanis temporibus Arena dicebatur: ubi videlicet vel homines
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lasted until the arrival of the Turkish army, as Barbaro relates.282 He also describes the
actual military operations against this sector. Barbaro first relates the account of a major
assault against the western land walls that occurred on May 7, which was repelled by the
defenders after three hours of fighting,283 and then he states that the Turks launched
another major assault against the palace, presumably the Blakhernai, attempting to bum
their way through its narrow gate:284

Ma subito the i diti Turchi se parts de la, dove the i combateva, e perche i vete non
aver posudo far cosa niuna, i deliberd e andd con gran cridori, a caza fuogo in la
porta del restelo delpalazo, e bruxola tuta incontinente, e subito the lafo bruxada, i
nostri si corse la, e ribate i diti Turchi in driedo, e murd quela porta de muro.

Immediately after the Turks withdrew from there [the western walls], where they had
launched their attack and because they had left empty-handed, they decided to go with
great shouting and set the gate of the palace fortress on fire, which burned down
entirely, without restraint. As soon as it was burned down our side hastened there and
fought the Turks back. They walled up that gate to the fortifications.

He then relates about a major assault that took place against the palace at midnight, May
12:285

A di dodexe pur <de> mazo a l'ora de la meza note vene a le mure del palazo, da
Turchi cinquanta milia ben in ordene, circondato tuto elpalazo de questi cani Turchi
con grandisimi cridori segondo for so costume, e cusi de sonari de nacare e de
tamburli; i diti Turchi per questa note i de una granda bataia a be mure de questo
palazo, the quaxi la maxor parte de queli de la tera veramente si crede perder questa
note la zitade. Ma it nostro misericordioso misser Jesii Cristo non volse, the questa
note si devese perder cusi vilmente questa zitade....

cum feris, vel inter se ferae committebantur. Kynigion ad Vlachernas refertur, locus scilicet
depressus et concavus, ubi patriarcheion erat meae peregrinationis tempore, quod hoc anno 1587
pecunia redemit a Graecis sultanus Muraees III, ut istic messitam [= mescidi], sui nominis
monumentum condat. Id hactenus saepe tentatum, impedivit Turcorum Muphtis, qui debere
Muratem diceret prius ex ereptis scacho terrarum terris annuos messitae struendae reditus
constituere. Graecis ruinosum Constantini palatium vicissim concessit aedificandum in usum tam
patriarchs, quam patriarchalis ecclesiae....
282 Barbaro 13-14 (not in CC 1). The long text of Barbaro is aptly summarized in the Latin
ephemeris, PG 158: 1067: Mart. 14. Imperatori hoc sollicitanti dux triremium Tanensium remiges
suos ad locorum munitionem et ad palatium prope portam cynegeticam circumvallandum
adhibendos tradit. Mart. 31. Eodem porto sancti Sabbati die, qui quidem cum 29 Maii, qui Martis
dies erat, cingruit, remiges, jubente Diedo, navis patrono, coram imperatore et magnatibus fossas
faciunt. For the entire text of this ephemeris, with English translation, cf. infra, Appendix I.
283 Barbaro 36-37 (CC 1: 22): A di setepur <de> mazo a hore quatro de note, vene soto le mure de
la tera zerca Turchi trenta milia molto ben in ordene con alguni gati per voler vegnir a tradimento
dentro de la tera.... Questo so combater da tera si durd fina al sete ore de note, chefo solo tre ore.
284 Ibid., 37 (CC 1:22-23).
211 Ibid., 39 (CC 1: 23).
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On the twelfth day of May at the hour of midnight there came to the walls of the
palace fifty thousand Turks in-good order and these Turkish dogs surrounded the
entire palace with the loudest shouting, in accordance with their custom, to the sound
of instruments and drums. It was in this night that the Turks launched a strong attack
against the walls of this palace. Most people within the territory formed the
impression that the city would be lost that night. But it was not the wish of our
merciful lord Jesus Christ that this city be lost so easily that night....

As we have previously noted and as we shall elaborate below, in 1453, the primary
military action was restricted between the Kaligaria Gate and the Golden Gate. And along
the full length of the Theodosian land walls the first and foremost main point of interest
for the forces of Mehmed II was the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector, although on a
broader scale special attention had been devoted to the section between the Adrianople
and Fourth Military Gates. Yet in the opening stages of the siege, the concentration of the
engineering corps of the sultan was upon the Kaligaria Gate and therefore some military
operations took place against these northwestern fortifications, but they were limited in
scope when compared to the operations that took place elsewhere. During the final
assault of May 29, the Turks concentrated their efforts on the Pempton, but they
conducted sufficient activity at both the sea walls and the northwestern sector to keep the
defenders engaged and to prevent them from reinforcing the critical sector of the
Pempton.





Chapter 6

Prelude to the Siege of 1453

1. Sphrantzes' Bitterness and Imperial Diplomatic Activities

Sultan Murad II died at Adrianople (Edime) on February 3, 1451 (New Year's Day, 855
H.), but his death remained a state secret while Porte officials. dispatched messengers
with a sealed envelope to summon his son Mehmed 111 from his palace at Manisa.
Mehmed hastened to Europe and assumed power fifteen days later on the sixteenth of
Muharrem, 855 H. (February 18, 1451). This transition of power in the Ottoman state was
generally greeted with relief but was also interpreted differently in various quarters. Most
European courts expressed pleasure, as their diplomats had formed the distinct
impression that Murad's son presented no military threat; thus far he had expressed no
interest in military matters and remained inexperienced in state politics. By contrast,
Murad had routed Christian armies a number of times in the Balkans. The Christian
disaster at Varna, whose objective had been to rid Eastern Europe of the Ottoman
menace, and the subsequent rout of John Corvinus Hunyadi at Kosovo were still painful
memories. Thus the succession of the young Mehmed 'created hopes and wishful
expectations that the Turk could finally be brought under control and the recent Christian
setbacks would be reversed. It was even whispered that Murad's empire would soon be
dismantled.

George Sphrantzes, one of the active diplomats on the imperial staff of
Constantinople and a close friend of Emperor Constantine XI, was, at the time of
Mehmed's enthronement, absent from Constantinople and was involved in official
negotiations at the court of the Greek emperor of Trebizond. Sphrantzes notes that his
host was delighted with the news of Murad's death and predicted that the Greek world
stood to profit by this change of the guard at the Porte. Sphrantzes was certainly in the
minority when he disagreed with his host and interpreted the ascent of Mehmed as a bad
omen. In his view Constantinople and the Porte had reached a modus vivendi during the
last years of Murad's long reign because the sultan had by then abandoned his plans of
conquering the Greek capital. By contrast, Sphrantzes reckoned Mehmed was ambitious,
young, and energetic:2

) On the early life and rise to power of Mehmed II, cf. H. Inalcik, "Whined II," IA, 7 (1957): 506-
510; idem, Fatih Devri uzerinde tetkikler ve vesikalar, passim.
2 Georgii Sphrantzae Chronicon, ed. Maisano (that is, the authentic Chronicon Minus), 30.5. For an
English translation, cf. Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, p. 59. Slightly different is the
version elaborated by Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos in the Maius 3.1, but his alterations are
linguistic and not substantive: Kd!y(') (KOGuac oiiTCmc O<(p(JVOC Ko(L ToU0UT1Q 68uv1I ROL

1tepLEL)(ETO, 4)S EL TEAL 6avd'TOU TWV pLXTaTCV AKOUKELV. KaL pLKpOV K(yT1'19L&Faq XEqu'

DEU'ROTp 110U, a16171 OU XO:pLEUaO: E rayyeXkx EUTLV, &XX Kal XLaV OSUV'qpcx." '0 6E AEyEL' "KaL

iris ypqa'r Koiyw "SLOTL 6 TEtJVrK(ilc dµ11Pa(c T1v yEp(uV KOCL TO KaT& T1js 116XEms
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Kul c KODUas TOUTO EyEVOµTIV aYWVOs KaL OUTWs Muvq&Ls, WGirEp V a µE EXeryEV

'SavaTOV TWV Eµ.WV pLXTaTWV' KaL IAEXPL TLV0q KaTapLa''UaC X'YW' "DEairor µou,

TOUTO OU XapLEV N.aVT«TOV, CiXXa KUL 68uVOV XLav." Kat XE' YEL' "IMg KaXE;" Kai

ELTrOV' "OLOTL EKELVOS TWV y6pWV Kai Tns IIOXEWC, &WElrELP(X'W 'rl anTW Kat 'frXEOV

ouBev 1p EICLXELpLa&_LV TOLO1rrOV TL, aXX ' T11EAE 'IOVOV T11V aryaTrrly KU L

EipTjvgv aµlj o rog, OIrOU EyeveTO VUV EVL VEOC KaL aaLSL019EV EXL9pOc

TWV XpLaTLaVWV, VlY UPPL' '1] KaL Va: ElralrELXT1TaL, OTL Ta KaL Ta
KaTaf TWV XpLaTLaVWV."

Overcome by grief, as if I had been told of the death of those dearest to me, I stood
speechless. Finally, with considerable loss of spirit, I said: "Lord, this news brings no
joy. On the contrary, it is a cause for grief." "How so, my friend?" he asked. And I
responded: "The late sultan was an old man, had given up the conquest of our City,
and had no desire of attempting anything like it again. He only wished for friendship
and peace. This man, who just became sultan, is young and an enemy of the
Christians since childhood. He threatens with proud spirit that he will put in operation
certain plans against Christians."

Sphrantzes offered a perceptively realistic analysis of the situation but we must remember
that his written version of this incident was probably composed (and most certainly
revised) in hindsight, long after the event. Similarly, Laonikos (that is, Nikolaos)
Khalkokondyles, the so-called "last Athenian historian," also expresses favorable views
of Murad's reign long after the event.3 Succinctly Kritoboulos, the Greek biographer of
Mehmed II, agreed at a time, that is, after the fall of Constantinople, when the sultan had
become generally known by the honorific title Fatih, "the Conqueror." In Kritoboulos'
view Murad had been4 µeycX6ppwv, dpLGTOs EV 'RaaL, GTpaTQ'YLKWTaToc, 6'YEV1j(; Et
ei ryevwv, "magnanimous, best among all, most able general, a first rate nobleman." The

Cif1rE1rELpcWO1 aUT4) KaL OUKETL EROUAETO E'YXELPLOtNVIXL TL KQT' aUT't1S, dXA& µ6vov i cXe

ti XXOV ELpgve e V I'l R&XEOt' aM. 'O 8E VUV -yeyoVIJS VEOc; 4)V, 1VXL6L0'*EV EXt3p?c 'nV TWV

XpLOTLaviv Irpo'c TO KaL E1ra1rELAEtV aUTOUS. AE'YWV OTL, OTaV KaLpOV EUpT] E1rLT1j8ELOV

KUL T1jV ri c RaOLXELac EtOUOLON E6c XELpac a&TOU XT'*T1-rUL, riv cpXl V 'PWp,aLWV KaL 1rcVTWV

XpLOTLaVWV ELXE EEOAotgpe 0f Kai dqx v'OaL. ... "
3

3758: 'A1oupcfT c 6 MEXpeTEW lraLC, TEXEUT4 EV OU1i OO14, UIr6 O'LVOU 'YEVOpevos alr0'WXgKToc.

EpcnLXeUE 8E E n1 NO KaL TpLaKOVTa, Ko:TEAL1re 8E RaOLAEa Mews' lv T0'V 1ra18a

EIrLELKic TE 'YEV6p.EVOs KaL Tr)V TUXgV OUK CY86KLµoc. Crµuv6[tEV0s 8E E1tOX LEL, OUX U1rapXWV

a&KLac, cXA ' ELS T6v UTraptaVTa a'TLKa E1rLWV EOTpaTEUETO, KUL 61r0TE p11 TLS OUTOV

1rpol)KaXeLT0 ElTL 1r6AEi.LOV, OU 1ra'VU TL 1rpoi 1.U14ELTo OTpaTEUEathClL, oUK Ec TOUTO OKVOU 1}KWV, cXA'

cµuvop.evoc µEV e&i nOU Kat XELµWVOc Kal Ec Td XaXE1r6TaTa 1rpoLEV0:L Kad '1.98EVa

ulroXo'y en aL µrjiE ir6vov . yre au KLvbuvov. The standard edition of this work remains that of
Darko, although a new edition with German translation is in preparation. There has been no modem
translation of Khalkokondyles' notable work in its entirety. The siege section has been translated
into Italian in CC 2: 196-227; and into English by Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople
1453, pp. 42-56. For selections from the early books of this historian, cf. Nicoloudis, which
includes a summary of the few known facts about Laonikos' life (pp. 42-57); cf. the thorough
review of this publication by D. R. Reinsch in BZ 91 (1998): 566-571.
4 Kritoboulos 1.4.1 (15). Translations include: Riggs, The History of Mehmed the Conqueror by
Kritovoulos; Grecu, Critobul; and selections of the siege section into Italian in CC 2: 230-251.
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Spaniard Pero Tafur, who had visited the Porte, also left a vivid and favorable account of
his audience with Murad. Further, Bertrandon de la Brocquiere, a knight from Burgundy,
also had expressed admiration for the late sultan,5 whom he had met.

Popular opinion in the Greek world, however, generally echoed the emperor of
Trebizond's delight, as a cursory reading of the corpus of the so-called Brief Chronicles
reveals. The writer of a single entry is elated by the event that even assigns the adjective
"godless" to the late sultan:6

TW ,C,-;)Vt1' ETEL ETEXEUTWJCV 6 Q'14EOS dp.gPdg TWv TovpKWV 6 'AµoupaTrls Kal.
EXa1EV TqV cipEVTLQV O uLOs a&TOU 6

In the year 6959 [anno mundi, that is, 1451] the godless emir [= sultan] of the Turks,
Murad, died and his son [sc. Mehmed II], the gelebi [= prince], assumed the lordship.

The official reaction of the imperial government in. Constantinople is not recorded but,
soon after the accession of Mehmed, the Greek court dispatched an embassy to the Porte,
with instructions to renew the existing peace treaty between Constantine XI and Murad
II. It was promptly approved by Mehmed:1 6 MEXRETic I

' AµoupaTEW E1rl T9Iv

[3aaLXELaV Kai Lcr'n1 Kal. TOLS TE "EXX uL 01rOv& g EROLELTO, "Mehmed, [the son] of

Murad took over the kingdom.. .and made a treaty with the Greeks." On this occasion, the
young sultan further attempted to soothe all anxiety by granting territories to the Greeks
and perhaps his accommodating attitude reinforced the popular impression that his
administration would not seek war, a conclusion that had already been reached by various
European courts.8 Nevertheless, the diplomatic corps in Constantinople were sufficiently
alarmed by his accession and the Greek emperor intensified his efforts to court military
aid from the west. By April 1451, two months after the accession of Mehmed II,
Andronikos Bryennios Leontaris was en route to Italy, carrying Constantine XI's written

5 Tafur, Andancas. Cf. the translation by Lefts, Pero Tafur. In English translation, Mijatovich, ch.
3, has extensively quoted Bertrandon de la Brocquiere's account. For a modem assessment of
Murad's reign cf. MCT, pp. 60-63; for the events surrounding the accession of Mehmed, cf. A. D.
Alderson, The Structure of the Ottoman Dynasty (Oxford, 1956), pp. 25 ff.
6 Schreiner, Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, Chronica Byzantina Breviora, 1: 33.51 (252).
Chronicle 22.47 (188) notes a date for the sultan's death: Lv&LKTLwvos 19', iavvouap c Xa', r R4pa
aa(3pan . The correct date is February 3, 1451, the first day of the Islamic year 855. Entry 34.17
(270) erroneously assigns "February 10." The correct date is reported in 53.20 (383), which also
includes a variation with the wrong date of lavvouap%w -y'. Furthermore, cf. 54.15 (390), 55.13
(399), and 97.10 (640). Discussion in Alderson, pp. 25 ff., and in MCT, p. 61.
7 Khalkokondyles 376B.
8 For the impression in Europe, cf the discussion in MCT, pp. 67-70, and in SOC, pp. 150 if. The
rise to power of the young sultan also encouraged Alfonso of Naples to reconsider his supposed
rights and claims to the throne of Constantinople. Even the famous humanist Francesco Filelfo,
who had first-hand contacts with the Levant (as he had been married to a woman related to Manuel
Chrysoloras), attempted to persuade Charles VII of France to embark on a crusade. Filelfo was
convinced that Mehmed II was totally inexperienced in military affairs. The humanist was so
wrong in his assessment that within two years he had to send a fawning letter to the sultan,. seeking
the release of his mother-in-law, who had been enslaved in the sack of Constantinople in 1453; cf.
MHH 21: 705-708.
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appeals to Venice, to Ferrara, to Rome, and to Naples.9 Other emissaries were also
dispatched to numerous courts.10

Measures taken for the defense of Constantinople against the upcoming siege' 1 had
already begun before the accession of Mehmed but they had proved expensive and the
imperial finances were in ruins, a fact that George Sphrantzes was well aware of, as he
pointed out to the emperor of Trebizond:12

Ka. A lIOXLc KO:L XpEOc ELI; TO: ELa N'[1OLTO: EKELV'gc 7rOXU KaL d'irOpLa

ELI, 7ra'VTa. KaL 6 [LOU 6 Ra6LXEUc...&XEL KO:LpOV ELpTIVLKOV, VLY

E oLKOVOILI' ,I Tai' EKELV'tlc-

Our City has been in financial stress and is in great need of funds... my lord, the
emperor... wants a period of peace in order to straighten out the City's affairs.

Constantine XI had proposed to raise funds by imposing new taxes on wine and hides
traded in Ottoman territories by the Venetian residents of Constantinople, his only active
allies. His pathetic attempt offended the Venetians and they immediately lodged loud
official complaints and protests through their representative Nicolo da Canale, who went

9 Leontaris' mission is discussed in PaL 2: 108, FC, pp. 377-380, and Guilland, "Les Appels," pp.
226-244, esp. pp. 231 ff. Also cf. Marinesco, "Le pape Nicholas V," pp. 332-333. PaL 2: 108 lists
all Venetian archival material pertaining to this matter. These diplomatic activities of Constantine
XI were widely known and Antonio Ivani da Sarzana's early Expugnatio Constantinopolitana
(composed in the winter of 1453/1454) makes mention of them (TIePN, p. 150): Dragas,
Graecorum imperator, interea ratus hostem nova tempore reversurum, ad summum Pontificem
Imperatoremque Romanum atque regem Alphonsum et Venetos nonnullos alios principes oratores
mittit, qui nuntient nisi ei auxilientur, sese Teucrorum conatibus nequaquam obsistere posse. Cf. C.
Marinesco, "Notes sur quelques ambassadeurs byzantins en Occident a la veille de la chute de
Constantinople sous les Turcs," Annuaire de I'Institut de philologie et d'histoire orientales et
slaves 10 (1950): 426-427; also, K.-P. Matschke, "Von der Diplomatie des Uberflusses zur
Diplomatie des Mangels. Byzantinische Diplomaten auf der Suche nach westlicher Hilfe gegen die
Tiirken am Vorabend des Falls von Konstantinopel," in R. C. Schwinges and K. Wriedt, eds.,
Gesandtschaft- and Botenwesen im spatmittelalterlichen Europa, Vortrage and Forschungen, 60
(Ostfildern, 2003): 87-133.
10 The official translation into Latin of the Greek text of Constantine's letter to Borso d'Este, the
marquis of Ferrara, is preserved in the R. Archivio Stato of Modena. The document (published by
Lampros, HKJI, 4: 26-27) is a letter of introduction, a typical example of the genre. At the end of
the text there is a menology written by Constantine's hand in purple ink (facsimile in ibid., p. 27):
R'nVL MopTLW LvbLKTLWVOC, LS' t. There is no reason to doubt the authenticity of this document. The

handwriting of Constantine matches his other surviving signatures. Moreover, this letter bears the
imperial seal. The fundamental study on Palaiologan seals of this late period remains that of S. P.
Lampros, "EYparyLSEc TWV TEXEUTaLow HaXQLOAO'yWV Kay T WV 7rEpL AUTOUc," NH 1 (1904): 416-

432, esp. pp. 416-421, in regard to this document.
11 For the desperate efforts of Constantine XI to awaken Rome and Venice, cf. Guilland, "Les
Appels;" for his diplomatic efforts directed towards Genoa, Hungary, Aragon, and Germany, cf. R.
Guilland, "AL 7rpOs '-1'V L1UaLV EKKX'fj6ELs KWVQTO:viLvou IA' TOU Apa'-y cn 7rpOs EWTT]pLrv 'rn

KWVUTaVTLV0U7r4Xc c," EEBE 22 (1952): 60-74.
12 Minus 30.6; identical is the text of the Maius 3.1, on this point.
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so far as to threaten a Venetian evacuation from Constantinople, implying denial of
financial assistance and military aid to the Greek capital at a critical time of desperate
need.13 After intensive diplomatic exchanges and negotiations, 14 the emperor explained
to his allies that he imposed the new tax pro utilitate urbis, "because the city could use
the funds," and in order to correct past injustices.15 The emperor's innovative approach to
enrich his empty treasury failed. The Venetians pressed their point even after he
rescinded his order by continuing to bring loud complaints through diplomatic avenues to
the beleaguered emperor and his court.16

Constantine XI must have been disappointed by the attitude of his allies. He
intensified his efforts to strengthen the ancient Theodosian fortifications of his capital by
continuing a program of renovations that had been initiated in the reign of his brother and
predecessor, John VIII Palaiologos, but funds for the project were sorely lacking.
Numerous inscriptions, some still in situ, commemorating these quattrocento renovations
were collected and studied in the last century. At least one of them mentions Constantine
XI.17 Another inscription commemorates the name of a contractor, who had undertaken to

13 An analysis of the finances of the Greek capital, pertaining to period of the siege, can be found in
Philippides, Constantine XI Dragas Palaeologus, ch. 9, sec. II. In general, cf. Nicol, Byzantium and
Venice, pp. 390-392. For archival material, cf. NE 8: 67-68; and RdD 3: 2830 and 2831.
14 Extracts from the document in question are supplied in NE 3: 257-258.
15 Ibid.: Datum quod dabant pro sclavis capit<aneo> et portiaticum sclavorum, portiaticum
aliarum rerum, exitum vini Venetorum, ut sit liber, scribaniam vegetum Jud<a>eorum Venetorum,
medium <h>yperperum, quod exigebat co<m>merciarius poster ex qualibet vegete Jud<a>eorum,
et solutionem quam suscipiebat capitaneus Pigaitorum [= NE 3: 258, n. 1: "Le majordome ou le
chef de la garde du palais de ex judiciis Venetorum, et quod de cetero Jud<a>ei Veneti
non dent factionem aliquam in tempore necessitatis, ut ceteri Jud<a>ei; pro pellis et saumis et
cariaticum [= carriago, cf. NE 3: 258, n. 21, cum esset docile nobis respondere, peti<v>it nos
dilectus gener imperii mei, magnus dux dominus Luchas Dierminestis Notara [= 6 i yac 86E
SLEpµrlvewn1S AouK&S NoTap&S], ut transeat hoc in suo proprio salario et quod non petatur, donec
veniat orator poster. NE 3: 257-258, publishes the entire text. Translation by S. Bowman, The Jews
of Byzantium 1204-1453 (University, 1985), no. 134 (pp. 312-313). In addition, cf the remarks of
Nicol, Byzantium and Venice, p. 391. Notaras' office/title of Diermineftis (that is, bLepµrlvevTljs-
6payoµavoB - dragoman and certainly not the Dierminestis of lorga, as he also seems to realize in
NE 3: 259, n. 3), was also mentioned in an inscription on his house. The learned Mordtmann (the
elder) discovered during his innumerable walks throughout Ottoman Istanbul this inscription,
which revealed the location of the grand duke's residence. A German translation of this document,
with limited commentary (p. 176), reads: "...an der Stadtmauer auf die Seite des Marmara-Meers in
der unmittelbaren Nape des Bukoleon, den heutigen Thuren, Tschatlady Kapu and Achys Kapussi
unmittelbar unterhalb eines turkischen Holzhauses, welches oben auf der Maurer steht." Cf.
Mordtmann, Belagerung and Eroberung Constantinopels, pp. 142-143, n. 27. It is curious that
Mordtmann's exciting discovery is not mentioned in a recent investigation by Matschke, "Der Fall
von Konstantinopel 1453," pp. 204-222, esp. 211-213.
16 NE 3: 77, 78, RdD 3: 2856, 2863, and 3527.
17 In the nineteenth century A. G. Paspates, probably the first Greek alumnus of Amherst College
(cf. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani," pp. 48-49, n. 111), personally toured the
fortifications and recorded the inscriptions still in situ, which he published in his admirable, albeit
eccentric, MEAe'raL: pp. 44 if. He notes an inscription (no. 34 of his catalogue, pp. 54-
55): KulvaTavT%vou faXaLoXoyou auTOKpoTopoc. It does not bear a date and Paspates was of the
opinion that it could not be assigned to Constantine XI because the latter had not been crowned
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supervise and complete the work in the days before the siege: one Manuel lagares, who is
also attested in other documents dating from that period. Some survivors accused lagares
of shamefully enriching himself to the detriment of the work assigned to his care.'s Such
accusations do not seem exaggerated and may be partially justified,19 for even today, after

emperor in a formal ceremony. Nevertheless, his own contemporaries recognized Constantine XI as
the emperor. In general, cf the fundamental study of I. K. Bogiatzides, "To Zr Tiijxa ETE*eras
KavaTIXVTL'v0U TOU llaXoLoXoryov," Aaoryparp%a 2 (1923): 449-456; cf. now M. Kordoses, "The
Question of Constantine Palaiologos' Coronation," in Beaton and Roueche, pp. 137-141. This
matter is reviewed in a forthcoming study (supra, n. 13) and it is concluded that there exists no
reason to deprive Constantine XI of this inscription, despite Paspates' opinion.
18 Inscription No. 17 (p. 45) in Paspates' enumeration: MavovnjX Tou 'I6ryapL. This family name
appears in a number of variations in our sources: ri. i api , ' IU'-yapi.S, "Iarypoc, etc. On Manuel,

cf. PLP 4, no. 7810 (78). For other possible activities of Manuel, cf. I. A. Papadrianos, "Manojlo
Palaeolog, Vizantijski poslanik u Serbij 1451," ZRVI 7 (1954) [= F. Bari3i6, ed., Melanges Georges
Ostrogorsky 2 (Belgrade, 1964)]: 311-315. Also cf. A. T. Papadopulos, Versuch einer Genealogie
der Palaiologen, no. 184 (p. 94). After the fall Archbishop Leonardo accused Manuel of corruption
and indifference with regard to the repairs on the walls. The bishop further noted that Manuel's ill-
gotten gains passed on to the Turk; cf. PG 159: 936-937 (the passage is missing from the extracts
presented in CC 1]): At quid dicam? arguamne principem ...; an potius eos qui ex officio muros
refidere debuissent? 0 quorum animae forte damnantur, Manuelis Giagari dudum inopis, et
Neophyti hieromonaci Rhodii, si audeo dicere, praedonum, non conservatorum reipublicae, quibus
veluti reipublicae tutoribus, aut ex aviis intestatisque bona relicta, muris ascribi debebant, privatis
potius commodis impedebant. Primus viginti prope millium florenorum servus proditionis
monachus, quos posthac reconditos urna septuaginta millium gazam reliquunt Teucris. Idcirco
urbs praedonum incuria in tanta temp estate periit. Similar accusations are repeated by the follower
of Leonardo, Languschi-Dolfin; on the dependence of this chronicle on Leonardo's account, cf.
Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-225; and
supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.4.i. Cf. Languschi-Dolfm, fol. 318 (p. 22):
Ma per questo non e, da improperar lo Imperator, perche quello sempre haue bona fede in la
romana chiesa, ma era uinto da pusillanimita, ma alcuni Greci, Manuel Jagari, et Neophyto
Jeronaco Rodiani, ladri corsari non curauano conseruar el publico, hauendo gran richeze de suo
auo quelle tegniua a suo priuati commodi. El primo hauea 20. millia fiorini, el secondo Monaco
hauea 70 millia ascosti in Zara lassati a Gazan Turcho. Et per poca cura de quest tali in tanti
affani lassono perir la citade. Francesco Sansovino, the sixteenth-century follower of Leonardo,
repeats the same sentiments in his GI' Annali Turcheschi, p. 106: 1' anime de quali hora son forse
dannate cfoe di Manuel Gregaro, gid pouero, & di Neofito Hieromonaco da Rhodi ladroni. N.
Iorga, Byzance apres Byzance. Continuation de 1'Histoire de la vie byzantine (Bucharest, 1971
[repr. of 1935 edition]), ch. 1, believes that Manuel survived and cites a letter written by Francesco
Filelfo, as reported by Martinus Crusius [Martin Kraus], Turcograecia libri Octo, p. 57. Crusius,
however, does not mention lagares but another person, whose name lorga misread: ... Manuelem
Agallum, @ Manuelem Hiagupen. In all probability, Manuel lagares did not survive the sack. On
lagares, cf. now the remarks of Ganchou, "Sur quelques erreurs," pp. 61-82, esp. 65-66, with the
accompanying notes. Also cf infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," nos.
100 and 100a. On the work of lagaris and Neophytos on the walls, cf supra, ch. 5: "The Land
Fortifications," text accompanying n. 30.
19 With regard to the fortifications of Constantinople in 1453, numerous topographical problems
remain and solutions cannot be easily found, especially in relation to the critical sector defended by
Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani and the emperor, that is, the area between the
Adrianople/Charisios Gate (Turkish Edirne Kapt) and the Gate of Saint Romanos (Top Kapi). In
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the passage of five centuries, a careful observer may note, on sections that have not been
touched by subsequent repairs and by the current renovations of Istanbul's fortifications,
that some of the bricks used in medieval times were below standard and repairs were
shoddy at best.

On the diplomatic side of the picture our best guide remains Sphrantzes, even though
he was, at the time of the accession of Mehmed II, in the court of Trebizond. Soon,
however, he returned to Constantinople and continued his activities. His most valuable
contributions are not in the military sphere. Sphrantzes was not soldierly; his strength was
in the diplomatic sphere. When he discusses events that are directly concerned with the
siege, he chooses to remain in the diplomatic camp and simply reviews in a long section20
the appeals that Constantine XI made to western Christendom. Sphrantzes goes on to
enumerate the imperial concessions made to individuals who could have aided the city.
He complains bitterly about the lack of help that Constantinople could have received in
her hour of need and one forms the impression that Sphrantzes considered the absence of
European aid and support to his emperor the major cause for the fall of Constantinople.

He would have been familiar with the activities of the court to secure assistance, as he
was a member of the imperial diplomatic corps and he would have needed no notes that
could have perished in the sack to remind him of the court's efforts in this endeavor. The
personal motives he assigns to individuals may be questioned, for he appears to be
making his own inferences, which are sometimes exaggerated, as indeed they are colored
by his bitterness over the loss of the city and the death of his hero, the emperor. He
begins his diatribe against the despot of Serbia'21 George Brankovic, who, as a vassal to
the Porte, was obliged to contribute troops for the sultan's army. Sphrantzes simply
observes in connection with the despot's "apathy" and shortsightedness,22 oUK ELSoToc
TOU ck XLOU OTL, YV TUXOV aYaLpe11j 1j KE(paX1'l ac is roc, T« µEAqJ ELUL VEKpa'', "the

wretch did not consider that once the head has been removed the limbs perish also." He
returned to the same theme and noted that no financial aid arrived from Serbia. He
observes that the despot sent both funds and men to the sultan and concludes that the
Turks gloated over the fact:23 Kai. E$pLa i euoav a&rol)c OL TOUpKOL Kai ESEL,aV OTL'
LSov KaL OL EEp(30L Ka$' 7 [L@V ELUL, "thus the Turks were able to boast in triumph that

even Serbia was against us." Perhaps Sphrantzes was unduly harsh on the Serbs and their

general, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople; Byzantios, `H KwvaraVTLVot iroAtc;
Paspates, Bvl'avrcval McAEraL; Granville Baker; and Tsangadas, who discusses the fortifications
only as far as the ninth century and whose text is unfortunately marred by countless typographical
errors. The most informed study remains that of Janin, Constantinople byzantine; in connection
with 1453, cff, also Janin, La Geographie ecclesiastique. Balard, "Constantinople vue par les
temoins du siege de 1453," pp. 169-177, also provides an overview. On medieval Greek
fortifications, in general, cf. Foss and Winfield, esp. Part 2, ch. 1, pp. 56-59. In regard to the critical
sector in the siege of 1453, cf. Pears, who has devoted numerous remarks, pp. 237-241, and
Appendix I (pp. 428-435). Cf. our detailed discussion, supra, ch. 5: "The Land Fortifications."
20 Minus 36.1-14; this section is reproduced without any changes in the Maius of Melissourgos-
Melissenos, 4.2.1-8.
21 Kali6, pp. 193-208, analyzes the complicated situation that had found Serbia in the middle,
between Constantinople and the Porte.
22 Minus 36.1. The Maius 4.2.1 reproduces the same passage without changes.
23 Minus 36.7. The Maius 4.2.1 reproduces the same passage without changes.
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contribution to the Ottoman army. After all, the Serbian despot was under obligation to
participate in the expeditions of the Ottoman army. It is possible that, in better days, he
had even contributed funds to the imperial restoration of the Constantinopolitan walls
prior to the siege.24 Further, some of the Serbian troops seem to have been, by choice,
unhelpful in the siege, as the eyewitness Konstantin Mihailovid insisted in his account.25

Sphrantzes' next reference is puzzling. He complains about the Venetian fleet, which
failed to arrive in time to aid the defenders,26 and he claims that it was ultimately the
doge's fault for not coming to the assistance of the beleaguered Greeks because of a
personal slight that he bore in regard to the Greek emperor. Constantine's loyal friend
attributed the failure of Venice to dispatch her fleet in a timely fashion to the fact that the
Greeks had rejected a notable Venetian potential bride for Constantine. According to his
information, Constantine, while he was still the despot of the Morea, had entertained the

24 Kalid states, p. 198, that the Serbian despot was responsible for the renovations of a tower by the
Gate of Adrianople/Edirne and further observes that an inscription in situ confirms it. Upon close
inspection of the walls in the summers of 2000 and 2001 we were unable to discover this
inscription. This area has undergone a great deal of renovation lately and large sections of the old
walls are missing. Perhaps the inscription has been removed; at any rate, it is no longer in evidence
and Kalid cites no literature or scholarship on it. Furthermore, Paspates, Bui'avrcvai MEAErat,
does not list this inscription in his catalogue. However, south of the modem Top Kapi [the Gate of
Saint Romanos] and immediately south of the modem avenue Millet Caddesi, there is a gate that
has been bricked up, the Fourth Military Gate. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, states, p.
80, that "[on] the northern corbel of the outer gate is an inscribed stone brought from some other
building erected by a certain Georgius," and cites Mordtmann as his authority. The bricked-up gate
is still there, bearing the inscription on the lintel, which has faded and is obscured by trees. We
were, nonetheless, able to read part of this inscription. For various readings of the inscription, cf.
our discussion in ch. 5, "The Land Fortifications," IV.C.4. The only other Georgios mentioned on
wall inscriptions is George Brankovid of Serbia. Thus Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p.
193, records the following inscription on the sea walls, on a tower between Koum Kapoussi and
Yeni Kapoussi:

4 ANEKENIC/©HN OTTOC / 0 IITPFOC KAI /
KOPTINA T/11O I'EUPTI/OT AECIIOTOT /

CEPBIAC EN ETEI s'Wc

This tower and curtain wall were restored
by George, Despot of Servia, in the year 6956 [1448].

The inscription on the Fourth Military Gate is similar and the name "Georgius" is broken in the
same spot as in the inscription on the sea walls. It is likely that George Brankovid was
commemorated on the Fourth Military Gate.
25 Kali6, pp. 199-201, states that the 1500 horsemen contributed by Serbia were under the
impression that they were embarking on a campaign in Asia Minor and when they realized that
Constantinople was the sultan's objective they even considered desertion. The notable contribution
of Serbia to the siege came through professional miners and sappers that the sultan employed
effectively to undermine the walls, mainly in the sector of the Kaligaria Gate (Egri Kapi). On the
narrative of Konstantin Mihailovid, cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.11.
26 On this and the complicated sources on the actions and inactions taken by Pope Nicholas V and
Venice, cf. Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V," pp. 352-353.
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prospect of marrying the daughter of Francesco Foscari, the doge of Venice. After his
accession to the throne of Constantinople, Constantine XI rejected this match. The
daughter of the doge of Venice was suitable for the despot of the Morea but was regarded
beneath the dignity of the emperor in Constantinople:27

TOU OLESOU EKE'VOU p.EQOU yEyOVOTOc, LVa O 1iaKaptT11S a0E'vTTIS 1i0U KUp

KWv r-r viLvos, 8E01r0'TTig WV KaL ELC, TOV MopECYV EUpLOKOILEVOc, E1r0iipl] eLS

yUVaLKaV aUTOU b1'1 70U 6oUKOs T'Y1V 6UyaTEpaV KaL RETa TrOXXTIS 1rpOLKOS, O

aU&VTTIS p.ou OUV 011 SLi ToUTO, dXXi SLi TO yEVEatgaL OiOVEL Kai avTOS KaL O

T01roS a&Tob ReTa TTjS BEVETLas EV, OUVEKaTEPaLVE TO' TOLOUTOV Eµov
1rXEOV TWV 11XXWV OUVaLVOUVTOC, TOUTO KaL aVayKc OVTOs... '(lS SE RaaLXEVS

EyEyOVEL KaL ELS TYjv IIOXLV OiTiT1X14E, TOUTO 1'1V Tra'XLV d!VOLKELOV. TLC, yip TWV TT1S

'ROXEWC, ipXOVTWV j KUPLaV KU 'L SEairOLVaV KaTESE aTO BEVETLKOU

&'aTE P oV, EVSO OU µEV LOWS KaL SOUKO S, dXXc 1rPocrKc PWST; 'j TOUS a oUS TouY y µRP S
&'XXoug a&rou WS avyyci3poug TI ToiS uLouS WS yuvaLKaBEXpouS Tov Ra6LXEWS;

AOL1rO'V TOUTO yUpEUOaVTOs CY1re I.uptgll at EyEVETO O aV'LgpWTrog EX19p6S.

Alvise Diedo acted as an intermediary, so that my late master, Lord Constantine, who
was then the despot of the Morea, would take as his wife the daughter of the duke
[doge] with a handsome dowry. My master agreed to this betrothal, not so much
because of the dowry, but because his territories would be joined to those of Venice. I
advised him to agree more forcefully than the others.... Once Constantine had become
emperor and had come to the City, this marriage was out of the question. What
nobleman or noblewoman would ever receive the daughter of a Venetian - even
though he might be the glorious duke [doge] - as queen and lady for more than a short
time? Who would accept his other sons-in-law as the emperor's sons-in-law, and his
sons as the brothers-in-law of the emperor? After he insisted on the marriage, this man
was rejected and became our enemy.

One simply does not know what to make of this passage. How accurate is Sphrantzes on
this delicate matter? Had there been a "betrothal" between the daughter of Francesco

27 Minus 36.3. The Maius, as usual, in this section provides only stylistic changes to the authentic
text, which appear in underlined form; some are pure changes occasionally for more modern or
more archaic expressions and choice of words. The only substantive change appears when
Melissenos-Melissourgos states that Constantine was urged by Sphrantzes "and many others" to
accept the match with the doge's daughter: Tou 'AAWUQLou ALESOU EKELYOV 1roi uEOLTEUQaVTOC,

LVa O 1.LaKapLTTls a0w VTTJs 1LOU Q KUp KWVUTavitvoS, bE01r&T71S Wv n TUTS KULPW Eu 74
n_ E 07r0VV1jcr p, 4 6; -UVULKa &UTOU Z Th1& TOU SOUKOC, 12y T oc KUL RETa 'iC Op LKOC

TroXX11C. Q OUV (YLI VTAC ltou OU B.L' 61 & EL P4, 'LVa yEVTTcL OLOVEL KaL aUTOs KaL 6 T01ros aUTOU

1LETOC TTIS EV, OUVEKaTERaLVE T } T O L g 1 1 1 5 & aTE LU, Eµou TE i i v irXEL6vwv

OUVULVOUVTWV TOUTO KaL aVafKa46VTWV.... (IS SE £yEVEro PauLAEUS KaL di 6e V dLc T1'1V 'ROALV,

TOUTO n'VOLKELOV ynR
n,R*

1f6c ESUVUVTO OL Ti c 1rOXEWS &PXOVTES Kal cpXOVTLOOaL KUPLUV K&L

5EO1rOLVaV auTWV KaTa6EX1g'Y)VO:L 'EVE-TOO i%'y T c, KaL. TOUS yalLRpoug aUTOU Toug aXXouc K.aL

ULOUS auyya'ppoUs Kwi. yUVaLKaSEXtpoUc 0! VaL TW 5a6LX L, EVSOtoU [LEV LOWS KaL sOUKO QYT9sC,

&M& irpkKaLpoc '..6 &aa Tj r i TSL roioi rO, dXX ' a1reirERpi i EVEKEV TOUTOU XOLirOV 6

" av$pW1roc EyEVETO EXi4p0c.
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Foscari and the despot of the Morea? Was one of the doge's daughters spurned by the
Greeks or can this tale be reasonably attributed to Sphrantzes' bitterness, if not to his
malice? There exists no other piece of evidence to support Constantine's loyal friend on
this point. Accordingly, modern scholars have refused to take this passage seriously.
Sphrantzes, it is generally believed, was simply carried away by grief over the failure of
Venice to relieve the besieged capital of Constantine at the time. As he further wished to
absolve his friend and emperor of all responsibility for the fall of Constantinople, he
isolated his convenient scapegoat in the person of the doge, who, in his biased view,
procrastinated and actually did little to prevent the disaster.28 Accordingly, he assigned a
dark personal motive to the ruler of Venice. Yet there must be a slight nucleus of truth to
his tale/motif of "the doge's spurned daughter." After all, Sphrantzes does mention the
role of Alvise Diedo, a well-known Venetian active in the affairs of the Levant, who was
among the valiant defenders of Constantinople in 1453. Diedo escaped during the sack,
reached Venice, and presented the official account of the events of the siege and fall of
the Greek capital to the Venetian authorities and to a stunned audience of officials and
citizens, as we have seen.29 Sphrantzes knew of his valor and would not have included
him in an obvious falsehood and in a forged tale.

After all factors are considered, perhaps a small part of this tale may be true. It is
plausible that the Greek court in Mistra considered one of the doge's daughters and that
Diedo was approached and was asked to give his opinion on this matter. He may have
personally welcomed such a match, since he had spent a great deal of time in the Levant.
The fact is that Francesco Foscari did have a marriageable daughter of age at that time.30
Low-level negotiations between Venice and the Morea may have then been held. The
matter never advanced to a more serious stage and no note of it was ever made in Venice.

28 Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, p. 32, simply dismisses this match as "a tale... later put about....
There is surely no truth in it." Nicol bases this opinion on an argumentum ex silentio, a treacherous
path to follow, no doubt. In his approach Nicol follows his own view already expressed in another
study, Byzantium and Venice, pp. 386-387. In an earlier publication, Nicol was more cautious; thus
in LCB, p. 393, he held the opinion that "in Venice the daughter of the Doge Francesco Foscari was
considered." S. Runciman, "The Marriages of the Sons of the Emperor Manuel II," Rivista di Studi
Bizantini e Slavi: Miscellanea Agostino Pertusi, I (Bologna, 1981): 273-282, does not discuss this
"proposal." It is mentioned, in passing, in his FC, p. 51: "A Venetian ambassador suggested that a
daughter of the Doge...might be available." The view expressed in FC is probably closer to the
truth: a mere inquiry from the Greeks, which was never taken seriously by the Venetians. The only
modern scholar to have considered this possible match seriously and to have discussed it
extensively is Lampros, "`O KuvcTavT_LvoS llaXai,oMyos ws Th5 iyos," pp. 431-433, who relies on
the information of Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes. He further accepts the view expressed by
Sphrantzes, that the daughter of the doge was not a proper match for Constantine, because, in his
view, the doge belonged to a lower social level than the emperor of Constantinople.
29 On Diedo (= whom we have posited, by the adjective Ignotus, as a probable author of a lost
account of the siege), cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," II.A.4.i, and nn. 67-81.
30 Lampros, " '0 KuvaTav-ri vos 1laXai.oX0"yos 6q accepts the historicity of the match
between Constantine as despot of the Morea and Venice. He, ibid., p. 432, n. 1, mentions the names
of Foscari's daughters: Camilla, Bianca, Paola, and Maria. We do not know which of them would
have been the candidate in question. Eventually, all of them, with the exception of Maria, found
husbands but we do not know exactly when they were married. Thus Lampros considers Maria as
the most likely choice, even though we may not rule out Camilla, Bianca, or Paola.
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Foscari himself would have ultimately dismissed this match; the doge, it was well known,
did not think highly of the Greeks. Sphrantzes may have heard of a vague inquiry, which
involved Diedo at the initial stage. Sphrantzes' diplomatic specialty remained firmly
anchored in the east and he was never privy to the diplomatic activities between Mistra
and the western courts. He has perhaps made too much of an idea that never advanced
beyond the initial planning stage. During this span of time the diplomat was busy. He was
in Constantinople, devoting his attention to the east and choosing his own emissaries and
subordinates whom he dispatched to Trebizond and Gotthia in search of a bride for
Constantine. At the same time Constantine did make tentative inquiries in the west, as he
was in need of a marriage alliance with the Latins, which would have been of great value
to him. In fact, as early as 1444, while he was the despot of the Morea, Constantine had
entered into negotiations with the Orsini family that could provide a potential bride,
Isabella, the sister of the lord of Tarento. But this match also failed to advance beyond the
initial discussions.31

Sphrantzes directs his next barb against the pope, who, he believes, also failed to
assist the Greeks. He does concede that the imperial administration recognized the
primacy of the pope and even fully accepted and initiated the decisions that had been
agreed upon during the Council of Florence in the previous decade, during the reign of
John VIII Palaiologos, but then Sphrantzes remarks:32 i,Sou R3 VES EQ Kal Toao6TOv
X6-yov Eiroi,rjaavTo inept. (3oTl&ias, oaov o eovXTcxvoc Tov Kcipeoc, "six months passed
[since the celebration of the union of the two churches] and they were concerned about
helping us as much as was the sultan of Cairo."

Next we encounter his comments on Christians who were rather close to the Greek
court. Sphrantzes states that no one saw a single penny or a single individual from
Trebizond, from Wallachia, or from Iberia-Georgia to assist in the defense of the imperial
city:33

T%S TWV XpUJTLOVWV Tj TaXa TOU (3aaLXEws TWV BXo 3v TI

TWV I(3Tjpav a7cE0TELAaV EVa 600]\OV Tj EVa &v1 pWaOV ELS Tj t aVEpWS T1

KpU4LWS;

Which of the Christians, the Trebizondian emperor, the lords of Wallachia, or the
Iberian [Georgian] king, contributed a single penny or a single soldier to our defense,
openly or secretly?

31 Cf the testimonies collected in the Archivio di Stato, Sen. Mar, R. 4, f. 198", 199r (July 2, 1453;
July 4, 1453); and in the Archivio Senato, Sen. Secr. 19, f. 203" (July 5, 1453). Cf. NE 3: 288; RdD
3: 2931; and TIePN, pp. 8-9. For the imperial court's efforts to locate a bride for Constantine, cf.
Philippides, Constantine XI Dragaf Palaeologus, ch. 8.
32 Minus 36.6. Pseudo-Sphrantzes does not change this statement but paraphrases it with his usual
device of the genitive absolute, and further glosses the Cairo reference, Maius 4.2.3:
E µrjvWV KIXL TOQOUTOU X6 -you yEVOjLEVOU 71EPL R01j79ELIXS, OQOV e1roLT aaTo O QOUXTIXVOS TOU

Ka'pews, rjToL Trjs AlyuiTOU.
33 Minus 36.8. Pseudo-Sphrantzes edits the passage and omits Wallachia and Trebizond for
unknown reasons; he further changes the archaic Kpu pLWC to its modem equivalent. Cf. Maius
4.2.4: Tic 'r3v XPLQTLIXVWV IXUdEVTc i) T) 'IREpuv &1tereLXev EVIX ORO]\OV Tj OCVtgp417rouc ELS

R0j15ELIXV TTjc' 7roXeuc, Tj WVEpwc Tj KpUpwc
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His next paragraph is devoted to Hungary, and he stresses that the Hungarians did not
wish to endanger their treaty with the sultan and their efforts were weak at best to provide
some relief for the city:34 OL O iyyapoL EcTELAav ' WW a7toKpLULaplouc...OXE80'V KaTC&

E(3Soµabav, EV EµeXXov, Lva aoVV, "the Hungarians, however, did dispatch.1 11

an embassy... almost a week before they [the Turks] launched their final assault."
Evidently, there was resentment against the inactivity of Hungary and a story began to
circulate soon after the sack that the Hungarian ambassadors assisted the sultan's
artillery. Doukas reports that during the last stages of the siege (that is, Sphrantzes' week
of May 22-29), an embassy arrived from John Hunyadi in the Turkish camp. Its real
mission, he states, was to demand the cessation of hostilities and the withdrawal of the
Turkish forces. Instead, the ambassadors demonstrated to the Turks a more effective way
of aiming their cannon in order to achieve more impressive results, through a primitive
form of triangulation, which, nevertheless, succeeded in severely damaging the ancient
fortifications:35

TUXWv be' U'7roKpLOLCYpL0c TOU 'IayKOU [sc. John Hunyadi] EKEL E6KWl[1E T IV ROXTIV,

X'yuV, "EL ROUAEL KO:TalrEaELV EUKOAWS Ta TELX-q, IETO'05ES Tr)V OKEulV EV &AAtp

REPEL TOU TELXOUS, airEXOVTL ciirO rijc 7rpWTgc [ioXT)c opyuLuc E Tfl q', KaL TOTE

touV T)V 7rp0orgv x pES ETEpaV ROXiV. TCiV SUO OvV aKpWV Kp01XF15EVTWV

TOTE 3oXXE KO:L TpI',T'gV WS Ei1pcigijVaL TQ`c ROAac ES TpL'yWVOU

KO:L TOTE OlI)EL TOV TOLOUTOV TOLXOV ELS 'yTIV KaTa7rL1rT0VTa."

An ambassador from [John] Hunyadi happened to be there and he laughed at their
shooting. He said: "If you want the walls to collapse easily, move the cannon against
another section of the wall, five or six cubits distant from your former strike. Then fire
a second projectile. Once the two strikes have been carefully made, fire a third time,
as if you are marking out a triangle. Then you will see that this great wall will come
down to the ground in ruins."

Doukas' statements on this incident cannot be confirmed in any other sources and even
seem suspicious. Why should enemies of the Turks communicate such important
information to the sultan's staff? Doukas explains that the envoys intended to fulfill the
terms of a prophecy, which declared that the circumstances of Hunyadi were fated to
improve if Constantinople fell 36 The fact remains that, during the last stages of the siege,
when the sultan seemed to be losing hope of conquering the city, the Turks were alarmed
by rumors that John Hunyadi was leading a substantial army to relieve the beleaguered
city.37 Doukas reports a tale that must have been in circulation after the sack. Its nucleus

34 Minus 36.9. Pseudo-Sphrantzes modernizes the language of his source by changing the archaic
term for "ambassador" to the form current in the sixteenth century, Maius 4.2.6: OL OiryKapoL bE
EOTELXQV 7rpE0PELc...EV 1j EpbOlt0 & E'AEXXov r"v EpOX1jV &WUaL.
35 Doukas 38.12.
36 Doukas 38.13: 6 bE 'yEpWv &1rEKpLVCT0 ' L0&, TEKVOV, EL µ1j YdOpci TOLS 'PW11aL0LS

E7reX&L, OUK E7rL'yEXaaEL roc XPLaTLaVOLS 31 TUXTI- bet yacp Tjv 7rOXLV U7r0 TWV TOUpKWV

cp$apl VaL, KaL O1JTW T& TWV XpLUTLavmv bUOTUXTjµaTa TAW; 9tOUOLV." EXWV Ollv EV WOL T1IV

ti7rabILOV TaUTTIV 1TpOg7I1TELO:V 0 70l1 'Id'yKOV d'y'yEXOS E'REtt iIIEL OUVTOR TEpOV TTIV 7¶OXLV (1XWVaL.

37 PaL 2: 124.
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was probably the actual deployment of Mehmed's triple batteries during the siege .31 It is
possible that the technique, which Doukas attributes to Hunyadi's ambassadors, evolved
during the operations and that some of the defenders simply believed that the gradual
improvement of the enemy bombardment had to be attributed to "western technology" in
ballistics. Few modern historians have accepted Doukas' tale as historical fact.39

Sphrantzes supplies specific details when he addresses individuals. He claims that
John Corvinus Hunyadi demanded the cession of either Selybria or of Mesembria in
exchange for his assistance and that the emperor granted him Selybria with a chrysobull,
which was written by Sphrantzes himself:4° ESol o &rw A MEQEµ(3pLa Kai TO
XpvaoRovXXov SL ' Eµov Eypaq'q, "he was granted Mesembria and I wrote the
chrysobull." This is an important passage for an understanding of Sphrantzes' position at
the imperial court. It apparently demonstrates that he was already then grand logothete of
the emperor. Sphrantzes, earlier in his narrative, indicates that Constantine XI wished to
appoint him grand logothete but because of court intrigues and because of the personal
opposition of the grand duke, the influential and powerful Loukas Notaras, the emperor
could only give his friend the dignity of the office without public acknowledgment. In
this passage, Sphrantzes reveals that he enjoyed the privileges of his office, one of which
had to deal with imperial chrysobulls, as Pseudo-Kodinos confirms:41

O R yac Xoyo1a4TTlc SLaTCYTTEL i 7rapas TOV Ra6LAEWS ciiroa'MXXOVTa

ICp06Ta YlLaTCI TE KaL Xpvao(3ovXXa 7rp641; TE PT)yaC;, aouXT0''VOUc KaL To1r«pXas.

KaL TOUTO VE' V LSLOV TOU i.I.E'yaXoU U7CEp&TTlli.a.

The grand logothete composes the decrees and chrysobulls issued by the emperor to
kings, sultans, and local governors. This is one of the duties of the grand logothete.

Sphrantzes then adds an interesting detail that a particular individual, the son-in-law of
Theodosios from Cyprus, and the son of Michael, dispatched the chrysobull grant of

38 On the role of artillery in the siege, cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations," sec. I.
39 Paspates, Ho11LOpKia Kai "AAwats T11S KwvaravTLV0v7r0'AEac, and FC do not mention this
incident; Schlumberger does, but Lampros, who has enriched his translation of Schlumberger's text
(Lampros, Kwvar(XvT%voc HaAacoAoyoc KaL i HoALOpKLa Kwv0rTavnnvovir0'AE&S) With

numerous notes, observations, and documentation, adds nothing to the original narrative at this
point. Moreover, Schlumberger-Lampros, pp. 281-282, place this Hungarian embassy near the end
of the siege, on May 26, three days before the final assault. By then the Turkish artillery had
accomplished its mission and, no doubt, the triple batteries and their primitive triangulation had
been put to good use for quite some time. Pears mentions the incident, without attaching much
credence to it, and states that Doukas is careful to report it as hearsay. At the time of the siege
Hunyadi's position was complicated, for he faced a great deal of opposition within his own realm
and the hostility of the Hungarian court; cf. J. Held, Hunyadi: Legend and Reality, East European
Monographs 178 (Boulder, 1985), pp. 147-148. For the documented diplomatic activities between
Hungary and Constantinople, cf. F. Pall, "Byzance a la veille de sa chute et Janco de Hunedoara
(Hunyadi)," BS 30 (1969): 119-126.
40 Minus 26.11. Pseudo-Sphrantzes makes minor linguistic" changes; cf. Maius 4.2.7: EM i1 a&-r4 3j
MEOT%µ4pLa KaTa TqV EKELVOV a1.T'QULV KUL TO Xpuc63OVXXOV SL' Eµ05 Eypoapr1.
41 174,1-9.
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Mesembria.42 Of course, we do not know whether the chrysobull ever arrived at its
destination. If it did, Hunyadi never makes mention of it and it is not recorded anywhere.

More appropriately documented seems to be an embassy of Constantine to Italy and
the pope, one of the many that he dispatched during the last years of his reign. It is
possible that another emissary had left for Rome at this time. He could not have added
more pathos to the appeal than the one that had already been launched by Andronikos
Leontaris Bryennios, who had visited Venice and other states in Italy in 1451.43 Leontaris
had also journeyed to the pope. Apparently, Pope Nicholas V was perturbed by
Constantine's lukewarm efforts to promote the union of churches in the Greek capital.
While we do not have the actual letter that Constantine sent with Leontaris, the pope's
formal reply, dated September 27, 1451, to the Greek emperor has survived.44 The Latin
text of this document was translated into Greek by the well-known humanist, Theodore

42 Minus 26.11: o -ya43pkS Oeo&oviou Tou KuirpLou, o Tou MLXaq'XOU uLoc. Pseudo-Sphrantzes
simply adds the definite article before "Theodosios" and changes "Michael" to its more common
form (Maius 4.2.7): o yaop6c TOU OeobouLou TOU KuirpLou, 6 Toii MLXaAN vioc. This personality
may also be known from elsewhere; cf. the text of Mazaris [38.20], who makes a pun between
KuirpLou and Koirpfou: Mazaris' Journey to Hades or Interviews with Dead Men about Certain
Officials of the Imperial Court, ed. and trans. Classics Seminar 609 Arethusa Monographs V
(Buffalo, 1975): n. 38.20 (p. 110): Tou KoirpLou VLKpov OE08OULOU. Since this Theodosios Kyprios

is one generation older than the participants of the siege and is well known enough to identify his
son-in-law by mentioning his name, "he is very probably the same as ... Theodosios `Koprios,' one
of the leading men in court in 1414."
43 Lampros, HKH, 4: 26. Paspates, HoALOpufa rcai "AAwois, p. 72, refers to this embassy but
misnames the ambassador as 'AvTSVLog BpUEVVLOs Aeova'pbOc. It is interesting to note in passing

that Leontaris Bryennios returned to Constantinople and participated in the defense. He was given
his own command, according to Pusculo 4. 169-171 [improved text in CC 1: 208]: Charsaeam
servans Lontarius gente Briena / gaudet de socio clara de gente, Fabruci, / Cornaria. Ellissen's
edition presents the same passage with the names misunderstood (64): Charsaeam servans
Longarius gente Briona / Gaudet de socio clara de gente, Georgi, / Cornaria. Pusculo is echoed by
Languschi-Dolfin, p. 17: A la porta carsea Leondario Brion cum Fabricio Cornero Candioto. On
Leontaris Bryennios, cf. PLP 6: no 14668 (p. 161). The Bryennios family in earlier times also paid
for the restoration of the land walls. Thus Paspates, By avTLVa1 MEAErcu, pp. 54-55, records the
inscription (no. 30 according to his enumeration), "in front of the southern tower by the Gate of
Selybria": dVEKcLVLC79r 7j 1ge6CWCTOC 7NXTq a{T'q / ZWo56Xou 8L' / CUVSpoµjc Kai,
Et66OU Ma/voui X BpvEvvLou ToI AE/ovToc E7r6 3aCLXeLac TWV / eUCESWv BaCLAEWV / 'IWcvvov Kal

MapLocc / Tuv llaXaLoXo'ycov / Ev n vL Ma'ic "This God-protected gate of the Zoodokhos
Pege [= Life-giving Fountain] was restored by the contribution and the expense of Manuel
Bryennios, the son of Leo, in the reign of John [VIII] and Maria Palaiologoi, in the month of May,
6941 [= 1433]." The same inscription is recorded in Greek by Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, pp. 106-107, who regards euceRwv as "pious" but instead he reads the term as
6ce3eCTa'Twv in the superlative degree.
44 The text of the letter is published by G. Hofmann, Epistolae Pontificiae ad Concilium
Florentinum Spectantes, Part 3: Concilium Florentinum ad Documenta et Scriptores, Series A.1
(Rome, 1946): no. 304, 130-138; and in MHH22: 567-576. The Greek text is available in Lampros,
ITcl7, 4: 49-63. On this letter, cf. RKOR, 5: 3534 (p. 135); Gill, The Council of Florence, p. 376;
and Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, pp. 49-50.
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Gaza.45 The pope stated in no uncertain terms that the union had to be enforced. He
expressed his displeasure at the unpardonable delay and demanded the restoration of the
Constantinopolitan unionist patriarch who had fled to Rome in order to escape the wrath
of his flock. The conclusion of the letter provides the essential conditions for western
aid46

KpaTTE 07roC O KWVO1c VTLVOV'IrOXEWg 7r0VTpLapXrls ELS TOV EO:UTOU E7rOCV1 tEL

pOVOV...TOUVOµa TOU T1jc PW1A YIC cxpXLEp .os EV TOLL LepotS yE Ypalpi SL IrTUXOLc,

KOL U7CEp OUTOU .LV1qNOVEUOREVOU EUXEOi4W TWV 'EXA'Y1VWV airaaa EKKXT$ nA.

See to it that the patriarch of Constantinople is reinstated... that the name of the pope
of Rome is entered in the sacred diptychs and that the entire Greek Church prays for
him when his name is being commemorated.

Constantine and his court must have been deeply disappointed with this response. The
pope's letter was couched in threatening prose and it included a warning to Constantine
himself with regard to his ultimate salvation. The contents of the pope's letter must have
been widely known. Pusculo alludes to the papal admonition in his description of the
death of Constantine. He seems to think that Constantine paid a price for not heeding the
pope's warning:47

Heu nimium de to vates Nicolaus hoc ipsum / Antistes cecinit summus: dum saepe
vocaret / Te, sibi praedixit, tempus patriaeque tibique / Hoc fore; cum lacrymans:
"Vereor ne numen Achivis, I Dixit, opem neget. " Auxilium deus ipse negavit.

Alas! The highest priest, Pope Nicholas, forewarned you of this. Often did he
prophesy that this would be the end of you and of your homeland. With tears did he
say: "I fear that the deity will turn away from the Achaeans [Greeks]." God Himself
denied help.

II. A Triumph of the Imperial Chancery

In spite of Sphrantzes' lamentations, some aid from the west did trickle into
Constantinople. In the fall of 1452, assistance began to arrive, furnishing tangible proof
to the terrified residents that Europe had not forsaken Constantinople. The first regiments
to respond to Constantine's appeals sailed into the harbor of Constantinople under the

45 The translator of the epistle's Latin text into Greek is mentioned by the Dominican Georgius,
who composed the Vita Nicolai Quinti Pontificis Maximi (Rome, 1742), pp. 99-100 (as noted by
Lampros, IIrcH, 4: 51): Opem etiam et auxilia adversus Turcas a Pontifice petitum Romam legatum
miserat Andronicum Bryennium Constantinus, graecorum imperator, Constantino vero satis
longam et gravem epistolam die XI Octobris Pontifex rescripsit, quam graece verti fecit per
Theodorum Gazam. For a translation of the letter from Latin into English and the dissimilarities
with the Greek rendition, cf. Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V," pp. 354-359, and passim.
46 Lampros,1LcH, 4: 61-62.
47 Pusculo 4.1019-1024 (81).
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command of Cardinal Isidore, the Greek legate of Pope Nicholas V.48 His true mission
was to enforce the terms of the union of the Orthodox and Catholic Churches, which had
been concluded earlier during the Council of Florence, and to bring the schismatic Greeks
back into the fold:49

Cardinalis autem Ruthenus, natione graecus, qui per papam anno iam elapso
Constantinopolim missus fuit ad inducendum Graecos ut ipsi primatum Ecclesiae
Romanae etiam quoad iurisdictionem <super> omnes ecclesias orbis recognoscerent
- quod etfecit.

The Russian cardinal [Isidore], a Greek by origin, was sent to Constantinople by the
pope over a year ago in order to persuade the Greeks about the primacy of the Church
of Rome and to make them recognize its jurisdiction over all churches in world. He
accomplished his mission.

Barbaro provides some specific information on the nature of the aid that Isidore
brought with him:50

Hor da poi pasadi ver quanti zorni, 1'azonse una nave the vignia da Zenova, de
Zenovexi, de portada de cantara trenta sie millia con el gardenl de Rosia, the manda
el papa per dover far la union, e dusse con si homeni 200 fra scopetieri e balestrieri
per secorso de questa zitade de Costantinopoli.

A few days later, a merchant boat from Genoa, belonging to the Genoese, came and
transported thirty-six thousand torches and the cardinal from Russia [= Isidore],
whom the pope had sent to create the union. He brought with him 200 men, marksmen
and crossbowmen, to help the aforementioned city of Constantinople.

Thus, in the spring of 1452, Pope Nicholas V had appointed Cardinal Isidore his official
legate to Constantinople and directed him to the Levant, with instructions to apply
pressure on the Greek court to conclude and celebrate the union formally, with the
commemoration of the pope's name, in Hagia Sophia. Isidore first stopped at Naples and
then proceeded to the Aegean, attempting to recruit mercenaries at all ports of call. He
did not intend to reach the Greek capital empty-handed. Soon after his escape from the
carnage of the sack in 1453, Isidore relates his adventures in a letter to his friend,
Cardinal Bessarion. Isidore alludes to the difficult circumstances of this voyage:51

Cum circa mensem Maii superioris anni [= 1452] Romam reliquissem, nullum penitus
inde praesidium vel auxilium referens, ...omnia adverse atque infeliciter succedere
ceperunt. Omitto autem nunc singula. Tantisper sex menses in itinere cucurrerunt,
cum vix et tandem sextum et vigesimum menses Octobris diem ad infelicissimam

48 Cf. Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V," pp. 349 If.
49 Henry of Soemmern [CC 2: 92].
50 Barbaro 13 [CC 1: 10].
51 CC 1: 66-68.
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urbem Constantinopolim pervenimus, hoste ac ferro clausam et undique
circumseptam.

Around the month of May of last year [= 1452] I left Rome, bringing no help or
garrison, ...and everything seemed to be against me. I met with no luck. I omit each
instance. Finally I spent six months in transit and only managed to reach the most
unfortunate city of Constantinople on the twenty-sixth of October. It was already
under threat of arms and surrounded on every side.

Since he had not been assigned troops in Rome, Cardinal Isidore took upon himself the
task to hire soldiers while en route to the Greek capital. It is not certain whether he used
his own funds or money granted by the pope for this purpose, but he clearly had to supply
the hard work. On the island of Chios Bishop Leonardo, who was destined to compose
the most authoritative eyewitness account of the siege, joined him.52 Doukas mentions the
cardinal's efforts and the recruits that he brought to the beleaguered city:53

KaL EXIOVTOS EV T7a VT10W RLW, ie'rd vT10S ,1e-y a'nIC, ?WV I'EVOULTWV, E710Lr1aev

7jµEpaS LKaVac...6 014 EXWV µEi ' aUToU TWv 'ITxX.WV d'XjL

7rEVT'KOVTa Ep0'YEUOE KO:L ETEpouc 7CXELOTOUS EK TT1S XLou AorAVOUS.

The cardinal came to the island of Chios on board a very large Genoese vessel, where
he remained a number of days ...he had with him up to fifty Italian recruits and many
other Latins from Chios.

Nicolb Barbaro also makes note of the cardinal's arrival and of his contingent.54 Isidore's
recruits were, thus far, the only western military regiments to come to the aid of the
imperial capital. In time, other military companies and some individual volunteers seem
to have answered Constantine's appeals. A typical example is afforded in the case of the
Bocchiardi brothers: Antonio, Paolo, and Troilo. They volunteered their services and led
a company of men, whom they paid with their own private funds. These true volunteers
were major contributors to the defense. Leonardo writes of them:55

52 Ibid., 1: 126-128: Cum igitur reverendissimus pater, dominus cardinalis Sabinensis, pro unione
Graecorum legatus, in eiusfamulatum me [sc. Leonarduml ex Chio vocasset, egi summa cum animi
mei diligentia ut fidem sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae fortiter constanterque, uti debitum exigit,
defensarem....
53 Doukas 36.
54 Supra, n. 50.
55 A partial text appears in CC 1: 148. The complete text is to be found in PG 159: 934. We
encounter duplications in Leonardo's followers; thus Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 19: Paulo Troilo
Antonio dl Buzardifratelli in loco arduo miliadro, doue pareua la cita piu debole, cum suo denari
et arme cum summa uigilantia di et notte, cum spingarde, e balestre datorno uirilmente manteigna
la sua posta, et cum animosita, hora a piedi hora a cauallo quella deffende, come Oratio Cocle sul
ponte, cum forze rebattando Turci, equaua la pugna, ne per muri rotti, et minaccianti ruina, ne per
trazer bombarde restaua de aquistarse gloria immortale. The Anonymous Barberini Chronicle, 54'
(p. 20): KaL TOV IIaiXo, Tp6LXo, KaL TOV 'AVTWVLOV HaKKLap& EtpUXOL'yaVE TO µEpoc TOU
MuXLav8pov, ELI; TO 676 LO MUXLaVSpOV 't1TOVE TO 7IXE0 u v uvo T7jc xWpac. Kal E7roXEiOUOave
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Paulus, Troilus, Antonius de Bochiardis fratres in loco arduo Miliandri, quo urbs
titubabat, aere proprio et armis summa cum vigilantia noctu dieque et spingardis
horrendis, et balistis torneis viriliter pugnam sustinent qui tanta animositate, nunc
pedes nunc eques defendunt, ut Horatii Coclitis vires repulsis hostibus aequare
viderentur. Nam nec muri fracti concussione, nec machinarum turbine territi,
aeternam sibi memoriam vindicant.

The brothers Paolo, Troilo, and Antonio Bocchiardi were guarding a difficult spot,
where the city was in danger, with their own funds, their own arms, and with the
highest care day and night and withstood fire and bolts valiantly with courage, on foot
and on horse. They came to resemble Horatius Cocles when they fought against the
enemy. They feared neither the collapsed walls nor the force of the cannon and won
for themselves eternal memory.

At the critical stage during the final assault on May 29, Paolo was critically wounded but
the brothers managed to retreat to the Genoese suburb of Pera/Galatas across the Golden
Horn, as we are informed by Leonardo:56 securi ictus in vertice, fuso cruore una cum
fratre ad Galatam confugit, "he was struck by an ax on the head, and as the blood was
pouring down he fled together with his brother to Galata [= Pera]." Troilo and Antonio
survived and, in February 1461, were summoned as witnesses in a court case that
involved another prominent defender of Constantinople in 1453, Maurizio Cataneo. That
these individuals were key elements in the defense is also underscored by the fact that the
sultan actively searched among his prisoners to identify them. Angelo Giovanni
Lomellino, the podesta of the Genoese colony of Pera/Galatas, mentions this search in a
letter that he composed a few days after the sack of Constantinople and the surrender of
Pera to the Turks:57 Inquisivit [sc. Mehmed II] Mauritium Cattaneum et Paulum
Boccardum, qui se occultaverunt, "he [sc. Mehmed II] searched for Maurizio Cataneo
and Paolo Bocchiardi, who had gone into hiding." Paolo's name is not mentioned in the
documents of 1461, and perhaps we should assume that he had died of his wounds after

RA pa K011 VUKTa, 7rOTE µE q TLEC, 7roTE µE TLS µ1raXaLQTpeC, µE aVbpELa Kai 75rxpQOc iroXU... Kal

EKQ'LVawL WS 'AXLAAEOL. It is also echoed by Pseudo-Sphrantzes, Maius 3.2 (p. 252): IIaUAw Re 'v
KO IL 'AVTWVLW KaL Tp(ilLA41 TOLL aLTabEAIpOLS r LVa IpUAQTTbXJL TO MupLOVbpov, 5701) EV

EKELVOLC TOLD TI 7rOALC 'V E7rLKLVSUVOC, KaL VUKTOS KaL T Lepac TE KaL LTr'ICOTaL

roI 7rXOouc Tdv TOUpKuV EµcxXOVTO 'YEVVa(uc... KaL T& TuV ovbpWV tMa KaL 'Epa µvrjµr11;
aiuv%ov virfjpXOV &gLa. On this passage, cf. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop
Leonard," p. 293.
56 Leonardo in CC 1: 148 [PG 159: 934]. Their adventures during the sack are treated by Leonardo
in PG 159: 941 [not included in the selections of CC 1]; Lomellino (CC 1: 46, 48). The activities of
the Bocchiardi brothers after the sack are cited in Predelli, ed., Regesti dei Commemoriali, 5: Book
XV, no. 73, pp. 142-143; and PaL 2: 127, n. 62. Their activities during the siege are discussed by
Leonardo in CC 1: 148 [PG 159: 934] with an echo in Languschi-Dolfin, p. 19 (fol. 317).
Leonardo, CC 1: 152 [PG, 159: 936 (= Languschi-Dolfin 21 (fol. 317)]. Leonardo in PG 159: 941
(not among the selections included in CC 1) [= Languschi-Dolfin 30 (fol. 320)]; and a
contemporary anonymous Venetian poem entitled Questo a '1 lamento de Costantinopoli, lines 241-
244 (CC 2: 304, under "Bo<ch>iardi").
57 CC 1: 46-48.
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his flight. Furthermore, these documents state that the Bocchiardi brothers were
Venetians, a fact that is not noted in any contemporary account of the siege.

The union of the Orthodox and Catholic Churches was formally celebrated in a
religious ceremony in Hagia Sophia on December 12, 1452, and on that occasion the
Greek emperor must have anticipated the arrival of additional regiments from the west.
By the end of December, however, no major contribution to the defense had materialized.
The month of January seems to have been spent in endless negotiations with the
Venetians of Constantinople, whose ships the emperor sought to detain for the defense of
the harbor and the protection of the Golden Horn. Finally, on January 26, Constantine
seems to have gained the appearance of a victory over his Venetian allies, who,
reluctantly and under protest, undertook the defense of Constantinople's harbor.58

On the same day, a company of professional soldiers arrived on board two large
vessels. Led by Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani, they and the forces recruited by
Cardinal Isidore were destined to become the nucleus of the defense:59

In questo zorno, pur di 26 zener, vene in Constantinopoli Zuan Zustignan
Zenovexe...perche 1'intendeva la nezesitade the havea Constantinopoli, e per
benefitio de la christianitade, a per honor del mundo.

On that day, January 26 [1453] came to Constantinople Giovanni Giustiniani, the
Genoese ... because he had taken notice of Constantinople's need, for the benefit of
Christendom and for worldly honor.

This condottiere, Giovanni Giustiniani, was immediately appointed commander-in-chief
and was placed in charge of all land operations in the defense of the city. He became
Constantine's aparoa'rpciap or, as Leonardo correctly translates the term into Latin, the
imperial dux militiae. Leonardo's literary follower, Languschi-Dolfin'60 repeats the
bishop's statement: fu facto capitanio a una posta la qual gagliardamente diffensaua la
terra, "he was made captain over a post, where he valiantly guarded the territory."

sa Barbaro 11 [CC 1: 12].
s9 Barbaro 13 [CC 1: 12].
60 Cf. Leonardo in CC 1: 132 [PG 159: 928]: Verum quoniam malofato Joannes Longus Genuensis
de Justinianorum prosapia, duabus cum navibus suis magnis et armatis circiter quadrigentis, mare
decursitans forte veniens, stipendio ascriptus imperatoris, ducatum militiae obtenuit, strenue
defensare urbem visus, reparationem demolitorum murorum vigilantius agebat. We encounter the
usual echoes among his followers: Languschi-Dolfin (fol. 315): Ma per mala nostra uentura
Joanne Longo, genoese di Zustignani, cum do naue grande sue andaua cum 400 homini in torso, a
caso zonto a Constantinopoli, fu condutto a soldo dall' Imperator, et fu facto capitanio a una posta
la qual gagliardamente d?ensaua la terra, et cum solecitudine reparaua li muri ruinadi poco
stimando 1 animo etforza de Turchi. Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.4.9: 'T1rI pXe bE TLS EK TTiS AL'1'OUpLLYC
EV TLC; 660 VaUQLV, OS 1V VO:Ua'PX-qC KaL KUpLOC TWV VnWV, ocVTjp 1rQ:VU be ioc, KoL

cpp6vLµoc Kai, E1rvnj&L0C, Toiivoia 'Imocvvrlc 'Ioua'rLVLavos 6 yevv0'Z6aq. Also, c£ Francesco
Sansovino, G1' Annali Turcheschi, p. 96: Ma per mala ventura vn Giouanni Lungo Genoese
prosapia de' Giustiniani con due naui sue armate con forze quattrocento huomini, scorrendo per lo
mare, venne a caso a Costantinopoli.
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Elsewhere61 in his account, Languschi-Dolfm addresses Giustiniani as capitanio general
in la terra, "captain general of the territory." Other writers employ more generic terms.
The Latin account of Tetaldi twice designates Giustiniani capitaneus constitutes,
"appointed captain,"62 although this term is not echoed in Tetaldi's French version.
Further, when the short account of the events by two Greek refugees (perhaps known as
Thomas Eparkhos and Joseph Diplovatatzes), who found their way to Germany after the
fall, had been translated into contemporary German, Giustiniani is simply identified63 as
der Genuessen Haubtman, "the chief of the Genoese." Barbaro also takes note of
Giustiniani's promotion upon his arrival." Finally, in an anonymous Venetian chronicle65
his status is described as capetanio a la guardia de lo riparo, "captain in charge of the
defense of the fortifications."

Thus Giustiniani became the key commander in the defense of Constantinople. While
he supervised the operations, the city presented a spirited resistance to the Turkish
assaults. It was only after he was wounded during the course of the last battle and decided
to withdraw that the city fell to the janissaries of Mehmed II. His actions on the morning
of May 29 have been treated with skepticism, and his retreat, in sharp contrast to his
former valor and determination, has occasioned a lively debate that has continued since
the fifteenth century. Yet Giustiniani's career has never been comprehensively examined.
There are no studies or monographs devoted to the career of Constantine XI's warlord.
The fact is that very little is known about the Genoese condotierre, and his career before
1453 is not well documented, in spite of some confident statements encountered in
secondary scholarship. Even his complete name is not often stated: Giovanni Guglielmo
Longo Giustiniani.66 What seems to be certain is that he was a member of the Genoese
Longo family of Chios, which had joined the Giustiniani albergo, not an actual family
but an "association" of families, in spite of the various statements encountered in
scholarship. As a member of this albergo, Longo had adopted the Giustiniani coat of
arms. Numerous examples of it in stone survive in Chios, but every trace of the tincture
has naturally disappeared with the passage of centuries, although we do know its
appearance.67

61 Languschi-Dolfin 21 (fol. 317): Infra questo tempo Joanne Zustignan capitanio general in la
terra, the ueduta tutto elpericolo de la cita....
62 Caput V (col. 789): & ab eo capitaneus constitutus fuerat Graecorum, qui vocabatur Johannes
Justini; and caputXVII (col. 795): Erat in eo loco intra civitatem constitutus capitaneus quidam cui
nomen erat Johannes....
63 The complete report is published in NE 2: 514-518.
64 Barbaro 13 [CC 1: 12]: e de li ver quanti zorni l'imperador dond a questo Zuan Zustignan una
galia ... efelo capetanio de le sue zente de tera, per star a le mura da tera per aspetar 1'exerzito de
Machomet bej turco.
65 Chronicle in Milan's Ambrosiana (R. 113, Sup., fol. 185°-186), whose pertinent text has been
edited in NE 3: 301, n. 1.
66 K. Hopf, Les Giustiniani, dynastes de Chios: etude historique, traduite de l'Allemane par Etienne
A. Vlasto (Paris, 1888), p. 64: "En generale les Maonesi vecurent en excellents termes avec les
Ottomans jusqu'a la catastrophe de 1453, ou le heros Giovanni Guglielmo Longo (plu connu sous
le nom de Jean Giustiniani) vint troubler cette bonne harmonie, en prenant part a la defense de
Constantinople."
67 Ibid., p. 174: "Les armoires des Giustiniani de Chios etaient de gueles a la fortresse d'argent,
surmontee de trois tours de meme, magonees de sable, au chef d'or charge de l'aigle de l'empire
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As "Giustiniani" was a common name in the quattrocento, it has proved extremely
difficult to identify any archival material that refers, without any doubt, to our Giovanni
Guglielmo and to his career prior to 1453. For instance, the Lib. Diversor., reg. 31, of the
Genoese State Archives, cites a Giovanni Giustiniani Longo, son of the late Daniel
quondam Danielis], with reference to the purchase of a house (May 7, 1442).68 We have
no way of concluding that he, the son of Daniel, is our Giustiniani. Further, there is a
letter of May 2, 1450, addressed to a Giovanni Giustiniani, the consul [= podesta] of
Caffa. Scholarship has since established Giustiniani the consul as the individual who
became Constantine's commander-in-chief in 1453.69 As far as we can determine, the
first time this process of equating the two individuals found its way into scholarship was
in the editio princeps of Barbaro's celebrated Giornale dell'assedio, whose editor, Enrico
Comet, asserted in a note70 that Giustiniani had served as podesta. Leonardo, who had
observed the warlord in action and had spent time with him in Constantinople from late
January to late May of 1453, neglects the earlier career of Giustiniani. Yet he points out
that Giustiniani was a young man and was lacking in experience: inexpertus iuvenis.
Modern scholars have overlooked Leonardo's statement. Of course, in the context of the
passage, which deals with Giustiniani's wound and retreat on the morning of May 29, the

couronnee, a une tete regardant a dextre, qui leur avait ete concedee par Sigismond. Cet ecusson est
encore parfaitement visible aujourd'hui sur des marbles, sur de palais et de tours de Chills
presqu'en ruins, comme aussi sur 1'ancien palais de la Maona, a Genes, dans la contrada de
Giustiniani." This was a more modem form of the ancient version, ibid., p. 174, n. 1: "Les armoires
primitives des Giustiniani etaient une fortresse d'argent surmontee de trois tours du meme,
magoncees de sable, sur champ de gueles."
68 NE 3: 88: 7 mai 1442: Acte relatif a i'achat dune maison fait par Jean Giustiniano Longo,
quondam Danielis. lorga speculates in p. 88, n. 6: "Il semble que cet soit le meme que `Joanne
Zustignan Longo, Genoexe, capitanio condutto,' qui defendait Constantinople en 1453...."

G. Olgiati, "Giustiniani," Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani (Rome, 2001), establishes his
birth in 1418, the son of Bartolomeo di Antonio.
69 On this, cf. Olgiati, "Giustiniani," pp. 340-343; on the other hand, Laura Balletto, "Giovanni
Giustiniani Longo, Pirata Genovese del XV secolo," in Atti della Accademia Ligure di Scienze e
Lettere (Genoa, 1983), p. 288, simply asserts that he had been in the service of the Republic of
Genoa without attribution to his role as consul at Caffa. She cites without specificity only three
documents in the Genoese State Archives, whereas the actual number of documents is an additional
nine, albeit these date to the immediate days and weeks following the fall of Constantinople and are
claims for lost property and a listing of the financially injured parties. Cf. Asilia Roccatagliata, "Da
Bisanzio a Chio nel 1453," in Miscellanea di Storia Italiana e Mediterranea per Nino Lamboglia.
Collana Storico di Fonti e Studi 23 (Genoa, 1978): 392-403.
70 Comet 13, n. 2: Giovanni Giustiniani Longo era stato due anni prima podesta in Caffa.
Unfortunately, Comet does not provide any documentation for this claim, which must then be
considered an opinion. Exaggerated claims, not based on any evidence, are encountered in
subsequent literature; thus Pears, p. 220, states, without documentation, "he was well skilled in the
art of war and had gained great reputation as a soldier." FC, p. 84, offers a similar assessment,
again without citation of sources (but probably based on Kritoboulos, cf. infra, n. 72): "he was
reputed to be particularly skilled at the defence of walled cities." Dereksen [= Stacton], pp. 220-
221: "...Giovanni Justiniani (or Giustiniani) a Genoese condottiere of great and deserved
reputation... knew the fighting methods of both Byzantine and Turk as well as any man." Against
the opinions of modem scholarship stands Leonardo, who characterized Giustiniani, as we shall
see, an inexpertus iuvenis.
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bishop was perhaps attempting to justify the warlord's actions. Indeed Giustiniani may
have been young. But what exactly did Leonardo mean by inexpertus? Did he mean that
he had not participated in combat prior to the siege of 1453? Giustiniani's valiant defense
and direction of the defensive operations throughout the long siege argue against such an
interpretation. He must have had some combat experience but perhaps not quite as
extensive as modern scholars would have us believe. Leonardo may mean that
Giustiniani had not been wounded before and that he did not have any experience with
combat wounds. The bishop's view73 is embraced by Leonardo's Greek follower,
Pseudo-Sphrantzes, who translates the Latin phrase as ov TOfOUTOV EµzreLpoc OW Ev
iroXE i , "not very experienced in warfare," and by Leonardo's Italian imitator,
Languschi-Dolfin: come inexperto zouene, "like an inexperienced young man." This
adjective inexpertus remains problematic: our sources present contradictory and
confusing evidence. At least one other contemporary of Leonardo, who, unlike the
bishop, had not met Giustiniani, expresses a different opinion. Antonio Ivani da Sarzana
states:72 Longus, Iustinianus, lanuensis vir bellicae disciplinae haud indoctus, "Longo
Giustiniani, a Genoese man who was not untrained in the art of war." Kritoboulos73
characterizes him as ES iro'Xeµov Ep.ireLpoc KaL µaAa yevvai,oc, "experienced in war
and very brave," and repeats the adjective "experienced," a second time.74
Doukas also expresses a high opinion of him:75 'Iwavvrlc eirLSE1;LOC dv'np Kai. EI.S
trapaTayc c KUL OUVaalrlaIOUS 7roXE tuv 8OKq.urrcTOc, "Giovanni, a skilled man, very
experienced in the arrangement and conduct of battles." Youth and inexperience may
have argued against the view that Giustiniani had ever been the podesta of Caffa,
Genoa's important outpost on the shores of the Black Sea, although now it has been
demonstrated that indeed he was a Genoese consul in Caffa. If indeed Giustiniani was
young in 1453, at the age of thirty-five, it may be considered probable that he had been
consul.

Among the documents that seem to refer to the Giustiniani of 1453 is a letter (dated
April, 1452) that was dispatched to Florence from Genoa. It mentions a Giovanni
Giustiniani, the captain of three ships, who was buying provisions for a voyage to the
Levant.76 To this evidence we may add the testimony of another letter written by
Soderini, Florence's envoy in Genoa, which mentions the secret departure of Giustiniani
with seven hundred men.77 A third letter of December 15, 1452, reports that a Giovanni

7L Leonardo, CC 1: 160 [PG 159: 940]; Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.9.7; Languschi-Dolfin fol. 320.
72 TIePN, pp. 161-163.
73 Kritoboulos I.25.1.
14lbid., 1.25.3.
75 Doukas 38.
76 NE 2: 464 (State Archives of Florence, Dieci di Balia, Carteggio responsive, reg. 22, fol.' 125);
the pertinent section of the letter states: et ja pensiero andare in Levante et Romania et poi andarsi
a porre nel golfo di Vinegia con queste tre o con quelle avesse guadagniate, o dove vorrete,
faccendo piu danno a vostri nimici. Iorga adds: "L'auteur de la lettre lui a offert 2.500 florins.
Giustiniani veut etre tree citoyen, avec ses heritiers, a Florence et a Milan, `perche fa conto d'avere
noie assai di qua,' et d'autres avantages." Iorga then asks, p. 464, n. 4: "Est-ce le Jean Giustiniano
Longo qui combattit en 1453 contre les Tures, a Constantinople?"
77 NE 2: 477-478: ... Jean Giustiniano ne partit pas avant le 25 juillet d'Albenga. II prit, dans les
eaux de la Sicile, un vaisseau de Biscaie et un autre de Catalogne. Bien qu'il en eut encore deux,
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Giustiniani and his ship captured a "Saracen" vessel transporting merchandise from
Alexandria, and that the Genoese authorities were about to appoint a commission to
inquire about this incident.78 It is quite possible that our Giustiniani had been preying on
Muslim shipping before his arrival in Constantinople. Kritoboulos also knew of the naval
activities of Giustiniani at this time:79 SLETPLRE 1rEpL, TE X ov KaL 'P660V KUL T1'1V TaUT'rlV

iMXaaaav XoXmv TLVUC T(av arT6 8Lap6pwv, "he spent time around Chios and made
ambushes in its waters against his enemies." Similar is the statement of Leonardo,80 who
sees Giustiniani as mare decursitans, "a sea raider." According to numerous citations in
contemporary literature, Giustiniani had acquired the reputation of being a "pirate" and a
"corsair," or at least, this was how the Porte officials viewed him. During the siege the
sultan attempted, with heavy bombardment, to force a number of Genoese ships
(Giustiniani's may have been included among them) away from the chain that had been
stretched from Constantinople to the shores of Pera in order to prevent the Turkish fleet
from sailing into the Golden Horn. When the inhabitants of Pera, the Genoese suburb of
Constantinople that was officially neutral in 1453, complained about the bombardment,
the sultan justified his hostile action by suggesting that the owners of the ships behind the
chain were pirates hired by the Greek emperor as condottieri:81 piratarum erant, quos
imperator conduxerat, contra eas agere velle, quae inimicorum suorum essent, "he
[Mehmed] said that the ships belonged to pirates, whom the emperor had hired and his
action were directed against them, as they belonged to his enemies." This may be a veiled
reference to Giustiniani. He and his band qualify as condottieri who were the major
obstacle in the sultan's assaults against the walls. We also know from Barbaro that
Giustiniani commanded or owned a large ship of his own.82 Leonardo's report is also
echoed in Languschi-Dolfin's vernacular version, whose author renders83 Leonardo's

en secret, it etait parti avec un seul vaisseau, portant 700 hommes d'equipage. Les Genois memes
le craignaient, perche a conosciuto it piI pericoloso et di maggiore animo huomo the si truovi in
acqua salsa. '
78 NE 3: 277:...le gouvernement de Genes nomme une commision pour juger les reclamations
presentees par quelques Genois contre Jean Giustiniano Longo, qui avait arrete un grippo sarrasin
et poursuivi un vaisseau genevois qui portait d'Alexandrie a Chio des marchandises appartenant a
des Sarrasins.
79 Kritoboulos I.25.1.
80 Leonardo, CC 1: 132.
81 Leonardo, PG 159: 931 and 932 {not in the selections of CC 1].
82 Barbaro 13 [CC 1: 12]:...e de corser de una nave de zerca botte mile e duxento.
83 Languschi-Dolfin 14 (fol. 315): Acceso el Turcho da disdegno da i monti orientali de Pera penso
a profundar con machine e morteri, o trar quelle da la cathena. Messo andocha le bombarde a
segno dal occidente, se sforza cum bombardiers profundar le naue, manda a dir a Perensi the per
esser naue de corsari suo inimici condutte dal imperator, uol quelle destruzer. The same
information is repeated in the popular sixteenth-century work of Francesco Sansovino, GI' Annali,
p. 99: Ordinate adunque le bombarde dalla ripa Occidentale procacciana con ogni artificio di
fracassar le predette naui, dicendo a quei di Pera, the essendo esse di Corsari come gli era da loro
stato detto, & condotte dall'Imperadore, le noleua persequitare come cose de suoi nemici. In
addition, one translator of Leonardo's Latin text into Greek, Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.6.2, presents the
same passage in a paraphrase: '0 K U7roKpL15E1,5 EL7reV' a TO:L UL Vficc OUK E'LOLV Eµ7 opu o [, cXAol

7rELpcrrai KaL 6 XopLV dnroLLac TjXioV EVTO:uOa, aXX' va r i aDOL]\EL TW ijterdpW EXlgpw
Ro'1'1'S 06MV.
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piratarum-pirates as de corsari, "corsairs." The reference to "pirates" is also retained in
the late, anonymous chronicle Barberini 111:84

Ko& TOTE E[3aXE OTL Va' XaX(Y6r1 TOC Kap(Y(3LOL TWV XpLUTLO:VWV, OlCOU' 1170[VE ELS TOV

XL[LLWVO:, O'ICOU 7'1TCYVE ELI TO IOU I'CYACYTCY, TO RE'pOS T'qc 'AV(YTOXi c TO:

OTCOLOI Kapc''RLa E''''X(YVE l,LEUO: dvbpeu, .tEVOUS KOUpacYpouc .

And then he attempted to destroy the ships of the Christians that were in the harbor, at
the side of Galatas [Pera], that is to say, towards the east. On board those ships were
brave corsairs.

It is not only Leonardo and his imitators who seem to think of Giustiniani's band of
condottieri as "pirates" and "corsairs." There can be no doubt that in the eyes of
numerous contemporaries, Giustiniani and his band were clearly mercenaries. Giacomo
Tetaldi in his Latin version has no qualms about Giustiniani's status:85

Erat hoc in loco intra civitatem constitutus capitaneus quidam nomen erat loannes,
vir nobilis, natione Ianuensis, qui eo tempore imperatori Constantinopolitano
deservivit sub tributo.

In charge of that spot was placed a man by the name of Giovanni. He was a nobleman,
a Genoese by origin, who at that time had been hired by the Constantinopolitan
emperor for a fee.

While this statement is omitted in the same passage of Tetaldi's French version,
elsewhere this work too speaks of Giustiniani as a mercenary:86 une de messire Jean
Justinien Jennevois, aux gaiges de 1'empereur, "one lord Giovanni Giustiniani, a
Genoese, hired in the service of the emperor." Another contemporary, who personally
knew many of the participants on both sides in the siege, was the Greco-Venetian
Nikolaos Sekoundinos. He was, as we have previously noted, one of the first westerners
to visit Constantinople in an official capacity following its occupation in the summer of
1453, when the Venetians were attempting to come to an understanding with Mehmed II
and to ransom Venetian defenders and citizens captured during the sack. Sekoundinos
earlier had served as the Latin to Greek translator during the council of Florence, and he
knew his way and had access through the various courts in Italy and the Levant. He has
provided us with his comments on this matter:87

64 Zoras, 'H "AAuatc TrIS KmvaTavTLvovlrOAEWC KaL of BaaLAELa Mw jiEY3 B', p. 18 [= Zoras,
Xpovcxov irEpi rGiv ToupKriv EovAr vc,w, p. 82].
85 Caput XVIII (col. 795); also Caput V (col. 789): & una quae extitit cujusdam generosi armigeri
qui stipendiarius erat imperatoris Constantinopolitani: & ab eo capitaneus constitutus fuerat
Graecorum, qui vocabatur Johannes Justini.
86 French version, X (cols. 1820-1821).
87 CC 2: 134. Sekoundinos' work is entitled: Ad serenissimum principem et invictissimum regem
Alfonsum Nicolai Sagundini oratio and was very popular in the quattrocento, as it has been
preserved in eighteen manuscripts. Unfortunately, no complete edition with apparatus criticus
exists. Thus the complete text, first published by MakuKev, 1: 295-306; and the text printed in NE
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Januensis quidam Joannes Longus, vir profecto magni pretii, cum ducentis circiter
nautis - nam onerariae navis praefectus, ...stipendio imperatoris conductus.

A certain Genoese, Giovanni Longo, a worthy man, with about two hundred sailors
(as he was in charge of a cargo ship) ...was hired for a fee by the emperor.

In a work that was composed soon after the siege, before November, 1453, Niccol0
Tignosi (also known as da Foligno) knew of "corsairs" in the service of the emperor of
Constantinople and seems to refer indirectly to Giustiniani and his company:88 quoniam
Bizantium praeter quosdam piratas Italosque mercatores nullos habere potuit defensores,
"Byzantium [Constantinople] was not able to muster defenders, with the exception of
some pirates and Italian merchants."

We should further analyze the charge of "piracy" against Giustiniani and his band. As
we have previously noted, Giustiniani had been in the 1440s Genoese consul at Caffa.
Away from Caffa at the time of the construction of Rumeli Hisar, he found himself in
Chios and unable to return to his consulship. It appears that he believed that his ship
could not penetrate the Ottoman defenses now posed with the construction of the fortress
on the strait. The matter is further complicated by the continuation of military conflict
between Genoa and the central Italian state of Ancona. During wartime, the seizure of
naval and commercial vessels was commonplace. Giustiniani preyed upon the mercantile
vessels of Ancona and even Ottoman shipping. Thus the precious cargo became subject
to seizure and under the rules of engagement in international maritime law this was
acceptable conduct. Giustiniani, therefore, served his state of Genoa in a noble action,
even if a commission was later convened to examine his actions, which the Anconans,
like the Turks, deemed to be piratical. The Genoese authorities did address, as the
documents attest, the charge of piracy, but the ultimate outcome of this remains in doubt
with the death of Giustiniani soon after the fall of Constantinople.89

Further, it is unclear what attracted Giustiniani to Constantinople. Barbaro, as we
have seen,90 mentions "the benefit of Christendom" and "worldly honor" as possible
motives, even though, as a Venetian, Barbaro elsewhere exhibited considerable bias
against the Genoese warlord.9' Writing a few years after the siege, Kritoboulos states that

3: 316-323, are based on individual and inferior manuscripts without collation of the existing
codices. The selections in CC 1: 128-141, present a good text but are marred by serious omissions.
88 TIePN, p. 104.
89 Cf. Balletto, "Giovanni Giustiniani Longo," pp. 287 ff.; and Roccatagliata, pp. 383 if.
90 Supra, n. 59.
91 The most typical example of Barbaro's bias against the Genoese and against Giustiniani in
particular is furnished in the passage treating the departure of the warlord from the walls on May
29. Not only does Barbaro fail to mention that Giustiniani was wounded (which is added in the
margin of his manuscript by a different hand, that of his relative Marco Barbaro: per esserferito de
frezza), but he also states that the warlord went on to lie shamelessly about the situation, as he was
marching through the city to the harbor. Cf. Barbaro 55 [CC 1: 33]: Zuan Zustignan...se delibera
de abandonar la sua posta e corse a la sua nave... e scampando questo the iera capetanio,
vignando el dito per la tera criando: "Turchi son intradi dentro da la tera "; e menteva per la gola.
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Giustiniani came to Constantinople on his own initiative,92 but then he adds that some
people were under the impression that Constantine XI, who had promised him the island
of Lemnos in return for his services, had invited him:93

fjKEV aUTOKX p-OS aUV TaLc OXKaQL `30TjNaWV...ELa' 8E OL Kal 1ETaKAT1TOV cU70v

'YEVEa&ri pawL Trap ' aUTOU U7rEUXT1p. voU [sc. Kwvu rawr[vou] [tETc TOV 7r6XEµov

ILCr&V TnC (3oTjt9ELac T1'v Af tvov a67w.

He [Sc. Giustiniani] came on his own to help with his cargo boats ...there are some
who state that he had been invited by him [sc. Constantine XI] who promised him, as
a reward, Lemnos after the war.

Doukas agrees on the reward and further adds that the cession of Lemnos was confirmed
by an imperial chrysobull:94

EUEp'YETTw a [sc. KwvaiavTivoc] 8E To&TW [sc. Giustiniani] KaL &o Xpva0I3o1)XX0U
'ypaj..µaToc TT'v vfiaov A1ljivov, EL 017roKpoUQtNaETaL 6 MEXERET Ka . v7r0oTpayrj-
06TaL QlrpaKToc Et WV OappEL KEpSaVaL TTjc 'tOXEWS

He [sc. Constantine XI] granted him [sc. Giustiniani], with a written chrysobull, the
island of Lemnos, if Mehmed were repelled and returned empty-handed, without
realizing his hope of seizing the city.

Such statements, however, should not be accepted blindly. There are no surviving
documents and Sphrantzes, the unofficial Grand Chancellor and childhood friend of
Constantine XI, relates a different story. Sphrantzes states that Constantine XI had
granted Lemnos to the "Catalan king" in return for naval aid:95 TLc 'fjirL0Ta7O 7Tjv Tov
pr)-Y0'9;; TjTTj6LV TWV KaTaXdvuv, OTL Va 8o1 7rp0Ns EKELVOV 1j ATj tvoc. KaL E1rpaTTETO,

"who knew that the Catalan king had asked to be given the island of Lemnos, which was
ceded accordingly." Is it possible that Constantine XI promised the same island96 to two
different individuals on two different occasions? One may only conclude, in frustration,
that the nature of Giustiniani's reward, if other than the honorable sentiments mentioned
by Barbaro, must remain in doubt, in the absence of further evidence. Still, as
Kritoboulos and Doukas attest, the story in circulation after the fall was that Lemnos was

92 Kritoboulos 1.25.1: oS 1rpoµa%A')V TOV re lr6XELOV 'PWµaLWV KaL TT?V 000V OU T11S Il6XEWS

EaOpeVr V 1rOXLOpKLaV Ko:L '6V .Le'yCYXr v TOU PawLXEWC, [sc. Sultan Mehmed I1's] lrapaoKEV' V KaT'

CYUT'nc 1IKEV o 'r6KXTjTOc 6V Talc OXKaaL P071NaWV TOLS 'Pu tcxLOLS KaL aaoiXEL KWVOTaVTLVc.

93 Kritoboulos 1.25.1.
94 Doukas 38.
95 Minus 36.12. As usual, Pseudo-Sphrantzes recasts and paraphrases this statement; cf. Maius 4.2:
TLS E7rWaTaTo roi, KaraXcvuv f11y0c TTTJdLV... 01; 8WpTjt VaL ( TW T'nv Ai ivov
E1rpcTTETO.
96 On late Byzantine Lemnos, an agricultural island favored by the Greeks as a place for internal
exile, its eventual surrender to the Turks, and its history in the Ottoman period, see now H. W.
Lowry, Fifteenth Century Ottoman Realities: Christian Peasant Life on the Aegean Island of
Limnos (Istanbul, 2002).
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destined to be Giustiniani's island. Sekoundinos is probably closer to the truth when he
reports that Giustiniani was a condottiere, but fails to define his promised reward:97
stipendio imperatoris conductus, "he was hired for a fee by the emperor." Regardless of
the promised reward, Giustiniani, if indeed he was the gentleman who was under
investigation by the authorities of Genoa for piratical activities, may have elected to
remove himself, for the time being, and may have chosen Constantinople as the proper
environment in which to redeem himself.

The arrival of such an important contingent could not have been sudden, nor totally
unexpected. It is unfortunate that Sphrantzes writes nothing of the matter. The enlistment
of Giustiniani and of his experienced band must be considered a Byzantine triumph,
perhaps the last notable activity of the imperial chancery. And one must wonder whether
Cardinal Isidore played a significant role in the negotiations during his voyage that
brought him from Italy to Constantinople, by way of Chios, one of the bases of Giovanni
Giustiniani. The appointment of Giustiniani as commander-in-chief proved a wise choice.
Constantine must have encountered considerable opposition, however, from members of
his own administration in the court as well as from his Venetian allies and advisors, who
were biased against the Genoese. Giustiniani's professional band discharged its duty with
distinction and valor almost to the very end, to the morning of May 29, a fact that is
freely admitted by some eyewitnesses, such as the Anconan consul, Benvenuto,98 who
was, as he proudly tells us, a baro inperatoris, "a baron of the emperor":

Item quod, donec Justinianus Longus, custodiens simul cum inperatore... locum
fractum per bomberdas ... egregiefuit civitas...defensata.

Item: as long as Giustiniani Longo, with the emperor, was active in the defense ... even
though his sector was demolished by the bombards... the city was defended
exceptionally well.

Tetaldi's impressions were even more positive in his Latin version:99

Hic [sc. Giustiniani] se in omnibus exhibuit audacem et virilem velut alter
Machabeus, in cuius potestatis praeeminentia totus cuneus bellatorum omnem spem
suam etfiduciam.

He [sc. Giustiniani] proved himself daring in everything. He was strong, like another
Macabee, in whose exceptional abilities all soldiers had placed their hopes and trust.

Leonardo expresses faith in the warlord and then blames Fortune for the disaster:' 00

97 Supra, n. 86.
98 TIePN: 1-5.
99 Caput XVII (795). Tetaldi's French version (XIV-XV [1822-1823]) reads as follows: En ce lieu
deffendoit monseigneur Jehan Justinien, & se portoit vaillamment: & aussi toute la cite avoit
esperance en sa vaillance. A ce lieu pour faire son derrain effort, se approuche le Turc a deux
bannieres desployees, avecques dix mille hommes esleus pour la garde de sa personne, & infinis
aultres avec le chastel de bois, pons, eschielles, & aultres instruments, & monterent sur le mur.
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Angustia igitur hac inflictus imperator, dispositis in propugnaculis militibus, quoad
potuit, antemurale solum urbis vallumque sat videbatur tutati posse. < Bellum itaque,
paucitate suorum diffdens, tolerat> et spem omnem in Johanne praefecto Justiniano
reposuit. Bene siquidem, sifata secundassent.

The emperor was at a loss. He distributed the soldiers on the battlements, as much as
he could, and the first wall seemed to be well protected. <He sustained the war, even
though he was despondent by the paucity of his soldiers> and placed all hope in his
commander, Giovanni. He would have succeeded, had Fortune favored him.

Secondary documents also agree on Giustiniani's valor. Indeed it is in Greek accounts
that Giustiniani receives a great deal of praise for his efforts during the siege. Doukas, for
instance, evaluates the situation as follows:'01 EKTOTE oUV EµcrXovio 'YIpuLK(WS o1 Au LVOL

6V rCo ' Iwocvvii, "since that time [that is, since the appointment of Giustiniani in charge
of the defense] the Latins with Giovanni fought heroically." Kritoboulos agrees:102 rlv
'Yap 6 aVip 1rOXEl.LWV TCY E; TELXo 1aXLCYV l c XLwTa LKO(VWc i aKi ro, "the

man [sc. Giustiniani] was experienced in battles ... and he was especially trained in
defending walls."

The condottiere found himself in the difficult position of trying to defend a large city
with inadequate resources and with a divided population whose various minorities
displayed no affection for one another. These diverse groups included Greeks, Venetians,
Genoese, Catholics, Orthodox, Jews, pro-western factions, pro-Turkish factions,
unionists, and anti-unionists. It is indeed a tribute to Giustiniani that the city was able to
hold out for such a long period, from the beginning of April to the end of May. Even if
the warlord had not been wounded, if the assault of May 29 had been repelled, and if
Whined II had withdrawn on that occasion, granting a respite to the beleaguered city, the
eventual fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks was still assured. The city, depleted
of population and essential necessities, had been completely surrounded by hostile forces
and would have succumbed one way or another. Annexation to the Ottoman empire
would have come sooner or later.

l0° CC 1: 146-148 [PG 159: 934; the sentence in <> is not included in CC 1, but appears in PG 159:
934]. Leonardo is imitated by his followers: Languschi-Dolfin (19-20 [fol. 317]): Da tali angustie
aflicto lo imperator disponeua i militi sopra le torre e muri, et al poter suo lantemurale cum la
fossa parea ben defesso. Diffindandosi de la paucita di sui tolleraua la guerra, ogni sua speranza
collocando in Joanne Zustignan Longo Genoexe, capitanio condutto, et bene se la fortuna non li
aduersaua; and by the Barberini Chronicle (20): TOTE E'PaXE K(A EVE'P oe TOUS 1r0XE4LLUT66ES ELS

Ta TELXLa, ELC, TOUc lrup'Youc, do KCY$(dc EK%IVE XPELaV' Kal ERaXE TOV 'IWO''VV,9 TOV

rLODUTLVLIXVO 7rp&rov KQ1rETaVLO, KO'L KaX EtpUXa'YE, a bEV TOV 1l15EXaVE OKOT()UEL, while a slight

echo (but no literal paraphrase) occurs in Sansovino, GI' Annali, p. 103: Et diffidandosi della guera
per la pochezza dei suoi, la tolleraua patientemente, hauendo messo ogni sia speraza in Giovanni
Giustiniano suo Capitano, & farebbe stato bene quando la forte lo hauesse uoluto fauorire.
101 Doukas 38.
102 Kritoboulos 1.25.3. Similar is the assessment that is provided in a contemporary anonymous
Venetian poem, a dirge on the fall, lines 229-232 (CC 2: 304): Tuti fidavano nella brigata / De
quel<o> Longo de grande ardimento, / Ma al so<e> talento /De dar soccorso non fu observato.
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Giustiniani then presents us with a typical career of a soldier of fortune of the late
Middle Ages and of the early Renaissance. As it is hinted in our sources, his career may
have included a stage during which he was a corsair. Until the late nineteenth century,
piracy was a common way of life in the Levant, and the same ship could serve as a
merchantman or as a man-of-war, depending on circumstances. The Knights of Saint
John, for instance, generally engaged in what nowadays would be interpreted as piracy.
Moreover, the profession of soldier has always attracted individuals in trouble with the
law and the authorities. A typical example is to be found in the siege of Rhodes in 1481.
After Mehmed II's troops had been repelled from Rhodes by the Hospitallers, the grand
master of the order, Pierre d'Aubusson, wrote a letter (dated July 14, 1482) on behalf of
an individual. Addressed to Isabella of Castile, this letter includes the grand master's
personal request that a pardon be granted to Fernando de Vergonde of Galicia, who had
been convicted of a crime before the siege and had been sent to assist in the defense of
Rhodes, with a promise of an eventual pardon. Since he had discharged his obligation
with distinction in the opinion of d'Aubusson, he had earned his pardon.103 Clearly, such
cases were common. Giustiniani was a product of his age. His short and controversial
career illustrates the perils that various condottieri of the quattrocento faced. The fact that
he was associated with the death of the millennial empire of the Second Rome has
granted him immortality while he has also attracted considerable controversy and debate
over his withdrawal on May 29, 1453.

III. A Failure of the Imperial Chancery

The financial exigencies of Constantinople's treasury contributed to the success of
Mehmed II's operations in ways that could not have been foreseen by the defenders
before the commencement of hostilities. While additional and desperate measures were
undertaken to import arms104 through diplomacy, and emissaries desperately sought to
recruit mercenaries from the west, Constantine XI proved unable to offer an adequate
salary to Urban, his own expert on artillery and gunpowder in his service, and even
denied him a meager raise that he had requested. This military engineer and artillery

103 PaL 2: 362: "...the Knights ... had indeed had a motley crew of adventures fighting with them
on the Rhodian battlements."
104 A document from Venice (Sec. Sen. T. 19, fol. 122`) dated more Veneto, 1451. Die 14 February,
indicates that some armaments requested by the orator Serenissimi Imperatoris Constantinopolis
were dispatched to the Venetian bailo in the Greek capital, Girolamo Minotto: Circa partem
salnitrii, et coraciarum, quas petiit prefatus orator, respondeatur sibi, quod contenti sumus
complacere eidem Serenissimo Imperatori, de quantitate quam postulavit... quod salnitrium ipsum,
et coratie emantur, et mittantur ad manus baiuli nostri Constantinopolis [Girolamo Minotto], simul
cum literis camby, costi dicti salnitrij et coratiarum cum ordine, quod solutis per imperatorem
dictis litteris cambij, baiulus poster [Girolamo Minotto] sibi dari faciat predictum salnitrium et
coratias. This document is published in Cornet's appendices to his edition of Barbaro's diary, p.
67. Antonio Ivani was also aware of some of the armament that reached Constantinople before the
siege, TIePN, pp. 150-152: Deinde tela, missilia atque omne genus armorum quae ad propellendum
hostem defendandamque urbem opportuna sunt ex omnibus locis devehit atque mirabili lignorum
strue a Constantinopoli Peram usque portum claudit turresque ligneas complures super struem ad
repellendum hostem naves a transitu obhercere poterant.
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expert had been well versed in the process of casting bronze cannon. Such professionals
were in demand in the Levant, even though their methods and techniques may have been
outdated and were perhaps even obsolete by western standards. The capabilities of
western experts can be gauged by the fact that during the siege Constantinople was saved
on a number of occasions by the efforts of a military engineer from either Germany or
Scotland, who was able to detect and neutralize the mines dug by the sultan's Serbian
sappers.105 His name is given as John Grant, a form that seems to be hiding behind
Leonardo's latinized rendition of his name, and who, as Leonardo states, was an officer
attached to the professional band of mercenaries led by Giovanni Guglielmo Longo
Giustiniani. The bishop expresses deep admiration for Grant's efforts on behalf of the
defense of the Kaligaria Gate (Egri Kapi) and its sector, and his sentiments are taken up
by his followers:'06

at cum a fundamentis - o rem mirabilem! - primum iam vallum antequemurale
mirando cum silentio subcavassent, Johannis Grande Alemani, ingeniosi militis rerum
bellicarum doctissimi, quem Johannes Justinianus, militiae dux, centurionem
conduxerat, industria et sagacitate opus detectum est exploratorumque... cum Johanne
Alemano ingenioso Calegaream concussam reparant proteguntque.

But when they had first silently undermined (what a miracle!) the first line of walls,
John Grant, the German, a most learned military engineer, who had come, as a
lieutenant with the band of Giovanni Giustiniani, the commander-in-chief, detected
their design, with his perseverance and wisdom.. .with the help of the resourceful John
the German they repaired and protected the damaged Kaligaria Gate.

105 Leonardo (PG 159: 928 [CC 1: 132-134]): minerarumfossores, quos ex Novo Brodo conduxerat
magistros accersiri iussit. He is followed, as usual, by Languschi-Dolfin (fol. 315 (101): ... et per
questo lauor li fossori delle miniere, the lauoraua a Nouobordo fece uenir, and by his sixteenth-
century follower, Sansovino (Gl' Annali, p. 96), who curiously omits "Novo Brdo," the homeland
of the sappers: Perche chiamato a se i maistri delle mine & a penetrar per tutti i muri della citta.
The Barberini Chronicle also omits any reference to the Turkish mines. Pseudo-Sphrantzes, Maius
3 (p. 244), retains the reference to the mines but omits any mention of Novo Brdo:...TrpooETa'tEv
Lva E (OUL TLVBS aVbpES OL buvc ieVOL OPUS LbeLV Kal ']roLELv OTc&,; u1roKEKpuµ4EVaS K&TW&V

TTjc 'y'ijc
106 Leonardo (PG 159: 928, 934 [CC 1: 134 (an incomplete extract)]. The bishop is faithfully
emulated by his followers, with the exception of the Barberini Chronicle, which never mentions the
mines. Cf. Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 315 (10): Habiando adoncha passado sotto le fosse, el
antimurale, et le mirabil fundamente de la terra cum Bran silentio cauato, alhora per opera
industria, et sagacita de Joanne Grando Alemano dotto in cose bellice, el quad Joanne Longo
Zustignan capitanio condusse centurion, fu descoperto, et per sua relation fu confermato hauer
explorato, et per questo 1 animo de ognun commosse; and Sansovino, Gl' Annali (pp. 96 and 103):
...marauigliosa cosa da dire Giouanni Grande Tedesco, soldato esperitissimo & d'ingegno, &fato
capo di squadra dal Giustiniano, scoperse la cosa, trouata esser uera ... insieme con Giovanni
Alemano, diffendauano, & riparauano la Caligarea. Pseudo-Sphrantzes, Maius 3 (p. 244), neglects
to duplicate the note that John Grant was a member of the band of Giustiniani: 'Iux vvTjS SE TLS
FEpiLaVOS aKpOV TOGS TOV 9roX ioU iuixovdc KUL TOU &ypoi TrUpOS, EVWTLGI ELS 'riv

1L'XaVTiV, ETEpaV biri v EVONTLav 6pU ac.
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The fate of John Grant in the last days of the siege remains a mystery. We do not know
whether he escaped the carnage of May 29, either with his companions, the retreating
band of condottieri that brought Giustiniani, their mortally wounded leader, to Chios, or
aboard another ship, or whether he perished in the last battle(s) and sack. If he were still
attached to the contingent defending the Kaligaria Gate on May 29, 1453, he would have
had no opportunity to join his departing comrades who withdrew from their assigned
sector about a quarter of a mile to his south, about the Gate of Saint Romanos and the
Pempton.

From the extensive contemporary and near contemporary corpus of literature that
deals with the siege of Constantinople in 1453, only two sources cite the engineer
apparently in charge of the Greek emperor's few and outmoded pieces of artillery in the
imperial arsenal: Doukas and Khalkokondyles, who had first-hand knowledge of the
Turks and had active contacts within the Porte. Doukas himself relates that he was
present at Adrianople shortly after Mehmed II had executed, with exceptional cruelty,107
a Venetian captain and his crew captured when their galley failed to outrun his bombards
at Rumeli Hisar. Doukas even viewed their unburied remains a few months before the
siege.108 Accordingly, Doukas is the only author to provide details on this incident that
occurred in the spring/summer of 1452, while Mehmed II was constructing his fortress on
the straits of the Bosphorus,109 the famous Rumeli Hisar (pl. 6O),11° to curtail Venetian
trade from the Black Sea. Mehmed was approached by a capable military engineer from

107 Barbaro 2 (CC 1: 9): e avanti the el ditto Antonio Rizzofosse morto, el bailo de Costantinopoli
[sc. Giro4 mo Minotto] mandd per imbassador al Turco ser Fabruzi Corner per poderlo deliberar,
e non pote far gnente, the zd, el signor chan l'avea fatto morir [over deliberado de far morir] suxo
elpalo.
108 Doukas 35: EKEXEUUEV [sc. Mehmed II] ouv Tous 1rONTac a1rOKE(paXU7 11VaL, TOV bE vaUapxov

[sc. Antonio Rizzo] a&Xw hu TOb ivoc 'r v ciiroppi czt, Kai d'r pOUC acpeLVaL, ovs

KaL ELSOV E'yW td' i I.L pac bXLyc c EKEL hLayevoµevou µou.

109 Ibid. 35: ETL ovToS aurou [sc. Mehmed II] Ev -r& 1roXLXVL() [sc. Rumeli Hisarl Kai
0'LK080µ6VT01;

110 Rumeli Hisar, its erection, and its significance in the "cold war" that preceded the actual siege,
deserve their own separate study. In the meantime, cf. infra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard," sec.
I; A. Gabriel, Chateaux turcs de Bosphore. Memoires Institut Franrais d'Archeologie Stamboul 6
(Paris, 1943): 29-75; E. H. Ayverdi, Osmanli Mi marisinde Fatih Devri IV [The Journal of the
Ottoman Conqueror]. Istanbul Enstitasii 69 (Istanbul, 1974): 626-662; MCT, p. 77; and FC, p. 66.
The architect was Muslihuddin, a Christian monk who had converted to Islam (MCT, p. 77); his
building methods are strongly reminiscent of Greek fortifications as observed by Paspates,
TI0ALopKLa Kai 'AAWQLS, who inspected the remains of the castle in the late nineteenth century,
before extensive renovations had taken place, pp. 80-81: 'H oLKOBoµLa etVcL µ%µ7)ULC Tow
p.cTayEVEUTEpWv TELXWV. OLacpepODULV 4uoq oL µeyYXOL 7rC pyoL TWV BUTaVTLVWV

in5.yWV. OUTOL ELVaL 5L7rXOL, OL EOWTEpLKOL U*IgXOTepOL KaL Xe7rroTEpOL. 'OµoLWC iruupyovs rjyeLpev

6 MWaµE14 [LET& vqv &XWULV EV Toil KaXOU11eV(1 'E1rrawupy[y [Yedi Kule]... '0 auyypayeVs Tov

Xa871Ka'T [= Hafiz Htiseyin Al-AyvanrasayI's The Garden of the Mosques] X&yeL 6TL o lrupyoC
E'LXE $UpaC, RL'U ELVcL KXELUT'l, ETe'pa E1rL 11I(; tr plis Kai oiXX7) E1rt T7 C 6aXciea'1'ls.
HXiIULOV *ro Kai 8WRa''TLOV EV15a EK(Y&rro O auXXEyov TOv pOpOV TWV 8LaNXe6vTWv 1rXOLWv... E1r6

'r I 1rapaXLaC ELVaL UTEpe 1rpoKU11aLa, L KOUC pETpuV IrEpLWOU TEUUapaKovra 7rEvie, ao oiEV'(i

E'LOETL oils 'ijyELpEV a&r v 6 MWa'µe19.'A1r0 TOU- (ppOUpLOU Et,7jpXOVTO E1r' T 1rp0KUµaI,ac 8L&

1riX'9C (Y1I1LbWTC.
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Hungary who had been in the service of the Greek emperor: i'' E TjAi9EV EK Tic IIOAEWS
ELF TE)(VLTTIC; O TCYl; RETP0P0ALµoL0UC XWVOs KaTCYUKEU0WV, TO yEVOS Ovyypoc,

TEXVLTTIc SOKLlW'TCYTOS, "out of the city came a technician who constructed stone-
throwing engines. He was a Hungarian by birth, and a very experienced technician."
Doukas states that the man was dissatisfied with his compensation in the imperial service
and that he had unsuccessfully petitioned the emperor for a pay increase. Doukas further
observes that, if the emperor had agreed to pay one fourth of the salary that was
eventually granted by the sultan, the engineer would have been happy to remain in the
imperial service. Doukas implies that this man and his expertise were largely responsible
for the Ottoman conquest of Constantinople:1 2

OUTog irp0 7rOAA6 EV TYI KWVUTCYVTLV0U7r0AEL EA74WV KOl U ip.Ovas TOLS µeac ouUL

TW [30:ULA£L TTjv TExvgv a: ToU cYVEtpEpOV T(il (3o:oLAEL. 6 SE (3aULA£US ypc4*as a$TW

6LTTIpEULOV OllK O LOV 7rp0s T 'v E It1U1T1li llV w iou, OUS EKELVO TO µTI& .L1VOV KaI.

6CYp6O.L7ITOV ESLSOUaV TW TEXVLT'I]. 0fEV K«L (Y1r0yV01)s KO:TO AL'IrWV TTIV 7r0ALV li.LOC

TWV 7rpaC TO'V 3c pp0:poV. KO'L a rrO QCU7rcur'Ws &1ro8e cji.EVOS Kal

Tpogx« KLYL EVSUI.LCITa pLAOTLpTjUac aUTOV &8WUL, KaW jOyaV TOUTIV OUTIV E'L O

RoCULAEUs TO 'rETOCpiov ESLSEV,. OUK aV d7re81.8paaKE TTIS KWva'rav7LV01U7r6AEWg.

Long ago this man had come to Constantinople and had indicated his art to the official
courtiers of the emperor, who made a report to the emperor. He granted him a salary
that was not worthy of this man's science. This technician [received] close to nothing,
a worthless salary. So in desperation he left the city one day and he ran to the
barbarian [sc. Mehmed II], who received him gladly and gave him food and clothes,
in addition to a salary. Had the emperor granted him one fourth of this sum he would
not have escaped from Constantinople.

It is possible that the imperial strategists had undervalued the potential of gunpowder
and the advantages offered by bombards, and consequently failed to give serious thought
to the engineers' request for a raise. On the other hand, modern historians have overrated
the artillery of Mehmed II, which, in the final analysis, was not directly responsible for
the Ottoman success of the assault of May 29. On the other hand, the imperial treasury of

... Doukas 35.
112 Ibid. The failure of the court to compensate him adequately must have become proverbial during
the siege. While Leonardo never mentions his name, he seems to identify him simply by his lack of
salary that forced him to defect. Cf. Leonardo, PG 159: 932 [not in CC 1]: Itaque, artifex, cui
provisio negatafuit, ex nostris ad Teucros reductus. It is significant that Leonardo identifies him as
"the defector, whose request for a salary had been denied," without even citing his name, as he was
evidently sufficiently known by his defection that was precipitated by the imperial blunder. We will
return to this subject, infra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard." This reference of Leonardo to Urban
has not been noted by previous scholarship on this matter. At least, it can be stated with confidence
that the secondary literature on this individual is based on factual evidence, as Leonardo, an
eyewitness, proves beyond doubt the historicity of Urban. As usual, Leonardo is followed by his
imitators (but curiously enough this reference is suppressed in the Greek narratives of Pseudo-
Sphrantzes and of the Anonymous Barberini). Cf., e.g., Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 315 (14): El
bombardier nostro al qual non era data la prouision ando dal Turco.
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Constantinople was in no position to grant the request for the engineer's salary. Thus he
surreptitiously removed himself (617reL paaKE/"escaped" is the strong term employed by
Doukas) to the Porte and offered his expertise in the production of artillery pieces and his
knowledge of the conditions at the imperial arsenal. This man, if Doukas is accurate,
must have been in possession of valuable intelligence information concerning the artillery
that he had supervised while in the imperial service and with regard to the condition of
the walls in view of the recent renovation program. He was knowledgeable because he
had been employed in Constantinople for some time, as Doukas' narrative relates. In
addition, as an engineer, he must have calculated the potential damage that stone
projectiles propelled by gunpowder could inflict upon the ancient walls. It is no wonder
that the sultan welcomed him with open arms.

Beyond these few simple statements of Doukas we have no additional information on
this man. What was his earlier career and who had taught him his skills? While we would
like to know the answers to these numerous questions, Doukas has nothing more to offer
on this man's background and does not even state his name. The only other references are
to be found in Khalkokondyles' narrative. Khalkokondyles had some connections to the
Porte and was well informed in regard to Ottoman military matters.113 He agrees in basic
terms with the information supplied by Doukas, for he states that the engineer left
Constantinople because of an inadequate salary and sought employment at the Porte.
However, unlike Doukas, Khalkokondyles does not associate the defection of the
engineer with the construction of Rumeli Hisar at the Bosphorus, and introduces him only
in his opening passages of the siege in 1453. Khalkokondyles is the only contemporary
author to supply us with the engineer's name:' 14

T1JXe-3oXLar11c 8' 'V TOU (3aQiXECJ1; TOUVOµa 'Op`3aVOS, A&E TO ryEVOS, KaL 7rp&TEpOV

Trap' `EXXgaL SIaTpLRWV. KaL TOUS TE "EAAr1vac a7roAt7rwv SEOµevoc RLov, acpLKETO

7rapa Tas 1%pac TOV (3aQ'.AEmc;.

There was an artilleryman of the king [= sultan] called Orbanos. He was a Dacian by
birth and earlier he had spent time with the Greeks. Because he needed a better salary
for himself, he left the Greeks and came to the Porte of the king [= sultan].

While we thus discover that this able military engineer or generic "artilleryman,"
according to Khalkokondyles, was called "Orban" (or better "Urban," as "Orbanos" must
be Khalkokondyles' Hellenic rendition of this western name115), this historian disagrees
with Doukas about his birthplace. He believes that Urban was not a Hungarian but a
"Dacian," a term that needs further clarification. Under the influence of humanism,

113 On Khalkokondyles' Ottoman connections, cf. A. Nimet, Die tiirkische Prosopography bei
Laonikos Chalkokandyles (Hamburg, 1933); and M. Cazacu, "Les parentes byzantines et ottomans
de l'historien Laonikos Chalkokondyles (c. 1423-c. 1470)," Turcica 17 (1984): 95-114, speculates
that there was an actual distant family relationship between Khalkokondyles and the Greek
renegade Mahmud Pasha, a prominent Porte official of Mehmed II. On Mahmud Pasha and
Khalkokondyles, cf. now Stavrides, passim. Also, M. C. ,Sehabeddin Tekindag, "Mahmud Pa§a,"
IA 7: 183-188.
114 Khalkokondyles 8.204 (385).
115 Similarly, Khalkokondyles renders "John [Corvinus] Hunyadi" as 'Iec vvrJs XuVLdT'gC.
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Khalkokondyles, himself a lover of antiquity, employed in his narrative principles and
terminology that would have been commonplace in ancient literature."6 He resisted the
use of terms that would have been familiar to his uneducated contemporaries. If he could
find an ancient term for a modem group, he used it consistently. Thus he termed the
Serbs "Triballians-TpL13aXXo'L," the Russians "Sarmatians-Eapµ«Irai,," the Hungarians
"Paionians-lla(ovec," and the Mongols "Scythians-EK n3c ." He even avoided employing
the term "Christian" with a preference for the archaic He used
"Dacia," the name of the ancient Roman province to indicate the quattrocento Wallachia
and Transylvania. Thus, as far as he is concerned, Urban was from this area. And given
the fact that Doukas believed him to be a Hungarian, we may be tempted to conclude that
indeed he was a Hungarian who found his way to the Balkans via Transylvania.
Moreover, Urban's methods and preferences in artillery, as can be deduced from the
available evidence, strongly argue in favor of Hungarian, Transylvanian, or Wallachian
origins. He was still casting bronze bombards, a practice that had been abandoned in
western Europe by the 1440s, when western engineers had turned their attention to the
manufacture of smaller and more maneuverable iron artillery pieces."

Urban's career in the Porte is not discussed in any surviving sources.118 The only fact
that emerges is that he produced a monstrous bombard that was used in the siege of

116 On this family of the Khalkokondylai, which produced influential humanists active in Italy, cf.
among others, W. Miller, "The Last Athenian Historian," pp. 35-49. Better known than Laonikos in
Italy was Laonikos' kinsman, the humanist Demetrius Chalco[co]ndyles, through his numerous
editions of ancient Greek texts (including the editio princeps of Homer in Florence) and because of
his energetic teaching activities in Florence, Padua, and Milan; cf. Geanakoplos, Interaction, ch.
13. In addition, cf. Kampouroglous.
117 Among later historians, Edward Gibbon is surely the exception when he states that Urban could
have been "a Dane or Hungarian," cf. 7: 177, and n. 26. In all likelihood, Gibbon was familiar with
the Latin translation of Khalkokondyles in the Corpus Historiae Byzantinae Parisinum, reprinted in
PG 159: 13-556, which renders the Greek phrase Dat To yEvoc as genere Dacus erat; Gibbon
probably misread (or was there a typographical error in his copy?) the last word as Danus. Pertusi
also speculates that Urban may have been from Germany (CC 1: 393, n. 7): unfonditore ungherese
o sassone, di nome Urban. That Mehmed welcomed western military experts to his court is well
known. The presence in the Ottoman army of numerous European renegades enraged one of the
defenders, Bishop Leonardo (PG 159: 927 [CC 1: 130]): Sed quis, oro, circumvallavit urbem? Qui,
nisi perfidi christiani instruxere Theucros? Testis sum quod Graeci, quod Latini, quod Germani,
Pannones, Boetes, ex omnium christianorum regionibus Theucros commixti opera eorum fidemque
didicerunt: qui, immanius fidei christianae obliti, urbem expugnabant. Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 313
(6-7), in a section of his work that is independent of the narrative of Leonardo makes reference to
the sultan's efforts to hire western artillery experts: Salmitrio et solfore cum quantita de rami fece
condur et fonditori de bombarde Alemani condusse cum gran stipendio, doue e quando uol se fa
fonder bombarde.
'118 One must not assume that he was rated highly at the Porte. He seems to disappear after the
siege, infra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard." There is no need to assume that he became a
principal figure on Mehmed's staff or his chief of artillery. There exists a mosque (pl. 61) in
Istanbul at some distance behind the Pege Gate [Ballkll Kapi] in the Veledi Karaba5 quarter in
4ehremini, whose origins date to the decade immediately after the conclusion of the siege. A
modem Turkish inscription identifies its founder as Suleiman Topsubasicu of Mehmed II. While
the title indicates both "chief of the artillery corps" and "chief supplier," in all likelihood this is not
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Constantinople. We are unaware of any additional guns that he may have manufactured
for Mehmed. While some modem authorities19 claim that the cannon(s) that Mehmed II
deployed on his newly erected Rumeli Hisar at the straits of the Bosphorus had been cast
by Urban, no quattrocento authority explicitly confirms this view, which then is
tantamount to speculation. In fact, Kritoboulos suggests that the sultan, while they were
preparing for the siege in the winter of 1452/1453, already possessed artillery pieces
before Urban had begun the construction of his famous bombard: 120 eL 'yE Trpo; TaV;
ouaatC µT)XavaLc (7>6av 'ydp a roic 71 K011 ETEpaL Trpov$EV "in
addition to the existing engines [= cannon] (for already they possessed others that had
been constructed earlier)." If indeed Doukas is correct when he states that Urban defected
to the Porte in the spring or summer of 1452, while the fortress was under construction,
there may not have been sufficient time to produce the artillery pieces that were deployed
on its towers and on the shore. The following fall, Urban would have been busy
designing the bombard that was presumed to reduce the Constantinopolitan fortifications
to rubble. Doukas states that, after the sultan approved Urban's design, it took the
engineer three months to produce his masterpiece. Then Doukas continues to recount the
fate of Antonio Rizzo, whose ship was sunk by a bombard (pl. 62) from Rumeli Hisar on
November 26, 1452, because the Venetian captain refused to stop his ship to be boarded
by an Ottoman garrison. After his account of this event, Doukas turns to the manufacture
of the great bombard. We may conjecture by the position of this episode in the narrative,
embedded between the arrival of Urban at the Porte and his manufacture of the great
cannon, that Urban also produced the cannon that sank Rizzo's boat. Nevertheless, the
evidence is indirect and circumstantial: 121

a reference to Urban, who may have defected or became a convert/renegade, even though the name
"Suleiman" was favored among converts to Islam. This may be a reference to Karistiran Suleiman
Beg, who was appointed by Mehmed II as the or governor of the sultan's new capital.
Suleiman's mosque is located in an area that was clearly part of an estate with agricultural lands
and gardens that are still evident. Perhaps the mosque was part of the estate granted to Suleiman by
the sultan. Its northern boundary seems to preserve a surviving fountain near the Rhegium Gate. A
modem visitor who follows the landmarks in the area, as we discovered in June 2003, can easily
surmise the size of the estate. The mosque was known to the author of the Garden of the Mosques,
who provides the following information, p. 65: "The builder of the Bala Mosque was Bala
Suleyman Aga. He was the head of the corps of gunners in the time of Fatih [Sultan
Mehmed II] and the aga of one of the Four Divisions (bolikat-zerbaa). He is buried there. [The
mosque] has a quarter." The translator of this work, Crane, p. 65, n. 498, states that this mosque
was built in 1463. No trace of the original building survives, since it was completely renovated in
the nineteenth century. For the "four divisions" of the Ottoman army that refer to the mounted
corps of the janissaries, ch. ibid., p. 65, n. 499.
119 E.g., FC, p. 78: "Within three months he [sc. Urban] built the huge cannon which the Sultan
placed on the walls of his castle at Rumeli Hisar and which sank the Venetian ship [sc. of Rizzo]."
MCT, p. 78, presents similar speculation: "Urban built an enormous cannon for the shore side of the
new fortress." Neither authority cites any support from original sources for these suppositions, as
indeed none exists.
120 Kritoboulos 1.29.
121 Doukas 35. Sphrantzes was a friend of the unfortunate captain of the Venetian ship, as he had
been one of his passengers on a previous voyage. He alludes to Rizzo's terrible fate (Minus 32.1):
Kai E-yli [sc. Sphrantzes] Trj LV T0U ueirTEµ[3PLOU µ'gVOS TOU ta01 [SC. 1451] `rouc ELS Tr v IIOXLV
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' p%o(VTO XaXKOV TOLVUV, KaL O TEXVLTTIS TOV TU'WOV TTIc aKEUTIS

E1rAaTTEV. EV TpLOL 0UV µrlcL KO:TEOKEUCYatgTl KaL EXWV6v1'TJ TEpa TL tpOREpoV KaLE

E>;aLOLOV. EV SE TW IIOaKeaEV 7r0XLXVLW Tai Tj EKELVIXS KccrEpxo Lcv IS VTIOs

EK TOU uTopiov µcyU'XTlc TWv BEVETLKWV, 'PUT>S 6 VallapXoc Touvoµa...1CETpcw
aKOVTLaavTec oL Tou KO(aTpov vlrspµcyEt3Tl TTly vauv SLEpplli c.

They began amassing bronze and the technician [sc. Urban] created the form of the
cannon; and in three months a terrible and unprecedented monster was constructed
and cast. In those days a big ship of the Venetians was sailing down the narrows [=
the Bosphorus] by the town of Baskesen ["Head Cutter," that is, Rumeli Hisar],
commanded by Antonio Rizzo...they fired a very large stone from the castle and it
struck the ship.

Whether the bombards (pl. 63122) of Rumeli Hisar that spelled doom for Rizzo had
been constructed under the guidance of Urban or not, the incident indicates that cannon
could make a serious contribution to warfare, proving that moving targets were not
beyond the reach of capable artillerymen. Barbaro also writes of this event.123 Neither
Barbaro nor any other sources specify that this bombarda grossa, "great bombard," was
new or that any specific engineer had manufactured it. The incident nevertheless must
have alarmed the Venetians, and soon thereafter spies were dispatched to the Bosphorus,
to inspect the castle that threatened communications with the Venetian posts north of the
straits. In fact, a contemporary drawing of Rumeli Hisar, evidently executed by a
Venetian spy after inspection, survives.124 In Barbaro's estimation, the Rizzo incident
marks the beginning of hostilities between the Constantinopolitan Venetians and the
Porte, for up to this point a state of war formally existed only between the Greeks and the
Turks.125

-1 11 1 1

oc'IrEyWOa Re--r& 76 KapalLOU TOU KcXOU 'AVT(ilwLOU 'PLTaoU Tou Kai UUTepov µapTUprjaav'rOc uirEp

rijc etc XpLaIOV WL'OTeuc auTou. Pseudo-Sphrantzes (Maius 3.1) repeats the passage verbatim; his
only change is that Sphrantzes' prepositional phrase etc TTiv lI6ALv is expanded into etc
KuvaTO:vTLV 0U1rOX L V.
122 Regarding the shot as shown, we remain skeptical of the assertion that the basilica, the great
cannon employed on the land walls, had been used at this site months before the formal siege of
Constantinople had begun. The cannon balls utilized at Rumeli Hisar are substantially smaller than
the 1,200-pound shots used at the walls.
123 Barbaro 2 (CC 1: 9): Elprimo colpo the tre la bombarda grossa de questo castelo [sc. Rumeli
Hisar] afondd la nave de Antonio Rizo the vigna de Mar Mazor... questofo de 26 novembre 1452.
124 Cod. Trivulz. 641 is discussed and evaluated by F. Babinger, "Ein venedischer Lageplan der
Fest Rumeli Hisary (2. Halfte des XV. Jhdts.)," La Biblofilia 58 (1955): 188-190. Babinger
reproduces a black-and-white photograph of this sketch (Abb. I), which is further reproduced in
MCT, pl. IX.
125 Barbaro 2 (CC 1: 10):...e questo si fo uno prinzipio de romper vera con not de Veniexia, the za
avantijera rotta vera con Griexi. Barbaro's opinion on this matter is further echoed by Filippo da
Rimini, the Venetian chancellor of Corfu, who also wrote an account of the siege by December,
1453 (TIePN, p. 128): per id tempus Antonius Rizo, praefectus navis unius Yenetae, cum Novum
Castellum ["Newcastle," that is, Rumeli Hisar] praeterlaberetur, machinis bellicis perfossa navi et
obruta, capitur.
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Although this early success of the Rumeli Hisar bombard(s) undoubtedly elated the
sultan and his staff, it must be observed that we are probably encountering a fortuitous
shot, for this strike was not again duplicated. Time after time skilled Venetian captains
took advantage of the prevailing winds and the currents to elude, without casualties, the
stationary artillery of Mehmed's Rumeli Hisar. On November 10, sixteen days before the
Rizzo incident, Girolamo Morosini led two galleys from Caffa and easily by-passed the
castle at the mouth of the Bosphorus.126 On December 17, Aluvixe Diedo guided his
galley from Tana into Constantinople, successfully eluding Mehmed's bombards.127 On
December 4, 1453, Giacomo Coco, who was captain of a Venetian galley from
Trebizond, also passed unharmed before the artillery of Mehmed at Rumeli Hisar.128

By the end of August 1452, the construction of Rumeli Hisar had been completed and
its batteries were deployed. Mehmed departed the area and carried out a two-day
inspection of the land walls of Constantinople. We may suppose that on this occasion the
sultan was accompanied by Urban, who could have contributed his own knowledge on
the strength of the ancient walls, with which he had become familiar during his employ-
ment at the imperial arsenal:129' EpuTTll9etc irapa Tou Tjyeµovoc ...airEKpLvaTo 'Eyca yap
Ta TELXTI TTIc IIOXEWS aKpLRWS EirLQTagaL, "when he [sc. Urban] was asked by the lord

[sc. Mehmed II]...he replied: `I have an accurate knowledge the City walls."' Urban must
have offered his views before the sultan's departure from the vicinity of the walls:130 KaL
TE]\Eoas TO Ka'UTpoV, TTl X(O TOU aUyOllcTOU EyEp15ELC, air' EKE-L, EXdW'V E7tE6EV CL(;

Tac ool ac Ti c lI Xeuc, "he completed the castle and departed on August 31; he
marched and reached the moat of the City." The winter of 1452/1453 in Adrianople was
spent in feverish preparations for the siege and Urban must have been quite busy casting
the bombard that he had promised would reduce the walls of Constantinople to rubble. If
Doukas' account carries any weight, and his narrative at this point does display elements
that belong to oral tradition and to folk tales, Urban also boasted that his cannon would
turn the walls of Babylon to dust:'31 Ou µovov EKELVa, &XXc Kal Ta Ba4UXWVELa TELXTI
WS xobv XcwruvCL T irapa -Tic; XWvdLac 'r c ElL'nc (igetMLaa, "not only those [sc. the
walls of Constantinople] but also the walls of Babylon will be reduced to dust, once my

126 Barbaro 4 (CC 1: 11):...el capetanio ... chejera ser Jeruolemo Morexini, fo der ser Bernardo, e
azonse con salvamento a Costantinopoli...fo di 10 novembrio. As PaL 2: 111, n. 9, points out,
Pears, p. 217, is in error when he states "[o]n November 10, two large Venetian galleys under the
command of Morosini were fired at as they were passing and captured."
127 Barbaro 11 (CC 1: 12), does not supply any specifics about Diedo's arrival and mentions only
that he was present in a meeting: el conseio di dodexe in la giexia de Santa Maria de
Constantinopoli.... Questo conseio si fo fato ad 17 dezembrio.
128 Barbaro 4 (not in CC 1): Adi do de decembrio la galia de Trabexonda imbocd dentro de mar
mazor... la galia tuta iera in battaia come quela dovesse combatter, e questo se fo adi; a
decembrio, the quela azonse a Costantinopoli; patron de la galia ser Jacopo Coco el grando.
129 Doukas 35.
130 Minus 35.1. Pseudo-Sphrantzes, Maius 3.6, amplifies on this statement of Sphrantzes and

1 11explicitly suggests that the sultan was carrying out an inspection of the walls: ws <paivETaL, Lva
Ta1,S 8150 auTau; rlµEpaLS LBl] Ta TELXTl TTIS 7 O'XEWS KaL T4:Cppouc KaL EL TL ETEpOV auTOS

Doukas 35 also suggests that Urban offered intelligence information but he places the
discussion at the time when Urban proposed to construct the bombard.
131 Doukas 35.
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cannon is fired." Similar is the information supplied by Kritoboulos, who, however, does
not mention Urban by name and speaks only of engineers, or "engine-makers," the
µqxavo woLOL of the sultan, who felt confident to promise that they would destroy the
walls.'32

Urban's activities during the siege are not known133 beyond the fact that he did
produce bombard(s), which however may not have performed as well as he had promised
or anticipated. While the great cannon inflicted considerable damage, the bombard failed
to reduce the walls to dust and the defenders were able to replace ruined sections with
improvised stockades so that during the final assault there were no open breaches and the
Ottoman troops still faced stockades, barricades, and trenches blocking their access to the
interior. In fact, there seems to have been no breach, contrary to the confident statements
encountered in modem accounts of the siege. Exactly what Urban's duties were during
the siege can only be surmised, as he is not mentioned again in our sources. Some
modem historians believe that Urban was killed when his bombard exploded, but this
view amounts to mere speculation. It is only in modem accounts of the siege that we
encounter the opinion (often stated as fact) that Urban was killed when his bombard
exploded;134 again nothing of this sort is stated in our sources, which never mention
Urban, once he has left the Greek court and has joined Mehmed's Porte.

132
Kritoboulos 1.29: PLETaKaAELTaL TOUS VTJXaV0110L0llc Kai KOLVOXoyeLTO:L TOUTOLS 1CEPL TE T4V

LTIXaVWV Kal TOU TELXOUS, 01CWS &V PQUTa Ka6aLPEt3EL11. OL SE UVLUXVOUVTaL aUTc1 Pq&av ELVO:L

TTJv TOUTOU [sc. TOU TEL'XOUS] Kat$aL'PEULV.
133 Except for his activities at the harbor, which will be discussed in due course, infra, ch. 8: "Naval
Maneuvers."
114 Cf., e.g., Stacton/Dereksen, p. 204: "Early in the siege the basilica blew up, killing its founder,
Orban." PaL 2: 114, n. 23, cautiously reports the "death" of Urban: "Urban's cannon is said to have
exploded, killing its founder."



Chapter 7

A Castle and a Bombard

I. Rumeli Hisar: The Fortress of Doom

Early in his reign, while Europe was still under the impression that Mehmed II was an
incompetent young man of no consequence and no threat to the continent, the sultan
turned his attention to an immediate problem in the east and led an expedition into
Anatolia to suppress the rebellious Ibrahim Beg of Karaman.l While Mehmed was
involved in this serious upheaval in Asia Minor, the Constantinopolitan court decided to
revive the old game of "inventing" contenders to the Ottoman throne and of fomenting
civil wars among the Turks, as it had successfully done under Manuel II Palaiologos at
the beginning of the quattrocento and, with mixed results, in the early reign of John VIII,
who did not make a good player in this game of diplomacy.2 Under Constantine XI this
tactic, one that was much favored by Greek diplomats, proved totally counter-productive.
Perhaps the ministers of the emperor were aware of the futility of their efforts; perhaps
underlying their feeble attempts was a desire to secure much-needed funds for
Constantinople's empty treasury, for Constantine XI had proved unable to persuade his
subjects and his allies, the Italians, to contribute their fair share. Consequently,
Constantine XI decided to blackmail the sultan.

In the care of the Greek emperor was Orhan, a distant relative of Mehmed 11.3 After
Mehmed had ascended the Ottoman throne, he approved the annual payment of 300,000
aspers, the revenues from Orhan's property in the vicinity of the Strymon River, for his
relative's expenses in Constantinople.4 While Mehmed was trying to put down Ibrahim
Beg's rebellion, the Greek court took the opportunity to apply pressure:5

rl 'yap uWpa TWV `PWµaLWV nuva'uy eaKe Jaro TLVa µaialav P0uX'9V, aieLXaaa
Trpos auTOv [Mehmed II] TrpEa13ELC XE'yOUOLV... "O PaaLXEUs TWV 'PWµaL'WV TTIv TWV

KaT ETOS aa'rrpWV TpLaKOaLWV XLXLa6WV 'rroaOTTi'ra oU K01Ta6EXETaL. KaL 'yap

6 'OpXa'V, ...U'r<apXEL Te'XELOS 6v8pas T1f TjXLKLOC...EK T CV 6UO oUV Ev a'LTOVµeV, f TT-V

1rpOao60v 6L1rXaaLa9aTE, Tj TOV ' OpXav aWoXUoµev."

r MCT, p. 70; PaL 2: 108; FC, p. 64; LCB, p. 395; and Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, pp. 40 and
51.
2 For the events in Manuel's reign, cf. Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, ch. 4. For the failures of
John VIII at the same game, cf. Philippides, Constantine XI DragaI Palaeologus, ch. 3.
3 Orhan is thought to have been a grandson of Suleyman 1, according to MCT, p. 70; LCB, p. 395;
FC, p. 56; and Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, p. 52. There is only one statement in regard to
Orhan's family in Greek sources, that of Khalkokondyles 398B: 'OpX&vqv TOv MouoouXµ&veW
[Suleyman?] uiLSouv. Doubt, however, is expressed in Alderson, Table 24, n. 16.
4 FC, p. 56; and MCT, p. 70.
5 Doukas 34.2.
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The moronic assembly of the Romans [= Greeks] produced a futile plan and
dispatched envoys to him [Mehmed II]. They said:..."the emperor of the Romans
[Greeks] does not accept the annual sum of three hundred thousand aspers. After all,
Orhan...has reached maturity ...we can take either of two courses: we ask that you
double the income; otherwise, we will release Orhan."

Neither Khalkokondyles nor Kritoboulos mentions this disastrous embassy. Similarly,
Sphrantzes and the short chronicles maintain a silence. It is clear that this embassy
infuriated both Mehmed and those members of his Porte who were friendly to the
Greeks.6 It was bad timing, in general, for Ibrahim Beg was about to conclude a peace
treaty with Mehmed. His rebellion was not a serious undertaking, for he had probably
been testing the young sultan's will and courage. Mehmed quickly ended his campaign in
Asia Minor early in the spring of 1451. Doukas states that the embassy of the Greeks
forced Mehmed to conclude a hasty peace with Karaman, while the sultan curtly replied
that he would deal with this matter of the Greek embassy and their demand after his
return to Adrianople.8 Doukas may be ascribing too much importance to the Greek
embassy. Karaman had already decided to submit to the sultan, before the arrival of the
imperial envoys; the Greek embassy, in all likelihood, had nothing to do with Mehmed's
decision to depart from Anatolia.9 Without further delay, the sultan took decisive
action:10

O 8E MEXEµET...EV T) ' AOpLaVOU E'LOEX'M' V, 7rapeU& OTELXag EVa TWV 801AWV 6TOU

EV TOLq KaTa TOV F'.TpU11I.OVa XWpLOLc EKWXUO'E TT1V irp0008OV 6Ep'YETTj-6EL6aV TW

RaULXEL, Kal. TOUS E7rLRXE7rovTas KaI. TaUTTIV EBLW,E, TOV 71pWTOV

Xpovov µovov yevaaµevos.

Mehmed...entered Adrianople and immediately dispatched one of his slaves to the
villages by the Strymon, and discontinued the grant assigned to the emperor. He
chased away the imperial overseers; thus the emperor tasted only one year's revenues.

6 Doukas 34.2, presents a detailed account of the anger and indignation expressed by the vizier
Halil Candarh, who was a friend of the Greeks and the leader of the peace faction at the Porte. Cf.
the comments in MCT, p. 72; and in Nicol, The Immortal Emperor, p. 52.
7 Mehmed's swift campaign is treated by Doukas 34.2-5; Khalkokondyles 376B, 377B; and
Kritoboulos 1.4.3,4. CBB 63.6 (p. 474), 69.41 (p. 535), and 70.13 (p. 544), mention only briefly the
Ottoman mobilization and the subsequent campaign, while CBB 60.18 (p. 453) cites only the year
of the expedition and records the eventual annexation of Karaman. For the Italian reaction to these
developments, cf. PaL 2: 108-109.
$ Doukas 34.3: TU Ta aKOuaaq 0 MEXEµET KaL 6VVOU irXiU16ELC, OUK EI,Xe TL 7rOLT1aaL, KUL TW

Kapaµav 8E TOU RacLAEWc 7rpE0fRELs OCREKpLVaTO WS ""&j 8LaauVT0lWs

EV 'A8puzvornr6AEL µeXXoµev ELVoL, KOlKEt EXi,6vreC d7ravra T& T@ RaaLAEL KaL T7j 7TOAEL

o:VoyKOLa ava'Y7'ELXaTE VOL, Kai E'ro',ius EXca TOU OouVaL 7r&V TO 71To .evov.°

9 MCT, pp. 70-71; FC, pp. 61-65; and LCB, pp. 394-395.
10 Doukas 34.4.
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It seems that the imperial court's attempt to enhance its revenues at the expense of the
sultan had backfired. Not only was the Greek court deprived of an existing grant but also
it had succeeded in enraging the sultan and its own allies and supporters within the Porte.

Mehmed II spent the following winter making frantic preparations. The young sultan
decided to tighten the noose around Constantinople and to inflict damage on Italian trade
in the Levant. In addition, he wished to ensure that no aid whatsoever would come from
the north by sea to the Greek capital, once he had invested the city. His objective was to
construct a castle on the European side of the Bosporus, across from an existing fortress
on the Asiatic side known as Anadolu Hisar ("the castle of Anatolia") that had been built
by Bayezid I in 1395. An additional incentive was provided with the attempt of Christian
ships to block his return passage to Europe following his recent withdrawal from his
campaign against Karaman. As a consequence he had been unable to cross the straits of
Kallipolis 11 and was constrained to march his troops northward to the passage guarded by
Anadolu Hisar. It was probably on this occasion that Mehmed decided to fortify the
European side of the straits and thus provide himself with a secure and safe avenue from
continent to continent, which no Christian fleet could ever challenge.12 As an
afterthought, Khalkokondyles adds the assessment that this castle would also prove
advantageous in the upcoming siege of Constantinople:13 µE-y(X SE 1rpoYEpcLV 6T)
E ieXXe Ka . ES T'v 1rOXLOpKLaV, "it would be of great assistance to him
[Mehmed] especially in the siege of Byzantium [Constantinople]."

Kritoboulos enumerates some of the strategic considerations that might have dictated
the erection of the castle, invoking historical precedent and historical necessity14 and
reckoning the future advantages to be reaped:15

OU TaUTa SE LOVOV aUTOV, aAA' OTL KaL 1rpOq TO 1rPOKEL[LEVOV OL fKO1rOV

KaXWc EXELV ESOKEL TO YpovpLOV TELXLa&V K01L lrpOs TT1V OuOV µ.eXe1o .EVTJV

1rOXLOpK(aV Trls lIOXEWs EIr17ELXLURO'V LOXUPOTaTOV alrOKXeLWV a1JT1J OU

p.Ovov TOGS 'nire(pous 'Aa(av re KaL EUpwlrnv, dXAa 81 KaL Tas
al.LQOTEpas, (IM) t v TOV EvtELVOV I10VTOV SLOG -rob BoalrOpOU, K&W SE TOV Te

A'LyaLOV KOL 1Ca6aV TnV 'EAAr1VLK7IV tM]\aaOav SLCY -rob 'EAX11v1rOVTOU.

11 MCT, p. 72.
12 Khalkokondyles 380B: Touro 8E E1roLEL uaTE aacpaXii auTc1 E'LVai ES T'fjV 'Aaiav bLaRaaLV,

KaL F1.1j TOUS Ea1rEpLovs bUVao&it E7rLOVTas TpLTIpEaL KWXuELV aUTW T'r1V 8La[3aaLV Kai
KaLVOTOR La&rL Ta EV Tn 'Aak auTW- lrpayµaTa.
13 Ibid.
14 Kritoboulos 1.6.1.
15 Ibid., 1.6.3. Ubertino Pusculo reports in his poem that one of Mehmed's lieutenants, Zaganos (a
Christian renegade and leader of the war faction at the Porte) urged the sultan to build the Rumeli
fortress. Pusculo first describes Zaganos (3.96-101 [pp. 44-45]) with contempt as ...Zaganus, qui
patribus ortus /Illyriis Christi cultoribus, et puer olim /Moratto turpi Ganymedes junctus amore, /
Insectator erat Christi tune nominis atrox, / Christicolasque omnes contra crudelia habebat / Odia,
Machmetti et simulabat in effera semper / Gesta animos, illi natu pro pellice carus. Then Pusculo
assigns a speech to him, which concludes with the following piece of advice for the sultan, 3.140-
144 (p. 44): ... Castello Euxini quo claudere structo/ Velle viam Grajaeque paras damnarier urbi; /
Id celerare hortor. Navos dens adjuvat.: idem / Aversus refugit segnes. Nos lege teneri /Hand reor
hostili. Dolus est, sed in hoste probandus.
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Additional factors included the calculation that the erected fortress would be useful in
his future plan to besiege the City. Since it was going to be very strong, it would
isolate [Constantinople] by land from Asia and Europe and by sea: the northern access
to the Euxine through the Bosporus and the southern access, the Aegean and the entire
Greek Sea through the Hellespont.

Mehmed thus spent the winter assembling workmen and gathering supplies for the
construction of his castle on the European side that was to begin in early spring.16 Doukas
supplies similar information, but without speculation concerning the sultan's motives. He
cites numbers, which may or may not be reliable:17

RETa SE TOUTO TO EP'YOV ETEpOU '*aTO XLav KaL 15avaaLµoU

KO:Ta `PWµaLwv. XELµwvoc yap r1Pi aµEVOV 7rpoQTayµaTa KaL SLaX(YXLas Ev TE SUQEL

EV TE aVOTOXnI EV EKLYO771 E7<apXL 701) E'roq&c ML OLKOSOiiou TEXVLTac XLXLOUg KaL

Ep'YaTas Ka'ra cVaXO'yLaV TWV TEXVLTWV KaL LYOREOTOKaUOTas KaL a'itXWS EL1reLV

lraaaV EpyavLaV KO& 71apaKO.L81'V, TOU ELVaL ETOLROUc EV Eapt ELS KO:TaOKEU)V

KaIOTpOU.

Next he began a project that was extremely dangerous, indeed fatal, for the Romans
[Greeks]. With the approach of winter he dispatched decrees and proclamations to all
provinces in the east and west, asking for one thousand construction workers, laborers
(in equal quantity), lime stokers, and, in one word, the entire labor force and
provisions. They were to be ready by the beginning of spring to build a castle.

These preparations created a great deal of anxiety and trepidation in Constantinople.
Coming in the wake of the expulsion of the Greek tax collectors from the Strymon area,
and in connection with the Orhan incident, the news of the imminent construction of the
fortress must have seemed equivalent to a declaration of war. Indeed, Doukas observes
that panic and terror ruled the day.18 There was little Constantine XI could do to dissuade
the sultan. The emperor renewed his appeals for help in the west and dispatched a full
report of the sultan's movements to his western allies.'9 The reaction of the Venetian

16 Kritoboulos 1.6.4: oiiTW 8LaVOTI75ELC XELµwvOc pEV TQ'' 7rpOs TTIV OLK08ORTIV irc v'ra KEXEUEL

oL, XL7oUs TE .pT1µL KaL UXa MA aLSTIpov Kal OOa XXa 7rpOs TOUTO XpTjaLµa,

Dpxov'r c, EWLOTTjaas TOLL, EpyOLs TOUC, 91r01)80fLOT6TOUS TE KaL Eµ7rELpOTCYTOUc TTIV

TaXLrTTIV LY7raVTu OL 6Tpe1rTl 15&Y &L cs cYµa irlpL aipXoµEvw TOU Ep'yov. Also c£ Pusculo's text,

3.140 (p. 44), quoted in the previous note.
17 Doukas 34.5.
18 Ibid., 34.5: TOTE oL 'PW116LOL aKOUaaVTEs TO 7nKpi v TOW-MV &y'yEX'LaV, KcL OL EV

KuvaTavTivOU Ka6 OL EV 7ra019 Tn] 'AaCq KaI ApaKT] KaL OL EV Tats VTjaoLs OLKOUVTES XpLOTLaVOL

u7rEpTIXy'ge v, EtTIp0.''V74TIUaV. OUK TIV 61XXq'XOLs 'yX(Jaaa T'I 8LaXaXLa 7rXnjv "VUV TO TEXog TI'Y'7LKEV

17js 7r6XEws." ... Taurqv yap T'rly 1pwvrly ovv KXavi4µic ou ROVOV OL 'r 1rOXEWs ±XXd Kal OL TTjs

OvcTOXTIS eiropc riv OLKOUVTES XpLOTLcVOL Kal OL EV TaLs VTIOOLs KaL OL EV 'r MUEL TO AUTO' REM'

KXaU$µou ERoWV. In addition, cf. FC, p. 66.

19 Cf. Guilland, "Les Appels de Constantin XI PalBologue," pp. 226-244; M.-M. Alexandrescu-
Dersca Bulgaru, "L'action diplomatique et militaire de Venise pour la defense de Constantinople
(1452-1453)," Revue romaine d'histoire 13 (1974): 247-267; PaL 2: 110; and Nicol, Byzantium
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Senate has been documented and it reveals that Constantine's alarm was not taken
seriously. Venice was not aroused and elected to concentrate on her own problems in
Italy.20 She displayed little interest in the current developments in the Levant. The
Signoria did, nonetheless, authorize some provisions for Constantinople, as it becomes
apparent in the text of a surviving document:21

Contulit se ad nostram presentiam, unus orator Serenissimi domini Imperatoris
Constantinopolis, quod explicavit nostro dominio, apparatus qui fiunt per
imperatorem turchorum, tam exercitus maximi terrestris, quam etiam classis
maritime, ut se conferrat ad expugnationem civitatis Constantinopolis, que non est
dubium, nisi provideatur de favore et presidio, magno periculo submissa est.... Et
quum idem orator, sicut nobis retulit, iturus est Florentiam, et successive Romam ad
Summum Pontificem, et ad alias potentias Italie.... Et quum etiam petit favores
nostros, respondemus, quod sicut bene intelligi posset, res nostre, multe restricte sunt
in his partibus Lombardie, ita ut dii icilimum nobis nobis sit, complacere domino
suo.... Circa partem salnitrii, et coraciarum, quas petiit prefatus orator, respondeatur
sibi, quod contend sumus complacere eidem Serenissimo Imperatori, de quantitate
quam postulavit.... Quod salnitrium ipsum, et coratie emantur, et mittantur ad manus
baiuli nostri Constantinopolis....

The representative of the most serene lord emperor of Constantinople appeared before
us and reported to our leadership on the preparations that are being made by the lord
of the Turks to take the city of Constantinople. No doubt, unless something is done
with regard to provisions and the garrison, the city is under great danger.... The same
envoy is to present a similar report to Florence, to the Pope in Rome, and to other
states in Italy.... When he asked for our help, we answered that he should understand
that our situation in Lombardy presents us with great difficulties and that for the most
part our hands are tied. Consequently, we cannot accommodate his lord.... Yet in
regard to the gunpowder and the breastplates, which were requested by the
aforementioned representative, we will be pleased to accommodate the most serene
emperor, and we will dispatch the amount that he needs.... So let us buy the
gunpowder and the breastplates and let us send them to the hands of our bailo
[Girolamo Minotto] in Constantinople....

and Venice, p. 393 (who further manages, in n. 2, to misquote the title of this article and to shorten
the name of its author; the same errata are repeated in his Bibliography, p. 433).
20 Nicol, Byzantium and Venice, p. 393.
21 Published as an Appendix to Barbaro's Giornale, Doc. 1 [= Sen. Sec. T. 19, fol. 122`], p. 67,
dated, more Veneto, 1452 [= A.D. 1451], February 14. This situation is echoed by Ivani da Sarzana,
TIePN, pp. 150-152: Deinde tela, missilia atque omne genus armorum quae ad propellendum
hostem defendendamque urbem opportuna sunt ex omnibus locis devehit atque mirabili lignorum
strue a Constantinopoli Peram usque portum claudit turresque ligneas complures super struem ad
repellendum hostem munitissimas edidit, quae facile hostium naves a transitu obhercere poterant.
Additional documents, with useful quotations, in PaL 2: 109-110, n. 6. For the situation, cf. Nicol,
Byzantium and Venice, p. 393.
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Constantine XI also directed an embassy to the Porte in a futile attempt to dissuade
the sultan from erecting his fortress. Kritoboulos has furnished substantial information on
this embassy22 and implies that the envoys were sent before the beginning of the spring,
that is, while the sultan was still in Adrianople. Doukas also speaks of a Greek embassy,
which was directed to Adrianople.23 Both authors must refer to the same occasion and
they put similar arguments with varying degrees of sophistication into the mouths of the
emperor's ambassadors. The remarkable agreement encountered in both texts suggests
that the gist of Constantine's message to the sultan must have been widely known.
According to Kritoboulos, the Greek emperor first reminded the Porte of all treaties that
had been negotiated between their fathers and grandfathers. He then asked the sultan to
cease his preparations and to discontinue the mobilization of his army. And further, the
emperor requested that the sultan refrain from committing acts of injustice. Doukas
provides a longer version of the same arguments. Both authors record the conceited
response of Mehmed. Again their texts display notable agreement as regards the
essentials of the sultan's reply. As usual, Doukas supplies the more elaborate version:24

6 SE MEXEiET «7rEKpLVaT0' E'YW EK T'Y)C, 1roEWs OU XcX.3UVW TL. EKTOS T'C)S TacpOU

OUK EXEL OUTS KEKT]T(XL TL. KaL 'YOCp 1q'15EX0V KTLU(XL EV T) 'IEpq ETOµa7L ppOUpLOV,

6K E'LXE SLKOCLOV IOU KWXUELV RE. 1raVTa 'Yap VWO TflV Eµ71V E ODULaV E'LULV Ka1 TQ

7rpos T'nV KELiEVa 70U ETOiLOU YpovpLa, KaL EVTOS cUTWV ToUpKOL

KaTOLKODUL, KaL TQ\ EV TTY SUrcL YYOLKQ ERa ELUL. KaL yip `PWµaLOL OUK EXODULV E7r'

aSeLcg IOU OLK'gaaL. OUK OLSaTE EV 7rOLa UTEVOXWpLq U7rea1i1 Kai 6ELV1J

7rEpLUTaWEL 6 EROS 7rai'q'p, OTUV TOLS OiiyKpOLg 6 RaULXEUs QUVETEI'r), Ka' &d t71Aas

EX140VTES EKELVOL, BLOC 1MMY'amp; Teas TWV -Pp(X'YKWV TpL'Yjpeis EV TOUT1)

T1f) 'EXX71U7ro'v7w 7jya YE7o, KaL TOV KaXXL0U7r6XEWs 7rop$µov a1roKXELUaVTEC OUK

ESLSOUV 7rOpELaV TW ElYA 7raTp' ... TOTE 6 EROS 7rcpacras PET& 7rOXXOUs KLVSVVoug

WROUE IOU 7rou QaL KaTaVTLKpU 7OU ppOUpLOU TOU KELi.LEVOU 7rpOs OCVaTOX'fjV EE repov

g2poUpLov 7rpog SUULV. EKELVOS OUK Elp&aUE IOU 1roL1qQaL' E'yW TOUTO p.EXXW 7rOL'YiaaL

7-E6 OCpw'yoUVTOs. TL µE KWXuETE; 'il OUK a eaTL 7roLAQaL EV TOLS Ejols 0 ROUXOµaL;

aireX&rre, EL7raTE TW aaaLXEL' 6 VUV A'YEI.LWV OUK EUTL TWV 7rp(TgV OpOLOs' a OVK

1 VVaVTO EKELVOL 7rOLTIGO L, 0VTOC, U7r0 XELpa KUL EUKOXWS EXEL TOU 7rpa aL, KaL

U OUK E3OUXOVTO EKELVOL, oUTOg OE'XEL KaL ROUXETaL. Kal 6 EX&WV OC7r0 T01-0 V1-UV

EVEKa T111; U'lro&QEWC TOUT1qs (JicPaLpeiaETai TqV SOpaV.

22 Kritoboulos 1.7.
23 Doukas 34.6.
24 Ibid., 34.6. On this embassy, cf. DSlger, 5: no. 3542 (p. 137). For the Greek embassies at this
time, in general, cf. Carroll, A Contemporary Greek Source for the Siege, 41: 28-36, but one should
be cautious of the views that she holds in regard to the nature of the Maius. Apparently, Carroll
persists in the erroneous notion that eyewitness observations, perhaps by Sphrantzes himself, are to
be found embedded in the siege section of Pseudo-Sphrantzes. This opinion has not been accepted
by the vast majority of scholars, who have become convinced that the siege section of the Maius is
no more than a paraphrase of Leonardo's Latin text (or perhaps even Leonardo's Italian version by
Languschi-Dolfin), as has been amply demonstrated a number of times in the last two centuries. On
this topic, cf. supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes."
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Mehmed responded: "I am not depriving the City of anything. He [Constantine]
controls and possesses nothing beyond his moat. If I wish to build a fortress at the
Sacred Mouth, he has no right to hinder me. The entire region is under my control.
The cities east of the Mouth, inhabited by Turks, belong to me; the uninhabited
western regions are also mine; the Romans [Greeks] are not allowed to live there. Do
you not remember the distress and the danger faced by my father when the king of the
Hungarians launched his expedition? They advanced by land, while the triremes of the
Franks [western Europeans] sailed to the Hellespont and blockaded the straits,
denying passage to my father? ... Back then he survived numerous dangerous
situations and swore that he would build a fortress on the western shore, across from
the one situated in the east [Anadolu Hisar]. He did not live to accomplish it. I will do
it, with God's help. Why are you trying to stop me? Am I not allowed to do as I please
in my own territory? Go tell your king: the present lord does not resemble his
predecessors. He will easily accomplish what they failed to achieve. He eagerly
wishes to succeed in what they proved unwilling to do. I will skin alive any man who
dares to talk to me of this matter in the future."

The reply recorded in Kritoboulos is less lively. According to him, Mehmed blamed the
Greeks for the violation of the existing treaty and concludes his speech with arrogant
words.25

The sultan's ominous reply was brought back to Constantinople and the Greeks felt
defenseless; Kritoboulos points out the imperial impotence.26 Doukas is more graphic in
his details and paints a picture of despair, providing a foretaste of the sack:27

TOTE OL Tqg 1COXEWs cclraVTEg EV O!yWVLa Ka6 pO3(W OUVEX0REVOL &NX jXOLs

OlLLAOUVTEC EAE yov, OUTOS EOTLV 6 !AEAAWV ELOLEVa1 7n MIL cp66 (XL Ka6
aLXI. oXWTLOaL TOUC, EV aUTT3, Kai KaTa1raTT1OaL Td dyLa Ka6 OCLpaVLaaL TOUS TLVLOUS

VaOUs, KO(L Ta EV aUT1j KELl eva XEL*ava dlVbpWV Ka6 µapn pwv 4 Tats
TtAaTELaLs Ka6 TpLOSOLq EVaTCOppi$aL. OLiOL, TL Trp()'ftWµev; lrou pvymµeV;" TavTa Ka6

ETEpa OL SUOTUXELS KXaLOVTEs Tr)V WT1V aUTWV ET0 X0

Then all the citizens felt despair and fear and addressed each other as follows: "this is
the man who will enter the City, who will destroy and seize the inhabitants, who will
trample over the sacred [vessels], who will wipe out the precious churches, and who
will scatter the surviving remains of God-minded men and martyrs throughout the
squares and the cross-roads. Alas! What are we to do? Whither are we to flee?" With
such and other, similar words the unfortunate people bewailed their lives.

25 Kritoboulos 1.8.5, 6: 6 8E XWpos 6TOs, EV c TO YPOUPLOV p. XXW Tj1ETep6s -re EOTLV-

o rOVb&fC, SE OUTS MW OUTS RouXjaOµaL pEVOVTWV KQ:L Uµmv KaTdf XW'pcV K0.'', LT16aI0U T0: µETEpa

TrOXU1rPa'Yt.LOVOUVTWV i bE OOUXOp,EVWV.

26 Ibid., 1.9.2: of SE (Kat y«p Eb6KEL xUTOts TO ap6Spa SELVOV, W(F1CEp b Ta Ka' Jv) 111q

EXOVTES' jLEVTOL yE 6 TL Kal. SpdcaLEV Ka6 dfKOVTEs 1'jaUXLaV TI-JOV.

27 Doukas 34.6.
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This climate of despair is also described in the poem of Ubertino Pusculo, who was a
resident in Constantinople at that time.28

Mehmed was not to be deterred by the arguments that the Greeks presented. An
expedition from Europe could have put an end to his plans but Italy seemed disinterested
in the Levant and her indifference encouraged the sultan's imperialistic schemes. At the
beginning of spring,29 he marched to the straits and began the construction of a castle. His
actions spread terror to its intended victims:30

KaL STI KaTaXa(3WV IL0V PaXLaV KaTW'L9EV TOU Th3cr eVLOV KaXOV.EVTIV EKTraXaL

4 oVEQV, EKEL WS EV TpL'YWV(W (YX%LaTL TO'V 'Sqi XLOV WpLUaTO TiTI 'VUVO(L, 0 KaL

yEVOILEVOV T11V KXTIULV TOU KaUTpOU IIaUXEUEV EKEXEU(E KaXCUT15C,

SE EpµrlveieTai KEYaXOK61rTTIS, EXOV (VTLKpU Kai TO ppovpLOV o

ESELIi.aTo 6 ircYirirog aUToi.

And he [Mehmed] occupied a cliff below Sosthenion, which had been long ago
named "Phoneas." There he ordered the foundations to be arranged in the shape of a
triangle. After this was done he named the castle Baskesen, which can be rendered
into Greek as "Head-cutter." Across from it was the fortress [Anadolu Hisar] built by
his grandfather.

Khalkokondyles presents similar information and adds that the site was called "Throat-
cutter," AaLµoKo1r[11v,31 while the learned Kritoboulos digresses into the mythology of
the place and mentions the Clashing Rocks along with Jason and the Argonauts.32 In
addition, the place acquired the sobriquet NEOKarrTpov, "New Castle," as noted by
Theodoros Agallianos:33 EKTLUEV 6 dIRTIpaC TO NEOKawrpOV TO XEyoµevov 'OVEag, "the

28 Pusculo 3.204-207 (p. 46): Tum timor audita Machmetti mente fatigat / Constantini urbem:
regem, plebem, senatumque /Invadit stupor horrendus; casusque maligni / Corda repercutiunt_...
29 Kritoboulos 1.10.11: ws gap JTrEYaLVEV 'j8q. Doukas 34.7, is more specific and cites at the
beginning of April: Yjb11 Eapos a"ptavios Kal Mapi(ov pTlvos r'jSi1 irapeX Xu66Toc.
30 Doukas 34.7.
31 Khalkokondyles 380B. Both historians are correct and they render into Greek the variant Turkish
names for this castle; it was known both as Bagkesen ("Head-cutter) and as Bogazkesen ("Throat-
cutter"). In time it also came to be known as "New Castle" as opposed to the old fortress of
Anadolu Hisar on the Asiatic side; cf. infra, n. 33.
32 Kritoboulos 1.10.3: Kal OL TrcXaLOt TuV 'EXXTjv(uv...Eu X7>ya6as Tbv Xwpov wvoµaUav
Kai 'HpaKXCa TE 'Rp(OTOV Ecpauo:V 6La(3gvat TaUTac Kal 1CTO TOUTOV ,UV> TOIL, Apyo
VO:UTaLs 'IOC60va.
33 This interesting note was signed by t 6 SL&KOVOS ©EOSwpoc 6 'AyaXXLavos. Cf. S.

Eustratiades, "'EK ToU K66LKOS TOU NLKOXa'OU $apog 6 (1910): 200-
206, esp. 206. For the original codex containing this note, cf idem, "IIav8EKTT1 NLKOXOfou
Aoy019'ETov TEVLKOU TTIS TOO XpLrroU Me ya'XTj(; 'EKKX'fj r aC," 'EKKA17aLaaTLK6s Pcpog 6 (1910):

81-111. The text of this note has also been included in CBB 1: Appendix 6 (pp. 635, 636), but the
marginalia that accompany the text were excluded. For the ultimate fate of this manuscript, cf. now
Patrinelis, ed.,'0 ©EO&,poC'AyatALavos Taw-L 61LEPoc, p. 59, n. 2: "6 K68Lt aV'fKE TOTE EIg TOV
Eu 1TpaTLc 811v, rj&Tl SE a-yvwnTos 3j TnXTj Tov." On Agallianos, cf. PLP 1: no. 94 (p. 8). That the
Rumeli fortress was known generally as "New Castle" in the sixteenth century is also evident in
the "EK6EULc Xp0VLK) 27: OU'V a"V a eV TOO 4dpOU E'LS T61rov Xey6p.evov 4ovEO:V OTrep viv
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sultan built Newcastle also called Phoneas [Murderer]." The layout of the fortress, the
strength of the walls, and the speed with which it was completed impressed all
contemporaries 34 In fact, there is evidence to suggest that at long last Venice took notice
and her Levantine spies were directed to make sketches of Mehmed's castle. Indeed, the
castle's first victims were Venetian sailors, whose executions were carried out with
exceptional savagery at the express order of the sultan, who wanted to demonstrate his
resolution that his edict with regard to the straits should be taken seriously35 During the
erection of Rumeli Hisar Constantine failed to take military action, even though the
Turkish occupation force was eagerly seeking a provocation to initiate hostile actions
against Constantinople.

Constantine proved unable to control his own devout subjects in Constantinople, who
became so outraged when the Turks appropriated the ruins of the local Christian shrines
and incorporated them into the fortifications of their castle that they took matters into
their feeble and incapable hands:36

Km. TLVas KL0Vas µETaK0uL6aV7Eq Q1r0 TWV TOU VaOU Tov TottLc pXov

MLX 'X, TLVES Tjq 1r0AEWq 0jX0) KLVOUN.EVOL EtAXLoV TOU KWAUaaL 'rolls TOUpKOUs,

KaL Srl 61L)AAr)cp$EVTes 7<avTes SLa µaxa%pas cx1rE1%avov.

LaTaTOCL To NEOKcaTpov. In addition, Hierax was also aware of it; cf. 11. 568-569: T6 TO µEXPL T'qc

arjiEpov Ne6KawTpov KaXELTO'L, / TO 1<p0(; TOV EUQELVOV lropi i v Ev SUTLKW TG µEpEL. As early as

1453 Filippo da Rimini calls this fortress novum castellum, which, in view of the present
discussion, should perhaps be printed as Novum Castellum.
34 Most impressed of all seems to have been Kritoboulos, who devotes a large section to the Rumeli
castle; he separately treats its erection (1.11.1-2), the speed of its construction (1.11.3), its plan and
specifications (1.11.4-5), and the deployment of artillery on its towers (1.11.6-7). The architect of
Mehmed's fortress was a certain Muslih ed-Din, molto probabilmente un rinnegato (CC 1: 345, n.
3). This fortress was accented with fourteen towers. Notice of its construction had also a foreign
following. E.g. Jan Dlugosz, Annales seu Cronicae incliti Regni Poloniae. liber duodecimos 1445-
1461 (Cracow, 2003), p. 147. On the modern scholarship on this castle, cf supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to
the Siege of 1453," n. 108.
35 Barbaro 1 supplies the following concise description of the fortress (with the improved text as it
appears in CC 1: 8): Mille quattrozento e cinquanta do de marzo, Machomet bej turco de prinzipio
afabricar uno castello belittissimo, luntan mia sie de Costantinopoli verso la boca de Mar Mazor,
el quad castello hanno tore quatordexe, de le qual quatordexe, ne sun cinque principal coverte de
piombo, e sono maxize. Barbaro also speaks of the fate of Rizzo and his brave crew, who were the
first Christians to fall victim to the batteries deployed on this castle; cf. Barbaro 2 (with improved
text in CC 1: 9): El primo colpo the tre la bombarda grossa de questo castelo afondd la nave de
Antonio Rizo the vignia de Mar Mazor...el patron de quela si fo piado in aqua...e in cavo de zorni
14 el signor el feze impalar suxo un palo, e uno fib the fo de ser Domenego di Maistri, el suo
scrivanelo, lol mese in nel suo seraio, e alguni marinari lo i de lizentia the i dovesse venir a
Costantinopoli; altri fete tagliar per mezzo.... The castle eventually attracted the attention of
Venice, as spies produced at least one drawing of it that survives; cf. supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the
Siege of 1453," n. 119.
36 Doukas 34.8.
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And they [the Turks] transported some columns from the ruins of the Church of
Michael Taxiarkhes. Some people from the City were moved by religious zeal and
came out to stop the Turks. They were all apprehended and were put to the sword.

Actions of this type could not have made the court's task any easier, but neither the
emperor nor his officials had any control over the anti-unionist mob and the Orthodox
zealots. The Greek court could do little but to dispatch yet another embassy to the sultan
and attempt to placate him with gifts, in the hope that he would spare the local peasants
from further molestation.37 While Mehmed agreed to provide nominal protection for the
Greek peasants, there were incidents and the local population suffered. On one known
occasion the Turks massacred forty individuals.38 Theodoros Agallianos takes note of this
event and his text betrays the despair that must have been felt by the population at that
time:39

O:7rapTu:J VTOC TOU 7rapcx Toi cipgRc'vov dacIoiic Ev TW 'AVdIrXq KTLO6EVTOS
KaoTpoU E7r ' 0XEtgpW 7rOXEWs IrEOWV KO:L TpELs AREPac 1TP0%teLvaS KaL Tc c
cx.L1reXovc EKTEµWV Kai T« 1rpoa6TELa SLatp§ELpaS...Kai 7roXUV tpOVOV dV6pW7rWV

El.p'YaoaREVOs KaL "TL 7rAELUTOv at to KEXas KUL TOTE Kai 7rpo 6X'-YOU, OLVEX01LEVOU

LpeU! Toi eeoU SL& Tas dc(..LapTLas pou.

The aforementioned impious man [Mehmed] completed his castle, to seal our city's
fate. At Anaplous, he came down to the city. He remained three days cutting down the
vineyards and destroying the suburbs... he put to the sword many people and spilled
great quantities of their blood at that time and even a little earlier. Alas! God allowed
it because of my sins.

Pusculo mentions an attack on Constantinople's environs, which was launched after the
completion of Rumeli Hisar's walls, but before the construction of its towers, which were
reinforced and roofed later in the summer. He may be referring to the same incident. The
sultan unleashed his raiders in the neighborhood of the Greek capital:40

37
Ibid., 34.9: o (3aaLX6S OUV L&V OTL E'LS TEAOS 7rpoXWp6aL Ta TOU TUpC!VVOV ROUXEUµaTa, TTIV

ErpCilrETO, KaL 8TJ it L*as d1rOKpLOLapLOUs & TEL TLVOIS vOOpas TOU SEpEVSEVELV TO' lig

EL; KNµas rijC 1r6XEWs 'Pu is ous, iva tTI oL ToupKOL SLEpxO evoL XURI'VOU(TL T)V a&ri v
cUTW KaL BLatpopa SoprjµaTa KaL Tpoq V KaL IrO0LV, Ka19'' EK&OTTJV pLXoTLµwV

TOV aV REPOV &paKOVTa.
38 Ibid., 34.10: EXf c v yap Eto'cpV11S 1rpo , Kai OL ryewpyoL Et,eXi 6VTEC ELC TOUS O:ypOUs TOU

13Ep'L eLV, E.ICLO7rE00VTEC, OL TovpKOL 7ravTas KaTEaipatav, TOV dpL$µov We TEO'oapOLKOVTa.

Sphrantzes, Minus 35.2, seems to allude to the same events and places them in the month of June:
TOv 'lovvLOV TOU aUTOU ETOUS dfirEOKEIrOa ii TI µaX11 KUL 7VQXaX1')OaVTOs cpc rn roU, OUS Et,W'$EV

EUpEV, dirTjpE KaL T1jv IrOALV airEKXeLOE. Also, cf. the elaboration of Pseudo-Sphrantzes, Maius
3.3.5: Tw 'IOVVLW RTIVL TOO aUTOU ETous, LboU Ebi LooLEU'N 1q p.a'XTI' KaL TOU Ka14' 7 LWV

OTpaioire6ou bpaµovros, 1jXµaX6TEUOE 1rONTas TOUS C '%0)&V T' q 110XEWs OI,KOUVTac.

39 Theodoros Agallianos,' 0 0E66Wpoc'AyaAALavoq TavTLr6,uEVos 206 [= CBB 1: 635-636].
40 Pusculo 3.291-296 (pp. 47-48).
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Machmettus muros castelli ut struxerat, arva / Urbis qui vastent equites jubet ire,
ducique / Mandat agris praedam ducat, miserosque trucidet / Agricolas, quoscunque
vagos offenderet. Atri /Principium belli hoc statuit Martis cruenti /Primitias.

When Mehmed had erected the walls of his castle, he ordered his horsemen to
devastate the fields of the City, to forage, to amass booty, and to massacre the
wretched peasants, who happened to wander there. In this manner he began the war
and harvested the first fruits of bloody Mars.

On this occasion the emperor felt obliged to take some action. He was unable to
prevent the sultan's raiders from molesting the countryside, and so he decided to arrest all
Turks residing or present within his capital. Some were officials of the Porte and personal
attendants of the sultan:41

TOTE 6 RaaLXEUC, tKOllaas TO 'YE'YOVOS EKXELcc Ta'g $Upas Tfg TrcXEWC K(A &rous
1 11 1jµEpasETUXE EUpwv Ev'rOs TovpKOVs 'wc v'ras SEOµTjaag ev c povpq

E$ETO. Kai, [LEO'

'rpets 1r(XLV &Tre'XUae' TL 'yg&p E'LXE Tob Spav,

The emperor heard of the event [the massacre] and closed the gates of the City. He
arrested all Turks found within. Three days later he released them. What else could he
do?

The members of the Porte apparently requested an audience with the emperor and stated
that if they were not back in the Turkish camp by sunset they would be put to death by
Mehmed. Constantine was moved by pity and released them.42 Quite different is the
Turkish perspective of this incident; in fact, a Turkish source suggests that the Greeks
had been unduly alarmed and had over-reacted by closing their gates. Tursun Beg claims
that it was only a scuffle between shepherds and Ottoman soldiers. The same Turkish
source speaks of the sultan's "commanders" detained by the tekvur, the Greek emperor,
in the city. He admits that they were treated well and states that they were soon released
with the emperor's apologies. Tursun Beg then adds that Mehmed took this opportunity
to send an ultimatum to the emperor, demanding the surrender of Constantinople 43

41 Doukas 34.11.
42 Ibid., 34.11: ETL EV TOLS TolipKOLs U1r'qpXOV EK rof aaXaTLOV TOU rj^yeµovos
EUVOUX07r0UXOL, OL KIXL 1raP(X(Y'r eVTEs T(il RaaLXeL EL7rOV, "EL dfIrOMOELs I]1A.as () paULXEU 1rp0

Toy TOV T'XLOV KXLVaL irrpos 8Uaµac, XaPLV E'LaO[LEV aOL' EL SE peT& SUrLV i XLOU µ1j EUpE?56VTEC,

EV(LIUOV T0U 'q'YElIOVoc, 'YVu'&L TO 4.LETa iau'r dirOXUID1 VOIL OUK EOTaL rjµLv 3rp0aXopL, dXX& KaL

X'Lav 6avc aLtLOV. 86 9roCicrOV ELS 1'14Ldq EXEOS, KaL CCICOXUaOV T1a & pqt Tai T1j, EL 8' OU 111j, KEXEUQOV

61roTV1QtNVaL T& KE(PaXOCS' KpeLTTOV 'YcIp trap ' Uµ3v iei v Yvw, 1j irap& TOU KOLVOU

oLKOUR' TlS oXdpou." TUUTa OrKOUaas 6 Ro!OLXeuc EKQ''tp1i TTY 'yv n], KaL dirEXuaev OCUTOUS Try

1 pq EKELVTI.

43 Inalcik and Murphy, The History of Mehmed, p. 34, which provides the Turkish point view on
these events. For a partial Italian translation of Tursun Beg, cf. CC 1: 310-311. For another Turkish
account on the fall of Constantinople, cf. The Capture of Constantinople from the Ta-j-utteva-ri-
kh [ "The Diadem " of Histories "], Written in Turkish by Kho-ja Sad-ud-Di-n, English trans. E. J.
W. Gibb (Glasgow, 1879), which also speaks of this fortress on p. 12.
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What exactly these Porte officials were doing in the city is not quite clear in our
sources. They may have been touring the sites while on leave or they may have been
gathering intelligence information on the state of Byzantine defenses and their garrison.
Also, they may have been purchasing provisions for their laborers and workers at Rumeli
Hisar, a factor that has not been given serious consideration by scholarship thus far. One
eyewitness bitterly complains that Greek and Italian merchants were shamelessly dealing
for profit with the Turks at this time. He was further disturbed that food was sent to the
Turkish camp by the Greek court:44

At Danai ex urbe, et Genuenses omnia vectant / Ex Galata Phrygibus, victum
caecique ministrant / Hostibus, atque palam, castris ne copia desit. / Tantus
numerorum mentes intraverat ardor. / Certatim ratibus plenis frumenta vehebant, l Et
varias terrae fruges: quin putida dona / Hordea multa capit laetus Machmettus
utroque /A populo, et vastes pretiosas.

The Danaans [Greeks] from the City, and the Genoese from Galata [Pera] sold
everything to the Phrygians [Turks]. So blind were they, that they openly supplied
food to the enemy, ensuring abundance in their camp. So great a greed for money
invaded their souls. They vied with one another in their efforts to bring supplies and
the various products of the land in loaded ships. In joy did Mehmed receive such
quantities of ornate gifts and expensive garments from both groups.

There is one source that states that Constantine was prepared to launch an attack the
moment that the sultan began the construction of the castle, but he was prevented from
doing so by his own timid and asinine courtiers. This statement, however, was written in
the sixteenth century, long after the events, and is not encountered in any original primary
sources. Its accuracy, therefore, may be justly doubted:45

'I& v O 3aULXEVs TaS lravoup'yLac QiTOV E43ovXTjN " &X0KaXU4aL avTOs TrpuTOg
TT1V µ6XXrIv, 01rWq aTOV Eµ1roSLQT1. TLVES SE TT1S auyK1`T1TOV iep .LeVWV TE KaL

1\aLKWV EKW]\U6aV TT1V yVWNTJV KQL (3ovXTjv TOll [3a6LXEWs AEyovTEs' "MTj

a71oKaXUp15ELT1 n µocXT) trap( TT1S (3aaLAELas a01), EWS &V 'L,SWpev, T6 Po Xcrc L arTOS

Trpatai. EL KaL aaTU KTLQ1a, EV EUK0XIA 1rapaXaµPQVoµev a rr & TO EyyUTEpov
ELVaL h ILLV." '0 KaL EV UQTEpOLC, E 180V TEXELWS KQL CYA111 @(;, OTL EXlr[8ES KEVQL

TpElpOU6L TOUS aVOT1TOUs.

The emperor observed his clever maneuvers and was eager to be the first to use force
in order to stop him. Some members of the senate, clerics and lay members, prevented
him from putting his plan into operation when they said: "Let your Majesty be not the
first to go to war; let us first wait and see what he intends to do. If he erects a castle

44 Pusculo 3.243-250 (pp. 46-47). Also cf. Barbaro 2 [CC 1: 9]: L'imperador the temea el suo
nemigo, the gera el Turco, ogni zorno mandava prexenti al Turco the fabricava el castelo, e
mandava imbasarie ogni zorno, e tutto questo 1'mperador feva per paura.
" Maius 3.3.3.
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we will easily seize it because of its very proximity to us." At long last, they saw it
truly completed; foolish minds feed on empty hopes.

The Greek emperor's court made one more attempt to approach the Porte, realizing
that this would probably be their last opportunity to address the sultan on friendly terms.
The text of the emperor's message, as it is reported by Doukas, is composed in careful
and dignified prose:46

E7CEl TQ TTIS µaXrls 71AETLOW, KaL OUTE OpKOLg OUTS KOXOIKELO LS ItCLa&gVCYL

OE EXW, 7OLE CLL 30UXEL. E -Y0) yo(p 7rpoc TOV KQ(TCYLPEU YW, K01 EL tEXT1TOV CLUT(W

EOTL 70U SOUVQL TTIV 7r6XLV T0(UT71V EL(; XELPQS OOU, TLC, O aVTL7rELV EL SE

7rdiXLV E'L(puTEUOEL ELpijVTlV EV TT,1 Ka(p&LQ (YOU, KaL TOUTO aO7r0(OLWS 0:7rOMXOµaL.

7tXTiV KaTa TO 7rapOv Xoc13e (YOU To:S aUVNKO:C Kai TOUq OpKOUg. E'YW a(7rO TOU VUV TOS

Wvxa TT1S 7rOXEWg KEKXEL6µ.EVac EXW KO(L TOUS Ev8ov yuXO(t,W. OU SE

KOTOSUVOCOTEUWV SUVQ(OTEUE, EWS O SLKOLOS KpLTns c7CO86OEL EKCYOTW, ENO' TE KO:L

OOL, TT1V SLKQLav &ITO' paaLV.

Since you have chosen war and I can persuade you neither by flattery nor by your
sworn treaty, do as you please. I will seek shelter with God. If it is His will to hand
this city into your hands, who will be able to oppose Him? If again He inspires peace
in your heart, I will gladly welcome it. For the time being, take back your treaty and
your sworn statements. From this point on I will close the gates of the city and I will
provide protection to the inhabitants. Do go on with your oppressive rule until the
Righteous Judge will deliver His just verdict to each man, to you and to me.

Unmoved by eloquence and ethical arguments, which he may have viewed as a sign of
impotence and weakness, the sultan lost no time in declaring war upon the Greeks.47

And so the drama moved on to its inevitable conclusion. The construction of the
castle was finished in mid-summer, as Barbaro acknowledges.48 Upon its completion,
Mehmed led his forces to the landside vicinity of Constantinople and inspected her
ancient fortifications. He certainly was conducting an inspection of the state of defenses
and was taking notes for the upcoming siege. If any doubts lingered in the minds of the
Greeks with regard to the sultan's future intentions, these must have quickly
evaporated:49

KaL TEXEOCYS TO KCYOTpOV, TIC Xa TOll Avryok rrou E'YEp&Lg thr' EKEL, EXi4WV

ELS TQS aou otg 7t0 XEWs. Kal TT1 'Ya TOll EE7rTEp. ptou I. LTIVOS...SLERT) ELC

N V ' AVS LavouirOXLV, W aLVETQL, OTL Ta( 8160 E o O:UTQ LVO(K U LW LST TOrl P S S AIL P S S P P S
XKaaTpOV KOCWC KO(L TO: IOU KO(OTpOU.

46 Doukas 34.11.
47 Ibid., 34.11: ravTa evu rw19El.s 6 (3appapos [sc. Mehmed], KCLL µlqSE TO OLOV06V E'Lg VOUV
[.LEXETTJOac rrKrOXO'YL«V, TrapcUN EKEXEUaE SLoXaXLav p.cXr1S 'YEVE61&ai.
48 Barbaro 2 [CC 1: 9]: E quando fo compido el castelo the fo del mexe d'avosto del 1452.
Khalkokondyles (381B) seems to agree in general terms: dS 8' ET(LTELXLOTO ES TpELS µTjVas.
49 Minus 35.2, 3.
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When the erection of the castle had been completed, he left on August 31, and
attacked the fortifications of the City. On September 3 [1452]...he departed for
Adrianople. For two days he had been apparently securing his castle and its position.

Pseudo-Sphrantzes repeats the same statement, providing slightly different dates and
drastically altering the last section:50

KoeL 'r KY ToV A ryo5QTOV E'YEp$ELS EKeuuEV EX&OV e7rEaev E7rL TOM'S (YOUSas T'11S

TrOAEIils' KOL Tfl 7rpWTr) TOU EE7rTERRpLOU lLY1VOS bLOr) 'EL(; TTV 'Av8pLavou7roALV, CJS

YaLVETaL, LVO: TOWLS 8UO llTaLS aPOWLS LS'Q Ta TELXTl T 7rOXEWS KOWL 'rc 'PPOUS KaLQ1µf1S
EL TL ETEpoV awrog

On August 28 [1452], he left and attacked the fortifications of the City. On September
1 he went to Adrianople. He evidently used those two days to inspect the walls of the
City, the moat, and whatever else he had in mind.

There was little Constantine could do. The earlier massacre of the peasants had been a
clear warning of the sultan's true intentions. If Pusculo is to be believed, the emperor
held a council of war:51

Casu rex pressus iniquo / Constantinus agit secum, dubiosque volutat / Bellorum
eventus primisque in tecta vocatis / Civibus, en lacrymis oculus suffusus abortis, / Et
grave suspirans moesto sic pectorefatur.

Emperor Constantine was upset by the misfortune and was thinking over the dubious
outcome of the conflict. He summoned the first citizens to his palace. With tears in his
eyes, with heavy sighs, and in sadness he addressed them.

According to Pusculo, it was decided to issue yet another appeal to western
Christendom. Messengers were directed to Hungary and to Italy in search of aid:52

geminos placet ire per orbe: / Alter in Italiam tendat, regesque fatiget /Italiae fessis
nostris succurrere rebus: / Pontificem et Romanum adeat, ... / Pannoniumque alter
dominum petat; isque Joannem / Ductorem belli regis, fulmenque superbos / Terribile
in Teucros roget, ut non ferre moretur /Auxilium nobis perituris Glade cruenta.

Two [envoys] would be sent abroad: one was to go to Italy and wear down the kings
of Italy so that they would supply us with aid. Then he would proceed to the pope in
Rome.... The other [envoy] would go to the lord of the Pannonians [Hungarians] and

so Maius 3.6 (380). Barbaro states that the war began with the completion of the castle, with the
execution of two Greek ambassadors, and with a subsequent attack upon Constantinople, 2 [CC 1:
9]: i retene in quel castelo do ambassadori de 1'imperador, e fells taiar la testa, e in quel trato fo
rotta la vera dal Turco a Griexi, e in quelo el Turco vene a metter campo a Constantinopoli con
zerca persone 50000, e stette salvo zorni tre a campo.
51 Pusculo 3.307-311 (p. 48).
52 Ibid., 3.322-333 (p. 48).
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ask John [Janos Hunyadi], the warlord of the king, to launch a thunderbolt against the
cruel Turks and to send us aid as soon as possible, as we were about to perish in
bloody slaughter.

That an envoy was dispatched to Hungary and to Hunyadi is also noted by Sphrantzes,
who was bitterly disappointed at the indifference and apathy of the west to the Islamic
menace in the Balkans. Exactly when this messenger was sent is not explicitly stated but
it is probable that at least one Greek envoy reached Hungary at this time.53

Thus the sultan finally completed his encirclement of Constantinople and made it as
tight as it could be. To the east the Greeks possessed nothing, for the Turks occupied all
of Asia Minor. To the west, Thrace had come under firm Ottoman rule, with the ancient
Greek city of Adrianople as the capital of the sultan. To the north the Greeks still
controlled a few isolated pockets as Mesembria and Selybria that could easily fall to the
Turks, as they did soon thereafter.54 But access to them from Constantinople was now
completely denied by the castle on the Bosporus, which further blocked passage to the
Black Sea. Thus for the Greeks the only avenue of communication that remained open
was the southern channel to the Aegean, and even that waterway was surrounded by
Turkish territory on both sides.

The Italians experienced the might of this castle. The sultan had meant to curb
Venetian shipping through the straits. Barbaro states that Rumeli Hisar was an effective
structure and that normal artillery had been strategically deployed along and on its walls,
facing the sea:55

Questo tal castelo, si son fortissimo da mar, per niun muodo non se poria averlo, per
esser assaissime bombarde alla marina e per suxo le mure, ma da tera el son forte,
ma non tanto come da mar.

This castle was strongly fortified on its seaside and could not be taken because of the
numerous bombards on the shore and on its walls. On the landside it was strong but
not so strong as on its seaward side.

The sultan issued orders to halt and board all ships, as well as inspect all cargo, so that
supplies would not reach the Greek capital. In addition, he imposed a toll on all vessels.56

Early on there were disappointments. The bombards could not produce a rapid and
consistent rate of fire against moving targets and some western ships managed to pass
through the Bogazken/Ba§kesen without having to subject themselves to boarding.57 As

53 On Sphrantzes and the Hungarian embassy, cf. supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of 1453," an.
34-40.
54 A. E. Bacalopoulos [Vacalopoulos], "Les limites de l'empire byzantine depuis la fin du XIVe
siecle jusqu'a sa chute," BZ 55 (1962): 55-65.
55 Barbaro 2 (CC 1: 9).
56 Barbaro 2 (CC 1: 9), marginal note, n. 36, by M<arco> B<arbaro> [the Genealogist]: Pose leze
the tutte le nave, the venivano da Mar Mazor et intravano, dovesseno calar le vele et mandar it
schifo dal castellan a tuor licentia de passar, altrimentifusse butts afondi.
57 For the Venetian vessels that eluded the sultan's batteries, cf. supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege
of 1453," text with accompanying nn. 119-126.
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numerous western ships managed to pass through, it became obvious that the value of the
castle on the Bosphorus was psychological for the most part. Its swift erection, however,
sent a number of messages to the beleaguered emperor in Constantinople. The fortress
had been built without his approval. It had, however, allowed the sultan on various
occasions to express his contempt for the Greeks and for the crown, and had afforded him
the opportunity to declare war. The castle advertised the fact that the sultan was in
command of considerable technology and that he had sufficient financial means to hire
European masters and engineers who even produced impressive artillery. Finally, Rumeli
Hisar gave the sultan the needed excuse to demonstrate to the Italians in the Levant that
he meant business and that their profitable commerce could continue only with his
approval. His determination to enforce his will is further evidenced in the cruel
executions of Rizzo and his crew. Whatever earlier perceptions the west had formed
about the young sultan, as an inexperienced and timid young man who could easily be
defeated, would now have to be radically modified and a new image would have to be put
forth: the sultan was a force to be reckoned with, for he aimed at world domination.

Beyond the strategic and tactical advantages that the sultan gained with the
construction of his fortress, his most significant victory was scored in the psychological
domain. Rumeli Hisar became a most important pawn in his campaign of subjective
warfare. The Greeks became convinced that the end was drawing near. His monstrous
bombards at the castle provided a hint of Armageddon. It is no wonder that Greeks
surrendered themselves to their fate, as they formed the impression that their ruin had
been sealed. We are fortunate to have a note from the hand of Theodoros Agallianos; his
sentiments, recorded at this time, seem to express the view of the majority. Agallianos
mentions the fortress and then, more importantly, goes on to describe the psychological
state that prevailed in the capital at the moment. Survival became questionable. He and
others placed their hopes in God, realizing that to oppose the sultan without aid from the
west amounted to a Herculean labor. Despair seems to have reigned after the completion
of the fortress of doom:58

ci1rap,rLai v1Og TOU lrc paC TOU ELpTlµEvov Ev TW 'AVQ7rXW KTLO"$EVTOC,

Kc aTpOU ell OAE6pq 7r6AEWC 7reOWV KUL TpELs riµEpcCs 1rpoa.ELvas KUL TU(;

&C LVE'AoUC EKTEq.LWV KUL Tcx 7rpo rnreLa SLOCpfELpaS ...KUL 1rOAUV (pOVOV Oivilpoi7rWV

ELp7c a LEVOs KUL OTL 7rXELaTOV CCti.La EKXEac KCYL TOTE K«L 7rp0 6X'-YOU, dvEXoµEVOu

tpeU! TOU @EOU SLd Tas OCNApTLaC [LOU, ELTO: CY7r X&: 1rO!Pa9KEUaOOµEVOc, 6s E'pTJTO1L,

04101 EOCpL rj KUL 7rpO O'.UTOV, auV 1raVTOLa µT1Xav KU L £AE7rOAEL 7rp0s

7COALOpKLOCV...TYIS lIOAEWs E OLKELWV, 1J rjT' EW1gEV TYIV O'LOVOUV

ROTj1ELC(V, I.L11TE &1T0\ µTjTE CY7r0 OWNOCTWV a1re1pTJKULOC; (SE T1 TTY

iOCKpOXpOVLW r(xXUL1r(pLq, KQL T'l) 1rOAA 1rEVLCY KUL aa7rOpL(Y TWV c8V16pW7tWV, KUL Trj

E1rLMQEL TWV EX$pWV, KUL TW µEAAOVTO Tpoµ( KaL IrLKpq Ao yLVµw µovT)v SE TT)V

E'Lg TOV EuQ7rAOC'YXVOV KaL OLKTLp[1OVO: eEOV EA1rL80: KEKT'qV£V1QS EL E1rLOTpE*EL KCCL

lpeLaeTCYL KUL PU(7ETOCL %Mg, KUL ELS T'YIV 7rcCvcryvoV KUL aELlrap6EVOV eEOTOKOV, ...EL

-raL; ALTCYLS a&T'fC KUL LKEOLO!LC, 6 Et a&ri s Cl(i7r6pWs KUL U7rEp YvaLV KUL AOyOV

TEX7teLg, EAEl(rEL A1164; U1rX0C7XVLO`&LS Etp' riµLV KCYL dirLSWV TOC cVUPb%Lryr µ0U

58 Agallianos 206 [= CBB 1: 6361.
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9rT0:L6l,LCYTCY, Kai. TnC, 1rLKpas TWV &CFERWV 0U6ETO:L T1R , WS TOUC

4CYpawv[T(Yq K01TO:1COVTLUag TOUS 'Ivpccr!XLTas.

The aforementioned impious man [Mehmed] completed his castle at Anaplous; he
attacked the City on his way back to Adrianople. He fell upon the environs of the
City, remained in the vicinity for three days, destroyed the vineyards, plundered the
suburbs, ...murdered many people, and spilled as much blood as possible both on this
occasion and a little earlier. Alas! God allowed him to do so because of my sins. Then
he went away in order to make preparations, it has been said, to lay siege to the City
next spring or even before the spring with every imaginable piece of artillery and
siege engine.... The City could expect help neither from within nor from without;
neither funds nor men were available, as the City has been tortured for a long time by
its great poverty, by lack of men, by the attacks of the enemy, and by fear and bitter
reckoning of what is in store for us. Our only hopes are the merciful and
compassionate God, should He return, spare, and defend us, and the all-pure, eternal
virgin Mother of God...Her son, conceived without seed, beyond nature and logic,
should He listen to Her entreaties, will have pity, will show mercy upon us,
overlooking my countless sins in the process, and will save us from bitter slavery to
the impious [Turks], as He delivered the Israelites and drowned the men of the
Pharaoh.

II. Urban's Bombard(s): Ottoman Artillery

Urban, the military engineer who transferred his services from the emperor to the
sultan,59 produced a masterpiece that deeply impressed the defenders during the siege and
left an indelible mark in our sources. Practically every eyewitness and secondary account
makes mention of it. Cardinal Isidore, the pope's Greek legate and a heroic defender of
Constantinople, generally refers to this cannon as bombarda a number of times.60
Isidore's associate and ardent admirer, Archbishop Leonardo,61 also often refers to it as
bombarda (and once as machina-engine) and differentiates it from the other artillery by
assigning distinctive descriptive adjectives to it:62 horribilis-horrible, ingens-huge, and so
forth. Benvenuto, the Anconan consul in Constantinople, also calls it bomberda.63
Barbaro generally refers to the artillery as bombarde and describes Urban's largest

59 Cf. supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of 1453," esp. sec. III.
60 Cf., e.g., Isidore's letter (dated die sexta Iulii anno Domini MoCCCCoLIIio) to his friend
-Cardinal Bessarion: Inter cetera vero infinita tormenta, catapultas sive bombardas, tres erant,
quarum prima quatuordecim talentorum lapidem proiciebat, altera duodecim, tertia decem.
Hofmann, "Ein Brief des Kardinals Isidor," pp. 405-414, published the entire Latin text of the
letter. Extracts (with Italian translation) are also published in CC 1: 64-80.
61 Leonardo joined the cardinal's retinue when Isidore put in at the island of Chios en route to
Constantinople; cf. PG 159: 925 (CC 1: 124-126): Cum igitur reverendissimus pater dominus
cardinalis Sabinensis, pro unione [PG: natione] Graecorum legatus, in eiusfamulatum me ex Chio
vocasset.
62 PG 159: 927: horribilem perinde bombardam, machinae tam horribili; and 929: bombarda
praetera illa ingens.
63 TIePN, p. 4.
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creations64 as do bombarde...le piiu grosse, "two bombards... the largest." Tetaldi's Latin
account correctly identifies Urban's masterpiece as unus bombardus aereus et fusilis,
"one bronze and fire bombard," and then the Florentine merchant hastens to specify that
it was made in one solid piece, integer et indivisus,65 "whole, without separate parts,"
while Kritoboulos, who supplies a long and detailed description, claims that it was
composed of two separate pieces, a breach-receptacle for the gunpowder and a barrel-
chamber for the stone projectile:66

¶pWTOV 1] KO:XO1UVtE'V7l ROTaVTI 9rXipoi3Oa LUXUpWS n v b'irunkkV 6Xrv

XWVELaV KaL TOV ONXOV Tr1C 1.LTJX0:VqC EWS TOU aroiiou ToU beuiepou a Xou Tou

TO'V XthOV.

First the powder was placed and it densely filled the entire aft part of the cannon and
the bore of the engine as far as the mouth of the second segment of the bore, which
received the stone projectile.

Kritoboulos is certainly well informed about the firing mechanism of Urban's bombard,
and one can conclude that Tetaldi, who was one of the active defenders, could not clearly
distinguish between the two parts of the bombard. From his vantage point on the walls
the bombard must have appeared as if it had been cast in one piece. A bombard of
Mehmed II from 1464 survives.67 It consists of two sections, demonstrating that
Kritoboulos was probably correct about the two distinct chambers, each having its own
function. When the two separate sections are matched together, the breach screws into the
barrel and the gun gives the appearance of being one solid piece. No other source
mentions the two separate sections of Urban's bombard.

Among the Greek secondary sources, there is some confusion regarding its proper
designation. Gunpowder artillery had not been common in the Levant as in western
Europe, and our Greek sources struggle to invent a terminology for the new engine. Even
prior to the siege of 1453 we encounter Greek attempts to approximate the Latin term

64 Barbaro 21 (CC 1: 14-15).
65 Tetaldi Caput II. The French version of this narrative does not, in this case, match the Latin: ch.
4 only mentions "une grande bombarde de metail."
66 1.30.1. Kritoboulos was not, of course, an eyewitness but was well informed in regard to
Mehmed's artillery in the siege.
67 This bombard is known as the Dardanelles Gun (fig. 4), where it had been deployed, together
with other old bombards, until 1868 when it was transported to England and was for some time on
exhibit at the Tower of London. It has been removed to storage recently. Its muzzle bears the
following inscription: "Help, 0 God, Sultan Mehmed Khan, the son of Murad. [This is] the work of
Munir Ali in the month of Rejeb, year 868 H. [March/April, 1464]." Pictures of this bombard and
its inscription are included in MCT, Pl. XI a and b. This bombard provides us with a comparison
point. In his translation of Schlumberger's study on the siege, S. P. Lampros, KovaTavrLVoc
IIaAo:LOAO'YOc, Kai 7J IIOAcopKLa Kal. 'AAea c Ti c KWYo-TavrLVouiro'AEWc UTro' TWv TOUPKWV T q)

1453 (Athens, 1914; repr. 1996), adds the following commentary, p. 70, n. 1: `0 µaKap'LTnJc A.
Mordtmann, OSTLC EL7rEp TLC Ka'L aXXoc 1%TO 'YVWQTTIS...PEOMOL, OTL 7rp6 TLVWV ETc V 1flaav OpaT'

EV 76-LC TrUpo oXOUTaQLOLC TWV Dap& veXXLWV TLVa' TWV 7rEPLWVUI.LWV EKELVWV 1rupo06XWv ri c
TroXLOPKLac -rob 1453.
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bombarda (probably through its spoken Italian version, bumbarda), resulting in such
transliterations as (3oupircpboc, (3ou iircap&a, iiropirapba, or even Xouµlrap8a.68 Clearly,
this term derives from the vernacular and is without classical origins. As such, it was
avoided by most educated authors, who favored archaic terms, for example, the general
OKEUTI, "equipment," or "engine/machine," echoing the Latin machina. Thus
Kritoboulos realizes the problem and alludes to it by observing that the cannon was a
recent invention of the European Celts and Germans69 and concludes by noting the
difficulty of finding an ancient Greek term for it:70

dCXX ' OUSE OVOlLa 1raAaLOV eupLOKETaL TCYUTT) T q 1rT1XaVTl, EL KTj 1rOU TLS T11V

EXE1rOXLV EL1rOL 11

OVTEC OKEUTIV.

YETT1PLOV, KOLVW S' UVOµaTL Ta!T11V KaXOUOL 1ra'VTE1; 01, VUV

An ancient name for this machine cannot be found, unless one calls it "helepolis"
[city-taker] or "missile thrower." All people nowadays call it "apparatus."

He then continues to use descriptive phrases such as µ1XavaL, "stone-
throwing engines" or, more commonly, inp otvu-L, "engines." While Doukas is aware of
OKEUTI, "equipment," more often he prefers to employ his own invented term for artillery,
XWveLCa-XWva, "funnel" (and occasionally modified by the adjective 1reTpo[3oXLµai,oc,
"stone throwing"), and further specifies Urban's bombard by adding the adjective
"great," XWveka µeya'XT1, "great funnel .s71 Khalkokondyles devised by far the most
successful Greek word for cannon.72 He coined the term TTIXE[3oXoc or T1lXEP0Xoc ("long
range [sc. µiiXav'l-OKeurl/engine-machine]"), which with a change in gender is not
remote from the Modern Greek term, TTIXEROXoV.

Urban's bombard was cast in Adrianople. The process took three months to complete,
according to Doukas, and resulted in the creation of a monster:73 Ev TpLOLV ovv pTgOL
KaTEOKEUcc$TJ KO:L EXWVEl ii TEpac TL LP03EpoV KaL EtaLOLOV, "in three months a
terrible, unprecedented monster was constructed and cast." Kritoboulos also suggests that
this bombard inspired awe, as he utilizes in his description phrases that belong to

11 1folklore:74 lrpayµa cpo3EpCTaTOV LSELV KO:'1 ELS aKOT1V OXWS CY1rLOTOV TE KaL

68 Cf., e.g., the statements of Ioannes Kananos, who wrote an eyewitness account of the siege of
Constantinople by Sultan Murad 11 (1422). He is the only author of the late Middle Ages to supply
the name of the river Lykos, currently flowing under the avenue Vatan Caddesi that pierces the
fortifications between the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton; cf. loannes Kananos,
.ALT''y'nULS 1rEpi TOD EY KWV0rTawTLVOU7rO'AeL, p. 462. On the Lykos and the immediate topography,

cf. supra, ch. 5: "The Land Fortifications," sec. IV.C.5, and pp. 303 if.
69 Kritoboulos 1.30.6: eiiprgµa bE TOUTO VEOV EUTL rEp.LaVWV KaL KEXTWV, ETWV 71OU µcXLOTa

1TEVT7IKOVTa Kal, EKaTOV KO:L OXL'yO) 'RXELOVWV.

70 Ibid.
7' Doukas 35: 7reTpo3oXLµaio1c X(A)Vac, XWVELaV 116'yacXT1v, Top TU7rov Tilt; OKeU7jc;.
72 Khalkokondyles 8.204 (38): i8puaaµevoc eTU7rTE TO TELXOS LgpUTO SE 6 pEV TWV TTgXe16XWV

KOCT6 Td EKELVWV PaJLXELa, 6 be' KO1TY' T7JV TOU 'PWµaVOU KaXOUµEVTJV 7rUX'riV, TJ 87j aUTOS

EOTpaTO7rE8EUeTO RaOLXEUc. LbpvVTO µ.EV KaL 0.'XXT) 7toXX0.'Xj TOU aTpaTOT[ESoU TqXEROXOL.
73 Doukas 35.
74 Kritoboulos 1.29.1.
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8UU7rapc4SEKT0V, "something that is frightful to see; one would not accept or admit its
existence if one heard about it." Kritoboulos supplies a meticulously precise description
of the process by which it was cast 75 It should be emphasized that the bombard was
made of bronze at a time when Europe had rejected the cumbersome bronze bombards in
preference for a smaller cast iron cannon for reasons of cost and mobility. Apparently,
this latest advance in European technology had not yet reached the Balkans. 6 Doukas
makes special mention of the material that was required for the bombard, as bronze was
not easily found in the Levant:77 'Hptav-ro X«XKOV, "they began to amass

bronze." Kritoboulos also makes special mention of the large amounts of bronze
needed.78 It is a well-known fact that the Ottomans regularly faced difficulties in making
bronze, as tin could not be obtained from any region of the Levant. Consequently, tin had
to be imported from Europe at great cost; this insufficiency was acutely felt as late as the
mid-sixteenth century.79 Thus in 1452 the Porte was extremely energetic in its efforts to
amass an enormous amount of bronze demanded by Urban for his bombard(s). The
importance of the project must have justified the expense, which obviously had not been
a consideration. Kritoboulos does supply the specific quantity of copper and tin used in
the casting, but he hastens to clarify his statement by adding that this estimate derives
from hearsay (6q EAE-yETO, "as it was reported").80 Kritoboulos, in the next paragraph,
also specifies that 1500 "talents" of copper and tin were melted down for the casting, but
he repeats the same qualifier, "it was so reported," which must mean that he could not
vouch for its accuracy:

Xa&KOU SE KUL KacULTEpoU 7rOX10TL Xp71µa ML 7roXUTO:Xavioc 6XK'' EI3ePX1TO TaLS

Xt ve oLS, TOXavra 7roU LbcCXLUTa X6XLa Kal 7rEVTOKOULa, WC, EAEyETO.

A great mass of copper and tin, weighing many talents, was thrown into the funnels. It
was reported that it measured as much as fifteen hundred talents.

Nor can we be certain of the exact amount Kritoboulos had in mind, for we are not
certain as to which "talent" he means. If indeed Kritoboulos is using the ancient Attic-

75 A succinct summary in English of the text of Kritoboulos is provided by A. Williams, "Ottoman
Military Technology: The Metallurgy of Turkish Armor," in War and Society in the Eastern
Mediterranean, 7th-15th Centuries, ed. Y. Lev. The Medieval Mediterranean: Peoples, Economies
and Cultures, 400-1453, 9 (Leiden, New York, and Cologne, 1997): 364.
76 Ibid, pp. 364-365.
77 Doukas 35.
78 Kritoboulos 1.29.1: KaL XaXKOU 1rXELOT0U KaL ETEpuV oUK 6XLryWV ELMOV...Kal. OS 615US t rov I

Xo'yoc a1raVTa 8a$LXWS aUTOLc 1rapEXEL Ta 1rpo,; T11V XpELaV, OL 8E TT'JV

µ11Xav'jv.

79 Williams, "Ottoman Military Technology," p. 365; he points out that it was not a common
alloying metal in Islamic territories and that the need for bronze was sorely felt by the Turks: "The
Ottomans therefore had a constant need of tin, which was imported from Europe, either covertly or
as contraband... in 1582...the English sent large amounts of broken bells and images, tin and lead
which the Ottomans bought `almost for its weight in gold, the tin being vitally necessary for the
casting of guns...."'
80 Kritoboulos 1.29.6.
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Euboeic talent of 25.86 kilograms, then we are to assume that 38,790 kilograms of bronze
were required for the casting.81 For purposes of comparison, since actual bombards
signed by Urban have not survived (or perhaps have not been identified), we may take
into consideration Munir Ali's Dardanelles Gun of 1464. It is not known who Munir Ali
was, but, given the date recorded on the cannon, it is quite possible that he had received
some of his training from Urban and his workers in 1453. Alternatively, we may
speculate and consider the possibility that Munir Ali and Urban are one and the same
person after Urban's conversion to Islam; however, there is no evidence that Urban
became a renegade, and no source states so. We simply lose sight of him and we know
virtually nothing about his subsequent activities after he had cast his bombard. There are
distinct similarities between the Dardanelles Gun and the bombard of 1453. The alloy of
the Dardanelles bombard contains 10-11% tin, with traces of silver, and it was cast in
vertical molds on purpose so that the muzzle was lowest, in order to turn it into its hardest
part by solidifying it last through slow cooling.82 While this bombard was cast eleven
years after the fall of Constantinople, it is not unreasonable to believe that its maker may
have been influenced by the methods of Urban, whose casting methods must have been
observed at the foundry of Adrianople by other engineers. Consequently, the Dardanelles
Gun may be a direct descendant of Urban's TEpac TL po(3epov KaL EtaiQLOV, "a terrible,
unprecedented monster," as Doukas dubs it. It is also possible, if not probable, that the
Dardanelles Gun was cast by Urban himself, who after conversion to Islam may have
been renamed Munir Ali.

At Adrianople, near the palace of Mehmed II, Urban test fired his finished cannon.
Kritoboulos describes the preparations for the firing of the bombard.83 The workmen first
filled the breach-chamber section of the bombard with gunpowder until this. compartment
was full; they then added a ram, plug, or wad of the strongest wood, which, in effect,
sealed the aft compartment tightly.84 Next they pushed the stone projectile to the bottom

81 Also cf. Gibbon, 7: 177, n. 26: "The Attic talent weighed about sixty minae, or avoirdupois
pounds; but among the modern Greeks that classic appellation was extended to a weight of one
hundred and twenty-five pounds."
82 The most recent study of the Dardanelles Gun is by A. R. Williams and A. J. R. Paterson, "A
Turkish Bronze Cannon in the Tower of London," Gladius (Caceres, 1986), pp. 180-203; in
addition, cf. Williams, "Ottoman Military Technology," pp. 364-365. Kritoboulos' description of
the casting process closely matches the process that Benvenuto Cellini described in his
autobiography when he cast his Perseus; cf. B. Cellini, La vita scritta per lui medesimo, ed. E.
Carrara (Torino, 1949), pp. 305 if. The description shows that a fine line divided the military
engineer from the artist in the late Middle Ages and the early Renaissance, when it came to the
process of casting cannon or statues.
83 Kritoboulos 1. 30.1-6: E0E(3Xro irp@Tov KaXOUµEVTI POT-VT) TrXTIp0U6a iOXup(ic 'njv OTrt(Yfev

6XTgV XWVELOaV KaL TOV aUAOV TfiS µilXavilc EWS TOU OTopLOU TOO 8EVTEpou O:UAOU 'TOO bEtOR4VOU

TOV XLigoV. ETiELTa TW 6ro'Vwn TOUTQ) irnaaaXOS E3e X11T0 tUAOu TOO iaxi,po'rc roU, ...et'ra

TOV XLigoV (ilioOVTES EVTOC EW5 EV Xpqu 'y vrrrO:L Tip MUO'CCA(a KO:L QJv cnpL'y'YOV

'roUTov 6KAW15EV...elTa Trip E7rE[3QAOV Oa&rj SLa inc OTaa&V TpuicXL2S O:VO(*O:VTES TTIv

RoTONTiv.
84 Williams, "Ottoman Military Technology," p. 364, states that "[t]he plug had a depression for the
stone ball." Nothing of this sort is stated in our sources and we have the suspicion that Williams
must have added this detail from his familiarity with other western cannon of the period. In our
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of the first compartment, fitting snugly against the wooden ram and ensuring the absence
of air pockets between the projectile and the inner side of the bombard's barrel. The
gunpowder was then lit through an opening in the breach. We have no direct
measurements of the bombard's sections but Kritoboulos has supplied measurements for
the clay molds that were used in the casting. The entire measured length of the mold was
forty "spans" and was divided equally between the chamber and the barrel. If we assume
that Kritoboulos' "span" ranged anywhere from six inches (a small hand) to eight inches
(a large hand), the length of the entire bombard would have measured between 20 and;
26.6 feet. The barrel measured twelve "spans" in circumference (a measurement also
confirmed by Leonardo and Pusculo), that is, six to eight feet, while the breach measured
about two feet in circumference. 85 The thickness of the bombard's wall can be deduced,
as Kritoboulos reports that the distance between the core and the casing of the mold was
about one "span," six to eight inches, or slightly more.86

Whether this monster had been given a name is not certain. In modem literature we
occasionally encounter statements that it was called the "royal" (basilica/(3auLX LKT'0
bombard but this detail does not originate in contemporary accounts. Most contemporary
authors refer to it as the "famous bombard" and the "great cannon," or simply as "the
monster."87 We have no information regarding the size of charge that was loaded for
firing this bombard. Kritoboulos states that the breach was completely filled with
gunpowder before the "plug" (rl a(X'r36aXoc) was rammed into the same compartment.
Centuries ago, when some of Mehmed's bombards, including the Dardanelles Gun, were
still deployed at the entrance of the Dardanelles, an experiment was conducted.

tentative reconstruction of Urban's bombard (fig. 5) we have not added this "depression" on the
plug (the 1raQaaXo,; of Kritoboulos), as it is not mentioned by any contemporaneous source.
85 Kritoboulos 1.29.3: lfiKOS TO6T41 OTrLOaµaL TETTapaKOVTa, OU TO REV Eµlrpo011EV r`jLLOU, TO lrpoc

U1rOSOXTIV IOU ALOOU, 6ITL6(X LWV SUO KaL SEKa TOV KUKXOV KaL T'r V TrepupepELaV ELXE TOU 1rixouc,

To S' 61ruii ev &M 'ri OUpa;, TO 1rpkS nrO80Xi1v 71jc IOTONTIc, 01rL1gaµcv

TeTTTpuV, T1 KaL VLKpov TL 1rpoc ELXE flV 1repL pEpetav T06 Tr&XOUS, 41S 1rpkk 'riv avaxo YLav,

0111M, rob Am. Thus the barrel and the breach are not of the same diameter. The Dardanelles Gun
has the same diameter for both sections of the bombard. The diameter of Urban's barrel, twelve
spans according to Kritoboulos, is appropriate for the size of the stone missile, which, according to
Leonardo, who took the trouble to measure a projectile, was eleven of his spans in gyro (PG 159:
927 [CC 1: 130]): lapide qui palmis X' ex meis ambibat in gyro. Pusculo 4. 246-247 (not included
in the selections of CC 1) also assigns twelve ("twice six") spans to the circumference of the barrel:
palmis /expansis circum bis senis.
86 Kritoboulos 1.29: O:7r6(mxu ; 8' v EV Tq 4LETatU TOLV TUTrOLV &µnpotV OAOLV SLOAOU ETrLOTlc

1ro:VTO&V, OQOV a1rL15aILLo La 11 KaI VLKPOV TL TrpOc.

87 Stacton/Dereksen, p. 183, makes a leap of faith when he suggests that the official name of
Urban's bombard was basilica43arriX u ij, which, he believes, was given to it by the Conqueror
himself: "This monster armament was christened by Mahomet, Basilica, in graceful allusion to the
Basileus, against whom it was soon to be pointed." In fact, Stacton/Dereksen goes on to assign the
same name to the replacement of Urban's bombard, which he calls Basilica H. Long before
Stacton/Dereksen, Schlumberger also used the same term; cf. Lampros' translation, Kwvaravr voO
IIaAa.oA6-yoc, p. 76: "Etc To lrvpo06Xov TOUTO, OV 1rL1Nav41c TO [L YLOTOV, oil 'YLVETaL µwELa EV

Tr LaTOpL«, E66 To XapaKTT1PLOILKOV E1r6vuiiov BaYLXLKOV."
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According to Gibbon,88 the chamber of a bombard was packed with 330 pounds of
powder and an 1100-pound stone missile was loaded into the barrel. After the bombard
was fired, the missile traveled a distance of 600 yards and then broke up into three
distinct fragments, each of which continued on its trajectory and reached the opposite
shore. The amount of powder needed depended on the weight and the size of the missile.
The defenders of Constantinople in 1453 gained considerable expertise with Urban's
missiles when they observed them directly and even measured them when they had failed
to break up.

Nestor-Iskander is clear about the size of the missile; the shots from the largest pieces
reached the knee and the waist, apparently, according, to his height of which we have no
precise knowledge.89 Cardinal Isidore, in a letter written from Crete soon after the sack of
Constantinople to his friend Cardinal Bessarion, includes his measurements of the
missiles:90

Inter cetera vero infinita tormenta, catapultas live bombardas, tres erant, quarum
prima quatuordecim talentorum lapidem proiciebat, altera duodecim, tertia decem.

Among other countless engines, catapults or bombards, there were three. Of them, the
first fired a stone weighing fourteen talents, the second twelve, and the third ten.

A few days later, in his communication to the pope from Crete (dated July 15: die XV
Iulii LIIIo),91 he states that the largest bombard fired lapidem cuius mensura circularis
erat XI palmorum, pondus cantariorum XIV, "a stone, whose circumference measured
eleven palms; its weight came to fourteen `cantaria."' Leonardo was so fascinated with
this weapon that he personally took the trouble to measure the circumference of its
missile and found it (presumably at the widest point) to be eleven spans. 2 Leonardo thus
matches Kritoboulos' numbers, who, as we have seen, claims that the barrel of the
bombard was twelve spans in circumference, implying that the missile's circumference
would be slightly narrower. Ubertino Pusculo also refers to Urban's bombard, which he
identifies with the formulaic adjectives maxima, "greatest," and ingens, "enormous," and
cites his own measurements: 93 Inter quas [sc. bombardas] maxima [bombarda] palmis /
expansis circum his senis, "among them [sc. the bombards] was the greatest [sc.

se Gibbon, 7: 178, n. 29, who further remarks: "The Baron de Tott, who fortified the Dardanelles
against the Russians, describes.. .the consternation of the Turks," when the bombard was fired.
89 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 24 (pp. 40-43):
Bi, Hmx)e rrymxs1 6sixy 2 Beimite, nJni, Ty coJlb$IHbl: eAsfHotl siApo B'L xo.nbno, a Apyroti B'b
nosic-b, "among them were two great cannons employing a shot that reached the knee and a shot
that reached the girdle." During our survey of the land walls in May/June of 2000, 2001, and 2003,
we had the opportunity to study and measure a surviving shot from the great cannon. Its height
reached approximately thirty-nine inches (p1. 64). Cf. infra, n. 98.
90 CC 1:70.
9l Ibid., 1:94.
92 PG 159: 927 [CC 1: 130]: lapide qui palmis XI"' ex meis ambibat in gyro.
93 Pusculo 4.247-248 (66) [not in CC 1].
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bombard], with a circumference of twice six extended palms." Barbaro includes the
following information with regard to the two largest bombards of the sultan:94

Una de queste quatro bombarde the sun a la porta da san Romano, la piera de la
bumbarda se pexa livre mille e duxento a la grossa, volze la piera quarte tredexe;
considerate the colpo teribile the la fea dove la zonzeva. La segonda bombarda, la
piera se pexava livre otozento, volze la piera quarte nove.

One of these four bombards at the Gate of Saint Romanos fired a stone of almost
twelve hundred pounds, more or less, and thirteen quarte in circumference; imagine
the terrible damage where it struck! The second bombard fired a stone weighing eight
hundred pounds and nine quarte in circumference.

Barbaro probably deduced these measurements from the size of the bombard's stone
missile, while the defenders could only have observed the bombard at a distance, from
their positions on the walls. They were certainly familiar with its stone projectiles, whose
destructive force they had often witnessed. Apparently some of the projectiles were not
destroyed upon impact and the defenders had ample opportunity to inspect them and
measure them. As we have seen, Bishop Leonardo actually measured the circumference
of one missile and found it to be eleven spans. Tetaldi agrees but adds three fingers to the
eleven spans:95

Inter quae praeeminebat unus bombardus aereus et fusilis, integer et indivisus
emittens ex se (quod dictu mirabile est!) lapides habentes in circumferentia
rotunditatis undecim palmorum et trium digitorum mensuram.

Among the most prominent, there was one bronze bombard, whole, in one piece,
which fired (it seems a miracle even to say it!) stones of eleven palms and three digits
in circumference.

Isidore produces the same measurements as Leonardo and it is quite probable that both
the cardinal and the bishop, who were very close friends, together measured the same
missile.

94 Barbaro 21 (CC 1: 14-15); it is not clear what Barbaro means by quarte (a fourth of what?). For
no apparent reason, Pears equates palma/span and quarte, while our sources draw a distinction
between quarte and palma; cf. Pears, p. 246, n. 1: "Pusculus gives fourteen palms as the
circumference; Phrantzes and Kritoboulos, twelve; while Barbaro gives thirteen to fourteen."
Elsewhere is his narrative, 26-27 (CC 1: 17), Barbaro produces the following measurements, in
connection with the operations of April 21: la qual porta si se chiama san Romano: tuto el suo
forzo elfeze in questa porta de bombardar can la sua bombarda grossa, the volse palms quindexe.
95 Caput IT Slightly different is the French text of Tetaldi IV: & entre les autres une grand
bombarde de metail, tirant pierre de neuf espaulx et quatre dois d'entour. The French text of
Tetaldi has come down in two versions; the second version of the French text agrees with the Latin
text: "eleven spans." On the different manuscripts of Tetaldi's French text, cf. Concasty, pp. 95-110
(with the cautionary note in PaL 2: 112, n. 9).
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The exact measurements of the projectile cannot be ascertained, as no missile seems
to have survived intact. In the first quarter of the twentieth century there were a few
projectiles surviving in the targeted sector of the Mesoteikhion, as Pears testifies:96
"Some of the stone balls have been preserved. They were probably fired over the wall,
did not break, and remain nearly in the position where they fell. I have measured two of
them and they are exactly eighty-eight inches in diameter." Setton had also seen some of
those missiles at a later time.97 In the summer of 1990, and in June of 2000, and in June,
2001, we discovered and identified one surviving projectile, still in situ in the vicinity of
the Mesoteikhion. This missile, though, in its present condition is scarred and rests on the
floor of a demolished tower, immediately to the south of the Gate of Saint Romanos (Top
Kapi).98 The only undamaged stone cannon balls currently on display are located within
the fortress of `E7riaripyLov (the Ottoman Yedi Kule fortress, by the Golden Gate).
These balls do not date to the siege of 1453. They are small, perfectly round, and
identical to the stone balls fired during the second siege of Rhodes (1522) still in situ.

The source of Urban's stone projectiles is unclear. It is quite unlikely that they were
quarried and shaped in the vicinity of Constantinople immediately before and/or during
the siege. This task, a laborious one, had probably been completed long before the
cannon were deployed against the walls of the Greek capital. Most of the shot probably
had been transported from Adrianople, along with the bombard. The only source to
mention their possible origin, the shore of the Black Sea, is Khalkokondyles, who also
adds the intriguing detail that they were black in color.99 Khalkokondyles' statement may
receive indirect support from Nestor-Iskander, who had been a prisoner of the Turks for
some time prior to the siege and seems to have been attached to the military unit that
transported projectiles to the sultan's camp before his escape into Constantinople. This
northern origin of the projectiles may not be as far-fetched as it seems prima facie.100

96 Pears, p. 246.
97 PaL 2: 114: "Such cannon balls more than seven feet in circumference are still to be seen in
Istanbul...."
98 In June 2000, we discovered, identified, and photographed one missile in the Mesoteikhion area
(south of the towers at the Lykos River, a destroyed tower below the Gate of Saint Romanos). In
June 2001, we returned to the same site, measured and photographed this missile: at the face eleven
hands in circumference or 148 inches [= 375 cms.]; in height or diameter 39 inches [= 99 cms.];
and in length 41 inches [= 99 cms.].
99 204 (385) (p. 151): Touc 8E X ouc p. XaVac 6VToc AEyeraL EveyKELV, oLc E7rETO:KTO, Giro'
Ev ei.vou 7r6VTOU 1c To (3aatXEbls arpaT67re&ov. It is to be regretted that neither Pears nor PaL 2
mentions the color of the surviving projectiles that they observed, or their exact location. The
projectile is of light grey stone, unlike the darker grey stone shots (pl. 65) at the Golden Gate. We
should add a note of caution that the stone shots placed at the Golden Gate were brought in from
elsewhere.
100 In our study and edition of Nestor-Iskander's narrative, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its
Origin and Capture), we offer the following theory, p. 2: "[Nestor-Iskander's] Turkish captors
were evidently attached to a military unit stationed in southern Russia, near Moldavia.... This
regiment had, in all probability, the primary mission of obtaining shot for the sultan's cannons and
arquebuses." In relation to Khalkokondyles' statement about the color of the bombard's missiles, it
should be added that we have never encountered black stone projectiles anywhere in Greece,
Turkey, or the Balkans. In addition, Barbaro suggests that some stone projectiles were transported
by the sultan's largest cargo boat from Sinope. Thus the stone missiles were first brought by boat,
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Furthermore, the besieged seem to have noticed that the stone projectiles for the Ottoman
artillery were being transported by wagons, as a scribe notes on the margin of a work that
he was copying at the end of the siege:' 01

TIVLKO: yip E'YW Ta' EAEELVQ To:UTOC p 1ga'rc E'ypaepov, TOUpKOL T'v Kuva7c v-rLvou [Sc.

1rOALV] 1rOALOpK6OL, KQL TIC, EAETrOAELC OUTWC E'y'yv T1 yayov o&ri s WS Or1rEXELV

T q isppOU [LOAU; 8EKO:1O58M; KaL TUTr7OUOL TO TELXOS d16LaXEL1rrWs 8Lac 7@)v

KOaXOUJ1EVWV UKEUWV 1reTpOLL SE ELOLV 61µatOlrXT1156q,' Kal KALIaKac KaL 1rUp'YOUC

1rapEOKEU01a&VTO KaL 1rpOU8OKLgOL ELOL KOLtF EKOCOTgV Wp(YV EAELV aY Tq'v.

As I was writing these miserable words, the Turks are besieging the City of
Constantine and they have brought their siege towers close. They are about ten feet
from the moat. They have been bombarding the walls with the so-called cannon and
their stone projectiles are brought up in loaded wagons. They have prepared towers
and ladders and are expected to seize the city very soon.

Further, there is testimony about the weight of the missiles. Tetaldi states that each
projectile weighed 1800 pounds.102 Benvenuto estimates a lower weight, by 500
pounds.103 With this latter estimate Lauro Quirini (who was not an eyewitness but had
heard the reports of refugees who had recently reached Crete, including Cardinal
Isidore's account) agrees in a letter dated July 15, 1453: data Candidae Idibus Iulii
1453). 104 In his communication of July 15 to Pope Nicholas V, Isidore also speaks of the
weight,105 while in his earlier letter of July 6 to his friend Cardinal Bessarion, he
specifies106 quatuordecim talentorum lapidem, "a stone of fourteen talents." Barbaro
estimates about 1200 pounds: ... la piera de la bumbarda se pexa livre mille e duxento a
la grossa. Leonardo, who had personally measured the circumference of a missile, also
calculates its weight at 1200 pounds.107

probably from the shore of the Black Sea and were then transferred by wagon (cf the next note)
and distributed to the deployed batteries about the Ottoman camps. Cf. Barbaro 21 (CC 1: 15):
etiam in questa armada del Turco si ne iera una nave de zerca bote trexento, la qual vene da
Sinopoli, carga depiere de bombarda....
101 This note was written on the margin of Vaticanus graecus 163 B, fol. 233r; it was published by
Lampros, "MOVWS6&'L Kc'L OpijvoL," pp. 191-269, no. 11 (pp. 260-261). The scribe was copying
Kinnamos' work when he felt inspired to add this personal note, which presents a rare example of a
late medieval reaction to an event that is taking place exactly at the time that writer is holding his
pen.
102 Caput 11: Pondus vero tormenti huiusfere mille octingentarum extitit librarum. Slightly different
is the French text of Tetaldi IV: & pesant mille quatre cens cinquante-une livres, les autres tirans
dix ou douze centenars.
103 TIePN, p. 4: lapis maior eratponderis 1300 librarum.
1°4 Ibid., p. 70: lapis enim erat, quem facile proiciebat, mille trecentarum librarum.
105 CC 1: 94: pondus cantariorum XIV.
106Ibid., p. 70.

107 PG 159: 929 (CC 1: 134): lapide mea existimatione mille ducentarum librarum. As usual,
Leonardo's statements are copied by Languschi-Dolfin (fol. 315 [9]): Et quella trazendo piera de
1200 libre. In addition, Quirini (TIePN, p. 70) suggests mille trecentarum librarum, Henry of
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We have no eyewitness information on the amount of powder that was employed in
firing Urban's bombard. Tetaldi records an estimate that must have been in circulation
among the defenders, claiming in general that 1000 pounds of gunpowder were used
daily by the sultan's artillery:108 circiter mille libras quotidie in pulveres, "around one
thousand pounds of powder every day." Tetaldi concludes that during the fifty-five-day
siege 50,000 pounds of gunpowder were used by Mehmed's cannons:109 quarum
summam si colligere volueris, invenies quinquaginta millia librarum huiusmodi pulveris,
"if you should care to add it up, you will come up with a total of fifty thousand pounds of
this powder." In the era of Gibbon a smaller bombard guarding the Dardanelles was
charged with 330 pounds of powder and fired an 1100-pound stone missile.110

By the time the bombard was ready to be tested at Adrianople, stories containing folk-
tale elements"' began to circulate in various quarters. The narrative of Doukas suggests
that the bombard made quite an impression at that time and that both the engineer and the
sultan anticipated unprecedented results. Such were their expectations that they
announced the trial ahead of time to warn the population of the noise and the smoke that
the bombard would produce, asking them not to be alarmed:' 12

TTIV XWVELO V TIP 0 TEXVLTTIS EKELVOS KETE6KEuc aeV S

IrapauTrIOac o &r'ijV TE7NTIEVTWS EµTtpovt4EV TTIS ie y&Arls in5Xiic TTIS avATIS TWv

TraXaTLWV...KaL TTIV KaXWC EV&LS, KaL TTIV ROT&VTIV aTa$µijuw , TTIV

cd pwv EILEAAEV CYiroX iaELV aUTTIV. KaL v TTI ' ASpLOCVOU9rOAEL tpavep0V EyEVETO TOU

KO'Ta VOUV E,XELV T'1V PO '1V KaL TO KTU1rOV TOP OUPaVO'RPOVTOV, 6Va' V7'1 E 'aLpVTls

EVWTUT156'VTEs TLVES ayWVOL µELVWOL KaL EV ' currpL EXODUaL TOC Eµ(3pua airoXEOWUL.

He [sc. Mehmed] wished to test the cannon produced by the famous engineer [sc.
Urban]. Carefully it was set up before the great gate of the palace's [seraglio's]
courtyard [at Adrianople] ... he placed the stone inside with care, weighed the powder
and intended to fire it the next day. There were warnings in Adrianople to pay
attention and not to allow the noise and the thunderous roar to terrify uninformed
people who might become speechless and cause pregnant women to miscarry.

Soemmern, CC 1: 82, suggests lapidem ... qui MCCC libras ponderabat, and Khalkokondyles 204
(385), p. 151, states that it [o [L yac A69oc] measured TpLa r&XavTa Ev uTw3i i.
108 Caput II. The French version also agrees: par quoy on compte qu'ils employerent chascun jour
mille livres de poudre de bombarde.
109 Caput II. Identical is the French version: & ainsi en cinquante-cinq jour dependirent cinquante-
cinq mille livres, & sy avoient dix mille coulevrines.
110 Supra, n. 87; Gibbon, 7: 177, states "[a] lively philosopher... calculates that a ball, even of two
hundred pounds, would require a charge of one hundred and fifty pounds of powder." In the
accompanying note (n. 28), Gibbon makes it clear that the philosopher he had in mind is none other
than Voltaire.
111 Cf., among the other testimonies, the words employed in the following statements: Doukas 35:
TEpac TL tpOPEpOV KaL Et(XLQLOV. Kritoboulos 1. 29 1-7: irp&yµa cpo epWTaiov LSELV KaL E'LS &KOT)v

o'AWS &'trLUTOv TE KaL 8UO9rap&8EKTOV. Quirini, TIePN, p. 70: bombardam...admirandae
magnitudinis, qualem nulla unquam aetas vidit.
112 Doukas 38.
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Later, at the onset of the siege its detonation terrified the defenders, as Doukas notes:113

KaL aKOVOaVTEc TOU KTUTCOU OL TTIC 7r6XEWC EVEOL -YE-YOVa6L, Kal TO' "KupLE EXET1aOV

"when they heard the roar the people in the city were terrified and cried out
`Lord have mercy! "' Kritoboulos also records the effects, first the reverberating sound,
then the ground shaking, and finally the thunderous blast, when the bombard was fired.' 14

The results from the trial at Adrianople were enumerated by Doukas, who notes the
thundering explosion, whose sound reached as far away as 100 "stades," the
accompanying smoke, the distance of one mile reached by the projectile, and the crater
that it created on impact.' 15 Khalkokondyles, with reference to the siege and not the
demonstration at Adrianople, states that the explosion was heard at a distance of about
forty "stades" and that it was accompanied by tremors on the ground.' 16 Lauro Quirini,
who probably received this information from Cardinal Isidore who had recently reached
safety in Crete one month after the sack,' 17 writes in his letter of July 15, 1453, to Pope
Nicholas V, that the sound traveled to a distance of four miles:"8 in cuius iactum terram
et mare per quatuor milia passuum diu tremuisse asserebant, "they assert that when it
was fired it traveled as far as four miles and that the land and sea shook for long time."

This bombard then made a definite contribution to the psychological campaign,
comparable to a "cold war," that the sultan was waging before he actually mobilized his
forces against Constantinople. Undoubtedly, reports of the bombard's trial must have
reached the Greek court and must have contributed to the general climate of
demoralization, long before the bombard was positioned opposite the ancient land walls.
We do not know how Urban was engaged in the months preceding the actual siege but he
must have designed the transport for his bombard and for the other artillery pieces that he
had cast. The bombard finally began its long and difficult journey to Constantinople:19
magna cum difficultate ductam testantur, "testimonies record that it was brought with
great difficulty." Receiving his information from Cardinal Isidore, Lauro Quirini states
that that it took 500 men and twenty wagons to transport it.120 According to Doukas,121
the bombard began its slow journey from Adrianople at the beginning of February 1453.

13 Ibid., 37.
114 Kritoboulos 1.30.5: K0L Tau'TTIC Etactp&-Lagc; [TTIS 3OTa'vTIS, that is, the gunpowder] t &TTov
AO'yoc 7rpoTa µEV E'yLVETO µuKg1 Lk cpOREpkS KaL KXOvoC T71S UntOKELJ.LEVTIc 'yTjc Kal TTIS

TroppW K«L Rpoµos' otoc E7rELTa µEV RpovTTIc EtaLOLas Kal bou7rou (ppLK(iSOUc K0L 7rUpoS

Ta 7raVTa 1;Ul.UpXE'yovTOS KaL ILEXaL'VOVTOS
115 Doukas 35: 7rpWL 01)V 7rUp EV Ti) 301X V7.1, KaL TOU 7rvEVµa7oS KaL

EKKpOUOalEVTIS TTjS 7reTpac, n i Tjc XWVELaC OUV r'IX(( RapEL &Epo aITc , 7rXTIpOUVTL TOV

&Epa Ka7CVOU Kal oµLXXTIS. 1j SE P07) a(pLKETO µEXPL OTabLWV EK0TOV TO µrjKOS, 6 SE XLL4oc kecre

lLaKpO11EV TOO dpeI3EVTOS TO7r0U 415 L XLOV EV, EV SE T07r41 T45 7xcaOVTL &y4eTO a6$po Oaov TWv

ioT0VWV op'yuLac.
116 Khalkokondyles 204 (385), p. 151: XE'yeTaL SE TOV 1I109ov aUTOU aµTIXaVOV TLVa OVT0 E7rEXELV

TTIV ''y V 7rEpLE, E7rL OTo ouc TEOQapWKOVTa acLOl.EVTIV.
117 As he states in the same letter, Quirini had spoken with the cardinal (TIePN, p. 74): ut a
reverendissimo cardinali Rutheno accepi.
18 Ibid., p. 70.
119 Ibid.
120 Ibid.: quingentis videlicet hominibus et viginti curribus.
121 Doukas 37: llapEA7D6vToc OUV TOU 'IaVOUapLOU lt'gVOS Kal T06 'ERpOUapLOU czptaVTOc

EKEXeuae TTIV XWVL0V IAETO:KOIAUY f VIXL EV TTI KWVOTQ:VTLVOU7r6XEL.
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It was pulled by teams of thirty wagons yoked to sixty very strong oxen, or, in the
colorful language of Doukas, "oxen of oxen," attended by a well-equipped corps of 200
men flanking the wagon with the bombard to ensure that it did not slip off its carriage and
by fifty skilled carpenters with 200 laborers to construct bridges for its passage over
rough terrain.122 Leonardo also speaks of the difficulties encountered during the transport
of the bombard:123 quam vix boum quinquaginta centum iuga vehebant, "one hundred and
fifty pairs of oxen were hard pressed to move it." The train finally reached the vicinity of
Constantinople and halted at a five-mile distance.124 It was in due time, on April 11,
deployed before the walls, according to Barbaro.125

What became of this monster cannon remains in doubt. As we shall see,126 the
bombard may have exploded during the siege, as some eyewitnesses imprecisely report.
Others imply that it was still in operation during the last stages of the siege. Doukas ends
his description of Urban's bombard with a provocative statement that has been totally
overlooked by modem scholarship: Urban's bombard operated throughout the siege and
it even survived. On this, Doukas is explicit. He states that the bombard survived the
siege and that it had been carefully preserved to be used again by the sultan at will:127
&Xp'S OU U7roipyC1ae Tov OAE1apov TY Kai E'TL LCTOC TaUTa tpUAaTTETOCL aWQ

[SC. 31 XWVELa] Ka EVEp'yEL 7rpk TO TOU Tvpavvou aEArlµa, "it [sc. the bombard] played

its part in the destruction of the City; it is still preserved undamaged and can enforce the
tyrant's [= sultan's] will." Most modem historians accept the statements of those
eyewitnesses who claim that it was damaged in the course of the siege. There is clearly a
great deal of understandable confusion in our sources. It would have been difficult to
identify the different artillery pieces, given the distance and the clouds of smoke that
accompanied each discharge. Their confusion, reflected in the narratives, could have been
compounded if and when the Turks changed the locations of their batteries under the
cover of darkness.128

122 Ibid.: EVtas d L ac Tpv KovTa eiXKOV 07rLU1DEV OL t' GOES, XEqu ROES ROwV' Kai EK

7rXa'y ou -r Ac XwvLac avbpec a', Kai E'LS TO EV Kai ELS TO ETEpOV, TOU EXKELV Kai EtLOOUV airrijv,

LVa µr) OXLai i all T6 bpoµov Kai TO Eµ7rpoa+9EV Twv aµa my TEKTOVES V', TOU KaTaaKEud. LV
yepupac I;VXLvous ELS 'race dvwµaXLac Ti-; O&OU, Kai Epya'TaL aVv auToic a'.
123 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130), followed faithfully by Languschi-Dolfin (fol. 315 [9]): la qual cum
fatich era tirata da 150. para de boui.
124 Doukas 37:'E7roL7)ee yoUV TOV tERpovCYpLOV Kai M0.''pTLOV, gcoc; 0V' Kccrgvrquev Ev T67rW µaKpaV

T cc 7WOXEWS airo I.LLXLwv E'.
125 Barbaro 21 (CC 1: 14): A di undexe pur de april, el signor Turco si fexe impiantar le sue
bumbarde per me' le mure da tera.
126 Infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets."
12' Doukas 38.9.
128 Could Doukas have inspected a bombard during his official mission to Adrianople? Could he
have been told that it was the famous bombard used against Constantinople in 1453? It is
unfortunate that all modem authorities have overlooked this clear and unambiguous statement of a
writer who was familiar with the circumstances and had personal contacts at the sultan's Porte.
Perhaps his testimony should carry more weight.





1. Barrel that receives the stone projectile.
2. Breach that receives the gunpowder: ...Tj RoTd'') 'wxupi Trio

oirLO$ev X'qv XWVELaV KaL Toy avXoV IT-11; pTIXavTls EWS TOV aTOµLOV ToU
SEUTEpOU avTOU IOU Tov Xu ov.
3. Rod/plug/wad that propels the stone missile: TW aTOµaTL Toirrou [i.e., the breach]
ircfaaaXos E1ERATITo }LE'YLQT 1 tuXou Tov iuXupoT&TOU...dr1rOKXELOUaa KaL

aUVEXOUaa i v ROTQIVT1V....

4. Probable shape of stone projectile.

Figure 5 Tentative Reconstruction of Urban's Bombard





Chapter 8

Naval Maneuvers: Subordinate Operations

1. A Sea Battle

In general, the first half of the quattrocento demonstrated a weakness in the Ottoman war
machine: the inferior sea skills of Turkish sailors in a century when the Europeans were
making important advances in the creation of a viable navy. By far, European skills and
technology were well ahead of the Ottomans at this time. It should be recalled that during
the prolonged blockade of Constantinople at the end of the fourteenth century and the
beginning of the fifteenth, the Greek capital survived precisely because the sea-lanes
were open and the west could bring supplies and regiments from France and elsewhere
almost at will. Again during the siege of 1422 Murad 11 had a navy of no account and
even as late as the battle of Varna he had been forced to pay high prices to Genoese ship
captains in order to transfer his troops from Asia to Europe, as Bayezid I had also done
before the battle of Nicopolis. By 1453 the situation had improved, but not much. The
Ottomans still lacked the type of heavy vessel that was becoming increasingly common
among Europeans. Mehmed II's fleet, although numerous, consisted of inferior ships, as
events in the siege of 1453 were to demonstrate.

Nevertheless, Mehmed must have realized that his siege of Constantinople had to
include a naval component to ensure success. And if the outcome of the engagement of
April 20, to be discussed presently, is an indication, he seems to have concluded that his
armada's role was an obstacle to any western relief for the beleaguered city and not an
offensive weapon against Venice's war galleys in the harbor and the Golden Horn. In the
sea battle of April 20 against three or four western ships that brought supplies to the
besieged city, Mehmed was able to deploy sixteen "triremes" (galleys, as the term seems
to be implicit in Sansovino's translation of Leonardo's usage), seventy "biremes," and an
unspecified number of ships with one bank of oars, in addition to light vessels; elsewhere
Leonardo mentions about two hundred "triremes" and "biremes."' The Turkish armada

1 Leonardo, PG 159: 930 (CC 1: 136): ...ducentarum et quinquaginta fustarum ex diversis...
litoribus ... classis venit, inter quas triremes sex et decem, biremes septuaginta, reliquae fustae
unius banchoremis; cymbae etiam barculaeque sagittariis ad ostentationem plenae vehebantur.
Elsewhere, he presents a summary, PG 159: 931 (CC 1: 140), of the ships that attacked the four
Christian vessels that had come to the relief of Constantinople: erant quae invaserant naves, inter
triremes et biremes, circiter ducentae. As usual, Leonardo is followed by Languschi-Dolfin fol.
315 (12): ...erano trireme 16. fuste bireme 70., el resto juste, cimbe e barchette, anno per
bancho.... Surprisingly, the Anonymous Barberini departs from Leonardo's text and presents
different numbers and generalities, 16: 'r& Ka'TEP'Ya TU TOUpKLKa...KaL (PODUTEc KO:A0t apµaTw.L va,

...Kdrrep'ya KaL cpoiUTEc EWc EKaTOV ELK0UL...Kai irOAAEc 3dpKEc KUL aXAa 9TXCO'ieva.

Sansovino ch. III, 99, remains faithful to his prototype: ... erano sei galere, e ch'echi da due remi
per banco, et settanta altre fuste da vn remo per banco. Menauano anche barche, & altri legni....
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arrived on April 12 but failed to launch any attacks and, as Barbaro observes, their fleet
refused to engage in spite of Venetian taunts. The armada's presence, however, forced the
Venetians to remain on constant alert and their commanders could not transfer sailors to
assist elsewhere on the land periphery:2

A di dodexe pur april, a hora de meza terza, azonse 1'armada del Turco per mezo el
porto de Costantinopoli.... A hore sete de zorno, tuta la dita armada fo compida de
sorzer al sorzador in uno luogo the se chiama le Colone, the son mia do luntan da
Costantinopoli da la banda de Mar Mazor... e mai questa sua armada no devenne... ne

fexe star ...da dodexe de aprilfina vinti nove mazo.

On April 12, at the third hour of the day, the armada of the Turk arrived before the
harbor of Constantinople ... in the seventh hour of the day the entire armada dropped
anchor at a place called Columns [= Diplokionion], two miles distant from the city, in
the direction of Black Sea.... All day and night we were compelled to remain armed
under alert. Yet the Turkish armada never made a move against us and only forced us
to remain armed through fear. And this situation prevailed from April 12 until May
29.

According to Barbaro, the Ottoman armada was large:3

La dita armada del Turco fo vele cento e quaranta cinque fra galie e juste e
parandarie e bergantini ma ne iera galie dodexe comple, juste grose ne iera da
setanta in otanta, parandarie da vinti in vinti cinque, tuto el resto si iera bregantini.

The aforementioned armada of the Turk consisted of one hundred and forty-five sails
of galleys, fustae, and brigantines, and twelve equipped galleys; there were seventy to
eightyfustae, and up to twenty-five parandariae; the rest were all brigantines.

Tetaldi provides different numbers:4

Ad portum autem qui est ad latus civitatis fuerunt circiter sedecim galeae, sexaginta
octo circiter galiotae atque decem et octo seu viginti alterius generis naves, quas
scaphas vocare possumus pro transvehendis hominibus, seu pallandiones pro
traducendis equis, aliorumque generum naves et naviculae non paucae.

At the harbor, however, which is situated along the side of the city, there were sixteen
galleys, and about sixty-eight light galleys, as well as eighteen or twenty ships of a
different kind, which we may call transport ships, as they were designed to carry men,

2 Barbaro 21 (CC 1: 15; this is a short extract; most of the text has been omitted).
3 Ibid.
4 Tetaldi Caput III. The equivalent French version reads as follows (V): L'arrnee du Turc estant
taut au port que dehors de seize ii dix-huit galleys, soixante, ou soixante-dix galliotes, de dix-huit a
vingt vans, de saize a vingt barques petites, comme pour porter chevaulx & fustes.
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and barges [= parandariae] to ferry horses. There were many ships and vessels of
other kinds.

Doukas presents much higher numbers:5 auvijXdTlacav KaL SLa & X&acnic Ta TrXo1a
aUTOV aUV TPL11pEfI &jpEaI TrXOLapLOLC, EWc TETpaKOaLa TOV api 1015 "then his ships
assembled out at sea: triremes, biremes, and small vessels, as many as three hundred."
Regardless of the actual numbers, it is clear that the Ottoman vessels outnumbered the
Italian defenders in the harbor. Despite the enemy's superiority, the Italian crews
remained confident of their skills and seem to have offered battle on a number of
occasions, which the enemy, aware of the Ottoman crews' inferior naval expertise, wisely
declined.6 No sea battles are recorded that speak of the involvement of all defenders'
ships against the Turkish armada.

0

The only naval battle that occurred on April 20 did not, strictly speaking, include in
the engagement the defending ships within the harbor of Constantinople. They were
behind the immense boom that had been stretched across the mouth of the Golden Horn
and denied entrance to the Ottoman fleet. The impenetrable boom that blocked the
entrance to the harbor is described by Barbaro, who states that it was stretched out on
April 2 before the arrival of the Ottoman forces.8 The chain was never breached

5 Doukas 38.6.
6 Leonardo, PG 159: 935 (omitted by CC 1): buccinis jugiter et ululatibus Matrem invitabant,
faithfully followed by Languschi-Dolfin fol. 317 (20): cum trombe et cridori continui accendeua et
inuitaua ala pugna; by Sansovino ch. III, 104; by Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.5.6: µeTd 6aXir(yyWV KaL
T U R W a V W V KUL pWVwv avapL$ LT TWV...ELS t rev EKaXouv...; and by the Anonymous Barberini 21:
KUL ER&pELE TLS Tpoupir&Ec KcL EKO''XELE TODS EXdpo is E'LOE 7riiXEµov. Of course, it should be

recalled here that each Venetian galley routinely included about twenty musicians among its crew,
who were able to make a great deal of noise and rouse the blood of the crew to a fighting pitch.
7 Kritoboulos was not an eyewitness and is certainly in the minority when he reports, 36.3:
E7rL7tXouc Tou IIaXTOyXq [= Baltaoglu, the Ottoman admiral] KaTa TuV EV TI-P 6TOµaTL Toii
XLµEVOS OXKd''bWV KaL Tr1S aXUaeWS KaL Vaup.aXLa KpaTEpa Kal OI7roTUXLa, that upon arrival, the

Ottoman admiral received orders from the sultan to force his way into the harbor of Constantinople.
Kritoboulos astutely observes that the Christian defenders had the advantage of fighting from
higher decks: acp' 6*gXOU µaXOtEVOL Kat avo ev R«XXOVTEc...CYp' 6*,gX0TOT0U Tr1S TWV iaTLWV

wre vr)C, and easily repelled the Turkish attack upon the boom. The authoritative narrative of
Barbaro, who would not have failed to report an incident of this type, if it actually had occurred,
contradicts him. Leonardo presents some information on the numbers of the defending ships, CC 1:
136: Quae cinctum cathena portum et navibus rostratis bene armatis, Genuensium septem,
Cretensium tribus, followed by Sansovino ch. III, 99:...cinto ilporto da vna catena, & guernito di
naui bene armate, sette di Genouesi, & Ire di Candiotti. The most detailed modern analysis of the
defending forces, including the number of ships securing the harbor, can be found in PaL 2: 110-
112, and nn. 9, 10, and 11.
8 Barbaro 15 (CC 1, 13): A di do april, el serenissimo imperador si comandd a ser Bortolamio
Soligo, the dovesse destender la cadena a traverso del porto, zoe da CostantinopoliTina in Pera; el
dito ser Bartolamio Soligo per comandamento del imperador si destexe la cadena a traverso del
porto, e questa tal cadena si iera de legnami grossissimi e redondi, e innarpexadi uno can 1'aliro
can feri grossi, e can cadene grosse de fero, e li cavi de la cadena, uno cavo si iera, dentro da le
mure de Costantinopoli, e l'altro cavo si iera dentro da le mura de Pera per piu segurtade de la
dita cadena.
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throughout the period of the siege and, in fact, proved to be an obstacle to refugee ships
when they attempted to escape during the onset of the sack on May 29. The fleeing
sailors were forced to cut its links.9 The only formal naval engagement occurred on April
20, when a number of Christian ships,10 probably three Genoese and a cargo ship under
the command of an Italian (and not a Greek, as it is usually stated in modern
scholarship' 1) that had been hired by the emperor. Relying on their size, deck height, and
superior seamanship, they humiliated the Ottoman attackers, who had launched a
relentless pursuit, being under the impression that sheer numbers would carry the day.12

9 Barbaro 58 (CC 1: 36):...ma quando fosemo a la cadena non podevemo insir fuora, perche da
una banda e da 1'altra la iera incaenada dentro de lo zitade, zoe Costantinopoli e Pera. Ma do
valenti homeni si salta suxo el zdco de la cadena, e con do manure quela cadena si taio, e tosto pur
a iegomo se tirasemo fuora e andasemo in levada a uno luogo the se chiama le Colone driedo
Pera, dove the iera sorta l'armada del Turco. On this famous, massive chain, cf. R. Guilland, "La
Chain de la Come d'Or," EEBE 25 (1955): 88-120. Until recently, a fragmentary section of what
purports to be the original chain was exhibited in the Military Museum (Askeri M0ze) of Istanbul,
before it was renovated, in a room that had been devoted to the siege of 1453. In actuality, the links
that had been on exhibit in the Military Museum seem less massive and may belong to the chain
that guarded the port of Rhodes, which was brought to Constantinople in 1522 after this island's
surrender to Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent. A black-and-white photograph of inferior quality,
depicting this chain, can be found in the Greek translation by Protopsaltes of Schlumberger, p. 73.
The earlier enriched translation into Greek of the same book by Lampros, Kmwcravrtvos
TTatal.oA6yos, also includes a black-and-white photograph of the same chain at the end of the
book. Both photographs were taken before the chain had been transferred to the museum and had
been lying outdoors in Istanbul.
'0 Barbaro 23 (not in CC 1) first speaks of three cargo boats and then of four. Isidore never
mentions this event in his surviving correspondence, and neither does Tetaldi. Leonardo also notes
four ships, PG 159: 931 (CC 1: 138): Interea ex Chio in nostrum subsidium tres Genuenses armis,
militibus frumentoque conductae naves, unam imperatoris, quae ex Sicilia formento onusta
adventarat, comitem ducebant. He is closely followed by Languschi-Dolfin: In questo tempo mezo
da Chio uenne in soccorso nostro tre naui genoese armate condutte cum formento. Una del
imperator the de Sicilia ueniua carga delformento; by the Anonymous Barberini 17: Kal ELc a&r
'ijp11aVE TpLa Kapd3La rEvol131 ULKa µE Eva TOO PaoLX& c popTuri va oTdpL ...SLc 301jt9ELav Tic;

lIoX,qc dlro T1 v XLo; and by Sansovino ch. IV, 99-100: In questo mezzo tre naui Genouesi curiche
d'arma, di soldati, & di fromento partire de Chio. Pusculo is quite clear: three Genoese and one
imperial vessel, 4. 360, 361 968 (omitted by CC 1): Tres Genuae extollunt insignia puppibus altis, /
Ultima sed regis Danaum se adjunxerrat una. Doukas, however, speaks of five ships: four Genoese
(that had been hired by the emperor) and one imperial vessel that came from the Morea (and not
from Sicily), 38.7: at bE vfaL...1r6VTE, gLa 1j TOO 3aatX uc cpEpoUOa topTOV TOV 6K llEAoiwOVV1jaou

eLTOV, aL 8' a'XMaL 'r aaapec EK rE,vouaS poyeu ijaaL lrapd 7o6 Sac XE'&0c. Kritoboulos records
three ships that had been sent by "the Roman pontifex" [that is, the pope], I.39.1:...Tpetc T4rv
µeyaXuv 6XKi8uv...&c d 'ITaXLac E1reµ4EV 6 TTjc 'P4-n(; dpXLEpeuc. Against those ships the
Ottoman armada deployed two hundred triremes [galleys] and biremes, according to Leonardo, PG
159: 931 (CC 1: 140): erant quae invaserant naves, inter triremes et biremes, circiter ducentae. In
addition, cf. PaL 2: 118, n. 37.
11 On "Phlantanelas," who was really Lecanella, cf. supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its
Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-Sphrantzes," nn. 81-88.
12 Their confidence is demonstrated by the festive manner with which they launched their attack, as
observed by Leonardo, PG 159: 931 (CC 1: 138-140): Quas [sc. naves] ut mox vicinas urbi classis,
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This naval engagement,13 which did not involve the defenders, demonstrated once
more the weaknesses of the Ottoman navy. Not only did the Christian ships break
through the blockade, but they also did so without a single casualty, which can be
attributed to the fact that the European ships were much higher and better protected than
the vessels of the Ottoman armada.14 Thus Leonardo thankfully observes:15

Naves igitur - Deo gratias - non laesae nec uno saltem homine perdito, aliquot tamen
vulneratis, noctu salvae cum iucunditate portum intrant.

And so our ships - thanks be to God - unhurt without any losses, not even a single
dead man but with some wounded, safely and with joy entered the harbor at night.

quae extrinsecus excubabat, applicare vidisset, concite strepentibus tympanis tubisque sonantibus,
intuentibus nobis, obvadit fingens imperatoris navem expugnare velle. It is further noted by
numerous eyewitness authors that the sultan came to the shore to observe the engagement, which
had been assured of victory; in this case the narratives almost suggest parallels with Xerxes
observing the sea battle at Salamis. Nevertheless, it cannot be doubted that the sultan observed the
activities, because the defenders could see him from the walls and our sources add some details that
clearly derive from direct observation. Thus it is noted by some that during the engagement the
sultan became so enraged with the performance of his naval forces that he spurred his horse on into
the sea and rent his garments: Leonardo, PG 159: 931 (CC 1: 140): Rex [sc. sultan], qui ex colle
circumspicit quod class is perit, blasphemat, urget equum in salum, vestimenta cum furore
conscindit. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (14): El signor Turcho, the desopra it monte uede perir
1'armada, biastema, spirona el cauallo in mar, squarza le ueste. Such details have also found their
way into the text of Doukas 38.7: 6 Se TUpavvoc [sc. Mehmed] u7ro ri c &'ryav dcXatoveiac
6ppi11UO[S Ev T'fj $aXdoar1 E'ROXOUieVOS L7rw(P, T'iV & XaaaaV KaL EWS aUTWV

T @V v'rrWV &La Tou L7r'rou 7A6oaL. While Kritoboulos notes that the sultan was on his horse
observing the engagement, he fails to mention his ride into the water. After all, Kritoboulos
composed his text for the eyes of Mehmed, in whose library the manuscript eventually surfaced. He
could ill afford to make direct mention of a humiliating incident for the sultan. Cf. I.41.1: (3aULA6s
[sc. sultan] bE 71apd TOv a6'YLal0'V EOTuc EQL1'R0c EWpa Ta Sp(.LEVa...EWS 1 vLCYTO

U'1rEplaWivTWS KaL 7rA1jtac TOV '7r'irOV aVEXWpTJUE ULW7rWV.
13 Discussed in detail by Pears, pp. 258-265, and Appendix II, pp. 436-443; also cf. FC, pp. 100-
103; and PaL 2: 117-118; it is ignored by MCT.
14 Cf. the comment of Kritoboulos, quoted supra, n. 7, with which Pusculo agrees, especially in
connection with this engagement, 4.364 (omitted by CC 1): Quatuor ecce rates turritis moenibus
aequae.
]s PG 159: 931 (CC 1: 140); he is followed closely by Languschi-Dolfin (who omits the
thanksgiving exclamation, which will be nevertheless be repeated by Sansovino), fol. 315 (14): La
naue illese ne morto pur uno homo, ma moltiferidi la nocte cum iocundita intrornono nel porto; by
Sansovino ch. IV, 100: Le naui adunque entrarono la notte per gratia di Dio nel porto, senza esse
offese, & senza the vi morisse alcuno, fuor the alcunipochi the furors feriti; and by the Anonymous
Barberini (which adds, perhaps as a conjecture, that the wounded died afterwards), 18: TOTE
E'yXuTWaave OXa atTc Ta Kapa''pLa Kad Eµ7r jKaaL µiaa ELS T1nV l16XL KaXc 'djv VUKTa, XWpic va

1XwpiOUVE 'ROUW' KaL a1013oVaUL OXL'yOL Xa[iWµVOL.
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As Barbaro makes clear, it was not an uncomplicated matter for the Christian ships to
enter the harbor. This became vulnerable for a moment, for the chain was relaxed to
allow the relief vessels to enter while the Turks had to be kept out:16

Ma siando imbrunida la notte, nui fessemo bona provixion, per dar soccorso a for
nave; fo mandado misser Chabriel Trivixan vizo capetanio de do galie can la galia de
misser Zaccaria Grioni el cavalier, e andd fuora de la cadena del porto de
Costantinopoli can gran vigoria e de sonari de trombe, e de gran cridori de zurme,
per demostrar al nemigo nostro, the fosse assai piii armada de quelo <che> la iera;
avea do et tre trombete per galia, parea fosse almen venti galie, e Turchi vedando
questo remor, forte se teme, e queste do nostre galie se remurchid le quatro nave
dentro delporto de Costantinopoli, can salvamento. L'armada del Turco volentiera si
stete forte al sorzador a le colone.

When night came we made good preparations to assist their ships [the four ships just
outside the boom/chain]. We sent Sir Gabriel Trevisan, the vice captain of two galleys
with the galley of Sir Zaccaria Grioni, the knight, to cross the chain of
Constantinople's harbor, raising clamor with trumpets and with loud shouting by the
crews to indicate to our enemy that there were more ships present than the actual
number. Each galley had two or three trumpets and thus we gave the impression that
there were twenty galleys. Upon hearing all this noise, the Turks became scared, and
our two galleys towed our four ships safely into Constantinople's harbor. The armada
of the Turk remained at anchor at the Columns [= Diplokionion].

IL The New Xerxes: A Marvel and a Bridge

This naval engagement of April 20 was a serious setback for the sultan and demonstrated
once more the superior skills of western seamanship. Nevertheless, the sultan was a
brilliant strategist and was able to turn the defenders' victory into a problem for them.
The first adjustment he made was internal and it dealt with his naval staff when he
relieved his admiral of his command.17 It is not certain whether he actually believed his

16 Barbaro 24 (omitted by CC 1).
17 The admiral's name is reported in our sources as Baltoglu; Tursun Beg 35 is the only source to
state his full name: Balta-oglu Suleiman Beg. According to Doukas, who had personally talked
with Hamza, the admiral's successor, Baltoglu had originally been a Christian but after he was
enslaved he became a renegade. He even identifies his family in Bulgaria, and suggests that his
Turkish name derives from his family name, 38.7: ijv S' o avf pwwoc To 'yf'voc EK r @v BouXycpwv
EXKwV, TLVOS Twv dp)(OVTWv BouXyap'w uLOc, H XFIa 'EhoUX6 ovv irpo
KaLpOU KQL EtWR aaTO To 'lrcTp60V aERac Ka' V SOUXOS 7raipLK0S TOU MEXEI.IET.

There is no agreement on the origins of Hamza. In the Comet edition of Barbaro 25, n. 4,
Hamza is identified as figlio di Pietro Loredano, capitano all'epoca della rotta di Murad Ild°. This
identification is suspicious and remains a dubious attribution. Pietro Loredan, a member of a
distinguished and ancient Venetian noble family, was "generale d'armata nel 1421-1424, nella
difesa di Constantinopoli...," according to the Enciclopedia Italiana di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti, 21
(Rome, 1934): 490. This is confirmed in the account of Languschi-Dolfin that relates par. 1: "It was
decided on February 15 [1453] that the captain of the sea with fifteen galleys and two ships of 800
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admiral responsible for the setback or whether his dismissal had something to do with the
favor that the sultan had increasingly shown to the "hawks" on his staff. Perhaps the
admiral had expressed some hesitation about the operations connected with the siege and
the sultan could not tolerate such opinions, but utilized any possible excuse to minimize
the influence of the Porte's "peace" faction and their questionable activities. The admiral
was dismissed in disgrace and under humiliating circumstances, which are reported by
our sources in a sensational manner. The admiral was roughly handled by the sultan
himself and was physically abused by the common soldiers. Nevertheless, he was able to
escape with his life, through the entreaties of other member's of the sultan's high
command. 18

botte be sent to assist Constantinople. On the twentieth it was decided in the Grand Council that Sir
Jacomo Loredan, the son of Messier Piero [Pietro] ... be appointed Captain of the Sea." The fleet did
not reach Constantinople before the fall of the city on May 29; hence the claim of Hamza to be
Jacomo Loredan is very suspect. Perhaps he was a Venetian Christian renegade of lesser rank who
assumed the identity of Jacomo Loredan. Turkish (secondary) sources make no similar claim and
appear to identify Hamza as a descendant of a native Anatolian family sharing a patronymic that is
evident among many kindred lines. For the exploits of and difficulties for Hamza Beg in Chios and
then Cherson in 1454 and 1455, cf. Doukas 43.1-14.
18 Doukas 38.7: 'AX79Evroc 011V Kal PLgEvrOc Kat U7r0 TEOOapov ravuoI5EVT0c, au'TOc 0 7jyep3v
OLKELaLS' XEpoLV ETUI4EV 8016c; EKIXTOV ai v luL Xpvrlll ockp8ca.... KaL LSOVTEc a&TOv U7r0 TOU

TUpUVVOU KaTo ppOVT166-ra...ELs TWV alt alrLSWV XLOOIc &pac Kal KaTa K6pT9c, KpOUOac EtWputE

TOv Eva op$aAµov auTon. Doukas hints that this rough treatment by the common soldiers may have
been prompted by the behavior of the admiral himself, who, in the past, had been stingy in
distributing the spoils to his raiders: 7jv 8E KaL TOLL, d7rEX&TaLc OU KaXOc epLAOC, aUTWV

T&'' Adpupa. Kritoboulos 1.41.1, however, states that the admiral lost an eye in the engagement
against the Christian ships: pc Xe rwL 8E Kai HaX r6yXqc 6 Tob OTOAOU ' -YgtWv T6v Op& Xg6v
Xb%p. Perhaps Kritoboulos has altered the facts because he did not wish to portray the sultan in an
undignified manner. The sultan in other sources is portrayed as personally beating his admiral, who
was being held by others. Ultimately, Kritoboulos intended his work for the eyes of the sultan
himself. Kritoboulos, nevertheless, agrees that the admiral was dismissed and supplies the name of
his successor: 'irapaXUEL [LEVTOL TOUTOV E61 NC; T'rlc apXTlc KaL 7rapaUbeL TOV TE OTOAOV KaL T1'1V

QaTpa7rELav KaXXLOU7r0AEWc Xaiiou c .

Leonardo presents similar information on Baltaoglu, CC 1: 140: Rex contra classis prafectum
Baltoglum oppido indignatus, precibus baronum concessa eidem vita, sententiam tulit quod officio
et bonis omnibus privaretur; he is imitated by his followers: cf., e.g., Languschi-Dolfin (who
suppresses the admiral's name), fol. 315 (14): el Turcho disdegnato disponendo occider el
capitanio a preghiere de bassadi, quello confino et priuo de sui bent; Sansovino ch. IV, 100: Il Re
sdegnato, & grauamente adicato con Baltoglo Capitano dell'armata, hauendogli a preghiere de i
Raroni conceduta la vita, sentential chefosse priuato dell 'of cio, & priuato di tutti i suoi beni; and
the Anonymous Barberini (which, like Languschi-Dolfin, also omits the admiral's name), 18: Ka. 6
uouX'rc voc Tj eXe Va CpOUPKLOTJ TOV Ka7rE7aV 7raua, 07r0U '1'ITOVE ELc &pµO:ba' Kal TOV

E7rapaKaXEOaVE OL o XXOL 7raUa&Ec Kai EXdpLQE 'r v WT V TOV, dX'OeLa Tov Etcpioe. It is perhaps

significant that Pseudo-Sphrantzes also omits the name of the admiral but adds, on his own
authority, that the sultan was enraged with his admiral because the Christian ships managed that
night to slip into the harbor through the chain/boom: SL' ToiTOU KaL ivu(pEAk c T'1j

VUKTL EKeiv EtaXU acaL eicn X150V EV 'r Cf. Mates 3.5.1: 6 d n pa c 8E roaoi3TOV p.aveLc
KIXL A1U1M16ELc KIXTCY T6 arOAOU t)pou'y'yapLOU OEAEV IX11TOV dVauK0A07CLQIXL...TLVEC SE TWV

dPXOVTWV POUA'rtc KaL w Xf c TOU d iTjpd E8EAIaTjOIXV Kal oUTWc TOU NV T(il 8pouy'yapLW
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EXaPLMTO, ixX'i v TOb V:t,LWµaTOS a TOV Efi LVtriaE KOa't 7raVTa TOV (3LOV aJTOU TOLD La VVvr cxpOLS

Exapiacro.
Barbaro treats this incident in detail, more so than any other author and reports direct

conversation between the sultan and Baltaoglu. Barbaro 23-26 (not in CC 1), relates: A di vinti pur
de questo mexe de aprile a ora de terza, avessemo vista de quatro nave grosse, che vignia suxo per
it dardanelo da ponente, le quad vigniva da Genova credese, e vignia a Costantinopoli per dare
soccorso a la zits; etiam vene per uno comandamento che fexe el serenissimo imperador de
Costantinopoli a Zenovexi, che zascaduna nave de Zenovexi, che vignisse per secorso de
Costantinopoli, e quele fosse carghe de che sorta marcadantia se voia, fosse liberamente franche
tute marcadantie de ogni gabela aspetasse a 1'imperador. Vignando a vela le dite quatro nave con
ostria fresca, e d'agnora quele aproximandose verso 1'angusoxa zitade, e come piaxete a Dio,
quando queste quatro nave fo per mezo la zitade de Costantinopoli, subito el vento i bonazd, e
trovarse le dite nave esser in gran bonaza; siando romaxe quele in bonaza, 1'armada da mar de
Machomet bej Turco perfido a la fede cristiana, si se mosse can gran vigoria de anemo, la quad
armada si se trova esser sorta a le colon, e con gran sonari de nacare, e cridori si vene verso le
quatro nave con una vuoga rancada, come homeni volonteroxi de aver vitoria contra el suo
inimigo; ma pur non i zova a pregar el suo Machometo che i desse vitoria; anzi le pregiere de nui
Cristiani, el nostro eterno Dio l'exaudi, che in questa bataja nui avessemo vitoria, come qui de
sotto vederete, Vignando le quatro nave a vela, e quele esser cadute in bonaza, 1'armada del Turco
si se mosse, e vene in ver queste nave. El capetanio de l'armada del Turco fo el primo che investi
can gran ardir in la pope de la nave de 1'imperador de Costantinopoli, e tuta altra armada si
investi come... meio fra tote quatro nave, ma pur la galia del capetanio de Turchi mai non se mosse
can i speroni da la pope del serenissimo imperador, zoe da la sua nave, dagandoi aspra bataja; e
cusi tuta altra armada del Turco dagando asprissima bataja; e tute quatro nave, tal nave, avea
cinque galie atorno, tal nave avea trenta juste, tal avea quaranta parandarie, per modo che el
dardanelo, si iera coverto de fusti armadi, apena che se podesse veder aqua da tanta armada de
questi malvaxi cani. La bataia durd salvo do ore in tre, e niuna de le parte non ave vitoria, ma pur
le quatro nave nostre de cristiani ave piu bel honor, e questo perche abiando abudo adosso de si,
vele zento e quaranta cinque de Turchi, d'esser scapolade da lor. Siando stade cusi combatude, e
iera cadude in bonaza, forzo i fo a sorzer, e sorse per me' la zitade de Costantinopoli, pur can
spavento de for armada, che la note non fosse assaltade. Ma siando imbrunida la notte, nui
fessemo bona provixion, per dar soccorso a for nave; fo mandado misser Chabriel Trivixan vizo
capetanio de do galie de misser Zaccaria Grioni el cavalier, e ando fuora de la cadena del porto
de Costantinopoli can gran vigoria e de sonari de trombe, e de gran cridori de zurme, per
demostrar al nemigo nostro, che fosse assai piu armada de quelo (che) la iera; avea do e tre
trombete per galia, parea fosse admen venti galie, e Turchi vedando questo remor, forte se teme, e
queste do nostre galie se remurchid le quatro nave dentro del porto de Costantinopoli can
salvamento. L'armada del Turco volentiera si stete forte al sorzador a le colone; dubitava for
Turchi, che la nostra armada non fosse tuta levada, per andar a trovar for Turchi. - El zorno
seguente, chefo adi vinti uno de april, el signor Turco si se mosse dal campo, zoe da be mure de
Costantinopoli, e cavalcd can zerca diexemillia cavalli, e vene a be colone dove che iera la sua
armada, per veder e intender quad fo la caxon che el suo capetanio de la soa armada non avea
possudo piar can tanta armada quatro nave solamente. El signor Turco quando el fo azonto a
1'armada, de subito fexe scender in terra el capitanio de 1'armada soa, e quelo fete vignir a la sua
prexentia, e in quela fiada el perfido Turco pien de tosego cuntra el capetanio si dise: traditor de
la fede de Machometo, e traditor de mi to signor, ma quad a stada la caxon che to non ha posudo
piar, can tanta armada che to hai soto ti, quatro nave de cristiani, be qual avei bed combater per
esser quele stade in bonaza morta? ma non abiando prexo quele, come voratu prender 1'armada
che son in porto in Costantinopoli? Respoxe el suo capetanio al signor Turco: signor, varda con i
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This naval defeat must have been especially irritating to the sultan because he had
anticipated, we have reason to believe, the fall of the city on that day. Among the
countless dervishes and holy men in his camp, who had come to encourage the soldiers,
there was a sufi named eyh Aq-*emseddin,19 who had become a muryid, a spiritual
guide, to the sultan himself. Mehmed had asked his murfid to calculate the exact date the
city was fated to fall. He did so and reported the day, but on that day the Christians
scored a naval victory. In all likelihood, this date must have been April 20, when the
Christians achieved their only notable victory at sea. The §eyh acknowledged his error
and reported that the city would eventually fall by divine will. He attributed his
miscalculation and failure to the fact that, in his opinion, there were too many insincere
converts on Mehmed's staff, indirectly criticizing the influence of numerous renegades
such as the influential Zaganos. It is possible that Mehmed turned this criticism to his
advantage and gained the opportunity to rid himself of Baltoglu, also a renegade who
proved to be an irritant to the sultan.20

Another issue involves the engagement before the chain/boom at the Golden Horn
and deals with chronology. While most sources agree and present this operation as a
setback for the sultan, who then mobilized his engineers and transferred some of his
lighter vessels to the Golden Horn, an important source, Leonardo, suggests that this
impressive operation was not occasioned by the engagement on April 20 (a date that is

ochi, e poi to porai creder can el cuor, e to vo pregar non voler corer a furia; to vedi can li ochi
tui, the pur solamente de la mia galia ne sun sta morti da quell cristiani de le nave, combatendo,
persone cento e quindexe de la le de Machometo, e to sai, e per vista de tuti, the mai con li spironi
de la mia galia non me ne partii da pope de la nave de l'imperador d'agnora combattendo
aspramente, e la sperientia se vede con gli ochi, li omeni the me sun stadi morti, e cusi ne sun sta
morti assai de le altre galie, e de quell de le fuste e parandarie senza numero, e messi a fondo di
brigantini, si the dal canto mia ho fato tuto el forzo the mai ho possuto, sl the signor, to voio
pregar, the to me diebi perdonar, e non voler corer a furia. El signor Turco, come homo
indiavolao e pien de ogni mal pensier, e mal desposto sora el suo capetanio senza altro respeto a
la prima loi dixe: traditor, e to voio mi medemo taiarte la testa; el capetanio can tante sue bone
parole sape far, the el se sparagna la vita soa, e scampa quela furia bestial del suo signor. Ma el
signor Turco privo quelo de esser piu capetanio de quela armada, e privado the fo el dito
capetanio de la sua capetanaria, el se fexe avanti el ftol de colui, the fo capetanio quando the fo
de misser Piero Loredan, quando fo de la rotta del pare de questo Turco, e disse constui al signor
Turco: Signor si to me fa capetanio de questa tua armada, e the staga al impeti de cristiani, da mo
to imprometo de darte tuta 1'armada de Cristiani in ne le man a man salva, e si vignard afar la
vendeta de mio pare, e si questo the to ho dito non sera vero, da mo to digo senza dir altro, farame
taiar la testa de prexente; e al Turco i consona el suo parlar, e felo capetanio zeneral da mar de
tuta la soa armada, e dege de prexente el baston in man, e avelo fato so capetanio, the elfosse in
pe de la persona del signor, afar e desfar come capetanio, come a 1e zeneral.
19 On 5eyh Aq-5emseddin, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," n. 245.
20 On this incident, cf tnalcik, "Istanbul: An Islamic City," pp. 252-253. We should not place too
much emphasis on Mehmed's reliance on holy men. Mehmed II was a pragmatist and not a
religious zealot. It should be remembered that Baltaoglu's replacement, Hamza, was also a convert,
a fact that disturbed the Venetians, for Hamza appears to have had Venetian origins. Cf. Barbaro 25
(not in CC 1): Ma el signor Turco privo quelo [Baltoglu] de esser piu capetanio de quela armada, e
privado the fo el dito capetanio de la sua capitanaria, el se fexe avanti el fob de colui, the fo
capetanio quando chefo de misser Pietro Loredan, quandofo de rotta del pare de questo Turco....
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not reported in Leonardo's text) but earlier, before the arrival of the Christian ships. Thus
the archbishop seems to have confused the sequence of events in his narrative when he
composed his famous letter. His information, however, seems to be supported by a
Turkish eyewitness of the siege, Tursun Beg, who reports21 that "the smaller ships and
galleys [were]... dragged over the hill behind Galatas [= Pera] into the Golden Horn... at
this stage, [at a time when] two cargo vessels filled with arms and reinforcements arrived
from Europe... and a great battle took place in which the Ottomans were defeated." When
all is said and done, one would prefer this operation of vessel transference over
Galatas/Pera to have taken place after the naval setback and it is logical to anticipate this
sequence. Nevertheless, caution and further research are warranted, given the existence of
a major discrepancy introduced by Leonardo and Tursun Beg, two authoritative
eyewitnesses from opposite camps. Without the possibility of one text contaminating the
other, there exists a major discrepancy in these sources.22

Mehmed then directed his attention to the situation at hand. He must have been
working on this plan of vessel transference for some time and it had been put into
operation, for the material for the execution of the operation was readily available.
Antonio Ivani claims23 that the sultan decided to bring his vessels into the harbor after he
received information that Venice was about to send a fleet to the beleaguered capital of
the Greeks. It was simply a matter of implementation and the sultan performed this feat
brilliantly and with lightning speed. The complicated and demanding operation was
completed by April 22, two days after the relief ships had reached Constantinople.24
Under the cover of darkness the sultan had some of his lighter vessels, up to seventy-two
ships'25 dragged overland and launched into the Golden Horn, thus by-passing the boom

21 Tursun Beg 35; the text is adopted from the summary translation by Murphy.
22 Leonardo's followers, Languschi-Dolfin, Sansovino, and the Anonymous Barberini, blindly
conform to the chronology of their prototype. Pseudo-Sphrantzes, however, who must have been
aware of this discrepancy, chose to abandon the text of Leonardo at this point and transferred the
imitated passages to the section dealing with the events after the naval engagement. In general,
modern historians have disregarded this discordant note and by-pass, in silence, the chronological
problem. Barbaro is explicit: the operation took place on April 22, two days after the sea battle. Cf.
Barbaro 26 (CC 1: 17-18): A di vintido pur de questo mexe de april, lo signor Turco...fexe per
inzegno de dover traghetarparte de la sua armada... dentro dalporto de Costantinopoli....
23 TIePN, p. 154: Interea litterae Venetorum ad imperatorem ab hostibus intercipiuntur, <in>
quibus nostri nostri commonebantur quindecim naves futuro mense praesidio venturas. Quam ob
rem, sum praesidium aberat, regi visum est acrius oppugnationem fore parandam; sed quum
vidisset urbem a se frustra obsideri nisi man etiam oppugnaretur, novum atque arduum consilium
inire cepit. Nam quum ob ligneam compaginem in portum classem deducere minime posset, statute
si secusfieri, nequiret naves curribus per terram devehere.
24 In general, cf. FC, pp. 105 ff.; OGN, p. 196; MCT, p. 88; Pears, pp. 269-276; and Zoras, lIepi
Tl1P "AAuaty, pp. 100-112.
25 This number is quoted by Barbaro 27 [CC 1: 18], who was stationed at the harbor and had ample
opportunity to count the Turkish vessels. He further specifies that these light vessels were propelled
by fifteen to twenty oars: e come Turchi si vede the questo inzegno i vignia bene, i andava
traghetando ancora de queste so Juste minor, le quad fuste si iera de banchi quindexe, fina banchi
vinti...abiandone trageta dentro dal porto de Costantinopoli ben fuste setantado. Cardinal Isidore,
in his letter to Cardinal Bessarion, mentions ninety-two uniremes and biremes (CC 1: 72):...viam
montanam trium milium passuum et ultra sterni iussit Turcus ad traiciendas ab una parte montis
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that was blocking the harbor's entrance and without having to force his way through the
Venetian war galleys. The land execution came as a complete surprise to the Greek
defensive high command; somehow its implementation had remained a secret and had not
been leaked to the emperor's court. The secrecy associated with this plan is indeed
surprising, given the fact that numerous spies operated in both camps and plans of
upcoming operations were readily communicated to each other. What makes this
operation even more impressive is the fact that the sultan must have bought at least some
of the material that was needed for the vessel transference from the Genoese at Pera and
that his corps of engineers preparing the pathway for the ships overland had not been
detected during the construction.

The exact route that the sultan's engineers followed in this operation remains
unknown and has puzzled modem historians. Paspates26 believes that the route stretched
from Diplokionion to the heights of Pera and that the boats were launched into the water
at Kasim Pasha. Pears27 in general terms agrees with Paspates. Runciman28 also embraces
this view. The exact route can never be reconstructed with any degree of accuracy, for the
topography of the area has been drastically altered over the centuries. However, it. should
be observed that the pathway could not have followed an extremely arduous route. Nor
were the light vessels that were transported meant to assume absolute control of the
harbor, as they were no match for the Venetian war galleys. In our view, these light
vessels were meant to harass the defenders and to provide diversions, forcing the
besieged to transfer troops that were desperately needed at the land walls. Most
importantly, these vessels allowed the sultan to build his bridge (which will be discussed
presently), which they then protected. This bridge was not meant to be an offensive
weapon. It was constructed to secure communications between the sultan's naval forces
to the north of Pera and his camp opposite the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector. The span
allowed easy passage from Pera to Kynegon (present-day Aivansarai). Mehmed thus
gained a swift and secure passage across the Golden Horn. The most logical site for the
bridge would be to place it from the naval installations at Pera, which was the Ottoman
arsenal in Istanbul, to the neighborhood of the Gate of Hagia Theodosia (Aya Kapi),

Galatae in alteram biremes et soliremes nonaginta duas. Tetaldi Caput III reports that seventy-five
vessels (and includes galleys among them) were transported: circiter septuaginta quinque galeas
aliasque naves; the equivalent French passage specifies de soixante-dix a quatre-vingt gallees que
autres fustes armees. Leonardo, PG 159: 34, mentions only biremes, without numbers. Pusculo
does not mention numbers but specifies "a section of the fleet," 4.570 [not in CC 1]: pars classis
erat Phrygia convecta. The secondary narrative of Doukas mentions eighty biremes, 38.9:
&y8ojKOVTa Tov dpL$µov aL 8LrjpeL9;, while Kritoboulos specifies sixty-seven ships, 1.42.6: O'TOXoc
ov µLKpoc, vgec E7tTa KOLL Et ljKOVTa.

26 HOALOpKLa Kai "AAwmq, p. 136: ...6 7roXvRT1Xavoq f ouXTdvoS...bLETatE Zva... SLOG T41V $gXwv

X6 puv roO ETaupoop%tLou... Xev vi] T'lv 7rpog r U1 6RUTa TOU ETaUpobpopiou dVWtpEp OSOV, Kai

TTjV EKEL&V tL <pL Tou K6X7rou TOU Kacnjµ navd:.
27 Pears, p. 272: "There existed a path from a place on the Bosporus near the present Tophana to the
Springs [now known as Cassim Pasha] at right angles to the road on the ridge to Pera Hill.. .giving
to Pera its modern Greek name of Stavrodromion,... It was probably along this route that the sultan
determined to haul his ships."
28 FC,.p. 105: "...a road from Tophane up the steep valley.. .to the present Taksim Square.. .a little
to the left and.. .down to...Kasimpasa."
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where the straits are at their narrowest point. It is our belief that the ships were launched
in this area into the Golden Horn. The sultan intended to control this area for his bridge
and not to assume control of the entire harbor. Consequently, the boats would have been
launched somewhere in the vicinity of the old Ottoman arsenal. The route from
Diplokionion to the arsenal is longer than over the hills of Pera, but the terrain is flat. In
all likelihood, the small vessels that were transported overland were not crafts of the
sultan's fleet. They were smaller and probably had been brought in sections aboard the
fleet's naval vessels. They were transported over the long and flat terrain to a site
destined to become an arsenal and were probably assembled just below the peaks of the
bluff so that they would be obscured and not in full view of the defenders on the walls.
They were then launched into the waters of the harbor across from Kynegon. There is no
evidence that the fleet at Diplokionion was weakened following the transfer of the boats.
This can only presuppose that the transferred craft were not part of the regular fleet, but
had been earmarked from the beginning of the siege or even earlier during the actual
planning stages for this specific operation.

Barbaro, who, together with other defenders, had never suspected that the sultan
could perform such an incredulous task so secretly and with such speed, indicates the
difficulty of the project. We should further note that at this point in his narrative Barbaro
was so angered that he describes the sultan with extremely colorful adjectives,29 while in
other sections of his journal he is less emotional:30

Siando tuta la sua armada sorta a le Colone, the sun mia do luntan da la tera, fexe
the tute le zurme muntasse in tera, e fexe spianar tuto el monte the son sopra la
zitade de Pera, comenzando da la marina, zoe da li da le Colone, dove the iera
1'armada, per infina dentro dal porto de Costantinopoli, the sono mia tre, e spianado
the i ave tuto benissimo, i diti Turchi messe assaissimi ruodoli convexi dove the i
avea spianado, i qual ruodoli si iera onti benissimo de sevo per modo the i deliberd
de dover dar prinzipio de traghetar parte de questa sua armada, dentro dal porto
nostro de Costantinopoli, e comenzd da alcune Juste minor, e messele suxo i diti
ruodoli, e con una gran quantitade de Turchi se messe a tirar la ditafusta, e tirola in
puoco spatiofino dentro dal navarchio de Pera.

While his armada remained at anchor at the Columns [= Diplokionion], which is
about two miles away, he had his crews disembark and issued orders to flatten the
mountain beyond the city of Pera, starting at the shore, that is, at the other side of his
anchorage by the Columns where his armada was, all the way to Constantinople's
harbor, to a distance of three miles. After the mountain was flattened, the Turks
placed numerous curved beams over the flattened area, which had been covered
liberally with pork fat. Then he commanded to transport a section of his armada to
Constantinople's harbor. So they started with the light fustae and they placed the first
one on top of the beams, while a large party of Turks began to pull the
aforementioned fusta and in a short time brought her within the marina of Pera.

29 Barbaro 27 (CC 1: 18): malvaxio pagano and questo can, instead of his usual lo signor Turco.
30 Ibid.
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This is a matter-of-fact account3 l of a learned man who is familiar with naval operations.
Doukas, however, relies on the sensational, and later, when he composed his account, this
incident had achieved legendary proportions, with considerable elaboration and poetic
imagery. Doukas presents an attractive picture that is more appealing than Barbaro's dry
account:32

KCYL no iiaaviEB 'n v OSOV ORoXTIV, OOOV ESUVCYVTO, SLAG TWv paXayyLWV
E7rLRLAaaac 1 c SLT)pELS KaL -r& WTLX 1tTEpWQaB EKEAEUUEV EAKELV SLOG

t,TIp&S...Kai ELOayELV ELI; TOv KepOGTLOV KOA7rOV rd 7rAoLa.... "HAKovTo SE Ta OKQGCpTI

KaL eV EKQ'6TW KaL aXAOS E7rL TWV OLQ'KWV Ka15'1 ReVOS' a rEpOS SE TO

7¶TEpOV KpaTWV TO LUTLOV ETLVa6E' aAAOS TUµ7raVOV, aaA7rLyya KpoUWv

EtEAWSEL 15aXaaaLOV µeAoB. KaL Et oupLac 7rXEovTES TOYS Va7rac KaL TOUS
pUaKQS, TTIV TIpaGV SLTjpXOVTO, 'WC; 016 KOCTaVTTaaVTES EV TYI Uypa.

31 Leonardo, PG 159: 934 [partial text in CC 1: 136-138], presents similar information: Est enim
portus ille, beatissime Pater, in longum angustum protractus: cujus orientalem plagam colligatae
naves et catena muniebant: inde hostibus auditus impossibilis erat. Quare ut coangustaret
circumvalleretque magis urbem, jussit invia aequare: exque colle suppositis lenitis vasis
lacertorum sex, ad stadia septuaginta trahi biremes, quae ascensu gravius sublatae, posthac ex
apice in declivum ad ripam sinus levissime introrsum vehebantur. Languschi-Dolfin follows suit
(omitting the vocative case addressing the pope and with some lacunae in the manuscript at this
point), fol. 315 (12): ... tutte fuste del armata perho the la faca del porto oriental cum la cathena
facta delle naui era in tutto serata a gli inimici. Et per coangustar, et circumuallar piu la terra,
comando fusse spianato le uie, et supra i colli messi in terra i uasi a forza de brazze.... Also, cf.
Sansovino, ch. III (98): ... dimander le barche dentro per la cima d'vn colle percioche quel porto e
lungo & fretto, la cui parte Orientale era guernita di catene, & di naui, onde era impossibile ch'i
nemici vi potessero entrare. La onde it Turco per stringer maggiormente la Cittd, hauendo fatto far
vna strada ageuole, faceua the le galee, andauano al'in su. & nella discesa inuiate dolcemente
scendeuano in aqua senza alcun disturbo. The Anonymous Barberini presents a confusing version
that seems to have elaborated upon the original information of Leonardo to such a degree that it
cannot be said to derive directly from the archbishop's text.
32 Doukas 38.8. Kritoboulos agrees with the picture that Doukas paints and one wonders whether
both historians (who had connections at the sultan's Porte) used the same informants. More
probable is that both authors used a Greek or Turkish folk poem or a popular song that must have
been in circulation, commemorating the unusual event; cf. Kritoboulos 1.42.5: aL µEv ouv
ELXKOVTO 1MTTOV, OL SE E7rL[3aTaL TOUTWV 607rEp E1rEVTpTt96)VTES TOLL 'YLVO.EVOLS...E7tL TrIS

XEpaou okrirEp E7ra i oXaoc is OL aim Kpow'Y'fa Ti LOTLa WS S7]14EV &Va'Y0p.LEVOL,

T& 1rVEUI c TE E8EXETO KaL EKUpTOUTo. OL 8E E7rL TTIS ELpEOLac Ka1hjLEVOL KaTELXOV TOr KW7ra8 EV

XEpOLV L F W07rep Ep TTOVTec . KaL OL KEAEUOTaL 8La19EOVTec E7rL S LQ708OKTIc

avpLyµois TE KaL KpaUytj Kal cppayryEA(OLc 7raLOVTE4; TOUS EM TT ELpeaLac EpETTELV

&EKEA60VTO, aL SE VTIES E7rL TTIS XEpcOU cpep6jLEVO:L E7rL 7rEX&YOUS aL Re'v ciVt'1'YOVTO SL«

TOU &va'VTOUB E7rl TOV AOCpOV aVW, UL 8E 7raXLV KaTj'YOVTO &a TOU KaTaVToUS ES TOV It
should be added that similar details appear in Tursun Beg's narrative, 35: "...as ordered, the ships
and galleys were decked out with banners of every color." By contrast, Pusculo's poem is rather
prosaic at this point and displays very little imagery; in all likelihood, Pusculo was not aware of
folk tales or poems circulating among the Greeks or the Turks, regarding this exotic event. Cf.
Pusculo 4.515-572 [not in CC 1]: ... Scanduntjuga montis /Alto manu puppesquefluunt ad litora
prone./ Aequoris ignoti, minatae currere celsum /Per collem, rursus sponto redduntur, et imo /
Conduntur portum, ac late spatiantur in undis.
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And they made the pathway as smooth as possible, and transferred the biremes on
platforms, which he ordered to be pulled overland ... to the Golden Horn; and so it
happened. The vessels were dragged and each one had its lookout on the prow at his
proper place, while the helmsman was by the steering oars. Someone else was holding
the yardarm and was unfurling the sail; yet another beat the drum, another sounded
the trumpet and struck a sea tune. With a favorable wind they sailed over glen and
streams, making their way over land, until they reached the water.

Kritoboulos concludes his description of this incident by invoking language that belongs
to folk tales:33

...KO:L TjV LSELV A4Eaµa tEVOV KaL dKOaLc 61ri6TOV irX'jv TWV 15eaµEVWV, VaUS E'KL

T (; REOOyELas qpepoii vac walrep E3tL OaX&aar!S 1rXEovvac RETa TOW

1rXYiPW1tCYTWV aUTWV KaL TWV LUTLWV KaL 3 XA11S a1r00KE1)1'1c.

...what a strange sight to behold! No one would ever believe a description, one simply
had to have seen it: ships moving over land as if sailing over the sea, crews on board,
with sails and all equipment!

Cardinal Isidore also writes of this event with the authority of an eyewitness in his
letter to Cardinal Bessarion:34

Primum quidem cum validissimis catenis portus esset accinctus et clausus a parte
montis Galat<a>e [= Perae] usque adportam Pulchram triremes Venetorum quinque
cum duodecim aliis onerariis sive rotundis navibus et quidem maximis portui et
catenis innixe Turcorum introitum prohibebant. Turci vero cum se illic frustra
consistere animadverterent, in Dipplociomam stationem se cum eorum navibus
transtulerunt, ubi et classem instruxerunt. Paucis vero post diebus viam montanam
trium milium passuum et ultra sterni iussit Turcus ad traiciendas ab una parte montis
Galat<a>e in alteram biremes et soliremes nonaginta duas, quas cum in portu eo
modo traiecisset, portu potitus est et eius totaliter factus est dominus.

To begin with, the harbor had been contained and secured, from the side of Galatas'
[= Pera's] mountain to the Beautiful Gate and access was admirably blocked to the
Turks by fifteen Venetian triremes [= galleys] and another twelve round ships and
especially by those immense chains. When the Turks concluded that they could not
force their way, they moved to their anchorage at Diplokionion, where they had
amassed their ships. A few days later the Turk ordered that a three-mile (or even
longer) road be constructed over the mountain to transport ninety-two biremes and
uniremes from one side of the mountain at Galatas [= Pera] to the other; and so it was
done and the Turk assumed total control of the harbor.

33 Kritoboulos 1.42.6.
34 CC 1: 70-72.
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Cardinal Isidore discusses the same subject in another letter to Pope Nicholas V:35

... amira... statuit iter super colles et juga fieri per tria miliaria et ultra; iussit quoque
suis triremibus stantibus foris ligna sustinere et simul ea colligare per quae biremes
LXXII numero deduceret; quas adeo per colles etjuga currentes perduxit ac si super
mare ducerentur vento frequenti, habentes remos externos, vexilla et tentoria, ut de
suo more est super mare portare; quas adportum tandem deduxii.

... the emir [= sultan] ... decided to construct a road over the hills and bluffs, to a
distance of three miles or more. He ordered that his triremes [= galleys] be lifted on
beams and in this way he assembled and transported ninety-two biremes. He brought
them to the hills and bluffs and they were moved as if they were sailing on the sea, as
if there was a brisk wind, with the oars extended, with standards, and with tents, as
they are accustomed to sail over the sea; finally they were launched into the harbor.

The maneuver impressed the defenders deeply and even short narratives by
eyewitnesses make reference to it.36 In fact, the accomplishment was so stunning that
many defenders could not believe that the Turks had successfully carried it out and
sought to identify Christian "traitors" and "renegades" from Europe who sold their
services to the Porte and performed this complicated task for the sultan. Leonardo first
mentions parallel operations in Italy and then suggests that the sultan had western help in
this project:37 Quam novitatem puto, Venetorum more, ex Gardae lacu, is qui artificium
Teucris patefecit, didicerat, "this new stratagem, was shown, I believe, to the Turks by a
man who was familiar with what the Venetians had done at Lake Garda." Leonardo's
faithful follower, Languschi-Dolfin, presents additional information on this point,
providing names ,38 while the Anonymous Barberini Chronicle maintains Leonardo's

35lbid., 96.
36 Cf., e.g., Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes, NE 2: 514-518 (Italian translation, without the original
German text, in CC 1: 234-239): Item: dar nach hat er daz Gepirge ob Pera eingenumen and hat
gross Schif hin auff lassen zihen, 2200 Galeen and Fusten, auf Waltzen and mit Puffeln and
Aurochsen and mit gewoppentem Voick; untz auf die Hoch der Perg, and haben die wider ablassen
schissen, von der Hoch piss in daz Mer, zwischen Petra and Constantinopel, in it Lantwer auf dem
Wasser; Bishop Samuel, NE 4: 65-68. Before its publication, this text had been known and
transcribed by a scholar, as the following note is encountered: Hancce epistolam exscripsit in usum
D. teutsch, gymnasii schassburgensis rectoris, G. M. Thomas, 3 julii 1855; for an Italian
translation, without the German original, cf. CC 1: 228-231: Czwissen Galatham [= Pera] vnd
Constantinopel auf ainem Tayl des Mers das do flewsset czwischen den Steten, do prachten sy
czway hundert Galeyn, grosse Scheff, auff dem grossen Mer, vncz zu dem Landt; do sy it fair bass
nicht mochten furen auf dem Mer zu der Stat, do czugen sy dy czway hundert Galeyn auf dem Landt
mit jren aygen Henden, wol czwo Meil Wegs lanck, vnd liessen sy in das Tayl des Mers czwischen
den vorgenanten Stetten.
37 PG 159: 934.
38 Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 315 (12): la qual nouita fu trouata da Nicolo Sorbolo, et Nicolo
Carcauilla comiti di gallia quando per 1 Adese condusseno gallie 5. per la campagna de Uerona in
lago di Garda in 1 anno 1438.... Et questo artificio da 'Uenetiani fu insegnato a Turci. On this
point, cf. K. Kairophyla, "Me'rixpopa IlAo%mv Spa ZTIp6c. Eop[ioXoc KU:6 Mwc B'," EEBE 7
(1937): 46-51.
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essentials but also elaborates and furnishes other details independent of Leonardo or of
Languschi-Dolfm. The River Po is mentioned and the stratagem is attributed to an
"Italian renegade".39

To press his point even more, the sultan then began the construction of a bridge from
the side of Pera towards the city walls, in the direction of Kynegos, the present-day
Aivanserai. Once more, the construction of this pontoon/bridge caught the defenders by
surprise and all eyewitnesses were impressed with the achievement. Descriptions of this
memorable bridge are also encountered in most sources. Cardinal Isidore expresses
admiration for Mehmed's bridge in his letter to Cardinal Bessarion:40

Aliud iterum mirabilius est machinatus, quod et Xerxes quondam fecisse memoratur,
pontem siquidem construxit et fabricavit maximum a marl Sanctae Galatinae usque
ad moenia Cynegi, quod duplo maius est spatium quam illius Hellespontiaci olim
pontis a Xerxe fabricati, per quem non modo pedites verum etiam equites multi simul
traducebantur.

Then he [sc. Mehmed] thought of something more admirable, something that Xerxes
had also. done in antiquity: he devised and constructed a very large bridge stretching
from the shore by Hagia Galatina as far as our walls at Kynegion, double the distance

39 Anonymous Barberini 16: TOTE EUpEN Evan apvL'y&Soc, 0iroU 'n rove TaXLa'VOS, Kal eLXE tEpEL

&1r6 TOv 9roTai.L6v, TO XEyouaL 110, 01r0U &1rEpv6(YL Ta 1rXEoU ieva KcXL E&c 11 Kcal EL1tE TOU

QOUXTav ME)(ERET1I.... KaL Eir IpE 1MXqL01 KOLL TO EKO:IE OTL alrEpoi6E Ta KaTepya air0 TO 1rXrtyL

T1jc UTEpe'a, OXal yXUKOL, O'Iroi SEV ERXc pT-q µ118e EvU.
40 CC 1: 72. Cardinal Isidore also speaks of this bridge in his letter to the pope (July 8), and claims
that it did survive the siege and was in place at the time of his composition. CC 1: 96: Deinde
pontem super mare, qui usque ad hodiernum diem manet, construxit: habet enim distantiam de
terra firma in Constantinopoli per miliare unum et tertium. Bishop Samuel's impressions were
recorded in German translation, NE 4: 86:...vnd liessen sy in das Tayl des Mers czwischen den
vorgenanten Stetten [Pera and Constantinople], vnd mochten da ein Pruck von aynem Tayl zu dem
andern, darinnen leyten sy grosse Vas; vnd darauf leytten sy Piichsen vnd Fuesslewt ein grosse
Menig, vnd auff die selben Vass mochten sy aber ayn Pruck vnd mochten ein zwifachtige Wer auf
das Wasser. Similarly, Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes spoke of this operation and of its effects on the
defenders, NE 2: 516: Item: als er pei Petra auf daz Wasser ist kumen in it Lantwer, do hat er alle
Fesser genumen, die er mocht zu Wege pringen, and haben die an ein ander gepunden, and haben
dar auf gepruck, and auf dem Wasser gestritten sam auf dem Land, and haben do gehabt mit ein
1000 Leittern, die wurffen sie an die Mauren; auch ward ein Loch geschossen, ein gross Loch, in
die Statmaur, sam Sant Sebolds Kirchhof; dez haben sick die Genuessen unterwunden, sie wollens
wol hervaren mit iren Schissen, - die dann hetten vil Schifi; es was auch geboten in des Turcken
Here vor finfzehen Tagen daz ein itlicher solt ein Leittern tragen, auf dem Wasser and auf dem
Land. Tetaldi also notes this bridge, Caput VIII: Similiter et pontem mira ingeniositate fabricati
fecit de vasis, afferibus, trabibus et plancis, mille habentem passus in longitudine et septem in
latitudine, ut sui ad nostros pertingere possint super mare ex transverso ambulantes et civitatis
muris appropriquantes. The equivalent passage in the French Tetaldi reads as follows, ch. VI: & un
pont de barques que les Chrestiens avoient fait pour alder de Constantinople a Peyre pour s'entre-
secourir. Also cf. Tetaldi, ch. XIV: Le dit Sengampsa fist un chastel de bois si hault & si grant,
qu'il seignourissoit le mur, ... & plusieurs instruments de bois, desquels it povoit estre sans estre
blechie: & si l'y avoit tours de boil tres-haultes, grandes & ligieress.
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bridged by Xerxes long ago. Over it many horsemen and foot soldiers could cross at
the same time.

Isidore has, of course, exaggerated the distance or perhaps he had been misinformed
about Xerxes' bridge. Leonardo presents similar information and also compares this
bridge to Xerxes' fording of the Hellespont in 480 B.C. It is not a question of Isidore and
Leonardo copying from each other's text, as they wrote their letters unaware of each
other's work. The comparison to Xerxes must therefore derive from their conversations
during the siege; in addition, similar phraseology in our sources is encountered when the
janissaries are characterized as "Myrmidons."41 The two ecclesiastics were close friends
and Leonardo was in awe of Isidore. It is only natural to anticipate traces of their
conversations to appear in their respective narratives. Leonardo describes this bridge as
follows, with a reference to Xerxes also:42

41 Cf., e.g., Leonardo, PG 159: 927 [CC 1: 128-130]: Excitatus itaque in furorem Deus misit
Mehemet regem potentissimum Theucrorum, adolescentem quidem audacem, ambitiosum,
temulentum, Christianorum capitalem hostem, qui Nonis Aprilis ante Constantinopoleos
prospectum cum tercentis et ultra millibus pugnatorum, in gyro terrae castra papilionesque
confixit. Milites maiore numero equestres, quamquam omnes pedites magis expugnabant; inter
quos pedites ad regis custodiam deputati audaces, qui ab elementis christiani aut christianorum
filii, retrorsum conversi, dicti genizari, ut apud Macedonem Myrmidones, quasi quindecim milia.
Languschi-Dolfin repeats, fol. 314 (8):...ouer foli de Christiani son fatti Turchi dicti Janizari,
come i Mirmidoni apresso i Macedonici, et sono 15000. It is quite possible that Isidore and
Leonardo had exchanged views earlier, while they were both residents in and defenders of
Constantinople and entertained each other by bringing up classical references that could apply to
their own circumstances. In addition, cf. Niccolb Tignosi (da Foligno), who wrote prior to
November, 1453, and who also uses similar phraseology to describe the assault troops, TIePN, pp.
108-110: Tria sunt quae non modo interritos sed audacissimos ferunt hostes: primum ab oppidanis
omnino desperatum subsidium, secundum defensorum paucitas, tertium ipsorum multitudo quae
excreverat <ita> ut Achillis Mirmidones viderentur.
42 PG 159: 931 [CC 1: 138]. Leonardo is followed faithfully by Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 315 (12-13):
Non contento perho de queso inzegno, el Turcho per altro modo cercho spauentarne. Et fete
contruir uno ponte longo 30 stadij sono miglia...dal mare fino alla ripa de la terra, fatta la zatra
fermata sopra le botte ligate per diuider el porto, per lo qual ponte exercito poteua correr apresso
el muro de la cita, apresso la giesia, imitando la potentia di Xerse el quale de Natolia in Grecia
tradusse lo suo exercito per lo stretto de Hellesponto, by Sansovino, ch. IV (98): Ma non essendo it
Turco contento di questo insegno, ne fabrico un'altro per metterli in maggior terrore, cioe vn ponte
di lungheza di trenta stadi dalla riua opposita de la citta, it qual fendendo I'acqua del mare, si
sosteneua fu botti da vino ritenute, & incatenate di sotto con traui, per lo quale essercito, se ne
venisse, al muro vicino alla Cittd; imtando la potenza di Serse, it qual traghettd I'essercito
dall Asia nella Thracia per Bosforo. Et non restaua altro posto se non lo spatio diametrale delle
naui, & delle catene to qual vietana I'entrar, & 1'vscire all'armata; and by the Anonymous
Barberini (without the reference to Xerxes) 17: TOTE EKaµaVE µia 1j rKCrXa -
tUXLV q oL Tov"pKOL, IaKp6a TEavo peC; XLXLdc8EC Opryv%Ec KaL 1rXOCTEa TreV mKOOEC Op'yULEC, KaL

T1iV EKapg2(&raVE KaXa &1rcvW ELs T v da'NOuaa Kai TTj+ ETpc43TjtaVE KOVTc ELI; Ta' TELXLa TrIc

IIOXrIc' K( A ERcXaVE ciircv ELc TO ONTO TrouvTE 1roXXoUc TOUpKOUc KaL ETrOXEµoUOaVE, SLa'r

61r0 KaTW TOU OCUTOU 1tOVTE EROtXE 1r0XXc &SELa KO1L Tnv EKpO(TELE dirOtVW.
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Proinde hoc ingenio non contentus Theucrus aliud quoque, quo nos terreret magis,
construxit, pontem videlicet longitudinis stadiorum circiter triginta, ex ripa urbi
opposita maris qui sinum scinderet, vasis vinariis colligatis, subconstructis
confixisque lignis, quo exercitus decurreret ad murum prope urbis iuxta fanum,
<imitatus Xerxis potentiam, qui ex Asia in Thraciam Bosphoro exercitum traduxit.
Non restabat ergo nisi navium catenaque diametralis initio, quae transitum
ingressumve classi prohibebat>.

Not content with this stratagem, the Turk devised another, one which terrified us
more: he constructed a bridge, about thirty stades long, from the shore across, to cut
across the gulf It was joined with wine barrels tied together, with a platform of timber
nailed on top, so that his army could come close to the wall of the city next to the
Lighthouse [= district of Phanar]. He thus imitated the might of Xerxes, who
transported his army from Asia to Thrace via the Bosphorus. And so there remained
only this area across from the middle, where the chain and the ships were, to check
the entrance and the attacks of his fleet.

Pusculo also cites similar events with antiquity in mind, confirming the impression that
among the educated defenders, at least, the main subject of discussion consisted of
comparisons with ancient achievements- In addition, Pusculo also offers the specific
example of Xerxes:43

... atque una consternere Pontum / Ponte superstructo; et cuneos transmittere siccis /
Ipsi urbi pedibus tumidum super aequor et undas. / Xerxem fama canit quondam
stravisse frementem / Hellespontiacum pontum, et junxisse rejunctam / Ponte Asiam
Europa, siccis atque agmina plantis /Innumera ex Asia Europae immisisse.

...and so a bridge was constructed over the Gulf [= Golden Horn] and he could
transfer his regiments over the swelling sea and the waves without getting their feet
wet. Rumor has it that long ago Xerxes paved over the deep sounding Hellespont to
join with a bridge from Asia to Europe, and transferred his innumerable forces from
Asia to Europe on dry timber.

The echoes of the comparison of Mehmed to Xerxes are also encountered in
secondary literature on the siege, proving that this was a widespread notion for the period
and may actually date back to the days of the siege. Kritoboulos alludes to Xerxes
likewise in connection with the transfer of the Ottoman fleet, and claims that the sultan's
accomplishment surpassed the achievements of Xerxes.44 Doukas is in complete
agreement:45

43 Pusculo 4.536-544 (71-72) [omitted by CC 1].
44

Kritoboulos 1.42.6: E-y(,') voµ(,u Kat Tr)c ZEp ou TOU "A$W SLopuyijc veL1;OV V L TOUTO 'KOXXW

KO:L 7rapu8o oiepOV KUL 'LSELV KIXL aKouem.
45 Doukas 38.8.
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o cptT1S TTjv baxaoav E Kay c;» trqpdv o Too-6-roc QTpaTOS E7raivW
Tal)TT'lc OLT'1X1EV. OUTOS k O VEOS MaKESWV...UQTOCTOS T71V yf1V EigaXc4rcYWQEV KUL

6S KaTa' KU[LaTWV Tai' 1rXoLa TWV KOpUcpWV 'AXX' UWE'p TOv ZEptgV

OUTOS' Kau yap KELVOS SLa3ac 'rOV 'EXXTjairovTov, Traps, TWV 'Ai gvaLWv a'QXuvTly

ev8w ELS UTr&QTpe*ev, orroc SE TTJV tgpaV WS Uypav SLa(3dc TOUS `PWµaLOUS
ny c vurcV KQL Tuk XPUQO S OVTWS 'AN VU; TOSS KOQI1OUQaS TOV KOQ[IOV, T1IV

RaaiX .ba TWV TTOXEWV E NEV.

Xerxes bridged the sea and his large army crossed over it, as if it were marching on
dry land. This new Macedonian46...turned the land into a sea and made his boats
travel over mountain peaks as if they were sailing over the sea. Yet this one [_
Mehmed] surpassed Xerxes. The latter crossed the Hellespont but the Athenians
dressed him in garments of shame and forced him to return home; while the former
destroyed Athens, the city really draped in gold, the latter conquered the Queen of
Cities [= Constantinople].

The objective of these complex maneuvers was fairly simple. While the sultan had no
intention to attempt a conquest of the city by way of the sea walls, the presence of some
of his boats within the Golden Horn and the ease with which his troops could cross over
from the hills of Pera to the vicinity of the sea walls, to the sectors that had been
considered secure by the besieged thus far, required a response by the defenders. The
unusual situation demanded that the scanty forces of the Greek defenders had to thin
themselves out even further in order to man the sea walls in a more satisfactory manner.
No troops could effectively be spared from the land sectors but adjustment had to be
made and the consequence was extremely grave for the defense. In this way the sultan
reduced the effectiveness of the defenses along the land fortifications, the main target of
his batteries and regiments. New assignments and new relocations of troops within the
city were made and our eyewitness authors record that the new situation became a
disturbing source of constant anxiety throughout the latter part of the siege. In addition,
the sultan was in command of a bridge that secured his communications between the
camps and the fleet and further allowed for swift transfer of troops and sailors wherever
needed.

III. Reaction and Disaster

To avoid a redeployment of the few defenders, the imperial high command had no
alternative but to attempt to eliminate the threat that had been created by this perilous
situation: if the Ottoman boats that had been dragged over the hills of Pera and launched
into the Golden Horn were destroyed, the sultan's bridge would present no danger,
lacking naval support, and the defenders would feel secure again to re-assign their scanty
forces to the land walls. The only way this goal could be realized was through a direct
assault against the Ottoman vessels within the harbor. The operation was carefully

46 The reference to Mehmed as a "Macedonian" must be connected to the notion of the janissaries
being "Myrmidons" from Thessaly, and to the classical comparison between the sultan and
Alexander the Great of Macedonia.
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planned but its execution failed miserably and the Constantinopolitan force simply
proved unable to eliminate the threat from the harbor. Consequently, the defense of the
land walls had to be weakened at a critical stage during the siege operations. The anxiety
that had been created by the transfer of the Ottoman boats produced such a fearful
climate47 within the beleaguered city that riots ensued and there was open strife among
the defenders, who lacked cohesion because of local politics. The Genoese were eager to
attack the Venetians, the Italians were not pleased with the performance of the Greeks,
the Greeks hated the Catholics, and there appears to have been a fifth column operating
within the city. The situation degenerated into chaos and only with extreme difficulty was
the emperor able to restore a semblance of peace. Thus the sultan gained another point
with his minor operation. He had increased the existing and marked discontent among the
populace within the city by precipitating further internal dissension, and caused actual
strife to break out into the open, even for a short period. He thus demonstrated the fatal
weaknesses among the defenders.48

The Constantinopolitan defense prepared a special operation with the primary
objective of burning the Ottoman ships within the Golden Horn:49

Tunc Ituli, Veneti ac Genuenses urere flammis / Stabat qua portus, classem nil tale
timentem / Consilia inceptant Phrygiam sub litore curvo. / Conveniunt Venetae
praefecti classis in aedem / Petri clavigeri sacram. Praefectus et ipse / Justinianus
adest Genuensis. Maximus atque / Grittus adest Baptista gerens in pectora fida /
Consilia. Accedit Genuensis plurimum ordo. Instructis nocte obscura cum manibus
ire / Constituunt, Phrygiaeque ignes subjiecere classi. / Mergere vel ponto naves, vel
ducere captas.

The Italians, Venetians and Genoese held a council in order to find a way and burn the
Phrygian [= Ottoman] armada that fearlessly stood within the harbor, by the curved
shore [= Golden Horn]. They assembled at the Church of the Saint Peter, the key-
bearer. Among them was the commander-in-chief himself [Giovanni] Giustiniani. The
imposing Battista Gritti was also present with loyal advice. The Genoese produced a
plan. They decided to burn, to sink, or to capture and bring back the Phrygian
Ottoman] ships at night, under the cover of darkness.

47 Cf., e.g., Leonardo, PG 159: 932 [CC 1: 142], who explains the reasons for the ensuing naval
operation with the ablative absolute construction, crescendeperinde angustia.
48 Leonardo, PG 159: 932 [CC 1: 140-142]: Atposthac inter Venetos et Genuenses Galatae oborta
dissensio est, quod alterum fugae suspicionem improbrasset, asserentibus Yenetis, ut tollatur
suspicio, quod e navibus suis gubernacula carbasaque apud Constantinopolim in salvo deponant.
Indignati Genuenses.... Pacata posthac cuncta sunt, agentibus Yenetis de triremibus suis uti
voluissent. He is followed by Languschi-Dolfin, who gives the meaningful title: Come uenne
disension tra Ueneti e Genoesi to this section of the narrative, fol. 316 (15): Dapoi naque gran
distension, fra Ueneti, et Genoexi de Pera, the 1 uno a 1 altro imputaua the uoleuano fuzir,
digando Uenitiani acio sia leuato tal suspetto da uui, uolemo sia posto in terra he uele et timoni de
tute he naue. Indiganti Zenoexi.... Dapoi tuttofu acquietato, et da Uenetiani et da galliotti. There is
an echo of this situation in the Anonymous Barberini, also, 18: TOTE EµaXc;xr ve µE Ta XoyLa oL

µE TOuc Kai
49 Pusculo 4.574-584 (72) [omitted by CC 1].
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A more detailed and surely more accurate account is preserved by Barbaro, who
indicates the limitations of the operation by stressing the inability of the defenders to
decide on the details of the operation. His account implies that strict secrecy was not
observed because there were too many individuals involved in the deliberations; and, in
disagreement with Pusculo, Barbaro cites another convergent point:50

A di vintitre pur de questo mexe de april, facade afar presta provixion sopra elfatto
de questa armada del Turco, the son traghetada de sora via le montagne, dentro dal
porto de Costantinopoli, e pero in questo zorno fessemo conseio di dodexe in giexia
de Santa Maria de Costantinopoli, de dover tuor la intromission de dover andar a
bruxar 1'armada del Turco, la qual a dentro dal navarchio de Pera. Fo messa la
parte, e fola prexa, intendando quela parte esser stada longamente desputada a the
muodo the se podeva far, the tanta intromission avesse effeto, e tuti del conseio si
dixea la sua opinion; alguni de conseio si volea, the de bel mezo zorno se dovesse
muover tuta la nostra armada del porto, tute nave e galie, e tute fuste, e andar a
invesir efetivamente dentro de questa sua armada, e non cazarfuogo; aluni si volea
the andasse zente per tera, e assaltar queli pavioni da tera, i qual steva in varda de
d'armata sua, e aver solamente do galie sutil da mar. Misser Jacomo Coco, el qual si
iera patron de galia de Trabexonda, si disse anche lui el suo parer, e consono a tuti,
come per avanti intendere el teribel caxo sequido de questa tal intromission, per voler
bruxar la dita armada del Turco.

On the 23rd of the month of April we decided to take measures against the ships that
the Turks had dragged over the mountain and transferred into the harbor of
Constantinople. On that day we convened the Council of the Twelve in the Church of
Hagia Maria of Constantinople, in order to decide our course of action to burn the
Turkish armada that was within the marina of Pera. In the council there was
interminable discussion and dissension about the execution of the operation;
consequently every one expressed his opinion. Some members of the Council wished
to move into the harbor in full daylight, with all our ships, all the galleys and all the
juste, and attack their armada, which was not to be burned; others wanted us to attack
the tents that the Turks had pitched on land to guard their armada, and to dispatch
only two light galleys from the sea. Sir Jacomo Coco, the captain of the galley from
Trebizond, expressed his views, with which everyone agreed, and you will be
presently informed about our terrible misfortune, because we wanted to bum the
aforementioned armada of the Turk.

The flaw in the operation was its very approach. The Ottoman fleet feared a direct
assault by the combined assembly of the Christian fleet. Had the defenders attempted to
send all their ships against the enemy and their smaller vessels, they would have had a
better chance at success. After all, four Christian ships had recently defeated the entire
armada of the sultan. Instead the high command opted for a covert operation, which
would incinerate the Ottoman fleet under the cover of darkness and would involve a few
vessels manned by volunteers, with minimum support from the rest of the fleet, as they

50 Barbaro 28-29 [omitted by CC 1].
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did not dare endanger all available ships. In spite of the plan's inherent weaknesses, this
approach might have yielded results, because the Ottoman crews were in mortal fear of
their Italian counterparts. This operation was to possess the advantage of complete
surprise, as the Council of the Twelve had assumed in it's planning. Instead,
circumstances forced a postponement and the secret under such strained conditions could
not be maintained for very long. And as more individuals became involved in the
operation, it was only natural that the sultan would eventually be informed of the designs
of the defenders. What sealed the fate of this operation was its interminable delay. It
finally took place on April 28. Barbaro seems to have realized the significance of the
delay, but he is unsure why it took so long to implement the plan. He attributes the
inevitable, although fatal, delay to the will of God and to his usual scapegoats, the
Genoese.51 With typical Venetian bias, Barbaro accuses the Genoese and specifically
states that the podesta of Pera, without citing his name, personally dispatched envoys to
inform the sultan, who was stationed by the Gate of Saint Romanos. Also, Barbaro
maintains that the Genoese had asked for a postponement of the operation so that they
might be allowed to participate.52 It is clear from the colorful adjectives with which he
embroidered the narrative53 that Barbaro had lost all patience with Genoese when he
made this entry in his diary. In the meantime, news of the operation, its planned
execution and objective, was somehow related to the Porte, as could have been predicted.
The operation required boldness but, above all, it had to take place soon after the decision
was made, perhaps even the night of April 23. It is unclear from our sources who was
responsible for informing the Porte. Doubtless the siege itself was a breeding ground for
spies, who easily communicated with the Turkish camp or with the defenders within the
city.54

51 Barbaro 30 [omitted by CC 1]: Da vinti quattrofino di vinti otto del ditto mexe, stessemo suxo
questofatto de questa tal intromission, ma pur penso lafosse volontade de Dio, the el volse, the se
andasse, per punir i peccadi de alguni de quelli the andd, come per avanti vederete el caxo
terribele seguido, avisandove, the nui Venitiani non saveemo nulla del trattado de questi malvaxi
Zenovexi. Barbaro's accusations are also encountered in Doukas 38.19: Oi SE Fevout-raL Tou
raXa,rd ga&vTeS TO Sp .tcVOV &in+Y'YeLA(YV TOLS To5pK0Lc
52 Barbaro 29-30 [CC 1: 19-20]: E in quelafiada i Zenovexi de Pera, nemigi de lafede cristiana, si
vene a presentir questa cosa, the nui volemo bruxar questa armada; de subito el podestade de
Pera [Angelo Giovanni Lomellino] si mandd do di suo Zenovexi per imbassadori al signor Turco, it
qual si iera a san Romano intorno le mure di Costantinopoli. E in nel parlamento the fexe i
Zenovexi in la galia de misser lo capetanio, for cani traditori de Zenovexi si dise: "Misser lo
capetanio questa note non sun da dover tuor tanta intromission vui soli, ma si vui induxiadi a una
altra note, nui Zenovexi de Pera se oferimo a dover esser in vostra compagnia, per bruxar meio
questa sua armada. "
53 Cf. the text in the previous note: i Zenovexi de Pera, nemigi de lafede cristiana, "the Genoese of
Pera, enemies of the Christian faith"; and cani traditori de Zenovexi, "the traitor dogs of the
Genoese."
54 The subject of intelligence and counter-intelligence activities, movements, and planted rumors in
connection with the siege of 1453 deserves its own separate study. There was considerable activity
by spies before and during the siege. There were widespread rumors in circulation, implicating the
most important personalities involved in the drama. It was not just Halil, the sultan's vizier, who
was thought to be a "traitor." The sultan had his own spies within the Greek camp and it was
suspected, perhaps unjustly, that Loukas Notaras, the last grand duke of Constantinople, who held
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Barbaro is not the only eyewitness to speak of "treason" in regard to this operation.
Pusculo is quite clear about this matter and even identifies one culprit:55

Sed raro in multis sunt fida silentia. Furtim / Detulit accelerans Machmetto nuntius
audax /Angelus ex Galata Zacharias, atque suorum / Consilia expandit.

But loyal secrecy among many is not encountered often. In haste and in secret a bold
messenger informed the sultan: Angelo Zacharias from Galatas [= Pera] revealed the
plans of his side.

That Angelo Zacharias was adjudged an agent of the sultan at the time becomes evident
in the literature of the period, for he is often designated as the traitor who was responsible
for the disaster of the naval operation. While Leonardo fails to mention any individual by
name, his narrative betrays someone who was angry with what had transpired and simply
chose not to divulge the name of the individual because he was too ashamed of the
actions of his compatriots at Pera during the siege: 56 Etenim res haec detecta relataque
Theucris egit.... Sed quid dicam, beatissime Pater? Accusarene quempiam licet?
Silendum mihi est, "yet this operation had been revealed and reported to the Turks....
What am I to say, most blessed father? Should I accuse anyone? I must be silent."
Significantly, Leonardo's follower, Languschi-Dolfin, goes beyond this veiled accusation
and notes the traitor57 as Anzolo Zacharia from Pera. Barbaro does mention the betrayer,
whom he designates as Faiuzo:58

... e quando Zenovexi vete esser zorno, e abiando lorpaxe con el Turco, apri una de le
porte de Pera, e mando fuora uno al Turco, el qual ha nome Faiuzo, e questo Faiuzo,
siando al pavion del signor Turco, e a quelo lo i ft asaver come Venitiani, la notte
passada, se mise in ordene de andar a cazar fuogo dentro de 1'armada del
mandrachio [= µaVbpcaKL(ov)] de Pera. El signor Turco abiando intexo queste parole,
rengratid molto questo imbaxador da parte de queli de Pera, e subito quelo el signor
el mando in driedo in Pera. Partido the elfo da lui, el dito signor Turco de subito si
mando assaissimi scopettieri a la sua armada, the iera in nel mandrachio, e oltra i
scopeti elfexe metter do bombarde a raxo la marina, e do altre bombarde da l'altro
ladi del mandrachio, e atorno via del ditto mandrachio tutto si iera ben reparado...e
questo tal tradimento i maledetti Zenovexi de Pera rebeli de lafede cristiana.

... at daybreak, the Genoese, who were at peace with the Turk, opened a gate of Pera
and sent a man to the Turk; his name is Faiuzo. This Faiuzo came to the tent of the
lord Turk and informed him that the Venetians had made preparations in the course of

the position of "prime minister" in the administration of Constantine XI, was too friendly with the
Turks and quite inimical to the Venetians and the Genoese, who were defending Constantinople.
55 Pusculo 4.585-588 (72) [omitted by CC 1].
56 Leonardo, PG 159: 933 [CC 1: 144].
57 Languschi-Dolfin fol. 316 (16): Et questo intrauenne per the tal deliberation fu per Anzolo
Zacharia de Pera fato saper al Signor Turco dato segno che, quando se mouerano da riua arano
segno defuogo da le mure de Pera.
58 Barbaro 30 [CC 1: 20]. Faiuzo is not cited in any other text.
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the previous night to bum the armada that was in the marina of Pera. The Turks
listened and profusely thanked the envoy of the Genoese of Pera. Without delay he
sent him back. As soon as he left, the aforementioned lord Turk sent thousands of men
with firearms to his armada that was in the marina and deployed two bombards by the
marina, and two other bombards on the other side of the marina, which he also
fortified well... such an act of betrayal was committed by the accursed Genoese of
Pera, rebels against the Christian faith.

But his relative, Marco Barbaro, has added a modest commentary to the margins of the
physician's diary and complicates the matter by adding that the traitor was the man
named by Languschi-Dolfin and not Faiuzo:59 Anzolo Zacharia da Pera lo fece saper al
Turco, "Angelo Zacharia from Pera informed the Turk."

The operation finally got under way on April 28, two hours before daybreak.60 The
task force comprised two fire ships that were well supplied with flammable materials, and
two war galleys and three fuste, all well equipped with armament and crews, escorted
them.61 In addition, the galley from Trebizond was commanded by Coco,62 who,

59 Barbaro 29 [CC 1: 19]. The first editor of Barbaro, in an effort to identify this Zacharias/Zacaria,
further added (n. 2): 'Angelo Giovanni era it nome de Podesta, e commisario di Pera.' Thus this
traitor was confused with Angelo Giovanni Lomellino, who, clearly, was not a traitor and for some
time this misconception was accepted as a historical fact. On this point, cf. supra, ch. 1:

"Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," 11.2.
60 Barbaro 30 [not in CC 1]:A di vinti otto pur de questo mexe de april, can el nome de misserJexu
Cristo fo delibera de tuor questa intromission de bruxar questa armada del perfido Turco; do ore
avanti zorno, can el nome de spirito santo, se mosse le do nave del porto....
61 Barbaro 30-31 [not in CC 1] supplies us with the order of attack: ...le quad nave se iera tutte
investide de sacchi de lana, e de sacchi de gotoni, e in compagnia de quelle, si iera la galia de
misser Gabriel Trivixan, e la galia de misser Zacaria Grioni el cavalier, tutti do armadori al golfo,
e ne iera tre fuste de banchi vinti quattro l'una, le qual fuste iera stade armade per i tre patroni de
le galie de Romania can le sue zurme, i qualpatroni sifo questi nominadi, ser Silvestro Trivixan de
ser Nicolo, ser Jeruolemo Morexini fo de ser Bernardo, ser Jacomo Coco el grando. Leonardo
supplies the following order, PG 159: 932-933 [CC 1: 142]: ...consultum est si quo modo
intromissas hostium fustas urere nostri possent, clanculoque una dierum ante lucem duabus
navibus per Johannem Justinianum capitaneum dispositis cum aliquot biremibus ad ripam
vehendis, parato foco et machinis, fit, detractis navibus dato ordine, ut cymbae tectae, quas
barbotas dicimus, biremesque sequerentur, hoc ideo ut munitae saccis lana plenis naves prius ex
machinis exciperent lapidum ictus. As usual, Leonardo is echoed by Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 316
(15): ... consegliati de brusar le fuste turche tragetatte nel porto, cautamente uno zorno auanti di,
aparechiate do naue per Joanne Zustignan capitaneo, cum alcune fuste menate alla riua cumfocho
apariato, dato ordene the barche coperte barbotade seguitasse le juste, et le naue juste menate
auanti coperte de sachi de lana the receuesseno li colpi de bombarda, et dietro quelle seguisse
cumfoco.
62 Coco had formed a very unfavorable impression, in all likelihood, about the skills of the Ottoman
crews, as he had easily by-passed the Ottoman bombards at Rumeli Hisar before the beginning of
the siege; cf. Barbaro 4 [not in CC 1]:...le zurme sempre vogando de bona voia per la legreza the
i avea, per aver pasado quel passo de quel castelo [= Rumeli Hisar], el quad iera forte pericoloxo
passo, e d'agnora de talfiada la galia tutajera in battaia come quella dovesse combatter, e questo
se fo adi 4 dezembrio [1452], the quela azonse a Costantinopoli; patron de la galia ser Jacopo
Coco el grando.
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according to Barbaro, was overly eager to attack, moved ahead of the other vessels, and
broke from the planned formation.63 All precautions were in vain; the attack had been
expected and as soon as the Christian force left its anchorage, their maneuver was loudly
announced to the Turks. The agents of the sultan, if more than Zacharias/Zacaria-Faiuzo
were involved, went beyond the simple communication of valuable intelligence
information. Apparently, the sultan's agents had maintained a watchful eye over the
Christian harbor in order to reveal the defenders' departure for the operation by means of
a signal. Pusculo would have us believe that the movement of the Christian force was
indicated to the Turks by a bonfire that was lit on a tower at Pera:64

Ecce facem summa Galatae de turre levari / Cernitur; hoc Teucris signum fore
nuntius ipse / Creditur, utpuppes se de statione moverent / Christicolum.

Behold: a fire was seen lifting itself from the tallest tower of Galatas [= Pera]. This is
believed to have been a signal to the Turks announcing that the ships of the Christians
were moving away from their anchorage.

Languschi-Dolfin amplifies Leonardo's statement and states that the bonfire was actually
lit by Angelo Zacaria.65 The Ottoman crews were ready for the attack, which had lost all
element of surprise and failed miserably, with heavy losses.66 Coco's galley was struck
by the first bombard missile that was fired, and sank, taking the captain to the bottom of

63 Barbaro 31 [not in CC 1]: ma el meschin anemoxo de misser Jacomo Coco patron de la galia de
Trabexonda volse esser lui el primo feridor in questa armada per aquistar honor in questo mondo.
A few lines later Barbaro describes Coco in identical terms and makes it clear that he considers him
responsible for departing from the original plan of battle; his actions had invited disaster: ma misser
Jacomo Coco patron de la galia de Trabexonda, come homo volonteroxo de aquistar honor in
questo mondo, non volse aspetar the le nave fosse le prime de investir, anzi el sora ditto misser
Jacomo volse esser el primo feridor in la predita armada del turco. It is interesting to note that the
same characterization of Coco is encountered in the Genoese Leonardo, PG 159: 933 [CC 1: 142]:
At Jacobus Cocho, vir Venetus ... gloriae et honoris avidus, laxatis remis praevenientem concitat.
As usual, Leonardo is echoed by Languschi-Dolfin fol. 316 (15): Accade the Jacomo Coco, patron
de galliaza, auido de honor et gloria cum galliotti de sua gallia eletti montato in fusta del
imperador secondo 1 ordine dato.
64 Pusculo 4.610-613 (73) [not in CC 1].
65 Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 316 (16); his text is quoted supra, n. 57.
66 The failure is discussed, in theatrical terms, by Pusculo 4.601-654 (73-74) [not in CC 1]: Ast
Italisque viris armisque triremis / Credita cui fuerat major, muniverat ipsam / Egregius Jacobus
Cocchus, generosa propago, / Spectatamque manum juvenum dux ipse regebat. / Atque huic cum
celsa, stipato vellere tutum / Saxa latus contra monstranti puppe Joannes / sese offert primum
Genuensis, vulnera fort! / Yelle rate excipere jactorum turbine multo / Saxorum. Tacite incendunt
hoc agmine naves.... Cocchus vix castra subibant [sic!] ...haudprocul afluctu socios hortatur, et
inquit / ... Sic fatus corripit ardens / Incensam laeva taedam, dexiraque corruscat / Ensem
fulmineum atque cruci dedit oscula.... / Cocchus summis stars jluctibus alta / Voce rogat scapham
remo suffultus adire, / Innixus quo certat aquas superare; sed illum / Clamantem frustra auxilium
rapuere gravatum / Arma imum ad fundum; "natosque (extrema loquentem) / Commendo, o cives,
morior,.carosque, deoque / Hanc animam, nostrae quaeso miserescite sortis. " / Talia vociferans
Neptuni tractus ad imam est.
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the sea.67 The Ottoman boats then captured numerous survivors, while the remainder of
the fleet retreated to the safety of the harbor's western shore. Tetaldi summarizes the
operation, without referring to Coco directly:58

Ascendit itaque capitaneus galeae Christiani exercitus [Coco?] subtilem quamdam
galeam, quatenus facilius et convenientius ad Turcorum cuneum pervenire valeret et
naves illorum concremare. Instigabat autem eum ad haec maxime audacia suorum
commilitonum, pleno corde auxiliari sibi cupientium. Sed eorum conatus per
adversarios est frustratus: nam illorum mox galeam Turci fundis dissipantes,
quosdam Christianorum illic repertos huiusmodi naufragio peremerunt.

The captain of a galley of the Christian army boarded a certain light galley in order to
reach easily and comfortably the line of the Turks and burn their ships. He was incited
to do this by the immoderate audacity of his fellow soldiers who desired with all their
heart to be of assistance. But their adversaries frustrated their attempt: the Turks
quickly destroyed their galley with artillery fire and captured some Christians whom
they found in the wreckage.

The following morning was marked by the execution of prisoners on both sides; the
Turks executed the sailors they had captured from Coco's crew:69

67 Following the conclusion of Barbaro's autograph journal, Marco Barbaro, it genealogista, adds
the following note dated 1453 adi 18 Luglio (Barbaro 65 [not in CC 1]): Fu preso parte the li
proveditori del sal, debbano dar alli figli di messer Jacomo Coco, the era patron di una galia al
viaggio di Romania, qual morse, come apar in questo a carte 31 [of the autograph], Ducati 60, per
it suo viver per uno anno prossimo, etfra questo anno sian obligati comprar, tanti imprestedi the
sia per Ducati 600 d'oro de boni denari, et li facian scriver alla figlia del ditto ser Jacomo, per it
suo maritar, et vadi pro sopra cavedal [= capital] fino si maritera, et se la morira anti it maritar,
siano di suo fratello, et fra it termine anteditto debban comprar altretanti imprestedi da esser
scritti a suofiglio. As late as 1455 Venice was still trying to compensate the relatives of some of
those sailors who were lost in this operation. Cf. NE 3: 290, n. 1: Le 23 septembre de la meme
annee [1455], une decision du senat venitien qui accorde une pension a la famille de Nicolas de
Segna, habitant de Venise, noye avec I'equipage de la galiote Cocca, raconte les faits de maniere
suivante: `Cum autem, tempore quo accidit casus excidii miserabilis civitatis constantinopolitane,
vir nobilis Jacobus Caucho armasset quandam galeotam pro comburendo armatam Turchorum,
super qua ascenderunt multi fideles subditi nostri et, cum viriliter accederent pro perficiendo
negotio, accidit quod ipsa fusta ictu bombarde fracta et submersafuit, et omnes qui super ea erant
sufocati remanserunt....'
68 Tetaldi Caput VI. The French version reads as follows, 12: Parmy ce temps advint aucunes
particularites, semblant aux Chrestiens estre ligier de bruler le navire du Turc; le capitaine de la
gallee de Trapesonde monta sur une gallee subtile, pour ce faire avecques certains autres ordonnes
a ce: mais leur gallee jut enfondree dune bombarde du Turc, & les gens noyex, desquieulx les
anciens furent prins par les Turcs, qui furent par lefondement affichez surpaulx agus, devant ceux
quifaisoient la grade sur le mur.
69 Leonardo, PG 159: 93 [CC 1: 144]; he is followed by Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 316 (16): Alcuni the
erano senza arme nudando in terra, da Turchifono a modo de pecore talgiati a pezzi. Barbaro does
not mention the execution.
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... ex mersis inde supernatantes quidam ad litus capiuntur ab hostibus, quos impius
rex ante oculos nostros crastino decollari iussit.

...the enemy captured some of those who were swimming to the shore. Early the next
morning the impious king [= sultan] ordered their decapitation before our eyes.

Leonardo adds that there was retaliation by the Constantinopolitan defenders, who also
executed their prisoners. And he further expresses his displeasure at the atrocity, noting
that it added another dimension to the siege:70

... nostri exacerbati, quos habebant captivos <in> carcere Theucros, ad muros in
suorum prospectu immanius trucidant; sicque impietas crudelitate commixta bellum
atrocius fecit.

...in exasperation our side brought all the prisoners who were in prison and savagely
slaughtered them before the eyes of the Turks. And so impiety mixed with cruelty
made the war more savage.

While Leonardo speaks of decapitation, there is reason to suspect that the execution of
the Christian sailors was more cruel; at least, this is the opinion of Tetaldi:71

Quosdam vero comprehendentes horribili supplicio discerpserunt, et hoc ad terrorem
aliorum Christianorum. Nam eos crudeliter et immaniter laniantes a subteriore parte
ventris usque ad summum eius secantes, et more pecudum aut piscium exenterantes
visceribus inhumaniter patefactis Christianorum obtutibus probrose praesentaverunt,
ut ipsis hoc modo contumeliamfacerent ac de illis suas iniurias quas in congressibus
saepius sustinebant, insultus eorum perferendo sese vindicando talionem expeterent.

They executed their prisoners in a horrible manner, to instill terror among the other
Christians. They butchered them cruelly and savagely, as they dissected them from
the lowest area of the belly to the highest point, and disemboweled them, with their
entrails exposed, as if they were fish or sheep, which they shamelessly displayed to
the Christians, to mock them in this way, paying them back for the injuries that they
had received so often in battle and seeking revenge for the insults that they had
endured.

The French version of Tetaldi disagrees as to the method of execution and suggests
impalement.72 The atrocities committed by both sides brought all action at the harbor to
an end and neither the Ottoman fleet nor the Italian vessels made any further aggressive

70 Leonardo, PG 159: 93 [CC 1: 144]; he is followed by Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 316 (16), omitting
the note of disapproval: Et mossi da ira nostri alcuni Turchi prexoni, the haueuano menati sopra le
mure in conspecto de Turchi amazadifono precipitate.
71 Tetaldi Caput VI.
72 French version, 12: & les gees noyex, desquieulx les anciens furent prins par les Tures, qui
furent par lefondement affichez sur paulx agus, devant ceux quifaisoient la grade sur he mur.
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moves. To all intents and purposes the fighting within the Golden Horn had ceased, for
neither side seemed willing to engage the other.

While no new attacks are recorded, the sultan continued his harassing tactics, keeping
the Christian fleet at bay. He did not risk any direct engagement in order to avoid
annihilation of his light vessels within the harbor. On the other hand, he continued his
bombardment and it appears that Mehmed employed the services of his engineer, Urban,
who, as we have seen,73 had designed and supervised the manufacture and deployment of
the enormous bombard(s) that had targeted the land walls. The reason for Urban's
transfer to the harbor is unknown, although it is possible that it had become evident to the
sultan at this stage in the siege that Urban's artillery against the walls had not produced
the anticipated results. His transfer, therefore, to naval operations may be interpreted as a
demotion. At any rate, Leonardo produced his only reference to Urban at this point in his
narrative, but neglects to mention his name. It is evident from his phraseology that he has
Urban in mind. Leonardo places this incident that involves Urban immediately following
the dismissal of Baltoglu as the kapudan paca, when the sultan attempted to force the
withdrawal of the Christian fleet from its station by the chain/boom guarding the entrance
to the harbor:74

Dispositis itaque et ex ripa occidentali bombardis.... Itaque artifex, cui provisio
negata fuit, ex nostris ad Teucros reductus, quanto ingenio potuit, naves frangere
studuit: nescioque quo fato resultans bombardae a colle lapis, centurionis navem,
forte ob crimen, uno ictu confodit; quae extemplo mercibus onusta, fundum mersa
petiit, maximum discrimen quidem inferens. Quo casu reliquae ne confringantur muro
Galatae protectae haerent. Mirandum quidem Dei judicium, ut immissis quinquaginta
et centum prope lapidibus, quibus perforatae multae Galatae domus, inter triginta
mulieres conglobatas, una sola optimaefamae interemptafuit.

And so the bombards were deployed from the western bank.... The engineer, who had
been denied a salary and had gone over from our side and joined the Turks, used
every skill he possessed to break up our ships. Favored by fortune somehow, his first
stone shot from a bombard placed on the hill pierced the ship of Centurione, as a
result of his sins, perhaps. She was loaded with merchandise and immediately sank to
the bottom, causing a great deal of danger. At this loss our ships sought shelter under
the walls of Galata [= Pera] to avoid destruction. It was indeed a miracle of God's

73 Supra, ch. 7: "A Castle and a Bombard," sec. R.
74 PG 159: 931-932 [not included in CC 1]. Leonardo is not followed by his Greek imitators on this
point. Only Languschi-Dolfin paraphrases and adds the name Bernaba to centurione. Cf.
Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 316 (14): Messo andocha le bombarde a segno dal occidente, se sforza cum
bombardiers profundar le naue, manda a dir a Perensi the per esser naue de corsari suo inimici
condutte dal imperator, uol quelle destruzer. El bombardier nostro al qual non era data la
prouision ando dal Turco, et cum suo arte studio desfar le naue. Et per la mala sorte trazando
perforo la naue de Bernaba centurione. Et quella carga de merce mando afondi cum graue danno
de Genoesi, per el caso de la quad le altre naue genoexe, se acostorono alla panizza de Pera
uscindofuora della cadena. Miranda cosafuche tratto da poi 150. piere cum le qual forono molte
case di Pera, morto una nobilfemina, de trenta naue ligate una sola perite. For another English
translation of the Leonardo passage, cf. Melville Jones, The Siege of Constantinople 1453, p. 22.
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judgment that after almost one hundred and fifty stones were fired, which pierced
numerous houses in Galata [= Pera], only one women, within a group of thirty other
women, was killed.

The phrase, artifex, cui provisio negata fuit, ex nostris ad Teucros reductus, "the
engineer, who had been denied a salary and had gone over from our side and joined the
Turks," clearly identifies "the engineer" as Urban. Thus we can be certain that as late as
April 21 Urban was still alive and present at the harbor, regardless of the fate of his
famous bombard. In the naval sector Urban's instructions were to harass but he never
achieved any notable results, apart from the fortuitous shot that sank the merchantman.
His efforts did not deter the Christian ships from resuming their position at the
chain/boom and, beyond this incident, Urban and his cannons achieved no major
successes at the harbor.

The naval action elsewhere also appears to have subsided and consisted only of small
covert maneuvers. Thus, towards the end of the siege, when the defenders reached the
limits of desperation, a small vessel was dispatched through the Turkish lines, disguised
as an Ottoman boat. Its mission was to locate the Venetian fleet and accelerate its
progress toward the city; by then it had been assumed that the relief column was in the
vicinity of Constantinople. This small ship was dispatched on May 3 to the Aegean in
search of the anticipated Venetian fleet. Twenty days later its crew returned to report that
they had sailed as far away as the entrance to the archipelago but had sighted no western
ships:75

75 Barbaro 35 [not included in CC 1]. It was at this time that the emperor was urged to leave the city
(as his father had done on a previous occasion) and personally apply for help abroad; if Nestor-
Iskander is to be believed, two versions of his text provide contrasting statements. First,
Sreznevsky, Iloetcmb o L(apeapadl, 10 (p. 11), reads: Torga napTiapxb 14 BeJlbMo)Ka...CTaAi4
yB'hn;esaTb Inapa Bb11IATH am ropoAa "Ha yAo6Hoe MtcTOe, IIpeACTasnflSl eMy, LITO, KOrAa
paCnpoCTpaHnTCA B'CTb oft ero BbIXOA'h, nPHAyTb Kb HeMy a 6paTbfl ero, m An6aHgbl, a
MOJKeTb 6bITb H CaMb <<6e36o7KHb1r3 MaXMeTb>> yCTpam14TCH H OCTynHTL orb ropoga, "then the

patriarch and great lords... commenced to exhort the emperor to leave the city `for a favorable
place,' offering him, that, when news goes abroad of [his] departure, his brothers and the Albanians
will come to him, and perhaps even the `godless Mehmed' himself will be frightened and will
withdraw from the city." The Leonid rendition of The Troitse-Sergieva Lavra Ms. 773 (Hanak and
Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 31 [pp. 46-49]) provides a
substantially different version: Ho Bb 944 Aenb IOTOMb naKH uoBeirh BCeMy BO14HCTBy
npiCTynm1TH Kb rpaAy x 6paHb CTBOPHTHM no BCA AHYI, a 11b1nIKy OHY Bejnlo naKI4 uoBeir'h
npeg'LJlaTI4 Toro KptnLIae. CIA xe yB'baB'b BeJIbMO)KH a 3yCTyH'hfr, co6paBCsI BKyn11 C'b
napTiapxoM'b, Hatiama yBtulaBaTn uecapA, rllarojnoi4e: BagaMb, uecaplo, AKO ceyl 6e3B'hpHbI i
He ociia6'heTb A'hJIOMb, HO naee rOTOB14TCA Ha 6oilbnlee A'bjio. H HTO COTBOpHMb, HOMOWx HH

OTKyAy gaiome? Ho noAo6aem To6'h, necaplo, 143bIT14 1431 rpaAa Ha HOAo6HOe MhCTO, a
ycaumaBrue nroAie TBOH 14 6paTia TBOa Kb Te6'h npiHAyT'b Ha r1OMOLIb, HO H Ap6axaiua
y6ofincsI npil4AyTb Kb CHMb xce, ega KaKO H OH'b 6e36oXHbIii yCTpaiuxBCA OTCTyrIHT'b 0T'b
rpaAa, "but then, on the ninth day [May 3], once more all of their forces drew near the city and
waged war for all days. Their great cannon was enjoined again to penetrate the limits of that
stronghold. The great lords and Justinian [Giustiniani] observed this [development]. They gathered
together .with the patriarch and began to exhort the emperor, saying: `Observe, emperor, how this
godless one [Mehmed] has not weakened in his endeavor; once more he is ready to exert great
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Zonto i fo a la zitade, i refer! al serenissimo imperador quelo the ifexe, e the i non
avea trovado armada niuna de i venetiani; in quelafiada el serenissimo imperador si
comenzo fortemente a lagrimar da dolor, the queli da Veniexia non i mandava
secorso; vedando 1'imperador questo, el se delibero de meterse in le man del nostro
mixericordioxo misser Jexu Cristo, e de la sua madre madona santa Maria, e de
misser santo Constantin confalon de la so zitade, e for vardasse la zitade, da poi the
la universa cristianitade, non me a voiudo dar secorso contra questo perfido turco
nemigo de la cristianitade.

When they were [back] in the city, they gave an account of what they had done [and
said to] the most serene emperor that they had found no armada of the Venetians. At
this, the most serene emperor began to shed a great deal of tears out of grief, because
the Venetians had not sent aid. When the emperor realized this, he decided to commit
himself to the hands of our merciful lord, Jesus Christ, of His mother Saint Mary, our
Lady, and of Saint Constantine, our lord and guardian of his city, so that they would
protect the city: "Because all of Christendom is not willing to give me help against
this treacherous Turk, the enemy of Christendom."

A final observation is in order. The description of events in the naval sector that is
presented above is what can be safely gleaned from our sources. However, there are hints
that we may be encountering some confusion and that, in fact, there were additional
operations, which have been conflated into a single nightly operation that resulted in the
Christian disaster. The evidence is circumstantial; some sources, admittedly non-
eyewitness, suggest that Giustiniani had also participated in that operation. Thus Doukas
seems to place the nocturnal engagement on May 4. But probably he has confused the
Coco incident with an otherwise unknown later naval operation, which may have taken
place under the command of Giovanni Giustiniani, whose objective was to restrict the
movements of Ottoman boats in the Golden Horn. Doukas states in a passage that seems
to have conflated the Coco incident (after all, Doukas does insist on the treasonous
behavior of the Perenses, which clearly belongs to the Coco operation) with another
possible mission planned by Giustiniani:76

TOTE 6 A6'Y7'oc 'IOUarLVLaVOS EaKE'*aTo 8L( X' VUKTOS 1CP0aE'Y'Y'LUaL rots, 8LIjPEUL

KO:6 E4L1rpTcJaL Ta&rcrc. KOL NJ E,rOLR Dad µLaV 763V TPLIIPEWV Ka pIxX iv EV allTq

TOUS 80Kt4LUYraT0U4; TWV ITOAWV KOL 1TOVTOLQ p.TXOVLKO 6KEU1l, LUTOVTO

EKSEXO'REVOL 'n v WPO:V. OL 8E TEVOULTaL TO I'aXaTa µa$OVTES TO Sp LEV0V

Qrj'Y'YELAaV -TLS TOUPKOLc. Oi SE l] VUKTL EKELV1fl O"PUTCVOL PILaVUKTEPEU'oaVTES

effort. What shall we do? Assistance is not expected from anywhere. Emperor, you ought to leave
the city for a similar place. If they hear [this], your people [fellow countrymen] and your brothers
will come to your aid. Even the Arbanites [= Albanians] in fear will come to the same conclusion.
Then in dread [of the consequences] the godless one [Mehmed] will perhaps retire from the city."'
The emperor rejected this proposal. Both renditions provide similar statements and the Sreznevsky
reading, 10 (11), records this response: <H'kTb, n yMpy BAUb c'b BaMU.>> YI CKJIOHHJICfi oH'b,
ropbxo nulaga; Cl HHM'b BcfJIaKaJILICb napTiapxb x BCC'k, KTO 6buIb..., "`No, I will die here with

you.' And he began to cry in grief; with him the patriarch and all present wept...."
76 Doukas 38.19.
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KO:L aKEUOCS ETOLµOUS 7rapaTa4c p.EVOL TOUS AaTLvou EKSEXOVTO. OL SE AcTLVOL µ7)

ryvWVTES TO IL'rvui Ev 7rapd TWV TOU TaXarO ELS 'rolls dtoep6S, 7rEpL µEUac vU'KTO:S

apaoa -roc dryKVpaS Y) TpL1IpT1S a opT17L TLC; 7rXOLOLS T1 v. O1 SE

TOUpKOL EV Trt Roic vT1 TTjc OKEUTIS 11Ip {3aX0'VTES, T10av ydep Ev OXrI TT1 VUKTL

E'yp11'Y0pOTE4;, KaL 87) EK7rE[Lyl ELS 6 XL&S arc x TT1S Kau ui v ijXw
'RAELaTW KpOUaac aUTT1V ERaXE KafTW nroipUXLOV GIN TOLS E7rLRcTaLS ELS

13 6v. TOUTO Took Acrr vouS E61; p0[i0V KaI d-yWVLcV OU L.LLKpa'V EVERaXE KcL
TOV 'Iox vvflV OUK E6S .tLKpaCV a6vµLav.'Hoav ryap OL alravTES
EK -r 1c cuTOV V7104;, VEOL KaL ALaV 7roXgtLOTcL, kc'p Tout pv'.

Then [Giovanni] Longo Giustiniani decided to approach and burn the [Turkish]
biremes at night. So he made ready one of the triremes [galleys] and equipped her
with the most experienced Italians and engines [cannon]; at the ready they waited for
the appointed moment. Yet the Genoese of Galatas [Pera] discovered what was going
to take place and they informed the Turks, who spent that night sleepless and
deployed their engines [cannon] to meet the attack of the Latins. Unaware of the
message that the Galatians [Perenses] had dispatched to the impious [Turks], they
lifted the anchor and the trireme made its silent way against the ships about midnight.
The Turks, who had spent all night without sleep awaiting the attack, applied fire to
the [gun] powder of their engine [cannon], and the stone was ejected and hit the
trireme [galley] with a great deal of noise; she went under the waves and sank to the
bottom of the sea along with her crew. This event created considerable fear and
anxiety among the Latins and Giovanni [Giustiniani] became greatly discouraged. For
those who went to the bottom of the sea were all from his ship and were energetic
young men and good warriors; there were more than one hundred and fifty.

Giustiniani may have supervised an operation that is not explicitly mentioned in our
eyewitness sources but finds an echo in Doukas' narrative.77 In addition, Kritoboulos
seems to agree when it comes to an operation planned by the emperor's warlord:78

'Iouc rtvoc -Yap Upac µL«V 7WV OXK r& V aUTOU d:7r0 TOU aTOµaTOS TOU XLµtVOC, KUL

TWV 'ITaXLKWV TpELS E7r6ryEL KaTa TO 6TOIAa TOU KOA7rou Etp' o? Ecp pµOUV

a6 VfES TOU KaL aUTOU, Lv' 0:7r' a&TWV 7¶OLOLTO TOV 7r0'Xep.oV KcL

KcTELp'YT1 ToKS IwOXEIA.Lrc VaUS EV TW KOA7rW µ18aµov OEOUOaC 'rj RXc'7rTELV

iuvogiEVaS TOV TE XL1LEVa KOiL TQ EV aUT4l 6K Y p . KUL ESO E TOUTO apLOTT1 ROUXT1

KUL MEXEI.LETLS yap 6 43acLXEUS TOUTO LSWV avTLTEXVcTaL TOLVSE'

77 Cf. the acute observation in PaL 2: 120-121, n. 41, which realized that there is something amiss
in these secondary, although well-informed, sources. The obstacle to the existence of this later
operation is that Barbaro, who was, after all, stationed in the harbor, does not mention it. Yet this
omission is understandable. Cf. PaL 2: 120, n. 41: "One need not be surprised at Barbaro's failure
to mention Giustiniani's [naval] action against the Turkish fleet. He consistently deprecates the
contribution of Giustiniani to the siege (which exceeded that of the Venetians)." A more serious
objection may be raised, when one considers the silence of Pusculo and of Tetaldi. Why would they
have passed over such incidents in silence? After all, they seem to lack Barbaro's Venetian bias
against the Genoese, in general, and Giustiniani, in particular.
78 Kritoboulos 1.44.1.
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KCXCUEL TOUS l,LTIX0:V01T0LOUS VUKTOc O:Tra'Ya'YOVTac Aa44pa Tac; µrlXaVdc 'SELVoL

irap(z Tov OC'L'YLCYAOV dtVTLKpU, oU E4 pp.OUV aL VTIES Kat ' oXKaS, KaL apELVaL TOUS

Xu3oUS KO:T' QUTWV. oL SE 156000V TOUTO TrOLTjaaVTES RcXX01)cL pLOtV TWV TPLTjPEWV

KaIa lLEOOV KaL KOCTa61)01)0LV aUTaVSpOV 'RX'V OXL'YWV o.iroVTjtajI.EVWV ES Tac

axXac rpLTjPELS KaL OL EV aUTaL OVTE 66U'(; CYTrCYyoUOL TE aUTa WS
IToppu rcTW Ko L Opµ'i ouaiV' EL yap µrl TOUTO T«XOS EYE YOVEL, KaTe6uovT' aV at

TpLTjpELS ai ravi)poL.

Giustiniani moved his cargo boat and three Italian triremes [galleys] from the mouth
of the harbor and directed them to the mouth of the gulf [Golden Horn] where the
triremes of the king [sultan] were stationed. He directed them to attack in an effort to
restrict the enemy vessels and prevent them from raiding the gulf [Golden Horn], the
harbor, and the vessels within. This seemed the best plan but there was a counter-
strategy. For Mehmed the king [sultan] saw what was occurring and made the
following response: he ordered his artillerymen to move the engines [cannon] in
secret under the cover of darkness and deploy them by the opposite shore, opposite
the spot from which the ships and the cargo boat made their way, and ordered them to
direct their fire at them. They did so swiftly and they struck one of the triremes
[galleys] in the middle and she sank with all hands, except that a few managed to
swim away to the other triremes [galleys]. Without delay the crew moved their ships
as far away as possible and dropped anchor. If they had not done so with haste, the
triremes [galleys] would have been sunk with all hands.

It is possible that Kritoboulos and Doukas have the Coco operation in mind; it is also
possible that they are providing an account of a different operation, or operations
following the Coco incident. They both emphasize the role of Giustiniani in this failed
mission. There is reason, therefore, to believe that Giustiniani had an active interest in
naval engagements and that prior to his arrival in Constantinople he had engaged in what
may be termed acts of piracy on the high seas. While there is no evidence whatsoever to
connect Giustiniani with any land operations prior to 1453, there are some hints in our
evidence to suggest that he had been a corsair and a pirate in the Mediterranean.79 Thus
one may surmise that Giustiniani, who was in command of his own vessel, may have
planned some unspecified, perhaps even minor, operation or operations that took place
within the harbor, which, in the final analysis, will have to remain shrouded in darkness,
in the absence of further evidence.

IV. The Exodus

The final operation of the Christian fleet was its successful escape from the harbor80 after
the Ottoman forces had broken through the barricades and stockades at the Pempton.

79 For Giustiniani's background as a "corsair," cf. supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to Siege of 1453," nn. 75-
87.

80 Modem historians, including the meticulous PaL 2, have neglected the complicated story of the
departure of the Venetian ships from the harbor and have concentrated on the fate and the sack of
Constantinople. They retrace the footsteps of the contemporary late medieval historians, who also
neglected this final episode. Our guide for the Venetian departure remains Barbaro, who was a
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There were no engagements; the ships managed to flee unharmed, with one notable
exception,81 and brought the refugees to the west, precisely because the Turkish crews
were too eager to join their comrades in the plunder of the city and were unwilling to
skirmish with the departing ships. The prospect of easy booty was more palatable than a
final confrontation against a desperate retreating enemy. The Ottoman crews, therefore,
made no serious attempt to prevent the Christian boats laden with refugees from leaving
the harbor.

A major problem confronting the Venetian flotilla in the harbor was the matter of
escape, once it had become clear that the city had fallen and the land forces were no
longer engaged in an organized and coordinated resistance. As we have observed, there
was no real threat presented by the Turkish armada; its crews had grown to respect
superior western tactics at sea and were unwilling to engage the Venetians in combat. In
addition, they were more concerned with the prospect of immediate and effortless booty
and were no longer willing to risk their lives in a futile attack upon the retreating ships.
Moreover, the Turkish ships within the Golden Horn, whose crews were actively
involved in an attempt to scale the sea walls before the gates had been opened, had not
attempted to attack the Venetian vessels throughout the siege but had maintained a
respectful distance. Doukas mentions this aspect of the sack that allowed some breathing
room for the Venetians; but he also astutely points out that most of the captains of the
Venetian vessels had either fallen in battle or had been captured by the Turks, because
they had been transferred from the harbor and their ships to assist in the defense of the
land sectors:82

...KCAL ai. XoL7rai v1jaL rlaav yap al irXEtaTaL a7ro3aX0µevaL Tovc
VcuO(pXOUS aUTWV a1XLA.aXWTWNVT0 .... Ka. ycYp EL [Lrl &FXOXOUVTO 'rd IrXoLa TOU

TUpcVVOU EV TI] 7rpaLSCY [= praedae] KaL T(il QKuX @ T1jc 1r6XEWS, OUK &V O(cPEN iIa

KUL p.6voV. 'AXX' OL TOUpKOL ' p v'rES T(x 7rX0La, 7rc v'rcS EvSov 11Oav KaL oL
Aarivot USELOfV EUPOVTES E pXOVTO TOU ALNEVOS-t

...and the rest of the ships were getting ready to sail away]. Most of them had lost
their captains who had been captured.... Indeed if the ships of the tyrant [= sultan]
had not been busy pillaging and looting the city, not a single ship would have escaped.
Yet the Turks had deserted their ships and all had gone into the city. Thus the Latins
obtained a chance to leave the harbor.

Barbaro is also explicit and suggests that the Turkish admiral may have intended to
engage the Venetians at the commencement of the assault but soon changed his mind and

participant in the events. For the role of Alvise Diedo in this final chapter of the siege, cf supra, ch.
1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," nn. 73-81.
81 Barbaro 59 [CC 1: 36]: la galia de Candia patron misser Zacaria Grioni el cavalier, quela si fo
prexa. For problems regarding the fate of Grioni, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of
1453," nn. 36-39.
82 Doukas 39.29. He adds that the actions of the Ottoman crews enraged the sultan, who had no
wish to let the Venetians slip through the lines, but there was nothing that he could do to prevent
their exodus: '0 SE Tupavvoc [= sultan] p. v Touc 686vias, dXA' ouK ri8uvaTo 1rXE0V TL
1rpataL KaL OCK(AV EKapTEpEL.
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directed his crews to disembark and attack the sea walls by the side of the Dardanelles.
Further attracted by the prospect of easy booty, they also attacked the walls of the
Giudecca, that is, away from the chain and the Venetian galleys:83

... una hora avanti zorno 1'armada da mar si se levo da le colone, dove the quela se
iera sorta, e quela se vene a prexentar per mezo la cadena del porto, e quela si vene
per dar bataia a la cadena; ma el capetanio de quela sua armada si vete the el porto
nostro si iera ben in ordene de nave, e de galie, e masima a la cadena the ne iera
nave diexe...e abiando quel capetanio paura de la nostra armada, lui se delibero, e
ando a combater driedo da la tera, da la banda del Dardanelo, e laso el porto senza
combater, e li de driedo i monto in tera, e parte de quela armada munto in tera de la
banda da la zudeca, per poder meio robar per esser li assai richeza in caxa de queli
zudei, e masima de zoie.

... one hour before daylight the armada [of the Turks] left its anchorage at the
Columns [= Diplokionion] and drew up before the harbor's chain, intending to attack.
Yet the captain of that armada [= Hamza, the kapudan paca] saw that our harbor was
well protected by the ships, by the galleys, and especially by the chain where there
were ten ships.... The captain became scared of our armada and decided to fight on
land by the side of the Dardanelles; he left the harbor without launching an attack. A
large section of his armada disembarked on land near the Giudecca, as it offered a
better prospect for booty. There were many riches in the houses of the Jews,
especially jewels.

Barbaro returns to same subject once more and emphasizes the interest of the Turkish
crews in booty rather than combat:84

Ma quando la dita armada si vete con li ochi the cristiani avea perso Costantinopoli,
e the 1'insegna de Macomet bei turco si iera levada ... tuti de quele setanta fuste si
monto in tera; et simelemente munto tuti queli de 1'armada the iera da la banda del
Dardanelo, e lasso le armade in tera a la riva senza niuno dentro, e questofei, perche
tuti corsefurioxamente come cani in tera per zercar oro, zoie e altre richeze, e aver
ancora prexoni di marcadanti, e forte zercava i monestieri.

But when the [crews of the] aforementioned armada saw with their own eyes that the
Christians had lost Constantinople and that the colors of the Turk, Mehmed Beg, had
been raised.. .all of them left the seventy boats and landed. Similarly, the [crews of
the] armada by the side of the Dardanelles left their ships and disembarked; no one
was left on board. All of them rushed furiously, like dogs, into the territory to search
for gold, jewels, and other riches, as well as to capture merchants; above all, they
searched the convents.

83 Barbaro 56 [not in CC 1, without the customary indication of a lacuna].
14 Barbaro 56 [CC 1: 34].
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While the greed of the Turkish crews seems to have given the Venetians an opportunity
to prepare for departure without having to fight, their departure was further facilitated by
the incapacity of the Turkish vessels to offer serious pursuit, since some Greek and other
prisoners had been herded into the holds of Turkish ships, rendering the craft incapable of
further action:85

...e tute moneghe fo menade in l'armada, e quele Lute fo vergognade e vituperade da
for Turchi; poi tute quele fo vendude per schiave al incanto per la Turchia, e tute
donzele ancora, quele si fo vergognade, e poi vendude al bel incanto, ma algune de
quele donzele piiu tosto se volse butar in neli pozi e anegarse, the dover andar in le
man de Turchi; cusifevei ancor el simele de le maridade. Questi Turchi cargo tuta la
sua armada de prexoni, e de grandissimo aver.

... all nuns were sent to the [Turkish] armada and they were well dishonored and
shamed by the Turks; then they were sold into slavery for profit throughout Turkey.
The same fate awaited all women, who were shamed and then sold for handsome
profit. But some of those women chose to drown themselves in wells rather than fall
into hands of the Turks; so did some matrons. These Turks filled their entire armada
with prisoners and enormous booty.

The seventy Turkish vessels that had been dragged overland and launched into the
Golden Horn presented no threat to the Venetians. They failed to engage the Christian
ships and the Venetians did not offer battle, because their vessels were, in all likelihood,
lacking crew, men that had been sent to the land walls to assist in the fighting at the
critical Saint Romanos-Pempton sector. That there was a shortage of seamen became
obvious when they finally set sail to depart from the harbor. In fact, one of their ships
was captured precisely because it could not make headway due to the shortage of
sailors.86 But during the assault, the seventy Turkish ships that had ignored the Venetians
moved against the district of Phanarion,87 by the Gate of Hagia Theodosia [Aya Kapi]:

Le setanta juste, the iera dentro dal porto, le qual juste iera capetanio Zagano bass,
e quele tute setantafuste, tute a una bota si referi in tera a uno luogo de la tera the se
chiama el Fanari; e i cristiani the iera a quela posta suxo le mure valentemente quele
sifexe tornar in driedo.

All seventy juste, which had been transferred to the harbor over the mountain and
were under the orders of Zaganos Pasha, moved en masse against the location called
Phanarion [Fenar district]. But the Christians stationed at the post fought valiantly
from the walls and forced them to withdraw.

85 Barbaro 56 [CC 1: 34-35].
86 Barbaro58 [CC 1: 36]: ... ma questa galia de Trabexonda asai se stent6 a levarse, e questo
perche el ne manca homeni cento e sesanta quatro, i qual parte se anegd e parte morti da le
bombarde, e morti pur la bataia per altro muodo, sicce apena quela pote levarse.
87 Barbaro 56 [not in CC 1, without the customary indication of a lacuna]. On Zaganos, cf supra,
ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," n. 100.
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The major problem confronting the Venetian captains as they contemplated departure
was their own chain/boom that was still stretched across the mouth of the Golden Horn,
in effect making the Venetians prisoners within the harbor of Constantinople. The boom
had not been opened and was still blocking the entrance, denying entrance to the
remainder of the Turkish armada and exit to the Venetians. The chain could not be
opened from the Constantinopolitan side, since the fortifications had fallen to the control
of the Turks and no one could reach the tower to lower the chain. Doukas does not in the
least address the issue of the chain and Kritoboulos errs when he states" that the sultan's
admiral broke the chain as the Christian ships were hastening from Constantinople. The
departure of the Christian ships took time; it was the Venetian sailors who were
compelled to force the chain and not the Ottoman crews. Further, the Venetian ships
purposefully remained in the vicinity of the city in order to take on as many refugees as
was possible who could reach the ships.

Because the Venetians had no access to the Constantinopolitan tower that controlled
the chain/boom, the only way they could lower it would have been from the Genoese side
of Pera.89 Thus, in theory, the Genoese podesta, Angelo Giovanni Lomellino, had control
of the chain. During the siege, relations between the Venetians and Genoese had not
improved; each deeply distrusted the other and accusations as well as charges of treason
and faithlessness had been frequently voiced.90 Their neutral stance and their frequent
trade with the sultan's army had in general tainted the Genoese of Pera. After the siege a
heavy cloud of suspicion fell upon them, especially since Giustiniani had abandoned the
battle and his assigned sector at a critical phase during the final assault.91 The commander
of the Venetian flotilla immediately requested a meeting with the Genoese podesta of
Pera, whom Barbaro neglects to mention by name. But Angelo Giovanni Lomellino
seems to have been in favor of procrastinating. The podesta had an entire colony to
safeguard and the Venetians were clearly the sultan's enemies. No doubt Lomellino
wished to secure some assurances from the Porte in regard to his charge before he even
created an impression that he would give assistance to the Venetians. After all, he and the
Genoese would continue to reside in the area. Barbaro suggests that Lomellino
equivocated regarding the actual status of the Venetians and Genoese vis-a-vis the
sultan:92

88 Kritoboulos 65:...Kai Hamza] o Twv vEmv ycµmv [= kapudan pasa], 6c ELSE T1 V
IrOXLV EXO11EVrJv r1811 KOL TOUc O'IrXLTac, EU15uc Erri1rXC TTY dXUuEL KaL

SLapplltac ONT'>jv EOW 'y(veraL TOO XLµEVOc' Kai OOac EUpe T@V 'Pmµa1K@V [= Greek] vewv (al

yap TOV 'ITaX& O:VTA1ieay ELS TO 7rfXWYO(;), Tac iEV Ka'r l)aeV O:UTOU, Tick sE aUTQ''V6pOUc
EXa e.
89 Barbaro 15 [CC 1: 13]: ...e questa tal cadena si iera de legnami grossissimi e redondi, e
innarperxadi uno can 1'altro can feri grossi, e can cadene grosse de fero, e li cavi de la cadena,
uno cavo si era dentro da le mure de Costantinopoli, e 1'altro cavo si era dentro da la mura de
Pera per piu segurtade de la dita cadena.
90 Cf our discussion, infra, ch. p. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets," sec. IV; and supra, nn.
51-64.
91 Cf. infra, ch. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets," sec. IV.
92 Barbaro 57-58 [CC 1: 35].
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Domandado misser Aluvixe Diedo conseio al podesta dito de Pera, el podesta si
disse: "Misser lo capetanio, aspete qua in Pera, the mandero uno ambasador al
signor Turco, e si vederemo si avemo nui Zenovexi e vui Vinitiani vera o paxe con
lui. "

Sir Aluvixe Diedo asked advice from the aforementioned podesta of Pera. The
podesta said to him: "Lord captain: Wait for a while here in Pera and I will send an
ambassador to the lord Turk and we will see if we Genoese and you Venetians are at
war or at peace with him."

To make matters worse, the Venetians realized that during this discussion the podesta
ordered that all gates of Pera be closed. Not only were the galleys of Venice trapped
within the Golden Horn behind the chain, but their delegation, composed of all major
commanders, including Barbaro himself, who had gone to visit Lomellino93 were about to
become prisoners of the Genoese of Pera. They probably began to question the actions of
the podesta, who could have decided to hand them over to the Porte to obtain favorable
status for his colony. Their precarious position was soon realized:94

Nui, the ieremo seradi, se vedevemo a esser a mala condition. Zenovexi si ne fexe
questo, per dar le nostre galie con el nostro aver in le man del Turco, ma niuno
imbasador nonfo mandado.

When we realized that we had been trapped, we understood how bad our situation
was. The Genoese did this in order to surrender our galleys and our possessions to the
hands of the Turk and sent no ambassador.

The Venetian crews also realized that their commanders were trapped and began
preparations to sail away without them.95 Finally, Lomellino gave in to the pleas of Diedo
and released the Venetian commanders who hastened to their galleys :96

Ma el dito capetanio, the vete esser mezo imprexonao, con bone parole sepe far
tanto, the el podesta l'averse, e insi fuora de la tera, e munto de subito in la galia
sua.

Then the aforementioned captain [sc. Diedol, who had realized that we were de facto
prisoners, employed all the good words that he knew, and asked the podesta [sc.
Lomellino] to allow him to leave. He departed from the territory [of the Genoese] and
without further delay went aboard his galley.

93 Barbaro 58 [CC 1: 35-36]: Ma in questo star in raxonar, el podesta sifexe serar le porte de la
tera, e sera dentro misser lo capetanio, e ser Bortolo Fiurian, armiraio de le galie da la Tana, e ser
Nicolo Barbaro de ser Marco el miedego de le galie.
94 Barbaro 36.
95 Ibid.: Or siando nui seradi in la tera, subito i galioti comenz6 a meter le vele in antena, e colar e
meter i remi infornelo, per voler andar via senza el capetanio.
96 Ibid.
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Lomellino was also in difficulty and he had legitimate fears for the fate of his colony,
which could be sacked by the Turks at any moment. Numerous residents of Pera had
joined the defenders in the final battle97 and many of them, including Lomellino's own
nephew, had become prisoners of the Turks.98 Moreover, the nucleus of the
Constantinopolitan defense had been the Genoese professional band of Giustiniani. The
podesta at this point in the drama did not wish to offer any provocation to the Porte, since
the eastern end of the chain blocking the entrance of the harbor was under his protection.
He clearly had his hands full, not only with the Venetians but also with his own captains
as well, who also wished to leave. The podesta was under immense pressure, as is evident
almost one month later in his confused report to the authorities in Genoa.99 While he
relates nothing about his interaction with the Venetian captains, he writes of the problems
that he had with the Genoese captains, who, in the final analysis disregarded his wishes
and exasperated his precarious relations with the Porte:'°°

Ab alia disposui in salute provideri, et subito misi ambasciatores ad dominum, cum
pulc<h>ris exeniis [tev o1,S?], dicendo: "Habemus bonam pacem, " rogantes et se
submittentes, vellet ipse nobis observare. Pro illo vero nullum responsum dederunt.
Naves se tiraverunt ad locum pro velificando. Feci dicere patronis amore Dei et
intuitu pietatis vellent stare tota die sequenti, quia eram certus facere <...>
deberemus cum domino. Nil facere voluerunt; imo ad dimidiam noctem velificaverunt.
In mane habita notitia domino de recessu navium, dixit ambasciatoribus... in salutem
Constantinopolisfecimus quid possibile nobisfuisset.... Fuimus in maximo periculo.

I did all I could to ensure salvation, and I immediately sent ambassadors to the lord [=
sultan], with beautiful presents and with a supplicating message: "We have a good
peace," and asking him to observe it. They gave no reply to our message. Our ships

97 Cf. Lomellino's statement, CC 1: 42-44: Ad defensionem loci [sc. Constantinopolis] misi omnes
stipendiarios de Chio et omnes missos de Janua et in maiori parte cives et burgenses de hic [sc.
Pera] et, quid plus, Imperialis poster etfamuli nostri. Cardinal Isidore also speaks of the volunteers
from Pera who fought in the last battle on the side of the defenders, CC 1: 108: nee deerant nobis
Ianuenses, qui omni conatu Urbem ipsam tutati sunt, et quamquam simulatu cum Teucro viverent
hocque fieret statuto consilio, tamen noctu clam ad nos eos quos valebant ac poterant viros et sic
subsidia mittebant frequentique senatu imperatorio aderant....
98 Imperialis nepos meus captus fuit; in redemptione eius feci quantum fuit mihi possible
... dominus... ipsum cepit. Imperialis became a renegade and an official of the Porte; it is not certain
whether he ever returned to Italy; cf. NE 2: 493: Et, perche ne sappiate it tucto, come noi, vi mando
la copia de capituli the ha facto it Turcho co Genovesi et la copia d'una lettera venuta da Scio, da
huomo valente et di grande discretione, the si vorrebbono mandare at Sancto Padre et in Corte di
Roma. Et questo di c'e rinfrescato peggio per la via di Vinegia, the dicono...che uno Agnolo
Lomellino, ch'era podesta in Pera, huomo valente et di grandi riputatione, to fa carregiare priete
(sic), et uno suo nipote di xx anni ha rinnegato, et hallo facto un gran maestro. On Imperialis, cf.
infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 101.
99 On this interesting personality, cf. Dallegio d'Alessio, pp. 151-157 (with the complaint of CC 1:
41); and, more recently, Olgiati, "Angelo Giovanni Lomellino," pp. 139-196.On the archaeological
and inscriptional evidence that indicates his residence at Pera, cf. infra, Appendix IV: "Some
Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 119.13.
100 CC 1: 44-46. On Lomellino, Pera, and the Porte, cf. PaL 2: 134-136.
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were moving to a place from which they could sail away. I implored the captain, for
the love of God and for our faith, to wait one more day, as I wished to ascertain ...101
with the lord [= sultan]. They were unwilling to listen and they sailed away in the
middle of the night.102 Early next morning it came to the attention of the lord [=
sultan] that our ships had departed. He said to our ambassadors... that we had done
everything in [our] power to save Constantinople.... We were in the greatest danger.

The troubles of the Venetians had not lessened, even though their commanders had
somehow by-passed the confused and terrified podestd of the Perenses, who was clearly
struggling to find a solution to the issues that he would soon be encountering an angry
and victorious sultan. The Venetian flotilla was still trapped behind the mighty
chain/boom and clearly it could expect no help from the Genoese. Thus the decision was
made to break through the chain, a formidable task: 103

...e subito montado [sc. el dito capetanio] the el fo in galia, i comenzo a tirarse a
iegomo verso la cadena, the sera a traverso delporto, ma quandofosemo a la cadena
non podevemo insirfuora, perche da una banda e da l'altra la iera incaenada dentro

101 CC 1: 44, indicates a lacuna at this point in the text.
102 It is quite possible that among the Genoese flotilla that escaped at about midnight of May 29
was the ship of Giustiniani carrying his competent band and the wounded warlord away from
Constantinople. No source explicitly states exactly when or how Giustiniani's ship left
Constantinople. We know that it was not among the Venetian galleys, as Barbaro mentions all ships
that left with the Venetian flotilla. It is also possible that aboard the same ship with Giustiniani was
Bishop Leonardo, who also reached the safety of Chios after he had been ransomed and after he
had the opportunity to purchase a few valuable books the Turks were selling for pennies. Further,
Lomellino's testimony that the Genoese ships were able to sail away by midnight on the 29th
further underscores the fact that the pillage was still going on and the Ottoman crews still lacked all
semblance of discipline and organization. The only other eyewitness source to make reference to
the exodus of the Genoese is Nestor-Iskander, who presents a few vague statements, as he was in
the city that was being ravaged and not in Pera. In general, Nestor-Iskander is ill informed about
the developments in the harbor, as he clearly had been stationed in the Saint Romanos-Pempton
sector by the western walls. Cf. Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin
and Capture), 79 (pp. 88-89): OCTaBHIix xe CTpaTHr1 H 6oJillpe B3eMb uapxulo m
6saropo,gHb1x'b A'hBI49'b m MJIa,gbIX'b )KCHb MHOrbIX'b, OT1I CTHnIa Bb 3yCTyH'l3Bbl Kapa6IIN H

KaTaprH BO OCTPOBbI H Bb AMapilo K'b nJ1eMHHaM'b, "the strategoi and great lords who remained
took the empress, the noble maids, and the many young women, boarded the ships and galleys of
Justinian [Giustiniani] and [went] to the islands and the families of the Morea." Barbaro also noted
that there were fifteen Genoese ships within the harbor; eight of those were able to depart under the
cover of darkness, and they were, no doubt, under the command of those captains who disobeyed
Lomellino and roused the anger of the victorious sultan. Cf. Barbaro 65 [CC 1: 37]: Dentro dal
porto ne romaxe nave quindexe de Zenovexi e del imperador e de Anconitani, e tute le galie del
imperador the fo cinque, le quad si iera dexarmade, e cusi si romaxe tuti altri fusti the se trova a
esser in porto, le qual nave e galie non pote scampar, tute sifo prexe da Turchi. Ma oltra queste
quindexe nave ne scampd sete de Zenovexi, le quad si iera a la cadena, e una de Zorzi Doria,
zenovexe, la qual si iera acosto de Pera de botte doa milia e quatrozento; questa insieme con le
sete si scampa, verso la sera.
103 Barbaro 58 [CC 1: 36].
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de to do zitade, zoe Costantinopoli e Pera. Ma do valenti homeni si salta suxo el zoco
de la cadena, e con do manere quela cadena si taid, e tosto pur a iegomo se tirasemo
fuora e andasemo in levada a uno luogo the se chiama le Colone driedo Pera, the
iera sorta 1'armada del Turco.

... as soon as he [sc. the aforementioned captain, that is, Alvise Diedo] had boarded
the galley, they began to row towards the chain that stretched across the harbor; but
when we arrived at the chain we could not go beyond, as it was secured on both ends
from within the two cities, that is, Constantinople and Pera. Then two brave men
jumped on a link of the chain and cut it with two axes. So we rowed on and by dawn
we reached a place called Columns [= Diplokionion], behind Pera, the anchorage of
the Turk's armada.

It should be noted that the Venetians did not immediately flee to the south as soon as they
had overcome this obstacle. They patiently remained at their anchorage for about six
hours to allow time to pass for the refugees to reach the safety of their ships. While they
awaited the arrival of specific individuals, Barbaro sadly notes that none of those whom
they had expected managed to reach them, for they had all fallen into the hands of the
enemy: 104

Qua in questo luogo de le Colone stesemo per fina at mezo di, aspetando se elpodeva
vignir in galia qualche nostro marcadante, ma niuno non pole vignir, perche zd tuti si
iera stadiprexi.

In this place, the Columns, we remained until midday, waiting for some of our
merchants to come to the galley, but no one was able to come, because by then they
had all been captured.

Nevertheless, scores of unexpected refugees must have reached the ships and must have
been taken aboard. Tetaldi was one of those who was able to swim to the ships and was
rescued.105 The fact that the Venetian ships remained at this anchorage for some time was

104 Barbaro 56 [CC 1:36].
105 Tetaldi Caput XLI: ille Iacobus Tetaldi... qui duabus fere horis super muros civitatis sese cum
populo sibi subiecto viriliter defenderat post introitum Turcorum. Tandem refluxum marls adeptus
exspoliavit se vestibus et misit se in illud, natando pertingens usque ad praedictas galeas et petens
ut ab eis assum<p>tus posset aliquatenus perduci illaesus ad ripam: quod et factum est. The
French version, 28, reads as follows: Jacques Tetaldy, qui estant sur le mur en sa garde de la part
oh entrerent les Turcs, senti leur entree bien deux heures apres. Ainsi gagna la mer, & se
depoiiilla, & entrajusques aux gallues, qui le receurent. Tetaldi's account receives confirmation in
a letter by Doge Francesco Foscari, dated August 5, 1453: Exponunt nobilis vir prudens Jacobus
Tedaldi de Florentia quod erat in civitate Constantinopolitana quando imperator Turcorum eam
expugnavit et vicit, et, volens servare personam suam, se in marl proiecit et ad galeas nostras
transnatavit <?> et evasit impetum et favorem infidelium (NE 5: 99 [no. 19]). This document is
discussed supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. III, text
with on. 61-64.
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indeed a welcome development for potential refugees, as Tetaldi notes, and also observes
that a large number was taken on board:'06

Interea galeae quaedam Venetorum ...praestolantes in marl a mane usque post
meridiem in tuto loco se servabant iuxta urbem davastatam, desiderantes vitam
Christianorum servare incolumem et illaesam. Venerunt autem ex illis fere
quadringentifugitivi.

Meanwhile some galleys of the Venetians went out to sea early in the morning and
remained in a safe place near the plundered city until after midday, as they wished to
protect and save as many Christians as possible. Almost four hundred refugees
reached them.

Relative to the Tetaldi incident, we should mention the existence of a phantom crew.
Clearly, Tetaldi continued to resist the Turks, even though it had become clear that the
city had been penetrated. Such isolated pockets of resistance must have continued
throughout Constantinople for some hours, if not days, after the ingression. A clear
example of resistance is the fortified house of Loukas Notaras, the grand duke, whose
retainers endured for some time after the entry of the Turks, until the grand duke himself
reached the house and arranged surrender.107 There is also mention of an isolated pocket
that involved the supposed crew of a Cretan boat. Pseudo-Sphrantzes relates this
occurrence and it should be stressed at the outset that his account is not supported by any
other authoritative text; in fact, he is the only author to mention this incident:'08

Ka a yKpCYTELS 1ro:VTWV E'yEVOVTO [sc. oL TovpKOL], dveu SE TWV 7rUp'ylV TWV
XE7%tE'v , v Ba(YLXELov AEOVTOS Kat ' AXe LoU EV oic ELOT'nKaCFLV OL VOCUTaL EKELVOL

OL EK Tr)S Kp'TTIS' n&TOL 'yap 'yevvaLWc:; ExXoVTO p. xpL Ko:L 'r1 EKT'1 C KUL

ERbO'AT1c Wpac KOCL 1rOXXoUc TOUpKOUS E15OCVa,TWUaV, KaL TOOOUTOV

RXETroVTEc KO:L T'iIV ir6XLV 6E8ouXWµevqv 1rduaV aUTOL OUK T X0V boi X NVaL,

&XX p. XXOV EXe'yOV &irO&IVety KpELTTOV Y v. TOUpKOC bE TW caµilpq dVapOp&CV

IrOLrIcrc 1tEpi '11w TOUTWV &Vbptcis, LV0 KaTeX1aWUL 1ET& UUN.Raae ac

KOCL IiJULV EXeu lepOL otUTOL TE KO:1 VO'Uc OCUTWV KO:L TraiOC A alrOUKEUTl T!V EI.XOV.

KO:L oUTWS 'yeVO[LEVWV 'ItcCALV LOXLS EK TOU 1rUp'yOU TOUTOU E1rELaaV CY'IreXOELV.

They [sc. the Turks] took control of the entire area, with the exception of the towers
Basileios, Leon, and Alexios, which were manned by Cretan sailors, who bravely
continued the struggle into the sixth and seventh hour and killed many Turks.

106 Tetaldi Caput XLI; the French version, 28, reads as follows, omitting the number: Les gallees
Venitiennes de voyage de Romanie, & de Trapesonde demourerent ld jusques a midy, attendans
pour sauver aucuns Chrestiens, dont it en est venu ung.
107 His house evidently included a tower; cf. Doukas 39.26: '0 be & yo: bobt Eupwv T&s
$uryaTEpacs aUTOu KO:L TOWS ULOUS Kal T7 V '/UVOCLKa, 7jV 7&p du1gEVODUa, EV TW 7rip'y(
KEKXELQpleVOUS KO:L roM'OvTac TOLS ToipKo.c 'njv ELoohov. For a discussion of this incident, cf.

supra, ch. 4: "Myths, Legends, and Tales: Folk History," nn. 181 ff.; n. 186 discusses the
epigraphical and archaeological evidence for the location and the remains of Notaras' house.
10s Maius 3.8.
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Although they saw their numbers and were aware that the whole city was enslaved,
they refused to be enslaved and maintained that death was preferable to life. When a
Turk reported their bravery to the emir [= sultan], he ordered them to come down,
under a truce. He declared that they, their ship, and all their equipment would remain
free. Even so, the Turks had trouble persuading the Cretans to abandon that tower.

Who were these sailors? Pseudo-Sphrantzes mentions them in another section of his
narrative, when he apportions the distribution of the defenders along the walls: 109

'Ev SE TOLS REpEUL r' c 'irUX,9s r c Xe-yoge'"( Wpatac YVX&TTELV WQLathiUQV OL

VaUTO:L KO:L OL VaUKXTIpoL KO:L KUREpv roL, ouc EiXEV 'n VQUS 'n EK T' q Kp'nTTJ(;.

And the protection of the vicinity of the gate called Horaia was given to the sailors,
captains, and commanders of the ship from Crete.

There are the additional problems here concerning the topography of Melissourgos-
Melissenos. First, he begins his narrative by mentioning the "towers Basileios, Leon, and
Alexios" and concludes by stating that the sailors refused to come down from "that
tower." Does he mean one, two, or three towers? Furthermore, these names do not
correspond to any known towers, even though our knowledge in regard to this matter is
admittedly incomplete. In the nineteenth century, Paspates noted"o an inscription on a
tower by the Kontoskalion, east of Yedi Kule, that reads:
tIITPFOCAEONTOCKAAE"ANt, which Paspates restored"' as tllupyoc AEovToC
K<«L> 'AXE av<Spov>t, "tThe Tower of Leon a<nd> Alexan<der>t." He further
states:' 12

'0 7rup'YOc J.ET1 TWV 7r0(pO:7rXTJULWV O:uTOU 7rUp'YLWV ELVLYL, WON, OL U7r0 TOU

KO:XOUI.LCVOL 7rUp'YOL TWV Xe7oltEv av 'BaULAELOU, AEOVTOS K(A ' AA6 LOV.'

This tower together with the adjacent lower towers, are, I believe, the towers
mentioned by Phrantzes [= Pseudo-Sphrantzes] as "Basileios, Leon, and Alexios".

Besides the coincidence of the name "Leon," there is nothing further that can support this
identification. Clearly, the inscription mentions "Alexander" and not "Alexios."
Moreover, "Basileios" is nowhere to be found. There are absolutely no grounds, other
than wishful thinking, to recommend this identification. In addition, the second passage
of Pseudo-Sphrantzes suggests that these towers must be in the vicinity of the Horaia
Gate, which cannot be located near the Kontoskalion area. Based on the order of the
Pseudo-Sphrantzes' narrative, the Horaia Gate has been sought on the other side of the
city, along the Golden Horn. 113

109 Ibid., 3.4.

110 Paspates, Bu avru'a' MEAETat, p. 101.
' Ibid.

112 Ibid.

13 Browning, "A Note on the Capture of Constantinople in 1453," p. 385. Other scholars have been
troubled by this passage of Pseudo-Sphrantzes, as its topography seems impossible to understand.
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Be that as it may, it seems preferable to relegate this incident, its topography, and the
presence of Cretan crews, to the imagination and inventiveness of Pseudo-Sphrantzes,
who does not hesitate to invent participants and inserts them into his composition114 in
order to promote his own agenda. 115 In all likelihood, we are not encountering a historical
event that has been overlooked by all other sources.116 The Cretan ships that were present
during the siege defended the Golden Horn along with the Venetian fleet and they also
joined the Venetian exodus, under their commanders, Philomates, Sgouros,117 and
Hyalinas. They were stationed with the Venetian fleet throughout the siege and their
crews had not been transferred to the land walls. They escaped with the Venetians and
reached Crete one month later, as has been recorded by a scribe at the monastery of
Ankarathos.118

At noon the Venetian flotilla finally set sail and departed the area. The galley of
Alvise Diedo set the course; it was followed by the galley of Girolamo (Jeruolemo)
Morozini (Morexini). The third galley to proceed under the command of Dolfin Dolfin
could hardly move, for she had lost one hundred and forty of her crew. She was followed
by the galley of Gabriel Trevisano (Trivixan), even though the Turks had captured him.

Pears, p. 363, presents a complicated hypothesis, which seeks to harmonize Paspates' inscription
and identification with the text of Pseudo-Sphrantzes: the Cretan crews near the Horaia Gate
abandoned their sector during the sack and fled south to the Kontoskalion; there they ascended the
towers of Basileios, Leon, and Alexios and continued the struggle. Van Millingen, Byzantine
Constantinople, p. 222, accepts Paspates' identification, while Browning ("A Note on the Capture
of Constantinople in 1453," p. 386) expresses reservations and urges caution: "The matter cannot
be settled on the present evidence."
114 For examples, cf. supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-
Sphrantzes," sec. III.
115 In this instance, the motives of Pseudo-Sphrantzes for the invention and insertion of such an
incident are unclear. The family of the Melissourgoi-Melissenoi had connections in Crete and
Makarios' own great grandfather had settled there; in fact, we do not know at what point this family
returned to mainland Greece. Further research on the ties of Makarios with Crete needs to be
carried out before this puzzle of his motivation can be resolved. For the Cretan connections of this
family, cf. Khasiotes, Mo:K&pLOS &05& poc KO:L NLKfrpopoc, p. 23.
116 With regard to this report by Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos, cf. Manoussakas, "Le derniers
dsfenseurs Crstois," p. 340: "...cet episode...a 6t6 depuis longtemps contests et considers comme
interpolation postsrieure.... Malgr6 sa beaut6 et sa vraisemblance, tant qu'il ne sera pas confirms
par d'autres sources moins suspectes, nous devrons plutot le ranger dans le domain des lsgendes."
While Manoussakas would have us believe that we are dealing with legends and folk tales, it is
more probable that Pseudo-Sphrantzes is actually the fabricator of this incident.
117 Barbaro does not mention Sgouros in the exodus. But Sgouros' ship was clearly a member of the
flotilla, because he reached Crete along with Hyalinas and Philomates. It is so recorded by the
scribe at Ankarathos: ETE<L> ONV'Y', iOUVLOU KiV, *Lepa s", jX& v da0 TTly K(OVOTQVTLVOL1COXLV

KO:pdoLa TpL« KpqTLKO'(, TOU EyOUpOU, TOU 'TO:ALV&, KO:L Tou'LXoµ&TOU. Perhaps this is a lapse in

memory on the part of the reliable Barbaro, who knew that Sgouros had participated in the siege,
e.g., 20 [not in CC 1]: el Guro de Candia de botte 700.
118 The text of this note was first published in Arabatzoglou, no. 3 (p. 108); and then TIePN, p. 213:
con qualche errore di lettura. It was republished, with short discussion, by Browning, "A Note on
the Capture of Constantinople in 1453," pp. 379-387; and with Italian translation in TIePN, p. 214.
This note has been quoted, translated, and discussed, supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, A
Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," n. 62.
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Then came the three ships from Crete under Venier, Philomates, and Hyalinas. A fourth
galley from Crete under Grioni was the only casualty;119 the Turks captured her, but
Barbaro120 provides no particulars about this incident. To this list of departing vessels we
should mention Sgouros and his ship, as he too arrived in Crete a month later with the
other Cretan captains and their vessels.

Barbaro admits that favorable weather assisted the flotilla in making its escape. In
truth, it was a fortuitous circumstance, for the ships could have been immobilized and
could easily have fallen into the hands of the Turks:121

...e tuti andasemo in conserva nave e galie per infina fuora del streto, con una buora
a piII de dodexe mia per ora; si el Pose sta bonaza o vento in prova, tuti nui saremo
stadi prexi.

...we all, ships and galleys, proceeded under a buora [northeasterly wind], with a
speed greater than twelve miles per hour. Had it been calm or had the wind changed
direction we would all have become prisoners.

The fleet faced no further obstacles. It sailed across the Aegean without incident and
finally reached Negroponte (Khalkis in Euboea), where it made a stop before proceeding
to Venice to bring the sad news to western Christendom of the fall of the imperial city.122
Diedo had been in command of the departing ships and of the voyage home. He remained
justly proud of this accomplishment and recorded this information on his tombstone,123
which still exists in Venice: BIZANTIO CAPTO... VENETORUM CLASSEM PER
MEDIOS HOSTES TUTO IN PATRIAM EREXIT, "after Byzantium [= Constantinople]
was captured, he led the fleet for the Venetians through the middle of the enemy [forces]
and brought them safely home."

In conclusion, the exodus of the Venetian flotilla was assisted by the following
factors:

1. Favorable winds.
2. The quick decision of Diedo and his crews to depart against the wishes of the
Genoese podesta of Pera.
3. The ability to cut through the links of the massive chain blocking their way at the
mouth of the Golden Horn.
4. The fear of the Ottoman crews to engage an inferior force that was nevertheless
well equipped and the Turkish respect for the superior western naval tactics.

119 Cf.cupra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," nn. 36-39. On Grioni, cf. infra, Appendix
IV: "Some Defenders and Non-Combatants," no. 95.
120 Barbaro 58-59 [CC 1: 36]. This passage has already been quoted and translated; cf supra, ch. 1:
"Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," n. 75.
121 Barbaro 58-59 [CC 1: 37].
122 For the arrival of the fleet in Venice and Diedo's report to the authorities, cf. supra, ch. 1:
"Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," text with nn. 75-78.
123 On Diedo's tomb and on this inscription, cf supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a
Merchant, and a Boy," esp. n. 42; and infra, Appendix IV: "Some Defenders and Non-
Combatants," no. 55.
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5. The greed of the Ottoman crews to join the land forces in search of booty in
Constantinople and their unwillingness to fight a retreating flotilla transporting
refugees.

As a last observation, we note that once the sack commenced, the authorities on both
sides had little control over the individual units and apparently all discipline immediately
evaporated. Lomellino could neither persuade the Venetian captains to grant him time nor
his Genoese captains to remain in Pera. Furthermore, the sultan must have been enraged
when he observed the Venetian flotilla depart from the area while his armada had been
incapacitated by the absence of crews. His anger must have increased when he discovered
the following morning that a number of Genoese ships had also departed. It was not
simply the escape of his Venetian enemies, slipping unopposed through the Ottoman
lines, that must have disturbed him. There was also a great deal of wealth in the form of
valuable merchandise that departed with the Venetian and Genoese ships.





Chapter 9

Land Operations: The Main Targets

1. Artillery Deployment and Bombards

The sultan devoted the winter of 1452/1453 to feverish preparations for his final assault
upon the city,' in sharp contrast to the imperial court in Constantinople that spent a great
deal of time launching appeals to European courts and arguing with the Italians in
Constantinople. All Constantine XI could show for his efforts by the end of January 1453
was the employment of a contingent of mercenaries led by Giovanni Giustiniani that
moderately reinforced the imperial forces. The emperor appears to have placed hope for
survival on his ancient fortifications, especially the Theodosian land walls, which the
sultan, with the help, advice, and expertise of his military engineer, Urban, hoped to
reduce to dust with a few days of constant bombardment.

We do not know how Urban was engaged in the months preceding the actual siege
but he must have been busy designing transport for his bombard and for the other artillery
pieces that he had cast. The bombard finally began its long and arduous journey to
Constantinople:2 magna cum difficultate ductam testantur, "[it was transported] with
great difficulty, testimonies state." Receiving information from Cardinal Isidore, Lauro
Quirini states that great attention was devoted to its transport:3 quingentis videlicet
hominibus et viginti curribus, "apparently, [it was moved] by five hundred men and
twenty wagons." According to Doukas,4 the bombard began its slow journey from
Adrianople at the beginning of February 1453. He emphasizes that the accompanied
effort was an unhurried careful journey for Urban's monster, whose likes had never been
seen in the Balkans. An army of laborers, skilled carpenters, and engineers who
constructed bridges for its passage over rough terrain surrounded it:5

' For a synthesis of Ottoman preparations and participants in the assault upon the imperial city, cf.
M. T. Gi kbilgin, "Istanbul 'un Fethi [The Conquest of Istanbul]," IA 53A (1959): 1185-1199;
Inalcik, Faith devri, 1: 90 ff.; W. K. Hanak, "Sultan Mehmed II Fatih and the Theodosian Walls:
The Conquest of Constantinople, 1453, His Strategies and Successes," in Istanbul Universitesi 550.
Yal Uluslararasa Bizans ve Osmanli Sempozyumu (XV. Yuzyll) 30-31 Mayis 2003. 5501h Anniversary
of the Istanbul University. International Byzantine and Ottoman Symposium (XVt Century) 30-31
May 2003, ed. S0mer Atasoy (Istanbul, 2004), pp. 1-13; and A. Clot, Mehmed li. Le conquerant de
Byzance (Paris, 1990), pp. 28-96.
2 Quirini, TIePN, p.70.
3 Ibid.
a Doukas 37: HapeXd6v'ro oiv Tov' 'IavouapLou ,n1vos Kal Tou 'I' pouap'LOU apkaVTOc EKEXEUaE

T1 v XWVLav .eiaK04Lta'L Van EV T7j KWVOTONTLVOU7r6XeL.

5 Ibid.
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ZjEUtO &RO'et 7 rpLQCKOVTa EIXKOV O T'q'V 051TLa15EV OL t' Goes, XEyw Goes (3olav Kai.

EK TCXa'y1OU T'r1S X(,)VLac; &v' a', KaL ELS TO EV Kal. ELS TO' ETEpOV, TOU EXKELV

Kat E1;La6V allnjV, '1'.Va lll'1'l OXLa$Tja1q TOU bpoµou MA TO Eµlrpoa$EV TWV ip.atc4V

TEKTOVES v', TOO yEcpUpac 1;UXLvouc ELS Tac avW[daXLac T'r1S oboU,

KO Ep'y«TaL auV aUTOLC a'.

He yoked sixty oxen, what am I saying? I mean oxen of oxen, to thirty wagons and
they pulled it [sc. the bombard] behind them. Next to the bombard there were two
hundred men, on each side, to pull and steady it so that it would not slip from its
carriage. Fifty builders to construct bridges over uneven ground preceded the wagons.
Two hundred laborers accompanied them.

Leonardo also speaks of the difficulties encountered during the transport of the bombard :6
quam vix boum quinquaginta et centum iuga vehebant, "which could hardly be moved by
one hundred and fifty pairs of oxen." The train finally reached the vicinity of
Constantinople and halted at a five-mile distance. It was in due time deployed before the
walls, on April 11 according to Barbaro:8 A di undexepur de april, el signor Turco sifexe
impiantar le sue bombarde per me le mure da lera, "on April 11 the Turkish lord
positioned his cannon against the walls of the territory." The Turkish vanguard had
already arrived before the walls on April 5:9

6 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130), followed faithfully by Languschi-Dolfin (fol. 315 [9]):...la qual cum
faticha era tirata da 150. para de boui.

Doukas 37: ' ETroLT10E 'YOUV TOV $E[3pOUdpLOV KaI MOCpTLOV, EWE oU KaT1lVTTlOEV EV TOW( µaKPaV

T1jc Tr6XEWs alto pLXLWV E'.
8 Barbaro 21 (CC 1: 14).
9 Ibid., 18 (CC 1: 14). Cf. Doukas 37.8: T1j lrapa0KEU1 ouv TS 8LcKaLVTcTLIOU KaL 6
Na[3ou obov6aWp [= Mehmed II] E1r' t%paLs ' IepouaaX'flµ [= KWVOTavTLvor1r6XEWs] KaL 1rTjtaS T&q

aUTOU OKT1Vac KaTEVaVTL TTIS IIVX,qS TOU XapLOOU O'RLOt V -rob [3ouVOU W! lraaa A OUVapLS atrrOU

Q1r0 TT)(; 5vXo116pTTjq TT)S E'Y'yl -rob 1raX(XTLOU Ewc T'f)S XpuO'r1(; lIUX"fls T'f)S 1rpOS v6TOv

KaL ETL &W6 "(,)q -rob K00)I.LSLOU KaL a1rO TOU VOTOU EL(; 7rXaTOS, OOOV 1rEpLECPEpoV

KOgLIT0V OL 6µ1tEXOV KaL 'Yap 1rpoXaRWv, cp$apEVTes 'Irapa rob KaI
lrepLEXapocKWOEV auT11V 'A1rpLXL(# S ', Tjµepa 7rapa0KEU11 1j µETa To lIaoXa. Similar is the
information supplied by Eparkhos and Diplovatazes, NE 2: 515:...und er selbs, der turkisch keiser,
zog in sein Stat genant Vidernopel [= Adrianople], vier Tag weld von dannen, and same mit 0000
(sic) Man, and belegt die Stat: das ist geschehen an dem nechsten Freitag nach dem ossterlichen
Tag. Khalkokondyles presents a narrative also (CC 2: 198-200):...E1reµlre L P irp&ra Tov iijc
EOpcirT)g OTpaTTq')'OV 1rapaXa[i6VTa TOV TTIS Ebpw'rtr)S OTpaT6v... KaL TOTE b1'j 6q
apLKETO e1ru3v. E'ICEOpaRE TTIv -rob X/ilpaV. OU TrOXX( 8E 1aiepOV E1rEXaUVWV KaL a'JTOc

6 [3a0LXE1)s EOTpaT01re&UETO Of7r0 6O!Xa'TT11'11; EL(; &iXaTTO:v. KaL TOV pEV Eirl ktU XmpOV TOO

(3aaLXE4)s ES ro XpuaeaS KaXou.Evag 1ruXas EUTpaT01CE8EVET0 TO rfjc, 'Au.aS dilrav aTpOCTEUµa,

ES OE TO 6WVU4OV XWpLOV Ka'r TT'jV 24UXLVTIV KaXOU),LEVT)V 1r6X'r)v 6 TTIS EUpciric, OTpaT6s' Ev

µEQ(11 OE auTOS 1',8pUT0 [3aaLX6s, EXWv Toug janissaries] KaL TWV $Up@v [= of the
Porte], ovoL eiu aaL 1rEpL (iaoLXEa aKTlvouv. Kritoboulos also presents a detailed description of the
deployment (1.42): Kapo r'oc OE 'r T1jg E» p61ri1S u1r«pXy [= beglerbeg] KaL ETEpOLs Tmv aaTp(Xlr(ilv

TO alto T"t)S ZUXLVTIS IIUXTIS &VLO'VTL µEXpLS TWV BaGLXELWV -rob IIOppupO'yevv TOU KaL Yda'VOVTL

[. pL T1jS ovoµairoµEvrlS lvXT1S TT q XapLOOiic [= Adrianople Gate] OoiS auT( Kai
TLva TWV aVL)V KaL aVO1rOL0' TraLELV TO Tav TEL 0 , .1 CYv cWi3evE Kal E1rL a OV ELS µ11X µr1X US 'r'9 X S T.1 S µ X q1
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A di 5 del mexe de april a ora una de zorno, Machomet bej messe campo a
Costantinopoli.... A di 6pur de questo, el signor Turco si se ridusse con la mitde de la
sua zente uno mio luntan da le mure de la tera.

On April 5, the first hour of the day, Mehmed Beg encamped before
Constantinople.... On the sixth of the same month, the Turkish lord came with half of
his people to a distance of one mile from the walls of the territory.

The high command of the Ottoman forces then distributed its batteries against points
that had been determined to be the weakest, as indicated by Barbaro.10 Urban must have

KaL KaTaueLELV aUTO. 'IQaa'Kw SE Tw T'I 'AQLas E7rapXOVTL TOTE KaL MaXOUµOUTEL KoluirL 6vTL TO

TTIVLKaUTa, av6paQL TE KaL T7I KaT« 'ROXEµOV Eµ1rELpLq Kai T6Xµ7I

7roXXW, TO air0 TOU MupLUV8pLou lA.EXpL TWV XpueEas IIUXWV Kai TT (; TarT7I daXcTT7qS µEpos

E7rvrpe1rEL. AUTOS SE O RaQLXEUs QUV yE 70 LS SvQL 7raQLaSEs 'r TE %aX71X7I KaL Fiapar LOC TO

li.EQOV E7reXEL T71S ¶OXeug KaL TOU KaT' TELXOUc Kat 7,1 I.aXLQTa E7rL11aXWTaTOv

ElvaL EXwv µE79' EaUTOU T7jv Ra&LXLK1V a'X7jv [= Porte] 7rdoav.... Fleming, p. 71, makes the claim

without attribution to a source that "fourteen Ottoman cannon positions that ringed
Constantinople." Certainly, Doukas 35 does not so state. She apparently is unfamiliar with the
topography of the city and only the landside along the Theodosian Walls was practicable for
cannon deployment.
10 Barbaro 18 (CC 1: 14): piII deboli luoghi de la tera. Doukas only concentrates on Urban's
masterpiece, 38.9:...6La SE t 1pas T7jv XwvELav EKELv>>v T7jv 1raViE'ye79't) 'pEpwv, aVTLKpv Tov
TELXOVq EQT'raEV Ev TT) 7rUX7I Toll ONylou 'Pwµavou 1rXi a ov. Kal XaRwv a ietov 6 TeXv'T71S, dI,XE

'yap EK 7rAa'yLO1U YuXEas S60 KaTEQKEUa p.EVac, 7rETpas (ilc XLTp(ily... (SiC) a&rOCpuWc TEXvaoIEvac,

KaL OTE 1 POUXETO 61tOXUELV ltE'yaXlly, Eaq,ELOUTO TOV T61rOV 1rp)TOV, 7¶Eµ1r0)v 1 V J.LKpXV, Kai

TOTE QTOXaoTLKwc EQCpev66VEL TT?v RE'ykrniv. KaL KpOUQac 771V 7rpWTTIV ROX7'jv KaL aKOUQaVTEc TOU

KTU7rou OL TnS 7r6Xewc, EVEOL E'yE'yOVaaL KaL TO "KUpLE EXE'ruov" As Doukas, Bishop
Samuel, who was an eyewitness and whose account survives in German translation, also speaks of
the psychological effect of the sultan's artillery; cf. NE 4: 66:...sy hetten funffczig gross Puchsen
vnd funff hundert kleyner Puchsen, vnd ayne die aller grost, dy was in der Gross als ein Kueffen
oder ein Vass zw sybenczehen Emern and XX Spann lank. Und, do sy mit der grossen Puchsen
schussen zw der Stat, do viel aim grosser Thurn vnd die Mawr von paiden Tailen des Turns vor vnd
hindern bey dreisick Ellen nyder, vnd mit der selben grossen Puchsen wurffen sy dirwhundert vnd
LIj Stayn zu der Stat, sunder mit den funffhundert klaynen Puchsen schussen sy states an Vnderloss
auf das Volckh, das Nyemant ein Aug mocht aufgehaben vnd sick beschirmen, vnd an solicher Wer
mochten sy nicht zu rechten. More organized is the account of Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes, NE 2:
215: Item, als er sich [Mehmed II] gelegert hat, ist er kumen fur ein Pfort heist Sauroman [San
Romano/Saint Romanos], de hat er fur gelegt (sic) Puchsen; die erst Puchs hat der Stein der dar
ein gehort 12 Spann umb sich gehabt, and die andern nicht vii cleiner, auf o (sic) Schrit von der
Pforten. Item, wie sie so nahent hin zu sint kumen, haben sie bei der Nacht hin zu pracht ein
Katzen; dar hinter haben sie zu pracht pei 10.000 (sic) Mannen; die haben die Puchsen hinter im
hin zu gepracht; dar zu sind die Puchsenmeister in der Stat mit im einig gewest, die sint gewessen
gewest; die haben verzogen mit dem Schiessen. Khalkokondyles summarizes the situation as
follows, CC 2: 202: [iaaLXeuc [= sultan] µEv ouv a&TLKa TaS TE u xavac cat crXXas aXXI T7ic
1rOXEws 7[poa pEpe, cat TOLS T1qXE[30XOUS SUO LSpucrdp.evog ETU7rie TO'retxoc. "ISpuTO SE 6 µEv TWv

TTjXEROXc v KaTd' Ta EKELV(V RaaLXELa, 0 SE KaTO: T7jV TOU 'PwµavoI KaXOUleVqV 1U XTIV, 7j 57j

aUTOc EQTpaToirebcUETO RacLXEUs. "ISpuvTO p v cat oiXXi1 1roXXaX7I TOU QTpaT07rEbou T11XES6XOL,
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played a role in the planning and actual deployment of Ottoman batteries, since he was
quite familiar with the fortifications of Constantinople. The most succinct description of
their deployment is provided in Barbaro's narrative. He further states that the weakest
sector in the entire perimeter was the Gate of Saint Romanos, that is, the area from the
Gate of Saint Romanos (Top Kapi) northward to the Fifth Military Gate, the Pempton
(Hiicum Kapisi):11

1. tre bombarde per mezzo del palazo del serenissimo imperador, "three bombards by
the middle of the palace of the most serene emperor."
II. tre altre bombarde messele per mezo la porta del Pigi, "three other bombards
against the Pege Gate [Pege/Selybria, Silivri Kapt]."
III. do altre bombarde messele a la porta del Cresu, "two other bombards against the
Cresu Gate [Adrianople/Kharisios, Edirne Kapi]."
IV. e altre quatro bombarde bombarde messele alla porta de San Romano, "another
four bombards against the Gate of Saint Romanos [Top Kapi, or rather the
Pempton/Fifth Military Gate (Hucum Kapisi)]," dove the sun la piu debel porta de
tuta la tera, "the weakest gate of all in the entire territory."

Most eyewitness authors agree with Barbaro, but their statements are not well organized.
Isidore fails to mention the general disposition of artillery and only states, in his letter to
Cardinal Bessarion, that the sector of the Kaligaria Gate [Egri Kapi], north of the
Kharisios Gate, was the weakest:12 totius enim circuitus pars illa debilior erat, "for that
sector was the weakest in the entire periphery." Leonardo explains that its weakness had
to be attributed to a lack of heavy fortifications and to an absence of an outer wall.13 Both
Isidore and Leonardo state that the largest bombard (presumably Urban's) was positioned
at first opposite the Kaligaria sector. Kritoboulos, who was not an eyewitness, speaks in
general about the deployment, but goes on to specify that the Mesoteikhion was the main
target of the three largest Ottoman bombards, adding that the sultan had erected his
headquarters in the same area:14

MEXE'RETLS SE O Ro:ULXEUS, ...KEXEUEL TOUS RT1XOfVOTCOLO1Js, KOIL KaTa pEV TO

M£aOTELXLOV, Ov TO OTpcfTOTCESOV ELXEV, LVOC STS KUL T OK1qV1j aUTW, TpELS

UCTCOXEEc .1£VOS TQ3S p.E'YLOTaS TE KUL LQXUpoTO!TCYS ETC d LVO!L TCCYLELV TO' TCYl1TTJ

KO L KO:TUaeLELV, Tats SE aXXUS aXX q T6 TELXOUS ICpOOa yELV EKEXEU6EV

e1rLXEtaIJ.EVOuc .

RCYXXovTES ES TOUS "EXXilvas' OUTOL SE 8UO iE-YLQTOV XL1OOV gKUQTO 1'IYLEQUV 8LT6XUVT0V KUL

E'REKE LVU.
11 Ibid. For a discussion of the topography of all the position, cf. supra, ch. 5: "The Land
Fortifications."
12 CC 1: 70.
13 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130): ad partem illam murorum simplicem, quae nec fossatis, nec
antemurali tutabatur.... His statement is duplicated by Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (9):...da quella
parte chel muro era simplice, ne haueafosse ne antemurale.
14 Kritoboulos I. 31.1.
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Mehmed the king [sultan]... ordered his engineers to target the area of the
Mesoteikhion, where he had pitched his tent. He selected three [bombards], the
greatest and most powerful, which he directed to strike and shake the wall. The rest he
distributed, according to his plans, against the entire periphery of the walls.

It appears that the Ottoman Turks selected targets" stretching from the
Selybria/Pege/Silivri Gate16 to the Kaligaria/Egri Gate, that is, from the middle of the

15 Evliya Celebi confirms in his Seyahatname the disposition of artillery at various points along the
Theodosian Walls. He does not, however, situate them at the weakest locations. He lists the
following gates: Selybria/Pege/Silivri, Rhegium/Yeni, and Saint Romanos/Top Kapi, and then adds
the Adrianople/Edime. The respective Ottoman commanders at the four gates were Teke Bay Oglu,
Aydin Bay Oglu, San Han Bay Oglu (he further adds opposite the Gate of Saint Romanos Mente§a
Bay Oglu who appears to be associated with the basilica of Urban), and Isfendiyar Oglu. Cf. Pertev
Paca ms., 1.11.
16 On this gate, cf. Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 74 ff.; and Philippides, "The Fall
of Constantinople: Bishop Leonard," pp. 291-292. It is called the "Fountain Gate," because of the
Monastery of "Life-giving Fountain" (ZuoMMXo(; IIijyTj, Turkish; Balakh Kilesi, "the Church of the
Fish"), outside the walls. The role that this monastery played in the siege is not known, but
Ottoman forces did not harm it, inasmuch as Mehmed 11 had become the champion of the
intransigent Greek anti-Unionists who felt betrayed by the imperial policies of reconciliation with
the Catholic Church. This monastery plays a certain part in the popular legends that accumulated
around the fall of the city; cf. the folk tales collected by Polites, 1: nos. 31-32 (21-22). In 1453 this
gate was ably defended by Maurizio Cataneo from Genoa and 200 crossbowmen, according to
Leonardo, PG 159: 934: (CC 1: 148): Mauritius inde Cataneus, vir nobilis Genuensis, praefectus
inter portam Pighi, id est Fontis... cum ducentis balistariis. Leonardo's follower, Languschi-Dolfm,
abandons his model in this instance and provides different information. First he mentions the Aurea
Porta, which must be a confusion with either the Golden Gate or the Horaia Porta, and then he goes
on to mention the commanders, fol. 317 (18): A custodia de la qual [sc. aurea porta] era deputato
lo audace Bernardo Stornado, cum Mauritio Cataneo Genoese et Battista Gritti. According to
Pusculo (CC 1: 206), the Pege Gate was defended by Nikolaos Goudeles and Battista Gritti:
Creduntur, Nicolae, tibi, praefecte, Gudello / cui cognomen erat, Pegaeae limina portae. / Haud
illo inferior Grittus Baptista ftdelis / iungitur huic socius. Leonardo states that Goudeles was in
charge of mobile reserves to assist various sectors under attack. PG 159: 935 (CC 1: 150-152),
prints this troublesome text as follows: Demetrius socer N<...> Palaeologo Nicolausque Gudelli
gener praesidentes, ut decurrant urbem, cum plerisque in succursum armatis reservantur:
Demetrius socer Palaeologus, Nicolausque Gudelli gener, praesidentes ut decurrant urbem, cum
plerisque armatis in succursum reservantur. Leonardo is followed by Languschi-Dolfin fol. 317
(20): Dimitri Paleologo socero, e Nicolo Guidelli genero pressidenti, reseruato cum molti armati a
correr da terra per soccorer doue fusse bisogno. Elsewhere in his narrative, Languschi-Dolfin
provides the following information, fol. 316 (17): A la porta pagea Nicolo Guideli, apresso lui
Batista Griti homo forte armato et animoso. An anonymous Venetian lamentation from this period
agrees, in general terms, and also places the Bocchiardi brothers at the Pege sector (CC 2: 241-244
[304]): Fra quisti al Pighi <ben> se vedeano La giente Catanea forte tenersi, E senza departirsi
Vidi Bo<ch>iardi far grande defesa. Leonardo expresses deep admiration for the Bocchiardi
brothers but places them further north, between the Pempton and the Adrianople Gate (PG 159: 934
[CC 1: 148, presents an abbreviated extract]): Paulus, Troilus, Antonius de Bochiardis fratres, in
loco arduo Miliandri, quo urbs titubabat, aere proprio et armis...nunc pedes, nunc eques
defendunt, ut Horatii Coclitis vires repulsis hostibus aequare viderentur... aeternam sibi memoriam
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land fortifications northward to the end of the line, at a point where the fortifications
angle eastward and downward toward the Golden Horn. The distance from the Pege Gate
to the Gate of Saint Romanos is about 1.8 kilometers; from the Saint Romanos17 to the
Kharisios-Adrianople-Edirne Gate the distance is approximately 1.25 kilometers with the
Fifth Military/Pempton/Hucum Gate standing midway,18 immediately to the north of the
Lykos River; from the Adrianople Gate to the Kaligaria-Egri Gate19 the distance is just
under 1 kilometer (about 870 meters). Thus the total sector under heavy fire from the
Ottoman batteries measured about 3.9 kilometers in length. The weakest point in the
entire sector (as Barbaro and other eyewitness have remarked) was the Pempton/Hucum
Gate (which modem scholars have incorrectly identified as the "military" Gate of Saint

vindicant, with an echo in Languschi-Dolfin fol. 317 (20): Paulo Troilo Antonio di Buzardifratelli
in loco arduo miliadro, doue pareua la cita piu debole. These testimonies may not be
irreconcilable, as assignments were changed during the siege, according to circumstances.
17 The Turkish name for this gate, Top Kapi, retains the memory of Urban's bombard, as it means
"the Gate of the Cannon." In general, the Turkish names in this sector have retained memories from
the siege. Immediately to the north, the Pempton (the Fifth Military Gate) is still known as Hiicum
Kapisi, "the Gate of the Assault." That the Turkish names quickly came into general use is evident
even in Greek texts. Hierax, who composed a verse chronicle in the sixteenth century, is the earliest
Greek source known to us to use the Turkish name for the Saint Romanos Gate. This work has been
published twice: Xpovi,Ko'v 7rEpi Tls TWV ToUpKww BcrucAELa(;, ed. Sathas, in MEQO:I.wvtK)7
Bi8A o677K77, 1: 243-268; and MHH 21.1: 354-399; cf. 1. 611 (Sathas, p. 265): -rou vuv oc'y ou
Pwµavou, 7jv ToiuCa$L KaXoUaLV. This gate, the Gate of Saint Romanos, was defended by John and
Andronikos Kantakouzenos, according to Pusculo (CC 1: 206): Romani adportam divi domesticus
adstat / Cantacusinus, erat Joannes nomen ab ortu, / Andronicusque, senes ambo. Languschi-
Dolfin departs from Leonardo and provides the following statement, fol. 317 (17): A la porta de
Sacto Romano Joanne Catacusino et Andronico Longino, ma perito principal conseglier del Re. On
the possible relationship between the two narratives, cf. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople
1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 211-225.
18 A plaque on the outside of the Kharisios Gate commemorates, in Ottoman and modem Turkish
script, the entry of Mehmed II into the conquered city. In 1453 this gate was defended, according to
Pusculo (Leonardo does not mention it), by Leontaris Bryennios and Fabruzzi Corner (CC 1: 208):
Charsaeam servans Lontarius gente Briena / gaudet de socio clara de gente, Fabruci, / Cornaria.
Hic Venetus Cretem generosus habebat. For prosopographical observations concerning some
defenders, cf. now the meticulous study by Ganchou, "Le Mesazon Demetrius Paleologue
Cantacuzene," pp. 245-272. On Leontaris Bryennios and his family's contribution to the renovation
of the fortifications, cf. supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege," n. 43. The testimony of Doukas in
regard to the Gate of Adrianople/Kharisios is quoted, supra, n. 9.
19 The Kaligaria Gate, which came under heavy bombardment (Leonardo states that it was
concussa), was bravely defended by Theodoros Karystenos, Theophilos Palaiologos, and John
Grant, according to Leonardo (PG 159: 934 [CC 1: 148]): Theodorus Charistino, senex sed
robustus Graecus, in arcu doctissimus, Theophilusque Graecus, nobilis Palaeologo, litteris
eruditus, et ambo catholici, cum Johanne Alemano ingenioso, Calegaream concussam reparant
proteguntque (echoed in Languschi-Dolfin's text, fol. 317 [19]: Daltra parte Theodoro Caristino
uechio ma robusto arciero peritissimo, cum Theophilo Paleologo, etc.). Isidore, in his letter to
Bessarion, supplies similar information and adds that Karystenos fell defending his post (CC 1: 70):
... et alteram quae Caligariorum appellabatur, apud quam dum accerrime pugnareturfortissimus
ille Theodorus Carystenus irrumpentibus in urbem hostibus se opponens generose ac summa
fortitudinis gloria occubuit.
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Romanos20). The Pempton occupies the lowest elevation in the entire line of
fortifications, which elevation begins to drop at the Gate of Saint Romanos/Top Kapi (pl.
31). The terrain then slowly rises again northward to reach the highest point in the
periphery (the peak of Constantinople's Sixth Hill at 77 meters) in the Adrianople/Edirne
sector. Traditionally, and even previously, the sector of the Pempton (the modern Sulu
Kule area) had been viewed as the weakest link in the land fortifications. In the siege of
1422 Sultan Murad II, Mehmed's father, had also concentrated his efforts on this area and
had launched his main assault against this lowest point.21 The topography of the general
area has been little altered since the quattrocento, in spite of the presence of modem
buildings, and a visitor might surmise that the Ottoman army occupied the bluffs (on the
Seventh Hill across the modem avenue of Savaklar Caddesi), which provide suitable high
points for the deployment of stationary artillery. These bluffs constitute a commanding
position opposite the low-lying sector of the Pempton/Hucum Kapisi. The locations of
the Ottoman batteries had become so well known that they even appear in popular poetry,
as an anonymous Venetian lamentation testifies 22

It must have been early on in the siege, while Urban's bombard was still aimed at the
Kaligaria sector, that it exploded, cracked, or was damaged in some other way. Specific
details are lacking and we encounter vague statements in our sources. Leonardo records
the following:23 Horribilem perinde bombardam quamquam maior alia confracta fuit,
quam vix boum quinquaginta et centum iuga vehebant, "that terrifying bombard, which
one hundred and fifty pairs of oxen could hardly move, shattered." The circumstances
surrounding this accident have never been made clear. Another eyewitness, Nestor-
Iskander, placing the bombard opposite the sector between the Gate of Saint Romans
and the Pempton, suggests that it was not a mere accident but the result of a careful
operation by the defenders. He specifically cites the efforts of Giovanni Giustiniani, the
commander of the defense at the Mesoteikhion sector:24 3ycTyH'hsI xce HaBaq}IB'b nyiuxy
cnoio, ygapx Bb Toe nyLKy, x pa3ca eca y Heii 3eneiiHHK'b, "Justinian [= Giustiniani],
however, aimed his cannon, struck that [great] cannon, and cracked its chamber." It is
clear that Giustiniani's professional band was well equipped with weapons and well
supplied with cannon, as Barbaro stresses:25

20 For the constant confusion in our sources between the purported "civil" Gate of Saint
Romanos/Top Kapi, and the Fifth Military Gate/Hucum Kapisi (which some scholars incorrectly
label the "military" Gate of Saint Romanos), cf. PaL 2: 115-116, n. 28; Pears, pp. 238-245, 429-
435; and FC, passim. In addition, cf. our discussion, observations, and comments, supra, ch. 5:
"The Land Fortifications."
21 John Kananos 462 is the only author of the Middle Ages to provide the name of the river Lykos,
currently under the avenue Vatan Caddesi, which pierces the fortifications between the Gate of
Saint Romanos and the Pempton: 31v yo:p o T07COS Kal aoi&a Kal irvp'yoc arXrlaLov KUpLaKSjs T1jc
&yLac, 'PuiaVOU TOU d'yLOU Kal Tfjc Xapa'ijs -re TYIV 1r6X'1V, Kal 9rXTI91.Earepov roUTWV ELs

TOV 7rOTalA6V TOV AUKOV.
22 CC 2: 301: Ai, lasso me! the la notte e 'l giorno / De gran<di> petre era salutato, / Romano
sventurato / Caligarea, Pighi e la Crisea.
23 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130); Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (9): Accade the la bombarda grande al
principio se rompette, le qual cumfaticha era tirata da 150. para de boui.
24 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 25 (pp. 42-43).
25 Barbaro 40 (not in CC 1). Cf. supra, n. 15.
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...a san Romano, dove iera el piu debele luogo de la tera...nui avevemo messo per
bon secorso de quel luogo homeni trexento ben in ordene de tute sue armadure, i qual
homeni tuti si ieraforestieri, e non griego niuno, per esser for griexi vil d'anemo, e
questi trexento homeni si i avea apresso de si de bone bombarde, e de boni scopeti, e
balestre asai e d'altre cose per questofatto.

...for the protection of Saint Romanos, the weakest part in the periphery of the land
walls.. .we had stationed three hundred men in good order with all their armament.
These men were foreigners, without a single Greek among them (as the Greeks
showed no spirit). These three hundred possessed good bombards, good firearms,
crossbows, and numerous other things for their purposes.

As a cautionary note, however, we should remember that on the eve of the final assault,
Giustiniani felt the need for additional cannon in his sector and in vain he tried to
requisition them from the naval sector of Loukas Notaras. Their verbal confrontation
degenerated into an exchange of curses, and may have resulted in a loud quarrel between
the two men.26

The fortuitous shot that struck Urban's bombard is not out of the question.
Chronology, however, complicates this issue, because Nestor-Iskander does not provide a
specific date in his narrative for this event. This incident follows a paragraph that
mentions27 "on the thirtieth day after [their] first arrival,"28 while Leonardo implies that it
occurred early on in the siege. While chronology is not the strongest element of Nestor-
Iskander's account, it seems curious that other witnesses have also failed to mention such
a spectacular success on the part of the defenders. It appears more probable that an
accident was responsible for the damage, perhaps because the bombard's barrel had not
cooled sufficiently after a firing, or because the bombard had been set too firmly in the
ground without adequate room for recoiling. Kritoboulos speaks of the cumbersome and
primitive manner with which the Ottoman Turks attempted to stabilize Urban's bombard.
Clearly, its great size and considerable weight had rendered it troublesome to handle and
the cannon could only be mastered with difficulty. Most likely, the personnel assigned to
it could not predict its behavior:29

µETa & TOUTO TPECYVTES njv µT)XIXVYlV TrpOS 0 TraLELV E KaL UTa$µaaVTEq
aUT'JV 1.I.ETpOLS TLQL TEXVLKOLS Kal IXVcXO'YLOLS 1rpkS TOV UK0710V ETCecpOpOUV EirELTa
KEpIXLac [1cy'Xaq tuXuv avn K'TW1tEV UTrOUTpWVVUVTES KIXL KaXWc

KIXL XL15OVc ETrETL1 OUV 3apuVOVTES aUT1'j KIXL KQ'Tcpo(Xi oVTEc

aVWIJEV TE KaL KaTW1gEV KCYL 07tLU1lEV KIXL 1raVTaXO11EV, LVa ..L11 T1a (3L« 11 C PU t11c

KIXL TW Ucpo8p i Tr)S popdc TTjc OLKELaf; 'bpac 1rapaipaireLUa iroppW aOL TOU
OKO'ItOU [3Q''I\Tl.

26 On this incident, cf. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani," pp. 51-53.
27 Nestor-Iskander, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 24 (pp. 40-41): By 30-
ii xe ,geab no npbBOM b npuCTylrh.
28 Supra, n. 27. This could imply either about 1 May, hence thirty days after the artillery unit had
arrived before the Land Walls, or toward the end of May, thirty days after the unit was redeployed
to the sector of the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton.
29 Kritoboulos 1.30.6.
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Then they turned the engine [bombard] toward its target; they stabilized it by taking
certain engineering measures and calculations. They then positioned it against the
target and placed beams under it that were arranged carefully together and further
added, to weigh it down, very large rocks. They secured it on top, bottom, behind, and
from every side, so that it would not slip from its spot and miss its target by the force
of the explosion and the momentum of the projectile.

After a firing, swift steps had to be taken to ensure proper cooling of the bombard's
chamber. Doukas devotes an entire paragraph of his narrative to the method employed by
the Turks to cool the bombard. They accomplished this by pouring hot oil into the
barrel;30 this undoubtedly was one of the primary reasons that limited its operation and
explains why the great cannon could only be fired once every three hours.31 There is
clearly a great amount of understandable confusion in our sources regarding the role of
this bombard during the siege; occasionally, it is confused with other cannon. Nestor-
Iskander admits that opposite the sector of the Gate of Saint Romanos and the Pempton,
the Turks also had a cannon that fired a stone shot that was knee-high.32 It would have
been difficult for the defenders to identify the different artillery pieces, given that they
were at a distance and the clouds of smoke that accompanied each discharge made
observation difficult. Their confusion, reflected in the narratives, could have been
compounded if and when the Turks repositioned their batteries under the cover of
darkness.

Leonardo even suggests that Urban's massive bombard was moved around within the
area of the Mesoteikhion. It was first deployed against the Kaligaria/Egri Kapi but, when
it failed to produce spectacular results, it was moved south and targeted the sector of
Saint Romanos (probably the sector stretching from the Pempton/Hucum Kapi southward
to the Gate of Saint Romanos, that is, Top Kapi, where it performed in a more
satisfactory manner, and where its 1200 pound missile struck and destroyed a tower,
according to Leonardo.33 The fortifications in this area had been constantly exposed to

30 Doukas 38.9: METa' TO OtpEV80VLa1NVaL Tiv 7rETPaV, Tnc XWvELac eo kr )S d7r0 r jc
&PFA6TTJT01; ...7raPeu c Ka7EPPEXEV ol&njv &Xc LW KaL OUV TOUTW E7rXT,P6VTO TOI EV80V o&rriS

OiEPWSTJ 1rclih Ka. OUK EV' j T yEL TO 1j1UXPOV U70 IOU EXaLOU &p 1OTTyTOC Kat

Toy Ko'rOV EUKOXWC. Stacton/Dereksen, p. 182, is in error when he mentions that "[t]he
gun was water-cooled, water being poured into the bore after each firing and then drained off." This
application of water on hot bronze would probably weaken the structure of the bombard and could
even shatter it into fragments. Doukas is more accurate in analyzing the effects of applying oil on
hot bronze.
31 Khalkokondyles, 204 (385), Book 8, p. 151.
32 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 24 (pp. 40-43):
B% Hb4x)Ke nymxbi 6Axy 2 Be.nxue, 1IX1 Ty co.mIHbI: euinoii A,gpo B'b xOJrbHo, a ,gpyrofl Bb
no.gc%..., "among them, there were two great cannons employing a shot that reached the knee and a
shot that the reached the girdle...."
33 PG 159: 929 (CC 1: 134, produces the correct form of the tower's name that in previous editions
appears erroneously as Bactatinea turns). PG reads this passage as follows: Bombarda praeterea
ingens, eo quad Caligaream strenue reparatam adversus non perficeret, alium locum Bactatineae
turns, juxta Sancti Romani portam, inde dimota, lapide in ea aestimatione mille ducentarum
librarum interdiu collidit, collisum concutit: concussum exterminat. Also, cf. Languschi-Dolfm fol.
315 (11): la bombarda grossa the lauoraua ala Calegaria non facendo frutto per esser ben
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water damage caused by the Lykos and because the general area is situated low, the
bombard on the hills opposite the walls commanded a greater advantage:

Bombarda praterea illa ingens, eo quod Caligaream strenue reparatam adversus non
proficeret, inde dimota alium locum Baccatureae turris iuxta Sancti Romani portam,
lapide mea existimatione mille ducentarum librarum, interdiu collidit, collisum
concutit, concussum exterminat.

That huge bombard, which had achieved nothing against the strongly reinforced
Kaligaria, was then moved to the vicinity of the Saint Romanos Gate, and it struck
and destroyed, with its stone of 1200 pounds, in my estimation, another place of the
Baccaturean Tower.34

This is, in fact, the only specific attestation about the destructive force of Urban's
bombard relative to the siege.

Leonardo returns to the damaged bombard once more and repeats the same word,
confracta/shattered, to describe its damage:35 Inde quia maior confracta regis animum
afflictavit, ne tristitia in tanto certamine afficeretur, iussit mox aliam longe maioris
formae conflari, "when that great bombard shattered, it affected the mood of the king [=
sultan]. He ordered that another, even bigger, bombard be cast soon." But it had taken
Urban three months to cast the original bombard,36 and its successor would have had to
be manufactured at the campsite for the siege. Obviously, it could not have been finished
in time to be used in the operations, which were presumed not to last to the end of May.
Mehmed had anticipated a speedy conquest of Constantinople.37

riparata transporto alla torre baccatura alla porta de San Romano. In all likelihood, Khalkokon-
dyles must have the same tower in mind, but he only speaks in generalities, CC 2: 208: KaL er'
TEQ6apcKOVTU r{µEpas TOLS T'qXEROAOLS Eruirre TO TELXOS LaXUpGlc, KaL KQ!TEfOzXE µEya µepos,

7r6p'yoUs Taaopas KaL E7rL7rup'yLc . 'fl6IXUTWs KcxL ES TO µEyo: TE6XOC 701')q TE 'ICUp ?OUs KaTERo:1\EV.
34 There is no precise information, neither textual nor archaeological, on the exact location of this
tower. The assumption is that it was in close proximity to the Gate of Saint Romanos.
35 PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130); Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (9): El romper de la qual dette affano al
Signor, et subito ordeno fusse butada un altra mazor dela prima.
36

Doukas 35: eV TpLULV OvV 11-901 KaTEaKEUca1g'r).

37 Leonardo reports (with the careful qualifier "as they say") that the influential vizier of Mehmed
II, Halil Candarli, created obstacles and successfully blocked the casting of this bombard, PG 159:
928 (CC 1: 130): quarn [sc. bombardam], ut aiunt, industria Calilbasciae [that is, Halil Pasha]
consularis baronis, Graecorum amici, artifex nunquam ad perfectum conduxit. Also, cf. Languschi-
Dolfin fol. 315 (9):...la qual per industria de Callibassai, [that is, Halil Pasha] amico de Greci, el
maistro mai condusse a perfection. It was widely believed at the time of the siege that Halil was
friendly towards the Greeks (MCT, pp. 45-46); and it was even whispered that he was in the pay of
the Greek emperor, trying his best to inform the Byzantine command of the sultan's decisions
concerning the operations. None of these statements can be authenticated but the fact remains that
relations between Mehmed II and Halil had been strained since the days of Murad II. Moreover,
Halil seems to have been the head of the peace faction at the Porte while Mehmed had come under
the spell of the more aggressive party headed by Zaganos, who was not a member of an old
Ottoman family but had Christian origins and had risen to his post through the mechanism of the
Janissary system. Halil was arrested on May 30, the day after the fall of Constantinople, as is noted
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After the bombard was damaged, Nestor-Iskander claims that it was repaired and
redeployed with disastrous results. The Turks tried to strengthen and reinforce its cracked
barrel with iron hoops; upon firing, it thoroughly shattered:38

,l[HeM'b we MLIHyBIIILIMb 25, TaKo 6bnoigecsI 110 BCSI AHH, naKH 6e360)KHbIYi
noseirb npYIKaTLITH OHy H IIKy Beiiuo, 6'h 6o ysa3axa o6pygH xeJi'h3HbIMN,
uagxy yKp')3fHTH io. ICI SIKO nycTHuia 10 BnepBie, a6ie pa3csI,gecsI Ha MHOrbISI
gacTVt.

Twenty-five days passed; for all these days there was fighting. Once more the godless
one [sc. Mehmed III commanded them to roll up the great cannon, which had been
bound with iron hoops. They had hoped to strengthen it but, when they first fired it, it
cracked immediately into many parts.

It is only in modem literature that we encounter statements to the effect that the
bombard was repaired and continued its deadly work during the siege, an opinion that
cannot be supported by contemporaneous eyewitness accounts.39 The destruction of the
bombard (if it actually occurred) did not seem to make much difference in the daily
operations. Mehmed II possessed numerous cannon, large and small pieces, to maintain

in a confused and emotional report to Genoa (dated 1453, die 23 iunii. Pere) by Angelo Giovanni
Lomellino, the Genoese podestd of Pera, who accepted an aman-name (signed by Zaganos) from
Mehmed II immediately after the fall of Constantinople (CC 1: 42-51) 46: recessit ista nocte
dominus [sc. Mehmed] pro Andrinopoli; in quo loco conduci fecit Calibassa [sc. Halil Pasha], a
quo habuit summam maximam monete. The date of Halil's execution is discussed by inalcik, in his
review-article of Babinger's book, "Mehmed the Conqueror and his Time," Speculum 35 (1960):
408-427, esp. p. 412. tnalcik concludes that the execution took place in August or September of
1453, while MCT believes that Halil was executed on July 10. It is curious and noteworthy that t.
H. Uzuncar§ili, "candarll," IA, 3 (1945): 351-357, esp. 355, does not furnish a specific date for
Halil's execution. Further, it is perhaps significant that in Lomellino's account the arrest of Halil
precedes the list of the executions of Constantinople's most notable defenders captured during the
course of the sack. The subject of intelligence and counter-intelligence activities, movements, and
planted rumors in connection with the siege of 1453,deserves its own separate study. There was
considerable movement by spies before and during the siege. There were widespread rumors in
circulation, implicating the most important personalities involved in the drama. It was not only
Halil that was believed to be a "traitor." The sultan had his own spies within the Greek camp and it
was suspected, perhaps unjustly, that Loukas Notaras, the last grand duke of Constantinople,
holding the position of "prime minister" in the administration of Constantine XI, was too friendly
with the Turks and quite inimical to the Venetians and the Genoese who were defending
Constantinople. After the fall, rumors about Notaras proliferated and many survivors accused him
of treasonous behavior. Future generations have not been kind to the last grand duke and his figure
is still surrounded by considerable controversy, for some scholars see in him a traitor and others a
patriot who sacrificed his life in depressing circumstances. Some have even transformed him into a
martyr for Neohellenism. The truth surely lies somewhere in the middle of these extreme views.
38 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 33 (pp. 48-49).
39 Cf., e.g., FC, p. 116: "During the first days of May Urban's great cannon had been out of order.
By May. 6 it was repaired." More cautious is PaL 2: 114, n. 23: "Urban's cannon is said to have
exploded... and required recasting, but the sources are inconsistent in their reports."
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his heavy and ceaseless bombardment of the land fortifications. The reliable (although
not an eyewitness) text of Antonio Ivani da Sarzana, composed in the autumn of 1453,
includes the following observation:40

Post haec mirae magnitudinis sex et triginta aeneas bombardas ad moenia
obruendum rex opponit, quae continuos decem dies murum accerrime quassant
labefactantque ac plerisque in locis solo adaequant.

The next biggest cannons, after that wonderfully large one, were thirty-six bronze
bombards, which the king [= sultan] deployed to destroy the walls. They heavily
bombarded the wall, without a respite, for ten days and turned it to ruins; in many
places they razed it.

Moreover, Urban's monster was more of a psychological threat to the population and
the defenders of Constantinople than an assault weapon. Pusculo also notes the
psychological impact of artillery4l

tonuit subito bombarda fragore, / Improvidos animos turbans, et moenia supra /
Urbiculae fumum involvens densum aera rumpit.

The bombard thundered suddenly with its explosion and disturbed the minds of those
who were unfamiliar with it. It produced dense smoke through the air, over the walls,
and the neighborhoods of the city.

Khalkondyles adds that it could only be fired a small number of times:42 1 pLEL SE Tiffs
rjµEpo:S o Tr1AE[ioAoc XL louc EiTTa, WIL ETEpOV T'rlc VUKToc, "the cannon fired seven
stones in the daylight and one at night." In addition, it could not be aimed accurately.
Nestor-Iskander reports that a spectacular hit demolished upon striking the wall of a
neighborhood church after the projectile had missed the walls and towers:43

14 gxo yTpy,I nma cT'hHy, Hasa,IwBb CTp aimiua H3,b 6OJn mie nynmKbl, yxe gaAIxy
pa30pHTH CrhHY. 14 BOXiHM'b BeJrkHiemb rlotge 5g,gpo BbIme CThHbl, TOKMO CeM'b

3y6owb 3aXBaT14. 14 ygapucx si po no IlepKOBHOt'I c'rkwb m pacna,gecsI aKO npaxi.

As they broke down the wall, they directed fire from more rifles. With a shot from the
great cannon they attempted to fatigue the wall with the hope of destroying it.

40 TIePN, p. 156. Paolo de Dotti, in his letter of June 11, 1453, makes mention of the numerous
cannons (CC 2: 15): bombardarum machinas excessivas, innumerabiles et fulgu fulminarias (quas
scopeterios dicunt). Of course, all eyewitness accounts express admiration for the number of
artillery pieces that the sultan had deployed. Isidore, e.g., spoke of bumbardas plurimas, quam
mille in his letter to Pope Nicholas V (CC 1: 94). This statement is repeated by Henry of Soemmem
(CC 2: 82) almost verbatim: Bombardas plures quam mille, who then adds: alias magnas et
colubrinas infinitas.
41 4.488-490 (p. 70) (not included among the extracts of CC 1).
42 Khalkokondyles 204 (385), Book 8, p. 151.
4s Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 24 (pp. 40-42).
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Through the will of God, the shot passed above the wall, grasping only seven teeth
[= battlements]. The shot struck a church wall and fell apart as dust.

Nestor-Iskander does not make clear which church the projectile had struck.44 The
medieval remains in the neighborhood of Sulu Kule have not been investigated
thoroughly, even though the area has not changed that much since 1453.45 Only John
Kananos, in connection with Murad II's siege of 1422, speaks of a Saint Kyriake, but its
exact location remains problematic:46

...TIV -yap 6 TOTroc KO:L 00bba K( 7m'p"yoc 7rXTia(ov KvpLaKT)S T'nS & yLac,
p. c ov `Pwµavou TOV CY YLOU KOCL 'r c XLxpcrf c TE TTjv 7tUX lV, KaL 7rXT1ULEOTEpOV

TOUTWV ELI; TOV 7roTa[LO' V TOV E7rovogai 6VEvov AUKOV.

...there was near the place a moat, and a tower, near Saint Kyriake, halfway between
Saint Romanos and the Kharsia [= Adrianople] Gate, very close to the river called
Lykos.

His description would place the church somewhere between Top Kapi and the Fifth
Military Gate/Hucum Kapisi, but to the north side of the Lykos (that is, to the north side
of the Vatan Caddesi) just before the Pempton/Fifth Military Gate. But this seems
improbable, as we have previously noted, in part because this was a flood plain and there
is no evidence of residential habitation along the river.

More effective must have been the continuous fire from the combined artillery pieces,
as Tetaldi notes:47

Insuper illic fuerunt decem aut duodecim fundae pensantes mille ducentas et octo
libras in pondere; singulis diebus praeparatae ad iaciendum lapides, octoginta sive
centum vicibus qualibet die; et hoc 50. diebus continue.

In addition [that is, to Urban's famous bombard], there were also in the same place ten
or twelve cannon firing [missiles] weighing twelve hundred and eight pounds. Every
day stone projectiles were readied for firing, eighty or one hundred. And this went on
without respite for fifty days.

Other authors also cite Mehmed's major bombards. Barbaro makes it clear48 that each
major bombard was assisted by smaller pieces, all directing fire at specific points within a

44 For discussion of this problem, cf supra, ch. 5: "The Land Fortifications," the sections dealing
with the churches of Saint Romanos and Saint Kyriake.
45 Cf. the observation in Paspates, IIoALOpeia icai "AAwatq, p. 126, n. 33: "OL '0$wµavo1 'r v
&AWQLV OUSE7rOTE E7rEOKEUaaaV Ta 7rEOOVTa TEL)(7'i. "EcppataV 07rdc TLVac, LVa KwXuauaL Ta

Xa$peµ1r6pLa."
46 Kananos 462.
47 Caput II. The equivalent French text (IV) reads: les autres tirans dix ou douze centenars;
lesquelles bombardes tiroient chascun jour de cent a six-vingt coups, & dura cecy conquante-cinq
fours.
48 Barbaro 18 (CC 1: 14).
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perimeter. In all likelihood, that is what Benvenuto, the Anconan consul, implies in the
following observation:49 Item quod erat una bomberda que simul emittebat tres lapides
inequales, "item: there was one bombard that fired three stones of different weight at the
same time." Clearly, Urban's bombard or any other bombard did not and could not fire
three missiles of unequal weight and size at each discharge. What is meant here is that
three separate cannons deployed as one battery fired three projectiles simultaneously.

This fragment of information should be linked to a puzzling reference in Doukas'
narrative. He reports that during the siege an embassy from John Hunyadi arrived in the
Turkish camp. Its real mission, he states, was to demand the cessation of hostilities and
the withdrawal of Turkish forces. Instead, the ambassadors demonstrated to the Turks a
more effective way of aiming their cannon in order to achieve greater and more
impressive results through a primitive form of triangulation, that is, not firing head on but
at an angle. These instructions enabled the Turks to damage severely the ancient
fortifications .50

It should be stressed that our sources never mention Urban's monstrous cannon by
itself, but always in association with smaller bombards and Mehmed's other artillery.
Benvenuto, thus, describes a triple battery deployed against one particular sector:51

Item, quod erat una bomberda quae simul emittebat tres lapides inaequales; item,
quod lapis maior erat ponderis 1300 librarum; item, quod lapides alii duo erant
ponderis 600 librarum pro quolibet 300 librarum.

49 TIePN, p. 4. Cf. Doukas' testimony with regard to the triple battery, which he seems to think
operated on a primitive form of triangulation, 38.9:6 TEXvLT11S, EIXE 'yap EK 11XayLO1) gpoXEas 86o
KO1TEOKEUacILEVag, TrETpaC 6; XLTpgAV... SiC) aUTOcpU(dC TEXVaa,I.Evac, KaL OTE i 00' ETO di oXUELV

T1V [tE'yaXiV, EalIIELOUTO T?V TO1rOV ¶rpWTOV, 1TE111TWV TYIV ILKpaV, KaL TOTE OTOXaOTLKWc

E r pev vEL T1jv µeyLOTrlV. Khalkokondyles also discusses the same subject, CC 2: 202-
204: 'HpLEVTO [OL X(.i oL] SE of ru. llpWTa p. v EXaTrouq TgXcP6XOL Su0 1rapa Ta ¶YX&yLa TOU
VeyoicXou Ovies 1PLEVTO, AL'L40V EitagpLEVTES 1 ILLTaXaVTOV. Kal ouTOL REV OL 85o ALOOL gpEpON.EVOL

E87j01UV TO TELXOS. MET& SE TOv\q & o XLNus gpLero KaL 6 1e'YM; XL15os, TpLa Tc XaVTa EV OTa.*[L i

EXiV, KU! 1 ya t pos KaTEOCAXeTO TOU TELXOS' 6 yap AL190S SaLtOVLa gpep6..LEVOS PUµ1a KM gpopq

u7rEpcpueL EXUµaLVETO dtVYIKEOT(aq. Another refugee, who survived the sack, Bishop Samuel,
provided a report on August 6, 1453: Geben an dem sechsten des Monatz Augusti, anno Domini
MoCCCCoLIIJo); on the siege and the sultan's artillery, NE 4: 66: Sunder es war Nyemant der do
Rat oder Helf gab vns dutjfftigen vnd verdebten, vnd dye Turkken vmbgaben vnser Stat zu Landt vnd
zw Wasser uberall and zy Ryng umb ringen sy uns; sy hetten funffczig gross Puchsen vnd funff
hundert kleyner Puchsen, vnd ayne die aller grost, dy was in der Gross als ein Kueffen oder ain
Vass zw sybenczehen Emern vnd XX Spann lank. Und, do sy mit der grossen Puchsen schussen zw
der Stat, do viel ain grosser Thurn vnd die Mawer von paiden Tailen des Turns vor vnd hindern bey
dreysich Ellen nyder, vnd mit der selben grossen Puchsen wurffen sy dirw hundert vnd L 1j Stayn zu
der Stat, sunder mit den funfjhundert klaynen Puchsen schussen sy states an Vnderloss auf das
Volckh, das Nyemant ein Aug mocht aufgehaben vnd sich beschirmen, vnd an solicher Wer
mochten sy nicht zu rechten. His account was published in NE 4: 65-68; an Italian translation
without the German original in CC 1: 228-231.
50 Cf. the discussion supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to Siege of 1453," nn. 34-38.
51 TIePN, p. 4.
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Item: there was one bombard that fired three stones of a different weight at the same
time. Item: the greatest stone weighed 1300 pounds. Item: there were another two
stones that weighed 600 pounds and 300 pounds each.

Two Greek refugees who made their way to Germany provide a report of the operations
and mention the artillery pieces, specifying three large pieces and one smaller, that had
targeted the gate they call "Salgaria" [Kaligaria/Egri?].52 While Cardinal Isidore, in his
letter to the pope, mentions the famous bombard, he also observes that most of the
destruction was caused by the artillery as a whole and not by Urban's bombard alone.53

The fate of the famous bombard must remain in doubt. It may have survived
undamaged, if Doukas is correct.54 Alternatively, it may have cracked and subsequent
attempts to effect repairs may have rendered it inoperative. Its ultimate fate, like the fate
of its builder, Urban, remains shrouded in mystery and doubt.55

It is quite possible, if not probable, that Mehmed II depended upon Urban's bombards
and especially upon Urban's masterpiece to demolish the ancient fortifications with ease
and to bring the siege to a swift conclusion, before the Christian powers, especially
Venice or Hungary, could mobilize and dispatch help to the beleaguered city. There is no
question that serious damage had been inflicted upon the walls, but the Ottoman
bombards failed to produce any anticipated spectacular results. The Mesoteikhion
suffered the most concentrated damage and its condition became a major concern for the
defense. Again and again eyewitness accounts mention the numerous problems and the
difficulties of making repairs. Sections of the walls were demolished without doubt. Such
is the testimony of Isidore, in a private letter to Cardinal Bessarion, dated July 6, 1453,

52 This valuable, though neglected by modem scholarship, relazione (contained in the quattrocento
ms. Monac. lat. 5274) was published in NE 2: 514-518 [CC 1: 234-239, offers only an Italian
translation without the original German text]; of. NE 2: 516: Item ein ander Pfort, hat geheissen
Salgaria; do haben sie fur gelegt IIII Puchsen, 3 gross and I clein, and haben aber hinter ein
Polberck funff Locher gemacht and hin zu gegraben and haben daz unterpolczt. Nu haben sie in
der Stat auch ein Loch gemacht, and wolten herauss zu in, and sind kumen, daz die Locher an ein
ander komen; nu prachten die Turcken vil Puchsen and Dings; also namen dis auss der Stat and
wurfen Feur darein and verprenten it etwann gar vil. The names of the eyewitnesses are mentioned
at the conclusion of their account, along with the translator: Disse Ding hat gesagt Herr Thomas
Eperkus, ein Graf auss Constantinopel, and Josu Deplorentatz, eins Grafen Sun, and Thutro de
Constantinopel, der it Krichisch in Weilisch prach hat, and Dumita Exswinnilwacz, and Mathes
Hack von Utrecht, der it Welisch in Teutsch hat pracht. It is quite possible that behind these forms
the Greek names Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes are hidden.
53 CC 1: 94-96: Sed omnes aliae bumbardae nullam intulerunt laesionem, nisi solum illae tres quae
lapides magnos prope iam septingentos proiecerunt et maximum detrimentum egerunt; per eas
enim illa miserrima Urbs per dies quinquaginta <et> unum terribiliter impugnabatur, cuius pro
maiori parte muros in superficiem terrae ruptavit et devastavit; per quorum ruinam murorum capta
et expugnata est. Aliae autem bombardae nullam egerunt laesionem, ut supra allegatum est, licet
ac magnae ac validae etiam illae essent.
54 Doukas 38.9: &Xpu oU u70Up'yrae TOV OXthpoV r1 q IIOXEWS' KQL 9-TL RE-T& Taika puXaTTETaL

a & [sc. A XWVEia] Kal Evepye% irpos To Tov Tvp&vvov &Xglia. Cf. our observations, supra, ch. 7:

"A Castle and a Bombard," nn. 127 and 128.
55 On Urban's possible transfer to the harbor and his activities there, of. supra, ch. 8: "Naval
Maneuvers," nn. 73 and 74.
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that is, as soon as Isidore arrived in Crete and the events were still fresh in his mind with
minimum elaboration. Isidore reports that smaller cannon failed to bring down the walls
but a triple Ottoman battery (Isidore does not specify which one), managed to bring down
sections of the walls in various sectors through combined bombardment:56

Cum autem reliquas omnes minores [sc. bombardas] densitas et fortitudo murorum
substinerent, vires illarum trium [sc. bombardarum] et verbera crebro et assidue
concutientium moenia tollerare non potuerunt: ad secundum enim ictum pars deiecta
est atque decussa murorum cum ipsis turribus.

Although the thickness and strength of the walls could resist all of the smaller
[bombards], the walls proved unable to endure the might of those three [bombards]
that maintained incessant, constant bombardment: with the second strike a part of the
walls collapsed and was destroyed together with the towers themselves.

In the same letter, Isidore comments on the condition of the critical sector of Saint
Romanos, which was in ruins by the end of May:57

Vigesimo itaque nono die mensis Maii proxime peracti aurora illuscente... invadentes
Turci ad eam partem maxime semiruptam circa Sanctum Romanum assiluerunt....

56 CC 1: 70. Isidore links the destruction of the walls by artillery to a prophecy that predicted the
fall of Constantinople: Tunc autem intelleximus perfectum esse atque impletum vetus oraculum. It
is a little known fact that Cardinal Isidore had an interest in astrology and the occult, evident in his
work as a copyist of ancient manuscripts. His choices of works and authors illustrate his interests;
notable, among them, are oracles and astrology (while he copied 'HXi6&Wpoc, 'AQTpoXayLKd, and
*Fu&o-IIToXEgoFLoc in Vatic. 1698), medicine (Vatic. Barb. 127, Vatic. Chisianus F159), and
rhetoric (Vatic. Urb. 110, fols. 3-13, 119`-122`). For his activities in these fields, cf. Patrinelis,
" "EXXivec KWBLKOypacpoL TWV Xpbvwv r 'Avoyevvtjaeus," pp. 63-124, esp. p. 87. Cardinal
Isidore himself wrote an explication of a popular prophecy that was in wide circulation in the
decade previous to the siege; he addresses the present work to a "lady who loves literature," and
who had requested his exegesis of the oracle. This work (included in the Greek codex 1852 of the
Vatican, fols. 105, 106), has never been edited nor published in its entirety. The pertinent text on
the oracle has been published by Zakythinos, "Muvov X B' 6 IIaXaioX6yoc," pp. 45-69. The
precise date of the oracle's composition is the subject of a scholarly dispute: cf. S. P. Lampros, "Ta
TELX,q ToU 'Ia tou TfK KopLvSou Kcrr ToUc MEuovc A'iSvac," NH 2 (1905): 435-489; and idem,
"IIp0o$rjK'q EL,; 'r TWv TELXWV TOU 'Icn iou KopLvOou KaTa' ToUc MErouc ALWVac," NH 4
(1907): 20-26, who believes that it was composed c. 1443. E. W. Bodnar, "The Isthmian
Fortifications in Oracular Prophecy," American Journal of Archaeology 64 (1960): 165-171, has
attempted to show that most of the oracle existed earlier. This matter has not been conclusively
settled thus far and Father Bodnar, when he wrote his article, was unaware of the existence of
Cardinal Isidore's explication or of his introduction to the text of the oracle. For a translation of this
oracle and of Isidore's exegesis, cf. Philippides, Constantine XI Dragas Palaeologus, Appendix I.
57 CC 1: 74-76. Cf. Eparkhos and Diplovatazes, NE 2: 515: Item, als er sich gelegt hat, ist er kumn
fur ein Pfort heist Sauroman [= Saint Roman<os>], de hat erfur gelegt... (sic) Puchsen; die erst
Puchs hat der Stein der dar ein gelort 12 Spann umb sich gehebt, and die andern nicht vil cleiner,
auf 0 (sic) Schrit von der Pforten. Item, wie sie so nahent hin zu sint kumen, haben sie bei der
Nacht hin zupracht ein Katzen....
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Facilis autem erat in ea parte ad moenia ascensus, quia, ut dictum est, quasi tota erat
bombardis illisa ac prope decussa.

At the dawn's early light of the twenty-ninth day of last May... the Turks launched
their attack and assault, concentrating on the sector of Saint Romanos, which had been
practically demolished. In those parts the assault against the walls was particularly
easy, because, as I have stated, it was almost destroyed by the missiles of the
bombards.

Nine days later, in his letter to the Pope Nicholas V, Isidore again emphasizes the success
of the triple batteries and concludes by repeating the same observation.58

As it is still evident upon modem inspection, the sector of the Mesoteikhion did suffer
a great deal of damage. The outer wall does not exist at all, with the exception of a few
low sections. The inner greater fortifications, however, suffered less, even though towers
were damaged and the great wall itself sustained heavy bombardment. The decision had
been made before the beginning of the siege to man and defend the outer wall (which
Leonardo designates antemurale and vallum), because the defenders were too few to
distribute themselves effectively at both lines. This situation was further aggravated after
the transfer of the Ottoman fleet over land into the Golden Horn, which, in effect,
necessitated that the defenders spread their forces out even more as Leonardo states:59
propugnaculis impares numero agebant, "the defenders did not equal the number of
battlements," since more attention then became imperative in the harbor sector:60

58 CC 1: 96: pro maiori parte muros in superficiem terrae ruptavit et devastavit; per quorum
ruinam murorum capta et expugnata est. Aliae autem bumbardae nullam egerunt laesionem, ut
supra allegatum est, licet ac magnae ac validae etiam illae essent. On the triple battery against the
Saint Romanos sector, cf. Doukas 58: XmvELQV EKELV fIV T7IV 7rcrI1 c'YE1lT (9EpG3V OMVTLKPU TOU

TELxouc EUTr6EV EV TrJ 7rUA'Q TOU d yLOU 'PmµacvoI 7rXi LOV. KaL Aap(JV o O TEXV'LT %, CLXE

'Yap EK 7rAa'y ou cpuXEOC, SUo KRTEOKeL)aa LEVO:c, XWPODUO:c 9rE'rpc WC ALTPWV...(SIC) oUTOCPUi c

TEXvaaµEVac. On the triple battery against the Saint Romanos sector and the issue of triangulation,
cf. the testimonies of Doukas and Khalkokondyles quoted supra, n. 48. In connection with these
texts, we should recall that Doukas, in an obscure passage, accused a number of Hungarian
ambassadors of instructing the Turks in a better method of triangulation. Cf. our comments on this
incident, supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege," text with nn. 38-39. If this event has any credence, it
must imply that the Hungarians were able to demonstrate to the Turks a more effective way of
triangulation. It appears that the triple batteries of Whined operated in the following manner: the
first two shots from smaller cannons struck the walls directly, head on, and the third shot from the
great bombard also struck the same spot in the same manner, once the range had been deduced. By
the end of the siege this method was improved (either by trial and error or by direct help from the
Hungarian ambassadors): the projectiles struck the wall at an angle and not a straight line, thus
weakening the targeted structure more effectively.
59 PG 159: 933 (not included among the extracts of CC 1). Languschi-Dolfin fol. 316 (17): et sopra
i muri erano pochi, etfaceuano come poteuano.
61 PG 159: 934 (CC 1: 146-148). Languschi-Dolfin fol. 317 (19): Da tali angustie afflicto to
imperator disponeua i militi sopre le torre et muri, et al poter suo lantemurale cum la fossa parea
ben defesso.
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Angustia igitur hac afflictus imperator, dispositis in propugnaculis militibus, quoad
poluit, antemurale solum urbis vallumque sat videbatur tutari posse.

Beset by this scarcity, the emperor distributed the soldiers behind the battlements as
effectively as he could, and the ground by the outer wall seemed to be protected.

Elsewhere in his narrative Leonardo repeats the same information and declares, with
proverbial hindsight, that this strategy had been flawed from the outset of the conflict.61
In his opinion, the inner wall should have also been manned and defended:

Operosa autem protegendi vallum et antemurale nostris fuit cura; quod contra
animum meum semper fuit, qui suadebam, in refugium muros altos primos non
deserendos: qui si ob imbres negligentiamque vel scissi, vel intermes propugnaculis
essent, a principio dum propositum guerrae intervenit, reparari potuissent, reparandi
custodiendique erant: qui ne deserti, praesidium urbi salutis contulissent.

The protection of the outer wall became troublesome for us. I had never condoned this
[strategy], and I tried to argue that the high [inner] wall should not have been
abandoned; it could have provided us with shelter. The [inner] wall had been damaged
by storms and neglect and its battlements were not fit for battle. They could and
should have been repaired at the very start when they were considering a plan for the
war. Had this wall not been abandoned, it would have provided a bulwark of safety
for the city.

This criticism of the general defensive strategy has been generally overlooked by
modem scholarship.62 It seems unkind on the part of Bishop Leonardo to dismiss so
abruptly the entire strategy, which proved effective for almost two months. He was an
ecclesiastic and perhaps had neither sound knowledge of nor experience with military
strategy. In our view, the defense of the outer and lower wall was more efficient as a
strategy precisely because it was easier for the defenders to organize sorties and to harass
the enemy continuously. In all likelihood, the Byzantine high command, under the
guidance of Giustiniani, had realized that western techniques of fighting were more
effective against an imposing Turkish army than a simple passive strategy of providing

61 PG 159: 936 (not included among the extracts of CC 1). Languschi-Dolfin fol. 318 (22): Gran
cura et diligentia metteuano infortir 1 antemurale cioe, la barbarchana, contra I opinion de molti li
quali suadeuano metter el suo refugio in conseruar el muro grande, lo qual in ogi euento se poteua
reparar et custodir.
62 The exception is OGN, which provides a highly imaginative, but an inaccurate version of
Byzantine strategy. Thus OGN, p. 197, suggests that in the last days of the siege the defenders may
have withdrawn to the great inner wall, abandoning their positions at the remnants of the outer
barrier that had been repaired with barricades and stockades. This view contradicts Leonardo's
testimony, ignores his criticisms, and finds no support whatsoever in the sources. The fact is that
the last battle took place in the critical sector of the Pempton and the Ottoman forces assaulted the
stockades; the defenders were not on the inner wall. The inner wall played no part in the siege. The
Turks, mounting the improvised defenses and encountering no opposition, penetrated and overran
these structures before the inner wall.
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monolithic defense behind a stationary wall. It is more likely that Giustiniani's
professional band of well-armored men,63 along with other effective warlords such as the
Bocchiardi brothers and Maurizio Cataneo, employed tactics that are familiar to us from
other western fighting bands in the Levant, such as the Hospitallers in Rhodes who
proved successful in repelling Mehmed's army from their island in 1481. The Knights of
Saint John in Rhodes, as well, employed an effective method of fighting. A heavily
armored knight, wielding a two-handed sword, wore chain mail and metal plate armor,
which protected him in hand-to-hand combat against arrows, lances, stones, axes, and
swords. He was the center point in any sortie, as he was surrounded by a small band of
lightly armed soldiers carrying crossbows and small firearms. These soldiers generally
used the knight as their defense, taking shelter behind his armor as he advanced, much in
the same way as modern infantry advance behind tanks and armored vehicles in twentieth
and twenty-first-century warfare. Such small units egressing from fortifications could
cause a great deal of confusion among the enemy and wreak havoc among the attacking
regiments of the sultan that were not well armored with plates nor protected by chain
mail. Kritoboulos recognized the superior armor of the Italians, which allowed them more
maneuverability without being overly concerned about wounds to their body:64

'IOUaTLVO(; 8E KaL O6 6UV aUTG) (oUTOL 'Yap Ererc XaTO Kcrr Ta 'rapeppylry I va TOU
TELXOUS, &XXd STl KaL `PWµaLWV IrOXXOL 6UV Ka'rappaKTOL ovTEs 66Eµlav
ESEXOVTO RAcf flV Trapa TE TWV REXWV KaL TWV AA(I)V, aXA' EUpWcTWs 'ye v(. oVTO

IAaXO[LEVOL TE 'YEVVaLWS.

Giustiniani and his men (for they had taken their positions at the ruined walls with
many Romans [= Greeks]), were wearing body armor and sustained no injury from
arrows and other missiles. They fought bravely and with force.

Frequent sorties of this type would explain why the outer wall was manned instead of
the mighty inner bulwark. Doukas states that the troupe of Giustiniani fought not only
behind the walls, but also made sorties into the open fields before the moat and walls:65

63 All sources are impressed with the armament and tactics of Giustiniani's small band of
professionals, who were able to maintain a spirited defense until the very end. Doukas compares
the armor of Giustiniani to the armor of Achilles, 38.10: T71v OL8T1prxv XXaµuSa, Ka6 r'1TLS
thS Td Tou 'AXLAXEms oiXa. Khalkokondyles always refers to the condottieri as 6WXLTaL.'07ALT'rS
is, of course, the medieval Greek term for the Latin miles, or armored knight. Kritoboulos describes
their armament by using the old-fashioned term "cataphracts" to indicate their plate armor. Cf.
Kritoboulos 1.25: EI.XE [sc. Giustiniani] vir' aUT6v...KaTappd I rouU, dvbpas TETpaK0QL0uc, which is a

repetition of the same phrase that he used a few sentences earlier. Emphasis here is placed squarely
on the armor that Giustiniani's men wore. For a recent investigation of Turkish armament (with a
comparison to contemporary European armor), cf. A. Williams, "Ottoman Military Technology,"
pp. 363-399.
64 Kritoboulos 1.36.
65 Doukas 38.2.
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E.La oVTO 'gpWLKWC; OL AoTLVOL a)V TW 'IWa'VV'Q EtEpxoµevoL EK TWV TCUAWV TTIc

7roXeu s KO:L LUT&REVOL EV TW EtWK&(TTpW K(YL EV Tn TO:ppW. l oXXQ'KLS KCYL EKTOC Trf

TotYPOU EKW'q VTEg EOUVE9rXEKOVTO TOLL, TollpKOLq `PW[L LOL.

...the Latins [= the Italians] with Giovanni [Giustiniani] fought heroically, as they
came out of the gates of the city and took their places on the outer fortifications and
within the moat. Many times the Romans [= the Greeks] advanced beyond the moat
and skirmished with the Turks.

It is not quite clear what Doukas intended by fighting "in the moat." He probably means
within the area behind the moat, the 1rEpL3oXoc, that is the grounds or walkway between
the moat curtain and the first line of walls 66

There is indirect evidence that Mehmed's father, Murad II, successfully utilized a
variation of this tactic in the previous siege of Constantinople. Khalkokondyles suggests
that in 1453 the Byzantine high command, aware of Ottoman military strategies,
consciously repeated the defensive strategy that had proved so successful during the siege
of Murad I1:67

TW I,LEV OUV j30:6LXEL KOCL TOLS"EXX1'IaL E8E80KT0 1rap0:TOr600LEV0Lc ES

TO EKTOS TELXOC, ciJUVEOtoL, OILY r' 'rc ppW UICEpKEL11EVOV, KOTCY T0( IrpLV SESoyµEVa

apLaLV EIrL 'Aµoupo'eTEW, OTE E7rOXLOpKEL TTIV IIOXLV.

To the emperor and the Hellenes [= the Greeks] it seemed that they should take their
defending position on the outer wall, which is situated beyond the moat, as this
strategy had been decided in the days of Murad, when he laid siege to the city.

The general details about the siege of 1422 are clear.68 The city was invested, its
environs were raided by Turkish vanguards, and, after the arrival of Murad, skirmishes
were fought in the vicinity of the walls and about the moat. At some point during the
onslaught one of Murad II's minor allies deserted and presented the Greeks with valuable

66 Magoulias, Decline and Fall of Byzantium, p. 212, in his translation of Doukas renders this
phrase as "on the outer fortifications and at the fosse."
67 Khalkokondyles, CC 2: 202.
68 There is no monograph that treats this siege and the text of John Kananos has never been
translated into English. The Greek text of this account can be found in its entirety in the CSHB, the
volume containing the Maius by Pseudo-Sphrantzes: Bonn, 1838 [= PG 156: 61-81]. For a more
recent edition of Kananos (with Italian translation), cf. E. Pinto, ed., L'assedio di Costantinopoli
(Messina, 1977). For another Italian translation, cf. M. E. Colonna, "Sulla OLtI'y9iaLs di Giovanni
Cananos," University di Napoli, Annali della Facolta di lettere e filosofie 7 (1957): 151-166.
Kananos was obviously an eyewitness and composed his account with anticipation of an
unexpected victory over the Ottomans and the events still fresh in his mind. His text begins with a
quotation from the biblical Apocrypha (Tobit 12) and, after a short introduction he presents a highly
readable account of the events and of the general assault. The most detailed investigation of this
siege can be found in Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, pp. 359-366. In addition, cf. the brief
comments on the siege in Bartusis, p. 117. This siege is investigated in Philippides, Constantine
DragaJ Palaeologus, ch. 4.
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intelligence information, but his defection would not have made much difference in the
Ottoman camp or in their grand strategy. Murad ordered a general assault but was
repelled, at which point he lifted the siege.69 The Greek defenders were convinced that a
divine miracle had taken place and the city was delivered from certain servitude.70 The

69 The day of the general assault is given in Minus 10.2, as August 22. It seems more reasonable,
however, to accept August 24 as the actual date of the assault on the face of other evidence. Cf.
Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, p. 364, n. 115. August 24 is also accepted by PaL 2: 12, and n. 32;
and by LCB, p. 348. Cf. in addition P. Schreiner, Studien zu den Bpci c XpovLK6, Miscellanea
byzantina monacensia 6 (Munich, 1967): 172-175.
70 Even the prosaic Sphrantzes, Minus 10.2, seems to hint that a miracle had been performed:
di f Xi cv d irpaKTOS [sc. Murad II] echo Trls IloXews Ror c'Af oii. For other similar instances of
divine intervention that were believed to have delivered other Greek cities in the Middle Ages,
including Athens, cf. PaL 2: passim. For the Virgin as the divine protector of Constantinople, cf. N.
H. Baynes, "The Supernatural Defenders of Constantinople," Analecta Bollandiana 7 (1949): 165-
177 [= N. H. Baynes, Byzantine Studies and Other Essays (London, 1955), pp. 248-260]. In this
instance, the "miracle" became famous and we find echoes of it among westerners and even among
Slavonic sources. A legend was created and even later heard by the Castilian Pero Tafur who had
visited Constantinople in 1437-1438. Tafur 179-180 relates an interesting yarn that combined the
"miracle" and historical circumstances in 1422 with other ancient tales: "Dizen que vino el Turco a
la gercar a la tuvo en grant estrech6...e toda via el Turco continuando en su proposito, dizen que
vieron por engima del muro andar un onbre a cavallo, a pregunt6 a un griego, que alli tenia preso,
l,que maravilla era aquella que cada noche veyen aquel cavallero por engima de las almenas yr
corriendo a cavallo a armado? Dixo: sehor, los griegos dizen que creep que, quando Constantino
edifico esta yglesia, andavan en la lavor della muchas gentes...6 que un dia...quel maestro mayor
mand6 a un niho...aguardar las ferramientas; a que, quendando alli, le apres9i6 un onbre a cavallo
muy fermoso a le dixo:...anda, non ayas miedo, que yo to prometo que yo guarde ]a yglesia a ]a
gibdat fasta que to vengas; e que niho se fue, a despues, con miedo que uvo de amenagas que le
fizieron, nunca bolvib, ansi que quedd el cavallero en guarda de la promesa que fizo. E este se dize
que es el Angel, they say that the Turk [Murad II] came and greatly oppressed the city... and as the
Grand Turk went on with his attempt, they told him that they had seen a man riding a horse on the
wall and he then asked a Greek captive what this marvel which they saw every night, an armed
horseman riding on the fortifications. He said: `Lord: so the Greeks say, when Constantine built his
church, he used many people as his laborers and one day the master-builder ordered a child who
was there to guard the implements.' He did as he was told. A very handsome man on a horse
appeared to him [the child] and said: `Go without fear and I promise you that I will guard the
church and the city until you return.' The child did so, and a very handsome man on horseback
appeared and the child left but did not return at all, because he feared punishment. And so the
horseman remained in accordance with the promise that he had made. And they say that he was an
angel...." Tafur composed this account long after his visit and after the fall of Constantinople in
1453. He concludes this passage with an indirect comment on the siege of 1453: "...pero poderse is
dezir agora quel nifio era venido, a el Angel avie dexado su guarda, pues todo es tornado a ocupado
pero por aquella vez el Turco se partib.... ...yet it can be said now that the child had come back
and that the angel has left his post, for the city has been captured and is under occupation, but back
then the Turk departed...." On Tafur and his visit to Constantinople, cf. Vasiliev, "Pero Tafur," pp.
75-122, esp. 110; and Bravo Garcia, pp. 39-47. This story that Tafur reported was well known
throughout the Christian world and the angel in question is most often identified as the Archangel
Michael. The tale is often mentioned in Slavic texts. One of the earliest versions by an anonymous
author is edited and translated by Majeska, pp. 128-131; it is titled: CKasaxue o cescmi, x Mecmex,
0 Koxcmaumunezpade u o ceamux ,aou{ex cnacwUUxca so Kepycanu t, a co6pauix
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eyewitness reporter of the siege was John Kananos, who suggests that a miraculous
intervention occurred, as the Turks seemed to have won the upper hand and were about to
overrun the outer wall when they were turned away by the appearance of a woman
dressed in a violet garment who instilled fear in their hearts. But for the majority of
Greeks, at least, there was the impression that some sort of divine intervention had
occurred at a crucial moment in the battle. Kananos states that the Turks became alarmed
and the Greeks suddenly gathered courage and pushed them off the fortifications.' One
may not be justified to speculate that at the beginning of the general assault the Greek
defenders pulled back on purpose, under a comprehensive pre-planned maneuver, and
then simply rallied their forces at key points in a counter attack. Yet, some strategy must
have been in place.72 The fact is that we have no definite information on this important
point and we do not know the formal defensive plans that had been approved and put into

KocmmimuuoM cyape ub e uaper{aembiu L(apbepad [Tale of the Holy Places of the City of
Constantine, and the Holy Relics Preserved in Jerusalem and Collected by the Emperor Constantine
in the Aforementioned Imperial City]. For other versions, cf. Vilinsky, pp. 84-85 and 100-101.
71 Kananos 474-478: 6 SE Xao(; Tmv 'PwµaLwv [= of the Greeks] opiiv Tc' 7roXEµuoi KWL µiXLµa
Ep-ya TWV TovpKwv, Kat TT1V 7rX'gaµov'ijv TOU go)ack-rou 'yeve iv TWV 4i7rELpWV, KaL TT1v opprjV Tmv

TapTCxpwv KaL T3V MovaouXV&vwv 77'1V 705Xnn1V, KUL T& 7rp0 OXvYOU 1rpaX>3EVTa, OTL EVTOS rug

aoUSac &7rEKTELVaV OL TOUpKOL 'Pwµa%ous KeL &XXouS Eltirpoa&V ELS r&(; 7r6pias, E8ELXLaaaV

µerya, KaL aXESov 7rpog 91)7'V OL 7rXELOVEs aEWpOUV. W Wpas CY7reX7rLaLas tE'yL9171S. TLS oUK

EcppLke -Ti v 7 116pav EKELVTIV; TLS OiK ETp61Lal;E T7'1V Wpav To:UTT1V Op iv TOUS 'PW io Lous EL(;

roc c n v SELXLaV Kat TOUS MouoouXii voUS ELS 75&paOg ToaoUTov; ...61OLWc MY! Ta arpare aTa
7r0[VTa TWv TOUpKWV...ESL'r1'yOUVTO OTL TOU TrOXEµOU W IV Wpav, Ur v SAE KaL opµ'q_s

dKpanjTOU Ep't3aaav E'LS T('X TELXTI TOU Ka'aTp0U, Na O:Va3WOLV ETr&(,) KaL &L )EwaL TOUS 'Pwµai.ous

KUL T1 V 7rOXLV aiXµaXWTLaouv, TOTE EL80V 'yUVaLKa Ot,Ea p'OUXa (popOUaav KUL 7rEpvRaTOUaav

E7raVW TWV 1rpO1,LaXLOVWV Kat TOU El;w KaerpOU. KUL TaUTTIv LISOVTES, aKOTOg KUL &XT1 KUL Tp0µ0s

KUL IpOROc 'ay VO) 6; Tag WUX&S ELar1A$E TWV irc vrWV, KOCL 7rpOs puy71V Almost thirty
years later after the siege of 1453, the Knights of Saint John attributed their victory over the
Ottomans in the attack upon Rhodes to a divine miracle and it was reported in such terms (in
language that almost parallels the style of Kananos) by an eyewitness and vice chancellor of the
order of the Hospitallers, Guillaume Caoursin. For a new edition of his Latin text, with English
translation and commentary, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror, ch. 8. Cf., e.g., the
conclusion of Carousin's account of the siege of Rhodes, which also makes mention of the siege of
Constantinople in 1453: Quis hostem moenia possidentem iamque victoria lascivientem et
ex<s>ultantem terruit? / Deus clementissimus. Quis hostem ne scalis descenderet antequam
subsidia conscendentur prohibuit? / Deus fortissimus. / Quis eorum mentes obcaecavit ut post
primam pugnem non aggrediuntur nostros et multis vulneribus oppressos et defatigatos
oppugnentur? /Deus clementissimus. / Quis tam potentem hostem qui tot et tanta regna subiugavit
prohibuit ne hunc Hierosolymorum principatum mediocrem quidem ac ceterorum comparatione
tenuem post Constantinopolitanae urbis excidium suae ditionis faceret? /Deus sapientissimus.
72 A nightmare of this sort took place a few years later during the siege of Belgrade by Mehmed II.
On July 21, 1456, the janissaries entered through breaches in the fortifications created by
bombardment. The defenders, commanded by John Corvinus Hunyadi, allowed the Turks to
advance and then launched a counter-attack from the citadel and from the breached defenses. Thus
they were able to surround the dispersing Ottoman forces, who were already preoccupied with
looting. In a confused attempt to withdraw, the ranks of the Turkish regiments were then decimated
and the city was saved. Cf. R. N. Bain, "The Siege of Belgrade by Muhammad II, July 1-23, 1456,"
English Historical Review 7 (1892): 235-253; SOC, pp. 41-50; and PaL, 2: ch. 6.
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operation by the imperial high command.73 Kananos asserts that the cowardly Greeks
suddenly became brave and repelled the assault. He does not imply that their timidity had
been feigned, in accordance with a pre-arranged plan. But again Kananos was not a
member of the high command and would not have been privy to any tactical information.

In 1453, the defender's strategy seems to have relied on frequent sorties to harass the
enemy camp through constant skirmishing. A strategy of this sort, which actively avoids
a static defense behind stationary fortifications, requires easy access to the area outside
the walls. Clearly, then, the inner great wall could not have been defended if this elastic
strategy were to be enforced. The dynamic strategy of the sultan demanded constant
changes in his tactics, from artillery bombardment to undermining the walls or employing
old-fashioned mobile siege towers. The Constantinopolitan defenders reacted with an
elastic response, employing sorties and easy access to the area between the moat and the
first line of fortifications. As we will examine presently, it was through a massive sortie
of this type that the defenders were able to neutralize an enormous siege tower employed
by the sultan against the Pege sector. Moreover, the sorties of the defenders were known
in contemporary literature, as Doukas also refers to them:74

fIoXXcxKLs KaL EKTOS T'fls Tocypou EK7r5'1SWVTec E0`UVE7rXEK0VT0 TOLS ToupK-

OLS 'Nag ioL, 7roTE REV OCtpEVTEs 1roiE SE Aaµ(3aVOVTEs.

73 The siege of Murad II anticipated the strategy of Mehmed II to a great extent. The final assault
was launched at the area of the Pempton in both sieges, and this sector seems to have been the
target of the sultan's primitive bombards in 1422. Constantine XI stood his final ground in the area
of the Saint Romanos Gate and the Pempton, where the emperor was destined to fight his last battle
and perish in the melee. Kananos 471 relates that earlier John VIII Palaiologos dvERq Ey' '7rirou
Ka*u,lrXLUVEVOS WC, ESEL, KO:L T'nV 7ruX11v EtT X$E 'PWµavoi -rob ca y'ou, Kal. EUTTQ EKELUE 7rXi1aLOV

,Ti j(; rTjs, "mounted his horse in full armor as he ought, came out of the gate of Saint Romanos,
and made his stand there in the vicinity of the Gate." Kananos is explicit about the dangerous
nature of this position and further reports that the Turks concentrated their bombardment on this
sector. Here the greatest amount of damage was sustained and an old tower collapsed under the
continuous bombardment. He, 461-462, writes: E7red E(3SovliKOVTa PoKLa 3okjc T'tls µE yLo'r g
EKELV1IS TOV aeaa79pmiEvov EKpODUE 7rupry0V, Kai OUSEµLaV PXQ'f1jV TOLS 'PuiaLOLs T0iTo
7rpo , v eev, 1XX' OUSE TOLS TOUpKOLs o pEXELaV. 7 'IV rydp 6 T07roc Kal 00b8a Kai irUp'YoC, 7rX'nULOV

KupLaK r1 d'YLas, µ&60V 'PW4LUVoU 10U &yLOU KaL XapaijC TE TTIV 7riX71V, Kai

7rM uLEUTEpOV TOUTwv E'LS TOv 7rOTaµ0'V TOV AUKOV.
74 Doukas 38.3. It should be added that Doukas observes that orders were issued to the defenders to
remain within the walls, as the defenders had sustained too many casualties. If such orders were
issued, they must have been published towards the end of the siege, or certainly after the transfer of
Ottoman light vessels to the Golden Hom, an operation that made the defenders realize how
valuable their few fighting men were. It is interesting that Doukas speaks of prisoners that the
defenders took during these sorties. This observation would explain how the defenders were in
possession of prisoners whom they executed in retaliation for the execution of sailors that were
captured by the Turks during the ill-fated attempt to burn Ottoman vessels in the harbor; cf. supra,
ch. 8: "Naval Maneuvers," nn. 65-72. The fact that the small gates, known as 7rapa1ropTLa, had to
be kept open to facilitate entry and egress of the defenders, perhaps may account for the legends
that eventually accumulated about the notorious Kerkoporta, an event which as we note, infra,
Appendix III, constituted at best as a minor incident.
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Often the Romans [= Greeks] went over their moat to skirmish with the Turks.
Sometimes they lost men; sometimes they captured prisoners.

The eyewitness narrative of Nestor-Iskander offers three specific instances of fighting
at close quarters that can only be explained in terms of sorties conducted by the defenders
and of their hand-to-hand combat outside the fortifications. Among the notable and
detailed examples of sorties that were conducted in early May, he relates first:75

*DJla6ypapb x e naKH 3anagHbIH, AMap'b6e1!i c'b CBOHMI4 n0JIKb1 Hanai(e Ha rpeKbl,
14 6bICTb C'hi1a Beiiisl. Taxoxce I43'b rpaga PaXKaBtIO cTpaTyry co MHOrHMl4
JI10AbMH npeCn']3BIIIy Ha fOMOtIb I'peKOM b, 6'bsIlnecb KpinKO Cb TypKbl, 14 nporHa

Hx'b Aaxce go caMaro AMap6ba.

Again the standard-bearer of the west,76 Amarbeg,77 attacked the Greeks with his
regiment. There was great slashing. So also Rhangabes the strategos succeeded, with
many men, in aiding the Greeks outside the city, as they were vigorously fighting the
Turks. He routed all of them, including Amarbeg himself.

Between the Julian calendar dates of May 3 and May 6, we are told of another sortie,
which had more disastrous consequences for the defenders:78

Ha yTpisI xe, SIKO BHgbma TypKbl CT)3Hy He3ag'bJIaHy, BCKOp'k HaCKO'IYIIHa I4
6bsIXycs C'b rpeKH. rpeKbl xe 6bioMecA CB HHMH, no6'kraaxy 07b HHX'b, a TypKis
BCKpj6rgaaXy Ha HHX'b, 14 BCKOp'h Hanagome MHO]KeCTBO HX'b, gaioixe yxe
OAOJItBine. C'bryCTHBIIIHM'b xe cA MHOTHM'b TypKOB'b. rpeKF xce pa36troma 14
nyCTHma Ha HI4X'b nyIIJKbI, m no6Hnia MHOI'O TypOK'b. H AKO HCnyCTIsuIa HYIIIKbI

BHe3aany Hanage Ha HHX'b 1431 rpaga , Hajieoiiorb, cTpaTHr-b CHHrypala, co
MHOrbIMH JIIOAbMH H 6b5iIIIe HXI Kp'bfKO. B'bCTOLIHbIii xe 4DJla6ypap'b MyCTa(4a
BKOp'h Halige Ha rpeKbl CO MHOTOIO CHJIOIO, 14 c'1'iilanie HX'b cypoBo, m riporHa Hx'b

B'b rpag'b, H y3Ke XOTSIXY CT'bHy OT SITH. (beo op'b xe THCALIHHK'b COBOKYHHBCA

c'b 3yCTyH'set'b, nOCKOpHIIIa Ha nOM019b, 14 6bICTb C'hga BeiiiA, Ho y60 TypKbl
OC14JIOBaXyTb HX'b.

The next morning the Turks saw the unblocked wall; soon they rose up and fought
against the Greeks. The Greeks went to battle but were occasionally routed. And the
Turks raised a cry against them; soon they launched their attack, expecting at once to
overwhelm [them]. As the ranks of the Turks thickened, the Greeks dispersed and shot
cannons at them, killing many Turks. As the cannons fired, suddenly Strategos

75 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 39 (pp. 54-55).
Paradoxically, Nestor-Iskander does not record sorties for the month of April. These may have
taken place at other sectors along the Theodosian fortifications, below the Fourth Military Gate
southward toward the Golden Gate, for, as it is apparent, he was primarily familiar with the events
that took place in the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector.
76 Most probably this is the title of sanjak-beg or sancak-beg.
77 Amarbeg probably should read correctly Omer Beg, a sancak-beg of Rumeli, that is, the west.
78 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 41 (pp. 56-57).
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Palaiologos Singkourlas,79 with many men from the city, attacked and fought firmly
against them. Mustafa, the standard-bearer of the east,80 came upon the Greeks with a
large force soon thereafter and pitilessly put them to the sword. He drove them into
the city and even wanted to start out for the wall. Hurrying to his aid, Chiliarch
Theodoros8l joined [forces with] Justinian [Giustiniani]. There was great carnage, but
in the end the Turks subdued them.

Even in the final days before the fall of the imperial city, individual defenders did not
hesitate to launch skirmishes outside the walls. Nestor-Iskander relates such an effort:82

(DJla6ypapb )Ke H'1'iKNI4 co MHOrbIMH Cpa'IHHbI slpOCTH'h Harnage Ha I'peKH, B'b
HHX]Ke 6sixy f$ITb CTpamHblXb BO3paCTOM7, H B3OpOM'b, H 611sixy rpaxCaH'b
Henja,AHo. TaKox{e H3'b rpaga npOTOCTpaTOP'b x CbIH'b ero AHApeil, CO MHOrbIMH
JIIOAbMH nOCKopnma Ha TypKbl, H 6bICTb C'l is yxaCHa. BHA'bBma xe Cb CTtHbl
TpH 6paTeHHKH TSIT1 Myxei~l OHtX'b CpaiIHH'b, 6blouRe TaKO CHnbH'h rpaxcaHib,
CKaLIHma Cb CT'bHbI, HanaAoma Ha HHX'b, H c'huaxyca C'b HHMH JIIOTh, A KO
YAHBHTHCSI TypKOMb, H He A'b$ITH HX'b, uaioule y6ieHbIM'b 61ITH OTb CpatIHH'b. TI

y6Hma rpa?Kaxe ABy Cpa*iaaas,. TaKO B'bCKpHLIaB'b Hanagoma Ha HHX'b MHOxCeCTBO

TypxoB'b, oH4M'b xe o6paxslonrecsi OTS HHX'b, ytiAonla Bb rpaAi.... 0 lOJioMb xe
M'hCTh c']3iIa He npecTa, no Wage paCTslme, Typxom% 6o BeJIHii'ha CHJIb

npacTyn.nbme, c'h'iaxycsi x norousixy rpa)KaHb CypOBO.

A certain flaburar with many Saracens furiously fell upon the Greeks. Among them
there were five of dreadful age and look. The townspeople were unsparing. Similarly
from the city, the protostrator and his son Andrew hurried with many men against the
Turks; there was frightful slashing. Three first cousins saw from the wall five of their
own men, strong townsmen, fighting the Saracens. Leaping from the wall, they fell
upon them and slashed at them ferociously. The Turks observed this [development].
Yet they [the cousins] did not retreat, even though they expected to be killed by the
Saracens. And the townsmen killed two Saracens. Uttering a cry, a multitude of Turks
attacked them. After they were wounded, they returned to the city.... At the open
place [before the Pempton Gate] the slashing did not stop and even expanded, for the
Turks mustered a great force, slashed harshly, and put the townspeople to flight.

Yet even this elastic defensive strategy utilizing harassing tactics through sorties
probably subsided as the siege prolonged. The defenders could not afford additional
casualties in subsequent sorties, especially after the sultan transferred boats into the

79 On him, cf, ibid., p. 125, n. 64.
80 He remains an unidentifed figure, but in all probability he is not a fictitious invention. There is a
strong possibility that Nestor-Iskander makes reference to Mahmud Pasha who played some role in
the siege of Constantinople. On this, cf. Kritoboulos 42, who may well have exaggerated Mahmud
Pasha's role in the capture of the city; while Stavrides, pp. 112-113, minimizes his participation in
the siege. We have, however, no "Mustafa, the standard-bearer of the east" cited in any sources,
either Byzantine or Turkic.
81 That is, Theodoros Karystenos. Cf. Leonardo 934.
82 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 63 (pp. 76-77).
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harbor and forced the defenders to transfer forces from the land walls to the Golden Horn
sector. Doukas provides an observation that argues in favor of this view:83

llXr1V TOUTO 6K &74 60V TOLS 'PWµaLOLs' KoL Y«p EUKOXOV &V EL7rELV Mat
EVa 'PWµaLOV 7rpOC E LKOOL TOUpKous. TL ESUVwVTO KT a7rpoa Yrn CJaL KUL EtEXOE:LV....

llXrV QOUX7j E.&boTO, WOTE TOUS 'PWµcLovs &VTLµcXELV EK TWV TOLXWV SLac TWV

7rp0µaXWVWV, OL [LEV SLa T;-a'Ypo[3oXLKWV REMV, OL bE SLa TOa;LKWV, &XXOL SE SLa

µoXv(3SoXWV &7roavoLEvWV bLa` 3o'rc v v 7rEVTE Ko:L (EKa OµoU, upLKpa! WS KapUa
110VTLK01 TO µe'yE$0g, a7rO7EXOUVTa SUVaiLV TpgaEWs, Wg eL 'ri , EV aLS7lpocp6pr

904La7L, KUL TnV a07CLba KaL TO owµa SLa7p7joas E EpXETOL KUL E'LS aXX0
'.LETa7rT1Sa, eL r xq etrc Et auvou ELC ETEpov, EWC OU lllvXpaV1 7j Suvap. s T'9(;
3OTCYVOU' KUL SLa' 'ALas 7rpOaioX q SUVcTaL 7) JLWaaL SUO KUL TpELC. "Eµa$ov OUV

Ka1 OL TOUpKOL KaL XPWVTO:L KXL 0UTOL Tai OµoLa KUL E7tEKELVa.

Be that as it may, such [an approach] did not favor the Romans [= the Greeks]. It was
easy to reckon that one Roman had to face twenty Turks. What would be achieved
then with hand-to-hand combat and sorties? An order was issued that the Romans
were to fight from within the walls and bulwarks; some were to use crossbow bolts
and others bow arrows. Yet others were to use lead bullets (fired with [gun] powder).
These bullets are small, the size of walnuts from the Pontus [= Euxine], which possess
great power of penetration, as five or ten are fired at the same time. If they happen to
strike an armored man, they will go through shield and body, and will come out to
strike someone else who happens to be within their trajectory and they will continue
to do so until the force of the [gun] powder cools down. It is possible to injure two or
three men with one shot. The Turks also learned to use similar and more effective
tactics.

This change in tactics would have come at a time when the defenders were obliged to thin
out their scanty forces. The most likely period must have been the days immediately after
the transfer of the Ottoman boats into the Golden Horn, which necessitated a radical
change in the deployment of defenders. Undoubtedly, this alternate stratagem of
transferring boats and thinning the defenders was one of the objectives of the sultan in
mounting the operation, but it did not give him absolute command of the harbor. And this
brilliant stroke of strategy on the part of the sultan was recognized for what it was at that
time.84 Kritoboulos analyzes the situation as follows:85

83 Doukas 38.3. Kritoboulos also supports this view; he speaks of sorties and skirmishes in the
vicinity of the Pempton, carried out by Giustiniani's band, 1.36: KaL &XXaL 8E lrpoa(3oXal
KaNJ..EpaV E'YLVOVTO &XXY) KaL a"XX-Q TOU TELXOUC KaL µCALOTa KaTa'' 'r 1rapepprlypEva, Ev ats

OUSEv EXor rov oL Tng, l16XEWs E'LXOV, dXX' iaxup is TE Ep. xovTO KaL «VTELXOV yEvva'Ws.
84

E.g., Kritoboulos 1.37: EyvwaTo y&p a&7@ Et &3ravTOS Tp01rOu T6V TE XLp. va KaL TO Kepas

EaUTW 1rOLAacuJ aL, ms aV 1ravTaX0'$EV KIXTa TE T1V yT V KaL & XaUaaV irpocPaXOL nr 116XEL'

yap, 6'frep Kai TIV, WS, EL KOcL TO TaUT'q TELXOS &VOLQEL 'ROXEuG1, frC k1V &V a&r TnV Tns

7r6XEWC yEVEcffaL OUK EtapKOUVTWV TWV 1P0 µaX0 L V4V 1rpOs 7raVTa TOV 1rEp'L 0X0V

6XLyav14pu1rLc ovra. To emphasize his point, Kritoboulos returns to the same subject
again in his narrative (cf, the next note).
81 Ibid., 1.43.
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KQL 'ya'p Oi(PUA01KT0V EXovTEC 7rp6TEpov TO TOO KEpaTos TELXOS, a'ra ous E'y'YUS WOU

TpLCYKOVTn, OUSE OUTWS E'LXOV OtpKOUVT(oq T6-L(; CYAAOLC, TEL'XEaLV EL 'YE 7rpocuXocK' V TE

K«L µaxTIV OUTS OL 010`70L oUTE OL %EVOL, &XX' SUO KO:L TpELs ELXOV EM

7rpo7r0AEµ6VTOt. VUV SE Ko:L TOUTO TO TELXOC OiVOL'yEV TW 7rOAE1W pUAaTTELV

O'VOt'YK1IV EXOVTES T c4AAas E7raXtUq &7r0'YUp VOUV KO:L

EVTCYUi II TOUS CYVSpaq- O7rEp 11V KLVSUVOC 7rpOipOtV'YS KEVOURE'VOU TWV 7rpORa)O11.EVWV,

TOO o:AAou -rei.XOVg KUL µ1j OapKOUVTWV TWV OALyWV OVTWV

pUACYTTELV OC'UTO.

Earlier [= prior to the transfer of the Ottoman boats to the Golden Horn], there was no
need to guard the walls of the Horn, about thirty stades in length. Even so, they did
not have sufficient soldiers, either residents of the city or foreigners, to man the other
walls; and so each soldier defended two or three battlements. But now even these
walls [of the Golden Horn] were open to attack and had to be guarded. Necessity
obliged them to strip the other battlements of their defenders and to transfer these men
to this sector. The danger was manifest: the outer walls were emptied of the defenders
and the few that remained were not sufficient to guard the abandoned walls.

Thus one may conclude that Leonardo's criticism was not a realization of the
shortcomings of the defense. Leonardo did not understand the strategy. Probably, he was
not at the Mesoteikhion, where the skirmishing initiated. Since he was an ecclesiastic and
a devoted friend of Cardinal Isidore, he must have served next to his friend at the sector
of Saint Demetrios/Kynegon,S6 by the Tower of Anemas, the sections of the walls that the
cardinal had restored at his own expense87 and whose neighborhood he defended in the
siege. In this area, the modern day Aivansarai, the walls do not present two lines of an
outer and inner wall. This area is almost adjacent to the Golden Horn and is protected by
a single line of massive walls (pl. 59). Here, the terrain is not suitable for sorties and
clearly none took place here.

It should be observed, nevertheless, that the defense of the Mesoteikhion proved
successful, in spite of the uninterrupted bombardment in the Saint Romanos sector. The
Ottoman bombardment may have, in fact, assisted the efforts of Giustiniani's
professional band. Early on in the siege, the defenders discovered severe limitations in
the deployment of their own artillery, which proved impractical, cumbersome, and
ineffectual. The cannons' recoil and reverberations weakened and damaged the outer
walls and their towers; besides, gunpowder was scarce:88

86 Leonardo, PG 159: 935 [CC 1: 150]: Cardinalis, a consilio munquam absens, Sancti Demetrii
regionem ad mare defensabat.
87 Leonardo, PG 159: 935 [CC 1: 150]:... et turres, quas Anemadas vocant impensis cardinalis
reparatas, spectabant.
88 Leonardo, PG 159: 928 (CC 1: 132). PG prints a slightly different version of the first sentence:
Pulvis erat nitri modicus, exiguus, etc. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (9, 10): per hauer pocha poluere
de salmitrio, et poche sagitte. Et se pur se trazeua bombarde non poteuano offender Turchi ascosi
adriedo le masiere, et lifossi.
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Pulvis erat nitri exigua, tela modica; bombardae, si aderant, incommoditate loci
primum hostes offendere, maceriebus alveisque tectos, non poterant. Nam si quae
magnae erant, ne murus concuteretur noster, quiescebant.

There was not much gunpowder, small quantities of it, and average weapons. Our
bombards, the few that we had, could not injure the enemy because of the terrain and
because they were covered and protected in their huts and trenches. Our bigger
bombards were silent, so that they would not shake our wall.

Further, the defection of Urban appears to have traumatized the defenders, who became
suspicious of their own artillerymen, even though no convincing proof of collaboration
with the enemy could be secured, as Khalkokondyles testifies:89

oL be'- 'EXX'gvES rjv apXrjV...1cpLEaaV KaL OUTOL X'L oV EXKOVTa TpLa 9'WL TaAaVTa

c rw jAOV, KaL EERaXoV Ec 70V T6 PauLXEWc 771Xe30XoV. iXX' EaELETO REV Tot TELXYI

KO L ERXc it7ETO aYLOLV, OU 11EV70L qVUOV OUSEV. KaL O REV Tt+XER0AoS

8LEppryyvuro aUTLKa, 07E ITpWTOV TTpLET0. KaL TOV TflXEROXLOTTIV EV aLTLaLS ELXOV

65 8LeY15apµEV0V 61r1 (3a9LXEW1; KaL drijyoV &vaTOV- oU µhVTOL ye Yavepov ELXov

crr lLELOV, WS KOXci4ELV, KaL dirEXuaav.

In the beginning the Greeks... also fired a stone weighing three half talents and
targeted the king's [= sultan's] bombard. But their walls shook and were damaged and
they accomplished nothing. Then the largest piece shattered as soon as it was fired.
They blamed the gunner and said that he had been corrupted by the king [= sultan].
They took him away to execute him but released him when no tangible proof was
produced.

It must be observed, nevertheless, that on every occasion when the Turkish artillery
successfully brought down sections of the walls in the Mesoteikhion, the defenders
quickly made repairs, or even replaced the collapsed sections with improvised barricades
and stockades, which the Turkish forces on foot were unable to storm:90

89 Khalkokondyles 206 (389), p. 154. Leonardo also writes of the defenders' artillery, which clearly
had targeted the tents at the Ottoman camp with a strategy of harassment in mind. Cf. PG 159: 928
[CC 1: 1321: interdum in cuneos hostium emissae [sc. bombardae nostrael, et homines et tentoria
exterminebant. [Not in CC 1]: Non enim in vanum jaciebantur, quas illisas hostes declinare non
poterat. Itaque cadebant Teucri icti aeneis tells lapidibusque. It thus becomes clear that the
defenders' artillery performed adequately, as Leonardo almost produces a contradiction: first he
complains of the absence of gunpowder and of the inability of the defenders to fire their cannon
which damaged the walls, but then he goes on to state that somehow the defenders' smaller artillery
pieces were used effectively against the enemy. Once more, we should remember that the defense
probably utilized small artillery pieces in sorties. In such instances the defenders, to support the
skirmishing parties outside the fortifications, could have used mortar effectively.
90 Tetaldi Caput XVI. Cf. the equivalent (short) French version, XXII: L'assault commence, ceulx
de dedens par tout se deffendirent vaillament a S. Romain, & le liu plus legier a avoir. En la
muraille plus faible, de laquelle avoitja est abatue les fours passez, 14 estoient les bombardes, qui
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...sed locus versus portam S<ancti> Romani...faciliorem adversariis praebebat
transitum. Illic quoque muri minus erant fortes, quorum non minima pars diebus
praeteritis fuerat ab adversariis comminuta. Itaque specula quaedam illuc iactu
fundae ad terram prostrata est; media quoque pars murorum illius lateris per spatium
fere ducentorum passuum deiecta. Erant quippe illic tot fundae atque colubri in aere
volitantes, in tanta copia, ut sua densitate aerem viderentur obnubilare. Illi vero qui
de civitate erant, prout poterant, muros suos reparando erigebant obstruentes eos
terra et vasis ac lignis.

...but the place opposite the Gate of Saint Romanos...offered an easier passage for
our adversaries. There the walls were also less strong; our adversaries had lowered a
great section of them in the past days. Also the middle of those walls, to a space of
almost two hundred paces, had been brought down. There were also cannon and
colubrids(?) firing so many projectiles into the air that the atmosphere seemed
obscured. There were some people from the city there, trying to repair and re-erect the
wall with the earth, barrels, and timber.

In these collapsed sections the defenders were able to deploy artillery, without fear of
further damaging their own fortifications. In fact, on the eve of the general assault,
Giustiniani needed to deploy additional pieces to his sector about the Pempton, but his
requisitioning attempts were thwarted by the grand duke Loukas Notaras. The incident
resulted in a serious altercation between the emperor's generalissimo and prime minister,
which further degenerated to an exchange of curses and insults:91

Interea capitaneus generalis Johannes Justinianus ... petivitque sibi a Chirluca [that is,
Kup AovK& (NoTap&)]...communes urbis bombardas quas contra hostes affigeret.
Quas cum superbe denegasset: "Quis me, capitaneus inquit, o proditor, tenet ut
gladio non occumbas meo?"

Meanwhile, the captain general Giovanni Giustiniani ...requested from Lord
Loukas...bombards that belonged to the city to deploy them against the enemy. When
he rejected his request with contempt, the captain said: "Traitor: Who will hold me
back from killing you with my sword?"

It is to the defenders' credit that they were able to resist all attacks during the long
siege, even though their fortifications had been seriously damaged. The engineering skills
of Giustiniani's band seem to have caught the attention of Mehmed II and evidently the
sultan was impressed by the tenacity of the defenders; at least such rumors reached

bouterentjus une barbequenne & la montre du mur du meilleu, & en cheut bien deux tens braches.
La aussi sy avoit tant de coulevrins, & de traits, que on ne voyoit point he ciel.
91 PG 159: 936 (CC 1: 152). Languschi-Dolfin fol. 317 (21): Infra questo tempo Joanne Zustignan
capitanio in la tera...domando a Cir Luca Notara...alcune bombarde da rebatter li inmici- da la
sua station, et quelli cum superbia denego uoler dar. Al qual irato Joanne Zustignan disse o
traditor, et the me Lien the adesso non to scanna cum questo pugnal. Cf. supra, n. 25.
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Leonardo within the city. Leonardo reports that the sultan complained bitterly about the
help that the Greeks were receiving from the Italians:92

Itaque Teucrus demolitum, quam primum restauratum ut conspexit murum: Non
Graecorum, inquit, sed Francorum hoc ingenium est, ut tanta resistentia fiat, tanta
pugna. quos nec innumerae sagittae, nec machinarum ligneorumque castrorum
horror, nec intermissa obsessio deterret.

And so, when the Turk saw that the wall had been repaired so swiftly, he said: "What
is at work here is the skill of the Franks [= westerners] and not the Greeks, that results
in such resistance and such fighting. They have no fear of innumerable arrows, of
cannon, or of wooden castles, even though there is no respite to the siege."

The defenders voiced an identical complaint, as they firmly believed that the Turks were
receiving substantial help from westerners and specifically from the Genoese of Pera.
Leonardo was extremely upset by the conduct of western Christians and of his Genoese
compatriots in Pera and expressed his disappointment a number of times in his
narrative.93 Leonardo states that Mehmed was very much in awe with the defense at the

92 PG 159: 929 (not included among the extracts of CC 1). Languschi-Dolfin fol. 314 (11): El
signor come uide el ruinado esser subito ristaurato, disse non equesto ingegno de Greci, ma de
Franchi the si a riparato cum tanta scientia in tanta pugna, in la qual ne tanteforze ne bombarde,
et artellarie d ogni qualita li facia retrar de la pugna. In this passage, the attempts of Mehmed to
bring Giustiniani to his side should be considered. Cf. Leonardo, PG 159: 936 (not in CC 1), who
significantly places the wishes of the sultan after the quarrel between Giustiniani and Notaras:
Cujus [sc. Justiniani] providentiam Teucrus commendans: Quam vellem, inquit, penes me
praefectum ilium Joannem [Justinianum] honorandum! Magnis hercle donis auroque multo
corrumpere ilium studuit: cujus inflectere animum nunquam potuit.
93 Cf., e.g., PG 159: 927 (CC 1: 130): Sed quis, oro circumvallavit urbem? Qui, nisi, perfidi
Christiani, instruxere Turcos? Testis sum quod Graeci, quod Latini [= Italians], quod Germans,
quod Panones [= Hungarians], Boetes ... opera eorum didicerant, cf. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 314 (9):
Ne altri circumuallo Costantinopoli saluo perfidi Christiani, the insegnorono a Turci infra li quali
erano Greci, Latini, Germani, Ungari, Boemi insieme cum Turci. Leonardo also complains about
the Perenses, PG 159: 929 (CC 1: 136): Ego, iudicio meo, ni fallor, arbitror apertam guerram
Perensibus a primo salubriorem quam fictam pacem.... 0 Genuenses iam quodammodo cicurati!
Sileo, ne de meis loquar; cf. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (11): etforsi hauia zouato l hauesse hauto
cum Perensi piu tosto aperta guerra a Costantinopoli the pace simulata (omitting Leonardo's
exclamation and exasperation). Once more in his narrative, in connection with intelligence
information that was evidently passed on to the enemy, Leonardo attempts to control his anger and
frustration, PG 159: 933 (CC 1: 144): Sed quid dicam, beatissime Pater [sc. Pope Nicholas V]?
Accusarene quempiam licet? Silendum mihi est. The ambiguous role of the Perenses in the siege,
helping both the emperor and the sultan, became proverbial and echoes the situation found in
secondary narratives; cf., e.g., Doukas 38.5: OL yap Tou raxcr r [= Pera] Evevoouv, 6q KY$a Kou. Ev
ETEpoLq Xp6voLs, 7j HO'XLS KaTa1roXEµvgdCwa 7rapae TWv yovEWv o rroii [= Mehmed] ouSEv
Wvijaavro &7rEX06vTES 0:7rpaKT0L, OL SE TOU raXaTa oUV EKELVOLC, tpLALav 8ELKV6VTES, TOUC p.EV

HoX ras EK&OOaV TY)V 9rap' c TOLL, E>;,EpX011EV71V Ro7ji3ELaV, 01")TW &000UVTEs yEV6U15(XL Kat EV T6

KaLprtl TOUTOU, 415 7rNaVOV p.E'V YiXk v Irir67rTEU0V, r SE I16XEL TO[ EIK6Ta auvepI.aX0VTO

Kpvep.es. In 38.15, Doukas becomes more explicit: '0 SE 'IOUOTLVLO:VOS 'IWOCVV7)S yEVVaLWs
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Saint Romanos sector that he tried to lure Giustiniani away from Constantinople 94 A
number of sources repeat this information.95 It is not improbable that the sultan may have
attempted to bribe Giustiniani and his competent mercenaries to join forces with him.

The Ottoman bombards seem to have targeted the Mesoteikhion, the Saint Romanos
sector from the Gate of Saint Romanos (Top Kapi) to the Pempton (HUcum Kapisi). It
was precisely in this area that the defenders erected stockades and barricades in front of
the inner wall as replacements for the collapsed fortifications of the outer wall. Their
efforts were invariably crowned with success and the Ottoman forces prior to May 29
repeatedly failed to penetrate these hastily improvised bulwarks. The Ottoman batteries
had not fared better at the sector of the Kaligaria Gate (Egri Kapi), their initial target.
This gate commands high ground and any bombardment would have been confronted
with greater targeting difficulties. The problem of the precipitous slope of the terrain and
the strength of the fortifications probably obliged Mehmed to transfer his large bombards
from Kaligaria southwards to the valley of the Lykos. A battery opposite the
Selybria/Pege/Silivri Gate, further south from the Gate of Saint Romanos, as well proved
to be ineffective.

In general, then, the strategy to employ gunpowder and bombards failed to realize its
primary objective to open up wide breaches within the curtain walls for an infantry
assault against the defenders who would have been deprived of their primary cover. The
engineering skills and the harassing tactics of the defense, especially the trained
condottieri of Giustiniani, as well as the effective repairs that were accomplished
neutralized the threat presented by Ottoman bombards.

H. A Change of Tactics: Mines and Siege Towers

When it became obvious that the overrated artillery could not perform as had been
planned and even promised by Urban, the sultan had to rely on more traditional military
methods that were available to him. His first approach consisted of mining beneath the
fortifications and this method created serious problems for the defense. Mines and

EjO.'XETO ally 1raaL 70Lc U1r' O:UTOV KaL Tou; rou ir0: urriou, EXovTES EK TOU 1'aXa'r [= Pera] p. poC

oUK 6XL'yov dv6pmv iv61rXwv. Kal yap ljoav d.UTot 6ELKv6vTEC, a'y hrrIV KaL EI;epXOLEVOL 6L'q'y0v EV

Tq KO.L1TW ToU tpWOLYTOU (YCpO(3us Koci TO: tTJTOUREVO: X)eLu61'1 E&L6oaav &y166vas Tq Tupavvq

sultan] Kat EXaLOV 6L0 To:(; aKEUcYS KaL a,\Xo, EL TL aUrouvTes oL TOUpKOL Ecpc vovTO. Tou; 8E

'PWµaLou [= the Greeks], KPU'YU Kat 6L& 'r'r)S VUKTOg 6L0!RO:LV0VTES, 1'1jv rJLE'P v lraaaV
aUiq.ueXoUVTEs Y:V' T1 6E E7rL0Uai9 VUKTt EvaaXXrrr64.LEVOL, AXOL Ev rij 110AEL Kal O:UTOL EV TO-U;

OLKOLS KaL'r yo)aO:Tq 6LETpLP0V 6L('X TO XaVd&VELV'ro ToUpKOUs.
94 PG 159: 936 (not in CC 1); Leonardo's text is quoted supra, n. 91. Cf. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 318
(p. 22):...el Signor Turco...disse, o quanto caro haueria questo honorato capitanio Zoanne Longo
alli me servity, ... cum doni, et molto oro de uoltar 1 animo suo, al qual mai diede orechie.
95 E.g. Sansovino, Gl' Annali, 104: perche commendauo it Turco la costui providenzia, disse 0
quanto hauerei caro the quel Capitan Giouanni honorandofosse meo. Et ueramente ch' egli cercd
di corromper lo con danari, & con grandissimi doni, ma egli no pote mai piegar 1' animo suo
gagliardo & inuito; and Hieronimo Giustiniani, Istoria di Scio scritta nell' anno (Paris, 1585; repr.
Hieronimo Giustiniani's History of Chios, ed. P. P. Argenti [Cambridge, 1943], p. 412): Per la qual
cosa Mehemet solea dire, the nefacea piu di conto del Giustiniano solo, the del tutto it resto della
citta. On this point, cf. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani," pp. 32-33.
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counter-mines were a recognized form of siege warfare and defense in the quattrocento.
Ultimately, this method derives from Roman warfare and is even discussed by Marcus
Pollio Vitruvius.96 The objective of digging tunnels was to undermine the foundations of
a wall or a tower by excavating directly underneath the structure, which would then
collapse into the tunnel. Alternatively, a mine could be utilized to gain entry into a city by
bypassing the fortifications and emerging into the interior. The Turks seem to have had
both objectives in mind.97 Barbaro was sufficiently impressed with this tactic and with
the mining expertise of the Turks to include a general description of the method they
utilized. He relates:98

Ma azoche vui intendiadi, queste cave si se cavava el teren, e andavase pontelando el
teren de sora, con ponte grosse de boni legnami, e vignia cusi cavando per infina a le

fondamente de la tera, e poi cavava de soto via le fondamente, e vignia referir dentro
de la tera, e a questo muodo for sifeva be sue cave.

So that you may understand better, the Turks excavated these mines by digging
underground. Then they supported the mines with scaffolding and thick bridges made
of tough timber. In this way they approached underground the foundations of the land
walls. Then they continued their tunneling under these foundations and made their
way into the territory. That is the way the Turks constructed their mines.

To detect counter-mines the defenders would usually place vats filled with water on the
fortifications and watch for water movement as a suitable warning. If a mine had been
detected, the defenders would dig a counter-mine; if an enemy mine were encountered,
the enemy miners would then be destroyed. Opposing forces fought on occasion battles
underground.99 Our most reliable sources on the siege of 1453 devote more extensive
passages to the mines than to the Ottoman artillery and to Urban's bombards. The
probable implication is that these mines presented a greater threat than the Ottoman
artillery.

Cardinal Isidore notes this change in tactics in his letter to Cardinal Bessarion and
enumerates five mines, their approach to the wall, and the counter-mines dug by the
defenders: 100

Alium et tertio modum aggressus contra urbem versus portam Caligariorum a longe
cuniculos quinque et subterraneos dolos effodit, per quos in urbem additus pateret.
Cumque ad murorum usque ac turriumfundamenta applicuissent... nostri pariter intus
ex amussim de directo correspondentes cuniculos effoderunt.

96 Ten Books on Architecture: Anastatis Reprint Corsini Incunabula, Book II (Rome, 2003).
97 Cf., e.g., Barbaro's testimony, examined infra, text with nn. 110-116.
98 Barbaro 46 [not in CC 1].
99 For this method of fighting, cf. J. Bradbury, The Medieval Siege (Woodbridge, 1992), pp. 270-
274.
100 CC 1: 72. Eparkhos and Diplovatazes also speak of the mines by the Kaligaria Gate, NE 2: 516:
...und unter dem Polberck haben sie angefangen ein Loch, daz ist gangen unter dem Graben and
unter der Maur untz in die Forstat.
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In the third place he [sc. Mehmed II] employed another tactic against the city,
targeting the Kaligaria Gate: from far away he dug five tunnels and subterranean
passages, to open, through them, an avenue into the city. When they reached the
foundations of the walls and of the towers.. .our side from within dug counter-mines
directly upon them.

Isidore alludes to the tunnels in his report to Pope Nicholas V:101 alibi autem caveas
faciebat sub terra, "elsewhere he dug mines under the earth." As usual, the most
informative comments come from the pen of Leonardo, who reports that the sultan had
summoned for this purpose expert sappers from Serbia.102 Moreover, Leonardo links this
change in tactics to the failure of the artillery to destroy the replacement stockades:103

Nam quanto hostis mole ingentis lapidis muros conterebat, tan to hic animosius
sarmentis, humo vasisque vinariis intercompositis reparabat. Qua de re Theucrus
delusus cogitavit non cessandum ab ictibus machinarum, sed fortiore cura
subterraneis cavisfurari urbem.

As the enemy destroyed the walls with the bulk of his enormous stones, with greater
determination, he [sc. Giovanni Giustiniani] made repairs and filled in the gaps with
crates, earth, and wine barrels. In disappointment the Turk kept up the bombardment
but decided to enter the city in secret by digging with greater care subterranean
tunnels.

Lauro Quirini, who had spoken with Isidore upon the latter's arrival in Crete, states that
the Serbian sappers of the sultan had dug thirteen mines (caveas tres ac decem).104

101 CC 1: 98. The secondary sources also speak of the mines; cf. e.g., Kritoboulos I.31: ETL SE Tovs
'yEWpUXOVc U7rop&rTELV TO TELXOS EKEAEUE KaL U7rovoµovg 7Cp6s T7jv 7r0XLV 7rOLELV, WC, &V

SLOE TOUTWV VUKT6g Xat$WXLV ELOEX$6VTE(; 07rXLTaL. KaL viero TO Ep'yOV' a,XA« TOUTO iEV UOTEpOV

7repLTT0V As Kritoboulos was writing his work for the eyes of the sultan, hoping to receive
an appointment at the Porte, he had no desire to emphasize that the failures of the mines were due
to the engineering efforts of the defenders and simply suggests that the sultan changed his mind and
abandoned the project. Khalkokondyles emphasizes the point that the sultan's mines were
neutralized, CC 2: 204: ' 12pi aETO LEVTOL KaL opU'yttaTa T(il Ra(FLXEL U7r0 'yfiV (pOVTa ES To
TELXos. Ka. OL TE 61TUKTaL TO) Ra6LXEWC, 7Np'yOUC, Kw LOTaaaV E7rL EUAWV I.LETEWpOVc TEaaapas KaL

E7rL7rup'7La, WS aUTLKO 7riip EVtjaOVTEg 7j aUTa'. OU KEVTOL 'yE 7rpoEXWpTIae Ta opvyµaTw
oL yd'p `EXXTIves WC, YJat$ovio TOUC, 7r0XEµ'OUC, opUOQOVTas, 9V80&V Wpvaaov KaL aUTOL, KaL

7rpoLoVTEs EUpOV 70uS PacLXEWs OpUKTa'S, Ko:L E &xioV Trip EVLEVTEs, Kal E7rEKpaTTIOaV TWV

opuyµac7WV.
102 Cf supra, ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of 1453," nn. 103 and 104.
103 PG 159: 929 (CC 1: 132); cf. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (10): Et tanto quanto Turchi, cum
grosse bombarde dirupaua, tanto cum sarmenti, uimine, terra et botte repraua. Et per questo el
Turcho deluso penso non cessar dal continuo trazer, ma ancora cum piu forte cura de caue
subterranee furar la terra.
104 TIePN, p. 70. Further, on the role of Serbs in aiding the Ottoman siege of the imperial city, cf.
Lj. Maksimovid, "H E7roxq' TT1S &AWaT)S KaL oL EEp(3oL," in Tonia Kiousopoulou, ed., 1453.
H 'AAwarJ T71S KWVaravTLvo6iroAflC Kat 71 serO:f3aa71 ar6 rov(, t.LEaaMPLK06g UrOUc VEWTEpOVs

Xpovous (Herakleion, 2007), pp. 197-207.
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Leonardo provides details and makes it clear that John Grant, Giustiniani's military
engineer,' 05 was responsible for frustrating this approach:'06

Lignis instrumentisque advectis solerti cura, uti imperatum, actum est ut mox per
cuniculos tentarent fundamenta suffodere et penetrareque omnifariam urbis murum.
At cum fundamentis - o rem mirabilem! - primum iam vallum antequemurale
mirando cum silentio subcavassent, Johannis Grande Alemani... industria et
sagacitate opus detectum est exploratumque....

They brought wooden implements with great care, as they had been instructed, and
proceeded without delay to undermine and penetrate the foundation of the city walls
in many spots. What a miracle! When they had begun the excavation and had even
reached the curtain and the outer wall with an admirable absence of sound, the first
line walls, ...with the perseverance and wisdom of John Grant, the German... they
detected and explored [the mines]....

Pusculo also devotes a section of his narrative to the "secret mines" (secretos cuneos)
and describes how they were built. 107 He speaks of the mines that were dug about the
Kaligaria sector and of the efforts by which they were neutralized through counter-mines
by burning and burying alive the enemy sappers, after their tunnels had been detected
through vibrations and tremors:' 08

Ast alios murum juxta Calygaria Teucros / Moenia subruere intellectum, et vertibus
ima / Fundamenta quati; cives tremor occupat ingens / ... Altum / Defodiunt properi

105 For the very few facts that Leonardo (and no other source) provide on Grant, cf. supra, ch. 6:
"Prelude to the Siege of 1453," n. 104.
106 PG 159: 928 (CC 1: 134); cf. Languschi-Dolfin fol. 315 (10):...et per tre uia tentauano
penetrato i muri passar in la citade. Habiando adoncha passado sotto le fosse, el antimurale, et le
mirabilis fundamente de la terra cum gran silentio, el silentio cauato, alhora per opera industria,
et sagacita de Joanne Grando Alemano dotto in cose bellice...fu descoperto...et...explorato.
Pseudo-Sphrantzes provides an innovation on this passage and suggests that the Turkish mine was
burned with liquid "Greek fire." There is, however, no evidence that the Greeks still used "liquid
fire" at this late date and no other sources mention such a weapon. It must be one of the learned
insertions of Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos. Pseudo-Sphrantzes also suggests that John Grant
was experienced in handling liquid fire. Thus it is possible that he was only thinking of more
traditional means of burning a mine. It is unlikely that Grant would be familiar with the secret of its
manufacture and the methods of applying it. Furthermore, Pseudo-Sphrantzes suggests that the
Turks also used "liquid fire" in underground warfare; cf. Maius 3.4.12: 'Iwavv7js TLS repµocvos
4 KpOV 1l JK'qL.LEVoS 'r C TOU 7r0XE LoU µTIXo:V&(; Ko1. T&S Tou vrypov 7rup6s, eviceTwl e6S...ETEpO:V 07r7jV

EVav'rk V 7rOL )craY KO:I..Le'r uypou 7rupos TEXvrjEVTws aKeuc aos...ot TOUpKOL Kai, 6T7) TO U'yp?V

7r5p uv'i 4 v, 0 7rpo-gTo(,µaaav.... For the traditional and famous "liquid fire" of Byzantium, cf. E.
M[cGeer], "Greek Fire," ODB 2: 873; J. F. Haldon and M. Byrne, "A Possible Solution to the
Problem of Greek Fire," BZ 70 (1977): 91-99; and Partington, pp. 1-42. The most exhaustive
investigation has been provided by T. K. Korres, 'rypov Hv-p 'Evo: 'O7rAo Trls By avTLVrls
Nav-runK TTKTLKt]S, 'ETO:LpEL'a 'EpeuvCav 6 (Thessaloniki, 1985; repr. 1989).
107 Pusculo 4.786-812 (pp. 76-77) (not included among the extracts of CC 1).
108 Ibid.
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cuneum, tacitique cavernis / Succedunt imis... / Exustisque cadit lignis, impletque
cavatam / Terra viam. Teucrum pauci jacuere sepulti... / Et tandem laeti cives
redduntur ad auras.

They realized that other Turks were undermining the walls by the Kaligaria [Gate]
and that they shook from their very foundations. Enormous fear invaded the
citizens.... They dug a deep mine and silently moved into the deep caverns without
making noise.... They burned the timber; the ground collapsed and filled the
excavated mine. A few Turks were buried... at long last the citizens returned to the
air in joy.

Similar is Tetaldi's testimony:' 09

... qui in exercitu suo plurimos habuit viros gnaros diversi generis metalla fodiendi ex
terra. Hi ergo capitanei sui sagacitate et calliditate inducti subtus muros civitatis
fodere coeperunt... ad deiiciendum ac destruendum et annihilandum ipsos muros; sed
Christianis intra urbem ex adverso longe a muris identidem attentatibus et eis
obviantibus contigit eos interdum insimul convenire aliquando multosque Turcorum
fumo et foetore cadaverum periclitari et extingui et vita sub terra privari. Interdum
etiam aquae violentia nostri illos ad interitum compulerunt et sic conatum eorum
impedierunt.

... in his [sc. Mehmed's camp] there were many men who knew how to mine all sorts
of metals from the earth. Their captains led them, with cleverness and cunning, and
they began to dig...to bring down and destroy the walls. But the Christians from
within the city dug a counter-mine, met the Turks at some point, and killed them with
smoke; they lost their lives underground with the stench of corpses. Our side even
drowned them with water and prevented them from accomplishing their task.

Even though Barbaro was aboard Venetian vessels in the harbor, he provides the most
detailed information on the mines and on the countermeasures that the defenders
employed. He includes a number of details on the construction of the mines and counter-
mines, on the fighting underground, and on the detected positions along with dates. He
seems to indicate that this approach to gain access into the city intensified in the latter
part of May. He records that the first mine was detected on May 16:110

109 Caput VII. The equivalent French passage is identical, XIII: ...qui son siege tenoit, avoit
plusieurs hommes accoustumez de miner l'or & 1'argent, mina en quatorze lieux soubs le lieu de la
ville, pour le tailler, & commencfa ses mines bien long du mur. Les Chrestiens contreminerent, en
escoutant le redond, & par diverses fois estouferent les Tures en leurs mines, adez par fumee, adez
parpueur, adez les noyantparfoce d'eaues, & aucunefois combattant main a main.
10 Barbaro 41 [not in CC 1]. It should be observed that Barbaro gives credit to Loukas Notaras and
to the emperor for taking effective counter measures. Leonardo and his followers, however, suggest
that John Grant was responsible for neutralizing the mines at the Kaligaria Gate; cf. supra, n. 105.
There is probably no contradiction here, as different levels of command are indicated. Notaras may
have been in nominal charge of that sector at that time (even though we know that his main
responsibility was at the harbor; nevertheless, his official title in addition to that of grand duke, was
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In questo zorno de sedexe mazo, da tera si segui questo soto scrito. Turchi si avea
fabricada una cava per vignir dentro de soto via le mure, e fola trovada in questo
zorno questa tal cava; turchi si comenzd a cavarla ben mio mezo lutan da le mure, e
vignia a vegnir de soto via le fondamente de la tera, ma i nostri de la tera, senti la
note a romper, zoe a cavar questa cava, the za i avea pasado le fondamente de le
mure, e de prexente come fo sentido a romper, subito lo mega duca si fexe asaver
questa cossa al serenissimo imperador, e a luifo narada la condition de questa cava,
meraveiandose forte 1'imperador de questa cosa; ma el serenissimo imperador,
prestamente si fexe far bone provixion de questa cava. Subito fo mender a cercar per
tuta la tera tuti i maistri the fea cave soto tera; trovado the fo i maistri, quali
prestamente fo mandadi dal mega duca, e li el dito mega duca si fexe cavar a questi
maistri una cava dentro da la tera, la qual vigna a trovar quela del turco, e
scontrosse cava con cava per modo, the la nostra si trova la soa, e i nostri si fo
presti, subito cazafuogo in la sua, e vene a bruxar tuti i legnami de quela, i qual si
iera apuntadi in quela cava, e bruxando in ponteli de quela, la tera vene a cazer zoxo,
e vene a sofegar tuti i turchi, li qual si iera soto questa cava, over queli si se bruxava
in nel dar del fuogo. - Questa cava si fo trovada a uno luogo, el qual se chiama la
Calegaria, e questo cavar the fexe i turchi in questo luogo si for perche li no ve iera
barbacani. Questa cava si fexe gran paura a la tera, dubitando the una note i non
desesse qualche assalto per queste suo cave, si the per questo zorno turchi si ave el
mala no....

On the same day of the sixteenth of May, the following event occurred: the Turks
built a mine underground, through the walls to enter into the territory. On this day
their mine was detected. The Turks had begun their excavation about a half-hour at
night [when] our defenders heard the noise of their excavation, because they had
already gone beyond the foundations of the walls. As soon as they heard this noise,
the grand duke [= Loukas Notaras] reported the event to the most serene emperor and
explained to him the specifics of this mine. The emperor was astonished at what was
happening. Immediately the most serene emperor took effective counter-measures.
Without delay he summoned from the territory all the master miners who could dig
underground. Once the masters were identified, they were sent to the grand duke and
the aforementioned grand duke directed the masters to dig a mine into the earth in our
territory to find the mine of the Turk, so that our mine would come opposite their
mine. Our masters worked swiftly and set their mine on fire. All the timber structure
of their mine was set on fire and the supports were incinerated; the ground gave in.
Consequently, all the Turks in the mine suffocated, or burned in the fire. - This mine
was detected in a place called Kaligaria; the Turks dug there because there were no
outer defenses. This mine created panic in our territory, as all feared that the Turks
would use the mine to gain entry at night. Yet, on that day the Turks were punished
severely.

mesazon, that is, "intermediary" between others and the emperor). Grant would have been in charge
of the engineering corps and of the sappers who constructed the counter mines.
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At noon on May 21 another mine, which caused less concern to the urban defenders,
was discovered and neutralized in the Kaligaria sector."' The next day about suppertime
a third mine was detected about Kaligaria, near the mine that had been destroyed the
previous day.' 12 More troublesome proved a fourth mine, as the defenders had failed to
detect it and they learned of it only after it had collapsed from its own weight.' 13 A fifth
mine near the same area was discovered on May 23 and on this occasion the defenders
were able to take prisoners; under interrogation and torture they revealed the location of
other mines that were in the progress of construction: 114

A di vinti tre pur de questo mexe de mazo al alba del zorno si fo troves una cava ala
Calegaria, a presso dove the iera sta troves le altre, e azd sapiate, questa Calegaria si
xe apresso del palazo de l Imperador; abiando nui trovada questa cava, subito nui de
la tera desemofuogo dentro, e tuta tostofo bruxada e bruxada the lafo, subito quela
si cazete, e sofego soto alcuni turchi the se trovd esser solo, efone tolto do de queli,
vivi, fuora de la cava, i qual si iera i maistri de quela cava. I diti do maistri si fo
tormentadi da griexi, e confessd queli, dove the iera le altre cave....

On the twenty-third of the same month, at daybreak, a mine was discovered by the
Kaligaria, near the area where the other three had been detected. So that you may
know, this Kaligaria is situated near the palace of the emperor [= Blakhernai]. As
soon as we located the mine, we immediately applied fire to its interior and
incinerated it. As it was burning, it collapsed and some Turks who were underneath
were suffocated. Two master sappers who were in the mine were taken alive. The two
aforementioned masters were tortured by the Greeks and revealed the locations of
other mines....

By then frustration and despair ruled the day. An atrocity was then committed when the
prisoners were decapitated and their remains were ejected over the walls to the extreme

111 Ibid. 44-45 [not in CC 1]: A di vinti uno de questo pur mazo...a l'ora del mezo di sifo trovk per
i nostri una cava a la cava a la Calegaria la qual avea cavado i turchi de soto via lefondamente de
le mure de la tera, per dover vignir una note dentro per quela a tradimento, ma questa cava si non
iera trope da dubitar. I nostri de la tera vedando aver descuverta questa cava, ando e cazo fuogo
dentro, e turchi the iera defuora, si senti the i nostri volea darfuogo, e for turchi sifo presti, e de
anca for fuogo, e i vene a dar Lute do le partefuogo a uno traito, in muodo the quela cava nui si la
guadagnassemo con honor nostro, e piu de quela non iera da dubitar.
112 Ibid. 45 [not in CC 1]: A di vintido pur de questo mexe de mazo, a hora de compieta, sifo
trovado per i nostri una cava a la Calegaria, la qual avea fata i turchi the iera in campo, la qual
cava si iera cavada de solo via le fondamente de la terra, e vignia a vegnir dentro da la tera, e
questa cava si iera fata a presso quela, the fo trovada ieri, la qual si iera come quela cava da ieri,
efo cazadofuogo dentro da nostri, e valentemente quela bruxasemo con grando honor nostro, e in
quela fo bruxado alguni turchi the iera romaxi dentro, per non aver posudo cusi tosto scamper
fuora de quela.

113 Ibid. 45-46 [not in CC 1]: Ancora in questo medemo zorno [= May 221 sifo troves una altra cava
pur in questo luogo de la Calegaria, dove the non iera barbacani; questa cava si iera uno puoco
dubioxa, ma pro pia volonta de dio si promese, the quela cagesse da si medema, e si amaz6 tuti li
turchi the se trova esser soto quela.
114 Ibid. 46 [not in CC 1].
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indignation of the Turks.' 15 On May 24, yet another mine was discovered in the Kaligaria
sector, which intended to undermine the walls by excavating under a tower and to open a
breach. The imperial sappers fortified the tunnel from below and were able to prevent the
intended collapse.16 Again, on May 25, another mine was neutralized in the Kaligaria
area. This proved to be very dangerous, as the target had been large sections of the
curtain walls that were to be collapsed by the tunnels beneath them in order to create a
breach.' 17 It appears that this was the last Turkish attempt at mining. No further mines
were detected and this tactic was abandoned four days before the final assault was
launched.' 18

Elsewhere in the periphery, the Ottoman battery against the Selybria/Pege/Silivri Gate
did not prove effective and again the sultan had to rely on more traditional approaches.
He put together a wooden tower on wheels, a "city-taker" or EX iroX1.c, as it was known
in the Middle Ages.119 In spite of its old-fashioned nature, this engine impressed the
defenders, presented a major danger, and is mentioned with awe by our major eyewitness
sources. Tetaldi makes reference to it:120

115 Ibid. 46-47 [not in CC 1]:...e da posa the i avea confess [i diti do maistri], lifo taiada la testa,
e queli so corpi sifo butadi zoxo de le mure da la banda da tera, dove the iera el campo del turco;
e for turchi, the vete questi so turchi butadi zoxo de le mure, si Pave forte e mal, e desdegnosse
forte verso griexi, e nui italiani. Similar atrocities had taken place in the harbor after the ill-fated
attempt of the defenders to bum the Ottoman vessels within the Golden Horn; cf. supra, ch. 8,
"Naval Maneuvers," text with nn. 69-72.
116 Ibid. 47 [not in CC 1]: A di vinti quatro pur de questo mexe de mazo, a hora de mezo zorno, sifo
trovada una cava a la Calegaria pur arente be altre cave uxade, e questi malvaxi turchi si avea
messo mezza tore in ponteli, e zerca passa diexe de muro, per dover cazarfuogo dentro, azd quela
cazese per poder subito intrs in la tera. Ma el nostro signor dio non volse sofrir tanto mad per
quela hora, e non volse the la zitade se perdesse per quela via. Come griexi si ave trovada questa
cusi estrema cava, e subito quela i comenzd a cavar, e murdla prestamente, e fela forte assai, quaxi
xome da prima, per muodo the (di) quela piiu non iera da dubitar.
117 Ibid. 48 [not in CC 1]: A di vinti cinque pur de questo mexe de mazo, a hora de vespero fo
trovada una cava pur in quel medemo luogo de Calegaria a presso be altre prime cave, e questa
cava si iera forte e dubioxa de pericolo, e questo perche i avea messo uno pezo de muro in punte,
the dodo fuogo the i avesse, el saria caduto per tera questa sua cava, e caduda the la Jose ski
questa cava, subito questi turchi si saria intradi dentro de questa zitade, e avariala abuda a man
salva, senza contrasto niuno. Quest cava si fo 1'ultima the i fexe, e 1'ultima the fosse trovs, ma
questa si iera la piu dubioxa cava the Jose trovd.
118 No extensive archaeological excavations of the mining activities have been carried out in
connection with the siege of 1453. As the mines of the Turks were numerous, deep, and long, it is
very likely that traces of their work could be examined, especially in the Kaligaria Gate sector.
While modem buildings and avenues are indeed an obstacle, some rudimentary archaeological
investigation in the area is in order, especially in conjunction with the current program of restoring
the walls.
119 On this siege engine of the Middle Ages, cf. G. T. Dennis, "Byzantine Heavy Artillery: The
Helepolis," GRBS 39 (1998): 99-115.
120 Caput VIII, which matches perfectly the French version, XIV: Ledit Sengampsa fist ung chastel
du bois si hault & si grant, qu'il seignourissoit le mur.
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Sangambassafieri constituit fortalitium castri lignei, magni, ampli, firmi et alti, adeo
ut murorum civitatis celsitudinem excedere videretur.

Sangan Pasha [Zaganos Pasha?] decided to put together a strong, big, wide, firm, and
tall wooden castle that seemed to surpass the height of the city walls.

Barbaro provides a date, May 18, when this mobile castle was put into operation, and
twice calls it a mirabel/"miracle," and even claims that the imperial train had lost hope
when the tower was deployed.121

Leonardo states that this mobile tower was protected by hides but was valiantly
opposed by the Genoese Maurizio Cataneo and two hundred crossbowmen:122

Mauritius inde Cataneus, vir nobilis Genuensis, praefectus inter portam Pighi, id est
Fontis, usque ad Auream cum ducentis balistariis commixtis etiam Graecis contra
ligneum castrum, pellibus boum contectum, oppositum accurate decertat.

Maurizio Cataneo, a Genoese nobleman in charge of the Gate of Pege (that is,
"Fountain"), fought skillfully with two hundred crossbowmen (with some Greeks
among them) against the wooden castle, as far as the Aurea Gate.

Ubertino Pusculo was also impressed with the sultan's mobile wooden tower and further
notes its threatening presence for the defense.123 Yet, in a basic disagreement with

121 Barbaro 42 (CC 1: 24-25): A di diexedotto pur de questo mexe de mazo de note, Turchi fabrico
uno beletesimo bastion per el muodo come qua de soto intendere a the muodo the it fexe questa
note.... Questo notabile bastion si lera passa diexe luntan da le mure maistre de la tera, e suxo
queste mure ne convegnia star asai zente armada per dubito de questo bastion, e perche diga the el
fosefato in una note, ma ve digo, the el fo fato in manco de ore quatro...et ave una granda paura
de sifatta cossa, e visto, examinado questo mirabel inzegno, subito i ando a dirlo al serenessimo
imperador.... Subito 1'imperadorsi se mosse con tuta la sua baronia, e vene a veder questa mirabel
cossa.... The phrase si iera passa diexe luntan da le mure maistre de la tera is not quite clear; cf.
CC 1: 359, n. 98.
122 PG 159: 936 (CC 1: 148); identical is the text of Languschi-Dolfin fol. 317 (19): Et li staua lo
Imperator [that is, la station da San Romano], et pocho distante el nobile Mauritio Cataneo
Geonexe era capitanio infra la porta pighi a la fonte fina a la porta aurea cum ducento balestrieri,
cum alcuni Greci contra el castello et torre de legno coperta de cuori bouini diligitamente
defendando. Maurizio Cataneo was one of the most active commanders among the defenders and
the sultan had noticed his abilities, for he commenced a fruitless search to locate him and the
surviving Bocchiardi brothers (supra, n. 25) after the sack, but they had concealed themselves in
Pera; cf. Lomellino (CC 1: 46-48): Inquisivit [sc. Mehmed II] Mauritium Cattaneum et Paulum
Boccardum, qui se occultaverunt. Cataneo and Antonio, Troilo, and Paolo Bocchiardi (who had
been seriously wounded in the last battle) managed to escape their pursuers. Paolo must have died
soon thereafter, but Antonio, Troilo and Maurizio Cataneo appear in Italian legal documents in
connection with a court case of February 1461. Cf. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo
Giustiniani," pp. 21-22, who also points out (p. 53, n. 131) our notable lack of a detailed
prosopographical study of the defenders.
123 Pusculo 4.694-698 (p. 75) (not included among the extracts of CC 1): Lignea turris erat celsas
educta sub auras / Moenibus intentans urbis, quam in margine fossae / Sustulerant mediam
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Leonardo, Pusculo124 assigns different commanders to this sector of the Pege Gate: Haec
loca servabantfortis Stornadus, et audax / Mollisrus, Venetus primus, Genuensis at alter,
"these places were guarded by Stornado the strong, and the audacious Molisrus; the
former was a foremost Venetian, the latter a Genoese."

Pusculo is the only source to describe the fighting in this area and the eventual
destruction of the wooden tower. His narrative bears the stamp of an eyewitness and one
may hypothesize that the poet had been stationed somewhere in the immediate vicinity,
and perhaps participated in the struggle against this tower. Pusculo is our only eyewitness
to describe the desperate hand-to-hand combat around the tower,125 until the defenders
finally prevailed and resisted a counter-attack from the Turkish camp to extinguish the
fire:

Turrim ipsam rapidis flammis exurere laeti / Accingunt propere, et coeunt Graecique
Latini / Unanimes conferre manum: flammaeque coruscant. / Improvidae actutum
Teucris; per liminae parvae / Erumpunt portae tales ignota per usus; / ... / Diffugiunt
subito custodes turris; at illi / Subjiciunt ignem tabulis, atque arida circum /
Nutrimenta ignis congestant. Flama repente / Excita surgebat passim, et per robora
sicca / Serpebat. Phrygiis [= Turcis] e castris millia magno / Cum clamore ruunt,
Machmetto urgente feruntque / Ardenti auxilium turri. Non territa tanto / Incursu
hostili junctis umbonibus adstat / Firma phalanx longe turrim complexa viamque f
Fossarum cingens, hostes atque excipit, alta / Corripiat dum flamma furens tabulata,
ruatque / Turris humo....

Happily, the flames rapidly consumed that tower. Greeks and Latins [= Italians]
quickly approached and moved their forces around it; the flames were bright. The
Trojans [= Turks] had not foreseen this event. Its gates were forced open, unused to
this action, and through the short steps ...the garrison of the tower fled without delay.
They applied fire to its section and flames quickly consumed the dry material all
around. Suddenly, the strengthened fire broke out everywhere and was slithering
through the dry material. One thousand Phrygians [= Turks] rushed out of their camp
shouting, as Mehmed urged them on to assist the burning tower. Our phalanx, without
fear of the enemy attack, joined shields and stood its ground for long around the tower
and before the road to the moat. It resisted the enemy while the raging fire broke the
structure and the tower collapsed to the ground....

Clearly in his Vergilian hexameters, Puscolo describes an organized sortie by the
defense, whose forces in a disciplined formation routed the enemy as the tower was
burning:126

portarum ad limina Teucri, / Ex Auro, atque a Fonte notant quam nomina puro, / Qua murum
oppugnare parant....
1u Ibid., 4.702, 701-702 (p. 75) (not included among the extracts of CC 1).
125 Ibid., 4.710-727 (pp. 75-76) (not included among the extracts of CC 1).
126 Ibid., 4. 727-731 (pp. 75-76) (not included among the extracts of CC 1).
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Teucri seriem dingere certant / Christicolum crebris assultibus, ac modo ferro /
Praefixis longis hastis, nunc ensibus instant. / Stant contra ut murus rives, nec ab
ordine cedunt: /Et sane exesa nisiflammis turre, tulissent, /Retro pedem nunquam.

The Trojans [= Turks] were convinced that they would break the ranks of the
Christians with frequent attacks and pressed on with weapons and long lances. Then
they resorted to their swords. Against them the citizens stood their ground, as if they
were a wall, and maintained unbroken formation. They did not take a step back until
the tower had been completely incinerated.

Finally, the hand-to-hand combat came to an end with the collapse of the tower, whose
dismantled parts were being devoured by fire. Underscored by poetic imagery, this
realistic description of combat in close quarters during the siege is unique among our
sources. The mobile tower left its mark upon the defenders and the survivors of the siege
of 1453 vividly remembered it thereafter.'27 The legend of the mobile tower even made
its appearance in popular songs, as an anonymous Venetian lamentation upon the fall
testifies.128

III. Giustiniani and the Final Assault (May 29)

Urban's bombards and Mehmed's artillery had in general failed to disperse the defenders,
even though the outer wall had suffered considerable physical damage. Another
approach, the traditional method of mining beneath the walls and towers, had also failed.
Finally, the fire started by the defenders destroyed the mobile tower. By mid-May the
sultan, apparently, was having second thoughts about the advisability of continuing the
siege of the imperial city and widespread rumors throughout his camp suggested that he
was preparing a withdrawal. These rumors even reached the defenders within the city and
were probably augmented and amplified by imperial agents and provocateurs within the
Ottoman army, who also spread disturbing rumors and disinformation that the Venetian
fleet had been sighted and that Hunyadi and his army were expected to arrive any day:129

127 Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes also report on this tower in the German account that has been
preserved, NE 2: 515: Item: dar nach ist er gezogen fur daz Tor gennant Ventura, and hat gemacht
ein Polberg sam ein Thurn mit Holtz, and mit Leder and Heutten behangen, and daz genetzt daz
man kain seiner dar ein mocht schiessen, and unter dem Polberk haben sie angefangen ein Loch,
daz ist gangen unter dem Graben and unter der Maur untz in die Forstat. Item: dar nach haben sie
gelegt ein Polperck gemacht, gefiert sam ein hauss. Induz haben sie gelegt it Puchssen. Daz hat
gehabt ein Thor gegen der Stat, wenn man die Puchsen hat wollen schiessen, so ist das Thor
aufgegangen; daz ist also geordent: Wenn mann die Negel zog, so ging daz Thor auf und, wenn der
Schuss verging, so vil daz Thor wider zu. Khalkokondyles (CC 2: 204) does not devote extended
sentences to this tower but speaks of it only in passing: 'E7rE7roLT1T0 .L V Kai 7rupyos tuXLVOs

KO:L KALJ1 KEs EV o:UTW WS 7rXELJTOL b; TO dim) IOU 7rUp7yoU, WS SLO TOUTWV 7rELpaeoµ6WV

IOU TELXOUS Kai U7rEpPaXXo 4vwv.
128 CC 2: 301 (lines 149-152): Un gran bastione feze ne le parte l Di Pighi, the '1 barbicano
soperchiava, / D'ogne lato [me] corcondava / De trabuchi et inzigni delituosi.
129 Leonardo, PG 159: 936 (CC 1: 154).
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Vox inter haec ex castris exploratorum relatu fit quod triremes navesque aliquot in
subsidium ab Italia mitterentur, et Johannes, Pannonum dux exercitus, Blancus vulgo
nuncupatus, ad Danubium contra Theurcum congressurus, adventasset.

A spy in the camp reported to us that the triremes [= galleys] and other ships were
being sent as substantial help from Italy to us and that John, the lord of the army of
the Pannonians [Hungarians/Transylvanians], commonly known as `the White'
John Corvinus Hunyadi, le Blanc], was at the Danube, preparing to attack the Turks.

Languschi-Dolfin simply embellishes this statement and adds that at that time the
Venetian armada was still at Negroponte (that is, Khalkis in Euboea) and in Modon
(Methone in the Morea).130 The fact is that no immediate help was within reach of the
beleaguered city. The Venetian fleet that had been ordered to aid in the relief of
Constantinople was under the command of Jacopo Loredan, the captain general of the sea
(capitanio generale da mare). The fleet had delayed its departure and then made slow
headway through the Aegean. 131 By mid-May, it was nowhere near Constantinople.
Francesco Foscari, the doge of Venice, in a letter dated July 27, 1453 (in nostro ducali
palatio die 27. mensi Iulii indictione prima 1453), states that the relief column eventually
encountered in the Aegean the refugee ships from Constantinople, weeks after the
sack.132 Barbaro reports that the city had dispatched a vessel on May 3 to search for the
Venetian galleys. Unable to locate the fleet the vessel returned to the city with sad
news:133

E subito in questo zorno de tre de mazo fo armado uno bregantino de homeni
dodexe... e si quela armada lo la trovasse, el dovesse dir a misser Jacomo Loredan
capetanio de quela, the tosto el dovesse vegnir a Costantinopoli.... Questo bregantin
si ando a bon viazo senza recressimento niuno, e anddsene per in fina l'Arzipelago, e
nula pote sentir de la nostra armada... e torno a Costantinopoli.

130 Fol. 318 (22): stando la citade in tali affani uene uoce da le spie the gallie e naue armate de
Italia uegniuano mandate in soccorso de la cita et quelle era zonte a Negroponte, e a Modon. Et
Janus de Huniade uaiuoda, dicto el biancho, sora el Danubio era per essere alle mani cum Turchi
da qualfama lo exercito tuto se disolueua.
131 Languschi-Dolfin, in a section that is independent of Leonardo's narrative, treats these events,
fol. 323 (36): Le gallie tre de Romania et le do gallie sotil Treuisana et Zacharia Grioni de Candia
cum le naue de Candia tirate fuora del porto circa a mezo di feceno uela et in 4. zorni perueno a
Negroponte doue trouono M. Jacomo Loredan capitano zeneral cum otto gallie the aspettauano
tempo de andar a dar soccorso a Constantinopoli, et per quella sapeno Constantinopoli esser
prexo dal Turco adi 28. Mazo 1453 al leuar del sole.
132 Wolkan, no. 139, p. 260: Haec si quidem nova, utinam tam falsa essent quam nimium vera sunt!
Nam ea accipimus a capitano galearum nostrarum nuper huc regresso, qui ad illud viagium
Constantinopolis et Romaniae cum nonnullis nostril triremibus more mercatorio profectus erat,
quive cum eisdem galeis ad tutandam urbem illam usque ad ultimum eius excidium constans
permansit, ita ut magna pars hominum triremium earundem male perierit.
113 Barbaro 34 (CC 1: 20-21).
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Without delay, on that day of May 3, a brigantine was equipped with twelve
men...and if found this [Venetian] armada, they were to tell Sir Giacomo Loredan, its
captain, to come quickly to Constantinople ... this brigantine had a good voyage
without any problems and came out to the mouth of the Archipelago [that is, the
Aegean], but could not detect any sign of our armada... and returned to
Constantinople.

Thus the high command was clearly aware that no help was approaching the city. It
was probably imperial agents who had spread these rumors in the Ottoman camp simply
to create diffidence and spread panic, especially after the recent Ottoman failures at the
Kaligaria and the Selybria Gates, where the Turkish mines and the mobile tower had been
neutralized. These failings were dark hours for the Turks and the Ottoman command
must have had doubts about the future success of the siege. The moment was opportune
for the defenders to begin intelligence operations and further to demoralize the Ottoman
troops. But at the same time a Turkish council of the high command, divan, was
convened and the sultan and his advisors decided after considerable debate to launch a
general assault early on the morning of May 29. Spies and defectors/traitors to the
defenders immediately communicated this decision.134 The main target of the Ottoman
assault was to be the "Achilles heel" in the defenses: the sector northward beginning at
the Gate of Saint Romanos to the Pempton. Both sides prepared for the general assault
and the upcoming battle that would spell either doom or survival for Constantinople.

The defenders may have received some reinforcements from Pera, individual
volunteers and companies of men who crossed the Golden Horn in secret and came to
assist Giustiniani and his beleaguered sector in their hour of need. Leonardo elatedly
admits this spontaneous decision by his compatriots:135

Graeci ad sex milia bellatorum non excedebant, reliqui, sive Genuenses sive Veneti,
cum its qui ex Pera clam ad praesidium accesserant, vix summam trium milium
aequabant.

134 Leonardo states that it was Halil Candarll, the sultan's vizier (supra, n. 33), who communicated
with the Greek court, PG 159: 938 (CC 1: 156): Itaque ut Calilbascia [that is, Halil Pasha], senior
consularis, ... intellexit definitumque esse certamen, clam internuntiis admodum fidissimis uti
amicus imperatori cuncta denuntiat.... Frequentes enim epistolae ad imperatorem ex Calilbascia
portabantur; Languschi-Dolfim follows his source, fol. 319 (24): Come Callibassa uecchio
conseyer intense ... che se douea dar la battaglia, alhora per fidati nuncy come amico de Christiani
tutta la deliberation ...fa noto al imperator.... Da qual bassa spesse lettere al imperator uegniuano
portate. Leonardo, in general, had a favorable impression of Halil, and seems to have appreciated
his regular reports to the Greek court. Cf., e.g., PG 159: 938 (CC 1: 154): Calilbascia enim, regis
[that is, the sultan's] vetustior consularis barn, gravitate, consilio rerumque bellicarum experientia
pollens, Christian is favens, regi semper dissuaserat, ne urbem Constantinopolim molestaret.
Languschi-Dolfin fol. 319 (22): Alhora Calibassa piu uecchio, graue de conseio, et perito de
experientia de cose bellici sempre dessuadeua el Signor Turco non molestasse Constantinopoli....
135 PG 159: 929 [CC 1: 136]. Cf. Doukas 38.5 and 38.16 (text quoted supra, n. 93).
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The Greeks numbered up to six thousand warriors and no more. The rest, whether
Genoese or Venetians, together with those from Pera who secretly came to reinforce
the garrison, hardly made up the sum of three thousand.

Among the volunteers from Pera was Imperiale, the nephew of the podesta, who was
captured in the assault, became a renegade, and was "absorbed" into the Porte and rose in
time to become one of its officials.136 Lomellino also writes of the volunteers from
Pera:137

Ad defensionem loci misi omnes stipendiatos de Chio et omnes missos de Janua et in
maioriparte cives et burgenses de hic, et, quid plus, Imperialis poster etfamuli nostri.

For the defense of that place I sent all the mercenaries from Chios and those
dispatched from Genoa and, to a great extent, citizens and townsmen from here
Pera], moreover, my [nephew] Imperiale and my retinue.

Cardinal Isidore also emphasizes the aid that was given to the defenders by the Perenses
and summarizes the complicated situation in a letter from a later period, from February
22, 1455:138

... nec deerant nobis Ianuenses, qui omni conatu Urbem ipsam tutati sunt, et
quamquam simulatu cum Teucro viverent hocque fieret statuto consilio, tamen noctu
clam ad nos eos quos valebant ac poterant viros et sic subsidia mittebant....

We also had help from the Genoese [from Pera], who with all their efforts protected
the city. Even though they pretended to live with the Turk [in peace], in accordance
with their official decision, nevertheless, at night they secretly sent to us those men
strong enough and able to assist.

In the same letter Cardinal Isidore points out that, in general, the defenders were too few
in number for the size of the perimeter:139 Nam cum pauci essemus, diu rem bellicam,
quoad valuimus, gessimus, "we were few and yet we managed to fight, as long as we
possessed strength."

The general assault of the Turks was launched at some point between midnight and
early dawn on Tuesday, May 29. Skirmishes had been fought throughout the evening and
the night of May 28, for the reason that the sultan wished to grant no respite to the
exhausted defenders. The overall condition of the ancient fortifications was deplorable.
Stefano Magno emphasized in general the dire condition of the defenses: 140

136 Supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," p. 13, and nn. 48 and 49.
137 CC 1: 42-44.
131 bid., 108.
139 Ibid.
14° NE 3: 296.
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Erano i muri de grande altezza, ma, per vetusta et puocha cura de Greci, nudi di
propugnaculi, ma de antemurali opportunamente puunida [?pruvida, provveduta?],
nelli quali Greci messero la sua salute et armadi militi infra i muri et antemurali
sostegnir decrevettero. E la cittade in forma triangolare, due in mare, con muriazi a
propulsar 1'empito navale, et quello da terra, dapoi i muri et antemurali, da una
grandefossa e terra.

The walls were very tall but old age and the minimum of care applied by the Greeks
rendered the walls empty of battlements. Yet the outer defenses were fittingly
provided for, on which the Greeks had placed all their hopes and they had decided to
distribute over these outer walls the armed soldiers. The city has a triangular form:
two sides face the sea, with walls to repel naval attacks; the third side comprises of the
[inner land] wall and the outer wall and of a great moat and territory.

Cardinal Isidore elaborates on the condition of the Saint Romanos sector on the eve of the
final assault:141 Facilis autem erat in ea parte ad moenia ascensus, "in that part the
assault against the walls was easy"; and returns to the same subject in his letter142 to Pope
Nicholas V: per ipsam muri devastationem, "through the very devastation of the wall."
The professional band of Giustiniani was well equipped, perhaps the only defensive
contingent possessing good armament, as his soldiers seem to have been protected by
plate armor:143 ELXE -Yop &bpac KaTaypcxKTOUc, "for he had cataphracts [that is, soldiers

with body armor]." Moreover, the morale of his band seems to have been high:144
EVo'WXoLc VEOLS I'EVOULTaic OcpELKOV itv ovTa(; $uµov, "the young Genoese in body
armor with Ares-like spirit." The other defenders were not as well armed.

Lauro Quirini, in his Epistola ad beatissimum Nicolaum V pontificem maximum
[Letter to the most blessed Nicholas V, highest priest (= pope)], is probably the earliest
scribe to provide us with a concise description on the deployment of Ottoman forces for
the assault of May 29:'45

... ordinem vero belli huiusmodi fuisse affirmant: terrestres copias intres diuisisse
partes, quarum uni praefecit Beilarbeim totius Graeciae praefectum, alteri
Sarazanum bassa, ipsum vero Teucrum mediam cepisse partem cum Chali bassa;
quem locum magna illa terribilisque bombarda diruisse paulo ante diximus. Ex parte
quoque maxis maritimas copias ordinasse ita ut undequaque et terra et mari Civitas
oppugnaretur. Omnibus itaque dispositis die vigessimo octavo Maii, prima noctis
hora, ex parte terrae incepisse proelium gregariis praemissis militibus pugnasseque
per totam noctem. Verum enim vero illuscente tandem die ipse ille terribilis pestis

141 CC 1:74.
142 Ibid., 98.
143 Kritoboulos I.25.1.
144 Doukas 38.
145 TIePN, pp. 70-72; selections from this account: pp. 66-93 [= Pertusi, ed., "Le Epistole Storiche
di Lauro Quirni sulla Caduta di Costantinopoli e la Potenza dei Turchi," pp. 163-259]. For Quirini's
report, cf. H. Vast, "Le Siege et la Prise de Constantinople par les Turcs d'apres des documents
nouveaux," Revue historique (Paris, 1880), pp. 1-40, esp. 6.
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Teucer cum aurato curru prope moenia veniens cum veteranis militibus more iam
italico armatis auream sagittam in Urbem emisisse civitatemque diripiendam
pollicitum fuisse. Quo viso auditoque tanto et clamore et alacritate ardoreque animi
hostium concitati et scopetorum et sagittarum infinito paene numero ita repente
moenia expugnasse dicunt, ut instar avium muros evolaverint.

...they confirm that his order of the assault was as follows: the land forces were
divided into three parts. The Beglerbeg,146 the lord of all of Greece [= the Beglerbeg
of Rumeli], was in charge of the first [unit] and Saraca Pasha headed the third. The
middle [unit] the Turk [= Mehmed] kept under him with Halil Pasha. The area to be
attacked had been in ruins, as it had been bombarded by that great horrible bombard,
which I have mentioned earlier. He arranged his naval and maritime forces in such a
way as to attack the city from every side, land and sea. With the entire army so
arranged, on May 28, in the first hour of the night, he began the attack with his regular
soldiers, who fought all night long. When finally daylight came early on, the Turk
[Mehmed], that terrible monster, approached the walls on a gilded chariot; his
veterans who are nowadays armed in the Italian manner accompanied him. He
released a golden arrow into the city and promised that it would be plundered. When
his arrow was seen and his promise was heard, they all shouted; the enemy soldiers
were charged with intensity and war fever. Immediately innumerable arrows and
missiles suddenly fell upon the walls. They say that they were like flocks of birds
flying over the walls.

The first wave of the assault consisted of the sultan's expendable irregulars, the
bayibozuk. Included in their ranks were numerous poorly trained and inadequately armed
Christian renegades and adventurers from Serbia, Hungary, Germany, Transylvania, and
Greece, attracted by the prospect and the promise of booty. Supervised and cruelly urged
on by the sultan's military police, they were meant to harass and exhaust the defenders.
This first wave was easily beaten back and nearly annihilated by Giustiniani's
professionals. The second assault consisted of the sultan's regular Anatolian regiments,
which, despite an orderly assault, were also repelled with heavy losses. Before the
defenders could recover, the third wave came upon them with deadly precision: the
dreaded janissaries,147 the elite corps of the Turkish forces, who had advanced in silence
and in an orderly formation.

146 On the role and functions of the beglerbegis, cf. variously Gy. Kaldy-Nagy, "The First Centuries
of Ottoman Military Organization," Acta et Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungarica 31/2
(1977): 147-183.
147 Their precise number is problematic and cannot be easily ascertained. Under Murad II they
numbered 3,000, but under Mehmed II within a short span of two years they had apparently
increased to 5,000. On this cf. Kaldy-Nagy, p. 165 f.; also 5. Ba§tav, Ordo portae. Description
grecque de la porte et de 1'armee du sultan Mehmed II (Budapest, 1947), p. 7. The impression of
the defenders was that the Turkish army was immense. All sources comment on its size, but Tetaldi
is one of the few eyewitnesses to realize that the army of Mehmed 11 could be divided into elite
regiments, irregulars, camp followers, renegades, etc. Cf. Tetaldi, Caput 1.2. Porro circiter triginta
quinque seu quadraginta millia equestris erant ordinis, diverso modo armati, quorum pars loricis
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The report of Antonio Ivani, composed in the early winter of 1453, provides
additional details that are not discovered elsewhere: the plan of the defense, the role of
Constantinople's women and children in the last battle, and the use of boiling oil as a
deterrent to the advancing enemy:148

seu constipates diploidibus utebatur; quaedam vero more nostrorum plenis armis erat munita;
quaedam vero ad modum Hungarorum seu quorundam aliorum bellatorum pileis ferreis quos
galeas vocamus sese tuebatur et balistis, arcubus, gladiis et diversi generis instrumentis defendere
se videbatur. Residua vero pars eiusdem diabolici exercitus erat fere inermis, hoc excepto, quad
quidam aut scuta ferebant aut peltas seu umbones, ut Turcis moris erat; quorum filiorum Belial
multi erant mercatores et mechanici exercitum secuti plus ut bellum viderent seu propter lucrum;
quemadmodum histriones, adulatores, trutanni vel ribaldi. However, the numbers that he reports
may not reflect certainty, as they are unquestionably exaggerated. The report of Leonardo can be
found in CC 1: 128-130 [PG 159: 927; the passage within <> is omitted in CC 1]: Excitatus itaque
in furorem Deus misfit Mehemet regem potentissimum Theucrorum, adolescentem quidem audacem,
ambitiosum, temulentum, christianorum capitalem hostem, qui Nonis Aprilis ante
Constantinopoleos prospectum, cum tercentis et ultra milibus pugnatorum in gyro terrae castra
papilionesque confixit. Milites maiore numero equestres, quamquam omnes pedites magic
expugnabant; inter quos pedites ad regis custodiam deputati audaces, qui ab elementis christiani
aut christianorum filii retrorsum conversi, dicti genizari, ut apud Macedonem Myrmidones, quasi
quindecim milia. Ad tertium autem diem, captato urbis situ, machinas innumeras carticulasque ex
virgultis viminibusque contextas circum antemurale <et> vallum quibus pugnantes tegerentur,
fossatis admovit. <Initium confusionis hoc nostrum fait, ut qui telis machinarumque lapidibus juxta
datum ordinem eminus repellendi erant, neglectis singulis, cominus proximare permiserunt.
Tantum eorum ordinem instruendis machinis, tantam promptitudinem, tantam acierum
providentiam, quidam aut Scipio aut Annibal aut moderni belli duces admirati fuissent.> Sed quis,
oro [PG: obsecro], circumvallavit urbem? Qui, nisi perfidi christiani, instruxere Theurcros! Testis
sum quod Graeci, quod Latini, quod Germani, Pannones, Boetes, ex omnibus christianorum
regionibus Theucris commixti opera eorum fidemque didicerunt: qui immanius fidei christianae
obliti urbem expugnabant. <0 impii qui Christum abnegastis! 0 satellites Antichristi, damnati
gehennalibus flammis! tempus hoc vestrum est. Satagite augere vobis poenas, quas luatis
aeternas.> In addition, Niccolo Tignosi (da Foligno), who wrote before November, 1453, also uses
similar phraseology to describe the assault troops (TIePN, pp. 108-110): Tria sunt quae non modo
interritos sed audacissimos ferunt hostes: primum ab oppidanis omnino desperatum subsidium,
secundum defensorum paucitas, tertium ipsorum multitudo quae excreverat <ita> ut Achillis
Mirmidones viderentur. Similar is the business-like account presented in the aviso of Benvenuto,
TIePN, p. 4: In primis, quod quarta die Aprilis inperator Turcorum venit cum exercitu suo noctis
tempore ante civitatem Constantinopolis et die sequente completafuit exercitus per terrain et mare
collocatus. Item quod fuerunt pavlioni 60.000 per terram, idest sexaginta milia. Item quodfuerunt
inter galeas et fustes per mare 300 <per> tria milia. Item quod inter omnes erant homines per
terram 300.00 <idest> tercenta milia hominum. Item quod fuerunt per mare homines 36.000
<idest> triginta sex milia. Cardinal Isidore, in his letter, dated July 8, 1453, to Pope Nicholas V
[CC 1: 94], provides his own estimate: Et in mense sexto exercitum pedestrium et equestrium ultra
numerum trecentorum milium et triremes magnas et parvas ducentas et viginti praeparavit.
Leonardo [CC 1: 128-130; PG 159: 927, quoted above] agrees with Isidore and makes further
mention of the dreaded janissary corps, the elite regiments of the sultan.
148 TIePN, p. 158. The passage of Ivani bears a certain similarity to the circumstances that Kananos
reports in regard to the general assault of Murad II in 1422; on this siege, cf. supra, nn. 68-73. In
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Sex milibus Graecorum totidemque auxiliarium ab ea pane qua hostium castra erant
oppositis, quinque milia delectorum militum in media urbe collocat, qui quo eos
clamor advocasset eo utique ad resistendum occurant, reliquam multitudinem navali
pugnae resistere iubet. Rex omnibus copiis ad oppugnandum paratis, duabus circiter
ante diem hours, imminente luna, naves moenibus admoveri iubet, ipse quoque
tripartito exercitu pluribus simul in locis ancipiti terrore urbem aggreditur quam
terrestri navalique proelio undique corona cingit, inque locis ubi moenia dirruta sunt
ad murum subeunt, alii ignem, alii scalas, alai alia, quibus Graecos terreant,
important, quibus multo labore lassis alteri itidem illico succedebant; mari etiam
naves prealtis propugnaculis in pro ram erectis missilibus et sagittis acerrime
impugnabant, Graeci iaculis, sagittis, saxis fortiter obsistunt, igne etiam plerumque
aqua atque oleo fervido hostem submovebant. Tum foeminae puerique sedulo adsunt
oppugnantibus, tela ministrant, saxa gerunt, quare saepe a muris repellebantur
Teucri.

Six thousand Greeks and as many auxiliaries were stationed in the area opposite the
enemy camp. Five thousand of the best soldiers were positioned in the middle of the
city, to assist wherever the alarm summoned them and strengthen the defense. The
rest were ordered to resist the attack from the sea. The king [= sultan] prepared his
troops for the attack and two hours before daylight, while the moon was shining, he
ordered his ships to move against the walls. He, himself, with his army in three waves,
inspired by attacking several places, as he had placed a noose around the city from
every side, land and sea. His forces attacked the areas where the walls were in ruins.
To terrify the Greeks, they advanced against the walls carrying fire or ladders, all
sorts of things; when some became tired, others immediately took their places. At sea,
the ships had been equipped with high battlements on their prows and were releasing
arrows. It was a most bitter battle. The Greeks resisted bravely with spears, arrows,
and rocks. They attacked the enemy mainly with water and with boiling oil. Both
women and boys industriously assisted the defenders by attending to the weapons and
by carrying rocks. And so the Turks were repeatedly repelled from the walls.

particular, what seems to be interesting is the spontaneous response of the non-combatants within
the city to assist the defenders at this critical time. Cf. Kananos, pp. 475-476: KaL I1 116VOV oL

QTpaTLWTaL Kal OL E7anTljµovES TOU 7rOXEµOU TaUTa, CiXXc KaI TAc 7r0XLTELac oL

apXOVTEc KaL T1'1c XWpac OL E1rLQ1Tgj1OVEc KaL TO KOLVOV a7raV KaL TWV LEpEWV KaL TWV I.LOVaXWV Ta

uva" W Ta KUL TWV a(pXLEpEWV OL KpELTTOVEs KaL 1TVEUµaTLKWV TWV O(FLWV OL OQLWTaTOL' KaL TWV

E,W XWP(OV OL a'VdpW1rOL TO?4ITIpOL KaL 'YEVVQLOL KaL 7rEpLcppovgTai TWV 1rXTf'y4)V KaL TWV 15av&nav

TIGaV. &XX(' KaL yUVmKES 1roXXaL d(; dv&pOS & paou µeTaXXaTIOµEVO:L E1rL TOU 7roXEµoUEqUV

TTjV (ipaV tppLKTOTO(T'qV EKELVT)V OUK OUSE (aS 'YUVaLKEs E6EL1tI.acaV, &W Kat

N.Or]\]\OV 7011 7roAEµov T' 'v wpav ELS TOE W K4:QTpov Etp aQO(V, KaL at µEv 7rETpas ELS TO TELXOc

dv BUOY irpOc TONS 7rOXEµLQTO:c TWV 'PWµ(XLO)V, KUL TjvbpELWvav aUTOUS, KaL 600UQIXV aUTOUc

7rp6S T71V 1L XT1V Kal TOV 1r6XEµOv. aXXaL SE EKpcTOUQaV C Ka1 QTOU1r71Ld, KaL TOUc Xa1WµEVOUc

ta''Tpeuov' «)\XaL UbaTa KaL olvouS aUTOUc pXE'YOp.EVOUs 'r1 &L lj EK ToU 7rOXEµOV. iXXaL

bE TOU( 'YV'r)QLOUc auTWv d6EAp6c Kal TEKVa KaI TOUc R' KaTapY vat IOU

TELXOUc IOU KaQTpOU KaL TOU 7r0]\,LOU QXO)\O(QaL, ...EQTpaTEUOVTO bE KaL 1rpOc &XXTjXac, p. a r v

(X,xx, v EVOUlMTEL...EXap&&TjQaV KaL TLVEc RE Qa'yLTTac....
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This was by far the most serious phase of the final assault, but the defenders were able to
hold on until the moment that Giustiniani was wounded. At this point the defense
collapsed. There is no doubt that Giustiniani's wound (or wounds?) and his subsequent
withdrawal and departure from the sector, accompanied by his entire surviving
professional band,149 constituted the main turning point in this battle and the long siege.
The departure marked the doom for Constantinople. Prior to this crucial event, the
defenders had managed to repel two major attacks. It even appeared that they would be
able to maintain their vigorous defense successfully and to survive the third wave of the
janissaries, but with the warlord's departure the defense degenerated into a rout.

The nature of Giustiniani's wound(s) remain(s) in doubt, for there is no agreement
among the sources. No eyewitness author had been present in the sector of Saint
Romanos, with perhaps the exception of Nestor-Iskander. In the ensuing rout and disaster
practically all defenders had perished. The following passages are the collected testimony
of contemporary, near contemporary, and early sources that discuss this incident in
various degrees of detail:

1. Leonardo:150

Inter haec, malo urbis fato, heu!, Johannes Justinianus sagitta sub assella configitur,
qui mox inexpertus iuvenis sui sanguinis effusione pavidus perdendae vitae concutitur
et ne pugnatores, qui vulneratum ignorabant, virtute frangatur, clam medicum
quaesiturus ab acie discessit.

In the midst of this, for the bad luck of the city, alas!, Giovanni Giustiniani was
transfixed by an arrow under the armpit. The inexperienced young man soon saw his

149 It is not clear whether the entire band withdrew with the wounded lord or followed him later as
small companies or individuals to join him aboard his ship. Barbaro implies that the entire band
withdrew and moved through the city to the harbor; cf. infra, text with n. 156, for his testimony.
Others, however, imply that he left by himself, trying not to attract any attention (cf. Leonardo's
adverb clam); perhaps for this reason he failed to place another in charge, an omission for which he
was criticized. Cf., e.g., Leonardo, PG 159: 940 [CC 1: 160]: ...ne pugnatores, qui vulneratum [sc.
Justinianum] ignorabant, virtute frangatur, clam medicum quaesiturus ab acie discessit. Qui si
alium sui loco subrogasset, salus patriae non periisset. Di Montaldo is in disagreement and states
that Giustiniani did place someone else in charge; cf. TIePN, p. 194: pro se altero substituto,
abscess it. Ivani, TIePN, p. 163, states that Giustiniani left and that his men followed his example:
... e loco cedit... cuius exemplo auxiliares milites ad naves confugiunt ac maxima pars sese fugae
mandat. On the Greek side, Doukas suggests that Giustiniani, after he had reached his ship, some of
his men arrived from their sector and announced the death of the emperor and the rout of the
Byzantine defenders. It was only then that the warlord had his heralds sound the trumpets and
announced a formal withdrawal, 39.28: '0 SE 'Icx vv7ls 6 'IovOTLVLavos, ov cpl& cress 6 Aoyos
E7rE[t*EV EV Ti] VT11, TOU 15EPa7CEU§TlVcL rlly 7tXTlyiiv, 7IV UWE'0ril, Ka1eut%s, OVTOC, aUTOU EV 'r

ALREVL, TLVES TWv aUTOU tpeUyovTES, ESpap.ov XE'YOVTES, 7r41(; OL TOUpKOL e'wk OLV EV TTY 7r6AEL Kat

6 RaaLAevs Eapc yil. 'AKOUOas TOV 7rLKpOTa'rOV KaL bpLRU' X6'Y0V OUV, 7rPO(rc TTEL TOUS KTJPUKas SLOG

9aX7rLyywv dvaKaXELv TouC airroi U7007rL0TU:s KaL au t X6'lTas. For some observations on the
departure of Giustiniani's ships from Constantinople, cf. supra, ch. 8: "Naval Maneuvers," n. 102.
150 PG 15: 940 [CC 1: 160].
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own blood pouring out and feared for his life. He did not wish to break the spirit of
the warriors, who did not know that he had been wounded, and he secretly left the
battle to look for a physician.

As predictable, Leonardo's text is paraphrased into the vernacular by Languschi-
Dolfin, who adds nothing new.151 Leonardo's Latin text (or Languschi-Dolfin's
vernacular version) found its way into the immensely popular printed work of Sansovino
in the sixteenth century.152 The Greek followers of Leonardo also discuss the decisive
moment in the battle, but they are not quite true to their prototype, for Pseudo-Sphrantzes
(Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos) shifts the location of the wound, as does the
Anonymous Barberini Chronicle of the early seventeenth century. Pseudo-Sphrantzes
relates:153

'IWavv,gq U 'IouaTLVLavoc 6 aTpaTTIyoc E1rX'nyii 76tOU REAEL EV T06(; uKEAEOLV ilTl

Tov bEtLOV Tro'ba. AUTOS bE OU To60UTOV ELTrELpOS WV 7COXEp.OU KaL, WS ELSE TO aLµa

PEELV EK TOU a iorroS aUTOV, O'AOS ' XXOLW'Lgri KaL, T1V 7CpOE6ELtEV avbpELav, EK 70U

(pOROU EXaaE KaL avupEXW-i; 1L£Ta TaU'ra Eirpatev. 'OS &VEXWPT)UEV.

Giovanni Giustiniani, the general, was wounded on his legs, on the right foot. Since
he did not have much experience in warfare, as soon as he saw his own blood running

151 Languschi-Dolfin fol. 320 (28): Infra el combatter per mala sorte de la citade, oyme, the Zuan
Zustignan capitanio uien ferito de freza sotto asella de la scajo, lo qual inexperto zouene subito
ueduto el sangue pauidode perder la uita, et acio li combattanti the non sapeua quello fusse ferito
rompesse la uirtu, ascasamente per medicarse se parte da la sua statione.
152 GI' Annali 110 (an error in the printed pagination of the rare copy in the Gennadeios Library,
Athens; actually, pages numbered 110 and 111 are reversed): Et mentre ch'egli animaua i suoi a
questo modo, ecco he per mala sorte della citta, vien ferito Giouanni Giustiniano da vna saetta
sotto I'ascelle, it quale comme giouane non pratico, vedendosi tutto bagnato del suo proprio
sangue & temendo di perder la vita, si sbigotti tutto. Et accioche i combattenti the non sapeuano
the fosse ferito, non rimettessero la virth loro, i parti, ascosamente dalla zuffa, per farsi medicare.
153 Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.9.7 (426). The other Greek secondary accounts present various pictures.
Doukas, 39.10:...oupeLXev 6 OEOS EK TOU VEQOU T1jc 7rapq.4 oX' j TWV `PWµaiWV T6v OTpai'nyov

aUT@V [Giustiniani] yLyavTa KaL LQXUovia KW. aVl)pW1TOV Ka1 7rOXEµLOTTv. 'E7rXrjy'Q yap SLO:

[AOXURbOXOU EV TTY Xetpt 67rwieV 1-0b Rpcx ovoc, ETL OKOTLas oUUTTs' KaI UaTptj6as T'fV CsL8'np&V

XXaii 8a, KOIL TITLS U1r'9pXE KaTEUKEUaaiLEVII WS T« TOU 'AXLXX&.c 67rXa, OUK in vaTO U7r6 T'ns

TjpeµELv.... `0 3aaLX6s SE LSWv r6v 'Iu c vvqv dvaxupijaov ra EbeLXLaaEV Kai OL µET'
aOTOV TrXjv, ovov Tj bivap.ic, avTEµaXovTo. Khalkokondyles, CC 2: 212: KaL 6 Aoyyos
[Giustiniani] a'TOc TLTp69KET(XL TnXEI30XLOKW EL(; XELpa.... '0 LLEV ouv Aoyyos Cr1rEX6pEL....

Kal 6 (3aaLX6s 'EXXTjvwv...3jpeio Tov Aoyyov, EL 7rOL 1COpEUOLTO' TOU 8' all (po L vou, WS TaUTT)

&6C, vY'u yeLTM TL(; To'pKOLs.... Kritoboulos 1.58.9 provides a more extensive narrative:... ES Tov
dyWva RaXXETaL pCv 'IouoTLvos [Giustiniani] KaLPLaV REXEL TWV Cilro I,L'ixcw' c KaT( -rob (FTEPVOU

bLa TOl) 0WpaKOC, 8LaV1T &, Ka& PXTjOELs lrL7rTEL aWT01) KaL ES T1jV L&O:V UK7)V'1jV

KaKWs EXWV. EKXUOVTaL be oL VET' aUTOU 7rovieg a7rELpT1KOTEs T(L1 7tCYtYEL Kat KaTaXELPcVTEc T6 -re

aTaGpWµa KaL TO TELXOs, Lva E t XOVTO, 7CfOs EV i1LOVOV EWpWV, alrOKO1LLaaL TE TOUTOV CV TaLs

OXKa''OL KaL UVTOL CX7roKOVL(F r)VaL.
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out of his body, he was affected and fear made him lose all his former bravery, and he
was of no use afterwards. He departed.

The Anonymous Barberini Chronicle is more faithful to its prototype:154

KaL Ko1KI'l TUX"1 OEATIOE KW. EAO43C 15T) O Kat1FETa(VLOS 1 LODU7OUVLO:S 111E l1.LOC

UCYC TTE 'a ELS 'r rctyY VL(Y, KOHL Erpexe TO a io ELUE OAo Toy TO Kopp.L. Ko L EUKLOeXrq
r

va VT IV KatIL
irXiUE Xor

Yov Vet' 13c XT]
or

ov E6S
7ov TOrTCOV

TOUJ,
µorv

Q&PrgUE
TOV irOXE'.IAV KOtL Epv'YE Kpvpo.

Bad luck dictated that Captain Giustiniani be wounded by an arrow on his jaw; blood
ran all over his body. He feared for his life. He said not a word about placing someone
else at his station but left the battle and departed secretly.

2. Pusculo:155

Lucifer aurorae venientis pallidus ortum / ducebat, portans urbi casumque diemque. /
Joannes abiit percussus glande lacertum / ac se subripuit pugnae navesque petivit, /
sive metu Teucrum, seu vulnere abactus, acerbo / deseruit locum, trepidantia agmina
liquit.

The fading morning star was leading the approach of the dawn, bringing day and
doom to the city. Giovanni was hit by a bullet on his arm and departed. He removed
himself from the battle and went to his ships. He was compelled to do so either
through fear of the Turk or by his wound, abandoned his post, and left the shaking
battle line.

3. Barbaro:156

Vedando questo, Zuan Zustignan, zenovexe da Zenova, se delibera de abandonar la
sua posta [in margine by the hand of Marco Barbaro: per esser ferito de frezza] e
corse a la sua nave, the iera sta messa a la cadena; e questo Zuan Zustignan,
l'imperador si 1'avea fato capetanio da tera; e scampando questo the iera capetanio,
vignando el dito per la terra criando: `Turchi son intradi dentro da la tera', e
menteva per la gola, the ancora i non iera intradi dentro.

Seeing this, Giovanni Giustiniani, a Genoese from Genoa, decided to abandon his
station [on the margin by the hand of Marco Barbaro: because he had been wounded
by an arrow] and went to his ship, which was by the middle of the chain. The emperor
had made this Giovanni Giustiniani commander-in-chief of the land forces. As he

154 Anonymous Barberini 111 28.
155 4.212 [CC 1: 212].
156 Barbaro 33 [CC 1: 35]. Venetian bias against the Genoese may also be operating in da Rimini's
report, to be quoted presently; cf. TIePN, p. 138.
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fled, this captain shouted throughout the territory: "The Turks have entered our
territory," but he was lying through his teeth, because the Turks had not yet entered.

4. Eparkhos and Diplovatatzes:157

Item: der Genuessen Haubtman, der daz Loch inen het, er stellet sich sam er
erschossen wer, and ging wek, and als sein Volck ging mit im hinwek, do daz die
Turcken sahen, do stellen sie da selbst hin ein.

Item: the chief of the Genoese, who was at that spot, was shot and went away; with
him went his people. When the Turks saw this, they entered at that spot.

5. Benvenuto:'58

Item quod XXVIII Maii de nocte incepit bellum per mare et per terram circumcirca
civitatem, et resistebant optime inexistentes ipsi Turco, sed pos<t>quam dictus
Justinianus affugit, adveniente die XXIX Maii media hora die<i> capta fuit civitas
Co ns tantinopo l i tana.

Item: on May 28 a night attack from sea and by land was launched all around the city
and there was strong resistance to the Turk. But after the aforementioned Giustiniani
left early on May 29, the city of Constantinople was seized in the middle hour of the
day.

6. Tetaldi:'59

His ita se habentibus, praefatus dominus Ioannes Iustiniensis congressu cum hostibus
iactu colubri cuiusdam graviter vulneratus est; qui statim letalis quodammodo
vulneris ictu sequestrans se ab exercitu cui capitaneusfuit deputatus, ad medicandum
ocius properavit suam commendans custodiam etpopulum sibi subiectum duobus aliis
viris nobilibus Ianuensibus. Et ecce dum unius mortis causa sollicitatur, plurimorum
salus periclitatur, ut ex his quae sequuntur evidenter comprobatur. Denique dum
haec aguntur, intempesta nocte iam lucis initia vix attingente, ex improviso Turci
muros civitatis alacriter conscendunt, videntibus his qui intra civitatem erant,
custodientes vigilia noctis. Absente igitur praefato domino Ioanne Iustiniensi qui
curationis necessitate diverterat ab exercito suo, hi qui subtractionis eius causam
ignorabant putantes eum fugae metusve occasione declina<vi>sse ac praesentiam

157 NE 2: 516.
158 TIePN, p. 4.
159 Caput XVIII. The equivalent passage in Tetaldi's French version (XXV [col. 1823]) reads as
follows: La jut monseigneur Jean Justinien blechie dune coulevrine, s'en parti pour se faire
mediciner, & bailla sa garde a deux gentils-hommes Jennevois. Le gens de garde de dedens voyant
les lures sur 1e mur cuidans qu'il s'enfuist, leurs gardes abandonnerent, & s'enfuirent; & ainsi les
Turcs entrerent en Constantinople a l'aube du jour, le xxix. jour de May, mistrent a mort tout ce
que ils faisoient a eulx resistance.
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suam subtraxisse fugae praesidium et ipsi quaesierunt, non praeavisati se defendere
contra insultus adversariorum, absente capitaneo suo.

In this situation the aforementioned Lord Giovanni Giustiniani was seriously
wounded by a missile from an enemy colubrine. As soon as he received the impact of
the lethal wound he separated himself from the army, in whose charge he had been
placed, and hastened swiftly to take care of his wound, entrusting the defense and his
subordinate warriors to two other Genoese nobles. And thus, while there was concern
over the cause of the death of one individual, the safety of the majority was in danger,
as it becomes clear by the subsequent events. Finally, as these events were occurring,
the stormy night was about to end and the early light of dawn had appeared, when
suddenly the Turks energetically began to mount the walls of the city, in full of view
of those who were inside the city and keeping the night watch. And so with the
departure of the aforementioned Lord Giovanni Giustiniani, who was forced to leave
the army in order to take care of his wound, those who were unaware of the reason for
his withdrawal formed the impression that he was fleeing or that he had succumbed to
fear and thus took himself out of the conflict; they themselves looked for a reason to
flee, as they had not been forewarned that they would have to defend themselves
against the enemy assault without their captain.

7. Antonio Ivani:160

Longus Iustinianus, Ianuensis vit bellicae disciplinae haud indoctus, qui ubiplurimum
periculi videbatur praepositus erat, e loco cedit sive quod impetum sufferre non
posset, sive quod salutem sibi fuga quaereret, cuius exemplo auxiliares milites ad
naves confugiunt ac maxima pars sesefugae mandat....

Giustiniani Longo, a Genoese well experienced in the art of war, who had been placed
in charge of what seemed to be the most dangerous spot, left his station, either
because he could not resist the attack or because he was looking to find safety in
flight. His example was followed by the auxiliary soldiers who fled together to the
ships. The vast majority joined the flight....

8. Lomellino (the Genoese podesta of Pera):161

In summo mane Johannes Justinianus cepit in...mentum <vulnus tremendum?> et
portam suam dimisit et se tiravit ad mar, et per ipsam portam Teucri intraverunt,
nulla habita resistentia.

160 TIePN, pp. 160-162.
161 CC 1: 42; it is indeed a pity that the codex contains a lacuna at this point, as Lomellino probably
presented additional details on Giustiniani's wound (and retreat?).
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Very early in the morning Giovanni Giustiniani received [a terrible wound?] left his
gate and went to the sea. Through the very same gate the Turks entered, as there was
no resistance.

9. Tursun Beg' 62 states that "the enemy commander" was wounded in the belly.

10. Stefano Magno163 (probably echoing Leonardo and/or Languschi-Dolfin):

..fu ferido Zuanne Zustignan da Pera, the i superiori zorni solo pareva havesse
dfeso la cittade et, abbondandoli it sangue, cercando it medico accio gli altri non si
pavissero, ascosamente si levo, ma to imperator...prego non abbandonar la pugna,
ma quello, nihilo magis flexo, avrir la porta commando, quia curaturus vulnus nella
citta ritorni.

... Giovanni Giustiniani from Pera was wounded. In past days he had supervised the
defense of the city but, with his blood profusely flowing, he went to find a physician.
So that the others would not lose heart, he left quietly. But the emperor... begged him
not to leave the battle but he was adamant and ordered the gate to be opened to return
to the city and take care of his wound.

11. The testimonies of Nikolaos Sekoundinos and Nestor-Iskander are similar and
should be considered together, as, surprisingly enough, the Greco-Venetian scholar and the
Russian are in remarkable agreement.

Sekoundinos:164

...Januensis quidam Joannes Longus, vir profecto magni pretii, qui cum ducentis
circiter nautis - nam onerariae navis praefectus, stipendio imperatoris conductus,
partem illam moenium suscepit tutandam, cui maximum videretur periculum
impendere, quave hostis, postquam crebris tormentorum ictibus moenia demolitus
solo propemodum adaequasset, sibi aditum patefacere studio ardentissimo temptaret
- is, inquam, Joannes, ubi vidit hostem acrius solito urgere et invalescere,
propugnatores vero contra sensim deficere, quippe quorum alii interempti, nonnulli
saucii, reliqui perterriti etfugati, salutem Urbis desperare coepit duobusque acceptis
vulneribus, imperatorem adiit, cui tristissimum attulit nuntium et devolvendum nihil
virium amplius, nihil spei esse relictum, quo hostis impediatur, quin Urbem vi capiat
et victoria potiatur, polliceri se proinde imperatorem ipsum navi sua incolumem ad
locum devecturum salutis.

... a Genoese, Giovanni Giustiniani, a valuable man and a captain of a cargo vessel,
with about two hundred sailors, was hired by the emperor and undertook the

162 Tursun Beg, p. 36.
163 NE 2: 296-297.
164 CC 2: 134 [NE 3: 319-320].
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protection of that place which seemed to be in the greatest danger, where the walls
had been demolished and razed to the ground by the incessant enemy bombardment,
in their efforts to open an avenue into the city. When this man, Giovanni, saw that the
enemy was pressing harder and was growing stronger, while the defenders were
losing spirit, some were killed, others were wounded, and the rest were terrified and
fleeing, he began to lose hope about the city and he received two wounds. He went to
the emperor and brought the very sad news and as there were no further
reinforcements and all hope was lost, with the enemy certain to win and seize the city,
he offered to lead the emperor unharmed to safety on board his ship.

This account receives surprising confirmation in the Slavonic text of Nestor-Iskander,
whose author was, after all, an eyewitness to the siege. Giustiniani was struck by a stone
shot on the chest, lost consciousness, and fell to the ground. He was then treated
extensively throughout the night but he failed to recover:165

...Ho npHJIeAB'b HCb nyHIKbI 5IAp0 KaMeHHOe Ha H3JIeT', m y.I apHB'b 3ycTyH'aa no
nepctM'b, m pa3pa3x eMbl nepcl. YI naAe Ha 3euuiio, eABa ero oTOJibima ii
oTHecoma H Bb ,I{OMb ero.... BpaiieBe xe tIpec% BCIO OHyIO HOlAb Tpymaxycsl o
noMo)KeHiH ero, m eABa ncnpaBHma eMy rpyAb, BmH6JIeHoe M'hcTO OTb yAapa.

...yet a stone shot, a spent ball, flew from the cannon, struck Justinian in the chest, and
shattered his bosom. He fell to the ground. They just managed to escape and bore him
away to his home.... They treated him all night long and labored in sustaining him.
Little did they mend his chest, as it had been crushed by the hit. Immediately his
wound made him lose consciousness.

Nestor-Iskander then reports that Giustiniani issued orders to be carried back to the
battlefield: 1 66 3ycTyH'hsi xe naKbI noaeirb ce6si HecTH TaMo..., "Justinian anew
commanded to be carried there...." He then relates that the commander-in-chief was
struck on the right shoulder by a missile from a sclopus and collapsed. Only then was he
carried away from the field and his Genoese troops retreated to their ships in the
harbor:167

...IIpnJIeT'hBnly y6o cKiioriy, H yAapu 3ycTyHta H cpa3H eMy Aecnoe n.nego, H
Hage Ha 3eMJHO aKH MepTB'b. H Hagoma HaA'b HHML 6oJI9pe ero H JIIOAie, Kpbl'Ia H

pbiAam, H noHOmame ero npo m, TaKO H Opsirone BCH noiigoma 3a HHMb.

...there came flying a sclopus, which struck Justinian on the right shoulder. He fell to
the ground as if dead. With cries and sobs his noblemen and men fell upon him. They
carried him away. He was followed by all of the Franks.

165 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 60-61 (pp. 74-
77).
166 Ibid., 62 (p. 76).
167 Ibid., 64 (pp. 76-79).
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12. An opusculum of Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini (Pope Pius II), titled De Captione
Urbis Constantinopolis Tractatulus:168

Ioannes Iustinianus apud Genuam Ligurum metropolim nobili loco natus, qui
superioribus diebus solus urbem defendisse videbatur, in hoc certamine vulneratus,
ubi luitare sanguinem suum animadvertit, ne ceteros deterreret medicum quaerens,
clam sese pugnae subtraxit. Sed imperator ut abesse Iustinianum cognovit, quo ierit
percunctatur. Inventumque rogat ne pugnam deserat. Ille nihilo magis flexus, aperiri
portam iubet, qua curaturus vulnus in urbem redeat. Erant enim obseratae urbis
ianuae, quibus ad antemuralia patebat iter, ne qua fugiendi facultas militi esset, ac
propterea fortius hosti resisteret; fit interea remissior defensio, quod Turci
animadvertentes, acrius incumbunt. Et quoniam pars muri iam tormentis aeneis
disiecta, fossam magna ex parte oppleverat, per ruinas ipsas scandentes, antemurale
conscendunt, Graecosque loco deturbant. Porta quae loanni patuerat omnibus
aperta, fugam profusiorem reddit.

Giovanni Giustiniani, who had been born a nobleman in Genoa, the capital of the
Ligurians, had seemed, in the previous days, to be the sole defender of the city but he
was wounded in this battle. When he saw himself bleeding, he searched for a
physician and secretly withdrew from the battle, without deterring anyone else from
doing so. When the emperor discovered that Giustiniani had left, he tried to locate
him. He found him and asked him why he retreated from the battle. But his mind was
made up and he ordered to open the gate so that he could take care of his wound
within the city. The gates of the city to the outer defenses had been barred in order to
deny the defenders an avenue of retreat so that they would fight against the enemy
more forcefully. Meanwhile the defense became lax, a fact that did not go unnoticed
by the Turks, who attacked with a greater force. And since the bronze cannons had
already demolished part of the wall and the moat had been partly filled, they climbed
over the very ruins, overran the outer defenses, and forced the Greeks to flee.

13. A Venetian chronicle in Milan's Ambrosian Library, R 113, Sup., fol. 185"-
186r: 169

Adi 29 mazo... et circa do hore avanti zorno fuo ferido da una freza el patron genoese,
capetanio a la guardia de lo riparo, e se parti. Visto la soa zurma restar senza capo,
se abandonorono detto riparo etfugite verso le soe nave.

168 A rare copy of this pamphlet can be found in the Gennadeios Library in Athens (in unnumbered
folios). Pius' Tractatulus (the Gennadeios' copy bears no date and is bound together with another
unrelated work published at a later date: Otthomanorum Familia, seu De Turcarum Imperio
Historia, N. Secundino Autore [Vienna, 1561]); for more details, cf. Philippides, "Urbs Capta," p.
221, n. 49. In addition, cf. supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies, A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a
Boy," sec. IT. For a new edition, with English translation, of this work, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II
the Conqueror, ch. 3.
169 This Venetian chronicle has never been published in its entirety. The quotation in our text
appears in NE 3: 301, n. 1.
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On May 29...about two hours before daylight an arrow wounded the Genoese chief,
the captain of the garrison at the stockade and he departed. When the company saw
that there was no one in charge, they themselves left the stockade and fled to their
ship.

14. Adamo di Montaldo:170

Johannes Justinianus ... cum deficere iam pugnantes circumquaque intueretur segue
mortaliter percussum... invalescere hostem videbat, peremptorum summis iam
moenium cumulum coaequatis, pro laesione vulnerum gravi, copiaque tormentorum et
pugnantium, a proelio, pro se altero substituto, abscessit.

When Giovanni Giustiniani... who had suffered a lethal wound himself, noticed that
his warriors were tiring-and that the enemy was becoming stronger and was already
climbing on top of the walls, on account of the serious nature of his wounds, the
number of cannons and fighters, he left the battle after he placed someone else in
charge.

15. Hieronimo Giustiniani:171

A pena it Giustiniano havea fanito a mezzo it raggionamento, t fu costretto disponersi
a dfendersi, it quad mentre the combateva strenuamente hebbe unaferita mortale....
II Giustiniano nondimento casco in terra trasmortto, it quad subito ne fu trasportato
da' suoi negli allogiamenti. Gli soldati havendo visto it capo quasi morto stetero
attoniti et mezzo persi. I quali veggendo aummentarsi la numerosa multitudine de'
nemici, a ritirarsi si preparorno da un muro all' altro, per haverne essi superato it
primo. Il Giustiniano tuttavia, mentre se si portava, riprese un pocco di fiato, ma non
molto li valse. Et considerato it pericolo de' suoi, provede salvarli....

Giustiniani had scarcely finished half of his speech, when he was forced to go and
defend himself. While he was bravely fighting, he received a mortal wound....
Giustiniani fell to the earth half-dead and without delay he was carried by his men to
his lodgings. Having seen their captain almost dead, the soldiers stood astonished and
half lost. And seeing the numerous crowd of the enemy growing, they prepared to
retreat from one wall [= the stockade] to the other [= the inner wall], as the first one
had been overrun, Yet Giustiniani regained consciousness, as they were carrying him,
but remained weak. He considered the dangerous situation of his men and made
preparations to save them....

Hieronimo Giustiniani during the sixteenth century summarized the few facts known
about the warlord's career. He may have utilized some documents or, more likely, oral
traditions then in circulation at Chios to provide a summary evaluation of the

170 "Adae de Montaldo," De Constantinopolitano excidio, pp. 335-336 [TIePN, p. 194].
171 Hieronimo Giustiniani, Istoria di Scio; History of Chios, pp. 417-418.
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performance of this band of soldiers that has never been taken into account by modem
scholarship: 172

Ioanne Giustiniano magnanimo et esperto capitano, andd in Costantinopoli con una
grossa nave, in compania di quella dello Imperatore, la qualle in dispetto dell'
armata nemica salvo nel porto di esso luogo, insieme con la sua, it qual per la sua
prodezza, fu eletto generale di latini dallo Jmperatore Costantino, ultimo, in d ffesa
dello imperio et della citta, assediata all'hora dal tiranno Mehemet Jmperatore de'
Turchi. Questo Giustiniano, dicono le historie, era tanto valoroso, the per gli suoi
maravigliosi fatti et stratagemati di guerra, facea maravigliosamente stupire
1'infideli. Per la qual cosa Mehemet solea dire, the ne facea pii di conto del
Giustiniano solo, the del tutto it resto della citta. Havea ei in sua compania trecento
huomini valorosi genovesi, et una bands de scioti. Et tutti questi bravi soldati,
trovandossi sempre in tutte le fattione, faccendo cose, the agl' infideli eranno tenute
per impossibile, onde a que' soli 1'animo fusse tanto forte, volerne far testa a tanta
potenza turchesca et con it solo nome et la sola vista lord, all' hora non solamente
harrebbeno spavventato quel pocco numero ma tutto it mondo, come certo haveanno
semprefatto. Che udendo i christiani ii nome turco, sgomentati at attoniti molto longi
fugivansi per salvarsi, tanto gli era horrendo, nondimeno it Giustiniano faccendo
ufficio di buon capitano, in tutte le zuffe non perse mai animo, essortando et
ammonendo di continuo gli suoi portarsi valorosamente.

Giovanni Giustiniani, a magnanimous and expert captain, went to Constantinople with
a large ship, together with a ship of the emperor, which, in spite of the enemy armada,
he rescued in the port of this place along with his own. And for this deed he was
elected general of the Latins [= Italians] by Emperor Constantine to defend the empire
and the city, which was then under siege by the tyrant [= sultan] Mehmed, the
emperor of the Turks. This Giustiniani, histories say, was so brave that by his
marvelous deeds and stratagems in the war, he stupefied the infidels [= Turks].
Because of this, Mehmed used to say that he thought more of Giustiniani alone than
of all the rest of the city. He had in his company three hundred brave Genoese and a
band of Chians. Finding themselves in all sorts of situations, performing deeds
considered impossible by the infidels [= Turks], and desiring to confront the great
Turkish power both in name and in appearance, these men would have inspired fear
not only to that small [place] but to all the world, as they had certainly always done.
Hearing even the name "Turk," the Christians were inspired with fear, were dismayed,
were astonished, and fled to the ends of the earth to save themselves. Nevertheless,
Giustiniani, acting as a good captain, never lost spirit in any fight and he continuously
urged and admonished his men to act bravely.

Hieronimo Giustiniani goes on to quote the only exhortation-speech on record that the
warlord supposedly made to his troops during the siege. 173 Giustiniani, it is clear, was

172 Ibid., pp. 412-413.
173 Ibid., pp. 413-416.
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mortally wounded and died soon after his withdrawal. Numerous survivors of the siege
and the sack placed blame for the loss of Constantinople squarely on his shoulders. As it
becomes evident in the literature just cited, it is not certain that Giustiniani was
accompanied by all of his troops when he abandoned his post. 174 Some sources suggest
that the situation became critical precisely because no one was placed in charge of the
remaining soldiers after his retreat. 175 Others state that he took his entire band with him
and that the dangerous section of the walls was left without any protection at a critical
moment in the conflict. It is, therefore, practically impossible to reconstruct the actual
sequence of events.

Bitter charges, levied against Giustiniani, appeared soon after the fall. George
Scholarios, an opponent of church union who was subsequently selected by Mehmed II
and his Greek circle of supporters and officials to be the first patriarch (assuming the
name Gennadios II) of the captive Greeks implies a possible "act of treason" but avoids
any direct mention of Giustiniani by name. Scholarios, of course, had never exhibited any
affection for the Catholics, and his Orthodox bias may be at work here. Furthermore,
throughout the siege he had advocated passive resistance and he, with many of his
numerous followers no doubt, had not actively assisted in the defense of the City: 176

'0 7rOXEI0c EVEUT7gKEL, Kai LOVOs ' KO.L87a QUV 6M -YOU; U7rOXELp'L9'ELC, oU7CEp

ETETato, 7roXXOiLq TpavµaULV, OC TacLS XEpaLV E84(0 KaL TW 7CpOUW7rW, arTats Td-L(;

KXI4to L TOUS SL' aiTWV E7rL TO TELXOS aVEA&LV, 7e7rELpWRE'VOUg UV'yKaTEU7raa0tTE,

EWE µEV u7ro 150!X(TTTJ O)SEV VOIPI'KaTE 7rpa'TTELV WV E7C$1')IOUV, 01. SE arr0

T71S SL Ep7jµov KCYTEX9]\I1dOTEs TOU TELXOUC 7rCVTa EUKUAEUOV, cpvyn

7rpo6E8WKOTWV T@V t X0'ttELV U7rOUXOµeVWV.

The battle began and you were left alone with few. At the very spot you had been
stationed, you received many wounds on your arms and face, while you were fighting
off those who tried to climb on ladders upon the walls. You, on the sea side,
performed your assigned duties. They [the enemy] on the landside came over the

174 Also, cf. supra, n. 149.
175 Not all sources, by any means, make this charge; c£, e.g., di Montaldo, TIePN, p. 194: pro se
altero substituto, abscessit.
176 L. Petit, X. Siderides, and M. Jugie, eds., Oeuvres completes de Gennade Scholarios, 1 (Paris,
1929): 279-280 [the work is titled: rEVVa&ou µovaXoU' E7rLTQ'cpLOC, T(,) UL(;) TW Kup eEOS(')p(c T(il

Eo(pLavci, that is, Gennadios II's own nephew]. In addition, cf. Zeses, TEVVa&Loc B', p. 198. It is
significant that Doukas places Scholarios at the center of the pro-Turkish elements within
Constantinople, Doukas is perhaps unjust, or has placed too much emphasis on the pro-Turkish
activities of Loukas Notaras, as he links the two individuals together in a famous passage, 37.10:'0
k revva ios [= Scholarios]...EXWV EK TY)S a ryi X TOu TOV 7rpWTOV TOV µE'ya OouKav

[= Notaras] Quv£pryov KaL QUVLQTOpa, TOV KCYL TOQOUTOV EL7rety Ko ra AacTIVWV, ore

ELSOV OL 'PwµaLOL [= Greeks] TOv ONapug. Tov wrpaTOV TWV ToupKWV, µaXAOV SE KafTa T' q

IIOXEWS' KpeLTTOTEPOV EQTL ELSEVQL EV RearrI T1 7rOX£L (paKLOALOV aaQLXEUOV TOVpKWV '9

KaXll7rTpav AaTLVLKAV.' On this subject, cf. H. Evert-Kappesowa, "Le tiare ou le turban," BS 14
(1953), 245-257.
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deserted wall and began their widespread looting, because those who had promised to
guard the spot had fled.

Early on after his escape, Cardinal Isidore seems to have entertained doubts about the
conduct of the warlord, and he may have held him responsible for the disaster. Thus in
his letter to Cardinal Bessarion he refuses to discuss the incident but seems to imply that
there had been questionable activities:177

Erat autem cum imperatore illo ductor quidam nomine Joannes Justinianus, quem
multi incusant primam fuisse causam tantae captivitatis et excidii: sed omittamus.

With that heroic emperor there was a certain warlord by the name of Giovanni
Giustiniani, who, in the estimation of many, was the primary cause of such
destruction and captivity. Let me omit this.

Cardinal Isidore hastens to add that that particular sector of Saint Romanos was
practically indefensible.'78 Pusculo also speaks of desertion:179 deseruitque locum,
trepidantiaque agmina liquit, "he [sc. Giustiniani] deserted his station and dismissed the
trembling warriors."

Moreover, in time it was reported, at least by Greek authors, that it was a defender
who had wounded Giustiniani. Thus in the anonymous'"EK6Eatq XpOVLKi, composed in
the patriarchate in the early sixteenth century, we encounter the following
Constantinopolitan rumor:"' 'Ep19i (O1 oiv OTL E"V6OOEV TOU KOCaTPOU MEMWKav avTOV,

aAAa OUK OI.ME TLS 01r ac -y'Yovev, "it was whispered that someone from inside the city
wounded him, but one cannot discover how it happened." Another source, close to the
patriarchate, also reports the same rumor recorded in the verse chronicle by Hierax:'81

lIpO 'Na'VTWV ME '?TV 1rpOµaXoc aUTOS EV TCYLc XaXa6TPaLs,

WS EMEL TE E'AOfXETO CrTEppWc EV TW'r0AE

&AAa 'YE RaoKCYVOS OCVTlp TLS &a TOUpEKLOU

RaAAEL ETCL TW TIPWL KQL 1tATITTEL TOV rycvvc i oV,

KO:L pOVOV E'1rpotEViJaEV El.(; OfVbpo' VQALKOUTOV.

AE YETaL SE EK TWV EVTOS PWµaLWV 1jv O Mp iclolC
TOUTO TO E1rLROUAEUµa KaTa TOU TEVORLOU,

177 CC 1: 74.
178 Ibid., 74-76: Facilis autem eras in ea parse ad moenia ascensus, quia, ut dictum est, quasi tota
erat bombardis illisa ac prope decussa, propter quod et facile hostes in urbem irruperant, nemine
illic invento qui hostium impetum reprimeret aut eam partem defensaret. Isidore also spoke of the
deplorable state of the fortifications in his letter to Pope Nicholas V, datum Candiae, die XV Julii
LIII°; CC 1: 96: pro maiori parse muros in superficiem terrae ruptavit et devastavit [sc. Mehmed
III; per quorum ruinam murorum capta et expugnata est.
179 Ibid., 1: 212. In addition, cf. the early accusation voiced by the Venetian Filippo da Rimini to be
quoted presently.
180 'Eta4eoLs XpovuKi 46.
181 Sathas, aPLKi7 BLfALOth K17, p. 265, lines 636-646.
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p6OVW 'rpui dc, 1+35 EL&crroi, 7C&VTOTE TOLq RaaKaVo c.

ELS $E 'r&c v E6c iro rpLSa,
TrVEWV ETL 6 SUOTUX'r c, T& XOLa&a 1ioNOCTOU.

Above all, he was the bravest defender at the breach; / he fought firmly as he should
throughout the conflict. / Yet a spiteful individual with a firearm / took aim and struck
him, / bringing about the valiant hero's death. / It is said that one of the Romans [=
Greeks] from the interior / committed this wicked deed upon the Genoese man, /
because he had been wounded by envy, as is usually the case with spiteful individuals
everywhere. / He boarded his ships and departed to his homeland; / already the
unfortunate man was breathing his last.

On the morning of May 29, the situation at the sector of Saint Romanos must have
been chaotic. It is not implausible that a stray arrow, bullet, bolt, or missile of some sort,
perhaps from the inside of the Great Wall, had struck Giustiniani. Treachery also cannot
be ruled out, for Giustiniani had been the right hand of the emperor and must have made
a score of enemies among the Greeks and the Venetians, and especially among the anti-
union and pro-Turkish fifth column within the city.182 Reports of an unlucky accident
even reached the west, as Richer/Riccherio indicates:' 83

Accidit ut inter pugnandum cum irrumpenti hosti fronte, adversa obsisteret, telo
suorum infoeliciter in hostem misso, graviter incautus vulneratur. Cruoris extemplo e
dorsi vulnere manentis abundatiam intuitus, nolens ut, demum praedicabat,
commilitonibus perturbationi interpellationique esse, si quempiam eorum accersitur
medicum dimitteret, clanculum se praelio subduxit.

It so happened that in the battle, as the front line broke and the enemy fell upon the
defenders, unhappily he [sc. Giustiniani] was wounded by a missile directed at the
enemy by his own side. He immediately saw blood pouring in abundance from the
wound on his back. He placed in charge one of his men (as he did not wish to upset
and confuse his fellow warriors while he searched for a physician), and quietly left the
battle.

In this account Richer appears to be thinking of an accident and not of an act of
treason, as the adverb infoeliciter/"unhappily" suggests. It was in the sixteenth century
that an early, perhaps the earliest, defense of Giustiniani's conduct appeared in print, in
Hieronimo Giustiniani's work that includes scholarly references:184

Hora, accioche ogni uno sappia l'intentione degli historici di quanto sopra cio per it
Giustiniano hanno scritto addure per la giustificatione di tan to grand personagio
contra la malvagia invidia d'alcuni le ragione in questo luogo. Laonico

182 Supra, n. 176.
183 Richer, pp. 94-95. Cf. Philippides, "Urbs Capta," pp. 209-224.
184 Hieronimo Giustiniani, pp. 418-420.
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Chalcocondila, famouo historico, facendo mentione del Giustiniano adduce queste
parole. Ariv6 in Costantinopoli un personagio genovese, chiamato Giovanni
Giustiniano, it qual pervienne in soccorso della citta con una grossa nave et con
trecenti soldati, al quall'Jmperatore dette a guardare it luogo, nel quale it Gran
Turcho con i gianizzari volea dare lo assalto, sforzandossi guagliardamente opponere
a loro, non molto discosto dallo Imperatore, it qual ancora lui fortissimamente si
deffendeva. Et piii sotto dice, the i genovesi dalla gran forza de' turchifurono mossi
da loro luogo per forza, et it Giustiniano loro capitano ne fu ferito in una mono da un
colpo d'artigliaria, gli altri armati non potendo resistere dalle ferite, a pocco a pocco
abbandonando it luogo, i genovesi si salvavanno, i quali i turchi seguitando
ammazzavanno. Et rittirandossi it Giustiniano gli soldati lo seguitavanno. Ma lo
Jmperatore intesa la retirata de' genovesi corse prestamente verso loro, riccercando,
dove ci andavanno. Al qual it Giustiniano respose, the se n'andava in quel luogo, nel
quale Iddio appriva la porta a' turchi. Ma la Historia Politica racconta d'un' altra
maniera. Capita a quei tempi, dice, un personagio nobile genovese, it cui nome era
Giustiniano, con due grosse nave, it qual considerando it male dal quale i

costantinopolitani eravanno afflitti, et the nessuno de' gentil'huomini della citta
ardiva opponersi al nemico, et fugendo 1'uno et 1'altro di qua et di la dalla paura
senza volerne combatere, ei sen' appresentd dallo Imperatore et prencipi, et disse,
co'1 agiuto d'Iddio stare in questo luogo et ribattere l'impeto del nimico, et resistere
alla sua violenza nelle rovine delle mura, per 1'honore et nome di Christo, et questo
disse lo voglio fare a spese mie, con nutrire i mei soldati, al qual fu grandemente
rigratiato da tutti. Dese dunque it valoroso personagio molti giorni et i turchi the
guagliardamente sforzavanno intrar nella citta dalle rovine regittava. Ma it peccato
fu cagione the Iddio gli abbandon6. Perchioche mentre combatteva valorosamente
contra it nemico fu ferito da un colpo d'arteglieria nel piede destro, et dal gran
dolore cascone in terra et si lasci6 per morto. Siche gli suoi lo portorno via di la et
condutolo nelle sue navi, fecero vela etpartirno dalla citta, et subito the arivd in quel
luogo, fu sparso it romore the fusse ferito da qualche d'uno della citta, ma non si e
potuto mai sapere la verita. Ecco quanto scrissero questi dui historici per it
Giustiniano, peril diversamente, percid lasciaremo alla volonta di ciascuno credere
quello the li piace. Tuttavia it Giustiniano non ha manchato fare 1'ufficio di buon
capitano per honore della fede christiana, posciache a sua volonta et spese si
sottomesse in quella impresa, esponendo la vita in difessa dello infelicejmperio; onde
i piii grandi et piu potenti di lui, quantunque l,jmperatore esclamasse et supplicasse
tuta la cristianita a suo soccorso, non ardirono, non solamente andarci in persona, ne
mandarci ne agiuto ne soccorso; et senza quella maledetta ferita, facilmente quela
citta non sarrebbe hora ne' mani d' infidedi, ma perche Iddio giusto dispone nella sua
prescienza quello ch'e di sua volonta; sia rigratiato.

Now, everyone knows the intention of historians, from how much they have written
about Giustiniani, to bring the reasons for the justification of so great a personage
against the wicked envy of certain people. Laonikos Khalkokondyles, a famous
historian, mentioned Giustiniani and wrote: there arrived in Constantinople a
Genoese, named Giovanni Giustiniani, who came to the aid of the city in a large ship
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with three hundred soldiers; and the emperor told him to protect the place which the
Grand Turk intended to attack with his soldiers, trying valiantly to crush them, not far
from the emperor, who once again was defending himself most bravely. Farther down
he states: the force of the Turks moved the Genoese from their spot and their captain,
Giustiniani, was wounded in the arm by artillery fire. The other warriors were unable
to resist because of their wounds and they began gradually to abandon their post. The
Genoese saved themselves but the Turks gave pursuit and killed them. In their retreat,
the soldiers followed Giustiniani. When he found out about the withdrawal of the
Genoese, the emperor ran quickly to them and asked where they were going.
Giustiniani replied that they were going to that place where God had opened the gate
to the Turks. The Political History tells a different story. It states that at that time
came a man called Giustiniani with two ships and that he saw the evil with which the
Constantinopolitans had been afflicted and that none of the city's gentlemen wished to
oppose the enemy and were fleeing the city. He presented himself to the emperor and
the princes and said that with God's help he would post himself at that place and repel
the enemy attack and would prevent the destruction of the walls, for honor and for the
name of Christ. He said that he wished to prevail by providing assistance with his
soldiers, to whom everyone will be indebted. Then this great person defended the city
for many days and prevented the Turks, who had forced entry into that city, from
destroying it. But God abandoned them because of their sins. So, while fighting
bravely against the enemy, a cannon missile wounded him in the right foot and he fell
to the ground in great pain; he lay there as if dead. His men carried him, brought him
to the ships, set sail, and left the city. As soon as he arrived at his place [Chios], a
rumor spread that someone from within the city had wounded him but it is impossible
to discover the truth. These are the two, rather different accounts that these two
historians have written about Giustiniani and we shall let each person decide what he
wishes to believe. At any rate, Giustiniani played the good captain for the honor of the
Christian faith, for which purpose he committed his will and hopes in this
undertaking, and gave his life in the defense of the unfortunate empire. While others,
greater and more powerful than he, showed no desire to go, no matter how much the
emperor pleaded and summoned all Christendom to his aid. If he had not received that
cursed wound, the city would have escaped subjugation to the infidels and would now
be free. But the Lord acts according to his own plans and will. Let us be thankful.

A spirited defense of the reputation of the warlord had become necessary by the time
this work was printed. Sansovino's immensely popular work had made the flight of the
condottiere well known to the general public, which came to hold the warlord responsible
for the fall of Constantinople.185 The defense by Hieronimo Giustiniani was not very
successful, and the old impression persisted well into the subsequent centuries, as it is
evident in an Italian report found in a seventeenth-century manuscript from Naples.186

185 Sansovino, Gl' Annali, 110 (instead of 111; cf. supra, n. 111): Et certo s'egli hauesse lasciato
qualch'vn'altro in suo luogho, la salute della patria non sarebbe perita.
186 Entitled Della gran cittd di Costantinopoli and published by Lampros, "MOvq)S6a6 Kat 0p7jvoL,"
pp. 259-260: La qual presa fu the hauendo Constantino messa la miglior gente di fuori a
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The Venetian Filippo da Rimini has provided the earliest and perhaps sharpest
criticism of Giustiniani and his Genoese warriors:187

Superiores erant nostri profecto ni Genuensibus excubiis credita statio temere
corruisset, eius enim geniis praefecto saucio et sese a praelio avertenti tcedit vigor
voluit ut illis vestigia et abitionem eius legio sequeretur, nullis propugnatoribus per
manum tradita loci custodia; sic deserta statione portas, sic vacuis pugile moenibus,
nullo reluctante, foribus jam ferro et f lamma correpsis locus is capitur.

Actually our side would have prevailed, if the Genoese troops had not left their station
in fear. Their leader had been wounded and wished to leave the battle. His company
followed his footsteps and departed and that spot was left without a garrison and
without any fighting men. So they seized, by applying sword and flame on those
afflicted spots, the gates of the abandoned sector, as there were no warriors on the
walls and no one offered any resistance.

The withdrawal of Giustiniani created confusion among the few remaining defenders,
which could be observed from the Ottoman line.188 The janissaries easily assumed control
of the makeshift defenses in the sector of Saint Romanos during the ensuing panic and
took advantage of the rout to form a column, which proceeded in an orderly fashion to
wipe out systematically all remaining pockets of resistance.189 By then, most of the

diendere i barbareni sopra it quali era un caualliere genovese chiamato Giustiniano nel cui
valore tutti greci di dentro s'appogiauano, ma essendo ferito abbandono it loco per andara a
curarsi, it the veduto da suoi cominciorno a indebolirsi, et appertagi una porta perche dentro
entrasse i suoi si persero d'animo, it the sentito it Turco rinforzo; con maggior empito I'assalto, to
gli Christiani per saluarsi si misero in fuga per la porta doue et entrato it genouese, et hauendo i
Turchi preso it muro si mescolarono con loro, et entrono nella Citta. For other early testimonies,
cf. TIePN, pp. 120-157, esp. p. 145, n. 84.
187 Ibid., p. 138.
188 Tursun Beg 156.
189 Such pockets continued their resistance through the morning and perhaps the early afternoon of
May 29. Thus Tetaldi states that he had continued to resist for some time, after it had become
known that the city had fallen; cf. Caput XLI: ille lacobus Tetaldi ... qui duabus fere horis super
muros civitatis sese cum populo sibi subiecto viriliter defenderat post introitum Turcorum. A
pocket appears to have been established in the sector of the Bocchiardi brothers who continued the
struggle after the Turks had penetrated the great wall, until they were outflanked and almost
surrounded. It was during this phase that one of the brothers was wounded and probably died soon
after his injury. Cf. Leonardo, PG 159: 941 [not in CC 1]: Rumorem jacturamque ex fugientibus
audientes Paulus Troilusque Bochiardi, viri Latini, urbis Gives, cum aliquot Graecis strenuis
Latinisque equis insidentes, in hostes vadunt. Teucri, forte majorem numerum, quam essent
autumantes, terga vertunt. Paulus in Teucrum urget equum, lanceaque unum transfodiens, caeteros
in fugam vertit. Cum autem ex alto lapidibus facile ab hostium multitudine circumdati, "Ha! periit,
inquit, civitas, nosque facile ab hostium multitudine circumdati, spem vitae perdemus. " Haec cum
diceret, securi ictus in vertice, fuso cruore una cum fratre ad Galatam [= Peram] confugit. In
addition, Doukas implies that other defenders found themselves in the same predicament. He
relates the events in the sector of the Kharisios/Adrianople Gate, 39.12: TOTE Ei aLpves OPWcL {3EX'q
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defenders were dead or were on the run, seeking safety within the city. The janissaries
opened the Pempton Gate/Hucum Kapi. At the same time, another regiment opened the
Gate of Adrianople/Edirne.190 Other gates were also forced, while the inhabitants of the
district Petrion, which was surrounded by its own palisade, surrendered belatedly in a
pathetic effort to spare their neighborhood from harm.191 In addition, the districts of
Stoudios and Psamathia offered no resistance and admitted the victorious troops.192 The
greatest amount of slaughter took place in the early hours of the sack because the Turks
were under the impression that an army was within the city and had been kept in
reserve.193 The bloodshed subsided after a few hours, as the Turks realized that there
would be no organized resistance.194

EK TWV aVW KaTLOVTa KaL KaTOCUIP& TOVTa TOUTOUc. 8E OpWOL TOUpKOUs. 'I6oVTEc 8E

EL(; EVSOV ETpa7rTgaaV. KaL ILT) 8UVc LeVOL ELOEXi eiV 8La 'r c 7rUX% rf g

Xapaou, OTEVOXWpoUREVOL 8La TO 7rX,130c, OL IEv &XKTjv 7repLauorepav EXovTEc Tou'q &VaV6pouc

KaTa7raTOUVTEc ELcn pXovTo. TOTE 7 TOU Tupavvou [= sultan] 7rapc LBMVTeg T'IlV

Tpoiri v TWV 'Pwµa.Wv [= Greeks], µug qwv Sojjaaviec ELaeBpaµov, KaTalrar6vres ToU( a19XLOUc
KaL KaTaatpcrrrovTeq. EX156vTEc 8E EL(; TTiV 1rX1jV 6K 8UVTjNOUV 1jv yap YparyeLaa
U1rO TWV KaTa7rEaOVTWV aw LaTWV KaL XEL7r04)UX11adVTWV. 'EK TWV TELXEWV OUV of 1rXELUTOL 8La TWV

EpEL1rLWV ELOTjpXOVTO KaI. ToU'( aUVaVTWVTac Kc:TEKolrrov. The situation in the Pempton would not

have been much different. More doubtful is the report found in Pseudo-Sphrantzes, which is not
encountered in any authentic eyewitness source, that reports the bravery of sailors from Crete who
were defending the tower or towers of Basil, Leo, and Alexios, until the sultan personally granted
them leave to depart with their possessions and ship. For a discussion of this incident, cf. supra, ch.
8: "Naval Maneuvers: Subordinate Operations," text with nn. 108-115.
190 Doukas 38.12 (text quoted in the previous note).
191 For the neighborhoods that surrendered, cf. FC, p. 140, and infra, Appendix II. Such belated
attempts at surrender seem to be the nucleus of the tale that was in circulation in the subsequent
centuries, which claimed that Constantinople had not fallen but had capitulated to Mehmed II; on
this topic, cf. Mordtmann, "Die Kapitulation von Konstantinopel," pp. 129-144; and Philippides,
"An `Unknown' Source," pp. 174-183, esp. 179. In addition, cf. M. Euthymiou, "O1 'ERpaLOL TOU

KaL IITWQTj Ti,; BaaaXe ouoaS," in 'H "AAWarI 7-7]S H6A71c, ed. Khrysos, pp. 143-
154.
112 FC, p. 141.
193 Doukas 39.14, who, on his own testimony, had received this information from the Turks who
had participated in the sack: KaL yap o1 ToupdOL E8E8oLKEaav, ljaav yap dEL 6-TL

EVTOc T71S 1r6XEws TOUXaXLOTOV EaOVTaL 7rOXE[I.LaraL riSc 7rEVT1KOVTaKLOXLXLOL. 'Ev TOUTW KaL TOUc

8LVXLXLOUc KaTea(patav. EL yap 118Eaav, OTL 6 7rac TWV EV07rAWV aTpaTOc OUX UItEpPaLVEL TOUc

OKTaKLOXLXLOUc, OUK &V a7r 3XEaaV TLVa- cpLXOXpijµaTOV -yap OV TO yEVOs TOUTO, EL KaL cpOVEUs

7raTpLKOc E1L7rea0L EV TaLC XEpaLV aUTWV, 8La XpUaoi a7rOXUOUaI.V. Kai yap ILETa TOV 1roXEµov

EVETUXOV Ey4) 1roXXOLc KaL, 8LTjyljaavT5 VOL, 7ru c' "cpo[30UµeVOL TOVq E L1rpoa&v, EatpaTTO1EV TOM;

irpOXa[30VTac' KaL yap E1 'Be Ev Toaa iii v airopLav av8p5v U7rapXouaav EV rT 1I0AEL, ToU(

1raVTac we 7rpORaTa 7rE7rpOJKaREV &V."
194 Kritoboulos 1.67.4: a7rel5avov 8E TWV FLEV 'PwµaLWV KaL TWV t,EVWV, WS EXeyOVTO, Trap' OXOV

TOV 7roXEll.ov KIXL Ev aUT7a 871 T'rj aXWOEL 01 LlraVTEc;, av pec cp7l t1. KaL yuvaLKES at 7raL8E4;,
EyyUC 1rOV TETpaKLOXLXLOL' EXT'tpt'NQaV &e KaL aLXp(X'XWTOL OXL'yG) ¶XELOUS 1revraKLal.LUpLWV, T'rlc

SE (upaTLic airaciic aµ(PL Tons 1rEVTaKOaioUS. Tetaldi's Latin account presents exaggerated
claims also, Caput XXII (col. 797): Fertur quodpraeda quam Turci de capta civitate diripuerunt,
valebat quadraginta millia ducatos, damnum vero quodperpessi sunt Veneti in hoc excidio fuit fere
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While the sack continued and panic reigned throughout the city, Giustiniani's
company embarked on their ships and eventually sailed away.195 Barbaro remarks that
among the Christian vessels that managed to sail out of the harbor, there were seven that
belonged to the Genoese, stationed by the boom. They set sail as evening was setting
in.196 Giustiniani's ship most probably was among the seven. We have no information
concerning the voyage to Chios. His band did not include a secretary and no member of
the warlord's command has preserved for us an account of the events. What is certain is
that en route to Chios, or soon after his arrival, Giustiniani died of his wound(s), although
some sources claim that his death was caused by the shame that he incurred as a
consequence of his retreat. Leonardo is the earliest author to make this observation. Is it
possible that the two met again on Chios after their escape or was Giustiniani already
dead by the time Leonardo returned to Chios? Leonardo records the fact that he himself
had become a prisoner and was roughly handled by his captors:197

Qua tempestate concussus, ego quoque captus sum; et pro demeritis meis vinctus
caesusque a Teucris. Non fui dignus cum Christo Salvatore configi.

In that upheaval, I was also captured; and because of my sins I was bound and beaten
by the Turks. I was not worthy to be crucified like Christ, our Savior.

He provides no details on his liberation, which, unlike the circumstance of Isidore, his
friend and patron, may have taken place early on, as we learn elsewhere that he was able
to buy items that the conquerors were selling on the very day of the sack. Had Leonardo
been forced into a long period of concealment, similar to that experienced by Cardinal
Isidore, his newly acquired books would have been a serious hindrance for him. 198 In any

quadraginta millium ducatorum, non minus vero damnum Januensium fuisse creditur. Florentini
quoque viginti millia ductos amiserunt; Anchonenses vero quindecim. Tetaldi's French version is
different, XXXI (col. 1823): On estime que le butin de Constantinople vault aux Tures quatre
millions de ducas. La perte de Venise se estime cinquante mille ducas, que en ceste gallee c'est
sauve vingt mil ducas de Jennevois, & perte infinie de Florentins, vingt mil ducas d'accointaires. It
should be remembered, nevertheless, that in 1453, before the siege, Constantinople was a dying city
with a dwindling population; cf. Schneider, "Die Bevolkerung Konstantinopels," pp. 234-244.
195 For the departure of Genoese vessels from the harbor, cf. supra, n. 149; and ch. 8: "Naval
Maneuvers: Subordinate Operations," text with n. 102.
196 Barbaro 64 [CC 1: 37]: Ma oltra queste quindexe nave ne scampd sete de Zenovexi, le quad si
iera a la cadena, e una de Zorzi Doria zenovexe, la qual si iera acosto de Pera de botte doa milia e
quatrozento; questa insieme con le sete si sampa, verso la sera. Elsewhere, Barbaro 55 [CC 1: 33]
states that Giustiniani's ship was positioned by the chain/boom: ... e corse [sc. Giustiniani] a la sua
nave, the iera sta messa a la cadena.
197 Leonardo in PG 159: 925 [not in CC 1].
198 His adventures during the sack are treated in Reg. 401, f. 47b, Secret Archives of the Vatican,
Pope Nicholas V, 10/18/53 [= Pastor, 2: App. 22, 524-525]. Et sicut eadem petitio subjungebat
venerabilis frater noster Leonardus archiepiscopus Methalinensis ord. fratrum praedicatorum
professor in Constantinopoli et Pera publice dicere praesumit, quod omnes de preda a Teucris
rapta etiam sciente vero domino et contradicente licite emere possunt nec data etiam pretio Teucris
soluto restituere tenentur, ipseque archiepiscopus duo missalia et unum breviarium et nonnullos
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event, Leonardo records the fate of Giustiniani:199 Refugit capitaneus in Peram; qui post
Chium navigans ex vulnere vel tristitia inglorium transitum fecit, "the captain fled to
Pera; later, after he sailed to Chios he died without glory, either because of his wound or
out of sadness." On the margin of a manuscript of Leonardo the following information is
provided by an unknown hand:200 Cum Chium applicavisset ab illis venenum Johanni
datum est quo vita functus est, "when he reached Chios they gave Giovanni poison and it
killed him." This is an interesting observation but its subject is obscure. Who were these
people and why did "they" poison the warlord?

Leonardo's imitators have followed his main text faithfully on this point: cf., for
example, Languschi-Dolfin:201 etfugissene in Pera to qual dapoi nauigando a Chio da la
ferita o piutosto da tristitia morite senza gloria, "he [= the captain] fled to Pera; later,

alios libros dicte librarie deputatos emere non dubitaverit. For documentation and an English
translation of this text, cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," n. 61. On the book
sales that occurred on the day of the sack, cf. Doukas 42.1: ...TOGS 8E (3L(3Xous diravas u7rEp
apLi .LoV U'I[EplaLVOUaas Tats 0.µlYtaLs YopTTJ'Y(ilOavTEc diraVTaXOV EV 179 civaToMT1 Kai 8GQEL

&LE07rELpaV. .4L ' EVOS voµLoµa.os 6EKa f3LPAOL E7rLTrpO:OKOVTO, 'ApLUTOTEALKOL, IIAa.WVLKOL,

BEOAO'YLKOL Kai dXAO 7rOGV E'Lbos 1LRXou. ELa'Y'yEALa [LET& KOOµOU 7raVTOLOU U7rEp VETpOV,

dVa07rWVTEs TOV Xpuoov Kai TOV apryupov, dXA' E7rwAouV, AAA' gbbL7r.ov. This matter of books

was of great interest to the humanists in the west, who were hoping to salvage the ancient texts
from the various libraries in Constantinople. For them the sack of Constantinople and the loss of
books was a major disaster equaling the loss of the Library of Alexandria. Aeneas Silvius
Piccolomini laments the loss of the ancient works a number of times in his correspondence. Cf.,
e.g., Wolkan 3: 190 (the complete text of the letter, pp. 189-202): nemo Latinorum satis videri
doctus poterat, nisi Constantinopoli per tempus studuisset. Quodque florente Roma doctrinarum
nomen habuerunt Athenae, id nostra tempestate videbatur Constantinopolis obtinere. Inde nobis
Plato redditus, inde Aristotelis, Demosthenis, Xenophontis, Thuchididis, Basilii, Dionisii, Origenis
et aliorum multa Latinis opera diebus nostris manifestata sunt, multa quoque in futurum
manifestanda sperabamus.... Nunc ergo et Homero et Pindaro et Menandro et omnibus illustribus
poetis secunda mors erit. Nunc Graecorum philosophorum ultimus patebit interitus. He returns to
the same topic again [CC 2: 46]: Quid de libris dicam, qui illic erant innumerabiles, nondum
Latinis cogniti? Heu, quot nunc magnorum nomina virorum peribunt? Secunda mors ista Homero
est, secundus Platonim obitus. Ubi nunc philosophorum aut poetarum ingenia requiremus?
Extinctus est fops Musarum. Kritoboulos, the apologist and biographer of the sultan, also speaks of
this matter, 1.62.1: [3LF3AOL TE LEpaL KaL MUXL, &AAa 8TH KaL TWV E1;W µaT971 tc. 'r v Kai cpLA000(puV

aL 'IrXELOTaL, aL REV 7rupL 7rapESLboV70, aL bE dTLµWs KaTe'Ira.0uVT0, aL 7rXELOus bE aUTWV OU 7rp6

di7r6806LV 1.taXAoV T1 v[3pty buo Tj TpLmv VoµLa is TWV, EOTL 8' OTE Kai 64OAWV &ire&Lbovro.

199 Leonardo, PG 159: 940 [CC 1: 162]. Leonardo's imitators have followed their source faithfully
on this point.
200 This note is included in the important scholia to Leonardo's text in the fifteenth century Codex
Mediol. Trivult. lat. N 641 (195), if. 1`21` and quoted in CC 1: 404-405, n. 57 (in which Pertusi
attributes the note to una malignity veneziana). Could it be that Giustiniani was euthanized because
of the terrible pain caused by his wound and that the poison application was, in fact, an act of
kindness?
201 Languschi-Dolfin 29 (fol. 320).
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after he sailed to Chios he died without glory, either because of his wound or out of
sadness." Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini also echoes Leonardo:202

Iustinianus in Peram cum divertisset, inde Chium navigavit, ibique seu vulnere seu
maestitia morbum incidens, inglorius vitam finivit. Felix in ipsis Byzantii moenibus
animam exhalasset.

First Giustiniani went to Pera and then sailed to Chios. There he died without glory,
falling victim to his affliction, either because of his wound or because of depression.
He would have been a happy man had he expired in Byzantium [Constantinople].

Two of Richer's sources were undoubtedly Leonardo and Piccolomini, as it becomes
clear in his discussion of Giustiniani's death:203

Iustinianus verd percepta hostium victoria Paeram continuo diffugit: mox illinc haud
satis confirmatus, Chium insulam Ioniae adnauigat: vbi aut vi vulneris, aut dolore
confectus, qudd importune praelio excessisset, paucis diebus comparata primum
nominis gloria incredibili orbatus, animam egit. vno certe foelix futurus, si in armis
egregius propugnator ad muros Constantinopolitanos mori potuisse.

But when Giustiniani realized that the enemy was about to win, he immediately fled
to Pera. Soon after he had recovered somewhat there, he sailed to the island of Chios
in Ionia. There, either by the seriousness of his wound, or because he had been
exhausted by grief because he had left the battle at a critical moment, as he was
deprived by the incredible glory that he had earlier won in the space of a few days, he
died. Certainly he would have been happy if he could perish as a singular defender at
the Constantinopolitan walls.

Sansovino's popular account also presents to a sixteenth-century public in Italian dress
Leonardo's statement.204 One Greek adherent of Leonardo, Pseudo-Sphrantzes, departs
from his prototype and states that Giustiniani died in Pera:205 Ev Tw Ta1\aTgc 3rcpdaacc
aLuxp k EKEL TEXEUTq EK 'rijc 'RLKPL'ac Kat 7r epLcppovrioeo c, "he crossed [the Golden
Horn] into Galatas [Pera] and there he died in shame and out of bitterness and contempt."
Yet the phrase EK "out of bitterness" probably reflects the prototype's ablative
tristitia/"out of sadness," while [EK r' q] 1rEpuppovijcrews "[out of] contempt" reflects the
prototype's adverb inglorium/"without glory." Finally, the Anonymous Barberini

202 This text from the Tractatulus appears in the 1571 edition; the Gennadeios Library's
unnumbered folio pamphlet presents a slightly different text: Justinianus in Peram cum divertisset
inde Chium navigavit. Ibique seu vulnere seu mesticia morbum incidens inglorius vitam finiuit.
Felix si in ipsis Byzantii moenibus animam exalasset.
203 Richer 97.
204 Sansovino, Gl' Annali, 112: Il capitano sifuggi in Pera, & poi nauigando a Chio, si mori senza
gloria niuna, o per laferita, o per dolore ch'egli siprese della suafuggita.
205 Pseudo-Sphrantzes, Maius 3.9.7.
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Chronicle is quite faithful to Leonardo's text:206 'ARvTj 6 Ka1TETcVLo Ecpu'YE Kat ESLd43Tl

E6S TOV TaXQTOC' KOIL Q ro KEL ESLCYp11 6; TIQ X60 X 13o 1EVOS, KQL UaTEpou

EvTpoln , "but the captain left and went to Galatas [= Pera]. From there, the wounded
man went to Chios and then he died in shame." There is one statement, however, that
departs from Leonardo's damning sentences. The Genoese Adamo di Montaldo states
that Giustiniani died aboard his ship enroute to Chios and that his ship transported
numerous civilian refugees who were thus spared the atrocities of the sack:207 Johannes
Justinianus, onerata opibus nave et ingenti hominum utriusque cohorte sexus, antequam
Chium saucius pervenit, diem extremam egit, "the wounded Giovanni Giustiniani, whose
ship was loaded with possessions and a huge crowd of men and women, died before he
reached Chios."

Giustiniani may have been shot on purpose by one of the defenders during the last
battle. According to widespread rumors, there was a fifth column operating within the
city, working on behalf of the sultan and for a Turkish victory.208 Alternatively, he may
have been hit by a stray arrow, crossbow bolt, or bullet, perhaps originating from among
the defenders by accident. In the confusion and twilight of early morning, while the
immediate area of the Pempton Gate was filled with smoke from cannon, bombard,
culverin, and spingard discharge, the warlord may have been struck by someone from his
own side. That his wound(s) was (were) serious, however, cannot be disputed.

Giustiniani's remains were interred in the Church of Santo Dominico on Chios.
Paspates209 states210 that D6thier actually discovered Giustiniani's tombstone. Paspates
then cites the Latin text of the monument (from Dethier's own work211):

Hic facet Ioannes Iustinianus inclytus vir ac Genuensis Patricius Chius Maonensis,
qui in Constantinopolis expeditione Principe Turcarum Meemete Serenissimi
Constantini Orientalium ultimi Christianorum Imperatoris, magnanimus dux, lethali
vulnere ictus interiit.

206 Anonymous Barberini, p. 29.
207 Di Montaldo XXXIII (341) [TIePN, p. 200].
208 Supra, n. 156.
209 Paspates, born on Chios in 1814, witnessed the massacre of Chios carried out by the crews of
the Ottoman fleet in 1822. He was captured by the Turks and was shipped to the slave market at
Smyrna. He was eventually ransomed by surviving members of his family and then was sent to
Boston, where Marshall P. Wilder adopted him. He graduated from Mount Pleasant High School,
then attended Amherst College until 1831, and continued his medical studies in Paris and Pisa. He
practiced medicine in London and in 1840 established himself in Constantinople. For the next
thirty-eight years he carried out archaeological investigations of the surviving Byzantine buildings
and published the notable results of his research. He was a pioneer of Byzantine archaeology, and
was one of the few scholars to demonstrate any interest in the tangible remains, structures, and
fortifications of Constantinople. Further, he was a founding member of the famous Hellenic
Philological Association of Constantinople. A short biography of Paspates was published in the
Obituary Record of the graduates of Amherst College in 1891.
210 Paspates, Ho)u.oprcia, p. 152, n. 37. In this note he repeats the remarks that he had made in his
To XtcKOV TAwvucapLov (Athens, 1889), p. 422 (62).
211 MHH, 22/1: 813 (Dethier's note on Barbaro's text).
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Here lies Giovanni Giustiniani, a famous man and a Genoese patrician of the Chian
Maona, who was the brave warlord of the last emperor of the Oriental Christians
during the siege of Constantinople by the prince of the Turks, Mehmed. He perished
when he received a lethal wound.

Three centuries before Dethier, Hieronimo Giustiniani had also quoted the inscription
carved on Giustiniani's tomb. Presumably, he had examined it while the warlord's
monument was still intact. His version, however, spells words differently. The
punctuation is also altered, and it further presents a slightly different text. Hieronimo
Giustiniani also includes the date of Giovanni's death, but with the wrong year cited.
Hieronimo Giustiniani must have been aware of the chronological error on the stone, but
he included it in his quotation, presumably because it was so recorded:212

Hic facet Joannes Justinianus, inclitus vir, ac Genuensis patricius, Chijque
Maunensis, qui in Constantinopolis ex pugnatione a principe Turchorum Mehemet,
serenissimi Constantini orientalium ultimi christianorum Imperatoris, magnanimus
Dux, lethali vulnere icto, interiit, anno a partu virginis MIIIIV, VIII Kal. Augusti.

Here lies Giovanni Giustiniani; a famous man and a Genoese patrician of the Chian
Maona, who was the brave warlord of the last emperor of the Oriental Christians
during the siege of Constantinople by the prince of the Turks, Mehmed. He perished
when he received a lethal wound, on the eighth day of the Kalends of August, 1455,
years after the Virgin gave birth.

The same author has indentified the exact spot within the church, and this is the only
description in existence of the warlord's grave.213

The Church of Santo Dominica later became known as Santa Maria del Castello and,
after the conquest of Chios by the Turks, it was converted to a mosque in 1566. With the
passage of centuries, all traces of Giustiniani's tomb have vanished.214 Paspates states215
that the inscription, the last remnant of Giustiniani's monument, was lost in the
earthquake of 1881, but Pears in 1903 reports216 that "[h]is monument still exists in the
Church of S. Dominico at Chios with an epitaph which contains the phrase `lethale
vulnere ictus interiit'." Pears was probably overly optimistic in his statement, for the
tomb had disappeared by then; nor does Pears state that he had visited and had seen or

212 Hieronimo Giustiniani fol. 243' of the original edition [Argenti, p. 418].
213 Hieronimo Giustiniani fol. 242-243" [Argenti edition, p. 418]: Fu sepolto in la chiesa di Santo
Dominico a man sinistra intrando appresso nella gran porta della nave del tempio in una sua
capella nella quale avanti la presa dell' Isola si vedea la sua sepultura, in marmore elevata, con
quests epigramma.
214 PaL 2: 129, n. 69.
215 Paspates, HO)LOpKLa, p. 152, n. 37: 'H Earvypcnp au"Tii &1tC0XEa15'f) EV T41 UEWIL 1 Ti4S XLou -rCa

1881. The destruction was not recorded by any eyewitness, and the only account of the earthquake
on record deals with the aftermath of the disaster and with the efforts of restoration; cf. K.
Paganeles, OL EeLVµoi ri c XLov (Athens, 1883).
216 Pears, p. 346, n. 1.
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had examined the monument himself. F. W. Hasluck, a modem archaeologist, who
quoted from Hieronimo Giustiniani's work because he had failed to detect any trace of
the old monument or its inscription in his archaeological survey of Chios, published the
inscription once more. Yet his quotation differs from the inscription recorded by
Hieronimo Giustiniani.217 One may consequently express doubts about the actual
spelling, punctuation (if any), and text of the Giustiniani inscription. The inscription must
have been in capital letters with little or no separation into words, a detail that is not
mentioned anywhere in the literature. In the absence of the tombstone itself, a reliable
and accurate text may not be restored.

Modern scholars have been at a loss to understand and to explain the conduct of
Giustiniani during the final assault of May 29, especially in view of his valor and bravery
during the earlier stages of the siege. Thus in 1890 Paspates218 concluded his
investigation with a contradictory statement, for he saw in Giustiniani a "brave" man, but
then he speaks of his "lack of daring." Pears219 observed in 1903: "we...may well
remember that Justiniani...had...been the great organiser of the defence, and, knowing
that he died of his wounds, may be charitable enough to believe that he did not desert his
post except under the pressure of pain too great to be endured." His imitator
Schlumberger follows Pears' judgment closely.220 Runciman, in his popular work on the
siege, offers no verdict but writes221 in passing of "Giustiniani's nerve" being "broken."
He observes that "most of [his troops] ... had concluded that the battle was lost." Stacton/
Dereksen concludes:222 "This was the most controversial moment in the siege.... At any
rate he was worn out; he was, as it turned out a few days later, mortally wounded; and he
did retire." Babinger comments:223 "Severely wounded in the arm or thigh, Giovanni
Giustiniani-Longo, the hero of the day in whom all reposed their hope, lost heart and
abandoned his post." One modern authority, Setton, absolves Giustiniani of all charges of
cowardice and questionable conduct and places the blame on the warlord's associates and
soldiers224: "His men were stunned by the blow, and thought only of getting him aboard
one of the galleys and clearing out themselves."

217 F. W. Hasluck, "The Latin Monuments of Chios," in The Annual of the British School at Athens
16 (1909/1910): 137-184, esp. no. 18 (155): Hic jacet Joannes Justinianus, inclitus vir, ac Patricius
Genuensis., Sciique Maonensis, qui in Costantinopolis expugnatione a Principe Turcarum Mehmet
Serenissimi Constantini Orientalium ultimi Christianorum Imperatoris magnanimus Dux electus,
vulnere accepto interiit anno a; partu Virginis M.IIIIV. VIII Kalen. August.
218 Paspates, IIoALopKLa, p. 151: Tairr v ii v 0.T0XµIaV KaL d11r66pacLV TOU 'YEVVaLOU TOVTOU
p.aX1QTOU, UTro' TtIVTWV µvr) LoveuoµEVQV, TraVTES OµotPWVWS 11E'YOUaL, KaTaKPLVOVTEc aUTOV OTL EV

TTl 'rEXeu-rwc: TONTIi copes, 8EV 1rap4Leu)eV ayOVI.

p. 347.
220 Schlumberger, Le siege. Much superior to this work was the translation into modern Greek by
Lampros, who corrected the text and added substantial commentary; cf. KWVQTavrtvoq
Hallacoaoyoc. Schlumberger's work was translated a second time into modern Greek by E. G.
Protopsaltes, but the Lampros' translation remains by far the best rendition of this work.
221 FC, p. 138.
222 Stacton/Dereksen, p. 250.
223 MCT, p. 92.
224 PaL 2: 128.
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Thus substantial controversy surrounds and will continue to surround
Constantinople's last dux militiae, its commander-in-chief. Giustiniani's arrival had been
hailed as the advent of a hero coming to save the beleaguered capital of the Greeks. His
behavior during the siege had been impeccable and he had proved his valor on a number
of occasions. His post had earned him the envy and hatred of numerous powerful
individuals, such as the grand duke Loukas Notaras, with whom he quarreled violently on
the eve of the fall, as Leonardo and his followers have recorded:225

Interea capitaneus generalis Johannes Justinianus...petivitque sibi a Chirluca [= Kup
AouKdc (NoTap&S)], magno duce consulari, communes urbis bombardas quas contra
hostes afgeret. Quas cum superbe denegasset: "Quis me, capitaneus inquit, o
proditor, tenet ut gladio non occumbas meo? " Qua ignominia indignatus, tum quod
Latinus exprobrasset eum, rem issius post rei bellicae providentiam gessit....

Meanwhile the captain general, Giovanni Giustiniani, asked Kyr Loukas [Notaras],
the grand duke and councilor, to give him some bombards belonging to the city to use
against the enemy. When he dismissed his request with contempt, the captain said:
"Traitor: who is going to stop me from running you through with my sword?" He was
mortified at the insult, especially since a Latin had cursed him, and afterwards he
failed to pay great attention to the defense.

It has also been speculated226 that this "argument" may have had something to do with
Giustiniani's departure on May 29, which event is ultimately responsible for Mehmed's
triumph.

225 Leonardo in CC 1: 152 [PG 159: 936]; on this incident, cf. Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo
Longo Giustiniani," pp. 51-53.
226 Bradbury, p. 226: "Possibly his resolve had been dented by a quarrel with the leading Greek
minister, Lucas Notaras."



Chapter 10

Some Observations on Strategy

The siege of Constantinople in 1453 qualifies as one of the major events of the fifteenth
century. Constantinople and its Greek Empire of the Middle Ages had endured over
eleven centuries. In fact, it had survived longer than its immediate counterpart in
antiquity, the Roman Empire. Europeans had become accustomed to its existence and its
function as a bulwark against the Orient and Islam; in particular, it had been taken for
granted. After all, Constantinople had weathered over the centuries all sorts of foreign
threats and direct assaults and somehow it had always managed to prevail over its oriental
foes. Europe, it may be suggested, had become inured to situations that threatened the
very existence of Constantinople. Further, in the Palaiologan era, when her emperors had
become weak and resources had been depleted, if not extinguished altogether, the
Christian powers in the west had seen Constantinople miraculously survived threats while
other states in the Balkans submitted to Ottoman power and were reduced to the status of
a vassal state. It is possible that the west realized that the siege of 1453 was, in fact, life
threatening only when the drama had played out to its conclusion and the first refugees
began to arrive in droves in the summer of 1453.

So well established was the conviction that Constantinople would survive that news
of its fall at first fell upon deaf ears. The west simply could not grasp, let alone
comprehend, that the millennial empire had finally expired. The initial reaction in the
west to the fall and sack of Constantinople amounted to universal disbelief, which was
gradually and slowly transformed into acceptance and public grief. The western world at
first proved unable to embrace the fact that Constantinople had been sacked and that the
buffer, however slight, that had separated the Christian west from the Islamic east had
been eliminated.' Shock and initial suspicion with regard to the accuracy of initial reports
announcing major disasters are characteristic human reflexes. It is only after the full
impact of a radically new situation has been realized that such reports begin to find
credence. Only then do the new sets of circumstances and implications impress.

News of the fall and sack reached Venice on Friday, June 29, 1453 (the very same
day on which three Cretan ships from Constantinople arrived in Candia2), in the form of
official dispatches from the castellan of Methone (Modon) in the Morea and from the
bails of Chalcis at Negroponte/Euboea.3 Rome learned of the disaster by July 8 from the

' The best modem analysis of the reaction, with special emphasis on the degree of denial in the
west, is provided in SOC, ch. 1, esp. pp. 1-14, which establishes a timetable as the news spread
throughout Europe. A useful diagram of the various points of origins from which reports of the fall
emanated and fanned out can found in CC 1: xxvi.
2 Cf. supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," n. 62.
3 On the reception of the news in Venice, cf, supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," nn.
77-78. Languschi-Dolfin, independently of Leonardo adds further, fol. 323 (pp. 36-37): Et questo fu
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Franciscan Roberto Caracciolo. Four days earlier the Venetian envoy Giovanni Moro
personally informed Cardinal Bessarion at Bologna. In spite of official dispatches and
accurate reports, however, as late as July 10 and 11, the Florentine Nicolb Soderini
observed that numerous individuals in Genoa still refused to accept the reality of the
event and he resigned himself to the impossibility of discovering what had actually
occurred. Moreover by July 19 optimistic rumors began to circulate, claiming that the
Christians had miraculously recovered Constantinople.4 On July 12 Emperor Frederick
III at Graz in Styria was informed of the fall by travelers from Serbia. His court formed
the impression that the Turks had massacred all of the inhabitants, forty thousand or
more. Inaccurate details about the fate of the Greek emperor were also being presented.
Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini (who became Pope Pius II on August 27, 1458, but at this

ale 19. hore the gran conseyo era suxo uenne grippo da Corfu cum lettere da Lepanto ariuo in
pressa al pontil de le legne, staua ognun sopra la finestra et balconi aspettando tra speranza et
timor saper the nuoue portauano, si de la cita de Constantinopoli come de le gallie de Romania et
chi del padre delfiglio chi del fratello. Et come le lettere fono apresentate alla Signoria et sparta
la uoce per conseyo the Costantinopoli era prexo. Et tutti da sei anni in suxo ha fato taiar a pezi,
fu remesso el balottar, et alhora fu cominciato grandi et extremi pianti cridori gemiti, battandose
ognun le palme de le mane, et cum li pugni batterse it petto, straciandosse li capelli, et la faza chi
per la morte del padre chi per elfiglio chie per elfratello, chi per la roba. Dapoi fatto alquanto
silenzio fu de commandamento de la Signoria facto lezer publice, ed ad alta uoce per Luuise
Benacan secretario del Conseio de X. la lettera del rezimento de Corfu, la qual auisaua hauer per
lettere da Nepanto exaudito Constantinopoli esser prexo. Et un altra uolta fu refrescado el pianto
cum cridori. Et per ognun uigniua accusado et execrado la negligentia et incredulita de la Signoria
et de quelli de collegio, dando la colpa et incusando quelli the hauea scripto el falso de
Costantinopoli chel exercito Turchescho non uegniua a Constantinopoli. Allegando esser uerificato
el ditto de Porcellana fiorentino the in Uenexia molti anni auanti predicaua, el uerra el bambino
zor el turco a li danni nostri et uoi sareti lenti a proueder et hauereti el dando et perdereti
Constantinopoli dapoi la sua edification 1121. Stefano Magno, NE 3: 300, adds: Adi 29 zugno
essendo conseglio suso, venne un grippo da Corfu con lettre de 17 detto, per le quali si have per
via di Negroponte et per lettere del signor Arseni da Coranto et di Zuanne Spagnuolo, the stava
con i signori della Morea, della perdita della detta cittade; le quali furono lette a Conseglio; onde
tutti furono sentiti in gran pianti, et per tutta la citta, massime per quelli the havevano de suoi in
quella cittd, per esserne morti; pero per le dette non si hebbe alcuna informatione come le cose
fossero successe. A few other details are added in the official notes: Archivio di Stato (Venice), Sen.
Mar., 4 fol. 199r (TIePN, p. 8): 1453, 4 luglio. Quia ut possint fieri provisiones debite pro hoc casu
civitatis Constantinopolitane quam crudelissimi Teurci subiuga-runt, necesse est ut processus illius
rei bene intellegatur: Vadit pars quod mittatur adpresens ser Lodovico Diedo qui venit capitaneus
galearum Romanie et interfuit illi miserabili cladi ut in hoc Consilio referat omnia que hoc mane
retulit in Collegio; quam quanto melius negotia intelliguntur tanto salubrius provideri potest. De
parte 26 de non 13 sinceri 0.
4 For the early reaction in Italy, cf. PaL 2: 138, and n. 2. The official report of the defense and of
the fall of Constantinople was presented by Alvise (Ludovico) Diedo, who escaped from Constan-
tinople and made his relazione to the Senate of Venice on July 4, 1453. One would give much to
read this report, written by an actual commander in the defense of the imperial city. Diedo's report,
however, has vanished without a trace. For the votes of the Venetian Senate in conjunction with
Diedo's report and on Diedo, cf. TIePN: 8-9; and supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453,"
n. 78.
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time was the secretary of Frederick III) wrote of this in one of his early letters on the
fall:'

Turchorum imperator magnis militum copiis Constantinopolim proximis his diebus
obsidione terra marique cinxit atque admotis machinis et insultu ter facto expugnavit,
populum omnem gladio extinxit, sacerdotes diversis tormentorum generibus
excarnificavit neque sexui neque etati pepercit; quadraginta et amplius milia
personarum illic occisa referuntur, qui res gestas ad nos ex Rascia venientes
enarrant, Palaeologum qui apud imperavit, capite multatum falium ejus erectum fuga
in Pera modo obsessum ajunt.

The emperor [= the sultan] of the Turks surrounded and besieged Constantinople
recently with many soldiers. He brought up his siege engines and took it in an assault
consisting of three attacks. He destroyed the entire population. He killed priests with
all sorts of torture; and he spared neither men, women, children, nor the old. They say
that more than forty thousand individuals were put to the sword there, as those who
came from Rascia [= Serbia/Dalmatia] tell us, and that Palaiologos, the city's emperor
had been decapitated, while his son fled to Pera and is now under siege.

By August of the same year a bishop from Constantinople, named Samuel, brought a
report of the events to Walachia, to Transylvania, and to Hermanstadt.6 Letters from
various cities in Italy were dispatched to Burgundy, Portugal, Spain, and Denmark.

When it became certain that the city had indeed fallen, the west reacted in different
ways, but the event was dutifully noted throughout Europe. As far away as London, local
chronicles took notice:'

Also in this yer, which was the yer of Ower Lord god MCCCCLiij was the cite of
Constantyn the noble lost by the Cristen men, and wonne by the Prynce of the Turkes
named Mahumet.

In Venetian Crete, where refugees began to arrive, the local population went into
mourning. The impact of the fall was felt deeply by the inhabitants of Candia. It is quite
possible that Cardinal Isidore furnished an account of his impressions on the severity of
the disaster to an assembly of local magistrates. He may have even given a public
recitation of the events of the siege and of his adventures. He then went on to compose a

5 Wolkan, 3, part 1. The letter of July 12: pp. 189-202; extracts of the same letter in CC 2: 44-48
(with Italian translation). For Aeneas, Constantinople, and the Ottoman Turks, cf. Meserve, ch. 2.
6 The German text of the report of "Bladic" [= vladyka, that is, bishop] Samuel has been published
in NE 4: 65-68; an Italian translation of this document, without the original German text, can be
found in CC 1: 228-231.
7 Chronicles of London, ed. C. L. Kingsford (Oxford, 1905), p. 164. This monumental event, the
fall of Constantinople, seems to have been overlooked in Muscovite Russia, the other major
Orthodox state in Europe, precisely because the Greek Church had accepted union with the
Catholic Church in 1438/1439 at the Council of Florence.
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lengthy series of letters intended to communicate the sad news to western Christendom.8
Meanwhile, the local population heavily mourned the events. A formal lamentation on
the sack, composed by a Jewish resident of Candia, Michael ben Shabettai Kohen Balbo,
survives.

As soon as Europe had recovered from the initial shock of the fall, a number of
influential individuals actually embarked upon plans to launch a crusade to the east.10
Thus on February 24, 1454, Philip the Good of Burgundy and his knights of the Golden
Fleece took, in a melodramatic ceremony, the so-called "Oath of the Pheasant" and
pledged to wage holy war against the Turks." In the spring of 1454 Frederick III
convened a diet with a similar goal in mind.12 His spokesman was none other than
Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini who, later as Pope Pius II, would also dedicate himself to the
Christian recovery of Constantinople. Moreover, Alfonso of Naples, whose ambitious
dream was to become the Latin emperor of Constantinople, offered to lead the projected

s It has now become increasingly clear that the Greco-Venetian population of Candia played an
important role in the dissemination of the news of the fall of Constantinople. In fact, Cardinal
Isidore and his circle of learned humanists from Italy formed a center out of which a considerable
number of reports reached Italy and became the nucleus of further reports that fanned out to the
peninsula and to Europe. On the role of this "center," cf. Philippides, "The Fall of Constantinople
1453: Classical Comparisons and the Circle of Cardinal Isidore," passim.
9 The Hebrew text of Balbo's lamentation is quoted in Bowman, p. 177, who further discusses the
impact of the fall among the Jews of the Aegean. Quite different was the reaction of the Jews of
Spain; cf. Cirac Estopanan, p. 92: ... en un proceso del Santo Ofcio de la Inquisicidn, instruIdo
alrededor del ano 1480 en Castilla la Nueva, se testilcaba que los judios de Castilla habian
celebrado con Bran ftibilo la conquista de Constantinopla por el Gran Turco, a quien consideraban
como el Mesfas, que vendria tambien a conquistar Espana y echar de ella a los cristianos.
10 The most detailed account can be found in SOC, pp. 5-10.
11 On the duke of Burgundy, cf. Y. Lacaze, "Politique `m6diteran6enne' et projets de croisade chez
Philippe le Bon: De la chute de Byzance a la victoire chr6tienne de Belgrade (mai 1453-juillet
1456," Annales de Bourgogne 61 (1969): 5-42 and 81-132; A. Grunzweig, "Philippe le Bon et
Constantinople," Byz 24 (1954): 47-61; and. R. Vaughan, Philip the Good.- The Apogee of
Burgundy (London, 1970). The court of Burgundy exhibited a very strong interest in
Constantinople at this time. Cf., e.g., the beautiful Lamentatio Sanctae Matris Ecclesiae
Constantinopolitanae composed by Guillaume Dufay (ca. 1400-1474) [= B. Becherini, "Due
canzoni di Dufay del codice Fiorentino 2794," La Bibliofilia 43 (1941): 124-127; an Italian
translation of the French[Latin text of this poem in CC 2: 318], or the fascinating miniature of Ms.
fir. 9087, f. 207' in the Biblioth6que Nationale at Paris, which depicts the siege of 1453. It was
prepared specifically for the Duke, in connection with the fifteenth-century Burgundian traveler,
Bertrandon de la Brocquiere. Its depiction of the city is topographically accurate, in general terms,
but the buildings and the fortifications are given a western form and style. Discussion of this
miniature and black-and-white photographs can be found in Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, pp. 29
and 549; in Concasty, pp. 95-110, planche II, facing p. 101; and in Bradbury, p. 221. A color
reproduction, of inferior quality, of the same miniature can be found in H. W. Koch, Medieval
Warfare (London, 1978), p. 214. The best color reproduction is printed in P. Sherrard, Byzantium,
Great Ages of Man, A History of the World's Cultures (New York, 1966), p. 160. Another
miniature, also depicting the siege is reproduced, in black and white, in Concasty's article),
planche I, facing p. 100. For the interest of the court of Burgundy in Constantinople, cf. Barker,
Manuel II Palaeologus, p. 549.
12 PaL 2: 150-151; for the actual documents, cf. NE 4: passim.
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crusade to the east and, on April 1, 1454, put his intentions in writing, declaring that he
was ready to begin the reconquista of Greece.

The earliest recorded proposal for a crusade to the east, however, seems to have
originated in the private sector. In an appendix to Tetaldi's account of the fall, someone
(probably not Tetaldi himself) advised a coordinated effort by land and sea.13 A fleet
manned by Aragonese, Venetians, Genoese, and Florentines would blockade the
Dardanelles to prevent Turkish reinforcements from crossing the straits into Europe. An
expeditionary force of Bohemians, Hungarians, Poles, and Walachians, under the
command of the legendary hero John Corvinus Hunyadi, would then move southward to
threaten Adrianople (or Edirne, the first Ottoman capital on European soil). At the same
time, an Italian army would advance through Albania, enlisting in the meantime the help
of the famous warlord George Kastriotes Skanderbeg. The author of this pamphlet further
believed that during this campaign the lord of Karamania in Anatolia would threaten the
eastern provinces of the Ottoman sultan, who would thus be forced at once to fight on
two fronts. There were other proposals for the recovery of Constantinople. They became
the nucleus for numerous planned crusades and Constantinople assumed the sentimental
role that Jerusalem had played in a previous age.14 Yet none of these ambitious plans ever
came to fruition. The age of crusades to the east had passed. It gradually became clear to
the Greeks that, despite the strong rhetoric, Europe was in no position to recover
Constantinople or to force the Turks to retreat back into Anatolia. In theory, however, the
nostalgic notion of a crusade to dislodge the infidel from European soil lingered. And in
the west Constantinople assumed, in this late era, the significance that Jerusalem had
enjoyed in past centuries. Meanwhile, as these impractical campaigns were being
meticulously conceived and advertised, the Greeks in the Balkans and the Aegean eagerly
awaited the arrival of the European liberators.

The attitude of Venice, a city that had contributed much to the defense of the Greek
capital in 1453, was more realistic than Philip the Good's romantic theatrics. Early in the
summer of 1454, Venice quietly concluded a mutually satisfactory peace treaty with the
Porte and with Mehmed himself, who during the sack had captured and had subsequently
executed Venice's bailo, Girolamo Minotto. This treaty confirmed, in fact, the pact that
had been negotiated with the sultan in 1451. Bartolomeo Marcello became the new
Venetian bailo in Ottoman Constantinople and remained at this post until 1456 when
Loxenzo Vitturi replaced him.15

While the expectations of the quattrocento and academic strategy for the recovery of
Constantinople remained a dream that could never be realized, modem historians have
also expressed opposing views on the immediate causes of the fall but, in the process,

13 For this "appendix," cf. the speculation of Concasty, esp. pp. 105-107.
14 One of the earliest proposals is to be found in the account of Lampo (or Lampugnino) Birago; cf.
A. Pertusi, "Le notizie sulfa organizzazione amministrative e militare dei turchi nello Strategicon
adversum Turcos di Lampo Birago (c. 1453-1455)," in Studi sul medioevo cristiano offerti a R.
Morghen per it 90o anniversario deli 'Institute Storico Italiano (1883-1973), 2 (Rome, 1974): 669-
700; selections from Birago's Latin text (with Italian translation) can also be found in CC 2: 114-
125.
15 Marcello was accompanied by a Porte official when he returned to Venice after completing the
initial negotiations in Constantinople; for other individuals, who assisted Marcello in his mission,
cf. MCT, pp. 111-112. For the treaty itself, cf. RdD 3: 186 if. Also, cf. PaL 2: 140.
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have failed to produce any attempt to understand, in realistic terms, the military strategy
that brought about this monumental event. Thus historians have viewed the Ottoman
artillery in the siege of 1453 in two separate, but mutually exclusive ways. On the one
hand, one school of thought has confidently maintained that Mehmed's artillery and
especially Urban's bombards were the most important factors leading to the conquest of
Constantinople, with the corollary added that Mehmed's cannons introduced the modern
age of gunpowder, rendering all traditional stone fortifications obsolete.16 This
monumental innovation in the art of warfare, in their view, provided a clear chronological
boundary between the Middle Ages and the modem era, and unambiguously
demonstrated with a thunderous roar the unprecedented potential of gunpowder.l7 The
other school of thought has taken an opposite view and has maintained that the artillery,
of Mehmed, by European standards, was hopelessly antiquated. Bronze bombards had
already been abandoned in Europe by the middle of the quattrocento in favor of mobile,
more maneuverable, smaller iron cannon and, in fact, the Ottoman artillery and Urban's
bombards were of no consequence whatsoever in the siege of 1453. The siege did not
introduce the era of gunpowder, which after all had been in use for quite some time in
Europe, whose engineers were already making significant improvements to artillery.18
The siege of 1453 simply underscored the futility of the old-fashioned bronze bombard,
something that Europeans had already realized.

16 Typical examples include Schlumberger (cf. the next note) and FC, p. 77: "Mehmet's decision to
make his attack ...in...1453 was largely due to the recent triumphs of his cannon-founders."
However, even older historians have expressed certain reservations. Cf., e.g., Gibbon's comment
relative to the effectiveness of Urban's bombards, 7: 177-178: "...I can discern that the modern
improvements of artillery prefer the number of pieces to the weight of the metal; the quickness of
the fire to the sound, or even the consequence, of a single explosion." Lampros, 'Ivropla
rn ' EAAcr&oc, 6: 934, in his discussion of the Ottoman artillery states reasonably: "...Triv
KaTaOKEU1 V TEPa0TLOU TO [LE'YE&S T 'KEPI, OU T& U7rEPROX Ka Kal RU 66811

8L7jyo iviaL of a yXPovoL." The same opinion is also expressed by Paspates, 1loAwopxia
Kal 'AA(dOLC TI KwPOTavTLVOU7r6AeC&C p. 106: "lIEPL TOU OyKWSOUS TOUTOU Tqx POAOU, iroXXa

AU1066T) Ka. cVTLtM'(Y(OVTa Eypop'qaaV."

17 E.g., Schlumberger, in his preface, confidently states that this was the first siege in the annals of
history that succeeded in reducing a city through the use of gunpowder artillery and the fall of
Constantinople thus marks the end of the Middle Ages. Runciman also echoes this view, with more
caution, in the opening sentence of the preface (p. 3) to his popular FC: "...the fall of
Constantinople, 1453, was held to mark the close of the Middle Ages." Also cf. Philippides, "The
Fall of Constantinople 1453: Bishop Leonardo Giustiniani," pp. 189-197.
18 The modem reaction to the old view that the artillery was the deciding factor in the siege has
been expressed, most recently, by K. De Vries, "Gunpowder Weapons at the Siege of
Constantinople, 1453," in War and Society in the Eastern Mediterranean, 7th-15th Centuries, ed.
Y. Lev, The Medieval Mediterranean: Peoples, Economies and Cultures, 400-1453, 9 (Leiden, New
York, and Cologne, 1997): 343-362. This study minimizes the role of artillery in the siege, without
suggesting any kind of "elastic" approach by the sultan. Moreover, De Vries relies on questionable
sources and on modem translations, such as Pseudo-Sphrantzes, and takes into consideration only
one French version of Tetaldi's narrative. He fails to examine the testimony of Isidore, of Quirini,
and of other contemporary records, and takes Languschi-Dolfin to be a distinct source, separate
from Leonardo's testimony.
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Both views include exaggerations and disregard, minimize, or dismiss the possibility
that Mehmed employed the simple, although effective, principle of "elastic offense" in
his operations against Constantinople. Mehmed was a competent strategist and a brilliant
tactician who did not rely exclusively on a single monolithic approach. On the contrary,
his strong point consisted of flexibility to modify his methods according to the demands
of the situation. Above all, his talents included the indispensable quality that marks a
sound military strategist. He adapted his methods appropriately to unforeseen and
unpredictable circumstances, as it becomes evident upon examination of the engagements
on the naval sector.

When, for instance, four hopelessly outnumbered western ships that had come to the
relief of Constantinople defeated his fleet, Mehmed reacted with lightning speed and put
into operation a daring plan that he had already conceived in meticulous detail. He
transferred his lighter boats over the hills of Pera and launched them into the Golden
Horn, thus by-passing the blockaded entrance to the harbor of Constantinople, and forced
the defenders to transfer troops from the land walls in order to guard a section of the sea
walls that had been previously neglected, because the defenders had enjoyed thus far
undisputed command of the Golden Horn. While this stratagem impressed all
eyewitnesses among the defenders and Mehmed earned praise for his brilliant feat and
was compared to Xerxes and to Alexander the Great when he added a bridge to assist his
fleet that had been launched into the Golden Horn, it was thought with remarkable
prejudice that the sultan and his high command would have been incapable of planning
and implementing such an impressive maneuver and attributed the transfer of the fleet
overland to the Golden Horn to western engineers in the pay of the sultan. This view is
not restricted to modern scholars but its origins date back to the fifteenth-century Italian
writers, who went to great lengths to suggest that the sultan had the advantage of western
technology on his side for his famous achievement.19 It should be added that the

19 Cf., e.g., Languschi-Dolfin, fol. 315 (p. 12): La qual nouita fu trouata da Nicolo Sorbolo, et
Nicolo Carcauilla comiti di gallia quando per l Adese condusseno gallie 5. per la campagna de
Uerona in lago di Garda in 1 anno 1438. Pth [sic] 240. Et questo artificio da Uenetiani fu
insegnato a Turci, who in this case has departed somewhat from his prototype, Leonardo 930 [CC
1: 138]: Quare ut coangustaret circumvalleretque magis urbem, jussit [iussit] invia aequare: exque
collo suppositis lenitis [linitis] vasis lacertorum sex [v], ad stadia septuaginta trahi biremes, quae
ascensu gravius sublatae, posthac ex apice in declivum, ad ripam sinus levissime [ad ripam
levissime sinus] introrsum vehebantur. Quam novitatem puto, Venetorum more, ex Gardae lacu, is
qui artificium Teucris [Theucris istud] patefecit, didicerat. More thoughtful seems to be the Greek
imitator of Leonardo, Pseudos-Sphrantzes, who does not bring up the alleged aid of western
technology, 3.5.2: Kai TL a eL 70LTjvaL, iva TTJv 1roXLV 1rAELoV 1iX4n Kai

OTEVo) up '6'ra KOCI. 8L& 15o:Ao:6QT)s KOCL 'YJpas TT4V E 1rOLTjcJ1 KOIL

IVO lLEPOC, TOU OTOAOU EL6yep1I EQW TOU AL4LEVOS. Kai fIV 6 AO'y0C 61M; KOGI TO EpyOV' KCYI EK TOU

01IL015EV 4LEpOUS TOU raX T& &c TOU X6 pov OSOV EU13ELO:V WKOVo LTJOe KaTEPX041EV11 d'XpL TOU

XL4LEVOs Kai OO:VLOL KaL t1 AOLS 1rcaov KaTEOTPuOE Kai 4A,ET& OEO:TOC, Rout/ KOiL KpLWV TIAEL*EV

O'UTO:S KaL Opryava 1roX&rp01ro: ETEpa 1rOLYjoas KO(L u x4Yvc c, c r're Tcis TpLTjpeLs KaL SLTIpELc EV

EUKOALO ?vo et/ EV TW A4w OUpac KaTERLPaaev OUTot(; EVSOV TOU AL4AEVOC. Kai TJV TO EPyov

'L'0:UhlO!OTOV Kai, V0VUµL fxLaS OTpaTrjy'f14.La In addition, for more modern comments, cf.
Thomas, p. 38: "Ein sehr zutreffendes Citat verdanke ich meinem verehrten Freunde, unserem
Collegen Herm Bibliothekar Velentinelli in Venedig, welchen ihn nachtraglich zu Rathe zog, and
welchem der Vicebibliothekar Herr Veludo (ein mit der mittelgriechischen Literatur sehr vertrauter
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operations in the harbor produced spectacular and isolated skirmishes but, in the final
analysis, the naval operations conducted by both sides were subordinate to the land
operations. The offense and defense concentrated their efforts on penetrating, on
demolishing, or on defending the land fortifications. The sultan's navy was simply used
as a diversion for the purpose of forcing the defenders to divide their forces and to
minimize the defense of the western land walls, where all the decisive engagements took
place. Unlike the siege of Constantinople in 1204, when the crusaders penetrated the city
through the sea walls, the Ottoman navy in 1453 played a supporting role and its actions
were subordinated to the land operations.

When the sultan's artillery failed to breach the Pege/Silivri sector, Mehmed unleashed
his mobile siege tower(s), whose separate parts and sections had been prepared earlier
and were swiftly assembled at the site before the attack was launched. Before the
beginning of the siege, while Mehmed was mobilizing his forces, Urban promised that he
would reduce the walls of Constantinople to dust. Mehmed probably encouraged his
engineer, even though he would have realized that there was a measure of exaggeration in
his claims. The sultan must have gone out of his way to secure large quantities of bronze
to cast Urban's monster(s), which undoubtedly demanded considerable expense, since tin
was not plentiful. While Urban was then ordered to cast his monsters, Mehmed took
caution to summon sappers from Serbia and undoubtedly made meticulous plans for a
more traditional operation that could be utilized if the cannon failed to produce the
promised results. So when Urban's bombard(s) proved incapable of reducing the walls to
rubble, the sultan directed his sappers to mine the Kaligaria/Egri sector.

This analysis strongly suggests that Mehmed's plans for the siege operations were not
monolithic. The sultan wisely chose to rely on an "elastic" offense and not on a single
exclusive approach during the siege. It is quite likely that an "elastic" offense had been
embraced by the Ottoman high command, as is indicated by the following stages of
modifications/adjustments in the sultan's strategy to conquer Constantinople:

Stage I: At the commencement of the siege, Mehmed deployed Urban's bombards
and probably anticipated the total destruction of both the inner and outer walls in the
Mesoteikhion. This strategy, he believed, would allow his troops to overwhelm and
overrun the outnumbered defenders who would find themselves without cover or
protection, and could be surrounded in an open area. In other words, the modem bronze
bombards would be used as old-fashioned, although infinitely more powerful, battering
rams, indicating that the actual potential of this new weapon had not been fully
understood at this time and the bombards were simply replacing a less powerful ancient
weapon. This approach did not yield results. The bombards created havoc and destroyed
extensive sections of the outer wall but the defenders, under the command of the brilliant
condottiere Giustiniani, made effective repairs and erected makeshift defenses and fought

Mann) folgende Notiz aus Mustoxides' EAAENOMNEMON [sic] sub E6p(3oXog Kprls p. 90
mittheilte: ToXµTlpov Ecpav'l E'LS TTIV UU'yKX9'ITOV K(1 U'REp 1rdV oXXO SUOXEpEOTaTOV Ep'YOV T1

µETacpOpa OTOXOU TiXEOV i E1ri &aKOaLa RLXLU L6Tai;U Kpm.LV4)V Kai U'YWV OpEuv." Enrico Comet,

the nineteenth-century editor of Barbaro, appends the following note (p. 27, n. 2), after he adds that
the sultan was instructed by a Christian in this undertaking: "Mal it proposito it Cant i nella sua
Storia degli Italiani Vol. 4, p. 483: `Maometto non potendo forzare la grossa catena del porto fece
trascinar le sue navi attraverso alla lingua di terra, the ne lo separava, forse secundo dai Veneziani'
etc."
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with determination, repelling repeated attacks. The inner wall withstood the relentless
bombardment and hand-to-hand combat took place outside, on the ground between the
great wall and the hastily erected stockades. Urban's bombards, with the accompanying
roar and clouds of smoke, must have terrified the non-combatants and must have
contributed to the demoralization of the inhabitants. At the same time Mehmed must have
realized the superior quality of Giustiniani's professional band of condottieri and the
inadequacies of his own artillery and infantry.

Stage II: The end of April and the beginning of May witnessed the first adjustment in
the sultan's strategy. By now it had been amply demonstrated that alone the bombards
could not produce breaches; the bombards as battering rams had failed in their mission.
At this point the Turks apparently modified their method of targeting the walls and
devised a more effective way to direct their fire. We hear echoes of this adjustment in
contemporary accounts that suggest that the sultan's engineers were taught to triangulate
their fire by Hunyadi's ambassadors. The fact is that our sources generally display respect
and admiration for western technology and superior tactics. Each time there is a change
in strategy that produces results, it is invariably attributed to a westerner. Mehmed
himself also attributed the excellent engineering skills of the defenders to western
individuals, while the besieged blamed Europeans and western technology for the most
spectacular Ottoman successes, such as the use of triple batteries and the transfer of the
Ottoman fleet over the hills of Pera from the Bosphorus to the Golden Horn.20 Along with
triangulation, Mehmed as well appears to have concentrated the fire of his large triple
bombard batteries against the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector. It was probably at this
juncture that the Gate of Saint Romanos came to be known among the besiegers as Top
Kapi, the "Gate of the Cannon."21

20 PG 159: 930 (not included in the selections of CC 1): Quam novitatem [that is, the transfer of
boats overland] puto, Venetorum more, ex Gardae lacu, is qui artificium Teucris patefecit,
didicerat. Languschi-Dolfin improves on Leonardo's information and supplies the names of
individuals, fol. 315 (p. 12): la quad nouita [i.e., the transfer of boats over land] fu trouata da
Nicolo Sorbolo, et Nicollo Carcauilla comiti di gallia quando per 1 Adesse condusseno gallie 5. per
la campagna de Uerona in lago di Garda in I anno 1438.... Et questo artificio da Uenetiani fu
insegnato a Turci. For the context, cf. supra, n. 19, and for further documentation and discussion,
cf supra, ch. 8: "Naval Maneuvers: Subordinate Operations."
21 Pears, Appendix I, p. 435, provides a different interpretation: "...I would suggest that the name
Top Capou was given or transferred by the Turks, after the siege and when the Pempton was walled
up, to the Civil Gate of Saint Romanus." Isidore seems to conflate Stage I and Stage II and only
speaks in his correspondence of his general impression of the bombardment. Cf. his letter to the
pope, dated datum Candiae, die XV Ju1ii LII10, CC 1: 94-96:...bumbardas plurimas quam mille
construxit, quarum tres fuerunt aliis maiores: prima enim proiciebat lapidem cuius mensura
circularis erat XI palmarum, pondus cantariorum XIIII, secunda autem mensura circularis decem
palmarum et pondus cantariorum duodecim, tertia autem circularis mensura palmarum novem et
pondus cantariorum decem. Reliquiae autem fuerunt minores: una minor, alterae schopeta
innumerabilia erant. Sed omnes aliae bumbardae nullam intulerunt laesionem, nisi solum illae tres
quae lapides magnos prope iam septingentos proiecerunt et maximum detrimentum egerunt; per
eas enim illa miserrima Urbs per dies quinquaginta <et> unum terribiliter impugnabatur, cuius
pro maiori parte muros in superficiem terrae ruptavit et devastavit; per quorum ruinam murorum
capta est or expugnata est. Aliae autem bumbardae nullam egerunt laesionem, ut supra allegatum
est, licet ac magnae ac validae illae essent. Leonardo has also noted his impressions on the
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Stage III: As the second stage had also failed to deliver the city to the sultan,
Mehmed II reverted to more traditional approaches, which had been widely used in late
antiquity and throughout the Middle Ages. He made use of mining under the walls and
siege towers against them. It is notable that the only medieval siege engine that the sultan
failed to employ was the all-powerful trebuchet that had proved the most formidable
artillery before gunpowder came into favor. It is improbable that anyone in the Ottoman
camp in 1453 possessed the knowledge of how to build a trebuchet. Its last attested usage
in the Levant occurred almost thirty years after the fall of Constantinople, during the first
siege of Rhodes against Mehmed's troops. It was built and employed by the defending
knights of Saint John and it produced spectacular results against the besieging Ottoman
troops. This third stage seems to have failed as well and the Ottoman headquarters may
have entertained thoughts of withdrawing from Constantinople. By the end of the month
both sides had become desperate for an outcome. The Greek emperor had resigned
himself to the fact that no aid was forthcoming from Venice, and the Ottoman camp
displayed low morale, as it was invaded by rumors about the imminent arrival of
Hunyadi's army and of the Venetian armada to relieve the city.22 At the major council of

impressive, if ineffective in the final analysis, qualities of the sultan's artillery, 927-928 [CC 1:
130]: Horribilem perinde bombardam, quanquam [quamquam] major [maior] alia, quae confracta
fuit [maior alia confracta fuit], quam vix boum quinquaginta centum juga [iuga] vehebant, ad
partem illam murorum simplicium, quae nec fossatis, nec antemurali tutabatur, Calegariam
[Calegaream] dictam, figentes, lapide qui palmis undecim [XI] ex meis ambibat in gyro, ex ea
murum conterebant. Erat tamen murus perlatus fortisque, qui tamen machinae tam horribili
cedebat. Inde quia major [maior] confracta, regis animum afflictabat [afjlictavit], ne tristitia in
tanto certamine aff ceretur, jussit [iussit] mox aliam longe majoris [maioris] formae conflari:
quam, ut aiunt, industria Calibasciae [Calilbasciae] consularis Baron is amici [baron is, Graecorum
amici] artifex, nunquam ad perfectum conduxit, aliis mediocribus innumeris collidere urbem
machinis undequaque conabantur. Sclopis, spingardis, zarbathanis, fundis, sagittis dies noctesque
muros homines nostros vexabant mactabantque. He is followed by Pseudo-Sphrantzes with the
sharp observation on the limits of the Ottoman artillery, who concludes, 3.4.5: 'H SE µeycaXTI
EKELVI} EKELVI} KaL iaxupOf EAEROALS bL0! TO OUVeXEc apev Ke0.L OU TOQOUTOV 70 µETaXXOV

nrijpXE K(Xt5apov, &eppdyl} Ev Tc RafXXELV TOV TEXVLTf}V TO 16P Kc L ELS 1r0XX' &eµepLvi3ii

KX0f6µttT0:- KOtL EK TOUT(Ov 1roXXoL &1reKTiv&riaov KO:L E1rX y1}Qa:v. Kai afKOUQoS 6 aILTIPag

EXu1C'N XLO:V' KD:L 1rpOQETat,EV, Lv0! ttwr' afirrr}S 1rOL1 cJual. KafL E(JC, T7}S au77}S 1jµEpas

O )S V a LQV Epyov Ka 13' ljµmv EKct rc p$wae.
22 Pears, p. 353: "...if the besieged could have succeeded in repulsing the Turks in their greatest
attack, and have held the city for even one day longer, Mahomet himself would have considered
necessary to withdraw his army and Constantinople might possibly have been saved for Europe." A
number of sources record the rumor that Hunyadi was about to relieve the city: Leonardo 937 [CC
1: 154]: Vox inter haec ex castris exploratorum relatu fit, quod triremes navesque aliquot in
subsidium ab Italia mitterentur, et Joannes [Johannes] Pannonum dux exercitus, Blancus vulgo
nuncupatus, ad Danubium contra Turcum [Theucrum] congressurus adventasset; qua concitatus
exercitus discinditur. [Not in CC 1:] Cur, inquiunt, tanta mora periclitatur exercitus? Frustra
contra muros pugnaturi, adversus regem Teucri clamant. Etenim quanquam maximus numerus
esset, quanquam infinitis sagittis machinassent urbem, utpote ad muros invadendos timidi,
vecordes, victoriam dfdebant. Languschi-Dolfm, fol. 318 (p. 22): stando la citade in tali affani
uene uoce da le spie the gallie e naue armate de Italia uegniuano mandate in soccorso de la cita et
quelle era zonte a Negroponte, e a Modon. Et Janus de Huniade uaiuoda, ditto el biancho, sora el
Danubio era per essere alle mani cum Turchi da la qual fama lo exercito tuto se disolueua.
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the sultan that took place about three days before the final assault a decision seems to
have been made to make one last attempt23 and to overwhelm the defenders solely with

Dicendo perche cum tanta induxia se consuma lo exercito a questi muri, perche non demo la
battaglia cum le freze sole habiamo debilitado la citade, como timidi d' arsaltar la cita se
dffendemo de la uictoria; Pseudo-Sphrantzes 3.7.5: 'HN.wv SE ouTwc EXOVTWV, LSou TLC YgRTl
*EUbTIC E60E671 ELc TO EvavrLWV OTL EK TTIC 'ITaXLaC cToXOC ELc 30, LON TTIC
7r6XEWC EpXETaL, 6l1.OLWc KaL O "IayKOC 6 KUREpVTjTTIC TOW O6yKp4V l.LET& 7¶XELaTOU cTpaTOU

L7r7rEWv -re- Kai Kc'r6pXETO:L TOUTWV. 'AKOUaaVTEc SE oL TTIC "A-yap (p6[3oc 7rXELaTOC 8LEaXEV

avTOUC' KcL KcTd TOU d ilpa apas P'XE-yov Kai XEyOVTEC, OTL aUTOc EaETcL O

apaVLOIIOC TOU yEVOUC al'1T(DV SLOE TO &SvVaTa E7rLXELPL>jEGIML a&To6q...; and the Anonymous
I ItBarberini 23: TOTE ERy'gKE X6yOC ELc Ta Youae&Ta TOU To pKOU 9r(cC EpXETaL µE-yaXTl SuvaµL

(pouami-ra air0 TTIV OUyyap[a EL(; Po7I&LrV TTIC, II6XTIS, at. EaaXo(VE POUXTI OTL Va XWpLaOUVE EL(;

81)0 p. pTl SLa vd &VTLaTalhoUcL TWV Ouyyapwv. Kai EXEyove TOU aoUXTa'v MEXEµETTI OTL VU

apijaouve TT v X6pa, v&( Ri v 7roXcgovve, p6ve vo( TTIv a(pTjaouve KaL va 7ravE, "SLa va rjv
Ep13ouVe 01 XPLOTLO:VOL KUL Rac EtacpvLAOUVE." Kai, acv Ta YovaaaTa KUL 86

Isidore, in opposition to all other sources, does not speak of a council but states that the date of
the assault was the result of the advice that the sultan received from his astrologers. Cf. Isidore's
letter, dated in Creta, die sexta Iulii anno Domint M°CCCC°LIII°, to Cardinal Bessarion, CC 1: 74:
Sed cum omnis cognitionis illlud d ffcillimum est quodfuturum est, nobis oculos occecavit, illi vero
ita aperuit, ut Martem potentissimum ac diem et horam eius accuratissime observaverit; habet
enim diligentissimos astrologos persas, quorum consiliis ac iudicio fretus summa quaeque ac
maxima sese consecuturum sperat. The cardinal's information should not be dismissed. Turkish
sources confirm this superstitious trait in the sultan's character. inalcik, "Istanbul: An Islamic
City," p. 250, has the following comment on the sultan's reliance on the supernatural: "Mehmed the
Conqueror believed that the conquest would be the work of Allah, a miracle of His providence. The
sufi Seyh Aq-Semseddin, a follower of the famous mystic philosopher of light, `Umar al-
Suhrawardi, became murcid (spiritual guide) to the sultan and the army during the siege. The young
Sultan asked the murcid to go into religious retreat in order to know the divine decision of the exact
date of the conquest. The conquest did not occur on the date the murcid gave, rather the Christians
recorded a naval success on that day. The letter written by the ,seyh to the sultan has been
discovered in the palace archives." It should be added that Mehmed II was not the only sultan who
relied on the advice of astrologers. His father, Murad II, had employed astrologers during his siege
of Constantinople, and was also under the influence of a holy man, whom Kananos calls Mersaites,
but his name was actually Seid Bokhari (cf. LCB, p. 348), as is attested by the eyewitness account
of the siege of 1422, loannes Kananos, pp. 466-467: o 'rOs SE 6 µ&yLaTOC KaL 7roXuc m'ap' EKELVOLC

6 EUyEVYIC 1rrrpLapXTlc, OV E'LXOV 1rpo0paTLK0V KUL 7rpocpTgTgV, Touvoµa MTIpaaLTgC [=mursid] TTY

IIEpaLK1I SLUX'EKTW, a7reaTELXEV a7rOKpLoaptouC 7rpoc TOV 6Eair67TlV TWV To6pKWV [= Murad II] KaL

EL'REV Opa uTjrra aUVa*rlc 7r6AEl.1.OV...EWC OTE E'y va yOa'''UW KaL v« &9X6au T7'Iv Wpav TTIc
aUI.L7rXOKTIC TOU 7rOX41.0U, 6C 6 IL yoC TjµLV 8LSacKeL'PaeoUX 6 7rpoy1-r ls." ...6 bEair61Tlc TWV

TovpKwv [= Murad II] 8ouXoirpeirms u7rebe'taTO TouTOV. A&TOs SE 0o(3ap6s KaL 'EyaX0U7rEpoXoc
EWpaTO 7r&nv...KUL mcty reg OL MOUaoUXIAaVOL &XT]i -ij KUL (3E[iaLa KpaTOUaLV irdvra -rot

XaXTI1MVTa EK TOUTOU, KO(L m vreC TTIV KEXEUOLV EILeVOV TTIV EKELVOU, LVa 7rp0aTa,TI TOU 7rOXEl.lou

TO W'pav.... Cardinal Isidore also had a deep interest in astrology, prophecies, and matters of the
occult, in general. Thus certain manuscripts of ancient works copied by his own hand survive and
illustrate his interests; notable among them, in connection with astrology are the Astrologika and
Pseudo-Ptolemy in Vatic. 1698. For his activities in this field, cf. Patrinelis, " "EXXTIves
KWSLKOypa(poL Twv Xp6vWv rijs'AvayevvTjaEws," pp. 63-124, esp. p. 87. On this matter, cf.
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the overwhelming numerical superiority of the Turkish forces and in successive waves
designed to exhaust the defenders. This final assault took place in the early hours of May
29.

Lauro Quirini is probably the earliest source to provide us with a concise description
of Mehmed's waves of assault.24 The first wave consisted of the sultan's expendable
irregulars. Included in their ranks were numerous poorly trained and inadequately armed
Christian renegades and adventurers. They were meant to harass and exhaust the
defenders. The first wave was easily beaten back by Giustiniani's professionals. The
second attack consisted of the sultan's regular Anatolian regiments, which, despite an
orderly advance, were also repelled with heavy losses. Before the defenders could
recover, the third wave came upon them with deadly precision: the elite Ottoman troops,
the dreaded janissaries, who approached in orderly formation. A report from the autumn
or the early winter of 1453 by Antonio Ivani provides particulars on this third wave of the
assault.25 This was by far the most serious phase of the assault, but the professional
mercenaries of the emperor were able to hold on and it even seemed as if this Ottoman
attack was about to fail. But, when Giustiniani was wounded, at this point the defense
collapsed, as the wounded commander and his band retreated in good order, abandoned

Philippides, Constantine XI DragaJ Palaeologus, Appendix I; and idem, "The Fall of
Constantinople 1453: Classical Comparisons and the Circle of Cardinal Isidore."
24 TIePN, pp. 70-72: Ordinem vero belli huiusmodi fuisse affirmant: terrestres copias in tres
divisisse partes, quarum uni praefecit Beilarbeim (totius Graeciae praefectum) [= the Beglerbeg of
Rumeli], alteri Sarazanum bassa [= Saraca Pasha], ipsum vero Teucrum mediam cepisse partem
cum Chali bassa [= Halil Pasha]; quem locum magna illa terribilisque bombarda diruisse paulo
ante diximus. Exparte quoque marts maritimas copias ordinasse ita ut undequaque et terra et marl
civitas oppugnaretur. Omnibus itaque dispositis die vigesimo octavo Maii, prima noctis hora, ex
parte terrae incepisse proelium gregariis praemissis militibus pugnasseque per to tam noctem.
Verum enim illuscente tandem die ipse ille tern bilis pestis Teucer cum aurato curru prope moenia
veniens cum veteranis militibus more iam Italico armatis auream sagittam in urbem emisisse
civitatemque diripiendam pollicitum fuisse. Quo viso auditoque tanto et clamore et alacritate
ardoreque animi hostium concitati et scopetorum et sagittarum infinito paene numero ita repente
moenia expugnasse dicunt, ut instar avium muros evolaverint. In addition, cf. Vast, pp. 1-40, esp. p.
6, n. 2.
25 TIePN, p. 158: Sex milibus Graecorum totidemque auxiliarium ab ea parte qua hostium castra
erant opposites, quinque milia delectorum militum in media urbe collocat, qui quo eos clamor
advocasset eo utique ad resistendum occurant, reliquam multitudinem navali pugnae resistere
iubet. Rex omnibus copiis ad oppugnandum paratis, duabus circiter ante diem horis, imminente
luna, naves moenibus admoveri iubet, ipse quoque tripartito exercitu pluribus simul in locis
ancipiti terrore urbem aggreditur quam terrestri navalique proelio undique corona cingit, inque
locis ubi moenia dirruta sunt ad murum subeunt, alit ignem, alit scalas, alii alia, quibus Graecos
terreant, important, quibus multo labore lassis alteri itidem illico succedebant; marl etiam naves
prealtis propugnaculis in proram erectis missilibus et sagittis acerrime impugnabant, Graeci
iaculis, sagittis, saxis fortiter obsistunt, igne etiam plerumque aqua et oleo fervido hostem
submovebant. Tum foeminae puerique sedulo adsunt oppugnantibus, tela ministrant, saxa gerunt,
quare saepe a muris repellebantur Teucri.
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the Mesoteikhion, entered the great wall, and proceeded to the harbor where they boarded
their ships and departed from Constantinople 26

Prior to Giustiniani's retreat, the defenders had repelled two major assaults and it
even appeard as if they would be able to maintain their vigorous defense successfully and
survive the third wave, but, with the warlord's departure, the defense degenerated into a
rout. In truth, it was the withdrawal of the warlord and his seasoned band that ensured
Mehmed's victory. The remaining forces in the Pempton, consisting mainly of the
emperor's immediate retinue, were no obstacle to the awesome numbers of the advancing
janissaries. Most of the remaining defenders also realized the hopelessness of their
position, fled, and attempted to follow the retreating band into the safety behind the great
wall. Panic ensued and the defenders trampled each other. With the mercenaries gone and
the defenders in rout, the janissaries proceeded without serious opposition. There
remained only small individual pockets of resistance, desperate men who were
determined to die rather than be captured. Once the janissaries had overrun the
abandoned stockades of the Pempton and the great wall, they fanned out and opened the
gates from within to allow their comrades easier access into the city. For all intents and
purposes the battle was over the moment Giustiniani's band abandoned its position.

There is no evidence of an Ottoman strategy to employ artillery in the last battle. The
only strategic consideration appears to have been a general reliance on the numerical
superiority of the Ottoman forces, whose goal was to exhaust the defenders through sheer
numbers. This final simplistic approach came as a climax to the previous three stages of
elastic offense and it ultimately proved successful only because Giustiniani's band had
retreated, a fact that is recognized in certain contemporary testimonies. Such was the
opinion of George Scholarios (Gennadios II). He notes that the city fell because "the
enemy faced no resistance, since the land walls had been deserted."27

Thus the picture that emerges from a consideration of Mehmed's artillery and Urban's
famed bombards, as well as from an analysis of the defensive tactics utilized by the
emperor's condottieri, contains more dynamic elements than most histories of the siege
suspect. In general, such narratives neglect considerations of strategy or evolution of
tactics. At best, modem historians simply reproduce narratives, with minimum military
analysis, that are based on "sources," without even a word of caution or a rudimentary
attempt to find their way through a virtual labyrinth of eyewitness accounts and of
derivative, elaborated, and verily forged sources. Modern historians are content to extol
the "gallantry" of the besieged or the "determination" of the besiegers. On the whole,
they have failed to investigate the overall view and infer possible types of strategic

26 Discussion of Giustiniani's wound(s) and withdrawal, his death and tomb, as well as the collapse
of the defense, the ensuing panic, and the accusations that contemporaries directed against the
emperor's warlord in Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani," pp. 34-52; and supra,
ch. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets."
27 In Petit, Siddrid8s, and Jugie, Ouevres completes de Gennade Scholarios, 1: 279-280 [the work
entitled: fevvaMiou uovaxob- E1rLTcrpLos Tw uui rqi Kip ®Eo&w'pW r6 in honor of
Gennadios II's own nephew]: '0 aroXEµos EVEOTTIKEL, Kai, µovoq Tj KoIu.6 ] Ovv oX'LryoLs

inroXELy6d'c, OU1rep ETETato, 7roXXots TpauµaaLV, a' Tats XEpeI.V ESEtW Kat 'rc irpoa(d1r(il, aUTaLC

To!(; KXL'R0 L 1-0u'(; SL' aUTWV ETrL TO TELX0q 1rE'IreLp au'yKIXTEQ1ra(YaTE, EWS

lAEV U7ro &X 1'rT1C OUbEV 1rapTIKaTE 1rpcTTELV WV E1rE14U1 ouv, Oi SE O'TO TTjS yTjs, SL' EpTjµou

Ka'reX11XUt ties TOU TELXOU(;, 1 OVTa EOKUXEUOV, gl)Y1] 1rpO86W6TWV TWV yuXateLV UTOOXOpAVWV.
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defense or offense that can be recognized in the various eyewitness accounts that narrate
specific events without attempting to link them to an overall coordinated strategy. Thus
we are faced with isolated events and the task of the historian interested in the broad
strategy of the siege becomes cumbersome.28 Perhaps that is why individual qualities
such as endurance and fortitude seem to dominate modem accounts. Indeed, gallantry and
determination have their place but, no doubt, such admirable qualities are subordinate to
strategy, which seems to deteriorate among the defenders and besiegers as time passes
on. A careful reading of authentic sources reveals that, as we move closer to the climax
and the final battle, confusion on both sides reigns. One detects the presence of despair in
both camps rather than any operating strategy. It is this despair that ultimately brings the
drama to its conclusion. In the last battle numbers prevailed after the brilliant
commander-in-chief of the Byzantine defense departed with his troops. In the final
analysis, the critical sector of the Pempton was abandoned with the withdrawal of the
Genoese condottieri and this sector was overrun by the offense in a haphazard manner.
And the last battle degenerated to a retreat and to an overrunning of abandoned
fortifications. The remaining defenders without any coordination or supervision offered
only pockets of resistance which were haphazardly eliminated or were ignored by the
janissaries and other Turkish forces who were pressing on to enter the city and begin the
process of pillage.

28 Thus FC, in a rare statement about strategy during the siege abstracts more than is perhaps
warranted from the well-known incident that involved Loukas Notaras and Giustiniani. Cf., ibid., p.
129: "Sometimes there were disputes over strategy. As soon as it was clear that the great attack was
coming, Giustiniani demanded from the Megadux Lucas Notaras that he should move the cannons
that he controlled to the Mesoteichion, where every gun would be needed." This was a public
incident that involved a sensational conflict between two notable figures and not a disagreement
over strategy behind closed doors within the headquarters of the high command. This incident fails
to amount to a disagreement over general strategy. It is doubtful that there was any strategy
operating at this moment. Giustiniani's request for the bombards did not come from the imperial
headquarters, but from his own command at the Pempton and it was based on his personal estimate
of the situation at hand. It was not a quarrel over strategy to defend against the sultan. It was a
conflict of personalities and Constantine XI had to intervene to quell the appearance of a conflict
among his notables. MCT, pp. 91-92, does not assign any strategic plan to the besiegers, other than
the successive waves of assault, which the sultan encouraged personally, while his military police
ensured that the Ottoman soldiers would not abandon the struggle and easily retreat. Pears, p. 318,
realizes that the divan that was convened by the sultan on Sunday, May 17, must have been crucial
to the process, for the decision was reached at that moment to launch the final assault. Pears fails to
address the question of any strategy at any moment during the siege. He simply notes the sequence
of various events. After the divan of May 27, again Pears concentrates on the various speeches of
Mehmed II and on the supposed speeches made by Constantine XI. Pears writes of "dispositions,"
but he does not speak of any plans or strategy (e.g., p. 325). Schlumberger at the conclusion of ch.
7 is content to follow and quote Pears, without offering additional insights on strategy.
Lampros, ' IaTOpLa Tils ' EAJu4Sos, p. 318, has rendered his statements into elegant Greek prose: 'H
KUPLCA EtpoboS, AEYEL 0 K. Pears, E'YELVEV EV nj KOLXCKSL rob AUKOU.... 'H 7rP015EULs TOG MWCYµeI0

1'l-FO Va 0'U'YKeVrpu0'n TIV E7rL13EQLV auTOG KO:TCY Toil OTaupup.c rog [= stockade] Kal TOG 71EpL46Xou

E1c'rc U 'r 7r6X7ls rids 'Abpuzvovir0XeWs KCAL Toil TEKyovp EEpaLOU KaL Va' KO:Taq) pi] irkij'yµ r µe'r&

7rX7)'yµa SLaf TOU OUV6XOV T@V 8La14EOLLWV aUTOU 61UV0Yj.LEu1V, auy)(poVWs SE 67roKpLVOµEVOq E7rapKT

dXX(r oU [sc. the sea walls] va' EKbU')ti3 Touk d iUvropxC.
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Conclusions

The siege and fall of Constantinople in 1453 remain a complex chapter in the history of
the rise and demise of major states. That the Byzantine empire was a dying state is
beyond dispute and its remaining outpost, Constantinople, would ultimately fall to the
Ottoman Turks. And yet its inglorious end attracted the pen of numerous writers, Greek
and non-Greek. This fascination for the tragic end of what a number of scholars regard as
the first true Christian empire and for the papacy a despicable rival provoked a litany of
works that demonstrate the admiration, importance, and disdain that foreign states had for
the empire and its imperial city, the New Rome.

Immediate observers of the fall of Constantinople are few in number and they are
mainly foreigners. There were very few Greek survivors and modem scholarship is,
therefore, dependent on the views and interpretations of non-Greek writers, whose
outlook was often predicated upon their own national/state and religious interests. Thus
examinations of the surviving sources, both primary and secondary, evidence their
understanding and interpolation of events and consequences.

The revival of interest in the siege and fall of Constantinople emanates from a
nineteenth-century thirst for the rediscovery of forgotten and misplaced materials. These
texts, aside from one post-fall Greek annal and a fifteenth-century Slavic diary account,
were mainly of Genoese and Venetian provenance. The two Italian states had vested
political and economic interests in the Levant that knowingly carried with them
considerable financial risks and the potential loss of investments and trade should the
imperial city fall to the Ottoman Turks. Their manuscript depositories, therefore, are a
rich font for source materials. In the nineteenth century, however, the collection and
printing of original sources became a paramount scholarly effort, albeit frequently
producing inferior and error-ridden works. Their scholarship did not always achieve high
scholarly standards and their hasty efforts remain notable. We cannot say that all sources
have been discovered and published. On the contrary, the task is not completed for
modem scholars who must again search the extant archives for lost or misplaced texts.

The quattrocento sources, the eyewitness accounts, number at least twelve major
categories. Their value as diaries, reports, letters, and advisory statements lies in their
living testaments of the siege and fall, but they do contain contradictory and questionable
information. Some difficulty in the use of these texts stems from the fact that later
copyists made additions to the original materials and even made significant alterations,
adding fabricated personages who had neither a role nor presence during the siege and
fall of Constantinople. Some copyists refined the reports to reflect later interpolations of
post-fall events, while others reproduced texts almost verbatim without attribution to
original authors. Thus modem scholarship has the unenviable task to untangle this
endless web of what was and what was not produced from the pen of contemporaneous
witnesses.
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The non-eyewitness informants add another complex aspect to the use of textual
materials. Numbering at least fourteen, their letters relate oral accounts of survivors
whose understanding of events is often clouded by personal and tragic experiences. One
letter is addressed to a royal court and another deals with post-fall events. The letters on
the whole include rumors and gossip that are of dubious value and their historicity cannot
be demonstrated since they include unverifiable information. In general, the preserved
oral information conveyed by survivors reflects the emotional aspects of the siege and the
fall, and the aftermath of the fall.

The late fifteenth-sixteenth-century Greek tradition includes only the works of four
writers, none of whom, perhaps with the exception of Sphrantzes, can be categorized as
an eyewitness to the end of empire. They are in essence interpreters of historical events.
Doubtless, their narratives have importance, but their main focus is the failure of
diplomacy leading up to and during the months of the siege. They do not furnish a daily
calendar of events of the final months of empire. The sixteenth century is also notable for
the production of lengthy forgeries, distinguished with the expansion of the Chronicon
Minus of Sphrantzes into the Chronicon Maius of Makarios Melissourgos-Melissenos.
The latter's elaboration incorporates materials from other identifiable sources, but even
includes unidentifiable accounts whose authorship has yet to be resolved by scholars. The
Chronicon Maius, though condemned by many modern scholars, does incorporate
valuable ecclesiastic information and the state of the Orthodox Church in the immediate
decades after the fall of the imperial city. This information derives from other sources.

There exists as is evident in this study a paucity of ecclesiastical and Ottoman sources
dealing directly with the siege and fall period. The majority of known texts relates to the
negotiations conducted in the century following the fall and addresses the relationship of
the patriarchate vis-k-vis the new sultanate. Doubtless the value of the codices, berats,
and firmans should not be minimized for they speak to the tentative nature of the
relationship between the two entities, one in power and the other subject to the daily
machinations of the Porte. However, it is evident that not all patriarchal and sultanate
archival materials have been exhausted by scholars. Though they recognize that a
reinvestigation of materials in these depositories is essential, their labor may prove to be
fruitless given the destruction, relocation, and disappearance of texts over a span of
nearly six centuries.

While the nineteenth century became notable for rekindling the study of the demise of
the Byzantine empire, the sixteenth century is credited for publishing the initial
collections of eyewitness accounts. This early popularization of original source materials
had a short life span and three centuries elapsed before interest in the events of 1453 was
reignited. As in the sixteenth, so also in the nineteenth century, rigid scholarly standards
were not applied in the preparation and publication of texts. In their eagerness to publish,
even the authenticity of earlier manuscripts did not come into question. Thus the works of
these two centuries evidence an absence of a critical scholarly approach.

The testimonies of "Richerio," Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini, Tetaldi, and Nestor-
Iskander provide an interesting contrast to the study of the period in question. Richerio's
work is a history, albeit a short study prepared by a learned Frenchman to satisfy a royal
desire to gain more knowledge about the Ottoman Turks. The effort of Richerio to satisfy
this need is clear. But leading historians of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, such as
Paspates, Pears, and Runciman, elevated his history to the status of an eyewitness account
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and thus a primary source for the events of 1453. Richerio is rather a Renaissance
historian who employed a number of sources contemporaneous to his age and produced a
creditable brief study.

The contribution of Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini emerges as an important text
composed from an ecclesiastical perspective. Granted that he has drawn upon extant
Renaissance works, some of which are secular in approach and in that context his work is
not wholly original, the cardinal's contribution does add an essential church view to our
understanding of the siege and fall. Paradoxically, Richerio was familiar with
Piccolomini's account and utilized portions of it in his own brief history.

While the first two writers are not contemporaneous with the immediate period of the
siege and fall, the Florentine merchant Tetaldi can be labeled an eyewitness to the events
of 1453. As a merchant-soldier, he observed and participated in the clashes with the
Turks. Tetaldi held a defensive position on the walls of the imperial city.

Nestor-Iskander, on the other hand, recounts in substantial detail the intense combat
in the mid-section of the Theodosian Walls. The essential part of his Tale is derived from
a diary that he maintained while stationed at the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector. His
journal is the solitary source that provides such a rare view and vivid direct details. Until
recent decades scholars had denied the work its paramount significance and consigned it
to the realm of literature, some even claiming it to be a work of fiction. But a critical
analysis of the historical content, the internal evidence concerning personages involved in
the fighting, and the details of warfare, establish that the diary portion of the Tale is that
of a creditable observer and merits recognition for its contribution to our knowledge of
the siege and fall. Nestor-Iskander does incorporate legends, notably the account of the
fictitious wife of Constantine XI that was based on hearsay or mistaken identity, and had
popular vogue. But folk tales were plentiful in this difficult period and satisfied the
desires for such literature both of humanists and the Greek population in general.

Often in military conflicts a mythology evolves about personages and events, and the
leading figures are enshrined in legends that have little or no factual basis. History and
literature from ancient to modem times are replete with such examples. It is not
surprising that the fall of Constantinople produced a substantial literature and its last
emperor was immortalized in a number of myths and legends, giving credence to a folk
history. This body of literature also sought to find counterparts with the ancient past.
Thus Constantinople was linked with Troy and Constantine XI with Priam. Even
Mehmed II emerges as an avenger of ancient wrongs perpetrated upon Troy and the
Ottoman Turks are given a Trojan ancestry, being their direct descendants. At the
forefront in the production of this mythology and legends were the secular and religious
humanists, both Greek and non-Greek. Their imaginations often expanded to the extreme
and their histories were often rewritten and reinterpreted to satisfy this urge to describe
and to redescribe the siege and fall of Constantinople. The humanists even invented
figures that have no historical reality nor were they participants in the events, but
satisfied a popular desire for legendary personages.

The burial place of Constantine XI also has particular meaning in these mythical and
legendary accounts. He emerges as the dying and rising emperor, or in some accounts the
sleeping emperor who will reawaken to lead his armies in the liberation of his imperial
city and regain the empire. Not surprising, then, the mythology and legends to almost the
twentieth century list several prominent burial places. Whether interred in a crypt about
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the Golden Gate or along the Theodosian Walls, a garden, or in the Church of Hagia
Theodosia, now the mosque of Gul Camii (or even in Hagia Sophia, at least his head), all
of the oral accounts gained adherents to a particular mythical tradition. The grave of the
last emperor has never been discovered and it is unlikely given the extensive rebuilding
in Istanbul that the site will be soon discovered. But mythology and legends still play a
role and modern Greeks among others remain hopeful to find this precious location
sometime in the future.

Not unlike mythology and legends, portents, omens, and various signs foretold the
end of empire. They catered to a vast audience in the east and in the west: humanists,
churchmen, and in general the domestic and foreign populace. Like the biblical books of
Revelation and Apocrypha, men sought knowledge of the end of empire, whatever
appealed to their imaginations. Where factual evidence was lacking, they seized upon any
and every sign, portent, or omen to arrive at an understanding of the end of emperor and
of empire.

As we have demonstrated in the first part, The Pen, since the nineteenth century a
great deal of scholarly investigation and labor has been devoted to the sources on the
siege and fall, and even the sack of Constantinople. More intensive research into these
topics has now become imperative. Important accounts still surface and texts that have
traditionally assumed to be authentic have been shown to be secondary elaborations and
downright forgeries. By contrast, other sources that have been accepted as derivative
have now been shown to be primary, such as Nestor-Iskander's Slavonic Tale. The last
chapter on the siege and fall still needs to be written, as no detailed scholarly analysis has
been based on sources that are in fact authentic and reliable. The authoritative book on
the siege of 1453 remains to be written by a scholar well versed in this labyrinth of
primary, secondary, elaborated, and forged sources that appear in a multitude of
languages. The task of a definitive history is in many ways an overwhelming effort, but a
worthy undertaking.

Turning to the second part, The Sword, we address the interpretations of the numerous
Ottoman attempts to seize the imperial city in 1453. The Theodosian Walls, essential to
this study, remain a marvel of construction. The topography of the region and the
physiognomy of the walls were instrumental in orchestrating Mehmed II's preparations
and conduct of assaults upon them. The sultan had toured the walls at a distance the
previous year and was aware of their strongest and weakest sectors. The Greeks had
attempted to reinforce the weakest sections and to a certain extent they were successful,
but the Achilles heel remained the area about the Pempton Gate. Annual flooding over
the course of centuries had left this section of the Mesoteikhion reduced to ruins and only
a wooden fortification protected entry to this military gate. The gate and towers in the
outer wall had long since disappeared and no effort was made to reconstruct them of
stone.

Scholarly studies, of a secondary nature, of the Theodosian Walls provide a number
of interpretations concerning the walls, gates, and adjacent structures. Especially in the
literature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, historians, architectural historians,
archaeologists, and even non-scholars attempted to arrive at new interpretations, often
contradicting each other and engaging in endless disputations to support their
contentions. Thus gates were renamed or relocated, and artificial argumentation was
advanced based often on incomplete investigations. Even adjacent religious and secular
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structures were misidentified or relocated. Perhaps the most fallacious attempt was to cite
primary sources that had questionable validity. These controversies that were generated
among researchers extend to the present. Had scholars applied a rigid critical approach to
their study of the Theodosian Walls, its military and civil gates, and the location of
adjacent structures, much ink would have been saved. And a study of all extant sources,
and perhaps a search for new original materials, as well as an onsite study of the physical
characteristics of the locations might have led them to arrive at different conclusions.

Unlike the Theodosian Walls and the adjacent structures, the Northwest
Fortifications, the three distinctive walls, have received little scholarly notice. Granted
these walls are situated in an area with difficult terrain, thus precluding easy movement
for invading troops and their artillery. Also the gates within these walls do not lend easy
access to the main avenues into the core of the city. Early in the assault, Mehmed II did
attempt to employ his artillery against the Kaligaria Gate. The difficulty of the terrain,
especially its steepness, made this initial effort futile. Thus he abandoned bombardment
of that gate and redirected his attention to the more vulnerable area, the Saint Romanos-
Pempton sector of the Mesoteikhion.

Byzantine diplomacy leading up to the siege and during the two-month period was at
best tenuous. Constantine XI and his officials were desperate for papal and western aid
that would include both material supplies and manpower, but little was forthcoming.
Though assistance was promised in some quarters, little reached the imperial city.
Sphrantzes played a major role in the conduct of this diplomacy. The personal friend of
the emperor, however, remained skeptical of the sultan's intentions from the inception of
his rule to the fall of the imperial city. In hindsight, Sphrantzes proved accurate in his
estimates of the sultan and of his intentions. But popular opinion in Constantinople and
the west was swayed by Mehmed II's modest territorial concessions, viewing this as a
sign of seeking accommodation with the Byzantines and perhaps even with the western
states. This favorable view of the sultan proved to be short-lived and peace between
Byzantium and the Ottoman state was not to be realized. The emperor had little recourse
but to seek the aid of Italian city-states and western kingdoms. He and his court did
commit missteps, in particular the questions of increased taxation upon Venetians
resident in the imperial city and of delaying imperial promulgation of church union that
led to strained relations with Venice, the papacy, and others. Sphrantzes, however,
remains our major source for Byzantine diplomatic efforts and he attributes the lack of
success in obtaining western aid as a primary factor leading to the fall of the city. He was
reluctant to admit that imperial missteps determined the degree to which the west was
willing to aid the beleaguered city. Yet Venice, Genoa, Rome and other states had a self-
interest in the matter and sought to walk a fine line between the Greeks and the Turks.
Thus some Venetians and Genoese were active defenders in Constantinople during the
siege and the picture that emerges is far more complicated than Sphrantzes would admit.

The role of the papacy was complex prior to and during the siege period. The pope
appears to have time and again hesitated in providing substantial aid. His lack of financial
resources, men and arms, his reluctance to raise taxes upon his subjects in the Papal
States, his suspicion of Orthodoxy and its clergy, among other factors, proved costly to
the Greeks. The dispatch to Constantinople of the papal legate Cardinal Isidore, who may
have brought with him assurances of papal assistance, was designed in part to allay at
least momentarily the apprehensions of the emperor. Constantine XI must have been
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aware that the pope was limited in his ability to aid directly the Byzantines given the
papal expenditures and military failures of the previous decades. But for the papacy the
issue of church union outweighed all other factors and thus clouded diplomatic relations
between Rome and the New Rome. For the Greeks the celebration of church union in
Hagia Sophia was most vexing and unpalatable. A substantial portion of the Greek clergy
and laity were unwilling under any circumstances to accept church union and this played
well for Mehmed II.

Constantine XI during this phase of diplomatic activity with the Christian states
lacked financial resources to hire sufficient forces and purchase weapons from the west.
His empty treasury limited his defensive endeavors. Mehmed II, on the other hand, had
ample financial resources and manpower to draw upon to wage a prolonged conflict.
Thus he was able to hire away Urban, the designer of the bombard or basilica, and to
construct the fortress of Rumeli Hisar on the western side of the strait. But in neither
instance did the great cannon or the fortress play decisive roles in the siege and lead to
the fall of the city. The great cannon shattered mid-way through the conflict and his
artillery positioned at the fortress was no more than a nuisance factor. Byzantine and
foreign shipping were able to evade his artillery at the fortress because the Ottoman
Turks were poorly skilled in the techniques of firing at moving objects. The few vessels
they did strike may be attributed to "lucky shots."

Ottoman naval activities had a minor function during the siege. Aside from
transporting a fleet across Pera, a spectacular event that has been much discussed in
historical studies, this achievement gained only some advantage for the sultan. His
construction of a bridge across the Golden Horn did enable him to redeploy more rapidly
fresh troops and arms from Pera to the sectors along the Theodosian Walls. In general,
though, the Turks lacked sufficient training in seamanship and their ability to use
weapons at sea is also questionable. Further, their crews lacked confidence in their sea-
worthiness. Wherever their fleets were positioned, whether in the Golden Horn, in the
Bosphorus, or the Sea of Marmara, they had a negligible role in the ultimate outcome.
Even in the one perhaps major naval engagement on April 20, the Turks demonstrated a
significant lack of naval skills. This explains their defeat and why then Ottoman naval
endeavors have been consigned by historians to a minor chapter in the history of the siege
and fall of Constantinople in 1453. The embarrassments for Ottoman naval forces
continued when on the fateful day of May 29, Christian vessels sailed unhindered from
the Golden Hom, carrying leading figures, among them commanders, high churchmen,
and other notable Byzantine and foreign personages. Mehmed II's naval crews were
determined that they would not be denied an opportunity to participate in the plundering
of the imperial city. Their greed enabled the western and Byzantine ships to sail away to
freedom.

The land conflict along the length of the Theodosian Walls was not at the same level
in the assaults upon them nor in the concentration of Ottoman forces and artillery. Given
the massive and towering structure of the walls, the Byzantines and their allies required
only small artillery pieces to pepper the attackers. Also, the defenders from their high
perch could employ smaller military units to resist the massive waves of the armies that
Mehmed II launched at some sectors. Constantine XI and his advisors did commit a
fundamental error in planning their defensive strategy. They believed that the outer walls
were sufficiently sturdy to resist a Turkish assault and positioned their men on these
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lesser walls. This decision proved detrimental in the final outcome. Notable also is the
fact Constantine XI in his attempt to enlist the aid of the papacy and western states was
able to procure only a small force of mercenaries. His main line of defense was to rely
upon the strength of the walls. It is true that from the Fourth Military Gate southward to
the Sea of Marmara, the walls were, relatively speaking, in good condition. Both the
inner and outer walls were to a large extent intact, and the moat contained sufficient
water to make any land assault difficult for Mehmed's forces and assisted the Byzantine
forces in resisting the attackers. In this section of the walls Mehmed relied upon
bombardment and occasional skirmishes of small armed groups to occupy the inadequate
Byzantine force. The sultan's goal was to thin out the undermanned Byzantine army
along a broad sector of fighting.

But the northern half of the Theodosian Walls, from the Fourth Military Gate to the
Porphyrogenite Palace, and especially the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector, presented
unique problems for the emperor's forces. The outer wall and a moat from the Kharisios
Gate northward to the termination of the walls had almost disappeared over time, if in
fact there had been an extension of them in this area. The Saint Romanos-Pempton sector
had been ravaged by nature over the course of many centuries and offered poor defense
against any land assault. The bombard of Urban was positioned against this sector after
its failure at the Kaligaria Gate. Though Mehmed had the advantage of being selective in
his choice of targets for bombardment and assault, he could exploit the weaknesses of the
walls and imperial forces. But the use of bombards failed in the long run to achieve their
purpose. The walls were too thick and often the stone shot disintegrated into small pieces
without having any significant impact in weakening the walls. The lack of Turkish
artillery skills explains as well their failure to bring down large sections of the walls,
although some damage was achieved.

In the course of fighting, the Greeks and Turks each employed deception in their
assaults and counter-assaults. Each utilized early forms of psychological warfare to
confuse their opponent. The Ottoman armies, however, realized that they had
overwhelming numbers and ultimately they would overpower the meager force of
defenders on the walls. The Turks hoped that through steady pressure the number of
defenders would dwindle and their arms would become short in supply.

But Mehmed was not always confident of victory. He feared an infusion of western
aid, both men and materials. This is an admission that he could not rely upon his naval
forces to intercept and prevent the arrival of fresh forces and supplies. And a significant
spy network operated in both camps during the siege period and they were able to plant
false notions. The Greeks also believed that western aid was forthcoming and in vain
their vessels searched for the reinforcing fleet that had set out too late to be of any
consequence.

Even the employment of mining under the Theodosian Walls and of siege towers
demonstrated that the sultan depended upon archaic military tactics whose use in this age
had limited merit. The Byzantines were adept at detecting mining activities, as evidenced
in the Kaligaria sector, and many Ottoman miners were entombed in the tunnels they
hoped to construct or were taken prisoner. The Greeks used effective counter measures
with small forces to torch siege towers and slaughter their occupants. In neither example
were Ottoman forces successful to gain an advantage or a decisive outcome.
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Mehmed, therefore, had varied his strategy to seize Constantinople. We have deduced
three stages in his military operations. The first relied upon bombards to destroy the
walls, but these proved inadequate and his artillery units lacked sufficient knowledge to
utilize properly their cannons. Next, Mehmed took the advice of Hungarian ambassadors.
Rather than fire head on as a battering ram, the units triangulated their fire and achieved
more success in damaging the walls and gates. In the third stage, Mehmed turned to
traditional assault methods. But again his forces were repulsed and failed to gain the
desired end. After council with his begs, Mehmed resorted to a final desperate measure.
He launched a massive attack, employing all of his land forces for a concerted attack.

The turning point in the protracted conflict came with the personal injuries suffered
by Giustiniani at the Pempton Gate. When he abandoned his position, perhaps to seek
medical assistance, his mercenary force assumed he was withdrawing and they followed
him, leaving the Pempton unprotected and exposed for assault. Thus the floodgates had
opened for an overwhelming Ottoman invasion. In the end, there was no decisive battle
that history can record. This was a fortuitous turn of events for Mehmed's forces and
spelled victory over a brave, but inadequate force. In this inglorious manner the imperial
city fell to the Fatih, the Conqueror.

A thorough history of the Theodosian Walls, of the Byzantine and Ottoman navy, of
the Byzantine and Ottoman land forces, their weapons, whether hand or artillery, of the
principal figures - the generals, begs, mercenary commanders, valorous individuals, and
units, still lacks thought-provoking scholarly attention. As with the primary sources
addressed in Part I, so also the primary and mainly secondary works addressing the siege
and fall phase have not devoted the consideration the topics merit. The historiography,
then, of this the end of empire and its last emperor pleads for a thorough study, one based
on all materials at hand and not a selective reading of sources that leads to erroneous
conclusions.
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I: Ephemeris of the Siege

I. A General Ephemeris

End of August 1452: Completion of Rumeli Hisar, also known as Bogazkesen
[Laimokopie], Ba§kesen, Neokastron [Castello Novo] on the European side of the
Bosporus, across the strait from Bayezid I's fortress, Anadolu Hisar. Command of
Rumeli Hisar is given to Firuz Beg, with orders to board all ships from the Black Sea
traveling to Constantinople. Emperor Constantine XI dispatches ambassadors to Pope
Nicholas V, to various states in Italy, to Hungary, and to John Corvinus Hunyadi, seeking
help for the upcoming siege. Urban begins construction of his bombard(s) for Sultan
Mehmed II.

August 28-September 3, 1452: The sultan brings his army before the land fortifications
of Constantinople and completes an inspection on the condition of the walls before
returning to Adrianople to mobilize his forces.

Beginning of October 1452: Mehmed II initiates a raid upon the despotate of Morea
[Peloponnese] to prevent the regional despots and the brothers of Constantine XI from
sending aid to Constantinople.

Gabriel Trevisan and Zaccaria Grioni with two well-equipped galleys from the Black
Sea arrive in Constantinople.

October 26, 1452: The arrival in Constantinople of Cardinal Isidore [formerly the
metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus'] accompanied by the archbishop of Mytilene,
Leonardo Giustiniani of Chios, with a small contingent of two hundred mercenaries.

November 1452: George Scholarios [Patriarch Gennadios II under the sultan after the
sack] publishes his fiery manifesto against the union of the Orthodox and Catholic
Churches on the main door of the Pammakaristos Convent.

November 10, 1452: Two galleys in the Black Sea under the orders of Girolamo
Morosini from Caffa effectively elude the artillery of Rumeli Hisar and enter the harbor
of Constantinople.

November 16, 1452: Another embassy from Constantine XI arrives in Venice. The
Serenissima sends a letter to Pope Nicholas V.

November 25, 1452: The authorities in Genoa receive a report from Pera outlining their
fears that the sultan is about to attack Constantinople. Genoa dispatches letters to the
pope, to France, and elsewhere, seeking aid for Constantinople.
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November 26, 1452: The ship of Antonio Rizzo [or Errizo] is sunk by a direct hit from a
bombard stationed at Rumeli Hisar. Rizzo is captured and sent to Didymoteikhon. An
embassy headed by Fabruzzi Corner is sent to intercede but Rizzo is impaled upon order
of the sultan on December 8.

November 27, 1452: George Scholarios publishes a new manifesto against the union of
the Orthodox and Catholic Churches.

November 29, 1452: Genoa dispatches another embassy to the pope and to Naples.

End of November 1452: The arrival of eight cargo vessels transporting wine and five
transporting provisions from Candia [Crete]. Four additional ships arrive from Chios and
one from the Morea.

Beginning of December 1452: Constantine XI dispatches embassies to the pope, to other
states in Italy, and to the Morea. The reinforcement of the land fortifications is resumed.
Giacomo Coco and his galley from Trebizond successfully elude the bombards of Rumeli
Hisar and enter safely into the harbor of Constantinople.

December 12, 1452: The celebration of the union of the Orthodox and Catholic Churches
in Hagia Sophia under the direction of Cardinal Isidore. The imperial court and nobility
participate, but the anti-unionists clergy and laymen boycott the event.

December 14-16, 1452: Upon the insistence of Cardinal Isidore and Emperor
Constantine XI, the Council of Ten of the Venetian community meets and decides, but
with reservations and with the protest of numerous galley captains, to keep all Venetian
vessels in the harbor for its defense during the upcoming siege.

December 17-19, 1452: The Venetian assembly in Constantinople decides to dispatch
messages, by sea and land, to Venice, requesting help for the upcoming siege. A ship is
dispatched with Giovanni Diusnagi. More letters of appeal to the European courts are
sent.

Beginning of January 1453: The general mobilization of Ottoman forces and the test of
Urban's bombard(s) in the vicinity of Adrianople with satisfactory results.

January 2, 1453: Genoa decides to assign funds for the equipment of a ship, under the
command of Battista da Feliciano, with two hundred soldiers and provisions, and to
dispatch her to Constantinople.

January 26, 1453: The arrival in Constantinople of the Genoese condottiere Giovanni
Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani with a band of well-equipped mercenaries hired in Chios.
Giustiniani is appointed dux militiae%pwwroa'rpa-rwp and he assumes command of the land
defenses.
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End of January 1453: The Ottoman artillery and the large bombard(s) of Urban begin
their long journey to Constantinople. Ottoman forces attack the Greek strongholds of
Mesembria and Selybria. In March Selybria falls.

Beginning of February 1453: Constantine XI receives intelligence information from
Mehmed II's vizier, Halil Candarli, that the sultan intends to attack. The Greek court
sends an embassy to the Porte with an offer of tribute, but it is rejected.

February 4, 1453: The Serenissima dispatches more urgent letters to Pope Nicholas V
and to Alfonso of Aragon in Naples.

February 15-19, 1453: The Serenissima decides to dispatch ships to assist in the defense
of Constantinople.

February 24, 1453: The Serenissima dispatches letters to the pope and other Christian
potentates, including Alfonso of Naples and the king of Hungary, with appeals to aid
Constantinople.

February 26, 1453: Against the decision of December 14-16, 1452, Piero Davanzo flees
under the cover of darkness with his ship from the harbor of Constantinople. Along with
Davanzo, six ships from Candia [Crete] desert Constantinople.

Beginning of March 1453: The Serenissima debates the appointment of a captain
general over the armada that is to proceed to Constantinople's aid.

March 14, 1453: With the assistance of the Venetian crews from the galleys of Alvise
Diedo and Gabriel Trevisan, the task of deepening the moat around Constantinople's land
fortifications commences and repairs are completed in the vicinity of the Xyloporta, the
Palace of Blakhernai, and the Tower of Anemas. The work is completed by March 31.

March 21, 1453: Alfonso V of Naples sends a letter to Constantine XI after he receives
the emperor's ambassadors in audience.

March 27, 1453: Venice allocates additional funds for the equipment of an armada that
will be sent for the relief of Constantinople.

March 31, 1453: The reinforcement of the land walls and the moat is completed.

End of March-Beginning of April 1453: The first deployment of commanders in
sensitive sectors throughout the walls:

A. The Land Walls (from south to north):
1. Golden Gate [Aurea Porta, Xpuv-1, Kapah Kapi]: Andronikos Kantakouzenos.
2. Fortress of Seven Towers [ `E-x-raarvpytov, Yedi Kule]: Catarino Contarini.
3. Golden Gate to Selybria/Fountain Gate [IIi-yrj, Silivri Kapi]: Maurizio Cataneo

with 200 crossbowmen.
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4. Selybria/Fountain Gate: Nikolaos Goudeles, Battista Gritti (and/or perhaps
Nicolo Mocenigo).

5. Polyandrion/Myriandrion Gate [IIoXuavSp'Lou-MupLavSpL'ou, Mevlevi Hane]:
Paolo, Troilo, and Antonio Bocchiardi.

6. Gate of Saint Romanos ['AryLou Pwavov, Top Kapi]: John Kantakouzenos
(and/or perhaps Andronikos Longinos).

7. Pempton [IIE[Lirrov, Hucum Kapisi] to Adrianople/Kharsia Gate [Xapv'La-
Xapv'Lou- 'AbpLavouaroXcw , Cressu, Edirne Kapi]: Constantine XI and Giovanni
Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani with his band of professional mercenaries from Chios.

8. Adrianople/Kharsia Gate: Leontaris Bryennios and Fabruzzi Corner.
9. Kaligaria Gate [KaXL-yapi,as, Egri Kapi]: Theodoros Karystenos, Emmanuel

Goudeles, Leonardo da Langasco, John Grant and Girolamo Italiano.
10. Kaligaria Gate to Xyloporta [`"uAo-ffopia] and the Golden Horn: Theophilos

Palaiologos, and perhaps Zaccaria Grioni.
11. Blakhernai Palace: Girolamo Minotto, the Venetian bailo, and his secretary

Giovanni Giorgi from Vicenza.
12. Wooden Gate [wuXolropTa]: Manuel Palaiologos.

B. The Sea Walls (north to south, along the Golden Horn; today only traces of these
fortifications remain):

1. Kynegos Gate to Phanarion Gate: Gabriel Trevisan and Giorgio di Nicolo da
Drivasto with four hundred men.

2. Phanarion Gate: Alexios Dishypatos.
3. Phanarion Gate to Imperial Gate: Ludovico and Antonio Bembo with one

hundred and fifty men.
4. Imperial Gate: Loukas Notaras with one hundred horsemen.
5. Hagia Theodosia Gate: Bamblaco [= John Vlakhos?].
6. Ispigas Gate [Putea, EL. Palaiologos Metokhites [Theodoros Palaiologos

Metokhites?].
7. Platea Gate: Philanthropenos.
8. Hagios Demetrios Sector [Sancti Demetri (sc. regio)]: Cardinal Isidore and

Archbishop Leonardo Giustiniani.
9. Boukoleon Gate: The Catalan Consul with the Catalans.
10. Holy Apostles: Headquarters for mobile, auxiliary regiments on horseback.

April 2, 1453: The chain/boom blocking the entrance to Constantinople's harbor is
lowered into place by the Venetian Bartolomeo da Soligo.

April 4-6, 1453: The arrival and initial deployment of the Ottoman forces:
1. Golden Gate to Myriandrion/Polyandrion Gate: I§ak Pasha, the Beglerbeg of

Anatolia and his Anatolian regiments.
2. Myriandrion/Polyandrion Gate to Adrianople/Kharsia: Mehmed II, Halil

Candarli, and the janissaries.
3. Adrianople/Kharsia to Xyloporta: Karaca, the Beglerbeg of Rumeli.
4. Facing Xyloporta from the bluffs of Pera across the Golden Horn: Zaganos.
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April 5, 1453: The probable arrival of Mehmed II.

April 7, 1453: The initial deployment of the Ottoman (light) artillery.

April 9, 1453: Nine Venetian vessels are deployed to defend the boom/chain guarding
the entrance to the Golden Horn and Constantinople's harbor.

April 11, 1453: Deployment of Ottoman heavy artillery against the following sectors
(with later adjustments):

1. Three bombards against Blakhernai, that is, mainly against the Heraclian sector of
the walls.

2. Three bombards against the Pege Gate.
3. Two bombards against the Adrianople/Kharisios Gate.
4. Four bombards against the sector of the Gate of Saint Romanos, and/or perhaps the

Pempton.

April 12, 1453: The arrival of the Ottoman armada and their assembly at Diplokionion.

April 18, 1453: The first main assault by Turkish regiments shortly after midnight.

April 20, 1453: The arrival of three Genoese merchantmen from Chios, and an imperial
cargo vessel from Sicily, with provisions, armament, and some soldiers. Naval battle
against the Ottoman armada and the successful passage of Christian ships with
insignificant casualties.

April 21, 1453: Dismissal of the Ottoman admiral. Bombardment against the sector of
Saint Romanos intensifies.

April 22, 1453: Transfer of 50-70 Ottoman light ships over the hills of Pera to the
Golden Horn and the harbor of Constantinople, by-passing the boom/chain guarding the
entrance to the port.

April 23, 1453: Construction of a pontoon bridge to transfer Ottoman troops from the
Pera to Kynegos/Aivansarai, placing more pressure upon the sea walls. The transfer of
Byzantine troops from the land to the sea walls, weakening the defenses of the western
fortifications. Debate occurs within the imperial court over defensive maneuvers to
neutralize the Ottoman boats within the Golden Horn. Plan to attack the Ottoman fleet by
Alvise Diedo postponed, as the Genoese required time to make preparations. Betrayal of
the plan to the Ottoman command, perhaps by the Genoese of Pera.

April 28, 1453: In the early hours of the day an Ottoman victory over Giacomo Coco and
his fire ships that intended to burn the Ottoman vessels within the Golden Horn. The
massacre of prisoners by both sides the following morning.

End of April: Possible Ottoman embassy headed by Ismail Isfendiyaroglu, requesting
the surrender of Constantinople.
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May 3, 1453: A small vessel is dispatched to the Aegean to search for the Venetian relief
column. After a fruitless search the crew decides to return with the sad news. Rumors
spread within the Ottoman camp, reporting the imminent arrival of John Corvinus
Hunyadi. A division of opinion within the Ottoman command: Halil Candarh and the
peace faction propose withdrawal; the pro-war faction headed by Zaganos insists on the
continuation of the siege.

May 5, 1453: Various courtiers and commanders urge Constantine XI to leave the city
and to summon aid from abroad. The emperor refuses to abandon Constantinople. The
sultan deploys additional cannons along the eastern shores of the Golden Horn and sinks
the Genoese cargo ship of Centurione.

May 7, 1453: The second main assault against the land walls by the Ottoman army.

May 9, 1453: The land walls are so weakened by troop transfers to the sea walls that the
crew of Gabriel Trevisan (with the approval of the Council of the Twelve) is redistributed
to man the land fortifications.

May 10, 1453: The Council of the Twelve meets at Hagia Maria. Alvise Diedo is
appointed captain general of the sea. As the admiral of the Venetians in Constantinople,
he takes command of the defense of the harbor.

May 12, 1453: At midnight, the Ottoman army launches the third main assault against
the land walls. Once again Constantine XI is asked to leave the city by his commanders
and he refuses.

May 13, 1453: Venetian sailors under the command of Gabriel Trevisan take their
positions at the land walls, perhaps in the vicinity of the Gate of Kynegon, to reinforce
the defenders.

May 14, 1453: Turkish bombards positioned beyond the Golden Horn target the sea
walls and the Gate of Kynegon, perhaps reacting to the new deployment of defenders.
Large bombards are deployed against the sector of Saint Romanos, the Kaligaria Gate,
and the Golden Gate.

May 16, 1453: A number of Turkish brigantines attempt to force their way into the
harbor through the chain/boom. The defenders discover the first Turkish land mine near
the Kaligaria Gate and neutralize it with a counter-mine constructed under the expert
guidance of Giustiniani's chief military engineer, John Grant.

May 17, 1453: Five small Turkish vessels (fustae) threaten the boom/chain at the
entrance to the harbor, but their attempt is easily repelled. Intense bombardment against
the land fortifications continues.
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May 18, 1453: A high, mobile, wooden siege tower is constructed by the Turks and
directed against the Selybria/Pege/Silivri Gate. The defenders make a sortie, hand-to-
hand combat takes place outside the fortifications, and the tower is burned.

May 21, 1453: The Ottoman armada moves in full strength against the chain/boom,
perhaps as a decoy, while sappers dig another mine in the vicinity of the Kaligaria Gate.
The maneuver fails and their mine is neutralized by another counter-mine.

May 22, 1453: A third Ottoman mine in the sector of the Kaligaria Gate is detected and
destroyed; a fourth mine is discovered elsewhere and neutralized. The defenders note ill
omens and signs of impending doom.

May 23, 1453: The Venetian vessel that had departed on May 3 to search for the relief
column from Venice returns to report the absence of any allied fleet near the Dardanelles.
Heavy bombardment continues. A fifth mine is detected and neutralized in the Kaligaria
sector. There is low morale within the city. A possible embassy from Mehmed II asking
for the surrender of the city; his offer is rejected.

May 24, 1453: A sixth mine is detected and destroyed in the Kaligaria sector.

May 25, 1453: A seventh mine is detected and destroyed within the Kaligaria sector,
posing the most serious threat of all mining thus far. Heavy bombardment continues.
Additional signs of doom and of divine wrath lower morale even further within the city.
Mehmed II summons his divan and receives support for a final assault, even though the
peace faction of his Porte argues for immediate withdrawal. The sultan begins planning
his final assault.

May 26, 1453: A religious procession within the city, as the inhabitants seek miracles.
Religious observances are conducted within the Turkish camp.

May 27, 1453: Throughout the night the Turks bum bonfires and play musical
instruments. The besieged are terrified.

May 28, 1453: Mehmed II announces that the general assault will take place early the
next morning. He visits the fleet at Diplokionion, fine-tuning its operations during the
assault. Quarrel between Giustiniani and Notaras over the deployment of bombards.
Possible address of the emperor to his immediate staff.

May 29, 1453: The final assault is launched in three waves, three hours before dawn.
Two waves are beaten back. During the assault by the third wave Giustiniani is wounded
and withdraws to his ship in the harbor. His departure creates confusion and precipitates
panic among the defenders at the Pempton, who rush after the warlord and his departing
band. Press at the gate ensues and defenders trample each other to death. The Turks
overrun the fortifications and gain access to the great wall. They attack the remaining
defenders from above. Death of the emperor; circumstances are unknown. Pockets of
resistance continue but all sectors are overwhelmed and the Turks open the gates from the
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inside, after which they overrun the outer defenses and stockades. The sack of
Constantinople begins and continues for three days. By midday Pera surrenders its keys
and eventually receives an aman-name from Mehmed II, signed by Zaganos. The
Venetian ships break the chain and depart about midday. Some Genoese vessels escape
by nightfall.

II. The Latin Ephemeris of Nicolo Barbaro'

Nicolai Barbari
Patricii Veneti

Ephemerides de Constantinopoli Anno 1453 Obsessa atque Expugnata

Est ista narratio opus viri, qui, quae ipse vidit eo tempore quo Byzantium a Turcis
obsidebatur, summa cura referre videtur. Quaecunque enim inde a 5 Aprilis usque ad 29
Maii evenerunt, ab auctore per dierum notatorum ordinem tam exacte memoriae prodita
sunt, ut nesciam an ab alio exactius. Hinc visum est narrationem Barbari ordine
chronologico in medium proferre, ita tamen, ut in quo a caeteris rerum Turcicarum
scriptoribus desert, lectoribus in mentem revocemus. Id obiter dicamus quod
Ephemerides Barbari, antiqua Venetorum dialecto scriptae, a linguae bene Italiana
multum discrepant. Quare traductio accurata eaque Italica hujus documenti inter res
maxime optandas ponenda nobis videtur. Id quoque non silentio praeteribo quodpraeter
dialecti differentiam, auctor patricius, Venetiis ipsis oriundus, saepissime contra
quidquid ad Genuam (Zenovexe, ut ipse loquitur) attinet, manifesta ira invehitur, in quo
nec Justiniano ipsi parcit; quare auctor poster caute legendus erit, ubi de Genuensibus
sermo est. Ephemerides causam et praeludium belli pro auctoris arbitrio particulari
referunt.

1452. Martio. Mahometes sultan (Machomet bej) cum 40 navium classe Callipoli relicta
in Bosporum (boca de mar mazor) se confert, castellum Bogasum Kes., 6 mill. Ital. A
Constantinopoli distans constructurus.

Medio deia Augusto sultan in castello ad finem perducto duorum ab imperatore
Graeco legatorum capita praecidit et sic bellum inchoavit. Hinc cum 50000 mil. exercitu
per tres dies urbem cingit. Mari quoque eodem tempore classis Callipolim repetit,
ineunte Septembre.

Nov. 26. Navis Antonii Rizii, a Ponto Euxino reversa, quia salutationem militarem omisit,
bombardae grandioris ictu mergitur; nauclerus post 14 dierum captivitatem sultanijussu
ad palum adigitur, accito inter palatinos scriba, Dominici Maistri filio; nautis, paucis

1 It was published in PG 158: cols. 1067-1078. This is not the original text of Barbaro. It was first
abstracted from Barbaro's Giornale by Adolph Ellissen and was originally composed in German in
1857. The editors of PG 158 retranslated the text into Latin, as they inform us in n. 1: "Epitome
damus, Latine conversam, quam vemaculo sermone germanico confecit D. A. Ellissen in Anecdotis
(Lipsiae, 1857)." A detailed ephemeris based on some eyewitness texts and secondary accounts can
also be found in Barbara Kouraba-Delvoria, "Xpovoypacpucil" I(ai XapTOypacpuci 'A7roriTrwai7
r,q `AAmaews (Athens, 2003).
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exceptis, qui Constantinopolin missi sunt, serra per medium corpus divisis. Sunt qui
dicant causam fuisse belli contra Yenetos Fabr. Cornarum infecta re Constantinopoli
reversum.

1453. Hinc inde Barbarus res quasdam extra temporis rationem narrat. Mense Jan. 1453
sult<anus> vim pedestrem ac navalem maximam urbi admovet. Mense Februario
tormenta, decem millium cohorte stipante, prope urbem adducit. Eodem mense Graeci
cum tribus navigiis Turciam intrant, ac captivos Constantinopoli vendunt, sultani iram
accendentes.

1452. Mentio duarum triremium Venetarum duce Gabriele Trevisano
C<onstantino>polin appulsarum, quaejussu senatus Veneti tria navigia oneraria a mari
Azovico profecta comitabantur. Navis item Genuensis a papa missa memoratur Isidorum
cardinalem (el gardenal de Rosia) gestans utramque Ecclesiam conciliaret, 200
sagittariis stipantibus, qui urbem male habitam defenderent; octo item naves cum
commeatu a Creta aderant.

Nov. 10. Duo magna navigia e Chersoneso Taurica venientia duce Hieronymo Morosino
(Jeroluemo -Morexini) Turcis e castello clamantibus ut anchoras jacerent, aegerrime
obedientes mortem tamen effugerunt. Haec ubi Barbarus retulit, ordine protinus
chronologico ut antea progreditur.

Dec. 2. Castelli Turcici milites praesidiarii triremem Venetam Jac. Coco duce
Trapezunte (Trabexonda) venientem male tractant; quae tamen incolumis
C<onstantino>polin pervenit.

1452. Dec. 12 et 13. Ecclesiae utriusque unio in S. Sophiae ecclesia solemniter
confirmata. Imperator, cardinalis Russorum, episcopus Mitylenes (Leonardus Chiensis)
et Graecorum barones in eadem ecelesia de necessitate deliberant naves Venetas in
auxilium urbis retinendi.

Dec. 14. Sequitur quidquid viva voce ac scripto inter cardinalem, episcopum
Mitylenensem, magistratus Graecos, praetorem Venetum, naucleros ac 21 spectatissimos
in urbe C<onstantino>poli Venetos deliberatumfuit, additumque decretum ut memoratae
triremes Byzantium ne relinquerent. (Conf. Phrantz. 238).

Dec. 17-20. Duodecim viri nobilium Yenetorum post maturam deliberationem decernunt
qua ratione ac modo recens decreta senatui Veneto deferenda sint.

1453. Jan. 26. Veneti cum imperatore paciscuntur, ea lege ut ipsorum naves sine hujus
permissu urbem ne deserant, et ut onerandi eas atque exonerandi facultas eis semper
praesto sit.

Eodiem die Justinianus, Genua profectus cum duobus navigiis et 700 militibus
auxiliariis, venit C<onstantino>polin, et ab imperatore dux copiarum pedestrium et
praefectus urbis occidentalis ab exercitu sultanico oppugnatae declaratur.
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Feb. 26. Una navium Venetarum quae vi pacti abire non debebant, ducta a P. Davanzo
cum 6 navibus emporeticis vento secundo adjuta e portu evasit.

Mart. 14. Imperatori hoc sollicitanti dux triremium Tanensium remiges suos ad locorum
munitionem et ad palatium prope portam cynegeticam circumvallandum abhibendos
tradit.

Mart. 31. Eodem porto sancti Sabbati die, qui quidem cum 29 Maii, qui Martis dies erat,
cogruit, remiges, jubente Diedo, navis patrono, coram imperatore et magnatibus fossas
faciunt.

April. 2. Barthol. Soligus, imperatore ita jubente, portus ostium C<onstantino>polin
inter ac Peram famosa ista catenaferrea (quae exacte describitur) occludit.

Imperator, quatuor Venetorum nobilibus hoc rogantibus, quatuorpraecipuarum urbis
portarum versus continentem custodiam tradit, portam Crescam (Xpvariv?) Catarino
Contarino; secundam Fabr. Cornaro; tertium quae -r? 1(; (; nominatur Nic.
Mozenigo, Blachernarum denique portam Dolphino.

Sequuntur nomina 68 nobilium Venetorum qui urbi obsessae aderant, inter quos
auctor Ephemeridum nominatur medicus navium Tanensium.

April. 5. Sultanus Mahometes cum 160 militibus 21/2 mill. Ital. ab urbe castra metatur.

April, 6. Hinc ad milliare unum ad muros mari objectos procedit et paulo abhinc in
regione urbis occidentali inde a porta Aurea usque ad Cynegeticam per 6 mill. Ital.
Castra ponit.

Sub eodem die imperator cum multis nobilibus equitibusque ad portam Auream;
praetor autem Minottus cum plurimis Venetis mercatoribus in palatio imperatorio loca
sua occupasse traduntur. Legimus insuper quod magnus Dux, primum secundum
imperatorem locum tenens portui praefuit, ubi 100 ei equi parati stabant; quod muri
maritimi custodia monachis duce Manuele Giagaro ('"Iarypov Graeci appellant) ac
Neophyto Rhodensis commissa fuit; quod denique alia quaedam urbis regio Dorgano
(qui procul dubio idem est cum Principe Orchano) et mercenariorum cohorti Turcarum
qui a sultano defecerant, custodienda fuit tradita: quae omnia sicut alia quae modo
retulimus, cum Phrantzae relatione comparare ac discutere supersedemus.

Eodem die imperator classiarios qui tres supra dictas Venetorum triremes Tanenses,
ut et duas alias, quibus Trevisanus praeerat, agmine facto procedere jussit, ut et urbis
incolis animum adderet et hostibus metum injiceret.

April, 9. Concione convocata de classe bene atque utiliter adhibenda deliberant. Inde
novem aut decem naves grandiores una cum ducibus nominantur: (5 Genuenses, 3
Cretenses, 1 Anconensis, 1 imperatoria); quae omnes certamini futuro destinatae
magnum portus catenam cingunt, dum in superiori portus regione 17 aliae reservantur;
inter eas 3 triremes Tanenses cum duabus aliis Venetorum communi securitati
consecratae, et 5 imperatoriae malo armisque denudatae recensentur.
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April; 11. Sultanus tormenta ante muros marl oppositos quadrapartita ponit (cf.
[Pseudo]-Phrantzes, qui scribit: 'Ev T07[OLC TEaaapaL K(XL bEKa r TEL)(1I IIOXEW(;

ETvir rov). Tres deinde bombardae ad imperatoris palatium Blachernense; item tres
contra portam duae in portam Auream, et quatuor in S. Romani portam
directae sunt; e quibus ingens illa 1200 librarum et alia 800 librarum memorantur.

ApriL 12-17. Duodecimo die Apr. (sec. Phrantzen quinto decimo) classis Turcarum e
regione portus C<onstantino>politani anchoras jacit, cujus, Barbaro auctore, numerus
fuit 145, e quibus 12 triremes plane armatae, 70-80 liburnae majores, 20-25 parandariae
(onerariae in belli usum), caeterae actuariae traduntur. Hue adde navigium onerarium
aeneis globis (verisimilius autem lapidibus projectilibus), materie bellica onustum
Sinopense. Classis Turcica longe ab urbe littus Anatolicum tenet. Qui in urbe obsidentur
aggressionem hostium in armis assiduo exspectant. Intus praeter tormenta indesinenter
explosa et leves contra Janissarios pugnas nihil memoratu fit dignum.

ApriL 18. Ea quae diem Aprilis decimum octavum praecessit nocte aggressio Turcarum
primo a Graecis paululum tremefactis repellitur; occidere Turcaeplusquam ducenti.

ApriL 20. Vicesimo obsidionis die quatuor Genuensium naves auxiliares Hellespontum
intrant, quae post 2 aut 3 horarum pugnam Turcarum aggressionem fortuna adjuti
repellunt; sole dein occidente obsessorum triremes Genuensibus obviae hos cum jubilo
ac musices concentu in portum intromittunt.

ApriL 21. Mahometes cum 10000 equitibus ad classem procedit, in copiarum navalium
praefectum acerbe invehitur et vita incolumi munus abdicare jubet; cui Petri Lauredani
flius jactabundae memoriae (fortasse rei Venetae desertor aliquis) classi praeficitur.

Ad eundem diem dira vastatio ab hostium projectilibus in regione occidentali facta,
turris ad S. Romani portam sitae ruina; conamina obsessorum ad reficiendum damnum
referuntur.

ApriL 22. Die Dom. Turcarum hoc die naves 5 mill. Ital. itinere terrestri a Bosporo in
portum C<onstantino>politanum transportantur. Auctor noster non sine animi
aegritudine refert, 72 naves armatas cylindris impositas per montem cui Pera ad
septentrionem insidet, a lixis et plebecula Turcica manibus tractas fuisse.
C<onstantino>politani in urbe inclusi, quorum paucis navibus utrinque periculum ab
hostium classe imminet, triremem unam praesidii loco ad fretum quod Perae adjacet
ponunt, navali praefecto signum daturam, ubi hostes forte aggressionem conarentur.

ApriL 23. In aede S. Mariae (Hodegetriae, ut videtur) viri ad hoc convocati deliberant
quomodo hostium naves a portu ejiciendaeforent.

ApriL 24. Dom<i>nus Jac. Cocus, triremis illius Trapezuntinae patronus, duas naves
onerarias, comitantibus duabus triremibus armat. Sed Genuensium Peram habitantium
praefectus ea de re sultanum certiorem facit; ac Genuenses ipsi, homines perfidissimi,
cum ducibus Venetis hosce permovent ut propositum conamen alii nocti reservarent,
auxilium suum pollicendo, re vera autem Turcis omnibus viribus auxilium laturi.
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ApriL 25-27. Hoc temporis intervallo quo nil memoratu dignum accidit. Barbarus
infortunia ulteriora Numinis divini ultionem esse opinatur ob peccata quorum aetas ista
rea est.

ApriL 28. Ea nocte duae triremes Gabr. Trevisano et Hier. Morosino equite atque Jac.
Coco ducibus, Turcarum naves in portu igne cremandi spe destituuntur. Fusius id
conamen Barbarus quam caeteri omnes narrat.

ApriL 29. Navarchus Diedus ducem triremis Trapezuntinae in Coci destitute locum
Dolphinum nominat; cui in custodienda Blachernum porta Jo. Lauredanus substituitur.
Quae damna obsidentes obsessis inferunt, ab hisce illico reparantur. Nihil praeterea
quod memoria dignum sit, actum in mense Aprili.

Maii 1-2. Idem de duobus hisce diebus dicendum. Alimentorum in urbepenuria.

Maii 3-4. C<onstantino>politani hostibus in portu duas bombardas opponunt; Turcae
duas ejusdem generis machinas ponunt. Per decem dein dies ac totidem noctes utrinque
tormenta sudant sine effectu memorabili. Imperatoris jussu naves actuaria versus
Negroponti insulam mittitur, Venetorum classem exquisitura et a J. Lauredano
postulatura ut urbi in extremis agenti sine mora succurreret. Et haec quidem sub vexillo
Turcico et simulato Turcarum vestimento Archipelagum pervadit, sed re infecta
C<onstantino>polin revertitur.

Maii 5. Turcae plures bombardas in monte Perae imminente sistunt, atque inde hostibm
naves in portu per totam catenae magnae longitudinem tormentis petunt. Et tertius
quidem aeneus globus projectus Genuensem navem mercibus ac commeatu plenam in
mares ima detrudit. Christianorum inde naves Perae moenia non sine damno repetunt.
Turcae postquam eadem tormenta Kynegion versus sine effectu direxissent, postremo its
quae moenia interiora tegebant, addidere.

Maii 6. Haec quoque Dominica die tormenta perpetuo fulminant.

Maii 7. Aggressio nocturna a 30000 Turcis facta fortiter repellitur; in qua clamores
stupendi ad Anatolicum usque mare pervadentes fecerunt ut urbis defensores terra
marique ad pugnam se accingerent. Nil tamen a Turcis ultra tentatum, nisi quod
abiturientes ignem portae Palatinae subdunt; quam deinde Graeci muro obstruunt.
Naves priori circa catenam statione potitae sunt.

Maii 8. Decretum a Duodecimviris est ut triremes Tanenses exoneratae in
armamentarium transportarentur. Navibus sic exonerandis armata manu obsistunt, ne
sub arbitrium Graecorum caderent, triremes dicentes sibi pro domibus esse; mare, neque
vero in continenti sibi vivendum aut moriendum esse. Haec sententia vicit; et ipsi et
navarchus in littore Peratico remanent. Tormenta circa portam S. Romani perpetuo
globos projiciunt.
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Maii 9. Dom_ Gabr. Trevisanus ex voluntate Duodecimvirorum sic jubentium 400 milites
e duabus triremibus arcessitos muro terrestri custodiendo impendit.

Maii 10. In concione habita a duodecim viris in aede S. Mariae Dom. Diedus navarchus
classis ea lege designatur, utportus totiusque rei maritimae curam pro libito gerat.

Mad 11. Item tormentorumfunestus labor.

Maii 12. Turcae 50000 cum solitis clamoribus et strepitu tympanorum tibiarumque
dissono clangore murum circa palatium situm adoriuntur; sed misericordia Jesu Christi
perniciem extremam ab urbe haec vice avertit, quia, ut Barbarus opinatur,
C<onstantino>polis excidium secundum S. imper. Constantini prophetiam non praesenti,
sed ulteriori lunae phasi reservatum esse.

Maii 13. Dom. Trevisanus classis praefectus cum militibus suis ad terram moenia
defensurus laesa appellit. Eo loco ad expugnatam usque urbem non recedit. Secundum
Phrantzem inter Kynegion et palatium Caesareum pastorem se, non mercenarium gessit.

Tormentorum per id tempus non interruptus ignis contra murum occidentalem.

Maii 14. Turcae, ut jam vidimus, tormenta a monte `AyLou Oeo&w'pou per Peram versum
Kvviyiov portam e region portus trahunt, et postmodum pone portam S. Romani
ponunt, ubi murus pessime laborabat, quamvis obsessi damnis illatis pro viribus mederi
studerent. Trecenti viri maximam partem pyrotechnitae et sagittarii istam portam
occupant, omnes peregrini, exceptis Graecis, quorum pusillanimitatem auctor poster
severe castigat.

Maii 15. Tormentorum irrequieta explosio et partium inde laesarum sedula reparatio;
caeterum induciae.

Maii 16. Turcarum aliquot naves actuariae catenae circa portam appropinquant et
obsessorum naves adoriuntur; subito autem metu ne repellantur inviti, retro abeunt.
Cuniculi a Turcis effossi circa portam Kaligariam a Magno duce detectifrustratique.

Maii 17. Quinque Turcarum naves explorandi ergo ad catenam usque portus procedunt,
sed 70 ictibus iisque irritis excepti qua maxima poterant celeritate aufugiunt. At omnes
metuunt ne hostis totis viribus urbem adoriatur, cui resisti posse omnes desperabant.

Maii 18. Turcae per noctis spatium machinas Was turritas, a Barbaro quoque nostro
cum admiratione memoratas, conficiunt; nec satis mirari potuit Turcas id quatuor horis
confecisse quod omnes Christiani C<onstantino>polin habitantes totius mensis spatio

facere nequivissent. De summa hac arce Turcae immane quantam saggitarun molem in
urbem projecerunt, ut qui intus essent extremo timore afficerentur.

Maii 19. Hoc demum tempore pons conjunctis navibus confectus a Galata ad Kynegion
exsistere coepit, ut Barbarus dicit; secundum Phrantzem vero post naves transportatas
locum habuerit, ut taceamus chronologiam confusionem Leonardi, qui eum ante pugnam
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navalem factum esse cum totius mensis differentia censet. Certe Ducas hac in re cum
Barbaro nostro propius consentit. Turcae globos aereos in hostes torquere et aerem
clamoribus replere non desistunt; obsessi damna illata reparant.

Maii 20. Barbarus inclusorum conatus ut muros hiantes reficerent refert, cui operi
mulieres, pueri, senes, ecclesiastici vires suas impendebant. Mentionem praeterea
ingentis illius machinaefacit 1200 lbr. lapides emittentis, et qua inflammata non moenia
tantum, sed urbis pavimentum ac naves in portu vehementissime concutiebantur.

Maii 21. Tota classis hostium diu ante solis ortum aggressionem minatur; postquam
autem obsessorum navigia adpugnandum parata circa magnam catenam vidissent, nihil
tentarunt, imo recesserunt.

Itidem cuniculum a Turcis suffossum ubi detexissent prope portam Caligariam,
obstruxerunt, fossoresque trucidarunt. Nihilo secius hocce die mucus et turris ipsi
propinquus admodum laesa sunt, et qui intra urbem erant, indefesso labore atque
aerumnis membra aegra habebant.

Maii 22. Cuniculus prope portam Caligariam denuo obstructus spem fossorum fefellit.
Miro autem coelesti spectaculo conspecto (Barbarus communem lunae ellipsim
nuncupat), C<onstantino>politani, prophetiae Constantini imp. Memores, signum ruinae
imminentis, Turcae victoriaepignus viderunt.

Maii 23. Tertius porno cuniculus prope Caligariae portam et palatium imperatoris
inventus causa fuit cur machinarum bellicarum artifices aliquot manu caperentur; qui
postquam jussi dixissent ubi locorum alii cuniculi structi essent, abscissis capitibus per
muros in Turcarum castra dejecti sunt.

Hoc eodem die navis actuaria, quarto ejus mensis die, ad quaerendam Venetorum
classem in Archipelagum missa, Turcicarum navium insidias elapsa in portum revertitur.

Urbs continuo tormentorum labore infestatur.

Maii 24. Quartus quem denuo prope Caligariae detexerunt portam cuniculus, murum
haud parum laesit. Ferox inde a Turcarum castris clamor se jubilatio propter pugnam
aleatoriam jamjam instantem. Ultimus cuniculus prope supra dictam portam repertus in
urbe inclusos maxime terrefecit.

Machinae bellicae ignem ac lapides in urbem emittere non cessant.

Maii 26. Ignesfesti late patentes et jubilatio in Turcarum castris propter urbem proximo
die vi adoriendam. C<onstantino>politani Deiparam precibus ac suppliciis adeunt ut a
gentiliumfurore liberarentur.

Ominosa trepidatio in navibus Turcicis.

Maii 27. Domin. Postera quoque nox Testis Turcarum illustratur ignibus. Clamores
sublati obsessorum aures obstrepunt, ad Asiae usque littora profusi. Ingentia muri
labentis rudera cum fragore procidunt, cui rei mederi C<onstantino>politani in vanum
conantur.
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Maii 28. Sultanus ad tympani sonum per castra edici jubet ut suo quisque loco maneret,
mortem minatus et qui aliter fecerit, ob urbem postero mane omnibus viribus
premendam. Jam igitur 2000 scalae admoventur. In Turcarum castris alii alios praedae
exspectatione inflammant; quippe qui tot Christiana mancipia prehensuri sunt ut uno
aureo duo sunt habituri. Graecorum barbas laqueis torquendis se adhibituros esse
jocabantur, unde canes suos alligarent.

Machinae extremo ardore lapides evomunt. Barbarus Graecorum avaritiam ac
perversitatem strenuo vituperat. Non enim nisi data pecunia auxilium vendiderunt eaque
re urbi immane quantum damni intulerunt.

Jubende dein praefecto, Veneti ad murum interiorem consistunt ut (sic enim
praefectus eorum monebat) per Deum imortalem, terrae salutem et omnium
Christianorum honorem vivant et moriantur.

Nec minus classiarii circa magnam portus catenam adpugnam se accingunt.
Interim sultanus cum 10000 militibus ad classem provehitur et postquam cum

navarcho et caeteris polemarchis Baccho largissime ad ebrietatem usque indulsisset, in
castra revertitur.

Per totum istum diem grave Turcicum tympanum resonat et nox insequens festis
ignibus maxime conspicua est et clamoribus qui auctori nostro ex imo inferno venire
videntur, resonat; et dum Turcae diu noctuque Mohamedem precibus pro obtinenda
victoria praedaque fatigant, Christiani ante Deiparam et omnes sanctos provoluti cum
gemitu ac lacrymis liberationem e manibus gentilium impense efflagitant. Atat Deus
Dominus noster pro voluntate sua inexorabili decrevit ut eo ipso die caput Graecorum in
manus Mohametis veniret (el nostro Signor Dio de la aspra sententia contra Griexi, the el
vole the questa zitta andasse in questo zorno in man de Macomet).

Maii 29. Barbarus antiquas de excidio regni Graeci prophetias rememorat, qaurum
adimpletio secundum plurima indicia huic ipsi diei reservata fuerit. Tertia ante soils
ortum hora sultanus trinos exercitus, quorum unusquisque 50000 armatos haberet,
urbem versus procedere jubet. Prima quidem cohors Christianis constabat quos Turcae
ad pugnae societatem coegerant; secunda turba imbelli (zente menuda, zoe vilanie tal
zentaia); tertia autem janissariis et exercitus robore composita erat; post quos tandem
sultanus locum suum occupabat. Ac primi ills scalas muris admovere conantes, ingenti
cum damno repelluntur, sed ab insequentibus tanta violentia ad muros adiguntur, ut uno
vel altero modo pereundum ipsis esset. Ut Barbarus monet, sultanus Christianos istos
propterea in prima acie constituerat ut certissimae morti exponerentur, Turcarum autem
vitae parceret, et ut per eorum vel irritam aggresionem defensores urbis fatigaret; id
quod re ipsa evenit secundae aciei processione licet a sagittariis et bombardariis urbis
multo cum sanguine repellatur. Deinde tertia sultani acies novis viribus et cum clamore
longe lateque audito, janissarii et robur exercitus leonum instar prorumpunt. Non
obstantibus multitudinis urbanae, praesertim mulierum, precibus ac lamentationibus, et
quamvis propugnatores in muros fortissime certarent, oriente sole Turcae pulvere et
tormento illo maximo efflata obtecti trecenti primo muros transgressi sunt. Sedpostquam
et hi ipsi audaciam morte expiassent, idemque stratagema renovatum fuisset, postremo
ad 30000 milites per disjectas circa S. Romani portam muri partes cum impetu, qualis
ferarum esse solet, in urbem irruperunt. Tot vero in ea strage Turcae ceciderunt, ut, si
Barbara fides, 40 naves onerariae cadaveribus transportandis vix suffecerint. Idem refert
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praeterea Justinianum vulneratum et, Turcas jam urbe potiri clamantem, fugae omnibus
causam exstitisse. In urbe vi capta Turcae nulla aetatis sexusque ratione habita
sanguinem fundunt, donec inermes, inter quos mercatores Venetos qui in cellis se
abdiderant, pretio vendere satius esse judicarint. Sancti Marci et imperatoris vexillis e
torribus direptis imperatoris, substituitur canis Turcici ut nuncupant. Urbis itaque
expugnatione cognita quicunque 70 naves in portu tenebant et magna classis per
Hellespontum adfuit, ne praeda ingenti frustrarerunt, quae eo ipso momento temporis
navigiis imponi coepta erat. Refert Barbarus quod Turcae omni domui, monasterio,
ecclesiaeve quam ingressi erant, vexillolum praefixerunt quod eos qui praedandi causa
subsequebantur ab ulterius procedendo avocabat. Plus 200000 ejusmodi signaculis per
totam urbem affxa fuisse videntur, siquidem magna pars domuum decem ejusmodi signis
decorata erat. Christianorum deinde strages tanta fuit ut viae publicae vel post imbrem
aquis, sic sanguine inundarentur, et cadavera in Propontidem projecta pomorum instar
in aequore natarent. Auctor poster de vita et morte imperatoris nihil certi compertum
esse dicit, nisi quod, ut aliqui memorant, corpus ejus inter eos inventum est qui a Turcis
portam S. Romani intrantibus oppressi fuere.z Id quoque refert Barbarus quod Venetiani
superstites id egerunt ut res suas, praesertim naves, in tuto colloccarent. Inter eos qui
salva vita evaserunt, praefectus triremium Tanensium, Diedo, quem aeque ac auctorem
Ephemeridum harumce et navarchum Fiurianum praefectus Genuensis Perae captum
postea libertate donavit, et qui cum trireme rupta portus catena in mare pervenit.
Hieronymi quoque Morosini triremis, et Trapezuntina duce Dolphino, qui loco
successerat, et quae die 28 Apr. 164 de suis perdiderat, evaserunt. Incolumes porro
aufugerunt triremis Gab. Trevisani a Turcis capti, et tres naves Cretenses quae propter
absentiam Turcarum per superiores urbis regiones despersorum aufugerunt. Minus
constat quoad naves Genuensium servatas et 5 navigia imperatoria denudata quae hosti
in praedam cesserunt. Brevis fit praefecti Veneti supplicio traditi mentio. Numerus
captivorum ut Barbarus scribit, est 60000; praeda a Turcisfacta 200000 aureorum; alii
minorem numerum tradunt. In fine Ephemeridum auctor nomina dat 1) primatum
Venetorum qui in pugna contra Turcos ceciderunt; 2) eorum qui cum navibus incolumes
evaserunt (33); 3) eorum qui in captivitate remanserunt, quorum quidem 800 infra
annum 2000 aureorum pretio redempti sunt; 4) omnium nobilium Venetorum qui
Constantinopoli degebant ipso invasionis die (68); 5) eorum qui per totum obsidionis
tempus perierunt (60-68); Obvia habes illustrissima reipublicae Venetae nomina, Bembo,
Contarini, Mocenighi, Cornaro, Nani, Gritti, Loredano, Pisani, etc., salvis tamen
erroribus forte a librariis commissis. Quae de magistratuum ibidem Graecorum
occisioneferuntur inter versiones apocryphas amandanda videntur.

2 "De l'imperador mai non pote saver novella di fatti soi, ni vivo, ni morto; ma alguni dixe the el fo
visto in nel numero di corpi morti; el qual fo ditto, the el se sofega al intri the fexe i Turchi a la
porta de san Romano." In margine ms. Veneti legitur: "L'imperator, pregava the li suoi 1'amazasse,
et si messe nella furia con la spada, et casco, et rilevo, poi recasco; et cost mori."
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III. Translation of the Latin Ephemeris of Nicolo Barbaro

Ephemerides [= Journal) of the Siege and Sack of Constantinople in the Year 1453
by Nicolo Barbaro, a Venetian Patrician

This narrative is the work of an eyewitness of events that he personally observed in
Byzantium when it was under the siege of the Turks (albeit he was aboard a ship during
most of the siege period). He relates everything with the greatest care. The events of the
period April 5 to May 29 are set forth in a daily manner that betrays a remarkable
memory. The narrative of Barbaro is arranged in chronological order, but we must
caution readers that in some cases it differs from that of the authors of Turkish chronicles.
In passing, let us mention that Barbaro's Journal is composed in an ancient Venetian
dialect, which differs substantially from the Italian language. Thus we believe that this
translation of that important document is warranted. Besides the dialectical difference, we
will not mention that our patrician author from Venice most often speaks against Genoa
(Zenovexe, as he himself states), and that he shows his anger openly and even fails to
spare Giustiniani. Accordingly, the reader is warned to read our author with caution
whenever there is a reference to the Genoese. The Ephemerides treats the cause and the
prelude of the war from the author's point of view.

1452. March: Sultan Mehmed (Machomet bej) with a fleet of 40 ships from Kallipolis
came to the Bosporus (loca de mar mazor) in order to begin construction of the fortress
Bogaz Kesen, 12 Italian miles from Constantinople.

Then in the middle of August the sultan completed his fortress, ordered the
decapitation of two emissaries from the Greek emperor, and began the war in that
manner. Next he surrounded the city with 50,000 soldiers for three days. At the same
time, the beginning of September, the fleet returned to Kallipolis.

November 26: The ship of Antonio Rizzo was returning from Euxine and because she
failed to give the military salute, she was struck by a rather large bombard and sank. The
captain was put in jail for fourteen days and then, by order of the sultan, he was impaled.
The son of Domenico Maistro was taken to the seraglio to be a scribe. With the exception
of a few who were sent to Constantinople, the sailors were sawn asunder. There are some
who state that this was the cause of the war against the Venetians, once Fabrizio Corner
had completed his mission and returned to Constantinople.

1453: At this point Barbaro takes events out of their chronological order. In the month of
January the sultan mobilized a very large infantry and naval force against the city. In the
month of February the siege engines, accompanied by a cohort of ten thousand,
approached the city. In the same month the Greeks entered Turkey with three ships and
sold their captives in Constantinople, inflaming the sultan's wrath.

1452: Mention is made of two Venetian galleys under the order of Gabriel Trevisan,
which came to Constantinople. They had been sent by the Venetian Senate to escort three
cargo boats that left the Sea of Azov. A Genoese ship is also mentioned, sent by the pope
to convey Cardinal Isidore (el gardenal de Rosia) to Constantinople to bring about
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church union. Two hundred archers to defend the city accompanied him. Eight Cretan
ships with provisions were also present.

November 10: Two large ships from the Tauris peninsula, under the command of
Girolamo Morosini (Jeroluemo Morexini), escaped doom by pretending to obey the
orders that the Turks were shouting from the fortress, ordering them to drop anchor. At
this point Barbaro returns to his previous chronological order.

December 2: The Turkish garrison from the fortress attacked the Venetian galley from
Trebizond (Trabezonda), which nevertheless reached Constantinople without suffering
any damage.

1452. December 12 and 13: The union of the two churches was confirmed in a solemn
ceremony in the Church of Hagia Sophia. The emperor, the cardinal of the Russians, the
bishop of Mytilene (Leonardo of Chios), and the barons of the Greeks conferred, in the
same church, about the necessity of retaining the Venetian ships to help the city.

December 14: A verbal negotiation and a written pledge [were accomplished] among the
cardinal, the bishop of Mytilene, Greek officials, the bailo of the Venetians, captains, and
twenty-one prominent Venetians in the city of Constantinople. It was decided that the
aforementioned galleys should not depart from Byzantium (cf. [Pseudo-]Sphrantzes 238).

December 17-20: After due deliberations the [Council of] Twelve noble Venetians
determined the way and means by which they would report to the Venetian Senate their
recent decisions.

1453. January 26: The Venetians come to an agreement with the emperor under the
stipulation that their ships could leave the city without his permission and that they would
retain their liberty to load and unload those ships at will.

On the same day Giustiniani arrives in Constantinople; he had set out from Genoa
with two ships and 700 soldiers. The emperor appoints him commander-in-chief of the
land forces and the prefect of the western city that would be attacked by the sultan's
army.

February 26: A ship of the Venetians, which, by the conditions of the agreement was
prevented from doing so, took advantage of a favorable wind and escaped from the
harbor. She was under the orders of Pero Davanzo and was accompanied by six trading
ships.

March 14: The commander of two galleys from Tana acceded to the emperor's request
to hand over his rowers to reinforce the palace next to the Gate of Kynegon by digging a
foss.

March 31: On Holy Saturday which, like May 29, fell on a Tuesday, the rowers from the
same harbor, under the orders of Diedo, the captain of a ship, dug ditches, as the emperor
and his magnates watched.
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April 2: Bartolamio Soligo, by command of the emperor, stretched that famous iron
chain, which is described in detail, between Constantinople and Pera and enclosed the
harbor.

As four Venetian noblemen requested, the emperor placed under their command the
custody of four prominent land gates: Catarino Contarino took the Cresca
Golden?) Gate; Fabrizio Comaro took the second; the third Gate called rijS n'q'yi
Fountain] went to Nicolo Mocenigo; and the last, the Gate of Blakhernai, to Dolfin.

There follow the names of sixty-eight Venetian noblemen who were present at the
siege, among whom the author of the Journal names himself as the physician of the ships
from Tana.

April 5: Sultan Mehmed encamps with 160 soldiers at a distance of 2.5 Italian miles
from the city.

April 6: At a distance of one mile from the sea walls he proceeds to the western part of
the city, from the Golden Gate to the Kynegon Gate, a distance of six Italian miles. He
encamps.

On the same day the emperor with many noblemen and knights were at the Golden
Gate. The bailo Minotto and many Venetian merchants are assigned within the imperial
palace. In addition, we read that the grand duke, who occupies the foremost place after
the emperor, is placed in charge of the harbor with a contingent of 100 ready horsemen.
The custody of the sea walls was given to monks under the command of Manuel Giagaro
(whom the Greeks call " laypov) and to Neophytos from Rhodes. Another region of the
city is entrusted to Dorgano (who, no doubt, is the same individual as Prince Orhan) and
to a contingent of Turkish mercenaries who had defected from the sultan. We will not
compare or discuss these assignments with the report of [Pseudo-] Sphrantzes.

On the same day the emperor ordered the sailors from fleet, from the aforementioned
three Venetian galleys from Tana and from two others under the command of Trevisan,
to parade in formation in order to raise the morale among the inhabitants of the city and
to instill fear in the enemy.

April 9: A council is convened to discuss the effective defense of the harbor. Nine or ten
larger ships with their commanders were named (5 Genoese, 3 Cretan, 1 from Ancona,
and I imperial). They all placed themselves by the chain to combat any future attempts,
while in the upper harbor another seventeen ships were placed in reserve. Among them
were the three galleys from Tana. Two other Venetian ships were reserved for
communications, and five imperial vessels that were badly armed and under equipped.

April 11: The sultan deployed four cannons against the sea walls (cf. [Pseudo-]
Sphrantzes, who writes: 'Ev ToiroLC TEUUQpUL Kai. UKU -rd 'reLXrl 11f1S 1T6AE(0S ETU7rTO,

"he bombarded the walls of the city at fourteen spots"). Then he deployed three
bombards against the palace of the emperor at Blakhernai; also three bombards against
the Gate Tiffs liy i c, "of the Fountain"; two against the Golden Gate; and four were
directed against the Gate of Saint Romanos. One of the latter is cited as being enormous,
of 1200 pounds, and the other of 800 pounds.
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April 12-17: On the twelfth day of April (according to [Pseudo-] Sphrantzes, on the
fifteenth) the Turkish fleet dropped anchor in the neighborhood of Constantinople's
harbor. According to Barbaro, it numbered 145 vessels: 12 galleys equipped in the
standard manner; 70-80 fuste, 20-25 parandarie (that is, cargo boats used in war), and the
rest were support vessels. To this should be added another cargo vessel from Sinope
carrying bronze missiles (very similar to stone projectiles), and other war supplies. The
Turkish fleet sought the Anatolian shore, far from the city. The besieged expected a
major assault by the enemy. The bombards fired constantly and nothing worth
mentioning took place, outside of skirmishes against the janissaries.

April 18: On the night that preceded the eighteenth day of April the first attack of the
Turks was repelled by the terrified Greeks; more than two hundred Turks fell.

April 20: On the twentieth day of the siege four Genoese auxiliary ships entered the
Hellespont, which repelled an aggressive Turkish attack lasting two to five hours and,
assisted by luck, they succeeded in entering the harbor at sunset, to the accompaniment of
jubilation and music by the galleys of the besieged which came to meet the Genoese.

April 21: Mehmed, with an escort of 10,000 horsemen, came to the fleet, and abused the
commander of the numerous naval forces and ordered him to resign from his post but
granted him his life. In his place as commander of the naval forces was appointed the son
of Petro Loredano of execrable memory (perhaps he had defected from Venice).

On the same day the enemy projectiles terribly devastated the western section. A
tower at the Gate of Saint Romanos was demolished; mention is made of the efforts by
the besieged to repair the damage.

April 22: Sunday: On this day the ships of the Turks were transported to a distance of
five Italian miles overland from the Bosporus to the harbor of Constantinople. Our author
reports, not without pain and grief, that seventy-two armed ships were placed on rollers
and transported over the mountain that is situated to the north of Pera. The ships were
dragged by hand, by a multitude of Turks. The Constantinopolitans within the city, whose
few ships were directly imperiled by the Turkish fleet, placed one galley at the straits that
are adjacent to Pera, to give the signal for battle, whenever the Turks made a threatening
move.

April 23: In the Church of Hagia Maria (Hodegetria, evidently), a council was held to
find a way and remove the enemy ships from the harbor.

April 24: Lord Jacomo Coco, the captain of that galley from Trebizond, equipped two
loaded ships and an escort of two galleys. But the prefect [= podesta, Angelo Giovanni
Lomellino] of the Genoese inhabitants of Pera informed the sultan of the plan. The
Genoese, most untrustworthy men, proposed to the leaders of the Venetians to postpone
the attempt for another night. They promised their help but in actuality they were about to
help the Turks with all their strength.
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April 25-28: Nothing worth mentioning happened in this period. Barbaro attributed the
eventual misfortune to divine wrath, as the direct result of sins that prevailed in that age.

April 28: On that night under the command of Gabriel Trevisan, Girolamo Morosini the
knight, and Jacomo Coco, two galleys were sent, in the hope of burning the Turkish fleet.
Barbaro provides more details on this operation than all other accounts.

April 29: Admiral Diedo nominates Dolphin, the commander of the galley from
Trebizond, to replace the post vacated by [the death of] Coco. In his place Giovanni
Loredan takes over the protection of the Gate of Blakhernai. The besiegers damage many
places defended by the besieged, which are then repaired. In the month of April nothing
else worthy of mention took place.

May 1-2: The same holds true about these two days. There is scarcity of food in the city.

May 3-4: The Constantinopolitans deploy two bombards in the harbor against the enemy.
The Turks deploy two cannons of the same kind. For ten days and nights the cannons
exert themselves without achieving anything memorable. By order of the emperor a
support ship is sent towards Negroponte to search for the Venetian fleet and to ask
Jacomo Loredano to come to the aid of the city without delay, as it was breathing its last.
Under a Turkish standard and equipped in the Turkish manner, the ship reached the
Archipelago [= Aegean Sea]. This much it accomplished and returned to Constantinople.

May 5: The Turks placed many bombards on the high mountain of Pera and turned them
against the ships in the harbor along the long chain. The third bronze projectile sent a
Genoese ship loaded with merchandise and provision to the bottom of the sea. Without
further losses the ships of the Christians sought shelter under the walls of Pera. The Turks
then aimed the same cannon at Kynegion without effect. Finally they added those cannon
to those that were bombarding the inner wall.

May 6: Another Sunday; the bombards thundered. without pause.

May 7: Thirty thousand Turks launched a strong night assault that was repelled. Horrible
cries reached all they way to the Anatolian Sea and prompted the defenders over land and
sea to prepare themselves for battle. The Turks made no other attempt, however, but on
their way back they tried to burn the Gate of the Palace, but the Greeks from the wall put
the fire out. The ships assumed their previous post around the chain.

May 8: The [Council of the] Twelve decided to unload the galleys from Tana and store
the cargo on land. The armed crews objected to the unloading, as they had no wish to
place themselves under the orders of the Greeks. They argued that their galleys were their
homes and they would live or die at sea and not on land. Their argument prevailed; they
themselves and their admiral remained on the shore of Pera. The Gate of Saint Romanos
was incessantly bombarded with cannon projectiles.
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May 9: Lord Gabriel Trevisan, with 400 soldiers summoned from the two galleys, in
accordance with the will and order of the [Council of the] Twelve undertook the
protection of the land wall.

May 10: In a council held by the [Council of the] Twelve in the Church of Hagia Maria,
Lord Diedo was designated as the admiral of the fleet under the same conditions, that he
would assume the care of the harbor and of naval matters, as he saw fit.

May 11: The gloomy work of the cannon continued.

May 12: Five thousand Turks attacked the wall around the palace to the accompaniment
of the usual cries and the discordant sound of drums and trumpets. But Jesus Christ had
pity and saved the city from doom, because, as Barbaro thinks, the destruction was
reserved for the lunar eclipse to take place, in accordance with the prophecy of the
emperor, Saint Constantine.

May 13: Lord Trevisan, the commander of the fleet with his soldiers, was summoned to
defend the damaged land walls. He did not leave this place until the city fell. According
to [Pseudo-] Sphrantzes he guarded the sector of Kynegion and the palace of the Caesars
as if he were a shepherd and not a mercenary.

The artillery bombardment against the western walls continued without interruption.

May 14: As we have already observed, the Turks dragged their artillery from the
mountain 'AyLou Oeo&wpov [= Saint Theodore] through Pera towards the Gate of
Kvvrjyiov [Kynegion], and up to the Gate of Saint Romanos, where the wall was in sorry
condition but the besieged energetically repaired the damage that had been inflicted.
Three hundred expert firemen and archers had taken their places at that gate. They were
all foreigners, as we may except the Greeks, whose cowardice our author castigates
harshly.

May 15: Constant cannon fire, constant repairs to the damaged sections, quiet elsewhere.

May 16: A number of Turkish support ships approached the chain around the harbor and
the ships of the besieged set out [against them], but, without further delay, they retreated,
as they were afraid that they would be compelled to do so. Mines dug by the Turks
around the Kaligaria Gate were detected and neutralized by the grand duke.

May 17: Five Turkish ships proceeded to the chain as far as the harbor to reconnoiter the
chain but fled as swiftly as they could, without any losses, as soon as seventy missiles
were fired upon them. All fear that the enemy will attack the city with all his strength and
all fear that resistance will fail.

May 18: Within one night the Turks erected those siege towers, which Barbaro mentions
with admiration. He cannot help himself but admires the Turks who in four hours
completed a task that all the Christian inhabitants of Constantinople could not do in the
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space of one month. From this high vantage point the Turks savagely fire volleys of
arrows into the city, so that people within are deadly afraid.

May 19: At this time a bridge was put together, completed, and placed in operation, over
the joined ships, from Galata to Kynegion, as Barbaro says. According to [Pseudo-]
Sphrantzes, it was put together after the transported ships occupied the position. We will
not mention the chronological confusion of Leonardo, who states that it was put together
after the naval battle, a difference of a whole month. Certainly Doukas agrees closely
with Barbaro on this matter. The Turks continued firing bronze projectiles, filling the air
with noise; the besieged repaired the damage.

May 20: Barbaro mentions the efforts of the besieged to repair the gaping walls; to this
task, women, boys, old men, and ecclesiastics gave their help. In addition, he makes
mention of that cannon [that fired projectiles] of 1200 pounds. The flying stones that had
been fired struck not only the walls, but the city pavement also and shook violently the
ships in the harbor.

May 21: The entire enemy fleet threatened to launch an attack for a long time before
sunrise. After they saw that the ships of the besieged had arranged themselves for battle
around the great chain, they made no further attempt but retreated.

Again another mine dug by the Turks under the city was detected near the Kaligaria
Gate. It was blocked and the miners were slaughtered. Nevertheless on that day the
nearby wall and towers were damaged badly but those in the city exerted untiring efforts
but became fatigued.

May 22: A mine near the Kaligaria Gate was blocked and frustrated the hopes of the
miners. A celestial miracle was seen (Barbaro mentions a lunar eclipse). The
Constantinopolitans interpreted it to be a harbinger of imminent doom and a sign for
Turkish victory, as they were reminded of the prophecies of Emperor Constantine.

May 23: A third mine near the Kaligaria Gate and the palace of the emperor was
discovered. Some builders of these were captured who under interrogation revealed the
locations of other mines that had been dug. They were decapitated and they were thrown
over the walls into the Turkish camp.

On this day the support ship that had been sent to the Archipelago [Aegean Sea] to
search for the Venetian fleet on the fourth of the month returned, having evaded a
Turkish ambush in the harbor.

The city is plagued by incessant bombardment.

May 24: A fourth mine is detected near the Kaligaria Gate; it caused no damage. A
ferocious sound from the Turkish camp betrays jubilation for an imminent general
assault. A last mine was discovered near the aforementioned gate, which especially
terrified the besieged.

The siege engines continue an incessant bombardment with fire and stones.
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May 26: Widespread. festive fires and jubilation in the Turkish camp on account of the
general assault to be launched on the next day. The Constantinopolitans ask God with
prayers and supplications to save them from the furor of the idolaters.

Ominous signs of trepidation on board the Turkish ships.

May 27: Sunday. Later, the Turks illuminated the entire night with festive fires. The
noise of the besiegers deafens the ears of the besieged and is carried as far as the shores
of Asia. Huge sections of the shaking walls collapse with a roar; in vain do the
Constantinopolitans attempt repairs.

May 28: To the accompaniment of the drums the sultan issues his orders: each man is to
remain at his post under pain of death if chooses to do otherwise, as the city is to be
attacked with all strength early the following morning. Already 2,000 ladders are being
moved. In the Turkish camp each man encourages the other with the prospect of booty, as
they are to capture so many slaves that two will be bought for one gold coin and they will
make ropes out of the beards of the Greeks to make leashes for their dogs.

The cannons emit their stones in a final paroxysm. Barbaro vigorously castigates the
greed and degenerate character of the Greeks. They will lend a helping hand only if they
receive payment and are the harbingers of savage doom for the city.

By command of their prefect [= bailo], the Venetians take their place at the inner wall
to fight and die for the immortal God, for the salvation of the territory, and for the honor
of Christianity (as their prefect [= bailo] urged them to do).

The men of the fleet around the great chain prepare themselves for battle also.
Meanwhile, the sultan with 10,000 [men] comes to the fleet, holds a celebration with

his admiral and other warlords and indulges in wine (to the point of inebriation), and then
returns to the camp.

Throughout the whole day the Turkish drums beat their funereal tattoo and the
following night is alive with festive lights and with shouts that appear to our author to
emanate from the depths of hell itself. While Turks fatigue, they pray for victory to
Mohammed day and night, the Christians pray to God and to all saints with groans and
tears for salvation. But our Lord God, in accordance with His unfathomable will, decreed
that on that day the capital of the Greeks would fall into the hands of Mehmed (et nostro
Signor Dio de la aspra sententia contra Griexi, the el vole the questa zitta andasse in
questo zorno in man de Macomet).

May 29: Barbaro remembers the ancient prophecies predicting the destruction of the
Greek kingdom. There were many signs to confirm that that day had been reserved for
that purpose. At the third hour before sunrise, the sultan ordered three waves of soldiers
to move forth against the city; each wave consisted of 50,000 soldiers. The first wave
consisted of Christians who had been compelled to fight for the Turks. The second
multitude consisted of those untrained in war (zente menuda, zoe vilanie tal zentaia), and
the third wave, however, consisted of janissaries, the backbone of the army. The sultan
took his place behind them. The first wave attempted to place ladders against the walls
but it was repelled with enormous losses. The second wave attacked the walls with so
much violence, as if they had to die one way or another. As Barbaro observes, the sultan
had placed those Christians in the first wave to meet certain death, sparing the lives of
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Turks in the second battle line from the archers and the artillery of the city; but they too
were repelled with a great deal of bloodshed. Finally, the third wave of the sultan with
new strength and war cries that could be heard throughout launched its attack: the
janissaries and the backbone of the army fought like lions. The urban non-combatants,
especially the women, greatly prayed and lamented as if they were soldiers of the first
line. At sunrise three hundred Turks, under the cover of that enormous bombard, entered
the walls for the first time. But after they too paid for their audacity with their deaths, the
same tactic was repeated and then 30,000 soldiers fell upon the dismembered
fortifications around the Gate of Saint Romanos with great force and broke into the city.
So many Turks fell in that slaughter that, if Barbaro is to be believed, forty cargo ships
could hardly accommodate the corpses for transportation. In addition, he also makes
mention of Giustiniani, that he was wounded, that he announced that the Turks were
within the city, and that he was the cause of the general flight. In the captured city the
Turks made no exception based on age, on sex, or on any other reason, in the bloodshed
that ensued. Those who were unarmed, among whom were Venetian merchants hiding in
basements, were sold, if they were judged to fetch a satisfactory price. The standards of
Saint Mark and the emperor were torn from the imperial towers and those of the Turkish
dog were substituted. When it became known that the city had fallen, at that moment all
those who were arming the seventy ships in the harbor and those on board the fleet in the
Hellespont, left their ship to avoid cheating themselves of the immense booty. Barbaro
mentions that the Turks placed small banners on every house, monastery, or church that
they had entered, so that those who were still looking for booty would move on
elsewhere. More than 200,000 banners of this nature seem to have been placed
throughout the city, and the greater part of the houses seem to have been decorated in this
manner. So great was the slaughter of the Christians that the public streets were
inundated with blood, like rainwater after a storm; the cadavers that were thrown into the
Hellespont seemed like melons floating about. Our author states that no news about the
fate of the emperor could be ascertained, except that some people mentioned that his
corpse had been found at the Gate of Saint Romanos in the press that took place when the
Turks entered.3 Barbaro then relates that the surviving Venetians began to look out for
themselves and especially for their ships, seeking safety. Among those who escaped with
their lives was Diedo, the commander of the galleys from Tana; the author of this
Journal; and Admiral Furian, the commander who was captured by the Genoese at Pera
but then was given his freedom, and proceeded with his galley to break the harbor chain
and reached the open sea. The galley of Girolamo Morosini and the Trebizondian galley,
missing 164 of its crew who had died on April 28 under the command of Dolfin (who had
taken over), escaped. Also without losses escaped from the harbor the galley of Gabriel
Trevisan (who was captured by the Turks), and three Cretan ships, which took advantage
of the absence of the Turks who had dispersed into the upper regions of the city. There is
no information as to fate of the Genoese ships and the five unarmed imperial vessels,

3 "In regard to the emperor: it was impossible to ascertain his fate, whether he was alive or dead;
but some said that he had been seen among the number of corpses; someone said that he had
suffocated at the entry of the Turks by the Gate of Saint Romanos." In the margin of the ms. Veneti
a ligature: "the emperor begged his retinue to kill him, and then he entered the fray with his sword.
He fell,-got up, and fell again; then he died."
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which were plundered by the enemy. There follows a short note on the punishment that
was reserved for the Venetian prefect [= bailo]. The number of captives, as Barbaro
writes, is 60,000. The booty won by the Turks has a value of 200,000 gold coins; others
give a different number. At the end of his Journal, Barbaro cites the names of the
following individuals:

1. The Venetian noblemen who fell in combat against the Turks.
2. Those who escaped unhurt on board the ships.
3. Those left behind in captivity, 800 of whom were ransomed for a price of 2,000

gold coins after one year.
4. All the Venetian noblemen who defended Constantinople until the day of the fall

(68).
5. Those who perished in the period of the siege (60-68).

Thus we have in front of us the most illustrious names of the Venetian Republic: Bembo,
Contarini, Mocenigo, Cornaro, Nani, Gritti, Loredano, Pisano, etc., with some errors that
may have been committed by librarians. In regard to the death of the Greek officials there
are only apocryphal tales.



II: Texts on the Execution of Loukas Notaras

The execution of Loukas Notaras is the only event of this sort that has been provided with
details by an eyewitness and the early sources on the fall and sack. While many,
especially prominent defenders and numerous Greek noblemen, submitted to the
executioner, our sources choose for various reasons to concentrate their attention upon
the execution of the grand duke. Yet in spite of the apparent wealth of details, we may
conclude that very few authentic touches have survived. The essential point is that no one
who may have witnessed the execution wrote down his or her impressions. While
Cardinal Isidore was still within the vicinity of conquered Constantinople, busily
concealing himself among the Genoese in Pera,' for he was sufficiently fortunate to
escape the sultan's agents who were actively looking for him (and were aided by the
rumor that he had perished), he provides a short account, which cannot be considered an
eyewitness account. In all likelihood, the cardinal learned of the grand duke's execution,
but he was not present at the event. Further, Henry of Soemmern states that Isidore was
ransomed and brought to Pera three days after the Turkish victory, that is, on the same
day that Notaras met his fate: incognitus mansit tribus diebus in magno exercitu
Teucrorum, "unrecognized, he remained in the great camp of the Turks three days."
Furthermore, all other accounts can be classified as hearsay, for all of the authors had
departed from Constantinople by the time the massacre of the sultan's prisoners had
commenced at Vefa Meidan.

Nevertheless, Cardinal Isidore's account presents one essential fact: the grand duke
was executed three days after the fall, that is, either June 1 or June 2, the day of the
cardinal's ransom. There is no reason to question the cardinal's authority on this point.
One regrets, however, the brevity of the prelate's account, which clearly possesses more
certitude than what he reports in his letter, but, as with all controversial points in his letter

1 The narrow escape of Cardinal Isidore is narrated by Henry of Soemmem (September 11, 1453)
[CC 2: 92-94, with Italian translations of some selections; for the entire text with English
translation, cf. Philippides, Mehmed II the Conqueror: Cardinalis Ruthenus [sc. Isidore]...per
aliquos servitorum suorum coactus, fugit in ecclesiam [sc. Hagia Sophia], ubi captus est a Turcis et
tanquam incognitus mansit tribus diebus in magno exercitu Turcorum. Et erat ei praesidio quod
famabatur et ab imperatore Turcorum credebatur occisus. Tandem cardinalis ipse redemptus est
pro C ducatis et vectus est in Peram mansitque absconditus VIII diebus fugiendo de domo in
domum occulte.... On the day of the sack, it was practically impossible to discover what had
happened to him. So states Benvenuto (TIePN, p. 4), who may also imply that it is his opinion that
the cardinal had been executed: Item quod de reverendissimo domino cardinali nichil scit
det<e>rminate, nisi quod stabta super murum ad custodiam; vidit [sc. Benevenutus] tamen multos
eici mortuos et vivos de muris. Stefano Magno provides a different account, which is not
encountered in the literature that appeared soon after the sack (NE 3: 299): Isidor, arcivescovo
pruteno, cardinal legato Sabinense, it quale si attrovava legato di papa in detta cittade, mutado
habito et vestido de habito da huomo vilissimo, con mold altri, chefuggivano, missiado, se nefuggi
dalla furia predetta et passd per mare a Pera, etc.
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to Bessarion, but, as with all controversial points in his letter to the Cardinal, he either
omits specifics on purpose or indicates that he will report the details in person. Similarly,
Pusculo, also a prisoner of the Turks, was in the vicinity but his exact whereabouts are
unknown. At first, he was probably herded together with the less prominent prisoners into
a camp outside the city, where the human booty was being apportioned by the victors and
sold to slave dealers. He has a few comments on the execution, but again he must be
basing his meager account primarily on hearsay.

Bishop Leonardo departed the vicinity by the time the executions had begun and his
account presents the earliest hostile report that casts dispersions upon the character and
the motives of the grand duke, but, as it is amply evident in Leonardo's narrative, the
bishop, for unknown reasons, had no fondness for Loukas Notaras. He is inclined to feel
more friendly towards the sultan's vizier, Halil Candarli, who, it appears, after all is said
and done, had connections with the Greek court and revealed some of the sultan's plans
to the Greek high command. Even though the secondary narrative of Doukas agrees on
this point, we do not feel confident with Leonardo's version of the execution of Notaras
and we should not be blinded by the fact that Leonardo authored the most authoritative
and most influential account. Even though he was an eyewitness, his account can be
shown to favor the dramatic and he had a tendency for theatrics, which he has
interspersed in his otherwise informative narrative. Sometimes he gets carried away and
reports what should have happened, dramatis causa, rather than the prosaic depressing
reality. The most important incident that he seems to have invented deals with the events
just before the final assault of the Turks. Leonardo reports that there was a celebration of
the liturgy in Hagia Sophia, attended by the emperor and all his commanders. They then
moved together to the palace of Blakhernai, and the emperor took the opportunity to
deliver a long and tedious speech, and bid a leisurely farewell to his comrades in arms.
The emperor in those final hours would have had no opportunity to deliver this speech.
This literary creation of Leonardo has inspired some scholars by the majesty of the
scene.2

Indeed, such passages are characteristic of a tragic mood. But the historian may well
inquire as to their accuracy. Was there in fact a last celebration attended by the emperor
in Hagia Sophia? Did the emperor actually address his Greek and Italian barons in the
palace before the general assault? Was there really an opportunity for dramatic speeches?
Aside from Leonardo, who has a flair for the emotional, other eyewitnesses fail to
mention such moving scenes. And there is every reason to conclude that Leonardo has
provided his own free embellishment of the facts. The speech that he reports and
attributes to the emperor may be the bishop's own embellishment, and his effort to add
pathos and dignity to a narrative that is about to reach its crucial juncture.

Leonardo is emulated by Pseudo-Sphrantzes, who incorporates Leonardo's narrative
into his own account and produces an even longer speech through mere rhetorical
amplificatio. More likely in the final hours preceding the general assault there was little
time for celebration in Hagia Sophia, at least for the active defenders who were
concerned with the immediate defense. Such services for commanders and troops must
have been celebrated in the vicinity of the land fortifications, where the main attack was
anticipated, perhaps in the church of Saint Savior in Khora (now Kariye Camii), which

2 E.g., FC, pp. 130-131, who has accepted the entire event as historical without due caution.
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had been functioning as the imperial chapel for a number of years prior to the siege. It is
inconceivable that the emperor and all his important commanders, Greek, Venetian, and
Genoese, would leave their posts, move in a procession all the way across the city to
Hagia Sophia by the Golden Horn, then make their way to the "palace" where
Constantine delivered a leisurely and tedious speech. Only then, after this long absence
from the walls, they took their places on the fortifications, moments before the
commencement of the final hostilities. The plain fact is that Constantine had abandoned
his imperial quarters at the palace of Blakhernai, which had been turned over to the
Venetian bailo and his troops during the siege.3 And we do know from other eyewitness
sources that Constantine XI had erected a tent to house himself and to serve as his
headquarters in the enclosure between the great and outer walls at this late stage in the
drama.4 The emperor and his commanders, who had been continually repairing the
collapsed defenses with their troops and workers, would have had no opportunity to
assemble for last-minute processions, speeches, and farewell scenes, however moving
and dignified they might be. In all likelihood, they were all too busy supervising the last-
minute repairs that must have been going on at a feverish pace, as the general assault of
the Turks was expected. If any speeches were made, they would have been very short and
hastily improvised at the critical sector. If any church services were conducted for the
troops and commanders of the land sectors, they took place in the vicinity of the walls
and not in Hagia Sophia at the tip of the Golden Horn. We can only conclude that
Leonardo paints this fictional scene in the ancient cathedral and in the imperial palace in
order to add nobility, atmosphere, and pathos to his narrative, for he wished to wrap the
slain emperor in a shroud of tragic dignity.

Leonardo is followed faithfully by his imitators: Languschi-Dolfin, the Anonymous
Barberini Chronicle, and Sansovino, each of whom (or which) adds nothing to his
narrative. Sansovino's recital will not be quoted here, as it is essentially identical to the
accounts of the other disciples of Leonardo. Leonardo's Greek follower, however,
Pseudo-Sphrantzes, goes further and adds information to cast the grand duke in even
darker colors. What animosity Pseudo-Sphrantzes had against the grand duke is not
known. By the time he came to Italy and elaborated the authentic narrative of Sphrantzes,
the grand duke had been dead for over one century and no identifiable and direct
descendants were alive in Italy. His most influential daughter, Anna, had died, more
virginis;5 her sisters, however, had left descendants and Pseudo-Sphrantzes, among his

3 During the siege the Venetians defended the area around the imperial Blakhemai Palace. Since the
banner of Saint Mark flew above the official residence of the Greek emperor, one might think of an
intriguing and diplomatically thorny situation that would have resulted had Constantinople been
saved in 1453.
4 That the emperor had actually established his headquarters about the critical sector is stated
explicitly in Pusculo's hexameters (4.1007-1013 [81], omitted by CC 1); Pusculo relates that the
emperor attempted to catch some sleep in this tent before Giustiniani was wounded in the final
assault: intra tentoria (4.1008 [81]). There is no reason to doubt the evidence supplied by this
eyewitness.
5 M. Sanuto, Diarii di Marino Sanuto, ed. R. Fulin, 7 (Venice, 1882): 115, who further comments
on her wealth and adds that she had been over one hundred years old when she died. The date of
her death is noted as July 5, 1507. That she was over one hundred years old at the time of her death
is justly doubted by Nicol, The Byzantine Lady, p. 108.
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travels, had also visited Venice and had sought support of the Greek emigr6s.6 Could it be
that a distant descendant of the grand duke had rejected him and he then decided to cast
the grand duke in a very negative portrait? Pseudo-Sphrantzes went out of his way to
incorporate even a folk tale that was already superannuated, as it appears in the narrative
of Marco Polo 7 Thus again, in this case, we cannot anticipate accurate details.

From the textual point of view, the accounts of Sekoundinos, Moskhos, Doukas, and
di Montaldo have to be considered concurrently. They are independent of the surviving
narratives that we have just examined, but they seem to have a certain relationship to one
another. What they all have in common is the speech that supposedly Notaras pronounced
to encourage his sons and son-in-law to submit willingly to the executioner and not to
convert to Islam in order to save their own lives. The previous sources do not mention
any such address. Of the three accounts, Sekoundinos' is the earliest, as it is part of a
speech that he pronounced in the court of Naples in January 1454, within months after the
fall.8 Further, it should be recalled that Sekoundinos had lately returned from the
occupied capital of the Greeks, where he had been included in a Venetian embassy that
had visited Mehmed II in order to ascertain the fate of some Venetian prisoners, and to
ransom those that were still languishing in Ottoman prisons. He as well was to establish
some modus vivendi with the conqueror. Sekoundinos probably interviewed survivors, to
satisfy his own curiosity at the very least, and he may have acquired stories about
particular events that followed the sack. He may have even learned of the execution of
Notaras and may have been informed that the grand duke encouraged his sons and son-in-
law before their executions. The speech that Sekoundinos ascribes to Notaras, with the
detailed argumentation, is probably his own invention and elaboration.

1. CARDINAL ISIDORE:9

Post tres dies decrevit ac iussit primo quidem duobus filiis Notarae - alter enim
gloriose dimicans interierat - capita in conspectu patris amputari, ipsi deinde patri,
postea magni domestici filios tres pulcherrimos et optimos occidit et insuper patrem
eorum.

Three days later [after the sack, that is, June 1 or June 2] he [Mehmed II] ordered,
with a decree, the decapitation of Notaras' two sons (the third had perished gloriously
in the fight) before their father's eyes; and then the father was beheaded.

6 Pseudo-Sphrantzes was brought first to Corfu by a Venetian galley under the command of
Antonio Eudaimomonoiannes (or Eudomonoziani, in its Italian form), a descendant of a noble
Moreot family. From Corfu Pseudo-Sphrantzes proceeded to Venice in March 1573. After his
journey to Spain he returned to Venice once again and sought the support of prominent Greeks for
his claims to earn a pension because of the services he had rendered on behalf of the Sacra Liga
before the battle of Lepanto. On his trips to Venice, cf. Khasiotes, MaKfpcoc, pp. 46-54.
7 For this motif, cf. Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, p. 150, n. 7. On the story that is
reported by Marco Polo, concerning the Mongol capture of Baghdad in 1258, cf. The Travels of
Marco Polo, trans. R. Latham (Harmondsworth, 1978), pp. 52-53.
8 This speech was pronounced on January 25, 1454.
9 Hofmann, "Ein Brief," pp. 405-414 [the section quoted here is omitted in the selection published
by CC l].
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II. PUSCULO:10

Cogit in unum / captivos Danaum primos, postquam omnia praeda / hausta manent,
victor: crudelis funere cunctos / nudatos jussit crudeli occumbere, caesos / utpecora:
ad caedem gladiis certantibus omni, / Notare, to finis crudelior funere mansit. /
Namque videns gnatam raptam, puerumque turanno, / ac stirpe geminam cernens
occumbere dulcem, / truncatam primo ante oculos, et sanguine sparsus, / sanguine
natorumfaciem, post occidis ipse.

The victor [= Mehmed II] gathered in one place the foremost Danaan [Greek]
prisoners after all booty had been collected. The cruel master ordered them all to strip
and be slaughtered cruelly, as if they were sheep. But for you Notaras there was an
even more savage end than the general massacre. For you saw your son abducted by
the tyrant [= sultan], and you saw your two sweet sons succumb and be slaughtered
before your own eyes. Their blood sprinkled you; and then you yourself were
executed.

Ill. BARBARO:11

Additional note by Marco Barbaro: Et dicesi the uno gran baron greco, per Tarsi
grato a esso Turco, gli mandd doi sue figlie con uno piato per una in mano, pieni de
dinari, onde it Turco facea grande onore a ditto barone, et mostrava averlo molto
grato. Vedendo li favori the avea costui, altri nobili grechi, ciascuno tolse quella
quantity de denari the puote, et per gratificarsi gli la portd a donare; lui accettd li
presenti, et li portatori di essi metteva in grado onorato; ma chessato the fu tali
presenti, el fete tagliare la testa a quanti lo avea presentato, dicendo the erano stati
gran cani a non avere voluto prestarli al suo signore et avere lasciato perdere la
citty.

They say that a great Greek baron attempted to win the good will of the Turk [=
Mehmed II] and sent his two daughters, each bearing a plate filled with money. At
that time the Turk [= Mehmed II] honored greatly the aforementioned baron and
bestowed favors upon him. Seeing his good fortune, the other Greek noblemen took as
much money as each could carry and offered it to him in order to win his good will.
He accepted their gifts and showered favors on the bearers. But when such presents
ceased from coming, he ordered the decapitation of all of them and said that they were
the lowest dogs because they had refused to lend [their riches] to their lords and had
allowed the city to perish.

10 4.1065-1074 (82) [omitted by CC 1].
11 CC 1: 38.
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IV. LEONARDO:i2

Vocatis igitur ad se [Mehmed II] Chirluca ceterisque baronibus consularibus et
reprehensis quod non suasissent imperatori vel pacem petendam vel dandam suae
dicioni urbem, Chirluca ... culpam retorquere curavit.... At Chirluca malitiae poenam
non evasit, qui protinus perditis primum in bello duobus liberis maioribus, alio
impubere luxui regali reservato, coramque oculis tertio filio caeso cum ceteris
baronibus decollatur.

Mehmed summoned before him Lord Loukas and other barons and functionaries and
berated them because they had failed to persuade the emperor to sue for peace and to
surrender the city to his authority. Lord Loukas attempted to escape blame.... But
Lord Loukas did not escape punishment for his malice. First he lost his two older sons
in the war; his third young child was reserved for the carnal pleasures of the king
the sultan]. Before his own eyes a third son was beheaded with the other barons.

V. LANGUSCHI-DOLFIN:13

Et chiamato a se chir Luca Notara mega duca et altri baroni greci, represe quelli the
non persuadesse a lo Imperator, o inclinarsi a domandarli pace, o hauerli data libera
la citade. Alhora Chirluca the cerchaua mettersi in gratia del Signor, et in disgratia
Uenetiani et Genoesi de Pera, li qualfono quelli the dauano consilio, armi et militi in
li qual uolatua ogni colpa, et per star in sua gratia lo imperator faceua resistentia,
uogliando quello misero the sempre cerchaua gloria cum mendacio et scisma hauer
mazor gratia. Callibasa ... quello accuso esser amico de Greci lo quad cum frequente
lettere a to Imperator confirmo el suo animo a star forte et constante, et le sue lettere
saluate in fede de questo apresento al turcho.... Ma Chirluca non scapolo la pena de
la malitia sua, the nel suo conspetto fete occider do grandi sui fioli, laltro impubere
zouenetto reservo a sua luxuria et lui in ultimo cum sui baronifu decapitato.

He summoned before him Lord Loukas Notaras, the grand duke and other Greek
barons and berated them for failing to persuade their emperor to sue for peace or to
surrender the city. The Lord Loukas attempted to win the good will of the sovereign
[= sultan] and blamed the Venetians and the Genoese of Pera, who had advised him
and assisted him with weapons and soldiers. They had persuaded the emperor to
resist. The wretch was always seeking glory and good will through lies and
perversion. He charged that Halil Pasha. . .who was a friend of the Greeks, had often
sent letters to the emperor and encouraged him to be brave and firm. He had saved
those letters and presented them to the Turk.... But Lord Loukas did not escape
punishment for his malice. He witnessed the decapitation of his two older sons, while
the third, a young boy, was reserved for his carnal pleasure. Finally, he was beheaded
with the other barons.

12Ibid., p. 166.
13 Fol. 321 [32-33].
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VI. SEKOUNDINOS:'4

Exponam pr<a>eterea genus piisimum mortis maxima auctoritate et prudentia viri
Luc<a>e, cui "magnus dux" honoris causa cognomen erat pro more patrio decreto
regio condonatum. Is, captus vivus cum uxore et liberis, ad regem [= Whined II]
victorem adductus est; cum autem benigne et comiter per aliquot dies rex ipse se visus
esset affectus, misit qui ut filius adulescenuuuus, egregi<a>e indolis form<a>e
honest<a>e, sibi mittere<tur> peteret. Animadvertit vir prudentissimus filiolum ad
nefandum expeti flagitium. Quamobrem diu recusavit dixitque malle se mori quam
filiolum flagitio subiiecere tali. Rex hint iratus adolescentulum quidem vi e
complexibus sinuque parentum evelli et detrahi iussit. Lucam vero cum duobus aliis
filiis generoque morte damnavit. Ubi itaque spiculatorem astare vidit, ratus viroforti
ac gravi <a>equo animo glorioseque esse moriendum, timens filiis generoque ne, per
<a>etatem et mollitiem animi, patre mortuo, vit<a>e indulgentes, ad t<a>etrum

facinus et fidei sacratissim<a>e declinarent mutationem, precibus a spiculatore
impetravit ut flios et generum prius, se deinceps trucidaret. Vertit deinde se vir
amplissimus ad generum filiosque:

"Subite, " inquit, "filii carissimi, <a>equo animo mortem: nobis vita potius,
merito, quam interitus est reputanda. Quibus enim oculis solem ipsum aspicere et
lute frui possemus, qua tandem conditione vitam producere qui sempiternis miseriis
et calamitate nefanda impliciti simus, qui libere nati, ingenue ac laute educati,
servitutis acerbissima premamur iam sarcina, - rege, regno, patria nobilissima,
templis, civibus, equaliter, truculenter extinctis, honoribus patriis, vetustissimis
moribus, legibus ritibusque funditus sublatis, laribus, focis domesticis, parietibus
suavissimis, omnibus penitus pariterque eversis, fortunis in pr<a>edam et
direptionem hostis datis. Moriamini igitur, non modo forti, verum etiam at alacri
animo pietateque in Deum incolumi; fide ill<a>esa, fide integra traducite vos, morte
hac momentanea carnis, ad immortalem ac perpetuam animorum vitam. Funere
vestro parentalia ex<s>equamini patris, qui la<e>tus moriar, ubi videro vos ex hoc
patri<a>e geniis reliquarumque regni naufragio mox ad portum salutis pie et
fdeliter pervenisse. Non amplius nobis hostis exit timendus, non patriam colemus
moenibus fragilibus cinctam, qu<a>e possint tormentis labefactari et machinis; non
supellectilem possidebimus, qu<a>e dari possit militi ut direptionem. <A>eterno
fruemur gaudio, <a>eterna pace, <a>eterna quiete. "

Hac exhortatione vir gravissimus ita animavit filios generumque, ita affecit, ut
l<a>eto animo et h<i>lari vultu colla securi porrexerint et pie spiritus Creatori
commisserint, apte modo spectante atque hortante, verum etiam 1<a>etitia incredibili
ex<s>ultante. Qui post h<a>ec flexis genibus Deum adoravit eiusque ineffabili
clementi<a>e animam commisit. Spiculatorem deinde ut officium ageret invitavit, ac
impigre virum clarissimum f<o>de, t<a>eterrime iugulavit.

Now let me turn to the death of Loukas [Notaras], an extremely pious and prudent
man who commanded the greatest respect. The honorific title `grand duke' had been
accorded to him in accordance with the ancestral custom and an imperial decree. He

14 NE 3: 320-322 [omitted by CC 2].
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was captured alive with his wife and children and he was brought before the
victorious king [= sultan]. For a few days the king [= sultan] himself seemed to treat
him kindly and politely. He then summoned and sent for his young son, who was
exceptionally handsome. That most prudent man realized that his young son was
being summoned to participate in the unspeakable vice. And so he refused to obey the
summons and said that he would rather die than subject his little boy to such
perversion. The king [= sultan] became angry and ordered that the son be snatched
away from the arms and embraces of his parents and be hauled before him. He
condemned Loukas, his two other sons, and his son-in-law to death. When he saw the
executioner standing by, he decided that a brave and notable man must accept a
glorious death. He feared, though, that, once he, the father had died, his sons and son-
in-law (because of their age and tender minds) would choose to live by committing a
most foul crime and deny their most sacred faith through conversion. So he asked the
executioner to slaughter his sons and his son-in-law first and then execute him. Then
that authoritative man turned to his son-in-law and his sons:

"My dearest sons," he said, "go on to your death without worry. We must reject
life and embrace extinction. Now we can see the sun and enjoy light but we are
compelled to live in eternal misfortune and in criminal circumstances. We who have
been born free and have been highly educated now must endure the burden of a most
bitter enslavement. Gone are our emperor, our empire, and our most noble homeland.
Our churches and citizens have all been savagely destroyed. Our ancestral honors, our
most ancient customs, our laws and religion, have been uprooted. Our shrines, our
homes, and sweetest houses have been irrevocably lost. Our fortunes are being
plundered and looted. So let us die as brave men with a determined mind and with our
faith in God uninjured. With steady, absolute faith comport yourselves. This is only
the momentary death of the flesh. We are going to the immortal, eternal life of the
soul."

With this exhortation that most influential man so strengthened the spirits of his
sons and of his son-in-law, and affected them in such a way that they stretched their
necks for the ax with a joyful mind and with eager disposition they piously committed
their souls to the Creator, as their father looked on, encouraged them, and was even
delighted with incredible cheer. Then he invited the executioner to perform his duty.
He miserably executed that wonderful man of steadfast faith.

VII. DI MONTALDO:15

Lucas, Magnus Dux cognomento honoris dictus, quem proditionis infamia reum fecit,
vigesies centenis aureorum milibus extrusus est. Cumque noluisset natum regi
libidinose eum rectius scelerate machinanti dare, dum benigne prius ac comiter
habitus fuisset, in regis indignationem devenit. Quam quidem ob rem mox
clamitantem e complexibus parentis arripi puerum jussit, cumque invitum violasset,
eundem cum patre ac altero fratre morte multandum dedit, objecta de proditione
civitatis culpa, quam perperam tradisse patrem asserebat.

15 Chs. 28-32 [pp. 339-3411.
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Ob ipsas res maxime spiculatori jusso obtrucandos eos dedit, ut ad proditorum
exempla fore lumen justitiae diceretur. Quod quidem respiciens pater spiritu
adauctus, timuit fidei abnegandae periculum, in quo nati futuri essent, si ante mori
oporteret; ea cognita, a spiculatore mortem inferendam prius caeteris impetravit
quam sibi.

Quo facto hujuscemodi pater orandi modo in cohortandis liberis usus est: Euge
praeclara proles, dilecti adolescentes Deo, laeto, inquit, animo martyrium sumitote,
vitam, non necem, non poenas, sed salutem pro aeternae lucis supplicio recepturi;
hanc plerique sane homines affectavere, quibus in obtinendis nulla facultas fait. Nos,
si deum animo cognoscimus, Platone testante in libro de animorum aeternitate, ut a
gentilibus incipiam, cuius ex monumentis Catonem vita excessisse compertum est,
mortem appetemus. Nonne Cleanthes atque Empedocles pari modo consumpti sunt?
Quanto felicius nos, quibus est very fides, mortem debemus expetere, quam
antiquorum cujusque virorum generis, adolescentium, virginum, tum maiorum natu
copia permagna tulit! Nonne etiam modernorum permagnus numerus majoris spe
gloriae vitam pro martyrio contempsere? Si vero forte hanc tempestatem appetemus
mundi, quem fere caducum et labilem ii cognoverunt, sempiternam, in quam
devenimus, miseriam contemplemur. Patriam, opes libertatem amisimus! Quibus ergo
animis vivendum aut intuendum lucem videretur, qui tanto infortunio calamitateque
nostris sub nefandorum atque infidelium triumpho hostium succumbamus. Amissis ut
opibus tanto vituperio degendum ingruat, dura egestas foret. Vitam igitur poenarum
labili momento subeamus, spe, caritate, fide in salutari Deo. Filii, exoro, cum
patientia, vestro laetum patei exitum praeparetis, qui percontentus ac perjucundus
emoriar, dum praevidero ex hoc tanto, vos, naufragio ad salutis portum, pie,
constanter, fideliterpervenisse.

Hac oratione accensi adolescentes inanimati adeo sunt, ut hilari fronte sibi
uterque necem esse solatium arbitrarentur. Deinde a patre veniam et benedictionem
petentes capitali vitae exitum supplicio sustulerunt. Lucas contentus spiculatori eidem
supplicem se subegit, Deoque animam pari martyrio in admiratione videntium dedit.
Bona mobilia pretio inaestimanda atque admiranda rex Mahometus tanto opum
cumulo contraxit. Uxorem ejus, cum pro vilipendio prostituendam praecepisset,
desperatione consciam praecipitu mortem tulisse ferunt; filiam, forma admirandam,
pellicem sibi factam.

Loukas, who bore the honorific title grand duke, and who has been ignobly accused of
being a traitor, extricated himself with 20,000 coins of gold. And when he rightly
proved unwilling to submit his son to the king's [= sultan's] erotic advances, the king
[= sultan] became angry with him, even though thus far he had treated him politely
and amiably.... He soon ordered that the boy be snatched, in spite of his tears, from
the arms of his parents. He raped the protesting boy and then he ordered that the boy
with another brother of his, as well as the father, be punished with death.16 There was

16 Of course, di Montaldo errs. The boy Jacob entered the sultan's harem and later made his escape
and joined his sisters in Italy. Cf. infra, passages with nn. 27 and 28. Is it plausible that one of his
daughters, perhaps because of her young age, had not been sent to Italy with her older sisters prior
to the onset of the siege? On this, cf. M. Popovi6, "Eirene - Gefangene and Geliebte Sultan
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always the charge that the father betrayed the city.
For these reasons he ordered that they be slaughtered by the executioner, to make

a shining example of meting justice. The determined father looked back and began to
fear that his sons would come perilously close to rejecting their [Christian] faith to
avoid death. With realization, he begged the executioner to put them to death before
him.

After his request was granted, the father encouraged his sons in a speech of the
following manner: "Come now, my noble sons; you have been favored by God. In
good spirit undergo your martyrdom, as you will suffer neither punishment nor death
but you will receive a life of eternal light instead of a penalty. Have no doubt; many
men have been so afflicted, when they found themselves powerless. We know that
God is within our intellect (as Plato testifies in his work about the eternal nature of the
soul, if I may start with the gentiles). How Cato departed from life is well known; did
not Cleanthes and Empedocles perish in the same manner?17 How much happier are
we, who, with our true faith, should seek death, than all those men, those young men,
and virgins of old, whom antiquity bore as our examples! Even in our own times have
there not been so many who disdained life and chose martyrdom for greater glory? If
we embrace the ephemeral world, which those people recognized as shaky and
slippery, we, in degradation, will embrace eternal misery. We have lost our fatherland,
our fortune, and our freedom. Our choice is to live with the spirits or to look upon
light. We must not succumb to our misfortune and adversity in this triumph of our
criminal and infidel enemies. In this loss of our wealth and in such criminal
circumstances we must endure. Let us depart life in a gliding instant of pain, with
hope, charity, and faith in our God for salvation. My sons, I beg you: patiently prepare
a joyful departure for your father, so I may day in joy and contentment, realizing that
you have faithfully, piously, and steadfastly reached the haven of salvation from this
total shipwreck."

With this speech the young men became so determined that each one offered his
neck in good cheer and considered death his solace. Then they asked their father's
pardon and blessing and ended their lives, as it had been decreed. Loukas was content
and surrendered himself to the executioner. He gave up his soul like a martyr and won
the admiration of all present. His possessions, whose value was so high that they
could not even be estimated, were admired and then were confiscated by the King [=
Sultan] Mehmed. When his wife discovered that she was destined to be prostituted
cheaply, in desperation she committed suicide, they say. His daughter, an exceptional
beauty, became his concubine.

Mehmeds II. Nach dem Fall Konstantinopels," Jahrbuch der Osterreichischen Byzantinistik 57
(2007): 215-224. Popovid, p. 217, reproduces a painting of the consort Irene that is displayed in the
Kunst-historisches Museum, Vienna, and bears the inscription (pp. 217 and 221): IRENE VX:
MEHME. / TIS SEC: TURCAR: / IMP:.
17 Di Montaldo is alluding to the famous cases of people who committed suicide in antiquity: a
statesman - Cato, a philosopher - Cleanthes, and a philosopher-shaman - Empedocles.
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,r XELpac &VOTELVas RETa SaKpuWV, "84M 1OU," EXE'YE, rjv *UXTjV, KaL SWpllcYaL

ROL TO pE'ya QOU EXEOS, KO M 86to' V !.RE KAgpovop.ov TWV 6WV Q'YCYIMV K(XL lETOXov

RaMPL'ag ELTa, TW 51'141..4) VEU6c1 , TO µaK&PLOV TEAOS ESEtaTO.

So the City was captured and there was endless slaughter and enslavement. Yet God's
providence preserved this man from death so that his virtue and his love of God
(which he had cultivated since childhood) could become known more widely.

The barbarian [= the sultan of the Turks] searched for him carefully, as he had
respect for the man's authority. He knew that he survived and he issued orders that he
be brought before him forthwith. Once he saw him, he lost all his barbaric cruelty,
spoke mild words, promised him many favors, and gave very strong pledges, which
surprised even the barbarians [= Turks]. But this situation could not last very long, as
his barbaric nature was not capable of enduring any permanent change. Furthermore,
God did not allow him [sc. Notaras] to see the destruction of our people and our
homeland, as she was being polluted by the infidel's [= Turks'] language and
servitude to the barbarians [= Turks], who imposed their own government and
customs. He issued orders that he and other illustrious men in his company be
executed. So he took the uphill road to martyrdom and displayed his love for Christ
(more so than anyone would have thought possible) and his devotion to the saintly
martyrs. He proved his piety. He was spared neither torture nor punishment. And he
was glad to leave this life full of toil and to move on to the next life.

The executioner already present prepared to fulfill the command of the barbaric
tyrant [= the sultan of the Turks], drew his sword, and was ready to put him and his
sons to death. But he saw that one [of his sons] was afraid to die and he made a
request to the executioner (what a noble soul! what firm resolution worthy of
countless praises and miracles!): "Stay your hand for a moment," he said and turned
to his hesitating and terrified son: "Don't you have respect for your father, dearest
son?" He went on: "Where are your affection and your character? Where are your
many pledges, which you extended so often, stating that you would die for me
willingly? Where is the duty to your father? Have you forgotten that others heard you
speak in this manner? Or is it that you think that only men heard such words, that they
failed to reach God, who will inquire about your awesome promise in the day of His
terrible coming? Where is your homeland, son? Where is your pride in your family?
Where is the empire of the Romans [= Greeks]? Where are your good character, your
good manners, and your willingness to obey? Can't you see that all is lost? So be of a
firm, noble mind, as it is appropriate for you. Do show contempt for death. The lord
of all is drawing near. He will reward you for keeping the promises you made to me,
your father."

Thus he spoke and confirmed the young man's mind. He said to the executioner:
"First execute them and then turn to me." What a divine, magnificent soul! What
nobility! What affection for his sons! What fatherly concern! He preferred to see his
own sons dead, whom he had no desire to leave behind alive in case their faith should
weaken. He feared that his guardianship over them might be found lacking, even at
the very end of their lives. So the executioner put them to death while he looked on.
Afterwards he said: "Glory be to you, Christ our king." He raised his arms and said in
tears: "Accept my soul and grant me your great mercy. Make me an heir to your
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kingdom, and let me share in the immortal life." Then he gestured to the executioner
and received the blessed end.

IX. DOUKAS:19

[sc. Mehmed] TOV µEya SoUKa KUL aUt4Ls 1rapEOT1qOav auTOV. 'EX$cj)v ovv

KaL 1rp00KUV'Y1Ouc EL7rEV aUTW' "KcXWC, E1rOL1jaaTE TOU µ1> lrapa8OUVaL TTIV

1r6XLV; 'ISE, 1r6OTl T)µLa EyEyOVEL, 7rO6oC, OXE6pOc, Ir6Q1q aLXµaXWOLa." 'O SE 80U

a'ICEKp6VaT0' "KUpLE, OUK ELXaVF-V TOOTIv i ieLS EtovaLaV TOY SLSOVaL OOL 711V IIOXLV,

OUSE 0 PaOLXEUS AUTOS' aXXWS OTL KaL TLVES r&iv OWV EVESUVaµoUV TOV paaLAEa

Ev XoyoLS ypacpovTec...." Toyro yoiv &Ire'Xa(3EV 6 Tupavvoc SLd( T0'V XcXLX 1raaLav
IIpWLa(:; SE 1rapeX oucnlc EKELvTIS TTIS oyepac T VE'pac, Ev Ta

EyeVETO Tj 1rUVWXE$pLa Toy yEVOUc TjµuV, ELOEXi c v Ev 7TI 1rOXEL 0 Tupavvoc KaL

ELS TOUS OLKOUC TOU ReyQ'XOU 8OUKOc EX& v, Et,EX&V ELS OUVaVTTIOLV cUTOU KaL

7rpoaio,v 'Oa,:; aUTOV, EVTOS TIV SE Tj yUVTj auTOU dcn eVOVOa KXLVTgpTIc...

EX&VTES SE OL IraLSES aUTOU 1rp06EK1')VTI00:V aUTW, KaL...EET X IC 1rcpLO8E1)WV TTIV

IIOXLV.... TOTE O TUpaVVoc SLEXiiWV TO 1rXELOTOV TTIS IIOXEWS KaL 1rp6S TO-LS TOU

1raXaiLou RepEOL OURITO'OLOV 7roLTj(Tac a ppaLVETO' Kai 87j Kaiapa1tTL01I*6LS U1r0 TOU

OLVOU KaL RC151)O11ELc WpLOEV T(J dpXLE1UVOUX4) avTOU, Ka. 1rp00Tatac EL7tEV "(17rEXOe

EV TW oLKW TOU ILCyaXou SOUKOc, Kai cure aUTW, O TIyeiWV LVa OTELXTIc TOV

ULOV OOU TOV VEWTEpOV EV TW OUV7r06LW. TIV yap EUEL(pTIS 0 VEOS, I V

TEOOapEOKaLSeKaTOV ETOc. QKOUOac OUV 0 1raTTlp IOU 1rau oc a7rEVEKpW , KaL Tj

O*LC c )TOU TIXAOLW15TI, KO L AE YEL T(il apXLEUVOUXW, "OUK EOTL TOUTO EV TTY TIlt.ETEpa

SLayWy Toy 'Irapa6ouvaL To Eµov 1raL8LoV oiKELac XEpQLv .LLaVNVaL lrap' aurou.
KpELTTOV aV TjV ROL TOU OTELXaL S'rjlLLOV KUL Xc 3ELV T 'V KepaX'I1v !OU (!IT' EI.LOU." 6

SE dpxLEUvoUxoc OULROUXEUOcc cUTOV TOU &OUVaL TO 1raL8LOV...6 SE LTj lreLOthELc

...TOTE 6 dpXLEUvouXOS OTpayeLS E'L7rE TW TyepAVL a1ravTa...TOTe 0 TUpavvoc
OUlA.AELS ELp'nKEV TW apXLEUVOVXW, "Xape TOV STjiLOV OUV OOL, KaL OTpa(pELC, U-YE

ROL To 1raL&OV. 6 SE STjµLOS ayayETW TOV SOUKa KaL TOUS ULOUS aUTOU."' KQL

i,1.a&v TO VTjvupa 6 SOUL E1ropEUETO QUv TW 811µLw AUTOS KaL 6 ULOS a&7oy KaL 6

yaµ3pos aUTOU O TO SE 7rcLSLOV EXa(3ev EAEI ' aUTOU 6

apXLEUVOUXOS 6CFE KV OUV KaL SELtac TO 7rcL&OV T(9 TI'ygJ6VL, 7ouc SE XOVKOUS

Ev TTI 1tUX ] IOU 7raXaTLOU LOTa.Lcvouc, WpLOE T9 &TIµL(a t19EL TaS KEgx Xac OUTWV

a1tOTjvq0TIVaL. TOTE Xa13WV auTOUS N.LKPOV Ka.TW&V IOU 7raXaTLOU, EL7rEV aUTOLS 6

8TIl1LOS TTIV 07COtpaOLV. OCKOUOac SE 6 ULOS aUTOU TTIV ocpcrriv EKXauaev. 6 (SE

1raTYIp aYTOU aTatheLS evEbuvapcxj TOUS VEOUc, aiTOUc, KaL

XEyWV "TEKVLa, ELSaTE TTIV XOES TI'1Epav ev IALOC KaLpOll p01rn Ta Tjµ&TEpa 1ravTa

cppofSa yEyov07a. 6 1rXo57oc TjL V 6 cKEVWTOc, Tj SOta T t9auµaGTTj, ijv ELXoµev ev

Ti] REyaXo1U1roXEL TaUT'n. KaL SL' anT'1iS EV 7raai TT] 'Y-Q, Tlv OLKOuOL XpLUTtavoL.
If I

vUVL SE TTI Wpa TOUTQ OUK EVEAEL1reio (xXXo EL(; O u c 7A)V Tj 1rapOUoa aUTTI WTj.

EOTaL SE 'I'Il.LLV aUTTI OUK Q'TEXEUTTITO( 6 yQp t9VTItOpe&x. KUL TaUTa 7r ic;
TWV CYyalMV (J)V WXEOaREV, TA(; SOtTIS, TT c TLl1.TIS, TTIS a0EVTLac,

7rapa 1raVTWV KaTa(ppOVOi 1EVOL KaL TcXaL7rupolLEVOL, aXpLS oU

Elp' Tjµcc KaL O MVaTOS, X(X1G)V EK TWv8E WSE «TLiOUc. 1rOU 6 TjµeTEpoc

19 40; a very short extract with Italian translation in CC 2: 188-190.
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[3aaLXE1)C' OUK EacpCYyT1 X$ES; 1[OU 6 EµoS avµ71E0£poC Kat aos 1raI11P 6 REyaC

80I.E67LKOC; 1TOI 6 IlaXaLOX0y0C Kai 1rpWT0aTpaTWp aUV 701C SUO ULEaLV 670U; OUK

Eatpcy11aav X&k EV TW 1roXELW; E0E KaL teLC a1rciMvo.tEv aUV 6766S, 1rXTIv
KaL aUTT1 WPa LKO:vY'1 EaTL, µ' 1rA1qµµEX'UWµEV 1rXEOV. TLS -yap ot6c Ta 01rXa
Sic 3oXOU, EL Kal 3patUVOVTec 1rXiIyWµEV lrapa T(3V LOROXWV REAWv aUTOU; VUV TO

aTQ'SLOV Ero4.LoV. EV OVOµaTL TOU aTaUpW1EVTOc )WE'p [L6)V Kat $aVOVTOC KaL

avaar&v'roC CY1r01 c Kau TjLELC, L,VOL aUV aUTW a1r0XaUOWµEV TWV ayaiiWv

aUTOU' KaL i UTa EL1rcV K(A aTYlpLtac TOUC VEOuC, EyEyOVELaaV 'RpO6uµOL IOU

§&VE1V. Ka1 XE7EL TW alrEKOUXaTOpL, "1rOL'YIeOV TO KEXEUa§EV a0L, aptacµevoc alto

TOVC KaL U1r(XKOl)aac 6 brIµLOC a/rETaµE Tac KepaXac TWV vEWv,
LaTaµEVOC 0 µeyac 801)t Kai XEyWV TO "EUXaPLOTW OOL KUpLE: Kat TO ' &KcLOC EL

KupLE. To'-re El to 7W a1 eK0UA0LIOPL, "CYSEXcp&, 8OC VOL 6XLyiiV aVOXTIV 70U
ELaEXdELV KaL 1rpoacUtaa6aL." ' T'JV yap EV EKELV(( 'r I01rW vatic IALKpoc. 6 SE
c frgKE, KO:L ELQEXt%WV 1rpOaEUtaTO. TOTE a eXi WV EK TTIS 1rUXgC TOU vaoU (1'IaaV yap

EKEL 7a c .taTa TWV 1raLSWV (XUTOU ETL a1TapaTTO'REVa) Kat 1riXLV bOtoXOyLav

6EIAli1aC TW 1lc i TTIv ]\apWV OUV 6 'rk KEcpaAaC
EL(; TO uUTA1roaLOV, ElACpavLaac aUTac r atµOROp(p Ta bE aWµaTa yuµva
EKEL KaL aTacpa Ka:TEXL1TEV.

... he [sc. Mehmed II] inquired about the grand duke and he was summoned before
him without delay. He came and knelt before him. He said to him: "Was it a good
thing that you failed to surrender the city? Look at all the damage, the destruction, all
the prisoners." The duke responded: "Lord: we did not have the authority to surrender
the city to you; not even the emperor had this authority. In any case, some of your
own men encouraged our emperor with written messages...." The tyrant [= the sultan]
understood that this comment involved Halil Pasha.... In the morning after that
horrible day, in which our nation was destroyed the tyrant [= the sultan] entered the
city and came to the house of the grand duke. He came out to meet him and knelt
before him; then they went in. His wife was sick in bed.... His sons came and knelt
before him and...he left and toured the city.... Then the tyrant [= the sultan] went
through most of the city and celebrated in good cheer with a symposium held in the
neighborhood of the palace. After he had drunk a great deal of wine and was
intoxicated he summoned his chief eunuch [= kislar aga] and commanded: "Go to the
house of the grand duke and tell him that his lord commands him to send his youngest
son to my symposium." The boy was handsome, about fourteen years old. The father
of the boy heard the message and was almost struck dead. His face changed and he
said to the chief eunuch: "Our upbringing does not allow me to surrender my son,
with [my] own hands, to be polluted by him. It would be much better for me to be sent
to the executioner and be beheaded." The chief eunuch advised him to surrender the
boy... but he was not persuaded.... Then the chief eunuch returned and informed the
lord.... Then the tyrant [= the sultan] became angry and said to his chief eunuch:20
"Take the executioner and go [to the grand duke's house] to bring me the boy. Let the
executioner escort the grand duke and his sons." ...the grand duke was told this

20 By the term dpXLeuVoUXoc Doukas is probably rendering the Turkish title of kislar aga, the
eunuch in charge of the sultan's harem.
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message.. .he, his son, and his son-in-law, Kantakouzenos, went with the executioner.
The chief eunuch escorted the boy. He entered and showed the boy to the lord, while
the rest were standing at the gate of the palace. He commanded that the executioner
behead them with the sword. Then the executioner took them a short distance away
from the palace and announced the sentence to them. When his son heard that they
were going to be slaughtered, he cried. His father stood by bravely, encouraged, and
strengthened the young men, and said: "Sons: you saw how yesterday, in a single
sweep of time, we lost everything we possessed: both our endless wealth and the
admirable glory that we had in this great city and, through it, throughout the entire
world inhabited by Christians. All we have left, at this hour, is our ephemeral life. But
even that cannot continue on without an end. Eventually we will die. And in what
condition? We have been deprived of our goods: we have lost glory, honor, and
lordship. We are facing universal contempt and disdain. We will suffer until death
comes to take us away in dishonor. Where is our emperor? Was he not slaughtered
yesterday? Where is my relative-in-marriage, your father, the grand domestic? Where
are our protostrator Palaiologos and his two sons? Were they not slaughtered in
battle yesterday? Let us also desire to die with them. This is a good hour to die. Let us
delay no longer. Who knows the weapons of the devil? Perhaps if we delay, his
poisoned arrows will strike us.21 In the name of the One who was crucified for us,
who died, who was resurrected, let us also go to our death, so that we may enjoy a
reward with Him." So he spoke and gave strength to the young men who expressed
willingness to die. Then he said to the executioner: "Fulfill your command, but do
start with the young men." The executioner obeyed and he beheaded the young men.
And he [Notaras] confirmed the resolution of the young men, who accepted death
willingly. The grand duke stood by and said: "Thank you, Lord! You are just, Lord."
Then he said to the executioner: "Brother: grant me a respite to enter and pray." For at
that place was a small church. He allowed him to do so; he entered and prayed. Then
he exited from the church's gate (where the bodies of his sons were still writhing) and
once more he glorified God before he was beheaded. And so the executioner took the
heads and came to the [sultan's] drinking party. He showed them [the heads] to the
bloodthirsty beast [= the sultan]. He left there [at the place of execution] the bodies,
naked and unburied.

X. KHALKOKONDYLES:22

NoTap«v BE TOV [iacLAEWc 'EXX1q'V V iCpUTaVLV [= .e'Y(xXOV &uKa] arTOC TE O
3(YULAEUc EtWV1'la6.teVOc TTIV 'yUVQLKo K«L 1rdL6oc, KCYL XpTIµaTLac u allT(rW, &TTa

1 3OUAETO 6UVLEVO:L TWV EONTOU, KO:L TQ T'rlc 'ITaXtcc OOeL '4MEL 1rpOQ6OKLµa, ETLRO:

TE K(XL 6UVE'YEVETO XlOVOV TLVO, KO(L 'EAATjVWV 060E TjAEVL epWVTO, 6llVEAEy0V70

aU'lLc ES TI)v ou 7r0ALV [sc. KovnTQVTLVO&noXLV], Touc TE 7rp06'YIKOVTac

ctUTWV EAEU'tgepOUVTEc KO!L E7rLTTl6ELOUC. KUL OU 1rOAA() UaTEpOV U7rO' (300LAEWc

(1C7r(A0VT0. E'YEVETO BE (%)BE. We dVT1VEX1fTl ES PcYQLAEa 7raL6a EI.VaL TOU NoTe!p0(

21 This is an allusion to his fears that his relatives would convert to Islam to avoid death.
22 (2: 166-167). English translation in Melville Jones, The Fall of Constantinople
1453, p. 54.
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VT11rLOV 8WSEKaETTI, E1rEN.1I)E TWV OLVOXOWV WUTOU EVa, aLTOUgCVOS TOV 7raLba. 6 bE

WC, E7rU VETO Tai' 7rapc iou OLVOXOOU, XaXE'ICWC, TE EcpEpE KaL E7rOLELTO 8ELVOV, XE'YWV

"W olvoxoc, OUK O:VaaXET(' EQTL, 3aaLXEa O:paLpeLO&L TOUS 7raL8ac ARWV, OUSEV

EXWV, O TL UV TjVLV EV TW 7rapOVTL 1rLµEV*U(F$aL, E'ITEL TE OUVE1VW 'lj.LLV TTjV

cx 1apTLaV EL 8E, TONTa OUTW 'nµoc 1rOLOLq, TL OU KEXEUEL 71[L.ac

aUTOu(; KaKLOTG) OXE13pW 1rapa6OUVaC; TaUTa EXE'YE, KUL OUK E'Yq EKWV ELVaL 7rOTE

TV 7raLba avaLTLOS WV EKSWOELV. E1t11rX1 iTOVTL bE TW OLVOXOW KaL TCapaLVOUVTL

[LTITE AE'YELV [A.TjTE 1tOLELV OUTW ES [3aOLXEa, WS auTLKa a1rOXOUI.LEVOV, OUK E7rEL&V.

E7rEL 6E v1r0OTpepWV d1rTy'Y'YELXe TW RaaiXEL T« lrapdc TWV EXXTIVWV, aUTLKa

EKEXEUOEV aUTOV TE cxµa KaL TOUS 'fraLbaS, KCYL OOOL aUTW vuµlrapTjaav,
Q7ra'YaryovTa KaTacpd,aL. OL µEV OUV WS apLKOVTO ES a.TOV OL E1TL TOUTOU

TaXlkvIES. E86 ,To p.Ev aUTWV TOuc 7raLbac EvavTLOV aUTOU dVEXELV Ta 7rpwTa,
[LETO: be' TQUTa EavTOV KaTaXp1 uaalgxL. KUL OL p. v 7ra16ES auTOU KaTabELQaVTEc

TOV &VaTOV ESEOVTO TOU 7raTpoS, KaL OOa EVTjV OtpLOL XpTIp.aTa EV Tja 'ITaX',

lrapaboVTac 7rEpL7roLicaL Opac, WOTE µT1 6 6E OUK ELa, dXX' EKEXEUE

iMppouviac LEVaL E1rL TOV iiaVO:TOV. KYXL TOUTOUS p.EV 1rpoTa aVELXOV, LeTa bE

EauTOV 7rapELXETO b&axpTiaaai aL.

The king [= the sultan] personally ransomed Notaras the prytanis [= grand duke] of
the Hellenes [= Greeks], his wife, and his sons. He spent some time with him and
discussed his affairs, all matters concerning Italy, as well as his expectations. He
honored him and they spent time together. Those Hellenes [= Greeks] who had been
liberated assembled again in the city of Byzantium [= Constantinople] to free their
relatives and friends. A short time later they were all eliminated by the king [= sultan].
It came about in the following manner. When it was reported to the king [= sultan]
that Notaras had a twelve-year old son, he sent one of his cupbearers to ask for this
child. When the cupbearer told him of this, he became upset and considered it a
misfortune. He said: "Cupbearer: such orders cannot be endured; the king [= sultan]
cannot deprive us of our sons. He has no complaints about me at this time; after all, he
pardoned my mistakes when he ransomed me. If he intends to treat us in this manner,
why does he not order the worst manner of death for me?" So he spoke and added
that, as he was innocent, he would never willingly surrender his son. The cupbearer
urged him and advised him not to say such words about the king [= sultan] and not to
act in this manner, as he would be signing his own immediate execution, but he could
not persuade him. He returned and announced to the king [= sultan] what had
happened with the Hellenes [= Greeks]. Without further delay, he commanded that he
and all of his sons present be taken away and be slaughtered. So those who had been
charged with this task came to his house. He asked them to execute his sons first, in
front of him, and then to execute him. Fearing death, the sons asked their father to
surrender all the money that they had in Italy to avoid execution. He did not allow it
but he urged them to have courage and go to their death. So they killed them first and
then he submitted himself to the executioners.
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XII. PSEUDO-SPHRANTZES:23

6 SE o(iTlPas TTJ VLK1) TT) µ.EyaX11 e7rap15ELS KUL 1rXELaTTI1; KevoSo Lac 1rXT1a14ELs

r v OppUV eirap&LS ('0p c KUL ocveXc wv eq xv'r . IZpooEX15WV SE a& r O 41.E'Ycc

SOVt 6 KUp AOUKac 6 NoTapac; 7rpOaEKuV1'1cEV aUTOV KUL 6ELtas oUTW $Tlaaup0v

7rOX6v, OV ELXE KEKpUKREVOV, KcL XL14ouc KaL gap'YapOUc KUL ETEpa Xccpupa «XLa

(3aaLXEUULV, & LSwv 0' aµilPac KUL 7raaa Tj RouX\ aXTOU E10[U'RU aV. 'O SE
NOTapOS E'L'RE T(W aLTgPqZ' "TauTm 1r(VTa E(pUAO:TTOV 0La T1jV PaaLXELO:V a0U' KUL

LSOU Ta VUV c u aOL & pOV KUL Seoiiat 8EtaL IOU 8o6XoU YOU T7IV SETIULV KaL

7rapaKcXEOLV." OUV OUTOS SL' atTWV eXEUiEpLO(S TUXELV RETU TOU OLKOU

aUTOU. 'A7rEXoykaaTO SE aUTW o aµiPac KUL EL7rEV' "W TIuLKUOV KUL Q7rav19pWwE

gTlXaVOPPapE KUL 7rOXUTp07rE, T0a0UTOV 1rXOUTOV E'LXES KUL OUK e(3oTj$Tlao(S Tw

I3acLAEL KUL 0106VT 1 YOU KUL TTI 7r0'XEL TT) 1rOTpL8L YOU; NUV SE tcTa\ TOLOUTWV

7rOVT1PLWV KUL 7rXVOUp'YLWV, aC OLbas 7tOLELV KUL 7rpaTTELV EK VEOTTITOS, (30UXT1

U7roaKEXLaaL KURE KUL cpU'Y'gc TOU 1rPE1rOVTOs aOL; EWE' ROL, W aaEPEs1 TLS O

XapLaaS ROL TOV 7vAoiTOV TOV cOV KUL 771V 7rOALV Ta15TT1V ELS XELPas µ0U;" A&YEL

w:rrc o NoTapac' "6 OEOS." '0 SE «uT1Pas EL7rEV aUT(W' "E7rEL 6 OEOS TaiTa ROL
EXaPLaa'O, KUL GE KaL 7riVTac U7rO Taq XELPas IAOU OouXOUS AWE, TL aU XE'YELS,

TCOVTIPE, KUL cpXuapELS; I WC; OUK EOTELA«S µOL a rr , 7rpLV TTIV p.ix v KLV71aW Ka$'

UTAWV YI 7rpiv TTIV 7COALV KLVT1aW, LVa OYELAW aOL TTIV XapLV KaL 'r v OCVTa1AOLR7IV;

NUV oVV OUK E'L aU 0 XapLaaS ROL TaUTa, aXXoc O Oe6c." KaL EUi%c WpLOEV TOLS

S'q LLOLS 1Va EL(;: pUXO:KTIV PaXWOLV aUTOV KaL a''atpaXWc TTIPWOL.

T' v SE E7raupLOV 7rpoc'rc ac 11VE'YKaV 1rU(ALV c 'r6v q.Llrpoal&EV TOU (31nµcTOS

aUIOU' KUL AE'YEL aUTW' "E7CEL 0UK T111EATIaac POTI6f aaL TW PauLAEL KUL 'rT1 7raTp8L

You ToaoUTOU 14'naaupoi ±vapL$I 'rou, OV ELXES, KUL 8LU TL OUK eROUXEUaac

TOV 3aaLAEa, OTE E1AT)VUaa aUTW, LVa RET' E'Lp1jV'fl IAOL SWOT) TTIV ' O'XLV KUL aXAOV

O VT' aUTTIS T07rov ISWOW 'AET' O( Ya7rYIr, KOCL cpLXLO S, LVa VT1 TOaOUTOL pOVOL c vd

REOOV T11AWV 'YEvT1cov'raL;" O SE OC7rOKpL1gELS ELTrEV' "EyW ival'rLOS et µ. TW
I3aaLXEL, aTELXaL ELS PO'6ELaV &XX' oL 'EVETOL KaL OL EV TW TaXaTa, oL ETaaoOV

TW PacLXEL, UTELXaL ELS P0TI'(ELav a&-r@ aTOXOV KUL UTpaTOv." '0 hE aiTlpas,
"7rOXXa O'LSas," XE'YEL, "1IJE650US EPEUP'nIAcTa, TOE' VUV KaLpoc 1IJ6801)S OUK EaTLV,

LMy aOL KaL 7Cp0aTa ac E7rL TYIV aUPLOV E7CL TOU LZi1poU AOIpou o(yopc v

KaTevo'iaOV aUTOU 1&aVa'rouWUL TOUS Suo ULOUS aUTOU...ELTa KUL aUTOV

& vcTWaWOL, WS KOL e'YEVETO' KaL 01' TG.W Ta 'rob AOUKa NOTapa 7rEpac EXa1OV.

The sultan was elated with his victory, became vain, and demonstrated his savage and
merciless nature. Our grand duke Lord Loukas Notaras came to his court, prostrated
himself, and presented him with his huge treasure, which had been concealed up to
this day. It consisted of pearls, precious stones, and gems worthy of royalty. The
sultan and all his courtiers were amazed. Then Notaras spoke: "I have guarded this
treasure for the beginning of your reign. Accept it, I beg you, as my personal gift. I
am now your liege man." He had hopes that he and his household would thus escape
slavery.

23 3.11.3, 4. Philippides, The Fall of the Byzantine Empire, pp. 132-133 (with some limited
commentary).
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The sultan responded: "Inhuman half-breed dog, skilled in flattery and deceit!
You possessed all this wealth and denied it to your lord the emperor and to the City,
your homeland? And now, with all your intrigues and immense treachery, which you
have been weaving since youth, you are trying to deceive me and avoid that fate you
deserve. Tell me, impious man, who has granted possession of this City and your
treasure to me?" Notaras answered that God was responsible. The sultan went on:
"Since God saw fit to enslave you and all the others to me, what are you trying to
accomplish here with your chattering, criminal? Why did you not offer this treasure to
me before this war started or before my victory? You could have been my ally and I
would have honored you in return. As things stand, God, not you, has granted me your
treasure."

Forthwith the sultan ordered his executioner to place Notaras under arrest and to
guard him closely. On the following day, Notaras was brought before the sultan's
throne. The sultan addressed him again: "Why were you unwilling to assist the
emperor and your homeland with your immense wealth? Why did you not advise the
emperor, when I sent word to him, to surrender the City in peace? I would have
transferred him to another location in friendship and affection. Much blood[shed] and
destruction would have been prevented." Notaras replied: "I am not responsible for
the emperor's actions. The Venetians and the inhabitants of Galata [= the Genoese
Perenses] had convinced him that their army and fleet were on their way to his aid."
The sultan spoke again: "You are still able to invent many lies, but they will be of no
avail to you any longer."

Then he ordered that on the following day, Notaras be taken to the Xeros Hill and
to witness the execution of his two sons... and then be put to death. So it happened,
and Lord Loukas Notaras passed away in this manner.

XIII. ANONYMOUS BARBERINI:24

TOTE ERaXE KUL EKpdtaVE TO KUp AOUKa, oiroV if rovE 1rpWTOS' apXOS, 01roU (KpCYTELE

Ta OKEU71 7T1c' (3aatXELac KaL Tjp$E 6µ7rpoc TOU oµOLWS KUL TOYS aAXouc
OCpXOVTEc. TOTE TOUS EL7rE "SLO:TL SEV E7rapaKaXEQETE TOV RaOLXEc Va µoU & a1i

T9f1V )(WpaV KUL VQ Karg CY'yd7M;" TOTE a7toKpLN O Kup AovKac, TaXa VOL EX1I T11V

yLXLa TOU, KaL EL7rE Tou: "'AcpEVTT1, OL FaXa7LaVOL KaL OL SEV TOV

a( 1U VE, SLaTL TOU E&WOaVE cpXWp%a KUL OfpµaTa KaL OOXSa'VOUS 1roXERLOTa8EC

KUL TOU Ei7ravE, KpaTELE, KUL EµELC OOU 0OT9 OU1 µoV µ1v 7rapa80191 C ELS TOV

TovpKO." "L2, TOV KaKOTUXO, 07r0U '90EXE Va Kaµ-Q YLALav µE *Eµa'ra ELS TOV
OoUATOCVO, 01COU avTOS O KUp AOUKac; A71V TOU 71]V WT1 1jTOVE SLEOTpaµµEVoc

KUL TO 7repL6607Ep0 O7rOU EKaTa& xre TOV 'AAT 7raoa [sc. Halil Candarll],

TOV 1rpWTO TOU pEOp'q, KaL E'L7rE: 'AcpEVTq, O 'A)\ 7raoac; 7r0]\)\& pL1`O TOU

RacLXEOU µa5 KUL TWV PWµaIWV KUL TOU EUTELXVE avXVa\ 'ypayEc, OTL Va OTEKT]

SUVaTOS VQ 7roXqui KUL VU' gq\v 7rapo oft KUL i8'1; &Ar!19ELO:V, olrov X&yw:

E'yW EXW EOW KUL Ta Xap7La, o7roU EOTELAE µE TTIV [301AXc TOU, O'TOU Ta EtpUXa'ya.

24 33. Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, and the Early Ottoman Sultans, p. 72 (with some
commentary).
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Kul TOV KUp AOUKa TOV E7rX7jpWcE KaTCY T(Y Epyu Tou. Kal. TL EKai41E; AUTOS E'LXE

7666arpoUS ULOUS, W IL TLS 6150 706S EaK0T0)6a ve EL,; TOV 7rOAE41O, KUL TOU TpLTOU

EKO*E TO KE(p XL Tou O QOuXiTWOS KaL TOV 4a.LKPOTEPOV TOV E9rglpE 0 6OUATaVOS SLC(

TT11V U7CnpE6LaV TOW KaL TOV KUp Ao(Ka EKO4iE TO KE(pc XL TOU.

Then he summoned Lord Loukas [Notaras], the foremost noble who held the vessels
of the empire before him; similarly, he summoned the other nobles. Then he said to
them: "Why did you not ask your emperor to give me the City and to have peace?"
Attempting to win his friendship, supposedly, Lord Loukas responded: "Master, the
inhabitants of Galata [Pera] and the Venetians did not let him, because they gave him
florins, weapons, and fighting soldiers. They said to him: "Hold firm and we will help
you. Do not surrender to the Turks." Woe to the miserable man, who tried to create
friendship with his lies to the sultan. This Lord Loukas had been a perverted
individual throughout his life. On top of this he informed on Halil [Candarli] Pasha,
the sultan's first vizier, and said: "Master, Halil Pasha was a close friend to our
emperor and of the Romans [= Greeks]. He often sent him letters, urging him to
remain firm, to fight on, and to avoid surrender. Here is proof to my words. Look at it.
I have here the letters with his seal, which I saved."

Upon hearing this, the sultan became enraged and ordered the destruction of
Galata [Pera]. Then he ordered that Halil be out in irons and be imprisoned in a tower.
His property and wealth were confiscated. When the sultan went to Adrianople, he
ordered his decapitation. 25 His death was greatly mourned by his attendant and by the
entire army, because they loved him, because of his kindness. Lord Loukas reaped a
suitable reward for his deeds. What did he do? He had four sons: two were killed in
the war; the sultan beheaded the third and took the youngest to be his servant. He
beheaded Lord Loukas; similarly, the other noblemen of the City were decapitated.

XIV. KRITOBOULOS:26

EKAE'yCTcL bE KaL TWV E'ffLpOaVWV CYVSpWV oUS E4LQV1kaVE 'YEVEL TE Ko(L <ppOV7l6EL Kea

O'pe-r &crp pELV TWV (XAWV, K011 8 KaL NOTap&v atiTOV...KaL TLµac TOUTOV I'n

E668W 'r IMP' CYUTOV, KO(L X'YWV 4LETabt&WxL [LELALXLWV KO:L Xp'n6Ta(LS CYVaKTOCTOCL

TOCLS EA7rLJLv...7Ov SE 'ye NoTapdv KCYL T'nc 7r0AEWs E7rLaT6.7nV E7rLwKolrEL

KO;TOCaTi6CYL Kcz Toil tuVOLKLa410U ia&r nc KUpLOV, tV[LPOUAW Xpr aai''4LEVOS 01UT@

7rp0TEpov TrEpL TOUTOU' d(AA ' CYpNwaty a rroUc TLY TOU ydo'vou REAn RoXOVTai
KaLpLOCV, KUL KUpOU7aL 156MTOS &SLKOS KaT' a(UTWV.... TOUTOLS 7reL615etc Al .tdXXoV

7rocpa(7reL6dELS 6 3aaiAEUS EKEAEUaEV aYVaLpENV0:L TOUS CYVSpac. OL SE

LYVaLpouwraL, KQ:L UVO'VaLpELTaL TOUTOLS 6 RE-YO:(; SOUL tUv TOLS 8UnL ULEQL. 4'a6L

'YE TOL TOUTOV, k TOv Toirov T'nc dvaLpEaEWS at71aiX&VTa(, 71apaKO(AEaaL TOV
61 LLOV 7rpo 6cPda)4L6)V a(UTOU 7rpoTEpOV aiirOKTELVa L TOUS 7rai8a(S, IOU µil TOV

25 inalcik, "Mehmed the Conqueror," pp. 408-427, esp. p. 412, discusses the date of Halil's
execution. Inalcik concludes that the execution took place either in August or in September. MCT,
p. 102, is under the impression that Halil was executed earlier, on July 10, soon after his arrest on
May 30.
26 1.73,1-14. English translation: Kritovoulos (ed. Riggs), pp. 83-84.
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6Qva,rOV SELOaVTO:c QpvTIftO:L TTIV 7rLOTLV, E1.6 ' OUTWS O'UTOV TOLs iraaL E7fL-

i ikraL. 'Icrr'LEvov oU"V OpO:V LYTEVL agxrTTo EvouC, TOU( 7rO:LSLYS QTpE7rT(P TG) OIJ..LQTL

KOCL &7rTO7jTu TY E11' 01)'7W(; EU OtILEVOV KOL XOfpLTOS OILOXOYT'60VT0

TTIS &7rri'YW'YTIC TWV 7r0:L8WV, KO:L EO:UTOU U7r01&ELVaL TOV UU'XEVOf TO) tLcpEL. OUTW

'YEVVO:LWS KaL RETd YpoVTjµorTOc KM5ouTWTOS KO'L *UX1IS OaVSpELO:S 0:7rE'6VT16KEV...

UUTEpOV 'YE p.TIV Kocrotyepcwc c 6 RacLXEUS TO'V SOAOV KUL TTIV KUKOUp'YL'UV TWV

dV0:7rELac VTWV O:UTOV OICOKTELVOCL TOW; a"VSpac, KaL LLO11 Y C T'nC; KOCKOUp'YLIXC

IXUTOk Et 6915OX11(J)V 1TOLELTCYL, TOUC IAEV OaVO:TW TIILLWOaC, TOUC SE TrapaXUaac

TTIC O:i;LOtC KO:L TTIC TLIATIC.

Among the illustrious men, who were above all others, as he [Mehmed II] discovered,
by birth, intelligence, and virtue, he chose some. Among them was indeed Notaras
himself, an influential and most illustrious man in intelligence, wealth, and political
power. And he honored him at the time of his entry [into the city] and conversed with
him in mild words and gave him hope, both to him and to the others who came to him.
He felt pity for them and their sorry condition, since they had lost such happiness and
came to such misfortune. His original intention was to help them, but ill will prevailed
shortly thereafter. In the early days he wished to appoint Notaras to be governor of the
city and place him in charge of resettlement of populations, as his main advisor. But
well-aimed arrows of envy destroyed them and they died an unjust death.... And so
the king [= sultan] was persuaded, or rather was led astray by them and ordered the
execution of the men. And they were executed and with them was executed the grand
duke with his two sons. They say that when they reached the place of execution, this
man asked the executioner to kill his sons before his eyes, as he feared that his sons
would be terrified by death and would convert to Islam. His execution could follow
afterwards. So he stood by and looked on, without averting his eyes and confident in
his beliefs, as his sons were put to the sword. Then he prayed and praised God for His
Grace in accepting his sons. He then offered his neck to the sword. And so he died
bravely with his convictions as a courageous soul. Later the king [= sultan] detected
the deception and the evil deed of those who had convinced him to put those men to
death. He was offended by their evil deed and removed them from his presence. Some
he punished with death and others forfeited their positions and honors.

Finally, the escape of Loukas Notaras' youngest son from the seraglio of Mehmed II,
as a footnote to the execution of his father, is treated in the following texts. It should be
noted that the Greek "Ex19Ea.s Xpovt,ic knows the young man as "Isaakios," while an
Italian document27 establishes his true name as lakobos-Jacob. The erroneous testimony
of the Greek text has caused some confusion among scholars,28 and the name of the

27 Cited in the next note.
28 Cf., e.g., Nicol, The Byzantine Family, no. 69 (pp. 181-182, n. 17), who is apparently unaware of
the existence of the Italian documents published by C. Desimoni in his introduction to di
Montaldo's text: "Delta Conquista di Costantinopoli per Maometto II," pp. 299-300, n. 1. On Jacob
Notaras, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," nn. 125 and 126. The document that
cites Jacob by name, a letter of introduction dated Janu<a>e die VI Januarii 1468, reads, in part, as
follows: Pro domino Jacobo Notara. Sacramorus Vicecomes ducalis vicegubernator, et Consilium
Antianorum Communis Janue. Non ignari sumus amice cum genuensibus versatus sit clarus olim et
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young man is variously stated. Jacob Notaras was not the only young nobleman that was
taken to Mehmed's seraglio after the fall. The young son of George Sphrantzes was
taken, but was not as fortunate as Jacob Notaras. Mehmed II eventually put him to death,
as Sphrantzes himself testifies.29

EK®EEIJ XPONIKH:30

METa, SE 1rapa6poµ1lV ljµepO)V 7rEVTE 'yEyOVE t11T116LS Tciv µsy&AWV dpXovTwV, TOV

TE REya 50uKa KaL TOV µEya SOIEOTLKOV KOCL TOV 7rpWT019TpQTOpa ULOV TOU

TOU KWL ETEpOUS EKXEKTOTe'pOuC, Ka' d7rEKEtp(iXLaEV

[sc. Mehmed II] airavTas. TOV 6E p yav SouKa Eacpo e 'rovc vLovc aUTOU
EjrtrpoaOEV aUTOU' TOV SE VEWTEpoV ULO'V a&TOU TOV 'Iac c KLOV ERcXEV EV TW

aapa'yLW, KaL WS EV 6XL'yc dirE6paaEV EK TOU aapa'yLOU EV 'r ' ASpLo1VOU7rOXEL KaL

EyEvETO dcp01v7jq iiaTEpov SE EvpEL'r Ev 'rj `Pm}i Ev T71 acSEAcp11 a67ov [sc. Anna

Notaras or one of her two sisters] a'aXe as uirO Tov 7raTpOS avTfjc 7rpO 'r j

ciX0')6EWc REM' 1TX0UT01) dY7teLp01).

After five days had passed [that is, after the sack], they began a search for the
magnates, the grand duke, the grand domestic, and the protostrator, the son of the
mesazon Kantakouzenos, along with a few other prominent individuals. He had them
all beheaded. He slaughtered the two sons of the grand duke in his presence and then
he slaughtered him. The grand duke's youngest son, Isaakios, he sent to the seraglio.
Shortly thereafter, he escaped from the seraglio in Adrianople and vanished. Later he
came to his sister [Anna Notaras] in Rome, who had been sent there with a countless
fortune by her father before the siege.31

magnificus vir dominus Lucas Notara constantinopolitanus et tunc magnus dux romeorum; quem
iniqua et acerba illiusfortuna vita et magne partefamilie ac bonorum privavit; que res non modo
compatiendum illi mortuo quemcumque christianum movere potest; sed nos maxime, qui eum inter
genuensis nominis amicissimos et in ea urbe fautores habuimus cognovimusque s<a>epenumero.
At multo magis prospiciendum superstitibus eius filiis quos divina bonitas a tanta Glade salvos
reservavit. Nam nihil est quod in humana vita magis equum videatur, quam calamitosis officio
charitatis succurrere at eos iuvare quos ipsa fortuna non vitium non ulla culpa oppress it.
29 Minus, 35.12: Tou F1E Ka'XXOUS Kai TWV ?XXuv dya&v rCov 7raLSUOV µou oU uvalL Vou

KpuR1 vaL, tLaaO'vTOS SE 1repL a11TWV TOU dµ7jpa [= sultan] dirt pev a rr SODS 7rpOS TOV

.tepaXouprIv [= Mir Ahor] «a1rpac XLXLc8ac 7roXXcxc. And again Minus, 37.3: ' Ev ra SE Xpov(q Kai

µ7)VL [= December, 1453] cvetXev aUTOXELpLOf TOV pLXTarOv ILou uLOv 'I41afvvgv 6 dOE¢EaTaToc

KaL dir1jVEaTO:TOC, avgpa(; [= sultan] fic %tSEV ROUXTj&VTOc TOU 7raL80(; TOUTO 7roLTjoaL KaT'

a,Tou....
30 "Eic&aLc XpovLK7'7 36 (52); for a translation of this chronicle, cf. Philippides, Emperors,
Patriarchs and Sultans of Constantinople.
31 On Jacob Notaras and his sisters in Italy, cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453,"
H.B. 12.





III. Kerkoporta

There is no precise topographical evidence to fix the exact location of the entry at the
northern terminus of the Theodosian walls that has been identified in the sources as the
Kerkoporta.1 Its name has been given variously and inextricably as 3ropTa/1rnXTl rob
:-1U oKEpKou and uX vrl iruXig (the Gate of the Wooden Circus and Wooden Postern),2 or
KepKOaopTa (the Gate of the Circus).3 Scholarly literature as well has disputed the
location and even the designation(s) of the gate(s), which calls for the need to restudy this
question.

Two possible sites are generally considered in scholarly literature. The first is an entry
at the northern limits of the Theodosian Walls, although this temporary addition most
probably was a construction belonging to the Heraclean period. Van Millingen4 advances
the supposition that this is probably a sixth military gate. There is no credible evidence to
support his conjecture. As well, there is no evidence, neither physical nor literary, that the
gate was enclosed on either side by towers or even supported by a single tower. In all
probability, the entry is a postern, a side entrance that had limited use. Nearby on the
city-side, close to the Chora Monastery on its south, is an entry with a metal door (pl. 69),
which we observed during our surveys of the area. It is quite possible that the Kerkoporta
was of similar design and function. The claim is advanced by Doukas5 that the postern in
a transverse wall provided access for military units to the peribolos, however this appears
unlikely.6 There survives no physical evidence that an outer wall extended northward to
the terminus of the Theodosian Walls. Even Miiller-Weiner and Meyer-Plath and
Schneider do not depict an extension of the outer wall to this sector.' Rather, we should

1 Our survey of the area revealed no identifiable remains of a gate or of a substantial wall. Cf. pl.
68.
2 loannis Cantacuzeni imperatoris historiarum libri IV, 1: 60; and Theophanes (Classen edition) 1:
667. Barker, Manuel II Palaeologus, pp. 27-28, n. 64, indicates with his references that the postern
was open for access into and egress from the city about 1373. Hence, the gate must have been
sealed much later, perhaps closer to 1422 or 1453, although we have no precise evidence for this
assertion.
3 According to Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, p. 89, n. 4, this designation for the circus
gate is derived from its proximity to the Church of Saint Mamas. He attributes his source for this
information to Doukas. However, Van Millingen's attribution is suspect. On this designation, cf.
Ddthier, Der Bosphor, p. 56; Essad, p. 71, after Ddthier; and Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: 16 and
71.
4 Byzantine Constantinople, p. 89.
5 39.4: ...irapairopiiov Ev irpo aroXX v xpovuv «acpa&ms areyporyvEvov, uiroyaLov, 1rpoc To
KaTfO'l v LEpos TOU 1raAaTIOU.

6 Janin, Constantinople byzantine, pp. 282-283, also doubts that the gate provided entry into the
peribolos.
7 Muller-Weiner, p. 302; and Meyer-Plath and Schneider, 2: endmaps.
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conclude that this was a temporary construction of the post-Theodosian period, and a
postern was included for access into and out of the city.

The alternative site should properly be labeled as the ZuXoKEpKOU or 5uXLvrl 7ruX6s to
distinguish it from the KEpKOTropTa.8 The "Gate of the Wooden Circus" is nestled
between the southwestern corner of the Porphyrogenite Palace (Tekfur Sarai) and a
military tower (pl. 70). The gate provided easy entry to the palace ground floor where
entertainers assembled for their presentations or for military units operating within the
sector.

Van Millingen9 is predisposed to argue that the 5UXOKEpKou and KEpKOTropTa are one
and the same gate. His reasoning is problematic. As we have previously considered the
question, the two gates are not one and the same postern. Even Paspates10 believes them
to be distinctive gates. But the difficulty with his position is that he incorrectly maintains
the ZuXoKEpKou and not the KEpKOTropTa had disappeared, when in fact the sealed tower
gate survives. Rather, we should believe that the KEpKOTropTa disappeared late in the
nineteenth century.

But in the early hours of 29 May 1453, the Kerkoporta, played a role (whether
significant or insignificant is arguable) in the battle for Constantinople and influenced its
outcome if we accept the veracity of our principal source on this point, Doukas. He has
woven a yarn that is not corroborated by any other eyewitness source. Whether he based
his narrative on the oral accounts of Greek survivors or drew upon Ottoman sources, for
his text lacks clear attribution, this is not evident. It is quite probable that he is drawing
upon multiple sources. The first of two sub-chapters in his narrative reads:11

'0 SE 'IWa'VVgS Ud Tijg VUKTOC EKELVTIS a'YWVLCrOLREVOc Ka6 KEXEU'ua(; -rag

KX %L.aTLSaS 6araQas TUg EUpLUKOµEV r EV ?il iroXEL UUVaya'YELV Ka6 TE15Y1VUL EV

TO c fpELTrLOtg, KaTaUKEUa6as (.YXXTIV Tatppov Ev8oaev, TOU puXa?TEa'tt5aL Ta TELXTI

Ta p$apEv?a, oL SE 'PWRdLOL LSovTEs TTIV E'LUOSOEtoSov aUTWv pavepav 7EVOl1.Ev'gv

KaL I.1.'' SUVaRE'VOUs EtLEVaL EIW TTIC, Tru'Xgg Ka6 TOLS Toi pKOLs EV TW

EtWKaa?pW, c 7repLKaX&rTOUC, OVTag, TWV TELXEWV KaTaTCEUOVTWV, 1IU1V TLVES TOW

'YEpOVTWv ETCLUTatgEVOL TrapaTropTLOV EV Trpo itoXX iV Xp6VWV aocpaXWs

TCEppayµEVOV, U'AO'YoLOV, TrpOs TO KaTW&V i pos TOU TraXaTLou. Ka6 STIXWUaVTEg

TW RaUL]\EL, SLa TrpoaTc ec s aUTOU TIVOLX1Srl' KCY6 E 'rjpXOV?0 E, OWTOU

8 Pears, p. 342, and n. 2. He, throughout this discussion, remains unsure of the topography of the
area and believes that the gate between the palace and tower should be identified as the "Porta
Xylokerkou" and it is identical with the Kerkoporta. He further confuses the discussion by initially
admitting that there is a postern in the transverse wall, but also a small postern at the "extremity of
the palace" that he identifies as the Kerkoporta and (n. 3) places it south of the tower, assuredly in
the transverse wall. In the latter note, he remarks that he and Paspates had visited the site in 1875.
9 Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 89 if. He notes, pp. 90-91, that an inscription, which has since
disappeared, had been placed about the gate. It would be more reasonable to seek the inscription at
the palace-tower gate than at the gate in the transverse wall.
10 Paspates, Bvl"avru'd McAETac, pp. 62 ff.; and idem, HoALopxia, p. 52, n. 43.
11 39.4. Magoulias, in his rendition of the Historia Turco-Byzantina, p. 313, n. 82, states that the
Kerkoporta and the Xylokerkos are one and the same gates. This does not follow, given the sources
he cites and the topography of the area.
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1tEpLaKE1r6l11.EVOL TOLL, TELXEOL IOU; UTLaJV0UUL KO:L aVTEµaXOVTO TOLL, TOUpKOLc EV TW

WEpLR0XaLW. TO SE OVOia T'ns KP10cpT1S EKELV'Yls 1n)vgq EKaXELTO /TOTE KEPK01rOpTQ.

But Giovanni [Longo Giustiniani] fought throughout the night and he commanded
that all vine twigs [branches] found within the city be gathered together and be placed
on the ruins. He constructed another moat within in order to guard the walls that had
been harmed. The Romans [= Greeks] realized that their entries and exits had become
evident and that they would no longer be able to exit through the gate to oppose the
Turks in the outer defenses, as they would have no protection in the area of ruined
walls. There were some old men who knew of a sally port that had been sealed many
years ago. It was low and on the lower part of the palace. They informed the emperor
and by his order it was opened. Through it they could come out and, protected by the
unharmed walls, they opposed the Turks in the peribolos. The name of this secret gate
was Kerkoporta. ["the Circus Gate"].

There are problems with Doukas' description and location of the Kerkoporta. Clearly,
he is not making reference to the vXoKEpKOV, which is a palace-tower gate. That he
writes of a secret gate can only refer to a gate hidden by the transverse wall at the
northern terminus of the Theodosian Walls, but is almost at a right angle to them. This
would afford concealment for the Byzantine forces exiting through it either to attack
Turkish units or to conduct reconnaissance against them. This would not be practicable or
possible at the ',VX0KE'PK0V that is easily observable and in full view of the Ottoman
forces in the area. And further, the latter does not provide an element of concealment.
Doukas, however, is in error when he states that the Byzantine and their allied forces
"opposed the Turks in the peribolos." There is little evidence of an outer wall above the
Adrianople Gate and the existence of a peribolos to the northern limits of the inner walls
is doubtful. And the distance between the Kerkoporta and the location of Giustiniani at
the Pempton is too great, over a half mile, to permit free movement of troops for attacks
against the Turks about the Fifth Military Gate. Rather, egress from the Kerkoporta
would aid the Byzantine and allied forces to conduct reconnaissance by small units that
might go undetected.12

Thereafter, when relating the events of that fateful morning, Doukas writes:13

OL SE TOUpKOL TO KaT ' OALyou 1rp0aE'Y'YL0avTES TCY TELX111 CY01rL8o9opOUVTEC,

ETLL9EO0V KALVOKOS. 1IA71V OUSEV 'jvouv' EKWAUOV ydp OiUTouc
QfVW1gEV. 'SZS O$V OL SE 'PWµaioL ltavTEC, QVV T(L) RCYQLAEL

CYVTL'1ropaTCL'060VTEg TjOCYV TOLL, EX6poLs KCYL A UM VU; KCYL 0 6KO3ros T1V, TOU

'ATE OiyELVCiL TOLL Toi pKOLs Tr)V ELOOSOV EK TWV KO:Ta1teaOVTWV TELXEWV' EAaOOV, SL'

15EX '6CYS OEOS. ' ISOVTES 7« P T i31V 1rUA31v, T1Va r1S OSoU TOUTOUS ELOa 'tag 0 rl
1rpoXaR0,VTEC, ELp'gKaREV, aVEW'YN.EV'r+V KIXL ELU1rTY81 aaVTEC EVTOg EK TWV OVORa(YTWV

OiVSpWV EKELVWV TWV SOi)AWV TUPQ''VVOU WS 1rEVTTjKOVTOi KO:L &VO:(3OVTEq ETr&VW TWV

TELXEWV trip 1NE0VTEC Kc L ToUs OUVaVT-qCF YVTOis KTELV(YVTEs, T01)q o pOROALOTc

12 Pears, pp. 342-343, n. 3, does not concern himself with the reconnaissance potential of the
Kerkoporta.
13 39.11.
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E7raiov. Kal 7jv iSEZv &'%ta <ppLKrls µEOTOV. OL yap 'PWµa%OL Kal AaTLVOL o1
KWAUOVTE(; T01)( Tat(; KXLllaKac 7rpoa XoUVTaS TOILS TELXEaLV, OL IAEV 7rapa TWV

KaTEK01rrlaaV, Oi SE TOUS 6y& Xµovs Kaµµ1J6aVTEs a7r0 TOU TELxouc E7rL7rroV,
Kareppo'yovTEC T« a6vaTa KaL SELVWS TO TEAos rT airoRa'XX0VTEC. Tas SE

KXLRcu(c , aKWXUTWs E7r+YVUOV KaL cVE3aLV0V WC ceTOL 7rE'rWl1.EVOL.

As the Turks slowly approached the walls, employing shields for their protection, they
then placed scaling ladders [against the walls]. However, they were halted by [the
defenders'] stone-throwing machines. The opposition beat off their attack. The
Romans [= Greeks] with their emperor stood their ground against the enemy. Their
entire strength and objective were to prevent the Turks from entering [the city]
through the toppled walls. Unknown to them, God had willed that the Turks would
enter [the city] in another way. They [the Turks] observed that the aforementioned
gate was open and approximately fifty of the tyrant's [= sultan's] renowned slaves [_
janissaries] passed through [the unattended gate]. They ascended the walls and
ferociously slew all whom they encountered. They attacked the sentinels who were
firing from the walls. This was a horrible scene. Some Romans [= Greeks] and Latins
who prevented them from attaching scaling ladders to the walls were slaughtered [by
the Turks]. Others [Greeks and Latins] closed their eyes, jumped from the walls, and
ended their lives by horribly crushing their bodies. Without resistance, they [the
Turks] placed their scaling ladders and ascended [the walls] like soaring eagles.

This incident has attracted scholarly attention and provided various interpretations
regarding its significance and consequences for the city. If we assume that Doukas has
transmitted a valid account and not a fabrication based solely upon an oral tradition of
dubious merit or hearsay, and although there is no other source to attest to the validity of
the event or to discredit it, we cannot easily reconcile the facts attributed to the incident.
Van Millingen14 does address the contradictions raised in Doukas' account. Drawing
upon Paspates,15 Van Millingen places emphasis upon the Greek physician/scholar's
discovery in 1864 of a partially covered postern in the transverse wall where the
Theodosian Walls terminate. Paspates, however, makes no reference to the discovery of
an inscription at this site. Van Millingen even furnishes dimensions for the postern,
noting that it is 6 feet wide and 10.5 feet high. While the height of the postern conforms
to that of the gate we surveyed below the Chora Monastery, the width is less, about four
feet. The entry at the palace-tower site is similar in its dimensions that Van Millingen
provides for the Kerkoporta.

But Van Millingen's supposition that the KEpK057ropia and ZuXoKEpKou are a single
gate remains problematic. It is more plausible that Greek and Latin troops continuously
manned a palace-tower gate. The postern in the transverse wall had no provision for
defense, and only enabled the Byzantine and their allied forces to conduct secretive

14 Byzantine Constantinople, p. 93 f. Pears, p. 342 f., is in agreement with Van Millingen on some
points, but at variance on others, mainly the question of the location of the Kerkoporta. Setton, PaL
2: 127, n. 61, follows the reasoning of Pears and Janin, Constantinople byzantine, without arriving
at his own conclusions.
15 Bai'avru'ai Me)Erat, pp. 63-67.
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operations. Vacalopoulos'6 cites Kritoboulosl7 in a general statement, the latter linking
the Kerkoporta with "the Gate of Ioustinos [Giustiniani]." However, Giustiniani's
defense was the Saint Romanos-Pempton sector and not the area about the
Porphyrogenite Palace. Clearly, Vacalopoulos has reached an erroneous conclusion based
upon a questionable non-eyewitness source. Also problematic are the embellishments of
Pears. In a note to Gibbon's The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,18 Pears adds
facts that appear nowhere in the sources. Doukas never asserts that some of the Greeks
militia retreated through the Kerkoporta when they were pursued by fifty Turks and then
failed to close the gate. The gate may have been left unattended and unlocked to permit
the small Byzantine or Latin unit to return from a reconnaissance mission. Most probably
they were slain or captured, and therefore that postern in the transverse wall became an
easy entry for an Ottoman unit. And Pears further amplifies Doukas' account by
increasing the number of Turks who pursued the Greeks, beyond the fifty mentioned in
the text.

If this incident has reality, then the entry of the Turks through the Kerkoporta had
great significance for the imperial city. Some Turks made their way on top of the inner
walls to the Adrianople Gate, the highest point in the western part of Constantinople, and
raised their standard. Their flag was visible to the Byzantine and Latin defenders in the
Saint Romanos-Pempton sector. If the standard were raised on a tower at the 81jXoKEpK0U,
it would not have been visible to Constantine XI's and Giustiniani's men because the
palace-tower is topographically lower than the Adrianople Gate.19 For the defenders of
Constantinople, this incident signified that the Ottoman forces had penetrated the
fortifications of the city and the cause was lost. For Mehmed II's army, this signified that
the city was theirs and they were victorious after a prolonged and costly struggle.

16 OGN, p. 199.
17 1.60: ...Tout SE 41156QL SLOG 'roc VAL'8oc 'IOUQTLVou, 1jv oiTOc o:VEG)tev EV T µeyLYXc TELXEL,

LVa TrpOXELP4)c EX'Tl &O c1LVELV Eire TO UTO:Upu ia. The context makes it clear that this gate is to be

located at the Pempton, in Giustiniani's sector and Kritiboulos unambiguously states that
"Giustiniani's gate" had been opened by him to allow his condottieri easy egress to the makeshift
defenses. Thus "Giustiniani's gate" is clearly not the Kerkoporta.
1s 7: 200-201, n. 82.
19 Van Millingen, Byzantine Constantinople, pp. 90-91.





IV: Some Defenders and Non-Combatants

1. General Remarks

There exists a serious gap in the scholarship about the siege. There is no authoritative and
comprehensive list of the defenders and the besiegers. We encounter general statements'
about defenders, commanders, and soldiers but no roster, which describes their roles and
their activities during the siege, their fate in the sack, or their behavior after the fall of
Constantinople. In short, no prosopography of the defenders has been compiled thus far, a
fact that has been lamented by investigators.2 There are many reasons for this notable
omission and a basic rationale undoubtedly dates back to the days before the siege.
Clearly, there were not enough defenders to man the walls effectively against the Turkish
assaults and the Byzantine leadership was painfully aware of this depressing state of
affairs. The imperial administration was at pains to conceal these embarrassing
circumstances:3

1 Cf., e.g. FC, p. 83: "Amongst the Venetians...were many that bore the most eminent surnames of
the Republic, Comaro, Mocenigo, Contarini and Venier."
z Cf., e.g., the remarks of Philippides, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani," p. 53: "The
compilation of the prosopography of the participants in the siege and sack of Constantinople in
1453 has become imperative. There has never been any systematic study of defenders, attackers,
and survivors. Such a project could provide us with a solid background to carry out an
authoritative, military study of the operations. A prosopography based on reliable, authoritative
texts composed by eyewitnesses and not on secondary documents that have passed thus far as
primary texts must be carried out as the numerous analyses of the siege that have already appeared
are deficient and seriously flawed on various aspects. The definitive investigation remains to be
concluded." Also cf. the conservative estimate of Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of
Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), p. 127, n. 70: "The prosopography of the combatants
in the siege of Constantinople has yet to be compiled. It has been estimated that our sources name
about eighty individuals as commanders of various sectors and other notables in the city." There
have been some modest attempts to establish facts about some of the defenders. A short list of
participants that are directly and indirectly involved with the siege is offered by Philippides, The
Fall of the Byzantine Empire, pp. 157-161: "Brief Summary of the Main Characters in the Works of
Sphrantzes and Melissenos"; Browning, "A Note on the Capture of Constantinople in 1453," pp.
379-383; Manoussakas, "Les derniers ddfenseurs cretois de Constantinople," pp. 331-340; Olgiati,
"Notes on the Participation of the Genoese in the Defense of Constantinople," pp. 48-58; eadem,
"Angelo Giovanni Lomellino," pp. 139-196; Philippides, "Some Prosopographical Considerations
in Nestor-Iskander's Text," pp. 35-50; idem, "The Name Sphrantzes in Ubertino Pusculo," pp. 208-
211; idem, "Giovanni Guglielmo Longo Giustiniani"; Ganchou, "Le Mesazon Demetrius
Paleologue Cantacuzene," pp. 245-272; and idem, "Sur quelques erreurs relatives aux demiers
defenseurs grecs de Constantinople en 1453," pp. 61-82.
3 Minus 25.5-8; cf supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-
Sphrantzes," n. 16.
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...LXOU071S rijc IIOXEWS, Tnc TO0aUTr1S ELS µE'yei oc, aVSpac 7rpkS

aVTL1rapaTatLV 8*0y r aVEU TG)V tCVWV...EyVWV OVV E'YW TOUTO OUTWS EXOV alrO

aiTLac TOLavT1c TOU 'yap [iaOLXEWS 7rpO0TataVTOS TOLS 81µapXoLS, E'ypa$Ev
EKacr OS 771V SrlµapXL(Xv aUTOi &KpLRWS TOU 81)VagEVOU or-red IVO:L LV TW KarOTpW

r r r r r r
KOOKLKOU KQL

KaXoyErpou

KO TL KaL TL a PRO! 7rpoc aµvvav Va EX1, EKa070S
aUTWV.... EL-ra 'lrpOc ERE'- "a&lq 9'A SOUXELa 7rpOC; UE ayOp(i...K( Xd3E Ta
KOCTa6TLXa KOrL Kai aac ELI; TO OUI TLOV 0`01) Xo'yapLaaE aKpLRWS 1r'UOL ELOLV

OCVdpWtrOL KaL 7r00a apµa?a K(XL WOUa KOVTapLa KaL 7r0oa OKOUTapLa KaL ir000Y

?O apLa. KaL LKTEXE0ac TOV OpLOµOV aU70U, cpEpWV SESWKa TW aWVTfl µoU KaL

3aaLXEL TO KaTa0TLXO7rOUXOV RETa XU7riflc Ml OTL 7roXMjc, KUL

EIA.ELVE .LOVO EV a7tOKpUCPW 7j 7r000TTl ELS EKELVOV KaL EKE.

... in spite of the great size of our City, our defenders amounted to 4773, without
counting the foreigners.... I was in a position to know this exact figure for the
following reason: the emperor ordered the demarchs to take a census of their
demarchies and to record the exact number of men - laity and clergy - able to defend
the walls and what weapons each man had for defense.... Then he commanded me:
"This task is for you... take these lists and compute, in the privacy of your home, the
exact figure of the available defenders, weapons, shields, spears, and arrows." I
completed my task and presented the master list to my lord and emperor in the
greatest possible sadness and depression. The true figure remained a secret known
only to him and to myself.

During the siege this critical situation became apparent to some defenders, who were not
professional soldiers but merchants who had volunteered their services in
Constantinople's hour of need:4

Fuerunt in hac nobili et famoua civitate viri circiter viginti quinque seu triginta
millia; sex autem vel septem millia expediti adpugnam et ad bellandumfortissimi.

There were in this noble and famous city about twenty-five thousand or thirty
thousand men. However, there were six or seven thousand very strong [men]
equipped for battle and combat.

The tragedy of Constantinople's drama consists of the fact that the men and the aid sent
by the west had failed to arrive in time to relieve the beleaguered city.5 The outnumbered
defenders fought with determination, in spite of the lack of cohesion among themselves,

4 Tetaldi Caput V. The equivalent French version (ch. IX) reads as follows: En icelle cite ly avoit
entour de trente a trente-six milles homines, & six a sept mille combattans, & nonplus. In addition,
cf. PaL 2: 116, and n. 32.
5 Pears, p. 248: "Unhappily for the city and for civilisation, Venice was unable to send more men
before the final catastrophe." In addition, cf. FC, pp. 82-83: "Yet, though the governments [of the
west] defaulted, there were men who were ready to fight for Christendom at Constantinople. The
Venetian colony in the city offered unstinted support to the Emperor... `for the honour of God and
the honour of all Christendom,' as [Gabriel] Trevisano proudly said to the Emperor." Cf. Hanak,
"Pope Nicholas V and the Aborted Crusade of 1452-1453," p. 352.
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as circumstances had pitted Greeks against Italians, Venetians against Genoese, Catholics
against Orthodox, and all of them facing the Turkish menace and the Islamic threat. The
few defenders were not an army motivated by common ideals. They all met with a
common objective: survival against an implacable enemy. In the process they proved
their valor in various degrees. The nucleus of the defense consisted partly of
Constantinopolitan and Cretan Venetians, about whom we have a great deal of
information because of Barbaro's diary. They fought to the bitter end and managed to
save many inhabitants from the enemy. They were also assisted, if unofficially, by the
Genoese of Pera, who remained technically neutral during the conflict:' "But to the
eternal glory of the Venetians within the city...and of the Genoese who aided them, the
conduct of the combatants from both republics was worthy of the compatriots of Marco
Polo and of Columbus." The elite troops of the defense on the landside were mainly
adventurers and soldiers of fortune,7 including Giustiniani's highly competent band of
mercenaries.8

In the list that follows there are interesting individuals with equally fascinating
stories. The list includes unsung heroes such as Cardinal Isidore. Not only was he a
volunteer and a contributor to the repairs of the walls but also he was a military figure
who brought a company of professional soldiers whom he personally recruited enroute to
Constantinople. He fought on the walls, was wounded in the sack, concealed himself in
Pera, disguised himself to escape on board a Turkish ship, eventually reached the safety
of Venetian Crete, composed informative narratives of the siege, and returned to the
Vatican. He may have been a cousin of the last emperor. But he was an ecclesiastic with
a solid classical education and had an avowed interest in the occult.9 He was a born

6 Pears, p. 248.
7 Ibid.: "In motives, derived from self-interest and chivalry, these foreign adventurers reminding
English readers of the Drakes, Frobishers, Raleighs, and other heroes of our own Elizabethan
period."
8 Cf. above ch. 6: "Prelude to the Siege of 1453," section II, text with nn. 71-98.
9 It is a little known fact, for instance, that Cardinal Isidore was a copyist of ancient manuscripts.
Thus certain manuscripts of ancient authors that were reproduced by his own hand survive and
illustrate his interests; notable among them are his interests in astrology. He copied 'HXLOSw-
poc, 'AaTpoXoyLK«, and ''eubo-l ioXe u toc in Vatic. 1698; in medicine Vatic. Barb. 127, and
Vatic. Chisianus F159; and in rhetoric Vatic. Urb. 110, fols. 3-13, 119`-122`. For his activities in
these fields, cf. Patrinelis, " "EXXivec Kw8LK0rypapoL Tmv Xpovwv ri c 'Avayevvrjaews," pp. 63-
124, esp. 87: ' Ia[bwpoc KapbLV XLos (bp& 1409-1464).

Furthermore, at her request Cardinal Isidore addressed to a "lady who loves literature" his
exegesis on an oracle about the walls of the Hexamilion at the Isthmus of Corinth, which had been
renovated by Constantine XI when he was the despot of the Morea. She, it has been supposed, was
Cleopa Malatesta, the wife of Theodoros II Palaiologos. This work (included in the Greek codex
1852 of the Vatican, fols. 105, 106) has never been edited nor published in its entirety. The
pertinent text on the oracle has been published by Zakythinos, "MavourlX B' o IIaXai.oXoyoc Kai 6
Kap&WALOc 'Iaibwpoc Ev IIeXoIKovvrjay," pp. 45-69. The oracle itself purports to date to the time
of Xerxes' invasion of Greece in 480 B.C.; unlike most Delphic oracles it is not written in meter
but in archaic prose. The last of the predictions refers to Constantine Palaiologos, who fortified the
Hexamilion in 1443. It must have been composed before 1446, when the Turks overran the
fortifications and routed the troops of Constantine. The precise date of the oracle's composition is a
subject of scholarly controversy, as Lampros, "T& Te%Xrl Tou 'Ia15µou ric Kop.v$ou KaT& roc
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leader and had traveled throughout Europe. He crossed boundaries, as a Greek Orthodox
prelate who was nominally in charge of a Slavic flock and even became a cardinal of the
Catholic Church. Yet his personal tragedy was that he never managed to please anyone.
The Greeks, who saw him as an agent of the pope, reviled him. For his Slavic flock he
was the devil incarnate, as he agreed to the union of the Catholic and Orthodox Churches.
Even the Vatican gave him a "bad press," by suggesting, unjustly as it turned out, that he
had surreptitiously appropriated manuscripts from the library. Furthermore, over the
centuries Isidore has suffered a sort of a damnatio memoriae, even though he was a true
hero of the siege. 10 In the sack Whined II took the time to interrogate his prisoners in a
futile effort to identify the cardinal." On the secular side, the Venetian bailo, Girolamo
Minotto, and his family also contributed generously to the defense of Constantinople and
had committed the Venetian community against its own preference to this effort. Minotto
and his family members paid with their lives for their courageous decision.12

MEOouc ALmvac," pp. 435-489; and idem, "HPOUOi s ELS Ta' TWv TELXwv Tou 'I040U Trjs
KopLv1aou KaTO: Tovs MEaovs ALwvac," pp. 20-26, believes that it was composed ca. 1443 in
connection with Constantine's building projects. But Bodnar, "The Isthmian Fortifications in
Oracular Prophecy," pp. 165-171, has attempted to show that most of the oracle existed earlier and
was probably carved on the walls of the Hexamilion. His evidence derives from a number of
statements from the journal of Cyriacus of Ancona. This matter has not been conclusively settled
thus far and Father Bodnar, when he wrote his article, was not aware of the existence of Cardinal
Isidore's explication or of his introduction to the text of the oracle. Be that as it may, the oracle was
assigned to Constantine XI and, as Cleopa's request suggests, had become popular in the 1440s.
10 It should once more be pointed out that no detailed scholarly biography of this fascinating figure
exists. The basic sources on Isidore includes: Manoussakas, " `H 7rpoir (1456) ri
BEVETLK I'EpoUOLag 'YLc TO No:O TWV 'EXATjvWV TTIS BEVETLas KaL 6 Kap&LVO''XLOS 'IaL& pos," pp.

109-118; Pierling, pp. 60-105; Ziegler, pp. 393-410; Hofmann, "Papst Kallixt III," pp. 209-237;
Ammann, p. 251; Krajcar, pp. 367-378; Zakythinos, "MavouljX B ' 6 lIaXaLoX&yos Kal 6
Kap&LAALOS 'IoLbwpos," pp. 45-69; Mercati, Scritti d'Isidoro; idem, "Lettere di un Isidoro," pp.
200-207; Laurent, "Isidore de Kiev," pp. 150-157; PLP 4: no. 8300 (130, 131); Barker, Manuel II
Palaeologus, Appendix 22, pp. 525-528; and Kalligas, pp. 169-170, and n. 98.
11 Cf. the comments of Ganchou, "Sur quelques erreurs," p. 72. n. 1: "Or ]a menace d'une croisade
inquietait trop le sultan meme apr6s la prise de Constantinople, pour qu'il se soit soucie de donner
un si bel argument a Rome. Autrement dit, se figurer qu'il ait fait activement rechercher Isidore
pour se venger de lui serait par trop faire injure a son intelligence politique. S'il entreprit aucune
recherche serieuse pour le decouvrir, c'est surtout qu'une telle prise I'eut mis dans une position
embarrassante, en l'obligeant a statuer sur le sort du cardinal. Et on imagine difficilement le sultan
contraint de soustraire Isidore du desir de vengeance de ses lieutenants en alleguant des
considerations de haute politique. Il prefera donc le considerer comme mort en esperant qu'Isidore
n'aurait pas le mauvais gout, par une maladresse quelconque, de venir se jeter dans se filets. Donc,
quoi qu'lsidore en ait pense, son evasion dut moins a sa presence d'esprit qu'a 1'empressement de
Mehmet II de le voir deguerir de Constantinople au plus vite: paradoxalement, elle dut etre meme
certainement un egal motif de soulagement pour Fun comme pour autre."
12 Maltezou, '0 ®EOi6c Tob Ep KWvaTap7-LVoU7r6AEL BEvero1 BaiAov, pp. 51-52: OubeLc oµws
98ELI;E To 66.ppoc rob Gerolamo Minotto... [o Minotto] oTL Tj BEVETLa $& EvLoXue

1TaVT0L0Tp01rWc TOV a'YWVa rou...O'''veu bE dvaµov'1'IS a7rav-T'jaeuc, ...ckinryo'peuee TOv &r07rXo1iv

TWV REVETLKWV 'rXOLWV KaL ETcX11 ELC T1)v U'r`11pEJLaV -rob avTOKpaTOpoc.... 0o 1&UVaTO Vol

aVaRE[V'1] TO EvioXyly ll.T Tp07r0XEWS, 140E buuaTO va Poq'14ijai TOUS a7COLKouc Va'' bLap&youv

TOU KXOLOU TWv To6pKWV, too 1 UVaTO TEXOc 6 'LbLOS va XL7rO$UXTjaTj. "OµWc bEV eIrpatEV TOUTO
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The list of participants in the siege includes typical Renaissance personalities like
Catarino Contarini,13 who was involved in one of the earliest organized and recorded
archaeological excavations in the Black Sea region prior to the siege. Alvise Diedo,14
who was so proud of his role in the siege, recorded his activities on the monument built
for himself in the Church of Saints Giovanni e Paolo in Venice. In addition, there are
ambiguous individuals. What positively was the role of Loukas Notaras during the siege
and what part did he actually play? Was he an ardent patriot or was he a traitor?15

Of the most important sources for the compilation of a list of defenders, we must
scrutinize the various rosters that are encountered in Barbaro's narrative, recognizing that
these are limited to Venetians and Creto-Venetians. A comprehensive prosopography can
only be the subject of an independent study. What is offered here is a modest contribution
towards an eventual comprehensive prosopography. It should be emphasized that it
represents only the first point of departure. The list presented here only claims to offer
some of the evidence in an organized manner. The register can be extended both in terms
of participants and information reconstructed for each participant. What is really needed
is an exhaustive study of the archival material in Genoa and in Venice for additional
entries. While the various publications of lorga in his NE series supply some details (and
they are included in our list), one must bear in mind that lorga has often presented
extracts and abstracts of the documents, which will have to be accessed anew to provide
accurate quotations and publications of the pertinent material.

Our list includes various personalities that played a part in the siege. Some may not
have been active defenders but were associated with the defenders. Others do not seem to
have actively participated in the defense, such as various priests: George Scholarios and
Neophytos of Rhodes come to mind, who viewed the active defense of the Greek capital
to be a "Catholic project," and who advocated passive resistance as well as prayers for
salvation. On many levels, such individuals would have preferred "the sultan's turban
over the papal tiara" 16 and their activity and inactivity before and during the siege may
anachronistically qualify them as honorary members of a fifth column within the city. In
the list below such individuals are not assigned a number. Numbers are reserved for 225
known active defenders. Some perished in the siege or in Mehmed's wave of executions
following the sack. Others survived and escaped to the west. In addition, no
prosopography exists of the captives who remained in the Levant and were able to

'0 ROLLXOS apoQEcpEpE TTlV ROjtgELQV TOU, OTE Tj X41pa TOU 1jpVTj$rl Va 7rpoop p1] TVIV

Tnc, 6 1k LXOC && a To UQLaC IOU ESEL EV ELc Ttjv IllcLV, O,TL Wc9ELXEV O;UTTI VU ELXE

1rpo:EL.
13 Infra, no. 41.
14 Infra, no. 57.
1s PaL 2: 133-134: "As for the proud Notaras, who can say what the truth may have been?"
16 That famous comment is (justly, perhaps accurately?) attributed by Doukas to Loukas Notaras,
whom he portrays, with considerable exaggeration, as an ardent anti-Catholic and anti-unionist and
an ally of Scholarius-Gennadios. Cf. Doukas 37.10: EXWv [se. Scholarios-Gennadios] EK T fit;
QUYKX TOU TOV 4pi rov TOV lL.Eyo UUUKOV [sc. Loukas Notaras] ovVEp yOV KCYL QUVLQTOpa,

TOV Kat TOQOUTOV KaTa AaTLvav, OTe eT.Sov OL 'PWgatoL [Greeks] TOv
ivapLt V,9-rov QTpa'r v T& TOUpKWV, L XXoV SE KaTO: Ttjc 1I0'XEWS: "KpELTTOTEpOV EQTLV ELSEVOCL

EV REQ) T'1j TrOAEL ccxicu XLOV (3aatXei ov TOllpKWV 1j KaXU'irTpaw AaTLVLKt'V." Cf. Evert-
Kappesowa, pp. 245-257.
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purchase their freedom in time.17 It is also clear that there were many descendants of
noble families still in Constantinople in the mid-sixteenth century. Evidently, not all

17 A list of this last category, captives who bought their freedom and remained in the Turkish
occupied territories, is beyond the scope of the present study. Any list will have to begin with a
scrutiny of the personal correspondence of Francesco Filelfo; cf., e.g., Legrand, Cent-dix lettres dix
lettres grec de Francois Filelfe, letter 66, pp. 63-68. In addition cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and
the Siege of 1453," text with notes 185-191. Cf., e.g., Filelfo's letter of June 4, 1454, to his son,
Giovanni Mario, about a Greek relative, Michael Dromokates Chrysoloras, who was a refugee of
the sack. Cf. Legrand, Cent-dix lettres dix lettres grec de Franrcois Filelfe, p. 69: -PpayiioKOc o
PLXEXpoc 'IWavv l Map[() Tw uLw XaLpELV. 'O TaUTTIV QOL TTIV E1rw'roXTIV d'r080Uc Opo.LoKcvn1c 6

XpucOXWpac EV KTIbdLac VOpe1 TIWLV WV 7U'yx veL, ETit TOU -rqq c i c' IL1iTpok 'YEVouq. 'E6TL BE'

KaXOc Kayalgkc cVTlp, XU1rTlp6v µhpoc TITS apTL yEVOpEVTIC Kwra Tnv NEav 'P('µrly
Constantinople] bua'ruXLav. In another letter, October, 1455, to the marquis of Mantua, Filelfo
refers to the same individual again, adds his first name, and mentions other noble refugees;
Legrand, p. 69: Etsi non ignorabam eo to esse ingenio atqiue animi magnitudine et etiam sine ulla
mea commendatione quam liberalissime munificintissimeque excepturum arbitrarer virum illustrem
Michaelem Dromocatem Chrysolora, Manuelis illius Chrysolorae necessarium, qui extincta
bonarum artium studia in lucem ad latinos revocavit; itemque viros nobiles Demetrium et
Michaelem Assanes ... quique penes Turcorum immanem illum et impium Mahometum quam
miserrimam serviunt servitutem. Furthermore, in a letter of August 1, 1465, to Leodisio Cribelli,
Filelfo describes the circumstances that forced him to compose his fawning letter and his ode to
Mehmed H. Cf. Legrand, Cent-dix lettres dix lettres grec de Francois Filelfe, p. 66: Nee illud certe
vitio damnandum est quod ad Mahometum, tyrannum amyramque Turcorum, et epistolam olim et
carmen dederim, et id quidem non inscio sapientissimo et innocentissimo principe meo Francesco
Sfortia qui, cum vellet aliquid explorare de apparatu insidiisque Turcorum in christianos,
audiretque honestissimam feminam, socrum meam, Manfredinam, uxorem illisus splendissimi
Chrysolorae, et ipsam et duas filias ex praeda et direptione Constantinopolitana captivas servire
apud illam barbariam, permisit ul, illarum et redimendarum obtentu, duo quidam iuvenes callidi et
ad rem strenui, nomine meo et cum meis letteris, proficiscentur ad Mahometum. Cf the comments
of lorga, Byzance apres Byzance, p. 22: "From the correspondence of Filelfo we know the names
of many... Greeks who escaped from the destruction of Constantinople, such as: three Diplovatazae,
Manuel Aggalus, ...Alexander Kananos, Demetrios Palaiologos...Andronikos Trikhas Sandones,
and George Doukas Armenes."

Moreover, such a projected list will have to utilize the documents published by Darrouzes, pp.
72-127; and the evidence presented by some documents from the period such as the speeches of
Agallianos; cf. Patrinelis, '0 ®EObwpoc. For the high number of the captives, cf. Leonardo's
estimate, PG 159: 942 (omitted by CC 1): Triduo igitur in praedam decursam civitatem
depopulatamque regis Teucrorum ditioni dicati admodum relinquunt. Traducitur ad papiliones
omnis substantia et praeda, vinctique omnes ad sexaginta millia funibus Christiani captivantur;
cruces ex templorum apicibus parietibusque evulsae pedibus conculcantur; violantur mulieres;
virgines deflorantur; matres juvenes in turpitudinem maculantur; sanctimoniales ac reliquae etiam
quae apparentes fuerunt, luxu foedantur.... Yet some of those individuals were able to gain their
freedom in time, but were confronted with complications one would expect to arise from their
misfortunes. Cf., e.g., the case of Demetrios Barniotes, reported by Agallianos (Patrinelis, '0
eE66wpoc, Aoyoc II: 148-150, lines 2065-2090): Tuvij TLS E1rL'lrp«aKETO KUL &ELVWc
1jc 6 avijp, A1i J.lTPLOc 6 BaPVL(dTTlc, airfjv &LCz TTIV aLXp.aXWOLaV KaL (XyaVTIc 1'jV' EtWVLQQTO b'

O' uW aUTnv, XaR(ilv lrapa 'E(3pa(WV ap'yupLa MavouTjX TLS Tj oltkroU KLVOUVTOc aUTOV Al pLXLas
T1

XpeLac, KUL Oaa yuvaLKL EXp'ITO a&ri KUL Iie'r' aUT'Plc. METi bE TLVa Xp6VOu

1rapabpoILi v E1rmV1KE KUL 6 aVTjp aUTTjc, 6 OTI i*rpLOc, KO:L EUpWV UVTrV aUVOLKO11aaV 'n
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noblemen were executed nor were they systematically eliminated after the sack, contrary
to general impressions. This situation becomes evident in a letter that Theodosios
Zygomalas addressed to Martinus Crusius:18

ELQLv ol'1V KaL ETL EVTatn cr [sc. Ev KWVQTavTLVOU1r6XEL], 'RaXaLOAO'yWV OQ1rLTLa

OALya, KWVQTaVTLVOU KaL µavovTAoU TWV aUTaSEAcpWV: KaL aAAa, EWc TWV

SEKa...a1r0 CY1r0 TWV TOU paA11, QKo ercrt: ETL KaL TOU µaµaXri, d1r0

voTapa&Wv, OL ELoLV EV 0L IrXELOUC. d N0\ AaTLVwv,

Ra1T KO . ETL AE'YO',I,EVWV, aUaVcLWV, XpvooXop«SWV,

AaaK(''pEWV, EU'yEVLKWV OUTW Kai a'AAWV 'yEVWV, a Ka6EKaQTOV

ypof(pELV SuUKOAOV.

There still exist here [sc. in Constantinople] a few houses of the Palaiologoi, the
brothers Constantine and Manuel. There are others, as many as ten... [descendants] of
the Kantakouzenoi, of Rhales, are not unheard of. There are still descendants of the
families of Mamalis, and of various branches of the Notaras family, most of which are
in the Peloponnese. From the Latin (families) there are descendants of Mouzalis,
Vatatzis (and of the so-called Diplovatatzis family), of Asen, of Chrysoloras, of
Laskaris, and of Eugenikos (as this family is called). It is difficult to enumerate all of
them.

It is our hope that future investigative work and scholarly research will expand this basic
list and that more names and more documents will be located. While our list consists of
only 222 known defenders and a handful of non-combatants, "[the] defenders amounted
to 4773, without counting the foreigners, who were just about 200[O].s19

Mavom X KaL 1raLSolroLOUOav µET ' aUTOO rjoi Xaaev, i 're avTY1v dj re cxAArly aryayEQ$aL
&Mlaac...6 SE Movou A gTWV 1Ep0X0-fq 'r1VIXL TYiV 'yuVauw EKWAUETO SLa TOV A11µ1jTpL-

Ov. 'EX13OVTWV SE TV ai' eVTLKWV SELV ROfVTIX XpLQTLIXVOV TOV Exov'r WVT1TOv, 1j

&VSpa r1 'YUVaLKa,' EAEU&pOV KEAEUOVTWV' 1rL1rpaQKELV TOUpKOLs KUL OUX ETEpW TLVL,

EK 1rXELOVa Ka'rEQTT1v dV0'fyKgV 6 Mavou1iX dVOQLOV KaL SELVOV r -YgUF ievOc, EL 8LIX1rpaacLT0

aU 'V OIL EL TaL QUV SUO VEO VOL E EXXOV a KLVSUVEUQELV 1TE L 'V 1rLQTLV' SUVA EVOTT1 S P11 'Y S- µ "Y P P T'n µ1l µ S

SE dpeLVaL aUTYIv EAEU&paV SL' O'' c pELAE T6-L(; 'E3paLOLg Xp.a KElpaXcLWV Kat TOKWV, VLUV

EupLQKE µ11XIXVYIV EL(; lrapaRUK'av TOU KCYKOU, EL cdrruiV LEpoXoyi11DELT1. Kai 6r1 1rpoo6paµwv

ENTT1aE lrap& TTjS EKKX11QLac SLcKpLQLV, TaS a'VIX'yKac a(prryov ievoc.... OL µEVTOL 'E(3paioL

TOV Mavoui X airaLT0UVTEs T&C a , 6 SE M«VOUT1X Ev&KELTO T'1 EKKX1IULa aLTWV

AaRELV EVSOQLV 1j a1rEµ1r0AT1QaL TT1V yUVIXLKa TOL; TOUPKOLS 1ep0A0yT11gr1VaL IXUTYIV, TpLTOV yap

OUX EUpLQKETO' 6 S'E TraTpLapXT1S EV aµT1XIXVLet 'v....

18 Turcograecia 90. Crusius' own translation of this passage into Latin: Extant itaque hodieque hic
domus quaedam paucae Palaeologorum, Constantini & Manuelis fratrum germanorum: & alia,
plus minusue decem.... Sane Cantacuzenorum & Raliorum nomina audiuntur. Praeterea,
Mamalarum & Notaradarum: quorum plerosque Peloponnesus habet. Latinorum item, Muzalorum,
Batzidarum, Diplobatazidarum, Asanaeorum, Chrysolorarum, Lascaridarum, Eugenicorum,
altorumque: de quibus singulis scriptu difficile est.
19 Minus 35.1: ...&vSpac 1rpkS aVTLNapa'Tat1LV, ,8*0y' O'fVEU TWV tEVWV R AU OVTWV Qf" ' µuCpov

TL 1rpoc. There is every reason to believe that the figure, 200 is in error; clearly Sphrantzes must
have counted 2000. On the absurdity of the "200" calculation, cf. CC 1: 422-423, n. 8: Oltre ai
veneziani ed ai genovesi presenti in Costantinopoli et atti a portare le armi, si tenga presente the it
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Given the nature of our sources, the later "elaborations," the labyrinth of primary,
secondary, and even forged texts, fictional and invented personalities have found their
way into the record. Some names are simple misunderstandings derived from careless
reading of the manuscripts; the example of Phlantanellas stands out.20 Others, like Don
Francesco of Toledo, are clearly inserted into the record because a forger-elaborator was
promoting his own agenda.21 Another example of such practices concerns the Bembo
brothers, whose names were excised from the record presented by Leonardo.22 Other
fictional personalities can simply be seen as the results of scholarly confusion and errors.
A short list of invented personalities is appended at the end of the inventory. Our
comments will be restricted to the notes and will be kept to a minimum, allowing the
testimonies to speak for themselves. The following abbreviations indicate the sources that
will be utilized in this list:

AA Abraham of Ankara23
AGL Lomellino, Angelo Giovanni24
AM Di Montaldo, Adamo25
AV Anonimo Veneto: Questo e'lamento de Costantinopoli26
B Benvenuto27

cardinale Isidoro aveva portato con se 200 chioti, it Giustiniani e Maurizio Cataneo altri 700 (o
400) e i capitani delle navi veneziane da guerra e da mercato giunte fortunosamente nel porto
prima dell'assedio avevano a propria disposizione alcune centinaia di nomini delle ciurme: si puo
calcolare un insieme di almeno 2000 uomini. Nel testo di Sphrantzes o c'e errore (cioe, 200 per
2000) o c'e 1'idea di diminuire 1'importanza del contributo dato dagli occidentali alla difesa della
cilia.
20 On "Phiantanellas," cf. supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and Pseudo-
Sphrantzes," nn. 81 ff.
21 On "Don Francisco," cf. ibid., text with nn. 59-66.
22 Cf. infra, no. 12, no. 13, and n. 41.
23 On Abraham Ankiwrad i's Armenian elegy of the fall, consisting of 392 lines, cf. the translation
and commentary of A. K. Sanjian, "Two Contemporary Armenian Elegies on the Fall of
Constantinople, 1453," Viator: Medieval and Renaissance Studies 1 (1970): 223-261. Selections in
Italian translation can also he found in CC 2: 412-419. This lamentation was first published in
MHH22.1: 915-933. On this poem, cf. H. A. Anasjian, 4wJ4w4w,h br Pjn.aw11.0wap w4-^
.rw.,p% - ucmo'cuuxu o nadenuu Bu3anmuu [Armenian Sources on the Fall of
Byzantium] (Erevan, 1957), pp. 35-55. For some preserved Arabic literature, cf. S. S.

Abouelrousse, "L'impact de la chute de Constantinople sur les mentalites arabes chretiennes A Alep
au XVIIIeme siecle," Parole de 1'Orient 2 (1996): 199-213.
24 Cf. supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. II.A.2.
25 Cf ibid., sec. II.B.13.
26 This poetical and popular source was evidently composed by someone who had participated in
the defense and preserves valuable prosopographical information and details on the different land
sectors; it has mainly been neglected by. scholarship; nevertheless it has been described by Pertusi
(CC 2: 293) as "uno [Lamento] dei pill belli e interessanti, sulla caduta di Costantinopoli." It was
first published in A. Medin and L. Frati, Lamenti storichi dei secoli XIY XV, e XVI, 2 (Bologna,
1888): 127-146; it has been edited and printed anew in CC 2: 296-315.
27 Cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. II.A.6.
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CI Isidore, Cardinal28
ET Eparkhos, Thomas29
FR Da Rimini, Filippo30
G Gregolin Archivio, no. 36/2731
GTI Tetaldi, Jacopo, Latin version32
GTf Tetaldi, Jacopo, French version33
HGiu Hieronimo Giustiniani34
HS Henry ofSoemmern35
L Leonardo [Giustiniani, of Chios]36
LNB List in Barbaro, Nicolo
M Magno, Stefano37
NB Barbaro, Nicolo3s
NBd Documents [Appendix: Cornet's ed. of 1856] in Barbaro,

Nicolo
NI Nestor-Iskander39
NS Sekoundinos, Nikolaos40
S Samile [Samuel], Bishop [Vladik]41

28 Cf. ibid., sec. II.A.5.
29 Cf. ibid., sec. MAX
30 Cf. ibid., sec. II.B.8.
31 No. 36 Miscellanea Gregolin-Archivio di Stato di Venezia [= No. 27 Miscellanea gregolin:
Testamenti]. This document contains a list of nobles aboard the galley of Zorzi Doria who had
landed in Crete. It exists in three versions; an Italian rendition is based on a Greek original in the
archives of Corfu and two Italian renderings published by Mertzios, "lIepi, Tmv EK

KWVQTaVTLVOUTCOAeWC, ALaq yOVTWV TO 1453 IIaX01L0XoryWV Kai.'Air0PL0(X(T6EVTWV dLc Kp'Trv," pp.

170-177. Cf. Nicol, The Byzantine Family of Kantakouzenos, p. 194, n. 6. A Greek version of the
list can be found in a note by Protopsaltes in his translation of Schlumberger, La siege, pp. 284-
285, n. 14. Preceding the list, the following note can be read: Copia tratta dal originale dal
Archivio della Canea Karte 134 tradotta dal greco. Catalogo facto dal pudentissimo e generoso
messer Tomaso Celsi dignissimo Provedidor della nobile armata delli Illustrissimi Veneti per tutu
li infelici gentil huomini the fugirono dalla miserabile Constantinopoli doppo la di lei schivitu, i
quali venero con le loro famiglie nell'isola di Scio con li galioni del principe Doria genovese e it
predetto generoso Celsi la condusse nella nostra citta della Canea e di poi parte andarono dal
beatissimo Papa parte di Corfu parte restarono nelle citta dell'isola di Candia et it presente
Catalogo fu fatto 1'anno 1453 per comando del predetto domini Proveditore giusta I'autorita
veutali dall' Illustrissimo Senato perche fosse dato mantenimento, it tutto scritto per mano di me
Bortalameo Floriano publico Tabulario 1i 29 Maggio 1453.
32 Cf supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. 111.
33 Cf ibid., sec. III.
34 Cf supra, ch. 9: "Land Operations: The Main Targets," text with nn. 171 and 172.
35 Cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. H.A.5.viii.b.
36 Cf. ibid., sec. II.A.4.
37 Cf supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," text with n. 54.
38 Cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. H.A.1.
39 Cf supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," sec. IV.
40 Cf supra, ch. 1: "Scholarship and the Siege of 1453," sec. II.B.10.
41 Cf ibid., sec. II.A.10.
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E,pp Sphrantzes, George: Minus
UP Pusculo, Ubertino42
ZD Languschi-Dolfin [based on Ignotus?]43

II. List 1: Defenders and Non-Combatants

A

1. ABRAHAM OF ANKARA
AA, 381ff.

2. ABRAMO, JERUOLEMO [IEROLEMO]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

3. ABRAMO, MARCO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

4. APOSTOLUS [APOSTOLES, 'AaocTOA71s], MICHAEL [MLXov'A]
UP, 3.661-667 (55).

5. AQUA DALL', ANDREA
LNB, 31

ARGYROPILUS [ARGYROPULUS, ARGYROPOULOS,'Ap-yupozrouXoc],
IOANNES ['IwcavviC]
L, 925 [CC 1: 126]; UP, 3.661-667 (55)

B

6. BALBI, BERNARDO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

7. BALBI, DOMENEGO [DOMENICO], son of Balbi, Nicolo
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from
Barbaro?]

8. BALBI, NICOLO, father of Balbi, Domenego [Domenico]
LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3:
298: list from Barbaro?]

BAMBLACUS, cf. VLAKHOS [BLACHO(S), BXa'Xoc] JAN ['IwaivvrlS]

42 Cf. ibid., sec. II.A.7.
43 Cf. ibid., sec. ILA.4.i.
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9. BARBARIGO, PIERO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list from Barbaro?]

10. BARBARO, NICOLO
NB, 58 (36); LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; NB, 1; NB, 65; M [NE 3: 298: list
from Barbaro?]

11. BARBARO, ZACARIA
LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3:
300: list from Barbaro?]

12. BEMBO, ALUVIXE [ALOISE, LUDOVICUS] [brother of Bembo, Antonio]
L [CC 1: 150]; LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10: LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-
65; M [NE 3: 299: list from Barbaro?]

13. BEMBO, ANTONIO [brother of Bembo, Aluvixe (Aloise, Ludovicus)]
L, [CC 1: 150]; LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63

1.4. BENVENUTO, ANCONITANUS
B, 207; B, 208; LNB, 20

15-17. BOCCHIARDI [BUCCIARDI, BOJARDI, BUCCIARDI], BROTHERS
UP, 4.939-951 (79-80); AV, 241-244 [CC 2: 304]; Document of February 11,
1461; Document of February 9,1461;45 Document of May 6,146146

15. BOCCHIARDI [BUCCIARDI, BOJARDI, BUCCIARDI], ANTONIO
L, 934 [CC 1: 148]; ZD,19

16. BOCCHIARDI [BUCCIARDI, BOJARDI, BUCCIARDI, Buzardi,
Pakhiardi], PAOLO
L, 148 [CC 1: 148]; L, 936 [CC 1: 152]; L, 941 [May 29]; ZD, 19; ZD, 21; ZD,
30; AGL, 46-48

17. BOCCHIARDI [BUCCIARDI, BOJARDI, BUCCIARDI], TROILO
L, 148 [CC 1: 148]; L, 941 [May 29]; ZD, 19; ZD, 30

18. BOLDiJ, MICHIEL
LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3:
298: list from Barbaro?]

19. BOSICHI, ACHELEO [M1rO CKL, c ]

G

44 Predelli, I Libri Commemoriali, 10 (libro xv), no. 72 (p. 113) [1461, ind xi, Febbraio 11].
45 Ibid.; no. 73 (pp. 142-143) [1461, ind. IX, Febbraio].
46 Ibid., no. 74 (143) [1461, Mazzo 6].
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20. BOSICHI, DEMETRIO D,%µri rpLoc]

G

21. BOSICHI, THEODORO ©EOSwpoc, ]

G

22. BRION [BRYENNIOS, BRIENNA, BpvEVVios], LEONDARIO
[L(E)ONTARIS, AeoVTOrprlc, ANDRONIKOS,'AvSpovLKOS]
ZD, 17; UP, 4.169-172 (64) [CC 1: 208]

C

CALAFATI, cf. KALAPHATES

23. C[H]ANAL DE, ALUVIXE [ALOIXE] [brother of de Canal de, Jeruolemo
(Gerolemo)]
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 60; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list
from Barbaro?]

24. CANAL DE, JERUOLEMO [GEROLEMO] [brother of Canal de, Aluvixe
(Aloixe)]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

CANTACUZENUS, cf. KANTAKOUZENOS, KavT01KOVt1qv0's

25. CARETTO DEL, JOHANNES
L, 152; ZD, 21

CATACOXINO, MICAEL; cf. KANTAKOUZENOS, MICHAEL [KavTa-
Kovr1q1Voc, MLXo ijX]

26. CATALACTI, GEORGIO [KaTaXa1KT1 , TecP7io(;]
G

27. CATALACTI, GIACOMO [KaT0!&oiKT'1C, 'IoiKcPos]
G

28. CATALACTI, GIOVANNI [KaTaXaKTis, 'Iwdrvvis]
G

29. CATANEO, MAURIZIO
AGL, 46-48; L, 931 [CC 1: 140]; L, 934 [CC 1: 152]; L, 936 [CC 1: 152];ZD,
13-14; ZD, 18; ZD, 19; ZD, 21; AV, 165-168 [CC 2: 302]; AV, 241-244 [CC 2:
304]; AM, 13 (334); AM, 14 (334); AM, 18 (335); AM, 25 (338); AM, 34 (341);
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Letter of Nicholas Soderini [May 20, 1452];47 Document of January 21,
1455;48 Document of February 11, 1461;49 Document of February 9, 1461;5°
Document of May 6, 146151

30. CATANIO, POLO
LNB, 31

31. CATARO DA, ZUAN
LNB, 31

CATELUSO; cf. GATTILUSI

32. CENTURIUS [CENTURIONE], BERNABEUS [BERNABA]
UP, 4.508-529 (71); L, 932; ZD, 14

33. CHIRATO DE, ZUAN [same as CLARETI, GIOVANNI?]
LNB, 31

33a. CLARETI, GIOVANNI [same as CHIRATO DE, ZUAN?]
Document of November 17145352

34. COC[C]O, ANTONIO [son of Cocco (Coco, Cocho), Giacomo (Jacomo,
Jacobus)?]
M [NE 3: 298]

35. COCCO [COCO, COCHO, KoK(K)oc], GIACOMO [JACOMO, JACOBUS,
'IO[KW3oc]
L, 142; ZD, 15; NB, 4; NB, 28-29; NB, 30-31; NB, 33; NB, 65-66; UP, 4.601-
654 (73-74); UP 4.672-674 (74); GTI, 6: 16; GTf, 12; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63;
LNB, 31; LNB, 59-60; LNB, 63-65; AV, 181-184 [CC 2: 302]; Document of
July 18,1453;53 Document of September 23, 1455;54 M [NE 3: 298]; M [three
entries in NE 3: 299; the third: list from Barbara?]

36. COCHINIANI, GEORGIO [KoKLVu VO , Tewpyioc]
G

47 NE 2: 478-479, Archiv. d'Btat de Florence, Died di Balia, Cart. responsive, reg. 23, fol. 134-
177.
48 Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13.2: 270-271.
49 Predelli, ILibri Commemoriali 10 (libro xv), no. 72 (p. 113) [1461, ind xi, Febbraio 11].
50 Ibid., no. 73 (pp. 142-143) [1461, ind. IX Febbraio].
51 Ibid., no. 74 (143) [1461, Mazzo 6].
52 NE 3: 289.
13 Ibid; 3: 289.
54 Ibid., 290, n. 1.
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37. COCHINIANI, LEONE GEORGIO [KoKLV+.oivoS, AEwv]
G

38. C[H]OMMUSSI, ANDRONIKOS
Document of April 11,1451;55 Document of May 29,145556

39. CONTARINI, ALUVIXE [ALOIXE] [brother of Contarini, Pietro]
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list
from Barbaro?]; NBd 78 [documenti, 1453 (m. V.: A.D. 1454)]

40. CONTARINI, CA[T]TARIN[O], CATTAN[A]
L, 148; L, 168; ZD, 17; ZD, 19; UP, 4.939-951 (79-80); UP, 4.155-156 (64);
NB, 16; NB, 6; LNB, 9-10; NB, 16; LNB, 61-63; NB, 61; NB, 63-65; M [NE 3:
298: list from Barbaro?]; M [NE 3: 300]

41. CONTARINI, FELIPO
L1NB, 6; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from
Barbaro?]; Document of July 10, 1447 57

42. CONTARINI, GABRIEL
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; NB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

43. CONTARINI, MARIN
LNB, 9, 10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list
from Barbaro?]

44. CONTARINI, PIERO
LNB, 6

45. CONTARINI, PIE[T]RO [brother of Contarini, Aluvixe (Aloixe)]
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 60; LNB, 61-63; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

46. COPO, ANTONIO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65

47. CORFU DA, ANTONIO
LNB, 31

55 Ibid., 263.
56 Ibid., 290, n. 1.
57 Predelli, I Libri Commemoriali, 10 (libro xv), no. 17 (pp. 7-8) [1447, ind x, luglio].
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48. CORNER, FABRUZZI
UP, 4.169-172 (64); UP, 4.939-951 (79, 80); NB, 2 (9); NB, 2 (10); NB, 7 [Dec.
14, 1452]; NB, 7; NB, 16; LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; NB, 61-63; NB, 59-60; NB, 63-
65; ZD, 17; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]; Document of July 10,

49. CORNER, JERUOLEMO [GEROLEMO]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

D

50. DALLEZE [LEZE DA], MARCO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

51. DALMATA [ILLYRICUS, AaXlL TrlC] SCLAVUS [SCHIAVO],
GIOVANNI ['Iw0'1vvrlC]
L, 936 [CC 1: 152]; L, 941 [CC 1: 162]; ZD, 21; ZD, 29-30; M [NE 3: 297]

52. DANDRE [D'ANDRE?], NICOLO
LNB, 31

53. DAVANZO, ANTONIO
LNB, 9-10

DAVANZO, PIERO
NB, 13-14 [FC, p. 84; CC 1: 348-349]

54. DEMETRIOS [KANTAKOUZENOS PALAIOLOGOS, DEMETRIOS,
KaVTaK0Vt1'1V0'C IIaXaLoX'YoC, Aiip rpioc?]
L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; ZD, 20

55. DIEDO [AtESoc], ALVISE [ALOIXE, ALUVIXE, LUDOVICO,
ALVISIUS, [brother of Diedo, Marco, and Diedo Vet(t)o(r)]
L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; ZD, 14-15; ZD, 20; NB, 8; NB, 11 (12); NB, 12; NB, 14-15;
NB, 22; NB, 28; NB, 29 (19); NB, 33; NB, 38; NB, 38-39; NB, 57-58 (35); NB,
58-59 (36); LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; NB, 63-65; Document of July 4,
1453;59 Document of July 2, 145360 (also a second entry); Document of July 5,
1453;61 M [NE 3: 298]; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]; Epp, 36.3-4;
Dresden Chronicle, F, 20, fol. 262v62

58 Ibid.

59 NE 3: 288.

60 TIePN, pp. 6-9: Archivio di Stato, Sen. Mar. fol. 198', 199`.
6' TIePN, pp. 9: Archivio di Stato, Sen. Secr. 19, g. 203".
62 NE 3: 30 1, n. 1.
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55a. DIEDO, ANDREA [ALUVIXE?]
L, 935

56. DIEDO, MARCO [brother of Diedo, Alvise (Aloixe, Aluvixe, Ludovico,
Alvisius), and Diedo Vet(t)o(r)]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

57. DIEDO, VET[T]O[R] [brother of Diedo, Alvise (Aloixe, Aluvixe, Ludovico,
Alvisius), and Diedo, Marco)]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

58. DIPLOVATAZES [DEPLORENTATZ], GIOSUE [JOSU]
ET [NE 2: 518]

59. DIS[H]YPATOS, ALEXIOS
UP, 4.189-190 (64) [CC 1: 208]; ZD, 17

DIUSNAIGI, ZUAN
NB, 11 (12)

60. DOLFIN, DOLFIN
NB, 16; NB, 33; NB, 58-59 (36); LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63;
LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298]

61. DORIA, FILIPPO GEORGIO [NTOpL, 4)(ALiriros]
G

62. DORIA, GIORGIO [ZORZI]
NB, 59 (37); LNB, 20; G

63. DORIA, MARINO GEORGIO [N r6pi, Mocpivos]
G

64. DRIVASTO DE, DEMETRIUS
Document of December 28, 145363

65. DRIVASTO DA, ZORZI DE NICOLO
ZD, 17

E

66. EPARKHOS [EPERKUS], THOMAS
ET [NE 2: 518]

63 Ibid., p. 290.
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F

FAIUZO
NB, 30

67. FELICIANO [FELLICZANO, FELISANO, FELLIZANO], BAPTISTA
L, 931 (140) [4/20/53]; ZD, 13-14; Letter of February 2, 1453;64 Letter of
March 14,145365

68. FERARA DA, RENALDO
LNB, 31

69. FAXOL, ALUVIXE
LNB, 9-10

FILAMATI, cf. PHILOMATES, ANTONIOS

70. FIURIAN, BORTOLO
NB, 57-58 (35)

FLECTANELLA, cf. LECANELLA, PHLANTANELLAS

71. FORMACHIANI, EUSTATHIUS [4PopµO:KLOGVOt, EUVT0CI4L0C]
G

72. FORMACHIANI, GEORGIO [4)opµaKL0'lvos, TECapyLOS]
G

73. FORMACHIANI, MARCO ['PoP KLOivos, MoipKOs]
G

74. FORNARI, GIOVANNI
L, 152; ZD, 21

75. FOXON, LIO
LNB, 31

G

76. GALERGIANI, BASILIO [TKaXEp-yLavoS, Bo:QLXELOS]
G

64 Ibid., p. 279.
65 Ibid., pp. 279-280.
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77. GALERGIANI, NICETA [FKaXEp-yLOivoc, NLK1 TOCc ]
G

78. GALERGIANI, NICOLO [TK01AEp-yL0ivoc, NLKOAaos]
G

79. GATTILUSI, LEODISIO [LUDOVICO?]
L, 152; ZD, 21

80. GEBELIN, MARIN
LNB, 31

81. GIORGI [ZORZI], GIOVANNI [ZAN]
NB, 8-9; UP, 4.208-211 (65); ZD, 17

82. GIULIA? [JULIA, GIULIANO, TouXLOivoc?], PERE [PEDRO, l1ETpoc]
AGL, 46; L, 150; L, 168; ZD, 20; ZD, 31; AV, 281-284 [CC 2: 306]; NB, 66

83. GIUSTINIANI, GIOVANNI ['IouuTLVLOCV-qg, 'Iwaivviy I
G

84. GIUSTINIANI, LEONE ['IovaTLvu v%, AEwv]
G

85. GIUSTINIANI, LEONE ['IouaTLVL0Cv11c, IQETpoC,]
G

86. GIUSTINIANI LONGO, GIOVANNI GUGLIELMO
AGL, 42; CI 74 [7/6/53]; L, 928 [CC 1: 132]; L, 928 [CC 1: 134]; L, 932 [CC 1:
142]; L, 934 [CC 1: 148]; L, 934 [CC 1: 148]; L, 936 [CC 1: 152]; L, 940 [CC 1:
160]; L, 941 [CC 1: 162]; a gloss in the margin of the Codex Trivultianus of
Milan to the previous extract;66 ZD, 10; ZD, 15; ZD, 19; ZD, 21 (two entries);
ZD, 21; ZD, 22; ZD, 28; ZD, 28-29; GT, 5.14; GTf, 10; GTI, 17-18; GTf, 24-
25; UP, 4. 279-305 (66); UP 4.309-314; UP, 4.574-584 (72); UP, 4.939-951 (79-
80); UP, 4. 973-978 (80) [CC 1: 212]; UP, 4.601-654 (73-74); NB, 13 (12); NB,
55 (33); LNB, 20; ET [NE 2: 517]; B, 207; NI, 22-25 (40-42); NI, 28 (44-46);
NI, 31 (46-48); NI, 39 (54); NI, 43 (58); NI, 60-62 (74-76); NI, 64 (76-78); NI,
66 (78); NI, 79 (88); Scholarios, 'E1CLTa''cpLog;67 AA, 105; AV, 185-188 [CC 2:
302]; AV, 228-231 [CC 2: 304]; FR, 155; FR, 156; AM, 13 (334); AM, 14
(334); AM, 19 (335-336); AM, 20 (336); AM, 21 (336); AM, 33 (341); NS,
Oratio ad Alphonsum;68 M [NE 3: 296-297]; Ivani [TIePN, pp. 160-162];

66 CC 1: 404, n. 57.

67 Oeuvres completes de Gennade Scholarios 1: 279-280.
68 CC 2: 134; NE 3: 319-320.
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Document of May 7, 1442;69 Document of April 7, 1449 (or later);70
Document of May 8, 1449;71 Document of June 27, 1453, regarding
negotiations between Genoa and Trebizond through George Amoiroutzes;72
Document of May 2, 1450;73 Document of April 1452;74 Letter of Nicholas
Soderini [May 5, 1452];75 Letter of Nicholas Soderini [October 22, 1452];76
Letter of Nicholas Soderini [November 29, 1452];77 Letter of Nicholas
Soderini [July 20, 1453];78 Document of July 11, 1452;79 Document of
December 15, 1452;80 Milan Chronicle [R 113, Sup., fol. 185'-186];81
Inscription on Giustiniani's tomb [Paspates, `H HoAcopKLa i ait `AAwatq, p.
181, n. 2; PaL 2: 129, n. 69]; Da Foligno [TIePN, p. 104]; the evidence by HGiu
[Istoria di Scio, pp. 412-420]

87. [GIUSTINIANI], LEONARDO ARCHBISHOP
L, 923; L, 925 [CC 1: 6]; L, 927 [CC 1: 11]; NB, 5 (11-12); Document of
October 18, 1453 [Reg. 401, f. 47b, Secret Archives of the Vatican, Pope
Nicholas V]; Document of July 21,1449;82 Document of July 8, 144983

88. GIUSTINIANI, NICOLAUS
UP, 4.872-878 (78)

89. GOUDELES, EMMANUEL [rouS Xijc , 'Ep avovvjX]
UP, 4.177-178 (64) [CC 1: 208]; ZD, 17

90. GOUDELES, NIKOLAOS NucoXaoS]
L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; UP, 4.157-164 (64) [CC 1: 206]; UP, 4.939-951 (79-80); ZD,
17; ZD, 20; CI, Letter of July 6, 1453;84 Document of July 28, 1446 [Comptes
de la chambre Apostolique, fol. 201"];85 Document of September 20, 1446;86
Epp. 33.4-6; NI, 42 (58-59); NI, 83 (92-93)

69 NE 3: 88; Arch. d'Etat de Genes, Lib/Diversor., reg. 31.
70 NE 3: 245.

71 Ibid.

72 Ibid., p. 246.
73 Ibid., p. 259.
74 Ibid., 2: 464; Arch. d'Etat Florence, Dieci di Balia, Carteggio responsive, reg. 22, fol. 125.
7s NE 2: 477-478.
76 Ibid., p. 480.
77 Ibid.

78 Ibid., p. 491.
79 Ibid., 3: 272.
80 Ibid., p. 277.

Ibid., p. 301, n. 1.
82 Ibid., 2: 432-433.
83 Ibid., 3: 241.
as Hofmann, "Ein Brief," p. 413.
85 NE 2: 25.
16 Ibid., p. 26, Comptes de la chambre Apostolique, fol. 210.
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91. GRADENIGO, BAIARDO
LNB, 31

92. GRANT, JOHN
L, 928 [CC 1: 134]; L, 934 [CC 1: 148]; ZD, 10; ZD, 19

93. GRECI DE', TROILO
Document of October 12,1453;87 LNB, 31

GREDETA [GOUDELES?], NICOLAUS
IC. Letter of July 6,145388

94. GRIMALDI, DOMENICO
LNB, 9-10

95. GRIONI, ZAC[H]ARIA
NB 3 (10); NB, 24; NB, 30-31; NB, 59 (36); NBd, 69-71 [August 31, 1453];
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; AV, 245-248 [CC 2: 304]; ZD,
14-15; ZD, 36; Document of February 25, 1453;89 M [NE 3: 298: list from
Barbaro?]; Letter of July 30,145490

96. GRIT[T]I, BATTISTA [BATISTA, BAPTISTA]
UP, 4. 279-305 (66); UP, 4.157-164 (64) [CC 1: 206]; UP, 4.574-584 (72); UP,
4.939-951 (79-80) [CC 1: 210]: Letter of July 30, 1454;91 UP, 4.694-710 (75);
ZD, 17; ZD, 18; LNB, 6; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE
3: 299: list from Barbaro?]; Document of November 17,

97. GRITI, LUCA
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

98. GULIAS, NICOLO
LNB, 31

GURO, cf. SGOUROS

NE 3: 289.
88 Hofmann, "Ein Brief," p. 413.
89 Ibid., pp. 281-282.
9° In Manoussakas, "Les derniers defenseurs crdtois de Constantinople," p. 334, n. 21.
91 Ibid.

92 Predelli, I Libri Commemoriali 10 (linro xv), No. 141 (p. 231) [6988 del mondo (= A.D. 1479)].
For Gritti's activities and his return to Constantinople in 1479 with Giovanni Dario and the painter
Gentile Bellini, cf. Diana Gilliland Wright and J. R. Melville-Jones, eds., trans., and commentary,
The Greek Correspondence of Bartolomeo Minio, 1: Dispacci from Nauplion (1479-1483);
Archivio del Litorale Adriatico XI (Padua, 2008): 37, 147, 189, and 273.
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H

99. HYALINAS [YALINAS/GALINA], ANTONIOS [' oeXiv&C/I'LaXiv&S,
'Av7'wvios]
NB, 36; Codex Addit. 34060 of the British Museum;93 Document of December
26, 1453 [Senato Mar, Reg. 5 (1453-1456), fol. 13°];94 Document of January 5,
1454 [Duca di Candia 2, Ducali lettere ricevute, quat. 27 (1453-1454), fol. 1119'

I

100. IAGARIS [Giagaris, JAGARIS, JAGARUS, IAGROS, ["Iaypos,'Io'yap11S,
TLaiyapLc]
UP, 1.529-538 (23)

100a. IAGARIS [JAGARIS, JAGARUS, IAGROS, "Iaypos,
TLoiyapLS (PALAIOLOGOS)], MANUEL [MavovvjX]
L, 936; ZD, 22; Epp, 29.4

'Ic yapyIS,

101. IMPERIALIS [NEPHEW OF LOMELLINO, GIOVANNI ANGELO]
AGL [CC 1: 42-44]; AGL [CC 1: 50]; Letter of Nicholas Soderini [August 30,
1453]96

102. ISIDORE [ ' IoCSwpoc], CARDINAL
Corpus Chronicorum Bononiensium [Report of Franciscan brothers, TIePN, pp.
25-26; two versions]; CI [CC 1: 64 (7/6/53)]; Cl [CC 1: 84 (7/8/53)]; CI [CC 1:
66 (7/6/1453)]; Cl [CC 1:66-68 (7/6/1453)]; Cl [CC 1: 78 (7/6/1453)]; CIf [CC
1: 114 (7/15/53)]; B, 207; B, 208; L, 925 [CC 1: 124]; L, 925; L, 930; L, 934
[CC 1: 146]; L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; ZD, 18-19; ZD, 20; ZD,
20; GTf, 27; NB, 3 (10); NB, 4 (11); NB, 5 (11-12); NB, 7; UP, 2.205-224 (31);
UP, 3.488-505 (51-52); UP, 3. 520-526 (52); UP, 3.633-646 (54); UP, 3.728-731
(56); AV, 277-280 [CC 2: 306]; FR, 153; FR, 155-156; HS [CC 2: 86 (9/11/53)];
HS [CC 2: 86 (9/11/53)]; Leonardo Benvoglienti [CC 2: 109-111 (11/22/53)];
Tignosi da Foligno [TIePN, p. 114]; Tignosi da Foligno [TIePN, p. 118];
Tignosi da Foligno [TIePN, p. 120]; Document of September 23, 1445 (?);97 M
[NE 3: 297]; M [NE 3: 299]; 36.5-6; Document of January 24, 1452
[Arch. du Vatican, Eugene IV, Lettres, reg. 398, fol. 56-56];98 Document of July

93 Cf. supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," text with n. 63.
94 Quotes in Manoussakas, "Les derniers defenseurs cretois de Constantinople," p. 337, n. 43.
95 Ibid., p. 338.
96 NE 2: 493.

Ibid., p. 290, n. 1.
9E Ibid., p. 461.
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26, 1452;99 Document of May 7, 1453;100 Document of November 29, 1458;101
NE 3: 308. n. 1; Document of August 14, 1464;102 Quirini [TIePN, p. 74]

ISIDORUS ['IaL'Swpoc] [PRIEST]
L, 925; L, 930

103. ITALIANUS, HIERONYMUS
L, 150; ZD, 20

K

104. KALAPHATES, GIACOMO [KaXacpa¢Tic, ' Ic4Kw[3oS]
G

105. KALAPHATES, MICHAEL [KaAafcnT-qc;, MLXa1jX]
G

106. KANTAKOUZENOS [Kavio
Doukas, 40.7; UP, 3,614-633 (54)

107. KANTAKOUZENOS, ANDRONIKOS [Kavrwcou rjv6S, 'Avbpovu.KOS]
UP, 2. 488-497; UP, 4.151-156 (64) [CC 1: 206]; UP, 4.165-168 (64) [CC 1:
206]; UP, 4.939-951 (79-80) [CC 1: 210]; CI [CC 1: 78]; ZD, 17; ZD, 17;
32.7

KANTAKOUZENOS, DEMETRIOS D1µ1jTpLoc]
G; Document of July 1447103

108. KANTAKOUZENOS, IOANNES 'Iwoivvic]
UP, 2. 488-496 (36); UP, 4.165-168 (64) [CC 1: 206; ZD, 17; G; Cyriacus
Anconitanus; 32.7; Eipp, 36.11; NI, 83 (92)

109. KANTAKOUZENOS, MICHAEL [KavTaKou vos, MLXarjX]
Letter of May 15,1454104

110. KARYSTENOS, THEODOROS [Kapvari vos, ©EOSwpos]
CI, 2.70 [CC 1: 70]; L, 934 [CC 1: 148]; ZD, 19; NI, 41 (56)

99 Ibid., pp. 272-273.
10° Ibid., 3: 283-284.
101 Ibid., pp. 290-291, n. 1.

102 Predelli, I Libri Commemoriali 10 (libro xv), No. 87 (146).
103 Ibid., no. 17 (pp. 7-8).
104 lorga, Documente privitoare, no. 2 (p. 2).
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111. KOMNENOS, ISAAKIOS [Kop.viv6c, 'Iao KLoc]

G

112. KOMNENOS, KONSTANTINOS [Koµviivoc, Kwva'raviivot ]
G

L

113. LACAVEL(L)A [LECANELLA], FRANCESCO [erroneously: FLACTA-
NELLA and PHLANTANELLAS/ Xa:vTa:vEXX ]

L, 931 (140); ZD, 13

114. LANGASCO DE, LEONARDO
L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; ZD, 20

115. LASKARIS, MANUEL [Ad11sKa%pris, 'EµµccvovAX]
G

116. LASKARIS, THEODOROS [AY'UKapTIS, OEOSwpos]
G

117. LOLIN, ALESANDRO [brother of Lolin, Zuan]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299]

118. LOLIN, ZUAN [brother of Lolin, Alesandro].
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list from Barbaro?]

119. LOMELLINO, ANGELO GIOVANNI
NB, 29; NB, 57 (35); L, 944; AGL [CC 1: 42-44]; Letter [September, 27,
14531 of Franco Giustiniani;105 Letter [September 27, 14531 of Franco
Giustiniani;l°6 Letter of Nicholas Soderini [August 30,1453];107 Document of
May 12, 1452;108 Document of June 12, 1453;109 Cod. Litterarum anni 1440-
1447, num. II, X. 114 [August 1, 14471;110 Cod. Litterarum ann. 1438-1469,
num. 9, X. 112 [April 15,14511;111 Cod. Litterarum ann. 1438-1469, num. 9,
X. 119 [June 28, 1452]; 112 Inscription' 13

1°s CC 2: 100 [NE 3: 293].
106 NE 3: 294.
117 Ibid., 2: 493.
108 Ibid., 3: 272.
109 Ibid., p. 287.
110 Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13.2: no. CXII, p. 205.
... Ibid., no. CXLIII, p. 221.
112 Ibid., no. CXLVI, p. 224.
113 Ibid., p. 333:
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LONGINUS, ANDRONICUS
ZD, 17

120. LOREDAN, ZUAN
NB, 33; LNB, 6; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298:
list from Barbaro?]

M

121. MALIPIERO, ANDREA
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

122. MARANGON, ZUAN
LNB, 31

123. MARCHINI, NICOLO
M [NE 3: 298]

124. MARIANO, DOMINO
G

125. MAVRICO, BORTALAMEO [Mavp'LKoc, Bap$oXoµa%oq]
G

126. MAVRICO, GIOVANNI [MavpCKOc, 'Io a'vvgs]
G

127. METAXAS, ANTONIOS 'AvTwvLoS]
G

128. METAXAS, NIKOLAOS [McTatas, NLKOAaoC,]
G

129. METAXAS, SERGIOS jMcTaE&S,
G

130. MICHIEL, FRANCESCO
LNB, 6; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from
Barbaro?]

-+ M CCCC LII DIE PrimA APRILIS
NICOLAVSPAPA QuiNTVSIANVENsis
TEMPORE. spectabilis. DOmini. ANGELI. IOHannIS LOM
ELINI POTESTATIS PERE SVB DVCaty ILLvustris
. DOmini. DOmini. PETRI - DE. CAMPOFREgoso. IANve. DUCIS :.
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A relative of MICHIEL, FRANCESCO?

131. MICHIEL, PIERO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

MINOTTO, wife of MINOTTO, GIROLAMO [JERUOLEMO, HIERO-
NYMUS]
ZD, 33; NE, 3: 288-289 (July 17, 1453); Archivo di Stato Venice, Senato Mar,
Reg. 4, fol. 202";114 NE, 3: 289

132. MINOTTO, GIROLAMO [JERUOLEMO, HIERONYMUS]
AGL, 46; L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; L, 943, [CC 1: 166]; ZD, 14-15; ZD, 17; ZD, 20;
ZD, 33; UP, 3.749-756 (57); UP, 4.173-176 (64) [CC 1: 208]; UP, 4.1075-1079
(82); B, 208; NB, 2 (9); NB, 5; NB, 6-7 [Dec. 14, 1452]; NB, 7 [Declaration in
favor of defending Constantinople]; NB, 8-9; NB, 11; NB, 11; NB, 11-12; NB,
19; NB, 50; NB, 59; NB, 66 [additional note by Marco Barbaro: 7/18/1453];
LNB, 6; LNB, 16; LNB, 59-60; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65; AV, 285-288 [CC 2:
306]; Archivo di Stato Venice, Sen. Mar, Reg. 4, fol. 201" [July 17,

1453];115

Document of July 17, 1453;116 Archivo di Stato Venice Senato Mar, Reg. 4,
fol. 202";117 Document of August 28, 1453;118 M [NE 3: 298]: list from
Barbaro?]; M [NE 3: 298]; M [NE 3: 300]; Dresden Chronicle [fol. 262"];119
Document of April 29, 1450;120 NBd, 67 [2/14/51, m<ore> V<eneto>];
Document of September 20, 1450;121 Register of Elections122

133. MINOTTO, P[A]OLO, son of MINOTTO, GIROLAMO [JERUOLEMO,
HIERONYMUS]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; ZD, 33; NE, 3: 288-289; M [NE
3: 299: list from Barbaro?]; M [NE 3: 298]

134. MINOTTO, ZORZI, son of MINOTTO, GIROLAMO [JERUOLEMO,
HIERONYMUS]
AGL, 46; L, 943, [CC 1: 166]; ZD, 33; UP, 4.1075-1079 (82); LNB, 16; LNB,
61-63; LNB, 59-60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]; NE, 3: 288-
289 (July 17, 1453); Archivo di StatoVenice, Sen. Mar, Reg. 4, fol. 202"123

114 Ibid.
nsPaL2:133,n.87.
116 NE 3: 288-289.
117 Maltezou, ' O ©eaµos, p. 64, n. 1.
118 NE: 3, 289.
119 Ibid., p. 301, n. 1.
120 Ibid., pp. 254-255.
121 Maggior Consiglio, Ursa, fol. 180. Bailo, 1450-1453.
122 Maltezou,`D 0eaµ0I s, p. 125.
123 Ibid, p. 64, n. 1.
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135. MOCENIGO [MOZENIGO], NICOLO
LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65;
Document of July 17,1453;124 M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

136. MOCENIGO [MOZENIGO], THOMAS [TOMAO, TOMA, TOMADO]
LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3:
298: list from Barbaro?]

137. MOLITIUS [MOLLISRUS?]
UP, 4. 702-709 (75); UP, 4.939-951 (79-80)

137a. MOLLISRUS [MOLITIUS?]
UP, 4.694-710 (75)

138. MONDINI, GIACOMO [MOVSIC.VL, 'IoiicwPos]
G

139. MONDINI, LAZARO [MOYSLVL,
G

140. MOREXINI, JERUOLEMO
NB, 3-4 (11); NB, 30-31; NB, 36; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65

141. MOREXINI, NICOLO
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65

142. MOUSOUROS, ANTONIOS [Movaovpog, 'AvrwvLoc]
G

143. MOUSOUROS, LEON [Movuoupoc,
G

144. MULIN [MOLIN] DA, ZACARIA
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 59-60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from
Barbaro?]

N

145. NANI, PIERO
LNB, 6; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

146. NAVAIER, ALOIXE [ALUVIXE]
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list from
Barbaro?]

124 NE 2: 524.
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NEOPHYTOS [RHODIOS] [Neo%piros, `P6Si.os], HIEROMONK
L, 925; L, 930; L, 936; ZD, 22; Ecpp. 33.4-6

147. NESTOR-ISKANDER
NI, 89 (96)

NOTARAS, [unnamed] daughters of NOTARAS, LOUKAS [NoTap&S,
AouK& ]
UP, 4.1065-1074 (82); AM, 32 (340-341); Document of March 1454121

NOTARAS, [unnamed] wife of NOTARAS, LOUKAS [Noi pac, AoUK&cI
AM, 32 (340-341)

148-149. NOTARAS, two [unnamed] sons of NOTARAS, LOUKAS [NoTapas,
AouKas]
L, 943 [CC 1: 166]; ZD, 31-32; CI; UP, 4.1065-1074 (82); AA, 181; AM 29
(339); AM 30 (339-340); AM, 31 (340); Moskhos, 19; Moskhos, 20; Epp.
33.4-6; Epp, 34.8-9

NOTARAS, IAKOBOS [NoTap& 'I0'EKw[3oc ( 'I60taKloc)] son of
NOTARAS, LOUKAS [NoTapat, AouKalg]
L, 166; ZD, 32; UP, 4.1065-1074 (82); Letter of recommendation of January
6,1448;126 Document of March 145412'

150. NOTARAS, LOUKAS [NoTap&S, AouKOig]
L, 150; L, 936 (152); L, 930; L, 943 [CC 1: 1661; ZD, 17; ZD, 20; ZD, 21; ZD,
31-32; CI; UP, 1.434 (21)-535 (23); UP, 2.104-116 (29); UP, 2. 488-497 (36);
UP, 3.614-633 (54); UP, 3.732-740 (56); UP, 4.192-196 (65) [CC 1: 208]; UP,
4.1065-1074 (82); AA, 181; NB, 19; NB 66 (38); AM, 22 (37); AM, 28 (339);
AM 29 (339); AM 30 (339-340); AM, 31 (340); AM, 32 (340-341); Moskhos,
16; Moskhos, 17; Moskhos, 18; Moskhos, 19; Moskhos, 20; Letter of July
1446;128 Letter of recommendation, January 6, 1468;129 Ecpp, 32.7; Elpp,
33.4-6; E<pp, 34.1-5; 1;(f p, 34.8-9; Document of May 11, 1451;130 Document
of October 23, 1450;131 Letter of June 7, 1443;132 Letter of July 7, 1446;133
Letter of instructions to Maruffo, March, 1454; 134 Document of July 10,

121 Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13.2: no. CLIV (p. 269).
126 Desimoni, "Introduzione all' opuscolo di Adamo di Montaldo," pp. 299-300.
127 Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13.2: no. CLIV (p. 269).
128 Cf. "Della conquista di Costantinopoli per Maometto II," p. 299.
'29 Ibid., pp. 299-300 (data Janue die VI Januarii 1468).
130 NE 2: 447; Arch. d'Etat de Raguse, Lett. e comm. Lev., reg. 1451-1452, fol. 167
13' Ibid., 3: 257-258.
132 Cf. Desimoni, "Introduzione all' opuscolo di Adamo di Montaldo," pp. 207-208.
133 Cod. Litterarum ann. 1446-50, num. 13, X, 16, car. 35 recto; CXX. 1446, 11 luglio; cf.
Desimoni, "Introduzione all' opuscolo di Adamo di Montaldo," p. 209.
134 Atti della Society Ligure di Storia Patria 13.2: no. CLIV, p. 269.
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1447;135 Document of October 14, 6959 (1450);136 Document of October 23,
1450;137 NI, 42 (58); NI, 83 (92), 87

151. NOTARAS, MATTHAIOS [Norap&c, Mo toc]
G

152. NOTARAS, VLASIOS [NoTapc2s, BAaaLos]
G

153. NOVARIA DE [NOVARA DA], DOMINICUS [DOMENICO]
L, 931 [CC 1: 140]; ZD, 13-14

0

OMELIA D', NICHOLAS
Document of October 2, 1453138

154. ORHAN [OSMANLI]
NB, 19; Henry of Soemmern (CC 2: 86)

P

155. PALAIOLOGOS [PALAEOLOGUS], DEMETRIOS [IIaXotLoXoyos,
AwATPLos]
G; L, 935 [CC 1: 150]; ZD, 20

156. PALAIOLOGOS [PALAEOLOGUS], EMMANUEL [IIataLoXoyoc,
'EµµavovnIX]
G; ZD, 17; UP, 4.179-181

157. PALAIOLOGOS [PALAEOLOGUS], METOKHITES THEODOROS
[IIaXalAAOyoc ME roxLT'nc, ©EOSWpoC]
UP, 4.191-192 [CC 1: 208]; ZD, 17

PALAIOLOGOS [PALAEOLOGOS], SINGOURLA, cf. SINGOURLAS
[EEyKpovXa] PALAIOLOGOS [IIataLoXoyor]

158. PALAIOLOGOS [PALAEOLOGOS], THEOPHILOS [IIaXaLoXOyoS,
©EOplXOC]

L, 925 [CC 1: 126]; L, 934 [CC 1: 148]; L, 941 [CC 1: 162]; ZD, 19; ZD, 29-30;
M [NE 3: 297]

135 Predelli, I Libri Commemoriali 10 (libro xv), No. 17 (pp. 7-8).
136 Ibid., 10 (libro xiv), No. 168 (pp. 55-56).
137 Ibid., Nos. 168 and 169 (p. 56).
138 NE 3: 289.
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159. PALAIOLOGOS [PALAEOLOGUS], THOMAS [IIataLoX6 yoc, Owµ&S]
G

160. PASCAL, ANTONIO
Document of November 24,1453139

161. PEXARO DE [CA], ANTONIO
LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

162. PHILANTHROPENOS, [MANUEL?] [4ktXavdpwiriiv0's, 'EµµavovijX]
UP, 4.192 (64) [CC 1: 208; also CC 1: Philanthropus]; ZD, 17

PHILANTROCHUS, cf. PHILANTHROPENOS

163. PHILOMATES [FILAMATI], ANTONIOS [4iLAoµo:Tqc, 'Av-rw'vtoC]
NB, 58-59 (36); LNB, 20; Codex Addit. 34060 of the British Museum;140
Document of May 14,1456141

164. PHOKAS, ANDRONIKOS [-1Pwic6c, 'AvSpovucoc ]
G

165. PHOKAS, EM[M]ANUEL [fiwic&S, 'Eµµavow X]
G

166. PIXANI [PISANI], NICOLO
LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

167. PIZAMANO, ANTONIO
LNB, 6; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list from Barbaro?]

168. PRIOL[L]I DA, MAFIO [MATTIO] [brother Prioli (Priuli) di, Aluvixe
(Aloixe)]
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from
Barbaro?]

169. PRIOLI [PRIULI] DI, ALUVIXE [ALOIXE] [brother of Priol(1)i da, Mafflo
(Mattio)]
LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

170. PUSCULO, UBERTINO
Conclusion 83 [CC 1: 199]

139 Ibid.
140 Cf supra, n. 93.
141 Senato Mar, Reg. 5 (1454-1456), fol. 149` (Manoussakas, "Les derniers defenseurs cretois," p.
339, n. 58).
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R

171. REDOLFI, ALUVIXE
LNB, 9-10

172. RHANGABES [`Po]yK0e[3iI9]
NI, 39 (54)

173. RHUODO [RHODO?] DA, ANDREA
LNB, 31

174. ROSSI DI, LUCA
LNB, 9-10

S

175. SALAMON [SALAMUN], NADAL [HADAL]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

176. SALDIA [SARDAIA] DE, STEFANO
LNB, 31; NE 3: 290

177. SALVATICO [SALVADEGO], THOMAS
L, 936 [CC 1: 152]; ZD, 21

SAMILE [SAMUEL], VLADIK
NE 4,65

SCHOLARIOS [SCHOLARIUS], GEORGE [GENNADIOS II,
GENNADIUS] [ExoXoipLoc, TewpyLOs (TevvaiSLOs B')]
'E1rLT0[pL0c;142 Manifesto of November 27, 1452;143 Anti-unionist "Synod,"
November, 1452; 144 Agallianos, Aoyos A', 98 (265); CI [NE 2: 522]; L, 930; L,
925; UP, 1. 513-517 (37)

178. SCOLATO, FILIPPO [EKo:pXoe roc, -LXLa1roc ]
G

179. SEGNA DE, NICOLO
Document of December 28,1453;145 Document of September 23, 1455146

142 Oeuvres completes de Gennade Scholarios 1: 279-280.
143 Ibid., 3: 172.
]aa Ibid., pp. 189-195.
141 NE 3: 290.
146 Ibid., p. 290, n. 1.
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180. SEGURIANI, MARCO [EvyovpLOivoc, MaipKoc]
G

181. SEGURIANI, NICOLO [ELyovpLaivos, NLK6XoLo ]

G

182. SEGURIANI, PIERO [ELyovpLO`evoc, 11E-rpos]
G

183. SGOUROS [GURO, SGURO], PETROS [Eyovpoc, fl rpoc]
LNB, 20; Codex Addit. 34060 of the British Museum;147 Document of January
10,1456;148 Document of April 29,1468'49

184. SIGNOLO, NADAL
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list from Barbaro?]

185. SINGOURLAS [EEyKpovXoa] PALAIOLOGOS [11aXUL0X0"yoc]
NI, 41 (56); Note in a Short Chronicle'"

186. SOLIGO, BARTOLAMIO
NB, 15-16

187. SOPHIANOS, THEODOROS [EocpLO:vos, Oeo&wpoc]
'E1Tvr 'cpLOC,

151

188. SPHRANTZES, GEORGIOS [rypoevTrj(;, I'ewpyLoc]
E,pp. 33.4-6; Eppp, 34.1-6; Ecpp, 34.8-9; Eyp, 35.8; Ecpp, 35.9; Lyp,
35.11-12; Epp, 36.5-6; Eqp, 36.11; NI, 42 (58)

189. STECO, ANDREA
LNB, 31; NE 3, 289 [October 12, 1453]

190. STORNADUS, BERNARDO
UP, 4.694-710 (75); UP, 4.939-951 (79-80); ZD, 18

T

191. TAIAPIERA, JACOMO
LNB, 16; LNB, 60; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

17 Cf. supra, n. 93.
149 Senato Mar, Reg. 5 (1453-1456), fol. 126" [= Manoussakas, "Les derniers defenseurs cretois," p.
336, n. 34].
149 Senato Mar, Reg 8 (1464-1468), fol. 168` Manoussakas, "Les derniers defenseurs cretois," p.
336, n. 36].
150 Schreiner, Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, 1: 99.
151 Oeuvres completes de Gennade Scholarios 1: 279-280.
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192. TETALDI [TEDALDI, TETARDI, DALDI], GIACOMO [JACOBUS]
GT1, 39 (19); GTI, 41 (20); GTI, 53 (26); GTf, 1; GTf, 28; Document of July 5,
1453;152 Document of August 5,1453153

193. THALASSENOS, ANDREAS [OaXawcLvk, 'AvbpEac]
G

194. THALASSENOS, IOANNES [Oata6QLvoC, 'IwIIvvi5]
G

195. THALASSENOS, LEON IOaXavaLvos, AEwv]
G

196. THALASSENOS, VARDAS [OaXavrLvkk, Baip&aS]
G

197. TRALDINI, ALUVIXE
LNB, 9-10

198. TRAU DA, ZORZI
LNB, 31

199. TRIVIXAN, ADAMO
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

200. TRIVIXAN, GABRIEL [father of Trivixan, Marco]
NB, 2 (10); NB, 3 (10); NB, 5 [December 14, 1452]; NB, 8; NB, 11; NB, 14-15;
NB, 24; NB, 30; NB, 32; NB, 38; NB, 39; NB, 58-59 (36); AV, 185-188 [CC 2:
302]; AV, 213-216 [CC 2: 303]; AV, 249-252 [CC 2: 305]; L, 935 [CC 1: 150];
ZD, 14-15; ZD, 17; ZD, 36; LNB, 16; LNB, 61; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65;
NBd, 69-71 [August 31, 1453]; UP, 4.181-188 (64) [CC 1: 208]; UP, 4.960-962
(80); Document of November 24,1453 ;154 Document of December 10, 1453;155
Document of May 7, 1453;'56 M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

201. TRIVIXAN, MARCO [son of Trivixan, Gabriel]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

202. TRIVIXAN, PIERO
LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3:
298: list from Barbaro?]

152 NE 3: 288.
113 Ibid., 4: 99 (no. 19).
154 Ibid., 3:289.
155 Ibid., p. 290.
ls6 Ibid., pp. 283-284.
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203. TRIVIXAN, SILVESTRO
LNB, 16; LNB, 60; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298]

204. TRUN [TRON], DONA[DJO
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list
from Barbaro?]

V

VALENTINUS [Russian slave of TETALDI (TEDALDI, TETARDI,
DALDI), GIACOMO (JACOBUS)]
Document of August 5, 1453157

205. VALERIANI, EMANUEL [BaXEpiavoc, 'EpRavoinjX]
G

206. VALERIANI, GEORGIO [BaXEpLoivoo;, TEc p7LoS]
G

207. VALERIANI, GIOVANNI [BaXEpioivoc, 'Ic,x vviic]
G

208. VALERIANI, NICCOLO [B&.EpLavoc, NLK0'A010S]
G

209. VARDAS, LEON [BoipSac, AEcov]
G

210. VARDAS, STAMATIOS [BapSac, EToq c r11c]
G

211. VENIER, FRANCESCO
LNB, 6; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list from
Barbaro?]

212. VENIER, ZUAN
NB, 58-59 (36); LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 20; LNB, 60; M [NE 3: 298: list
from Barbaro?]

213. VIT[T]URI, DANIEL
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

214. VLAKHOS [BLACHO(S), BAaXoc], JAN ['Iwcxvv'qs] [BAMBLACUS]
UP, 4.208; ZD, 17

157. Ibid., 4: 99 (no. 19).
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Z

ZACHARIAS [ZACHARIA], ANGELUS [ANZOLO]
UP, 4.585-588 (72); ZD, 16

215. ZANTANI, PIERO
LNB, 9-10

216. ZEFINICHI [TZIFINICHI], GIACOMO 'IaKO)30 ]

G

217. ZEFINICHI [TZIFINICHI], MICHIEL KL, ML7tacrjX]

G

218. ZEN, FANTINI
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; M [NE 3: 299: list from Barbaro?]

219. ZON, ZUAN
LNB, 9-10

220. ZORZI, BERTOLAMIO [BORTOLO, BARTOLO]
LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 61; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 299: list
from Barbaro?]

221. ZUSTIGNAN [GIUSTINIANI], BERNARDO [son of Zustignan (Zustinian,
Giustiniani), Nicolb]
LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

222. ZUSTIGNAN [ZUSTINIAN, GIUSTINIANI], NICOLO [father of Zustignan
(Giustiniani), Bernardo]
NB, 7; NB, 9; LNB, 6; LNB, 9-10; LNB, 16; LNB, 61-63; LNB, 60; LNB, 63-
65; M [NE 3: 298: list from Barbaro?]

III. List 2: Some Non-Historical Defenders

In addition to the well-attested personalities, some non-historical and even fictional
individuals, have found their way into the list of defenders of Constantinople in 1453.
Various reasons can account for this aberration. Some are clearly fictional and have been
inserted into the record precisely because a writer had his own agenda to follow. Others
are the result of copyists' errors or scholarly misunderstandings or misinterpretations. A
sample of the non-historical defenders is furnished below.

1. Leonardo's text'58 includes the following comment: Grossarum vero galearum
praefectus Andreas Diedo, cum reliquis, triremes potius pavidus, quam portam,

158 935. This passage is omitted in the selections of CC 1. On this point cf. supra, nos. 55a and 88.
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custodiebat. Naves perinde armatae, buccinis jugiter et ululatibus Martem invitabant.
Thus "Andrea" Diedo becomes the "admiral" of the Venetian fleet in charge of the
defense of the harbor and the chain/boom guarding the entrance to the Golden Horn. The
only difficulty with this attribution is that no such individual existed. Barbaro's journal
does not include an Andrea Diedo and, clearly, we are dealing with an error in the
manuscript tradition of Leonardo. From Barbaro and from other sources we learn that
Aluvixe Diedo was placed in charge of the Venetian vessels. Thus, without doubt, we are
dealing with a copyist's error in the transcription of Leonardo's manuscript. The correct
name should be emended and restored as Alvisius. The correction is confirmed if we take
into consideration the equivalent passage in the text 159 of a follower of Leonardo,
Languschi-Dolfin: Aluvixe Diedo capitano de gallie de Romania cum sue zurme spauroso
custodiua el porto, le naue armate cum trombe et cridori continui accendeua et inuitaua
a la pugna. In addition, it should be noted that another imitator of Leonardo, the author of
the Anonymous Barberini Chronicle also makes an error in regard to this name, which he
reports16o as "Antonio" Diedo: Ko!L TOv 'AVTWVLov NTL .8O, 61rov

frrOVE KOC1tETaVLO(;: TWV XOVTPO) KaTEP'YWV, TOV EP0:XE VOf pUXCY'y1 Ta KaTEP-ya KaL ONCY

'rd 1rXEOU'AEVCY, O'1rOU T TaVE U TOV XL11.LWVO:, KO:L ERO:pELE TLS TPOUIJirETTES KO:L

EKaXELE Touc EX1ipouc eLUE 1r6XEgov. Evidently, the manuscript of Leonardo must have
been illegible at this point or perhaps the abbreviation used for Alvisius created problems
for subsequent readers; thus one scribe read "Andreas" and another "Antonios" instead of
the correct latinized form of "Aluvixe". Similarly, Sansovino also read "Antonio." While
Leonardo is the ultimate source for the Barberini Chronicle, its immediate source is the
Italian text of Sansovino,161 who printed this first name as Antonio and not as Alvisius: E
Antonio Diedo Capitano delle galee grosse haueua cura, come timoroso, piu tosto alle
galee, the ala porta. It should be noted, nevertheless, that the Anonymous Barberini is
more faithful to the text of Leonardo than Sansovino. Perhaps this author was consulting
a different immediate source altogether. Neither Languschi-Dolfin (who reports the name
correctly) nor Sansovino (who has drastically abbreviated Leonardo's information), but
rather an unknown intermediary that became the source, which the anonymous author of
the Greek chronicle and Sansovino had consulted independently.

2. Nestor-Iskander cites a patriarch,162 whom he even renders as "Athanasios": A
caM'b i ecapb c'b napTiapxoMb H CBSIT11Te.IIIR 14 BeCb CBSIIueHHbIii co6op'b 14

MHO}KeCTBO xeH'b H AkTe i xoxaxy no AePKB Mb 6oxii4m% H MOIlb6bI H Mo]IeHiSI
Ahrolue, nnanylue j4 pbiAaloiue, j4 rnaroiuolue..., "the emperor himself, the patriarch
with the priests and all the clerics of the council, and many women and children walked
amid the churches of God, voicing petitions and prayers, crying, wailing, and
exclaiming...." 163 He repeats the same information when he has the sultan address the

159 Fol. 317 (p. 20).
160 Anonymous Barberini 21.
161 Sansovino, ch. VII (p. 104).
162 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 14 (pp. 33-35).
163 Long ago scholars were under the impression that there had been a patriarch in 1453, an
ecclesiastic by the name of Athanasios (1443-1453), but this has been demonstrated to be a
mistaken notion; cf. Gennadios (metropolitan of Heliopolis), pp. 117-123; and Unbegaun, "Les
relations vieux-russes," pp. 13-38, esp. pp. 27-30. For some observations, cf supra, ch. 2: "Four
Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a Boy," text with n. 151.
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patriarch during the sack. While it is possible that Mehmed II conversed with clerics,
whose friendship he sought before and after the siege, there had been no patriarch
assigned to the office in Constantinople.164 There seems to be a confusion here with
"Athanasios" as Nestor-Iskander portrays Mehmed addressing him as "Anastasios":
To6h rnaro.no, AHacTacie..., "I say to you, Anastasius...."165 Is perhaps Nestor-
Iskander's AHacTacie a scribal error in the transmission of the text for an original
AeaHacie? After all, there has been an apocryphal tradition suggesting that there had
been a patriarch in 1453, who was called Athanasios. Nestor-Iskander's passages
involving Athanasios/Anastasios, the "patriarch," deserve a fresh scholarly investigation
and study. Alternatively, it is possible that Nestor-Iskander meant, by "patriarch," the
highest cleric in Constantinople, that is none other than Cardinal Isidore himself, who
was often in the company of the emperor.166

3. Another fictitious personality is Phla(n)tane(l)las. He was supposedly the captain of
the imperial transport that met with other Genoese ships and together they reached
Constantinople and valiantly fought their way into the harbor, through the Turkish
armada that had surrounded them. On the strength of this name, it has been assumed that
Phla(n)tane(l)las was a Greek in charge of this cargo ship. A thorough reading of the
reliable manuscripts of Leonardo establishes the correct form of the name as Lecanella,
who was, after all, an Italian and not a Greek.167

4. Another non-historical eyewitness was the Italian "Christoforo Riccherio," who, as
we have seen,'68 turns out to be Richer, a sixteenth-century scholar at the French court.
This error originated in the failure of scholars to check into the sources of Sansovino,
who had Italianized the name of the French scholar and had failed to indicate that Richer
was a contemporary and that he had read his account in printed form and not in a
manuscript of the quattrocento.

5. A deliberate fabrication by someone who was promoting his own agenda consists
of the creation of the Spaniard Francisco de Toledo, who becomes a kinsman of the
Greek emperor and gloriously perishes at his side in the final assault.169

6. A copyist's error or a misunderstanding by the translator of the Greek text of
Cardinal Isidore's letter resulted in the creation of an otherwise unknown Gredeta. We
have already discussed this case, and we are almost certain that the Greek name of the
well-known personality Nikolaos Goudeles is to be found here embedded in this garbled
form.'7°

7. Finally, we should mention a number of defenders of recent and of questionable
origin, that is, they have appeared in modem accounts but have no authentic origins and

164 On the question of a Constantinopolitan patriarch in 1453, cf. Hanak, "Pope Nicholas V," pp.
348 if.
165 Cf the previous note.
166 Hanak and Philippides, The Tale of Constantinople (Of Its Origin and Capture), 81 (pp. 90-91).
167 For detailed comments, cf, supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and
Pseudo-Sphrantzes," nn. 81 if.
161 Cf. the detailed discussion, supra, ch. 2: "Four Testimonies: A Ghost, a Pope, a Merchant, and a
Boy," sec. II.
169 Cf. the detailed discussion, supra, ch. 3: "A `Chronicle' and its Elaboration: Sphrantzes and
Pseudo-Sphrantzes," text with nn. 59-66.
170 Cf. supra, nn. 126 and 132.
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are in fact missing from the reliable record. Thus Runciman speaks of a "Jacob
Contarini" who was in charge of the Stoudion district. 171 Such a person fails to appear in
eyewitness and secondary accounts. Evidently, there is confusion with another person.
Furthermore, according to Runciman,172 "Manuel da Genoa" was guarding the Golden
Gate. He is equally obscure.

8. As a last observation, we bring up once more173 the question of Demetrios
Kantakouzenos, whose exact family affiliation and identity will have to remain obscure,
as the traditional approach of identifying him with Demetrios Palaiologos has been
recently challenged:174 "[I]e mesazon Demetrius Paleologue Cantacuzene n'a jamais
participe an siege de Constantinople en 1453, pour la bonne raison qu'il etait mort plus
tot, peut-titre de maladie."

171 FC, p. 93.
172 Ibid., pp. 218-219.
173 Cf. supra, Kantakouzenos, Demetrios (with no number).
174 Ganchou, "Le Mesazon Demetrius Paleologue Cantacuzene."
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Acropolis, 210 
Adrianople (Edirne), 79-80, 86, 236, 

359, 389, 395, 398, 402, 410-413, 
415, 417, 421, 423-425, 475-476, 
485, 551, 571-572, 615, 617 

Adriatic Sea, 212 
Aegean Sea (Archipelago), 17, 21, 29, 

36, 102, 236, 374, 411, 457, 472, 
516-517, 550-551, 576, 582, 584, 
591, 593 

Albania, 69, 551 
Alexandria, 195, 381, 541 
Altamura, 210 
Amherst College, 273, 363, 543 
Anadolu Hisar (Castle of Anatolia), 

399, 403-404, 571 
Anaplous, 406, 412-413 
Anatolia, 199, 122-123, 168, 225, 245, 

381-382, 397-398, 551, 574 
      Sea of, 580, 589 
Ancona, 383, 580, 589 
Andros, 259 
Androusa, 56, 169 
Ankarathos, Monastery of, 110, 471 
Antioch, 324 
Aragon, 362, 573 
Aragvi, 133 
Armageddon, Battle of, 412 
Arta, 56, 58 
Asia, 165-166, 400, 429, 446, 476-477, 

584, 594 
Asia Minor, 9, 79, 140, 366, 397-398, 

411 
Asprokastron, 61 
Athems, 17-18, 24, 63, 104, 195, 447, 

495, 541 
Atatürk Bridge, 244 
Avalon, 213 
Avignon, 108 
Azov, Sea of, 579, 587 
 
Babylon, 395 
Baghdad, 44, 600 
Balıklı, 169 
Balkans, xix, 17, 87, 98, 119, 392, 411, 

416, 421, 475, 547, 551 
Bamberg, 53 

 
Barbyses/Chartaticon River, 351 
Baflkesen (Head Cutter, cf. Rumeli 

Hisar), 393, 404, 411 
Belgrade, 496 
Berlin, 210 
Biscaïe (Bay of Biscay), 380 
Black Sea (Euxine, Pontus), 298, 380, 

389, 411, 422, 430, 500, 571, 578, 
587, 629 

Bologna, 27, 29, 35, 548, 672 
Bosporus (Bosphorus), Strait, 270, 389, 

391, 393-394, 399, 411, 439, 445-
446, 555, 571, 578, 587 

       Thracian, 165-166 
Boston, 210, 543 
Brescia, 140-141, 199-200 
Bukovina, 136 
Bulgaria, 434 
Burgundy, 241, 361, 549-550 
Burgos, 150 
Byelorussia, 114 
Byzantine-Frankish Greece, xvii 
Byzantine Greece, xvii 
 
Caffa, 61, 379-380, 383, 394, 571 
Cairo, 369 
Calabria, 195, 206 
Candia, 11-12, 22, 30, 109, 111, 431, 

516, 534, 547, 549-550, 555, 572-
573 

Castile, 155, 387, 550 
Catalonia (Catalogne), 12, 157-158, 

380, 574 
Catherine, Saint, Monastery of (Sinai), 

338 
Ceratino, 351 
Chalcis, 11, 22, 547 
Cherson, 435 
Chios, 11, 15, 17, 23, 103-105, 185-

187, 196, 329, 351, 375, 378-379, 
381, 383, 385, 388-389, 413, 432, 
435, 466-467, 518, 532, 537, 540-
544, 571-572, 574-575, 579, 588 

Church of Santo Dominico/of 
Santa Maria del Castello, 
543-544 
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Columns (Diplokionion), 430, 434, 
439-440, 442, 462, 468, 575, 577 

Constantinople, Byzantium, Istanbul, 
Second Rome, Seven Hills, 
Tsargrad, Islambol, xiii-xix, 
passim 

 Avenue(s): 

Millet Caddesi, 263, 335-336,   
366 

Savaklar Caddesi, 481 
Vatan Caddesi, 415, 481, 487 

 Castle(s)/Fortress(es)/ Palace(s): 
Anthemius, 324 
Blakhernai (Blachernae, Bla-

chernai, Imperial Palata), 
119, 179, 237, 248, 258, 
260, 262, 264, 307, 344-
345, 348-356, 511, 573-
575, 581, 589, 598-599 

Caesars, 583, 592 
Euxine, 399 
Pege, 363 
Porphyrogenite (Tekfur Sarai, 

Saray), 302, 305, 307, 310, 
344, 346-349, 560, 567, 
620, 623 

Rumeli Hisar (Baflkesen, 
Bog®az Kesen, Bog®az-
kesen, Head-Cutter, 
Laimokopie, Neokastron, 
New Castle, Castello 
Novo, Novum Castellum), 
120, 383, 389, 391-395, 
397-413, 452, 566, 571-
572, 578, 587 

Xyllae, 351 
Xylokerkos, 351 
Yedi Kule (Eptapyrgion, For-

tress of Seven Towers), 
235, 317-318, 389, 421, 
470, 573 

Church(es)/Chapel(s): 

Aya, 276-277 
Fish (Balıkı Kilesi), 479 
George and Romanos(?), at 

Charisios Gate, 331 
Hagia Euphemia, 275, 277 

Hagia Maria (Hodegetria), 
449, 576, 581, 583, 590, 
592 

Hagia Sophia (Church of the 
Holy Wisdom), 15-16, 37, 
68, 132-134, 137, 203, 
207-209, 214, 218, 222-
225, 227-230, 272, 278, 
283, 288, 374, 377, 564, 
566, 572, 579, 588, 597-
599 

Hagia Theodosia/Gül Camii 
(The Unwithering Rose), 
xiv, 90, 179, 248, 265-288, 
564 

Holy Apostles (Apostoleion), 
59-63, 68, 153, 279, 283-
287 

Holy Virgin (Mother of God), 
313 

Menodora, Metrodora, and 
Nymphodora, 336 

Michael Taxiarkhes, 406 
Our Lady, the Mother of God, 

Pamakaristos, 60, 345-346, 
354 

Pege (Balıklı), 288 
Pentapyrgion (Pentepyrgion), 

351, 355 
Peribleptos, 274 
Saint Anna, 332 
Saint Diomedes, 320 
Saint Eudokimos the Younger, 

320 
Saint Geroge, 69, 310 

Near Gate of Saint         
Romanos, 325-326 

Saint Irene, 272 
Saint John, 272 
Saint Kyriake (Kyriake of 

[Fermina] Baia, Aya 
Kyriaki, Church of the 
Holy Sunday, Church of 
Palm Sunday, Kyrou), 325, 
338-342, 487 

Saint Mamas, 619 
Saint Mary (Santa Maria), 394 
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Saint Mary of the Mongols, 
285 

Saint Mary Pammakaristos 
(Theotokos, Mother of God 
[Fethiye Camii], 59-61, 68, 
284, 286 

Saint Nicholas, 350-353 
Saint Peter the Key-Bearer, 

448 
Saint Romanos (Saint Nicho-

las, S. Nisog®ayosiu Ermeni 
Kilisesi), 323-326, 338, 
342, 487 

Saint Savior/Kariye Camii, 
598 

Saint Sebold, 444 
Saint Stratonice (Kallinikos), 

322-323 
Saint Thekla, 353-354 
Saints Notarii, 332 
Saints Priscus and Nicholas, 

352 
Virgin, 344 

Cister(s): 
Aetius, 37 
Aspar, 37 
Moskios, 321 

District(s), Quarters(s), and 

Site(s): 

Askeri Müze (Miliatary Muse-
um), 432 

Avian Serai, 353 
Blakhernai, 37, 39, 225, 306, 

344, 346, 348, 350-353, 
356 

Boom/Chain, 575-576, 659 
Bosporus (Bosphoros) 
 Castle, xiv 
 Strait, 412 
Brachionion, 345 
Bukoleon (Thuren), 363 
Bull, 228 
Clashing Rocks, 404 
Column of Constantine the 

Great, 229-230 
Column of the Cross, 228 
Cynegi, 165 
Deuteron, 320, 332 

Dexiokrates, 268 
Didymoteikhon, 572 
Dippon 
Egri Kapu Tekfur-Seray, 350 
Exacionion (Exokionion), 318 
XIVth Region, 345 
Galata(s), 3, 8, 13-14, 165, 

167-168, 176, 185, 189, 
248, 376, 381-382, 408, 
438-439, 442, 450-451, 
453, 456-457, 459, 504-
505, 538, 542-543, 583, 
593, 613-614 

Golden Horn, xiv, 3-4, 13, 21, 
91, 102, 112, 248, 260, 
267, 271, 274-275, 298, 
307, 312, 342, 346, 351, 
353, 355, 376-377, 381, 
429, 431, 437-442, 446-
448, 456, 458, 460-461, 
463-465, 470-472, 480, 
491, 497, 500-501, 512, 
517, 542, 553, 555, 566, 
574-576, 599, 659 

Hagios Demetrios, 574 
Hagiobazar, 351 
Heptapyrgion (Pentepyrgio), 

312-314 
Herakleian-Leonine citadel, 

352, 404 
Hippodrome, 158, 180, 272, 

301 
Holy Well of Saint Nicholas, 

347, 351 
Hypsomathia, 179, 181 
Jubali, 265 
Khitrovo, 317 
Khora, 598 
Kontoskalion, 181, 470-471 
Kosmidion, 476 
Kynegesion (Kynegon, Aivan-

serai), 258, 356, 439-440, 
444, 501, 575 

Lighthouse (Phanar), 446 
Magnaura, 351 
Muphtis, 355 
Pera (Stavrodromion), 3, 8-9, 

13-14, 17, 21, 24, 27, 29, 
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39, 67, 103-104, 166-167, 
177, 185, 189-190, 196, 
237, 247, 252, 376, 381, 
387, 401, 408, 431-432, 
438-440, 442-444, 448-
453, 456-457, 459, 464-
468, 473, 485, 504-505, 
513, 517-518, 528, 538-
543, 549, 553, 566, 571, 
575, 580-583, 589-592, 
597, 602, 614-615, 627 

    Bluffs of, 574 
Pera Hill(s), 439-440, 447, 

555, 575 
Petrias, 181 
Petrion, 539 
Phanar (Phanarion, Fenar), 69, 

279, 285, 446, 463 
Psamathia, 539 
Pteron, 344-345 
Saint Demetrios, 15-16, 180-

181, 501 
Saint Kyriake, 481 
Saint Theodore, Mountain, 

583, 592 
Seventh Hill, 481 
fiehremini, 392 
Sixth Hill, 344 
Sosthenion (Phoneas), 404-

405 
Stoudion, 539, 661 
Sulu Kule, xiv, 340, 481, 487 
Uç bafl, xiv, 265 
Unkapan, 90 
Vefa Meidan, xiv, 231-265, 

282, 287, 597 
Veledi Karabafl, 392 
Xerolophos (Seventh Hill, 

Xeros Hill), 248, 613-614 
Gate(s): 

Golden Gate (Abrea, Porta 
Aurea, Arch of Triumph, 
Golden Palace(?), Cres-
ca(?), Imperial Gate, Kapa-
lı Kapı, Khryses, Maura, 
Yedi Koulè Kapoussı, 
Yedikoulé Kapı, Gate of 
the Cannon), 119, 168, 

171-172, 178, 180-181, 
189, 234-235, 268, 309, 
312-321, 330, 332, 354, 
357, 421, 476-477, 479-
480, 498, 513, 564, 573-
574, 576, 580-581, 589, 
661 

Civil: 
Kaligaria/Eg®ri (Caligaria, 

Charsia, Gate of the Boot-
makers’ Quarters[?], Kar-
sia, Wooden Gate[?], Sal-
garia[?]), 37, 119, 124, 
127, 145, 162-163, 168, 
171-172, 329, 349, 357, 
366, 388-389, 478-481, 
483-484, 489, 505-512, 
517, 554, 556, 565, 567, 
574, 576-578, 583-584, 
592-593 

Kharisios (Adrianople, Chari-
sios, Cressu, Kharsia, 
Myriandros, Polyandrios, 
Gate of the Cemetery, 
Edirne Kapı, Khorsun), 37, 
119, 126, 229, 302, 306-
311, 314-315, 327, 330-
331, 338, 342, 349, 357, 
364-366, 476-481, 497, 
539, 560, 567, 574-575, 
621, 623 

Pege (Pigia, Fountain, Holy 
Spring, Selybria, Silivri, 
Zoodokhos Pege, Life-
Giving Fountain, Balıklı 
Kapı), 119, 131, 168-169, 
171-172, 187, 249, 313-
315, 321-322, 372, 392, 
478-481, 497, 505, 512-
514, 517, 554, 573-575, 
577, 580-581, 589 

Rhegium (Rhegion, Gate of 
the Red Faction, Myrian-
drion, Miliandron, Yeni 
Mevlevihane Kapı, Yeni 
Mevlevi Haneh Kapoussı), 
171-172, 300-301, 308, 
311-312, 314, 322-323, 
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328-329, 333-334, 375-
376, 393, 479 

Saint Romanos (Top Kapı, 
Top Kappoussı, Gate of 
the Cannon), xvii, 47, 112, 
116, 119, 129, 162-165, 
172, 189, 202, 232, 234-
236, 246, 258, 281, 307, 
309-311, 314-315, 317, 
323-330, 337-343, 357, 
365-366, 389, 415, 420-
421, 439, 450, 463, 467, 
477-484, 487, 490-491, 
497-498, 501-505, 513, 
517, 519, 523, 534-535, 
538, 555, 563, 565, 567, 
574-576, 581, 583, 585-
586, 589-590, 592, 595, 
623 

Xylokerkos (Belgrad [Belgrat] 
Kapı, Melandesia), 301, 
313, 320-321, 332, 335, 
580, 582, 589, 591 

Lesser Gate(s): 
Ahıs (Achys, Aya) Kapısı 

(Kapoussı, Kapussı), 258-
259, 274, 363 

Aya (Aya Kapı), 265, 267-
268, 270-271, 274-277 

Blakhernai (Blachernai), 350, 
580, 582, 589, 591 

Boukoleon, 574 
Catladı Kapı, 258-259 
Djubali Kapoussı (Porta Putae, 

Porta del Pozzo, Ispigas, 
Pegas), 267 

Georgios, 338 
Gyrolimne (Gate of the Silver 

Lake), 349 
Hagia Theodosia (Aya Kapı, 

Dexiokrates, Gate of the 
Saint/Holy Gate, Yeni Aya 
Kapı), 181, 188, 265, 267-
268, 270-271, 274-277, 
439, 463, 574 

Holy Apostles, 574 
Horaia, 470-471, 479 
Imperial, 574 

Ispigas, 574 
Kerkoporta (Xylokerkos, Cir-

cus, Wooden Circus, 
Wooden Gate, Wooden 
Postern), xv, 119, 302, 
320, 497, 619-623 

Khalke, 265 
Kiliomene (Ayvan Saray 

Kapısı), 347 
Koum Kapoussı, 366 
Kynegion, 355, 574, 576, 580, 

582-583, 588-589, 591-592 
Palace, 582-583, 591, 593 
Phanarion, 574 
Platea, 574 
Saint Anastasios, 346 
Saint Nicholas, 346, 350 
Un Kabanı, 243-244 
Xyloporta (Xylokerkos, Chsy-

loporta, Chsilo, Csiloporta, 
Hagiobazari porta, Xilinae, 
Wooden Gate), 180, 188, 
191, 235, 306, 350-351, 
476, 573-574, 620-621 

Yeni Kapoussı, 366 
Military Gate(s): 

First (Little Golden Gate), 308, 
312, 331-332 

Second (Deuteron), 313, 320, 
332 

Third, 332-333 
Fourth, 307, 309, 311, 314, 

328, 333-337, 366, 498, 
567 

Fifth/Pempton (Hücum Kapısı, 
Gate of the Assault, Aya 
Kiriaky, Gate of Saint 
Kyriake, Sulu Kule Kapı 
[Gate of the Water Tower], 
Örülü Kapı, Mended 
Gate), xvii, 47, 112, 116-
117, 120, 126, 128-129, 
144, 202, 228-229, 231-
232, 235-236, 246, 251, 
258, 303, 305-309, 311-
312, 315, 326-328, 330-
331, 337-343, 357, 389, 
415, 439, 460, 463, 467, 
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478-481, 483, 487, 492, 
497-500, 503, 505, 517, 
539, 543, 555, 559-560, 
563-565, 567-568, 574-
575, 577, 621, 623 

Harbor: 
Boukoleon, 258-259 

Monastery(ies), Male and 

Female: 
Abramites, 333 
Charisios, cloister(?), 331 
Chora, 619, 622 
Euphemia, 275 
Evergetes, 277 
Kharsianites, 305 
Lady Martha, 237 
Lips, 237 
Manastir Mescidi (Monastir 

Mesjedi, Theotokos), 335-
337 

Mother of God, 322 
Pammakaristos (Theotokos, 

Mother of God), 59-63, 67-
69, 269, 273-274, 284, 
287, 571 

Pantokrator (Zeyrek Camii), 
125, 237, 269, 273, 278-
279 

Saint Eudokimos, 319-320 
Saint George of Mangana, 219 
Saint John the Forerunner and 

the Baptist (Studion), 319 
Saint Kyriake, 339,341 
Saint Mary Peribleptos (Sulu 

Monastir), 273, 288 
Saint Michael, 331 
Saint Mokios, 321 
Saint Romanos, 322-324, 326, 

336 
Saint Theodosia, 269 
Savior (Christ) Evergetes, 269-

270 
Sleepless Ones, 319 
Theotokos Euergetis, 266 
Zoodokhos, 479 

Mosque(s): 
Bala, 392 

Cçatladˆkapˆ (Tschatlady 
Kapu), 363 

Fatih, 341 
Fatih Camii (Congregational 

Mosque of Sultan Mehmed 
Khan the Second), 284-285 

Fatih Camileri, 318 
Feneri Isa, 341 
Fethiye Camii, 68-69, 283 
Gül Camii (Giul Djami, Gul 

Jamissi, Mosque of the 
Rose)/Hagia Theodosia, 
xiv, xxi, 265-288 

Hacı Piri Camii, 318 
Kara Ahmed Pafla Camii (Top 

Kapı Camii), 326 
Kariye Camii/Church of Saint 

Savior, 598 
Kürekçibasçi Camii (Kurkju 

Jamissi), 336 
Kürkçübafle Camii, 318 
Mihrimah Camii, 310 
Shrine of Hasan Pasha, 272 
Surp Nicog®os, see Church of 

Saint Romanos, 325 
Toklu dede Mescidi, 353 
Uç bafl mescidi, 265 
Vefa Camii (Congregational 

Mosque of Molla Gürani, 
Weffa-Mosque), 241, 243, 
263 

Vefa Kilise Camii, 263 
Yedi Kule, 318 
Zeyrrek Camii (Pantokrator), 

273 
Residence, Hunting Establish-

ment/Stable, Shipyard: 
Boukoleontos, 181 
Kynegesion, 181 
Tersane, 272 

River: 
Lykos, 303, 307, 309, 325, 

329-330, 337-339, 342-
343, 415, 421, 480-481, 
484, 487, 505 

Tower(s): 
Alexander, 470 
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Alexios, 469-471, 539 
Anemades (Aveniadas, Aveni-

ades, Aneniada), 179-181, 
306, 351, 355 

Anemas (Prison), 258, 306, 
347, 350-351, 354-355, 
501, 573 

Bactatinean (Baccatureae, 
Baccatura, Battatinea, 
Batanineo), 162-164, 329-
330, 483-484 

Basileios (Basil), 469-471, 539 
Leon (Leo), 469-471, 539 
Isaac Angelos, 348, 354 
Phanarios, 191 
Saint Nicholas, 347, 351 

Wall(s): 
Constantinian, 297-300 
Giudecca, 462 
Herakleios (Heraclian, Herak-

leion), 344-347, 351, 353, 
575 

Isaak Angelos, 353 
Leo/Leon V the Armenian 

(Leonine), 344-345, 347, 
350 

Manuel I Komnenos (Kom-
nenian), 344-349 

Mesoteikhion (Achilles heel, 
Myriandrion, Polyandri-
on), 115-116, 126, 170, 
305, 310-312, 328-329, 
336, 339, 342-343, 421, 
478-479, 481, 483, 489, 
491, 501-502, 505, 554, 
559-560, 563-565 

Long Wall, 298 
Sea, 366, 560, 574-576 
Northwest, 565 
Servian, 297 
Theodosian, xvii, 115, 128, 

236, 297-343, 345, 350, 
363, 395, 475, 477, 479, 
498, 563-568, 571, 573-
574, 576, 619, 621-622 

Cilly, 86 
Corfu, 23, 37, 146, 208, 394, 548, 600, 

633 

Corinth, Isthmus of, 627 
Cremona, 78 
Crete, 11, 27-28, 30, 32, 36, 109-111, 

141, 248-249, 266, 419, 422, 424, 
431, 470-472, 490, 507, 539, 557, 
572-573, 633 

   Venetian, 36, 131, 480, 549, 
627 

Crimea, 114 
Cydarus/Machleva River, 351 
 
Dacia, cf. Wallachia 
Dalmatia, 106, 549 
Damascus, 88 
Danube River, 516, 556 
Daphni, 82, 86 
Dardanelles (Hellespont), 403, 418-

419, 423, 551 
      Gun, 414, 417-418, 462, 577 
Denmark, 549 
Drama, 82 
Dubrovnik, 99 
Dumbarton Oaks Center for Byzantine 

Studies, 350 
 
Edirne, Cf. Adrianople 
England, 32, 197, 414 
Ephesus, 80 
Euboea, xvii, 11, 22, 104, 107, 472, 

516, 547 
Europe, 7, 15, 29, 36-37, 85, 94, 194, 

197-198, 373, 397, 399, 404, 429, 
438, 443, 446, 476, 547, 549-552, 
628 

 Southeastern, xvii, 17 
 Western, 98, 391, 400, 414, 

416 
 

Ferrara, 156, 362 
Florence, 29, 108-109, 194, 380, 392, 

468, 672 
 Council of, 50, 66, 130, 156, 

194-195, 198, 201, 228, 
250, 305, 369, 374, 382, 
401, 549 

      Union of, 218 
Forum of Augustus, 215 
France, 78, 103, 197, 429, 571 
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Galicia, 387 
Garda, Lake, 443 
Gaul, 97 
Gennadeios Library, 18, 24, 104, 175, 

524, 530, 542 
Genoa, 12, 38, 42, 93, 362, 374, 380, 

383, 385, 436, 466, 479, 485, 518, 
525-526, 530, 548, 565, 571-572, 
577, 579, 588, 629 

Germany, 31-32, 362, 378, 388, 392, 
489, 520 

Gotthia, 369 
Graz, 548 
Greece, 124, 152, 225, 421, 520 
 Ottoman, 51 
 
Hagia Galatina, 444 
Hebrew, 550 
Hellas, 7, 213 
Hellespont (cf. Dardanelles), 165, 403, 

444-447, 581, 586, 590, 595 
Hermanstadt, 549 
Hexamilion, 627 
Hilandar Monastery, 33 
Hilandar Research Library, The Ohio 

State University, 33 
Hisarlik, cf. Troy 
Holy Land, 269 
Hungary, 136, 250, 362, 370-371, 389, 

410-411, 489, 520, 557, 571, 573 
 
Iberia-Georgia, 133 
Illium, cf. Troy 
Illyrian Sea, 212 
Ionnina, 69 
Italy, 17, 20, 31, 42-43, 50, 56, 65, 78, 

87, 107, 125, 130, 141, 146, 149, 
156, 194, 197, 200, 208, 255, 257, 
259, 362, 372, 382, 385, 391, 401, 
404, 410, 443, 466, 516, 548-550, 
556-557, 571-572, 599, 605 

 
Jerusalem (Hierosolyma), 197, 277, 

353, 496, 551 
 
Kallipolis (Callipoli, Gallipoli), 73, 

578, 587 
     Straits of, 399 

Karaman (Karamania), 397-399, 551 
Karpathos, 67 
Karytaina, 123 
Kasim Pasha, 439 
Khalkis, cf. Negroponte 
Khristianopolis, 169 
Kiev, 269, 571 
Kievan Rus’, 222 
kilise, 68 
Kosinitza (Kosinitzos [Eikosiphoi-

nissa]), monastery of (at Drama), 
82, 84 

 
Larissa, 69 
Latin Kingdom of Constantinople, 354 
Lemnos, 32, 384-385 
Lepanto (Naupaktos), 23, 56, 146, 548 
 Battle of, 600 
Lesbos, 17 
Levant, 40, 54, 56, 85-86, 97, 104, 107, 

122, 156, 158, 169, 179, 197, 253, 
361, 368, 374, 380, 382, 388, 399, 
401, 404, 412, 414, 416, 493, 556, 
561, 629 

      Frankish, xv, xvii 
Little Big Horn, 213 
Lombardy, 401 
London, 543, 549 
 Tower of, 414 
Lone Tree, 216-217, 229-230 
Lopadion, 129 
 
manastir, 68 
Macedonia, 140, 447 
Mangana, monastery, 80 
Mantua, 630 
Maona, palace, 379 
Marmara (Propontis), Sea of, 236, 258-

259, 298, 305, 307-309, 313, 317, 
322, 332, 351, 363, 405, 411, 566-
567 

Mediterranean, Sea, 214, 460 
Mesembria, 371-372, 411, 573 
Milan, 75-76, 194, 316, 380, 392 
Miletus, 206 
Mistra, 49, 74, 144, 146, 188, 201, 368-

369 
Modena, 204 
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Modon (Methone), 516, 547 
Moldavia, 114, 421 
Moldovitça, monastery church of, 136 
Monembasia (Monemvasia, Epidaur-

os), 26, 57, 146, 150 
Morea, 27, 49, 56-57, 74, 78, 80, 123, 

133, 139-140, 144, 169, 367-369, 
432, 467, 516, 547-548, 366, 572, 
627 

       Despotate of, 571 
Moscow, 34 
Mount Athos, 63, 66, 86, 305 
Mount Pleasant High School, 543 
Myriandrion, cf. Mesoteikhion 
Mytilene (Methalinensis, Mytilinensis), 

17, 19, 105, 196, 329, 541, 571, 
579, 588 

 
Naples, 40, 50, 57-58, 104, 117, 121-

122, 149, 155, 157, 210, 237, 361-
362, 374, 537, 572-573, 600 

    Church of Saints Peter and                                          
Paul, 57-58 

Natolia, 165 
Negroponte (Khalkis), xvi-xvii, 11-12, 

21, 104, 107, 472, 516, 547-548, 
582, 591 

Nepanto, 548 
New Haven, 210 
Nicopolis, Battle of, 429 
Nola, 210 
Novo Brdo, 114, 160-161, 388 
 
Orient, 79 
Ostrovica, 237 
Otranto, 206 
 
Padua, 36, 392 
Paestum, 210 
Palestine, 324 
Pallas Athens), Temple of, 37-38, 199, 

206, 208-209 
Papal States, 565 
Paris, 206, 543 
Parma, 194 
Patmos, 67 
Patras, 49 
Pelasga, 187 

Peloponnese, 79-80, 150, 305, 367, 
432, 571, 631 

Persia, 229-230 
Peru, 155 
Perugia, 37 
Phrygia, 439 
Pisa, 543 
Platonic Academy (Florence), 195 
Po, River, 444 
Polyandrion, cf. Mesoteikhion 
Portugal, 549 
Pskov, 114 
Pyrrha, 206 
 
Ragusa (Dubrovnik), 99 
Rhodes, xvi, xvii, 18, 31, 141, 200, 

319, 364, 381, 387, 421, 432, 493, 
496, 556, 580, 589, 629 

Roman Empire, 232, 547 
Romania, 12, 21-23, 78, 380, 548 
 Greek empire, 216-217 
Rome, 14, 16, 18, 27, 30, 40, 50, 121, 

130, 141, 195, 210, 214, 297, 362, 
372-375, 401, 410, 466, 541, 547, 
565-566, 617, 628 

      Church of, 205 
Rumeli, 119-120, 498, 520, 558, 574 
Russia, 179, 269, 374 
 Muscovite, 130, 549 
 Southern, 114, 421 
 
Sabina, 23, 27, 375 
Salamis, Sea Battle of, 433 
Samos, 66 
Scotland, 388 
Selybria (Silivria), 298, 322, 371, 411, 

573 
Serbia (Rascia), 72, 81-82, 84-86, 365-

366, 507, 520, 548-549, 554 
Serres, 82, 86 
Seville, 156 
Sicily, 158, 186-187, 380, 432, 575 
Sinai, 273, 338 
Sinope, 61, 421-422 
Smederevo, 81 
Smyrna, 543 
Spain, 32, 56-57, 146, 149, 155, 157, 

549-550, 600 
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Sparta, 201, 206 
Springs (Cassim Pasha, Kasimpasça), 

439 
Strymon River, 397-398, 400 
Styria, 548 
 
Taksim Square, 439 
Tana, 21-22, 179, 394, 465, 580, 582, 

586, 588-589, 591 
Taragon, 12, 157-158 
Tarento, 369 
Tartaria, 156 
Tauris (Cherson), Peninsula of, 579, 

588 
Thebes, 205 
Thermopylae, 213 
Thessaloniki, 67 
 Metropolitan of, 67 
 Monastery of Hagia Sophia, 82 
Third Rome, 34 
Thrace, 140, 322, 351, 400, 445-446 
Timios Prodromos, monastery of, 82 
Toledo, 57, 150, 155 
Tophane, 439 
Transylvania, 392, 520, 549 
Trebizond (Trapesonde), 22, 61, 71, 81, 

86, 142, 359, 361-362, 365, 369-
370, 395, 449, 452-453, 469, 572, 
579, 581-582, 588, 590-591 

Troad, cf. Troy 
Troy, 7, 37-38, 193-214, 287, 563 
Tübingen, 54 
Turkey (Theucrus), 225, 463, 521 
 Ottoman, 94 
 
E. Person(s), Family(ies), Order(s), 

and Nation(s) 
Abramo, Jeruolemo (Ierolemo), 634 
Abramo, Marco, 634 
Achaeans (Greeks), 373 
Achilles, 117, 154, 170, 172, 177-178, 

210-211, 310, 376, 493, 521 
Aeneas, 210, 212 
Aeschines, 199 
 Agallus, Manuel (Manuel Hiagupen), 

364, 630 
Agathias, 300 
Ahmed I, Sultan, 69 

Tusculum, 27 
 
Urbino, 38 
Utrecht, 32, 207, 489 
 
Varna, 237 
 Battle of, 429 
Vatican, 206, 627-628 
Venice, 11-12, 21-23, 27, 29, 31, 39-

40, 42, 75, 87, 102, 107, 109, 121, 
134, 179, 193, 197-198, 200, 203, 
211-213, 238, 253, 362, 366-369, 
372, 387, 401, 405, 429, 438, 454, 
465, 472, 489, 516, 540, 547-548, 
551, 556, 565, 571-573, 577, 581, 
590, 600, 628-629 

         Church of Saints Giovanni   
and Paolo, 22, 102, 629 

       Great Council Hall, 193 
       Marciana Library, 200 

Verona, 443, 553, 555 
Vicenza, 187-188, 194 
Vienna, Kunst-historisches Museum, 

606 
Villafranca, 155 
Vinegia, Gulf of, 380 
 
Wallachia, 35, 256-257, 369-370, 392, 

549 
 
Zara, 364 
Zeus, temple of, 209 
 
 

 
 

 
Ajax, 206-207, 209, 211 
Akropolites, George, 58 
Al-Suhrawardi, Umar, 557 
Albanian(s), 198, 457-458 
Albenga (Albergo?), 380 
Alexander, seal of, 279-280 
Alexander the Clerk, 269 
Alexander III the Great of Macedon, 

78, 165, 447, 553 
Alfonso V of Aragon, Naples, 40, 361-

362, 550, 573 
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Ali, Imam (cf. Mamalis), 239-240 
Ali bin Sufi, 284 
Allatius, Leo, 57 
Amantos, Constantine, 63 
Amar Beg (Ömer), 119-120, 126, 128-

129, 498 
Ammi (?), 162 
Amoiroutzes, George (George Trape-

zountios), 71-72, 643 
Amoiroutzes, Mehmed, 71 
Amoiroutzes, Skender, 71 
Amurat (Murad, Hasan?), 119-120, 

126, 128-129, 162-163 
Anastasios (Patriarch?, cf. Athanasios), 

49, 131, 457, 659-660  
Anastasios I, Emperor, 298, 324 
Anatolian, 435, 558, 574, 581, 590 
Anconan (Anconitan), 31, 97, 383, 385, 

488 
Andrew, 499 
Angeli, Jacopo, 199 
Anna, Lady of Russia, 237 
Anchonensaes, 540 
Anselm, 151 
Antenor, 212-213 
Anthmius, Praetorian Prefect, 299, 301, 

303 
Anthimos VI, Patriarch, 82 
Antigone, Empress of Trebizond, 87 
Aphthonides, Germanos, Archiman-

drite of Sinai, 284 
Apokaukos (Kyritzes), Demetrios, 75, 

77-80, 82-83 
Apollo, 206 
Apostles, 281 
Apostolus (Apostoles), Michael, 634 
Appian, 199 
Aqua Dall’, Andrea, 634 
Aquinas, Saint Thomas, 50, 151 
Arabic, 71, 88, 632 
Aragonese, 158, 551 
Arctinus, 206 
Ares, 519 
Argonauts, 404 
Argyropilus (Argyropulus, Argyro-

poulos), Ioannes, 634 
Aristotle (Aristotelian), 17, 195, 199, 

541 

Armenes, George Doukas, 630 
Armenian(s), 115, 351, 632 
Arthur of Britain, King, 214 
Asiatic, 399 
Assan, Demetrios, 630 
Assan, Michael, 630 
Asen, 631 
As[s]teas, 210 
Astyanax, 209-210 
Athanasios II (Anatasios, Patriarch?), 

50, 130-131, 224 
Athena, 207 
Athenian(s), 201, 210, 447 
Attila the Hun, 19 
Attic, 210, 417 
Attic-Euboeic, 416 
Augusta Eudokia, 344 
Augustinem, Saint, 151 
Avar(s), 344, 352 
Aydın Bay Og≥lu, 479 
 
Baia, infant daughter of Justin II, 338 
Bala Süleyman Ag®a, 393 
Balbi, Bernardo, 634 
Balbi, Domenego (Domenico), 634 
Balbi, Nicolò, 634 
Baltaog®lu (Balta-og®lu Süleiman Beg), 

Admiral and General, 88, 118, 
167, 431, 434-437, 456 

Bamblaco (Bamblacus, Jan [John] 
Vlakhos?), 574, 634, 657  

Barbarigo, Piero, 635  
Barbaro, Zacaria, 635 
Barbarossa, Frederick, Holy Roman 

Emperor, 214 
Barniotes, Demetrios, 630 
Barsicham (Baiseto, Besit), 162-163 
Basil, Saint, 17, 195, 541 
Basil I, Emperor, 324 
Battista, Leon, 195 
Bayezid I, Sultan, 317, 399, 429, 571 
Bayezid II, Sultan, 53, 67-71, 89 
Beck, Hieronymus, 270 
Beglerbeg, 119, 519-520, 558 
Bellini, Gentile, 193, 644 
Bellini, Giovanni, 193 
Bembo, brothers, 632 
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Bembo, Aluvixe (Aloise, Ludovico, 
Ludovicus), 574, 586, 596, 635 

Bembo, Antonio, 574, 586, 596, 635 
Ben Shabettai Kohen Balbo, Michael, 

550 
Benacan, Luuise, 548 
Benedictus, 11 
Benvoglienti, Leonardo, 24 
Benzi, Ugo, 195 
Bernado, 394 
Bertochus, Dionysius, 194 
Bessarion, Cardinal, 16, 28, 127, 141, 

165, 206, 249, 252, 266, 374, 413, 
419, 422, 438, 442, 444, 478, 480, 
489, 534, 548, 557, 598 

Biondo (Blondus), Flavio (Flavius), 
101 

Birago, Lampo (Lampugnino), 51 
Blachus (Bamblacus, Blacho[s], Vla-

chos), John (Jan, Zuan), cf. 
Tzamblakon, Palaiologos and 
Vlakhos, Jan 

Bocchiardi (Buzardo, Bocchiardo), 
brothers, 159, 169-171, 176, 249, 
315, 375-377, 479, 493, 538 

Bocchiardi, Antonio, 171-172, 315, 
375-376, 479-480, 513, 574, 635 

Bocchiardi, Paolo (Pauli), 171-173, 
176-178, 247, 315, 375-377, 479-
480, 513, 538, 574, 635 

Bocchiardi, Troilo, 171-172, 176-178, 
315, 375-376, 479-480, 513, 538, 
574, 636 

Boëtes, 392, 504, 521 
Boethius, 151 
Bohemians, cf. Czechs 
Boldù, Michiel, 635 
Bonus, Co-Regent, 319 
Bosichi, Acheleo, 635 
Bosichi, Demetrio, 636 
Bosichi, Theodoro, 636 
Bracciolini, Poggio, 195 
Brancovicå, Catherine, 87 
Brancovicå, George, 82, 333-334, 365-

366 
Brancovicå, Mara, 80-87 
Brion, Leonardo, cf. Bryennios, Leo-

nardo 

Bruni, Leonardo, 195-196, 199 
Bryennios, 372-373, 480, 574 
Bryennios (Brion, Briena, Brienna), 

Andronikos Leontaris (Leonardo), 
cf. Manuel Leontaris Bryennios 

Bryennios (Brion), Manuel Leontaris 
(Leondario), 119, 187-188, 315, 
320, 372 

Bulgarian(s) (Bulgar[s]), 230-231, 240, 
345 

Burgundian, 550 
Byzantine-Franks, xvii 
Byzantine(s), xiv, passim 
 
Caesar, Julius, 151 
Calafati, cf. Kalaphates 
Calibasciae (Calibasciae), 556 
Cambini, Andrea (Andrea Cambinius), 

101 
Campofregoso, Ludovico, 38 
Canal (C[h]anal) de, Aluvixe (Aloixe), 

636 
Canal de, Jeruolemo (Gerolemo), 636 
Cantacuzenus, cf. Kantakouzenos 
Capranica, Domenico, Cardinal of 

Firmano (Fermo), 29-30, 36, 141, 
668 

Capranica, Santa Croce Angelo, 
Cardinal, 141, 200, 672 

Caracciola, Roberto, Franciscan monk, 
548 

Carcauilla, Nicolo (Nicollo), 443, 553, 
555 

Carpaccio, 193 
Caretto (Carreto, Careto, Caritto) del, 

Joannes (Giouanni), 159, 173, 636 
Carthaginians (Puni, Poenos), 162-164 
Cassandra, 37-38, 206-210 
Castilian, 156, 495 
Catacoxino, Micael, cf. Kantakou-

zenos, Michael 
Catalacti, Georgio, 636 
Catalacti, Giacomo, 636 
Catalacti, Giovanni, 636 
Catalan(s), 12, 157, 180-181, 230-231, 

240, 246-247, 384 
Cataneo, Giustiniani, 632 
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Cataneo, Maurizio (Manuel, Joannes 
Maurici, Mauricio, Mauritio), 46, 
159, 168, 171-173, 181, 189, 247, 
313, 376, 479, 493, 513, 573, 632, 
636-637 

Catanio, Polo, 637 
Cataro da, Zuan, 637 
Cateluso, Ludovico, cf. Gattilusi, Leo-

disio 
Cato, 605-606 
Celsi, Tomaso, 633 
Celts, 415 
Centurius (Centurione), Bernabeus 

(Bernaba), 167, 456, 637 
        cargo ship of, 576 
Cesarini, Cardinal, 195 
Chalco[co]ndyles, Demetrius, 201, 392 
Charisios, leader of a Blue Faction, 331 
Charles VII, King of France, 99, 361 
Chian Maona, 543-544 
Chians, 532 
Chirato de, Zuan, 637  
C[h]ommussi, Andronikos, 638 
Christ, cf. Jesus, 287, 357 
Christian(s), passim 
Christianity, Orthodox and Latin, 

passim 
Chrysoloras, 198, 631 
Chrysoloras, Dromokates, 76 
Chrysoloras, John, 76, 198 
Chrysoloras, Manuel (Emmanuel), 75-

76, 193-194, 197-199, 361 
Chrysoloras, Michael Dromokates, 630 
Chrysolorina, Manfredina Auria, 75-77, 

630 
Cicero, 151 
Clareti, Giovanni, cf. de Chirato, Zuan 
Cleanthes, 605-606 
Cochiniani, Georgio, 638 
Cochiniani, Leone Georgio, 637 
Cocles (Coclitis, Cocle), Horatius (Ora-

tio), 169-172, 375-376, 479 
Coc[c]o, Antonio, 637 
Coco (Caucho, Cocchus), Giacomo 

(Jacomo, Jacopo, Jacobus), 395, 
449, 452-454, 458, 460, 572, 575, 
579, 581-582, 590-593, 637 

Columbi, John, 108 

Columbus, 627 
Constantine, Eparch, 301-302 
 Praetorian Prefect, 300-301 
Constantine I the Great (Saint, Theo-

philaktos), 64, 204, 214, 220-221, 
225-226, 297, 323-324, 457, 583-
584, 593 

Constantine VI, 323 
Constantine XI Dragas˚ Palaiologos, 

xvii, passim 
Contarini, Aluvixe (Aloixe), 638 
Contarini, Cat[t]arino (Cattana, Giaco-

mo/Jacob), 12, 178-181, 187, 247, 
249, 312, 573, 580, 586, 589, 596, 
625, 629, 638, 661 

Contarini, Felipo, 638 
Contarini, Gabriel, 638 
Contarini, Marin, 638 
Contarini, Piero, 638 
Contarini, Pie[t]ro, 638 
Copo, Antonio, 638 
Corallus, Stephanus, 194 
Corfù da, Antonio, 638 
Corner (Cornaria, Cornaro, Cornero), 

Fabruzzi (Fabruci, Fabricio), 119, 
126, 187-188, 249, 315, 372, 389, 
480, 572, 574, 578, 580, 587, 589, 
625, 639 

Corner, Jeruolemo (Gerolemo), 639 
Coronensus, Cristoforo, 250 
Council of Ten, Venitian, 572 
Council of Twelve, 576, 579, 582-583, 

588, 591-592 
Cretan, 469, 471-472, 547, 579-580, 

586, 588-589, 595 
Creto-Venetians, 627, 629 
Cribelli, Leodisio, 77, 630 
Curtius, Quintus, 78 
Cusanus, Nicolaus, 24, 195 
Custer, George Armstrong, General, 

213 
Cypriot, 150 
Cyril (Kyros), Prefect, 301, 314 
Czechs (Bohemians), 551 
 
Da Canale, Nicolo, 362 
Da Candia, Pedro, 155 
Da Cataro, Zuan, cf. Cataro da, Zuan 
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Da Coranto, Arseni, 548 
Da Curzola, xvii 
Da Drivasto, Giorgio (Zorzi) di Nicolo 

(Nicolò), 190, 574, 640 
Da Ferara, Renaldo, 641 
Da Ferrara, Pace, 212 
Da Feliciano, Battista, 572 
Da Mulin (Molin), Zacadira, cf. Zacaria 

da Mulin (Molin 
Da Prio[l]i, Mafio (Mattio), cf. Priol[l] 

da Mafio 
Da Reno, Giovanni, 194 
Da Rhuodo, Andrea, cf. Rhuodo da, 

Andrea 
Da Rimini, Filippo, 24, 394 
Da Soligno (Soligo), Bartolamio (Bor-

tolamio, Bartolomeo), 431, 574, 
580, 589 

Da Trau, Zorzi, cf. Trau da, Zorzi 
Dalmata (Illyricus) Slavus (Schiavo), 

Giovanni, 639 
Danaan(s, Greeks), 408, 432, 601 
Dandre (d’Andre), Nicolò, 639 
Dane, 392 
Daniel the Prophet, 324 
Dario, Giovanni, 644 
Darmarios, Andreas, 56, 155 
Davanzo, Antonio, 639 
Davanzo, Piero, 573, 580, 588, 639 
David, Bishop, 67 
De Ambergau (Oberammergau), Adam, 

194 
D’Aubusson, Pierre, 386 
De Columnis, Guido, 213 
De Drivasto, Demetrius, cf. Drivasto 

de, Demetrius 
D’Este, Borso, marquis of Ferrara, 362 
De’Greci, Troilo, cf. Greci de’, Troilo 
De la Brocquière, Bertrandon, 550 
De Langasco (Da Langasco), Leonardo, 

cf. Langasco de, Leonardo 
De Medici, Cosimo, 195 
De Novaria, Dominicus, cf. Novaris de, 

Dominicus 
De (Ca) Pexaro, Antonio, cf. Pexaro de 

(Ca), Antonio 
De Saldia (Sardaia), Stefano, cf. Saldia 

de, Stefano 

De Segna, Nicolo (Nicolas), 454, 654 
De Toledo, Don Francisco, 58, 117, 

154-157, 177, 632, 660 
De Toledo, Don Pedro, 155 
De Tot, Baron, 419 
De Vergonde, Fernado, 387 
De Vulterris, Antonio, 141 
De Vulterris, Raphael, 141 
Decembrio, Pier Candido, 195, 199 
Decembrio, Uberto, 195 
Delphic oracles, 627 
Demetrios (Kantakouzenos Palaiolo-

gos), cf. Kantakouzenos Palaiolo-
gos, Demetrios, Lord, 237, 639 

Demosthenes, 17, 195, 199, 541 
Di Gherardino da Forli, Giustino, 213 
Di Maistro, Domenegus, 405 
Di Montefeltro, Federico, 38 
Di Prioli (Priuli), Aluvixe (Aloixe, 

Alvisius), cf. Priuli, Aluvixe 
Di Rossi, Luca, cf. Rossi di, Luca 

Diedo, Andrea (Andreas, Aluvixe, 
Antonio[s]), 22, 395, 640, 658-659 

Diedo, Marco, 640 
Diedo, Vet[t]o[r], 640 
Diocletian, Roman Emperor, 321, 324, 

336, 338 
Dionysios, Lord, 80 
Dionysios I, Patriarch, 66, 70, 82-84, 

86, 541 
Dionysios III, Patriarch, 69 
Diplovatazes (Diplovatatzae, cf. 

Vatatzis), Giosue (Josu), 630-631, 
640 

Dishypatos, Alexios, 574, 640 
Diusnaigi, Giovanni (Zuan), 572, 640 
Dolfin Dolfin, 22, 471, 580, 582, 586, 

589, 591, 595, 640 
Domenico (Dominicus) of Navarre, 

159 
Dorgano (cf. Orhan), 580, 589 
Doria, Filippo Georgio, 640 
Doria, Giorgi (Zorzi), 467, 540, 633, 

640 
Doria, Marino Georgio, 640 
Dracula (Dracul), Count, 256 
Dragas˚, Helene, 219 
Drako (Dracul), 178 
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Drivasto de, Demetrius, 640 
Drivasto da, Zorzi de Nicolò, cf. Da 

Drivasto, Giorgio 
Dufay, Guillaume, 550 
 
Egnazio (Egnatius, Egnatius Cipelli), 

Giovan Battista, 101 
El Greco, cf. Domenikos Theotokopou-

los 
Ellissen, D. A., 578 
Empedocles, 605-606 
Empress (grand duchess), unnamed 

pseudo-wife of Constantine XI, 
132-136, 202-204, 208, 467 

Eneti, cf. Venetians 
English, 230-231, 240, 416 
Eudaimonoiannes (Eudomonoziani), 

Antonio, 600 
Euganeans, 212 
Eugenicus, Mark, Metropolitan, 80 
Eugenikos, 631 
European(s), 119, 211, 280, 365, 392, 

399, 412, 415-416, 429, 433, 475, 
547, 551-552, 571-572 

        Western, 403 
 
Faiuzo, 451-453, 641 
Faxol, Aluvixe, 641 
Fellizano (Feliciano, Felliczano, Felli-

sano), Baptista, 159, 641 
Ferducci, Othman di Lillo, 201 
Ficino, Marsilio, 195 
Filamati (Philomates), Antonio, 22, 111 
Filelfo, Francesco, 361 
Filelfo, Giovanni Mario (Giammario, 

Ioannes Marios), 76-77, 201, 630 
Firuz Beg, 571 
Fiurian, Bortolo, 465, 641 
Flantanela, 158, 160 
Flectanella, cf. Lecanella, Phlatanellas 
Florentine(s), 37, 110, 413, 540, 551, 

563 
Floriano, Bartalameo, 633 
Formachiani, Eustathius, 641 
Formachiani, Georgio, 641 
Formachiani, Marco, 641 
Fornari, Giovanni (Joannis), 173, 641 
Fortune, 386 

Foscari, Francesco, Doge of Venice, 
19, 29, 367-369, 516, 671 

Daughter(s, Camilla, Bianca,   
Paola, and Maria), of, 367-
368 

Foxon, Lio, 641 
Francisco de Toledo, Don, cf. De 

Toledo, Don Francisco 
Franks, 115, 162, 164, 201, 231, 239, 

403, 504, 529 
Frederick III, Holy Roman Emperor, 

548-550 
French (Frenchman), 230-231, 240, 

439, 562-563, 660 
Furian, Admiral, 586, 595 
 
Gaguin (Gaguinus), Robert, 101 
Galatians, cf. Perenses 
Galergiani, Basilio, 641 
Galergiani, Niceta, 642 
Galergiani, Nicolo, 642 
Galina (Gialinas/Hyalinas, Yalinas), 

Antonios, cf. Antonios Hylinas, 
22, 109-111, 471-472, 645 

Gattilusi (Gatilusi, Cattalugio), Leodi-
sio (L[e]odixi, Ludissio, Ludo-
vico), 173-174, 642 

Gaudier (Spiegel), Johannes, 271 
Gaza, Theodore, 193, 372-373 
Gebelin, Marin, 642 
Gennadios II, 80, 287 
Genoese, 12-14, 17, 21, 30, 81, 97, 

117, 120, 147, 159, 164, 167, 171, 
180, 186-187, 189-190, 197, 230-
231, 240, 252, 259, 306, 374, 376-
383, 385-386, 408, 429, 431-432, 
436, 439, 448, 450-453, 456, 459, 
464-467, 473, 485, 504, 513-514, 
517-519, 525-529, 532, 535-538, 
540, 544-545, 551, 561, 566, 572, 
575, 578-582, 586-587, 589-591, 
595-597, 599, 602, 613-614, 627, 
633, 660 

George VIII, King, 133 
Georgian, cf. Iberian, 369 
Georgillas, Emmanuel, 216 
Georgius, Dominican monk, 373 
Gerlach, Stephen, 54, 238, 270 
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German(s, Alemani), 32, 230-231, 240, 
378, 388, 392, 415, 443, 489, 504, 
515, 521, 549, 578 

Ghola, John, 109 
Giorgi (Zorzi), Giovanni (Zan), 574, 

642 
Giulia (Julia, Giuliano), Peré (Pedro), 

642 
Giustiniani, Daniel, 379 
Giustiniani, Giovani Guglielmo Longo, 

cf. Justinian 
Giustiniani, Giovanni, 46, 642 
Giustiniani, Leone, 642 
Giustiniani, Nicolaus, 643 
Goudeles, Emannuel, 119, 574, 643 
Goudeles (Guidelli, Gredeta, Gredetam, 

Goudelam, Goudelem, Gudelli, cf. 
Nicholas, the Eparch), Nikolaos, 
131-132, 152-154, 187, 249-250, 
313, 479, 574, 643, 660 

Gradenigo, Baiardo, 644 
Grant, John (Giouanni Grande Todes-

co, John the German), 119, 127, 
160-161, 172, 388-390, 480, 508-
509, 574, 576, 644 

Greci de’, Troilo, 644 
Greco-Byzantine, xv, xvi 
Greco-Italian, 40 
Greco-Venetian, 87, 382, 528, 550 
Gredeta, Nicolaus, cf. Nikolaos Gou-

deles 
Greek(s), xvi, passim 

Achaean(s), 199, 201, 205-206, 
211, 213 

Gregory, priest, 67 
Gregory XIII, Pope, 149 
Grimaldi, Domenico, 644 
Grioni, Zaccaria (Zacaris, Zac[h]aria), 

11-12, 22, 111, 190-191, 432, 436, 
452, 461, 472, 516, 571, 575, 644 

Grit[t]i, Battista (Batista, Baptista), 
131, 187, 189, 249, 313, 448, 479, 
574, 586, 596, 644 

Griti, Luca, 644 
Gül Baba (Father Rose), 272, 279, 282, 

287 
Guliano (Giulia), Pedro (Peré Julia), 

157-158, 246 

Gulias, Nicolò, 644 
Guro, cf. Sgouros 
Guttenberg, 194 
Gypsy, 118-119 
 
Hagar, 110-111 
Hagarene (Hagarites, Muslim Turk[s]), 

62, 178 
Halˆμl Candarlˆ Pasha (Pasça), grand 

vizier, xvii, 88, 251-252, 398, 450, 
484-485, 517, 519-520, 558, 573-
574, 576, 598, 602, 609-610, 614-
615 

H|amza Beg, Admiral (kapudan pasça), 
434-435, 437, 462, 464 

Hannibal (Annibal), 521 
Hasan Pasha (Pasça), 271-272, 279 
Hecuba, Queen, 203 
Helios, 7 
Helen (of Troy), 206, 209 
Helena, mother of Constantine I, 220, 

324 
Helena, mother of Constantine XI, 220, 

224-225 
Hellenes (Hellenic), 135, 228, 283, 

305, 391, 478 
Hellenic Philological Association, 543 
Heraclius (Heraklios), 215, 319, 619 
Hercules (Herculean), 176-177, 412 
Hermonymous, George, 206 
Herodotus, 78 
Hocazade, Molla (mullah), 273 
Holy Spirit, 222-224, 227 
Homer, 16, 154, 195-196, 206, 211, 

221, 392, 541 
Honorius, 303 
Hospitallers, 200, 387, 493, 496 
Hungarian(s, Paionians, Panones, Pan-

nonians, Transylvanians), 198, 
230-231, 240, 370-371, 391-392, 
403, 411, 491, 504, 516, 521, 551, 
557, 568 

Huns, 98 
Hunyadi, John Corvinus, King, 227, 

370-372, 391, 410-411, 496, 515, 
551, 555-556, 570, 573, 576 

Hyalinas (Yalinas), Antonios, cf. 
Antonios Galina, 644 
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Iagaris (Giagaris, Giagaro, Jagaris, 
Jagarus, Dragaros, Iagros), 
Manuel Palaiologos, archon, 183, 
305-306, 364, 580, 589 

Iberian, 369 
Ibrahim Beg, 397-398 
Iconoclasm, 278 
Iconoclastic dynasty/period, 278-279 
Illyrians, 198 
Illyricus (Lirico, Illirico, Illyricus-

Sclavus, Shiauo, Schiavo-
Dalmates, Dalmata), John (Joan-
nis, Giouanni) Sclavus, 173, 176-
178 

Imperiale (Imperialis), 13, 466, 518, 
645 

Ioannikios, Patriarch, 68 
Ioasaph II, Patriarch, 67 
Ionian, 103 
Irene, Empress, 323 
Isabella, Queen of Castile, 387 
Isfendiyaμr, Og≥lu (Isfendiyarog®lu), 

Ismail, 479 
Isçak Pasha (Pasça), 119, 574 
Ishmaelites, 34, 84 
Isidore, Nikolaos, judge, 74-75 
Isidorus, priest, 646 
Islam (Mohammedanism), 35, 52, 67, 

71-72, 83, 98, 118, 222, 285 
Israelites, 413 
Italian(s, Latins), 115, 155, 159, 162, 

178, 197-198, 200, 212, 230-231, 
237, 240, 246, 251, 253, 305, 316, 
328, 338, 341, 343, 375, 383, 398-
399, 402, 408, 411-412, 415, 431-
432, 443-444, 448, 450, 453, 455, 
459, 464, 475, 489, 493, 504, 513-
514, 520, 532, 537-539, 551, 553-
554, 558, 561, 577-578, 580-581, 
587, 589-590, 597-598, 600, 627, 
632-633, 660 

 Italianus (Italiano, Dalmates), Hiero-
nymus (Girolamo), 178, 180-181, 
306, 574, 646 

 
Janissary(ies), 232, 484, 520, 558-559, 

581, 590, 621-622 
Jason, 404 

Jeremiah, Patriach, 52, 54, 68 
Jesus, cf. Christ, 281 
Jews, 386, 462, 550 
John IV, Emperor, 81 
Jonah, 15 
Juan of Seville, 156 
Julia, Peré, cf. Pedro Guliano (Giulia) 
Justin II (Kouropalates), Emperor, 339 
Justinian (Ioustinianos, Gioustounias, 

Giustiniani), xvii, 12, 17, 29, 41, 
46, 103-104, 109, 116, 119-123, 
126-129, 132-134, 144, 147, 154, 
160-161, 164, 172-176, 185, 215, 
223, 231, 236, 250-251, 315, 326-
327, 364-365, 377-388, 448, 452, 
457-460, 464, 466-467, 475, 481-
482, 492-494, 499-501, 503-505, 
507-508, 515-546, 554-555, 558-
560, 568, 572, 574, 576-577, 579, 
586, 588, 595, 599, 620-621, 623, 
627, 642 

Justinian I, Emperor, 214-215, 300, 
313, 319, 352 

 
Kalaphates, Giacomo, 646 
Kalaphates, Michael, 646 
Kallistos, Bishop, 67 
Kalojan (John V), 320 
Kamariotes, Matthew, 53 
Kananos, Alexander, 630 
Kantakouzene/Kantakouzenos/Kanta-

kouzenoi, 86, 140, 631, 646 
Kantakouzene, Eirene, 81 
Kantakouzenos, Andronikos, 119, 130, 

187, 189, 480, 573 
   Sons of, 132, 609-610, 617, 

646 
Kantakouzenos, Demetrios Palaiologos, 

154, 260-261, 639, 646, 661 
Kantakouzenos (Cantacusino), Ioannes 

(John), 130, 188-189, 480, 574, 
646 

Kantakouzenos, Michael, 646 
Kantemir, Demetrios, 285 
Karaca (Karatzia [Qaraja], Karach 

Beg), Pasha (Pasça), beglerbeg of 
Europe, 118-119, 476, 574 

Karıstıran Suleiman Beg, 393 
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Karystenos, Theodoros (Khiliarkh 
Theodoros?), 119, 123-124, 126-
127, 170-172, 480, 499, 574, 646 

Khakokondylai, 391 
Khalko[ko]ndyles (Chacondyles), 

Demetrios, 193-194 
Khiliarkh Theodoros, cf. Karystenos, 

Theodoros, and Palaiologos, 
Theophilos 

Khristodoulos, 68, 285-286 
Khortatzes, 110 
kislar aga (grand enuch), 609-610 
Kleophrades, 210 
Knights of the Golden Fleece, 550 
Knights of Saint John, 18, 200, 556 
Komnenoi (Komnenian), 57-58, 86, 

151, 354 
Komnenos, Alexios I, 154-155, 355 
Komnenos, Alexios Angelos, 155 
Komnenos, Isaak, Emperor, 353 
Komnenos, Isaakios, 647 
Komnenos, John II, Emperor, 353 
Komnenos, Konstantinos, 646 
Komnenos, Michael Anemas, 355 
Konstantios, Patriarch, 273 
Krum, Khan, 345 
Kurds, 245 
Kyriake, Saint, 336, 338 
Kyritzes/cçelebi, cf. Demetrios Apokau-

kos 
 
Lacavel[l]ja, Francesco, cf. Francesco 

Lecanella 
Ladislas, 237 
Laertius, [Diogenes], 78 
Langasco de (Languasto da, Langasio), 

Leonardo (Lionardo), 180, 306, 
575, 647 

Laskaris, 631 
Laskaris, Manuel, 647 
Laskaris, Theodoros, 647 
Latin(s), 18, 28-29, 538 
Lecanella (Flecanella, Flectanella, Flet-

tanella, Lacavel[l]a, Phlantanel-
las), Francesco, 159, 432, 632, 
641, 647, 660 

Lechevalier, J.-B., 278 
Leo III the Isaurian, Emperor, 265, 267 

Leo IV, Emperor, 323 
Leo V the Armenian, Emperor, 344-

345 
Leo VI the Wise, 219, 222 
Leonidas, 213 
Leontios, Metropolitan, 69, 323 
Lesches, 206 
Levantine, 405 
Ligurian(s), 186, 377, 530 
Lithuanian Rus. 114 
Livy, 78 
Lolin, Alesandro, 647 
Lolin, Zuan, 647 
Lombards, 78 
Longinos (Longino, Longinus), Andro-

nikos (Andronicus), 188-189, 574, 
648 

Longo, 378 
Longo, Danielis, 379-380 
Loredan, Giacomo (Jacomo, Jacopo), 

12, 435, 437, 516-517, 582, 586, 
591, 596 

Loredan, Giovanni, 582, 591 
Loredan, Zuan, 648 
Loredano (Lauredani), Pietro (Petri, 

Piero), 434-435, 437 
        Son of, 581, 590 
Lutheran, 54 
 Chruch, 54 
Lydus, 210 
 
Macabee, 385 
Macedonian(s), 165, 445, 447, 521 
Mahmud Pasha (Pasça), 89, 391 
Maistro, Domenico, son of, 578, 587 
Malatesta, Cleopa, 627-628 
Malaxoi, 53 
Malaxos, Nikolaos, 55 
Malipiero, Andrea, 648 
Mamalis, 631 
Mamalis (Imam Ali?), 239-240 
Mamalis, Leskaris, 239 
Mamantus (Mamas?), Saint, 351 
Mamas, Gregory III, Patriarch, 50, 130 
Mameluks, 68 
Manuel de Genoa, cf. Manuel the 

Ligurian 
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Manuel the Ligurian, cf. Cataneo, 
Maurizio, 172, 661 

Marangon, Zuan, 648 
Marcellinus Comes, 299-301 
Marcello, Bartolomeo, 40, 121, 551 
Marchini, Nicolò, 648 
Mariano, Domino, 648 
Maroules, Phokas, 336 
Marquis of Mantua, 630 
Mars, 407 
Martinioni, Giustiniano, 193 
Marufo, Baldassare, 42, 651 
Máslama, General, 265 
Maurice, Emperor, 340 
Maurice (Maurikios) the Genoese (cf. 

Cataneo, Maurizio), 172 
Mavrico, Bortalameo, 648 
Mavrico, Giovanni, 648 
Maximian, Roman Emperor, 324, 336 
Maximos, Patriarch, 67 
Maximus, 316 
Mehmed II, Sultan and Fatih, xiii, xv-

xvii, passim 
Meh\med Z\illˆμ, dervish, 90 
Meister George, xvii 
Meligalos, xvii 
Melissenoi, 50, 57, 151, 153, 155 
Melissenoi-Komnenoi, 151, 155 
Melissenos, Dominos Theodoros, 57-

58 
Melissenos, Nikephoros, 57, 153 
Melissenos, Nikephoros Sebastos, 57 
Melissenos, Nikolaos, 152-153 
Melissourgos, cf. Melissenoi 
Melissourgos, Theodoros, 151 
Melissourgos-Melissenos, 153 
Melissourgos-Melissenos, Nikephoros, 

151 
Menander, 195, 541 
Menelaos, 210 
Mentas˚a Bay Og≥lu, 479 
Mersaites (Seid Bokhari), 557 
Metaxas, Antonios, 648 
Metaxas, Nikolaos, 648 
Metaxas, Sergios, 648 
Methodios of Patara, 222 
Metokhites, Palaiologos (Theodoros 

Palaiologos Metokhites?), 574 

Metrophanes III, Patriarch, 169 
Michael, 371 
Michael, Archangel, 218, 495 
Michael II, Emperor, 350 
Michiel, Francesco, 648 
 A relative of, 648 
Michiel, Piero, 649 
Mihailovicå, Konstantin, 237 
millet, 65, 68, 71 
  Greek, 52 
Mir Ahur (Ahor, Master of the Horse), 

146, 617 
Minotti, 12, 39 
Minotto, wife of Girolamo Minotto, 

649  
Minotto, Girolamo (Jeruolemo, Hiero-

nymus), 12, 39, 119, 178-181, 
187-188, 246-247, 387, 389, 401, 
551, 574, 580, 589, 628, 649 

Minotto, Paolo, 12, 649 
Minotto, Zorzi, 12, 649 
Mocenigo (Mozenigo), Nicolo (Nico-

lò), 574, 580, 589, 625, 650 
Molisrus, 514 
Molitius (?), Andronikos, 249 
Mondini, Giacomo, 650 
Mondini, Lazaro, 650 
Mongol(s, Scythians), 44, 100, 198, 

213, 392, 600 
Moors, 32, 164 
Moreot, 600 
Morexini (Morosini), Bernardo, 395, 

452 
Morexini (Morosini), Girolamo (Hiero-

nymo, Jeroluemo, Jeruolemo), 22, 
395, 452, 471, 571, 579, 582, 586, 
588, 591, 595, 650 

Morexini, Nicolò, 650 
Moro, Giovanni, 548 
Mousouros, Antonios, 650 
Mousouros, Leon, 650 
Mouzalis, 631 
Muhtar, Ahmed, 244 
Mulin (Molin) da, Zacaria, 650 
Munir Ali, 414, 417 
Murad II, Sultan, 75, 78, 80-81, 86, 

142, 201, 217-218, 325, 339, 359-
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361, 415, 429, 481, 484, 487, 494-
495, 497, 522, 557 

Murad III, Sultan, 55, 349, 356 
mursçid, 89 
Muslih ed-Din, 405 
Muslihuddin, former Christian monk, 

389 
Muslim(s), passim 
Mustafa (Mahmud Pasha [Pasça]?), 119, 

122-123, 127-128, 499 
Mustoxides, 554 
Myrmidons (Janissaries, Myrmidones), 

444, 447, 521 
 
Nani, Pierro, 586, 596, 650 
Navaier, Aloixe (Aluvixe), 650 
Nazarean (Christian), 392 
Neapolitan, 150, 155 
Neophytos (Neophytus, Nikodemos), 

of Rhodes, moink, 305-306, 364, 
580, 589, 629, 651 

Neoptolemos/Pyrrhos, 209 
Neptune, 453 
Neri, 37 
Nicene, 27 
Nicholas the Eparch, 115, 131 
Nicholas V, Pope, 9, 14, 16, 19, 24, 28, 

36, 147, 205, 366, 372-374, 401, 
422, 424, 432, 443-444, 486, 489, 
491, 504, 507, 519, 521, 534, 541, 
571-573, 579, 587, 643, 671 

Niketas, Saint, 324 
Nikolaos, 74 
Niobe, 135 
Notaras, 87, 305, 631 
Notaras, Anna, 41-45, 87, 255, 257, 

599, 617 
Notaras, Euphrosyne (Phrosyne), 41-

42, 44 
Notaras, Irene, 605-606 
Notaras, Isaakis, 253 
Notaras, Iakobos (Isaakios, Jacob), 41-

43, 253-257, 260-261, 603-605, 
609-612, 615-617, 651 

Notaras, Loukas (Kyr Louka, Chir-
luca), xv, xvii, 9, 12-13, 40-46, 87, 
116, 122, 130, 147, 172-174, 178-
181, 190, 248-255, 258-264, 268, 

363, 371, 450-451, 469, 482, 485, 
503-504, 509-510, 533, 546, 560, 
574, 577, 580, 589, 597-618,  629, 
651 

Unnamed daughter(s) of, 43, 
255, 259, 305, 599, 601, 
618, 651 

Unnamed son(s) of, 43, 132, 
249, 252-256, 258-259, 
261-264, 267-268, 305, 
600-617, 645, 651 

Unnamed wife of, 259, 603-
612, 651 

Notaras, Matthaios, 652 
Notaras, Theodora, 41-44 
Notaras, Vlasios, 652 
Notaras, Zabeta, 43 
Novaria de (Novara da), Dominicus 

(Domenico), 652 
 
Oedipus, 205 
The Ohio State University, 33 
Omelia d’, Nicholas, 652 
Onesimos, 210 
Orhan (Osmanli, cf. Dorgano), 147, 

260, 397-398, 400, 580, 589, 652 
Origen, 17, 195, 541 
Orsini, 369 
Orsini, Isabella, 369 
Osman, 98-99, 105 
Osmanli(s), 51, 135, 152 
 Osmanli Turks, 203 
Ottoman Turks, xiii, xiv-xvii, passim 
Ovid, 151, 204-205 
 
Painter, C., 210 
Pakhominos, monk, 67  
Palaiologina, Marie (Maria), 321, 372  
Palaiologoi (Palaiologan), 81, 86, 135, 

140, 149, 152, 154, 169, 196, 262, 
304, 350, 362, 547 

Palaiologos, protostrator, 611 
 Sons of, 611 
Palaiologos, Andronikos II, Emperor, 

336 
Palaiologos, Andronikos III, Emperor, 

336 
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Palaiologos, Andronikos V, Emperor, 
260 

Palaiologos, Bryennios Leontaris 
(Andronikos), 125-126, 361 

Palaiologos, Constantine, 631 
Palaiologos, Constantine XI (cf. Con-

stantine XI Palaiologos), passim 
Palaiologos, Demetrios, 74, 131, 153-

154, 188, 249, 479, 630, 652, 661 
Palaiologos, Emmanuel, 188, 652 
Palaiologos, John V, Emperor, 235, 

317 
Palaiologos, John VII, Emperor, 259-

260 
Palaiologos, John VIII, 125, 156, 237, 

304-306, 322-323, 333-334, 363, 
369, 372, 397, 497 

Palaiologos, Manuel, 574, 631 
Palaiologos, Manuel II, Emperor, 197, 

204, 237, 259, 397 
Palaiologos, Metokhites Theodoros, 

188, 652 
Palaiologos, Michael VIII, Emperor, 

304, 316-317 
Palaiologos, N[icolai?], 153 
Palaiologos, Nikephoros, 152-154 
Palaiologos, Panages, mythical son of 

Constantine XI, 204 
Palaiologos, Singourla, cf. Sgouro-

malles, Palaiologos 
Palaiologos, Sphrantzes, 140 
Palaiologos, Theodore (Theodoros) I, 

despot of the Morea, 27, 125, 172, 
574 

Palaiologos, Theodoros II, despot of 
the Morea, 627 

Palaiologos, Theophilos (Khiliarch 
Theodoros?), 105-106, 124-125, 
127-128, 168-172, 176-178, 480, 
574, 652 

Palaiologos, Tomaso (Thomas), 188, 
653 

Pallas, 302 
Pannonians (Hungarians), 198, 392, 

410 
Pascal, Antonio, 653 
Paseas, 210 
Pasquale, Pellegrino, 194 

Paulus Iouius (Paolo Giovio), 101 
Pelasgos, 189 
Perenses, 458-459, 467, 504, 518, 614 
Persian(s), 198, 210, 213, 345 
pesçkesç, 71, 84 
Petrinus, Henricus, 24 
Pexaro de (Ca), Antonio, 653 
Phanariots, 280 
Pharaoh, 413 
Philanthropenos (Philanthropus), Alex-

ios Laskaris, 188, 574 
Philanthropenos, (Emmanuel, Mauel?), 

653 
Philantrochus, cf. Philanthropenos 
Philip II, Spanish King, 155 
Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy, 

29, 241, 550-551, 672 
Philippides, George, 259 
Philippos (Philip), 159-160 
Philomates (Filamati), Antonios, 110-

111, 471-472, 641, 653 
Phokas, Andronikos, 653 
Phokas, Em[ma]nuel, 653 
Phortias, cf. Sforza 
Phrygian(s, Turk[s]), 213, 408, 448, 

514 
Pindar, 195, 349, 541 
Pixani (Pisani), Nicolò, 586, 596, 653 
Pizamano, Antonio, 653 
Pizzaro, Francisco, 155 
Plack, Stephen, 141 
Platina, Bartolomeo, 101 
Plato (Platonic), 16-17, 195-196, 199, 

541 
Plethon, George Gemistos, 45, 49, 194-

195, 206 
Plutarch, 199 
Poles (Polish), 35, 351 
Polyxena, 210 
Pompeianus, 272 
Portuguese, 230-231, 240 
Priam, King, 199, 203-206, 208-211, 

213-214, 563 
Priol[l]i da, Mafio (Mattio), 653 
Prioli di, Aluvixe (Aloixe), 653 
Proclus, 206-207 
Procopius, 214-215 
prwtonotavrio~, “first notary,” 55 
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Pseudo-Dionysius, the Areopagite, 195 
Pseudo-Ptolemy, 557 
Ptolemy, 72, 199 
Pucheria, Empress, 354 
 
Raboulas, monk, 324 
Radu of Wallachia, 256-257 
Raphael, Patriarch/monk, 72, 84-85 
Redolfi, Aluvixe, 654 
Rhales, 631 
Rhangabes, 128-129, 498, 654 
Rhodian, 386 
Rhodio, Neophito (Neofito) Hieroma-

naco (Jeronaco), 183 
Rhuodo Phodo?) da, Andrea, 654 
Ricci (Riccius), Michele, 101 
Rizo, M. J., 274 
Rizzo (Errizo), Antonio, 389, 392-394, 

405, 412, 572, 578, 587 
Roman(s), 17, 98, 136, 155, 162, 212, 

230-231, 240, 299 
Romania, 23 
Romanoi, 324 
Romanos, Saint, 336 
Romanos of Palestine, 324 
Romanos the Melode, 324 
Romanos III Argyros, Emperor, 274 
Romulus, 55 
Rossi di, Luca, 654 
Rumanian, 33, 190 
Rus (Rus’), 322 
Rusii, 34 
Russian(s, Sarmatian[s]), 34, 115, 120-

121, 130, 222, 268, 341, 392, 419, 
528, 579, 588 

        Great, 114 
        Medieval, 33 
        Muscovite, 221 
        White, 114 
 
Sabines, 15 
Sacra Liga, 600 
Sagan Pasha (Pasça), cf. Zaganos Pasha 
Saint Elmo, fire, 223 
Saint Francis, Order of, 35 
Saint John, Knights of, 387, 493, 496 
Saint Mark, (Venetian) banner of, 23, 

586, 595, 599 

Salamon (Salamun), Nadal (Hadal), 
654 

Saldia (Sardaia) de, Stefano, 654 
Salvatico (Salvadego, Saluadego), Tho-

mas, 159, 173-174, 654 
Samson, 117, 176-177 
Sandones, Andronikos Trikhas, 630 
Santamaura, 56 
Saraca Pasha (Pasça, Sarazanum bassa), 

519-520, 558 
Saracen(s), 381, 499 
Saratzian (Sarapian), 476-477 
S|arˆ Haμn Bay Og≥lu, 479 
Sarmatian(s), 198, 392 
Sassanid, 215 
Saul, 233 
Saxons, 453 
Schiavo, John, 106 
Schiavo, Tommaso, xvii 
Schliemann, Heinrich, 7 
Scio, 466, 633 
Scipio, 521 
Scolato, Filippo, 654 
Scythian(s), 198, 392 
Segna de, Nicolo, cf. De Segna, Nicolo 
Seguriani, Marco, 655 
Seguriani, Nicolo, 655 
Seguriani, Piero, 655 
Selim I Yavuz, Sultan, 52-53, 56, 67-

68, 71 
Selim II Khan, Sultan, 67, 272 
Senkroula, cf. Palaiologos Sgouro-

malles 
Senkrula, cf. Palaiologos Sgouromalles 
Serbian(s, Serb[s], Trballian[s]), 35, 

81-82, 84-86, 230-231, 237, 240, 
288, 366, 388, 392, 507 

Sfortia, Francesco, 77, 630 
Sforza (Phortias), 142 
Sgouromalles, Palaiologos (cf. Palaio-

logos Singkourlas, Senkroula, 
Senkrula), 122-123, 125-128, 652 

Sgouros (Guro, Sguro), Petros, 110-
111, 471-472, 655 

Shaburidze, George, 133 
Sicilian Maona, 545 
Sigismund, 379 
Signolo, Nadal, 655 
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Singourlas (Singkourlas), Palaiologos, 
124, 498, 655 

Skanderbeg, George Kastriotes, 551 
Skantzileris, Strategopoulos, 125 
Slav(s, Slavic), 119, 130, 198, 322, 

344-345, 561, 628 
Slavonic, Old, 32-33 
Soderini, Nicolò, 548 
Soligo, Bartolamio, 655 
Sophianos, xvii 
Sophianos, Theodoros, 655 
Sophronios, Metropolitan, 169 
Sorbola, Nicolo, 443, 553, 555 
Spagnuolo, Zuanne, 548 
Spandounes, Eudokia, 87 
Spandounes, Matthios, 87 
Spandugnino (Spandounes), Theodoro, 

87, 238 
Spaniard(s, Spanish), 118, 155, 169, 

230-231, 240, 246-247 
Spartan, 213 
 Sphrantzaina, Agathe (Agape), 140 
Sphrantzes, John, 257, 617 
Spinola, Luciano, 42 
Stecco, Andrea, 655 
Stephanus, Rob., 98, 100 
Stephen of Novgorod, 268-269, 354 
Stimmer, Tobias, 193-194 
Stornados (Stornadus), Bernardo, 189, 

479, 514, 655 
Stoudios, Consul, 319 
Strabo, 199 
Stringa, Giovanni, 193 
Suetonius, 101 
Suleiman, 393 
Suleyman I, Sultan, 397 
Suleyman (Suleiman) the Magnificent, 

Sultan, 52, 68, 71, 98-99, 432 
sürgün, 59-63 
Symeon I, Patriarch, 67, 84 
 
Taiapiera, Jacomo, 655 
Tamburlaine (Timur-i-lenk), 100 
Tatars, 114, 496 
Teiresias, Sophoclean, 205 
Teke Bay Og≥lu, 479 
Thalassenos, Andreas, 656 
Thalassenos, Ioannes, 656 

Thalassenos, Leon, 656 
Thalassenos, Vardas, 656 
Thekla, 353  
Theodore, 331 
Theodoros, Lord, 237 
 Chiliarch, 499 
Theodoros, Saint, 168 
Theodosia, Saint/Hagia, 110-111, 265-

268, 278-279, 282 
Theodosios of Cyprus (Koprios), 371 
Theodosios I the Great, Emperor, 214-

215, 316 
Theodosios II, Emperor, 214, 297-299, 

301, 303, 314, 316, 331, 620 
Theoleptos, Patriarch, 52-53, 56, 68 
Theophilos, Emperor, 350, 353 
Theotokopoulos, Domenikos (cf. El 

Greco), 155 
Thomas, G. M., 443 
Thracians, 198 
Thucydides, 17, 195, 541 
Timur-i-lenk, cf. Tamburlaine 
Titian, 193 
Tomasi, Pierre, 198 
Tommasi, Petro, 75-76 
Topsubasçicu, Suleiman, 392 
Toscanelli, Paolo, 195 
Tourkokratia, 140 
Tradini, Aluvixe, 656 
Trapezountios, George (George of 

Trebizond), 72, 193 
Trau da, Zorzi, 656 
Traversari, Ambrogio, 195 
Trebizondian, 84, 586, 595 
Trevisano, 12 
Trevixan (Trabexonda, Trevisan, Trevi-

sano, Trivixan), Gabriel (Cha-
briel), 22, 190-191, 434, 436, 452, 
463, 471, 516, 571, 573-574, 576, 
579-580, 582-583, 586-587, 589, 
591-592, 595, 626, 656 

Trevixan, Nicolò, 452 
Trevixan, Silvestro, 452, 657 
Tribalians, 198, 392 
Trivixan, Adamo, 656 
Trivixan, Gabriel, cf. Trevixan, Gabriel 
Trivixan, Marco, 656 
Trivixan, Piero, 656 
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Trivixan, Silvestro, cf. Trevixan, 
Silvestro 

Trojan(s, Turks), 37-38, 197-201, 203, 
205-206, 210-213, 514-515, 563 

Trun (Tron), Dona[d]o, 657 
Tunisians, 164 
Turk(s)/Turkish (Phrygians, Teucrus, 

Theucrorus), passim 
Tsamblakon, Palaiologos, 188, 268 
 
Ulrich II, count, 86 
Ulubadlı, Hasan, 129 
Urban (Orban, Orbanos), 387, 389-396, 

413-425, 456-457, 475, 477-479, 
481-489, 502, 506, 515, 552, 554-
555, 559, 571-573 

 
Valentius, Russian slave, 109, 111, 657 
Valeriani, Emanuel. 657 
Valeriani, Georgio, 657 
Valeriani, Giovanni, 657 
Valeriani, Niccolò, 657 
Vardas, Stamatios, 657 
Vatatzis (cf. Diplovatazis), 631 
Vefa, Sheyh Muslihiddin, 241 
Velentinelli, 553 
Veludo, 553 
Venetian(s), xvii, 3, 12-13, 17, 19, 21, 

23, 35, 37-40, 86, 97, 102, 109-
110, 112, 117, 121, 147, 157-158, 
167, 169, 179-181, 187, 189-191, 
197, 212, 224, 230-231, 240, 247-
248, 252, 259, 348, 355, 362-363, 
366-368, 377-378, 382-383, 385-
390, 392-395, 400-401, 405, 411, 
430, 434-435, 437, 439, 442-443, 
449-451, 453, 457-459, 461-469, 
471-473, 479, 481, 485, 509, 514-
518, 535, 538, 540, 548, 551, 553-
556, 561, 565, 572-580, 582, 584-
589, 591, 593-596, 599-600, 602, 
613-614, 626-629, 633, 659 

      Constantinopolitan, 394 
      Senate, 40 
      Trojans, 213 
Venier, Francesco, 657 
Venir (Venier), Zuan, 22, 111, 472, 

625, 657 

Vergil (Vergilian), 198, 200, 204-205, 
514 

Veronese, Guarino, 194, 199 
Virgin, cult of, 354 
 Virgin Mary, 495, 544 
Vitali, Piettro (Peter of Calabria), 195 
Vit[t]uri, Daniel, 657 
Vitturi, Lorenzo 551 
Vivarini, 193 
Vlachs, 230-231, 240, 355 
Vlakhos (Blacho[s]), Jan, 657 
Vlad III the Impaler, 256-257 
Von Südheim, Ludof, 212 
 
Wallachian(s), 32, 551 
Wilder, Marshall P., 543 
Wright, Diana G., 142 
 
Xenakes, 52 
Xenophon[tes], 17, 195, 199, 541 
Xerxes (Serse), 165-166, 305, 433-447, 

553, 627 
 
Zaccaria (Zacharia, Zacharias), Angelo 

(Anzolo), 13, 189, 451-453 
Zaganos Pasha (Pasça, Sagan Pasha 

[Pasça]?), 20, 118-119, 399, 437, 
463, 484-485, 512-513, 574, 576, 
578 

Zantani, Piero, 658 
Zanzorzi (Zan Zorzi?, Joannes Geor-

gas), 187-188, 190 
Zefinichi (Tzifinichi), Giacomo, 658 
Zefinichi (Tzifinichi), Michiel, 658 
Zen, Fantini, 658 
Zeno, Emperor, 319 
Zeyrek Molla (mullah) Mehmed 

Effendi, 273 
Zoe, Lady, 237 
Zon, Zuan, 658 
Zonaras, 351 
Zorzi, Bertolamio (Bortolo, Bartolo), 

658 
Zosima the Deacon, 215, 269 
Zustignan (Giustiniani), Bernardo, 658 
Zustignan (Giustiniani, Zustinian), 

Nicolò, 658 
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Zygomalas, Theodosios, 54-56, 134-
135, 238, 271, 351, 355, 631  

 


